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MODERN GEOGRAPIIY. 

HAVING thus given a description sufficiently ample, a4l is 
pre~umed, of Europe, the most intere~ing portion of the globe, that 
of the remaining three quarters shall be more restricted, as the topics 
are generally less alluring to the European reader, and in many instan
ces the materials are imperfect. Of some parts of America, and the 
vast central regions of Africa, little is known : but Asia presents a more 
extensive theme, and teems with scenes of important events in ancient 
oand modern history. 

ASIA. 

Exn:NT. THIS great division of the earth extends, in length, 
from the Hellespont to what is called the East Cape ; that is from about 
tne 26° of longitude, east from London, into the other hemisphere 
to near 190° of east longitude, or 170° west from London ; being 
no less than 164 o or (taking the degree at a medial latitude) more than 
6,500 geographical miles. From the southern cape of Malacca to the 
c-ape of Cevero Vostochnoi, which braves the ice of the Arctic ocean, 
the breadth extends from about 2 ° of northern latitude tp about 77 o, or 
nearly 4,500 geographical miles. If, for the sake of a rude and mere:ly 
comparative calculation, one sixth part be added for the difference 
between the statute and geographical mile, the length of Asia in Bri
tish miles would be about 7,583: and the breadth 5,250. 

Of the vast extent of Asia, the ancients entertained most indistinct 
ideas ; and in fact, the discevery of this great division of the world 
may be said to have commenced with the travels of Marco Polo, the 
Venetian, in the end of the thirteenG1 century ; and it was not com
pleted, with regard to the eastern €Xtremities, till the recent travels 
were published in Russia, and the voyages of Becring, Cook, and L11, 
P.erouse. It is now well known that Asia is limited, on the east, by a 
strait which divides it from America: and which, in hono.ur of the dis· 
coverer, is called Beerin~'s strait. The northern and !iOuthern boun-
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ASIA. 

daries are the Arctic and Indian oceans, in which last many large 
islands, particularly that of New Holland, now more dassicaUy and 
properly styled by some Australasia,* afford a vast additional extent to 
this quarter of the globe. The western limits of Asia have already 
been discussed in the account of the eastern liwits of Europe. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The population of Asia is by all 
authors allowed to be wholly primitive and original; if we except that 
of the Techuks or Tchuktchi, who, by the Russian travellers and Mr. 
Tooke, are supposed to have passed from the opposite coast of Ame
rica. A few colonies have migrated from Russia to the northern parts, 
as far as the sea of Kamtchatka : and there are well known European 
settlements in Hindostan, and the i">les to the south-east; but the first 
serious attempt to colonize what is esteemed a part of Asia, was the 
l'ecent settlement at Port Jackson. With these and other trifling excep
tions, Asia presents a prodigious original population, as may be judged 
from the following table, which will be found more clear than any pro
lix discussion on the subject. ,.. 
LINN JEAN TABLE OF THEN A TIONS AND LANGUAGES IN ASIA. 

Ordo. Genus. Species. 
I. Assyrians. Assyrians. Chaldee. 

Arabians. Hebrew, &c. 
Egyptians. 

II. Scythians. Persians. Arrilenianst. 
Scvthians intra et extra 

III. Sarmats. 
Imaum,. &c. 

Medes. Georgians. 
Parthians. Circassians. 

IV. i Seres. 
Incli. Hindoos. Northern & Southern, &c. 

v. Sina::. Chinese. 
Japanese. 

* 
liiAltDARIC NATIONS :FROM NOP.TH TO SOUTH, AXD ACCORDING TO TilE 

DEGREES OF DAitBARISM. 

VI. Samoteds. 
VII. Yakuts. 

VIII. Koriacs. 
IX. Kamtchada!s. 

X. Mandshurs or 
Tunguses. 

Osti:.tcs, Yurals, &c. 
Yul,:agirs. · 

Teclmks or Tchuktchi. 
Kurillians. 

Lamuts. 

(Expelled Tatars, accord
ing to Tooke & Lesseps.) 

II 
"* 

(Ruling people in China.) 

" More briefly Notasia, from the Greek, as from them we receive the name 
·of Asia: and in such new terms the Grecian language is justly and properly 
;preferred. 

t The Parsi and Zend are cognate with the Gothic, Greek Latin accord
ing to Sir William Jones. Indian Dissert. vol. i. p. 206. 'The Pehlavi is 
Assyrian or Chaldaic. Id. 187, 138. 206. 

:j: These have a Tataric form and face: they are probably highly civilized 
'Tatars, Monguls, or Mamlshurs. · 

II Fr~m the opposite coast of America. Tooke's Russia. The Yukagirs 
:;ne a t;Ihe. of t~~ Y AKUTS (arou.~d Yakutsk), and both are expelled Tatars. 
Tookes VIew, 11. 80. Lesscps, n. 312. 

u These resemble the Japanese. 



Ordo. 
XI. Monguls. 

XII. Tatars or Huns."' 

ASIA. 

Genrl$. 
Kalmucs. 

Turks. 
Khasars. 
Uzes. 
Siberians. 

:JpecieG. 
Soonga.rs. 
Tonguts. 
Burats, &c. 
Nogays. 
Bashkirs. 
Kirguses or Kaizaks. 
Teleuts. 

Besides these numerous original nations, the Malays and Asiatic 
islanders constitute another large and distinct class of mankind, with a 
peculiar speech, in the south of the extensive continent of Asia. . 
· PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
this quarter of the globe might afford an important and int€resting sub
ject of discussion, if treated at due length, as embracing the various 
discoveries which, at long intervals of time, successively disclosed its 
vast extent. The most authentic information concerning the know
ledge of the ancients is to be found in the geography of Ptolemy ; but 
modern commentators differ in the elucidation of his text. The 
extreme points of discovery mentioned by Ptolemy are, towards the 
Indian Ocean, the town of Sina : and, inland, in the parallel of the 
south of the Caspian, Sera, the metropolis of the Seres. That able 
geographer D' An ville, has expressed his opinion, concerning Sil1a, in 
the following terms : 

• After the destruction of Attila's swarms, and the effects of unfortunate 
inroads, the Huns became subject to the Monguls, who, "under Zingis or 
Genghiz-Khan, Timur, &c. constituted the supreme nation in Asia. 

The great share of population which Europe ha.s received from Asia, will 
~ppear from the following .little table: 

Or do. 

I. Celts. 

11. Fins (chief god 
Yummala). 

l'r.DtEVAL INHABITA~TS. 

Genus. 
Irish. 
Welch. 
Armorican. 
Finlanders. 
Esthonians. 
Laplanders. 
Hungarians. 

COLO:!ifiES FROM A~IA, 

Specie&. 
Erse, Manks. 
Cornish. 

Permians or Biarmian&. 
Livonians. 
Votiacs and Chermisses. 
V oguls and Ostiacs • 

• 
Ill. Scythians or Goths. Icelanders, Norwegians. 

(Odin). Swedes, Danes. 
Germans. Swiss, Frisic. 
English. Flemish, Dutch. 

IV. Sarmats or Slavens Poles. Heruli. 
(Parun). Russians. Vendi. 

Kossacs. Lettes. 
The inhabitants of France, Italy, and Spain, are also of Asiatic ongm, 

and speak corrupted Roman; ·which, like the Greek, is a polished dialect of 
the Gothic, according to Sir 'William Jones, and other ahJ.e antiquaries. Tht; 
Heruli, \Vends, and Lettes, used mLu~d and imperfect dialects of the Slav(}~ 
:tlic. Critic:U Review, yo!. xxvii. p. 1;:?9. 



AStA. 

" The oriental geographers, to whom the country of the Sines mttst 
have .been well known, comprise its capital in the zone of the first cli
mate ; which rising to twenty degrees and a half does not extend to 
China: but, by an extravagant error Sinarum Metrojwlia has been 
applied to Nann-kin in the thirty-second degree. The imperial rank of 
the last mentioned city, to which it did not attain till towards the close 
of the fourth century, could not have caused it to be thus distinguished 
by Ptolemy, who lived under the Antonines, about two ages before. 
The Chinese do not acknowledge the name that we have given to their 
nation. They are fond of borrowing for the purpose of distinction, the 
name of some dynasties, whose memory is precious to them : and,. 
above all, from that of Hann, which commenced two hundred and some 
years before the Christian era, they denominate themselves Hann-nginn, 
or the people of Hann; and by an idea which they have of the most 
advantageous situation of their country, they name it Tchon-koue or 
the middle kingdom. But the name of Sines is preserved in that of 
Cocliin-China, which, without the alteration that it has suffet•ed on the 
part of Europeans, is Kao-tsii-Sin. The Arabs have found the name 
of Sinn in the country wh.~re Ptolemy knew the Sines. The name of 
Singi, which the Indians' as w'ell as the Arabs give to the sea which 
involves this country, is a derivation from the same name. This name 
of Sin has followed the progress of navigation and commerce, beyond 
the true limits of the ancient country of Sinn; having been extended by 
the Portuguese, who preceded the other western nations in these 
remote longitudes, and became common among those which have fol· 
lowed. And that the country of Sinx ought not to be transported to 
China, as it appears in all the maps which have preceded those of the 
author of the present work, is an article in ancient geography which 
may justify the foregoing discussion. 

" The capital of the Sines is named Thin;:e by Ptolemy; and, accord
ing to the Latin version, which is regarded as a text, Sinre. Its posi
tion appears at a distance from the sea, at the mouth of a river named 
Cotiaris, having communication on the left with another river, whose 
name was Senus. This then can be no other than the great river of 
Camboja; which, eighty leagues above its mouth, divides into two 
branches. The principal, or that of the right, corresponding with the 
Cotiaris, and which is called the Japanese river, conducts to a city of 
whioh the Arabian geographers speak as being very celebrated for its 
commerce under tthe name of Loukin ; and this position appears to 
answer to that of Thinre in Ptolemy. But the city of the Sines, named 
Sinn, by the Arabian geographers, and in the Chinese memoirs Tehenn· 
tehenn, is a position more remote than Loukin, and is found distin
guished by the name of Sinn-hoa, as having been the most flourishing 
city ofCochin-China, before its port was destroyed by alluvions of sand. 
'!'he name of Thoan-hoa, which its district bears, seems, together with 
the other circumstances reported, to favom the application of the name 
of Thinre to this city also. Thinx is mention~.:d diversely in m~:ny 
authors of antiquity. But what cannot have a place here will be found 
~n a memoir contained in vol. xxxii. of the Memoirs of the Academy, 
fitll the limits of the world known to the ancients beyond the Gang-es*"• 

"' D'.Anville, Ancient G~o~;;re.phy, p .S63. London, 1791, 8vo. 
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So far this industrious geographer, whose rea!loning must, at the first 
t;lance, be pronounced to be vague and inconclusive. Nor has he been 
able to avoid that rock upon which many geographical theories have 
split, the attempt to trace ancient appellations by modern names: while 
the latter, though bearing even strong resemblance, may be very recent, 
and have no connel}ion whatever with the ancient etymon. The opinion 
of D' An ville has since been ably controverted by Gossellin*; who 
seems to demonstrate that the Golden Chersonese of Ptolemy is the 
southern part of the kingdom of Pegu, not Malacca as D' Anville sup
posed; and that the capital of the Sin~ is Tanaserim in the west of the 
country of Siam. In this Gossellin seems well founded; though, in a 
lattet· work, he certainly has too much restricted tli!e knowledge of 
the ancients concerning Africa. 

'Vith regard to the other extreme position, that of Sera, while D'An .. 
ville ridicules the idea of transporting it to Pekin, he himself seems to 
have placed it too much to the east, when he infers, from very vague. 
circumstances, that it is Can-Tcheou, a town of Tangut, now com
prised in the Chinese province of Shen-si. There can on the contrary 
be little doubt, from the aspect of Ptolemy's maps, that his Serica is
the country now called Little Bucharia. Nor is there any reason to 
believe that the ancients had eYer passed the great desert of Cobi. His 
Scythia beyond the mountains of lmaus, or Belur Tag, is by himself 
restricted to a narrow strifl on the east of these mountains ; and seems
now to correspond with the mountainous districts on the west and> 
nmth of Little Bucharia. 

From this discussion it will appear that not above one quarter of Asia.. 
was known to the ancients; and this knowledge was little increased. 
till Marco Polo, whose travels became well known in Europe in the 
beginning of the fourteenth century, established a memorable epoch in 
geography, by passing to China, and disclosing the extent of that coun
try, the islands of Japan, and a fainttintelligence of other regions, illus~ 
trated and confirmed by recent accounts. The wide conquests of the 
famous Zingis, in the beginning of the thirteenth century, first opened 
the discovery of the distant parts of Asia, the Monguls, whose sovereign 
he wus, being situated to the east of the Huns, who had before diffused 
terror over Europe. The first seat of the Monguls was in the moun
tains which give source to the -river On on ; and at a short distance to the 
south-west was Kara-Kum, the first capital of the Mongul empire. The 
victories of Zingis extended from Cathay;, or the northern part of 
China, to the river Indus ; and his successors extended them ove~· 
Russia, while their inroads reached Hungary and GermmTy. This. 
widely diffused power of the Monguls naturally excited an attention, 
and curio'>ity, nevei· stimulated by a number of petty barbaric tribes; 
and <'.t the same time facilitated the progress of the traveller, who, a'i 
in Africa at present, had been formerly impeded by the enmities of 
tliminutive potei1tates. By force of arms the 1\1onguls also first opened. 
tile obscure recesses of Siberi.a. Sheibani Khan, A. D. I ~,!2, led a 
horde of 15,000 f:1miliesinto those northern regions; and his desccnd
a.n~s reigned at Tobolskoy above thr:::e centuries, till the Rus::oian ~;Qn-

Pi>.ris, 1799: 4t•. 
y 



6 ASIA. 

quest*. Two European travellers, Carpiniand Rubruquis_, were com
missioned to inspect the power and resources of the new empire of the 
lVIonguls; the latter found at Kara-Kum, a Parisian goldsmith, employed 
in the service of the Khan ; and by Carpini's relation it appears, that, 
from their brethren in Siberia, the Monguls had received some intelli· 
gence concerning the Samoieds. · 

Thus the discovery of Asia, which had been nearly dormant since 
the time of Ptolemy, began to revive in the thirteenth century. Yet 
after the publication of Marco Polo's travels, little was done for two 
centuries ; and the authenticity of his accounts eYen began to be ques
tionedt. One man indeed, of great mental pbwet's, was impressed 
with their veratitr, and in consequence accomplished a memorable 
enterprize. This was Christoval Colon, or as we call him, Christopher 
Columbus, who was led by the relation of Polo to conceive that, as. 
Asia extended so far to the east, its shores might be reached by a short 
navigadon from the western extremity of Europe. In this erroneous 
idea, when that great man discovered the islands now called the West 
Indies, he thought that .he had arrived at the Zipango of Polo, or 
Japan; and thus the name of India was abs\ll'dly bestowed on those 
Dew regions. ' 

After the discovery of America and the Cap-:- of Good Hope, the 
maritime parts and islands of Asia were successively disclosed. Yet 
the recent voyages of the Russian navigators, of our immortal Cook, 
and of the unfortunate La Perouse, evince that much remained to be 
done; and concerning the interior of Siberia, scarcely any solid inform· 
ation arose, ti,ll Peter the Great, after the battle of Pultowa, sent many 
Swedish prisoners into that region ; and Strahlenberg, one of the offi
cers, published an account of Siberia. This knowledge was greatly 
improved and increased by the well known journies of Pallas, and 
others. Yet our knowledge of Asia is far from being perfect, especi
ally in respect to Daouria, and oth~r regions near the confines between 
the Russian and Chinese empires ; 'not to mention central Asia in gene
ral, Tibbet or Tibet, and some more southern regions; nor had even 
the geography of Hindostan been treated with tolerable accuracy till 
Major H.ennell published his excellent map and memoir. It is almost 
unnecessary to remind the reader of the recent discoveries to the south 
of Asia, i!1 which the interior, ru1d southern coast, of New Holland 
remain to be explored; with other defects of smaller consequence. 
But while many improvements are wanted in the geography of several 
European cotmtries, it is no wonder there should be g-reat deficiencies 
in that of the other quarters of the globe. '-' 

The importance of the subject will e:x,cuse the length of these remarks 
on the progressive geography of Asia, than which no part of the science 
can be more justly interest~g; from the vast extent of that portion of 

• Gibbon, xi. 4·24·. 
t From the map of the world by Andrea Bianco, the Venetian, 1440, it 

1mfficicntly appears that the discoveries of Polo had, even in his native coun
t~y, ~een rat.hcr, d.irninish~d :han inCJ·e_'l~~d. See Formaleoni, Saggio sulla 
l~au!tca AntJC"- oe1 Vcnez~am. Ven. L :.-o. S\·o. ~ee also the description of 
.ALia, by Pope bus II, ·who does not appear even to hav;; seen the tr•wcls of 
fclo. 
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the globe; from the great variety of nations, civilized and barbarous, 
by whom it is peopled ; and from its intimate connexion with the des· 
tinies of Europe, which it has frequently overawed, while the savage 
tribes of Africa and America can never become formidable to European 
arts or happiness. 

RELIGIONS. The religions of Asia are various, and will be 
illustrated in the accounts of the several countries, The climate also 
admits of every variety from the equator to the arctic sea. 

SEAs. Though Asia cannot vie with Europe in th\advantages 
of inland seas, yet, in addition to a share of the Medi!erranean, it 
possesses the Red Sea, the Arabian Sea, and Gulf of Persia; the 
bays of Bengal and Nankin; ahd other gulfs, which diversify the 
coasts much more than those of .Africa or America, and have doubt· 
less contributed greatly to the early ciYilization of this celebrated divi· 
sion of the e:trth. 

RED SEA., The Red Sea, or the Arabian gulf of antiquity, 
constitutes the g-rand natural division between Asia and Africa; but its 
advantages have chiefly been felt by the latter, which is entirely 
destitute of other inland seas ; Egypt and Abyssinia, two of the most 
civilized countries in that division, having derived great benefits from 
that celebrated gulf, which, from the straits of Babelmandeb to Suez, 
extends about twenty-one degt·ees, or 1,470 British miles; tenninating, 
not in two equal branches, as delineated in old maps, but in an exten
sive western branch, while the eastern ascends little beyond the parallel 
of mont Sinai. . 

The Persian gulf is another noted inland sea, about half the length 
of the former, being the grand receptacle of those celebrated rivers, 
the Euphrates and the Tigris. 

The other gulfs do not afford such strong features of what are pro· 
perly termed inland seas ; if the Euxine be excepted, which has already 
been briefly described in the general survey of Europe*. But the 
vast extent of Asia contains seas totally detached, an~ of a different 
description from any that occur in Emope, or other quarters of the 
globe. 

CASPIAN. Such is the Caspian sea, extending about ten deg,rees 
or 700 miles in length, and from 100 to 200 in breadth. Strabo ·and 
Pliny idly supposed this sea to be a gulf, extending from the northern 
ocean ; while Herodotus, many centuries before, had expressed more 
just ideas. Yet the Caspian seems at one period to have spread further 
to the north, where the deserts are still sandy and saline, and present 
the same shells that are found in the Caspian : but the chain of mpun
tains which branches from the west of the Urals, to the north of 0 ren· 
burg, and reaches to the Volga, must, in all ages, have restricted the 
northern bounds of the Caspian. To the east, this remarkable sea, in 
the opinion of most geographers, extended, at no very remote period, 
to the lake of Aral ; the deserts on that side, pt·esenting the same 

• The form of the Euxine has been greatly improved, from recent obser
vations, in Mr. Arrowsmith's maps; the breadth from the southern cape' of 
Crimea to the opposite Asiatic promontories being found to be far less than 
formerly supposed. 
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features a5 tho5e·to the north, though there be now an elevated level 
between the sea of Aral and the Caspian, occasioned, perhaps, by the 
quantity of sand rolled down by the Gihon, the Sirr, and other rivers, 
which now flow into the sea of Aral. The northern shores are low 
and s>vampy, often overgrown with reeds; but in many other parts 
the coasts are precipitous, with such deep water, that a line of •f.S() 
fathoms will not reach the bottom. This sea is tne receptacle of many 
important rivers, as the Jemba, the Ural or J aik, and the Volga from 
the north;'~' the Kuma, Terek, Kur, and Kizel ,Ozen from the 
west: those of the south are of small moment; but from the east, the 
Caspian is supposed, still to receive the Tedjen; and the Gihon, or 
Oxus of antiquity, flowed into the Caspia:1, at least by one or two 
branches, till it bent northward and joined the sea of Aral. Besides 
:herrings, salmon, and other fish, with porpoises and seals, this sea 
produces sterlet, and great numbers of excellent sturgeon ; which last, 
in particular, ascend the Volga, and supply kaviar, and other articles 
of exportation. The birds most generally seen are itorks, herons, 
bitterns, spoon-bills, with many others; particularly a kind of heron of 
a pure white, while the tips of the wings, the beak, and feet, are 
scarlet*. The best haven in the Caspian, is that of Baku: that of 
Derbent is rocky, and that of Ensili, or Sinsili, not commodious, though 
one of the chief ports of trade. 

AnAL. About 100 miles to the east of the Caspian, is the sea 
or lake of Aral, which is about 200 miles in length, and about seventy 
miles in breadth; receiving the river anciently called Iaxartes, more 
rec.ently the Sirr or Sihon, and the river Gihon, the Oxus of antiquity; 
both streams of considerable course, flowing from the mountains of 
Belur Tag or Imaus. The sea of Aral being surrounded with sandy 
deserts, has been little explored; but it is salt like the Caspian, and 
there are many small saline lakes in the vicinity. 

BAIKAL. Another remarkable detached sea is that of Baikal 
in Siberia, or Asiatic Russia, extending from about the fifty-first, to 
the fifty-fifth degree of north latitude, being about 350 British miles in 
length, but its greatest breadth is not above thirty-five. The water is 
fresh and transparent, yet of a green or sea tinge, commonly frozen 
in the latter end of December, and clear of ice in May. The Baikal 
is, at particular period5, subject to violent and unaccountable storms, 
whence, as terror is tHe parent of superstition, proba.bly springs the 
Russian name of Svetoi More, ot• the Holy Seat. There are many 
seals and abundance of fish, particularly a kind of herring called 
vmuli. Several islands appear, and that of Olchon has sulphnreous 
springs. The chief river flowing into the Baikal is the Selinga, from 
the south; while from the north i~ emits the Angara, which joins the 
p1·odigious stream of the Y enisei. ' 

Of the other Asiatic seas a minute account would be superfluous ; 
but a few observations may be offered on the remarkable strait which 
divides Asia from Am-erica. This strait, which was discovered bv 
Beering, and afterwards by Cook, is about thirteen leagues, or nea; 
forty miles in breadth. Beering, a Dane, was employed by Peter the 

\. 
• Tooke's View of the R U5sian Empire, i. 2;jj9. 
i Tooke's View, i. Hl. 
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Great in .1728, and actually passed this strait, probably in the usuaf 
fogs gf the-climate, without discovering land. to the east ; but our great 
navigator gave the name of the Danish adventurer to these straits, 
when he afterwards explored them with his usual accuracy*. On the 
Asiatic shore is the east cape, and on the American, that called 
Prince of Wales. The depth of the strait is from twelve to thirty 
fathoms:_ To the north of these straits the Asiatic shore tends rapidly 
to the westward; while the American proceeds nearly in a northerlY 
direction, till, at the distance of about four or five degrees, the continents. 
are joined by: s¢licl and impenetrable bonds of ice. 

In the Asiatic seas. there are numerous shoals, or sand banks ; but 
few of them have been described as conducive to human industry. 

RIVERS. The chief rivers of Asia m·e the Kian Ku and Hoan 
Ho, the Lena1 the Y enisei, and the Ob, st1·eams which rival in the 
length of their co~u·se any others on the globe.· The Volga has. been 
named among the rivers of Europe, to which the principal part of its 
course belongs. Next in consequence are the Amur, and the May
kaung of Laos, if the course be rightly delineated, the Sampoo m· 
Burrampooter, and the Ganges; compared with all which, the Eu
phrates and Indus hide their diminished heads. A more particular· 
account of these rivers will be given under the respective regions. 

:MouNTAINs. The Asiatic mountains are said not to equal the· 
European in height. The Uralian chain, forming a boundary of 
Europe, has been already described. 

ALTAI. The Altaian chain may be classed among the most 
extensive on the globe, reaching from about the seventieth to the 
hundred and fortieth degree of longitude, east fmm London, or about 
5000 miles, thus rivalling in length, the Andes of South America. But 
as chains of mountains, rarely receive uniform appellations, except from 
nations highly civilized, the Altaian chain, beyond the sources of the 
Yenisei, is called the_ mountains of Sayansk ; and from the south of 
the sea of Baikal, the mountains of Yo:blonnoy: branches of which 
extend even to the country of the Techucks, or extreme boundaries of 
Asia. To the south of the Altaian ridge, extends the elevated desert 
of Cobi or Shamo, runnin~ in a parallel direction fl'ot:n east to west; 
and the high region of Tibet may be included in this central promi
nence of Asia. The chain of Alak may perhaps be regarded as a part 
of the Altaian, branching to the south, while the Taurus, now known 
by various names in different countries, was by n~e ancients, regoxded 
as a range of ~reat length, reaching from cape Kelidoni on the west of 
the gulf 9f Sutalia, throug-h Armenia, even to India; but this last 
chain has not impressed modern tr,,vellcrs with the same idea of its 
extentt. Other considerable ranges of mountains m·e Bogdo, Ch<mg<ei 1 

., Pennant, Xrc. Zoo!. clxxxix. 
t See Pliny, lib. v. c. 27, who says that the Imaus, the Emcdus, and the 

mountains running through the centre of Pen:ia, indmling the Niphates of 
Armenia, and even the Caucasus itself, o>.re all parts of the Taurian chain, 
which thence spreads south--,vest along the Mediterranean. But this great 
southern chain is unknown to modern geography, and seems rarhei- theoretical 
in reducing mountains of various directions to one seric~. The nonhcru cll;>.ill 
of Natalia was called Anti Taurus by the anciemc;. 

VOL. II. (; 
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Belur, those of Tibet, the eastern and western Gauts of Hindoston ; 
and the Caucasian chain between the Euxine \and ,Caspian; all which 
will be afterwards more particularly described. 

The Asiatic governments are almost universally despotic, and the very 
idea of a commonwealth seems to be unknown. The mildest systems 
are perhaps those found in Arabia. 

In arranging the extensive states of Asia, according to their popu
lation and relative consequence, the first and chief rank beyond all 
comparison, must be assigned to the Chinese empire. But that pro
digious domination being estrange!l from Europe, and having in no 
age exerted the smallest influence on its destinies, it seems preferable, 
in this instance, first to consider two powerful states, intimately blended 
with European policy. The Turkish empire in Asia constitutes a 
natural and easy transition from the description of Europe; and the 
Russian empire, though in population far inferior, yet in military and 
political force transcends that Gf China. 

From the Russian empire in Asia, the transition is easy to that of 
China, a bordering state; after which shall be described Japan, and a 
new great power, the Birman empire. Hindostan and Persia being 
now divided into several distinct sovereignties, and Arabia containing 
many independent states, the scale of political importance becomes 
transitive and indistinct; and may justly yield in such cases to mere 
geographical arrangement. Hence the smaller states of India beyond 
the Ganges, or between Hindostan and China, will follow the Birman 
empire, to which, or to China, they may perhaps soon be subjected. 
A western progress leads to Hindostan, Persia, and Arabia : and a 
short account of the various interesting and important islands in the 
Indian, and in the Pacific oceans, will close this grand department of 
the work. 
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TURKEY IN ASIA. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

EXTENT.-BOUNDARIES.-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-PROGRESSIVE 
GEOGRAPHY.-HISTORICAL EPOCHS AND ANTIQ_!JITU:S. 

ExTENT. THIS region extends from the shores of the Egean 
sea, or Archipelago, to the confines of Persia; a space of about 1050 
British miles. The bom1daries towards Persia are rather ideal than 
natural, though somewhat marked by the mountains of Ararat and 

# Elwend. In the north, the Turkish territories are now divided from the 
Russian by the river Cuban, and the chain of Caucasus ; in the south, 
they extend to the junction of the Tigris and the Euphrates, which 
last river, for a considerable space, divides the Turkish possessions 
from those of the Arabs. From the river Cuban to the junction of the 
Tigris and Euphrates, may be about 1100 British miles. 

This extensive territory, which in itself would constitute an empire, 
could it resume its pristine population, is divided into nine ~r ten pro
vinces. Natolia, the most westerly, is followed by Karaman in the 
south; and Roum in the north-east. To the north of Armenia are 
Guria, or Guriel, Mingrelia, and the Abkhas of Caucasus, the ancient 
Circassians. Armenia is also styled Turcomania; to the south of which 
are Kurdistan, and Irak Arabi, a part of ancient Persia around the 
celebrated capital, Bagdad. The [<Jlcient Mesopotamia, betwetn the 
Tigris and the Euphrates, now partly corresponds with the province of 
Algeziria; and the classical name of Syl'ia or Soria, is still allotted to 
the celebrated countries along; the eastern extremities of the Mediter
l'allean. Some of these provinces are of comparatively recent acCJ,Ui:· 
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sition; Bagdad having belo:1ged to Persia till 1638; while on the ~on
trary, Erivan, reconquered by the Persians in 16.35, has remamed 
free from the Turkish domination. 

These provinces are subdivided into governments, arbitrar~ly ad.mi
nistered by Pashas, a detail of which would afford little satlsfactwn, 
especially in the present declining state of the Turkish empire. 

ORrGiinL PoPULATION. The original population of these 
regions, consisted chiefly of Scythic nations, mingled with a few 
Assyrians from the south. But a complete illustration of this subject 
would be foreign to the nature of this work. At present the ruling 
language is the Turkish, next to which may be placed the modem 
Greek; but the Arabic, Syt·ian, Persian, and Armenian, with various 
dialects used by the tribes on the Black Sea, indicate the diversity of 
population. 

PRoGRESsivE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography may 
be traced from the remotest antiquity to modern times ; but Turkish 
barbarism hr..s prevented the precision of recent knowledge from adding 
complete illustration to the geography of this part of Asia. 

HISTORICAL EPoCHS. The chief epochs of Turkish history 
have already been mentioned, in describing their European possession~. 
Armenia and Georgia were subdued by the Turks i'n the eleventh cen
tury, and the whole of Asia Minor rapidly followed. The kingdom of 
Roum extend,ed from the Euphrates to Constantinople, and from the 
Black sea to the confines of Syria. Successive warlike princes 
acquired additional territory from the Mamaluks of Egypt, and the 
Per~ians. Syria1 formerly an appanage of Egypt, was conquered by 
Selim H, in 1516; Tauris and Diarbekr, which last had formerly 
belonged to Persia, ,,-ere subdued by the same monarch; and in 
1589, A~bas, the great sovereign of Persia, was obliged to yield three 
provinces to the Ottomans, though he extended his conquests to the 
east: and Bagdad, as already mentioned, with the suhounding province 
of Irak Arabi, became subject to the Turks in 1638. The present 
limits seem to have been fixed by the treaty between the Porte and 
Persia, 1736, since which period the Turks have been chiefly occu
pied in their own defence again"'t the Russians: but their ascendancy 
over Persia had been such, that in 1727 they had acquired the territory 
from Erivan to Tauris, or Tebriz, and thence to Hamadan, a boun
dary which seems indeed more precisely marked by nature than the 
present. 

ANTIQEITIEs. The antiquities of Asiatic Turxey, once the 
chosen seat of the arts, are numerous and important, but have 
be·~n so repeatedly described, as to have become trivial themes even to 
the general reader. The splendid publications by the society of Dilet
tanti, and the descriptions of Balbec and P?Jmyra, will convey a more 
just idea cf those _augu~t remains, than the 11iOSt elaloorate description. 
The most splendid rums are those of Palmyra, or Tadmor in the 
desert, about 150 miles to the south-east of Aleppo, at the northern 
extremity of the s<>ncly wastes of Arabia. It is conceived, with some 
probahilit~> t_hat the sands mu_st her~ have enc:·oac~1ed upon a territory 
form~r!y ,ertJ!e; but. as there IS no rJYer, the SI~uatwn remains eq·,mlly 
iurpnsmg, fol' a capital of such opulence. It Is now understood that 
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this city owed its splendor to the Indian trade, conducted by caravans 
to the mercantile shores of Syria. 

Balbec, the ancient Heliopolis, is about fifty miles to the north-west 
cf Damascus; the most remarkable ruin being that of a temple, sup
posed to have been dedicated to the sun. 

Recent investigation has disclosed another remarkable scene of an
tiquities in the site and celebrated plain of Troy, which have been 
exhibited by Mr. Morritt, <md other travellers, with laudable zeal for 
classical lore. The Simois is now demonstrated to be a considerable 
stream, which runs into the Hellespont, nearly opposite to the New 
Castles constructed under the order of Tott. The Scamander, which 
formerly flowed into the western side of the Simois, having been 
<liverted by the Romans into a different channel, this uunoted circum
stance not a little ba:ffied antiquarian research. The tomb<; of remote 
antiquity, having been constructed like the large barrows of our ances
tors, in the lasting form of small hills, they withstood the assaults of 
time or avarice; and our travellers indicate, with some plausibility, 
that of Hector, behind the site of Troy; those of Achilles, and_Patroc
lus on the shore; and a· few others of the Homeric heroes*. 

" See Morritt's Vindication of Homer, &c. 1798, 4to; Dalla way's Con
stantinople; and Dalzell's translation of Chevalier's Memoir. The map of 
Dalla way is inferior to that of Morritt; but adds a few modern names. A. 
curious general map of the Troad, Hellespont, &c. may be found in the edition 
of the Voyage de Jeune Anacharsis, Paris, An. vii. 1799, drawn up by Barbie 
du Bocage, from a drawing of the plain of Troy taken in 1786, by the dir.ecti-on 
of the count Choiseul Gouffier, and of the coasts in 1785-6-7 by Tmguet; 
This last excellent map, perfectly corresponds with that of Moi'ritt, except 
that the latter supposes the Thymbrius toJoin the Simoi5 from the north; and 
the fo~mer from the south. There is yet wanted an exact tro,nslation, with, 
notes, of the long description by Strabo; and a comparative map arranged 
solely according to that description. Du Bocage observes, p. 67, that in h:s 
opinion, new Ilium held the very site of ancient Troy, as Strabo says it stood 
upon a height, which corresponds with the hill of Dounar-Bachi. The rivulet. 
of Kirke-Keuzler, he agrees is the Scamander of Homer; but supposes that 
the new settlers applied that name to the larger river, or Simois of Homer,\ 
v<hich ;rises ncar the s1.lmmit o.f Ida, ~nd 1s now called MenderecSon. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

POPULATION, &c. 

MANY of the topics assigned to this chapter have been already 
treated in the description of European Turkey. The Turkish empire 
in Asia is estimated at 470,400 square miles; and the population at 
IO,ooo,ooo; which, allowing eight for the European part, will render 
the total ls,eoo,ooo. Geographers have, contrary to th€ united voice 
of travellers, considered Egypt as a Turkish province : while in fact 
it was only occasionally tributary, and was subject to the military 
aristocracy of the Beys. Some of the maritime Mahometan powers 
have likewise assisted the Porte with ships in time of war ; but cannot 
with any justice be regarded as subject to the Ottoman sceptre. The 
population of these African states is therefore foreign to the present 
wnsideration. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

J.IANN"~R!I AND CUSTOMS.-LANGUAGE.-LITERATURE.-EDUCA• 
TIQN.-UNIVERSITIES.--CITIES AND TOWNS.-EDIFICES.
ROADS.-INLAND NAVIGATION.-MANUFACTURES AND COM· 
MERCE. 

MANNERs AND CusToMs. The manners and customs of the 
Turks have been briefly described in the former volume ; but the 
Asiatic character is deeply impressed upon the subject nations. So 
lax is the g-overnment, that hordes of banditti carry on their depreda
tions almost within sight of the capital. Near Erzeron, Tournefort 
found encampments of Kurds*. In the summer, the Kurds pass from 
Mousoul to the sources of the Euphrates ; and they are never punished 
either for robbery or murder. They are a pastoral people, conducting 
their herds from one country to another ; and in the time of that tra
veller they extended as far west as Tokat, where other hordes, those 
of the Turcomans began to appeart. The Armenians, though they 
profess the Christian faith, retain many singular manners and customs; 
but they are described as a sensible and polite people, and the chief con
ductors of the Levant trade, for which office they are singularly qualified · 
by frugality and enterprise. They embrace the Eutychian persuasion, 
which only admits one nature in Jes"t1s Christ; a tenet which renders 
them irreconcileable enemies of the Greeks. 

The Druses, a remarkable people of Syria, have attracted the 
observation of many writers. Though they affect the exterior appear
ance of Mahometans, yet they seem to have little or no religion ; but 
even among them there are sects, who do not accord in the modes of 
disbelief. According to Volney they practise neither circumcision, 
prayer nor fasting; they observe neither festivals nor prohibitions. 
They drink wine, eat pork, and allow marriage between brothers and 
sisters, though not between fathers and children. Near Antioch there 
is said to be a sect, which professes some of the most dissolute teaets 
of paganism. The Maronites are Christians, who acknowledge the 
superiority of the Roman church, but have many minute peculiarities. 

"' Tournefort, ii. 199. 
t See Volney, i. 369. who says, that the language of the Turcomans is 

the same with that of the Turks, but the mode of life nearlv similar to that of 
the wandering Arabs. Their propertr consists in sheep," with some goats, 
camels, a.nd buffalos. He seems to acquit the Tnrcomans of the charge of 
robbery. 
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In the northern extremities of Asiatic Turkey, there are also many 
tribes who have adopted singulat· manners and customs .. Six or seven 
languages are spoken in the country between the Euxme, and t?e 
Caspian*. The Abkhas are, by the Circassians, called Kush-Hastp, 
which implies a people beyond the mountains : they retain some tra:es 
of christianity. The Tsherkess, or Circassians, occupy an extenstve 
territory, and might become formidable if they were united. Part of 
the Circassians are now subject to Russia ; but little alterations can have 
taken place in their manners. The princes cannot possess lands : the 
nobles are chosen by the princes from the vassals, or third class. 
Public measures are proposed by the prince, and debated by the nobles 
and deputies of the people, on a spot destined for this purpose, near 
the royal residence. The agricultme of the Circassians barely suffices 
f.or their .own consumption ; but they export sl),ep and horses, and 
..th.e slaves taken in their. predatory excursions.. The beauty of the 
.Circassiau. women having been so much vaunted, the following extract 
from a recent and authentic author, may perhaps interest the readert. 

" Girls are brought up by the mother. They learn to embroider, 
to make their own dress, and that of their future · husbands. The 
dat1ghters of slaves receive the saine education; and ai'e sold according 
to their beauty from twenty to one hundred pounds, and sometimes 
much higher. These are principaUy Georgians. Soon after the 
birth of a girl, a wide leathe:t· belt is sewed round her waist, and con~ 
tinues till it bursts, when it is replaced by a second. By a repetition 
of this practice, their waists are rendered astonishingly small ; but theit· 
shoulders become proportionably broad, a defect which is little attended 
-to on account of the beauty of their breasts. On the wedding night 
the belt is cut with a dagg·er by the husband, a custom sometimes pro~ 
ductive of very fatal accidents. The bridegroom pays for his bride a 
marriage present, or Kalym, consisting Of arms, or a coat of mail; 
but he must not see hee, or cohabit with her, without the greatest 
mystery. This reserve continues during life. A Circassian will some~ 
times permit a stranger to see his wife, but he must not accompany 
him. The father makes the bride a present on the wedding day, but 
reserves the greater part of what he intends to give bet·, till the birth 
of her first child. On this occasion she pays him a visit, receives 
from him the remainder of her portion, and is clothed by him in the 
dress of a matron, the principal distinction of which consists in a 
veil. Until this time the dress of the women is much like that of the 
men, excepting that the cloak i's longer, and frequently white, a colour 
never worn by men. The captoo is g·enet·ally reel or rose~coloured. 

" Before marriage, the youth of both sexes see each other freely, 
at the little rejoicings which take place on festivals. Before the ball, 
the young men shew their activity and address, in a variety of military 
exercises ; and the most alert have the privilege of chus.inP' the most 
beautiful partners. Their musical instruments are a lonsr 

0
flute, with 

only three stops, a species of mandoline, and a tambarine. Their 
dances are in the Asiatic style, with very little gaiety or expression. 
The steps seem very difficult, but not graceful. 

"' Ellis'3 Memoir, p. 14. f ld. p. 24, "-c. 
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I{ The Circassian women participate in the general character of the 
nation; they take pride in the courage of their husbands, and reproach 
them severely when defeated. They polish and take care of the 
armour of the men. Widows tear their hair, and disfigure themselves 
with scars, in testimony of theil' grief. The men had formerly the 
same custom ; but are now grown mol'e tranquil under the loss of their 
wives and relations. The habitation of a Circassian is composed of 
two huts, because the wife and husband are not supposed to live 
together. One of these huts is allotte(l to the husband, and to the 
reception of strangers ; the other to the wife and family : the court 
which separates them is surrounded with palisades, or stakes. At 
meals the whole family is assembled ; so that here, as among the 
Tatars, each. village is reckoned at a certain number of kettles. Their 
food is extremely simple, consisting of only a little meat, some 
paste made of millet, and a kind of beer composed of the same grain, 
fermented." 

The Mamaluks of Egypt were, as is well known, slaves regularly 
imported from Circassia and Georgia. In Imeritia, JVIingrelia, and 
Guriel, as well as in Georgia, which fol'ms a Persian province, the 
barons have power of life and death over their vassals ; and form a 
powerful aristocracy, formidable to the prince, who resides at Cutais*. 
The Dadian, or chief of Mingrelia and Gmiel, though possessed of 
a more extensive country, is tributary to the former sovereign. The 
religion of all is the Greek ; and these provinces can scarcely be 
regarded as subject to Turkey. 

In general the most striking feature of manners and customs, in 
the Turkish empire, is that half the people may be considered as 
somewhat c!vilized, while the other half are pastoral wanderers, 
ranging over extensive wastes. This laxity of government renders 
travelling in Asia Minor very unsafe ; and has proved a great impedi
ment to any exact geographical knowledge of these regions. Under 
a prudent government, the wandering hordes of Turcomans and 
Kurds, would be e~pelled; and regular troops and garrisons main• 
tained on the frontiers ; whence industry and the arts might again 
·visit this classical territory. 

CITIES AND TowNs. The capital of the Turkish empire has 
been already described. 

ALEPPO. Next in dignity and importance is the city of Haleb, 
,or Aleppo, supposed to contain about 250,000 inhabitants. This city 
is constructed with some elegance, and the tall cypress trees, con
trasted with the white minarets of numerous mosques, give it a most 
picturesque appearancet. The buildings and population seem to be 
on the increase; but the adjacent villages are deserted. The chief 
languages are the Syrian and Arabic. The manufoictures of silk and 
cotton are in a fburishing condition; and large caravans frequently 
arrive from Bagdad and Basso:·a, charged with the products of Persia 
~md India; Aleppo being the modern Palmyra. Consuls from various 
EUI"opean powers reside here, to attend the interests of the respective 
nations. 

"" Ellis's Memo:r, p. 57. 

V0J.- II. 

t Russel's Aleppo. Browne, 284, &c. 

• 
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DAMAscus. Damascus is supposed to contain about 180,000 
souls. It was formerlv celebrated for the manufacture of sabrea, 
which seem to have been constructed, by a method now lost, of 
alternate thin layers of iron and steel, so as to bend even to the hilt 
without breaking, while the edge would divide the firmest mail. 
\Vhen Timur subdued Syria, about the beginning of the fifteenth 
century, he ordered all the artists in steel to migrate into Persia. The 
manufactures now consist of silk and cotton, chiefly mingled together; 
and excellent soap is made of oil of olives, with kali and chalk. From 
.the Mediterranean are imported metals and broad cloths : and the 
caravans of Bagdad bring Persian and Indian articles. This city alsQ> 
increases, by the gradual depopulation of the villages and country, 
which last always present the chief symptpms of national prosperity, 
or decline. The Pashilik of Damascus is esteemed the first in Asia ; 
and the office of Pasha has, in the decline of tne Turkish empire, 
become in some measure hereditary, with absolute power of life and 
death, and without ru1y appeal. 

Sli1YRN A. Smyrna may be regarded as the third city in Asiatic 
:Turkey, containing about 120,000 souls. This flourishing seat of 
European commerce, aud chief mart of the Levant trade, is said to 
haYe been founded by Alexander the Great, eminently distinguished 

·from all other conquerors by the foundation, and not the de£truction, 
of cities. In the wars between the Turks and the Greeks, Smyrna 
sunk into great decline ; and was taken with vast slaughter by Timm·, 
in 1402. The excellence of the haven, renders. Smyrna the cent1·e of 
~ll the traffic of Asia Minor ; but the frequent visits of the pestilence 
greatly impede its prosperity*. 

PnusA. Prusa is a beautiful city, in a romantic situation .. at 
the northern bottom of mount Olympus. By Tournefort's computa
tion of families, the inhabitants may be about 60,000. It is enlivened 
by numerous springs, which descend from the mountains, and by the 
proximity of the hot baths. Prusa was formerly the chosen residence 
of the sultans, and contains many of their tombs. Magnisi, or Mag·
nesia, is also a city of soiRe repute in this quarter of the empire ; 
and Kircagatch has risen to considerable population, from the culti-
vation of cotton, being about forty miles to the north-east of 1\llagnisi, 
on the route to Prusat. 

ANGORA. Angora may contain so,ooo 
:striking·, and agreeable city, in a lofty situation. 

" Chandler, 65. 

inhabitants; and is a 
The trade is chiefly 

t Hunter's Travels, 1796, Svo. p. 159. See also the map in Peyssonnel's 
journey from Smyrna to Sardis, and Thyatira, at the end of his Observa
tions Historiques et Geographiques, &c. Paris, 1765, 4to. This journev is 
full of inscriptions and antiquities, like most of those to the Levant, :md of 
course contains -very little solid information. Voyages i:o the Levant, as 
they arc called,_ are indeed of all others the most common, and the most 

.va1;ue and uninstructive. A few useless inscriptions, and a thousand quota
tions from the classics, or descriptions of Egypt and Syria, repe:ttin"' what· 
f. as been repeated a hundred times before, constitute "l1at is called a ~oya3·e 
to th~ Levant. If an abl_e traveller _were to investig·ate the 1;eography, natu
:ral h1srory, and other top1cs of real1mportance in Asia. Minor only he woul<i 
~ypply mi\ny deficiencie!i in modern lmowledge. ' 
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in yarn, of which our shal!oons are made; and in their own manufac
ture of Angora stuffs, made chiefly of the fine hair of a particular breed 
of goats, which, like that of the cats, occurs in no other country. 
Yet there seems no peculiarity in the air, situation, or soil, which is 
a fine t·ed marl. 

ToKAT. Tokat is also a flourishing place. The inhabitants 
are computed at 60,000. The situation is singular, amidst rugged 
and perpendicular rocks of marble ; and the streets are paved, which 
is a rare circumstance in the Levant. Silk and leather are manufac
tures of Tokat ; but the chief is that of cQpper utensils, which are 
sent to Constantinople, and even to Egypt. The copper is from the 
mines of Gumiscana, at the distance of three days journey from Tre
bisond ; and from those of Castan Boul, yet richer, and situated ten· 
days journey from Tokat, on the west towards Angora*. 

BAsRA. Basra, m· Bassora, on the estuary of the Euphrates, 
and Tigris, must be regarded as ratber belonging· to an independ,ent 
Arabian princ~, who pays dubious homage to the Porte, but as it has 
an intimate connexion with Asiatic Turkey, it may be here briefly 
mentioned as a city of 50,000 inhabitants, but of great commercial 
consequence, being frequented by numerous vessels from Europe and 
Asia, and the seat of an English consul. Here the various products 
of Eumpe and India are exchanged for those of Persia; and opulent 
caravans proceed to the chief cities of Asiatic Turkey, to all which it 
is the most central port of tbe more oriental trade. 

BAGDAD. The great and romantic Bagdad, the seat of tl1e 
Caliphs, and the scene o.f many eastern/fictions, has now dwindled 
into a town of about 20,000 inhabitants. 'Not far to the south are 
some ruins of the celebrated Babylon, which have been ably illustrated 
in a recent work of l'.'Iajor Rennellt~ 

Many an important city of antiquity has sunk into a village, and 
even the village oH:en into a mass of rubbish, uader the destructive 
domination of the Turks, perhaps the only people whose sole occupa
tion has been to destroy. The maps are crmYded with many names, 
now only known by miserable hamlets ; and an enumeration which 
would seem short may yet be complete. 'fl1e ancient and celebrated 
city of Jerusalem is reduced to a mean town, chiefly existing by the 
piety of 1>ilgrims. Towards the frontiers of Persia\ the ravages of 
frequent war .have spread additional destruction; yet Erzeron, the 
capital of Armenia, retains about 25,000 inhabitants. Kars, the 
extreme town upon the frontiers of Persia, is tolerably fortified ; but 
-is an inconsiderable placet:. 

l\1ANUF'ACTGRES. The chief manufactures of Asiatic Turkey 
have been already incidentally mentioned in the preceding account of 
the cities; to which may be added th~ excellent carpets so frequent 
in England. These, with rhubarb, and several other drugs, may be 
regarded as the chief articles of commerce. 

The •Levant, or Turkey trade, was formerly of great consequence 
to Gr,.oat Britain : but since the middle o( last century has been more 

• Tournefort, ii. 324. 
·c.f Touraefort, ii. 217. 
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ad,'antageous to France. Sir James Porter, formerly ambassador at 
Constantinople, has published several important observations on this 
subject*. He remarks that m~y of the stems of our nobility sprung 
from this great root of opulence: for in former times the Turkey 
merchants were the most rich and respectable body of men in the city. 
The capitulations of this commerce, so called because they were 
mere concession.s granted by the Porte, date from the reign of Eliza
bE!th. Though 1 the charter were granted to a company, there was no 
common stock ; but each individual traded in his own way, and upon 
his own fund. There was a code of regulations : the ships were sent 
annually: and no bullion was allowed to be remitted to TUI·key. The 
decline of this trade appears, from the account of this author, to have 
arisen from several injudicious bills brought into parliament, which 
from their severity, induced the merchants to export cloth of an inferior 
quality. · Yet as he confesses that the trade had declined, before the 
statutes had passed, it seems reasonable t.o infer, that the avarice of 
some traders was the real cause of the inferiority of our articles to 
those of the French, who artfully availed themselves of the opportu
nity, and by strict reg·ulations maintained their superiority. In the 
period from 1729, to 1738, the English cloth sent to Constantinople 
amounted annually to 57 4 bales ; while from 1739, to 17 48, it had 
fallen to 236 bales. For the nature and causes of the decline of our 
Turkey trade, and the asendency of that of the French, the reader, 
1-vho wishes for minute information, must be referred to the same 
judicious traveller. 

"' Observations 0'11 the Turks, 1771, Svo. p. 361. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONS,-FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND 
AGRICULTURE·- RIVERS.- LAKES .-1\IOU NT AIN S.-FOR'ESTS.
BOTANY.-ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY.-1111NERAL WATERS.-NA
TURAL CURIOSITIES. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONS. THE climate of Asia Minor has 
always been considered as excellent. There is a peculiar softness anq 
serenity in the air, not perceivable on the European side of the Archi., 
pelago. The heat of the summer is considerably temp~red by the 
numerous chains of high mountains, some of which are said to .be 
covered with perpetual snow. 

FAcE OF THE CouNTRY. -The general appearance of Asiatic 
Turkey may be regarded as mountainous; but intermingled with 
large and beautiful plains, which, instead of being covered with rich 
crops of grain, are pastured by the numerous flocks and herds of th~ 
Turcomans. The soil, as may be expected, is extremely various; 
but that of Asia Minor is chiefly a deep clay ; and wheat, barley, and 
durra, form the chief, if not the only products of agriculture* : But 
excellent grapes and olives abound; and the southern provinces are 
fertile in dates. 

AGRICULTURE. In Syria the agriculture is in the most deplor-
able condition; and the instruments and management are alike exe
crable. The peasants are in the most miserable situation ; and 
though not sold with the soil, like those of Poland, are, if possible, 
yet more op:r>ressed ; barley bread, onions, and water constituting their 
constant faret. 

RrvERs. The principal river of Asiatic Turkey is, beyond 
all comparison, the Euphrates, \Yhich rises fmm the. mountains of 
Armenia, a few miles to the north-east of Erzeron:j: ; and chiefly 
pursues a south-west direction to Semisat, where it would fall into 
the Mediterranean, if not prevented. by a high range of mountains. 
In this part of its course, the Euphrates is joined by the Morad from 
the east, a stream almost doubling in length that of Euphrates ; so 
that the latter river might more justly be said to spring from mount 
Ararat, about I 60 British miles to the east of the imputed source. 
At Semisat, the ancient Samosata, this noble river assumes a southerly 
direction ; then runs an extensive course to the south-east, and after 
receiving the Tigris, falls by two or three mouths into the gulf of 
Persia. The comparitive course of the Euphrates may be estimated 
at about 1400 llritish miles. 

~ Browne, 418. t Volney, ii. 413. :j: Tournefort, 11. 198. 
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TIGRIS. Next in importance is the Tigris, which rises to the 
north of Medan, about I 50 miles south from the sources of the 
Euphrates, and pursues nearly a regular direction south-ea!?t, till it 
join the Euphrates below Korna, about sixty miles to the north of Bas
sora; after a comparative course of about 800 miles. The Euphrates 
and the Tigris, are both navigable for a considerable distance from 
the sea. 

KrzrL lRllfAK:. The third river in Asiatic Turkey is that 
.called by the Turks Kizil Irmak, the celebrated Halys of antiquity ; 
rising in mount Taurus not far from Erekli, but by other accounts 
more to the east, and, pursuing a winding course to the north, nearly 
across the whole of Asia Minor, till it join the Euxine sea on the 
west of the gulf of Sansoun. '" 

SAcARIA. The river Sacaria, the ancient Sangarius, or San-
garis, rises about fifty miles to the south of Angora, and running to 
the north-west,· joins the Euxine, about seventy miles to the east of 
Constantinople. · 

MJEANDER. In the next rank may be placed the classical river 
. .of Mxander, rising to the north of the ancient city of Apamia, and 
running, in a winding stream, about 250 British miles. Dr. Chandler 
has observed that Wheler, otherwise a most accurate and intelligent 
traveller, has mistaken a tributary stream for the real Ma:ander* ;, 
whi:ch is called by the Turks lloyuc Minder, or the Great 1\l<eander, 
to distinguish it from this· little stream, which resembles it in mazes. 
The Minder, not far from its mouth, is about 100 feet broad ; with a 
5Wift, muddy, and extremely deep current, having received a con
·siderable accession of waters from the lake of Myus. 

SARADAT. The Sarabat, or ancient Hermus, renmmed for its 
golden sands, joins the Archipelago about ninety Bl'itish miles to the 
north of the r.·Iinder, after a coarse of similar length. 

The other :ciYers of cui a Minor are far more inconsiderable, though 
many of them be celebrated in classical history and poetry. 

. 0RONTES. The chief river of Syria is the Orontes, now called 
Oron or Asi, rising about eighty miles to the north of Dam:.<scus, and 
.running nearly due north, till it suddenly tma south-east near Antioch, 
after which it soon joins the Iv:Iediterranean. 

LAKES. Asiatic Turkq also contains numerous lake~. 
VAN. That ofVanin the north ofKurdistan,1s the most remark

able, being about eighty Bl'itish miles in length from north-east to south
west, and about forty in breadth: it is said to abound with fish. This 
·great lake, with that ofUrP!iah in Persia, about 100 mil:::s to the south
east, appears to haYe been little noted in ancient geography ; and 
n•Anville does not seem to have considered the difficulty, though the 
lake of Van may be the T}-10spitis of antiquity; but his maps ancl dis
qni::.itiolls are open to many improvements from recent accoun.tst. 

* This little stream, whose windings rival those of the river, flows d11. 
south, and joins the M.:eander near its mouth, after a com·se of about forty 
British miles. 

t From Ptolemy it may be concluded, th-.t the lake of Urmiah is the 
Arsissa of antiquity; but when he derives th.e Tig;ris from the lake Thonpitis, 
he probably mei\nl:l the s111aU lil.ke of Gur~.;·zck, nc~r the real source ot the' 
Tigris. · · 
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DEAD SE:A. · In Syria what is called the Dead Sea, may be· 
regarded as a lake of about fifty miles in length, and twelve or thir
teen in brea~th. The lake of Rackama, to the south of Hilla and the 
ancient Babylon, is about thirty miles in length, and flows into the 
Euphrates. 

Towards the centre of Asia Minor there is a remarkable saline lake, 
about seventy miles in length, and a mile or two in breadth, being the 
Tatta or Palus Salsa pf D'Anville's an,cient geography. 

ULUJ.lAD. Numerous ~;>ther small lakes appear in Natolia, among 
which may be particularly mentioned that of Ulubad, anciently styled 
the lake of Apollonia, which, ac~ording to Tournefort, is about twenty
fixe miles io circumference, and in some places seven or eight miles 
wide, sprinkled with several isles and some peninsulas, being a grand 
1;eceptacle of the waters from mount Olympus*. The largest isle is 
about three miles in circuit, and is called Abouillona, probably from 
the ancient name of the city which stood on it. About fifty miles to 
the north-east, was the lake called Ascanius by tl1e ancients, now that 
~h~ . 

MouNTAINS. Many of the mountains of Asiatic Turkey deserve 
particular attention, from their ancient celebrity. 

TAURus. The first rank is due to the Tam·ian chain of anti-
quity, which was considered as extending from the neighbourhood of 
the Archipelago to the sources of the Ganges, and the extremities of 
Asia, so far as discovered by the ancients. But this notion little accords 

. with the descriptions of modern travellers, or the re~earches of recent 
geography; and, we might perhaps with equal justice infer, that the
Carpathian. mountains, the Alps, and the Pyrenees, constitute one 
chain. Science is equally impeded by joining what ought to be divided, 
as by dividing what ought to be joined. The Caucasian mountains 
have been well delipeated by the Russian travellers, as forming a range 
from the mouth of the river Cuban, in the north-west, to where the 
river Kur enters the Caspia11, in the south-east. The remaining intel
ligence i<> dubious and defective; but it would seem that, in resemblance 
of the Pyrenees, a chain extends from Caucasus South-west, to near 
the bay of Scanderoon. This ridge seems the Anti Taurus of anti
quity : but various parts of it were known by different names, as marked 
in D' Anville's map of Asia Minor. At the other extremity of tile Cau

-casus, other chains branch out into Persia, which they pervade from 
north-west to south-east, but they may all be justly considered as ter
minating in the deserts of the south-eastern part of Persia; or as having 
so imperfect a connexion with the mountains of Hindoo Koh, which 
t'lllpply the western sources of the Indus, that it would be mere ilieory 
to regard them as a continued chain. 

Far less can they be regarded as an extension of mount Taurus, which, 
en the contrary, terminates at the Euphrates and deserts of Algezira .. 
Of this the ancients were aware; and irr their fondness fur the Taurus 
represented it as winding like an immense snake, by the Anti Tauru10 
to the Caucasus, thus including the latter in the Taurian chail'. Such 
ideas wo~!ld only introduce confusion into geos-rapby: and, I).mclern 

~ ii. 363. 
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precision will be contented to observe that the chain of Taurus, now 
called Kurun, perhaps from the old Greek name Ceraunus, extends 
for about 600 miles east and west, from the Euphrates to near the 
shores of the Archipelago. A recent traveller found the ascent and 
descent, between Aintab and Bostan, to occupy three days; and the 
heights abound with cedars, savines, and junipers. It is probable 
that these, and the other mountains of Asiatic Turkey, are calcareous; 
while the Caucasus alone aspires to the rank of a granitic or primitive 
chain. 

ARARAT. Towards the east of Armenia is Ararat, of which 
we have a description by Tournefort*; and from his account it seems 
chiefly to consist of free-stone or calcareous sand-stone. It is a detached 
mountain, with two summits; the highest being covered with eternal 
snow. In one of the flanks is an abyss, or precipice, of prodigious 
depth, the sides being- perpendicub.r, and of a rough black appearance, 
as if tinged with smok,e. This mountain belongs to Persia, but is here 
mentioned on account of connexion. 

he yond Ararat are branches of the Caucasian chain; to which, as is 
probable, belong the mountains of Elwend, which seem to be the 
Niphates of antiquity. 

LIBANus. In Syria the most celebrated monntain is that of 
Lebanon, or Libanus, ru1ming in the southerly and northerly direction 
of the Mediterranean shore, and generally at the distance of about 
thit·ty or forty miles. The Anti Libanus ·is a short detached chain, 
running nearly parallel on the east. These mountains are of consider
able height, the summits being often covered with snow ; and they 
seem to be calcareous, the granite not appearing till the neighbourhood 
of mount Sinai and the Arabian gulf. 

0LYlltPus. The eastern side of the Archipelago presents many 
mountains of great height and classical fame, chiefly in ranges e;tend
ing fmm north to south. Of these, Olympus (now Keshik Dag·) is one 
of the. most celebrated, and is described by Tournefort as a vast range 
covered with perpetual snow. He says, that a day's journey would be 
required to visit the summit of the mountain ; and adds, that it is one of 
the highest in Asia. Mru1y small streams spring from Olympus, and 
the l::trge lake of lTlubad is another receptacle of its waters. 

InA. About 140 miles to the west of Olympus rises mount Ida, 
of great though not equal height. The summit of Ida was by the anci
ents called Garganus; from wh~ch extend western prominences reach
ing to the Hellespont, and amidst them stood the celebrated city of 
Troy: Gargan us, or the summit of Ida, being about thirty miles from 
the shOTe ; and giving source to the Gi·anicu::;, the Simois, and other 
noted streams, most of which run to the north. 

Other remarkable mountr.ins on thi'> classical shore were those of 
Rhea, at an equal distance between Ida and Olympus. Mount Peclasus 
seems merely the southern extremity of Rhc<\. Farther to the south 
the mountains may perhaps be considered as branching from the Tau
rus, f,uch as the ranbe which passes from the head of the l\1::c211der) 
and forms the promcntory oppo:oite to Scio, known in different districts 

.. ii. 2c7, &.c. 
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by the ancient natnes of :Messogis, Tmolus, Sipylus, Corycus, and 
Mimas; while another branch passes along the shore to the mouth of 
the Ma:ander, presenting the heights of Corax, Gallesus, and M ycale, 
the last opposite to Samos. 

To the south of the Minder, or Ma:ander, the Taurus detaches a 
chain, called Cadmus and Grius, bending towards the isle of Cos and 
the Cyclades. 

FoRESTS. These numerous mountains in Asiatic Turkey are 
often clothed vrith immense forests of pines, oaks, beeches, elms, and 
other trees. The southern shores of the Black Sea also present many 
gloomy forests of great extent. This abundance of timber supplies 
the inhabitants with fuel ; nor has pit coal been explored in any part of 
Asiatic Turkey. Sometimes conflagrations arise, from the heedless 
waste of the caravans, who, instead of cutting off a few branches, will 
set fire to a standing tree. 

BoT ANY. The extensive provinces of N atolia, Syria, and Meso-
p::>tamia, since their reduction under the Turkish yoke, have been but 
little accessible to European curiosity. The natural productions of 
Syria, however, have been investigated, though imperfectly, by seve-
ral naturalists of eminence, while the mountains and rich vales of N atolia 
towards the great Caucasian chain, are almost wholly unknown. These r' 
countries having been inhabited and civilized from the remotest anti
quity, possessing for the most part a dry rocky soil, with fewer rivers 
than any tract in Europe of equal extent, contain none of those low 
swampy levels that form so characteristic a feature in almost all the 
American countries, that compose the greater part of Holland, and 
occupy .no small proportion of Hungary and the dominions north of the 
Baltic. Those vegetables therefore that inhabit swamps, lakes and bogs, 
will be very sparingly found in the flora of Asiatic Turkey ; nor will 
the indigenous alpine plants be more numerous ; not indeed on account 
of the absence of high mountains, but from their having been hitherto 
almost entirely unexamined. Of the scanty catalogue of plants that 
have been found wild in the Asiatic part of the Ottoman territory, the 
following are the most worthy of notice : 

Among thj: trees may be distinguished, olea europa:a, the olive-tree, 
abounding throughout the whole Archipelago and the shores of the 
Levant ; salix Babylonica, the weejzing willow, graceful with its slender 
pendant branches, which has adorned the banks of the Euphrates from 
time immemorial; ela:agnus angustifolius, wild olive, bearing a small 
sweet esculent fruit ; betula alnus, the alder; morus albus, the 'white 
mulberry ; cercis sillquastrum, remarkable for its long seedpods; zygo
phyllum fabago, berry bearing tree ; melia azedarach, the bead tree; 
styrax officinalis, storax tree, from which exudes the fragrant gum resin 
of the same name ; punica granatum, jwmegranate; mespilus pyra
cantha; amygdalus communis, almond tree, and amygdalus persica, 
fteach tree; cerasus sativus, cherry, a native of Pontus in Natalia, 
whence it was brought to Rome by Lucullus ; citrus iimon and auran
ti'-lm, the lemon and orange; cytisus laburnum, and myrtus communis, 
my1·tle, growing plentifully by the side of running streams; musa pat·<t
disaica, jdantain tree; rhamnus paliurus; vitis vlnifera, vine, in a per
fectly wild state, climbing up the highest trees, and forming verdant 

VOL. II, E 
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grottos among; its ample festoons: pistachia lentiscus, tcrebinthl:ls- tmd 
vei·a, the mastic!1, chio turjientine, and jlistac!zia nut tree; ce.ratonia siH
qua, carob ; juniperus drupacea and oxyceclrus, two of the largest spe
cies of this genus nearly equalling the cyprus in heig·ht, and found upon 
mount CaSf:ius, ancl other rocky hills in Syria; cupressus sempervirens, 

· cyjzrus; thuia orientalis, pinus cedrus, the cedar, a few large trees of 
which still remain on mount Lebanon, the Yenerable relics of its sacred 
forests. Hibiscus Syriacus, distinguished by the uncommon splendor 
of its blossoms, and on this account much cultivated about Constanti
nople, and other parts of the Tmkish empire, wh~re it does 'not grow. 
spontaneously; ficus carica, fig tree; ficus sycoiN;)rus, sycamore .fig, 
abounding in Palestine, and. other parts of Syria; ·~henix dactylifera, 
date tree; quercus cerris, j1rir:kly cujzjzed oak, fi·om which are procured 
the finest Aleppo galls ; laun:ts indica ; plantanus orientalis, oriental 
jilane tree, highly esteemed for its shady tent-like canopy of foliage. 
Mimosa arborea; carpinus ostrya, hof• hornbeam; and m.enispermum 
cocculus, the berries of which, commonly called cocculus indicus, arc 
much used by the nath·e3 for taking fish, on account of their narcotic 
qualities. 

Of the lower t1·ces and flowering shrubs, the principal are syringa. 
vulgaris, lilac, abounding on the bru1ks of the Euphrates; jasminum 
fruticosa and officinalis, yellow and common jasmine, found plentifully in 
the thickets and woods of Syria; the long· hollow stems of the latter of 
these are in great request among the inhabitants, as stems to their 
tobacco pipes; ruta fruticulosa and linifolia, two species of rue, the for
mer of which is rather uncommon, and has been chiefly found about 
Damascus; at'hutus unedo, ar!mte; prunus prostrata, a trailing shrub, 
the smallest of the jzlum kind, covering th.e rocks near the summit of 
mount Lebanon; Spartinm junceum and spinosnm, Sjzanish and thorny 
broom, occupying many of the sandy tracts that are of such frequent 
occurrence in Syria; nerium oleander, a common ornament of every 
rivulet; tamarix gallica, tamarisk; rhus cotinus; lycium europ:cum, 
boxtlwrn; osyris alba, jwet's ca8sia; erica scoparia, with many other 
kinds of hcettli; laurus nobili~, bay tree; caparis spinosa, cajzer bush; 
several species of cistus, especially the sage-leaved and gw.u cistus; and 

· euphorbia mauritanica, mauritanian sjzurge, with the acrid jtiice of which 
the scammony is not unfrequently aclullerate:l. 

Several dying drugs and articles of the materia medica are imported 
fmm the Levant, among which may be particularized rubia tinctorum, 
madder; a variety of this, called alizari, is largely cultivated around 
Smyrna, which yields a much finer red dye than the European kind, 
and to this the superiority of the Greek and Turkish reds is principally 
to be ascribed; smilax aspera; mirabilis jalap2., jalaj1; convolvulus 
111cammonia, scammony; cordia myxa, sebesten; croton tinctorium : rici
nus communis, the seed of which yields by expl'es!iion the castor oil; 
momordica elaterium, squirtin!J cucumber; cucumis colocynthi3, colo
guintida; papaver somniferurn, ojlium jwj!fiY; sesamum orientale; 2-.ncl 
costus Arabicus, 8jtiknwrd. 

A few esculent plants not commonly made use of elsewhere are the 
produce of Natalia. and Syria, such as solanum melongen:•, mad ajzjile; 
cyperus esculentus, the large aromatic root of which i~ much esteemed; 
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~orchorn.s olitorius, Je'ttd mallo~v; arum colocasia, remarkable for its 
sweet farinaceous root, while those of its kindred species are intolera
blv acrid. 

·The following vegetables at·e r;:mark.able either for theit· beauty or 
s·ingularity: exoacantha heterophy !!a~ an umbelliferous plant distin
guished by its uncommonly thorny involucrum, found in the vicinity 
of Nazareth; d;anthus Libanotis, Lebanon pink; anthyllis tragacan
thoides, a rare plant found on Lebanon, and eminently beautiful with 
its long clusters of purple papilonaceous flowers; amaryllis montana, 
also a native of Lebanon; asphodel us ramosus, branched asphodel; 
!ilium album and bulbiferum, ~u!tite ancl orange lily; narcissus tazetta; 
ornithogdum umbellatum, star qf BC'tlllehem; hyacinth us orientalis, 
oriental hyacint!z; xeranthemum frig;iclum, a beautiful plant growing 
close to the snow on mount Lebanou ; hyosciamus aureus) golden !ten 
bane; phy~>alis al!tekengi, 'Winter clzerry; atropa mandragora; calla 
oriental is; amm intortum; origanum heracleoticum ancl crcticum, 
en· tan origany; sahia acctabulosa; thymus mastychina; and anastatica 
hierochuntica, ro~e of Jericho. 

ZooLOGY, The best horses in Asiatic Turkey are of Arabian 
extract, and are sparingly fed with a little barley and minced straw, 
to accustom them to al>stinence and fatigue; but mules and asses are 
in more general use. Concerning the breed of cattle little is mentioned 
by travellers, but it seems inferior to those of Europe; and beef iii 
scarce and bad. The mutton is superior; and the kid is a favourit(; 
repast*. 

In Asiatic Tmkey appears that king of ferocious animals called the 
li'On, ·which is unknown to any region of Europe, and even to Asiatic 
Russia. Yet he rarely roams to the west of the Euphrates: but Tour
nefort observed many tigers on mount Ararat. He must mean the 
small tiget·, or perhaps the leopartl or the mountain cat; for the royal 
or large tig~r seems to he rcstt·icted to the wastes of Hindostan: The 
hya-:na, and the wild boar, m·e known animr~ls of _\sia l\Iinor; and the 
jackals range in troops, which raise dreadful cries in the night, but the 
fable of their accompanying the lion is justly exploded. The cities and 
viilagcs swarm with dogs, who are allow·ed to wander, as a constant 
cL::f.:nce against strangers or enemies. 

The ibex, or rock goat, appears on the summits of Caucasus. Th~ 
singular goats and cats of Angora haYe been already mentioned. The 
g-aze!, a kind of antelope, is also an inhabitant of Asia M!nor; with 
numerous deer and hares. The partridges are generally of the red 
legged kind, about a third Jarg·er than the common European. Of fish 
there are numerous names, and many of them are excellent. The dif
ficulties of travelling have ccnsidcrubly abridged our knowledge of the 
zoolog-y of these various regions, Hasselquist, the disciple of Linn~us, 
having pasS<ild from SmyJ :m to Alcsnndria, chiefly occupied himself 
in the natur.tl history of Palestine and Egypt. 

lVhNERALOGY. The minerabgy of those extensive and moun
tainous pro\·inces, remains in a dcplorabk stai.c of imperfection. Ancient 

• Hasselquist, p. 192, 6a:r• that the cheep of Anti Libanus have sometimes 
a crust on their teeth, vcith the l'~rf;;;< <~:'l":..traRc.:: uf ;eUow· llyrite§. It is 
i'mrJUtc\1 to the r,r~~:, or lc!c~nt. 
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Lydia was famous for the production of gold; but in modern times no 
mines seem to be indicated, except those of copper which supply Tokat. 
The indolence of the Turks, or indeed their industry in destruction, is 
alike inimical to metallurgy and agriculture. Hasselquist observed lead 
and copper ore, with rock crystals, in the island of Cyprus. But his 
account of oriental minerals only contains whet-stone and natron, both 
Eg·yptian; and he informs us that Moses must have inscribed the laws on 
granite, which constitutes mount Oreb and mount Sinai*. The moun
tains of Judrea, he says, are of a very hard lime-stone of a yellowish 
white : and towards the east of a loose grey lime-stone. If such be the 
profound observations of a naturalist, what is to be expected from other 
travellers? 

MINERAL WATERS. The most noted mineral waters are 
those of Prusa, at the bottom of mount Olympus. The baths are splen
did, and paved with marble, with two reservoirs or rather cisterns for 
bathing, one for the men, another'" for the women. The water smokes 
continually, and is so hot as to scald the hand; but in the baths it is 
mingled with cold water from the numerous streams of Olympus. 
There are many other hot springs in different quarters of :N"atolia. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIEs. The natural curiosities, and singu-
lar features of so mountainous a country, must be numerous; but as 
such seldom occur in the beaten tracks, and there is no safety in visit
ing distant recesses, the chosen haunts of banditti, it is no wonder 
that this topic is left barren by travellers. The beautiful mazes of the 
Minder have been celebrated from early antiquity ; and it is probable 
that the large salt lake, in the centre of Asia Minor, might afford a 
curious object of investigation. Dr. Chandlert describes the singular 
cliff near Pambouk or Hierapolis, produced by the hot petrifying 
waters, and resembling an immense frozen cascade, as if the water 
had been fixed and suddenly converted to stone. In the same vicinity 
is a cave remarkable for pernicious effluvia. 

"' P. 292. t P. 230. 



ISLANDS BELONGING 

TO 

ASIATIC TURKEY. 

THE chief islands in the Archipelago, considered as belonging 
to Asia, are Mytilene, Scio, Samos, Cos, and Rhodes. 

MYTILENE. Mytilene, the ancient Lesbos, is the most north-
erly and largest of these isles, being about forty British miles in length 
by twenty-four at its greatest breadth. The mountainous appearance 
of this isle is agreeably diversified with bays, and inlets of the sea, 
and plantations of olives, vines, and myrtle*. There are hot baths 
issuing from cliffs resembling those of St. Vincent near Bristol, and 
which indicate the isle to be chiefly calcareous. The climate is ex
quisite; and it was anciently noted for wines, and the beauty of the 
women. 

Scro. Scio, the ancient Chios, is about thirty-six British miles 
in length, but only about thirteen in medial breadth. Tire Chian wine is 
celebrated by Horace, and retains its ancient fame. The town of 
Scio, on the east side of the isle, is handsome and convenient. The 
Greeks here enjoy considerable freedom and ease; and display such 
industry, that the country resembles a garden. This particular favour 
arises from the cultivation of the mastic trees, or rather shrubs, for 
they are small evergreens which supply the gum, so acceptable to the 
ladies of the sultan's haram, or, as we term it, the seraglio. The 
beauty of the women is confined to one form of features, as in the 
Grecian statues; and even the cleamess of their complexion cannot 
atone for the preposterous form of their dress, which is here, if pos
sible, more ridiculoQ.s than in the other Egean isles. Pococke's figure 
of Homer, which he pretends to have found here, is imaginary ; and 
the original seems to be an image of Cybele. This isle is also very 
mountainous. The earth of Scio was celebrated by the ancients, 
but was only a common bole like that of Lemnos. Tournefort ob
sen·ed here some tame partridges, kept like poultry ; and it is proba-

" Dallaway's Constantinople, p. 313. 
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ble the custom is retained, for among; the Turks every thing is station
ary, except destruction. Chandler saw numerous groves of lemons, 
oranges, and citrons, perfuming the air with the odour of their 
blossoms, and delighting the eye with their golden fmit. The 
Genoese possessed this beautiful isle about 240 years, but lost it in 
1566. Opposite to Scio, on the Asiatic shore, is Chesme, where the 
Turkish fleet was destroyed by the Russian, 1770. The inhabitants 
of Scio are supposed to be about 60,000"'. 

SAMos. Samos is about thirty miles in length, and ten in 
breadth. This isle is also crossed by a chain of hills, and the most 
agreeable part is the plain of Cora. Tournefort computes the inhabi~
nnts at 12,000, all Greeks ; with a Turkish Aga or military officer, 
and a cadi, or judge, magistrates usual in every Turkish district. The 
women are celebrG.ted for their complete want of beauty, thus forming 
n remarkable exception to the other Greek isles. The pottuy of 
&amos was anciently excellent; at present most branches of industry 
are neglected: but nitre, emery, and iron, might still be worked. Pitch 
is prepared from the pine trees in the north part of the island ; and the 
silk, honey, and wax, are esteemed. :Most of the monnt2.ins aee of 
white mai·ule, and smmn with game of various descriptions. The 
best haYen is that of V ati, to the north-west. Some remains are ob
·served of the celebrated temple of Junot. 

Cos. Cos JS about twenty-four miles in length, by three or four 
in breadth; but has been little visited by modern travellers. Pliny styles 
Cos a most noble isle; and from it was derived the name and sub3tance of 
the whet-stone. It is now covered with groves of lemon trees, and 
there is an oriental plane tree of vast size. The chief trade is in 
oranges and lemons ; and Cos is the residence of a Turkish pashat. 

HHoDES. Rhodes is about thirty-six British miles in leugth, 
bv fifteen in breadth, an island celebrated in ancient and modern 
times. It is fertile in wheat, though the soil be of a sandy nature.. 
The population is computed at about 30,000. 'fhc city of ·the same 
name, ii1 which no Christian is now permitted to elwell, stands in th~ 
north end of the isle; and was anciently noted for a colossus in bronze, 
about 130 feet high, which could not haYe stood over the harbour as 
fabled, for it \Yas sogn cast down by an earthquak<', and the frariment'> 
many centuries 2Jterwards were sold by the Saracens ; \'.'hile if it had 
stood over the port, it must have fallen into the sea!). This isle was 
for two centuries possessed by the knights of St. John of Jeru~alem, 
thence styled of Rhodes, till 152:3, when it -..,as taken by the Turks ; 
and the emperor Charles V, assigned to the knights the island of 
Malta**. 

Along the southern shol'e of :-"..sia Minor, there are some sm:.cll isles, 
amon~ which is that of Castel Hosso, south-cast of Patil·ct. But they 
are of no moment, when compared with the hu·,;c and celebrated islaml 
Q[ <,;ypms. 

e Tournefort, p. 281. Van Egmont, i. ~37', &c. Chandler, 4.8. 
t Tul.r.lef<Jrt, i. :li!7. Dallaw;.:.;.-, 2.Jl. t \·;;m Ei!,·:llCilc, i. :262_. 
L/ Cibbon, ix. 4~5. 
"' Y~w Egm<mt, i. !J6iil, y;ho 10iv.:" a ton~; deoGiption of Rli\Jde~;,. 
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CYPRU!. This island is about 160 British miles in length, 
:and about seYenty at its greatest breadth. It was long possessed by 
the Ptolemies of Egypt, till it fell under the Roman power ; when it 
remained a portion of the Byzantine empire, till it was usurped by a 
Greek prince, who was expelled by Richard I of England. This 
monarch bestowed the kingdom of Cyprus on the house of Lusigna~ 
as a compensation for the loss of the throne ·of· Jerusalem. ,In the 
fifteenth century, the heiress of the house of Lusignan resigt1ed· this 
isle to the Venetians; but in 1570 it was seized by the Turks. The 
:5oil is fertile, yet agriculture in a neglected state. The oxen are Jean 
and of a small size : the sheep are of a better description. The chief 
products arc silk, cotton, wines, turpentine, and timber. The win~ 
of Cyprus is deservedly cdebrated. The_ oranges are excellent; and 
the mountains are coYered with hyacinths and anemonies, and other 
beautiful flO\vers. Cyprus is supposed to have derived its name from. 
the abundance of copper ore; and it is said to haYe anciently produced 
gold, si!.-er, and emeralds. What is called the Paphian diamond is a 
rod.: crystal found near Paphos ; and there is a quarry of amianthus, 
whiie seYe\·al hilis consist chiefly of talc. The other mineral produc
tions are red jasper, agates, green earth, and umber. The Cypriots 
are a tall and elegant race; but the chief beauty of the women consist. 
in their sparkling ey~s. To the disgrace of the Turkish g-overnment, 
the population of this extensive island is computed at 50,000 soul3! 
Cyprus is pervaded by a chain of mountains, among· which is a third 
O!ymjms, some primitive name, which seems to have been general for 
a mountain of great height. Van Egmont says that there is not one 
river in the island, he means that continues its course in the summer ; 
hut that there are many ponds, lakes, and fens, 'producing a damp and 
malignant air. The chief cities are NicoS:ia, the capital and residence 
~f _the governor and famagusta*. 

~ Van E~mol-lt, i- 2S1. )-\\rariti, leo. 



RUSSIAN EMPIRE IN ASIA. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

NA111ES.-EXTENT.-I!OUNDARIES.-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-PRO~ 
GRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY.-HISTORICAL EPOCHS AND ANTIQ_!JlTIES, 

ExTENT. THIS large portion of the habitable globe extends 
almost the whole length of Asia, from about the 37th degree of longi
tude east of London, to more than 190 or 170° of western longitude. 
As the northern latitude is very high, the degree shall only be assumed 
at 30 miles; and the length may thus be computed at 4590 geographi
cal miles. The greatest breadth from the cape of Ceveri V ostochnoi, 
called in some maps Taimura, to the Altaian chain of mountains on 
the south of the sea of Baikal, may be 28°, or 1680 geographical 
miles. In British miles the length may be roughly compnted at 
5350; and the breadth at 1960: an extent which v.:ill be found to 
exceed that of Europe*. 

BouNDARIES. The furthest eastern boundary is that of Asia, 
and the seas of Kamchatka and Ochotsk; while the northern is the 
Arctic Ocean. On the west the frontiers correspond with those 
between Asia and Europe. The southern limits requir:: more explan
ation. The river Cuban, part of the Caucasian chain, and an ideal 
line, divide the Russian territory from Turkey <md Pen;ia. The boun
dary then ascends along the north of the Caspian through the stepp 

"' Mr. Tooke, in his View of the Russian Empire, computes the whole. 
including the E•1ropean part, at 9,200 E1;:;lish miles in leng;tb., and 2,400 ill·· 
breadth. 
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Ot' desert of Issim, and the eastern shore of the river Ob, to where it 
issues from .the Altaian mountains, ·when it meets the vast empire of 
China ; and proceeds along that chain to the sources of the Onon, 
where it includes a considerable region called Daouria, extending 
about 200 mile3 in breadth, to the south of the mountains called 
Yablonnoy ; the limit between Russia and Chinese Tatary being 
partly an ideal line, and partly the river Argoon, which joined with 
the Onon, constitutes the great river Amur. Thence the boundary 
retums to the mountainous chain, and follows a branch of it ,to a pro
montory on the north of the mouth of the Amur. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION, The population of Asiat-ic Russia 
may be regarded as wholly primitive, except a few Russian colonies 
recently planted, and the Techuks in the part opposite to America, 
who have been supposed to have proceeded from that continent, as 
already mentioned, b~cause their persons and customs are different 
fl'Om those of the other Asiatic tribes. Next to the Techuks, in the 
furthest north, are the Yukagirs, a branch of the Yakuts*, and yet 
further ~est the Samoieds. To the south of the Techucks are the 
Coriaks, a branch of the same race : and yet further south the Kam
chadals, a distinct people, wl'lo speak a different language. The 
Lamuts are a pa1t of the 1\'Iandshurs or Tun~uses, who have been 
vaguely called Tartars, or Tatars, though they neither belong to that 
race, nor to the Monguls. The Tung·uses are widely diffused between 
the Yenesei and the Amur: and the southern tribes ruled bv a khan or 
monarch, conquered Chit:J.a in the seventeenth century. The Ostiaks, 
and other tribes of Samoieds, have penetrated considerably to the south 
between the Y enesei and the Irtish, and are followed by various tribes 
of the Monguls, as the Calmucs, Burats, &c., and by those of the 
Tatars or Huns, as the Teluts, Kirguscs, and others. The radically 
distinct languages amount to seven, independent of many dialects and 
mixturest. 

NAMES. The vast extent of northern Asia was first known 
by the name of Sibir or Siberia; but this appellation seems gradually 
to pass into disuse. vVhen the Monguls established a kingdom in 
these nmihern regions, the first residence of the princes was on the 
river Tura, on the spot where now stands the town of Tiumen, 
about 180 miles south-west of Tobolsk:j:. But the khans afterwards moved 
to the eastern shore of the Irtish, where they founded the city of 
Isker near Tobolsk. This new residence was also called Sibir, from 
what etymon Ol' cause is not explained ; and the name of the city 
passed to the Mongul principality II· When the Russians began the 
conquest of the country, being unconscious of its extent, the name of 
this western province was gradually difl'used over half of Asia. 

" The Yakuts are expelled Tatars from the south, as the Rnssian writers 
decide from their language, traditions, and rnann<'rs. The far greater parl 
0f the Mon2;ds and Mandshurs are sul>jcct to China: and the Tatars are 
best observed in Independent Tatary. 

t See the Hist. des Decouvertes Rnsse~, &c. Berne 17711. 1787 .. six vols •. 
8vo., being an abstract of the travels of Pallas, Gmelin, Ghiorghi, &c. 

:j: Tooke's Russi01., ii. 60. 
II Thi.s is doubtful, Co:"c, 182. Muller thinks the denomination wa~ used 

'by the Permians, ~ Finnish nation on the confines of Siberia,.. 
VOL, !;.J.. F 
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PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
this vast part of .Asia, commences at a recent period ; nor was it dis
closed to the attention ofcivilized Europe till the middle of the siJ;;teenth 
century. It is indeed a singular circumstance in human affairs, that 
America may be said to have been discovered before Asia, though it 
be natural to suppose that the latter would have engaged a more deep and 
immediate interest, because' the barbarous swarms in the extremity 
of Asia had repeatedly astonished and almost subjugated Europe. It 
I1as already been mentioned, that in 1242, the Monguls under Sheihani 
established a principality in the western part of Siberia, around 
'Pobolsk, and the rive1· Tura, whence this principality was sometimes 
styltd that of Turan*. The history of this distant' principality is obscure, 
ancl"Iost in' the superior splendor of the other Mongul dynasties. 

In the reig-n of Ivan Vasilivitch, the first of both these names, and 
by his conquest over the Tatars the founder of Russian greatness, some 
~ncmsions were made as far as the river Ob, and some Mongul chiefs 
were brought prisoners to Moscowt. But more than half a century 
elapsed before the real conquest of Siberia commenced in the reign of 
Ivan Vasilivitch II, who ascended the Russian throne in 1534. Trc
gonaff, a Russian merchant of Archangel, having opened a traffic for 
Siberian furs, the tzar was induced to attempt the conquest of the 
country' which supplied them ; and in 15 58 had added to his titles that 
of lord of Sibir, or Siberia. Yennac, a Cossac chief, being forced by 
the Russian conquests in the south to take refuge near the river Kama 
with 6000 of his followers, he afterwards directed hi~ arms against 
Kutchum the Mongul khan of Sibir, whom he defeated and expelled; 
but perce;;·ing that his power was precarious, in 1582, he claimed and 
obtained the protection of Russia. Y ermac soon after perished, and 
the Russi~ns retreated; but towards the beginning of the seventeenth 
century they. had firm establishments, and one Cyprian WitS 01.ppointed 
first archbishop of Sibir in 1621, residing at Tobolsk, where he drew 
ilp a narrative of the conquest. Towards the middle of the seventh 
century the Russian'> had extended as far east as the river Amur; but. 
Kamchatka was not finally reduced till the year 1711. Beering and 
other navigators afterwards proceeded to discover the other extreme 
p?.i't'> of Asia. In his first voyage of 1728, Beering· coasted the eastern 
.shore of Siberia as high as latitude 67° 18', but his important disco
ver:es were made during his voyage of i 7 4, !. The Aleutian isles m.:re 
visited in 17 45; and in the reign of the late empress, other important 
difcoveries followed, which wet·e completed by those of Cook. 

In the south the Mongul kingdom of Cazan having been subdued in 
1552, and that of Astracan in 1554, and the Hussian monarchy 
extended to the Caspian sea; a considerable accession was added to th~ 
progressive geography by the chart of that sea drawn by command of 
Peter the Great. It hence appeared that all geographers, ancient and 
modern, had mistaken the very form of the Caspian, which extends 
greatly from north to south instead of spreading ii·om east to w..:st, as 
formerly delineated. L1 the reign of the late empress many impGltant 
additions were made to the progressive geogntphy by Pall~s and othe1~ 

" This ~ust n?t be ~onfout.:.ded with the Tourau (or Tatary) of the l'ersi;),n, 
t Co;·•e s Ru~~llt, D1s. p. 1. 7. 
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scientific travellers, and a Russian atlas was published, which m~y be 
reg-arded as nearly complete. 

HisTORICAL EPocas. The Russianpower in Asia is of such 
recent origin, that it affords few historical epochs except those which 
have been already mentioned in the progressive g·cography. The history 
of Capschak, or the kingdom of Astracan*, before and after the 
conquest of the Monguls, is obscure and uninteresting; nor can that 
of Cazan or Kazan, a more northern and barbarous state, claim superior 
attention. The city of Kazan was built in 1257, and became the 
capital of a small il)dependent Mongul principality, partly in. Europe 
and partly in Asia, A. D. 1441. The Russians assert that they pos
sessed Astracan before the invasion of th~ Monguls, in the thirteenth. 
century; but while even this is doubtful, other parts of the history of 
Asiatic Russia cannot be supposed to be very cleart. The acquisitions 
on the frontiers of Turkey an~ Persia are recent and well known 
events. 

As the Russian empire in Asia borders for ·a gt;eat extent upon 
Chinese Tatary, or rather the Monguls and Mandshurs, who acknow
ledge the protection and supremacy of China, it may be proper here 
to commemorate a few events which have arisen from this proximity. 
It has already been observed, that about the middle of the seYenteenth 
century, the Russians had advanced to t.Re river Amur; here they 
subdued some Tungusian tribes, and built some small fm'tresses. The 
Chinese monarch, Camhi, having· formed a similar design, the two 
great powers unavoidably clashed; open hostilities commenced about 
1680, and the Chinese destroyed the Russian forts. In August 1689, 
the treaty of Nershinsk, so called from the town in Daom·ia, Y><:s 
signed by the Russian and Chinese plenipotentiariesj and the limits 
specified 'rere a chain of mountains far to the uorth of the Amur, and 
the source of the small river Gorbitza, thence to where t!~at river joins 
the Amur, and lastly along the Argoon ot' Arg;ounia, &ct. By this 
treaty the Russians assert that they nut only Lest a w!de territory, but 
also the navigation of the river Amur, which mmld have been of great 
consequence to theie remote possessions in Asia: yet the advantag·e 
was gained of a commercial intercourse with the Chines~. In 172 7, 
the limits ·were continued westward from tl1e source of the Argoon to 
the mountain Sabyntaban, near the conflux of two rivers with the Yenesei, 
the boundary being thus ascti:rtained between the Hussians and the 
l\1onguls subject to China. The trad;; with China has been latterly 
conducted at Zuruchaitu, on the river Argoon, lat. 50. long. 117 ., and 
at Kiachta, about ninety miles south of the sea of Baikal, bt. 51. long. 

" Capschak once spread through the whole Mongul conquests in Muscovy, 
including the Crimea, Astracan, Co.zan, <md Kipzak, on the north of the 
Caspian. 

t The curious genealogical history of the Tatars b;• Abulgasi-Chan gi,·es 
little information concerning the northern C:ynasties. Tl,c manuscript was 
brought from Siberia by Baron Strahlenbe,·g, one of the Swedish prisoners, 
and the French translation, publiohed 172G. is said to be b:: one De Verannes, 
but perhaps by M. Bentink. The long· :end instructive notes by M. Bentink 
\\-ere collected apart, and form the de~cription of Tatary in the l~ecueil des 
Voyages du Nord, tome x, and the Histoire G·.;;:.eral~ des Voya;:;cs, tome ,-ii. 

~ Coxe, ?00. Dtl Hald.e, iv. 
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106*. This boundary between two states is the most extensive on the 
globe, reaching from about the sixty-fifth to the 145th degree of lon
gitude; eighty degrees (t<>.t. fifty) computed at thirty nine geographical 
miles, will yidd the r~sult of 3120 miles. Its history therefore, becomes 
singular and interesting; but it is probable that the Russians will insist 
upon extending the boundary to the river Amur, which would form a 
natural limit, as there are no chains of mountains in a proper direc
tion further to the south between their empire and China. 

The ,-,wst curious antiquities seem to be the stone tombs which 
abound in some stepps, particularly near the river Y enesei, representing 
in rude sculpture human faces, camels, horsemen with lances, and 
other objects. Here are found, besides human bones, those of horses 
and oxen, with fragment$ of pottery and ornaments of dresst. 

" Mr. Coxe, p. 212, unaccouna.bly says thirty-five degrees north lat. 
t Dec. Russ. vi. 210. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

REJ,.IGION.-ECCLESIASTC 4':EOGRAPHY.-GOVERN11IENT.-LAWS.
POPULA TION,-COLONIES.-AR111Y ,-N AVY.-·REVENU ES.-·POLI• 
TICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONS. 

RELIGION. THE Grecian system of the Christian faith, which. 
is embraced by the Russians, has made inconsiderable progress in their 
Asiatic possessions. Many of the Tatar tribes in the south-west are 
Mahometans ; and others follow the superstition of Dalai Lama, of 
which an account shall be given in the description of the Chinese 
empire. But the more eastern Tatars are generally addicted to the 
Schaman religion, a system chiefly fmmded on the self-existence .of 
matter, a spiritual world, and a general restitution of all things.r-, The 
Schamanians even believe that the Burchans, or gods themselves, arose 
from the general mass of matter and spirit. Their epochs of destruc
tion and restitution somewhat resemble those of the Hindoos. \Vhile 
common souls immediately receive their final decree, the virtuous 
become chubils, or wandering spirits, who are purified by transmigra
tion, so as also to become Burchans, or gods. Between men and gods 
are the Tengri, or spirits of the air, who direct sublunary affairs, and 
all the trifles so important to man, but beneath the most remote atten
tion of the gods. The infernal regions chiefly contain those who have 
offended the priesthood. This system is intimately connected with 
that of the Dalai Lama, and is so widely diffused that some have asserted 
Schamanism to be the most prevalent system on the globet. In Asiatic 
Russia it is professed by most nations, as a great part of the Tatars, 
with the Fins, Samoieds, and Ostiaks, the Mandshurs, and Burats, 
and Tunguses; and has even passed to the Coriaks, and Techucks, and 
people of the eastern islest. The population indeed of Asiatic Russia 
scarcely exceeds five millions, but many of the Chinese are Schama
nians, and the system is intimately connected with that of the Brahmins, 
or rather of Boodh. On the eastern coast of the sea of Baikal is the 
rock of the Schamans, an idol of a singular shape, and among the 
inferior spirits may be named the Garan, or aquatic faries, the Ilguirki 

"' Tooke's Russia, 1783. iv. 42. 
t In his first volume Mr. Tooke asserts that this system is the parent o£ 

Brahminism; and that the Schamanians are by Strabo called Germanians, bf 
Clemens Alexandrinus Sarmanians, by Porphry Samanians. 

:j: Tooke's Russia, 1783, iii. 
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those of the earth, Temir Kam those of the mountains, and Vodasch 
those of the forests. But as the Schamanians admit one chief infernal 
deity and his subalterns, authors of evil, so they believe in one supreme 
uncreated beneficent being, who commits the management of the 
universe to inferior deities, who delegate portions of it to subaltern 
spirits. With more philosophy they might suppose that evil cannot 
exist except in matter, and that an evil spirit is a contradiction in 
terms. It might afford a subject of curious inquiry to investigate 
whether Schamanism be the parent of the Boodian, and Brahmin 
system, as some suppose, preserved in its original state among these 
barbarous tribes: or only a corruption of those diffused from India. 
Few literary topics can be more interesting, as it would not only em
brace the sources of the Hindoo mythology, but also those of classical 
paganism. 

The archiepiscopal see of Tobolsk is the metropolitan of Russian 
Asia in the north, and that of Astracan in the south. There is another 
see that of Irkutsk and Nershinsk; and perhaps a few others of recent 
foundation. 

GovE~NliiENT, Siberia is divided into two great governments, 
that of Tobolsk in the west, and Irkutsk in the ·east. The smaller 
provinces are Koiivan, Nershinsk, Yakutsk, and Ochotsk. In the 
south-west is the government of Caucasus, ·,vith one or tvm other 
divisions, intermingling Europe and Asia. At a distance from the 
capital the government becomes proportionably lax, and tribute is the 
chief "mark of subjection. 

PoPULATION. The population of Siberia cannot be computed 
at above three millions and a half* : so that Europe can in future have 
little to apprehend from the Tataric swarms. 

CoLONIEs. Small Russian colonies have been established in 
several of the distant previnces and isles. 

PoLttiCAL hrPoR T ANCE AND RELATIONs. The political 
importance and relations of this part of the Russian empire chiefly 
relate to China and Japan. The late empress had it is said, projected 
the conquest of Japan, which might perhaps have imparted a spirit of 
indtistry to her continental possessions in that quarter; and it was com
puted that 10,000 Russians could have conquered China. But the 
subjection of many parts of what was called Independent Tatary have 
given to China a military frontier, and the pro:dmity to Pekin the 
capital being so much greater, the Chinese efforts would be speedy 
and probably decisive ; while the march of Russian reinforcements 
through such \vide and barren regions, would be difficult and hazardous. 
In fact, on settling the frontier, the Russians m::re overawed by 
superior numbers, though it is probable, that at no distant period, the 
river Amur, also called the Sagalien Oula, may be established as the 
boundary. The conquest of Japan, though more difficult than may 
have been conceived, affords many commercial temptations, but that of 
China would seem too vast even for the most gTasping ambition. It is 
also asserted, that the late eml'ress, in case of a \1"~11' with England, 
meditated to send an army from her A;,ir..tic possessions to I-Iindos\au, 

~~>Tooke's Vie·::, ii. 132. 
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through the provinces on the east of the Caspian, by Samarcand, and 
Cashmir to the Ganges. ' This indeed would be but a trifling effort 
compared with the marches of Zingis, Timur, and other oriental 
chiefs. But the mode of warfare is greatly changed. \Vhen Voltaire 
instigated Catharine to seize Constantinople, she replied that an epic 
poet easily might; but that modern armies consist of men who eat, 
and all her power could not produce magazines of provisions. This 
difficulty would be found {ar more cogent in a march of greater length, 
except that the powers in the north of India were unanimous in the· 
favour of the Russians. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

MANNERS AND CUSTOMSo-LANGUAGE.-LITERATUitE.--EDUCATION. 
-CITIES A~D TOWNS.-MANUFACTURES AND COMlllERCE, 

l\'I:ANNERS AND CusToMs. THE manners and customs of 
Asiatic Russia vary with the numerous tribes, by whom that extensive 
rc!,~:on is peopled. The Tatc·ws properly so e:alled, are the most nume
rous, not only remaining in their ancient kingdom of Sibir, but con
stituting many other tribes in the west, as the Nog;ays, the Kirp;uses 
or Kaizacks, the Bashkirs, and other tribes as far as the sources of the 
river Ob. Next in importance are the l\Ionguls, of whom one tribe 
the Kalmuks, are found to the west of the Caspian; while the others, 
called Burats, Tonguts, &c., are chiefly around the sea of Baikal. Yet 
further to the east are the lYiandshurs, or Tonguses. Such are the 
t!Jree radically ~listinct divisions of men, whom former European 
i g·norance classed under the general name of Tartars. 

The manners of the Tatars, >vho are the same people with the Huns 
of antiquity, are minutely described by those authors who have deli
neated the fall of the Roman empire, prior to which period they seem 
to have been absolutely unknown to the ancients, though many modern. 
authors have erroneously confounded them with the Scythians of 
Herodotus, and other Gothic tribes, who were afterwards vanquished, 
or expelled by the Tatars. Nor are the Seres, a mild industrious race, 
to be regarded as Tatars, but as, perhaps, northern Hindoos'$, It 
would be superfluous to enter into a detail of the manners and customs 
of the various nations in Asiatic Russia, for which the reader may be 
referred to the works of Pallas, and other recent travellers. In so ample 
a theme the difficulty is to select; and the manners of the :Monguls 
may be chosen as a specimen. Those of the Russian empire are wholly 
Nomadic, theit· herds consisting of horses, camels, oxen, sheep, and 
goats. The women tan leather, dig the culinary roots, prepare the 
winter provisions, dried or salted, and distil the koumiss, or spirit of 
mare's milk. The men hunt the numerous beasts, and game, that 
roam through the vast wilds. Their tents are formed of a kind of felt, 
aJ1d in some parts they erect little temples, and the priests have als<.t 

" Th~ Buchari01.n language bas not b"c:n inYestjgated. 
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wooden hovels around the temples. The Kalmuks are divided into 
three ranks: the nobility, whom they call white bones; the common 
people, who are bondmen, and termed black bones; and the clergy, 
descending from both, who are free*. In like manner the noble 
ladies are called white flesh ; and the common women black flesh : but 
pedigrees are only reckoned by the bones. The power of the Taidsha, 
or chief prince, consists solely in the number and opulence of his 
subjects, territory being of no estimation in so wide a region. These 
subjects form an Olu88, divided into Imak8, from 150 to 300 families; 
each Imak being commanded by a Sai88an, or noble. If there be a great 
Khan, or emperor, the princes are only guided by him in affairs of 
general importance. The tribute is about a tenth part of the cattle, and 
other property; but on the first summons every man must appear on 
horseback before the prince, who dismisses those who are unfit for the 
fatigues of war. The weapons are bows, lances, and sabres, and 
sometimes fire anns; and the rich warriors are clothed in mail of 
interwoven rings, like that used in Europe till the fifteenth century. 
But they cannot oppose regular armies, and are apt even to disorder 
that of their allies. 

The Monguls are rather short in stature, with flat visage, small 
oblique eyest, thick lips, and a short chin, with a scanty beard. The 
ears are very large and prominent, the hair black, and the complexion 
of a reddish, or yellowish brown ; but that of the women is clear, and 
of a healthy white and red. They have surprising quickness of sight 
and apprehension; and are docile, hospitable, beneficent, active, and 
voluptuous. Industry is a virtue entirely female; yet great, and. 
accompanied with perpetual cheerfulness. Their religious books are in 
the dialect of Tangut, or Tibet, and there is a schoolmaster in every 
Imak, who imparts more knowledge to the boys than would be 
expected. Marriages are celebrated at an early age; and the bride 
brings a dower in cattle, or sheep. The tent has a fire place in the 
middle ; and in the deserts dried cow clung is used for fuel. The tents 
of the nobles are hung with silk, and the floor covered with carpets 
of Persia. The household utensils are numerous ; and in the 
superior tents are vessels of pewter, silver, and porcelain. The 
dress consists of a flat yellow bonnet, while the head is shaven, except 
one lock. The trowsers are wide, the vest of light stuff with narrow 
sleeves, and a girdle which supports the sabre, knife, and implements 
for ~rooking tobacco. The outer garment is of cloth, with wide 
sleeves, and linen is wound about the feet, over which are drawn buskins 
of leather, generally black or yellow. Shirts are unknown: and the 
dress of the women is the same, but instead of the outer garment 
they wear a gown without sleeves. The hair of the females is long, 
and plaited in tresses. Animal food is abundant, f¥1d sometimes mixed 
with vegetable ; while the general drink is water ; but they sometimes· 
indulge in sour milk, prepared after the Tatarian manner, buttermilk,, 
and koumiss, but mead and brandy are now greater favourites. \Vhen, 

* Tooke, iv. 14. 
t The eye ascending towards the temples, like the Chinese, s~ems a pecu

liar feature of the Monguls and Mandshurs. The T:~,tar eye is small, \mt 
straight, or horizontal. 
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pasturage begins to fail, the whole tribes strike their tents, generally 
from ten to fifteen times in the year, proceeding in the summer to the 
northern, and in the winter to the southern wilds. The perds, men, 
women, and children, form a regular procession; and are followed by 
the girls, singing with harmony and spirit. The amusements of these 
jovial wanderers consist in running races on horseback, in which even 
the girls excel; archery, wrestling, pantomime, dances, and the songs 
of the young women, generally accompanied by the lute, viol, and 
pipe, the themes of their ditties being gigantic tales of chivalry, and 
amorous adventures aod sentiments, but the melody is harsh and 
dismal. Card'> are not unknown, but chess is the favourite game. The 
bodies of the princes, and chief priests are burnt with many solemni
ties ; and the tombs are sometimes walled, and ornamented with high 
poles and fantastic drapery. 

Mr. Tooke has printed some curious pieces of Kalmuk poetry, from 
which a characteristic specimen shall be selected, being an elegy on the 
secession of a hord on the Volga, which, disgusted by the Russian 
domination sought the protection of China*. 

" The water of the vast ocean, 
When it has raged with all its fury, becalms itself again; 
This is the course of the world ; and likewise still to forget. 
Ye white herds, with the mark of 3chzebiner! 
Thou prince Schereng, in the van as conductor, 
Riding on thy noble reddish-bay horse; 
The }--rince Zebek following with his numerous troop, 
Ah ! Ubaschakhan, conduct as now the Torgots! 
There over rocks, over stones, and rough places, 
The herds drag themselves along, and become lean, 
By flying over the land all cover~d with snow and frost. 
Ah! how the droves trot over the snow! 
Now you arc got thither and come to your resting place. 
'Vhy was there any quarrel between thee and the white Khant 1 
Y e otherwise peaceful Torgots between the Y aik and the Volga, 
How far ye now retreat ! 
Ah ! the beautiful Volga (Idshel) is abandoned by the Torgot. 
Ah! the lovely stream of Mazak is now likewise become an orphan. 
Ah! thy many excellent young princes, 
Ye are now all marched fa.r away over the Y aik. 
Ah! thou well-arranged troop of Torgots, 
Art now perhaps arrived at the lrtisch (Ertschis ). 
Ah! helpless lamentable time! 
Thou excellent host of warriors marching towards Altai, 
Y e have no princely women among you! 
Fare ye well, ye who bring up the rear of the hord, 
ljrinces Aksakal and .K irep ! " 

Such, with some slight shades of difference, are also the manners of 
the Tatars and Mandshurs; and Rousseau might, with far more plau
sibility, have inquired concerning- the perfection, and happiness of 
maB' among those spirited and gay tribes of barbarians, than among 
the savages of Africa, or America. 

,.. Russia 1783, 4 vols. Svo. vol. iv. p. 66. . 
t Zaga-n Khaian, the name by which the Russi:m mom:.rch is kno·wn among 

almost all the eastern natiom. 
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Concerning the manners of the Samoides little is known, as on 
inquisitive traveller has visited their bleak and barren heaths, and 
marshes. Mr. Pennant has styled them the Hottentots of the north, 
and describes them as resembling the Laplanders, but far more ugly 
and brutal*. They use the rein deer to draw their sledges, but seem 
strangers to its milk, and feed foully on quadrupeds, and fish. 

A late ingenious traveller affords more precise information concern
ing the manners of the Kamchadals, and the Techucks, the most 
remote people of Asiatic Russiat. He travelled in the winter, when 
the snowy hurricanes were often so thick as to obstruct the view as 
much as a heavy fog. ' 

KAlllCHADALs. The isbas, or balagans, huts of the Kam-
chadals, are in the south raised on ppsts, aboD:t twelve or thirteen feet 
high, for the purpose of drying their fish, almost their only food. A 
cotton shirt is \Vorn next their skin, with trowsers, and a loose frock of 
deer skin; the boots are of tanned leather, and th<e cap of fur. The 
men are chiefly occupied in catching fish, and in the smilmer the women 
proceed to the woods to gather fruits and vegetables, when they aban
don themselves to a kind of bacchanalian frenzy. The Kamchadals 
are of small stature, with little hollow eyes, prominent cheek bones, 
flat nose, black hair, scarcely any beard, and a tawny complexion. 
They considerably resemble the Japanese; and their character is mild 
and hospitable. Instead of the rein deer, the dogs, which resemble 
the shepherd curs of France, draw a light sledge, upon which the 
traveller sits in a side position. In the north of Kamchatka, the 
hovels are partly excavated under ground, like those which Dr. Brown 
observed near Belgrade, for the sake of wm·mth, but the confined air 
and stench are almost insupportable. 

TECHUCKs. The Techucks, who in alJ.. scarcely exceed a 
thousand families, are generally found in small camps, pitched by the 
side of the rivers. The rude tents are square, consisting of four 
poles supporting skins of rein deer, which a,lso form the covering; 
before every tent, are f>pears and arrows, fixed in the snQw against 
any sudden attacks of the> Koriaks, who, though of the same race, are 
a more malicious and enterprising people. In the midst is a stove, 
and the bed consists of small branches of trees spread on the snow, 
and covered with deer-skins. Their }.l.abitations and food are dirty 
and disgusting; and the dress of the women consists only of a single deer 
skin fastened at the neck, so that on loosing one knot the lady remains 
naked. The features are coarse, but they have not the flat nosc:s, nor 
little hollow eyes of the Kamchadals; and Lesseps pronounces tl:eit· 
countenance to have nothing of the Asiatic form, in which assertion 
he has been preceded by Pallas and Tooke. Even the Koriaks arc 
supposed not to exceed 2000 families:j:. 

Futtl1er to the west the Y akuts, around the town called Y ::>.kutsk, 
and a tribe of the same people, called Yukagirs, neat· the Arctic ocean, 

'" Arc. Zoo!. p. Cliv. 
t Travels in Kamclqtka by Lesseps, 1790, 2 nls. Svo. Lesseps atter~.led 

~,..a Perouse, and returned with dis-patches through Atliatic Russi;., 
i Lesseps, ii. 84. 
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are degenerate Tatars who fled into these remote regions from the power 
of the Monguls, and preserve theie language and manners, as far as a 
more severe climate will permit. The Ostial<.s are chiefly Samoieds, 
though some of their tribes seem to be Fins, who, in the interchange 
of nomadic nations have passed from the European side of the U ralian 
chain. 

Upon the whole, the three distinct barbaric nations of Tatars, Mon
guls, and Tunguses, or Mandshurs, are by far the most interesting in 
these middle regions of Asia, as their ancestors have overturned the 
greatest empires, and repeatedly influenced the destiny of half the 
globe. The vague name of Tartary is nearly discarded from our maps, 
and might yield with far greater precision to names derived from the 
seats of the chief nations, as Tungusia, or Mandshuria, in the east, 
Mangolia in the centre, and Tataria in the west. Of these the Monguls 
are the chief people, and the account already given of theie manners 
will suffice with the preceding desciptions of some other tribes, to 
impart an idea of the ethical condition of Asiatic Russia. 

LANGUAGE. The languages of all these original nati0ns are 
radically different; and among the Tunguses, Monguls, and Tatars, 
there are some slight traces of literature ; and not a few manuscripts in 
~heir several languages. The history of the Tatars, by Abulgasi, is a 
favourable specimen of Tataric composition. The late emperor of 
China ordered many of the best Chinese works to be translated into the 
Mandshur language, which, having an alphabet, may be more easily 
acquired than the original. In the Mongul language there are also 
many books, written in the various countries to which their wide con
quests extended. Superior, even amid their barbarism, to the chief 
original nations of Africa, and America, the central races of Asia 
deserve an attention which has been lavished upon inferior objects. 

CITIES AND TowNs. In Asiatic Russia the principal city is 
Astracan, at the mouth of the Volga, which is supposed to contain 
70,000 inhabitants. This city was founded by the Tatars, or rather 
Monguhl of Kipschak, yet some assert that the Russians built Astra· 
can before Batu, the Mongul conqueror, seized this region. In 1554, 
the Monguls were expelled; and in 1569, it was besieged by the 
Turks, who, being suddenly attacked by the Russians, were defeated 
with great slaughter. In 1672, it fell under the destructive power of 
the insurgent Rasin, who, in a fc:w years, met with a deserved punish
ment. Astracan is built on several small hills, that rise amid the mea
dows of the Volga. The fortress on the west is triangular, but the walls 
of the city are neglected. The wooden houses have exposed it to fre-

~quent conflagrations, :;mel attempts have been vainly made to enforce the 
use of brick. Vines are cultivated in the neighbourhood, and other 
fruits abound. There are twenty-five Russian churches, and two con
vents. The Armenians, Lutherans, and Papists, h:o.n: also tbeir places 
of worship ; and even the Hincloos have been permitted to erect a 
temple*. The chief trade of Astracan is in salt and fish, particularly 
sturgeon, and kaviar, from the Volga ; and it also attracts some por
tion of oriental commerce. The :fishery on the Caspian, which centers 
at Astracan, is esteemed of the utmost consequence to the empire. 

"' Took11's Russia, iv. 341, &c. 
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AzoF. Azof, on the Asiatic side of the Don, is of small 
importance, except as a fortified post. The chief towns on the Asiatic 
side of the Volga are Sumara and' Stauropol. At the mouth of the 
river Ural, or Jaik, stands Gurief; but the chief place after Astracan 
is Orenburg, founded in the year i 7 40, to protect the acquisitions in 
these parts, and promote their ~ommerce. Nor have these views failed, 
for Orenburg is the seat of a considerable trade with the tlibes on the 
east of the Caspian. 

ToBoLsili. On passing the Uralian chain first occurs the city 
of Tobolsk, whieh onlv contains about 15,000 souls, but is esteemed 
the capital of Siberia. · Being mostly built of wood, it was nearly con
sumed by a violent fire about 1786 ; but it is believed is now rebuilt 
chiefly of stone. Tobolsk is more distinguished as the residence of the 
govemor and archbishop, than for the importance of its commerce. 
The upper town stands on a hill, on the east side of the Irtish, and 
contains a stone fortress of some strength. Indian goods are brought 
hither by Kalmuk and Bucharian merchants ; and pt·ovisions are cheap 
and plentiful. 

KoLYVAN. Kolyvan is a town of some consequence on the 
river Ob. In the neighbourhood there are silver mines of consider
able produce. To the north of Kolyvan is Tomsk, said to contain about 
8000 souls. 

Further to the east the towns become of less consequence, but a 
village attracts attention when situated in a desert. On the river 
Y enesei is a small town of the same name; and another called Sayansk, 
whence the adjacent part of the Altaian chain is called the mountains 
of Sayansk. , 

lRKUT sK. On the river Angara, which issues from the sea 
of Baikal, stands Irkutsk, supposed to contain 12,000 inhabitants. 
There are several churches and other edifices of stone, and the wooden 
houses are large and convenient. Irkutsk is the chief mart of the 
commerce between Russia and China, the see of an archbishop, and 
the seat of supreme jurisdiction over eastern Siberia*. The numerous 
officers, and magistrates have introduced the customs and fashions of 
Petersburg, and European equipages are not uncommon in this distant 
region. 

YAKUTSK. On the wide and frozen Lena stands Yak.utsk, with 
some stone churches, but the houses are mostly of wood, and inhabited 
chiefly by Russians, a'l the Yakuts are fond of a wandering life. Les
seps says, that the Lena is here about two leagues in width, (though 
about 700 miles from its mouth), but is greatly impeded with ice; and 
there are only a few small barks, chiefly employed in supplying the 
town with provisions. Ochotsk, on the sea of the same name, may be 
rather regarded as a station than a town. 

MANUFACTURES. There are some manufactures, particularly 
in ler.ther, at Astracan ; and salt is prepared there, and in several other 
places in Asiatic Russia. Isinglass is chiefly manufactured on the 
shores of the Caspian, from the sounds or air bladder of the sturgeon, 
and the beluga. K~riar is the salted roe of large fish. There is a con-

"' Lc~seps, ii. 344. 
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siderable fabric of nitre, about forty miles to the north of' Astracan ; 
but thoug·h aluminous earth abound near the Argoon, and Y enesei, yet 
it is almost neglected. The Tatars and Bashkirs make felts of a large 
size, some of which are exported. The Russia leather is chiefly fabri
cated in the European provinces, beiBg tanned with willow bark, and 
afterwards stained. Shagreen is prepared from the hides of horses, or 
asses, but only a particular part of the back is fit for this purpose ; and 
the grain is g·iven with the hard seeds of the greater orach, pressed into 
the leather while moist*. Pitch is made by the boors fmm the pines of 
Siberia. Near the Uralian mountains are several manufactures in iron 
and copper. 

CoJHMERCE. The chief commerce of this part of the Russian 
empire consists in sables, and other valuable furs, which are eagerly, 
bought by the Chinese, who return tea, silk, and nankeen. That with 
the Kirguses consist~ in exchan['ing Russian woolen cloths, iron, and 
household articles, for horses, cattle, sheep, and beautiful sheep skins. 
On the Black Sea there is some commerce with Turkey, the exports 
being furs, kaviar, il'On, linen, &c. and the imports wine, fruit, coffee, 
silks, rice. In the trade on the Caspian the exports are the same ; but 
the return chiefly silk. The principal Russian hm·bours are Astracan, 
Gurief, and Kisliar, near the mouth of the Terek, but the best haven 
is Baku, belonging to the Persians. The Tatars, on the east of the 
Caspian, bring the ,products of their country, and of Bucharia, as cotton 
yarn, furs, stuff.<>, hides, rhubarb; but the chief article is raw silk, from 
Shirvan, and Ghilan, on the west of the Caspian. 

"' Tooke's View, iii. 531. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONS.-FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND 
AGRICULTURE·- RIVERS.- LAKES.-l\IOUNT AINSo-FORESTS.
BOTANY.-ZOOLO(;Y.-MINERALOGY.-liUNERAL WATERS.-NA• 
TURAL CURIOSITIES. 

CLIMATE AND SEAsoNs. IN Asiatic Russia the climate extends 
from the vine at the bottom of Caucasus, to the solitary lichen on the 
rocks of the Arctic ocean. Through the greater part of Siberia, the 
most southern frontier being about 50'\ while the northern ascends to 
78•, the general climate may more justly be regarded as frigid than 
tempet·ate; being, in three quarters of the country, on a level with that 
of Norway and Lapland, untempered by the gales of the Atlantic. To 
the south of the sea of Baikal, the climate parallels with that of Berlin, 
and the north of Germany, so that the finest and most fertile regions 
in middle Asia belong to the Chinese. The chains of high mountains 
which form the southern boundary of these provinces, also contribute 
to increase the cold ; and the sea of Baikal is commonly entirely frozen 
from December till May. The finest climate in these eastern parts 
seems to be that of Daouria, or the province around Nershinsk; and 
the nnmerous towns on the Amur evince the great superiority of what 
is called Chinese Tatary, which is comparatively a fertile and tempe
rate region. The change of the s·easons· is very rapid: the long wintet• 
is almost instantaneously succeeded by a warm spring; and:the quick
ness and luxm•iance of the vegetation exceed description. 

FACE oF THE CouNTRY. In a general view of Asiatic Russia, 
the northern and eastern parts present vast marshy plains, covered with 
almost perpetual snow, and pervaded by enormous rivers, which, uncle~ 
masses of ice, pursue their dreary way to the Arctic ocean. Even the 
central p::trts of Siberia seem destitute of trees, vegetation being checked 
by the· severe cold of so wide a continent. Towards the south there m·e. 
vast forests of pine, -fir, larch, and other trees, among which is a kind 
of mulberry, which might probably thrive equaily in many climates 
which are now destitute of that valuable tree. The sublime scenes 
:.ll'ound the sea of Baikal, are agreeably contrasted with the marks of 
human industry, the -Gultivated field and the garden*. Even in the 
south, the rivers have already acquired the size of the Danube, and the 
Rhine, and they are navigable with safety for a great extent. The vast 

* Seo: Bell's anima~cd description of thi& region., 
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plains called stepps constitute a feature almost peculiarly Asiatic ; but 
the mountains do not correspond in dignity, rather resembling the 
Appenines than the Alps, or even the Pyrenees. 

SorL AND AGRICULTURE. Many parts of Siberia are totally 
incapable of agriculture ; but in the southern and western districts the 
soil is of remarkable fettility. Towards the north of Kolyvan, barley 
generally yields more than twelve fold, and oats commonly twenty 
fold*. Buck wheat, in this black light mould, is apt to run into- stalk, 
but sown in the poorest spots yields from twelve to fifteen fold. Exclu~ 
sive of winter wheat, most of the usual European grains prosper in 
southern Siberia. It is remarkable that the culture of potatos has not 
yet appeared, the Russians having some strange prejudice against that 
invaluable plant. In some parts flax grows wild, and hemp is also pre
pared from the nettle. vV oad is found in Siberia, and saffron near the 
eaucasus. The culture of the olive tree has been attempted near 
Astracan, and the heat of the summer was sufficient, but the winter 
cold too severe. The best rhubarb abounds on the banks of the Ural, 
or Jaik, in the southern districts watered by the Y enesei, and in the 
mountains of Daouria, and might be cultivated with advantage in these 
its native regions. 

But in all parts of the Russian empire agriculture has made little 
progress; nor indeed is it possible while the peasantry are slaves, and 
sold with the soil: and if even a free farmer acquire a little money, a 
noble neighbour will seize the fruits of his industry. In spite of these 
obstacles an intelligent traveller was surprised at the abundance of buck 
wheat, rye, barley, oats, anJ other grain which he observed to the 
south of Tobolsk; where the cattle were also very numerous, and in 
the winter fed with hayt. Nay, he assures us that in 1720, when he 
accompanied th~ Russian ambassador to Pekin, he observed to the 
south of the sea of Baikal rich crops of wheat, rye, barley, oats, buck 
wheat, and peas, besides culinary plants; but the inhabitants had not 
then begun to plant any fruit trees, though in his opinion they would 
prosper, as the snow neyer lay above two months on the groundt. The 
large garden strawberry, called haut~bois, is found wild in the territory 
of Irkutsk : and on the Altaian mountains, the red currant attains the 
size of a common cherry, ripening·. in large bunches of excellent 
flavour. Near the Volga and the Ural, are excellent melons of various 
kinds. Bees are not known in Siberia ; but among the Bashkirs, to 
the west of the Uralian chain, form an article of great advantage to the 
farmer. 

RivERS. Some ofthe largest rivers of Asia belong to the Rus~ 
sian empire, nearly equalling in the length of their course any others 
on the globe. The Ob, including its wide estuary, may be said to 
hold a comparative course of 1900 British miles ; while that of the 
Yenesei is about 17 50; and that of the Lena 1570. In the same 
mode of mensuration the Hoan Ho of the Chinese, will, in its wan
dering progress, exceed the Ob ; while the Kian Ku, pervading the 
centre of China, may be traced, if the Porticho be included, for a length 
of about 2300 miles ! 

• Tooke's View, iii. 233. t Bell, i. 228. 8vo. edition. t lb. 326. 
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On. The Ob may be traced from the lake of Altyn, latitude 
5 1 °, if its source be not even followed along the Shabekan river to lati
tude 47°. The upper Irtish flows into the lake of Saisan, whence it 
issues under the name of Lower Irtish, and after a circuit of great 
extent joins the Ob below Samarof. It rises about the 45°, and ought 
perhaps to be regarded as the principal stream. But such doubts are 
frequent concerning the Siberian rivers in particular, the names, and 
distinctions proposed by ignorant barbarians, usurping the place of 
exactgeography. However this be; the Ob, piercing the Altaian 
chain, after having received ma,ny small streams, passes Kolyvan, and 
at some distance to the north, receives the Tomm, and other large 
rivers from the east. Below Samarof, as already mentioned, it receives 
the great river Irtish, and runs into the sea of Ob, a gulf of the Arctic 
ocean. The Ob is navigable almost to its source, that is to the lake of 
Altyn, and abounds with fish, but the sturgeon of the Irtish are the 
most esteemed. After it has been frozen for some time, the water 
becomes foul and fetid, owing to the slowness of the current, and the 
vast morasses ; but the river is purified in the spring by the melting of 
the snow.* This is justly and universally esteemed the largest river in 
the Russian empire. The shores and channel are generally rocky till 
it receive the Ket; after which the course is through clay, marl, sand, 
and morasses. 

YENESEI. Next is the Yenesei, which is considered as deriving 
its source from the mountains to the south-west of the Baikal, in th0 
river called Siskit ; but the name Y enesei is not imparted till many 
streams have joined, when it holds its course almost due north to th~ 
Arctic ocean. Yet with far more propriety might the Yenesei be 
derived from the sea of Baikal, whence flows the Angara, afterwards 
absm·dly called Tunguskat, being a stream of more length and import
ance than the Y enesei, so that the name of Angara might be continued 
till it j<!in the ~"-rctic sea. This river has some rapids, but is navigable 
for a great way. 

ANGARA. The Angara, afterwards called Tunguska, is said 
to be about a mile in breadth, when it issues from the Baikal, and is so 
clear that the pebbles at the bottom may be seen at the depth of two 
fathoms:j:. The channel is full of rocks for the space of about a mile 
from its egl'ess ; and there is no passage for the smallest boats, except 
along the eastern bank. " The wate;rs dashing upon the stones make 
a noise like the roaring of the sea, so that people ncar them can scarce 
hear one another speak. I cannot express the awfulness with which 
one is stl'uck at the sight of such astonishing scenes of nature, as 
appear round this place, and which I believe are not to be equalled in 
the known world. The: pilots and sailors who navigate the lake, speak 
of it with much reverence, calling it the Holy Sea, and the mountains 
about it the Holy Mountains; and are highly displeased with any person 
who speaks of it with disrespect, or calls it a lake I/''. 

.. Pennant, Arc. Zool. clxi. 
t There are two other rivers of this name ft1rther to the north, the larges~ 

joining the Y enesei in latitude 66°. But Mr. Pennant's Mangazea see:no vert 
doubtJul, if it be not the villajie, or station called Tourouk Hansk. 

f Bell, i. 307., • • 315. IJllell, i 316. 
VOL. I~ ~ 
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SELINGA. The Selinga is a noble river, further to the south, 
which flows into the sea of Baikal*, after receiving the Orchon and 
other rivet·;;, among which is the Tula, or Tola, the last stream that 
occurs till be wide desert be passed, which here divides the Russian 
empit·e fl'Dm China proper. The territory adjacent to the Selinga and 
the Onon is the most ic.teresting in Siberia, abounding with new, and 
tmly Asiatic botany, 2.ml zoology. 

LEN A. The last of these large rivers is the Lena, which rises 
to the west of the sea of Baikal, running nearly parallel with the Angara, 
from which it is separated by a chain of hills. The Len:!. receives the 
"\Vitim, and the Olekma fron1. the Yablonnoy mountains; and, tiil near 
Ya!mtsk, pursues a course frbm the south-west to the north-east, a 
direction of considerable utility, as affording navigation to the remote 
regions. From Yakutsk the course is nearly due north; the channel 
being of great breadth and full of islands. The current of the Lena is 
generally gentle, and the bottom sandy. Travellers sail from the Lena 
into the Aldan, thence into the Maia, and the Yudoma, their route to 
Ochotsk, and Kamtchatka, being thus expedited. 

Such are the most important rivers of Asiatic Russia, the Volga 
having been already described in the European division. 

Y Ali~. The Yaik is a considerable stream which flows into the 
Caspian: the name was recently changed for that of Ural, on account 
of a daring insurrection of the tribes bordering on the Yaikt. The 
Terck also joins the Caspian on the west, and its chief consequence is 
derived from the fertility of its shores. The Kuban, or ancient Hypa
nis, runs in an opposite direction into the Euxine, the lower shores being 
plain, and destitute of wood, while near the sources are large forests. 

Towards the other extremity of Asiatic Russia is the Anadir, which 
pervades the country of the Techuks. The long course of the Amur 
properly belongs to the Chinese dominions. The Argoon may be pro
perly considered as the original Amur, while the Onon also called the 
Schilka, which is regarded as another source of that great river, may 
be con:oidered as entirely Russian. The course of the Onon is about 
500 miles ; and it receives numerous streams from mountains on the 
north <mel south.t 

LAKES. In the north of Siberia, the most coi1siderable lake is 
that of Piazinsko. In the south the sea of Baikal is fresh, but the extent 
far exceeding that of any other bke ; it has been described among the 
inland seas of A5ia. Between the river Ob and the Irtish is a large lake, 
about half the length of the Baikal, or 170 miles in length, divided by 
an island into two parts, called the lak~s ofTchany and Soumi. In this 
quarter there are many smaller bkes, and ,others to the north of the 
Caspian, some of which are salt, particularly that of Boz·do, near the 
small mountain so called, and considered as proofs of the northem 
extension of that s::2.. The Altan Nor, or g·olden hike, sometimes 
cormpd)· called Elton, is a large s2.line lake on the east of Zaritzin. 

" The Selinga might be regarded as the original Angara, or Yene;ei, as 
the Ob, and Inish, also pass thro11gh ~a;,.c~. 

t Thi> river alone rises on the ec\ot of the Ural mountains, and af:enYards 
piercc:s the 0,·r.t·:1ii:ic chain, aud pao:-·cs v•e;t, Dec. Russ. iv. ,~:,9, 

t Dec R. vi. 3C:..>. 
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The lake of Altyn, already mentioned in the account of tlle l'ivcr Ob, 
is called by the Russians Teletzko, and is considerably elevated on the 
north side of the Altai an mountains; but from the best maps is not 
above forty miles in length, and twenty in b!'eadth. 

MouNTAINS. The U!'alian mountains have been already 
described in the account of European Russia. 

ALTAI. The grandest chain in Siberia is that called the moun-
tains of Altai, which, according to Pallas*, crvssing the head of the 
Jrtish, presents precipitous and snowy summits between that river and 
the sources of the Ob. Thence it winds by the springs of the Yenesei, 
and the south of the sea of Baikul, where it is called the mountains of 
Sayansk. Here the Altaian chain bends in a more northerly direction 
to the ncighbou!'hood of Ochotsk, under the appellation of the Y ablonnoy 
ridge, a name implying the mountains of Apples. Branches of inferior 
height pass to the eastern extremity of Asia under the lattel' name, or 
that of the Stanovoi mountains. The same chain in the north of Daouria 
is also called the Daourian mountains; and in this quatter a lower ridge 
passes due south towards China. 

The Altaian chain1 strictly so called, is by the Chinese denominated 
the Golden Ridge, perhaps from the rich metals which it contains. 
The stepp or desert of Issim, seems to divide and distinguish it from 
the mountains of Ural, which bend by the west of Orenburg: and there 
are salt lakes and (lther signs that the Caspian anciently extended in 
this direction. 

BoG no ALIM. According to Dr. Pallae, Bogdo To!a, or llogdo 
Alim, the Almighty Mountain, rears its pointed summits with striking 
sublimity, on the limit between the Soongarian and Mongolian deserts, 
while a chain extends to the lake of Altyn in the north-west, and an
other to the south-east, called Changay, and a snowy ridge, that of 
Massart, passes south, and is supposed to join those of Tibett; and 
lastly, this parent mountain sends forth a mcky arm " called Allakoola, ·· 
or the chequered ridge, and by the Tartars Ala Tau, connected with 
the Kirgusian Alginskoi Sirt." Between the last riclg;e, and the Mas
sart, according to our author, rise the river Sirr, or Sihon, and the Talas. 
From Ailakc.ola the IIi runs north into the lake of Palkati, or Balkash, 
and the Emil and Tshui flow in the same direction. From the mighty 
Bogdo itself rises the upper Irtish, which flows into the lake of Saizan: 
hence this great mountain must be situated aLout longitude 93°, lati
tude 44°. It is thus probable that the Altaian chain is connected with 
the southern by .other ridges besides that of M<~.ssait, the deserts 
between Siberia, and Hindostan, and eastern Bucharia being alternate 
hills and plains, and extremely rocky:j:. 

"' He begins with the Great Bogao, ·which, as af:erwards appears, is a 
central summit, like St. Gothard in the Alps. The ,,·estern commencement 
5eems to be about longi±ude 7·oo, east, fro:n London. See Arrowsmith's map 
-of Asia, Islenidf, &c. 

t This Mass art or Musart, may possibly be the Ala.k, ( Alak Ula, or Alak 
Tag,) which joins the Bdur 'lag; but Mr. Tooke's translation from the 
German i.s far from clear, or applicable to modern mo.ps. View of Russia, 
i. 1~5 ..... 175. ~ee also Pallas Su;· Ia formation des frlontC1gnes, Paris, Ir79, 
abndgcd m the s1:•th vclllme of the D,·~ou'>:ertes R1;•···e$. 

t Pallas, Id. 
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The western part of the Altaian chain is chiefly argillaceou~· 
with granitic heights, containing schorl, but many parts are calca
reous. Sinnaia-Sopka, or the Blue Mountain, the chief summit 
in the government of Kolyvan, does not exceed 3000 feet above 
the sea, and consists of coarse granite, with argillaceous schistus, 
and lime-stone at the bottom. Here a granitic ridge runs north towards 
the river Tsarish, abounding with ores of silver, copper, and zinc. 
W acken, and siliceous schistus, with hornblende, and felspar, are also 
frequent in this part. The Schlangenberg is the richest in minerals, 
and near the river A lay to the north-west, branches of hills continue full 
of minerals, and often composed of porphyry, and granite, one of them 
on the north of the river Ouba rising to 5691 English feet above the 
bed of the stream. That space of the Altaian chain which runs 
between the Ob and the Yenesei has been little explored ; but affords 
granite, porphyry, jasper, primitive and secondary lime-stone, with 
serpentine, petrosilex, slate, mountain crystal, carnelian, and calcedony : 
one of the highest summits is the Sabin, near the source of the Aba
kan. In general they are bare, the chief forests being in the bottoms 
near the rivers, and consisting of pines, firs, larches, cedars, birch, 
aspen, alder, and willow. That portion called the Sayansk mountains 
also consists chiefly of granite, and porphyry, ·with several mines of 
talc, or Muscov-y glass. Branches extend on both sides of the sea of 
llaikal, likewise presenting mines of talc, and promontories of milk
white guartz, other summits are of fine grained granite, and sometimes 
there are masses of felspar, containing green schorl. Near Irkutsk, 
coal has been found; and there are salt springs in many places. 
Other products of this rich district shall be mentioned in the mine
l'alogy. 

NERSHINSK. The mountains of Nershinsk, or Russian Daou-
ria, send branches towards the Selinga, and the Amur. The chief 
l1eights are towards the sources of the Onon, and Ing·oda, where there 
are precipitous surm,1its of granite. A ridge passing south-west and 
north-cast, to the south of Nershinsk, between the rivers Onon and 
.1\rg·oon, (the last of which is the real Amur,) is the most fertile in 
minerals of all Asi:J.tic Russia. Among the products may be named 
r,ranite, porphyry, jasper, calcedony, carnelian, onyx, petrosilex, large 
l!.moky top:?.zes, beryl, or ar1na marina, the real topaz, the jacinth, 
and beautiful schorls ; with serpentine, asbestos, smectite, or indu
rated ste:ttite, and alabaster, besides slate, and lime-stone. In this 
opulent district, are also salt lakes, and warm springs with vitriolic 
pyrites, ores of alum, uati ·. e sulphur, and coals. The metals are 
zinc, iron, copper; and many mines of lead ore, containing si];cer and 
gold. The zoology and botany are alike curious and interesting*. 

ST ANovoL The chain of Stanovoi, otherwise called the 
mountains of Ochotsk, is only a continuation of the mountains of 
Daomia. This part has been little explored; bnt produces granite, 
porphyry, calcedony, and camelian, with rock crystal, sulphureous 
pyrites, and ores of alum, and it is said that coal is found in this 

" The mountain Adunshollo, celebrated for minerals, is in the southern 
extremity of Russian Daouria. Dec. Russ. v. 502. That volume, and the 
3ixth, or last, may be consulted for an account of this country. 
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t'listt·ict. A great singularity of this ridge is, that some entire branches 
consist of beautiful red and green jasper. That branch which pervade;; 
Kamchatka is little known, being covered with perpetual ice and snow, 
but it abounds with volcanos; and the isles which stretch towards 
Japan are frequently volcanic, nor is the latter kingdom yet fi.·ee from 
the ravages of burning mountains. 

This grand chain contains almost the whole mountains of Siberia, 
the remainder of the land on the west of the Yenesei being level ; 
and to the east of that river are only several long ranges extending from 
the south to the north. 

But in the south-west part of Asiatic Russia, some ranges deserve 
attention, as the lower part of the Uralian chain, which bends, as 
before observed, to the west above Orenburg. The supposed branch 
connecting the Uralian and Altaian chains is doubtful, being far to the 
5outh of the Russian boundary, and in a region little explored*. 

The Classical range of Caucasus forms a partial limit between the 
Russian empire, and those of Turkey and Persia. Between the 
Euxine and the Caspian, the Caucasian chain extends for about 400 
British miles ; and where the chief heights are distinctly marked about 
five miles in br~adth, but in many places twenty or thirty. The 
summits are covered with eternal ic.e and snow; and consist as usual 
of granite, succeeded by slate and lime-stone. In ancient times they 
produced gold ; and there are still vestiges of silver, lead, and copper ; 
m1d it is supposed of lapis lazuli. The vales abound with excellent 
forest treest. 

FoREsTs. Asiatic Russia is so abundant in forests, that parti-
cular names have not been assigned to so vast an extent. On the west 
of the government of Irkutsk an enormous, dark, and marshy forest of re
sinous trees extends to the river Kan:j:. The northern and eastern parts 
of Siberia are bare of wood; the Norway fir not being found farther north 
than 'lat. 60°, while the silver fir does not exceed lat. 58 °. In Europe, on 
the contrary, the Norway fir forms extensive forests in Lapmark, 
within the Arctic circlell. 

STEPPs. After the forests may be considered the extensive 
level plains, an appearance of nature almost peculiar to Asia, and 
some parts of Emopean Russia; but somewhat similar to the sandy 
deserts of Africa. The stepps are not so barren of vegetation, being 
mostly only sandy, wtth scattered patches of thin grass, and at wide 

*' Pallas mentions it in general terms as low and broken ; and considers the 
Uralian ridge as bending south-west towards the Yaik, and the Caspian. See 
Independent Tatary. 

t See the last Travels of Pallas, 1793 .. .4, London, 1801, 2 vols. 4to. In 
vel. i. p. 335, there is a curious description of the Caucasian chain, whicll 
may be compared with that of Gmelin, Dec. Russ. ii. iii. The Persian 
name of the chief summit, Elburz, .(See D'Anville's map of Asia) the 
Doctor latinizes E!h<mts, and then puzzles himself concerning the etymon. 
This stupendous Alp, Pallas supposes equal in height to mo.1t Blanc ; it seems 
central, but nearer the Euxine than the Caspian. The Pesh ·J'an is calcareous 
and collects vapours like otl1er calcareous mountains. Id. iii. 70. The other 
£hief heights are KetsheJ·gan, Barmamut, Urdi, Kanclshal. 

l:iherefedin stYles the whole chain of Caucc.~ns Alburz. 
:j: Dec. H.uss: vi. 183. II Pennant, A. Z. p. dxxx, 
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intervals a stunted thicket. Between the mouths of the Don an4 
Volga is a stepp wh1ch resembles the bed of a sea; with spots <;>f salt 
and saline lakes, being entirely destitute of fresh water and wood*. 

On the eastern side of the Volga begins an extensive stepp, formerly 
called that of the Kalmuks, from tribes who used to roam there, till 
they withdrew from the Russian dominions in 1771. To the south 
it is bounded by the Caspian sea, and the lake Aral; while to the 
north it may be regarded as connected with the stepp of Issim; and 
on the east may be considered as extending to the river Sarasu ; the 
greater part not belonging to the Russian dominions, but being aban
doned to the wandering Kirguses. This vast desert extends about 700 
British miles from east to west; and including Issim, nearly as far 
from north to south ; but on the north of the Caspian the breadth does 
not exceed 220. A ridge of sandy hills stretches from near the ter
mination of the Uralian chain towards the Caspian; the rest is a pro
digious sandy level, with sea shells and salt poolst. There are how
evel·, small districts capable of improvement, like the Oases, or isles 
in the midst of the African deserts. The north-eastern part of this 
stepp is connected with that of the Irtish ; nay it is considered as 
extending even to the Ob, under the mime of the Barabin stepp. 

This stepp of Barabin, north-west of Omsk, is about 400 miles in 
length, and 300 in breadth, containing a few salt lakes, but in general 
of a good black soil, interspersed with forests of bircht. That of 
Issim aspires but rarely to the same quality : and in both are found 
many tombs, inclosing the remains of pastoral chiefs, Tatar or Mongul. 

The vast space between the Ob, and the Y enesei, from the north of 
Tomsk to the Arctic ocean, is regarded as one stepp, being a prodi
gious level with no appearance of a mountain, and scarcely of a hill. 
The same term is applied to the vrider space between the Yenesei, and 
the Lena, between the Arctic ocean on the north, acd a river Tun
guska!!, latitude 65°; and to the parts beyond the Lena as far as the 
river Kolyma, ·or Covima. 

BoTANY. When we consider the vast eJ~tent of the Asiatic 
provinces of t:!-Je Russian empire, the scantiness of their population, and 
the few years that have as yet elapsed since the first attempt to investi
gate their natural productions, we shall feel rather surprised at what 
l1as been done, than disappointed, because no greater progress has been 

" Tooke's View, i. 178. 
t See in the last Travels of Pallas, i. 178, a Cllrious account of a detached 

mountain in this stepp, towards the Volga, called Bogdo Ula. This hill nea~; 
the saline lake of Bogdo, has no connexion, save iu name, with the great 
mount~ins of Bogdo, in a remote quarter; the word only signifying most: 
mighty, and Ula seems in the Kalmuk to imply a mountain, as in Mandshur, 
.:.. river. This singular solitary hill is visible at the dista11ce of twenty-five· 
miles. 

t The poverty of descriptive language is frequently to be regretted. A 
Russian stepp sometimes resembles a desert, at other times a savanna wavi}1,. 
with luxuriant grass. 

0 

fl This vague name seems only to imply a river of the Tungnges. It is to be 
wi~he.d that ~he Acad~my of S~ie?ces at Pete;·sbt!l"g would revise the maps of 
As1at1c Russia,_ and giVe us d1stmct and pronounceable name~. At l'rese!lt 
we may well vn~h for more knowledge, and fewer consor,ant3. 
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made in arranging, and describing their indigenous vegetables. The 
labours of Steller and Gmelin, .and lastly of Pallas, under the munifi
cent patronage of the empress Catharine, have disclosed to the view of 
science, the wilds of Siberia, and the deserts of Tatary, and though 
many extensive tracts continue wholly unexplored, yet from the 
ample specimen that has been surveyed, we may form a very proba
ble conjecture concerning the botany of the remainder. 

Russia in Asia, with regard to its flora, is divided by nature into two 
unequal portions: the smaller of these is bounded on the west by tb;e 
Don, and Volga, on the east by the U ralian mountains, and on the 
south by the Caspian sea, and the Turkish, and Persian frontiers. The 
climate of this district is delicious, and the soil fertile, it slopes towards 
the south, and is protected from the northern !:llasts by lofty moun
tainous· ridges; in its botany it greatly resembles the province·of Tau~ 
rida, of which an account has already been given : the cedar, th~ 
cypress, the savine, red juniper, beech, and oak, clothe the sides of 
the mountains; the almond, the peech, and the fig, abound ·in the 
warm recesses of the rocks; the quince, the apricot, the willow-leaved 
pear, and the vi:1e, are of frequent occurrence in the thickets, and on 
the edges of the forests. The date plum, ( diosj1yros lotos,) the jujube; 
and Christ's thorn, (rhamnus zizyjzlzus, and ftaliurus,) are also natives 
of these provinces, and evince the mildness of the climate : the bogs are 
adorned by those exquisitively beautiful plants the rhododendron ponti~ 
tum, and azalea pontica: the olive, tl)e wild olive, ( elteagrus orientalis,) 
the stately wide spreading eastern pl:me tree, ( ftlatanus orienta/is,) the 
laurel, the bay, and laurustinus grow in abundance on the shores of the 
sea of Awf, and the Caspian : and the romantic vales of the Caucasus 
ttre perfumed and enlivened with the syringa, the jasmine, tl1e lilac) 
and the Caucasian rose. From so flattering a specimen it is not to be 
doubted that future naturalists will gather an abundant harvest of useful 
and beautiful vegetables in these districts, which have hitherto beea 
very inadequately noticed. 

By far the larger part of the Russian dominions in Asia is the wid~ 
expanse of Siberia, sloping towards the north, and shut up on the 
south by the snovvy summits of the Altaian, and other mountainous 
chains. As the winters are of great length and severity throughout 
the 'vhole of this tract, none but 'the hardiest vegetables are found to 
inhabit it. The oak, and the hazle, which endure the rigours of a Ger
man winter without shrinking, cannot exist in a Siberiru: climate ;. 
dwarfish specimens indeed of each may be. traced at the foot of the 
Altaian mountains, quite across Asia, as far as the banks of the river 
Amur, in Daouria, where, being screened from the northern blasts; 
they resume their natural size, but all that attempt to penetrate north
'\Vai·d, become more diminutive as they advance, and soon entirely 
disappear. Even the common heath, and bog myrtle, (myrica gale,) 
\vhich cover the lower parts of Lapland, venture but a ver-y little way 
eastward of the Uralian lhountains. vVe are not hmvever hence to 
conclude, that the mi~hty rivers of Siberia pour th:.:ir everlasting- sti'eams 
throug·h a barren waste of perpetual snow; on the contrary they are 
bordered with inexhaustible ±orests of birch, of alder, of lime, of Tata· 
rian maple, of black. and white poplar, and a3pen, besides millions· of 
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noble trees of the:pine speciesr such as the fir, the Scotch pine, the 
larch, the stone pme, and yew-leaved fir. Nor during their short 
summer are they destitute of m.any be·autiful plants, that lie concealed 
·under the snow during the greater p«rt of the year ; several of the 
orchis tribe are natives of the Siberian forests, such as cypripedium 
bulbosum, satyrium epipogium, ophrys monorchis, and the splendid 

- orchis cucullata: the lily of the valley, the black and white hellebore, 
the Siberian iris, and anemone, blending with ·the white feathery 
.flower-spike of the spirxa trilobata, thalictroides, altaica, or Kamtcha
tica, form an assemblage of fragrance and beauty, unequalled by many 
more southern countries. 

The Sibel'ian pkm, and crab (jzrunus sibiricus, and jzyrus baccata,) 
.the mountain ash, the daphne altaica, and Tatarian honeysuckle, 
.(lonicera tatarica,) ro!Jinia frutescens, and altagana, Tatarian mul
berry, (morus tatm·icU8,) and the Daourian rose, fol'm thickets of 
exquisite beauty, under shelter of which arise the white flowered peony, 
the gentiana glauca, algida, altaica, and several congenerous species, 
allium sibiricum, amaryllis Tatarica, asphodelus Tataricus, !ilium 
Kamtchatense, the yellow saranne lily, whose roots are a favourite 
food with the Tatarian tribes, and a multitude of others, a bare list of 
whose names would be neither amusing nor instructive. The mosses 
and heaths are inhabited by several elegant shrubby plants, among 
which may be distinguished rhododendron chrysanthemum, Tatari
cum, and Kamtchaticum; andromeda taxifolia, and bryanthus: togc
thtr with rubus cham::cmorus, and others that are fow1d in similar situ
ations in the north of Europe. Only two plants more need be me~ 
tioned, the heracleum pan aces, and sibiricum, from the dried stalks of 
which the natives procure a saccharine effiorescence, whence, by fer
mentation, and distillation, a coarse ardent spirit is made that enables 
them 'to en joy the supreme beatitude of all the northern nations, 
dnmkenness. 

Siberia has hitherto been found to possess scarcely any peculiar 
genera of plants : and even all the species, of any considerable import
ance, are those trees which are common to it and the north of Europe. 

ZooLoGY. In the greater part of Asiatic Russia, the rein deer, 
which extends to the furthest east, performs the office of the horse, 
the cow, and the sheep; if we except Kamtchatka, where dogs, like 
the Pomeranian, are used for carriage. But the south may perhaps 
be considered as the native country of that noble animal the horse, 
being there found wild, as well as a species of the ass*. The terrible 
urus, or bison, is yet found in the Caucasian mountains ; and the arl?;ali, 
or wild sheep, is hunted in Siberia. That singular small species of 
cattle called the musk bull and cow, with hair trailing on the ground, 
seems peculiar to the north of America. t The ibex, or rock goat, is 
frequent on the Caucasian precipices; and lal'ge stags occur in the 
mountains near the Baikal, with the musk animal, and ·wild boar. \'Vol vel'! 
and foxes, and bears, of various names and descriptions, are also found. 
That kind of wcazel called the sable affords a valuable traffic by its furs. 

• Pennant, A. Z. i. 2. See also Dec. Russ. vi. 309. 
t Icl B. It seems a small ~pecies of the pk of Til.let and Mongolia. 
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Some kinds of hares appear, little known in other regions; and the 
castor, or beaver, is an inmate of the Yenesei. The walrus, or large 
kind of seal, once termed the sea horse, is no stranger to the Arctic 
shores; and the common seal extends even to Kamtchatka, while the 
manati, perhaps the mermaid of fable, inhabits the straits of Beering, 
and the isles between the continents. To enumerate the other animals 
of this extensive part of Asia, would be superfluous, as Siberia is so 
rich in zoology and botany, that, as Mr. Pennant observes, even the 
discovery of America has scarcely imparted a gt•eater number of objects 
to the naturalist. 

It will be more apposite to the present purpose to give a brief idea 
of the most interesting animals. The horses of the .Monguls are of 
singular beauty, some being ribbed like the tyger, and others spotted 
like the leopard. The nostrils of the foals are commonly slitted, that 
they may inhale more air in the course. The three g"reat nomadic 
nations of the centre of Asia, the Tatars, Monguls, and Mandshurs, 
have no aversion to horse-flesh, which is in their opinion superior to 
beef; but it, is never eaten raw, as fabled, though they sometimes dry 
it in the sun and air, when it will keep for a long time, and is eaten 
without further preparation. The adan, or stud of a noble Mongul, 
may contain between three and four thousand horses and mares. The 
cattle are of a middling size, and pass the winter in the stepps or deserts. 
As these nations use the milk of mares, so they employ the cow for 
draught, a string being passed through a hole made in their nostril. 
Mr. Bell met a beautiful Tatar girl astride on a cow, attended by two 
}Ilale servants. The sheep are of the broad tailed kind; but the deli
cately waved lambskins are procured by the cruel practice of opening 
the womb of the mother. 

The best sables are found near Yakutsk and Nershinsk; but those 
of Kamtchatka are the most numerous, and several stratagems are 
employed to catch or kill the animal, without any in jury to the skin, 
which is sometimes worth ten pounds on the spot. The black foxes 
are also highly esteemed, one skin being sometimes sufficient to pay 
the tribute of a village*. The rock or ice fox, generally of a white 
colour, sometimes bluish, is found in great numbers in the eastern 
Arc.k.ipelago. This animal rivals the ape in sly tricks and mischief. 
Other animals pursued for their skins are the marmot, the marten, the 
squirrel, the ermine, and others of inferior repute. The bear is 
destroyed by many ingenious methods. The Koriaks contrive a loop 
and bait ha..'lging from a tree, by which he is suspended. In the 
:oouthern mountains his usual path is watched, a rope is laid in it with 
a heavy block at one end, and a noose at the other. \Vhen thus 
entangled by the neck, he is either exhausted by dragging so great a 
weight, or attacking the block with fury, he throws it down some pre~ 
cipice, when it seldom fails to drag him to destt'Uction. On the Eum
pean side of the Uralian chain, where the peasants form bee-hives in 
tall trees, the bear is destroyed in his attempt to seize the honey, by a 
trap of boards suspended from a strong branch, and slightly attached 
to the entrance of the hive : the animal finding thi~ plat!~n:r,"l com•e· 

VOL, II~ 
• Tooke'> View, iii. 13. 
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nient for his purpose, undoes the slight fastening to get at his luscious 
repast, but is instantly con_veyed to a great distance, and remains in the 
perpendicular of the branch, till he be discovered and shot by the con
trivers. Nor must the beaver and the civet cat l;>e omitted, the latter 
animal being found in the Altaian chain, and that supreme prominence 
of Asia which extends to Tibet, though perhaps sometimes confounded 
by travellers with the musk deer of Tibet; and even the civet cat rather 
resembles the fox. The elk also abounds in Siberia; the chamois is 
found on the Caucasian mountains ; and several kinds of antelopes in 
Daouria. The wild boar grows to such a size that the tusks are some
times said to weigh six hundred pounds, in which case it is no wonder 
that we hear of the tusks of elephants found in Siberia*. The wild 
horse, ass, and. sheep, are minutely described by Pallas ; but the various 
shades of difference between them and the domestic animals are too 
minute for this rapid survey. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of Siberia is equally fertile, 
and displays many singular and interesting objects. Peter the Great, 
who directed his attention to every object of utility, was the first who 
ordered these remote mines to be explored, which have sihce supplied 
great resources of national wealth and industry. For the example of 
Spain, adduced by theorists against this important branch, without 
which neither agriculture nor any of the arts could prosper, is an 
exception and not a rule ; and only shews that mismanagement may 
ruin any advantage. As well might we declaim against agriculture, 
because the cultivation of rice is unhealthy .• No propositions can be 
more plain than that England has derived her vast manufactures and 
commerce from her mines of cpal, without which material they must 
long ago have terminated ; that the iron of Sweden is the great resource 
of the state; and that the silver mines of Saxony have been the grand 
cause of the flourishing agriculture and general prosperity of that 
country. It is equally clear and simple, that if valuable mines were 
discovered in a barren country, they would not only employ many use
ful labourers, but the product might be exchanged to advantage for 
the necessaries or decorations of life, or expended in agricultural 
improvements. Hence the mines of Siberia have supplied great 
resources to Russia; whil~, merely by a miserable form of administra
tion, those of Mexico and Peru have been ranked among the causes of 
the decline of Spain. 

The chief gold mines of Siberia are those of Catherinbmg or Ekathe
ringburg, on the east of the Uralian mountains, about latitude fifty-seven 
degrees, wh~re an office for the management of the mines was instituted 
in 1719. The mines of various sorts extend to a considerable distance 
on the north and south of Catherinburg ; and the foundries chiefly for 
copper and iron, are computed at 105. But the c>;old mines of Beresof, 
in tl1is vicinity, were of little consequence till tile reign of Elizabeth. 
The mines of Nershinsk, discovered in 1704, are principally of lead 
mixed with silver and gold; and those of Kolyvan, chiefly in the 
Schbngenberg, or mountain of serpents, so called by the German 
II1iners, began to be worked for the crown in 17 48. 

" Tooke iii. 79. 
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The gold is sox:netimes found native, but generally mingled with 
various substances, (t.~e aurum larvatum of Gmelin,) particularly silver, 
which constitutes the electrum of the ancients. The gold mines of 
Beresof are the chief in the empire; those of Kolyvan and Nershinsk 
being denominated silver mines, their pt"oduce of gold being· of much 
smaller consequence*. 

The silver is rarely native, but often mingled with gold, as already 
mentioned ; and in tl1e Daourian motmtains with lead. That kind 
called horn silver is also found in the Schlangenberg; and what is 
called the glassy ore, and those kinds called fragile and nitenB by 
Gmelin, as also the red arsenical ore, and the cuprifemus sulphurated 
silver ore of Kirwan, mostly found in the Schlangenb~rg, and other 
mountains, branching north from those of Altai towards Kolyvan. 

Besides the copper mines in the Uralian mountains there are also 
some in those of Altai. The most singular ore is the dendritic, some
what resembling fern, of a pale colour, and perhaps containing silver. 
Mah:chite, or stalactitic copper, is found in the greatest perfection in 
a mine about thirty miles south of Catherinburg. "\Vhat is callecl tl1e 
Armenian stone is a blue malachitet. The red lead of Siberia is found 
in the mines of Beresof, on a micaceous sand-stone. This substance 
it is well known has disclosed a new metal called chrome. 

But the iron mines or'Russia are of the most solid and lasting 
importance, particularly those which supply the numerous foundries 
of the Uralian mountains:f:. Yet Russia still imports quicksilver and 
zinc; and the semi-metals are rare. 

Rock salt is chiefly found near the Ilek, not far from Orenburg. 
Coal is scarcely known; but sulphm, alum, sal ammoniac, vitriol,
nitre, and natron, are found in abundance. 

Nor must the gems of Siberia be omitted, of which there is a great 
variety, particularly in the mountain Adunshollo near the river Argoon,. 
in the province of N ershinsk or Daouria. The diamond has never 
appeared except in Hindostan and Brazil, where it is always detached; 
as is the stone chiefly found in Ceylon, and called according to its 
colour, the ruby, sapphire, and oriental topaz. Common topazes are 
found in Adunshollo, in quadrangular prisms, as is also the jacinth. 
The emerald is unknown ; the kind of ja~ called mother of emerald 
is a Siberian product: and beryl or aqua marina is found in Adunshollo, · 
but in greater perfection in what are called the gem mines of Mour
sintsky near Catherinburg, along with the chrysolite. Red garnets 
abound near the sea of Baikal ; and a yellowish white kind was disco-

• For Beresof, a few miles north-east of Catherinburg, see the Decouvertes 
Russes, iv. 162, &c., and the map in that volume. The gold mines are near • 
the river Pyshma, which falls into the Tobol. That entire volume describe~ 
Ufa, the Bashkirs, and the Uralian chain, instead of being a Voyage en Perae, 
as the running title bears. 
. t ~uthrie, ~able of Gems. Bee, xv. p. 212. In the stepp near Orenburg
IS a smgular mme of copper with petrifled trees. Dec. R. iii. 147. 

:1: Near mount Emor, or Nemir, not far from the river Yenesei, in the 
south of Siberia, Dr. Pallas discovered a large mass of native iron. See 
Dec. R~;~ss. vi .. 228, ·which places it near Krasnojarsk. In the same volume, 
p. 189, IS a curwus account of the rich iron mines near Rybna, so~tth·ea&t of 
that place, covered with mineralized trunks of trees. 
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vered by Laxman. The opal is said to have been found in the Altaian 
mountains; probably only the semi-opal, the noble opal seeming pecu
liar to Hungary'*. The ruby-coloured schorl was discovered in the 
Uralian mountains, by Mr. Herman, at Sarapoulsky, about seven 
m1les from Moursl.ntsky. It is called by Mr. Kirwan the rubellite, 
being of a delicately fibrous texture, and often, when polished, pre
senting the varying splendor of ruby-coloured velvet. The baikalite 
of the same author is of an olive green colour, and contains a sufficient 
quantity of magnesia to be arranged in the muriatic class, along with 
the peridot of the French, to which it seems nearly allied. The green 
felspar of Siberia is a beautiful stone, by the Russians carved into 
various ornaments. The Daourian mountains between the Onon and 
the Argoon also produce elegant onyx. 1!he sieve-stone is an agatized 
fungi test. The beautiful stones called the hair of Venus and Thetis, 
being limpid rock crystals containing capillary schorl, red or green, 
are found near Catherinburg. The alliance stone consists of a greyish 
porphyry, united as if glued together, with transparent quartz. 

The beautiful red and green jaspers of Siberia are from the most 
distant mountains, as already mentioned ; and lapis lazuli is found 
near the Baikal. The Uralian chain also presents fine white marble; 
and in the numerous primitive ranges there are many varieties of 
granite and porphyry. 

MINERAL WATERS. Mineral waters do not abound in Asiatic 
Russia. There is a fetid sulphureous spring near Sarepta, on the 
frontier of Europe and Asia, and several others in Siberia. The baths 
on the Terek, towards the Caucasus, are of a middle temperature ; and 
there are others in the province of Nershinsk; among the Kalmuks to 
the south of the Altai, in the country sometimes styled Soongaria; 
and in the neighbourhood of the sea of Baikal. Vitriolic waters or 
chalybeates, the sour springs of the Germans, are found near Cathe
rinburg, in the midst of the iron mines ; nor are they unknown in 
Daouria. Springs impregnated with naphtha and petroleum occur 
near the Caspian and the Baikal. 

But the chief mineral waters are those in Kamtchatka, as described 
by Lesseps. The hot baths of Natchik.in, not far from a volcano in 
the south of that peninsula, seem not to have been traced to their 
source, but they fall in a rapid cascade about 300 feet above the baths, 
benevolently erected by Mr. Kasloff, for the benefit of the Kamtchadals, 
the stream being about a foot and a half deep, and six or seven feet 
wide. The water is extremely hot, and of a very penetrating nature, 
seeming to contain vitriolic and nitrous salts, with calcareous earth. 
On the west side of the gulf of Penjina is a hot spring which falls into 
the Tavatona, being of a great size and emitting clouds of smoke. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIEs. The chief natural curiosities of 
Asiatic RuSiiia have already been incidentally mentionedf. The salt 

• The Siberian opals are only opalline rock crystals. Guthrie, 54. A 
curious rock of agate and clay, running as it were into each other occurs 
near the river Isett. Dec. R. iv. S71. ' 

t Guthrie, ut supra. 
:j: Near Kungur, on the European &ide of the Ural mountains, are remark

able caverns, 11aid to exteAd for ttm versts. Dec. R. iv. 407. 
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lakes near the Caspian, and that sea itself, may be regarded as singular 
features of nature. The sublime scenes around the Baikal have been 
already described. Near the river Onon whole mountains are in 
summer on one side of a lilac colour, from the blossoms of the wild 
apricot; and on the other of a deep purple, from those of the Daourian 
rhododendron*. The Arctic levels of Siberia contrast with the thick 
forests on the south, which sometimes overhang the roads and rivers 
with a gloomy and dismal canopy. The numerous volcanos of Kamt
chatka are also strik!n~ objects; but none of them appear to have been 
minutely explored, tl1e severity of the climate being adverse to the 
curious traveller. Of most of them the smoke is perpetual, but they 
rarely throw out ashe,. or lava. 

• Dtlc. R. v. 4TO. 
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IsLEs. THESE wet·e formerly divided into the Aleutian, 
.Andrenovian, and Kurilian groups, with the Fox isles, which extend 
to the promontory of Alaska in North America. The Aleutian isles, 
on the east of Kamtchatka, were multiplied by the early navigators as 
they saw them in different directions, but are now reduced to only two 
worth notice, Beering's isle, and Copper isle. The Andrenovian isles 
may be regarded as the same with the Fox islands, being the western 
part of the same range : if they must be distinguished, the Andreno
vian, form a group of six or more isles, about 500 miles to the south
east of Beering's*. It appears that the Fox and Andrenovian isles are 
a kind of elongation of the American promontory of Alaska, and may 
more justly be reserved for the description of North America, late 
English navigators having dispelled many doubts concerning the real 
position of these isles. Beering's isle and Copper isle, are both unin
habited, and do not merit particular descriptiont. 

KuRILIAN. The Kurilian isles extend ft·om the southern pro-
montory of Kamtchatka towards the land of Jesso and Japan, being 
supposed to be about twenty in number, of which the, largest are Poro 
Muschir and Mokanturu. Several of these isles are volcanic ; and 
some contain forests 01.' birch, alder, «nd pine. Most of them swarm 
with foxes of various colours. Even after the discoveries of La Perouse 
it is difficult to distinguish what particular isles in the south of this 
chain are implied by the Russian appel!ations. If Matmai be the land 

" Coxe, Russian Disc. 25. b11t he says the north-east. 
t The Andrenovian isles have almost vanished from English maps and 

charts, which o!lly admit the Aleutian or Fox islands; and the Ruosian na.vi
gators must have erred grossly in their observ!l.tions. 
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of Jesso, Tshik;ota may be Staten Land and Kunassyr the Company's 
Land ; but it seems more probable that this last is Ourop, and that 
Jesso is Etorpu. The discoveries are too imperfect to admit of deci
sion ; and it would even appear that the Russian navigators had, with 
th€ir usual confusion, described the same islands under different 
names. The inhabitants of the Kirulian isles seem to be of similar 
origin with the Kamtchadals ; and in the interior of some, is a people 
called hairy Kurilians, frQm what circum:atance is not explained. 



CHINESE EMPIRE. 

IN the last century the Chinese emperors, of the Mandshur race, 
extended this wide empire over many western countries, inhabited by 
wandering hords of Monguls, Mandshurs, and Tatars; and established 
such firm influence over Tibet, t~:...tt the Chinese empire may now be 
considered as extending from those parts of the Pacific ocean called 
the Chinese and Japanic seas, to the rivers Sarasou and Sihon in the 
west*, a space of eighty-one degrees, which taking the medial latitude 
of thirty degrees, will amount to nearly 4,200 geographical, or 4·,900 
British miles. From north to south, this vast empire may be computed 
from the U ralian mountains, latitude fifty degrees, to the southern 
part of China, about latitude twenty-one degrees, being· twenty-nine 
degrees oflatitude, 1,7 40 geographical, or nearly 2,030 British miles. 

DiviSIONS. This empire therefore consists of three principal 
divisions ; that of China proper; the territory of the Mandshurs and 
Monguls, on the north and west; and lastly the singular and interesting 
region of Tibet or Tibbet. These countries are not only so wide and 
important, but are so radically different in the form of government, in 
the manners, and other circumstances, that it will be proper to describe 
each apart. 

* Thi~ supposes that the great hord of Kirguses, who only pay homage to 
China, are included. But the mountains of Belur Tag, and the Palkati or 
Balkash lake, seem never to have been passed by the Chmese. About 200 
British miles of medial length may, in thi~ case, be subtracted. 
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PART I. 

CHINA PROPER. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

'lll'AMES.-EXTENT.-BOUNDARIKS.-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-PRO• 
GRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY.-HISTORICAL EPOCHS,-ANTlQ.!JITIJi;S, 

NAMEs. THIS distinguished region is by the natives styled 
Tchon-Koue, which signifies the centre of the earth, as they proudly 
regard other com1tries as mere skirts and appendages to their own. 
After the conquest of the northern part by the de:scendants of Zingis, 
it was styled Cathay, a name loudly celebrated in travels, poetry, and 
romance ; while the southern part was known by the appellation of 
.Mangi. The origin of the name of China, or Tsin, seems uncertain1 

but the conuexion between thi£ word and the Sin:c of the ancient~ 
appears imaginary, the country of the Sina: being shewn by Gosselin. 
to be much further to the west. The Mahometan travellers of the 
r.inth century, published by Renaudot, (the authenticity of the work 
being now undoubted,) called this country Sin, but the Persians pr®
vounce it Tchin*. 

ExTENT. China proper extends from the great wall in the 
tDorth, to the Chinese sea in the south, about 114-0 geographical, or 
1300 British miles. The breadth from the shores of the Pacific to the 
frontiers of Tibet may be computed ~t 814 geographical, or nearly 103~ 
British miles. In square miles the contents have been estimated at 
l,Z97,Y99, and in acres at 830,7l9,360t. 

BouNDARIES. On the east and south, the boundaries arc 
maritime, and to the nmth they are marked by the great wall, and 
the desert of Shamo; the confines with Tibet on the west seem to be 
·f.)hiefly indicated by an ideal line, though occasionally more strongly 

"Jl:nglish trau~I~tion. Remnks, p. 40. t M11cartney'• Emb. iii 4\pgeR. 
VOL.. II. :s;: 
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marked by mountains and rivers: particularly, according to D'Anvi!Ie 
the river Yalon, which falls into the Kian-ku, the country of Sifan lying 
between Tibet and China, on the south of the Eluts of Kokonor. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The population of China seems 
wholly· aboriginal, but the form of the features appears to imply inti
mate affinity with the Tatars, Monguls, and Mandshurs; yet the 
Chinese probably constitute a fourth grand division, not strictly derived 
from either of these barbaric races. 

PRoGRESSivE GEoGRAPHY. The progressive geography of, 
China, as known to the western nations, is not of ancient date, whether 
with D' An ville we suppose the Sin.e to have been in Cochin China, or 
with Gosselin place them in the western part of Siam. The most 
ancient external relation which we possess, is that of the two Maho
metan travellers in the ninth century, who surprise us with accounts of 
barbarism and canibalism little to be expected : but the Arabs are so 
fond of fables, that implicit credit may be safely withheld from several 
passages. Yet these travellers impart high ideas concerning the 
Chinese empire, and mention Canfu, supposed to be Canton, as a 
city of great trade, whilf! the emperors resided at Camdan, which 
seems to be the city also called Nankin, or the Southern Court, in 
contradistinction from Pekin or the Northern Court. This wide empire 
continued, however, obscure, to the inhabitants of Europe till the 
travels of Ma1·co Polo appeared, in the thirteenth century. Yet 
the work of this traveller_ remained so unknown that Pope Pius 
II, in, his description of Asia*, is contented with tbe mor~ 
imperfect account by Nicqla Conti, a Venetian traveller of his ,own 
time who visited Cathayt. Haitho the Armenian, who wrote his book 
on the Tatars about the year 1306, begins with an accou1,1t of Cathay; 
and Oderic of Portenau described his voyage to China 1318:j:. Otn· 
Sir John Mandeville visited China about 1340 ; and Pegoletti gave 
directions for the route in 133511· But in the following century there 
seems to have been a strange and unaccountable intermission of inter
course and research, if we except the travels of Nicola Conti above
mentioned ; and so perishable was the knowledge acquired as to have 
escaped even a learned pontiff. After this relapse of darkness, the 
rays of more genuine and authentic knowledge g1·adually emerged by 
the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, and the subsequent enterprises 
of the Portuguese. 

HisToRICAL EPocHs. The Chinese history is said to com· 
mence, in a clear and constant narration, about 2,500 years before the 
birth of Christ. The founder of the· monarchy is Fo-Hi; but the 

• P. 18-28. Edit. Paris 1534. Pius wrote about 1450. 
t Cathay had been before faintly known to Europeans, from the Travels frf 

John de Plano Carpini 1245, and of Rubruquis, 1251. The account of the 
latter in particular is interesting, as he visited Cathay by the route of Karakum, 
the capital of the 1\:Iongul empire, placed by D' An ville on the Ongui Muren, 

·but by Fischer in his history of Siberia on the east side of the river Orchon 
about 150 British miles to the north-west. ' 

:j: Forster's Disc. in the north, p. 147. 
II Ibicl. 150. The original is to be found in a '"ork entitLed Della Decima 

e della altre gra'vezze Lisbona e Lucca, 1776, 4to. •' 
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regular· history beg·ins \Vith Yao*. The dynasties or families who 
have successively held the throne, amount to twenty-two, from the first 
named Hia, to the present house of Tsingt. Yu, the first emperor 
of the bouse of Hia, is said to have written a book on agriculture, and 
to have encouraged canals for irrigation; and it is also asserted, that 
he divided the empire into nine provinces. The ancient revolutions of 
China would little interest the general reader. The dynasties, as 
usual, generally terminate in some weak or wicked prince, who is 
dethroned by an able subject. Sometimes the monarchy is divided 
into that of the south, which is esteemed the ruling· and superior 
inheritance ; and that of the north. ' The emperot· Tai Tsong, who 
reigned in the seventh century after Christ, is regarded as one of 
the greatest princes who have filled the Chinese throne. The Mand
Shurs to the north of China repeatedly influenced the succession to the 
emptrei; but the Mong:uls under Zingis and his successors seized the 
five northern provinces. Hoaitsing, who began to reign A. D. 16:27, 
was the last prince of the Chinese dynasties. Some unsuccessful wars 
against the Mandshurs had rendered this emperor melancholy and 
cruel; and insurrections arose, the most formidable being conducted 
by two chiefs Li and Tchang. The former be~.ieged Pekin, which was 
sun·endered by the general discontent' and the emperor, retiring to 
his garden, first ~lt!w his daughter with his sabre, and afterwards 
hanged himself on a tree, having only lived thirty-six years. The 
usurper seemed 'firmly seated on the throne, when a prince of the 
royal family invited the Mandshurs, who advl).nced under their king 
Tshong Te. The Mandshur monarch had scarcely entered China 
when he died ; and his son of six years of age was declared emperor, 

-the regency being entrusted to his uncle. This young prince, named 
Chun Tchig, was the first emperor of the present dynasty, and has 
been followed by four princes of the same Mandshur family. 

ANTIQEITIES. Among the remains of Chinese antiquity may 
be mentioned the coins of the ancient dynasties, of which arranged 
cabinets are formed by the curious natives. Du Halde has published 
many of these ancient coins, and to his work the reader is referred. 
There are also several pagodas, or ornamented towers, sometimes 
erected in commemoration of great events ; many temples, which are 
low buildings of a different construction from the pagodas; and some 
triumphal arches, which boast considerable antiquity. 

But the chief remain of ancient art in China is that stupendous wall, 
extending across the nmthern botmdary:j:. This work which is deser
vedly e!.teemed among the grandest labours of art, is conducted over 
the summits of high mountains, some of which rise to the height of 
5225 feet, across the deepest vales, o\·er wide rivers by means of 
arches; and in many parts is doubled or trebled to command important 
passes: and at the distance of almost every hundred yards is a tower 
or massy bastion. The extent is computed at 1500 miles: but in some 
parts of smaller danger it is not equally strong or complete, and towards 
the north-west only a rampart of earth. For the precise height and 

"' Du Halde, iii. 7. Haye, 1756. 4to. 
t Ibid. i. 266. &c. 
t Sir G. Staunton, ii. 360. Svo. 
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dimensions of this amazing fortification the reader is referred to the 
work already quoted, whence it appears that near Koopekoo .the wall 
is twenty-five feet in height, and at the top about fifteen feet thicb 
some of the towers which are square, are forty-eight feet high, and 
about forty feet wide. The stone employed in the foundations, angles, 
&c. is a strong grey granite ; but the greatest part consists of bluish 
·bricks, and the mortar is remarkably pure and white. 

Sir George Staunton considers the era of this great barrier as abso
lutely ascertained, and he asserts that it has existed for 2000 years. In 
this asseveration he seems to have followed Du Halde, who informs us 
that " this prodigious work was constructed 215 years before the 
nirth of Christ, by the orders of the first emperor of the family of Tsin, 
to protect three large :provinces from the irruptions of the Tatars*.'" 
:But in the history of China, contained in his.first volume, he ascribes 
this erection to the second emperor of the dynasty of Tsin, namely 
Chi Hoang Ti; and the date immediately preceding the narrative of 
this construction is the year 137 before the birth of Christt. Hence, 
suspicions may well a!·ise, not only concerning the epoch of this work, 
but even with regard to the purity and precision of the Chinese annals 
in general. Mr. Bell, who resided for some time in China, and whose 
travels are deservedly esteemed for the accuracy of their intelligence, 
assures us:j: that this wall was built about 600 years ago, (that is about 
the year 1160,) by one of the emperors, to prevent the frequent incur
sions of the Monguls, whose numerous cavalry used to ravage the 
provinces, and escape before an army could be assembled to oppose 
them. Renaudot obsei·ves, that no oriental geographer, above 300 
years in antiquity, mentions this wall II: and it is surprising that it 
~hould have escaped Marco Polo; who, supposing that he had enteredt.. 
China by a different route, can hardly be conceived, during his long resi
dence in the north of China, and in the country of the Monguls, to have 
remained ignorant of so stupendous a work. Amidst these difficulties, 
perhaps it may be conjectured that similar modes of defence had been 
adopted in different ages ; and that the ancient rude barrier having 
fallen into decay, was replaced, perhaps after the invasion of Zingis, 
by the present erection, 1vhich, even from the state of its preservation 
.can scarcely aspire to much antiquity. 

" Tome ii. p. 54. 
t Travels, ii. 112. 2vo-. 

t Tome i. 340. 
W Ut supra,, 137. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

li.ELHHON.-·ECCLESIASTIC GEOGRAPHY .--GOVERNl\IENT.-LA WS.
POPULATION.-COLONIES.-ARMY,-NAVY.--REVENUES,--pOLI
TICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONS. 

RELIGION. ACCORDING to Du Halde, the ancient Chinese 
worshipped a supreme being, whom they styled Chang Ti, or Tien, 
which is said to imply the spirit which presides over the heavens; but 
in the opinion of others, it is only the visible firmament. They also 
worshipped subaltern spirits, who presided over kingdoms, provinces, 
cities, rivers, and mountains. Under this system which corresponds 
with what is called Schamanism, sacrifices were offered on the summits 
of hills. The sect of Tao See was founded ol1" principles similar to 
those of Epicurus ; but as the idea of death tended to disturb their 
boasted tranquillity, they invented a potion which was to confer ima-

,...ginary immortality. 
About A. D. 65, the sect of Fo was introduced into China from 

Hindostan. The name was derived from the idol Fo, (supposed to be 
the Boodh of Hindostan,) and the chief tenets are those of the Hindoos, 
among which is the Metempsychosis, or transition of souls from one 
animal to another. The priests are denominated Bonzes, and Fo is 
supposed to be gratified by the favour shewn to his servants. Many 
subordinate idols are admitted; but as the Jesuits found the followers of 
Fo the most adverse to Christianity, they have absurdly enough called 
them at.~eists. 

Since the fifteenth century many Chinese literati have embraced a 
new system, which acknowledges an universal principle, under the 
name of Taiki, seeming to correspond with the soul of the world of 
some ancient philosophers. This opinion may indeed deserve the name 
of atheism; nor is it unusual to find ingenious reasoners so far dis
gusted with gross supt.rstitions, as to fall into the opposite extreme of 
absurdity*. But such opinions are confined to very few; and the 
Chinese are so far from being· atheists, that they are in the opposite 
extreme of polytheism, believing even in petty clemons, who delight 
in minute acts of evil, or good. There is properly no order of priests, 

~ It must however be remembered that even these literati admit the existM 
ence of gods of various classes, emanated from the soul of the world. Hence 
Ml.ty 01.re in fact polythei:ots1 who do not admit a supreme intelligent being. 
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except the Bonzes of the sect of Fo ; nor of course can any high priest 
aspire to the imperial power. The sect of Fo, and that of Lao Kian, 
which is the same with that of the Tai See, admit of monasteries. The 
noted festival of lantherns is, according to Osbek, celebrated in honour 
of the ::;od of fire, to avert the danger of conflagration. The Chinese 
temples are always open; nor is there any subdivision of the mouth 
known in the countty*, 

GovERNMENT. The government of China is well-known to be 
patriarchal. The emperor is indeed absolute; but the examples of 
tyranny are rare, as he is taught to regard his people as his children, 
and not as his slaves. The stability ofthe government, in all its essen
tial, and even minute forms and customs, justly astonishes those who 
are the most versed in history. It arises from a circumste<nce unknown 
in any other government, the admission and practice of the principle 
asserted by lord Bacon that knowledge is jzowfr. For all the officers of 
government pass through a regular education, and a progress of ra.nl;:, 
which are held indispensable. Of these officers, who have been called 
mandarins, or commanders, by the Portuguese, there are nine classes, 
from the judge of the village to the prime minister. The profession 
requiring a long and severe course of study, the practice of government 
remains, like that of mec:icine, unshaken by exterior events ; and while 
the imperial throne is subject to accident and force, the remainder of 
the machine pursues its usmil circle. In so vast an empire, with a 
computed popul::1.tion of more than 33o,ooo,ooo, perhaps the stability 
of the state is incompatible with much freedom; yet thtt ideas of an 
European are shoc>;.ed by the frequent use of the rod, a paternal punish
ment which would, in his eyes, appear the most degrading species of 
slavery. The soldiers, however, shew the gr-;:Rtest tenderness to the 
people; and every sentence of death must be signed by tile emperor. 
It is impe>ssible to fix any g·eneral criterion of human opinions, which 
vary according to minute, and sometimes invisible circumstances ; and 
thus in China the prime minister may be chastened with rods, and 
acknowledge no mark of slavery in what he regards as a mere fatherly 
admonition. 

The governors of the provinces have great and absolute power, yet 
rebellions are not unfrequent. Bribery is also an universal vice ; and 
the Chinese government, like many others, is more fair in the theory 
than in ti1e practice. Y ct the amazing population, and the general ease 
and h<ippiness of the people, €Vince that the practice of the govern
ment must be more beneficial than any yet known among mankind. 

LAws. T~1e Chinese laws are ancient, but numerous; and 
edicts of the reigning dynasty have restrained the mandarins \rithin 
stricter limits of duty. 

PoPULATION. The population of China has been a topic of 
considerable debate. Pauw, a bold <mel decisive assertet·, and a 
declat·ed enemy of the Jesuits, has attacked all their descriptions of 
China. He observes, fmm Du Halde, that when the missionaries pro
ceeded through the empire, to prepare their maps, they found in the 

• Pauw Recherches Philosophiques sur les Egyptiens ct les Chlnoi». Tome 
ii. 217. 
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greater part of the large governmen~s, countries of more ~han twenty 
leagues, litt}e peopled, almost uncultivated, and often so Wild that they. 
are quite uninhabifable. Pauw also mentions the abundance of tigers, 
and the existence of the Chinese savages in the, extensive forests; and 
he supposes that the population is exaggerated when it is computed at 
82,000,000*. In so wide an empire most of the featur~s are on a 
large scale, nor can human industry overcome certain impediments of 
nature, as ridges of rocks, barren heaths, and extensive swamps, in 
certain positions ; and in the north of China !urge forests are indispen.,. 
sably preserved for the sake of fuel. On a smalltr scale such obstacles 
to universaJ population are found even in the most fertile count.ries, a!)~ 
Bagshot heath, with perhaps several tents of gypsies, occur near the 
~apital of England. Civil wars, which have repeatedly rag·ed in China~ 
may also desolate parts of a country fOJ:' a long period of time, while 
the inhabitants crowd to the cities and places of defence. As it would 
pe absurd to s11ppose that all China consists of cultivabl~ land, so it 
would be equally absurd to deny that the population has in).pressed 
every traveller with astonishment, and with ideas totally different from 
those of Pauw, who decided in his cabinet, in a spirit of enmity against 
his materials ; and who seems to have forgotten that. the want ()f cul• 
tivation in some districts, is balanced by that residing on the waters; 
millions of families passing their whole existence in boats on the 
numerous rivers, lakes, and canals. The recent English embassy wa$ 
astonished at the ex,cess of population ; and Sir George Staunton ha$ 
published the following table, from the information of a mandarin of 
high rank, who,haf] every opportunity of exact knowledge. 

TAliLE OF -'THE POFUL!I.TION AND. EXTENT OF CHINA PROPER, WITH!l'{ 

THE GREAT WALL; TAKEN IN ROUND NUMBERS PROM TH.E STAT!>~ 

:r.tF.NTs oF Cilow-LA-ZHIN. 

PROVINCES. PO PULA TJON. I SQ._. MILES ACRES, 

Pe-che-lee .••.•••••.••.• 38,®00,000 58,949 37,727,360 
Kiang-nan, two provinces 32,000,000 92,961 59,495,040 
Kiang-See .•.•••••.••••. 19,000,000 72,176 46,192,640 
Tche-ldang •••••••.••. .-. 21,000,000 39,150 25,056,000 
Fo-chen ••..•..•..•.•. · · 15,000,000 53,4.80 34,227,200 
Hou-pe 1 
Houn-an 

Hou-quang ••• i14,000,0001 
13,000,000 144,770 92,652,800 

Hon-an .•.••••.••.••••• 25,000,000 65,104 41,666,560 
Shan-Tung ••••••....•.• 24,000,000 65,104 41,666,560t 
Shan-see •••.•••• , ...•.• 27,000,000 55,268 35,371,520 
Shen-see •••••.••••.•.•• 18,000,000 1 154,008 98,565,120 Kan-sou ................ 12,000,000 
Se-chuen •••••....•.•.•• 27,000,000 166,800 106,752,000 
Canton ............. , •••• 21,000,000 79,456 50,851,840 
Q!,1ang-see ••••..•..•••.• 10,000,000 78,250 50,080,000 
Yu-nan ..•••••.•.•.•.•.• 8,000,000 107,969 69,100,160 
Koei-cheou •••••••.....• 9,000,000 64.,554 41,314,560 

----- ---- -----
'. 333,000,000 1,297,999 830,719.360 

" Recherches, i. 78. t This identic repetition must be erroneous. 
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How far- this table may deserve implicit credit, may be doubted by 
those who know the difficulty of such researches, even in the most 
enlightened countries of Europe. 

CoLONIES. As the Chinese laws permit no native to leave his 
country, there can be no colonies properly so called*. 

ARliiY. The army hD.s been computed at l,ooo,ooo of infantry, 
and soo,ooo cavalry ; and the revenues at about thirty-six millions and 
a half of tahels, or ounces of si!Yer, or about nine J1'lillions sterling ; but 
as rice, and other grain, are also paid in kind it may be difficult to esti
mate the precise amount or relative value compared ·with European 
moneyt. 

PoLITICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONs. The political 
importance and relations of China may be said to be concentrated in 
itself, as no example is known of alliance with any other state. It has 
been supposed that one European ship would destroy the Chinese 
navy, and that 10,000 European troops might overrun the empire. 
Yet its very extent is an obstacle to foreign conquest, and perhaps not 
less than 1 oo,ooo soldiers would be necessary to maintain the quiet 
subjugation ; so that any foreign yoke might prove of very short con
tinuance. The recent conquest by the Mandshurs happened in con
sequence of the general detestation, excited against a sanguinary 
usurper; and the invaders were in the immediate proximity, while 
even a Russian army would find almost insurmountable difil.culties on 
the route, and the conquest, like that by the descendants of Zingis, 
would infallibly prove of short duration. The English, in Hindostan, 
nearly approach to the Chinese territories; but there can hardly arise 
any rational ground of dissention in opposition to the interests of British 
commerce. Were the Chinese government persuaded of the utility 
of external relations, an alliance with the English might be adopted, as 
a protection against maritime outrage, while the Russian power might 
be divided by connexions with the sovereigns of Persia. 

" Yet the number of Chinese at Batavia, and other situations in the Oriental 
Archipelago, many of whom pass as traders to and from their country, shews 
that these laws are little regarded. 

t Sir George Staunton, iii. 3~0, estimates the revenue ·at 200,000,000 of 
ounces of silver, which he says equals 66,000,000!. sterling; but vo.luing: the 
ounce of silver at five shillings, the o.mount is 50,000,000!. 
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CHAPTER lli. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

MANNERS AND CUSTOlltS.-LANGUAGE.-LITF.RATURE.--EDUCA• 
TION.--lJNIVl£RSITIES.--CITIES AND TOWNS.-EDIFICES.
ROADS,-INLAND NAVlGATION.--l\IANUFACTURES AND COM• 
MI£RCE, 

MANNERS AND CusTOMs. THE Chinese being a people in 

the hig-hest state of civilization, their manners and customs might 
require a long description, especially as they are extremely different 
from those of other nations. The limits ofthis work will only admit a 
few hints. In visiting thz: sea-ports of China, foreigners have commonly 
been impressed with the idea of fraud and dishonesty; but it ia to be 
supposed that these bad qualities are not so apparent where there are 
:fewer temptations. The indolence of the upper classes, who are even 
fed by their servants, ami the nastiness of the lower, who eat almost 
every kind of animal, in whatevet· way it may have died, arc also strik
ing defects, though the latter may be occasioned by di1·e necessity in so 
populous a country. To the same cause may be imputed the exposi
tion of infants, a custom which Ion!; prevailed in Scandinavia, ~nd was 
not unknown in ancient Gt·eece and Rome, but which always 1iclded t6 
the progress of civilization. On tbe other hand the character of the 
Chinese i3 mild and tranquil, and uni1·ersal aff:.tbility is very rarely 
interrupted by the slightest tincture of h~.rshness, or passion. Thes~ 
qualities may be partly imputed to the vigilant e:·;,; of the patriarchal 
government, and partly to strict abstinence from heating foods, and 
intoxicating liquors. The r;enet·al drink is tea, of which a large ve:;
sel is prepared in the moming, for the occa!iional use of the family 
dm·in;; the day. :Lvhrria.c;cs arc conducted solely by the will of the 
parents, and polygamy i~ allowed. The, bride is purchased by a pre
sent to her parents, and is never seen by her husband till after the 
ceremony. Divorce: is permitted in case of adultei-y, antipathy of tem
per, a claim urged by l\Iilton; and even in case of just ground of jea
lousy, of gross indiscretion, and disobedience to the husband, of b&r
renness, and contagious diseases. Yet di,·orces are rare amo:1g the 
higher classes, whose plurality of wives enables them to punitiJ1 by neg
lect. It is not permitted to bury in cities or towns, and the sepulchre~ 
at·e commonly on barren hills and mountains, where thet·e is no chance 
that a;;ricultmc will disturb the bones of the dead. The colour of 
mou1·ning is white, that pcrwr).a} neglect or forgetfulnt:ss may appeal' 

VJL.II. I. 
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in it.<; squalor; and it ought on solemn occasions to contmue for three 
years, but seldom exceeds twenty-seven months*. The walls of the 
houses are sometimes of brick, or of hardened clay, but more com
monly of wood; and they generally consist only of a ground floor, 
though in those of merchants there be sometimes a second story, which 
forms the warehouse. The houses are ornamented with columns, and 
open galleries, but the articles of furniture are few. The dress is long-, 
with large sleeves, and a flowing girdle of silk. The shirt and drawers 
vary according to the seasons; and in winter the use of furs is general, 
from the skin of the sheep to that of the ermine. The head is covered 
with a small hat, in the form of a funnel, but this varies among the supe
rior classes, whose rank is distinguished by a large bead on the top, 
diversified in colour according to the quality. The dress is in general 
simple and uniform ; and on the audience given to lord Macartney, 
that of the emperor was only distinguished by one large pearl in his 
bonnet. The chief amusements of the Chinese seem to be dramatic 
exhibitions, fire works, in which thev excel all other nations, and feata 
of deception and dexterity. • 

LANGUAGE. The language is esteemed the most singular on 
the face of the globe. Almost every syllable constitutes a word, and 
there are scarcely 1500 distinct sounds ; yet in the written language 
there are at least 80,000 characters, or different forms of letters, so that 
every sound may have about fifty sensest. The leading ~haracters are 
denominated keys, which are not of difficult acquisition. The language 
seem!'; originally to have been hieroglyphical; but afterwards the sound 
alone was considered. _-\bstract terms are expressed, as usual, by rela
tive ideas; thus virtu~, which in latin implies strength, among the 
Chinese signifies filial piety; the early prevalence of knowledge in 
China excluding mere strength from any meritorious claim. 

:EnucATtoN. The r;chools of education are numerous, but the 
children of the poor are chiefly taught to follow the business of their 
fathers. In a Chinese treatise of education, published by Du Halde, 
the following are recommended as the chief topi-cs. l. The six virtues, 
"\amely, pmdence, piety, wisdom, equity, fidelity, concord. 2. The 
_oix laudable at:tions, to wit, obedience to parents, Jove to brothers, 
harmony with relations, affection for neighbours, sincerity with friends, 
and mercy-wjth regard to the poor and unhappy. 3. The six essential 
points of knowledge, that ofrelig;ious rites, music, archery, horseman
ship, writing, and accompts. Such a plan is certainly more useful than 
the acquisition of dead languages. 

CITIES AND TowNs. The chief cities of China are Pekin and 
Nankin, or tlo\e northern and southern courts, the form~· being the 
Cambalu, or city of the Chan, in writings of the middle ages, the capi
tal of Cathay, as Nankin was of Mangi. Pekin occupies a large space 
of ground ; but the stre~ts are wide, and the houses seldom exceed one 
story. The length of what is called the Tatar city is about four miles, 
:.ncl the suburbs are considerable:j:. The principal part, or that called 
the Tatar city, is so denominated, because it was rc-edified in the thir
t~cnth ccntmy, under the dynasty of the Tatars, or rather the Mon· 

•nu HaJcle, ii 1415. t Slaunt~n, iir. 416. i Staunton, ii. 29(". 
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tuls•. By the best infonnation, which the recent embassy could pro-· 
cure, the population was computed at 3,ooo,ooo. The houses indeed, 
are neither large nor numerous; but it is common to find three gene
raitGms, with all their wives and children, under one roof, as they eat 
in common, and one room contains many beds. The ne<ltHess of the 
houses, and various repletiol'l of the shops, delight the eye of the visitor • 
• t\.t Pekin the grand examinations take place, which confer the highest 
degree in literature, or in other words the chief offices in government. 
Excessive wealth, or poverty, seem equally unknown, as there is no 
right of -promigeniture, and no hereditary dignity: and there are pro· 
perly buUhree classes of men in China, men of letters, among wl,om 
the mandarins are selected; cultivatot·s of the ground; and mechanics, 
including merchantst. The walls of this capital are of considet·able 
strength and thickness; and the nine gates of no inelegant architectm·e. 
Strict police and vigilance arc obse1·ved, and the streets are crowded 
with passenget·s and carriages. The grandest edifice i!i the imj}eriul 
palace, which consists of many picturesque imildings, dispc:l"",;ecl over a 
wide and greatly di,-ersified bpace of ground, so as to pre:;ent the 
appearance of enchantment. 

NANKIN, Nankin, which was the residence of the court till the· 
fifteenth century, is a yet more extensive city than Pekin, and is n:puted 
the largest in the empire. The walls are said to be about seventeen 
British miles in circumference. The chief edifices are the gates with· 
a few temples ; and a cdehr.tt~d towel' clothed with porcelain, p;bout · 
200 feet in height. Sucl't towers were styled pagodas by the Portu~ 
guese, who suppo8ed them to be temples; but they seem to ha .. ve (Jeen 
chiefly erected as memorials, or as ornaments, like tl:-: Gt-ccian !l!il.d 
Roman columns. ;i.1 

CANTON. To the European reader one of the most interesting 
cities is Canton, which is said to contain a million and a half of i1tha· 
b-itants; numel'Ous families residing in barks on the river. The .Ent·o:.r 
pean factories, with their national flags, are no small ornaments to th-is" 
city. The chief expm·t is that of tea, of which it is said that about· 
13,000,000 of pounds weight a1·e consumed by Great-Britain, and her 
dependencies, and about !i,ooo,ooo by the rest of Europe. The imp01·ta, 
from England, chiefly woolens, with lead, tin, furs; atl9 other articks,
are supposed to exceed a million; and the exports a million and a hulf, 
besides the trade between China .and our po~sessions in Hinclostan. 
Other nations carry to Canton the value of about 200,0001. and mtur11 
with articles to the value of about 600,000l. So that the bahmce iu 

'favour of China may be computed at a million sterling. 
OTHKR CtTU.:s. The other large cities of China are almost" 

innumerable; and many of the villages are of a surprising s.ize. Amon~· 
the cities may be mentioned Sing·an, the capital of the province irA:. 
Shensi, Kayfong, that of Honan, Tayyuen of !:)hansi, Tsinan of Shan- . 
ton, Chingtu of Sechwun, Vuchang of Huquang, Nanchangof Kyangsi> 
Hangchew of Chekyang, :Fuchew of Fokyen, Quegling of Quangsi, 

"' So Staunton; b~t~ Du Haltle, i. 135, says, it is so called bec:tH~e tW' 
t!ou.se.s were all~~te~ to the Mambln~r.s, in the beginning of I he pre.sel\t dyn:l.><p_o 

t Sti\U:IJtO_., 11 • .>~9. ~:.:~ tb.e mi..Ln.ary ~u..t Iii.: r"'zO\rJ~<.! ~ 0\ fO!ii"ih c..i~~-~~'. 
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Queyyang of Queychew, and Yunnan of the westem province 'so 
atl.led, with Shinyan, the chief city of the northern province of Lyau
tong, and Kinkitao of Corea, a dependency of China. Of these cities 
5ingan is by some esteemed equal to Pekin. In general the plan and
fortifications are similar; and a Mandshur garrison is carefully main
tained. 

EDIFICEs. The most striki;•~ and peculiar edifices in China 
are the pagoda8, or towers already mentioned, which sometimes rise 
to the height of nine stories, of mm·e than twenty feet cac11. The tem
ples, on the contrary, are commonly low buildings, always open to the 
devout worshippers of polytheism. The whole style of Chinese archi
tec~ure is well known to be singular, and is displayed \Vith the greatest 
splendor in the imperial palace at Pekin 9 which is described at g·reat 
length by Du Halde, and Sir George Staunton. The lute emperm· 
chiefly resided in the summer at the palace of Zheho, _about !20 miles 
north-east from Pel, in, in the country of the Mandshurs, not far beyond 
the g1'tat wall, where the various ecifices of the palace are, as usual, 
situated in a pleasure ground of wide extent. The architecture is ele
gant, and hig·hly ornamented, but tLe paintings of mean execution, as 
the Chinese are strangers to perspective, and do 11ot admit of shade, 
which th~y, regard as a blemish . 
. ,_ . ·RoAns. The roads are generally kept in excellent order, with 

oonvenicnt bridges. That near the capi~t is thus dt:scribed by Sir 
Ccort;e Staunton. " This road fonns a mag·nificent aYer.ue to Pekin, 
fot' persons and commodities bound for that capital, fro~n the east and 
from the south. It is perfectly level; the centre to the width of about 
twenty feet~, is paved with flags of granite, brought from a considerable 
distance, and of a size from six to sixteen feet in length, and about four_ 
feet bro;td. On each side of this granite pavement, is a rond unpaved, 
wide enough for carriages to cross upon it. The road was bordered in, 
many places with trees, particularly willows of a very uncommon girth. 
The travellers soon passed over a marble bridge, of which the con
~truction ,appeared equal to the material. The pe1·~ection gf such a 
fabric may be considered to consist in its being made us like as possible 
to tbat of :W11ich it suppl1~s the want: and the present bridge seems to 
answer th!lt· ·description; for it is vel'Y wide, and substantially built, 
oyer a rinllet 110t subject to inundations; and is little elevated above , 
tl1e leveL of lhe roads which it connects toi;etlH:r." , 
n .,. :LNsAN.D NAvJG...,.TIO:W. The canu:s of China have long excited 

tl;l~ !;lJ'<Y and wonder of ot!1.:r nations. As t.he two gTancl riYers of 
B:oan-ho and Kian-ku bend tbeit· course fl'om '"e~t to east, the c!1it:f 
object W<t<o to inters:.--ct the empir~ from north to south ; ,-,hich was iu 
g·;reut measUI'e accolllplished by: the imperial canaL This wonderful 
\V;ork, which in utility .and labour. exce::lls the enormous wall, is s:tid to 
hay{; been .kq,-uu in the t.cnth centmy of the chri::tiun xra, .·;o,ooo men 
htFillf~ Geen employed it)l' furty-tl-tree years in it:; co;•~pietio.:. 

" Thi.~ gH•tt work differs much from the canals of Europe, which 
are genentlly protracted in strn;sl1t li11es, within narrow bmmds, and 
~h~1t a CLH'!'eJlt .. whcr~as that of Chiu::t is winding often i.t.1rits course, 
of un~:'duai_ ,al)d sometimes of \:u,;sid<:ntblc width, and· it5 waters are. 
5dd9m .st~uant. 
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" The grouhd which intervened between the bed of thi5 artificial 
river, andthat of the Eu-ho, was.cut down to the depth of about thirty 
feet, in order to permit the waters of the forme!' to tlow v:ith a gentle 
current into the latkr. Their descent is afterwards checked occasion
ally-, by flood-gutes thrown across the cl'.nal, wherever they were judged 
to be necessarv, which was seldom the case, so near as within a n~jJe 
of each other,· the cmrent of the water b<:ing slo'v in most places. This 
~anal has no locks like those of Europe. The flood-gates are simple in 
their .construction, easily managed, and kept in repair at a trifling 
expense. They consist merely of a few planks, let down separately 
one upon another, by grooves cut into the sides of the 'two solid dmt.o. 
ments, or piers of stone, that project one from each bank, leavin5 a 
space in the middle just wide enough to admit a passage for the large5J 
vessels employed upon the canal. As few parts of it are entirely level, 
the use of these flood-gates, assisted by others cut through its banks, is 
to regulate the qu.mtity of water in the canal. Some skill is required 
to be exerted, in order to direct the barges through them without acci
~ent. }'or this purpose an immense oar projects from the bow of th:, 
vessel, by which one of the crc:w conducts her with the grentest nicety. 
Men are also -stationed on each pier witl! fende:-s, 1m~de of skins stuff~d 
with hair, to prevent the effect of the v;;5sels st1·iking inm:iediately 
!Against the i>tone, in the!r quick passage throug-h the gates. 

" Light bridges of timber are thrown across tho5e piers, which are 
€asily withdrawn whenever vessels.are about to pass underneath. The 
flood-gates are only opened at certain stated hours, when all the vessels 
collected ncar them in the interval pass through t.h.em, on paying a 
small toll, appropriated to the purpose of keeping in repair the flood
gates, and banks of the canal. The lo::.s of w:,tel' occasioned by the 
opening of the flood-gate is not Yery consi<lerahle, tb.: f:o'tll at each, sel
dom being many inches; and which is soon supplied by streams con
ducted into the canal from the r.djacent country on both sides. The 
fall is, however, som~times above a foot or two, when the distance 
between the flood-gates is considerable, or the cmre.nt rapid. The canr.l 
was traced often in the beds of ancien~ riv::r:1, w:1ich it resembled in the 
irregularity of ita depth, the sinuosity of its course, and the breadth of 
its sUI'face, where not narrowed by a L>'.k:-gate. \Vherevct· the cir
cumstances of the adjacent cow1try ~,dncitted the wate1· in the c:mal to 
be m~<intai.ned in a proper quantity, without any material deficiency, m· 
excc~s, by means of sluices malJat;ed in its ;,ic~-:s, for the purpose of 
influx, or dischar;;t:, as w:.:> th(C case fa1·ther to th.: southward, kw flood
gates were necessary to be con:;tructed; nor were thert any where met 
:~bove half a dozen in a dav""· 

The same author describes this c:md as l)(:ginnin;; at Lin-,:n-choo, 
where it joins the river Eu-l!o, and extending to H:.m-d.w-li1o, in ;,n 
irregular· line of about 500 miles. \\'here it ioills the IIo.tn-lco, Ol' 
Yell ow ri H.T, it is' about three-L;uarters of a mi!~ in lln.'«dth. From th<: 
!SUbsequent narrative, it appe..tr~ that Du I-L:.lde, L:.: Cordc, m:d othtr 
French ''utkcr~., have bee-n miskd wheu tl,~.:y suppo~ed thal t!1e il<1p<;
rbl '~~Ik<l cxttnili> fi·om Canton to Pch.i~1, whiL b<tlf of tla: ..:oUJ.'-''-' j-, 
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supplied by river navigation, and smaller canals, and it is sometitnes 
interrupted by mountainous districts*. In the south the river Kan-kian, 
which runs from south-west to north-east, supplies a very considerable 
part of the navigation. _ 

To enumerate the other canals of China would be infinite, as there 
is a large canal in every province, with branches leading to most of the 
towns and villages. 

MANUFACTURES AND ColiiliiERC.E. The manufactures of China. 
lire so multifarious, as to embrace almost every article of industry. The 
most noted manufacture is that of porcelain ; and is followed in trade by 
those of silk, cotton, paper, &c. The porcelain of China has been cele
brated from remote ages, and is chiefly p1·epared from a pure white 
clay called kaolin: while the petunsi is understood to be a decayed 
felspar. Some writers add soap rock, and gypsumt. The excellent 
imitations which l1ave appeared in various countries of Europe, more 
elegent in the form and painting, have considerably reduced the value 
of the Chinese manufactory. · 

The internal commerce of China is immense, but the external trade 
is unimportant, considering the vastness of the empire. A scanty inter
coursy exists with Russia, and Japan; but the chief export is that of 
tea, which is sent to England to the value of about one million yearly; 

"' Phillips, p. R seq. gives a very erroneous idea of the length of this canal. 
t Stauntol,)., iii. SOQ. · 
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CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

CLJl\IATE AND SEASONS.-FACE OF THE COUNTR.Y.-SOIL ANJJ 
AGRICULTURE.-RIVERS.-LAKES,-MOUNTAINS.-FORESTS.
BOTANY.-ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY.-MINERAL WATERS.-NA• 
TURAL CURIOSITIES. 

CLIJ.!ATE AND S~AsoNs. THE European intercourse with 
China being chiefly confined to the southern part of the empire, the 
dimate is generally considered as hot, whereas the m.wthern part of 
this extensive country is liable to all the rigours of the European win
ter*. At Pekin such is the effect of the great range of Tatarian, or 

1rather Mandshurian mountains covered with perpetual snow, that the 
average degree of the thermometer is under twenty degrees in th~t 
night, during the winter months ; and even in the day it is considerably 
below the freezing point. The inhabitants, unaccustomed to domestic 
pres, increase their clothing; but in large buildings there are stoves 
provided with fossil coal, which is found in abundance in the vicinity. 
In an empire so wide, such a diversity of climate and seasons must 
occur, that no general description can suffice. Perhaps every vegetable 
production, adapted to use or luxury, might be reared within the Chi
nese boundaries. 

FAcE oF THE CouNTR T. The face of the country is infinitely 
diversified; and though in a general view it be flat and fertile, and 
intersected with numerous large rivers and canals, yet there are chains 
<>f granitic mountains, and other districts of a wild and savage natur~. 
·Cultivation has however considerably reduced the number and extent 
()f such features, whence the natives seek to diversify the sameness of 
improvement, by introducing them in miniature into their gardens. In 
general the appearance of the country is rendered singularly picturesque 
by the peculiar style of the buildings, and uncommon form of the trees 
and plants. 

SoiL AND AGRrcur. TURF.. The :.oil is infinitely various, and 
agriculture, by the account of all travellers, carried to the utmost 
degree of perfection. The extent of the internal commerce has had 
the same effect as if wealth had been procured fi'Otn foreign climes; 
and the advantage has been laudably used to the improvement of the 
country. It is well known that the emperor himself sets an annual 
example of the vt:neration due to agriculture, the first and most 
importanl province of human industry. Sir George Staunton thus 
expresses his idea of Chinese agriculturct : 

• Staunton, iii. 15r. t iit. 305. 
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" 'Vhere the face of the hill or mountain is not n~arly perpendicufal' 
to the level smface of the earth, the slope is converted into a numbev 
of tet·races, one above anothet·, each of which is supported by mounds 
of stone. By this manatiemcnt it is not uncommon to see the whole 
face of a mountain completely cultivated to the summit. These stages 
are not confined to the culture of any particuhl.r vegetable. Pulse, grain, 
yams, sweet potatos, onions, carrots, turnips, and a variety of othel" 
culinary plants, ¥e produced upon them. A reservoir i1; sunk in the 
top of the mountain. The rain water collected in it, is conveyed by 
channels successively to the different terraces, placed upon the moun
tain's sides. In spots too rugged, barren, steep, or high, for raising 
other plants, the camellia sesanqua, and dive1a firs, particularly the 
larch, are cultivated with success. 

" The collection of manure is an object of .so much attention with 
the Chinese, that a prodigious number of old men and women, as well 
as of children, incapable of much other labour, are constantly employed 
about. the streets, public roads, banks of canals, and rivers, with bas
kets tied before them, and holding in their hands small wooden rakes, 
to pick up the dung of animals, and offals of any kind, that m<ty answer 
the purpose of manme; but above all others, except the dung of fowls, 
the Chinese farmers, like the Romans, according to the testimony of 
Columella, prefer soil or the matter collected by nightmen in London, 
in the vicinity of which it is in fad applied to the same uses ; as has 
already been alluded to in describing a visit to the Lowang peasant iu 
a former part of this work. This manure is mixed sparingly with a 
portion of stiff loamy earth, and fcn·med into cakes, cll'ied aftervmrds in 
the sun. In this state it sometimes becomes an objt:ct of commerce, 
and is sold to farmers, who never employ it in a compact state. Their 
first care is to construct large cistet·ns for containing, besides those 
cakes and dung of every kind, ali su1ts of vegetable matter, as leaves, 
or roots, or stems of plants, mud from the canals, and offals of ani
mals, even to the shavings collected by the barbers. vVith all these 
they mix as much animal water as can he collected, m· of common 
water as will dilute the whole; and in this state, generally in the act 
of putrid fermentation, they apply it to the ploughed or broken earth. 
In various parts of a fann, and near paths and roads, lat·ge earthen ve~:
sels are buried to the edge in the gmuncl, for the accommodation of 
the labour~r or passenger, who may have occasion to nse them. In 
small 1~tiring houses, huilt also upon the brink of roads, and in the 
ncighbourho~ of villages, t'Cservoit·s art: constructed of compact ruate
rials to pt·cvent the aL:ourption of whutever they receive, and straw is 
carefully thrown over the surface from time to time, to stop the eva
pomtion. And such a value is set upon the principal ingrcclient fm·. 
m:~.nure, that the oldest and most helpless pet·sons are not deemed 
wholly useless to the family Ly which they are :.upported. 

" The qmmtity of manure collected by all these means, must how
ever be still inadequate to th<tt of the cultured ground, which bears so 
vast a proportion to the .thole surface of the country. It is reserved 
therefm·e, in the, first instance, for the purpose of procurinr; a quick 
succession of culinary vegetu.bles, and for forcing the production of 
flowers and fruit. Amoua; tlle v~~eto.bk;; raised mo.:;t g.co<!rally, and 
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in the greatest quantities, is a species or variety of brassica, called 
by the Chinese pe-tsai, or white herb, which is of a delicate taste, 
somewhat resembling what is called cross-lettuce, and is much relished 
in China by foreigners as well as natives. vVhole acres of it are planted 
every whe1·e in the vicinity of populous cities; and it was sometimes 
difficult to pass on a morning through the crowds of wheel-barrows, 
and hand-carts, loaded with this plant, going into the gates of Pekin 
and Han-choo-foo. It seems to thrive best in the northern provinces, 
where it is salted for winter consumption, and in that state is often car~ 
ried to the south ward and exchanged for rice. That grain, and that herb, 
together with a relish of garlick or of onions, in room o~ animal food, 
and followed by a little infusion of coarse tea, serve often as a meal for 
a Chinese peasant or mechanic. The Chinese husbandman always 
steeps the seeds he. intends to sow in liquid manure, until they swell, 
and germination begins to appear; which experience, he says, has 
taught him to have the effect of hastening the growth of plants, as well 
as of defending them against the insects hidden in the ground in which 
the seeds were sown. Perhaps this method has preserved the Chinese 
turnips from the fly, that is often fatal to their growth elsewhere. To 
the roots of plants and fruit trees the Chinese farmer applies liquid 
manure likewise, as contributing much towards forwarding their growth 
and vigour. The Roman author, already quoted in this chapter, 
relates that a similar practice had much improved the apples and vines 
of Italy. 

" The great object of Chinese agriculture, the production of grain 
is g·enerally obtained with little manure, and without letting the land 
lie fallow. It is true that there are plants, such as species of the epi
dendron, that is capable of "Vegetating in air alone. Others, as bulbous 
roots and succulent plants, which thrive best in sand, and a great variety 
in water; but, with those exceptions, virgin or vegetable earth is the 
proper bed of vegetation: and whatever may be the theory of the 
agricultural art, its practice certainly requires that there should be 
given to the soil such a texture and consistency as may be found most 
suitable to the plants intended to be raised. Such a texture may in most 
cases be obtained by the application of manures, being generally a 
mixture of animal and vegetable substances, that have undergone the 
putrefactive fermentation. A mucilage is thus formed, which, besides 
any other changes it may produce, is found to give a new consistence 
to the soil with which it comes in cont-act, to rende!' clay more friable, 
and to give tenacity to light and sandy soils; as well as to maintain in 
both a proper degree of.temperature and humidity''. 

This ingenious and well informed author proceeds to applaud the 
industry of the Chinese, in mingling their soil, and in the irrigation of 
land, which last; they consider as a leading principle of agricultural 
skill. The plough is simple, and managed by one person, having but 
one handle, P.~d no coulter, which is deemed unnece~sary, as there is 
no lea ground,· and consequently no turf to cut through, in Chiila. 
The husbandry is smgu1arly neat, and not a weed is to be seen. 

RrvERS. In describing the rivers of this great empile, two are 
well known to, deserve particulal' attention, namely, the Hoan-ho, and 
the Kian-ku. The sources of the first, also called the Yellow river, 

VOL. II. M 
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from the quantity of mud which it devolves, are two lakes, situated 
amongst the mountains of that pa!t of Tatary known by the name 
of Kokonor. They lie about the thirty-fifth degree of north latitude, 
and nineteen degrees of longitude, to the westward of Pekin, being, 
according to Arrowsmith's map of Asia, about ninety-seven degrees 
east f1·om Greenwich*. This prodigious river is extremely winding 
·and devious in its course, pursuing a north-east direction to about 
the forty-second degree of north latitude, and after running clue east, 
it suddenly bends south to a latitude nearly parallel to its source, and 
pursues an easterly direction till it be lost in the Y ellmv sea. Its com
parative course may be estimated at about 1800 British miles ; or, 
accordins· to the late embassy, 2, 150. At about seventy miles fmm 
the sea, wl1ere it is crossed by the imperial canal, the breadth is little 
more th:m a mile, and the depth only about nine or ten feet; but the 
Telocity equals about seven ot• eight miles in the hourt. 

The Kian-ku rises in the vicinity of the sources of the Hoan-ho; but 
according to the received accounts and maps about 200 miles further 
to the west, and winds nearly as far to the south as the Hoan-ho does 
to the north. After washing the walls of Nankin, it enters the sea 
about 100 miles to the south of the Hoan-ho. The Kian-ku is known 
by various names through its long progress; and near its source is 
called by the Eluts Porticho or Petchou; the co\1rse is about equal tQ 
that of the former, these two rivers being considered as the longest on 
the face of the globe : they cert.1.inly equal, if they do not exceed, the 
famous river of the Amazons in South-America, and the majestic course 
of the Gang·es does not extend half the length. In the late embassy 
the length of the Kian-ku is estimated at about 2,200 miles; and it is 
observed that these two great Chinese rivers, taking their source from 
the same mountains, and passing almost close to each other, in a particu
lar spot, afterwards separate from each other to the distance of fifteen 
degrees of latitude, or about 1,050 British miles; and finally discharge 
themselves into the same sea, comprehending a track of land of about 
1 ,ooo miles in length, which they greatly contt·ibute to fertilize. 

To these grand rivers many important streams are tributary; but it 
would be infinite to enumerate the various waters which enrich and 
adorn this wide empire. The Eu-ho in the north ; the Ho1m-ho, the 
Lo·!(iang, the Kan-kiang, the Ou-kiang, and othe1·s, in the ceritre ; and 
the Hon-kiang, Pe-kiang, and others in the south, are chiefly noted by 
geographers, who are more inclined to fill their maps with names of 
towns and villages, than to discriminate the lasting feature:.; of nature. 

LAKES. Nor is China destitute of noble and extensive lakes. 
Du Halde informs us, that the lake of Tong-tint-l~o·.I, in the province 
of Hou-quang, is more thun eightv leagues in circumference. That 
of Hong·-si-hou is partly in the province of Kiang-nan, and partly in an 
ad;oining division of the empire. That of Poyan:;-hou, in the province 
of Ki:mg·-si, is ahout thirty leagues in circumference, :tilCl is formed by 
the confluence of four rivers as large as the Loire : this last is of dan-

' 
~ Staunton, iii 23~; but the starry fountains are more to the west. See the 

aths antl de;cription by Du Halde. 
t Ill. iii. 234. 
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r;erous navigation. There is also a considerable lake, not far to the 
:sout'1 of Nankin, called Taihou; and the map of D' An ville indicates a 
number of smaller lakes, chiefly in the eastern and central parts of 
China. Some of these lakes are described in the late embassy, as those 
of Paoyng, Tai-hou, and Sec-hoo. Upon a lake near the Imperial~ 
canal were observed thousands of small boats and rafts, con5tructed for 
a singula1· species of fishery. " On each boat, or raft, are ten or a 
dozen birds, which, at a signal from the owner, plunge into the water; 
and it is astonishing to see the enormous size of fish w~th which they 
return, grasped within their bills. They appeared to be so well trained 
that it did not r;:quire either ring or cord about their throats, to prevent 
them from swallowing any portion of their prey, except what the mas
ter was pleased to return to them, for encouragement and food. The 
boat used by these fishermen is of a remarkable light make, and is 
often carried to the lake, together with the fishing-birds, by the men 
who are there to be supported by it". 

The large lake of W ee-chaung-hoo is also described in the embassy 
as a singular scene of nature, and of industt·y; this lake, with several 
others, appear to be omitted in the maps. That of Tai-hoo is sur
rounded by a chain of picturesque hills, and was full of pleasure boats, 
many of them rowed by a single female"'. 

l'\'louNTAINs. Conc~rning the extensiYe ranges of Chinese 
mountr,ins, no general and accurate information has yet been given. 
Du Halde's ample description of the Chinese empire only informs us 
that some abound with mines of silver, others produce marble and crys
tal, while some supply medicinal herbs. But the ancients give ideas 
at once general and precise, while modern information is often confused 
from its minuteness, and the consid~ration of the grand features of 
nature is sacrificed to that of the petty exertions of man. From the 
same author we learn, that the provinces of Yunnan, Koeitcheou, 
Setchuen, and Fokien, are so mountainous as greatly to impede their 
cultivation; and that of Tchekiang has dreadful mountains on the west. 
In the proYince of Kiang-nan there is a district full of high mOtmtains, 
which also abound in the provinces of Chensi and of Shansi. This 
imperfect information is little enlarged by the account published of the , 
late embassyt; and pet·haps Mr. Arrowsmith's recent map of Asia con
tains as authentic information as can be procured concerning the course 
and extent of the Chinese mountains. It hence appears that a consi
derable branch extends from those in central Asia, running south to 
the river Hoan-ho. Two grand ranges running east and west, inter
sect the centre of the empire, seemingly continuations of the enormous 
chains of Tibet. In the southern part of China the principal ridges 
appear to rnn from north to south. 

The Chinese chains .of mountains, some of which are supposed to 
rival the Appenines and Pyi'enees, may be seven or eight in number; 
but so imperfect is still our knowledge of this empire, that no general 
appellations have been conferred, and scarcely is the name of one Chi-

" Staunton, iii. 220. 
t The .Abbe Grosier's account is equally imperfect, and only filled with 

illle tales. 
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nese mountain known to geography. D' Anville amidst all his care, 
and exuberance of information from French jesuits who had long 
resided in China, lays down the mountains on his usual plan in all his 
maps, as confused spots scattered over the whole country, so that in 
this grand department he may be said to yield even to the meanest of 
his predecessors. 

FoREsTs. Such is the cultivation diffused throughout China, 
that few forests remain except in the mountainous districts. Near the 
:royal palaces there are indeed forests of great extent, but they rather 
bear the appearance of art than of nature. 

BoTANY. The number of Europeans who have been allowed 
to visit the interior of China is so small, and those to whom this privi
lege has been granted having objects of more urgency to attend to than 
the indigenous plants of this vast empire, we are as yet only in posses
sion of some scattered fragments of the Chinese flora. The neighbour
hood of Canton has been surveyed by Osneck, and a meagre list of 
plan!s is to be found in Staunton's account of the English embassy 
there. These are almost the only authentic sources that have been 
hitherto opened, and are calculated rather to excite than to satisfy the 
botanical inquirer. 

Amotlg the trees and larger shrubs, we find particularized the thuya 
orientalis, an elegant evergreen ; the laurus camphora, camphor tree, 
whose wood makes an excellent and durable timber, and from the roots 
of which that fragrant substance camphor is procured by distillation; 
euphorbia neriifolia, oleander-leaved sjlurge, a large shrub used as a 
material for hedges; hibiscus ficulneus and mutabilis, the latter of 
which is a tree of considerable size, and eminently conspicuous for its 
splendid blossoms; rhamnus lineatus; lawsonia inermis; croton sebi
ferum, tallow tree, from the fruit of which a green wax is procured that 
is manufactured into candles; ficus indicus, the spreading banyan tree, 
growing among loose rocks; salix Babylonica, 'weeping willow; fagus 
castanea, Sjzanish clzesnut; and pinus larix, the larch. , Of the fruit trees 
the following are the principal : citrus medica and Chinensis, China 
orange; musa paradisiaca, jdantain tree; tamarind us indicus, tamarind; 
morus albus and papyrifems, the ~uhite and jwfter 1nulbern; tree, the 
former of these is principally cultivated for the use of its leaves, on 
which the silk worms are fed; and of the bark of the latter, paper, and 
a kind of cloth, are made. Nor must the two species of the tea tree, 
thea viridis and bohea, be left unnoticed, \Vhose leaves constitute so 
large a proportion of the European trade with China. 

Several be<'.utiful plants grow wild in the hedges, such as gomphrena 
globosa, globe amaranth; impatiens balsamina, balsam ; and that elegant 
climber ipomea quumoclit; breckea frutescens, brionia cordifolia, and 
hedysarum pulchellum. 

Of those plants that grow in China by the riYer sides, or in marshy 
places, the most "'orthy of notice are the smilax china and sarsaparilla; 
.maranta ~'.<'.lm:go., grJangalr, used in medicine; nymph::ca nelmnbo, a 
species of 'ie•at~·,· lily, t~1e roots of which al'e esculent; arunc:o bambos, 
bamboo, the Lq~est plant of the g1·ass kind, the skm of which, from 
their ligLtne~s and strength, are ctppliecl to a multitude of useful pur
poses ; mimosa Chinew;is, aralia Chinensis, c<:culia ii1cana, and aster 
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indicus, China-aster, a common ornament of our gardens ; the splendid 
and capricious ixia, and the elegant azalea-indica. Among ruins and 
in shady places are urtica nivea, snowy nettle; canna indica, Indian 
reed; cassica sophm·a, convallaria sinensis, and hedysarum gang·eticum. 

Besides the multitude of vegetables that are cultivated as articles of 
human food, and which are probably natives of India, Japan, and the 
neighbouring islands, the following are found in a tl'Uly wild state in 
China, viz. three species of dolichos, kidney bean; D. sinensis, calvan
ces; D. soya, from the beans of which the tl'Ue Indian soy is made; 
and D. culcratus: dioscorea alata, yam; cucurbita sinensis, China gourd; 
nicotiana tabacum, tobacco; and convolvulus battatas, s~veet jwtato. 

The rocks and mountainous parts, as far as they have been examined, 
abound with beautiful plants, among which may be particularized ixora 
coccinea, a most elegant shrub, with large scarlet

1 
blossoms; nauclea 

oriental is; convolvulus hirtus; hairy bind~veed, with yellow flowers; 
monarda sinensis; daphne indica; and lobelia zeylanica. 

A few others which have been introduced into our gardens remain 
to be mentioned: celosia cristata ; mirabiiis odorata; crotalaria juncea; 
rosa indica, China rose; dianthus sinensis, China jzink; and barleria 
cristata. 

ZooLOGY. The zoology of China may be conceived to be 
extremely vari<;ms and interesting, as many even of the common ani
mals differ so much in their appearance from those found in other 
countries. Such is the opulence of materials in every department of 
zoology, that the reader must be referred to Osbeck, and other sedu
lous inquirers into natural history; for satisfaction on a subject which 
might extend to several volumes. There are few animals which are 
not known in the other reg·ions of the east, but an attempt to point out 
the diversities in the species would exceed the limits of the present 
design. Du Halde asserts, that the lion is not found among the Chi
nese animals; but there are tigers, buffaloes, wild boars, bears, rhino
ceroses, camels, deer, &c*. Some of the camels are not higher than 
horses, with two hunches, while that kind called the dromeda1'Y, with 
one hunch, is found in the northern parts of Africa, and other compa
ratively temperate regions, being more numerous than the camel. The 
musk deer is another singular animal of China as well as Tibet: and 
Du Halde has enumerated several fabulous animals, like the griffins 
and dragons of classical fable, among which is a large ape, which is 
said to imitate all the actions of man, and a kind of tiger resembling a 
horse covered with scales. Among the birds many are remarkable for 
their beautiful forms and coloms, in which they are rivalled by a variety 
of moths and butterflies. 

MrNEl.l.ALOGY. Among the metals lead and tin seem to be the 
ra~st. China produces mines of gold, silver, iron, white copper, com
mon copper, mercury, Jazulite or lapis lazuli, jasper, rock crystal, load
stone, granite, porphyry, and various marbles. According to some, 
rubies are found in China; but others assert that they come fl'om Ava. 

In many of the northern pl'ovinces fossil coal is found in abundance. 
According to D1,1 Ha!de it forms veins in the rocks, which would con-

" ii. 184. i. 32. 
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stitute an uncommon circumstance in the history o£ that mine:ral. The 
common people generally use it, pounded with water, and dried in the 
form of cakes. Du Halde says, that the use of it was dangerous from 
its suffocating smell, except a vessel of water were placed near the 
stove. Pekin is supplied from high mountains in the vicinity, and the 
mines seem inexhaustible, though the coal be in general use. 

Mines of silver are abundant, but little worked, from an apprehension 
of impeding the prog·ress of agriculture; an idle fear, for silver might 
as well be exported as tea. The gold is chiefly derived from the sands 
of certain mountains, situated in the western part of the provinces of 
Sechuen and Yunnan, towards the frontiers of Tibet. That precious 
metal is seldom used, except by the gilders; the emperor alone having 
solid vessels of gold. 

Tutenag, which is a native mixture of zinc and iron, seems to be a 
peculiar product of China; and in the province of Houquang there 
was a mine which yielded many hundred weight in the course of a few 
days. 

The copper of Yunnan, and other provinces, supplies the small coin 
current through the empire: but there is a singular copper of a white 
colour, called by the Chinese jzetorzg, which deserves particular notice. 
This metal must not be confounded with the tutenag, an error not unfre
quent. It is indeed sometimes mingled with tutenag to render it softer, 
according to Du Hal de ; but there is a better method in mingling it with 
one fifth part of silver. 

The Chinese musical stone is a kind of sonorous black marbl". Lazu
Iite is found in Yunnan, Sechuen, and Shansi. Several of the Chinese 
idols and small vessels are formed of smectite, or indurated steatites, 
of a delicate white or yellow, with a greasy appearance. The mountains 
in the north and west of China no doubt furnish a number of other 
mineral objects, which may have escaped notice, amidst the imperfect 
knowledge which Europeanshave yet attained of this extensive empire. 

:MINERAL WATERs. Mineral waters must be numerous in so 
wide a country, and the Chinese rarely neglect any natural advantage; 
but travellers do not seem to have recorded any springs especially 
memorable. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIES. The nattwal curiosities of China are 
in the like predicament. 
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CHINESE ISLANDS. 

IsLEs. NUMEROUS isles are scattered along the southern and 
~astern coast of China, the largest being those of Taiwan, also called 
Formosa, and that of Hainan. Formosa is a recent acquisition of the 
Chinese in the latter end of the seventeenth century, the natives being 
by the Chinese accounts little better than savages. It is divided from 
north to south by mountains, and the chief Chinese possessions are in 
the western part. Du Halde has given a short history of Formosa, 
which may be consulted by the curious reader, who on this occasion 
may perhaps recollect the singular forgeries of the pretended Psalma
nazar. In 1782, Formosa was visited by a terrible hurricane, and 
the sea rose to such a height as to pass over a great part of the island; 
but the Chinese emperor caused the damages to be repaired with pater
nal care*. 

The southern part of Hainan is mountainous, but the northern 
more level and productive of rice. In the centre there are mines of 
gold; and on the shores are found small blue fishes, which the 
Chinese esteem more than those which we call gold and silver fish; but 
they only survive a few days, when confined to a small quantity of 
water. 

The isles of Leoo-keoo, between Formosa and Japan, constitute a 
little civilized kingdom tributary to China. These isles are said to be 
thirty-six in number, but very inconsiderable, except the chief, which 
is properly and peculiarly called Leoo-keoo, and by the Chinese accounts 
is 440 ly8 in length, probably that ly or Chinese st<~.dium of which 250 
constitute a degree, so that the length will be about 125 British mile::s, 
nearly twice the extent which is assigned in recent maps. The cc..1)ital, 
called Kintching, is said by Crosier to be on the south-east side of the 
isle, while D'Anville and others place it on tbe southwestt. 'Yhen our 
otuthor affirms that these isles constitute a powerful and extensive' 

" Grosier's General Description of China, Eng. Tr. i. 225. 
t This may be a mistake of Grosier, or his English translator, for the work 

is far from being infallible. Yet upon the whole it is the best description of 
China which has appeared, and it is only to be wished that the compiLer h~.S. 
fJ.Uoted his autkorities. 
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empire, a smile must be excited by the exaggeration; but the natives 
seem to rival the Hindoos in chronology, as their royal dynasties are 
said to have continued for eighteen thousand years. These isles were 
discovered by the Chinese in the seventh century, while the Phenicians 
had discovered Britain at least four centuries before Christ ; but it was 
not till the fourteenth century that they became tl·ibutary to China. 
The emperor Kang-hi, about A. D. 1720, ordered a temple to be erected 
to Confucius in the chief island, with a literary college. The language 
is said to differ fl'Om that of China or Japan; but the civilization seems 
to have proceeded from the latter country, as the Japanese characters 
are commonly used. The people are mild, affable, gay, and tempe
mte ; and the chief products are sulphur, copper, tin, with shells, and 
mother of pearl. 



PART II• 

CHINESE TAT ARY. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

NAlllES.-EXTENT.-BOUNDARIES.-ORIGIN AL POPULATION .-PRO"' 
GRESSlVE GEOGRAl'HY.-HISTORICAL EPOCHS.-ANTlQ.YITIES. 

NAMES. THE vulgar name' of Tartary, or more properly 
Tatary, was originally extended over the vast regions lying between 
Tibet, China, and the Arctic ocean; and from the Black Sea in the 
west, to the utmost bounds of north eastern discovery in Asia. As 
more precise· knowledge has arisen, the northern part has acquired ' 
the name of Siberia, while the southern, in some maps of recent 
date, is known by the appellations of western and eastern Tartary. 
Yet even in this part, which might more properly be styled Central 
Asia, the Tatars, properly so denominated are few: and the most 
numerous tribes being Monguls in the west, and Mandshurs in the 
east. But the various nations subject to the Chinese have not been 
discrimi..1ated with the accuracy which Pallas and other travellers have 
employed in illustrating the origin of those subject to Russia. 

It is however sufficiently clear, from the account~ of Du Halde and 
Pallas, that the Oelets, or· Eluts, are the same people with the Kal~ 
muks, who possess the regions of Gc:te and Little Bucharia, with the 
parts on the north and cast of Turfan formerly held by the Ugurs or 
Eygurs, a Finnish nation who had wandered from the north. The 
Kal~as are also Mongu!s, as are tbe Ortoos between the Chinese wall 
and the great river Hoim-ho. It is equally ascert:~ined tl:at the inha
bitants of th'~ province oC Nershinsk, or Hussian D<couria, are Ton
guses, who are a chief branch of the li'hmdshurs*. And the Tagours, 
or Daourians, subject to Chiga on the eastern side of the great range 
called Siolki, are also Mandshurs, who extend to the eastern ocean, 
while in Sib"ria, the Tongusc:s spread as fat' 'rest : . .s the ri'f(;.L' 
Yenesei. 

• Dec. Russ. tome vi. ']53, &c. 
YOL tr. N 
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Upon the whole this extensive region might more properly be 
called Mongolia, as the greater number of tribes are Monguls ; or the 
western part might be styled· Tatary, the middle Mongolia, and the 
eastern Manc\shuria. The two latter are the objects of the present 
description ; as that of Independent Tatary will be found after the ac
count of Per!>ia, with which it has (as now limited) in all ages been 
connected. 

ExTENT. This wide and ihteresting pottion of Asia, which 
has repeatedly sent forth its swarms to deluge the arts and civilization 
of Europe, extends from the 72d 0 of longitude east from Greenwich, 
to the l45th 0

, a space of not less than 73° of longitude, which at the 
mediallatitt1de of 45° will yield about 3100 geographical miles. The 
breadth from the northern frontier of Tibet to the Russian confines is 
<>.bout 18°, or 1080 geographical miles. The boundary towards Russia 
l1as been already described. From the treaty published by Du Ha!de* 
it appears that the river Kerbetchi, b:::ing the nearest to the river 
Cborna (cai!ed by the natives Ourouon), and which discharges itself 
into the great rin:r Sagalien Oula, "\Yas the Chinese definition of the 
bounclal'y between the empires; to which were added the long chain of 
mountains above the source of the river Kerbetchi, and the river 
Ergone or Argoon. · The eastern bpundary is the sea, while the 
southern extends alcng the great Chinese wall, and the northern limits 
of Tibet. The western boundary is supplied by the celebrated mountains 
of Belur Tag or the Cloudy Mountain10, which divide the Chinese 
empire from Balk, and the Greater Bucharia; while the range on the 
west of the lake Palkati separates the Kalmuks, subject to China, from 
the .Kirguses of Independent Tatary. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION, The original population of central 
Asia, appez,i'S to have been indigenal, so far as the ;most ancient records 
extend. Part of the west was held by the Scytha: of antiquity, seem· 
ingly a Gothic race, who were subdued or exp:Jied by the Tatars or 
Huns from the east, pressed on tbe other side bythe Monguls. Beyond 
the latter were the Mandshurs, 'vho, though inferior to the Monguls 
in power, yet retain their ancient possessions, and in the seventeenth 
century conquered China. At present, the chief inhabitants are the 
Mandslmrs of the eastern provinces; with the tribes denominated 
Kalkas, Eluts, and Kalmuks, who arc Monguls as already mentioned. 
The information concerning central Asia, is indeed very lame and 
defective; and though the lrue Russian travelle1'3 afford a few hints, yet 
the jealousy of the Chinese, and othc1· causes, have contributed to 
prolong our ignorance concerning this intcTestinr.; rer;·ion. 

PRoGI:EssivE GEOGRAPHY. Thoucrh Ptol<::my have laid down 
with some degree of accumcy, the country oftLe Ser~s or Litde Bucharia, 
the progTe~,sive geot;raphy of ccntr,tl Asia may be said to commence with 
the travels of Marco Polo, in the end of the thirteenth century. Yet 
priot· to this epoch the victories of Zingi:;, arid his : mmeclialc -;uccessors, 
haYing excited the attention of Europe, the fri1r n:mo Carpini tra
Yelkd a con:oiderable way into Tatary, a;:cl found the emperor not fm· 
fmm the frontiers of China. This emoy was follo\ved by Rubruqui::;, 
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whose real name seems to have been Ruysbroeck, and who appears to 
have visited the countries on the banks of the Onon. But the travels 
of Polo being· more extensive, and more minutely described, he is 
justly regarded as the father of Tataric geography, and his description 
of the countries to the north of Tibet, including Tan gut*, and other 
names which have vanished from modern geography, is not a little 
interesting. Yet a dissertation, aided by the most recent researches, 
would be required to reduce his geography to any precision. 

The more recent accounts, among which may be mentioned the 
travels of Gerbillon, published by Du Halde, and those of Bell, with 
:;;orne hints of Pallas, may be said to embrace but small portious of this 
"'tast territoryt. The imperfect state of lmow1e«:lge concerning This 
country may be imagined, when even D•AnviHe has beenwhiiged to 
have recourse to Marco Polo ! 

HisTORICAL EPocHs. The chief historical ·epochs Df this 
part of Asia m'ay TJerhaps be more certainly traced in ·the Chii,ese 
&nnals, than 111 any- other documents. The first apJ.:>earance o-f the 
Huns or Tutm's may be observed in the -pages of Roman history. The 
annals of the Mo~ls, the most important natiDn, faintly il1mn-inate 
the _pages of A'bu1-ga-si-, whence it would appear, that prior to Zing:is, 
there was only ;oile eelebra1:ed cb.an named Oguz, who -seems to haye 
flourished about -the l30th year of the Christian era: The reigrls Df 
Zingis and Timur a-re sufficiently knoWn in general l1istory; but the 
divisions of -their conquest-s, and the di-ssentions of their successors, 
have now -almost annihilated the pawer of the Monguls, w11o being 
partly subject to China, and partly to Russia, it is sca1·cely con-ceivable 
that they cati again disturb the '{:>eace of their neighbo\:1-rs. 

ANTIQEITIES. Few antiquities remain to illus-trate the powet· 
of the Mongttls. Karacum, or Caracorum, also c-alled Holin by the 
Chinese, the capital city ~f the Mo-ngolian :power, is now so far ohli
teratc d, that geographers dispute concerning its situatioP, D' An ville 
placing· it, with a confession of uncertainty, on the rivet· Ongin, 
w-hile othet·s assign the hanks of the Orchon, alYont !50 B1·itish miles 
to the north-west. It is probable, that when this region shall be 
moTe fully explored by travellers, several ~ombs, temples, and other 
1·emains of antiquity, may be discovered. 

~ This appears to have been the country immed~ately tb the north-west of 
the Chinese province of Shensi. See Forster's Hist. Voy. and Dis. in th<! 
North, p. 107. 

t The notes to the Histoire Geneaoglique des ~ratars, Leyde, 17;)6, i:lvo. muo~ 
110t be for£'Otten amidst the fe.w materials. 



CHAPTER II .. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY .. 

Jt ELI GION ,---G OVERNllfENT.-LA W S.-POPULA '!'ION' ,-ARJ;IY .-POLl• 
TICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONS. 

RELIGION. THE religion most universally diffused in this 
part of Asia, is what has been called Shamanism, or the belief in a 
~upreme author of nature, who governs the universe by the agency of 
numerous inferior spirits of great power. The Kalkas were accustomed 
to acknowledge a living Lama, or great spirit embodied; a form of 
superstition which will be better illustrated in the account of Tibet*. 

, GovERNMENT. The government was formerly monarchical, 
with a strong mixture of aristocracy, and even of llemocracy. At 
present, it is conducted by princes, who pay homage to the Chinese 
empire, and receive Chinese titles of honour; but many of the ancient 
forms are yet retained. Though writing be not unknown among the 
Monguls, yet the laws appear to be chiefly traditional. . 

PoPULATION. Of the population of these regions it is difficult 
to form any precise ideas. As the numerous tribes subject to Russia, 
are found, under splendid appellations, to present but a slender number 
of individuals, not exceeding two or three millions, it may perhaps be 
reasonable to infer, that amidst the wide deserts and barren mountains 
of central Asia, there do not inhabit above six\millions. 

A proper enumeration would indeed depend upon authentic inquiries 
into the state of the va~ious tribes. The country of the I'I<Iandshurs. 
is, by the Chinese, divided into three great governments. 1. That of 
Chinyang, comprising Lcaodong, surrounded, in part, by a strong 
hanier of woou. Th~ chief town is Chin yang, also caHed Mugdenby 
the Mandshurs, still a considerable place, with a mans oleum of Kunchi, 
regarded as the conqueror o[ China, and the founder of the reigning 
L:nily)'. 2. The r;ovemment of Kiren-Oula, which extends far to the 
north-east, where there are man" forests and deserts on bot!-1 sides of 
the great river ~agdien. Kit>c.:n;,. the capital, stands on the river Son~ 
g '.ri, which falls into the Sagalien or Amlll', and was the residence of 
L'.: l\f,mdshur gen.cral, ·w!10 acted as viceroy:j:. 3. The government of 
'f~itc~Jicz,~, so called, from a town recently founded on the Nanni Oula, 
\'' i1ere '" Chinese r;arrison is stationed. The Russians call this province 
D<.ourL .. , from the tribe 'fas'"Ouri, who possess a great part of thi:> 

"' A curioas accnunt of th~ religion of the 1\!cnguls may be found in tl1e 
$ix•h velum'" oF l:bt: DL'cou-,<;'rtes Nucsfs. The ~·el!ungs or priests ar-: the gy!onc~ 
q.f 1 iber, a:al the other .i.'eatur..::..:. st.:rn to corr~~po.1tL 

t La C:ru;J., :i. 221. t Du Ha!ue. iv. 7, 
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telTitory. The western boundary is the river Argoon, the frontier 
between Russia and China is also marked in the treaty by another 
river, the Kerbetchi, which seems to have vanished from recent maps. 
These provinces having ~een the1 s~at of the Mandshu~ monar~by 
before the conquest of Chma, have smce that event remamed subject 
to their ancient sovereigns. 

In this division may also be named Corea, which has for many 
centuries acknowledged the authority of China, and which boasts a 
considerable population. The language, according to Du Halde, differs 
from the Chine~e, and from what he calls the Tataric, probably the 
J.\tlandshur. That writ~r may oe consulted for a more pm;ticular 
account of this extensive province; the geography of which still remains 
rather doubtful. 

To the west are various tribes of Monguls; as the Kalkas; those 
around koko Nor, or the Blue Lake, who are also called Oelets, Eluts, 
or Kalmuks, 'the 'terms only implying particular Mongul branches. 
The Eluts have -been greatly reduced by two destructive wars against 
the Chinese, in 1720 and 17 57 ; and their contaisch, or great ~han, has 
disappeared. Their' country may be considered under three divisions. 
1. That part called Gete even to the time of Timur, which wme 
regard as the cotmtry of the ancient .Massaget::e, towards the lakes of 
Palkati, Balkash or Tengis, and Zai:z.an. The contaisch used chiefly 
to reside at Harcas or Erga, orl the river IIi, which flows from the 
south-east, into the lake of Balkash. 2. Little Bucharia, so calied to 
distinguish it from the Greater Bucharia, which is subject to the 
Usbecks, a Tataric nation; but the people of Little Bucharia are an 
industriOUS race of distinct origin, IYhO are little mingled With their 
Kalmuk or Mongul lords. 3. The countries of Turfan to the north 
of the lake called Lok Nor, and that of Chamil or Hami to the east, 
regions little known, and surrounded with wide deserts'". Upon the 
w~1ole, it may, perhaps be £rmnd, that the Mandshurs r,re the most 
popi.1lous race ; and that the Monguls, though diffused through a vast 
territory, can hardly boast the name of a nation. The Kirguses, or 
Tatars proper of the west, are confined to a small and unfertile district; 
and may more properly be considered as belonging to Independent 
Tatary. 

ARMY. It is probable that this part of the Chinese empire might 
muster a large but inefiectual army ; and amicht modern tactics and 
weapo?s little needs be apprehended from a nevr deluge of l'tiongul 
barbanans. If the various tribes of lVIandshurs, Mon!;uls, und T2.tars 
were to coalese under some chief of !},'reat abilities, the political im
portance and relations of central Asia might resume their former L,me ; 
but their interests are now ·sd various and discordant, that while tllc 
empires of Russia and China exist, they can only be regarded as con
nected with the policy of these powerfuJ states. 

~ See remarks on the geography of these countries in the account of Great 
Bucharia, Turfan is commonly included in Li:tle Bucharia; and Getc is dee 
So01;garia. of the Hussians. Soongaria means the lefr· hand, as tbc3e lr'bet; 
;tdonng towanls the east, call Tibet Baronta!d, or the region on the right. 



CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

1IANNl!:RS AND CUSTO:MS.-LANGUAGE.-LITERATURE.--CITIES AND 
TOWNS.-lHANUFACTURES A_ND COMMERCE. 

MANNERS AND CusTOlliS. THE manners and customs of the 
Monguls have been alreaqy briefly described in the account of Asiatic 
Russia. Du Halde observes that these wandering nations " appear 
always contented, and free from care ; of a happy temper, and a gay 
humour, always disposed to laughter, never thoughtful, never melan· 
choly." And he adds" what reason can they have to_ be so? they have 
neither neighbours to please, nor enemies to fear, nor great people to 
court ; and are free from difficult business, or constrained occupation, 
delighting themselves only in the chace, in fishing, and -various exer
cises in which they are very skilful"'." 

The Mandshurs, who here deserYe particular notice, are little distin
guishable in theit· manners from the Monguls. By the ac{;ount of the 
Jesuits, they have no temples, nor idols, but worship a supreme being, 
whom they style emperor of heaven. But probably their real creed is 
Shamanism, or a kind of rational polytheism, not unknown to the Jews, 
who admitted, as appears from Daniel, great angels or spirits, as pro
tectors of empires. Of the three grand nations perhaps the 1\Iandshurs 
may be regarded as approaching the nearest to civilization, especially 
since thei1· conquest of China: and their advancement must have been 
greater, since the late emperor ordered the best Chinese books to be 
translated into the Mandshur language. Yet the Chinese retain great 
:mtipathy against their conquerors, whom they despise as a filthy race 
of savages. The Manclshurs are of a more robust form, with counte
nances less expressive; and the feet of their women are not disfigured 
like those of the Chinese. The head dress of thi3 sex consists of 
natural and artificial flowers. The g~n::r~! raiment is the same as the 
Chinese-[. 

LANGUAGE. The three languages of the Mandshurs, Monguls, 
::~;Jd Tatars, radically differ from each other. M. Langles published 
at Paris, about ten years ago, a prospectus of an intended dictionary of 
the Mandshur language, in T>hich he pronounces it the most learned 
and perfect of flc Tataric idioms, not excepting that of Tibet, though 
not written till the beginning of the seventeenth century, when the 
monarch charged some literati to design letters after those of the 
l\Iongub, nearly resemb:i:Jg those of the Ugurs, which, to the eye of 
::'1!. L:l.n;:;(c:s seemed to spring from the Stranghelo, or ancient Syriac. 

• Du lblcle, h·. S:J. t Staunton, ii. 358. 
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Yet from tf.e account of this author, it appears, that the Mandshur 
grammar presents 1500 groups of syllables, which he has analysed 
into twenty-nine letters; of which the greater part have three forms, 
as they happen to appear, in the beginning, middle, or end of a 
word. 

LITERATURE. Of the native literature of the Mandshurs, 
little is known, except that a code of laws was drawn up by the order of 
one of the monarchs, prior, it is believed, to the ccnquest of China. 
The imparted literature, by the translation of Chinese works, must be 
considerable. -

CITIES AND TowNs. This extensive portion of r\sia contains 
several cities and towns, generally constructed of wood, and of little 
antiquity or duration. These shall be briefly mentioned, passing from 
the west towards the east. 

In Little Bucharia appear the cities of Cashgar, Yarkand, Kotun, 
and Karia. Cashgar was formerly a remarkable town, giving name to 
a considerable kingdom, the limits of vrhich nearly con·es!Jondecl with 
Little Bucharia*. This town though fallen from its ancient splendor, 
still retains some commerce. Yarkand stands on a river of the same 
name, which, after a long easterly course, falls into the lake of Lopt. 

Turfan, the capital of a detached principality, is a considerable 
town, which used to be frequented by the merchants passing from 
Persia to China. Hami, Chami, or according to others Chamil, gives 
name to a small district, in the immense desert of Cobi, and according 
to Du Halde, is a small but populous placet. Some towns occur 
further to the south, but seemingly are only usual stations for tents, 
the Monguls prefelTing the nomadic life. · 

The ancient city of Karakum has vanished, as already mentioned: 
but to the east of the great desert, and near the frontiers of China, 
several Mongul town appear in the maps. Concou seems to be the 
Couch an of Du Halcle, a small town seated on a hill near a river which 
falls into the Hoan-ho. The others are yet more inconsiderable. 

The country of the Mandshurs contains many villages and cities, as 
Hotun Saga1ian Oula, so called from its position on that river, in the 
c;ountry of the Tahouria, modernized Daouria; likewise Tsitchikar, 
already mentioned, with .:\'IcrgLJ.en, Petouna, J<Gri11 Oula, and Nin;.;outa. 
On the north and east of the great river Amur scarcely the vestige of 
a village appears. Of those here enumerated Petouna or Peclne, was, 
in the time of Du Ha!de, chiefly inhabited by Mandshur soldiers and 
exiles, under_ the command of a lieutenant-general. J\'ingout::t was also 

• Histoire des Tatars, 388. 
t According to Petis de Ia Croix, in his learned notes on Shere~eddin, 

Yarkand in only another name for Ca~}Jgar; but this opinion seems cot)futecl. 
by the letter of the Chinese generaL See Independent Tatary. Kotun, whence 
perhaps cotton derives its name, is also called Chateen, and v:as a tlourishing 
city in the last century. Ben:in!r, 19.'l. 

f G~osier, in his descriptio:1 of China, i. 336, gives an irrte;~<;tin6 account 
of Hami, which is about half a league in circumference, y;ith t\vo beautiful 
gates. It stands in a fertile plain, v.-atered by a river, sheltered by hills on tho? 
north. The gardens and fidds are ddi~h~fui: ntl. hne a);O!.tes arc f~cr:d, but 
rhe dian-.o,ul.s seem fabulons. 
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the residence of a Mandshur general, and the seat of a considerable 
trade, particularly in the celebrated plant called ginseng, which abounds 
in the neighbourhood. Sagalian Oula* Hotun signifies the city of 
the black river, and is the chief Mandshur settlement on that noble 
streamt. 

The chief city of Corea is Kinkatao, of which we may be said only to 
know the name. 

TrrAn~~. The principal trade of the Mandshur country consists 
in ginseng, and pearls, fouild in many rivers which falls into the Amur. 
Exceilent horses may also .be classed among the exports. Cashgar 
WJ.s fonnerly celebrated for musk and gold:j:. The other towns are 
rather staticns ior merchants, than seats of commerce. But the 
emporia of t:!.c Russian trade with China must not be forgotten, being 
on the Russian side Zuruclnitu on the river Argoon, and Kiachta; 
opposing to which, on the Chinese. frontier, are correspondent stations 
ucctecl of wood. 

" In the Mandshur language, Oula signifies a river, as in the Chinese 
Kian:;-. Du Halde, iv. 530. Pim implies the same. In th~ Mongul.LWuren is 
a river; A!in a mountain, also 'l'abahan; Hata is a rock. In the Tatar or 
Turkish :rag is a mountain, Daria a river. 

t Du Halde, iv. 19. 
t Corea also produces gold, silver, iron, beautiful yellow varnish, and white 

paper, gi>~seng; with small horses about three feet high, ermine, beaver, and 
fossil salt. Du Halde, iv. 558. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

CLI~!ATE AND SEASONS.-FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND 
AGRICULTURE.- RIVERS.- LAKES.- MOUNTAINS.- FORESTS.
BOTANY.-ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY.-MINERAL WATERS.-NA
TURAL ·cURIOSITIES. 

CLIMATE. THOUGH the parallel of central Asia, cm·respond 
with that of France, and part of Spain, yet the height, ~md snows of 
the mountainous ridges occasion a degree and continuance of cold, 
little to be expected from other circutiistances. In climate and pro
ductions it is however fa1· superior to Siberia. 
. :FAcE oF THE CouNTRY. The appearance of this extensive region 
is diversified with all the grand features of nature, extensive chains of 
mountains, large riYers, and lakes. But the most singular feature is 
that vast elevated plain, supported like a table, by the mountains of Tibet 
in the south, and Altaian chain in the not·Lh, from the mountains of 
Belm Tag in the west, to those that bound the Kalkas in the east. 

PLAIN OF .-\.SIA. This prodigious plain, the most elevated 
continuous region on the globe, is intersected by some chains of moun
tains, and by the vast deserts of Cobi and Shamo, by otiners considered 
as the same, the former being the Mongul, the latter the Chinese 
name. Destitute of plants and water, it is dang-erous for horses, but 
is safely passed with camels. Little has been added to our knowledge 
of central Asia since D'Anville drew up his maps, from the materials 
furnished by the Jesuits in China, in which it would seem, that this 
desert extends fl'Om about the 80°th of east longitude f!'om Green~ 
wich, to about the ll0°st, being 30° of longitude, which, in the lat. 
of 40°, may be 1380 geographical miles: but in this wide extent are 
Oases, or fertile spots, and even regions of considerable extent. On 
the other hand, the main desert sends forth several barren branche,; in. 
various directions. 

AGRICULTURE. Among the southern Mandshu.rs, and the 
people of Little Bucharia, agriculture is not wholly neglected, no1· is 
wheat an unknown harvest. The soil of 50 extensive a portion of the 
earth, may be supposed to be infinitely various; but the predomi~ 
nating substance is black sand. 

RivERS. The most important river is that called by. the 
Russians the Amur, by the Mandshms, Sagalian Oula. The Amur 
is deservedly classed among the largest rive!'S: rising near tbe Yab
lonoi mountains, where it is first known by the names of Kerion and 
Argoon, and pursuing an easterly course of about 1850 Bt·itish miles. 
The Amur is the grand receptacle of the l\landshur sf.rcams~ among 

qn., II. 6 
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which the most consid~rable is the Songari, which itself receives the 
laq;e ri\"er Nonni. The Russian waters of Selinga, and Irtish also 
pervade a part of central Asia. The river of Yarkand, perhaps the 
Oechardes of Ptolemy, has a considerable course before it enters the 
lake of Lop. The IIi, which falls into the lake of Balkash, is noted 
in Tataric history. 

LAKEs. Some of the lakes are of great extent, as those of 
Balkash, or Tengis, and Zaizan, each about lso· miles in length. 
Next is the Koko Nor, by some called Hoho Nor, or the blue lake, 
which gives name to a tribe of the Monguls. Nor .is the Mongul term 
for a lake, w·hich, by the Mandshurs, is styled Omo. 

l\1oUNTAINs. The vast ranges of mountains which intersect 
central Asia have never been scientifically described, and few of them 
have even received extensive and appropriated appellations. It is 
highly probable that some of these ran'ges far exceed the Alps in 
height, as Pallas thinks that Elburz, the summit of the Caucasian 
chain, is higher than Mont Blanc: and probably the mountains of 
Asia are on .as grand a scale as the rivers, and other features of nature. 
On the west the great chain called Imaus by the ancients, the Belur 
Tag, or dark mountains of the natives, runs from north to south. 

In the eastern country of the Mandshurs, the ridges of mountains 
are laid down in the same direction. 

The chief difficulties attend those in the centre. Those on the 
Russian frontier have been well described ; but of the northern moun
tains of Tibet, and the sources of the Ganges, our knowledge remains 
impet-fect. Still fainter light falls on the riclg·es which run in an 
easterly and westerly direction to the north of the great desert. It has 
already been observed, in describing the mountains of Asiatic Russia, 
that the great mountain of Bogdo, gives source to the Upper Irtish, 
and must therefore be that delineated in Arrowsmith's map of Asia, at 
longitude 94°, and latitude 47°. Thence a chain runs north-west 
called the Golden mountain, being the main Altaian ridge, while to 
the south-east passes a rang·e called Changai. A ridge passing to the 
west is by the Tatars called Ala-Tau, and sometimes Allakoola, or 
the Chequered mountain. From the Arakoola, or Allakoola, the rive/ 
Ili runs to the north*. 

Further illustrations of this curious and obscure subject may be 
derived from the map published by Islenieff, a Russian officer, of a 
great part of western Tataryt. It is, however, to be regretted, that 
the ranges of mountains, which oug·ht to haYe been delineated with as 
much precision as the rivers, are rather faintly indicated. Passing in 
silence the smaller mountains named in this map, which are very 
numerous, some remarks may be offet·ed on the larger chains. That 
of Bogdo runs from the south-west to the north-east, about a degree 

• Tooke's Russia, i. 149. 
t Major Rennell i& inclined to lend little credit to the Russian maps, because

there is, as he conceives, an error of five degree of longitude, Samar'"and, for 
instance, being placed about long. sixty-nine degrees from London, instead of 
sixty-four degrees. But in this mode of arguing, Ptolemy would not deserve 
to be once quoted; and the Russian maps seem, on the contrary, preferable 
to <tll others, till actual observations can be employed~ 
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and a half from the lake Lop, or Lok No1·. The chief Altaian chain 
passes in a more northerly direction, terminating- towards the east at 
the lake of Upsa, whence it proceeds north-west towards the lake of 
Altyn; then bending- south-west, forms the boundary between the 
Russian and Chinese empires. But as .the greater Altai has little 
connection with that extensive frontier, it may be doubted whether 
Pallas, and Pennant have judiciously assigned the name of Altaian chain 
to the prodigious ridge which divides the Russian empire from the 
Chinese*. Islenieff marks the lesser Altai as being also denominated 
Chatai, or Ch:1ltai : and continues the Russian frontier to the west, by 
the chain of Uluk Tag, whence several rivers flow into the Irtish. He 
also lays down a range, called Algidym Zano, in the country of the 
lGrguses of the middle hord. 

The chain of Changai branches out at the further termination of the 
great Altai, passing south-east, as already mentioned. The mountains 
of Malgan proceed in an opposite direction on the south of the lake of 
Upsa, and the river Tez. Between the lake Zaizan and Cashgar are 
many rocky hills, the chief ranges seem to be those of Chamar Daban 
and Ajagu, to the so~1th and west of that lake; and the snowy range of 
Musart running east and west to the north of Cashgar, and continued 
by a still greattr chain that of Alak, also called Terek Daban ; and 
towards the south Belur Tag, or the Cloudy Mountains. This last 
seems to represent the Imaus of the ancients; while the range of Mus 
Tag, according to Islenidf, runs ea~;t and west in the thirty-eighth 
degree of latitude, giving source to sever~! rivers which flow north into 
that of Irken, or Yarkand. Ptolemy, indeed, delineates the highest 
part of the Imaus in the same direction, and derives from it the sources 
of the Indus, and Ganges; which last river modern discovery deduces 
from a range four degrees more to the south. Islenieff himself is sup
posed to be in a similar error, when he derives the sources of the Syr 
and Amu, or Sihon and Jihon, from Belur Tag, or the Cloudy Moun
tains, omitting a parallel range about two degrees more to the west; 
yet the space between these two supposed ranges seems idly filled up 
by what is called the plain of Pamer; and perhaps the Russian geo
graphy is preferable. According to Islenieff, whose plain map may 
be preferred to any scientific theories, the range of Argjun, or Argun, 
and Karatau runs north-west and south-east, between the Sihon and the 
Talas; while that of Aktau runs south-west on the south of the Syr, or 
Sihont. 

"'When the Altai joins this grand boundary, it is called the Chatai, or 
Lesser Altai. Hence Cathaian chain might be preferable. 

t The Allakoola of Mr. Tooke is laid down by Islenieff as the eastern pa1t 
of the Musart range, on the north of Little Bucharia. But the Musart of -
Pallas must pass in a different direction. 

Some little additio~al information may be collected from the fourth volume 
of Du Halde. He observes, p. 23, that the river of Kalka, whence the name 
of the Kalkas, rises in a famous mountain called Suelki, or Siolki. This name 
may therefore be applied to the ridge which divides the Kalkas from Chinese 
Dao~ria. The river Songari, p. 92, rises in the mountain Champ!, (Chan 
sigmfies a mountain,) famous as the original border of the Mand~hurs, and 
said to be always covered with snow, whence its name which signifies the 
white mountain. This appell;~.tion rna)'- be applied to the ridge which nws 
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The gpeat l'ivers of Onon and Argoon, with others that flow in an 
opposite direction into the Selinga, rise from the high ridge of Sochondo, 
the summits of which consist of large rocks heaped on each othel' in 
successive terraces. There are two vast cavities, or abysses, with per
pendictilal' sides, and small lakes at the bottom, whiCh receive the 
melting snows, and give source to torrents which precipitate themselves 
with a terrible noise amidst the disjointed rocks. This ridge is clothed 
with perpetual snow; and, after dividing the rivers of Russian Daouria 
from those that'flow into the Baikal, passes south-west, and joins an 
icy chain which runs into Mongolia*. 

There are some forests near the rivers: but in general the extreme 
elevation and sandy soil of central Asia render trees as rare as in the 
deserts of Africa. 

BoT ANY. Of the botany of the whole central part of Asia, 
including the vast territories of Chinese Tatary, and Tibet, we are as 
yet in a manner totally ignorant. No European naturalist has ever ev.en 
passed through, much less explored the vegetable products of tl1ese 
extensive regions. From their elevated situation, and thei1· rigorous 
winters, it is obvious that no tropical plants, not· even tho<>e of the more 
temperate Asiatic countries are to be expected in their flora; ;mel by 
the vague accounts of a few travellers combined with the little that we 
know of the sea coast of Tatary, it would appear that at least the com. 
monest plants are for the most part the same as those of the north of 
Germany, mingled with a few Siberian species. Hence.it seems that 
the territorial limits of the Indian and Siberian floras, are separated 
from each other by a broad band of Europ..::an Ve[j·etables, which, enter
ing Asia by the Uralian mountains, proceeds in a south-east direction 

:north from Corea, on the east of the river Songari. The river Onon, (a 
name, p. 514, of the Sagalian till joined by the Argoon) rises from the moun
tains of Kentey, which also give source to the Tula and the Kerion: p. 522, 
523. The Kentey is therefore another name for the mountains of Kinhan, 
or perhaps more strictly those of Sochondo: and he also mentions those of 
Altay, and those of Trangha, and Cocoy. His Hangai, to the south-east of 
Altay, is the Changai of Pallas, and probably the Trangha is the same name 
disfigured by an error of the press. The Cocoy, he says, is a low chain 
between the Altay and the Hangai; but this geography is unsatisfactory. He 
adds, that the river Hopto runs along the chain of Cocoy, and falls into the 
lake of Ekaral, to the west of Hangai, while the lake of Kirkil is to the east, 
of Hangai, and receives two rivers which flow from that mountain. See 
D' Anville's map of Asia: but that geographer's radical misconception of the 
width, and extent of mountainous chains disfigures all his maps. That o[ 
Islenidf greatly differs: but the Cocoy seems the Bogdo. In the Jesuitic maps 
the hke Upsa stands due north from Ekaral, while it is six degrees to the east: 
and the Upper Irtish runs north instead of west. 

Mr. Bell. i. 427, 8vo. observed a chain of mountains in the north-west of 
Chip a, about fifteen miles in breadth, in length above one thousand mile:~, run. 
nin.::; north aml south, and encompassing the greater part of China to the 
north and west. \Vhere he cros~cd the sandy desert, p. 405, it was twenty 
miles broad; but in some .places is thirty leagues. This sandy desert sh0uld 
1.>2 laid down in the maps like those of Africa. 

"Dec. Russes, vi. 21:8 •• • 254, where the last is termed the Gungurtian and 
Manstricaru a a mountains. The original German must be obscu:-e, for the French 
translation, and Mr. Tooke'~ extracts, sometimes present an unintelligible 
phraseology. The Gungur must be the Hongur of D 'An ville. 
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as far as the Tatarian borders, when:ce it stretches due east quite across 
the continent, to the river Amur, and the coast of Mandshur Tatary. 
The southern frontier of Tibet as it partakes of the climate of India, so 
it resembles this last in some of its vegetable productions, and for the 
same reason there are many' cotnmon features in the floras of Siberia, 
and the north of Tatary. It is probable also that peculiar species, or 
even genera may hereafter be found in such an extensive' tt·act. The 
only indigenous plants that we are as yet certainly acquainted with, 
except what belong to Siberia, 01' India, are that well-known and singu
lar fern the Polypodium barometz, called also the Scythian lamb: panax 
quinquefolium, ginseng, the favourite drug of China; and rheum pal
matum, which at least is one of the plants that fumish the true 
1'/mbarb. 

ZooLOGY. The zoology of this wide portion of the globe would 
supply an infinite theme, in which the camel of the desert might 
appear with the rock goat of the Alps, and the tiger with the ermine. 
The wild horse, and the wild ass, aud a peculiar species of cattle which 
grunt like swine, are among the most remarkable singularities. The 
wild horse is generally of a mouse colour, and small, vrith long sharp 
ears. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of central Asia has been little 
explored. Gold is found both in the eastern and western regions, and 
the former are also said to pt'0duce tin. As Russian Daom'ia exhibits 
so many >aluable 'substances, it is reasonable to conclud~ that they 
equally abou;;d in the Chinese territory, if similar skill and industry 
were exerted in their detection. The mineral waters, ancl uncommon 
appearai1ces of nature, have been little inve$tigated. 



ISLAND 

OF 

SAGA'LIAN, OR TCHOKA. 

TILL this large island was explored by the unfortunate navigator 
La Perouse, it was supposed to be only a small isle at the mouth of the 
Amur, the southern extremity being placed by D' An ville about four 
degrees, or 240 geographical miles, to the north of Jesso. By the 
account and maps of La Perouse, which have since been followed, it is 
only divided from Jesso by a narrow strait of about twenty miles in 
breadth, since called the strait of Perouse. The discovery and account 
of this large island, which extends from the forty-sixth degree of lati
tude, to the fifty-fourth degree, or not less than 480 geographical miles 
in length, by about eighty of medial breadth, is the most important 
portion of that navigator's voyage. The natives seem to approach to 
the Tataric form; and the upper lip is commonly tatooed blue. Dress, 
a loose robe of skins, or quilted nankeen, with a girdle. Their huts, 
or cabins, of timber, thatched with grass, with a fire-place in the centre. 
In the south are found Japanese al'ticles. A little trade seems also 
known with the Mandshurs, and the Russians. The native name of 
this large island is Tchoka, that used by the Japanese, Oku Jesso, pel'
haps implying further Jesso; 'while the Russians, who only know the 
northern part, call it the isle of Sagalian, because it is opposite to the 
large river of that name. The centre is mountainous, and well wooded 
with pine, willow, oak, and birch ; but the shores are level, and singu
larly adapted to agriculture. The people are highly praised by La 
Perouse as a mild and intelligent race. The portraits which he gives 
of three old men, with long beards, rather resemble the European than 
the Tataric lineaments: and La Perouse expressly intorms us that they 
are quite unlike·the Mandshurs, or Chinese. He Qbserves as a singu
larity thr,t their words for Bhij1, two, and t!trcr: are nearly the same with 
the English; and for this he refers to the vocabulary, in which, how
ever, ship is kahani: two is indeed tou, but three is tchc. The island of 
Jesso, and some others to the north of Japan, will be described in the 
account of that interesting country. 
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PART III. 

CHINESE EMPIRE. 

TIBET. 

N A'.\IES.-EXTENT.-BOUNDARIES AND PROVINCES.-:PROGRE:SSIVE 
GEOGRAPHY,-RELI&ION,-GOVERNMENT.-POPULATION,-MAN• 
NERS.-LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.-CITIES AND TOWNS.
?.IANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE.-CLIJ\IATE AND SOIL.-RIYERS. 
-MOUNTAINS,-ZOOI.OGY.-MINERALOGYo-NATURAL CURIOS!· 
TIES. 

THE account of this interesting country must unfortunately be' 
limited in the topics, as the materials are far from being ample. The 
recent narrative of Capt. Turner's joUJ'ney shall be selected as the most 
authentic; but it only embraces a small part, and for the general geo
graphy recourse must be had to more antiquated authorities*. Tibet, 
with its numerous independencies, may in fact still be arranged among 
the undiscovered countries in the centre of Asia. 

NAMEs. The name of Tibet, which is probably Hindoo, or 
Persian, is in the country itself, and in Bengal pronounced Tibbet, Ol' 

Tibt. But the native appellation is Pue, or Pue Koachim, said to be 
derived from Pue, signifying northern, and Koachim, snow; that is the 
snowy region of the northt. 

ExTENT. According to the most recent maps, Tibet extends 
from about the seventy-fifth to the I 0 I st degree of longitude, which in the 
latitude of thirty degrees, may be aoout 1350 geographical miles. The 
breadth may be regarded as extending from the twenty-seventh to the 
thirty-fifth degree of latitude, or about 480 geographical milest. The 

" For an account of N!pal, see Hindostan: and the authors there men
tioned may be consulted for a further account of Tibet. 

t Turner, p. v. and 305. 
l Probably at least to thirty-seven degrees, which would add 120 G. miles; 

for Mus Tag is, according to the Russians, the northern J.ounclary of 'I,'iltet:· 
and they pla~;e thl\t ran&"e in thirty-eig-ht ile~rees. 
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original population has not been acqu-ately examined, but as the people 
of Bootan, which is regarded as a southern province of Tibet, are said 
to differ essentially and radically from the Hindoos, and somewhat to 
resemble the Chinese; it may ~perhaps be concluded that they belong 
to that grand race of men, which approaches the Tataric, though they 
cannot be regarded as Mandshurs, Monguls, or Tatars proper. 

BouNDARIEs AND PRovrNcEs. As Mr. Forster in his travels 
observes, that the material for the shawls of Cashihir is " brought 
from districts of Tibet, lying at the distance of a month's journey to 
the north-easto~> :" and as Tieffenthalar, in his account of Cashmir, spe
cially mentions that Great Tibet is to the north-east of that country, 
and Little Tibet to the north-westt, there is every reason to infer that 
our maps are wholly defective in fixing the northern boundary of this 
country, which ought to be extended to the sources of the rivers of Little 
Bucharia, between the thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth degree of north 
latitude. Tieffenthalert also mentions, that the nearest route to Cash
gar would be through Great Tibet, but, this not being permitted, the 
passage is through Little Tibet, tqe capital of which, Ascardu, is eight 
day's journey from the north limit of Cashmir. Further on is Schakar: 
and after tt'avelling thence fm fifteen clays, through thick forests, 
appears the frontier of Little Tibet. In other fifteen clays the caravan 
reaches Cashgar, formerly the residence of the prince; but it is now 
at Yarkand, ten days further to the northll· 

These clear testimonies of two intelligent travellers seem to evince 
that the northern boundary of Tibet may be safely extended two degrees 
fmtherthan it appears in ou~· best maps, in which there is no purtion of 
Great Tibet to the north-east of Cashmir. It would seem that the Chi
nese Lamas, in their great haste to escape from the Eluts, who attacked 
Lassa**, were contented with bare reports, not only concerning the 
sources of the Ganges, but the whole western provinces of Tibet. 
From their rude drawings, D' An ville placed the northern limit of this 
country, (as well as of Cashmir) in latitude thirty-four degrees, and 
when Major Rennell judiciously, but cautiously, moved it one degree 
further to the north, he might safely have extended it at lea§t three 
degrees. The source of the Ganges stood in the Chinese map, latitude 
twenty-nine degrees thirty minutes: D'Anville fonnd it indispensable to 
raise it to thirty-two degrees, and Renne!l to thirty-three de~rees fifteen 
minutest r. Hence it appears that one mdical defect, in· that very 
imperfect and erroneous map, was the great diminution of the latitude. 
To fill up this deficiency, geographers have here introduced the great 
sandy desert of Cobi; which, as appears from Marco Polo, and other 
travellers, is in the centre of Asia, correspol}ding in latitude with that 

.r. VoL ii. p. 18. t Bernot!lli, Tome 1. p. 77. t P. 84·. 
I/ This last intelligence is new, but as all onr maps place Yarkand to the 

south, the sole testimony of Tieffenthaler C<tnnot be followed. He adds that 
from Cashgar to Cathay,. or the north-west of China, the ·caravans occupy 
two months, a space which agrees with the positions. As Little Tibet is to 
the ncrth of Cashmir, and is bounded on the east by Gr.eat Tibet, (Bernier) 
it is clear that the latter must extend further north than our maps bear. 

~·• Du Halde, iv. 577. tt Rennell, 310. 
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of Sha:mo, on the north of China, beginning near Yarkand, but spread
ing into a far widet· expanse at the city of Lop, further to the east*. 

The extracts from Giorgi, and others, concerr:ing· Tibet, in Ber
noulli's third volume, bear that it is divided into three parts, Uppe;·, 
Middle, and Lower. Upper Tibet chiefly comprises the province of 
Nagari, full of horrible rocks, and mountains covered with eternal 
snow. Middle Tibet contains the provinces of Shang, Ou, and Kiang·; 
while the prov-inces of Lower Tibet are Takbo, Congbo, and Kahang. 

In this division the countries of Lata, or Ladak, (L«tact) and Bre
guiong, or Bramascion, (perhaps Sirinagur, which abounds with Bra
ruins,) mentioned in another here given, being omitted, it is probable 
that they constitute, with Nagari, what is called Upper Tibet. 

Many of these provinces are again subdivided: for instance Nagari, 
which is considered as a kingdom of three departments, Sangkar, 
Pourang, and Tamo (Dam, or Daum ?). Shang is on the west, 
bounded by Nipal. The province of Ou contains LRssa, the capital 
of Tibet. Kiang is to the north (north-east) of Ou; and is inhabited 
by mingled Tibetans and Monguls in tents. Kahang is in the south
east, bordering· on the Birmans, and is divided into twelve departments+. 

To these must be added the wid!: region of Amdoa, if it be not the 
same with Kahang, but it seems more probably to embrace the con. 
fines towards China, as the natives are remarkably ingenious, and :speal,_ 
the Chinese language. The country of Hor is situated betwixt Tatary 
and the provinces of Nagari and Ki,mg, and seems to be the Hohonor 
of our maps. In tracing these numerm:s provinces, the map of the 
L:.,lws wi!l be found entirely useless. Our llootan is by the natives 
styled Decpo, or Takbo: all the countries to the west of which, as. 
JVIoringa, or J.Vlorung·, 1\Iocampour, Nipal, Gm-ca, and Kemaoon, (for 
Alrrlora is only a city,) are not considered as parts of Tibet. The con. 
fusion of Chinese, Mongul, and Tibetan appellations has been a gTeat 
impediment in the geography of this extensive coun~ry ; the nortL-:.:a-,t 
part of which was, with the Chinese prorince of Shem!, bdore the 
great wall \Vas extended in this quarter, the celeLrated Tangut of 
oriental history and geography//. On the western side, high moun
tains covered with perpetual SllY.-.-, and with a!; t:1e tenlGL avalanche::<, 
and other features of the Swiss Alps, h<~v-: ill all [i:;"e3 prevented tl1e 
Per~i:ms, aod the conqut:i·ors of Buch:::.ria from iLv,, ii.1g t!.i;; cou!ltrv ; 
while t!'le deserts i11 t:Je north-east have pn ,"\.:d iuc·R:.:ccu'll batTi,:rs 
a;_:;,,inst the ::'.!ong:.tls a1~d E~uts. These abwot inJ.cces3tb!e W~'i·.:::m 

"' Paul. Venet. Cap. 43, 44. edit. Muller, 1671, 4to. 
t By Desi:l.eri's accou.Jt Lett, Ed.if. :-.;v. ancl Asrley, iv. 4.53, Latac forms a 

kind of detached sovereignty. The rown is seven miles north of the river 
Lachu, \\'tltch falls into the Ganges (rather the btl us, for Gmzga only mean~ 
the river.) Chaparong stand~ eig·hty rr~iL:~s south~easc 7 1Jroba!.>ly o~l anothe1.., 
:river vY-hich joins the Indus. I£ LatJ.c, or Chapa.ror:g· stocJ. r .. .:ar ~he G2-n.t,·es, 
they ·would L·~ \veil know a to the llind.oo ~Jil;rin1s, ,~,·Llc:D. i':J not t;1.._, cas~. 

t Pen,n. iaf,nns us that the secu\tr pri~1c~s h~1.d n!~'ps 'Jf t.:.1·~ 't.~u·sj, and. 
it is to be regr~':t\.:J th:tt our C•l\'OY t;; ln~;t requc'->t one Ir0m th~ l:.t!r~. 

IJ Irt the GcJ."JUGln y~·vri-.. c:1IL::d i··~·c.~: =}le11·!·.·1rs of the l~'.j:~h, cf wt11c:l1 Pc,11J.~ 
pqbliohecl four volumes 8vo. 17(\J, there is Y'-'L i. ar: account of Tibet from the. 
rcp,,;·ts of the lamas to Mulier and l':tll<tS. In ·;~l iv. r<.tc'.r,l~l:ll lzas. 
abotr<eccet.l rtll the inceliic;ence concer,ing tl1is ccuntry. 

VOL. I!. I' 
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mountains have also prevented travellers from penetrating in that 
quarter, which is little better known at present than in the time of 
Ptolemy. 

PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
Tibet chiefly d2.tes from a recent period; for though Ptolemy's know
ledge ext:.:m:ed to t:,e golden Chersonnese, or Pegu, and the western 
shores of the ~-)i:..:t:~se monarchy, yet as his Seres, or the furthest inland 
people known to him in this quarter, were situated iH Little Bucharia, 
there is no room to believe th2.t the snm•-y mountains of Tibet had been 
penetrated by the ancients. The Portuguese commerce with the East
Indies may be s:lid to have first disclosed this ample region, of which, 
however, our knowledge, even at this cby, is lamentably defective. 
Yet Tibet seems to lun~ been the southern pmt of the Tan gut of lVIarco 
Polo", and other travellers. Polo, indeed, specially describes the pro
vince of Tcfxt!t, (;;<:ich he s::~ys contained eight kingdoms, with many 
cities and vill~:;e·;,) as a mounta!nous country, producing some gold 
and spices, a large Greed of do.;~, and excellent falcons. 

About 17. 5, the emperor of China being desirous to obtain a map 
of TiiJet, two lamas "·:::re sent who had studied g·eometry in a mathe
m:.ctical :::ctclem.~-j-. These lamas drew~ map from Sining, in the pro
,-ince cf ~3hensi, to the somces of the Ganges; which was afterwards 
examined by the Jesuits, and improved by them, so far as theit· mate
rials .-;ould admit. This map, published in the Atlas of Du Halde's 
work, unfortunately continues almost the sole authority, and is followed, 
with a few variations, by the most recent geogt·aphers. It seems but 
of doubtful ucdit, especially in the western pal'ts, where the source of 
the Gan;cs is confessedly only from the report of some Tibetan lamast; 
whence it is no wonder that recent r.cconnts seem to evince it to be 
erroneous, nor is it certain whether the adj~~ccnt parts haYe Lamas or 
Bramins. In the south the Chinese Lamas certainly never passed the 
ridge of Himmala: whence Xi pal, Boot:m, and other countries are 
omitted; an:l even the n:1.mcs i!1 g·ener2.l appear rather to be arbitrary 
Chinese tet·ms t!1an re.tl app.clbtives of places, so that in Let we may 
be said to possess no map of Tibd ia this the nineteenth century, 
Other most suspic·;u"s circumstallccs in the pretenc\cd Chinese Atl~s 
of Tibet ar-:, t:ut ttH::l'c a1~ no ckt;nct names of small kingdoms, states, 
or provinces, though from recent accounts these seem particularly to 
abound i,J t:1c couatry; and tiLt the great ri\-d' Gogra is totally 
un:mown ::jJd oc;litted. 

Th.: ::;·e:o;::i·~;plly of _c\.sia cannot be said to be complete till \'re haYe 
new and co!'l·cct maps of the c-:r,tral parts, particubrly of Tibet, y;hich 
:11.:y be u::i~d the heurt of Asia, '.\-;:,·t;ce- L:l.c str...:~uns of li;e flow into 

-the ,-:c•,c sout:Jem re:;:o-~s of t\i:,t c:-,_~.::::siYe country. The sources of 
th:; G~;11.;-.:'' .b.l Incb3, t}\e S.<np.;:-J, and all the prodigious and fertile 
stre.:..ms uf e:;terio;· ILLlia, <:.ncl of Cl:ina, bdong to this interesting 
reg·ion; mid i1lLBt be cx:.ctly trr,ce.J aut lk:iineated before we can have 
pi'ccl.:,~ : :l;J s · ~;!L~11c id~~c::. o~"' }~.:;i~~.tic g-eo~Jr~1p!·1y. 

:..L, l'l!1.: \'. ·r;,;.; i_z::>>.1 c.f Tiic.:t "~,,; t:1e Prester Jo:1n of the 
r;li:k!ie: ~·:cs. : ·,= -, ·ci·c not so::1·= nestori.:.n Chan :II and this strange 

' ; 
. -- ~~ ·;!. (:. :..J. t ;,_. t :f'u Halck i\·. 571. 

I! (>~c,'Jn, ,;ii .. E~. 
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appellation was as stt·angely transferred by Portuguese ignorance to the 
emperor of Abyssinia. Polo also informs us, that Tibet had been 
l'avaged by the Monguls, so that in his time it was almost desolate. 
The quiet succession of the lamas would afford few materials for his~ 
tory ; and the petty secular chiefs* of distinct provinces or kingdoms 
may perhaps som~imes be traced in the Chinese or Hindoo annals, but 
would little interest an European reader. As the tombs and monaste~ 
ries are often constructed of stone, some may remain of remote anti~ 
quity. But the idols cut in the rocks, are little calculated to impress 
travellers with the idea of much perfection in the arts. 

RELIGION. The religion of Tibet seems to be the schismatical 
offspring of that of the Hindoos,t " deriving· its origin from one of the 
followers of that faith, a disciple of Budh, who first broached the doc~ 
trine which now prevails over the wide extent of Tatary. It is reported 
to have received its earliest admission in that part of Tibet bordering 
upon India, (which from hence became the seat of the sovereign lamas;) 
to have traversed over Mantchieux Tatary, and to have been ultimately 
disseminated over China and Japan. Though it differs from the Hindoo 
in many of its outward forms, yet it still bears a very close affinity with 
the religion of Bl'ahma, in many important particulars. The principal 
idol in the temples of Tibet is Mahamooniet, the Buclha of Bengal, 
who is worshipped under these and various other er>ithets, throughout 
the great extent of Tatary, and among all the nations to the eastward 
of the Berhampooter. In the wide extended space, oYer which this 
faith prevails, the same object of veneration is acknowledged under 
numerous titles; among others he is styled Gmkma, or Gowtama, in 
Assam and Ava; Samana in Siam; Amida Buth in Japan; Fohi in 
China; Budha, and Shakamuna in Beng:1l, and Hindostan; Dherma 
Raja, and Mahamoonie in Boo tan, and Tibet. Durga and Kali; 
Ganeish, the emblem of wisdom ; and Gartikeah 1vith his tmmerous 
heads ['_ncl arms, as well as many othe1' deities of the Hindoo mytho~ 
logy, have also a place in their assemblage of gods. 

" The same places of popular esteem, or rdigious resort, as I have 
already hinted, are equally respected in Tibet and in Bengal; Praag, 
Cashi, Durgeeclin, Saugor, and Jagarnaut, are objects of devout pil
grimage; and I have seen loads of the s:•.crecl 1vater taken from the 
Ganges traveilin::;· over these mountains, (wllich by the bye contribute 
largely to its increase,) upon the shoulders of men whom. enthusiasts 

"' Yet Tibet was for some time subject to secular kings, called Tsan Pa; 
and the lama resided at Lassa with :>. power simihr to that of the spiritual 
prince of Japan. Those Mongu!s c:tlled Eluts conquered the secular prince, 
and transferred the whole power to the lama. (Du Halde, iv. 50.) See also, 
in the same author, iv. 570, an account of the disputes which arose bet\Yeen 
the ancient or red lamas, and the yellow, who, by the influence of China, 
obtained the ascendancy. In 1792, the Nipalesc having commhed great 
1·avages in Tibet, the emperor of China sent an army to protect the lama; in 
consequence of ·which the Chinese have est·ablishcd military posts on the fron
tiers, so that the intercourse between their country and Bengal is now pre
cluded. Turner, 441. 

t Turner. p. 306. 
t " This term is Sanscrit, and literally signifies Great Saint.'' 
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have deemed it worth their while to hire at a considerable expense for 
so pious a purpose. 

" As far as I am able to judge respecting their ritual, or ceremonial 
worship, it differs materially from the Hindoo. The Tibetans assem~ 
ble in chapels, and unite together in prodigious numbers to perform 
their religious service, which they chant in alternate recitative, and cho· 
rus, accompanied by an extensive band of loud and powerful instru
ments: so that, whenever I heard these congregations they forcibly 
recalled to my recollection both the solemnity and sound of the Roman 
Catholic mass." 

Perhaps this similarity may arise from the nes,torian form of christ~ 
anity, supposed to have anciently made some progress in this country. 
·There are numerous monasteries containing crowds of gylongs, or 
monks, with a few annecs, or nuns. 

GovERNMENT. The ruling government is the spiritual, though 
the lama were accustomed to appoint a tijw, or secular regent, a right 
which has probably paso:ed to the Chinese emperor. In Bootan, gene
rally considered as a pl'Ovince of Tibet, there is a rajD, or prince, called 
Daeb, whose authority, however, is far fl'Om being firm, or extensive. 
The laws must, like the l'eligion, bear some affinity to that of the 
Hindoos. 

PoPULATION. No estimate of the population of Tibet seems to 
have been attempted, but as the country may be said to be wholly 
mountainous, and the climate excessively cold, even under the twenty~ 
seventh degree of latitude, (the influence of mountains being far supe
rior to that of imaginary zones,) the people are thinly scattered, and 
the number of males far exceeds that of females. From the ease with 
which the conquest w;;.s effected by the Eluts, and othe1· circumstances, 
it can scarcely be conceived that a monarch of all Tibet cou!d have 
brought into the field an army of more than 50,000; and allowing that 
(exclusivt of the numc;·ous monks) only eve;·y tenth person assumed 
arms, the population would be half a million, a circumstance which 
will not surprise those who consider that a few families in central Asia 
assume tht,: name of a nation. But tbis number is· probably fai' too 
sma!l; and it c::..n only be said that the population seems scanty. The 
ar.cicnt nomadic crmvds are now reduced to a small number, from the 
extensive bands who followed their victorious chiefs having settled in 
more civilized countries, and from the natmal progress of human 
affairs, which leads mankind to exchange a severe climate, and barren 
soil, for more ferti)e, and favoured regions. From these and other 
causes, the population of a country may become exhausted, as well as 
its veg·ttation. Even the numerous armies of the Hunnish and Mongul 
victors, were chiefly supplied with recruits from more southern coun
tries, previously vanquished: the miseries of war being the greatest 
source of soldiers. 

REvENUES. The revenues of the bma, and of the secular 
princes, seem to be trii1ing; nor c,n Tibet ever aspire to <,ny political 
importance, C}:cept in the improbable ca'><:.: that a supposed em perm· of 
HindosLn wuc canying on war against China. In a commercial point 
of ·.-i:.::"'' fricndsl;ip and free intercourse wilh Tibet migl:t open new 
aclvanta ;·es to our ::dtit;lill.:llt~ in Bengal; and in this design repeated 
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envoys to the lama were sent by _Mr. Hastil~gs, a governor _who pos~ 
sessed the most enlarged and enlightened mmd, and an active atten
tion to the interests of his country. 

CHARACTER. MI'. Turner represents the character cf the 
Tibetans as extremely gentle and amiable. Tbe men are genemlly 
stout, with somel~~ing of the Tataric features, and the women of 2. ruddy 
brown complexion, heightened li!:e the fruits by the proximity of the 
sun, v.-l:ile the mountain breezes bestow health and vigour. 

MARRIAGE CEREi\IONIEs. " The ceremonies of marriage 
are neither tedious nor intricate in Tibet*. Their courtships arc carried 
on with little art, and quickly brought to a conclusion. The eldet· 
brother of a family to whom the choice belongs, when enamoured of 
a damsel makes his proposal to the parents. If bis suit is approved, 
and his offer accepted, the parents, 'vith their daughter, repair to the 
suitor's house, where the male and female acquaint<mce of both parties 
meet, and carouse for the space of three day>;, with music, dancing·, 
and every kind of festivity. At the expiration of this time the mar
riage is complete. The priests of Tibet who shun the society of 
women, have no share in these ceremonies, or in ratifying the obliga
tion between the parties. Mutual consent is their only bond of union; 
and the parties present are witnesses to the contract, which, it seems, 
is formed indissolubly for life. The husband has it not in his power to 
rid himself of a troublesome companion, nor the w-ife to withdraw 
herself from the husband, unless, indeed, the same unison of senti
ment that joined their hands, should prompt their separation ; but in 
such a case, they are never left at liberty to form a new alliance. 
Instances of incontinency are rare, but if a married female be found to 
violate her compact, the crime is expiated by corporeal punishment, 
and the favoured lover effaces the obloquy of his transgression by a 
pecuniary fine." 

It is a remarkable characteristic of the country, that polygamy here 
assumes a different form from that of other oriental regions ; the 
women being indulged in a plurality of husbands, instead of the 
reverse. It is the privilege of the elder brother to select a \vife, who 
stands in an equal relation to his other brothers, whatever may be the 
numbert. The same custom is said to have been clandestinely prac~ 
tisecl at Venice, from views of family pride, united with poverty; b~1t 
in Tibet it is reported to be founded in the great paucity of females, 
when compared with the number cf m:lles, though a vast quantity 
of the latter be buried in the monasteries. 

BuRIALs. Such is the resjJect p .. id to f1c b•na, tkt his br:cly 
is preserved entire in a shrine; \l·':ile those of tbe inferioe pri ~sts are 
bumt, and their ashes presel'ved in little hoilow inngeto of metal. But 
in general the de:iCl bodies are e:~pose:l to the beQsts, and bird3 of prey, 
in walled areas; and an annual festiv.,; is hdci, as in Renzui aii.cl China, 
in honour of the dco.d. 

A curious idea of the manners and customs of t:-;e Tibetans may be 
fo1·mecl fro::n IVfr. Turner's account of his ;qtervic;w with the lama, then 
an infant not opable of speech ; for, in tLe spirit of t;1e e'-lstern 

" Turner, 33~. t Du Icblde and Turner. 
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metempsycosis, they suppose that the soul of the lama passes from. 
l1is late body into another, which they discover by infallible marks. 

Upon the whole, the Tibetans appear to have made a considerable 
progress i•1 civilization ; but the sciences continue in a state of imper
fection, the rear for instance being lunar, and the month consisting of 
twenty-nine days. 

LANGUAGE. The language of Tibet is reported by Du Halde 
to be the same with that spoken by the people of Sifan, on the wester~ 
frontiers of China; but as this province is itself sometimes included in 
Tibet, the information becomes vague; nor have the origins of the 
Tibetan speech been properly investigated. The literature is chiefly 
of the religious kind, the books being sometimes printed with blocks 
of ,-.·ood, on narrow slips of thin paper, fabricated from the fibrous 
root of a ~;mall shrub. In this practice they resemble the Chinese; 
while the Hindoos en;sl'ave their works wit:1 a steel stylus upon the 
recent leaves o£ the palmyra tree, (borassus flabelliformis,) affording a 
fibrous substance, which seems indestructible by vei'min*. The printed 
and formal letters are cdlecl the uchcn; while those of business and 
.correspondence arc: styled wnin. F1'on1 1\ir. Turner's account it would 
seem that the writing runs from the left to the right, as in the lan
guages of Europe. 

The gylongs, or monks, pass through a regular education; and it is 
to be supposed sometimes teach children not destined to religious 
confinement. 

CITIES AND TowNs. Of the cities and towns of Tibet little is 
known. The capital is Lassa: and several other names in the southern 
part assume the character of towns in the maps, though probably mere 
villages. Tassisuden, for instance, only consists of scattered groups 
of hovels. There being little commerce, there is no middle class of 
people, but the transition is rapid from the miserable hut to the stone 
palace or monastery. 

LAssA. Lassa, the capital of Tibet, is situated in a spacious 
plain, being a small city, but the houses are of stone, and are spacious 
and loftyt. The noted mountain of Putela, on which stands the palace 
of the Lama, is about seven miles to the east of the city. As La 
means a hill in the native tongue, this name may imply the hill of 
Pouta or Booclh. To the north of Lassa appears another vast range 
of mountains, covered with snow, which are clearly seen from Kam
b::~la, a very high mountain on the north of the lake of Iamlro or Palti. 
Lassa is in the province of Ou, <mel almost in the centre of Tibett. 

Enn·rcEs. Among the edifices, the monasteries may be first 
mention~cl. :Mr. Turner clescl'ibes that of Teshoo Loomboo, as con
taining three or four lmndred hous_ys, inhabited by monks, besides 
tempks, nw.ctsoleums, and the palace of the sovereign pontiff. The 
building,·s are all of stone, none less than two stories in height, with 
flat roofs, and parapets composed of heath and brushwood, probably 
to emit the melting snow. The centre window projects beyond the. 
wall, and forms a balcony. Some of the palaces and fortresses are 
describ<~d and delineated by Mr. Tmner; and the a::hitecture 5eems 
respectable. Bridges occur of various fantastic forms; sometimes 

~ Turner, S1J. t Renncll, 306. :j: Demoulli, iii. 227. 
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~onsisting of chains, drawn from precipice to precipice ; sometimes 
of beams, one end being fixed in the shore, while the other succes
sively increases its projection till the uppermost timbers support a 
short passa"'e of planks, thus resembling the t1pper section of an octa
gon. The ~·oacls amidst the rocky mountains resemble those of Swis
~erland, and are particularly dangerous after rain. 

MANUFACTUEES. The chief manufactures of Tibet seem to 
be shawls, and some woolen cloths: but t 11ere is a general want of 
industry, and the fine undermost hair of the g·oats, from which shawls 
are manufactured, is chiefly sent to Cashmir. The principal exports 
are to China, consisting of gold dust, diamonds, pearls, coral, (which 
is mentioned by Marco Polo as a commodity of the country*) lamb 
skins, some musk, and woolen cloths. Many of the Chinese exports 
are manufactured. To Nipal, Tibet sends rock salt, tineal, or crude 
borax, and gold dust ; receiving in return base silver coin, copper, 
rice, and coarse cotton cloths. Through Nipal is also C:1rriecl on the 
chief trade with Bengal, in gold dust, tineal, and music The returns, 
broad doth, spices, trinkets, emeralds, sapphires, pheirosa or lazulite, 
jet, amber, &c. vVith Asam in the south-east, there is no intercom·se; 
and the little trade with Bootan may rather be regarded as internal. 

TRADE. The trade with China, which is the principal, is 
chiefly conducted at the garrison town of Sining, in the western ex
tremity of the province of She:1si, where tea is greedily bought by the 
Tibetans. There is no mint in Tibet, as such an institution is 1wevented 
by religious prejudices; but the base silver of Niix1l is current through
out the country. 

CLITIIATE. The climate of Bootan may be said to be tem-
perate, when compared with that of Tibet Proper: yet the winters 
are Yery severe even in the former countl'f. " In the temperature of 
the scctsons in Tibet a remarkable uniformity pre,·ails, as well as in 
·their periodical c~uration and return. The same division of them takes 
place here as in the more southern reg·ion of Bengal. The spring is 
marked, from March to May, by a va1·iable atmosphere: heat, thunder 
storms, and occasior.clly with refreshing showers. From June to· Sep
tember is the season of humidity, when heaYy and continued rains fill the 
rivers to their brim, which run off from hence with ra~idity to assist 
in inundating BengaL From October to March a deal' and uniform 
sky succeeds, seldom obscured either by fog·s or clouds. For t;•ree 
months of this season a degree of cold is felt, Lr greater perhaps tinn 
is known to prevail in Euro1se. Its extreme scn:rity is me-r:.: pvrticu
lariy confined to the southern boundary of TiiH:t, near thcct ele·· .. ;Ld 
1\!Ilf.i'C of mountains whic:1 cli1·ides it fi·om Asam, Bootan, and l"<i\"'1-f ." 

Thus the distingui:-;hin:; characteristic of the climate is tb.t e::L,·-:mc 
dry and parci1in;s· cold, ,,.;1ich, u;xlcr the latituclc of twenty-six c;c':;r :<::s, 
llC~I' th_e -~onid zone of antiquated geograpl1y, rival-; lilcct or the Alps in 
L~LitUde 1o:·ty-~:x dc.T;Tet:s. 

FAcE oF TI-lE Cou:.:TRY. Feom tlx: s,.,_1;1e int,;:;i:;ent tJ·:wdler 
"·.; k<Tn, that Doot::u~, with all its confuscj :::..nc~ :-LL~>.::c:ss :UJLl!ltains, 

• ii. :.;7, '\Vhence was this cor"!? It was used as monev. Can it h;we been 
from the large bkt:s i t Turner, '300. • 
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is covered with eternal verdure, and abounds in forests of large and 
lofty trees*- The sides of the mountains are improved by the hand of 
ir~.:L!o;lry, and crowned with orchards, fidcls, and villages. Tibet 
proper, on the contrary, exhibits only low, rocky hills, without any 
visible vcgct:ttion, m· extensive arid plains, of an aspect equally stem; 
while the· bleak and cold climate constrains the inhabitants to seek 
refuge in sheltered vales and hollows, or amidst the warmest aspects of 
the rocks. Yet Tibet produces great abundance and variety of wild 
fowl and game ; Y.'ith numerous ±hcks of sheep and goats, and herds 
of otiJe, a;1d is in~:::;,:_:::d by many be:J.sls of prey: while in Bootan, 
fe\v wild :~ninnls m·e found except mon:~cys, and a few pheasants. Tibet 
peoper mm,t iE ~.:~d be considered as a mineral country, the mountains 
prese;;_H1;;' a pu:•_t!i:cr!y naked aspect, which indicates that they 
CJ'1'_:'. i:: ,.:c~1 or.::s, for the:: fLt:nes of la:'gc masses of metal are poisonous 
to vegetation. 

SCJII... The nature of the soil here prohibits the progress of 
'"!:'·ic•1lture. The vales are commonly laid under watet· on the approach 
of w!·1c,;:;·: i11 the spri;1g they are ploughed and sown, while frequent 
si10W'..:r;:; and a powerful sun, contribute speedily to manure the cropst. 
The autumn being clear anu tranquil, the harvest is long left to dry on 
the gmuncl ; and when sufficiently hardened is trod out by cattle. The 
cou;·se of cc;lti\':;tion is wheat, peas, and barley; rice being confined 
to a more southern soil. 

RrvERs. The chief river of Tibet is, beyond all comparison, 
the Sampoo or Berhanpootar, which rising in the western region, from 
the same lofty mountains that give somce to the Ganges, proceeds in 
an east and south-east directio:1, for about the space of 1000 English 
miles, to the confines of Tibet and Asam, where it bends south-west, 
aml flows illto the estuary of the Ganges, after a further course of 
aboctt 400 British miles. 

'fi1e Ho~m-ho and Kian-ku of the Chinese a~w derive their origin 
fmm the e:tstcrn boundaries of Tibet. Of the othet· riYers, little is 
known; but the g:·cat Japanese river of Cambodia, or i•Ltykaung of 
I"aos; t';,,_t of Nou K.ici, suppost.:cl to pass ncar Mart«bl;.n into the gulf 
of Pcc':u; and the Irrawady of t:1is L:,L cuu"try, <:.rc: all supposed to 
d~rih: tb::i:· sources from the mountains of Tibet, which may be styled 
the Aljli': o:: As1d. :;cr must it be fo:'Gotten tL~,t another Ll1'ge riYt:r, 
c~.a~.J ti:1e S:J.rdjoo or ~agra, \\·hich ~~~L~l' :-.. cJllr~(; of :J~oL:t. cuu n1ilt;s, 
ne?,i'ly pal'<dlel 011 tL~ e:J.st, with tLC\t of tlle Gan~'es, joins it near 
Chu;.:~:,) abo cicl'in:·s it.; ;,p;·;n2; from the: lofty \,·c:;t·::rnmGcntain ofTibet. 

LAE} ... s. ·rl:c:"'(: ~'dp~nc n::_~·ion:s contain, as U3Ua!, Lt~..11y L'.!,es, 
t 11e most CfJ:JsideL-1 )~·~ be},,~ re·:"'..:'i::-Etcd under the mu;:c: of 1'et~:iti, 
abo:>l eighty l:l'it;:;:l miks in Jc;<;~t.lt, and twenty-live broad. Tbe 
(:h~ncs~ hH!l.~s, v/:o dr~\V up t~:: In:tp of .. fibet, \\-blch g<-o~T~tphers 
st~~l c~:i:T in_ th~ ~.·,'~tLtt c~- :_J 1 .l~Jl:i ~·lYe' au~iloi:lti\;~:, h~.v-..: .~~~!._:u depict.ed la.any 

f.,i.;l;.::!· L .. ~~~ce:. Ll ·:.L·~ :;,~_'i..l!~:r.n l::._a't.) of the.; country-; \'/llLl'~ the-:!\~ certau1ly 
t.~:{Lsls C·l!C Yc: 1 ·_,i;i;.;t:Ltr, \1·h:c:1 ~t"i·~:~::-i tilL: ti:.cal or C!'ll(i\: bdl-~lX. 
L' . - II' ' .. , ,- ' i. t1 '>I,,_" t·~ ·,•l,,, ,.,",-: I' ! .... ..:,- ·] ' ' .A..: ... C..:_lLJ...;- ... Ul\.. ,)~.:.J. .. 10.~ &':> .h .... ··'·- J ... r. ...... "~~~l.l l.L ..:.......o~..:.:..~:;.l, \ll.lC l VL!. l;;.Lp~ 

C.'.li J~mclro Gl' l".,Le, tile ;_,u_ <tt>)'~L,,~<.:li ', ll'ob_JJly :i:i-mn Pt:iti, a y;)L,-c: 
\. -.1. ... b 
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which the original atlas of Du .Halcle places on its margin. This 
strange lake is represented as a wide trench, of about two leagues 
broad, everywhere surrounding an island of about twelve leagues in 
diameter; if true, a sing~1lar feature of nature. Even the smaller 
lakes in the south of Tibet proper are in the winter frozen to a great 
depth. 

MouNTAINs. The vast ranges of Tibetan mountains haYe 
already been rc:pcatedly mentioned; but there is no accurate geogra
phical delineation of theit· course and extent. Those in the west and 
south seem to bend in the form of a crescent, from the sources of 
the Ganges, to:> the frontiers of Asam, in a north-west and south-east 
direction. To the north of Sampoo a parallel and yet higher ridg·e 
seems to extend, the northern extremities abounding with large frozen 
lakes. In Du Halde's atlas, 'vhich was ch-awn up by the able D'Anville, 
the mountains w:1ich gi,,e source to the Ganges are called those of 
Kentaisse, and seem to belong to the northern chain known by many 
local names ; but the chief ele;-ation appears as usual to be central, to 
the south of the lake Terkiri, bein3" called Koiran, an appellation 
which might therefore be scientifically extended to the whole chain, if 
that of Kantel (t:1e western part) be rejected. The southern rang~ 
also presents many names of distinct mountains, but the Hindoo pame 
of Himmala is preferabk*. 

From these great ranges many branches extend north and south as 
in the Alps, and their names rnay perhaps be traced, but with little 
acctJracy, in the general map of Tibet, and atlas of the provinces, 
drawn up by D' A1wille from the sketches of the missionaries, and 

'already repeatedly quoted. 
FoRESTS. Bootan, the southern province of Tibet, abounds 

with forests containing many European trees, though the oak be 
wanting; and several peculiar to Asia. Nip:1l, the aqjoining province 
to the west, probal>ly presents similar features. The high snowy 
mountains which contain the somces of the Ganges are perhaps barren 
of vegdation, a charactel' generally applicable to Tibet proper. 

ZooLOGY. In Bootan few wild animals are observable, except 
monkeys; but Tibet abounds with game of various descriptions. The 
horses al'e of a small size, or what we term ponies, but spirited to a 
degl'ee of obotinacy. The cattle are also dimim1tive. The tlocks of 
sheep are numerous, commonly small, with bl<J,ck heads and legs; 
th~ wobl soft, and ti1e mutton excellent. It is a peculiarit~7 of the 
countl·y that the latt<:r food is generally eaten raw. Ylhen dried in 
the frosty ait· it is not disagreeable, in this state, to an European 
palatet. 

The go:tts are numerous, and celebrated for prcdncing a fine hair, 
which is manufactured i'ltJ shawls, a1-1d which lies bc;:1e~f1 the exterior 
coar~e coat. KOl' must t;1c sin6·ulJ.e breed of cattle be f01'gotten, called 

~ The southern range is the Himaloya (lmaus ?) of Hindoo m:"thc"hgy. 
'The Chumul::nce near Phari, on the north frontier of Bootan, is one of the 
hi;heSt peaks. 1'urncr, 2v3. · 
· D n Halde's map of Tibet seems to exclude Bootan, and several province~ 
on the sonth·w~st. ' · 

t Turner, 302. 
yoL. ql ~ 
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Yak by the Tatars, covered with thick long hair: the tail being pecu
liarly flowing and glossy, and an article of luxury in the east, where it 
is used to drive away the flies, and sometimes dried for ornaments. 
These cattle do not low, but, when uneasy, make a kind of grunting 
sound, whence the breed is called the bos grunniens. 

The musk deer delights in intense cold. This valuable animal has 
two long curved tusks, proceeding downward from the upper jaw, 
which seems intended to dig roots, his usual food. The figure of the 
body somewhat resembles the hog, while the hair approaches the 
quills of the porcupine. The musk, which is only found in the male, 
is formed in a little tumor at the navel; and is the genuine and 
authentic article so stfled, being commonly black, and divided by thin 
cuticles*. 

The wild horse is also classed among the quadrupeds of Tibet. The 
tiger may perhaps appear in the south-east, but the many other beasts 
of prey, as the ounce, &c. are of small size, as may be expected in so 
cold a climate. 

The lakes abound with water fowl in the summer, many of which 
may perhaps be new to zoology ; and little is discovered concerning 
the fish and insects of this singular country. 

MrNERALOGY. The mineralogy is better known from the 
account appended to Mr. Turner's journey, in 1783, from which it 
appears that Bootan docs not probably contain any metal except iron, 
and a sfnall portion of copper; while Tibet proper, on the contrary, 
seems to abound with rich minerals. Gold is found in great quan
tities, sometimes in the form of dust in the beds of rivers, sometimes 
in large masses, and irregular veins, commonly in a gangart of petro .. 
silex or of quartz. There is a lead mine, two days journey from 
Teshoo Lumboo, the ore being galena, probably containing silver. 
Cinnabar, rich in quicksilver, is also fouruJ: and there are strong 
indications of copper. Rock salt is another product of Tibet. But 
in general the metals cannot be worked, as there is a complete defi
ciency of fuel : and coal would be far more precious than gold. 

T{le most peculiar product of Tibet is tineal, or crude borax ; con
cerning which, Mr. Sn.unclers, who accompanied Mr. Turner, gives 
the following intercstin:; information. " The lake, from which tineal 
and rock salt are collected, is about fifteen days journey from Teshoo 
Lumboo, :,_:d to th-! northwurd of it. It is encompassed on all sides 
by rocky hills, ••·ithout any· brooks m· 1·ivulets near at hand: but its 
waters al'e supplied by springs, which being saltish to the taste are not 
used Ly the natives. The tineal is deposited or formed in the bed of 
the lake: and those who go to collect it dig it up in large masses, 
which they afterwards break into small'pieces, for the convenience of 
carric>s·:~, exposing it to the air to dry. Although tineal bus been col
lected from this lake fer a great length of time, the quantity is not 
perceptibly diminished ; and as the cavities made by dig·ging it soon 
weal' out, 01' !ill up, it is an opinion Yvith the people that the formation 
or fi•e;:1 ti,1ca! is go~ng on. 'fhey have never yet met it in dry gi'Ound 
or hi;.;h situations, but it is found in the shallowest depths, and the 

"' Turner, 200. 
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borders of the lake ; which deepening gradually from the edges 
towards the centre, contains too much water to admit of their searchiag 
for the tineal conveniently; but from the deepest parts they bring rock 
salt1 which is not to be found in shallows, or near the bank. The 
waters of the lake rise and fall very little, being supplied by a constant 
and unvarying source, neither augmented by the intlux of any current, 
nor diminished by any stream running from it. The lake, I was 
assured, is at lea£t twenty miles in circumference ; and, standing in a 
very bleak situation, is frozen for a great part of the year. The people 
employed in collecting these satts, are obliged to desist from their 
labour so early as Octob~r, on account of the ice. Tineal is used in 
Tibet for soldering, and to promote the fusion of gold and silver. 
Rock salt is universally used for a1l domestic purposes in Tibet, Bootan, 
and Nipal.*" 

MINERAL \VATERS. There are many mineral waters in 
various parts of this extensive coantry ; nor is their salutary use 
unknown to the natives. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIES. The natural curiosities of this 
Alpine region must of course be numerous, but they have been little 
explored. Towards the north of Tassisudon Mr. Saundet·s observed 
a singular rock, forming in front six or seven angular semi-pillars of 
great circumference, and some hundred feet in heightt. This natural 
curiosity was in part detached from the mountain, and projected over 
a considerable fall of water, which added much to the grand picturesque 
appearance of the whole. He adds that the rock is laminated, and 
might be formed into slate ; and iron stones being found in the vicinity, 
it is probable that these pillastres may, like those of basalt, arise from 
the influence of that metal. 

Before dosing this account, it must be ob<'...erYed, that there is a 
district to the north-west of Cashmir, called Little Tibet, and which 
is supposed to contain the chief source of the Indus. nut of this 
country, which is also represented as a portion of the Chinese empire, 
little or nothing is known ; and even its very situation seems doubtful, 
for D' An ville in his map of Asia, has placed it to the north-east of 
Cashmir, thus representing it as the north-west extremity of Tibet 
pn>per. But Little Tibet is probably on the north and nol'th-west of 
Cashmir, being divided fmm Great Tibet by a high mountainous ridge, 
and yet a higher chain, that of Belur, from Great Bucharia. It is said 
to be a very mountainous and poot· country, pervaded by the Indus, 
and in the north full of forests. The capital is Ascardu; and further 
to the north is Schakar, as already mentioned in the observations on 
the boundaries of Great Tibet. Temic·-kand, or the fortress of iron, 
seems to command the pass between Great and Little Tibet : and the 
two Gangas of the Chinese mJ.ps (supposed sources of the Gan~es) 
are probably rivers which join the Indus from the east. 

• Turner, 40f.i. t 1~. 3JS; 
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CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

NAMES,-EXTENT.-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-PROGRESSIVE GEO• 

GRAl'HY ,-HISTORICAL EPOCHS.-AN TIQ.!JITIES. 

THE kingdom, or, as it is by some styled, the empire of Japan, 
has by most geographers been classed among the Asiatic isles, and has 
in consequence been treated with more brevity than its importance 
demands. For, excepting China, no existing Asiatic monarchy can 
aspire to superior rank, or is more calculated to excite rational curi• 
osity, fl'Om the singularity of its government, abundant population, 
progress in the arts of life, and peculiar manners of the people. The 
Japanese islands may in some measure, be compared with Great 
Britain and Ireland, forming a grand insular power, near the eastern 
extremity of Asia, like that of the British isles near the western 
extremity of Europe. Nor are ample moclern materials wanting; for 
the honest and industrious Ka:mpfer has given us a description which 
sometimes rivals the Britannia of Camden in miuuteness and preci
sion; and Thunberg·, an able natmalist, k.s in his travels produced a 
supplement; so that fe\v dc:flciencies rem4in in our knowledge of this 
interesting country. 

NAMES. :Marco Polo, the Lther of modern Asiatic geogra• 
pby, ·mentions Lpan by the Pamc of Zipangri or Zipangu. The 
inhabitants thcmselvc:s cull it Nipon, or .:'~i{u:1; ,,nd the Chint.se Sippon; 
and Jepuen. 

ExTENT. Tltis empire extends from the thirtieth to the forty• 
first degree of north latitude; and accordi:Jg- to the most r::cent maps, 
from the 13lst to the 14~(1° of e<lst ion~itude frum Greenwich. lk
sicles many smaller i~les, it presents two col)siderable ones in the south
west, that of Kimiu (i:Jso termed ~):ci:,okf or the westt:rn co~tntry); 
and that of ~ikokf. But by Ln· the most import~,nt i~h;nd is that of 
Nipon, to the north-east of tile two former. The gePr:,r<~Pl'Y of K:x:mpfcr 
ha::; b.:!;ll corrected by rect:nt Yoyages, acc<:r(:ing 1.o 1-1kcl: t::e k!<;:)~' of 
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Kiusiu, from north to south, is about two degrees, or 14.0 British 
miles, the greatest breadth about ninety. Sikokf is about ninety 
British miles in length, by half the breadth. The grand isle of Nipon 
is in length from south-west to north-east, not less than 7 50 British 
miles; but is so narrow in proportion, that the medial breadth cannot 
be assumed above eighty, though in two projecting parts it may double 
that number. These islands are divided. into provinces and districts, 
as usual in the most civilized countries. . 

To the not·th of Nipon is another large isle, that of Jesso, or 
Chicha, which, having received some Japanese colonies, is generally 
regarded as subject to Japan; but being inhabited by a savage p:::ople, 
is rather considered as a foreign conquest, than as a part of this civiE
zed empire. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The original population of Japan 
has been little illustrated; but the Japanese seem to be a kindred race 
with the Chinese ; though, according to K:cmpfer, the languages be 
radically distinct. But if compared with that of Corea, the nearest 
land, and the latter with the Chinese, perhaps a gradation might be 
observable. The Japanese may have migrated from the continent, 
when both the Chinese and themselves "·ere in the earlier stages of 
society; and the complete insular separation may have given rise to a 
language rendered peculiar by the progress of a distinct ci\·ilization. 

PRoGH.ESSIVE GEoGRAPHY. llefor:: the account published by 
Ka:mpfer, Japan had been imperfectly cxplort:d by the Portuguese; 
and since 17SO, the d.1te of .K<empfer't> publication, many important 
improvements have been made, that author having; failed in an exact 
delineation of the empire, which he chiefly derived from crude 
Japanese maps, and having erred so grossly as to confound the i.sle of 
Jesso with Kamchatka, from which besides the great cliflerence in 
longitude, it is distant about six degrees, or 390 geographic,) miles ! 
These faults are not indicated to upbraid this industrious \<·1·it~r, who, 
like all others, must only be estimated by the sta~e of lmowlec:ge, when 
he wrote, but for the information of those who, unaware of tile daily 
progress of geo;;r"aphy,. repose an undue co:tfiJ.ence on antiqu.lted 
authol'ities. 

HisTORICAL EPocus. The history of their own country is 
universally studied by the Jap;mese ; and K:c::1pfer has pmductd an 
elaborate absteact, divided into three epochs, thc iJ.Li.Ji•JU~) the doubtful; 
and the certain. 

The first e::tcnch beyond the juckic era of the creation, when the 
empire is fabk:d to hare been gov-erned by s::-r~n r;rcat celestial spirits 
successivelv ; and the !ctst havin<:?,· wedded a •¥cddess, the1·e succeeded a 
race of f-j,-~ demi:;·ccis, one of \~hicl1 j,, so.A ;:n have r"ig!l-::d 250,00J 
years, while the la~t rei;:,·ned mr:rc thw1 soopor!! 

The second ot· uncerLin epoch is by K~;np!~:l' intel·;;·o·ren wi~h the 
Chinese hi;,lory; this p:ut of Lis woi"k clemonstl'~_:.ing; tl1at lllc Japanese 
themsclve~ at least acknowled~;e thf;ir govel·mnr.;nt ancl civilization to 
ha\'C been derived from China. :-,in Nco one of these Chines~ 
monarchs, admitted by the Jnp::mcsc into theit· mm<1!s, is n:p1·c~ented 
With the head of a bull, or with tm.J hom~, "''" h::tri11g t::u~;Lt th~ us;; ot' 
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agriculture and herds*; perhaps the simple and natural origin of the 
Jupiter Ammon, and siniilar images of classical antiquity. 

The third or certain period begins with the hereditary succession of 
the ecclesiastic emperors, from the year 660 before the Christian era, to 
the year of Christ 1585, during which 107 princes of the same lineage 
governed Japan. At the last period the secular princes assumed the 
supreme authority. In general the reigns are pacifio ; though at very 
distant intervals the Mandshurs and Coreans occasionally invaded Japan, 
but were al.ways defeated by the valour of the inhabitants. In the reign 
of Gouda, the ninetieth Dairi, or spiritual emperor, the Monguls under 
Mooko attempted a gru.nd im-asion of Japan, after having conquered 
China about fourteen years before. The number of small vessels is 
exaggerated to 4000, and that of the army to 240,000 ; and it is pro
bable that numerous Chinese junks contained a formidable army of 
Monguls. But they were dispersed and almost wholly destroyed by a 
furious tempest, which the Japanese piously ascribed to the gods their 
pmtectors. In 1585 the g·enerals of the crown, or secular emperors, 
who were also hereditary, assumed the supreme power: the Dairis 
being afterwards confined, and strictly guarded, that they might not 
reassume their ancient authority. 

ANTIQ!!ITIES. The temples and palaces being constructed of 
wood, few monuments of antiquity can remain. Some of the castles 
of the nobility have walls of earth or stone; but the most ancient 
relics are probably the coins and idols. 

" Ka:mpfer, i. 231. Fret;~ch translation. 
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CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

RELIGION ,---GOVERNMENT.-LA WS.-POPULA '!'ION .-COLONIES.
ARMY.-NA.VY.--REVENUES.-POLITICAL Il\IPORTANCE AND 

RELATIONS. 

RELIGION. THE established religion of Japan is a polytheism, 
joined with the acknowledgment of a supreme creator. There are 
two principal sects, that of Sinto and that of Budsdo. The first 
acknowledges a supreme being, far superior to the little claims and 
worship ·of man, whence they adore the inferior deities as mediators, 
the idea of a mediator being indispensable in almost every form of 
religion. Tht;y believe that the souls of the virtuous have a place 
assigned to them immediately under neaven, while those of the wicked 
wander in the air till they expiate their offences. The transmigration 
of souls is of course unknown. They abstain from animal food, 
detest bloodshed, and will not touch any dead body*. 

" Although the professors of this religion be persuaded that lheil>' 
gods know all things, and that therefore it is unnecessary to pray to 
them upon any occasion, they have nevertheless both temples and 
cettain stated holidays. Their g·ods are called Sin or Kami, and their 
temples are styled Mia. These temples consist of several different 
apartments and galleries, with windows and doors in front, which can 
be taken away and replaced at pleasure, according· to the custom of the 
country. The floors are covered with straw mats, and the roofs 
project so far on every side as to overhang an elevated path, in which 
people walk round the temple. In those temples one meets with no 
visible idol, nor any image which is designed to represent the supr~me 
invisible being : thoug·h they sometimes keep a little image in a box, 
representing some inferior divinity to whom the temple is consecrated. 
In the centre of the temple is frequently placed a large mirror, made 
of cast metal well polished, which is intended to remind those that 
come to worship, that in like manner as their personal blemishes are 
faithfully pourtrayed in the mirror, so do the secret blemishes and 
evil quaiities of their hearts lie open and exposed to the all-searching 
eyes of the immortal gocls-t." 

The priests are either secular or monastic: the latter alone Leing 
entrusted with the -mysteries. The festimls and modes of worship are 
cheerful and even gay; for they regard the gods as beings who solely 
delight in dispensing happiness. Besides the first day of the year, and 

;~o Thunberg, iv. 1g. t lb. iv. p. 21. 
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three or four other grand festivals, the fi1·st day of the month is always
kept as a holiday. There are several orders of monks ancl nuns, <"~>in 
the Roman Catholic system: but human nature is every where the 
same. 

The sect of lludsclo wa<> imported from Hindostan, being the same 
with that of Budha o1· lloodh, reported to have been born in Ceylon 
about 1000 ye:1rs before the birth of Christ. Passing through China 
and Cm·ca, it has been mingled with foreign maxims, but the tenet of 
the metempsyclwsis remains; wicked souls bein:::; supposed to migrate 
into the bodies of animals, till they have underp;one a due purgation. 

The doctr;ne of their philosophers ~nd moralists is called Shuto, and 
partr.kes of the Epicure,m, though it acknowledges, ·with Confucius, 
thatthe purest source of pleasnre is a vil'tuous life. Tlii'> sect admits 
a soul of the world ; bet does not allow inferior gods, temples, nor reli
gious forms. Dy a singular inconsistency the persecutioi<l of the chris
tians gT~~\ly diminished the number of the Epicureans; who, in order 
to n:.-oid suspicion, are eager to retum to the common religion of the 
counttT. 

Soon ~cflcr the discovery of this country by the Portuguese, Jesuitic 
missioil~t:-': •:s arriYed in 1549: and their successors conti:med to diffuse 
their doctri.1e till 1638, when 37,000 cbristiahs were massacl'ed. Seve
r,~[ pe;·:,rccu,iom; h~td formerly taken place; and in 1596, upwards of 
20,000 :.we s:1id to have perished. The pride and aYarice of the Pmtu
t;uesr: com1;ired with the Yain ambition of the Jesuits, (who, not con
t_;:<1tec1 with- the it· station, endeavoured to introduce themselves into the 
gw.-e:·ning cotmcils of the nation,) first to contaminate and render odious 
t:~e religion ·which they professed, in its pure principles essentially 
opposite to s~1ch views, and afterwards to produce this mdancholy 
catastrophe ; the existence of the christian faith being thmugh such 
perversion found incompati\Jle with that of a state otherwise universally 
tolerant. Since that memorable epoch, christianity has been held in 
supreme t1etestcttion ;,and the ci'Oss, with its other symbols, are annually 
trample;_[ unl:er foot; but it is a fable that the Dutch are constrained to 
join i.1 this c10remony. 

GovERNMENT. The Kuho, or sccul:cr emperor, is now sole 
monarch of the co~mtry; bnt till near the end of the sevwteenth cen
tmy, the cl:.:il·is, pontiffs,- or spiritual monarchs, he1d the supreme 
ant<,o·<t.;', bein::; appo;nted by lhe hi:~·h cl:desi~<stical court according to 
tlu:i;· laws of succession. Y ct occasionally the appointment has been 
contro-.:c:rtc:cl; and Japan has betn raYag-ed by many civil wars. The 
ccclcsiasticll dignities were of six orders, some belongin;; to particular 
of1ise:;, others mc:rely honorary. The secular prince is accustomed to 
conE~r. "'ith the consent of t:1c d::tiri, two honorary ranks, equivalent to 
!'l\11' noblemen and knights. The ecclesiastical comt is chiefly occupied 
wi'..;l ute1·ary pmsuits, t!1C clniri res; ding at l\1iaco; and his court 
!'·-~m~',ns, t!lough no~ in L;., former splendor. 

The go;;ernment of cc'lch prm·ince is intru'>tecl to a resident prince, 
wi10 i:; ~.tric'.h- rcsuons;:)Ie ;;;l' his administration, his family remaining 
;li. t:Jl: c;r,_Jcl';);·'•; ~ourt as lw :ta~;-e<>; <n:cl he i:> him<>elf obliged to make 
"'l "l''-"1' 1 ''}J ··t····:··· t~1e .,,.1'1·\' ] ... ;,.,. ]J"l'J' "l11e(l w'1t'1·1 <>'l'C''t J10ml) ~" ,\.. •. ~ .• ''.1 ',,_Ll ,u~- .... , 1 ._1~:-· - .... J"-•!'::l ~ ~ u... n b • '" • ' 

anc, ... c.:o .. IL '"'H::cl -.r:th \'.·.\:~tJ;~ ~:rc~:cnts. 1 h::! emperor, as m the feu-
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-il.al times of Europe, derives his chief revenue from his own estate, 
consisting of five inferior provinces, and some detached towns. Each 
-p-rince enjoys the revenues of his fief or government, with which he 
-supports his court and military force, repairs the roads, and deii·ays 
every civil expense. The princes of the first dignity are styled Daimio, 
those of interior rank Siomio. They are generally hereditary, but the 
Siomios are not only obliged to leave their families at Jedo the capital, 
but to reside there themselves for six months in the year. 

There do not seem t1:l be any traces of a national council, or even 
assembly of nobles, which seems indeed foreign to the Asiatic man~ 
net·s, though it may be traced in ancient Persia. The cause of this 
defect has not been investigated, though it necessari.ly spring from a 
·<Jespotic form of government, universal in the civilized countries of 
Asia ; where the ebullition of the passions seems too strong for cool 
-debate or senatorial eloquence, and difference of opinion would inflame 
into mutual slaughter. The singular constitution of Japan therefore 
consists of an absolute hereditary monarchy, supported by a number 
:.of absolute hereditary princes; whose jealousy of each other's power 
conspires with domestic pledges, to render them subservieilt to one 
:Supreme. 

LAWS,. The superiority of the laws of Japan over those of 
Europe, has been loudly proclaimed by Krempfer. The parties them
selves appear, aNd the cause is determined without delay, Yet Kremp
fer's information on this head is defective, as he does not mention any 
'Code of laws, and chiefly dwells on the advantages arising from the 
exclusion of strangers from the kingdom, it being also death for any 
Japanese to leave his country. Thunberg informs us that the laws are 
few, but rigidly inforced, without regard to persons, partiality or vio
lence*. Most crimes are punished with death, fines being considered 
as partiality to the rich; but the sentence of death must be signed by 
the privy council at Jedo. Parents and relations are made answerable 
for the crimes of those whose moral education they ought to have super
intended; The police is excellent, there not only being a chief magis~ 
trate of each town, called nimban, but an ottona or commissary of each 
street, elected by the inhabitants to watch over property and tran
quillity. Two inhabitants in their turn nightly patl'Ole the street to 
guard against fire. 

The best proof that the laws are salutary is that few crimes are com~ 
mitted, and few ptmishments are inflicted. The brief code, according 
to Thunberg, is posted up in every town and villag·e, in large letters1 
{ln a spot surrounded with railst. 

PoPULATION. The population e~f the Japanese empire, like 
that of other Asiatic states, cannot be treated with much pt·ecision. 
Ancient and modern travellers seem to have passed this subject in 
-silence. Perhaps the Japanese have ·some prejudice against any enu~ 
meration, or chuse from political views to bmy it in obscurity; 'vhile 
the Chinese, with like design, may perhaps magnify the population of 
their country. All travellers however agree that the population is sur~ 
prising, and though a great part of the country be mountainous, yet 

• iv. 6.4. 
VOL U. 

t iv. 72. 
1i 
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even the mountains are the objects of obstinate cultivation. Thunberg 
observes, that the capital Jedo, is said to be sixty-three British miles in 
circumference, and at any rate rivals Pekin in size*. Many of the vil
lages are three quarters of a mile in length ; and some so long that it 
requires several hours to walk through them: and these large villages 
frec;uently occur at very short distances. Krempfer says, that the num
ber of people daily travelling on the highways is inconceivable, and the 
tokaid'-', t\1e chief of the seven great roads, is sometimes more crowded 
than the most frequented streets of European capitalst. In another 
passage he expresses his amazement at the extraordinary population, 
the highways passing through almost continuous villages, while the 
capitals, Jedo and Miaco, equal in size any cities in the world. Vare
nius the geographer, who justly esteemed this country so interesting 
as to deserve a particular description, has, from the best authorities, 
estimated the standing army maintained by the princes and governors 
at 308,000 infantry, and .'38,000 cavalry: while the Kubo, or emperor, 
maintains 100,000 foot, and 20,000 horse : thus constituting in all a 

·regular force of 468,000 infantry, and 58,000 cavalry:j:. It is probable 
·that this army does not bear a greater proportion to the population, 
than that of an European state in time of peace; and as the army dou
bles that of France under the monarchy, so the population may also be 
double. Perhaps a more safe estimate may be formed, by supposing 
the population of Japan to equal that of China; and the former coun~ 
try being about one tenth part the si;r.e of the latter, the population will 
be about 3o,ooo,ooo. 

CoLONIEs. Though the national laws prohibit emigration, yet 
where the Japanese make conquests, they seem to regard the country 
as their own, and to form settlements without hesitation. Hence 
Japanese colonies may be found in Jesso, and other adjacent isles: nay, 
even in isles of the Indian Archipelago, so that their Jaws, as in China, 
seem rather theoretic. 

ARMY. The army l1as been already mentioned as amounting 
to more than half a million; and the character of the people is singu
larly brave and resolute. 

NAvY. The navy, like that of the other oriental powers, is 
beneath notice. The Japanese vessels are open at the stern, so that 
they cannot bear a boisterous sea; and though, like the Chinese, they 
have the usc of the compass, yet it is inconceivable how they could, 
in former times, make voyages, as is asserted, to Fomnosa, and even 
to Java. 

REvENUEs. The rewnues o[ this empire are minutely stated 
by Varenius, according to princes and provinces, the sum total being 
2334 tons of gold, in the Flemish mode of computation; and taking 
the ton at only lO,OOOl. sterling, the amount would be '28,340,000L. 
sterling, besides the proYinces and cities which are immediately sub
ject to the emp\!ror. These revenues must not howeYer be considered 
as nrrtiunal, being only yielded in coin to the various princes. The 
emperor, however, besides tile large revenues of his provinces, has a 
considerable treasure in gold and silver, disposed in chests of 1000 tael~ 

"'iii. 232. ii. -3•15. and iii. 318. :j: Descr. Jap. Cap. ix. 
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or thayls, each being nearly equal in value to a Dutch rix dollar, or about 
four shillings and four pence English money. As the phrenzy of man
kind generally expends the public revenue in the support of an army, 
the real weight of the Japanese resources may best be estimated from 
the numerous army supported.* 

PoLITICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONs. Japan maintains 
no political relation.s with any other state; and consisting of islands 
without a navy, its external political importance is of course confined, 
if not annihilated. No dang·er is to be apprehended except from 
Russia; and it seems doubtful whether, even supposing the Russians 
capable of conducting a sufficient force through the wilds of Siberia, 
European weapons and tactics would prev:..il against prodigious 
numbers and determined valqur. To Russia indeed the conquest 
might be important as securing numerous havens, and a consequent 
powerful fleet in the rear of her Asiatic possessions ; but the unavoid
able interference of China, justly apprehensive of the copsequence, 
would prove an invincible obstacle ; nor is it likely that the kingdom 
and laws of Japan will be overturned; or her vast population wafted to 
various regions of the globe, in subservience to Russian ambition. 

" Thunberg, iv. 8. computes the revenue of the crown lands at more than 
forty-four thousands of millions of sacks of rice, each sack being about 
twenty pounds weight. But this calculation implies l).othing to an European 
reader. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY .. 

lttANN'ERS AN'D CUSTOlliS.-LANGUAGE.-LITERATURE-tDUC.!i.TIO:iV'., 
-CITIES AND TOWNS,-EDIFICES.-ROADS.-Ilii'LAND NAVIGA
TION,-MANUFACTURES AND COMMER~E. 

I 

A RECENT traveller has described the persons of this sin· 
gular people in the following wrms*. " The people of this 
nation are well made, active, free, ami ~asy in their motions, 
with stout limbs, although their strength i:a not to be compared 
to that of the northern inhabitants ef Europe. The men are of 
the middling size, and in general not very corpulent; yet I have seen 
some that were sufficiently fat. They are of a yellowish colour all 
over, sometimes bordering on brown, and sometimes on white. The 
lower class of people, who, in summer when at work, lay bare the 
upper part of their bodies, are sun-burnt, and consequently brown. 
'Ladies of distinction who seldom go out in the open air without being 
covered, are perfectly white. It i.s by their eyes that, like the Chinese, 
these people are distinguishable. These or~ans have not that rotun
dity which those of other nations exhibit, but are oblong, small, and 
sunk deeper in the head, in consequence of which these people have 
almost the appearance of being pink-eyed. In other respect'> thei1· 
eyes are dark brown, or rather black; and the eye-lids form in the 
great angle of the eye a deep furrow, which makes the Japanese look 
as if they were s~1ru·p sighted, and discriminates them from othet• 
nations. The eye-brows are also placed somewhat higher. Their 
heads are in general large, and their necks short; their hair black, 
thick, and shining, from the use they make of oils. Their noses, 
though not flat, are yet rather thick and short. 

MANNERS AND CusToMs. This highly civilized people must 
of course display great diversity of character, but the virtues far pre
ponderate over the vices; and even their pride is useful, as it prevents 
them from stooping to the mean tricks of the maritime Chinese. 
Though polygamy be allowed, yet one wife only is ackno·wledged,. the 
others being merely concubines.. Marriages are conducted by the 
parents} or relations; and domestic tranquillity is insured by the wife's 
being; under the absolute disposal cJf her husband, the laws allowing no 
daim whatever in case she incur his displeasuret. Hence, though the 
women be not confined, examples of infidelity are very rare. In case 
of separation the wife is condemned to the ignominy of having her 
bead always shaven. The marriage ceremony is performed before an 

• Thunb~rg, iii. 231. t Va.reniust 59 
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Altar, by the bride's lighting a torch from which the bridegroom 
kindles another. 

The bodies of the distinguished dead continue to be burned, while 
others are buried. Periodical visits are paid to the tombs, besides the 
festival of lantht:rns, held as in China, in honour of the departed. 

The Japanese use great varieties of food and sauces. The master 
or mistress of the house is not harassed with the trouble of carving, 
the meat being previously cut into small pieces, served up in basonSc 
of porcelain, or japanned wood. The general drink is sacki, or beer 
made of rice ; which last article also supplies the place of bread. 
They use many kinds of vegetables and fruits. The use of tea is 
also tmiversal; but wine and spiritous liquors are unknown. The use 
of tobacco seems to have been introduced by the Portuguese ; and the 
practice of smoking has become general. 

The houses of the Japanese are of wood, coloured white, so as t() 
resemble stone ; and though roomy and commodious, never exceed 
twp stories in height, the upper ser'<ing for lofts and garrets, ancl 
seldom being occupied*. Each house forms but one room, which 
may be divided into apartments at pleasure, by moveable partitions 
sliding in grooves. They use neither chairs nor tables, sitting on 
straw mats, the meal being served apart to each on a small square 
wooden salver. In Jedo the houses are covered with tiles ; but the 
general fabric IS a frame work of wood, split bamboos, and clay. 

The dress consists of trowsers; and what we call night gowns, or 
loose robes of silk or cotton, are universally worn by both sexest. 
These are fJ.stened by a girdle ; the number being increased according 
to the coldness of the weather; and in cases of sudden warmth thrown 
from the shoulders and remain suspended by the girdle. Stockin~s 
are not used; and the shoes are commonly of rice straw. The men 
shave the head from the forehead to the nape, but the hair on the 
sides is turned up, and fastened at the crown of the head: conical hats 
made of grass are worn on journies, but the fashion of wearing the 
hair forms the common economical covering of the head : _and seems 
calculated, like the heavy head dress of the ancient Egyptians, to re&ist 
the force of too potent a sun. 

The Japanese festivals, the games, and th~atrical amusements, 
equal those of most civilized nations. Dancing girls are common, 
as in other oriental countries ; and the introduction of boys indicates an 
abominable propensity here, as in China, neither reputed a crime nor 
il singularity. 

LANGUAGE. Thunberg has published a curious vocabulary of 
the Japanese language, which seems indeed to have little connexion 
with the monasyllabic speech of the Chinese. There are also diction
aries drawn up by the Jesuits. 

LITERATURE. Ir. the sciences and literature the Japanese 
yield to few cf the oriental nations. This sensible people studies 
house-keeping, or domestic econorr,y, as an indispensable science; and 
next to this every Japanese is versed in the history of his countryt. 
Astronomy is cultivated, but has not arrived at much perfection. 1'hey 

" Tinm~rg, iii. 112. t Ileid.. 267. t lbi<l. iv. 5;k 
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survey with tolerable accuracy ; and their maps are as exact as their 
imperfect instmments will permit. The art of printing is ancient, but 
they use blocks not moveable types, and only impress one side of the 
paper. Some of their arts and manufactures even surpass those of 
Europe. There are excellent workmen in iron and copper; and to· 
no eastern country do they yield in manufactures of silk and cotton ; 
while in varnishing wood they are well known to have no equals. Glass 
is also common ; and they even form telescopes. The porcelain is 
deemed superior to that of China. Their swords display incomparable 
skill ; and many varieties of paper are prepared from the bark of a 
species of mulberry tree. The celebrated varnish is from the rlm~ 
vernix. 

EnucA TI.ON. There are many schools in which the children 
are taught to read and write ; their education being accomplished 
without the degradation of person::tl chastisement, while cuurage is 
instilled by the repetition of songs in praise of deceased heroes. 

CITn:s AND TowNs. The capital city of the Japanese empire 
is Jedo, centrically situated on a bay in the south-east side of the chief 
island Nipon. · The houses never exceed two stories, with numerous 
shops towards the streets. The harbour is so shallow that an European 
ship would be obliged to anchor at the distance of five leagues. A fire 
happened in this city in the year 1772, which is said to have consumed 
six leagues in length, and three in breadth : and earthquakes are here 
familiar, as in other regions of Japan. The emperor's palace is sur
rounded with stone walls, and ditches with drawbridges; forming of 
itself a considerable town, said to be five leagues in circumference*. 
In this, and similae instances of oriental population and extent, though 
the best authorities be followed, yet the reader may, with the author, 
suspend his belief. The Japanese affirm, that Jedo would occupy a 
person twenty-one hours to walk around its circumference, which 
might thus amount to about twenty-one leagues: that is seven leagues 
in length, by five in breadth. A large river, not named by Krempfer, 
passes through the capital, and besides the wide ditches of the palace, 
!:;Upplies several canals. There are no >valls nor fortifications, which 
2re unknown in Japanese cities: but there are many splendid houses. 
of the numerous princes. As Europeans have here little freedom, 
the accounts given by Krempfer and Thunberg are little satisfactory. 

MIACO. Mi:lco, the spiritual capital, and second city of the 
empire, is placed in an inland situation, about 160 miles south-west 
from Jeclo, on a len:! plain. Yet it is the first commercial city, and 
is celebntted for the principal manufactures. It is also the seat of the 
imperial mint: and the Dai1·i's court being litQrary, all books are 
printed here: Krempfer informs us, that, upon an enumeration taken 
jn 167 4, the inhabitants were found to amount to 405,642 : of whom 
were mules 182,070; und 223,572 femaks; without including the 
numerous attendants of the Dairi. But they are diYidcd accm·ding to 
sex; and the children probably excluded. 

NAGASAKI. Nagasaki being- the nearest city to the Dutch 
factory in the :~!c of Dczima, has of course attracted the particl!!ar 

• Tllunherg, iii. 189. 
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attention of our travellers. The harbour is tl'le only one in which 
foreign ships are permitted to anchor, a privilege now enjoyed only by 
the Dutch and Chinese. The Portuguese trade raised this place from 
a mere village, to its present size and consequence. 

The other cities in the Japanese empire may -amount to thirty or 
forty; but except those on the route from Nagasaki to the capital, few 
have been explored by European travellers. Osacca, and Sakai, boast 
the name of imperial cities. , 

EDIFICEs. Of the principal edifices of the Japanese some 
idea may be formed from the descriptions which our travellers give of 
the imperial palace, which, like those of the Chinese, consists of 
many dwellings occupying an immense space. The saloon of the 
hundred mats is GOO feet in length by 300 in breadth~ There is~ 
high square tower, (a mark of dignity not permitted here to the 
grandees though usual at their own courts,) which consists of several 
stages richly decorated ; and most of the roofs are ornamented with 
golden dragons. The pillars and ceilings are of cedar, camphor, and 
other precious woods; but the only furniture consists of white mats,. 
fringed with gold. The emperor gives audience in a smaller chamber 
where he is seated on carpets. 

RoADs. The roads seem to be maintained in excellent order; 
but the mountainous nature of the country has prevented the forma
tion of canals, which, indeed the universal proximity of the sea, 
renders almost unnecessary ; otherwise so sensible and industrious ,_ 
nation would doubtless have imitated the Chinese example. 

MANUFACTUREs AND CoMMERCE. The chief manufactures 
of Japan have been already 'mentioned in the account of arts and 
sciences. The inland commerce is very considerable, being free and 
exempted from imposts*. The harbours are crowded with large and 
small ves~els ; the high roads with various goods ; and the shops well 
replenished. Large fairs are also held in different places, to which 
there is a great concourse of people. The trade with China is the 
most important, consisting of raw silk, sugar, turpentine, drugs, &c. 
while the exports, are copper in bars, lackered ware, &c. Thunberg 
represents the profits of the Dutch trade as very inconsiderable, so 
that the company only employed two ships. The Japanese coins are 
of a remarkable form, the gold being called Kobangs. The silver 
called Kodama sometimes represents Daikok, the god of riches, 
sitting upon two barrels of rice, with a hammer in his right hand, and 
a sack at his left. The Seni, of copper or iron, are strung like the 
Chinese pieces of a similar value. 

• Thunberg, iv. 106. 



CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL -GE-OGRAPHY. 

'l!:LIJ\fATE A_ND SEASONS,-!' ACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND AGlti• 
CULTURE.--R IV E R s.--LAKES.-·MOUNT AIN s.---VOLCANO S,
FORESTS.-BOT ANY .-ZOOLOGY .-MINERALOGY .-ISLES, 

CLIMATE AND SEASONs. THE heat of summer is in Japan 
extremely violent, and would even be insupportable, were not the air 
cooled by the sea breezes. Equally severe is the cold in winter, when 
the wind blows from the north, or north-east, and seems to be impreg
nated with particles of ice from the Arctic ocean. The weather is 
changeable throughout the year; and there are abundant falls of rain, 
especially in the satsaki, or rainy months, which begin at Midsummer.* 
This copious moisture is the chief cause of the fertility of Japan, and 
its consequent high degree of population. 

Thunder is not unfrequent ; and tempests, hurricanes, anq earth
quakes are very common. Thunberg has published his thet·mometrical 
observations, from which a clear idea may be formed of the climate. 
The greatest degree of heat, at Nagasaki, was ninety-eight degrees, in 
the month of August; and the severest cold, in January, thirty-five de
grees. The thunder, in the summer months, is generally during the 
night; and the snow will remain on the ground some days even in the 
south. 

FAcE Ol" THE C~uNTRY. Though there be plains of consi-
derable extent, as appears from the description of Miaco, yet Thunberg 
assures us, that the whole country consists of mountains, hills, and 
valleys, the coast being mostly rocky and precipitous, and invested with 
a turbulent sea. The face of the country is also diversified with many 
rivers, and rivulets, by numerous singular tribes of vegetation ; ru~d 
generally- e){cites the social ideas of industry, more calculated, perhaps, 
to delight the heart, than the wild appearances of deserted nature. 

SoiL AND AGRICULTURE. The soil in itself mav be said to be 
rather barren ; but the prolific showers conspire with labour and manure 
to overcome even this obstacle. Thunb._:rgt has presented us with 
some curious details concerning Japanese agriculture, a science in the 
highest estimation with this sensible people, so that, except the most 
barren and untractable mountains, the earth is universally cultivated; 
and even most of the mountains and hills. Free from all feudal and 
ecclesiastical impediments, and highly respected by the other social 

• Thunberg, iii. 234;. t iv. 80. 
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¢l!lsses; the farmer cqlfiyat~s the soil with freedom qnd industry. 
There are no commons; and if any portion be left uncultivated, 
it may be seized by a more industrious neighbour. But. when Thun
perg praises the wapt of meadows, he seems to err ~gamst European 
rules,_ which consider cattle as necessary for manure. The Japanese 
mode is. to form a mixture of excrerpents of fl.ll kinds, with kitchen 
i·efuse, which is carried in pails into the field, andpoured, with a ladle1 

ypon the plants, whet) they have attained the height of about si~ inches~ 
so that they instantly receive the whole.benefit. The w_eeding is also 
~arried to the utmost degree .of nicety . 
. , The sides of the hills are cultivated by means of stone walls, sup
porting level plats, sown with rice, or esculent roots.* '·'Thousands of 
these beds ad,orn most of their mountains, and give them an appearance 
which excites the greatest astonishment in the breasts of the spectators." 
\VJ1en we consider that the climate of Japan is e,xposed to heavy rains, 
we are the more led to blame the want of industry in the Highlands of 
Scotland, and some other mountainous districts of Europe. _Rice is the 
chief grain; buck-wheat, rye, barley, and wheat being little used. A 
kind of potatot is abundant; with several sorts of beans and peas, ~ur
n ips, cabbages, &c. The rice is sown in April, and gathered in No
vember: in which last month wheat is sown, and reaped in .Tune. The 
barley also stands the winter. From. the seed of a kind of cabbage, 
lamp oil is expressed; and so;:veral plants are ct)ltivated for dying; with 
the cotton shrubs, and mulberry trees, which last feed abundance of silk 
vwrms. The Yarnish and camphor trees, the vine, the cedar, the tea 
tree, and the bamboo reed, not only grow wild, but are planted for 
numerous uses., 

RrvERS. The rivers of Nipon have not been d~lineatecl with 
much care. Among the few namedare the Nog<ifa, and the .Tedogawa, 
which passes by Osaka, whe1·e it is crowned with several bridges of 
<;edar, from 300 to 360 feet in length. The river Ojingava:j: is one p£ 
the largest and most dangerous in the e~mntry, though not subject, like 
the others; to swell during rains. Fusiga:va is also a. large and rapid 
river; as is that called Sakgmva. The largest river seems to be the 
Jodo, or, perhaps, in the German p:·onunciation,· Y odo, which flows S. 
W. fmm tpe central lak-e 'of Oitz; but our geography of the Japanese, 
empire is far fmll! being complete. Among the most important rivers 
Krempfcr names the Fjin, (the Ojin of Thunberg}; the Oomi, reported,~ 
by Japanese history, to have burst from the ground in one night; ansi 
the Aska.l! · 

LAKES. ·One of the chief lakes seems to be that of Oitz, 
which emits two rivers, one towards l\iiaco, the other to\vards Osaka; 

" Thunberg, .83. · 
t It is the Baq.tas (convolvulus ~duli3) iR the time of Q~1een Eliz;tbetl! im

ported from Spain to England; and oLen confountled with the potato, (o.ola.-
Jlllm tuberosum) which is rare in japan. . · · 

:j: The word Gmoa, or Ga'Va, seems tn imriy a tiver, in which ca~e the 
repetition is absurd, though often used in th~ .,eography of cow1trie~> little 
known. 

11 Thunberg, i. 163. 
VOL. ll. :<; 
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and it is said to be fifty Japanese leagues in length, each about 1.11 
hoilr's journey on horseback: but the breadth is inconsiderable. 
· MouNTAINS. The principal Japanese mountain is that of 

Fusi, covered with snow almost throughout the year. The Fakonie 
mountains are in the same quarter, surrounding a small lake of the 
same name."' Many of the mountains are overgrowri1 with wood ; and 
others cultivated as before explained. There are several volcanos ~ and, 
in general, they abound with evergreen trees, and crystalline springs. 

VoLcANos. Near Firando there is a volcanic island, nor are 
others unknown in the surrounding seas.t In the province of Figa 
the1·e is a Yolcano, which constantly emits flames; and anothe1', formerly 
a coal mine, in the province of Tsikuser. The course and extent of 
the various ranges of m<;>untains have not been indicated. 

JESAN. Near the lake of Oitz is the delightful mountain of 
Jesan; which is esteemed sacred, and is said to present not less than 
three thousand temples.:f 

FoRESTS. In the high state of cultivation few forests caq. 
appear; except those already mentioned as decorating the sides oi 
mountains. 

BoTANY. The vegetable treasures of Japan are numerous, and 
have been ably explored by Ka:mpfer and Thunberg: on account, how· 
ever, of the enormous population of the country, and the absolute 
necessity of paying the utmost attention to the introduction of whatever 
may contribute to human sustenance, it is not easy to ascertain how far 
f!everal of the esculent plants, cultivated here, are truly indigenous. 
There are many points of resemblance between the floras of China and 
Japan, and this similarity has probably been strengthened by a mutual 
interchange of useful vegetables ; if, indeed, both countries have not 
ratl1er derived some of their most valuable plants from Cochin-China, 
or the Philippine islands : the ginger, the soy bean, black pepper, 
sugar, cotton, and indigo, though perhaps natives of the more southern 
regions of Asia, are cultivated here with great success, and in vast 
abundance. The Indian laurel and the camphor tree are found in the 
high centml parts of Japan, as is also the t·hus vemix, from the bark of 
which exudes a gum resin, that is supposed to be the basis of the ex· 
quisitely beautiful and inimitable black varnish, with which the inlaid 
cabinets, and other articles of Indian luxury, are covered. Besides the 
common sweet, or China orange, another species, the citrus japonica, 
i:s found wild, and almost peculiar to this country: two kir1'ds of mul~. 
berry are met with, both in an indigenous and cultivated state, the one 
valuable, as the favourite food of the silk worm, the other esteemed for 
the ·white fibres of its inner bark, which are manufactured into paper'. 
The larch, the cypress, and weepin~ willow, found in all the warm 
l'eg!ons, between Japan and the Meditenanean, here arrive at the ex~ 
tremity of theit· boundary to tt.e east: the Sfl.me may be said, of the 
opium poppy, white lily, and jalap (mirabiiis jalapa). Among the 
:;p,~cies peculiar to Japan may be mentioned. aletris japonica, a stately 
bulbous rooled plant, camellia japonica, and volkameria japonica. The 
\Ti.unpet-tlower (bignoni..t catalpa) is common to this part of Asia and 

" T1nmber~, iii. 164. t K;cmpfer, i. 1136. t Ill. m. zs. 
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Peru; in which circumstance it resembles the epidendrum vanilla, 
whose berries form an article of commerce, being largely used in the 
preparation of chocolate. The mimosa arborea, and tallow tree, the 
plantain, the cocoa nut tree, and two other palms, the cham::erops excel sa, 
and cycas cir.cinalis, adom the woodland tracts, espe.cially near the sea 
;shore, by the variety of their growth and foliage, while the uncultivated 
sw~mps by the sides of the rivers are rendered subservient to the uses 
of the inhabitants, by the profusion and magnitude of the bamboos, 
with which they are covered. 

ZooLOGY. It is not a little remarkable that neither sheep, nor 
goats are found in the whole empire of Japan; the latter being deemed 
mischievous to cultivation; while the abundance of cotton and silk 
recompense the want of wool. Swine are also deemed pernicious to 
agricultme; and only- a few appear in the neighbourhood of Nagasaki, 
probably introduced by the Chinese.* There are, in general, but few 
quadrupeds ; the number of horses in the empire being computed, by 
Thunberg, as equal to those of a single Swedish town. Still fewer 
cattle are seen; and the Japanese neither use their flesh nor their 
milk, but employ them only in ploughing, or drawing carts. The food 
consists almost entirely of fish and fowl, with vegetables. Hens and 
common ducks are domesticated, chiefly on account of their eggs. A, 
few dogs are kept from motives of supet~stit~on; and the cats are 
favourites of the ladies. 

The wolf appears in the nortpern provinces, and foxes in otl1eJ;.' 
parts; these last l:Jeipg l.)niversally detested, and considered as de
mons incamate. The c\]rious reader will f.nd a tolera!:>ly ample 
account in Thunberg's work of the natu·i·al hist0ry of this 15inguia~ 
country ; from which shall be extm~ted th<'; following idea of it$ 
p1ineralogy. 

MINER4LOGY. "That the precious met:.'lls, gold and silver, ar~ 
to be found in 01bundancc in the empire of Japan Ius been well known, 
l)qth tq the Portuguese, who formerly exported whole ship loads of 
them, and to the Dutch in formet' times. Gold is found in. several 
parts; and, perhaps, Japan may, in this respect, contest the palm with 
the richest countq in the world,: but in order tlwt this metal rpay not 
lose its value, by becoming too plentiful, it is prohibited to dig more 
than a certain stated, quantity; not to mention tha~ no ll}eta!lic mine, of 
any kint:l whatever, can be opened and wrought without the empemr's. 
c:;xpress permissioq. When this perm,ission is obtained, two-thirds of 
the produ~e are the portion of the emperor, and the proprietor of the 
land receives one third for his expen&es. Gold is found in small 
quantities in the sand; but the chief part is extracted from CUlJl'eous 
pyrites, dissolved by brimstone. The finest gold, together with the 
richest ~old mine, I was told, are found on the largest of the 
Nipon islands, near Sado. The next in quality to this is that which is. 
found in Surunga. Besides these places, it is known, for a certainty 
that several rich gold mines are to be found in Satsuma; as likewif>e 
i~ Tsikungo; and in the i~land of Amakusa. It is used for the mii)t 
fiilding, and cn:<bro,idery; lmt is not carried out of the country •. 

~ 'J:hunberg, iv, 95,. 
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"Silver must formerly have been found in much greater plenty than 
at present, as a large quantity of it was then exported from this country. 
The Japanese consider it as being more rare than gold, although the 
latter metal is dearer. They now likewise received in barter a consi
derable sum of Dutch D.ucatoons from the Dutch company. It is said 
to be found in the province of Bingo ; and in the more northerly parts 
towards Kattami, as I was informed, very rich silver mines are to be 
met with. Independently of these places, the two islands which are 
called the Gold and Silver isles, (Ginsima, Kinsima), are said to contain 
a great quantity of both of these precious metals. Silver is Used for 
coining and for plating. 

" Copper is quite common in every part of the empire, and is richly 
impregnated with gold, constituting the main source of the wealth of 
many provinces.. It was not only formerly exported in amazing 
quantities, but still continues to be exported both by the Dutch and 
Chinese merchants. The finest, and most malleable, is dug in Suruga, 
Atsingo, Kyno, Kuni. The last sort is esteemed to be the most 
malleable of any ; whilst that from Suruga contains the greatest 
quantity of gold. A great number of copper mines are to be found !n 
Satsuma, and at other places, Of this metal are made small pieces 
of money for change ; it is used lik,ewise for plating, for making utensils 
of Sow as, for pots, kettles, &c. 

"Iron seems to be scarcer than any other metal in this country. It 
is found, however, in the provinces of Mimasaka, Bitsju, and Bisen. 
This they are neither fond of importing, nor yet of exporting it for 
sale. Of it they manufacture scymitars, arms, scissors, knives, and 
various other implements of which they stand in need. 

" Of amber I had a present made me by my friends: they call 
it Nambu, It was of a dark, as well as of a light yellow colour, and 
likewise streaky. I was told also that it is foun,d in this country. 

"Brimston~ is found in great abundance in Japan, especially upon 
a certain island near Satsuma. Pit,coal, I was informed, is likewise tQ 
he met with in the northern provinces. Red agate, with white veins, 
I saw several times made use of for the buttons, &c. of tobacco pouches, 
and medicine chests; which agate was most frequently cut in the shape 
9f a butterfly, or some other animal."* 

It may be added, from Ka:mpfer, that brass is very rare, the 
~alamine being brought from Tunquin ; and beautiful tin is found 
in the province of llungo, though, perhaps, this may be the white 
copper of the Chinese. Amber grease is now discharged from the list 
of mineral productions; but a reddish naphtha is sometimes found, 
fiDel used in lamps. Neither antimony nor quicksilv-er have been 
discovered in Japan. 

Thunberg also enumerates asbestos, porcelain clay, beautiful flesh 
~o1ourccl steatite, pumice, and white marble.t 

There arc several warm mineral waters, which the inhabitants use 
for varioi1s diseases; particularly those of Obamma, and those in the 
lnountain of Omfen.t The natural curiosities of Japan h~tve been 

" Thunberg, iv. 102. t lb. iii. 2Q3. + Ko.:m_pfer, i. 176. 
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little investigated, as Europeans have seldom visited the 1nterior of the 
country. 

IsLEs. There are many small isles dependent on Japan, 
particularly in the S. and E. among which is Fatfisio, the place of 
exile for the grandees. This, and the other small isles, are scarcely 
l):.nown, except by name. 



THE BIRMAN EMPIRE, 

COMPRISING THE KINGDOMS OF AVA AND PEGO. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

t!rAUE.--EXTENT.-IIOUNDARIES.--ORIGINAL tNHA!HTANTS.-· 
PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY.-MODERN HISTORY, 

BEFORE the appearance of a recent interesting publication* littl~ 
was known concerning this new empire; and geographers were con~ 
strained to detail the old accounts, which are little satisfactory. 

N AD1E. The Birman empire derives its name from the Birmahs, 
who have been long known as a warlike nation in the region formerly 
styled INDIA BEYOND THE GANGEs; the capital city of their kingdom 
being Ava, or Awa. Pegu is by the natives styled llagoo ;t being the. 
country situated to the south of the former, and justly inferred to have 
been the Golden Chersonese of the ancients. 

ExTENT AND BouNDARIEs. It is difficult to ascertain, with 
precision, the boundaries of the llirman empire. Mr. Symes informfiit 
u& that " it appears to include the space between the ninth and twenty
sixth degree of north latitude; and between the ninety-second and 107th 
degrees of long·itucle east of Greenwich ; about 1050 geographical 
miles in length, and 600 in breadth : these are the ascertainable limits, 
taken from the Birman accounts; but it is probable that their dominions 
stretch still further to the north. It should, however, be remarked, that 
the breadth ofttn varies; and is in many places very inconsiderable on 
what is c~lled the eastern peninsula."i 

The geogt·aphy of what is C<1lled India beyond the Ganges, a vague 
name for the wide and various regions between Hindostan and China, i;; 

" Syme's Account of the emb-.ssy to Ava. 
:j Ih. ii. 411. 

l lb. i. i. 8vo! e~bt:. 
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still defective. To the north the Birman empire is divided by moun4 
tains from Asaro, a country little visited or known; and further to the 
east it borders on Tibet and China. On the west a range of mountains, 
and the little river Naaf, divide the Birman possessions from the British 
dominions in Bengal; and the limit is continued by the sea. But the 
southern and eastern boundaries remain rather obscure. If extended 
to the ninth degree of latitude, it will include a considerable portion of 
the grand Malaian peninsula to the vicinity of Bangri, or in other words 
the province of Tanaserim and city of Merghi, formerly regarded as 
part of Siam. The eastern boundary is yet more vague : if extended 
to the l07th degree of longitude, it might be said to include almost the 
whole of what is called India beyond the Ganges, as far as the mouths 
of the Japanese river in Cambodia; yet there seems no express evidence 
that Siam is regarded as a portion of the Birman empire; and if it were 
it would only extend to 103 degrees. Amidst this uncertainty it must 
suffice to observe that the Birman empire constitutes the fifth grand 
native power in Asia, since Hindostan and Persia have been . divided, 
and may probably extend its authority over Laos and Cambodia, while 
it remains divided, by deserts and ranges of lofty mountains, from the 
limited kingdoms of Cochin-China and Tunquin. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The original population of this region 
has been little illustrated. The alphabet, literature, and rt;ligion, 
are derived from those of the Hindoos; but the language, the grand 
critet·ion of national origins, has not been regularly collated with those 
of the adjacent countries*. 

PRoGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
this tert·itory becomes not a little interesting, as it has lately been 
Ehewn by M. Gossellin to constitute the utmost boundary of ancient 
knowledge in this quarter of the globet. He observes, that what chiefly 
characterises the Golden Chersonese of Ptolemy is the mouth of a 
large river, which there divides itself into three branches before it join 
the sea. These channels appeared so considerable, that each of them 
bore the name of a river, the Chrysoana, the Palandas, and the Atta4 
bas. It must b~ remarked that Ptolemy gives no name to this river 
above its division ; and that he does not indicate its source. as he does 
that of the others. It also appears that he knew nothing of the interior 
of this country, since he does not determine the position of any place. 
It was inhabited by a nation of robbers, whence the passage through it 
was shunned, and the Indians, whom commerce led to the country of 
the Sinx, followed a route to the north ofthis region. The other argu~ 
men.ts of M. Gossellin, being founded on minute circumstances, shall 
be passed,in silence; but, upon comparing Ptolemy's map with that of 
the country, there seems no manner of doubt that the Golden Chcr~ 
sonese is the southern part of the kingdom of Pegn, which may be 
considered as insulated by i·ivers. In the southern part of the Malaian 
peninsula, which has hitherto been regarded as the Golden Chersonese, 
the river Johr is so srn::dl a stream, that it could never have supplied 
the thlee important mouths noted by Ptolemy ; and his delineation of 
the country of the Sinre, stretching alon~ a wtstern sea, palpably CO!'-

" See vol. vi. of the Asiatic Researches. 
t G-eog-raph. des Gre~ Analys. 1;;9. 
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:&·espond$ W.ith Tanaserim, while. D'Anville'!! map so mu~h ·t~mtradicts 
that of Ptolemy, as to place the sea on the 'enst of the Sime, and pro~ 
ceeding to the northward, instead of the southward. In short, there j~ 
no doubt, that though our ingenious French geographer in a subsequel)t 
work too. much limited the anci~rit knowledge of:_Africa,"', yet, in 
describing its Asiatic limits, his proofs almost amount to mathemf!.t\cal 
demonstration. Additional advantqges might indeed have been derived 
from that truly eminent geographer, .Mr. Dalrymple's map of India, 
beyond the Ganges, of which a sketch is published in Colonel Syme'ii 
Work, ana from the additional labours of Mr. Arrowsmith, which give 
a different aspect to the rivers in this quarter, from what they bore in 
Jnaps in 1790, when Gospellin p~blished his Analy&is of Creels. Geo~ 
graphy. As the river B•.>rhampoota was totally unknown to Ptolemy, 
his ignol'an~e of the northern part of Bengal may easily Qe ~onceiveQ. 
l>y the omission of that impmtt~nt and striking feature. The riyers he 
Jays down between the mo~1ths of the Ganges, and the Delta of the 
Golden CheJtsonese, amount to five; of which three appear in o11r 
maps, but we ;'Ire ignorant of the southern part of Aracan, which P\'O• 
bably cont::lins the two others. The three chief mouths of th~ Irra
waddy, in Mr. Da11'ymple's map, f!ilithfully correspond even in the 
form and manner of division; with those _in the Golden Chersonese of 
}!tolemy ;• and the bay to the south of''DaUa seems the Perimulicw:> 
Sinus of the Greek geographer, tbe'sroall river to the east ofwhich is 
that ofSirian,or Pegu. · It .will follow that the hwge river Daona is 
that of Sitang: and the other six rivers, great and small, might be 
equally indicated down to the Coteiris.ofPto!emy, that ofTanaserim in 
moc!,ern maps, which flowed to the south of the Sin:;e. It is. also evident 
that the ancient geographer knew nothing of the strait~ of Malacca, 
nor of the northern part of the great island of Sumatra;' which must 
both have been well known, if the Malaian peninsula had been the 
Golden Chersonese of the ancients. 

Tbe isle of Iabadium, M. Gossellin s~1pposes to be that called Dom
me11n modern maps; but, by D' An ville, in the Portuguese form, Il!za 
do Mel. 
. A curious . question remains, whether the people to the south of 
Martaban,, <dong the shore towards Merghi, be noted in Hindoo tra
<Htion for stJch advantages as distinguished the Sinx of antiquity; whil~ 
the city of Tanaserim (a word which means the tribe of T<>.na) corres
ponded with Thinre. The violence of oriental revolutions will speedily 
i'Uin even the remains of former opulence, as is exemplified in the pre
t.ent state of Pegu ; but as even when D' An ville published his map of 
Asia, this countt·y was called Lower Siam, it must have partaken in 
the advantag;es of that ancient and ci vilizecl kingdom, the inhabitants of 
which. are justly concluded to have been the Sinre of antiquity. 

After this long disctlsSion it may seem unnecessary to dwell on any 
faint and dubious hints to be found in Marco Polo, and other writers of 
the middle ages, The first precise ideas concerning this part of the 

• 
" Recherches sur Ia Geographic des Anciens, 2 vols. 4·to. Th~volu~e~ 

relative to the ancient knowledge of Europe, if they have appeilredfhave not 
yet reacLed England. 
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-globe, were derived from the discoveries of the Portuguese, but th~ 
geogt·aphy rem1.ins so imperfect that even D' An ville has erred in th~ 
delineation; and Mr. Syme's work leaves room for many illustrations 
and improvements, when futme tmvellers shall investigate with care 
the countries beyond the Ganges*. 

MonERN HisTORY. The histoi·y of the Birman empire is 
detailed at some length in the introductory pat·t of the recent publica.
tioh; and as it displays the ot·igin of a new and great Asiatic power;· it 
may be interesting· to present an abstract. Colonel Symes justly observes 
that little was known concerning these countries, till the Portuguese 
made themselves rinsters of l\hlacca early in the sixteenth cei1tury, 
and were afterwards succeeded by the Dutch, who became masters of 
the whole peninsula, and had a factory even at Ligor, which properly 
belonged to Siam. The Portuguese historians are prone to exaggera" 
tion, and their accounts have little claim to precision, while the Dutch 
are commonly dull land Unscientific. From sl.tch iources, however, 
flowed the first knowledge of these countt·ies, of Aracan, exten'diiig 
southward to Cape Negrais, and of Ava, the ancient capital of the Bit;
nians, while their country at large is called Miama, being divided from 
the former by a ridge of lofty mountains, called Ailoupec-tou-miou,· or 
the great Western hilly country. Pegu, or Bag·oo, extended as far as 
Martaban, the city of Pmme being- its northern limit; while Siarit 
adjoined on the east, extending south to J unkseilon a considerable isle;, 
the Siamese calling themselves Tai, While their capital was YoocUat. 
From the Portuguese accounts, it appears that the Birinahs, a bravll: 
and warlike race, formerly subject to the king of Pegu, became after
wards masters of Ava, and ~aused a revolution in the former country 
about the middle of the sixteenth century, when they took Martaban, a 
subject of the extravagant fables of the notorious Mendez de Pinto, tl}e 
sovereign of hyperbolic voyagers. The Portuguese c6ntinued to influ
ence these countries till they were expelled by the Dutch, who obtained 
settlements in various parts of the Birman territory; while the English 
had factories at Sirian, and even at Ava. 

The Birmans continued to exercise their supremacy over Pegu till 
about the year 17 40, when a civil war arose, duri11f!; which the Bt'itish
factory at Sirian was destroyed in 1744. , By some Europea.'") aids the 
Peguese, in 17 50 and 17 51, gained several victories over the Birmans; 
and, in 1752, Ava was besieged and taken; the last of a long line of 
Birman kings being reduced to captivity, but two of his sons escaped 
to Siam. . 

\Vhen Binga Della, king of Pegu, had completed the conquest of 
Ava, he returl1'~d to his own country, leaving his bt'other Apporaza to 
govem the late capital of the Birman kin:;. All viore the aspect of 
tt·anquil submission, when'there suddenly arose one of those men Who 
are destined, by means almost invisible, to break the stroi1gest rod of 

" 1\~ French intercourse with Siam, towards th~ end of the seve;lteenth 
century,~ceasioned many descriptions of that kingdom; but the accounts of 
Ava an~egn are rare. There is one of Tunquin and Laos, translated from 
the Italian of MJ.rini, Paris, 1661, 4to. ~· 

t Also called Siam. As the j is in many countries pronounced y, (the rea.! 
Oriental form) this name b~came the J uthea of travellers. 

'VOL. U. T 
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power, and to change the fate of empires. Alompra, a Birman oflow 
extraction, was the chief of a small village, and was continued in this 
petty office by the victors. With one hundred devoted followers, he 
attacked a band of fifty Peguese, whom he put to the sword; and after
wards defeated a small force sent against him; and, about the autumn 
of 1753, took possession of Av•, while the Peguese government seems 
.to I1ave been lost by mere infatuation. After repeated defeats Binga 
Della himself advanced against Alornpra, and the war was conducted 
by fleets on the great river Irrawady, as well as by land, that of the 
Peguese being utterly defeated in close combat by that of the Birmans. 
Alompra, proceeding in his conquests, founded the town now well 
known by the name of Rangoon, which signifies " victory achieved"; 
and soon after chastised the people of Cassay, who had revolted from 
the Birman authority. In 1756, he blockaded Syrian, which yielded 
to his arms; and after having depl'ived the capital of any foreign aid by 
water, he advanced against the city of Pegu, situated on an extensive 
plain, and then smrounded with no mean fortifications, while the stu
pendous pagoda of Shomadoo served as a citadel. This capital was 
invested in January, 17 57, and in about three months became a prey to 
the BirmJ.ns. Alompra then proceeded to subdue the countries to the 
eastwanl, as far as the Three Pagodas, the ancient boundary between 
Pegu and Siam. Tavoy has been since added to the Birman posses
sions in this quarter. 

Alompra next determined to chastise the Siamese, for the encou
ragement they had g·iven to his rebellious subjects, and ordered a fleet 
to sail to Merghi, a seaport belonging to the Siamese, which was easily. 
taken, and was followed by the conquest of Tanaserim, a large and 
populous city. 

The victor next advanced against the capital of Siam; but two clays 
after. the siege had commenced Alompra was seized with a deadly 
disease, which saved the Siamese from destruction. He died within 
two days march of Martaban, about the 15th May, 17 60, regretted by 
his people, who at once: venemted him as their deliverer, and as a 
great and victorious monarch. This founder of the Birman empire had 
not completed his fiftieth year ; his person strong and well propor
tioned, exceeded the middle size ; and though his features were coarse, 
his complexion dark, and his countenance satul'i1ine, there was a dig·
nity in his depm·tment that became his high st::~tion, and which, like 
that of Oliver Cromwell, seems to sprin~ from conscious power. 

He was succeeded by his son Namdog·ee, who suppressed several 
insurrections, and died in 1764, leaving an infdnt son, Momien, whose 
uncle Shemlmen, second son of the great Alompra, assumed the 
regency and afterwards the diadem. 

Shembnen, to divert the national attention, as usual wi~h usurpers, 
declared war against Siam; and in 17 66, two armies entered that coun
try from the north and south, a;1d, being united, defeated the Siamese 
al,Jout sc:ven days jpurney from their capit,d. The Siamese ~>.i pri
vately withdrew aftel' a blockade or two months, and the cit apitu
lated; a Siamese g-overnor being appointed w:1o s1•;ore alieg;iar to the 
Birman sovereig-nty, and engaged to puy un <J.nnual tribute. 
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The Chinese, apprehensive of the prog·ress of these conquests, 
advanced an army from the province of Yunnan, but were completely 
defeated by the Birmans. Policy spared the captives, who were invited 
to marry Birman wives, the I-Iindoo prejudices being here unknown. 
Shembuen rebuilt A wa Haung, or ancient Ava, the metropolis of the 
empire which had fallen to ruin during the late commotions. The 
Siamese, though vanquished, remained unsubdued; and there is an 
inveterate enmity betwixt the nations, which will prevent either servi
tude or alliance*. A Siamese prince assumed the monarchy, and in 
1771, defeated the Birmans. Shembuen afterwavds turned his arms 
to the west, and forced the raja of Cachar to pay homage to his power. 
He died at Ava in 1776, and was succeeded by his son Chenguza, 
whose tyrannical conduct occasioned a conspit·acy, at the head of which 
was Shembuen Minderagee, the present monarch, younger brother of 
the deceased Shembuen. Chenguza was slain in 178.2. 

Soon after Minderagee withdrew the seat of government from Ava, 
and founded a new city to the north-east, whei·e there is a deep and 
extensive lake called Tounzemaun, formed by the influx of the river, 
during the monsoon, through a narrow channel, which afterwards 
expands to a mile and a half broad, by seven or eight miles in length. 
Between this lake and the river Irrawady stands the new capital Umme
rapoora, constructed of wood, but which has speedily become one of 
the most flourishing cities in the east, the situation being more strong 
than that of Ava. 

The southern conquest of the Birmans had already extended as far 
as 1\'[et·ghi, and the northern provinces, formerly belonging to Siam, 
had been reduced to subjection and tribute. Minderagee determined 
to pass the mountains of Anoupec, and subdue Aracan, the raja, or 
prince, being of a supine character, and his subjects unwarlike, though 
they 11ad never been reduced to pay homage to any foreign power. 
This conquest was commenced in 1783, and was speedily effected, the 
booty most highly valued, being an image of Gaudma, the Boodh of 
the Hindoos, made of burnished brass. 

After this conquest the Birman arms were again turned against Siam) 
and in 1785, a fleet was sent to subdue the isle of Junkseilon, which 
carries on considerable trade in ivory and tin, and is the only remaining
mart of Siamese trade on this coast. Meeting with a repulse, the Bir
man monarch left his capital at the head of 30,000 men, with a train of 
twenty field pieces; but was defeated by the king of Siam, who, in his 
turn, failed in an invasion of the viceroyalty of Martaban, which com
prehends Tavoy, Merghi, and all the Birman possessions to the south. 
In 179 3, a treaty was ratified between the Birmans and Siamese, by 
which the latter ceded the western maritime towns as far south as 
Merghi inclusive. But with this exception, and that of some northem 
provinces, the Siamese monarchy retains a considerable portion of ita 
ancient fame. Hence it appears that the Birman empire can scarcely 
be c~1uted to extend beyond the 102d degree of longitude, and that 
only Llhe part to the north of Siam. 

* SymE"s, i. 171. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY~ 

RELlGION.-·LAWS.--GOVERNMFNT.-·POPULATION,-ARMY.
NAVY.-REVENUES.-roLITICAL IMPOR TAN C. E. 

RELIGION. THE Birmans follow the worship of Hindostan, 
not as votaries of Brahmft, but as disciples of Boodh, which latter is 
admitted by Hindoos of all descriptions to be the ninth Avatar, or 
descent of the deity, in his capacity of preserver*. He reformed the 
doctrines contained in the Vedas, and sever,,ly censured the sacrifice of 
cattle, or even the dep1·ivi;ng any being of life. By a singular trans
position the name of Gotma, or Gaudma, who is said to have been a 
philosopher, about 500 years before Christ, and taught the religion of 
Boodh, is generally accepted for that of the divinity. This sect is said 
far to exceed in antiquity the followers of Brahma, and seems more 
widely diffused, extendinf; even to China, where Fo is said to be the 
same with Boodh, who is also credibly supposed to be, the Budz or 
Seaka of the Japanese. But when he is asserted to have been the 
Woden of the Goths, a striking dissonance appear~?< bet wet n the peace
ful author of happiness, and the god of war. Even Sir WillianJ Jones 
has not escaped these visionary ideas of antiquariest; but where the 
imagination confounds, it is the business of judgment to discriminate. 
The Birmans of course believe in the transmigration of souls; after. 
which the radically bad will be condemned to lasting punishment, while 
the good shall enjoy eternal happiness in the mountain Meru. They 
esteem mercy to be the chief attribute of the divinity. 

LAws. The laws of the Birmans are inseparable from their 
religion. The sacred verses or forgeries of Menu are illustrated by 
numerous commentaries of the Munis, m· old philosophers, and con
stitute the Dherma Sas'tre, or body of law. Both the religion and laws 
proceeded originally from Ceylon, and passed through Aracan to Miama. 
" The Birman system of jurisprudence is replete with sound mm;ality, 
and in my opinion is distinguished above any other Hindoo commen
tary for perspicuity and good sense ; it provides specifically for almost 
every spedes of crime tlwt can be committed, 2-nd adds a copious chap
ter of precedents and decisions, to guide the inexperienced in cases 
where there is doubt and diiflculty. Trial by ordeal and imprecation 
are the only absurd passages in the book; but on the subject of women 
it is to al'l European offensively indecent; like the immortal Mt:J~u it 

·' 

" Symes, ii. 313. • 
t That great man embraced too wide a range for any human mind, and his 

deciaions in Hindoo learning have since often been found rash and error.eous. 
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tells the prince and the magistrate their duty, in language austere, 
manly, and energetic*". 

GovEPNMJ?NT, Though the form of govemment be despotic, 
yet the king consults a cojlncil of ancient nobles. There are no. het·e
ditary dignities nor employments; but all honours and offices, on the. 
demis.e of the possessor, r;::vert to the crown. The tsaloe, m· chain, is 
the b;J.dge of nobility, the number of strings or divisio~s denoting the. 
rank of the person; being three, six, nine or twelve, wLile the king 
alone wears twenty~four. Rank is also denoted by the form and mate
rial of various articles in common use. 

The royal establishment is arranged with minute attentiol'l;, The 
queens and princes have the title of praw, which, like the Latin Augus., 
tus, implies at once sacr:cl and supreme. The elder son of the monarch 
is styled Engy Teekien. Next in rank to the pl'inces are the YVooDgees, 
~r chief ministers of state, (the name implyit)g " bearer of the gr;:afi 
ourden",) who are three or four in number, and form the rulin~ 
council of the nation, issuing mandates to the Maywoons or viceroyS: 
of the sev:~ral provinces, and in fact governing the empire, under the 
k,ing's pleasure, whose will is absolute. There are othee inferior 
ministers and secretaries, who have their distinct offices, so that the_ 
~usiness of government is concluded with great regularity and precisimil,· 

PoPULATION. " Of the population ofthe Birman dominions I 
cOtlkl only f01:m a conclusion from the inforJJ:?.ation I received of the, 
number of cities, towns, and villages in the empire; these I was 
a13sured by a person who n~ight be supposed to know, and had no motive
for deceiving me, amount to 8000, not inc;Iuding· the recent ~ddition of 
Arracan. If this.be t1~ue, which I have no reason to doubt, and we 
suppose each tqw:n on an average to contaip 300 houses, and each hcuse 
six persons; the result will determine the population at 14,400;009.
Few of the inhabitants live in solitary habitations: they mostly forrn 
themselves into small societies, and their dwellings thus collect<:cl com
pose their Ruas or villages; if, the1·efore, we reckon their numbers, 
including Arracan, at 17 ,ooo,ooo, the calculntion may not be \vi:::lely 
erroneous ; I believe it rather falls short of than exceeds the truth. 
After all, however, it is mere conjecture, as I have no better data for 
my guidance than what I have relatedt". 

ARMY AND NAvY. Every man in the empire is liable to mili-
tary service, but the regular army is very inconsiderable. During· war 
the viceroys raise one recl'Uit from every two, three, or four housts, 
which otherwise pay a fine of about forty pounds steding:j:. The family 
of the soldier is detained as hostages; and in case of cowardice, or 
desertion, suffer death, a truly tyrannic mode of securing- a:legiance. 
The infantry arc not regularly clothed, but arc armed with muskets 
and sabres; while the cavalry cany spears, about :;;even or eic~ht feet 
in length. The royal magazin~s arc said to contain about 20,000 miser. 
ahle firelocks. But the war boats form the chief military establish
ment, consisting of about 500, for·med out of the solid trunk of the t10ak 
treelf,,he length being from eighty to lOO feet, but the breadth seldom 

" Synffs, ii. 326. t lb. ii· 352. :j: lb. 358 
1/ The teak tree abounds in this empire, thoug-h rare in Hindostan, and 

works as easily as the oak, but is said to be mr;re l~s· in g. It must not he 
confounded with iron wood, which will tum the edge of <~.n axe. 
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exceeding eight. They carry from fifty to sixty rowers, the prow 
beiJ?g solid, with a flat surface, on which a piece of ordnance is mounted. 
Each rower is provided with a s~vord and lance; and there are thitty 
soldiers armed with muskets. The attack is impetuous, and chiefly 
conducted by grappling; but the vessels being low in the water, the 
greatest danger is that of being run down by a lat·ger boat striking the 
broadside. Their naval actions thus recal to remembrance those of 
classical antiquity. 

REvENUEs. The revenue arises from one tenth of all produce, 
and of foreign goods imported ; but the amount is uncertain. Yet as 
grants are commonly made in land m· offices, and no money leaves the 
royal treasury except in cases of great emerg·ency, it is supposed that 
the monarch possesses immense treasures. 

PoLITICAL htPOR TANCE AND RELATIONS. The political 
importance and relations of the Birman empire may considerably influ
ence the commer'ce of the east, and may be considered as a barrier 
against the ambitioh of the Chinese, yvho might perhaps be induced to 
extend their possessions in this quarter, and might, in co-operation 
with the native princes, endanger our possessions in Hindostan. Such 
is, however, the superiority of European arms, that this event is little 
to be apprehended. But if the Birmans, as is not improbable, were to 
extend their authority over the whole of that part called India beyond 
the Ganges; they might, as being a most brave and determined nation, 
prove dangerous neighbours to our possessions in Bengal, especially if 
so far advanced in policy as to co-operate with the western princes of 
Hindostan. The temporary disgusts therefore between the British and 
Chinese ought not to induce us to forget the greater danger from the 
Birmans, whose empire it cannot be our interest to enlarge, though 
policy will prevent our o!ferinl!: any open obstruction. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

MANNERil,- LANGUAGE.- LITERATURE.- CITIES,- EDIFICES.-
1\IANUFACTURES.-COl\IMERCE. 

MANNERs AND CusToMs. THE general disposition· of the 
Birmans is strikingly contrasted with that of the Hindoos, from whom 
they are separated only by a narrow range of mountains, i.n many places 
admitting of an easy intercourse*. "Notwithstanding the small extent 
Df this barrier, the physical differe11ce between the nations could scarcely 
be greater, had they been situated at the opposite extremiti<:s of the 
globe. The BirJUans are a lively inquisitive race, active, irascible, 
and impatient; the character of their Bengal neighbours is too well 
known as the reverse to need any delineation; the unworthy r.>assion of 
jealousy, which prompts most nations of the east to immure their 
women within the walls of an haram, and surround them with guards, 
seems to have scarcely any influence over the minds of this extraordi
nary and more liberal people. Birman wives and daughters are not 

F concealed fmm the sight of men, and are suffered to have ·as free 
intercourse with each other, as the rules .of the European society admit; 
but in other respects women have just reason to complain of their 
ti·eatnient; they are considet·ed as not belonging to the same scale of 
the nation as men, and even the law stamps a degrading distinction 
between the sexes; the evi· lence of a woman is not received as of equal 
weight with that of a man ; and a woman is not sufl:ered to ascend the 
steps of a court of justice, but is oblig·ed to deliver her testimony on 
the outside of the roof. The custom of selling their women to stran
gers, which has before been adverted to, is confined to the lowest 
classes of society, and is perhaps oftener the consequence of heavy 
pecuniary embareassment, than an- act of inclination; it is not however 
considered as shameful, noe is the female dishonour:xl, partly peehaps 
from t~1is cause, and partly from their habits of education, women sur
render themselves the victims of this barbarous custom with apparent 
resignation. It is also said that they are very seldom unfaithful to their 
foreign masters; indeed, they are often essentially useful, pm·ticularly 
to those vl"l10 trade, by keeping their «ccounts, and transacting their 
business; but when a man departs from tire country he is not suffered 
to cany his temporary wife along with him; on th«t point the law is 
exceet!ingly rigoeous, every ship, before she eeceives her clearance, is 
diligently searched by the officers of the custom-:1eme: even if their 
vigilance were to b~eluded the women would be quickly missed; and 

" Symes, ii. 383. 
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it would be soon discovered in what vessel she had gone, nor could th!lt 
ship ever return to a Birman port, but under penalty of confiscation o£ 
the property, and the infliction of a heavy fine and imprisonment on 
the m'l,;ter: female: children also, born of a Birman mother, are not 
suffered to be taken awJ.y. Men are per·mitted to emigrate: but they 
think that the expatriation of women would impoverish the state, by 
diminishing the sources of its population."" 

T~1e women, though fr·ee, al'e generally too much occupied in the 
labours of the loom to admit of infidelity, the offspring of idleness. In 
war the men display the ferocity of savages, while in peace they can 
bo:;;st a considerable degree of gelltleness and- civilization. The Birman 
y.:!..tr comptises twelve months of twenty-nine or t11irty days alternately~ 
a month being interposed every third year. The subdivision of the month 
is peculiar, as they number the days not only from the new moon but 
from the fuii, which last is called the decreasing moon. They are fond of 
poetry and music, and among their instruments is the heem, resembling 
the ancient pipe of Pan, formed of Several reeds, neatly joined togethe_r, 
and sounded by a common mouth piece, so as to produce a plaintive 
melody. 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. The alphabet represents thirty-
three simple sounds, and is written from left to right like the European. 
The Birman books are more neatly executed than those of the Hindoos, 
and in every kioul,or monastery, theee is a library or repository ofbooks. 
Colonel Symes was surprised at the number contained in the royal 
)ibrary, in which the large chests probably amounted to lOO.t "The 
books were regularly classed, and the contents of each chest were 
written in gold letters on the lid. The librarian opened two, and 
shewed me some very beautiful writing on their leaves of ivory, the 
margins of which were ornamented with flowers of gold, neatly exe
cuted. I saw also some books written in the ancient Palli, the religious 
text. Every thing seemed to be arranged with perfect regulal'ity, and 
I was infonned that there were books t1pon divers sui:>jects; more on 
divinity than on any other·; but history, music, medicine, painting, at'ld 
romance, had their separate treatises. The volumes were disposed 
under distinct heads, regularly numbered: and if all the other chests 
were as well filled as those that were submitted to our inspection, it is 
not improbable that his Birman majesty may possess a more numerous 
library than any potentate, from the banks of the Danube to the bor
ders of Cbina".:j: 

The study of the Jaws and national religion must of course constitute 
a considerable branch of education amonf? the great; that of the poor 
seems to be utterly neglected. 

CITn~s. Ava, the ancient capitd, has been permitted to sink 
into ruin since the recent founJation of U mmerapoora, on the eastern 
side of a gr·eat ri\'er, which flows into the Irrawady; if, in the imper
fect geogtJ.phy of these countries, we regard the Keen-Duen as the 
chief stream, a supposition little countenanced by Mr. Wood's • map; 
inserted in Colonel Syrnes's account, in which th ~ Keen-Duen is a 
5mall river flowing into the Irrawacly, which last is said to pa~s by the 

"' S.ymC5, ii . .'384. t II>. iii. 93, t !b. 96. 
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~apital. On the opposite side of the river is Chagai.ng, o.nce ~ city of 
imperial residence, seated partly at the foot and partly on the s1cle of a 
:rugged hill, broken into eminences, each of which is crowned by a, 
:;;piral temple. 

Uli1MI.:RAPOORA. Ummerapoora, the capital, with its spires, 
turretts, and lofty piasath, or obelisk, denoting the royal presence, 
seems to rise, like Venice, f!'om the waters, being placed between a 
lake on the S. E. and the large river, with numerous isles, on the N. 
W. The lake is called Tounzemahn, from a viilage on the opposite 
side, ·ornamented with tall groves of mango, palmyra, and cocoa trees. 
The number and singularity of the boats that were moored in the lake, 
and the surrounding amphitheatre of lofty hills, conspired to render the 
scene g1·and and interesting. The fort is an exact sql.lare, with public 
-granaries and store rooms; and there is a gilded temple at each corner, 
nearly one hundred feet in height, but far inferior to others in the vicinity 
of the capital. In the centre of this fort stands the royal palace, with a 
wide court in fl'Dnt, beyond which is the Lotoo, or hall of council, sup. 
ported by seventy-seven pillars, disposed in eleven rows. The extent 
and population of this city have not been accurately stated, but are 
probably inconsiderable. 

AvA. Ava, formerly the capital, is also styled Aungwa, hut is 
in a state of ruin. "The walls are now mouldering into decay, ivy 
clings to the sides, and bushes, suffered to grow at the bottom, under
mine the foundation, and have already caused large chasms in the 
different faces of the fort. Tht> materials of the houses consisting 
chiefly of wood, had, on the first order for removing, been transported 
to the new city of Ummerapoora: but the ground, unless-where it is 
covered with bushes or rank grass, still retains traces of former building" 
and streets. The lines of the royall)alace, of the Lctoo, or grand council 
ball, the apartments of the worhen, and the spot on which the piasath, or 
imperial spire, had stood, were pointed out to us by our guide. Clumps 
of bamboos, a few plantain trees, and tall thorns, occupy the greater part 
of the area of this lately flourishing capital. \.Y e observed two dwelling 
houses of brick and mortar, the roofs of which had fallen in; these 
our guides said had belo!lged to Cobrs, or foreigners; on entering one, 
we found it inhabited only by bats, which flev.- in our faces, whilst our 
sense of smelling was offended by their tilth, and by the noisome mildew 
that hung upon the walls. Numerous temples, on which the Birmans 
never lay sacrilegious hands, were dehpidating by time. It is impossi
ble to draw a mo1·e striking picture of desolation and ruin."•-

PEGU. Pegu, formerly the capital of a kingdom, is also in 
ruins; but it appears to have been a quadrangle, each side measuring 
nearly a mile and a half. The wall must have been acout thi1ty feet 
lligh, and in breadth, at the lnse not less than iol'ty ; but only con
structed of bricks, cemented with cl::\y .t It was mzed by A!orapra in 
1757, the Praws, or temples, being spared; and of t~Jc,,e the Y2.~t pn-a
micl of Shomadoo Ins alone been. rcverencc;d, and kep i;l rep>iirc; TLe 
pr~ent Birm.:m monarch !1:~·:; :::zkaroun:d fo_ conciliate the Talie!~~, Gl' 

" Symes, ii. 270. t lb. ii. SL 
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native Peguese, by permitting them to rebuild their ancient city, within 
the site of which a new town has accordingly been reared; but Rangoon 
possesses so many superior advantages, that the merchants will scarcely 
abandon it for this new foundation. The city occupies about half its 
former extent, and is the residence of the Maywoon, or governor of 
Pegu. It is decorated with that extraordinary edifice the Shomadoo, 
seated on a double terrace, one side of the lower being 1391 feet, of the 
upper 684. The building is composed of brick and mortar, octagonal 
at the base, and spiral at the top, without any cavity or aperture. At 
the summit is a Tee, 'or sacred umbrella, of open iron work gilt, fifty
six feet in circumference ; the height of the whole being 361 feet, and 
above the inner terrace 331 feet. Tradition bears that it was founded 
about 500 years before Christ. A more complete idea of this very 
singular edifice may be obtained from the print published by Colonel 
Symes, than any verbal description can convey. 

One of the chief ports of the Birman empire is Rangoon, which, 
though, like the capital, of recent foundation, is supposed to contain 
30,000 souls. Towards the mouth of the river Pegu stands Sirian, 
formerly one of the chief ports of that kingdom, and of considerable 
commerce when in possession of the Portuguese. It was particularly 
celebrated for the export of rubies, and other precious stones, which 
seem, however, to he chiefly found in the northern mountains. 

Martaban was another sea port of considerable eminence, till the 
harbour was impeded by order of the Birman emperor. Of Tavoy 
~nd Merghi little is known; but Tanaserim maintains the dignity of a 
city. 

The grand river of Irrawady is bordered with numerous towns and 
villages. Persain, or Bassien, stands on its western branch. At a 
considerable distance to the north is Frome, celebrated as the scene of 
many long sieges and bloody conflicts. The number of inhabitants 
exceeds that of Rangoon. Pagahm is also a c"'nsiderable place. Nor 
must Arracan, a recent acquisition, be forgotten, which is divided by 
several canals derived from a river of the same name. 

Towards the Chinese frontier are Quangtong, corresponding "in name 
with the distant province called Canton by Europeans ; Bamoo ; and 
in the country of Cassay, Munipora. Monchaboo is a considerable 
town to the north of the capital. 

EDIFicEs. The most remarkable edifice is the Shomado() 
hefore described. The Kioums are often of singularly rich and 
fantastic architecture, as may be observed in the delineation given by 
Colonel Symes ; who has also published a view of the grand hall of 
audience, perhaps as splendid an edifice as can well be executed in 
wood. His reception at the " golden feet," such is the term used for 
the imperial presence, was also remarkably grand, the pomp in some 
degree corl'esponding with that of the ancient Byzantine emperors. 

INLAND NAviGATION. Nature has so amply provided the 
means of inland navigation, by the numerous mouths and stream8 of 
the grand river Irrawady, that additional industry seems superfluous. 
. MANUFACTUREs. The Bit·m;;ms excel in gilding, and several 
other ornamental manufactmes. Theil' ec1il1ces and barges are con
structed with singular oriental taste and elegance ; and at Chagain is a 
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manufacture of marble divinities, the material being remarkably fine, 
and almost transparent. 

CoMl\'I:J<:RCE. A considerable trade is carried on between the 
capital and Yunan, the nearest province of China, consisting chiefly in 
cotton, with amber, ivory, precious stones, and beetle nut; the returns 
being raw and wrought silks, velvets, gold leaf, preserves,. paper, and 
some utensils of hard ware. Several thousand boats are annually 
employed in transporting rice from the lower provinces to supply 
Ummerapoora, and the northern districts. Salt and gnapee, a kind 
of fish sauce used with rice, are also articles of internal commerce. 
European broad cloth and hard ware, coarse Bengal muslins, China 
ware, and glass, are imported by foreigners. The Birmans, like the. 
Chinese, have no coin: but silvet· in bullion, and lead, are current. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

CLL\TATE ANtJ SEASONS.~FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-RIVERS•-<.. 

I"AKES.- MOUNT All\ s.- FORlcSTS.-llOTANY.-ZOOLOGY,-llflNE~ 

RALOGY,-ISLES. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONs. THE vigorous health of the natives 
attests the salubrity of the climate, the seasons being regular, and the 
extremes of heat and cold little known ; for the intense heat which 
precedes the beginning of the rainy season* is of short duration. 

F.AcE OF THE CouNTRY. The face of the country affords. 
almost every variety, from the swampy Delta of the ll'rawady to 
pleasant hills and dales, and considerable ranges of mountains. " The 
soil of the southern provinces of the Birman empire is remarkably fertile, 
and produces as luxuriant crops of rice as are to be found in the finest 
parts of Bengal. Farther northward the country becomes irregular 
and mountainous; but the plains and valleys, particularly near the 
t·iyer, are exceedingly fruitful ; they yield good wheat; and the various 
kinds of small grain, which grow in Hinclostan; as likewise legumes 
and most of the esculent vegetables of India. Sugm· canes, tobacco of a 
superior quality, incli~·o, cottof1, and the different tropical fruits in per· 
fection, are all indigenous products of this favoured!and."t Agriculture 
seems to be pursued with considerable avidity, but the mode has not 
been particularty illustrated. 

RIVERs. The chief river of the Dirman empire is the Irrawacly, 
supposed to be the Kenpcu of Tibet, w l:ich, instead of being the river of 
Keen Duem, probably passes by Moguang to Hamoo, and thence by 
Ummerapoora and Prome towards the sea, which it joins by many 
mouths, after a comparative caurse of near 1200 British miles. The 
Keen Duem seems to rise in the mountains towards Asam,beingcfmuch 
inferior size where it joins the Irrawady. 

The ri'I<:T ~itang is the next on the east, a:tcr passing tbe small 
river of P~gu, but seems to be a kind of remote branch of the 
lrrawrcdy. 

The Thaluan enters the sea nrar J\Iat·Lboul, hci~1;:; suppo~cd to 
be the Nou Kiang of TiLc:L, which m.ay, '\ ith more probhi:il.y, be the 
river of Si:.an. ,In ci~hct' case,. the .~cngtb of i~s cour,;e e:cculs that ~f 
tlw hrawad!", tnm1g;n, not bem~; Jed by suca ll\llJK:rous ~·tre:cms, 1t 
l;.amot e<I1L!l it in size. The river or Si~~m, or 1\!aguc, <>.io;o pel'vaC:cs a 

t Symes, ii. 3/:2. 
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part of the Birman ten·itory. The g·eography of all these rivers remains 
imperfect. 

Dr. Buchanan observes in general, on the errms of former geogra· 
phers, that the river of Arracan is not so considerable as has been 
supposed, but rises in hills at .no great distance to the north, having 
been confounded with the Keen Duem, or great western branch of the 
Irrawady ; while what is called the western branch of that river is, in fact, 
the eastern.* His assertion that the Loukiang m· Noukiang of D' An ville 
is the same with the Thaluan, seems liable to doubt. He adds that the 
river of Pegu, formerly supposed to come from China, rises among 
hills about I 00 miles from the sea, which form the boundary between 
the Birman and Pegu kingdoms: that, between the rivers of Pegu and 
Martaban, there is a lake from which two rivers proceed, one running 
N. to old Ava, where it joins a river that flows into the Irrawady, 
while the other passes S. to the sea, being· the Sitang: that the rivers 
of China, which were supposed to be the sources of that of Pegu, are 
those of the river of Siam ; and that the latter communicates with that' 
of Cambodia, by a large branch called the Amm.t 

LAKEs. It would appear that there must be numerous lakes 
in this empire, which abounds with mountains; but the imperfect state 
of its geography has supplied no materials for their description. 

l.YlouNTAINS. It is probable that the highest range of moun~ 
tains is on the frontiers of Tibet. The other ranges are delineated as 
passing north and south, but the names are not indicated, except those 
Qf _-\noupec, between Ava and Arracan, and a small range running east 
and west, which supplies the sources of the river of Pegu. 

FoRESTs. The forests are large and numerous, many parts 
-remaining in a state of nature. They supply almost every description 
of timber that is known in Hinuostan; and, about fom days journey to 
the north of the capital, firs grow in abundance. But the lord of the 
Birman forest is the teak tree, superior to the European oak, which i$ 
there unknown: the teak flourishes in many parts of the empire, to 
the north of the capital, as well as to the south. 

BoT A~Y. All the countries that compose the rich and extensive 
territory of India beyond the Ganges, including the Birman empire, and 
the dominions of Pegu, Siam, Cambodia, Cochin-China, and Malacca, 
bear such a similarity to each other in their vegetable productions a:o 
far as they have been investigated, as renders it impossible to give a 
general and separate view of their respective floras without continual 
repetitions. Certain districts, also in furthet· India, h;,.ve been examin· 
eel with considerable attention, while others, similarly situated, have 
remained almost whol!y overlooked: it is only, therefore, from anaiog_v 
(a highly probable one inJccd) that we can conjecture the most 

" Symes, ii. 413. 
t D' An ville, in his map of Asia, has supposed the Sanpou, or Berhampooter, 

to be the same with the rjvcr of AVJ. or the Irrawatly. The Noukiang- he 
imagines the same w:th the river of Pegn: while the large river of Siam j~ 
illpposed to have a comp:u·:ttively short comse. Such are the gross errcrs of 
this eminent geographer, whose work l\llr. Gibbon pronounces to he perf"ct, 
while in f::~.ct th<!)' onl.v ohew the yery imperfect >tate of geography even i.1l 
his time. 
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<Characteristic species of their indigenous plants. The mountains of 
the interior, and in general of the whole northern frontier, are still 
tota1ly unexplored, and the deep forests, infested with tigers, must 
ever continue, even in the more accessible parts, to oppose no trifling 
obstacles to the spirit of scientific adventure. 

It is in those parts of the torrid zone that abound with water, and 
where, from the influence of the monsoons, the country is extensively 
flooded every year, that vegetation assumes a vigour and sublimity 
wholly inconceivable by the native of more temperate climates: ever
lasting verdure, grace, and m~jesty of form, height and amplitude of 
growth, arc the clistin~uishing attributes of their trees, compared with 
which the monarchs of our forests sink into vegetables of an inferior 
order: the same exuberance of nature is conspicuous in their shrubs 
and herbaceous plants, in their blossoms, and their fi1.1its, whose vivid 
brilliancy of colour, singularity of shape, aromatic fragrance, and 
exalted flavour, reduce to reb.tive insignificance the puny produce of 
European summers. 

Here rises, in pwud magnificence, the white sandal tree, whose 
fragrant wood, mixed with that of the alOexylum verum, also a native of 
these regions, is in high request through the whole east for the grateful 
odour of its smoak. The teak tree (tectona theca) is at least equal even 
to British oak as a durable material for ship-building: the true jet black 
ebony wood is the produce of the ebenoxylum verum, one of the indi
genous trees of Cochin-China. The sycamore fig, the Indian fig, and 
the banyan tree itself a grove, by the breadth of their leaves, and the 
luxuriance of their foliage, aflord a most delicious shelter, impenetrable 
tven by the meridian ~xdcur of an Indian sun. Mingled with these, 
and emulating them in size, are the bignonia indica, the nauclea 
orientalis, corypha seribus, one of the loftiest of the palm trees, and 
excoecaria Cochinchinensis, remarkable for the crimson under surface 
of its leaves. 

Of the plants that are used in medicine or the arts some of the most 
important aee natives of further India: the nature or this work does not 
admit of specifyi;1g· the whole, but those of most con~equence are the 
following. The ginger and cardamom, two pleasant aromatics, are 
found wild on the river sides, but are also cultivated in great abundance; 
the turmeric, whose principal use, in Europe, is as a dying drug, is 
largely used by the natives of the coast to tinge and flavour theil' rice 
and othe1· food : the leaves of the betel pepper, with the fruit of the 
black and Ion;; pepper, and the fag·aria piperita, are the most favourite 
of their native spices, to which may also be a<l,ied three or four kinds 
of capsicum. Among- the various dyin;,;· drugs nmy be distinguished 
justicia tinctoria, yicldins- a beautiful green tinge ; mm·inda umbellata, 
g~,mbo~e and cartbamus, all of theEl yellow dyes, the red wood of the 
Lwsoni"t spinosa and Cxsalpinia ::,,tppan, and t~;e indigo; the gum resin 
called dragon's b]ood, ttppears to lx; produced by several species of 
plallts, and two cf tlwse, the dracrena krrea and :;alamus rotang, are 
1 !ativc:; of Cochin-China. The bark of the ne'rium untidvscntericum~ 
c. ilkJ cocbgapab, a1~d that of tbe bunts culi!av,,n, the. fruit of the 
s~. ·yclmos nuxvomica, the cassia fistula, the tamarind, and the croton 
ti~. :um, the inspisc::.:l:.:J juice of the alct:, the rc~:1. of the camp!1m· t1·ee, 
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mtd the oil of the ricinus, are all occasionally imported from this 
country for the European dispensaries. The cinnamon laurel grows 
in abundance on each side of the Malayan peninsula, and sometimes, 
as it is said, accompanied by the nutmeg. The sugar cane, the 
bamboo, and the spikenard, the three most celebrated plants of the 
grass tribe, are fotmd throughout the whole country ; the two former 
in rich swamps, and the latter on dry hills. The sweet potato, ipomrea 
tuberosa, mad-apple and love-apple (solanum melonp:ena and lycopersi
con), nymph rea nelumbo, gourds, melons, watc:r melons, and a profusion 
of other esculent plants, emich this fwoured country; all these, however, 
require cultivation : but the plantain, the cocoa nut, ::mel sago palm, 
furnished by the free unstinted bounty of natui·e, contribute most 
plentifully to satisfy the wants of the inhabitants. Of native fmits they 
possess a vast variety and an inexhaustible abundance. The vine 
grows wild in the forests, but from the excessive heat and want of 
cultivation its fruit is far inferior to that of the seuth of Europe: to 
compensate, however, for this deJiciency, they have the luscious mango, 
the pine apple, the sapindus edulis (the li-tschi of the Chinese), the 
mangosteen plum (garcinia mangostana), the averrhoa carambola, the 
custard apple, the papaw fig, the orange, the lemon and lime, and a 
multitude of other exquisite fruits, whose very names m·e scarcely 
known in Europe. The attempt to give even a very f,<int ic!ea by 
words of the infinite multitude of omamental plants that cover the 

.country would be wholly in vain; a few have been introduced into our 
hot-hous~s, where they continue a languid imperfect existence, and of 
which, faded and sickly as they are, they constitute the chief glory. 

ZooLOGY. The animals in general correspo,nd with those of 
Hindostan. Elephants principally abound in Pegu. The horses are 
small, but spirited. The ichneumon, or rat of Pharaoh, is rather 
peculiar. A kind of wild fowl, called the helllza, and by the Hindoos 
the braminy goose, has been adopted as the symbol of the empire, 
like the Roman eagle. The Birmans abstain from animal food except 
game; but there are many butlaloes. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of this region, the Colden 
Chersonese of the ancients, is opulent, and some products rather 
singular. While Malacca, which has hitherto been supposed the 
Golden Chersonese, scarcely produces any mineral except tin, and is, 
-in truth, a poor country, only celebrated as an emporium of Portuguese 
trade with China, the rivers of Pegu, on the contrary, still continue to 
devolve particles of gold; and their sands must in ancient times have 
been yet more prolific of that precious metal. Nor is it improbable 
that the practice of gilding the roofs and spires of temples and palaces 
may ascend to ancient times, as we are told that the Shomadoo was 
built about 500 years before the Christian era; in which case the splendid 
appearance might naturally give rise to the classical appellation of the 
country. Colonel Symes informs us that "gold is discovered in the 
'landy beds of streams which descend from the monntains. Between 
the Keen Duem and the hrawady, to the northward, there is a small 
river called Sho Lien Kioup, or the Stream of Golden Sand."* I!t 

" £lymes, ii. 375. 
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many regions gold is found intermingled with silver; and six days 
journey from Bamoo (probably towards the north) there are mines of 
gold and silver at Badouem, near the frontiers of China. By a singular 
conjunction, there are, according to the same authority, mines of gold, 
silver, rubies, and sapphires, at present open on a mountain called 
Wooboloo-taun, near the river Keen Duem. 

There is also abundance of inferior minerals, as tin, iron, lead, anti
mony, arsenic, and sulphur; and amber, a rare and singular product, is 
not only dug up in large quantities near the river Irrawady, but is 
uncommonly pure and pellucid. 

Diamonds and emeralds are not found in the Birman empire; but it 
affords amethysts, garnets, very beautiful chryosolites of a greenish 
yellow; with the inferior products of jasper, loadstone, and marble, the 
quarries of the latter, which equals the best Carara, being only a few 
miles from U mmerapoora. 

The most singular product of Pegu is the ruby, a stone next to the 
diamond in value, and which, according to Sheldon, is found in a moun
tain between Sirian and Pegu, this substance being almost as peculiar as 
the diamond is to Hindostan. By Colonel Symes's account, rubies and 
sapphires are also found in the north western part of the empire; but the 
most v2Juable mines are in the vicinity of the capital, or rather about 
thirty British miles to the north. 

IsLEs. The Birmans seem tobe in possession of several isles 
in the gulf of Martaban, the Magnus Sinus of antiquity, and of others 
to the south and west, but too minute to demand description, if ther$ 
even were sufficient materials.* 

"See. Forrest's Voyage from Calcutta to the Archipelago of Mergui, 4t~ 



MALAYA OR MALACCA. 

'PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY.-NAME AND EXTENT.-LANGUAGE,
DIVISIONS.-PRODUCT s.-CITYOF MALACCA.-GENERAL REMARKS 
ON THE MALAYS,-ISLES 0!' ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR. 

HAVING thus finished the description of the chief native empires 
of Asia, a foreign power, that of the English in Hindostan, will naturally 
attract the next attention, as perhaps not tmequal in real and effective 
force even to the greatest of these empires. vVhile the English colo
nies in America claim a decided preponderance over any power on that 
continent, it is not a little surprising to behold the natives of a remote 
European isle exercising such sway in Asia, and influencing the councils 
of the most remote potentates. The colony established in New Hol
land is also a striking and singular feature in human history ; and 
will probably secure lasting ascendancy in a region before unknown. 
Were Egypt to yield to the British arms, it might be asserted that 
the English name is pre-emiHent in every quarter of the globe.* 
Such are the fruits of national freedom, the parent of industry and 
enterprise. 

But as the British empire in Hindostan only embraces a comparatively 
small part of that extensive region, indissolubly connected with the 
others by identity of population, manners, and laws, it seems preferable 
to follow a plan merely geographical in describing the remaining states 
of Asia; and, after completing the account of those beyond the Ganges, 
to proceed to Hindostan, Persia, and Arabia. 

In the same view of geographical connection, where the political 
weight of the state deserves little consideration, either from power or 
durability, it will be proper, after the preceding description of the Bir
man territories, to subjoin some accotmt of that peninsula appended to 
them on the south, and styled Malaya or Malacca. 

PROGREssivE GEoGRAPHY. This Chersonese was certainly 
unknown to the ancients, and seems to have escaped the knowledge of 
Marco Polo, though the isle of Sumatra appears to have been known to 
him by the name of Java Minor, if this be not his Maletur, where he 

" This event has si11ce happened-but Egypt Ls resigned to Turkish bar
b;1.rism. 
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says there was abundance of spices, and the natives had a proper and 
peculiar speech*. 

However this be, the Portuguese are regarded as the first discoverers 
of Malacca, to which they were led by the vain idea of finding the gol
den Chersonese of the ancients. vVhen Sequeira reachd this peninsula 
in 1509, he found it subject to Mahmud, a Mahometan prince; while 
the capital, Malacca, had acquired some consideration from its favour
able position, as a mart of trade between China and Hindostan. In 
151 1, the Portuguese conquered the peninsula. 

NA~-IE. The name is derived from the Malays, who are mostly 
J\1ahometans,-and in some degree civilized; but the inland parts seem to 
be possessed by a more rude native race, little known amidst the imper
fection of materials concerning this country, neither the Portuguese nor 
Dutch being eminent in scientific precision. 

ExTENT. The notthern limits are not strictly defined; but 
M11lacca is about eight degrees, or near 5 60 British miles in length, by 
about I 50 miles of medial breadth, a territory sufficiently ample for a 
powerful monarchy, had its native productions corresponded with its 
extent. 

LANGUAGE. As the Malays have established several govern. 
ments in Sumatra, the best ideas concerning the-:n may be derived 
from M. Marsden's history of that isle. Their language has been 
called the Italian of the east, from the melody of frequent vowels and 
liquids; and the above intelligent traveller has produced the followin!{ 
~>pecitnen: 

.Apo goono passang paleeto 
Gallo teedah dangan soomboonia .2 

.Apo goono bermine matto 
Gallo teedah dangan soongoonia .~ 

What signifies attempting to light a lamp 
If the wick be wanting ? 
What signifies making love with the eyes, 
lf nothing in earnest be intended ? 

The Malays use the Arabic character; and an influx of words of 
that language has followed the adoption of the lVIahometan religiont. 
They write on paper, using ink of their own composition, and pens 
made of the twigs of a tree. The purest Malay is still supposed to be . 
spoken in the peninsula, and has no inflexion of nouns or verbs. . 

DrvrsroNs. Though the manners and customs of the Malays 
be deeply tinctured with those common to other Mahometans, yet in 
the inland parts of the country the people remain nearly in a savage 
1,3tate, and do not partake of the civilization of the adjacent kingdoms 

"' See in the account of the A~iatic islands a note on this subject. Some 
may im~cgine that his Eoeach or Loeach is perhaps Le'Vel? or Camhoja 
(D' Anville's Asia). But it seems more probable that Boeach is the nortnern 
part of Malacca, and j'vfafetur the southern: for his Garbinius is the south
west pniat, and Sciroccus the south-east. 

t Hence 1 hun berg, -:ii. 2:28. has ridiculously supposed the Malay to be a 
!iifl.lect of the Ar<~,b~c. Jt is of Sansqit origin. As. Res. iv. 217, 
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<>f Pe2'U and Siam. In the last century Mandelslo, or rather Oleal'ius1 
who published his myage, describes Mabcca as divided into two 
l~ing·doms, that of Patani in the north, and that of Yohor or Jor in the 
south*. 

PATANI. The town of Patani was inhabited by M::'.hys and 
Siamese; and the people were Mahometans tributary to Siam. The 
town is built of reeds emd wood, but the mosque of brick; and th~ com• 
merce was conducted by the Chinese and the Portuguse settlers, the 
native Malays being chiefly employed in fishing and agriculture. Accoi'd• 
ing to this traveller there are continual rains with a nortlv-ec:st wind 
during the months of November, December, and January. Agricul~ 
ture was conducted with oxen and buffaloes, the chief product being 
rice. There was abundance of game and :tl:uits, and the forests 
swarmed with monkeys, tigers, v,rild boars, and wild elephants. From 
the kingdom of Patani the Portuguese U3ed yearly to purchase about 
1500 cattle for their settlement at Malacca. 

YoHoR. The king·dom of Yohor occupied the southern extre• 
mity of the Chersonese, the chief towns being Linga, Bintam, Cari• 
mon, and Batusabert; which last was the capital of the kingdom, 
being situated about six leagues from the sea on the river Yohor, in a 
marshy situation, so that the small houses were obliged to be raised 
about eight feet from the ground. All the country belonging to the 
king, lands were assigned to any person who demanded them, but the 
Malays were so indolent that the country was chiefly left to th~ wild 
luxuriance of nature. Even in the time of this traveller, the li!Ialayan 
language w::.s esteemed the most melodious in the east, and as univer .. 
sal as the French in Europe, a remark which has been recently repeated 
by Thunberg. 

PRODUCTS. The inland part of the Malayan peninsula seems 
to remain full of extensive aboriginal forest; nor do the ancient or 
modern maps indicate any towns or villages in these parts. The indo~ 
lence of the inhabitants has prevented the country from being explored; 
but it produces pepper and other spices, with some precious. gums and 
wood, among which perhaps the teak may be found. The wild ele~ 
phants supply abundance of ivory; but the tin, the only mineral men• 
tioned, may perhaps be the produce of Banka:t. If gold or diamonds 
had existed, they could not have escaped the avarice of the Dutch; and 
we may rest assured this countt·y could never have been the Golden 
Chersonese of the ancients. 

The form of the Malay government may be conceived from those 
transplanted to Sumatra, and described by M. Marsden\J. The titles 
of the sultans, or rajas are numerous and fantastic. Next in rank are a 
kind of nobles, who in Sumatra are called Dattoos, to whom the other:'! 
are vassals. 

" Vol. i. col. 338. edit. 1727, 2 vols. fol. 
t Col. 34-2. 
:j: Yet Mr. Pennant, View of Hindostan, iii. 30, asserts from the authority 

of Hamilton, who visiced this country in 1719, that much gold is found in the 
river which runs from near the cit,Y of Malacca towards the eas:em COii.St. 

II -::07, 28:1. 
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MALACCA CITY. The city of Malacca, which seems to have 
been founded by Mahometans in the thirteenth century, was held by 
the Portuguese till 1641, when it was seized by the Dutch. It was 
considered as ·situated in the southern kingdom of Y ohor; and in the 
last century was supposed to contain 12,000 inhabitants, of which how
ever only 3000 dwelled within the walls. Not above 200 were native 
Portuguese, the other being a mixed race of Mahometan Malays, 
accounted among the chief merchants of the east. The Portuguese 
settlement did not extend above five leagues around; yet became 
highly important from its advantageous position for Indian and Chinese 
commerce*. 

The mean and disgraceful jealousy of the Dutch concerning their 
oriental possessions renders the recent accounts of this city imperfect. 

MALAYS. In general the Malays are a well made people, though 
rather below the middle stature, their limbs well shaped, but small, and 
particularly slender at the wrists and andes. Their complexion is taw
ney, their eyes large, their noses seem rather flattened by art than 
nature ; and their hair is very long, black, and shining. 

Besides the tiger and elephant, Malacca produces the civet cat 
described by Sonnerat, who also mentions that wild men are found in 
this peninsula, perhaps the noted Orang Outangs. Some sin_gular 
birds are also found ; and Malacca likewise produces a most delicious 
fruit called the mangosten. ~ 

In imitation of Mr. Pennantt, this account shall be closed with a few 
extracts fmm M. le Poivre's philosophical voyages, that judicious 
observer having given a more just idea of the Malays than any other 
traveller. 

" Beyond the kingdom of Siam is the peninsula of Malacca, a coun
try formerly well peopled, and consequently well cultivated. This 
nation was once one of the greatest powers, and made a very consider
able figure in the theatre of Asia. The sea was covered with their 
ships, and they carried on a most extensive commerce. Their laws 
however were apparently very different from those which subsist among 
them at present. From time to time they sent out numbers of colonies, 
which one after another peopled the islands of Sumatra, JaYo., Borneo, 
Celebez or Macassar, the Moluccas, the Phillippines, and those innu
merable islands of the Archipelago which bound Asia on the east, and 
which occupy an extent of 700 leagues in longitude from east to west, 
by about 600 of latitude from north to south. The inhabitants of all 
these islands, those at least upon the coasts, are the same people. They 
speak. almost the same language, have the same laws, the same mcu'1-
ners. Is it not somewhat singular that this nation, whose possessions 
are so extensive, should scarce be known in Europe? I shall endeavour 
to give you an idea of these laws and those manners; you will from 
thence easily judg·e of their agriculture. 

" Travellers who make observatiom on the i.VIalays, are 2stonisbed 
to find in the centl'e of Asia, under the scorching ciimate of t!1e line, 
the laws, t:1e manner~, the customs, and the pt'ejudices, of the ancient 

<t Mam~cl, lo, i. Col 337. 
t Ouclinr;s of the Glob:;. London1 181}3, 4• vol. 4to. iii. 33. 
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inhabitants of the north of Europe. The Malays are governed by feudal 
laws, that capricious system conceived for the defence of the liberty of 
a few against the tyranny of one, whilst the multitude is subjected to 
slavery and oppression. 

" A chief, who has the title of king or sultan, issues his commands 
to his great vassals, who obey when they think proper; these have 
inferior vassals, who often act in the same manner with regard to 
them. A small part of the nation live independent, under the title of 
Oramcai or noble, and sell their services to those who pay them best; 
whilst the body of the nation is composed of slaves, and lives in per-
petual servitude. ' · 

" vVith these laws the Malays are restless, fond of navigation, war, 
plunder, emigrations, colonies, desperate enterprises, adventures, and 
gallantry. They talk incessantly of their honour and their bravery, 
whilst they are universally considered by those with whom they have 
intercourse as the most treacherous ferocious people on the face of the 
globe ; and yet, which appeared to me extremely singular, they speak 
the softest language of Asia. vVhat the Count de Forbin has said in his 
memoirs of the ferocity of the Macassars, is exactly true, and is the 
reigning characteristic ef the whole Malay nations. More attached to 
the absurd laws of their pretended honour than to those_ of justice or 
humanity, you always observe that amongst them the strong oppress 
and destroy the weak; their treaties of peace and ft1endship never sub
sisting beyond that self-interest which induced them to make them, 
they are almost always armed, and either at war amongst themselves, 
or employed in pillaging their neighbours. 

" This ferocity which the Malays qualify under the name of cou
rage, is so well known to the European companies who have settle
ments in the Indies, that they have universally agreed in prohibiting 
the captains of their ships, who may put into the Malay islands, from 
taking on board any seamen of that nation, except in the greatest dis
tress, and then on no ac-count to exceed two or three .. 

" It is nothing uncommon for a handful of these horrid savages sud
denly to embark, attack a vessel by surprise, poignard in hand, massacre 
the people, and make themselves masters of her. Malay barks, with 
twenty-five or thirty men, have been known to board European ships 
of thirty or forty guns, in order to take possession of them, and mur
der, with their poignards, great part of the crew. The Malay history is 
full of such enterprises, which mark the desperate ferocity of those 
barbarians. 

"The Malays who are not slaves go always armed; they would 
thin:~ themselves disgraced if they went abroad without their poignards, 
which they call Crit; the industry of this nation even surpasses itself in 
the fabric of this destructive weapon. · 

" As their lives are a perpetual round of agitation and tumult they 
conlcl nc\·er endme the long Rowing habits which prevail among the 
other Asiatics. The habits of the Malays are exactly adapted to their 
shapes, and loaded with a multitude of buttons, which fasten them close 
to their bodies in every part. I relate these seemingly trifiing cbseeva
tions in order to prove that in dimates the most oppo!;ite the same laws 
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produce similar manners, customs, and prejudices : their effect is the 
same too with respect to agriculture. 

" The lands possessed by the Malays are in general of a superior 
quality; nature seems to have taken pleasure in there assembling most 
favourite productions. They have not only those to be found in the 
territories of Siam, but a variety of others. The country is covered 
with odoriferous woods, such /as the eagle, or aloes wood, the sandal, 
and the CaBBia odorata, a species of cinnamon ; you there breathe an 
air impregnated with the odours of innumerable flowers of the greatest 
fragrance, of which there is a perpetual succession the year round, the 
sweet flavour of which captivates the soul, and inspires the most volup
tuous sensations. No traveller wandering over the plains of Malacca 
but feels himself strongly impelled to wish his residence fixed in a 
place so luxuriant in allurements, where nature triumphs without the 
assistance of art ........... .In the midst of all this luxuriance of nature the 
Malay is miserable; the culture of the lands, abandoned to slaves, is 
fallen into contempt. These wretched laboul.'ers, dragged incessantly 
from their rustic employments by their restless masters, who delight 
in war and maritime enterprises, have rarely time, and never resolu· 
tion, to give the necessary attention to the labouring of their grounds; 
their lands in general remain uncultivated, and produce no kind of 
grain for the subsistence of the inhabitants". 

The reader who wishes for more ample information concerning this 
peninsula may be referred to the voyages of Nieuhof and Hamilton. 
As the latter asserts that the inland inhabitants, whom he calls the 
Monocaboes, are a different race from the Malays, and of much lighter 
complexion, it would seem probable that the Mabys passed into this 
country from the north or south, and there is no small difficulty in 
accounting for their origin. The language should be si:~illfully collated 
with those of the neighbouring countries, and even with the ancient 
dialects of Hindostan, as p::rhaps they may be found to be the same 
with the Pallis, traditionally said to have been the most early inhabi
tants of that celebrated countrv. 

ANnAllrAN. Opposite" to t:1e coast of Malacca, though at a 
considerable distance, are the islands of Andaman and of Nicobar. 
The great Andaman is about 140 British miles in length, but not 
more than twenty in the greatest breadth, indented by deep bays 
affording excellent harbours, and intersected by vast iDlets and creeks, 
one of which, navigable for small vessels, passes quite through the 
isle*. The soil is chiefly black mould, the cliffs of a white arenacious 
stone. The extensive forests afford some precious trees, as ebony, 
and the mell01i, or Nicobar bread fruit. The only quadrupeds seem to 
be wild hogs, monkies, and rats. The sea supplies nuwerous fish, 
a;nong which are mullets, soles, and excellent oysters. The people 
of the Andamans are as little ciYilized as an;i in the world, and are 
probably cannib~ls, having at least a particular antipathy against stran· 
gers. They have wooly heads, and perfcCctly resemble negroes ; being 
as some repm't descended from a crew of A.ft·ican slaves ; but they a;;e 
1nentioned in the ninth century by the Mahomet~n travellers with ali 

"' As. Res. iv. 335. 
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their peculiarities, and it is difficult. to conc~ive ?ow a cargo of slaves 
could at an early period be steered m that chrection. The south-west 
monsoon may have driven their canoes from the coasts of Africa; and, 
opposed in civilized parts, they may have seized this desert isle*. 
Their character is truly brutal, insidious, and ferocious, and their 
canoes of the rudest kind. On Barren Isle, about fifteen leagues to the 
east of the Andamans, is a violent volcano which emits showers of red 
hot stones ; and the whole island has a singular and volcanic appear~ 
ance. A British settlement has been recently formed on the greater 
Andaman, and some convicts sent thither from Bengal. The natives, 
about 2000, have already profited by the example of English industry. 

Nicoi!AR. The Nicobars are three; the largest being about 
five leagues in circumferencet. They produce cocoa and areca trees, 
with yams and sweet potatos; and the eatable bird's nests, so highly 
esteemed in China, abound here as well as in the Andamans. The 
people are of a copper colour, with small oblique eyes and other Tatar 
features. In their dress a small stripe of cloth hangs down behind; and 
hence the ignorant tales of seamen which led even Linnreus to infer 
that some kinds of mell had tails. The only quadrupeds are swine and 
dogs, The traffic is in c'ocoa nuts, of which one hundred are given 
for a yard of blue cloth. The tree called by the natives larum, by the 
Portuguese mellori, produces an excellent bread fruit, different from 
the kind found in the interior parts of Africa, and also from that of 
Otaheite. The fruit is said to weigh twenty or thirty pounds ;, and 
some plants have been brought to the botanical garden of the East-India.. 
company near Calcutta. 

'* They are, after all, probably of the same race with the other negroes of 
the Asiatic Isles, which see. 

t As. Res. iii. 149. 
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SIAM. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

NJ.MEo-EXTENT,-BOUNDARIES.-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-PRO· 
GRESSIVE GEOGRAPHYo-HISTORICAL EPOCHS, 

TILL the recent extension of the Birman empire, the rich and 
flourishing monarchy of Siam was to be regarded as the chief state of 
exterior India. The brief connection established with France, towards 
the end of the seventeenth century, excited many writers to give 
accounts of this kingdom, while only an imperfect knowledge was 
diffused concerning the surrounding states. Those of the Jesuits are 
deservedly disesteemed, when compared with that of La Loubere, 
himself envoy extraordinary from Louis XIV to the Siamese court, 
which remains the chief guide concerning this state, though capable 
of occasional improvements from more recent information on particular 
topics. 

NAME. The name of this celebrated country is of uncertain 
origin, and, in appearance, first delivered by the Portuguese, in whose 
orthography Siom and Siao are the same, so that Sian, or Siang, might 
be preferable to Siam*; and the Portuguese writers in Latin call the 
natives Siones. The Siamese style themselves Tai, or freemen, and 
theiF country Meuang Tai, or the kingdom of freemen. It is probable 
that the Portuguese derived the name Sian from intercourse with the 
Pegueset. 

ExTENT AND BoUNDARIES. The extent of the Siamese 
dominions has been :recently restricted by the encroachments of the 
Birmans, nor can some of the limits be accurately defined. On the 
west of the Malaian peninsula a few possessions may remain, to the 
south of Tanaserim; and on the eastern side of that Chersonese Ligor 

*' Loubere, i. 16. edit. Arnst. 1714. 
t Sha11 is the oriental term, as appears from sev(.lral papers in the Asiatic 

Researches. 
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may mat•k the boundary. On the west a chain of mountains se_ems to 
divide Siam, as formerly from ~egu,-but the northi!r~ provmce of 
Yunshan, would appear to be m _the hands of the Bmnans, who 
here seem to extend to the nver Maykang; and perhaps the 
limits may be a small ridge running east and west, above the river 
Anan. To the south and east the ancient boundaries are fixed ; the 
ocean and a chain of mountains, dividing Siam from Laos and Cam
bodia.' Thus the ancient idea may be retained, that this kingdom is a 
large vale between two r~dges of mountains. . . 

The northern boundanes, as defined by Loubere, evmce that Stam 
has lost little in that quarter. His city Chiami is probably Zamee; 
and was fifteen days journey beyond the Siamese frontier. But when 
he marks the northern limit at twenty-two degrees, there is an error in 
latitude. It is about the nineteenth degree ; so that the length of the 
kingdom may be about ten degrees, or near 700 British miles; but 
of this about one half is not above seventy miles in medial breadth. A 
more adequate admeasurement may be estimated from about eleven 
degrees of north latitude, to nineteen degrees: a length of about 550 
British miles, by the breadth of 240. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The original population of Siam, 
and other regions of exterior India, can only be traced by afli.nity of 
languages ; and the topic has been little illustrated. For this purpose 
the vulgar speech must be chosen, and not the Bali, or language of the 
learned, which is perhaps the same with the Palli of Hindostan. If the 
former be monosyllabic, as Loubere says, it bears some affinity with the 
Chinese ; and, he adds, with those of the eastern regions of exterior India. 
That of the Malays is very different; and perhaps they proceeded, 
as before-mentioned, from Hindostan, while the other tribes of further 
India advanced by land from China and Tibet; though there may 
perhaps be found great difference in the dialect, from early separation 
in a savage state, followed by different wants and customs. 

PRoGRESSIVE GEoGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
Siam ascends to classical antiquity, if the people be, as is reasonably 
inferred, the Sin::e of Ptolemy. The early navigators imagined that the 
Chinese were the Sin::e, and that the isle of Taprabana was Sumatra! 
In the reign of the emperor Justinian, Cosmas, called lndicopleustes, 
mentions the silk of Sin::e, as imported into Taprobana: which he also 
calls Sielediv, coinciding with Selencliba, the oriental name of Ceylon: 
and when he adds that this isle was at an equal:distance from the Persian 
gulf, and the region of the Sin::e, he affords an additional proof that the 
latter was Siam. This country is not indeed at present remarkable 
for the production of silk, the staple article of the ancient Sinx ; but 
it appears that the silk of the early classics was the growth of a tree, a 
kind of silky cotton, still abundant in Siam; and perhaps, as Malacca 
afterwards became famous for products not its own, so Siam, in a 
similar c~ntrical position between China and Hinclostan might, in 
ancient times, be the mart of this and other more oriental articles. \Vhen 
real silk became known to the Romans, about the time of Am-eli-;:n, a 
pound was sold for twehe ounces of gold, a price which shews that 
it must have passed through repeated mercantile profits. The 
Persian monks, wh0, in the sixth century, introduc~d the silk-worm 

VOL. Il. y 
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into the Byzantine empire, perhaps proceeded to the yvest of China, if 
they did not find that valuable insect in some warm vales of Tibet*. Nor, 
while it is denied that the Greeks or Romans had any knowledge of 
China, is it meant to be inferred that t.he Persians were in the like pre
dicament; the Arabian travellers of the ninth century, whose account 
is published by Renaudot, and is incontestably genuine, shewing a 
very complete knowledge of that country. 

Some faint notices concerning Siam may probably occur in the 
oriental geographers of the middle ages: but such inquiries are more 
proper for an antiquarian dissertation. Suffice it to observe that, till the 
Portuguese discoveries, Siam may be said tp have remained unknown 
to Europeans. In the middle of the seventeenth century Mandelslot, 
or his translator Wicquefort, has· compiled a tolerable account of this 
country ; but the French descriptions pn=sent more precision of know
ledge as well as more extent of information. By the latter was first 
reformed a singular error in the geography, which deduced the great 
rivers of Ava, Pegu, and Siam from a large inland lake called Chiarnai, 
in latitude thirty degrees,. while Tibet is placed in latitude forty degrees. 
This gross error perhaps arose from the report that the small river of 
Pegu ris~s in a lake about latitude twenty-one degrees. But on corn
paring the maps of Asia, in the beginning of last century, anti even 
that of China and the East Indies, in the Amsterdam edition of Man
delslo, 1718, the reader will be sensible of the great progress of 
geography in recent times. 

HISTORICAL EPocHs. The Siamese history is imperfect and 
abounds with fables. Their epoch is derived from the pretended dis
parition of their god Sammon a Codarn (or Boodh) ; and the christian 
year 1689 corresponded with their 2233df. Yet by Loubere's account 
their first king began to reign in the year 1300 of their epoch, or about 
756 years after the christian era. Wars with Pegu, and occasional 
usurpations of the throne constitute the hinges of Siamese history 
since the Portuguese discovery. In 15 68 the Peguese king 
declared war on account of two white elephants which the Siamese 
refused to surrender, and after prodigious slaughter on both sides Siam 
became tributary to Pegu. But about 1620 Raja :Hapi delivered his 
crown from this servitudel/. In 1680 Phalcon, a Greek adventurer, 
being highly favoured by the king of Siam, opened an intercourse 
with France, in the view of supporting his ambitious designs; but 
they were punished by his decapitation in 1689, and the French con
nexion ceased in consequence. The latter events of Siamese history 
may partly be traced in that of the Birman empire. 

" If, as some ancients affirm, they brought it from the Seres, (not the Sin:e) 
Little Bucharia must be implied; but the ancient ideas were vague; and often 
as in the case of Arabia and Hindostan, confounded the mart with the native 
country. 

t Col. .304 .... 331. t Loubere, 'i. 21. II Mandelslo, 322. 
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CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

JI.ELIGIO'N,•··GOVER'NME'NT.-LA WS.-POPULA TlO'N.-ARMY.•·'N AVYo 
-REVE'NUES.-·POLITICAL IMPORTANCE. 

RELIGION. THE religion of the~Siamese, like that of the 
Birmans, resembles thatofthe Hindoos; and the transmigration of souls 
fonll.s an essential part ofthe doctrine. Sommona Codam, mentioned 
by Loubere as the chief idol of Siam, is interpreted by competent 
judges to be the same with the Boodh of Hindostan*. The sacred 
language called Bali is of the ~:>arne origin ; and Loubere has published 
a translation of a Siamese legend in that tongue. The most esteemed 
book seems the Vinac ; and the precepts of morality are chiefly five. ' 
1. Not to kill. 2. Not t-o steal. 3. Not to commit uncleanness. 
4. Not to lie. 5. Not to drink any intoxicating liquort. Compar10d 
with the precepts of Moses, those against idols are~ of course unknown, 
nor is any particular day of the week declared sacred. Vain swearing, 
and false testimony are also omitted; nor is there any command to pay 
due respect to parents, or to avoid covetousness. But in the universal 
eode of morality, murder and theft are esteemed pre~eminent crimes; 
the first being irreparable. Loubere has also given a translation of a 
more minute code of morals, chiefly compiled for the use of the 
persons dedicated to religion, whom he names Talapoins. 

In the Birman empire the high priest is called the Set·edaw, while 
the term for an inferior priest is Rhahan. Loubere has entered into 
considerable details concerning the priests and monks of Siam, whom 
_he calls Talapoins, though he add that the native term is Tchaoucout; 
and he does not explain the probably Dutch appellation of Talapoin, 
though he inform us that the convents are named Vat, and the temples 
Pihan ; while the Portuguese style them and the idols Pagods, as that 
author conceives, from the Persian Poutgheda, meaning an idol 
temple. 

The Siamese imitate the Chinese in their festival of the dead,. and 
in some other rites of that singular nation. 

GovERNMENT. The government of Siam is despotic; and 
the sovet·eign, as among the Birmans, revered with honours almost 
divine. The succession' to the crown is hereditary in the male line. 
Loubere adds that a council was generally held twice a day, about ten 

" Symes, ii. 319. t Loubere, i. 381. 
t Kzempfer, i. 62, says the young monks are styled Dsiaunces, and the old 

Ds1aukus: the nuns Nank-tsiji. 
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o'clock in the morning, and at the same hour in the evening, when 
suits were discussed, and affairs of state deliberated. It may be con
ceived that the king was not always present. Sometimes he consults 
the Sancras, or superior Talapoins, and sometimes the governors of 
provinces. 

LAws. The laws are represented by all writers on this country, 
as extremely severe, death or mutilation being punishments even of 
unimportant offences. 

PoPULATION. Concerning the population of Siam there are no 
adequate documents. If the Birman empire contain, as is asserted, 
more than 14,ooo,ooo, it might perhaps be reasonable to conclude that 
the Siamese dominions may be peopled by about s,ooo,ooo. Yet 
Loubere assures us, that from actual enumeration, there were only 
found of men, women, and children, I,§OO,OOO*. So uncertain are 
the computations in oriental countries ! 

ARMY. Loubere says, that in his time, there was no army, 
except a few royal guards; but Mandelslo estimated the army, which 
may be occasionally raised, at 60,ooo, with not less than 3000 or 4000 
elephants. The manner of raising this army resembles that already 
described, as practised in the Birman empire. 

NAvY. The navy is composed of a number of vessels of 
various sizes, some of which are richly decorated. Hence, as in the 
Birman history, naval engagements are not uncommon; and the large 
rivers of exterior India are often reddened with. human gore. The 
form of the Birman and Siamese vessels may be better learned from 
the plates, in the works of Col. Symes and Loubere, than . from the 
most elaborate description. They frequently display a singular fan
tastic elegance. 

REvENuEs. The revenues of this sovereignty are of uncer-
tain computation. They are described. by Mandelslo as arising from 
the third of all inheritances, from trade conducted by royal agents, 
annual presents from the governors of provinces, duties imposed on 
commerce, and the discovery of gold, which by this account seems a 
regal claim. Loubere adds a kind of land-tax; and other particulars, 
among which is the royal domaint. Tin is also a royal metal, except 
that found in Jonkseylon, a remote isle on the Malaian coast, which is 
abandoned to the adventurers. There is a royal treasury, as in most 
other eastern states, but voyagers have not attempted to define its 
probable amount. Loubere says it was reported as an extraordinary 
affair, that the king had increased his revenue by about 42,(1001. ster
ling; supposing this a fifth part of the whole, the opulence of the 
monarch must chiefly arise from the national poverty, which renders 
money valuable when compared with commodities. 

PoLITICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONs. Siam appeared of 
considerable political importance to the French in the reign of Louis 
XIV, who aspired to form lastinG" settlements, and render it a mart of 
Indian commerce, and a ~ource of great opulence to themselves. 
\Vet'e the Birm:ms to become dangerous to our possessions in llengal, 

it. i. 30. t i. 284. 
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a firm alliance with Siam might be highly serviceable ; and the like 
policy is adapted to the Chinese empire, if that great state ever formed 
alliances. In a merely commercial point of view, as it may be difficult 
to preserve the friendship both of the Birmans and the Siamese, it is a 
matter of calculation from which state superior advantages may be 
derived. If directed by European policy, Siam would form strict 
alliances with the more eastern states of exterior India, as a common 
defence against the growing preponderance of the Birmuns. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

'': 
liANNER~ AND CUSTOMS.-L.ANGUAGE.-LITERATURE.-CITIES.-

EDIFICES.-MANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE. 

MANNERS AND CusToMs. THERE is a considerable simili-
tude in the manners and customs of all the states between the vast 
coliUltries of China and Hindostan ; with shades of difference, a_s tpey 
approximate to either of these foci of civilization. Siam, though 
centrical, has embraced a branch of Hindoo faith, and the manners 
are rather Hindostanic than Chinese. 

Loubere has given an ample and interesting account of Siamese 
manners. The fair sex are under few restraints, and are married at an 
early age, being past parturition at forty. The espousals are concluded 
by female mediation ; and as wealth is carefully· concealed, from dread 
of extortion by the magistrate or prince, a priest or magician is con" 
suited concerning the propriety of the alliance. On the third visit the , 
parties are considered as wedded, after the exchange of a few presents, . 
and without any further ceremony, oivil or sacred. Polygamy is 
allowed; but is rather practised from ostentation than any other ~,native, 
and one wife is always acknowledged as supreme. From pride the 
royal marriages are som~times incestuous, and the king does not 
hesitate to espouse his own sister. Divorce is seldom practised, as 
mutual necessities and habits perpetuate the union of the poor • and ' 
the rich may choose a more compliant wife without dismissing the 
former. A temporary amorous intercourse is rather forbidden by the 
pride of the sex, than by any mQral or legal considerations, being 
regarded as a brief marriage, and inconstancy as a divorce. Few 
women become nuns till they be advanced in years. 

According to' the same excellent author the Siamese funerals eon
siderably resemble those of the Chinese*. The body is enclosecUn a 
wooden bier or varnished coffin; and the monks called Talapoins, (per
haps from their talajwn, or peculiar umbrella,) sing hymns in the Bali 
tongue. After a solemn procession the body is burnt on a funeral pile 
of precious woods, erected near some temple ; and the spectacle is 
often rendered more magnificent by the addition of theatrical exhibi
tions, in which the Siamese excd. The tombs are in a pyramidal 
form; and those of the kings large and lofty. Mourning is not pro
scribed by the laws, as in China, and the poor are buried with little 
ceremony. 

~ i. 371. 
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As we eat less in summer thap in winter, so in general, nations 
inhabiting warm climates are temperate in diet. The common 
nourishment of the Siamese consi~ts in rice and fish, both of which 
articles are abundant. They also eitt lizards, rats, and several kinds of 
insects. The value of about one p~nny sterling sufficed to procure a 
poor man his daily pound of rice, w~th some dried fish and rack. The 
buffaloes yield rich milk ; but butte!' would melt and become rancid, 
and cheese is unknown. Little animal food is used in Siam, mutton 
and beef being very bad; and while the Chinese indulge in all viands, 
the doctrine of Boodh rather influentes the Siamese, and induces a 
:horror at the effusion of blood. So~ that Siam in this, as in other 
respects, forms a medial point of comparison between China and 
Hindostan. Yet in grand festivals the Chinese _manner is sometimes 
adopted. 

The houses are small, and construct¢d of bamboos upon pillars, to 
guard against inundations so commo~ in this country. They are 
speedily destroyed and replaced : and a conflagration, if a common, is 
at the same time, a slight calamity. Even the palaces only exceed the 
common habitations by occupying a more extensive space, and being 
constructed of timber, with a few orfiaments: they are also of a greater 
height, but never exceed one floor. If they continue as Loubere 
describes them, they form a striking contrast with the splendid edifices 
of the Birmans : but it is probable that rivalry has produ{;ed greater 
pomp. Brick was, however, u$ed in the construction of temples, and 
funeral pyramids. It is to be wished that Loubere had figured the 
latter as well as the former: and indeed to be regretted in general that 
a more intelligent voyager to Siam has not supplied any defects in his 
interesting narrative. · 

PERSONAL FEATUREs. In person the Siamese are rather 
small but well made*. " The figure of the countenance, both of men 
and women, has less of the oval than of the lozenge form, being 
broad, and raised at the top of the cheeks: and the forehead suddenly 
contracts, and is almost as pointed as the· chin. Besides their eyes, 
rising somewhat towards the temples, are small and dull, and the white 
is commonly completely yellow. Their cheeks are hollow, because 
the upper part is too high : mouth very large, with thick pale lips, and 
teeth blackened by art. Complexion coarse, brown mixed with red, 
to which the climate greatly contributest." 

From this description it would appear that the Siamese are much 
inferior in personal appearance to the Birmans : and rather approach 
to the Tataric or Chinese features. 

DREss. The dress is extremely slight, the warmth of the 
climate rendering clothes almost unnecessary. A muslin shirt with 
wide sleeves, and a kind of loose drawers, are alm.ost the only garments 
of the rieh, a mantle being added in winter. A high tonic cap covers 
the head. The women do not use the shirt but a scarf: and the petti
coat is of painted calico, but with this..slight dress they are extremely 
modest. 

" J.oub. i. 81. 
t Ka:rnpfer, i. ~9. calls them negroes, so dark did their complexions 

appear to him; and he compares their persons to apes. 
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AMUSEMENTS· The Siamese excel, as already mentioned, ill 
theatrical amusements. The subjects are often taken from their 
mythology, and from traditions concerning their ancient heroes. 
According to Loubere the Cone is a kind of pantomime, with music 
and dancing : the Lacone is a serious drama, generally requiring three 
days to represent: the Rabam is a jocund dance by men and women. 
For an account of the other amusements, the reader must be referred to 
that intelligent voyager; who describes the races of oxen and those of 
boats, the combats of elephants, cock-fighting, tumbling, wrestling, and 
rope-dancing, religious processions, and illuminations, and the beautiful 
exhibitions of fire works. The men are generally indolent to exc€ss, 
and fond of gaines of chance, while the women arc employed in works 
of industry. 

LANGUAGE. Like the other languages of further India the 
Siamese has not been completely investigated, and compared with the 
adjacent tongues. There are thirty-seven letters, all consonants, 
while the Dali has thirty-three*. The vowels and dipthongs constitute 
a distinct alphabet. The R appears, which is not known to the 
Chinese, and the W. There is a considerable chant in the emmcia
tion, as in other ancient languages: and as Europeans in general con
sider this change of voice as ridiculous, though really pleasant and 
strictly conformable to nature, it is in vain to attempt the just pronun
ciation of even Greek or Latin, till this prejudice be overcome, if it 
be not indeed invincible. There are no inflexions of verbs or nouns ; 
and the idioms being very remote from those of Europe, any transla
tion becomes very difficult. The words seem mostly monosyllabic, like 
the Chinese. 

The Bali of the Siamese resembles that of the Birmans ; but a 
curious topic of research would be to compare the vulgar tongues of 
exterior India. 

LITERATURE. In literature the Siamese are far from being 
deficient, and Loubere has well explained their modes of education.t 
At the age of seven or eight years the children are often placed in the 
convents of the Talapoins, where they are instructed in reading, 
writing, and accompts, for the mercantile profession is very general. 
They are also taught precepts of morality ; but it is to be regretted 
that Boodh is not only the' god of wisdom but of cunning, which is 
esteemed, if not a positive virtue, yet a proof of superior abilities, 
whence his followers ever attempt to ove!'l'each others. This singular 
perversion of the moral sense, by which honesty and sincerity are 
branded as marks of folly, is not unknown to some Europeans, but has 
not yet been adopted as a precept of religion: in this respect therefore 
the morals of the Chinese, and other oriental traders, must be com
puted by a new standard. Books of history are not unknown, and 
there is an excellent code of laws. Poetry, tales, and mytbologic 
fables, seem to constitute the other departments of Siamese literature. 

CITIEs AND TowNs. The capital city of the kingdom has 
been called Siam, by the vague ignorance of the Portuguese navigators. 
In the native language the name approaches to the European enuncia-

" Loub. ii. 73. t i, 180. 
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lion of Yuthia. It is situated in an isle, formed by the river Meinam. 
The walls, in Loubere's time, were extensive; but not above a sixth 
part was inhabited. Its condition, since it was delivered from the 
Birman conquest in 1766, has not been described. Loubere's method 
is unhappily mingled and digressive, so that his information concerning 
the capital is suddenly interrupted by other topics. It must therefore 
suffice further to observe, that the royal palace was on the north ; and 
that on the east there was a causy*, affording the only free passage by 
land. Distinct quarters were inhabited by the Chinese, Japanese, 
Cochin..Chinese, Portuguese, and Mal::tys. Mandelslo seems to have 
lent some faith to the fables of that notorious voyager Pinto; but Ynthia 
has not impressed other writers in a respectable point of view. The 
temples, pyramids, and royal palace, seem greatly inf::rior in all 
respects to those of the Birmans. 

The other chief towns in the Siamese dominions are Bankok, at the 
mouth of the Meinam ; with Ogmo and others on the eastern coast of 
tlw gulf of Siam. On the western D'Anville marks Cham, Cini, and 
others as far as Ligor. Along the banks of the great river are Louvo 
and Porselouc, with others of inferior note. Loubere mentions Motac 
as the chief town on the north-west frontier. Louvo was a royal 
:residence for a considerable part of the year. In general these towns 
were only collections of hovels, sometimes surrounded with a wooden 
stockade, and rarely with a brick wall. As there is no recent descrip
tion of the country, it would be superfluous to dwell on old descriptions 
of places perhaps ruined in the frequency of oriental revolutions ; 
while other cities may have arisen as yet unknown to geography. 

In the south-west, Tanaserim and Merghi must seemingly be now 
regarded as Birman possessions; and the remaining ft·agment of the 
Siamese territory in that quarter presents no considerable town, though 
vi1lages appear in Jonkseylon and some of the other isles. 

EDIFICES. The industrious Krempfer, on his voyage to Japan 
in 1690, visited Siam ; and his account, though brief, is solid and 
interesting. He minutely describes two remarkable edifices near the 
capitalt. The first is the famous pyramid called Puka Thon, on a 
plain to the north-west erected in memory of a victory there cttained 
over the king of Pegu. It is a massy but mag11ificent structure, about' 
120 feet in height, in a square spot inclosed by a w.al!. The first 
stage is square, each side being about 115 paces long. The others 
vary in form; and there are open galleries ornamented with columm. 
At the top it terminates in a slender spire. He mentions the .sur
Tounding temple,; as being built of brick, whence it may be inferred 
that the pyramid is of stonet, perhaps resembling those of the Birmans. 

The second edifice consists of two squares to the east of the city, 
each surrounded with a fair wall, and separated by a channel of the 
river. They contain many temples, convents, chapels, and columns, 

* This word being from the French chaussee, causeway seems an odd collo
<Iuia1 translation. 

t i. 50. 
j He especially mentions, i. 43, that many houses and some bridges in 

Yuthia were of stone: and he say!, p. 45, that the temples exc<eU German 
~hurches in magnificence. 

VOL, II. Z 
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particularly"'the temple of Berldam, with a grand gate ornamented 
with statues and other carvings: the other decorations were also, by 
his account, exquisite. 

That intelligent voyager also describes some other edifices ; and his 
ideas on the subject deserve to be contrasted with those of Loubere, 
who, accustomed to the pomp of Louis XIV, or disgusted by the 
massacre of his countrymen, may in this, and some other instances, 
have perhaps given unfavourable representations of this celebrated 
country. 

MANUFACTUREs. Though the Siamese be an indolent, yet 
they are an ingenious people, and some of their manufactures deserve 
praise. Yet the ruinous and despotic avarice of the government, 
crushes industry by the uncertainty of property. The service of six 
months, due by eYery subject to the sovereign, also prove<> an invin~ 
cible obstacle. They are little skilled in the fabrication of iron or 
steel; but excel in that of gold, and sometimes in miniature painting. 
The common people are mostly occupied in procuring fish for their 
daily food, while the superior, classes are engaged in a trifling traffic. 

Coli1MEH.CE. Loubere gives us little or no intelligence on the 
nature of their commerce, passing, in his usual way, to the manner of 
signing names, the weights and measures, and the singular shape of 
theie coins. Manclelslo informs us, that· the commerce of Yuthia 
consisted in cloths imported from Hindostan, and various articles from 
China; in exports of jewels, gold, ben join, lacca, wax, tin, lead, 
&c. and particularly deer-skins, of which more than 150,000 were sold 
annually to the Japanese. Rice was also exported in great quantities 
to the Asiatic isles. 

The king was, by a ruinous policy, the chief merchant, and had 
factors in most of the neighbouring countries. The royal trade con· 
sisted in cotton cloths, tin, ivory, saltpetre, rack, and skins, sold to 
the Dutch*. 

The following recent information is derived from a valuable collec~ 
tiont. " The productions of this country are prodigious quantities of 
grain, cotton, benjamin; sandal, aguallo, and sapan woods; antimony, 
tin, leadi iron, load-stones, gold, and silver; sapphires, emeralds, 
agates, crystal, marble, and tambac." 

" Loub. i. 286. t Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory, p. 118. 
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.CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

'CLIMATE ANDSEASONS.-FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL ANDAGRI
CULTURE.--R IV ERS.--LAKE·s,-1\fOUNT AINS.--BO'I;ANY .--ZOOLOGY.-
MINERALOGY. 

CLiliiA TE AND SEASONs. THE two first months of the 
Siamese year, which corr~spond with our December and January, form 
the whole winter of this country ; the third, fourth, and fifth, belong to 
what is called their little summer; the seven others to their great 
summer*- Being on the north of the line, their winter of course 
corresponds with ours ; but is almost as warm, says our author, as a 
French summer. The little summer is their spring ; but autumn is 
absolutely unknown in their calendar. The winter is dry ; the summer 
moist ; the former is distinguished by the course of the wind, which 
blows almost constantly from the north, refreshed with cold fmm the 
snowy motmtains of Tibet, and the bleak wastes of Mongolia. 

FAcE oF THE CouNTRY. This country, as already mentioned, 
is a wide vale between two high ridges of mountains, thus somewhat 
resembling Egypt on a wider scale. Compared with the Birman 
empire, the 'cultivated level is not above half the extent either in breadth 
or length. Nor do the Siamese seem so industrious as the Birmans, 
as their agriculture does not appear to exte;.'ld far from the banks of the 
river and its branches ; so that towards the mountains there are vast 
aboriginal forests filled with wild animals, whence the numbers of deer 
and ~1er skins exported as merchandize. The rocky and variegated 
shores of the noble gulf of Siam, and the size and inundations of the 
Meinam, conspire with the rich and picturesque vegetation of the 
forests, illumined at night with clouds of brilliant tire-flies, to impress 
strangers with delight and admiration. 

SoiL. The soil towards the mountains is parched and unfertile, 
but on the shores of the river consists, like that of Egypt, of an 
extremely rich and pure mould, in which it is even difficult to find a 
pebble. It is in fact a muddy deposition, accumulating from eady 
ages, and matured, as it were, by regular inundations, so ,,s to produce 
exuberant quantities of rice. The country would be a terrestrial 
paradise, were it not subject to the most absurd despotism, which 
jmpoverishes itself, and may perhaps be classed among the worst 

* Loub. i. 53. 
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of governments, being far inferior to that of their neighbours the 
Birmans. 

AGRICULTURE. Agriculture, as usual in the east, is simple 
and primitive. The chief product is rice of excellent quality ; but 
wheat is not unknovvn, in lauds not ll>ubject to the inundations. Peas, 
and other vegetables also abound. Maize is confined to their gardens. 
From indolence or prejudice seldom more than one annual crop is 
taken from the same land*. 

RrvERs. The grand river Meinam, a name which signifies 
the mother of waters, reigns supreme among the Siamese streams. 
Louberet asserts that this river is so small when it enters the domi
nions of Siam, that for about fifty leagues it can only convey small 
boats, not capable of carrying above four or five persons. By his 
account it is afterwards swelled, at the town of Laconcevan, by another 
considerable river from the north, also called Meinam ; but this in our 
modern maps:j: is a mere reunion of a branch of the river; and this 
error of Loubere may lead us to suspect his information concerning 
the smallness of the stream, which mav probably be only impeded by 
raj;ides, or declivitous cataracts. On the contrary, when we consider 
the regular inundations, resembling those of the Nile and Ganges, 
rivers of long course, and ocher circumstances, there is room to infer 
that the Meinam is of a more distant and higher extract than from the 
mountains of Yunnan in the west of China; and that the Tibetan 
Alps furnish its source in that of the Nou Kian of the lamas, supposed 
to be the Thaluan or river of lVIartaban, which has no delta, nor any 
marks of so distant an orig·in, but is represented by Loubere and 
·D'Anville as a short and insignificant stream. 

However this be, the Meinam is deservedly celebrated among the 
oriental rivers. K.empfer informs us that it is vet·y deep and rapid, 
always full and larger than the Elbe!J. He adds that the inhabitants 
suppose its so\)rce to be in the mountains which give rise to the Ganges, 
and that it branches through Cambodia and Pegu, an account some
·what confirmed by the di3covery of the river Anan, which connects 
the Meinam with the river 'of Cambodia. But they fabled that other 
branches passed through immense forests even to the Ganges. The 
inundations are in September, after the snows have greatly melted in 
the northern mountains, and the rainy season has commenced. In 
December the waters decline, and sink by degrees to their former level. 
The same intelligent traveller informs us, that the water in the earth 
swells before the river rises: that the wells are nitrous, but the water 
of the Meinam, though muddy is pleasant and salutary : that the 
inundations are chiefly pcrceiYable towards the centre of the kingdom, 
not near the sea, the causes being somewhat exhausted: that the rice 
is 'reaped in boats, and the straw left in the water: that a festival is 
celebrated in December, when the wind begins to blow from the north, 
and the inundation abates. 

The banks of the Meinam are generally lm'l" and marshy, but 
thickly peopled from Yuthia to Bankok, below which are wild deserts 

"' Loub. i. 50, -who has engraved the Siamese plough. t i. 7. 
t D' Anvllle howt.ver follows Loubere. II i, 67. Fr. edit. 
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fike the Sunderbunds of the Ganges. Monkeys, fire-flies, and mos~ 
kitoes, swarm on the fertile shores. 

To the north of the Siamese dominions some rivers join the Meinam; 
but their names are unknown, and they belong to the Birman terri~ 
tories. The same observation may be applied to the river Tanaserim, 
and that of Tavoy. In the south-east is that of Shantebon; and a 
stream which joins the delta of the Meinam. 

LAKEs. In the east of the kingdom a small lake is delineated, 
giving som"Ce to a river which flows into that of Cambodia; and it is 
probable that others may exist near the mountains, though unknown 
to geographers. 

MouNTAINS. The extensive ranges of mountains which 
inclose this kingdom on the east and west have been repeatedly men
tioned. These may be called the Siamese chains, till the native names 
be ascertained. A small ridge also passes east and west, not far to the 
north of Yuthia, which Loubere seems to call Taramamon. In the 
north Siam terminates in plains ; nm· does it, even by conquest, seem 
ever to have reached the mountains on the Chinese frontier. 

FoREsTs. The forests are numerous and large, and produce 
many kinds of valuable woods; but the teak is not mentioned. 

ZooLOGY. The chief animals of Siam are elephants, buffaloes, 
and deer. Horses seem little known or used, though found wild in 
Tibet: yet there are, or were, a few ill-mounted cavalry. The 
elephants of Siam are of distinguished sagacity and beauty: and those 
of a white colour are treated with a kind of adoration, as the Siamese 
believe the soul of such is royal. Wild boars, tigers, and monkeys, 
are also numerous. The Meinam is, at distant intervals of time, 
infested with small poisonous serpents; an·d the trees on its banks are, 
as alrt:ady mentioned, beautifully illuminated with swarms of fire-flies, 
which emit and conceal their light as uniformly as if it proceeded 
from a machine of the most exact contrivance. 

MINERALOGY. Mandelslo, or rather his translator vVicquefort, 
who added, about the year 1670, the accounts of Pegu, Siam, Japan, 
&c. informs us that Siam contains mines of gold, silver, tin, and copper. 
Loubere dedicates a whole chapter to the Siamese mines; and 
expresses an opinion that they were in preceding ages more indus
triously wrought, as the ancient pits evinced; not to mention the 
great quantity of gold, which must have been employed in richly 
gilding the idols, pillars, ceilings, and even roofs of their temples. In 
his time, though Eumpeans were employed, no mine of gold or 
silver could be found which was worth the working. Yet some copper 
mines were discovered, which yielded a small proportion of gold: and 
a larger proportion constituted the metal called tambac. The best 
native tambac was found in the isle of Borneo. Le Blanc says that 
the Peguese l:iad a mixture, probably artificial, of copper and lead, 
which they called ganza. 

Loubere adds that a French physician employed by the Siamese, 
monarch, had discovered antimony, emery, and some other minerals1 

with a quart·y of white marble. He also boasted that he had found a. 
min.e of gold, which he concealed from the natives. 
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But the mines chiefly wremght by the Siamese were of tin and lead. 
The tin called calin by the Portuguese, was sold throughout the Indies, 
hut was soft and ill-refined, as it appeared in the tea-cannisters then 
used. Loubere adds that zine was added to form tutenag ; an errQr, 
for tutenag is a native m~xture of zink and iron. In another passage he 
informs us that all the tm, except that of Junkseylon, was a royal 
perquisite*. 

Near Louvo was a mountain of load-stone: and another in Junksey
lon of inferior quality. Fine agates 01.bounded in the mountains, nor 
were sapphires unknown ; but the addition of diamonds seems doubtful, 
if the doubt be not a negation that so precious a substance should 
remain so long unknown. The mines qf f!teel, mentioned by our 
author, seem to imply a pure iron easily converted into steel, or rather 
a carbonated ore of iron, which was howev:ei' so little wrought that 
wooden anchors were used. 

The chorography of Siam is too imperfect to supply any account of 
mineral waters, or natural curiosities. 

IsLEs. Among the numerous and minute isles which owe a 
doubtful subjection to Siam, J unkseylon alone deserves mention, if it 
be not reduced under the power of the Birmans. By Captain Forest's 
account, who visited this isle in 1784, it annually exports about 500 
tons of tin, and contains 12,000 inhabitants. 

THE other states of exterior China are Laos, Cambodia, Siampa, 
Cochin-China, and Tunquin ; countries unimportant in themselveS., 
and concerning which the materials are imperfect. 

LAOS. 

ACCORDING to K::empfert this was a powerful state, surrounded 
with forests and deserts ; and difficult of access by water, bec'ause the 
river is full of rocks and cataracts. But by the n<;wly discovered river 
of Anan the passage from Siam may p(:rhaps be expedited. The soil 
is represented as fertile in rice ; and Laos fumished the merchants of 

.. i. 287. t i. 40 . 
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Cambodia with the best benjoin and lacca. Exquisite musk is also 
brought from Laos, with some gold and rubies ; and the rivers boast 
of the fresh water mya, which yields pearls. The religion and 
manners resemble those of Siam; but in personal appearance the 
people of Laos resemble\the southern Chinese. The chief towns were 
in Krempfer's time, Landjam and Tsiamaja. Th~ former is also styled 
Lantchang; and Sandepora i:;; added in modem maps : from the 
former the people are called Lanjanese. 

This kingdom, from its inland situation, is less known than any 
other state of further India, and scarcely any recen(materials can be 
indicated. It remains an object of cui·ious investigation to future 
travellers*. Du Halde has however published a route fmm China to 
Siam by_ land, in which some account is given of Lahos or Laos. In 
the language of the country Mohang signifies a town ; and the capital 
is styled Mohang Lengby the Chineset. It is of considerable extent, 
but only inclosed with a palisade: on the west are large forests and 
several rivers. This city stands on both sides of a river called Meinam 
Tai, which ·by the Chinese accounts joins the river of Siam, so that 
perhaps the Anan is to the south of the capital. Fish is rare, but 
buffaloe and venison are common in the markets. About five days 
journey to the north of Mobang Leng are mines of gold, silver, and 
copper; and one of rubies near the city : emeralds are also found of 
great size. Tin, red sulphur, (perhaps cinnabar,) cotton, tea, sapan 
or brazil-wood, are also exported. Laos was then tributary to Ava: 
but the chief trade was with the Chinese. Du Halde's account is not 
a little confused ; and though he give the names of many provinces 
and towns, it would be impossible to construct a sketch of a map from 
his description. The chief river is styled Meinam Kong, which after
wards passes through Cambodia. It would seem that branches of the 
same river are distinguished by different names. In Mr. Dalrymple's 
valuable map of exterior India this grand stream is called the Kiou 
Long, or Maykaung; and Mr. Arrowsmith derives it from the Tibetan 
Alps, where it is styled the Satchou, and afterwards by D'Anville the 
Lan-tsan Kiang; which seems to identify it as implying the river of 
Lantsang, or Lcng, the capital of Laos. 

" The common accounts in geographical compilations are derived front 
Marini, an Italian Jesuit, whose account of Tunquin and Laos appeare~
about 1650, ~nd ll Fnmch. tranolation li.IGl, 4t0. 

t i. 125. 
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CAMBODIA. 

THIS country is also called Camboja and Camboge ; being partly
maritime is known by repeated descriptions. Like Siam, it is inclosed 
by mountains on the east and west, and fertilized by a grand river, the 
Maykaung or Makon, near its estuary, from some absurd caprice, 
called the Japanese river. In the compilation by vVicquefort, styled 
the voyage of Mandelslo, it is said that this river begins to inundate 
the country in June. Near its mouth it is full of low isles and sand
banks, so that the navigation is impeded, and there is no port nor 
town. The country is thinly peopled, and the capital called Cambodia, 
perhaps because we know not the native term, consists only of one 
street, with a single temple. The most peculiar product is the sub
stance styled gamboge, or rather Camboge gum, yielding a fine yellow 
tint. Ivory also abounds, with seveml precious woods: and some add 
gold. The country is fertile in rice, and animal food. There are 
many Japanese settlers, with Chinese and Malays, which last can 
scarcely be distinguished from the natives, who are of a dark yellow 
complexion, with long black hair. 

It is unnecessary to enlarge on the old and trivial accounts of this 
country. 1\II. Poivre* observes that, not far from the capital, the 
traveller sees with astonishment the ruins of an ancient city built with 
stone, the architecture somewhat resembling the European, while the 
adjacent lands are marked with furrows of former cultivation. Among 
tl1e present possessors of the country no tradition exists concerning 
this city. But French travellers are often fond of the romantic; and 
this information remains to be confuted or confirmedt . 

.. 78. 
t He tells us, p. 105, a similar tale of a brick wall near the capital of 

Cochin-China. 
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SIAMPAs 

THIS small mantlme tract is to the south-east of Cambodia, 
from which it seems to be saparated by a ridge of mountains. Mr. 
Pennant* informs us, from an old French narrative, that the people of 
tllis country are called Loyes; and are large, muscular, and well made, 
complexion reddish, nose rather flat, with long black hair : dress very 
slightt. The king; resides at Feneri, the capital, and was. tributary ~o 
Cochin-China. Productions, cotton, indigo, and bad s1lk. The~r 
junks are well built, and are much employed in fishing. 

CO CHIN -CHIN A. 

THIS country, presenting an extensive range of coast, has been 
vhitcd by many navigators, who have supplied considerable material,s 
for its description. The name is s.aid to imply western China, and 
appears to have been imposed by the early navigators1 pet·haps from 
the Malay 1 appellation, while the native m.me remains unknown. In 
his account of the late embassy to China, Sir George Staunton has 
given a comparatively ample description of this country. 

An usurper had extended his conquests ovet· Tunquin, while the 
descendants of the former royal family were restricted to the southern 
districts. A considerable degree of civilization appeared, and it is said 

.. With D' An ville he spells the name Ciampa. Staunton, i. 364, put$ 
Tsiom:pa, and says it appCil.l"S from the sea as a sandy tract inter~c.ctegl with 
rocks. t Outlines, iii. 51, 
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that the people are of Chinese extract: nay some assert that this country 
was anciently a part of that great empire. The aboriginal f.avages, 
called Moos or Kemons, are confined to the western range of moun
tains. As the shores abound with haYens, the canoes and junks are 
numerous. The harbour, called Ture;1 by Emopeans, is a noble inlet, 
minutely described by our author. The country is divided into distinct 
provinces, the capital being Hue-fo, about· forty miles to the north of 
Turon, which is called Han-san by the natives. It was reported that 
the garl'i:son in Hue-fo amounted to not less than 30,000 men, armed 
with matcblocks, besides elephants of war. Sabres and pikes are also 
used. 

The superior ranks are clothed in silk, an4 display. the politeness of 
Chinese manners. The dress of both 'sexes is· sirnihir; being loos~ 
i·obes with large long sleeves; and cotton tunics andtrowsers. A kirid 
.ofturban covers the head of the men; but noshoes norslippers are used. 
The houses are mostly of bamboo, covered with rushes or the straw of 
ti.ce ;· and stand ·in 'gFoves of oranges, limes, plantains; and cocoa trees; 
Poultry abounds .in the markets-; dmd at an entertainment were served 
'j1ork and· beef, two porcupine quills supplying a knife ,and fork. An 
at·dent spirit is .drank distilled from rice,· and the amusements of the 
theatre are not unknown. They evince. some skill in the manufacture 
of iron, and their earthen ware is very neat. The rainy season is 
during September, October, and November; and the three following 
months are also cold and moist, presenting the semblance of an 
Emopean winter. The inundations only_ last two or three days, but 
happen once a fortnight in tfre rainy season. Borri's account bears 
that the rains only continue for three days regularly in each fortnight: 
if true a singular phenomer-10n*- March, April, May, form a delicious 
spring; while the heat of the three following months is rather excea
sive. 

The horses are ~>mall, but active: there ate also mules, and asses, 
and innumerab1e goats. The products of agriculture,· are rice of dif
ferent qualities, yams, sweet potatos, greens, pumpkins, melons. 
Sugar abounds, and is excellently purified by a process described by 
Staunton. Golcl dust is found in the rivers; and the mines yield ore of 
singulm· purity. Silver mines have also hecn lately discovered. Both 
metals are used in ingots, as in China. The little trade is chiefly con
ductt·d by the f ortug·uese from. Macao. 
4 l\1r .. Pennant mentions tigers, elephants, and monkies, as abounding 
jn. Cochin-.Cbinat ; ·and that able naturalist adds that the edible birds' 
~)C5ts, esteemed a luxury in China, are chieHy found in·, this country. 
Tb(;y are formed by ~- ~pecie~ of swallows from some unkawn viscous 
!>Ubstance; an:.l th~ Dutch us.eilto exp,)rt great numbers fi'l'!'m Batavia, 
gr,thered in the orient;,tl is~cs, and on the coasts of this country. 

The r.m1cels form a long- cha~n of small islands with rocks and 
sho>tls, p:1mllel to the coast of Cochin-China. 

• Churchill's CuL vol. ii. t Outlines, iii. 6S. 
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THIS country was only divided from the former by a small rin·r, 
and may at present be considered as incorporated with it by conquest. 
The inhabitants resemble their neighbours the Chinese, but theit' 
manners are not so civilized. The products arc numerous, and seem 
to blend those of China with those of Hindostan. While the rivers in 
Cochin-Cbina are of a ,Short cotmre, those of Tunquin spring from the 
mountains of Yunnan; and in the rainy season, from May to Septem~ 
ber, inundate the adjacent country. The chief is the Holi Kian, 
which, after receiving the Li-sien, passes by Kesho the capital. Thi:o 
dty is described by Dampier, an observant voyager, as appn~aching 
the Chinese form, with a considerable population. There is no recent 
description of this country, which however rather resembles a Chinese 
province, and is lost in the consideration of that stupendous ,empire. 

In the gulf of Tunquin, and adjacent Chinese sea, the tuffoons, or as 
they have been quaintly latinized, tyjdzons, are tremendous. " They 
are preceded by very fine weather, a presaging cloud appears in the 
north-east, black near the horizon, edged with copper colour on the 
upper part, fading into a glaring white. It often exhibits a ghastly 
appearance twelve hours before the typhon bursts; its rage lasts many 
hours from the north-east, attended with dreadful claps of thunder, 
large and f1•equent flashes of lightning, atfd excessive hard rains~ 
Then it sinks into a dead calm, after which it begins again witlJ 
redoubled rage from the south west, and continues an equal length of 
time*." 

The description of the various kingdoms of exterior India being thus 
completed, as far as the present design and the imperfect materials 
would admit, the geographical progress must turn to the westward1 

and discuss the wide regions of Hindostan, a difficult but intcr·esting 
theme. 

• Pennant, Outlines, iii, 76>, 
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HINDOSTAN. 

INTRODUCTION. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.-ARRANGEMENT.-NATURAL AND POLl• 
TICAL DlVlSIONS.-PLAN 0F THE PRESENT DESCRIPTION. 

GENERAL GEOGRAPHY. THE description of this interesting 
portion of Asia is not a little difficult, from its vast and irregulal' 
extent, from the want of grand subdivisions, from the diversity of 
nations and powers, large foreign settlements and. other causes, so that 
the first object must be to determine a clear and natural arrangement. 
Far from being impressed with this circumstance, geographers seem 
desirous to increase the embarrassment, by including the regions called 
India beyond the Ganges, whence the confusion becomes more con
founded. 

Mr. Pennant, who often excels in geographical delineation, has, in 
. his View of Hindostan, bee~ contented with the vague divisions of 
W estem, Eastern, and Gangetic, or that part which· is pervaded ;;y 
the Ganges and its tributary streams. His description is also in the 
form of an itinerary, of all others perhaps the least adapted to gener2J 
geography. Major Rennell, to whom we are indebted for an excelknt 
map and memoir, which have thrown great light on Indian geography, 
first considers the sea coasts and islands; as, in the construction of a 
map, the outline of the coast is the earliest object. He then describes 
Hindostan in four other sections : I. That part occupied by the Ganges 
and its principal branches: 2. That occupied by the course of the 
Sinde', Sindeh, or river Indus: 3. The tn·.ck situated Jittween the 
river Kistna and the two fol'mer divisions: 4·. The cou'ilries to the 
south of the Kistna, or what is perhaps improperly called the southern 
peninsula, as no part of Hindostan <:an be stykcl a peninsula, in the 
modem acceptation of being nearly surrounded by the sea, and if we 
introduce proximity of rivers, the number of cherscncses might appear 
infinite. 

It might seem that an easy arrangement would arise from dividing 
Hinclostan into the four points of Eastern, Northern, \'\'estern uiid 
E"'lthem: but in this process th• northern could not well be separatt:d 
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fi"'m the Western, as both are connected by the course of the Indus; 
and the deficiency of natural boundaries must be supplied by arbitrary 
and imaginary: Jines. . . 

GENERAL DiviSION. After long cons1derahon, the general 
plan adopted hy Major Rennell seems the best, not only in itself, as 
was to have been expected from his profound acquaintance with the 
subject, but, as having the advantage of being familiar to the public, 
from the wideLy diffused reputation of his work. .Amidst the want of 
important ranges of mountains, rivers alone can be assig·ned as natural 
divisions; and as in Hindostan they do not form limits, the countries 
pervaded by their courses and tributary streams may be considered as 
detached by the hand of nature. Hence the Gangetic pa:'t of Hindostan, 
to use Mr. Pennant's term, includes the space from the confines of 
Tibet to the sources of the Chumbul a.nd Sippra, and from the moun~ 
tains near Agimere and Abugur hills, to the most eastem boundary pf 
Hindostan. 

That portion watered by the Sinde or Indus, and its subsidiary 
streams, may in like manner be termed Sindetic Hindostan ; as a sup~ 
plement to this division may be considered the country of Sirhind, and 
other tracts to the west of Gangetic Hindostan. 

The southern part is encompassed by the sea, except on the north, 
where the river Kistna and its subsidiary streams form the boundary. 
In ancient times this portion was styled .Deccan, a native term imply
ing the south. But the Deccan of the Hi~doos extended twice as far in 
a northerly direction, even to the river N erbudda; so that it would in 
fact, with the Gangetic and Sincletic divisions1 nearly complete the 
whole of Hindostan. The term Deccan is therefor~ here used for the 
portion to the south of the Kistna. 

That portion on the north of the Kistna, reaching to Gangetic Hin
dostan on tte north and east, and the Sindetic with its supplementary 
provinces on the north and westt .may be styled interior or Central 
Hindostan*. 

In this arrangement the Gangetic part will include Bengal, Bahar, 
Allahabad, Oude, Agra, and a part of Delhi and .Agimere. The Sin~ 
detic contains Kuttore, Cashmir, Cabul; Candahar,. Lahore, Moultan; 
and Sinde. 

The central division represents Gnzerat in the west, with Candeish, 
Berar, Orissa, the Sircars, the chief part of Golconda, Visiapour, 
Dowlatabad, and Concan. 

The southern division includes a small portion of Golconda, Mysore, 
the exte.nsive region called in modern times the Carnatic, ·with l\Iadura, 
and other \mailer distl'icts, the western coast being calle>.l that of Mala
bar, and the eastern that of Coromandel. In this part is naturally 
included the island of Ceylon. 

PoLITICAL DrvisroN. 
general view of Hindostan, is 

The next .topic to be considered, in a 
its political situation as divid~rl. among 

" If scientific geographers had th~ privilege, u.surped by travellers. and 
mariners,. of i~posing new names and divisions, the above partitions migh~ 
be styled Il\ native terms Gangestan, Sindestan, while Deccan might be coi1-
fined to the southern part, w.d some native word applie-d to tlle. miU.~le ~• 
centrical divi<>ion. 
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various powers. Of these the English is at present preponderant; not 
only from European tactics, but from an actual extent of territory at 
least equal to that of any native power. To our former wide posses
sions in Gangetic Hindostan, with a large portion of the eastern 
coast from below the estuary of the Kistna to the lake of Chilka, and 
the detached government of Madras, have been recently added exten
sive regions in the south and west of Mysore, with Seringapatam the 
capital, not to mention Bombay, and other detached establishments. 
And the large and important island of Ceylon has been wrested from 
the Dutch. 

Next in consequence at·e the Maratta states, chiefly contained in the 
central division of Hinclostan. 
· The Nizam~ or Soubah of the Deccan, our firm ally, has consider
ably enlarged his territory in the south at the expense of Tippoo; the 
central part of whose dominions, except Seringapatam, is subject to the 
raja of Mysore, a descendant of the race dethroned by Hydet·, an 
usurper. 

The British, the Marattas, and the Nizam, may be regarded as the 
three lealling powers, to which may be added on the west, or on the 
Sindetic division, the Seiks, and Zemaun Shah, or wha.tever prince 
holds the eastern division of Persia. 

The following table, extracted, with a few alterations, from Majov 
Rennell's memoir, will convey a more complete and satisfactory idea. 
of this important topic. 

I. BRITISH POSSESSIONS. 

1. Bengal and Bahar, with the Zemindary ofBenares. 
2. Northern Sircars, including Guntoor. 

~3. Barra Mah.al, and Dindigul. • 
4. Jaghire in the Carnatic. 

"5. The Calicut, Palit;aud, and Coorga countries. 

II. BRITISH ALLIES. 

1. Azuph Dowlah. Oude. 
2. Mahomed Alii. Carnatic. 
3. Travatlcore, and Cochin. 

III. llfARATTA STATES. 

POO!o!A MAB.ATTAS. 

1. Malwa. 
2. Candeish. 
3. !'art of Amednagur, or Dowlatabad. 
4. Visiapour. 
5. Part of Guzerat. 
6 ........ Agra. 
7 . •....•. Agimere. 

TRIBUTARIES, 

1. Raja of Jyenagur. 
2 .•..•.•.. ] oodpour. 
3. • •.••.•• Oudipour. 
4· .•••••••• Narwah. 
5 . .......• Gohud. 
6. Part of Bundelcund. 
7. Mahomed Hyat. Bopalto!. 

" 'The countrie·s thus marked1 are acquisitions frflm Tippoo Sultan undeF 
the Ja·.e treaty of Sering·apatam. To ,\·hich must now be added Coimbetore, 
Canara, and other districts acquired in 1799. See Renuell's Snpp\MTJentar't 
Map, dated 5th April1 1800 
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S. Allahabad. . 8. Futty Sing. Amedabad. 
9. Shanoor or San ore, Bancapour, Dar- 9. Gurry Mundella, &c. &c. 

war, &c. situated in the Dooab, or 
country bet~een the Kistna a11d 

· Toombudra rivers. 

DERAR MARA TTAS. 

1. Berar. 
2. Orissa .. 

TRIBUTARY.' 

BP-mbajce. 

IV. NIZAM ALLI, SOUllAH OF THE DECCAN. 

1. Golconda. 
~- Aurungabad. 
3. Beder. 
4. Parn)f Berar. 

6. Cuddapali. Cummum (or Com
bam) and Gandicotta (orGan-
jecotta.) . 

7. Part of Gopty, A doni, & Canoul. 
8. Part of the Dooab. 5 . •..••• Adoni, Rachore, and 

Canoul. [9. Other districts acquiredin1799.] 

V. SEIKS. 

Lahore, Moultan, and the western parts of Delhi. 

A.s the other great power chiefly e1-.tends over Persia, and mr,y be 
regardBd as foreign, it only remains to mention the small state::. . 

.. 
1. Succe;sors of Zabeda Cawn. 5ehanrunpour. 
2. ]J.tS. . 
3. Pattan·Rohiilas. Furrucb:bad. 
4. Ad jig Sing. Rewa;1, &c. 
5. Bundelcund, or Bundela. 
6. Little Ballogistan. 

To which may now be added the raja ofMysore. 

The British possessions prior to the fall of Tippoo, 1799, were sup
posed to contain 197,4% square British miles, being about 60,000 more 
than are comprised in the united kingdoms of Great-Britain and Ire
land: the number of inhabitants was computed at IOpoo,ooo. The 
acquisition in 1799 probably adds 15,000 square miles, and the popula
tion subject to Great Britain is supposed to be twelve or 14,000,000*. 
The net revenue exceeded 3,000,000 before the cessions by Tippoo in 
1792, computed at 400,000l.; while those in 17-99, do not appear much 
tO exceed half that 'sum. This great power and revenue of so distant a 
country, maintained in the ~iclst of a hi:;hly civilized foreign nation, is 
perhaps unexampled in ancient or modern times. 

The Marattas are divided into two states or empires, that of Poona 
or the western, and Berar or the eastern ; each ruled by a number of 
chiefs or prioces, who pay a nominal obedience to the paishwa, or sove
reign. An account of the :Niarattas belon;s to the central division of 
Hinclostan. The Seiks, a new religious E.ect, fit·st appeared in the mid
dle of the seventeenth century, and have ~~;radually become formidab:le 
to th.e neighbouring states. The Jats, or Jets, we!'e a tribe of H~ndoos, 
who, about a century ago, erected a state around the capital Agt·a. 

* Sir '\'Villiam Jones sa;rs, 30,000,000. fs not t}lis an orientalism? 
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The Afghans, another peculiar people, originated from the mountains 
between Persia and India. 

Before closing these general considerations with regard to this exten
sive country, it may be proper to observe that the name of Hindostan 
has been considered as synonimous with the empire of the Great 
Mog11l. But the power of the Monguls, which commenced under 
Baber, 1518, was most eminent in the northern parts, the Deccan, or 
south remaining unsubdued till the time of Aurunzeb, !6TB, when 
that region, with what is called the peninsula*, a few mountainous 
and inaccessible tracts only accepted, were either_ vanquished or ren
dered tt·ibutat-y to the thrope ofDelhit. When Aurunzeb died in 1707, 
in his ninetieth year, the Mongul e1>1pire had obtained its utmost extent 
from the tenth to the thirty-fifth degree of latitude, (about 17 so British 
miles;) and about as much in length: the revenue exceeding 32,000,000 
stel'ling, in a country where provisions are about fol,lr times as cheap 
as in En;j·land. The number of his subjects may be computed at about 
60,000,000. But this great power declined so rapidly, that, within fifty 
years after his death, it may be said to have been annihilated, and the 
empire cf the Great Mogul has vanished from modern geography. 

PLAN. The plan to be pursued, in the subsequent brief account 
of Hindostan, has been above indicated as divided into four parts ; the 
regions on the Ganges, those on the Indus; the centrical and the 
southet,l. In three of these divisions the British possessions are power
ful, if not predominant; and it is difficult to connect the political with 
the natural geography. Doubts may justly arise whether the British 
tenitories ought not to form a separate and distinct portion in a perspi
cuous arrangement, this being another of the peculiar difficulties which 
attend the g·eography of Hindostan. But as the grand mass of the 
population in these settlements consists of native Hindoos, and the natu
ral geography of the country must not be sacrificed to any extraneous 
consideration, it still seems preferable to abide by the Q.ivision already 
laid down. If indeed the political geography were preferred, in 
describing this vast portion'" of Asia, any such arrangement would prove 
of a most fleeting and temporary complexion, as the revolutions and. 
variations a!'e so fl·equcnt and rapid. Hence that form of descriptiOn 
must be chosen, which, resting on the perpetual foundations of nature, 
cannot be injured or obliterated by the destinies of man. 

These considerations being premised, a similar arrangement shall 
here be followed in describing Hindostan, a labyrinth of eastern geo.; 
graphy, ·with that used in delineating Germany, that labyrinth of 
European geography. A general view of the whole region shall be' 
followed by successive d1<tpters on each of the above divisions; in which 
the several states, chief cities, and ot~1er g·eographical topics, shall be 
bdefl y illusl!·ated. 

"' Is not thi~ absurd term of peninsula, which Maj0r Renne! justly blamos, 
derived from Guthrie, or De Ia Croix ? 

t Hennell's Memoir, page !xi. 



CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL VIEW OF HINDOST AN. 

:NAM~.- 'B'OUNDARIES, -ORIGINAL POPULATION. -PROGl'tES SIYlit 
GEOGRAPRY,-HISTORY.-CHRONOI.OGY.-HITORICAL EPO:-'HS.
ANC:IENT MONUl\IENT$.--MYTHOLOGY.--RELIGION.-·GOVERN• 
·MENT.-LAWS.•-POPULATION.-GENERALREVENUES.-POLITICAL 
JMPOR 1 ANCE.-MANNERS ANDCUSTOMS.-LANGUAGES.-LITERA• 
.TURE.-ANCIENT CIVtLIZATION.-UNIVERSITIES,-INLAND NA• 
VIGATION.--MANUFACTURES.-.NATIVE rRODUCTS.-·CLD1ATE 
AND SEASONS.-GENERAL FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL.-RI
VERS.-LAKES.-1\iOUNT AINS.-DESER T.-FOREST S.-BOT ANY.
ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY.-MlNERAL WATERS.-N.ATURAL CURIO• 
SITIESo 

N AlliE. THE native name of this celebrated country is said to be 
1n the ancient Sanscrit language Bharata*. That of Hindostan seems to 
have been imposed by the Persians, and derived, like the classical name 
India, from the great western river, with the Persian termination Tan, 
or Stan, which signifies a country. It was long known, as already 
mentioned, by the name of the empire of the Great Mogul, because it 
was then subject to Mongul emperors, successors of Timur. 

BouNDARIEs. This portion of Asia extends from cape Comari, 
called by navigaturs Comorin, in the south, to the mountains which 
form the northern boundary of Cashmir; that is, according to the most 
recent maps, from about the eighth to about the thirty-fifth degree of 
northern latitude, being twenty-seven degrees, or 1620 geographical 
miles, nearly equal to 1890 British. The uorthern boundary may be 
yet further extended to the Hindoo Koh, and mountains running east 
and west on the north of the province of Kuttore. 

From the river Araba, on the west of the province of Sindi, to the 
mountains which divide Bengal from Cassay and the Birman domi· 
nions, that is from about the sixty-sixth to the ninety-second degree of 
east longitude from Greenwich, there are twenty-six degrees, which in 
the latitude of twenty-five degrees, constitute a breadth of more than 
1400 l!,·eographical miles, or 1600 British. Comparatively, if we 
exclude Scandinavia, the former kingdom of Poland, and the Russian 
empire, the extent may be considered as equal to that of the remainder 
Clf Europe. 

The boundaries are marked on the north by the mountains above 
mentioned. On the west towards Persia, other ranges and deserts 
c:onstitute the frontier till the southern separation (;nd in the river of 

"Rennell, xx. from Vvi1kins: but the proper native term -~eem~ to ~e Medk· 
yama, ar.d Bharat w:.s the fust king. As. Re$, i. l:'W. 

-~~L.II. i b . 
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Araba. The other boundaries are supplied by the Indian ocean, and 
Bay of Bengal, where the eastern extremity is limited by the little 
river N aaf, and those. mountains which divide the British possessions 
from Aracan, Cassay, and Cashar. The northern boundary generally 
consists of the southern ridges of the Tibetan Alps. On the north-east 
of Bengal a similar ridge divides Hindostan from the small territory of 
Asam, which seems an independent state, never having formed a 
portion of Hindostan, of dubious connection with Tibet, and as yet 
unsubdued by the Birmans.* 

ORIGINAL PoPuLATION. The original population may be 
generally consirlered as indigenous, or in other words peculiar to the 
country. Yet in so extensive a region, and amidst the great diversity 
of climate and situation, the native race presents considerable varieties, 
especially a,s~being fairer in the northern parts, and in the southern 
almost or wholly black, but without the negro wool or features.t Still 
the ting€ of the women and superior classes, is deep olive, with some
times a slight and agreeable mixture of the ruddy, and the Hindoo 
form and features may be said to approach the Persian or European 
standard. The sole ancient conquests of Hindostan having proceeded 
from the north-west and west, there may be some slight admixture of 
the Persians, of the Greeks of Bactriana, of the ancient Scythians, who 
appear to have proceeded from Imaus, and to have held a considerable 
country on the Indus, being the Indo-Scythre of antiquity. More . 
recently Mahmucl of Ghizni, intmducecl a groupe of Mahometans of 
various origins. The Patans, or Afgans, proceeded from the mountains 
towards Persia, being asserted to be a tribe of Albanians who emigrated 
to the eastward.t The Monguls are well known to have included 
many Tatars, and Mahometan tribes fmm the east of the Caspian. 
These, with the Arabs and Persians, are generally called Moors. 

PROGREssivE GEoGRAPHY. The prog1·essive geography of 
Hintlustan may be said to begin with the victories of Alexander the 
Great, fot· the fables concerning Sesostris and Bacchus deserve no 
attention ; and though th(! Persians appear to have made early conquests, 
and to have possessed no small knowledge of India, yet theit· science 
was lost to civilized Europe. After the age of Alexander m~ny Greek 

., A description of A sam m:w be found in the second volume of the Asiatic 
Researches, p•~ge 171, octavo edit. and some idea of this country will be given 
in the account of the river Burrampooter, which will follow that of the 
Ganges. 

t Yet even in speaking of Bengal Sir 'Villi am Jones terms the nativel! 
blacks. He says, As. Res. 1'/. xxiii. that in Hindostan there are not less than 
thirty millions of black British subjects. . 

t The Avghans, or Afgans, pretend that their founder removed from the 
mountains of Armenia to those of Candahar. Colonel Gaerber takes it for 
granted that the Afghans 'vhom he found near Derbent, \\·ere descendants of 
the Albani; and Dr. Reineggs contends that the names of the two people are 
in fact the same. The Armenians (says he) cannot pronounce the letter L. 
in the midd1e of a word, but call the Albans Agvhans, as they call Kab.ki, 
Ka;shaki, &c. Ellis's Memoir, p:.tge 6. Sir William Jones, As. Res. ii. 7G, 
"armly recommended an inquiry into the history of the Afgans, and says that 
their language resembles the Chaltb.ic. It shDuld be compared with that tlf 
the other C;w~asi;.~.n tribes.. 
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and Roman authors, particularly Strabo, An·ian, and Pliny, have left 
information concerning the state of India. One of the most important 
ancient records is the description and map of Ptolemy, but they are so 
much distorted as to embarrass the most leamed inquirer. :Far from 
l'epresenting India in its just form, as stretching far to the south, he 
supposes the ocean to flow from the gulf of Cambay, almost in a line 
to the lake of Chilka, thus immersing under the waves a third part of 
Hindostan. At the same time he assigns to the island of Taprobana, 
or Ceylon, an enormous and fabulous' extent. Thi'l, the most singular 
error of his whole system, has been attempted to be explained by M. 
Gossellin,* who supposes that the Taprobana of Ptolemy is the Deccan, 
or southern part of Hindostan, from Surat to Cape Comorin, a strait 
being supposed to pass from the gulf of Cambay to the eastern shore 
of Orissa; and he infers that some of the ancients believed in this 
strait. The idea is ingenious, and ably illustrated, yet is far from 
being satisfactory. 1. Ptolemy's map of Taprobana is a tolerably just 
representation of Ceylon; :mel the numerous islands which he places 
near it are the Maldives; ·which, in a fair acceptation of his sense, 
must haye been m.uch further to the north, to have corresponded with 
Gossellin's opinion. The Ganges of Taprobana is the Mowil Ganga of 
Ceylon: the Soanal in the west, may also have a corresponding modern 
name, but cannot be the Soan which runs to the east into the great 
Ganges. 2. Taprobana is thinly peopled with a Few tribes, unknown 
in ancient descriptions of India; and the whole form, and central ridge 
of mountains bear no resemblance whatever to the Deccan, but on the 
contrary approximate nearly to those of Ceylon. 3. The long stt·ait 
mentioned by Gossellin is unknown in the map of Ptolemy, which on 
the contmry rather justly represellts the sea between the coast of Coro
mandel and Ceylon, and his isle of Cory seems to be that now corruptly 
called Cow isldnd : on the contrary a long strait must have been neces
sary, if Ptolemy had intended the Deccan, which is fat· wider in the 
norLh, than in the south; whereas Tapr"bana is represented narrower, 
like Ceylon. 4. The Commaria of Ptolemy seems palpably to represent 
Cape Comari, or Comorin, and that geographer justly adds th:J.t it is an 
extreme promontory : in like manner othct· rivers, regions, towns, &c. 
may be traced. in Ptolemy's Indta, which really belonged to the Deccan, 
though the latitudes be very erroneous. 

Upon the whole it seems evident that Ptolemy has been misled in 
his delineation of India, by information so grossly fallacious as cannot 
be easily accounted for; hut the candid apolog·y of an able judge ought 
not to be omitted, especially as it relates to the greatest error of the 
father of geographical precision.t " We ought to reflect that Ptole
my's ideas were collected from the people who sailed along the co.:<st, 
and who described what they had seen and' heard without reg~crcl to 
what Jay beyond i&: and moreover made use of too wtde a scale ; as 
commonly happens when the sphere of knowledge is confined, and the 
geographer works ad libitum, from the coast towards the interior of an 
unknown continent. 'Vhoever consults Ptolemy's map oflnclia should 
carry these ideas in his mind : that the cot,struction of it is founded on 

* Geographic des Cree& Ana.Jysee, page 133. t Renuell, 241, 
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three lines ; one of which is that of the whole coast~ from the gulf of 
Cambay round to the Ganges ; a second, the course of the Indus, and 
the gulfs of Cutch and Cambay ; and the third, the common road 
from the Panjab to the mouths of the Ganges. The objects within 
these lines have a relative dependance o.'1 each line respectively ; and 
are invariably placed at too great a distance within them : it thererorrt 
happens that an object which should have occupied a place near one of 
the lines is thrust towards the middle of the map ; and this being a 
general case, places on opposite sides of India are crowded together, a$ 
Arcot and Sagur ( Sagheda) are. At the same time the central parts 
are wholly omitted; as bting in reality unknown." Our learned geo~ 
graphet' does not however explain how Ptolemy's map of Ceylon hap• 
pened to represent that island five times too lat·ge. A similar instan..:e 
indeed occurs in Bishop Leslie's map of Scotland, in which the isle of 
Hirta, or St. Kilda, is represented as three times as large as Mull; and 
perhaps the extent of Taprobana was in like manner swelled from it$ 
celebrity ; or drawn by some mariner, and followed by Ptolemy in hii 
description without observing the size of the scale. 

However this be, there can be no doubt that D'Anville, in his large 
map of the world as known to the ancients, 1763, has in general assign· 
ed the names giveQ. by Ptolemy to their just positions, though Gosselliu 
correct with great justice that able geographer's delineation of India 
beyond the Ganges. It would be foreign to the present purpose to 
enter into any detail ; but a few names of rivers may be indicated. 

After the Indus the rivers delineated by Ptolemy on the westem, 
coast are the Mophides, the Namadus, followed by a large river with a 
Delta called the Nanaguna, which is succeeded by two small streams, 
the Pseudastomus and the Baris. It is well known that no river of any 
length flows to the west, after passing the Taptee of Surat, but naviga-
tors unacquainted with the interior may easily have mistaken creeks for 
estuaries; and D'Anville supposes that Baris, the most southern, is in 
the neighbourhood of Goa. It is however to be wished that a map of 
ancient Inclia were constructed from Ptolemy, and other authorities, 
applied lo the recent information contained in Major Rennell's excel
lent map. Nor is it easy to conceive how D' An ville came to delineate 
a false Ganges, in the centre of the eastern coast, instead of the Manda, 
or the Tyndis of Ptolemy ? 

This celebrated country received little further illustration till the 
sixth ceut ~1ry, when the intelligence of Cos mas is of no consequence, 
except as it elucidates the Pet·sian traffic with India. Some materials 
may also be derived from the accounts of the Mahometan travellers, in 
the ninth century ; and the oriental works of g·eography ; nor was the 
great English king, Alfred, incurious concerning· this celebrated re· 
gion."' Marco Polo, the father of ea~tern geograpy, as known to 
Emopeans, was followed by other travellers ; and at length the Por-

• The Saxon chronicle, and other English writers mention that Suithelm 
:Bishop of Shireburn carried a present from Alfred to the sbrine of St. Tho. 
:mas in India, and rccurned in safety with some curiosities from the country. 
This Thomas was not the Apos:le but some Nestorhn missionary; and his 
~!wine is at 1\lelapour, near 1\ladras, on the coast of Coromandel. Alfred little 
fcres;J.w lhat an English settlement was to include this holy ground. 
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tugueee discovery of t~e Cape of Good Hop~ gracluafly I tid the way to 
the proci5ion of m()dern knowledge ; to winch a recent geographer) 
:Major Rennell, has contributed with great success, and deserved cele-
brity. 

HrsTO:\lY. The history of Hindostan is a most obscure and 
~mbroiled subject, as either no native chronicle:. were written, or they 
were destroyed by the Bramins, anxious to obliterate the memory of 
furmer a.nd happier ages, when their inordinate power was not estab
lished. Sir vVilliam Jones, and Anquetil du Perron, have bestDwed 
aome attention on this subject ; but their investigations are more inter
esting to the antiquary than to the general reader.* The native tradi
tions seem to describe the nothern part of Hindostan as subject to one 
)laja, or Sovereign; which is little propable, as the most ancient extm· 
neous accounts represent this wide country diYicled, as was to be expect• 
ed, into many monarchies. By all accounts however the Deccan, or 
southern part, was subject to a distinct emperor, even to modern times. 
Major Rennell observes that Ferishta's history ofthe Deccan opens to 
our view the knowledge of an empire that has scarcely been heard of 
in Europe. ~· Its emperors of the Bahmineah dynasty, (which com
menced with Hassan Caco, A. D. 1347,) appear to have exceeded i~ 
power and splendor those of Delhi, eYen at the most flourishing pe
riods of their history. The seat of govennnent was at Calberga, which 
was centrical to the g-reat body of the empire, and is at this clay a con
siderable city. Like other overgrown empires it fell to pieces with its 
own weight : and out of it ,,-ere formed four potent kingdoms, under 
the names of Visiapour, (properly Bej<:pour), Golconda, Berar, and 
Amednagur; of whose particular limits and inferior members we are 
not well informed. Each of these subsisted with a considerable degree 
of power until the Mogul conquest ; and the two first, as we have 
&een above, preserved their independency until the time of Am·ung
zeb."t 

CHRONOLOGY. The Hindoo chronology, published by Anquetil 
du Perron, is that of the Ragias, Rajas, or sovereigns of Bengal ; and 
the most remarkable facts are repeated invasions by the Persians, one 
of them supposed to be fourteen centuries befot·e the christian era. 
This kingdom of Bengal seems to have included almost the whole of 
Gangetic Hindostan, being perhaps that of the Prasii, ot· Gangarida: of 
classical authors. But the names and extent of the early kingdoms of 
Hinclostan are little known or investigated, and no credit can be lent to 
the fabulous poems, tales, and traditions, which represent this immense 
country as subject to one sovereign, an event which probably never oc
cut·red, till the reign of Aurungzeb, and may probably never again hap
pen.:j: 

• Asiatic Researches, vo!. ii. and Bernoulli's collection concerning India, 
Berlin, 1786, 4to tome ii. (not Benwuilli, as Dr. Robertson always spells the 
Name.) 

t Rennell, lxxix. 
l Alexander found two or three kingdoms in the Pan jab, and the great 

Porn: had ody an army of 34,000. The Arabic travellers in the 9th century 
mentwn the B,dhara, the most powerful prince in India by all the oriental ac
counts, in Guzerat. He is the Belbor of Abulfcda, who extends his domini. 
ens to Chanbalic, or China. · 
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. Hzs'I'ORfCAL EPOCHS. The Hindoo epochs consisting of mil· 
lions of years, and other fabulous ·circumstances, have hitherto attracted 
more attention than a clear arrangement of the Hindoo sovereignties, 
and an account of the most authentic facts that can be recovered con
cerning them. \Vhiie these chronologies differ by one or two thousand 
years concerning the incarnation of Buddha, we may judge of their ex
actness in less important events. Nor is it necessary to dwell on the 
children of the sun and moon, who reigned at Audh and Vitora ; or 
the new dynasty of Magadha, or Bahar. The seventy-six princes, who 
are said to have reigned one thousand three hundred and ninety-nine 
years in Avabhriti, a town of the Dacshin, or south, which we commonly 
call Deccan, are slightly mentioned by Sir vVil!iam Jones, who, with 
all his lea!'l1ing and talents, appears to be bewildered in the mist of San
scrit nrythological history. 

Suffice it to observe that the Hii1doos never seem to have boasted 
of one native historian, and the ber,t materials are derived from Persian 
memoirs ; from which Ferishta, himself a Persian, compiled his histo
ries of Hindostan towards the beginning of the seventeenth century. 
Indeed in the whole complex maze ofHindoo literature there is a strik
ing deficiency of good sense.>~' The more we are acquainted with In
dian philosophy, the less veneration we entertain; and are led to infer 
that the admiration of the ancients was rather excited by the singularity 
than by the wisdom of the Brahmans. The heat, and other peculiar 
circumstances of the climate have confessedly a degrading influence 
on the mind, which instead of bearing solid ft·uits heve slmots into far!
tastic flowers. The political institutions must have been originally bad, 
as the great mass of the people was oppressed by one or two privileged 
casts, whence the dispirited natives were conquered by every invader. 
And the absurd philosophy of the Brahmans, for that philosophy inust 
be absurd which delights in mythological dreams, the most fanaticar 
practices, and common suicide ; which may be said to crush all genius 
or exertion by the oppressive chains of cast, unknown to nature an<l pro
vidence ; which has never in peace or war pl'Oduced one man distin-

In the tenth century Massoudi describes Hindostan as divided into four 
kingdc•ms: 1. On the Indus, capital Moultan: 2. Canoge on the Ganges, 
perhaps including Bengal on the east: 3. Cashmir: 4. Guzerat, the sove
reign of which he calls the Balhara. He had himself visited the country. 
Roberts. 225. 

It seems clear that Hindostan, like other countries, became gradually re· 
duced to fewer sovereignties: and the tales of the Bramins, or Ferishta, a 
modern author, can never overturn these facts .. 

Add the recent discovery of the kingdom of Carnada, in the south ; of 
which the capital was Bijanagnr (View of the Deccan 1791, and Renncll's 
last memoir). Scaliga de ~libtil. mentions that tl'te diamond \\·as found tif
teen days journey beyond this ci~y, in the mountain of Ahingar: this implies 
Golconda. 

" Mr. Bentlev observes, As. Res. v. 3J5. that the Hindoo eras and dates 
:nc all blended together into one mass of absurdity and contradiction. A cu
rious instance of this appears with regard to the celebrated temples of Ell ora, 
and the singular fo1·tress of Deoghir, or Dowlatabad, formed on a high conic 
rock ; fnr the Mahomctans, whom we Europeans regard as rather extrava
gant in chronology, &ay that they were erected 900 years ago; while the Bra
mins affm11 that they have stood not b;s tll;J.n 7894 year& ! As. Re~;. vi. Soj. 
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~ished by superemine~t talents; such philosophy must be co~si?ered 
as far inferior to the plam good sense even of some other Astatic na
tions. In short the history of Hindostan has only to be contrasted 
with that of China, to evince the superiority of practical good sense 
over theoretic wisdom and philosophy, which are often mere hotbeds 
of new eccentricities and follies. And though mankind have in all ages 
wondered at the singularities of the Indian sophists, yet not one general 
precept of wisdom, not one rule for the conduct of life, not one discovet·y 
generally useful to mankind, can be traced to that celebrated and mi
serable counh·y, where passive millions drag a feeble existence under 
the iron rod of a few crafty casts, amidst a climate and a soil almost 
paradisaical, and where it seemed impossible for human malignity to 
have introduced general degradation and distress.* 

As there is thus no native history, and we know little more from 
their traditions, than that the empire of Hindostan proper in the north 
was distinct from that 'of Deccan in the south, we must be contented 
with the epochs derived from foreign records. 

I. The invasion by Alexander the Great, who found western India 
divided among numerous potentates, though he advanced little furthet• 
than Lahore: If even the northern half of Hindostan had been subject 
to one sovereign, as fabled in the native tales, the circumstances would 
have been clear and apparent. 

2. At a long interval appears the conquest of the north-western part 
by Mahmoud of Ghizni, A. D. 1000. 

3. The dynasty of the Patan, or Afghan emperors begins with 
Cuttub, A. D. 1205, and ends with Mahmoud III, 1393. 

4. The Great Moguls, or Mongul Emperors begin with Baber, 
1525; and continued, with a short interruption, by the Patans to Shah 
Aulum, I 760. 

The invasion by Timur, and at a distant interval that by Nadir, also 
form remarkable epochs in the history of this passive country. The 
latter may be said to have virtually dissolved the Mogul empire. The 
Portuguese settlements were fOllowed by those of the Dutch. The 
French power began to predominate in i 7 49, but speedily closed in 
1761, with the Joss of their principal settlement, Pondicheny .• \s mer. 
chants the English had long held small settlements in Himlostan, but the 
expedition into Tanjore, I H9, was the first enterprize against a nativ~ 
p1·ince. Othet· contests followed concerning Arcot in the kingdom of 
Camada, or what we call the Cm'natic. In 17 56 the fol't of Calcutta, 

" A writer in the Asiatic Researches (vi. 163.), after observing that the 
wor5hip of Boodha extended over all Hindostan, and was not rooted out in 
the Deccan, till a Gout the twe:fth century by the Bramins, who are the real 
heretics, and far from introducing any .reformation have increased all the ab. 
surdities :md puerilities a thousand fold, proceeds to giye the fcllowing just 
character of those visionary scphists. "No useful science have the Brahmens 
diffused among their followers ; histmy they have totally abclished; moralitr 
they ?ave depressed to the utmost; and the dignity and power of the altar 
they !lave erected on the ruins of the state, and the rights of the subject. 
E\·en the laws attributed to Menu, which, under the form in uoe among the 
Burmas, are not ill suited for the purpose of a:1 aGsolute monarchy, untle1· th~ 
hamlsof the B1."ahmens !~ave become the n1ost abominable and degrading sp;
t~rn or oppr~&s:;ic;,, ever mvented by the ~raft of ded~,;ning m<:n.'': . 
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our chief settlement in Bengal, was taken by the'nabob, and many of 
our brave countrymen perished in -a-shocking manner, from being con
fined in a small chamber. The battle of Plassy, fought in June, 1757, 
laid the foundation of the subsequent power of Britain. Lord Clive, 
governor of Beng-al, 1765, obtained a grant from the nomiool Mogul 
of Bengal, Bahar, and part of 0Fissa, on condition of an annual tribute. 
Soon after the .English were engaged in a contest with Hyder Alii, a 
soldier of fortune who had dethroned the lineal sovereign of Mayssur, 
or M ysore, and extended his conquests to the adjacent territories. Some 
conflicts followed on the confines of Carnada and Mysore; but tho 
event was little advantageous to either party. Hyder dying in l7!!l 
was succeeded by his son Tippoo, who seems to have been a prince of" 
inferior abilities, and expiated his ill-arranged plans by his death, and 
the ]Xtrtition of his territories, in 1799. 

The Bengal provinces have been in our possession since 1765; and 
llenares ·was added in 177 5. This portion might constitute a consider• 
able kingdom, and is sufficiently compact, and secure by natural 
advantages, independent of a formidable force. The Sircars, or 
detached provinces, partly belong to Golconda, and partly to Orissa, 
formin;.; a long narrow slip of country from twenty to seVeD:ty-five miles 
wide, but about three hundred and fifty in length. The word Sircar 
is almost synonymous with an English county, implying a division of 
a Souba, or great province; and these detached Sircars, or counties, 
being· to the north of Madras, on which they are dependent, are 
commonly styled the Northern Sircars*. In 17 54 they were acquired 
by the French; and conquered by the English under Colonel Clive in 
in 1759. 

The English settled at Madras about the year 1640; and their terri
tol'Y here extends about a hundred and eight British miles along the 
shore, and fotty-se\'en in b!'eaclth, in the centre of the ancient kingdom 
of Camada. The recent and extensive acquisitions in the south have 
Leen already mentioned. 

Not· among the mmkt11 historical epochs of Hindostan must the 
uel::brated battle of Panniput, not far to the notth-wcst of Delhi, be 
vei:;tted, which was fou~ht in 1761, between the Mahometans under 
Abcb!i:t Ling· of Cm.Jahar, aml the Marattas, in which the latter were 
ddc~:tt:.:d: the M:tlwmetans were Gomputed at 150,000, and the i\'h
x·;:.ttas at ~0() ,ooo. 

A.-:c:IENT .i\IoNuM ENTS. The ".ancient mom!<!llents of Hinclostan 
~re very numerous, and of various descriptions, exclusive of the 
l<JWb3 :rnd othcl' edifices of the lVIahometan conqucrorc;. Some of the 
1nost rcrnarlmble are exclYatecl temples, statues, relievos, &c. in an 
i:,l.lllcl neat·lkmbay; !Jut the most 111~\g·nifrcent and extensive are new 
the to\~:1 of Ellorn, about two hundred miles to the east of Bomln~yt. 
The ]attr.:r at-e minutdy cle~,,:ribed am! illuc.~:r . .tted with plates in the 
:.i::th vo;nme of the Asiatic Researches to whid1 the rco.ckr is r;::ft.rred. 
Tl1': idol:; rcpres:::nted seen1 clearly to belon;:; to the pt·csent mythology 
or HiiJdo~tan; Lut at wiL:t p_·t iod t!;ese eclil1ces were modelled, w:1ethc1' 
tlm~'-' hundred or lh:·ee tL,msancl ye~,r~.; <t;jO, must be left in the dark-

t As. Rc!, nL i ;::nd Yi. 
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ness of Hindoo chronolog-y. Several ancient"grants of land, some coins, 
and seals, have also been fotJnd. Yet all these remains little corres
pond with the exaggerated ideas entertained concerning the early civi
lization of this renowned country: while the Egyptian pyramids, 
temples, ~d obelisks, strongly confirm the accounts preserved by the 
ancient historians. 

MYTHOLOGY. Though the mythology of the Hindoos may 
pretend to great antiquity, yet their present form of religion is supposed 
to vary considerably from the ancient. It is inferred that while the 
religioh of Boodha, still retained by the Birmans and other adjacent 
nations, was the real ancient system of Hindostan, the artful Bramins 
have introduced many innovations, in order to mcrease their own 
power and influence. Sir William Jones and other intelligent authors 
on the subject, are decidedly of this opinion, and caution us not to 
confound the anciei).t Brahmins with the modern Bramins. The chief 
modern deities are .Bt·ahma, Vishna, and Shiva, or the creator, pre
server, and destroyer; while Boohda seems to have been the chief 
object of veneration in former periods. The mythology of Hindostan 
has been ably illustrated by Monsieur Roger, chaplain of the Dutch 
factory at Poolicat, on the coast of Coromandel, in his curious book 
entitled La Po1·te ouv~rte, and in more recent times by Sir William 
Jones, and other able inquirers. In a system so full of imagination it 
is no wonder that the analyses are sometimes discordant, but it appears 
that the fabric rests on that almost universal system of the east, the 
belltf in a Supreme Creator too ine:l.'fable and sublime for human adora
tion, which is therefore addressed to inferior, but great and powerful 
divinities. The names and attributes of the gods and goddesses, for 
the voluptuous Hindoos delight in female divinities, are very numerous, 
and as human wants and ideas are almost universally the same, cor
respond in many instances with the Greek and Roman polytheism*-

RELIGION. The religion of the Hincloos is artfully interwoven 
with the common offices of life; and the different casts are supposed 
to originate from Brahma, the immediate agent of creation under the 
iHJpreme power, in the following manner. 

The Brahmin, from the mouth (wisdom): To pray, to read, to 
instruct. 

The Chekteree, from the arms (strength): To draw the bow, to 
fight, to govern. 

The Bice, from the belly, or thighs (nourishment): To provide the 
necessari-es of life by agriculture and traffic. 

The Soode1·, from the feet (subjection): To labour, to s~rvet. 
The ancients sometimes enlarged the number of these casts, or 

perpetual orders of men, by an erroneous subdivision of two or more, ret 
it is impossible to read their accounts without percei\·ing that the casts 
themselves (O:xisted from time immemorial, but w;th one important 
variation. For it would appear that in ancient times the Brahmins, 
like the priests, or monks, of Ava, Siam, and other str,tes, which still 

" In Sonnerat's decorated publication good representations will b_\! foUJ~ of 
the chief Hindoo divinities. ' 

t Robertson'5 Di•qui-:ition, p. 338. 
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follow the worship of Boodh, were not hereditary, or a distinct levi tical 
tribe, but that any member of the other casts might enter into this 
order, which was of course deemed inferior to the chief secular, or 
military cast. At present the meanest Bramin will not condescend to 
eat with his sovereign. Setting the ridiculous and fanciful tales of this 
interested tribe wholly out of the question, it would appear that, in the 
usual circle of human affairs; a contest had arisen between the regal and 
ecclesiastic powers. The latter, instead of being subdued as in China, 
and Japan, acquired the superiority, as in Tibet. But in Hindostan, 
from a most refined and cunning policy, the priesthood asserted th~ 
divine institution of the several casts, and, as was natural, pronounced 
their own to be the supreme, and possessed of innate and hereditary 
sanctity. It seems to be allowed that Boodh was a deified philosopher; 
and it is probable that Brahma was the sophist who invented the new 
casts, and was ·not only deified, but placed in the first rank of the 
gods, by the grateful priesthood, the sole directors of the national 
mytholog-y. 

However this be, the religious tenets of the Hindoos are so artfully 
Md closely interwoven with their existence, that they are as distinct, 
and peculiar a people as the Jews, and their conversion to christianity 
seems even more hopeless. If the Zingari, or Gipseys be, as is now 
credited, Pariars of the meanest Hindoo class, who fled from tht: 
cruelties of Timut:, we may jt!ldge from the state of that singular 
tribe, in the val'ious countries of Europe, for these four centuries, that 
if the Hindoos themselves should be scattered, they would remain, like 
the Jews, a marketl and 1:ieculiar people. 

GovERNMENT. Hindostan is now divided into many govern~ 
ments, the form of which must be considered in describing the several 
states. Suffice it here to observe, that though the Bramins be the 
most dignified cast, yet there do not seem to have been one or more 
l1ig;h priests, as in the surrounding countries. 'fhis singularity 
remains to be explained by learned inquirers. The sovereignty was 
~bandoned to the military cast, and the monarch was presumed to be 
proprietor of all the lands except those belonging to the church. The' 
Ryots held their possessions by a lease at a fixed rat<::, and considered "s perpetual. The Zemindars were, in the opinion of some, only col
lectors of the royal rents from the Ryots, or farmers: but according 
t() others the Zemindars were landed gentlemen, who had a hereditary 
right to these rents, upon paying a settled proportion to the crown. It 
is to be wished that the most liberal European forms were introduced 
i!1to 0 nr own establishments, which might serve as a beneficent model 
to the surrounding nations. 

LAws. The laws of the Hindoos are intimately blended with 
their religion, and the curious reader may consult the code, translated 
f'll1d published by the direction of Mr. Hastings. 

PoPULA-TION. The population of this extensive part of Asi~ 
b s·.1.icl to amout to eo,ooo,ooo, of which the Bdtish possessions may 
now perhap~ contain a quarter, especially as frec1uent recent conflict& 
have thinned the population in many other parts of Hindostan. When 
it is considered that China is about one quarter less than Hinclostan, 
m1cl yet is s•1id to contain .33o,ooo1ooo, we may judge of the [)Qasted 
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tffects of Hindoo philosophy, more fit for the visionary cell of the 
recluse, than to promote universal spirit and industry. 

GENERAL REvENUES. The general revenues of Hindostan 
Were computed, in the time of Aurungzeb, as already mentioned, by a 
precise calculation of those of the several provinces, at 32,000,000 
sterling; equal perhaps, considering the comparative price of products, 
to I6o,ooo,ooo sterling in model'n England. 

PoLITICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONs. The political im• 
portance and relations of Hindostan are now divided among many 
powers. So miserable was the intestine constitution that this wide and 
populous country, defended on all sides by ranges of mountains, has 
in all ages fallen a prey to every invader. The fantastic institutions, 
like those of the ancient Persians, prevent the Hindoos from forming 
a maritime power; and even the small fleets of Siam and Pegu, which 
follow the more liberal doctrines of Boodh, seem unrivalled in the 
history of Hiudostan. . . . 

MANNERS AND CusToMs. The manners and customs of the 
Hindoos are intimately blended with their religion, and are universally 
similar, with a few exceptions in mountainous and other peculiar 
districts. One of the most singular begins to expire, that of giving 
the living widow to the same flames with her husband's corpse. The 
ancients represent the Bramins as accustomed to te1·minate their own 
lives on funeral piles lighted by themselves. But by what refinement ot 
cruelty this custom was extended to involuntary and helpless females 
has not appeared: perhaps the cause was to enforce the preservation or 
their husband's health, by making their life depend on his*. But this 
and other monstrous institutions of the Bramins are treated with lenity, 
and even respect by many authors, who seem to inherit the Greek 
astonishment at these fanatics : 

" And wonder with a foolish face of praise.'1 

The other manners and cusl{lms of the Hindoos have been illustrated 
by many travellers. As soon as a child is born it is carefully registered 
in its proper cast, and astrologers are consulted concerning its destiny: 
for the Hindoos, like the Turks, at'e strict predestinarians. A Bramin 
imposes the name. The infant thrives by what we would call neglect; 
and nowhere are seen more vigour and elegance of form. The boys 
are generally taught reading· and writing by Bramins, but the girls are 
confined at home till their twelfth yeart. Polygamy is practised; but 
one wife is acknowledged as supreme: the ceremony is accompanied 
with many strange idolatrous forms, minutely described by the author< 
bst quoted. It is well known that the Hindoos are extremely a.bste· 
miou~, and wholly abstain from animal food and intoxicating liquors; 
yet if we judge from the fanatic penances, suicid€s, and other super• 
stitious phrenzies, nowhere on earth is the mind so much disordered. 
Tile houses and dresses are of the most simple kind; and nudity is oo 

" This custom was chiefly enforced on the wives of' Bramfns. 
l See a voyage to the East Indies by Fra. Paolino da Sian B~rtolomeo, 1800

1 
8vo: the author's by name was Wesdin, w Austrian: 
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reproach to a Bramin. The houses are built of earth or bricks, covered 
with mortar, and sometimes with excellent cement ; with no windows 
t>r only small ape1tures. There is generally only a ground floor, 
inclosing a court, with -a small gallery, supported by slight wooden 
pillars. The amusements consist of religious processions ; but though 
dancing girls :abound, yet theatrical exhibitions do not seem so common 
as in the countries fmther to the east. 

LANGUAGEs. The general ancient language of Hindostan is 
believed to have been the Sanscret, an original and refined speech, 
compared by Sir William Jones with the Greek and Latin. The more 
common dialects are chiefly the following* : 

I. That of Kandi in the interior of Ceylon, which is said nearly to 
resemble the Sanscret. 

2. The Tamulac, used in the Deccan, or southern part, in Madura, 
1\fysore, and some parts of the Malabar coast. "Vesdin, who was con
versant in it, pronounces it harmonious and easily acquired. 

3. The Malabar language, extending- from cape Comari to the 
mountain I!li, which divides Malabar from Canara. One of its alpha
bets is called the Maleyam Tamul. Perhaps this may be the primitive 
Malay language ; but Nlala in general implies a mountain, as Gaut 
does a pass. 

4. That of Canara, which extends as far as Goa. 
" s. The Marashda language. It is prevalent throughout the whole 

country of the Maraslzdi, who are very improperly called Maratta8. 
" 6. The Talenga, an harmonious, nervous, masculine, copious, 

and learned language, which like the Samscred, has fifty-two charac
ters; and these are sufficient to write the latter. It is spoken on the 
coast of Orixa, in Golconda, on the river Kishna, and as far as the 
mountains of Balan gat. All these languages have their own alphabets: 
so that in every province you must make yourself acquainted with• a 
distinct kind of characters, if you wish to express your thoughts in 
the dialect common in each. , 

" 7. The comm<m Bengal language: a wretched dialect, corrupted 
in the utmost deg~·ee. It has noV, and instead of it employs the B; 
so that instead of Ved you must write Beda. It is spoken at Calcutta; 
and in Bengal on the banks of the Ganges. 

"8. The Devanag-aric, or Hindostan language; called by some Nagru, 
N agari, and also Devanagari. It is spoken at Benares, or V enarest 
and consists of :fifty-two characters, with which you can write the 
S::nnscrecl. Its mode of writing has been introduced into all the 
northern part of India. A specimen of it may be £een in the first 
volume of the Asiatic Researches. 

" 9. The Guzaratic, which has been introduced not only into the 
kingdom of Guzurat, but also at Barach~, Surat, Tatta, and the 
nt:igbbomhood of the Balangat mountains. Its characters are littl~ 
diflct ;;nt fi'om those of the Devanagaric. 

" 10. The Nepalic, which is spoken in the kingdom of Nepal, and 
has a great similarity to the De<Jar~agaric." 

11 W esdin, 3171. 
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So far \V esdin; who add1;1 his opinion, that all these languages pro.
ceed from the Sanscret, which Sir William Jones imagines was trans-
planted from Persia. Hindostan is in truth an excellent field for the 
investigation of antiquaries, w~o may here conf?und hund.r~ds of years 
with thousands; and may d1spute forever w1thout arnvmg at any 
decision. 

LITERATURE. The literature ofHindostan doubtless contains 
several valuable and curious monuments; but the want of history and 
chronology renders their epochs extremely uncertain. A languagrt 
may be antiquated in the course of a few centuries, as well a<r 
in the lapse of some thousands of years. But while the Hindoo 
literati compute by millions of ages, they forget that little division 
called a century. There seems no chronology of authors who succes
mvely quote or mention each other; and there is not even any great 
land mark, like the age of Confucius among the Chinese. Hence, 
little else that confusion and contradiction are to be found in the 
numerous accounts published of Hindoo literature. 

The most important books are the Vedas; one of which has nine 
sections, and anotaer one thousand. It is to be poped that these for
geries are more ancient than the Puranas, which have been demon
strated by Mr. Bently not to exceed seven centuries in antiquity"'. 
There are some epic poems which pretend to contain fragments of 
genuine historyt. The most ancient, called Hamayana, was written 
by Valmici; and next in celebrity is the Mahabarat of Vyasa, who 
is said to have been the author of some Puranas, and of course could 
not have flourished above seven hundred years ago: and it is probable 
that the more ancient poem cannot aspire to a much higher date. It is 
a great singularity that the old Hindoo grants of land, many of which 
have been translated and publir;hed, are extremely long·, and in a stran~e 
poetical or inflated style, so.me of the compound words consisting of 1iot 
less than one hundred and fifty SJ'llables! \Vhen we compare thes\! 
~ingularities with the brevity and clearness of the Greek and Roman 
insc1·iptions, and the tmbiassed dictates of plain good sense, we are led 
to conclude that the Hincloos m·e the puerile slaves of a capricious 
imagination. And though some t!·anslations of their best works have 
a!l"eady appeared, they have not acquired the smallest degree of 
European reput,ation; and have very little interested a few cm·ious 
inquirers, though eager to be pleased. To compare such tedious trifles, 
u:ike destitute of good sense, vigorous genius, 01' brilliant fancy, with 
the immortal productions of Greece or Rome, would only confirm 
the idea, that the climate itsdf impairs judgment, while it inl1ame~ 
imagination. 

The Hindoos are ignorant of the Chinese art of printing, and the 
materials used in their manuscripts seem very perishable; nor have we 
any rules for determining the antiquity of these manuscripts. To an 
exact inquirer this would have been the first topic of investigation; 
but it has on the contrary been completely neglected. \Ve have 

,. A sitatic H.esearcli.es, vi. 
1- Ibid. i S40. a poet calleJ Somadeva begins with the history of NandOt, 

~in,~; of P-.tna. Ibd. iv. :wiii. 
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merely the bold assertions of Bramins, eagerly imbibed by Europem 
credulity, instead of successive arguments and proofs. 

ANCIENT CiviLIZATIONs. Dr. Robertson considers the ancient 
and high civilization of the Hindoos, as established by their division into 
cas.ts; by their civil policy ; by their laws ; their useful and elegant 
arts; their sciences and religious institutions.* But the arguments of 
that able author seem liable to some objections. 1. The distinction 
into casts is doubtless ancient and peculiar; but seem to have proceeded 
from a crafty priesthood in order to fix their own superiority and pre
ponderance. The error of the Doctor's argument consists in his con
founding casts with trades, while they are in truth totally distinct, as 
neither a priest, a soldier, a farmer, nor a labourer is a tradesman. 
Separation of trades argues refinement ; but from the Hindoo casts 
nothing can be concluded, except that agriculture existed at their in
stitution. When our author adds, " what now is in India, always was 
there," he evinces rather a singular love of hypothesis. All we know 
from antiquity is, that the casts existed in the time of Strabo, Arrian, 
apd Pliny, and perhaps were not known even in the time of Alexander. 
Suppose that they even existed three centuries before the christian 
_era, we have only a proof that agriculture and merchandize were then 
known in Hindostan; and yet the first tribe that passed from the 
centre of Asia might, even in that case, have only begun to people the 

·north of Hindostan a few centuries, or say a thousand years before the 
christian era. Z. The civil policy is considered as proving early civili
zation, not indeed because the Hindoo fables represent the whole coun
try as subject to one monarch, but because Alexander found kingdoms 
of some magnitude. But these kingdoms were no larger in proportion, 
than those which Cresar found in barbaric Gaul and Britain. The mag
nitude of the country is forgotten, inhabited by an indigenous people, 
and remarkably destitute of natural barriers. That some old institu
tions remain is no wonder, when the identity of oriental customs is 
considered. 3. The laws are sufficiently numerous and complex ; but 
so are those of England at present, though they were in a very differ
ent predicament six centuries ago ; but our ingenious author speaks 
familiarly of the Hindoo millions of years, and forgets our little cen
turies. The Hindoo code may be extremely ancient; and yet perhaps 
was written about the plain christian year 1200. 4. •The useful and 
elegant arts likewise require the illustration of chronology, and as there 
are no inscriptions with clear authentic dates in the famous excavations 
in the isle of Elephanta, in that of Salsett, or at Elora, it is impossible 
to pronounce concerning their antiquity, especially as the mythology 
continues the same. These, and other monuments, may perhaps be 
of great antiquity, but it is as probable that they were the works of the 
famous Balharas, as of any imaginary Hindoo emperors, who only exist 
in the w(kl imaginations of the Bramins. The ruins of Persepolis 
evince that the edifice could not have been erected since the 1\llahome
tans conquered that country in the seventh century. But where the 
relit;ion continued pagan, and a splendid native monarchy existed till 
the ~ixteenth century, to any sobt:r inquirer it will appear more rational 

" Dioquisiticn, 257. 
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to conclud~ that these monuments belong to the fifteenth century after 
Christ, rather than to the fifteenth century before. .And this opinion 
will remain equally firm, if all the Bramins computed theit· duration 
by millions or billions of years. In like manner the detached temple~ 
in the south may present magnificient proofs of Hindoo arc:hitecture 
in the sevente~th century. That the Hindoos could both make and 
dye linen and cotton is no proof of great social progress. The ancientw 
traded to India for spices, precious stones, and silk, but manufactured 
goods are scarcely mentioned. The uncertain antiquity of Hindoo 
literatme has been already discussed. 5. As to the sciences, the want 
of chronology is equally felt ; and it is probable that the Hindoos might 
derive some knowledge from the Greeks of Bactria. The absurd stu
dy of astrology, still in the highest repute among the Bramins, has 
of course occasioned a particular attention to be paid to astronomy ; 
but the Chinese, and perhaps even the Siamese, rival the Hindoos in 
this science, in which it is easy to calculate tables backward to any 
epoch ;* and the Bramins perhaps have sufficient patience to compute 
eclipses, &c. which must have happened, if this planet had existed ten 
millions of years.t 6. In the last place, our most learned and respect
able author considers the religious institutions of the Hindoos as a proof 
of early and high ciYilization. Yet it is not a little singular that all his 
arguments concerning the regularity of the system, the magnificent 
temples, &c. might have been applied to the Roman catholic system in 
Scandinavia, in the year 1300 ; at which time it had not there existed 
above two centuries. The mythology of Hindostan is probably as 
ancient as its first population, and has been' gradually expanded and 
refined like classical paganism. But the recent discovery, that the 
worship of Boodh preceded that of Brahina, could not have been fore
seen ; and it is probable that in many respects the ancient system dif-
fered most essentially from the modern. · 

• The Cali Yug was, like the Julian period, fixed by retrospective compu
tation. It begins about 3000 years before the christian era. As. Res. iii. 
224. 

t The w~ole arguments of M. Bailly and others for the antiquity of the 
Hindoo astronomy seem at length to be completely overturned by a learned 
dissertation of Mr. Bentley, published in the Asiatic Researches 17-99, (vi. 
540, 8vo.) to which the curious reader is referred. The result is, that the 
system so eagerly applauded, and supposed by M. Bailly, Dr. Robertson, and 
others, to be of such remote antiquity, cannot be of a greater age than se'Ven 
hundred and thirty-one years. In other words, it was composed about A. D. 
1068. "Therefore-any Hindu work in which the name of Varaha or his sys
tem is mentioned, fuust evidently be modern; and this circumstance alone to. 
tally destroys the pretended antiquity of many of the Purans, and other boob, 
which through the artifices of the Brahminical tribe have been hitherto deemed 
the most ancient in .existence." Thus the chief pillar of the antiquity of Hin~ 
doo 10cience has been torn down by this modern Sampson, and many anti"lua
ries have perished in the ruins. Perh~.ps the Vedas may be found to have 
been composed by the artful Bramins, in imitation of the Koran, or of the 
books ascribed to Confucius, for the ancients do not mention any sacred Hin
doo code. Men~ may have been an honest lawyer of the thirteenth century; 
:.:..nd the whole ~m~oo arts and sciences, except weaving, be found to be de. 
n.ved fc.o,m then ne1gh.bours, We may then exclaim as the Egyptian priests 
d1d to Plato. " Y e 1-:lmdoos, and even ye Bramin1>, ye always were, and re
m.<.~.in childre11." 
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So much for the ancient civilization of the Hindoos, who ·are never
theless at present in general highly civilized, and of the most gentle ancl 
amiable manners. But perhaps in no art nor science are they equal 
to the Chinese or Japanese; and in most are confessedly greatly 
inferior. 

UNIVERSITIES. The chief university in the north is that of 
Benares, a most celebrated and ancient school, now included in the 
English possessions. In the Deccan the academy of 'triciur, on the 
Malabar coast, is also in great repute, and according to our author: 
" At Cangiburam, in Carnate, there is still a celebrated Brahman 
school, which, according to the testimony of Ptolemy, existed in the 
first century of the christian era: and its members are certainly equal 
in celebrity to the Brahmans of Vanares, or Benares'*". It is to be 
.hoped that our recent acquisitions in the south will lead to the disco
very of new literaey treasures in that quarter, where it is to be expected 
that native knowledge is mor.e pure and perfect than in the north, 
where it was so long trampled under foot by the Mahometan con
querors. 

INLAND NAviGATION. \Vith respect to inland navigation 
Hindostan forms a stl'iking contrast with China. In the fourteenth 
century, Feroz III, of the Patan dynasty, ordered some shmi: canals 
to be dug in the neighbourhood of Delhi ; and had an intention as is 
said of uniting the Ganges with the Indus, or Sctlege. This intended 
canal, which would not have been above one quarter the length of the 
great canal of China, has been praised as a grand and wonderful design 
a sufficient proof of the· great inferiority of the Hindoos, and the it' 
Mahometan victors, in the solid and useful arts. 

MANUFACTURES. The manufactures of Hindostan have been 
celeht•a.ted fJ·om early antiquity, particularly the muslins and other 
fabrics from cotton. Piece goods, as we call them, are mentioned by 
the author of the Periplus, and other ancient writers, who praise the 
manufacture and the beautiful colours with which it was dyed. The 
Hindoos, in the time of Strabo, were also noted for elegant works in 
metals and ivory. These circumstances, however, afford no proof of 
such early civilization as is inferred; for the Romans, with the sam~ 
materials, could at that period have equalled if not exceeded the Hin
doos ; and yet the Romans were barbarious till three or four centuries 
-before the christian era. The fine linen of Egypt seems to have been 
of far more remote antiquity. Nor is Hindostan celebrated at this day 
for any manufactures, except those of muslins and calicoes, the other 
expprts consisting of diamonds, raw silks, with a few wrought silks, 
spices, drugs, &c. The sha\Yls ofCashmir are also deservedly esteem
ed ; being there woven from a material chiefly supplied by Tibet. 
Sonneratt has illustrated with some care the arts and trades of the 
Hindoos. Painting is in its infancy ; and they are strangers to shade and 
perspective. In the painted mu5lins and calicoes the brightness of the 
tints is owing to nature rather than art. Sculpture is as little advanced 
a:> painting, the design and execution being alike bad ; yet the temples 
are sometimes majestk and solemn. In most trades very few tools are 

" Wesdin, 283. t Tome i. pa&"s 9~. 
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•mployed.,. The simple· loom is reared in the morning under a tree, 
and carried home in the evening. 

NATIVE PRoDUCTS. But it is the abundance of native pro-
ducts, which has in all ages rendered Hindostan the centre of great trade. 
Diamonds, and some other preciou5 stones, are products almost pecu• 
liar; as w.ell as many spices, aromatics, and drugs. In modern. time5 
the tea and porcelain of China, and other oriental articles, have been 
vaguely included <~mong those of the East Indies. But rice, :mgar, and 
many .articles of luxury are products of Hindostan. 

CLIMATE ANP SEAsoNs. The climate and seasons are consi-
derably diversified by difference of latitude, and local situation. Yet in 
general, though the northern Alps of Tibet be covered with perpetual 
snow, there is so_me similarity of climate through the wide regions of 
Hindostan. In Bengal the hot, or dry season begins with March, and 
continues to-the end of May, the thermometer sometimes rising to 110 
degrees : this intense heat is sometimes interrupted by violent thunder 
storms from the northwest, the seat of the grand Alps of Asia. The 
fogs are not only common, but horribly thick and unhealthy. Various 
meteorological journals, kept in Bengal, are published in the Asiatic 
Researches, whence a complete idea may be formed of the seasons. 
The rainy season continues from June te September: the three last 
months of the year are generally pleasant ; but excessive fogs often pre
vail in Janqary and February. 

The periociical t•ains at·e alli\o felt in Sindetic Hindostan, except in 
Cashmir, where they seem to be excluded by the surrounding moun
tains. In the rest of Hindostan they almost deluge the country, de~» 
cending lik,e cataracts from the clouds, and the Ganges and other rivers 
spread to a wide extent, the inundation ceasing in September. By the 
lattet· end of June the Gan3;es has risen fifteen feet and a half, out of 
thirty-two, which is the total of its overflow.* In the mountains the 
rainy season begins ettrly in April; but ral'ely in the plains till the latter 
end of June. " By the latter end of July all the lower parts of Ben
gal, contiguous to the Ganges and Burrampooter, are overflowed, and 
form an inundation of more than a hundred miles in width ; nothing 
appearing but villages and trees, excepting very rarely the top of an 
elevated spot (the attificial mound of some deserted village) appearing 
like an island." 

In the southern division the chains of the Gauts, or mountains of 
Malabar and Coromandel, supporting the lti~h table land in the centre, 
intercept the great mass of clouds; and the alternateS. W. and N. E. 
winds called the Monsoons, occasion a rainy season on one side of the 
mountains only, that is on the windward side.t Yet it appears that 

~ Rennell, 349. 
t Rennell, 293. Through the whole of this account of Hindostan 'the:.e 

has ?een occasion to regret the want of a geography of that country, regular
ly dtgestcd from. the numerous detached accounts Mr. Pennant's work yields 
infinitely to the geography of his Arctic Zoology ; and iudependently of its 
want of plan and sub-divisions, is defective even in his own prvvince, that of 
natural history, as· connected with climate and soil. 

In his last memoir, page 15, Rennell informs us that in southern Hindostaa 
the S. W. monsoon pre,·ails, May, Jtme, and July, on the W.coaM, and th.t" 
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during the first part of the rainy monsoon, in May and June, on ~ 
coast of Malabar, a considerable quantity of rain falls in the upper 
region or table land of Mysore, &c. Major .Rennell observes, that at 
Nagpour, in the very centre of Hindostan, the sea~:ms differ but little 
from their usual course in Bengal, and on the western side ; that is the 
S. W. monsoon occasions a rainy season, though not so violent. In the 
parallel of Surat, from the mountains declining in height, and other 
causes, there is no longer that singularity which occasions rain on one 
side of the Deccan while the opposite season prevails on the other. The 
~onsoon is from theN. E. from October to April; and from May to 
September in the opposite direction. The rainy season on the coast of 
Coromandel is with theN. E. monsoon; and on that of Malabar with 
the S. W. in general, March, April, May, and June are the dry 
months. 

Hence while in Tibet the winter nearly corresponds w1th that of 
Switzerland, and the rest of Europe, in the whole extent of Hindostan; 
except in Cashmir, there can hardly be said to be a ·vestige of winter, 
except the thick fogs of our November: and excessive rains, or exces• 
sive heats, form the chief varieties of the year. 

GENERAL FAcE o:v THE CouNTRY. The aspect of this wide 
country is extremely diversified ; but in general there a1'e no moun
tains of any considerable height, the highest Gauts in the south not be~ 
ing estimated at above three thousand feet. The frontier mountains of 
Tibet are of small elevation, compared with those of the interior of that 
country ; and the wonderful extent of Hindostan consists chiefly of 
extensive plains, fertilized by numerous rivers and streams, and inter
spersed with a few ranges of hill<>. The periodical rains and intense 
heats produce a luxuriance of vegetation, almost unknown to any other 
country on the globe : and the variety and richness of the vegetable 
creation delight the eye of every spectator. 

Son. The soil is sometimes so excellent as to consist of black. 
vegetable mottld to the depth of six feet. Rice is the chief grain; and 
on the dry sandy lands of the coast of Coromandel great industry is 
displayed in watering it.* Maize and the sugar cane are also fa
Tourite products. Extreme attention to manure seems far from being 
so g·eneral as in China or Japan; nor perhaps is it necessary. The 
cultivation of cotton may also be conceived to be widely diffused ; and 
this plant particuhirly thrives on the dry coast of Coromandel. There 
must of course be a considerable dh ersity in the modes of agriculture, 
as well as in the products, through so wide a country ; but in general 
the implements are of the most simple description, though the fer
tility of the land amply compensate for any defect in practice or in
dustry.t 

N. E. monsoon on the opposite during a part of October, and all November 
and December: but the rain of the former is the heaviest, being 72 inches a 
year. In Coromandcl summer begins in June; in Malabar in October, whea 
it is winter in the other. W esdin, p. 4. 

" Sonnerat, i. 106 
t The harvest is divided into two periods, the Rhereef and Kubbee ; th.e 

former being in September, and October; ami the latter in March and April. 
A.s. Rez. vi. 45. 
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RivERS. In describing the large and numerous rivers of Hindos· 
lan, the Ganges and Indus shall first be considered, with their chief 
tributary streams; and a short account of the principal rivers in the 
central part shall be followed by those in the southern division. This 
arrangement naturally arises from the four grand divisions formerly 
mentioned. 

GANGEs. The Ganges must still be considered as the sacred 
~vereign of the Hindoo rivers, an attribute not infringed by the recent 
discovery .of the Burrampooter. It receives such a number of impor
tant tributary" streams, that its magnitude excteds what might have 
been expected from the comparative length of its course ; which may 
however be estimated at about fourteen hundt•ed British miles, while 
the Hoan-ho of China has been computed at two thousand, and the. 
Kian.ku at two thousand two hundred. The source of the Ganges re .. 
mains a curious object of investigation ; nor can much reliance be 
placed on its delineation in the map of Tibet by the Chinese Lamas, 
published by Du Halde, and followed by all succeeding geographers, 
For, independently of the doubts which accompany the relation of these 
Lamas, the reader has only to compare Mr. Turner;s map of his route 
in the south of Tibet, with the same country in Du Halde's map, to see 
that the latter is erroneous in almost every respect, as the .courses of 
the rivers, names of places, &c. &c. Such being the case, there is little_ 
room to expect more accuracy in the other parts. Anquetil du. Perron 
considers the source of the Ganges as still unexplored : and says that 
the Chinese missionaries only discovered that of the Gogra, or Gagra, 
a large river running parallel with the Ganges on the east, and joining 
that noble stream above Chupra. The labours of the Jesuit Tieffen
thaler have little illustrated this subject, though they seem to evi1;1ce 
that the Gagra springs from a lake called Lanken, to th~ weat of the 
lake ofMansaror, whence one source of the Ganges is supposed to flow.* 
Tieffenthaler has laid down the latitude of the noted Gangontra, or 
Cow's mouth in lat. thirty-three deg.rees, being a celebrated cataract 
where the Ganges is said to pass through a vast cavern in a mountai:Q. 
falling into a large bason which it has worn in the rock. At Hurdwau1 
about two hundred and eighty miles to the south of the Cow's mouth, 
(if this last be not a dream of the fabling Hindoos), the Ganges enters· 
the wide plains of Hindastan ; and pursues a south-east direction by 
the ancient city of Canoge, once the capital of a kingdom, by Allaha
bad, Benares, Patna, &c. till dividing into many grand and capacious 
mouths it fotm an extensive Delta at its egress into the gulf of Bengal. 
The extreme mouths of the Ganges are intersected with isles, called 
the Sunderbunds, overgrown with tall bamboos and other luxuriant ve
getation, the profound haunts of the royal tiger and other beasts of 
prey. On the westernmost outlet of the Ganges, called the Hoogley, or 
Ugli, stands Calcutta, the capital of British Hindostan. This, and the 
most eastern which receives the Burrampooter, are the widest and most 
important branches. 

. " See Tome ii. of Bernoulli's Collection, page- 351, &c. Rennell, 313: the 
je.Guit's mountains of Kelasch, i. 150, se$m thil Ke,nta_i• pf the Lam~. 
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BuRRAMPOOT. The noblest tributary stream of the Ganges is 
the Bureampooter, or as styled by the people of Asam the Burr;~tmpoot; 
being the Sanpoo of the Tibetans. The course of this river, and its 
junction with the Ganges, were first ascertained by Mr. Rennell, of the 
Engineers, and Surveyor General in Bengal, in 176-?. This noble river 
runs for four hundred miles through the British territory ; and for the 
last sixty miles before its junction with the Ganges is from four to five 
miles wide. On their union below Luckipour, they "form a body of 
running fresh water, resembling a gulf of the sea, interspersed with 
islands, some of which rival in size and fertility our Isle of vVight. 
In the mouths of the Ganges, and th€ Megna, or Bunampoot, the Bore 
or sudden influx of the tide will rise instantaneously to the height of 
from five to twelve feet.* Between Bengal and Tibet the Burram
poot passes through the country of Asam, a region hitherto little known, 
and which may be here briefly described. 

As AM. It is divided into two parts by the river; the northern 
being called Uttarcul, and the southern Dacshincul. The mountaina 
of Duleh, and Landa divide Asam from Tibet.t Asam is intersected 
by several streams which run into the Bunampoot ; among which is the 
Donee in the south, the environs of which present fields, groves, and 
gardens. Among the products are many kinds of valuable fruits, with 
pepper, cocoa nuts, sugar, and ginger. The silk is said to equal that 
of China; nor are musk deer unknown. The northem province, Uttar
cui, surpasses the southern in tillage and population ; gold and silver 
are said to be found in the sand of the rivers, and to furnish employ
ment to many of the natives. The Hindoo tenets are not known by 
the generality, though there be sm'ne Bramins, and the vulgar dialect 
a~omewhat resemble that of Bengal. The Raja, or king resides at 
Ghargon, the capital, which, by this account, stands on the south of 
the great river: it is fenced with bamboos, and has four gates con
$tructed of stone and earth. The palace, public saloon, &c. seem rudely 
to resemble those of the Birmans. The natives· are a stout and brave 
race ; and repeatedly foiled the invasions of the Moguls. 

The course of the Burrampoot is supposed to be nearly e!l)_ual in length 
to that of the Ganges. The source'> of these great rivers are stated t~ 
be very· near, yet they separate to the distance of more than a thousand 
miles, and afterwards join in their termination. 

GAGRA, &c. The most important tributary streams which 
swell the Ganges are the Gagra, also called Sarjoo, (a great part of 
whose course, like those of the Cosa and Teesta, belong to Tibet); 
the Jumna or Yumena, which receives many considerable rivers from 
the south, particularly the Chumbul and the Betwa; and lastly the 
Soan. 

The Gagra, after pursuing a long course from the mountains of Ti
bet, pervades the province of Oude. It is singular that this river is 
wholly unknown by any name whatever in the map of Tibet by the 
Lamas; another cogent proof that it deserves very little credit. The 
comparative course of the Gagra is about seven hundred miles. 

JullfNA. The Jumna rises ft·om the mountains of Sirinagur, 
pursuing nearly a parallel cource to the Ganges on the west, as the 

" Rennell, 358. t As. Res. ii. 171. 
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Sagra does on the east ; but its comparative course has not e·xceeded 
five hundred miles when it flows into the Ganges at Allahabad. By 
receiving numerous a~d extensive streams from the_ sou~h, the Jumna 
contributes greatly to mcrease the breadth of Gangettc Hmdostan ; and 
the Chumbul, which joins the Jumna, is· itself swelled with many tri
butary streams. 

SoAN. The Soan is said to spring from the same lake, or othey 
source, with the Nerbudcla, (which flows in an opposite dit·ection to the 
gulf of Cambay), and joins the Ganges not far· below its union with the 
Gagra.* Several streams of smaller account fall into the Hoogley, or 
westerR branch of the Ganges. 

INnus. The Indus, and its confluent streams, form the next 
object. This celebrated river is by the natives called Sinde, or Sindeh, 
and in the original Sanscret, Seendho. It is also called Nilab, or the 
Blue River. The source, like that of the Ganges, remains unknown; 
for the ideas expressed even by Major Rennell on the subject are vague 
and unsatisfactory. His Plain of Pamer is derived from a misinter
preted passage of Marco Polo; and the whole of this region is as yet 
only ingenious conjecture. The mountains of Mus Tag;, from. which 
Rennell derives the Indus, as well as the Plain of Pamer in its new 
acceptation, are borrowed from the Map of Strahlenberg, which is in
deed excellent for the time, 1737, and laid the first foundation of an 
exact knowledge of central Asia. But the proper mountains of Mus 
Tag, which are also laid down by Strahlenberg, run from W. to E, 
being the chain to the south of Little Bucharia; and from the map of 
Islenieff, 1777, it appears that the chain of mountains which gives 
source to the Amu or Gihon on one side, and on the other to the rivers 
<>f Little Bucharia, is that of the Belur Tag, or Cloudy Mountains; 
from the eastern side of which chain the Indus seems to arise. Its 
comparative course may be about a thousand British miles, when it 
forms a pelta in the province of Sindi, entering by many mouths intb 
the Indian sea. 

PANJAB. The tributary rivers of the Sinde chiefly join it in 
the northern half of its course, where they form the Pan jab, or country 
of Five Rivers. From the west run into the Indus the Kameh, with 
its tributary streams, and the Cornu] : from the east the Behut ot• 
Hydaspes; the Chunab or Ascesinas; the Rauvli:e or Hydraotes; and 
the Setlege or Hesudrus, with a tributary stream on the west, the 

~ See in the Asiatic Register, vol. ii. for 1800, a curious account of the 
sources of the Soan and N erbudda. These rivers rise in the table land of 
Omercuntuc, at a noted place of pilgrimage. The Nerbudda springs from a. 
sn:all well ; and after a short cours'e falls abruptly from a most stupendous 
he1ght; and being joined by many streams, soon becomes a considerable river. 
The Soan rises from the east side of Omercuntuc, and proceeds N. to Bardy, 
whence it proceeds E. to the Ganges. The Hindoo temple here is magnifi
cent; ~nd is in the ~erritory, or under the protection of the Goands. Rochette's 
map g1ve~ a more JUSt idea of the sources of these rivers than Rennell's, in 
\~hich they :tre confounded. The journey above quoted, by Mr. Blunt an eu-. 
r;me_e,r, from Churiargur by Ruttunpour to Rajamundry in the Sircar of Ellore 
~ wh1ch_ m~st not be confounded with the celebrated Ellora ), is very interelit
mg, as It· d1scl?ses some parts of Hindostan little vis ted. It is to be regretted 
that the wgemous author has not ~.ccornpanied it with a map. 
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Hrphasis: the Panjab cemntry being ori the east of the SinM. The 
whole of this part of Hindostan is little known to the moderns ; and it 
is uncertain whether the Caggar, a considerable and dist11nt river to tbt 
East; join the Sindt, or fall into the gulf of Cutch.* 

Ha"ing thus briefly described the most im. ortant rivers in the twC) 
first grand divisions of Hindostan, those of the Central. part m1:1st next 
be considered, being chiefly the Pudda, Nerbudda, and Taptee, on the 
west; and on the east the Subanreeka, or Subunreka, which joins th• 
st-a about thirty miles to the west of that mouth of the Ganges calle~ 
the Hoogley, or more properly, from a city on its shore, the Ugli. The 
Subunreka being here considered as theN. E. boundary of Central Hin• 
dostan, is followed by the Bramnee, the Mahanada ; and after passing 
the little streams of the Sircars by the Godaveri, the last and most im· 
portant stream of Central Hindostan. 

GonAvERI. The Godaveri t•ises at Tt·imbuck Nassor, in the 
western Gauts, more properly called the Sukhien mountains, from se,. 
vet-a! sources, about seventy miles to the N. E. of Bombay.t This 
great river was little known in Europe till recent times ; and is als~ 
called the Ganga, a Hindoo term for a river in general, through applied 
by pre-eminence to the Ganges.* 

BAIN GoNGA. About ninety miles above its egress into the 
l)ea, the Godaveri receives a large river, the Bain Gonga, which per. 
vades immense teak forests in a singular wild country, inhabited by 
savages in the centre of Hindostan, and as yet little known or explored.n 
The Bain Gonga was first discovered to Europeans by the late Colonel 
Camac, its course being about four hundred miles, while that of the Go,. 
daveri may be seven hundred. This last great river, like another Nile 
or Ganges, fertilizes the country; and from the benefits which ~tcon. 
fers is esteemed sacred. Besides the Bain or Baun Gonga, it receives 
many tributary streams, as the Burda and others from the north ; and 
from the south a circuitous large river, the Manzor:a, which passes by 
Bede1·. 

NERBUDDA. The next in consequence, in the centml division 
of Hindostan, is the N erbudda, which may be called a solitary stream, 
as it receives so few contributions. Its course is almost 'due west, and 
about equal to that of the Godaveri. The Taptee, which passes by 
Surat, is also a considerable river, about four hundred mile~ in length. 
To the south of this river the superior elevation of the Sukhien moun. 
tains, or western Gants, diffuses all the rivers towards the east. 

In the arrangement here followed the Deccan, m• most southern part 
of Hindostan, is considered as bounded and enriched bv the Kistna and 
its tributary streams. · 

KrsTNA. The Kistna, a sacred river, rises at Balisur in the 
chain of Sukhien, not far to the south of Poona, and for):Ils a delta near 

"' Major Rennell's excellent map may here be compared with that of de la 
Rochette, published by Faden 1788, which is well executed and compiled with 
r;reat care. 

t As. Res. v. 1. 5. f Rennell, 244. 
II D' Anville's map, 1751, supposes that the Gonga and Godaveri fall into 

the Bay of Bengal close to the western branch of the Ganges ! The ideas of 
Ptolemy are more just. 
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Masulipatam, after a comparative_ course of ~bout five ~~ndr~d British 
miles. This· river rivals any lndtan stream m the fertility ddfused by 
its inundations ; and the :richest diamond mines in the world are in the 
neighbouring hills to the· n?rth. The ch.ief tributa.ry strea~s. in that 
quarter are the Beema, passmg near the dtainond mmes of V tsta.pour ; 
and the Muzi or Moussi by those of Golconda. But the most consi
derable river joins the Kistna from the south, being the Toombuddra 
(J[J Renncll's last map, the Tunge-badra of D' An ville ; on the banks of 
which have been recently disclosed many populous provinces, and.flou
rishing towns. 

To the south of the Kistna appear the Pennru·, the Paliar, and above 
all the Caveri, another large and .sacred stream} which passes by Serin
gapatam the capital of Mysore, and forms a wider delta than any other 
southern river, when it enters the sea after a course of about thn:e hun
dred miles. 

CA VERI. The Caveri in general pervades a country in which 
public monuments, unequivocal marks of civilization and opulence, are 
more common than in the northern parts of Hindostan.* As the 
course of the Caveri is comparati'l'ely short, its tributary streams are 
unimportant. 

LAKEs. Such are the principal rivers in this extensive portion 
of Asia. The lakes seem to be few. Rennell mentions that of Colair, 
during the inundations about forty or fifty miles in extent, and a con
siderable piece of water in all seasons, lying about midway between the 
Godaveri and Kistna, in the new soil gradually formed by the inunda
tions of these rivers, about twelve British miles to the north of Masul
ipatam. That of Chilka bounds to the British Sircars on the notth, 
resembling the German Haffs described in the first volume of this 
Work, being a kind of salt creek communicating with the sea. The 
lake of Pulicat is of a similar kind. One or two lakes may also be 
traced in the vicinity of the Ganges and the Indus. The country of 
Cas_hmir is supposed to have been miginally a large lake, as reported 
in the native traditions, and a considerable expanse of water still re
mains in the northern part of this delightful country, called the lake of 
Culler or Tal, being about fifty-three British miles in circuit. 

MouNTAINs. The mountains chiefly celebrated by the Hin-
doos maybe said to be only visible from their country, being the north
ern chain of the Tibetan Alps, covered with perpetual snow. Hence 
they are called Himmala, from a word denoting snow ; and are celebt·at
ed in the conflicts of the gods and other mytholo~i~ fables. 

ANCIENT N AM.Il.S. This name of Htmm'\la may perhaps be 
the source of the Imaus of the ancients. Ptolemy not only describes 
an Imaus as running north and south, or the Belur tag of the Russians 
and Tatars, with its ridges to the west, now called Jtrgun, Ak Tau, 
&c. but another lmaus passing E. and W. to the N. of Hindostan •. 
Justly extending the Caucasian chain to the south of the Caspian, he 
has given it several local appellations, as Coronus, Sadphus, &c. His 
Paropamisus, on the north and west of the province so called, is to the 
~uth of Balk or Bactriana, terminating in the west in the sandy dcse1t 

• Re,u1ell, 275. 
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called that of Margiana. The highest summits of his I maus he men
tions as those that g·ive source to the Indus, and which ought indeed tG 
form one chain with his Imaus fmm the north, which _he has here. 
transferred from longitude 127° to 142°, an error of fifteen degrees, 
even supposing his general longitude just. His Emodus and Ottoro
coras, ridges to the south of his Scythia beyond the Imaus, are the 
Mus Tag of Russian geography to the south of Little Bucharia, and 
must not be confounded with the Kantel, the northern boundary of 
Cashmir and Tibet. But the last mountainous region, being still less 
explored in ancient than in modern times, has totally escaped the 
knowledge and geography of Ptolemy; who having thus lost a space 
of about ten degrees in breadth, or 700 miles, it becomes doubtful 
whether his Imaus proceeded on the north of Tibet or of Hindostan. On 
the east side of the Ganges he delineates the ridges which pass fmm 
north to south, in the Birman empire, the boundary of ancient disco
very : but as in Europe he was a stranger to the central parts of Ger
many, and in Hindostan to those of the Deccan, so by his obliteration 
of Tibet, great confusion arises in his geography of northern Hindos~ 
tan; nor has D' Anville, who places the Brahmani in Tibet, been 
sufficiently aware of the difficulty. This discussion of a curious and: 
neglected part of Hindoo geography must be dismissed with the remark, 
that the Emodus of Ptolemy, being by him ascribed to Serica, must 
be considered as the sou~ern ridge of Little Bucharia; while his Imaus, 
which he supposes a continuation of the chain above mentioned, must 
be removed no less than 700 miles to the south, where it forms the 
southem ridge of the Tibetan Alps. On this plan his map of eastern 
Asia might be cut asunder at his thirty-fifth degree of north latitude, 
as far west as the sources of the Indus; the upper part being Little 
Bucha1·ia, whose southern frontier may extend to thirty-five degrees, 
while the under part must be transfert·ed to the south, where our 
twenty-six degrees corresponds with P~lemy's thirty-five degrees. 

As the northern Imaus of Ptolemy is clearly the Belur Tag, so his 
southern Imaus may be safely regarded as the Himmala of the Hin
doos ; which may be admitted to have been known to the ancients, 
who were strangers to the rich Gangetic regions of Hindostan. Nor
was it absurd, to consider the Himmala as a south-east prolongation of 
the northern Imaus. The ridge to the east of Bengal is the Bepyrus 
o1• Sepyrus of Ptolemy: his Meandrus being the ridge which divides 
Aracan from Ava: his Damascus that near the rivet· of Martaban: 
and his Semanthinus, seemingly connected with Thinre, is the chain 
to the east of Tanaserim, this last ridge being the utmost limit of 
ancient knowledge in the south-east, as Little Bucharia was in the 
north-east. 

MoDERN NAMES. To return to a more special consideration 
of the present topic, it must be observed that there is no small confu
sion, even in the most recent delineations, of the Indiru1 ranges of 
mountains, or rather hills~ and their exact denominations. The eastern 
ridge, called by Ptolemy Sepyrus, might in modern times be called 
Tipera. Those on the south of Asam might be styled the Garro 
mountain~, being inhabited by a people so called. The ridges to the 
south of Nipal and Bootan are far inferior in height t-0 the J Iimmala; 
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or !lnowy ridge; nor can we much depend on the Tibetan names given 
by Du Halde. An equal defect attends the mountains fmm Sirinagur 
to Cashmir, though there be no objection to Rennell's name of Him
mala. The ridge of Kuttore is properly on the north of that province, 
running east and west : and is followed by the Hindoo Koh of oriental 
geographers. 

The mountains to the west of the Indus, or on the Persian frontier, 
seem to be the Becius and Parvetius of Ptolemy; but the modern names 
are little known; not· that of the ridge running parallel with the Indus 
on the east, called by Ptolemy Apocopus. The same author mentions 
mount Vindius, whence he derives the source of the Soan ; now, it is 
believed, called Vindiah, and often mentioned in the Hindoo tales, 
though they seem to describe these hills as fat· to the west. Ptolemy's 
mountain of Sardonyx is not far to the east of Baroach, if that place be 
the Barigaza of antiquity. His Bettigus, near the royal seat of Arcat, 
seems a part of the eastern Gauts, as were his Adisathrus, Orudius, 
and Uxentus, which close the list of mountains known to Ptolemy in 
this exten~i-•e region. 

In Major Rennell's excellent map of Hinclostan the ridges are rather 
inserted in the minute and antiquated manner of D'"~.m·ille, than treated 
with a bold and scientific discrimination. The following Jist contain~> 
most of the names there to be found. 

The Chaliscnteli hills, between the western desert and the Setlege. 
The Alideck mountains,. above Gujurat. 
The mountains of Gomaun, or Kemaoon, called also those of Se

walic. This extensive ridge seems to form the exterior barrier of the 
Tibetan Alps in Sirinagur, &c. 

The mountains of Himmaleh, north of Tassisudon. The other 
Tibetan mountains seem to be from Du Halde. 

In. Bengal are several ridges of hills without names, which is the 
~se even with the chain to the north-west of the Sircars. 

The Lucknow, hills at the source of the Mahanada. 
Those of Gondwanah, running parallel with the Nerbudda for a 

space, and then turning south to Namalla. 
The ridges near the Chumbul are also without names. 
The Grenier mountains in Guzerat. 
The Shatpoorta hills, between the Nerbudda and the Taptee. 
On the other side of the N erbuclda there are also remarkable parallel 

ridges, giving source to many rivers, but nameless. 
Even the Gants are laid down with little care ; and the important 

diamond mountains of Golconda and Visiapour are not mentioned. 
A ridge called the Buncleh mount:itins runs parallel to the Godaveri 

on the south, but at a considerable distance from that river*. 
Hence it wiil be perceived that the Hincloo orolog·y is singularly 

imperfect: but what is to be expected from a people who confound 

• The small maps in the JI!Iemoir, present the snowy mountains of Bnst~h 
in Calm!, those of Suhmandrog, and Wulli in Canhahar, the Punchals in 
the south of Cashmir. The As. Res. i. 277, quote Rennell fur the chain of 
Caramsha, f'urceen miles north from Guya; and p. 283, th~ Vindya chain is 
said. to begin at Chunar in Bahar. "These ref.;renceJ ~re from his atlas of 
BengaL 
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terms so far ;s to call a mountain a Gaut or a Pass ? The Gauts pecu
liarly so called, are ranges which run along the western and eastern, 
coasts of the Deccan. The former is by the natives called the moun
tains of Sukhien, a name which should supplant the absurd appellation 
of the Gauts*. In the language of the country Mali or 11fuli implies a 
mountain, and Purbet a hill. Whether the eastern Gants b~ also called 
Sukhein we are not infm·med ; but it is probable that another 1~ive 
name may be discovered for this distinct range of mountains. From 
an interesting journey to Sirinagur, published in the sixth volume of 
the Asiatic Researches, it appears that the same name of Ghat ot· Gaut 
is extend~d to the high ranges of mountains in the north: and D' An ville, ''·· 
wholly at a loss for distinct appellations of the numerous ranges in Hin'" ·: 
doston, has in his general map of Asia introduced the mountains. of 
Balagat near Visiapour, and. has repeated them in his large map of 
Hindostan; though this name, Balagat, imply nothing but the high, 
Gauts or superior Passes. , 

The Gauts peculiarly so called rise abruptly on each side, but patti• 
cularly the west, forming as it were enormous walls, supporting a high 
terrace or table land in the middle. This elevated track, passing 
through a great part of the Maratta territories to the north of Mysore, 
is termed in general the Balla-Gaut, througl1 its whole extent, while 
low passes are called Payen-Gautt. Opposite to Paniany, on the western 
coast, there is a break or interruption of the mountains, about sixteen 
miles in breadth, chiefly occupied by a forest; exclusive of this gap, 
the mountains of Sukien extend from cape Comorin to Surat, at the 
distance of from forty· to seventy miles· from the shore:j:. Their effect 
on the seasons has been already mentioned, and it ceases at Surat, 
where the south-west wind carries uninterrupted moisture over Hin
dostan. The high terrace in the middle of the Deccan receives little 
rain; and the coast of Coromandel, which receives its rain from the 
north-east monsoon, is also of a dry soil as already described. 

DESERT. The sandy desert on the east of the Indus must not 
be omitted, extending in length between four and five hundred British 
miles, and in breadth from sixty to a hundred and fifty. Of thi.a 
great desert the accounts are imperfect: but it is styled that of 
Agimere, and seems to have been known to Herodotus. Such wide 
expanses of barren sand, form featul'es peculiar to Asia and Africa. 

FoRESTS. Of this extensive portion of Asia a great part 
remaining in primitive wildness, there are large forests in various 
quarters, particularly near the mouth of the Ganges, and in the wide 
unexplored regions on the ''est of the Sircars. These forests surpass 
in exuberance of vegetation any ide[l which Europeans can imagine; 
creeping plan:ts of prodigious size and length, extended from tree to 
tree, forming an impenetrable gloom, and a barrier, as it were, sacred 
to the first mysteries of nature. 

" As. Res. v. 1. 5. t Rennell, cxxvii. 
:j: Rennell, 276, and his map of the Deccan 1800, in which the southern 

mountains are well expressed. Among the animals are numerous elephants; 
and if we believe 'Vesdin, 214-, wild oxen ten feet high, with :!!1.1e ash grey 
hair. The Arni of the north are black cattle, said to be fourteen feet high ! 
Ibid. note. 
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BoTANY. The general obsenations whichwere t~ade on India 
, ,beyond the Ganges, apply ;vith still g-reater propriety to the botany of 

Hindostan. A more fertile soil, and a climate better adapted to the 
most profuse luxuriance of vegetation, than the well watered tracts in 

'• this vast peninsula, cannot possibly be found in any part of the known 
world. The liberality with which nature has scattered over thi~ favoured 
countt'y the choisest of those plants that contribute to the sustenance, the 
convenience, and elegance of human life, is boundless, and almost without 
competition: double harvests, two crops of fruit from many of the 
trees; and from most of the rest a copious and J•cgular supply during 
the greater part of the ye:.u·, are the great bases that support its 
swarming population, while its timber of every quality, its plants of 
medicinal virtue, its numerous and exquisite dying drugs, and its cottons 
and other vegetable articles of clothing., ofter to its inhab~tants the 
materials of enjoyment and civilization. 

The most distinguishing feature in tropical landscapes is the multi
tude of lofty trees of the palm kind; all these rise with a simple trunk 
to a considerable height, terminated by a tuft of large leaves, and 
wholly destitute of branches except while they are in fruit: of these 
many species are natives of India. The cocoa-nut tree, perhaps the 
mosL widely diffused of any, is found in abundance on the coasts of 
Malabar and Coromandel: its fruit supplies an agreeable nutriment, 
and the fibrous covering of the nut is manufactured into the most 
elastic cables that are known., The areca palm is another of this 
family, of rare occurrence in a truly wild state, but cultivated over all 
India for its nuts, which, mixed 'with the leaves of the beta! pepper, 
and a little quick-lime, are in as general request for chewing as tobacco is 
used in Europe. The smaller fan-palm (borassus flabelliformis) is distin
guished" for its broad fan-shaped leaves, which are used for writing on, 
and for thatching : its wood is in high esteem for rafters ; and of its 
juice the best palm toddy, the common distilled spirit of the country is 
made. This, although a large tree, is far inferior to the great gigantic 
fan-palm (corypha umbraculifera) which abounds on the lowet· moun
tains of the Carnatic; ·each leaf of this vast tl•ee is capable of covering 
ten or a dozen men, and two or three of them are sufficient to roof a 
cottage. The most beautiful of aU, the sago palm, is also found here, 
though not so plentifully as in some of the Indian islands. Besides 
these may be mentioned the elate sylvestris, whose sweet farinaceous 
fruit is the favourite repast of the elephant ; the caryota urens, a 
handsome lofty tree; and the plantain, distinguished by its tuft of 
broad simple light green leaves, and its wholesome farinaceous fruit. 

Of the other fruit-bearing trees the number is so great, and they are 
for tl~e most part so little known, even by name, to Eui·opeans, that 
only a few of the principal need be here mentioned : these are the 
papaw fig; two species of the genus known to botanists by the name 
eugenia, and remarkable for the sweetness and rose flavour of their 
fruit; and the spondias dulcis, whose sweetness, pleasantly tempered 
·with acid, renders it peculiarly agreeable in this hot climate. The 
pillaw is a tree of equal singularity and use: from its trunk and larger 
branches are produced large fibrous bags, sometimes of the weight of 
twenty-five pounds, which are filled with nuts like the chestnut, and 
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resembling the almond in flavour. The dillenia indica is remarkable 
for its beauty, and valuable for its large pomaceous fruit of a pure arid, 
and equal to the white lily in fragrance. The avel'rhoa carambola pro· 
duces three crops of fruit in the year, and another of the same genus, 
the A. bilimbi, is in a manner covered with large juicy berries of the 
size of a hen's egg, and resembling the grape. The mango however, 
is reckoned the most exquisite of the Indian fruits, and is found in con
siderable abundance, both wild and cultivated, through the whole 
peninsula : nor ought the carissa caranda to be omitted, or the elephant 
apple, (feronia elephemtum,) almost equally a favourite with the animal 
whose name it bears, and with the native Hindoos. 

Of the trees whose produce is used in medicine or the arts, the most 
worthy of notice are the cassia fistula ; the tamarind ; the gambogia, 
from whose bark exudes the gum of the same name ; the strychnos 
nuxvomica; the lamus cassia, whose bark is a common substitute for 
cinnamon ; cresalpina sappan, a reel wood used in dying; sirium myr
tifolium (sandal wood); strychnos potatorum, the fruit of which called 
the clearing nut, is in general use for clearing muddy water; semecarpua 
anacardium, or marking nut, used for giving a dmable black stain to 
cotton ; and gossypium arboreum, the tree cotton. The chief timber 
trees are the teak, used specially for ship-building; a large tree called 
by botanists gyrocarpus, whose strong light wood is in great request for 
rafts, or catamarans; the ebony; the ferreola, the hardest of all the 
Indian woods; the nauclea cordifolia, of a close compact grain like 
box-wood ; and the dalbergia, a clark grey wood with light coloured 
veins, very heavy, and capable of a most exquisite polish; it is much 
used for furniture. 

A few other trees require notice from their size or beauty, such ai 
the banyan tree and Indian fig; the hibiscus ficulneus is remarkable by 
its magnitude, and the profusion of its elegant blossoms, and is of pecu
liar value in a tropical climate, as hardly any insects are found under its 
:ahaf!le. The bombax ceiba rises with a thorny trunk eightetn feet in 
circumference to the height of fifty feet without a branch; it then 
throws ont numerous boughs, which are adorned in the rainy season 
with purple blossoms as large as the open hand, and these are succeeded 
by capsules filled with cotton. The shrubs and herbaceous plants are 
innumerable, and multitudes would be well worth recording for their 
beauty or use, if the nature of this work allowed an opportunity ; we 
cannot omit however the indigo and the oldenlanclia, (Indian madder,) 
whence the beautiful colours of the Indian chintzes are procured; nor 
the datura metel, a shrub adomed all the year with large trumpet
shaped blossoms of the purest white. The nyctanthes hirsuta, and 
the jasminum grandiflorum, boast the most fragrant blossoms of the 
whcle east, the former perfuming the nig·ht, and the latter scenting 
the day. The gloriosa superba, cecropegia candelabrum, and Indian 
vine, form by their union, bowers worthy of Paradise ; and the butea 
superb.t, a small tree, by the striking contrast of its green leaves, its 
black flowerstalks, and its large scarlet papilionaceous blossoms, 
attracts with its ostentatious charms, the notice and admiration of the 
:most incurious. 
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ZooLO~Y. For an ample accout of the zoology of Hindostan, 
the curious reader may consult Mr. Pennant's View of this country, 
this being the peculiar province of that great naturalist. The numerous 
cavalry which form the armies of the Hindoo princes, imply great 
numbers of horses; and the breeds most celebrated are those of Lahore 
and Turkistan, but the grandees are supplied from Persia and Arabia. 
The inferior· breeds, though ugly, are active; and in some regions 
there are ponies not exceeding thirty inches in heig·ht*. The horses 
of Tibet, generally pyed, are often used in G<~:ngetic Hindostan. 
The animal called the wild mule, and the wild ass, sometimes pass in 
herds to the northern mountains, from the centre of Asia, and the 
desert of Cobi. 

The cattle of Hindostan are numerous, and often of a large size, 
with a haunch on the shoulders. The sheep are covered with hair 
instead of wool, except in the most northern parts. 

Antelopes abound of various beautiful kinds, particularly that called 
the Nilgau, which is of a considerable size. Bernier, the most intel~ 
Iigent of travellers in India, gives an account of the chace of the ante~ 
]opes by means of the hunting leopard, trained as in Persia to this 
t~portt. · 

The Arabian camel, or that with a single hunch, is not unfrequent 
about Patna. The elephant has been frequently described; the usual 
height of this intelligent animal is about ten fee?, and one of fifteen is 
esteemed a gigantic prodigy. Apes and monkies abound in various 
regions of Hindostan; and the orang outang is said to be found in the 
vast forests on the west of the Sircars. The dogs are generally of the 
cur kind, with sharp erect ears, and pointed noses : the smallest size is 
that kept by the Pariars, or degraded poor, rendered doubly miserable 
by the fanatic prejudices of the abominable system of the Bramins. 
The other animals are wild boars, bears, wolves, foxes, jackalls, hyenas, 
leopards, panthers, lynxes ; in the north, musk weasels, and many 
other quadrupeds of inferior size. 

The lion seems to have been always unknown in Hindostan, where 
the ancient sculptors have attempted in vain to represent an animal 
which they never saw; but Mr. Pennant assures us that they are found 
near the celebrated fort of Gwalior, about Marwah, and near Cashmir. 
The royal tiger of Bengal is however a far more terrible animal than 
the stoutest lion ; and was known in classical times, as Seneca the poet 
calls it Gangetica tigris, or the Gangetic tiger. Such is their size and 
strength that they are said to carry off bullocks, the height of some 
being said to be five or six feet, and the feline length in proportion. 
Parties of pleasure, on the isles at the mouth of the Ganges, haYe often 
been shockingly interrupted by the sudden appearance of the tiger, pre
pared for his fatal spring, which is said to extend a hundred feet, not 
improbable when compared with that of the cat. Such is the nature 
of the animal, that if disappointed in his first and sole leap, he couches 

"' Pennant, vol. ii. 339. 
t Those of Tippoo ue in the Tower of London; their legs are muclt 

higher than those of any other feline animal. 
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his tail and retreats. The rhinoceros with one horn, an animal of the 
swamps, also abounds in the Gangetic isles. 
~·To enumerate the various birds, fishes, and insects of Hindostan, 
would be a vain and idle attempt in a work of this nature. While the 
turkey is certainly a native of America, wild peacocks abound in Tibet 
and Ceylon; our common fowl are also found wild in the jungles, 
whence they are called jungle fowl. Hence it seems reasonable to 
conclude that as these animals have been diffused over the civilized 
world from time immemorial, they mmt have passed fmm Hindostan 
to Persia, whence they were diffused to the western countries. 

MrNARALOGY. The mineralogy of Hindostan may be opened 
by its most distinguished and peculiar product, celebrated in all ages 
of the world, that of diamonds, which are indeed also found in Brazil, 
but of far inferior quality. It i\> now well known, that Sir Isaac Newton 
predicted, in his optics, from its rich and peculiar effulgence of light, 
that the diamond would be found to be an inflammable substance. This 
prediction has been recently fulfilled by numerous experiments; and it 
is now universally admitted by chymists that the diamond is only a very 
pure species of coal. This substance is however the most hard, trans
parent, and brilliant of all minerals: and is commonly colourless, but 
is found occasionally of a citron yellow, grey, brown, or black, but 
very rarely green or blue. The more common form is round, or flatted 
as it were by attritiofi; but its chrystallization is the octahedron, ot· 
double quadrangular. pyramid, and. the dodecahedron, with thei1· 
varieties; and sometimes it occurs in cubes. vVhen examined with a 
microscope of great power, the texture sometimes consists of irregular 
:fibres, but is generally laminated, or composed of minute layers, like 
the other genuine gems. It is found in beds of torrents, or in yellow 
ferruginous earth, under rocks of quartz or sand-stone. That of the 
Brazils is fow1d in a kind of pudding-stone impregnated with iron 
ochre. 

The chief and most celebrated diamond mines are those near Visia
pour and Golconda, both near streams that flow into the Kistna in the 
southern division of Hindostan ; Golconda being in the territory of 
the Nizam, while Visiapom belong to the Marattas*. 

:Raolconda, a famous diamond mine in the territory of Visiapour, 
about forty British miles north-west from the junction of the Beema 
and Kistna, seems to be the most noted of those in that quartert. A 
distl'ict on the river Mahanda, to the south of Sumboulpour, is also 
noted for this rich product ; as is Gandicotta, on the southern bank of 
the river Pennart. 

The mine near the Mahanda is not the sole example of the diamond 
being found to the north of the Deccan, for this mineral unexpectedly 
occurs so far north as Penna, in the territory of Bundelcuncl, about 
sixty lll'itish miles to the south of the river Jumna, which flows inlo 

"' Colore another diamond mine, is on the southern bank of the Kistna, not 
far from Condavir. Rennell, 2~0. ' 

t llennell, 253. 
:j: Ibid. 240, wkere it is not unreasonably inferred that Ptolemy's Adamas is 

tl!is rh·er. 
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the Ganges*. Buncl~lcund is a mountainous track, about 100 miles 
square, subject to its Raja. 

Next in value to the diamond are the sapphire and the ruby, which 
are chiefly found in the Birman territories : but the ruby also occurs 
in Ceylon, which likewise produces an inferior kind of sapphire, the 
topaz, many curious tourmalins, and other precious stones, minutely 
descrihed by Thunberg, among which one of the most peculiar is the 
eat's eye, which like the Italian girasol, has a peculiar reflection, par
taking of the nature of felspart. 

Among the metals gold is found in the rivers which flow from Tibet 
into the Ganges and Indus; but no gold mines seem ever to have been 
known in Hindostan, which has rather been celebrated for attracting 
this metal in commerce from other countries. On the other hand Tibet 
a mountainous country, abounds in this precious metal. Silver seems 
rare in general throughout the oriental regions; and there is no indi
cation of this mineral through all India. Thunberg mentions iron 
ore and plumbago among the minerals of Ceylon; but says nothing 
of copper, which seems also little known in Hindostan. It is indeed 
to be regretted that more curiosity has not been excited by the mine
ralogy of our possessions in Bengal, and the other regions of this 
interesting country; but the attention of the English to this grand branch 
of science is very recent, and even the avarice of adventurers cannot 
be tempted to explore what is not known to exist." 

MINERAL vV ATI£RS. The natives sometimes seek for the CU:"<: 

of diseases by bathing in the sacred streams ; and their devotion to 
water in general seems to prevent their exploring; any medicinal sources. 
Yet there are a few exceptions, and several warm springs are reputed 
sacred. 

NATURAL CuRrosrTIE5. _-\.mong the singular features of 
nature may be mentioned the appearance of the provinces on the rivers, 
during the season of inundation, when an access is opened by numerous 
channels to places before inland. The grand aspect of the northern 
mountains covered with snow, and the wide desert on the east of the 
Indus, are also grand features; as is the high table land \of Mysore, 
supported by natural buttresses of mountains. The Sunderbunds, and 
pmdigious forests, have been already mentioned. The detached ridges 
of rock, sometimes crowned with strong fortresses; may be also named 
among the natural curiosities., But one of the most noted in the 
the Hindoo tradition is the Gangoutra or fall of the Ganges, sometimes 
called the Cow's Mouth. According to the report of a Bramin, who 
pretended to have visited the spot, the Ganges springs from the Peak· 
of Cailasa, seven clays' journey to the south of Laclac or Latac, the 
capital of a small Tibetan principalityt. 1'his pe2,k is about two miles 
to the south of Mansarm·; and the ri.-er thence flows, for about seven 
or eight miies, when it finds a subterranean passage, " until it again 
emerges in the country of Kedar Nauth, at the place called Gungow
try." This place is marked by i.\lr. Arrowsmith's m:tp as situated 011 

• Ibid. 233. 
t Thunberg, iv. 220. See the account of Ceylon, ch. 5, of this :trticle, 
t As. Res. v. 45. vi. 102. 
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that source of the Ganges called the Aliknundea; and it seems peoved 
by Mr. Hardwick's journey to Sil'inagur, that the veneration of the 
natives, and the Braminical stations on its shores, confirm the Bramins' 
report, and proclaim the Aliknundra to be the real and genuine Ganges, 
being perhaps the furthest source eeroneously laid down in the map of 
Tibet by the Lamas, (if these supposed sources do not rather flow into 
the Indus;) as almost every name and position laid down by them will 
peobably be found extremely inaccurate. It seems probable that the 
source of the Ganges is in a calcareous country, whence the river easily 
works itself a subterraneous passage, as several streams in the north 
of England, and othee calca1·eous countries. Adam's bridge is also a 
noted fable of the Bramins, for in their strong imaginations and weak 
judgments every thing assumes a fabulous tinge. It is a kind of sand 
bank, with some isles stretching feom a prom~ntory to the opposite 
isle of Ceylon : but the name of Rama has been ex~Changed by the 
Mahometans for that of Adam. 
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CHAPTER II. 

GANGETIC HINDOST AN, OR,'THE COUNTRIES ON THE GANGES. 

EXTENT AND DIVISIONS,- BRITISH POSSESSIONS.- REVENUE.
GOVERN111ENT.- ARMY.-NAVY.- CI"riES AND TOWNS,- SUit
ROUNDING STATES.-BOOTAN,-NIPAL,-SIRINAGUR. 

ExTENT AND DivisioNs. THIS grand division of Hindostan 
extends from the eastern boundaries of Bengal to the country of Sir
hind, a lengt11 of about a thousand British miles. The greatest br~adth, 
from the sources of the ChumbuJ to the mountains of Sewalik, may 
be .aboat four hundred and fifty British miles; and the least, on the west 
of the province of Bengal, about two hundred and thirty. It com
prises the provinces of Bengal, Bahar, Allahabad, Oude, Agra ; with 
part of Delhi and Agimere, and of Malwa in the south ; most of 
them equal in celebrity to any in Hindostan, and the chosen seats of 
the power of the Monguls, as well as of mighty kingdoms even in clas
sical times. 

BRITISH Pos-sEsSIONs. Bengal, Bahar, with Benares, and 
some other districts to the west, forming the chief basis and centre of 
English power in this country, it is proper first to consider them apart, 
and then proceed to some account of the other provincell. The Bri
tish settlements here extend about five hundred and fifty miles in 
length by three hundred in breadth, in themselves a powerful king
dom. The native population is computed at ten or eleven millions of 
black subjects ; exclusive of the English, whose number seems not 
auilienticated. Yet Sir vVilliam Jones, from the actual enumeration. 
of one province, concluded that not less than thirty millions of Hin
doos were contained in all the British possessions in Hindostan. But 
Major Rennell estimates the entire population in the time of Aurung
zeb at sixty millions ; and it seems unreasonable to think that repeate(\ 
wars have increased the populv.tion, or that one half is subject to the 
British sceptre. 

REvENUE. The revenue of these British provinces is com. 
puted at 4,210,000!. sterling; the expense of collection, military and 
civil charges, &c. 2,540,0001. so that the clear revenue is l,G70,0C:Ol."' 
They are well situated in respect to security from foreign invasion : 
were obtained in 176.5, under circumstances rather favourable, as the 
charge of usurpation might haYe been retorted against any,adversary :;. 

~ Rennell, cxiv. 
VOL. li. F f 
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and since they were in our possession, they have enjoyed more tran
quillity than any part of Hindostan has known since the reign of Au
rungzeb. 

GovERN111ENT. The government of Bengal, and its wide de-
pendencies, was first vested in a Governor General and a Supreme 
Council, consisting of a president and eleven counsellors: but in i 773 
these were restricted to four, with Warren Hastings the Governor Ge
neral, who were to direct all affairs, civil and military, in the kingdoms 
of Bengal, B~har, and Orissa; and to controul the inferior governments 
of Madras on the east and Bombay on the west with Bencoolen in the 
island of Sumatra.* The Court of Judicature consists of a chief jus
tice and three other judges, with civil, criminal, naval, and ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction. The Hindoos are governed by their own laws ; but it is 
to be wished that in these and the other British possessions the abomi
nable influence of the Bramins were extinguished, and these fanatics 
them.selves degraded to the cast of Pariars ; or rather that the casts 
were totally abolished, as the most shocking obstacle to all the best 
feelings and exertions of human nature, that ever was imposed by cmfty 
superstition upon consummate ignorance and simplicity. Christian 
charity, and the mutual benefits of society, with what our immortal 
poet styles the milk of humaQ kindness, might then supplant a dreary 
superstition which estranges man from man, and is accompanied, even 
in its priests, by practices the most degrading· to human nature.t 

AR111Y. The military establishment in Bengal is always re-
spectable, but varies according to the situation of affairs. The British 
troops are supported by the Sepoys, a native militia, who are accustom
eel to have numerous idle followers, so that the effective men seldom 
constitute more than a quarter of the nominal army. A force of twen
ty thousand British soldiers mig·ht probably encounter and vanquish 
two hundred thousand blacks or Hindoos. The decisive battle of Plas
sey, which secUI'ed to us the possession of these opulent provinces, 
was gained by the formidable array of nine hundred Europeans.{ It 
would seemingly be no difficult acquisition, and might prove most sa
lutary for the tranquillity and happiness of the Hindoos, if their whole 
extensive country were subjected to the British power. For these sub
jects of the wise Bramins are of all nations the most miserable ; and 
political freedom is to them as unknown as real practical wisdom is to 
their tec;chers. In human affairs the smaller evil is commonly the sole 
object of preference. 

NAvY. A navy of considerable force might be equipped, and 
the ships constructed of teak wood, as it is supposed to surpass any 
others in duration. 

CITIES AND TowNs. The chief city of Bengal, and of all the 
British possessions in Hindostan, is Calcutta, which is said to contain 

~ Pennant, ii. 327. 
t See in the Asiatie Researches, iv. 336. the matri€ides and infanticides of 

the pious, simple and phihsophic Bramins; and, "· 372. their institutions of 
human sacri:!"tces! Yet their cruel mercy, p 381, ordered that a woman should 
never be s.acril1ced-except on the funeral pile of her husband! Such are the 
objects of autiquarian veneration. and such are the favourite sages of Vol
taire! 

:j: Rennell, xcv. 
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not less than half a million of souls. The latitude is twenty-two de
grees twirty-three minutes north ; and the longitude eighty-eight de
grees twenty-eight minutes east from Greenwich. 

" Generally speaking, the description of one Indian city is a description 
of all ; they being all built on one plan, with exceeding narrow, con
fined, and crooked streets ; with an incredible number of reservoirs and 
ponds, and a great many gardens, interspersed. A few of the streets 
are paved with brick. The houses are variously built: some of brick, 
others with mud, and a still greater proportion with bamboos and mats : 
and these different kinds of fabrics standing intermixed with each other, 
form a motley appearance : those of the latter kind are invariably of 
one story, and covered with thatch. Those of brick seldom exceed 
two floors, and have flat, terraced roofs. The two former classes far 
outnumber the last, which are often so thinly scattered, that fires, which 
often happen, do not sometimes meet with tl1e obstruction of a brick 
house through a whole street. 

" Calcutta is, in part, an exception to this rule of building; for there 
the quarter inhabited by the English is composed entirely of brick
buildings, many of which have more the appearance of palaces than of 
private houses: but the remainder of the city, and by much the greatest 
part, is built as I have described the cities in general to be. \Vi thin these 
twenty or twenty-five years Calcutta has been wonderfully improved, 
both in appearance and in the salubrity of its air: for the streets have 
been properly drained, and the ponds filled up ; thereby removing a 
vast surface of stagnant water, the exhalations from which were par
ticularly hurtful. Calcutta is well known to be the empm'ium of Ben
gal, and the seat of the Governor-General of India. It is a very exten
sive and populous city, being supposed at present to contain at least 
500,000 inhabitants. Its local situation is not fortunate ; for it has 
some extensive muddy lakes, and a vast forest, close to it. It is remark
able that the English have been more inattentive than other European 
nations* to the natural advantages of situation in their foreign settle
ments. Calcutta is situated on the western arm of the Ganges, at 
about one hundred miles from the sea; and the river is navigable up 
to the town for the largest ships that visit India. It is a modern city, 
having rise!) on the site of the vill/ge of Govindpour, about ninety 
years ago. It has a citadel, superior in every point, as it regards strength 
and correctness of design, to any fortress in India : but on too exten~ 
sive a scale to answer the useful purpose intended, that of holding' a post 
in case of extremity ; since the number of troops required for a proper 
garrison for it could keep the field. It was begun immediately after 
the victory at Pla~sey, which insured to the British an unlimited in
fluence in Bengal: and the intention of Lord Clive was to render it as 
permanent as possible, by securing a tenable post at all times. Clive, 
however, had no foresight of the vast expense l:'.ttending it, which per
haps may have been equal to two millions sterling."t 

In this grand capital of British Asia the mixture of people and man
ners presents a picturesque and interesting scene. The black Hindoo 

" Surely not more than the Dutch. It arises from imitation of the sites 
in their own countries, whil~ in hot counhies the situ:..tH)llS should be high. 

t Rennell, 58, 59. . 
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the olive coloured Moor or Mahometan, contrast with the fair and 
florid countenances of the English ; and the charms of the European 
damsel receive a foil from the clark Hindoo beauties. To the luxuries 
of the Asiatic, are added the elegance and science of the English life. 
Even the newspapers are drawn up with care, and printed with ele
gance : and the Asiatic society, instituted by the late admirable Sir 
\Villiam Jones, may perhaps rival the Academy of Inscriptions at Paris, 
if the papers of the latter were adopted as a model : and that unac
countable taste, or rather infatuation for visionary antiquities, attempted 
t!) be discussed by crude knowledge, and inaccurate ratiocination, were 
finally dismissed from British culture, to which it seems peculiar and 
indigenous. No human pursuit can be more useless, for it has not 
even the utility of amusement; and when founded on the monstrous 
tales, and traditions, and innumerable forged manuscripts of the Bra
mins, who pe1·vert every science and institution to the purposes of their 
own influence, it is no wonder that this singular pursuit should diffuse 
darkness iristead oflight ; and every ·dissertator should confute his pre
decessor by his own puBdit, and his own manuscripts, always as ancient 
as Bra~m1a, if they be not of the present century : so that the more we 
read the less we know ; and science becomes another term for confu
sion. \Vith such exceptions and they are not numerous, the Asiatic 
Researches form a noble monument of British science in a distant 
country. The recent institution of a college Qr university at Calcutta, 
by the Marquis of Wellesley, deserves the greatest applause, for the ex
tent and liberality of the plan. Besides Hindoo, Mahometan, and Eng
lish law, and the local regulations, there are to be professors of civil 
jurisprudence, political economy, geography, history, &c. but in the 
modern extent of science, natural history is far to wide for one or 
two professors, and it is scarcely possible for a good botanist to be at 
the same time deeply skilled in zoology, or in mineralogy, far less in 
ehymistry.* 

The commerce of Calcutta is very great in salt, sugar, Qpium, silks, 
and muslins, &c. the poppy which yields the opium is particularly 
cultivated in the province of Bahar. Musk, borax, and other commo
clities, used to be imported from ').'ibet, in exchange for European cloths 
and hardware; but this trade is probabiy interrupted since Tibet be
came subject to the jealous Chinese. On the Ganges are transported 
to Asam cargoes of salt, in exchange for gold, silver, ivory, musk, and 
a particulm· kind of silky cotton. The cowry sheils, used as a small 
coin, are imported from the Maldives in exchange for rice. The fine 
muslins are chiefly fabricated in the rainy season, from May to Sep
tember, and with calicoes form a great part of the exports to Europe. 

DAccA. In the eastern part of the British possessions the most 
considerable town is Dacca, beyond the p1·incipal stream of the Gan
ges, but defended on the east by the Megna or Bunampoot. Ducca 
is celebrated for manufactures of the most delicate muslins) so ·much 
in request in the European market, and which are made from the 
cotton of the district. It was mice the capital of Bengal, and was 

"' Asiatic Register, vol. ii. p. 106. The languages to be taught are Ara!>ic, 
Persian, Sanscret, Hindostanee, Bengal, Tdinga, Maratta, Tamula, and Can; 
ara. 
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succeeded by Mushedabad, a modern city. Hoogley, or Ugli, is a 
small but ancient city, about twenty-six miles above Calcutta, on the 
grand western branch of the Ganges, which thence receives its name. 

PATNA. Patna is the capital of the province of Bahar, situat-
ed about 400 miles north-west from Calcutta, being tolerably fortified, 
and a place of considerable trade, most of the saltpetre in particular, 
exported to England, being made in the province of Bahar. Rennell 
argues that Patna is the ancient city of Palibothra. Dt·. Robertson in
fers that it was Allahabad, which is also the opinion of D'Anville. Sir 
William Jones supposes that Palibothra stood at the junction of the 
Soan or Sona with the Ganges ; that is, he nearly coincides with Major 
Rennell.* Yet upon the whole the unprejudiced inspector of Ptolemy 
may perhaps prefer Allahabad. 

BENAREs. Benares approaches to the western frontier of the 
British possessions, the district having been ceded to the East India 
Company in the year 1775. It is a rich, populous, and compact city, on 
the northern bank of the Ganges, about 4 60 miles from Calcutta. Be
nares, anciently called Kasi, was the most early seat of Braminical 
knowledge, or quackery, in the north. It was not till the tenth or 
eleventh century of the Christian era that this baleful sect overturned 
the worship of Boodh in the Deccan. The Bramins seem to be first 
mentioned by Strabo, who distinguishes them from another race of In
dian philosophers called Germani; who were probably the Gymnoso
phisti of other authors, and ,.~orshippers of Boodh. t 

ALLAHABAD. On leaving the British possessions, and procesd-
ing towards the west, first occurs Allahabad, in the province so called, 
at the confluence of the Jumna and the Ganges, a city belonging to 
the Navab or NabobofOude, but of little consequence. Not far to the 
south-west of Allahabad are the diamond mines of Penna, in the small 
detached province of Bundelcund. 

Lucknow is the present capital of Oude, having superseded Fyza
bad, a city on the Gogra, near the a,ncient city of Aiudh, which seems 
to have given name to the province. At a considerable distance to 
the north-west is Berilli, a small but noted town near the northern 
frontier. 

ANciENT CAPITALS. About fifty British miles west from Luck-
now stands Canoge, anciently the capita! of a kingdom. Before pro
ceeding to Agra and Delhi, modern capit:cls of Hindostan, it may be 
proper to observe that the kingdoms celebrated by the Braminical, or 
northern traditions and fables were chiefly in this part of Hindostan. 
The reader is sometimes bewildered by the use ofnz.tive terms, or un
c;ommon 01t.hography, without any explanation; but the learned Jones 

" As. R. iv. 26. Mr. \Vilford, with his usual imagination, argues for the 
mouth of the Cosa on the opposite side of the Ganges. 
· t The BrJ.chman nations of Pliny are the Barmahs, or Birmans, of mo
dern times, who had prob::.bly invaded and seized a great part of Eastern 
Hindostan. Perhaps even the Bpxx;p..ct~ct• ofStrabo are the Rachans or Priests 
of the Birmanp. 

\Vhere was Pliny's powerful kingdom of Andara in Gangetic Hindostan, 
and Automeh on the Indus 1 That writer's geography is commonly neglecte<)., 
though one of the b~st of antiq\lity. 
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informs us that king Nando, and the noted Chandragupta, the classical 
Sandracottus, reigned at Patna ; and a kind of chronology of their 
successors may be found in the Asiatic Researches,* with tables of the 
kings of Audh, m· Oude, and Vitora, or Delhi, both in the solar and lu· 
nar line, as they are divided by the wildness of Hindoo imagination ; 
with another of the kings of Magada, or Bahar, the last of which con
tains N anda and Chandragupta. These lists are inaccurate and con
fused, the Bramins being more conversant in quadrillions, trillions, 
and billions of years, than in discussing the little dates of European 
scholars.t The list of Rajas of Hindostan, from the time of the de
luge, published by Anquetil du Perron, begins with Bhart who resi~ed 
at Hastnaponr on the Ganges, now Delhi ; but the royal seat was af
terwards transferred to Canuche, and the princes often passed the 
mountains of Se>valik to encounter the Chinese, probably some wrong 
interpretation for Tibet. Benares is also mentioned as a capital ; and 
it i~ boldly asserted that the eighty-fourth Raja, Andarjal, conquered 
all Hindostan with Ceylon ; a conquest also effected by the hundred 
and ninth Raja. This list, which is certainly far superior to any ofthe 
kind, closes with the conquest by the Mahometans, A. D. 1192. Per
haps our possessions in the south may disclose some chronologies of 
the kings in that quarter, par~jcu\arly the Balha,ras. If any tr1ing can 
be·done in arranging the fictions of the Bramins, and eliciting some 
shadow of truth, it must be begun by establi~hing grand land marks of 
chronology, established by various intelligence derived from remote 
quarters ; aud the ~:>af~st course will be to trace it backward from mo
dern to ancient times, and thus laying a solid foundation, instead of be
ginning with the fabulous in the vain hope of finding truth. 

AGRA. These capitals of ancient kingdoms in this quarter were 
followed by Agra and Delhi. The great and good emperor Acbar 
constituted Agra the capital of the Mogul empire about A. D. 1566. 
It was then a small fortified town ; but tt soon became an extensive and 
magnificent city, and has as rapidly declined. 

DELHI. To the north-west of Ag;ra, near the confines of Sin-
detic Hindostan, stands the celebrated city of Delhi, the Mahometan 
capital of India, said to be of considerable antiquity by the name of 
Indarput. That intelligent traveller Bemier computes the extent of 
Delhi, in 1663, at three leagues, exclusive of the fortifications; anti he 
represents Agra as of wider circuit. This metropolis may be said to 
be now in ruins; but there are many noble and splendid remains ofpa· 
laces with b;~ths of marble.:j: The grand mosque is a magnificent edifice, 
of m<trble and red free stone, with high minarets, and domes ricl1ly 
gilt. One of the quarters of the city has been very thmly inhabited, 
since the dreadful massacre by Nadir Shah, in which one hundred thou
sand people are said to have perished. The royal gardens of Shalimar 
are said to have cost one million sterling, in canals, pavillions. &c. de
corated with great profusion. vVhen our author Yisited t/.,is city, in 
1793, he was introduced to the last remnant of the Moguls, Shah Allum, 

"'v. :n~. 
t Tl·e woris used for those high numbers are authorized by Sir William 

]o11es, ii. IL.i; but they are unknown to Johnson. 
tAb. Res. iv. 417. 
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then seventy years of age and blind, being here kept in a kind of cap-
tivity by Sindia the Maratta chief. , 

OuJEIN. The city of Agimere, or Ajimer, may be more pro-
perly allotted, with the grea~er part of that province, to Sin(ietic Hin
dostan: but Oujein may be considered as the furthest city in the south 
of that portion now under view. Oujein is about six miles in c_ircum
ference, surrounded by a strong wall, with round towers. The houses 
partly brick, partly wood, covered with lime, trass, or tiles : the Bazar 
or market is spacious, and paved with stone : there are fom·mosques, and 
several Hindoo temples, with a new palace built by Sindia. On the 
south runs the river Sippara, which here suddenly turns north, pur
suing its course into the Chumbul, the last a large river, not less than 
three quarters of a mile in breadth at some distance from its egress into 
the Jumma."' About a mile to the north are ruins of old Oujein, brick 
walls, stone pillars, pieces of wood, and various utensils, with ancient 
coins. The superjacent soil is a black mould ; and this catastrophe 
must have happened when the river changed its course to the westward, 
by some aqueous concussion of nature, 1800, or 800 years ago, as 
usual in Hindoo chronology. 

Turning to the east, the river N erbudda may for a part be considered 
as the most southern limit of Gangetic Hindostan ; yet concerning 
Gurrah, a city or town of some note, there are no details ; and the 
other names are too unimportant for general geog-raphy. 

GwALIOR. But the noted fort of Gwalior must not be omitted, 
being a striking object in Hindoo topogmphy. The insulated rock on 
which it stands is about four miles in length, but narrow: the sides are 
almost perpendicular, from two to three hundred feet, above the sur
rounding plain:r On the top thet·e is a town with wells and reservoit·s, 
an\l some cultivated land. This celebrated fortress, which is about 
eighty miles to the south of Agra, was taken by surprise by a few Eng
lish under Major Popham in 1779. Such isolated forts on rocks were 
not uncommon in ancient India; an<l that of Am·nos is distinguished 
in the history of Alexander. A theorist might argue that these are 
the summits of ancient mountains immersed in the rich vegetable ~uil 
of Hindostan, which has been swept by primeval waters from the moun
tains of Tibet, now barren rocks, and even from the elevated desert of 
Cobi, which in consequence was left a barren mass of sand. 

SuRROUNDING STATEs. Befure closing this brief delineation 
of Gangetic Hindostan, the most large, celebrated, and best known 
quarter of that extensive region, it may be proper to offer some re
marks on the surrounding states on the east and north. The Roshawn 
of Rennell is the same with Aracan, being merely a Hindoo term for 
that country. His Cossay is only another name for Meckley, or the 
country of the Muggaloos, a people between Asam on the north, and 
Aracan on the south, whose chieftown is IYiunnipura.t These eastern 
tribes of rude mountaineers are little known ; but approach to the sa
vage state. Asaro has been already briefly described in the account 
of the river Burrampoot ; but to the west open the wide and obscure 
regions of Tibet. 

<~' As. lles. vi. 40. t Hodges, 13\?. t As. Res. v. 22$ and 230. 
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BooT AN. It would seem from Mr. Hardwick's journey to 
Sirinagur, that the name of Bootan includes most of the south of 
Tibet, particularly those regions which are omitted in the doubtful map 
<>f the Lamas, who in their account of these f!'ontiers use Chinese or 
Tataric terms, or perhaps rather invented appellations at least equally 
useless, as they are alike unknown to the Hindoos and the natives. 
The names indeed throughout Du Halde's maps of Tatary and Tibet 
are far too numerous, a circumstance usual in the old invented maps, 
in the first ages of European geography, in which even farms and huts 
were sometimes inserted. It is to be regretted, that Turner in his 
journey, has not indicated the western limits of Bootan, nor the native 
reports concerning the adjacent countries. 

NrPAL. Of Nipal there is a short account by a Jesuit*, whence 
the maps might be somewhat improved; that of Du Halde closing 
with Nialma, and some names not to be found in the genuine accounts, 
so that the Lamas appear to have been stopped in their progress by the 
snowy ridge of the Himmala. The recent account by Bernini bears 
that, in passing the fmntier mountains, suddenly appears the extensive 
plain of Nipal, about 200 miles in circumference, resembling a vast 
amphitheatre covered with populous towns and villages. To the north 
of the plain is the capital of Catmandu, containing about I s,ooo houses, 
which might yield a population of seventy or eighty thousand. To the 
south-west is Lelit Pattan, where the author computes 24,000 houses; 
this part of the country bordering to the south on the small state of 
Macwanpur, between Nipal and Hiudostan. The third principal city 
stands to the east of the last mentioned, and is called Batgan. Timi 
and Cipoli are also large towns ; and all these names being unknown 
to the Lamas, it is evident that their progress was here impeded; and 
in the south and west of Tibet in particular deserves no credit. In 
Nipal there are two religious sects, one a schism of that of Tibet, the 
other Hindoo. The temples, by this account, are peculiarly elegant, 
seeming to resemble those of Ava or Siam. At Banga, a castle, 
three miles distant from the city of Lelit Pattan, is a temple of sur
prising magnificence, the great court being paved with bluish marble, 
interspersed with large flowers of bronze. To the north of Catmandu 
is a hill called Simbi, upon which are some tombs of the Lamas of 
Tibet, with inscriptions. By the Jesuit's account the kingdom of 
Nipal is ancient, and the language peculiar; but it bas recently been 
injured by civil wars, fostered by the king of Gorca. To the west of 
Nipal are no less than twenty-four petty kingdoms, one of which is 
Lamgi; another to the south is called Tirhut. The king of Gorca 
has recently effected the conquest of Nipal, and of the Ciratas to the 
east; and other kingdoms as far. as the borders of Coch Bihar. Amidst 
these multifarious names, there is not one known to the Lamas, and it 
appears that the wide regions of Tibet, and its dependencies may be 
pronounced, in this \he beginning of the nineteenth century, to be. 
almost utterly unknownt. 

" As. Res. ii. 307. Giuseppe Bernini, who died in 1733. His works were 
printed at Verona in 1767. 

t The missionaries w~re confined to particular districts, but the curiou~ 
:reade" may consult the materiab of Cassiano in the A!phabetum 'I"ibetamnp; 
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To the west of Nipa!, the states of Gorca and Ketuaoon on the 
Cogra, are arranged on the fr~n~ers of Gangetic Hindostai?· . O~f t~ese 
countries little is known; but It IS to be hoped that the "'\sJatlc Society 
will send scientific men to examine them, with the remainder of Tibet 
and western Tatary. This attempt would merit the highest applause; 
and the jealousy of the Chinese might perhaps subside upon being 
informed of the merely scientific nature of the design, or be illuded 
by disguise, or pretensions to the Hindoo faith, for a Bramin might 
travel in any direction. In the whole circle of geography there does 
not remain a range of discovery so curious and important. The centre 
of Africa can present little of general interest; while that of Asia may 
be regarded as the cradle of nations which have been diffused over our 
whole hemisphere. 

SIRINAGUR. Of Sirinagur, laid down in the maps as the most 
northern frontier country, an interesting account has recently appeared*. 
The mountains between· Hardwar and the higher region are often of 
argillaceous marl, though the rivulets roll down masses of opake 
quartz and granite. Forests abound; and many curious vegetables 
delight the eye of the botanist. To the north is seen the lofty chain 
of snowy mountains, passing in an extensive line from east to west. 
This range, instead of being about fifteen miles, as supposed, to the 
north of the town of Sirinagur, is said by our traveller to be not Jess 
than eighty English miles. One of the most conspicuous summits is 
that of Hem, rising in four or five conical peaks ; and near its base is 
a place of Hindoo worship called Buddrinaut. Upon approaching the 
town, the rocks were a coarse dull granite, with beds of argillaceous 
schistus, several rivulets descend into the Aliknundra, here acknowledged 
by the Hindoos as the genuine and divine Ganges. The Raja is of the 
Hindoo faith; but the country, a mass of mountains, extremely poor. 
The channel of the river here is not less than 250 yards in breadth; 
which if the Baghariti exceed, it must be a noble streamt. The sands 
are washed for gold ; and about forty miles to the north of the town 
are two copper mines, with one of lead ahout fifty miles to the east. 
The natives follow the Hindoo faith; and Mr. Hardwick has published 
a curious list of the Rajas, in which the reigns are put ridiculously 
long; but as they are in number sixty-one, they cannot well ascend 
much above 600 years. It is to be regretted, that he did not proceed 
to the source of the Ganges, computed to be fourteen days distant, 
probably not above 140 miles through a rocky and difficult countt·y:j:. 
From the information of the natives, the course is east and west, for 

of Giorgi, and the Let. Edif. tome 15, with Astley's Collection, vol. 4. and 
Phil. Trans. 68. See Rennell, 607. Du Halde, iv. 571, gives a slight account 
t>f his map of the country. 

~ As. Res. vi. 309. 
t Rennell, 370, allows that the Aliknundra is the larger stream, yet he 

un.accountably supposes the other to be the true Ganges, in opposition to the 
Hmdoos and ~ram ins themselves upon the spot. 
• :j: In travellmg through the Andes, Ulla discovered that an Alpine day'! 
JOurney, from the numerous windings, ascents, and descents, may not some
;imes exceed four miles of direct distance. 

VOL. II, Gg 
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about three days from Sirinagur ; then north-east arid south-west, 
receiving many mountain streams, and at Biiiisenprag, a river from 
the east as large as itself, coiled Dood Ganga or the Milk river. Bis
senprag is near the base of a mountain, on which stands the famous 
temple of Buddrinaut. All these circumstances unite with the worship 
and temples of the Hindoos to evince that this river is the genuine 
Ganges: but the most recent maps of this part of Tihet seem very 
defective in positions; and it would appear, among others, that Cashmi!' 
is far more near to Sirinagur than is commonly supposed~ 
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CHAPTER III. 

SIND!:TIC HIN'DOST AN; OR THE COUNTRIES ON THE; RIVEtt 

Sll,.DEH OR INDUS. 

EXTENT.-WESTERN BOUNDARY OF HINDOSTANo-CHIEF CITIES 
AND TOWNS. 

ExTENT. THIS part extends from the Borthem mountains of 
Cashmir, and the Hindoo Koh, in the north of Cabul, to the mouth of 
the Indus, a length of about ~00 British miles, and about 350 in 
medial breadth. Besides part of the provinces of Delhi, and Agimer, 
it contains the extensive province of Moultan, with Lahore, Cashmir, 
Cabul, the frontier region of Candahar, and that of Sindi at the 
mouth of the Indus. These provinces being the most remote from 
the seat of British power, and the greater part of modern travellers 
having visited Hindostan by sea, they are less accurately known than 
any other quarter. 

The chief cities which occur in this extensive region are Lahore, 
Cashmir, Cabul, Ghizni or Gasna, Candahar, Moultan, and Tatta in the 
Sindean Delta. On the east of the Indus, or in Panjab, the Seiks, a 
new religious sect, form the leading power; while on the west, and 
even as far as Cashmir, the dominions of a Persian Shah whose 
seat of empire is at Candahar, comprise all the provinces, with several 
in the east of Persia, and to him even Sindi is tributary. 

WEsTERM BouNDARY. Yet by many geographers the river 
Indus is esteemed as the boundary between Fersia and Hindostan, in 
which view the Persian Shah possesses little in Proper Hindostan, 
except the country of Cashmir. But D' An ville, in his large map ot 
the world as known to the ancients, has justly arranged in ancient 
India large countries to the west of the Indus, including not only all the 
streams that join that river from the west, but even the river Tomerus 
corresponding with the Haur of modern maps, which seems infallibly 
to havt! belonged to the Persian province of Gedrosia. Pliny considers 
the Indus as the extreme western boundary of India*; which, from 
Strabo appears to have been the receivt!d opinion, from the age of 
Alexander to his own time. Arrian also describes the rivt!r Indus as the 
western boundary of this country, but including the Delta1 and on the 

• vi:. 17. 
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north-west bounded by the Hindoo Koh, so that even the Kameh, and 
Cornu! were Indian streams, being the Gurcus and Cophenes of 
antiquity, the last specially mentioned by the accurate Arrian as Indian. 
Hence it is evident, that when Major Rennell regards the Sindeh as 
the western boundary of Hindostan, he has not expressed the opinion 
either of ancient or modern geographers ; the Hindoo Koh, or Indian 
Caucasus of the ancients, being the north-west boundary; and even 
towards the south, where the limits of Persia do not seem to have 
been accurately defined, Ptolemy indicates a considerable space on the 
west of the river as included in India, an opinion adopted by D' Anville 
not only in his ancient geography, but in his modern map of Asia; in 
which indeed, by a mistake in the chain of the mountains, he had 
included the city of Candahar in Persia, but seems on the other hand 
too far to have extended the limits on the south, when he has included 
even the town of Guadal in Hindostan*. As Major Rennell justly 
considers the city of Candahar as the gate of Hindostan towards Persia, 
while Cabul stands in the same view towards Tatary, it is evident that 
the Sindeh cannot be considered as a boundaryt. The southern limit 
between Sindi and Mekran he does not define ; but it may be regarded 
as extending to the river .Araba, the Arabi us of Ptolemy. The cause 
of this uncertainty in the south-east of Persia is, that the country is 
wild and desert, and has in all ages been thinly inhabited, having been 
so much neglected, that it is chiefly possessed by Arabian fishers from 
the opposite shores. 

This discussion became necessary to illustrate the provinces and 
boundaries of Sindetic Hindostan ; and it will hence appear that when 
either ancie11t or modern geographers speak of the Indus as a westeiU 
boundary, the expression is only to be taken in a loose sense, as when 
they speak of India beyond the Ganges, in which they include the 
Burrampooter,. and several streams to the east of that majestic 
river. 

This brief account of Sindetic Hindostan shall begin with the north
east, and end with the south-west, after mentioning that Agimer, 
which may be regarded as the most eastern city of this division, is 
little remarkable, except for a strong fortress on a hill. 

CHIEF CITIEs AND TowNs. The town of Sirhind is placed 
by modern maps on the river Caggar, which D' An ville bends west 
into the Indus, but Major Rennell supposes it to follow a detached 
c mrs~ into the gulf of Cutch: perhaps it may be lost in the great 
sandy desert. 

LAHORE. Lahore, now the capital of the Seiks, was the 
residence of the first Mahometan conquerors, before they advanced to 
the more central parts; and including the suburbs, was supposed to be 
three leagues in length. From Lahore to Agra, near 500 Eng·lish miles, 
there was an avenue of shady trees:j:. The river Rauvee p~tsses by 

"' Chardin and several other travellers in Persia, consider the Indus as its 
western boundary; but the idea is vague and objectionable. Dr. Vincent, an 
able inquirer into the voyages of Nearchus, observes, p. 198, that the Arabita:. 
and Oritze, on the west of the Indus, \\ere Indian tribes. 

·t 153, 167, compared with p. c.ix. 
J Rennell, ~2; but others only extend it to Delhi. 
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Lahore, being the Reva of the Hindoos, said by them to derive its 
~ource from the mountain Vindhia, as the Sarjou from the Himar or 
·Himala*. 'Vesdin adds that the Vindhia mountains occur in no map; 
but are in longitude ninety-four degrees from Ferro, and latitude thirty~ 
four degrees. He asserts that the Reva is the chief tributary stream 
of the Sindeh; but as he only visited the Deccan, his dil;tant intel
ligence seems erroneous, nor are his other Indian rivers easily 
explained. 

CAsHMIR. Almost due north from Lahore, at the supposed 
distance of about 200 British miles, stands Cashmir, the capital of the 
delightful province so called. This city is said to be also called Sirina
gur, having been confounded with the town of the same name, already 
mentioned in the account of Gangetic Hindostan. To avoid the con~ 
fusion arising from identity of names, it is better to follow the autho
rities of Bernier and Forster, who denominate the capital of Cashmir 
by the same term as the country. "The city, which in the ancient 
annals of India was known by the name of Siringnaghm, but now by 
that of the province at large, extends about three miles on each side 
of the river Jalum, over which are four or five wooden bridges, and 
occupies in some part of its breadth, which is irregular, about two 
miles. The houses, many of them two and three stories high, are 
slightly built of brick and mortar, with a large intermixture of timber. 
On a standing roof of wood is laid a covering of fine earth, which 
shelters the building from the great quantity of snow that falls in the 
winter season. This fence ccmmunicates an equal warmth in winter, 
as a refreshing coolness in the summer season, when the tops of the 
houses, which are planted with a variety of flowers, exhibit at a dis
tance the spacious view of a beautifully checquered pa1terre. The 
streets are narrow, and choaked with the filth of the inhabitants, who 
are proverbially unclean. No buildings are seen in this city worthy of 
remark ; though the Kasmarians boast much of a wooden mosk, 
called the Jamah Mussid, erected by one of the emperors of Hindostan ; 
but its claim to distinction is very moderatet." For a particular 
account of the country of Cashmir the reader is referred to the same 
traveller, who informs us that this delicious vale extends in an oval 
form, about ninety miles from south-east to north-west. It was subject 
to the Za~athai princes (a Tataric race, who speak the same language 
with the Turks) till A. D. 1586, when it became subject to the Moi1guls, 
and afterwards to the Afgans. Hice is the common product of the 
plains; while the surrounding hills yield wheat, barley, and other crops. 
Th~ celebrated shawls are only manufactured here: the material being 
from Tibet, especially those districts which lie at a month's journey 
to the north-eastl. The price at the loom is from twenty shillings to 
five pounds, and the revenue is transmitted to the Afgan capital in this 
fabric. The C~to:1mirians are stout and well formed, but their features 

" Wesdin, 232. 
t Forster, vol ii . 

. l Ibid ii. 18; if this intelligence be genuine, it evinces very gross errors 
m modern maps, which SLlppose the northern boundaries of Tibet to be the 
s::me ''- i':h those o[ Cashrnir. The north mountains of TJJet, would thus 
swe source to the nvers of Little Bucharia.. 
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often coarse and broad, even those of the -women, whd in this northern 
part of India are of a deeper brown complexion than those of southern 
France or Spain. The dress is inelegant, but the p~ople gay and 
lively, and fond of parties of pleasure on their delicious lake. The 
Afg·an government has however somewhat crushed their spirit. The 
lani•uage is derived from the Sanscret, but the Persian is chiefly used 
in eiegant composition. During the summer heats, the great Moguls 
used to retire to Cashmir, where they enjoyed a cool and refreshing 
climate. 

The wide space from Cashmir to Cabul is more remarkable for 
numerous streams and mountains than any other circumstance ; and 
the conquerors of India preferred the south. Even in Cabul the moun
tains are said to be covered with perpetual snow ; but the country is 
diversified with gentle hills, fertile vales, and stately forests. It is 
also intersected by many streams; and besides delicate fruits and 
flowers, is abundant in other productions. Ghizni was the ancient 
capital of the country, of which Candahar was then reckoned a part*. 

CABUL. The city of Cabul is the capital of the dominions of 
the Persian Shah, usually styled king of Candahar, whose dominions 
extend westward beyond the sea of Durrah, including a great part of 
Corasan, with the large Persian province of Segistan, being about 
800 British miles in length, by about half that breadth. Cabul is 
esteemed a considerable city, in a romantic healthy situation. 

GHIZNI. Ghizni or Gasna is remarkable as the seat of the first 
Mahometan conquerors of Hindostan, whose empire almost corres
ponded with the modern kindgom of Candahar. 

CANDAHAR. The city which gives name to this last is of small 
account, except as a noted pass from Persia into Hindostan. 

Having thus reached the most western frontier, and nothing further 
worthy of commemoration arising on that side of the Sindeh, it will 
be proper to pursue the coHrse of that g1~and stream towards the south. 

ATTOCK. The small city and fortress of Attock were only 
built by Ackbar, I 58 I ; but the vicinity was memorable in ancient 
times as the general passage from India to the west. Mr. Forster 
crossed the Indus about twenty miles above Attock, and found it a rough 
rapid stream, about a mile in breadth, where it was not interrupted by 
isles. This size indicates a remote source, and many tributary streams. 
The water was extremely cold in July, and discoloured with fine black 
1;andt. 

MouLTAN Moultan, the capital of the province so called, is 
about I 70 British miles to the south of Attock, on the large river 
Chunab not far from its junction with the Indus, along which there is 
an uninterrupted navigation for vessels of 200 tons, not only to this 
city but as far as Lahoret. Moultan is a small city, and of little con
sequence, except for its antiquity and cotton manuJ:acture. 

" Rennell, 152. 
t D' An ville places Ashnagur on the Indus, about eighty British miles above 

Attock. This place, noted in Hincloo history, (Wesclin, 36.) is omitted by 
Rennell, whose map of Hindostan, is in the north-west singularly restricted. 

l Rennell, 178: yet, p. 93, he mentions the river of Moultan as being 
choak<!d up about 1665. 
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T ATT A. The last remarkable city on the Indus is Tatta, the 
c;:apital of the province of Sindi, and situated within the Delta, the 
upper part of which is well cultivated, while the lower, instead of the 
lofty forests of the Gangetic Sunderbunds, presents only low brushwood, 
swamps, and lakes. In the months of July,· August, and September, 
when the south-west monsoon brings rain in most parts of India, the 
'<ltmosphere is here often clouded, but no rain falls except near the sea. 
At Tatta the heats 11.re so violent, and the winds from the sandy deserts 
on the east and north-west so pernicious, that many precautions are 
used. The manufactures of this city in silk wool from Kerman, and 
cotton, have greatly declined. The Mahometan prince of Sindi is 
tributary to Candahar. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

CENTRAL HINDOSTAN, OR THE MIDDLE PROVINCES. 

:BOUNDARIES.-CHIEF CITIES.-SIRCARS.-ANCIENT TRAD:E.-PY
RATES. 

BouNDARIEs. THIS division is chiefly bounded by Gangetic 
Hindostan on the north ; and on the west by the sandy desert, and the 
ocean. The southern limit is the river Kistna, with its tributary stream 
the Beema ; while the east is washed by the bay of Bengal. The 
length east to west from Jigat Point to Cape Palmiras, is little less 
than 1200 British miles ; while the medial breadth is about 400. In it are 
comprehended the province of Orissa, with part of Golconda, Berar, 
Dowlatabad, Candeish, and Guzerat, and other districts of inferior 
name ; and on the eastern shore are the British provinces of the Sir· 
cars. 

CHIEF CITIES. In a natural transition from the division of 
India last described, the province of Guzerat first presents itself, like 
a large promontory ; but the shores seem little adapted to commercial 
purposes. 

AMEDABAD. The chief city, Amedabad, is considerable, and 
well fortified, taken by the English under General Goddard in 1780, 
restored to the Marattas in 1783. 

CAMBAY. Cambay, at the distance of more than fifty miles, 
may be called the sea port of this capital ; itself a handsome city, for
merly of great trade in spice, ivory, silk, and cotton cloths; but the 
harbour was impeded with sand and mud, and is now little frequented, 
the: trade being chiefly transferred to Surat. The sovereigns of Guze
rat were not a little powerful, and long withstood the power of the 
Mongols : and towards the east of this province appears to have been 
the seat of the great Balhara, or Hindoo emperor of the Arabian au
thors, whose capital was Nahalwanah, or Nehalwarah, lat. twenty-two 
degrees, but the oriental longitudes, or indeed the numerals in general, 
in their geographical works, are of noted inaccuracy.* Renaudot has 
however ened grossly when he confounds the Balhara of central Hin
dostan with the Zamorin, or Samoory, the king of an extensive territory 

"'The ancient Nerhwa1ah is now Puttan, north of Amenadab, and "·as for
merly the capital of Guzerat. Rennell, xlvi. 228. See a list of the kings in 
Bernoulli, i.. 413. where the race of Bagela are perhaps the Ba.1haras of tl\e 
.t\u.bs-
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around Calicut, whose name and diminished splendor exist to this day. 
Edrisi, in the twelfth century, mentions that the people·here were wor"' 
shipper~ of Booclh, the connection with the south of Hindostan being 
more intimate than that with the north ; to which last the worship of 
.Brahma, and the sect of the Bramins appear to have been restricted at 
a late epoch. But the Arabian authors are certainly fabulous, wheri 
they suppose that the power of the Balhara extended even to China, 
when it probably only comprised the central parts of Hindostan:: yet 
their opinion of his power is indicatt:d, as the fourth grand sovereign 
in the world, with the emperors of China and Greece, and the Arabian 
cha.lifs. 

SuRAT. Surat was formerly more celebrated as the ·port 
whence the l\lahomdans of India embarked on their pilgrimage to 
:Mecca, than for any other circumstance, though reported to. have been 
an important citv in anc1ent times. The Portuguese seized Suratsoon 
after their a;T[\~ti in Hindostan; and it was among the first places in 
this country iieqticontcd by the English, of whose factory here a view 
may be found in Mandelslo's Travels, who describes the harbour as 
small and incommodious; yet it was the only one on the western coast 
in which ships coukl be secme during the monsoon rains from May to. 
September.* 

Bor.IBAY. . Bombay, at a consi<leru.ble distance to the south, is a 
well known English settlement, on a small island, about seven miles in 
length, containing a very strong capacious f01'tress, a large city, a dock 
yard, a m~,rine arsenal.t It was ceded to the English in 1662 by the 
Pm·tuguese, as part of the dower of the queen of Charles II. In the 
same sound, or small bay, are the isles of Salsett andElephanta, in which 
are subterranean temples, which, as well as the grand monuments at 
Ellol'a, a considerable distance inland, are probably foundations of the 
great Balharas in the tenth or eleventh century ; for the subjects are 
now known to belong to the common Hindoo system, and might tlma.. 
have been works of the most recent erection. 

Onn R CrnEs. On leaving the sh01·e, and proceec~ing tow.trds 
the east of central Hindostan, first occurs the city of Emth:.~mponr, of: 
small note. Ellichpour is of consider,lblc importance, being the chief 
city of Berar. Nagpour is the capital <>f the eastern divioon of the 
Maratta empire, as Poona is of the western, being· a modern city 
of small size. At Nagpour, which may be called the c;utral city of 
Hindostan, the rainy season commences with the south-west, mon· 
soon. 
' Not far to the east of this city begins that extensive and unexplored 

wiiderness, which is pervaded by the g1\:at rivet· Rain or Bauil Ganga, 
and terminates in the mount2.ins bounc~i 12; the Eegli;h Si.·cars.t The 

" For a recent account of Surat see Stav~rinm, vol. ii. p. 4.·79. The ill})~~ 
b~tants are said. to l:ie 500,000, a co,lsiclerablc pare of whom a1e Moors, thar 
is Arabs, Pcr:lia:1s, Monguls, Turk<~, pr~fessing 1\'Iall.uP" <.:-tani~!n ; bu~. re~ain
il)g soJne p3.g·an rites, as the 8a!a;nm.a, or saiutation to the n1oon, &c4 

t Henne!), :JL the name is l>ortuguese B non babia, a good bay. 
t See Mr. Blunt's journey, above quoted, f01· minute details concerning this 

formerly obscure region. Asiat. Heg. ii. 1:48-200, This ir).l;:ortaut journey 
appears to have i.>een uncle;·takcn solely with g-eogr].phipl \ :e ,•rs ; aHJ. it ii 

VOL. II. H h 
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acquisition of these provinces has been already mentioned in the first 
chapter. They present little memorable; for the famous temple of Ja. 
gernaut, which in reputation succeeded that of Sumnaut in Guzerat, 
destroyed by Mahmud of Ghizni in the eleventh century, &tands to the 
north of the Chilka lake. Nor does there appear to be any capital 
city, or chief town, in the Delta of the Godaveri, or throughout the 
Sircars, the wide track of forest on the north-west having prohibited 
inland trade or intercourse, Masulipatam is· indeed a place of some 
account ; but standing on the northern branch of the Kistna, may be 
arranged in the southern division of Hindostan. 

AuRUNGABAD. On turning towards the west few places of 
note arise, except Aurungabad, a modern city, deriving its name from 
Aurungzeb, in whose time it was the capital of the Deccan, or parts to 
the south of Hindostan proper. It was afterwards the metropolis of the 
Nizam's territory, till the preference was given to Hydrabad. Near 
this city is Dowlatabad, which gives name to the province, with a sin~ 
gular fortress on a peaked rock.* 

This central part of Hindostan nearly corresponds with the Deccan, 
0r southern countries of the Monguls, who did not pass the Kist1a till 
a recent period ; and instead of using the term in its just acceptation, 
applied it to the southern provinces of their empire. 

ANciENT TRADE. Though formerly the seat of great power, 
and the western coasts greatly frequented by foreign merchants of all 
nations, the harbours have since been impeded, and the com1:1erce has 
declined, being now chiefly transferred to the Ganges, which presents 
such superior advantages as amply compensate for the greater distance 
of the voyage. The Roman and Arabian fame of the western shores 
has vanished ; and silence prevails in the streets of Barygaza or Baro~ 
ach, the port of the great inland city .Tagara, whence the products of 
India, gems, ivory, myrrh, pepper, ginger, and cotto11 cloths, plain or 
ornamented with flowers, were in the time of Arrian exported to th~ 
western world. 

said that the East India Company entertain the highly laud,able intention of 
publishing an entirely new map of Hindostan. The hitherto unexplore<J re. 
gion appears to consist almost entirely of high rocky mountains and forests, 
thinly inhabited by the G:oANns, a naked, savage, and ferocious race, who 
~xtend ~ven to the nor~h of .C01·air; which last province abounds in game and 
many kmds of deer, w1th w1ld buffaloes, black bears, leopards, and particularly 
the royal tiger, the latter common in the sylvan regions to the S. where they 
depopulate whole villages. Omercuntuc, which gives wurce to three rivers, 
the N erbudda, the Soan, and the J obala, (see Rochette's Map), is a high table 
land; the rocks of red granite, and the soil of red clay. To the south a. 
great range of mountains proceeds between the Baun Gonga and Mahanada, 
giving source to streams that flow east and west into these rivers. This 
ridge pa$Ses from Omercuntuc through Zelingana aud Bustar, to those of the 
northern Sb;:cars. 

The Baun Gonga is also called the Waini, and rises in the mountains of 
Choteesgur. The river Inderowti is likewise considerable. The journey was 
not accomplished in all its objects; but has nevertheless greatly served geogra
P,hy, and _is accompan.ied with a journal of the route and bearings, and sever~l. 
astronomJcal observatJOns. 
· " See the print,, Bernoulli, i. 480. 
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In later times the southern part of-this coast was remarkable upon 
another account, being the chosen residence of daring pirates. Yet 
these freebooter5> were known even to Pliny and Ptolemy, being sti
mulated in all ages by the richness of the commerce. They resem
ble on a small scale the piratical states of Barbary, and a succession of 

\1 Angria.s was continued till 17 56, when we ~~e~ed Gheriah, the-principal 
fortresli. 



CHAPTER V. 

"''HE SOUTHERN DIVIBIIJN OF HINDOST ANo' 

~OtiNDAlUI:S.-BRlTISH POSSESSIONs.-ClUEF CITIES AND TOWif$. 

BouNDARIEs. THIS part, which may also be called the Dec• 
can or South, in the most proper acceptation of the term,* is bounded, 
as already explained, by the river Kistna, and its most northern subsi• 
diary streams flowing into the Beema. Hence it v. ill extend from the 
latitude of Bombay to the southern point of Cape Comorin, about 830 
British miles in length, and about 350 of medial breadth. It contain II 
nearly the whole of the province of Visiapour, and \.he most important 
part of that of Golconda, with the centntl kingdom ofMysore, the long 
eastern province of Carnada, or the Carnatic, the principalities of Tan· 
jore, Travancore, and the Samorins of Cali cut, the pepper coast of Ca
nara, and other districts, of which Concam is supposed to be the Kam· 
kam, which the Arabian authors mention as adjoi.ung to the territory 
of the Balhara. In this division of Hindostan may .:.l&o be included 
the island of Ceylon, the coasts of which are now possessed by the 
English, who have supplanted the Dutch ; while the native princes 
retain the extensive inland parts. 

BRITISH PossEssioNs. In addition to the district around 
Madras, the British power was, in 1792 and 1799, extended over wide 
provinces in the south and west of l\rysore, and ::..:ringapat::tm theca· 
pital is also in our possession, so that our territories in this portion of 
Hindostan only yield in extent and consequence to those on t11e Ganges. 
Seringapatam is not only detached, but is by its inland situation little 
adapted for a commercial capital; it muy therefore be perhn.ps expect• 
ed that Calicut, an ancient and celebrated emporium, or some other 
place on that coast, will be selected as a metropolitan town of the new 
acquisitions. 

CHIEF CITIES AND TowNs. In recent times Seringapatam 
may be regarckd as the mo,t in<portant city in this pottion of Hindos-

• It was also called in geneoral Cam ada, or· the Carnatic, (Rennell's last 
Memoir, page 20) ; and was mostly subject to one king or raja, whose capi
tal was Bijanagur, oR the south bank of the river Toombudra, said to have 
been fotmded by Bebldea, A. D. 1344, being thus placed to guard the north
ern frontier of his empire. The ruins are extensive, several ru;;ged hills and 
rocks being covered with temples still beautiful: the circumference appeau 
to be about eigllt miles. (lb. 40.) The empire of Bijanagur seems to have 
Continued about eight hundred years. 
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tan. It is situated in an isle, surrounded by the river Cal'et•i, which is 
even here about five feet deep, and runs over a rocky channel. The 

-length of thi's isle is about four miles, and the breadth about a mile 
lUld a half 1 the western side being allotted to the fortress, distinguish
ed by regular outworks, magnificent palaces, and lofty mosks ; _for 
Tippoo and his father we~e ~ahometans, no~ averse to the persecutJ_on 
of the Hindoos and Christians.* The environs were decorated With 
noble gardens ; and among other means of defence was what is called 
the bound hedge, consisting of every thorny tree or caustic plant of the 
climate, planted to the breadth of from thirty to fifty feet. When the 
atrength of the fortifications of all kinds, and the number of Tippoo's. 
troops and artillery, are considered, our repeated successes must afford 
a convincing proof that no climate can ovel'come British courage, con
duct, and perseverance. 

In this central territory we also possess several considerable to'"lins. 
Salem and Attore in the east ; Dincligul, Coimbetore, Palicaud, on the 
south; and on the western coast Paniany, Ferokabad, Calicut, nm,. 
·nearly deserted, Tellicherri, Mangalore : and our northern possession 
of Carwar is within forty miles of the Portuguese settlements of Goa ; 
while on the south we approach within a like distance of Cochin. 

CALICUT. Of these places Calicut is memorable as the first 
Indian port visited by the Portuguese under Vasco de Gam a, and as the 
,seat of the Zamorins, who at that period appeat· to have possessed the 
. whole Malabar coast from Goa to Cochin ; and perhaps by the inter
ruption of the Gauts or mountains of Sukhien, at Palicaud, where the 
·only river of consequence falls to the west, their power might extend 
inland ; but at any rate it seems to have then rivalled any sovereignty 
on the south of the Kistna. 

MADRAS. The native rajas of Mysore, a part of whose do-
minions we have also shared, were princes of some eminence, sup
planted by the Mahometan usurpation of Hyder. In the Carnatic we 
have long held Madras, where our ancestors settled about 1640 ; but 
the fortress, which is strong, and includes a regular well built city, is 
of modem date. Unhappily there is no port, nor is there indeed one 
haven for large vessels, from the mouth of the Ganges to Trincomali 
on the eastern side of Ceylon, which renders this last of singular bene
fit to our commerce. Through this wide extent of fifteen degrees, or 
more than 1000 British miles, the coast forms nearly an uniform line, 
infested with a dangerous surf, and scarcely accessible, except in the 
flat-bottomed boats of the country. But, if found necessary, European 
industry might certainly form a port at the wide but impeded mouth~ 
of the GodaYeri, the Kistna, or the Caveri; and when our colonies shall 
have assumed a permanent and ster.dy progress of population, it is pro
bable that such designs may be executed. 

ARcoT. Not far from the western frontiet· of our settlement at 
Madra2 stands Arcot, esteemed the capital of Ca!'l1ada, or the Carnatic. 
The Nav-abt often resides at Madras. In his dominions there are se
veral celebrated temples, visited by numerous pilgrims ; and in general 

• Pennant's View of Hindostan, val. ii. p. 82. 
t This word, also written Nabl.ib, implies li!ltatenant-governor, or viceroY; 

ftut the title be~>ame hered~tary. ' 
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the southern patts of Hindostan display more numerous edifices, and 
other marks of civilization, than the northern. Yet the successive set• 
tlements of the Arabs, and latterly of many European nations, seem to 
indicate an inferiority of intellect and power in the natives. For nei
ther in China, nor exterior lndia, have such foreign conquests L.:tn 
achieved ; and in this respect the Hindoos seem rather to approach 
the rude tribes of Africa and America, or at most the slight civi;imtion 
of Mexico or Peru, than the union, spirit, and discipline, to be found in 
states truly civilized. 

TRANQYEBAR. Having thus briefly mentioned the British pos-
15essions in this quarter of Hindostan, and their nearest ally, it may be , 
proper to indicate a few other remarkable places to the sot:th of these 
possessions. Tranquebar is a noted Da;jsh settlement i•1 the kingdom 
ofTanjore, which embraces the wide Delta of the Caveri. This settle• 
ment was formed «bout 1617, and has been chiefly reEmrl:able on 
account of the Lutheran missionc.ries, who resorted hither to convert 
the Hindoos, and have sometimes contribvted to illustrate natural his• 
tory. Pondicheri wns the ~'rin:.:ipal settlement of the }'u:ilch, founded 
'in 167 4, and before the war, 17 56, was a large and beautiful city. 

CocHIN. On the western coast, or that of Malabar1 stands 
Cochin, on the northern point of a long tract of land, forming ;;. kind of 
island, surrounded on the east by a creek of the sea, which receives se
veral streams. But this seeming-ly ample harbour is obstructed by a 
dangerous bar. \Vhen the Portuguese first visited Hindostan, Cochin 
and the surrounding territory were possessed by a native raja ; and the 
celebrated Vasco de Gama died here, 1525. This city remained sub
ject to the Portuguese till 1660, when it was taken by the Dutch, who 
~eem still to be permitted to retain this settlement, or perhaps have 
resigned it to the French. The surrounding creeks and marshes of 
this low and unhealthy shore abound with fish and game.* 

GoA. To the north of the British territories first occurs Goa, 
for-merly a capital settlement of the Portuguese, and a noted seat of 
their Inquisition. This city, once magnificent, stands on a small isle, 
in the miclstof a beautiful bay, which receives a rivulet called the 
Gonga, <mel two or three others from the Balagauts, or highest moun
tains of Sukhien, which form a grand distant prospect, while the inter
Yening scene is variegated with hills, woods, convents, and villas. It 
was seized by the celebrated Albuquerque, the greatest of the Portu
guese commanders in India, A. D. 1510. It afterwards became another 
Malacca, another centre of Portuguese trade.t The harbour is ranked 
among the first in India, and if in the hands of the English would proba· 
bly resume its formet• consequence. 

Po oN A. The other parts of the coast presenting few remarka· 
ble objects, it will be proper to pass the mountainous ridge, and first 
visit Poona, the capital of the western empire of the Marattas, but a 
mean defenceless city ; the archives of the govemment, and in all ap· 
pearance the chief seat of power, being at Poorunder, a fortress about 
eighteen miles to the south-east. 

"Wesdin, 130, gives a good account of Cochin. 
t Pennant, i. 112. 
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VIsiAPOUR. Visiapour, in the Maratta territory, also called 
Bejapour, is a considerable city, and was once the capital of a large 
kingdom of the same name. In the vicinity are celebrated diamond 
mines. 

HYDRABAD. Hydrabad is the metropolis of the Nizam's ter· 
ritory, and particularly of the celebrated kingdom or province of Gol· 
concla, but seems otherwise little remarkable. Betwixt these two last 
named cities stands Calberga, formerly the capital of a powerful king· 
dom, that of the Deccan, under the Bamineah dynasty, as already men
tioned in the general view of Hindostan. On passing the Kistna, few· 
places of distinguished note occur. The regions on the great river 
Toombuddra, whieh rises nearly in tl1e parallel of Seringapatam, and 
pursues a northern course of about 350 Bt·itish miles till it join the 
Kistna after passing Canoul, have been delineated with superior accu
racy in Rennell's last map, April 1800; and it is to be wished that he 
would publish a general map of Hinclostan on a larger scale than that of 
1788, with all the most recent discoveries. 
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ISLAND OF CEYLON . 

•• 

EXTENT AND NAMJ!:.-Rl':LIGION.-POPULATION.-MANNEitS ANll 

CUSTOMS.-TOWNS.--MANUFACTURES.--CLIMA'l'E.--RIVERS.

MOUNT AINS.--FORE ST s.-- ZOOLOGY.-- MINERAI.OGY .--I? EARL 

FISHERY.-OTHER ISLES. 

ExTENT AND NAME. THOUGH this island be not above a 

fifth part of tl:e size ascribed to it by the strange exaggeration of the 
ancients, it still approaches to that of Ireland, being generally supposed 
to be ahn,Jt 2 :iO British miles in length, by about 150 in breadth ; but 
in the \',ide continent of Asia, territory is on so large a scale, that what 
in EUI·ope would constitute a kingdom is here scarcely a province. 
This isle is the Taprobana, Salice, and Sieledeba of the ancients, the 
Serendib of the Arabians: in the Hindoo language it is called Lanca; 
and the people are doubtless of Hindoo origin. Its history is little 
known. The Hindoos fable that it was conquered by the almighty 
Rama, who constructed a bridge over the shoals and islands, still 
called by his name; but the Mahometans style it Adam's Bridge: as, 
by another absurd alteration, they have called the supposed print of the 
foot of the god Boodh, on a high mountain, by the name of Adam's 
Foot. In the reign of Claudius, ambassadors were sent to Rome by a 
Singalese rajia, raja, or king, whom Pliny, mif>taking his title for his 
name, has called Rachia*- In the trifling treatise on the Brahmans, 
written by one Palladius, and translated by St. Ambrose, we are told 
that .four kings reigned in Taprobana, of whom one was styled Maha~. 
ragia, or the great king. The suc;cession and petty wars of these 
princes would be little important. When the Portuguese seized this 
island, 1506, the chief monarch was the king of Cotta; but the central 
province of Candea, Ol' Kancli, afterwards appears as the leading prin~ 
cipaiity. The Po1luguese retained posstssion of the shores, (the 
inland pmts risillg to a hi6h table land, botmded by forests and diffJcult 
passes,) ltll aboul 1660, when tlH:y were expelkcl by the Dutch, 
betwetn whom <end the king of Kancli a war arose 17 59 which termin .. 
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ated 1766, by the submission of the latter, who surrendered all the 
coasts, and agreed, to deliver yearly a quantity of cinnamon at a low 
rate". From the sordid domination of the Dutch, it has recently 
passed under the more liberal banner of British power; and it is to be: 
hoped that our in::jenious countrymen will furnish us with more precise 
accounts of the formerly Dutch possessions in ~eneral, which mercan~ 
tile jealousy concealed in profound ob5curity. 

RELIGION. The religion of. Ceylon is the ancient worship of 
Booclh, whose images appear with short and crisped hair, because it is 
fabled that he cut it with a golden sword, which produced that effectt. 
In the Asiatic Researches may be found pt·ints of some antiquities 
and idols, discovered on the southern and western coasts of Ceylon, 
among which the image of Booclh is predominant; and an old king 
called Coutta Raja is sculptured in granite, and celebrated in the 
Singalese traditions. The worship of Boodh is supposed to hm·e 
ot·iginated in Ceylon: and thence to have spread to ancient Hindosl;.m, 
to exterior India, Tibet, and even to China and Japan. Such are the 
traditions in Siam, Pegu, &c. which suppose that Boodh, probably a 
kind of Confucius or deified philosopher, flourished about 540 years 
before the Christian era: and as the Boodhis in general shew a prodi~ 
gious superiority of good sense to the visionary Bramins, their accounts 
deserve more credit than the idle dreams and millionary chronology 
of the Pundits. Others however suppose that the worship of Boodh 
originated in exterior lndia:j:. However this be, there seems no ground 
to infer that the puerile mythology of the Hindoos was derived from 
Egypt, though the similarity of the country in respect to annual 
inundations, and several natural products, occasioned a faint rescm~ 
blance in some respects, merely because human fears and wishes 
are the same in simil.tr situations. The great number and variety of 
heads and arms of the Hindoo idols seem unrivalled by the more sober 
Egyptians, who had very different modes of expressing power, or 
beauty: and reason will find more cau'>e to dis<;riminate, than fancy to 
assimilate the two systems. 

PoPULATION. There does not yet appear to be any authentic 
intelligence concerning the population of Ceylon ; but as it seems to 
remain almost in a state of nature, the inhabitants cannot be infened 
to be numerous. The hundreds of cities mentioned by ancient writers 
are now esteemed completely fabulous ; nor does thet·e seem to be one 
place deserving the name of a city, mentioned either in ancient or 
m· modem record. This island is only important in a commercial 
view, from its celebrated products of cinnamon and gems. ·The 
harbour of Trincomali, on the east, is to us of great consequence, 
because there is none on the eastern coast of Hinclostan : and it bas 
even been suggested that in case any revolution, to which all human 
affairs are subject, should expel us ft·om the continent of Hindostan, 

• Wesdin, 429. t As. Res. vi. 453< 
:j: There are three chief distinctions between the priests of Boocl,h and the 

Bramins; the former may by down the p• iesthood; they eat flesh, but 
will not kill the animal; and they form no cast nor tribe, })ut ar~ from th<:: 
mass of the people. 
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this island might afford an extensive and grand asylum, where the 
British name and commei'ce might be perpetuated. 

MANNERs AND CusToMs. The natives of Ceylon, called 
Singalese, either fl'Om a native or Portuguese term, are not so black 
as those of Malabar, and have few manners and customs distinct from 
other Hindoos. It is said that several brothers may l1ave one wife in 
common, as in Tibet; but the polygamy of males is also allowed*. 
In general chastity is little esteemed in the oriental countries ; and the 
morality of many nations is so lax in this respect that the intercourse 
of the sexes is considered as far more indifferent than the use of 
certain foods. The language is rather peculiar; but some of the 
natives understand both the Tamulic and that of Malabar. 

TowNs. The native town Kandi, in the centre of the isle, 
~Seems to be of small size and consequence, and probably only distin
guished -by a palisade and a few templest. It was taken by the Portu· 
guese in 1590; but no recent traveller appears to have visited this 
deep recess of sovereign power. 

CoLOMBo. The chief town of the Portuguese, DutCh, and 
Eng-lish possessions, is Colombo, a handsome place, and well fortified, 
the residence of the governor is elegant, but only consists of one flom· 
Yvith a balcony to receive the cool ail'.:j: Ceylon being exposed on all 
sides to the sea breezes the climate is not so hot as that of Hindos
tan; far less pestiferous, like the marshy exhalations of Batavia. At 
Colombo there is a printing press, where the Dutch published religious 
books in the Tamulic, Malabar, and Singalese languages. The nam~ 
of Colombo seems indigenous, as well as that of Nigombo, a fmtress a 
few miles to the nmth of this capital. 

The northern parts of Ceylon are cheifly left to the natives, but the 
town of Jafnapatam, or Jafna, was a Dutch settlement in a detached 
hle. The grand pearl fishery is conducted in the gulf of Manar, near 
Condatchey, a miserable place in a sandy .district, to which water is 
brought from Aripoo, a village four miles to the south : the shoals 
near Rama's bridge supply inexhaustible stores of this valued pro• 
duction.ll 

TRINCOMALI. On 1mrsuing the shore towards the east it is 
mostly guarded by sand-banks, or rocks ; but the noble harbour of 
Trincomali opens at the mouth of the Mowil Ganga, the Ganges of 
Ptolemy's large map of Taprobana ; and was defended by a strong 
fortress. Batacola is an inferior haven, on the same side of the island. 

MATURA. But the souti1ern side of Ceylon has been chiefly 
visited, abounding with gems and other rich productions. Matura was 
a Dutch factory near the most southern promontory called Dondra, 
where excellent kinds of cinnamon were collected ; and varieties of 
precious stones abound iu the vicinity.** Not far to tbe west of :VIatura 
is Gale, or Galle, near a point so called, a handsome town strongly for· 
tified, on the projecting angle of a rock.tt 

MANUFACTURES. There is little mention of any manufactures 
conducted in this island; but the natives seem not unskilled in the 

• Wesdin, 4·35. t Mandelslo, 279, who gives a list of the other towns. 
t Thunberg, iv. 175. II As. Res, v. 397. 
n Thunberg, iv. 195, 231. tt lb. 194. 
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eommon_works in gold and iron. The Dutch ships used to' sail from 
Galle, laden with cinnamon, pepper, and other spices; nor must pearls 
and precio~s stones be forgotten among the articles of export. The 
colombo wood, a bitter in recent use, receives its name from the capital; 
but its native country or district seems still unknown. 

CLIMATE. The climate and seasons correspond in some de-
gree with the adjacent continent; yet the exposure on all sides to the 
sea renders the air more cool and salubrious. The general aspect of 
the country somewhat resembles that of southern Hindostan ; a high 
table land, in the centre, being surrounded with low shores, about six 
ar eight leagues in breadth. High mountains, prodigious forests, full 
of aromatic trees and plants, and many pleasant rivers and stre~ms di
versify this country, which by the Hindoos is esteemed a second paradise. 
The vales are of a rich fat soil ; and, when cleared, amazingly fertile 
in rice, and other useful vegetables. 

RivERS. There are five considerable rivers described by Pto-
lemy; of which the chief is the Mowil Ganga, on which stood Maagra• 
mum, the capital in his time, and modern Kandi stands on the same 
stream, one of the royal palaces being on an isle in that river, where 
the monarch keeps a treasure of gems ; and his offkers, like those of 
exterior India, are decor<.ted with slight chains of gold. 

The Phasis of Ptolemy running north is perhaps the stream which 
passes to the north-west by Ackpol. His western stream of Soana is 
perhaps that which enters the sea in that direction, near the centre of 
the isle. The Azanus south-west seems that near the point of Galle ; 
while his Baracus east is the Barokan. 

MouNTAINs. The chain, or chains of mountains run north 
and south the southern part being called Malea by the Greek geogra
pher ; a mere native term fot· a mountain, as Ganga for a river. The 
northern part is by Ptolemy called Galibe. These mountains seem 
granitic ; and are peculiarly rich in precious stones imbedded in pri
mitive quartz. What the Mahometans have termed Adam's Peak is 
esteemed the highest; and is in Sanscret called Salmala, Boodh being 
fabled to have ascended from it to heaven. 

FoRESTS. The forests are numerous and large, the haunts of 
innumerable elephants, like the Gauts of southern Hindostan. An 
ample account of the botany of this island is given by the skilful 
Thunberg ; one of the most peculiar and precious trees is that pro
ducing the best cinnamon, about the thickness of stout paper, of a 
brownish yellow, and a flavour inclining to sweetness. 

ZooLOGY. The elephants of Ceylon are supposed only to yield 
in beauty to those of Siam, and chiefly frequent the southern part of 
the island. Buffaloes are also found in a wild state, while the tame 
are used in rural economy. The wild boars are numerous and ex
tremely fierce: nor is the tiger unknown, but probably not equal in size 
to those of Bengal. Bears, chucals, and many tribes of deer and mon
kies, are also natives of Ceylon. The alligator, frequent in the 
Hindoo rivers, here sometimes reaches the length of eighteen feet. 
Among a vast variety of elegant birds, the peacock, that rich orna
ment of the Hindoo forests, swarms in this beautiful island. For 
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more ample information the ingenious labour!; of Pennant may be con· 
suited.* 

MINERALOGY. Ceylon) opulent in every department of natural 
history, presents many minerals of uncommon beauty. Not to mention 
iron, gold, plumbago, &c. Thunberg has given a list of the precious 
stones, among which are the genuine ruby, sapphire, and topaz; nor 
are garnets or even rock crystals neglected by the Singalese. The 
finest rock crystal is that of a violet colour, called amethyst, a triYial 
stone, but when extremely pure nol a little valued from the singularity 
of the tint. The water sapphire is only a harder kind ofthe colourless 
crystal : the yellow and brown are the Scottish Cairngorm stones, here 
cut for buttons, for which purpose black schorl is also used on mourn
ing apparel. The jacint is of a yellowish brown, somewhat resembling 
the cinnamon stone ; but the last is sometimes of a bright orange. 
The tourmalins, or transparent schorls, are also numel'ous in Ceylon ; 
but some are falsely so called, as the red and blue, which are quartz ; 
the green are chrysolite ; while the yellow and white, or what are 
called Muturese diamonds, are pale topazes. Thunberg informs us that 
the Hindoo term Tourmalin is thus applied to stones of different de
scriptions; but he does not describe the genuine tourmalin of minera
logists which in Ceylon is generally dark brown or yellowish, ·while 
those of other colours come from Brazil and Tyrol. The peridot of 
the French, which is a bright green stone of rather a soft nature, is 
found in Arabia, Persia, and India; but it is asserted that Ceylon pro
duces the genuine emerald, which is esteemed peculiar to Peru, while 
the emerald of the ancients is probably the peridot. That hard spar, 
called Corundon, used by the Singalese in polishing their precious 
stones, is found in the Gauts near Cape Corporin. The eat's eye, a 
kind of girasol, seems peculiar to Ceylon, as the noble or genuine opal 
is to Hungary. 

PEARL FxsHERY. Nor must the pearl fishery be forgotten 
which commonly begins on the north-west shore, about the middle of 
February and continues till about the middle of April, when the south
west monsoon commences.t The village of Condatchey is then crowd
ed with a mixture of thousands of people, of different colours, coun
tries, casts, and occupations; with numerous tents, and huts, and bazats, 
or sho;1s ; while the sea presents many boats hastening to the banks, 
Qf returning with the expected rkhes. The divers are chiefly christi
ans, or moslems, who descend from five to ten fathoms, and remain 
under water about two minutes, each bring·ing up about a hundred 
oyster~ in his net. The species is minutely described in the paper 
quoted, which seems to confute the opinion of M. De St. Fond that 
pearls are produced by the pel'foration of some insect. These pre
cious pearls are on the contrary always formed like the coats of an 
onion, around a grain of sand, or some other extraneous partick, which 
serves as a nucleus, the animal covering it with glutinous matter to pre
vent disagreeable friction ; and even those fot·mcd in the shell seem 
produced by similar exertion to cover some rough part, but these are 
darker and bluer than genuine pearls. The yellow, or gold-coloUI"ed 

• View of Hindosta.n, vo!. i. t AG. Res. v. 394. 
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pearl is most esteemed by the natives ; and some are of a bright red 
lustre : but the dull grey, or blackish are of no value. 

0THEK Isu:s. There m·e no other isles of any consequence 
near the coasts of Hindostan. Those called Lacadives and Maldives 
scarcely merit a particulat· description, in a work of this general nature, 
which ought only to embrace the most interesting topics : and the 
Andaman and Nicobar isles properly belong to exterior India, where 
a short account of them may be found, after the peninsula of Malacca, to 
which coast they are the most approximated. It may here suffice to 
observe that in the Hindoo language dive implies an isle; and Ptole
my computes those which mariners saw before they reached Ceylon, 
that is the Maldives, at more than thirteen hundred. 

MALDIVEs. They form as it were an oblong inclosure of small 
low regulat· isles, around a clear space of sea, with 1·ery shallow water 
between each. They are g·overnecl by a chief called Atoll, and the 
trade is in cowrie shells, with cocoa nuts and fish."' The language is· 
Singalese ; and there are some Mahometans. 

LAcADivEs The Lacadive islands form a more extende(l 
group, though only thirty iQ number. They also trade in cocoanuts, 
otnd fish ; and ambergris is often found floating in the vicinity. 

" ,.Penm.nt, i. 51. 
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PERSIA. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

DIVISIONS,- NAME.- EXTENT,- POPULATION.- PROGRESSIVE 
GEOGRAPHY.-PROVINCES.-HISTORICAL,EPOCHS,-ANCIENT MO· 

NUMENTS,-liiODE
0

RN HISTORY.-EASTERN PERSJA, 

DiviSIONS. THE ·ancient and powerful monarchy of Persia 
has, during the greater part of last century, been in a most distracted 
and divided condition; and the inhabitants, formerly renowned for 
wisdom and benigsity, have been degraded, by civil discord, and mu
tual enmity and distrust, into a temporary debasement; both moral and 
political. This great empire seems at length, in some degree, to have 
settled into two divisions, the Eastern and the Western; wnile the 
provinces near ,the Caspian, secured by mountains and fastnesses, have 
asserted a kind of independence. These circumstances are unfavour
able to a just and exact delineation of the present state of the country; 
but the· chief limits, and many of the most important geographical to
pics, have been inviolably fixed by the hand of nature ; and the fol
lowing descrip'tion shall embrace modern Persia in general, as it was 
in the time of Chardin, combined with the most recent and authentic 
information. 

NAME The name of Persia spread from the province of 
Par8 or Fars throughout this mighty empire, in like manner as, among 
other instances, the appellation of Enr;land originated from a small 
triue. This name has, however, been little known to the natives, who, 
in ancient and modern times, have termed th:::ir country Iran; under 
which denomination were included all the wide regiom; to the south 
and west of the river Oxus, or Gihon, the Arnn of the Russians and 
Tatar:;; while the countries subject to Persia beyond that celebrated 
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river, were, in ancient times, styled Aniran. Hence the inscriptions 
on the ancient Persian coins recently interpreted by two able oriental· 
ists, Sacy and Sir 'William Onseley, bea1·" the worshipper ofOrmuzd, 
the excellent Ardeshir, king of the kings of Iran and Aniran, celesti
ally descended from the gods." Sacy supposes that the name Aniran 
simply implies the negative of Iran, or the various subject countries 
not contained within its limits ; and probably what, in more modern 
times, has been styled Touran, which in a wide acceptation may extend 
tD Tatary, or the western part of central Asia, but in a more limited 
sense means Great and Little Bucharia. 

ExTENT. From the mountains and deserts which, with the 
river Araba, constitute the eastern frontier towards Hindostan, Persia 
extends more than 1200 miles in length, to the western mountains of 
Elwend, and other limits of Asiatic Turkey. From south to north, 
from the desetts on the Indian sea, in all ages left to the Ichthyophagi, 
or wild tribes of Arabs who live on fish, to the other deserts near the 
sea of Aral are about 1000 British miles. 

PoPULATION. The original population· of the mountainous 
country of Persia appears to have been indigenous, that is no preceding 
nation can be traced ; and in the opinion of all the most learned and 
skilful inquirers, from Scaliger and Lipsius down to Sir ·william 
Jones, this nation is Scythic, or Gothic, and the very source and foun
tain of all the celebrated Scythian nations. \Vhile the southern Scy
thians of Iran gradually became a settled and civilized people, the bar
barous n01tbern tribes spread around the Caspian and Euxine seas; 
and besides the powetful settlements of the Geta: and Massag;eta:, th~ 
Gog and Magog of oriental authors, and others on the north and east of 
the great ridge of mountains called Imaus, or Belur Tag, they de
tached victvrious colonies intD the greater part of Europe many cen
turies before the ch!'istian era."' 

The ancient Medes and Parthians, in the n01th of Persia, appear 
however to have been of Sarmatic, or Slavonic origin, and to b:tve 
spread from their native regions on the Volga, towards the Caucasian 
mountains, along which ridge they passed tv the south of the Caspian, 
the ancient site of Media and Parthiene. The grand chain of Caucasus 
forms a kind of central point of immigration and emigration from the 
east and west wl1ence the great variety of nations and languages that 
are traced even in modern times. The late very learned and excellent 
Sir William Jones, who did honour to his country and centmy, has re
peatedly expressed his opinion that while the Parsi and Zencl, or proper 
and peculiar Persian language, is of the same origin with the Gothic, 
Greek, and Ls.tin ; the Pehlava is Assyl'ian, or Chaldaic. This testimony 
rather militates againc;t that of many illustl'ious classical authors; as we 
should expect the Pehlavi, or in oti:Jer words any second grand dicllect 
in this country, to have been Slavonic ; but from the inscriptions on 
the coins of a dynasty, confessedly and peculiarly Persian, which arc 
Pehlavic, it appears that this was merely a more polished dialect, 
adopted fcom their western neighbours of Syria ; who, from extensive 

" See the A uthoi"'s Dissertation on the Scythians, or Goths, in his In
'J.Hiry into the History of Scotland, two vols. 8\·o. 
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commerce and other advantages, had become more opulent, intelligent, 
and civilized. Thi:-; difference between the written language and the 
colloquial is even now common in many oriental countries ; as for in
stance the Birman empire and Siam : and oriental manners have been 
perpetually the same. It is probable that the Slavonic language of the 
Parthians and Medes, though sometimes superior and ruling tribes, was 
soon lost, as usual, in that of the greater number, and is little to be dis
tinguished from that of the Persian natives. In modern times the 
Arabs and the Turcomans have ruled in Persia, and the Afgans, pro
bably a Caucasian tribe, in Hindostan, without effecting any change in 
the native language. 

PROGRESSIVE GEoGRAPHY. The contests of ancient Persia, 
with G1·eece and the Greek colonies established in Asia Minor, then 
within the wide limits of the' Persian empire, have rendered the ancient 
geography of this country not a little luminous. Herodotus, the father 
of history, was born at Halicarnassus, one of these colonies; and his. 
account of the twenty Satrapies, or g-reat provinces of the Persian em
pire, in the reign of Darius Hystaspes, or Ghushtasp, has been ably 
illustrated in a late work of Major Rennell. The present design 
however only embraces the modern provinces, and limits ; and the 
former may be thus arranged, proceeding from the west towards the 
north-east after remarking that the limits of the ancient and modern 
provinces often coincide, as they consist of rivers and ranges of moun
tains. 

PROVINCES. I. Georgia, or more properly Gurgustan, in 
which may be included Daghistan and Shirvan. These may be con
sidered as constituting the Albania of the ancients; a name applied in 
different quarters to mountainous regions. The ancient Iberia to the 
west is now chiefly the Imeritia of European .,J'urkey, on the other side 
of a branch of the Caucasus. · 

2. Erivan: a large portion of ancient Armenia, between the river 
Kur, or Cyrus on the north, and the Aras, or Araxes on the south. 

3. Aderbijan including Mogan, the Atropatena of the ancients. 
4. Ghilan to the east of the last on the Caspian sea, and synonymous 

with the ancient Gela. 
5. To close the list of countries on the Caspian, Mazendran appears 

encircled on the south by a lofty branch of the Caucasian chain, the seat 
of the Mardi of antiquity ; to the east of which was the noted province 
of Hyrcania, now Corcan and Dahistan. 

6. Returning to the western frontier there occurs Irac Ajemi, chiefly 
corresponding with the ancient Ecbatana. In the south of this province 
is Ispahan, the modern capital of Persia. 

7. Chosistan extending to the river Tigris; but the capital Bussora, 
or Basra, after a recent vain attempt of the Arabs, remains subject to 
the Turks. This province corresponds with the ancient Susiana. * 

8. The celebrated province of Fars, Per~is, or PersiJ. proper, sur
rounded with mountains on the north the west the south and on the 

• But the name is antiquated. Niebuhr Descr. de I' Arab. 277. Shuster, 
or Tostar, is now the name of a large province. Loristan is in Shuster. To 
the west in the country of Havisa, the Ahwaz of D'Anville. The tribe Kiab 
i!l on the south of Havisa. lb. 
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east separated by a desert from Kerman. Fars contains the beautiful 
city of Shiraz, with Istakar and the ruins of Persepolis. 

9. Kerman, the ancient Carmania. , 
10. Laristan, a small province on the Persian Gulf to the south-east 

of Fars, of which some regard it as a part ; nor does the subdivision 
seem to be known in ancient times, though the long ridge ofmountainli 
on the south of Fars, and gener~1lly about sixty British miles from t11e 
Persian Gulf, seem here naturally to indicate a maritime province ; 
which, if the ancient Persians bel been addicted to commerce, would 
have been the seat of great wealth, by intercomse with Arabia, Africa, 
and Indi:1. But this high spirited nation of horsemen and warriors was 
totally averse from maritime enterprize, either of war or trade, whe
ther from a con tern pt of the Anbian fish-eaters on th.eir coast ; or more 
probably from particular precepts of Zerdust or Zoroaster, the founder 
of their religion, as Hyde has explained, which rendered a maritime 
life incompatible -..vith the practice of their faith. In modern times 
Ormus and Bussora shew that the Persian Gulf is adapted to extensive 
commerce, which was indeed carried on here in the reigns of the Ara
bian c:halifs. Mr. Franklin, who in 1785 passed from Abu Shehar, or 
Busheer, to Shiraz, found the mountains in this southern part extremely 
precipitous, and the summits covered with snow in the end of March ; 
a circumstance unexpected in southern Persia, and in a latitude nearer 
the line than Cairo. 

11. To the east of Kerman is the large province of Mekl~an, which 
extends to the Indian deserts, and is the ancient Gadrustan or Geclrosia. 
This province has always been unfertile, and full of deserts; and classi
cal ~eography here presents only one mean town called Pura, probably 
Bm1ian on the most western frontier. The extensive ~ea coast on the ln.
dian ocean, far from being the seat of commerce~ scarcely presents one 
harbour, being almost an uniform line of sterility, inhabited by Arabs, 
like most of the southern coasts of Persia which are divided by moun
tains and deserts from the fertile and cultivated land. 

12. Segistan, another wide frontier province towards India, was 
chiefly the Arachosia and Saranga of antiquity ; while the prMince of 
Paropamisus in the north-east encroached on Candahar, and the modern 
limits of Hindostan. 

13. The grand and terminating division of modern Persia in the 
north-east is Corasan, bounded by the Gihon or Oxus on the north· 
east and on the south by the lake of Zere; or Zurra, the grand Aria 
Palus of antiquity. The classical provinces comprized within Corasan 
are in the north Margiana and in the south Aria. 

Besides these provinces, and exclusive of Asiatic Turkey on the west 
tlie ancient Persian empire comprised Bactrianaor Balk, which may be 
termed a wide and well watered kingdom of between 300 and 400 Br~
tish miles square; and on the other side of the Oxus, Sogdiana,or the 
country on the river Sogd, which passes by modern Samarcand.* Nay 
the fifteenth satrapy of Herodotus comprises th::: Sac:c and Caspii, pro-

• There is either a prodigiou$ error in Ptolemy, or his Maracanda is in the 
west of the country of Balk, perhaps the ~odocn M;,u·ab;;d. The Ma1·;~c.:ancl:i. 
of Arrian is cle.orly S<tm01.rcand. 
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ba:bly the country of Shash, and some other tribes nearer the Caspia;t 
sea, for it would be bold to comprise in the Persian domains any part of 
Scythia beyond the Imaus, or in other words, of the country of the 
Seres ; for Ptolemy's exterior Scythia is a mere strip, and probably only 
represents the hills and forests on the east side of the Belur Tag. This 
province of the Sac a: and Caspii adjoined on the west to Corasmia, which 
belonged to the sixteenth satrapy, and is now the desert place of Kha.
rism, with the small territory of Khiva. 

The countries last mentioned form so considerable a part of what is 
called Independent Tatary, and have in all ages been so intimately con
nected with Persian history, that some account of them shall be annexed, 
to this article ; which joined with that in the Chinese empire, will 
complete the description of the countries between the dominions of that 
great state and those of Russia and Persia, so far as the very imperfect 
materials will allow. 

The most recent division of Persia intotwo kingdoms, and some s-mall 
independencies, can be weighed with greater accuracy after a short view 
of its modern history, which will follow the historical epochs and anti
quities. But it must not be omitted that the progressive geography of 
this celebrated country may be traced through Strabo, Pliny, tl'le histo
rians of Alexander, and other classical sources ; and afterwards through. 
the Arabian authors Ebn Haukal, Edrisi, Abulf-eda, &c. &c. to the mo
dern labours of Chardin, and other intelligent travellers. 

HISTORICAL EPocHs. The chief historical epochs of the Per-
sian empire may be arranged in the following order. 

1. The Scythians, or barbarous inhabica:nts of Persia, according to the 
account of Justin conquered a great part of Asia, and attacked Egypt 
about 1500 years before the reign of Ninus the founder of the _.;\ssyrian 
monarchy ; that is so far as the faint light of chronology can pl'etend to 
determine such remote events, about 3660 years before the Christian 
era. The Egyptians, a people of Assyrian extract, as the Coptic lan
guage seems to evince, were from superior local advantages civilized at 
a more early period ; and their genuine chronology seems to begin 
about 4000 years before Christ. The venerable historkal records con
tnined in the Scriptures attest the early eivilization and ancient pelity of 
the Egyptians; but as the Assyrians.spread far to the east of Judea~ 
they seem to be silent concerning the Persians, except a satraj'l or two 
be implied. The first seat of the Persian monarchy was probably in 
the north-east on the river Oxus ; while the Assyrians possessed the 
Euphrates· and the Tigris, and the south-west of Persia. There is no 
e'.;idence whatever, frmn reconls, remains of antiquity, or any probable 
induction, that this planet has been inhabited above six er seven thou
sand years. The invention and progress of the arts, the mythologies 
and· chronologies of all nations, except the Hindoos, indicate this term 
as the utmost limit; before which, if men had existed, indelible traces 
of them must have appeared, whereas hi~tory can account for every 
relic that is found. For the great antiquity of the earth there are many 
eYidenccs ; but none fm· the antic:uity of man. 

The his tory of the Assyrian empire begins with Ninus about 2160 
ye~.1·s before Christ, who is said to haYe formed an alliance with the 
king of Arabi•t, <mel, in coujunction with hi1n~ to have subdued all Asia, 
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except India and Bactriana ; that is, according to the ancient know
edge, he subdued Asia Minor and the west of Persia. 

2. Zoroaster king of Bactriana is said to have been contemporary 
with Ninus, and to have invented magic ; that is, he was a wise man, 
who could produce uncommon effects by common causes. But the 
history of this Persian lawgiver is lost in remote antiquity. The city of 
Babylon, not far to the south of Bagdad, being the capital of Assyrian 
power, it is likely that it extended over great part of western Persia : 
nor is it improbable that what is now called Arabia Deserta was, at so 
remote a period, a productive country. Nineveh, said to have been 
founded by Ninus, appeal'S to have stood opposite to Mosul, about 300 
British miles to the north of Babylon; but the history of the kingdoms 
denominated from these two cities is foreign to the present purpose. 

3. Cyrus founds what is called the Persian empim, 557 years before 
the Cl1l'istian era, and soon after takes Baby Ion. This great event may 
be said only to have disclosed the Persians to the civilized nations of the 
west, for the native Persian histories ascend to -Kayumarras, great 
grandson of Noah, and the ancienttraditions chiefly refer to wars against 
Touran and India, which indicates the primitive eastern position of the 
people. But these are mingled with improbable fables concerning the 
foundation of some cities in the west, as Shiraz, Persepolis, &c. while 
it is impossible, considering the proximity of the Assyrian power, that 
these cities could have been founded till after Cyrus led the Persians 
from the north and the east to the south-west. 

4. The overthrow of the first Persian empire by Alexander, B. C. 
328, followed by the Greek monarchs of Syria, ancl the Grecian king
dom of Bactriana ; of which last an interesting history has been com
piled by the learned Bayer. It commenced about 248 years before 
Christ, and contained several satrapies, among which was Sog·diana. 
The kings were a first and second Theodotus, who were followed by 
the usurper Euthyclemus, and Menander, in whose reign, or that of his 
-successor Eucratides, the Greeks under Demetrius are said to have sub
dued a great part of India ; and Apollodorus, the Bactrian historian, 
asserts that Eucratides possessed one thousand cities. He was succeeded 
by his son, who seems to have been of the same name ; and a coin of 
one of these princes has been published by our learned author, who 
advances many arguments to prove that the Greeks of Bactriana im
parted the first lineaments of science to the Hindoos. 

5. The Parthian empire, which likewise began about 248 years be
fore Christ. This was a mere reYival of the Persian empire under a 
new name. 

6. Arclshur, or Artaxerxes, about the year 220 of the Christian era, 
restores the Persian line of kings; this dynasty being called Sassaniclts: 
and the Greek legends of the Parthian coins :.:re foliowed by Pehlavic, 
recently explained by Sacy and Ouseley. 

7. The conquest of Persia by the Mahometans, A. D. 636. As the 
position of the state often determines its destiny, this Arabian empire 
may be assimilated with the Assyrian of antiquity. The native king·
dom was revived. in Corasan, A. D. 820; and after several revolutions 
resumed its former situation. 

8. The accession of the house of Bouiah, A. D. 9.J4. 
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Sofis of Persia; for it is unnecessary here. to repeat the conquests of 
Zingis and Timur, and the subsequent divisions and revolutions. 

10. The reign of Shah Abas, surnamed the Great, A. D. 1586. 
II. The brief conquest by the Afgans, 1722 ; and consequent ex· 

tinction of the house of Sefi, and elevation of Nadir, surnamed Thamas 
Kouli Khan, A. D. 1736. This ferocious chief was born in Corasan; 
and after a reign of eleven years was slain 2oth of June, 17 4 7, near the 
city of Meshid, in the same country. 

ANCIENT MoNUli!ENTS. Some account ofthe modern history 
and state of Persia shall be given, after. a very brief view of the ancient 
monuments. Of these the ruins ofPersepolis are the most celebrated 
and remarkable ; and have been described by many travellers, from 
Chardin to Niebuhr and Franklin. They are situated at the bottom of 
a mountain, fronting south-west about forty miles to the north of Shiraz. 
Mr. Franklin's route from Shiraz to the ruins was by the village of 
Zarkan, eight fursengs, thence to the river Bund Ameer, which Mr. 
Niebuhr supposes to be the ancient Araxe~ and to the ruins, the last 
stage being five fursengs.* They command a view of the extensive 
plain of Merdasht, al'ld the mountain of Rehumut encircles them, in 
the form of an amphitheatre: the nature of these ruins may be seen 
in the numerous plates which have been published; and it would be an 
idle attempt to describe in few words the grand portals, I1alls, and co
lumns, aml numerous relievos and devices. There are many inscrip
tions in a character not yet explained; but which Niebuhr seems to 
have represented with the greatest accuracy. The letters somewhat 
resemble nai[s, disposed in various directions, in which singularity they 
approach to what are called the Hehiing runes of Scandinavia; but the 
form and disposition seem more complex, and perhaps a clue might 
arise fmm comparing the Uchen character of Tibet. Behind the ruin 
to tl)c ·horth there is a curious apartment cut out in the rock; and a 
sul;,terranean passage, which seems to extend a considerable way. The 
ft•ont of the palace is 600 paces north to south, and 390 east to west, and 
the mountain behind has been deeply smoothed, to make way for the 
foundation. About three miles and a half to the north-east of these 
ruins is the tomb of Rnstan, the ancient Persian hero. 

Several small edifices and caverns, of similar architecture, are found 
in various parts of Persia, all which undoubtedly preceded the Maho
metan conquest, but it is difficult to ascertain their precise era. It is 
however generaily supposed that they belong to the first race of Persian 
l:;ings, successors of Cyrus, fol' the characters do not resemble those on 
the coins of the Sassanid.c, and the Parthian monarchs seem to have 
employed Greek artist!l. The bricks recently brought to England and 
}'ranee from the ruins of ancient Babylon are impr;cssed with inscrip
tions in the same character with the Pcrsepolitan ; and as there is 
no ancient evidence that the Persians erected any edifices at Babylon, 
there seems x·eason to conclude that these letters are of Assyrian origin, 

• He computes the furse'lg at four English miles, but it seems little to ex
eeed three; s•ill lstakar is placed in the maps too ncar to Shiraz, a•d too far 
from the mountains close to which it lie~. 
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and imported into Persia with other features of early civilizatio~. But 
the religious worship seems in all ages to have been w.h?1~y different, 
the Persians worshipping fire as a pure symbol ~f the d!Vlm!y, and en
tertaining a rooted aversion to t~e numerous Idols .of their western 
neighbours ; artd in the destructiOn of the ~gypt1an temples and 
idols by Cambyses, there is no doubt that rehgwus zeal was a great 
motive. 

In many parts of Persia there must remain sev~r~ curious monu-
ments of antiquity, which might well excite the curioSity of t~1e leamed 
traveller to investigate this interesting country. The design of the 
present work rather requires some inform~tion concernin!? the mo~ern 
state of this once powerful monarchy, wh1ch shall be chiefly derived 
from Mr. Franklin's view of the transactions in Persia from the death 
of Nadir Shah, 17 47, to 17 88 ; combined with the accounts of Gmelin, 
who by command of the empress of Russia inspected the northern 
provinces and Ghilan; and those of Pallas, in his last travels during 
the years 1793 and 1794. 

MoDERN Hx~TOR Y. Nadir Shah was succeeded by his nephew 
Adil, who, after a transitory reign, was followed by his brother Ibrahim. 
Meanwhile Timur Shah reigned in Cabul, Candahar, and the Persian 
provinces adjacent to Hindostan; and availing himself of the confusion 
in Persia, he besieged Meshid, which he took after a blockade of eight 
months. 

This event was followed by such anarchy and confusion, that it seems 
impossible to settle the chronology of the infinite crimes which were 
committed during the contests of numerous chiefs, which desolated 
almost every province f1·om Gombroon to Russia, leaving indelible 
marks of destruction throughout the kingdom, and changing even the 
very character of the people, whose prudence is degenerated into cun
ning, and their courage into ferocity. 

At length the government of western Persia was happily settled for 
a considerable space of time in the person of Kerim Khan, who however 
never assumed the title of Shah, but was contented with that of Vakeel 
or Regent. As he died in the thirtieth year of his reign, 1779, it must 
have commenced in 17 49 ; but at first he had competitors to encounter, 
and the reigns of his predecessors sometimes did not exceed a month 
or two, their number being computed at not less than eight.* This !.'"reat 
and mild prince had been a favourite officer of Nadir; and at the time 
of that tyrant's death was in the southern provinces, where he assumed 
the power at Shiraz, and was warmly supported by the inhabitants of 
that city, who had observed. and revered his justice and beneficence. 
In reward, he embellished this city and its environs with noble palaces, 
gardens, and mosks, improved the highways, and rebuilt the caravan
ser-as. His reign was established by the sword, but was afterwurds un
sullied by blood; and its chief peril amse from extreme mercy. His 
charity to the poo1·, and his attempt to restore the commerce of the 
country, are gratefully remembered by natives and Europeans. The 
Turkish emperor, and the Hindoo sultan Hyder Ali, acknowledged Ke-

" Dr .. Pallas, ii 26J. says that Kerim died in his eighty-third year after aft 
unconte•ied rci~n of ;;ixteen :·ears only. ' 
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rim as sovereign of Persia. Yet he lost the flower of his army befo~ 
Bussora, 1778 ; and though he died in his eightieth year, his fate .is 
supposed to have been hastened by this misfortune. The people of 
Shiraz embalm his memory with benedictions and tears of gratitude. 

Another unhappy period of confusion followed the death of Kerim : 
his relation Zikea or Saki seized the govemment, which was contested 
by another kinsman, Ali Murad. The detestable cruelty of Zikea led 
to his own destruction, and he was massacred by his troops at Y ezde
kast, about six days journey north of Shiraz, on the road to Ispahan. 

Abul.Futtah was then proclaimed king by the soldiers, and to him 
Ali Murad submitted; but Sadick, brother of Kerim, opposed his 
nephew's elevation ; for Abu I Futtah was the ·son of Kerim, and had 
been confined by Zikea without further injury. Sadick marched from 
Bussora at the head of an .ai'my, dethroned the young monarch, and 
after depriving him of his sight, ordered him into strict confinement. 

Ali Murad, then at Ispahan, rebelled against this usurper, and with 
an army of twelve thousand men besieged and took Shiraz, and put 
Sadick to death, with three of his children. A son Jaafar was appointed 
by the new king governor of Kom, a city or province.to the north-west 
of !spahan; for in the most recent Persian geography a province often 

·llissumes the name of the chief city. 
Ali Murad was now regareded as peaceable possessor of the Persian 

throne; but an eunuch called Aga-Mamet, or Akau, had, since the death 
of Kerim, assumed an independent sway in the Caspian province of 
Mazendran. When advancing against him, Ali Murad fell from his 
horse, and instantly expired. Jaafar having assumed the sceptre, was 
defeated by Akatl at Y ezdekast, and retired to Shiraz. 

In l 78 5 the governor of Kazerun rebelled against J aafa.r, but was de
feated; and in October 1787 Jaafar returned to Shiraz, from an expe
dition to the north, which was ineffectual. At the close of Mr. Frank
lin's narration, Akau held possession of the province of Mazendran,* 
with the cities of Tebriz and Ramadan, vnd even that of Ispahan in the 
south, so that his sway might be said to extend over one half of we:;; tern 
Persia, while Jaafar possessed Shiraz, or the province of Fars, with those 
of Beabun, and Shuster in the west, perhaps the IGab and Tostar of the 
maps, and he received tribute from Kerman and Lar or Laristan, and 
Abu~hehcr or Busheer in the south, and the city of Yezd in the north. 
The wide province of Mekmn is probably, with Seg·istan, tributary to 
the kings of Candahar. The armies of Jaafar and Akau did not each 
exceed twenty thous.and men; and they were considered as the sole 
candidates for the throne of western Persia. 

From the information of Dr. Pallas, it appears that in I 792 Akau, 
whom he calls Aga Mamet, again collected an army, and conquered 
the cities of Kasbin and Tekhet·an or Tahiran ; which, though at the 
foot of the mountains of 1\1azendran, seem to have unaccountably re
sisted his power. Having reinforced his troops with those of Ali, khan 
of Hamsa, a prince who had asserted a kind of independency since 
the death of Ali Mmad, he advanced against Jaafar, who retreated to 

.. Mr. Fran;; lin auds Ghilan; but-from the accounts of Pallas and Gmelin 
this appears to be a mistake. 
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Shiraz, where he perished in an insurrection, and his son l.utuf fled to 
the south. 

Akau had now no rival, except Hidaet, khan of Ghilan, who was 
forced to fly frarn Rasht, his place of residence, bl!lt was killed near 
the port of Sinsili. In consequence of these events Akau became 
monarch of all western Persia; and being an.eunuch, had nominated fo~r 
his successor his nephew Balm Serda·r. In 1794 Akau, tl1e sovereign 
of western Persia, was about fifty-five years of age, of a tall statl!lTej 
bHt disagreeable countenance; and said to possess uncommon art~ 
mingled with much avarice and ambition. He was the son of a Bek.., 
or inferior nobleman, who, after the death of Nadir, seized Mazen· 
dran, and assumed the tine of khan, and the yet higher style of Sei'da'l', 
onl'y bome by the most powerful khans. The father of Akau reigned 
twelve years, till in 17 62 he was conquered and slain by Kerim, after a 
war of some years ; and his son Akau was deprived of his manhood 
by command of the conqueror. 

The uninteresting history of Ghilan, and the adjacent provinces to 
the west·may be traced in Gmelin and Pallas. 

EAsT ERN PERSIA. Having thus, as briefly as possible, discussed 
the recent history of western Persia, the eastern ha:lf yet remains, 
heing unhappily separated in a great clegree by high ridges of mountains 
aFld sandy deserts, a circumstance which has been repeatedly productive 
of great disasters to this wide empire. If a more central seat of govern .. 
ment had been originally selected, for example near the sea of Zurt·a, 
or Arian lake of antiquity, it is probable that industry might have 
effected much in fertilizmg the central districts; and the power of the 
ancient Assyrians, or of the Arabian chalifs, could not have effected 
such sudden conquests of the empire. But during its utmo~t extent 
to the Mediterranean sea, the western provinces had been selected as 
the seats of empire, which became fixed by opinion and prejudice . 

. This natural separation has occasioned great obscurity in the ancient 
htstory of Persia, the eastern half remaining a distinct and independent 
country, of the same general name with the western, but with limits 
and history totally distinct. The series of events after the Mahometan 
conquest; the kingdoms of Corasan, Samarcand,. and Ghizni; and in 
recent times that of Candahar; may lead to safe conclusions concerning 
a similar division in remote periods. 

The best materials concerning the kingdom of Candahar seem to 
be those collected by Rennell; and they are, if possible, yet more 
scanty than those concerning the western half. Ahmed Abdalla, first 
king of Cand:thar, was originally the chief of an .Afgan tribe, con
quered by Nadir Shah, on whose death he suddenly appeared among 
his former subjects, and soon erected a consicl€rable kingdom in the 
eastern part of Persia, including most of the Indian provinces ceded 
by the Mogul to Nadir. He established his capital at Cabul, at a 
secure distance behind the mountains of Hindoo .. Koh; but the de
pl0rable anarchy of western Persia formed a sufficient security in that 
quarter. 

Ahmed die!i about the year 1773, and was succeeded by Timur, who 
continued to reside at Cabu]; but the monarchy has been styled that of 
Candahar from a centml province. The st.I~:ce~~,or of Timur was 
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Zemaun, who probably still rules this extensive country, which ha!. 
happily been free from the intestine commotions which have desolated 
western Persia. Since the great battle of Panniput, fought by Ahmed 
Abdalla against the Marattas 1761, the kingdom of Candahar seems 
to have remained in a pacific state, and the government is of applauded 
lenity. 

The furthest extent of this monarchy on the east comprises Cashmir, 
which was probably subdued about 17 54*. In the west, according· to 
the opinion of Rennellt, it extends to the vicinity of the city of 

1Tershiz) or Turshiz, in the same line of longitude with Medshid, a 
length of about 900 British miles. The province of Sindi at the mouth 
of the Indus, is also subject to Zemaun, with the western part of 
Moultan; but the remainder on the east bank of that river, and the 
wide and fertile province of Lahore, are possessed by the Seiks a 
warlike nation. The other provinces are Kuttore, Cabul, Candahar, 
and within the Persian boundary Segistan, and probably Mekran, with 
the eastern part of Corasan, and the province of Gaur, the medial 
breadth being probably about 500 miles. The remainder of Balk and 
Great Bucharia belong to Ipdependent Tatary. The chief subjects of 
Zemaun are the A(~ns, or people of the mountains between Persia 
and Hindostan, who may be considered as the founders of the empire ; 
the others are Hindoos, Persians, and a few Tatars. If western Persia 
continue united, i.t is probable that a violent contest may arise between 
fhe two sovereignties. 

• Forster, ii.14. t l'a-ge 152. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

ItELIGION,-eoVERNMENT,-POPULATION.-AR!I!Y.-NAVY.-REVE• 
NUES,-POLl TICAL Il\IPOR T ANCE AND RELATIONS, 

RELIGION. THE religion of Persia is well known to be the 
. Mahometan, which was ·introduced by the sword, ru1d has been fol~ 
lowed by its usual effects, the destruction and depopulation of the 
country. Yet the Persians adopt a milder system of this creed than 
is followed by the Turks and Arabs. Their native good sense, and 
benignity of manners led them to reject several absurdities, whence 
they are regarded by the other Mahometans as heretics, and are 
termed Chias, while the pretended true believers usurp the name of 
:Sunnis. Chardin has employed a ,whole volume in describing the 
Persian system of Mahometanism ; and to his work the curious reader 
is referred*. 

Of the Parsees, or ancient worshippers of fire, there seem to be no 
remains in Persia, except perhaps a few visiters of the fiery eruptions , 
of naphtha near Baku, on the western shores of the Caspiant. These 
inrrocent idolaters have been almost extirpated by Mahometan fanatidsm, 
which has propagated every scandal that malice could invent, repre
senting them as devourers of children, and familiar with other atrocities. 
l\Ir. Hanway informs us that these Guebers, orinfidels, particularly 
worship the everlasting fire near Baku, an, emblem of Ormuzd, or the 
supreme ineffable Creator; while the evil principle believed to have 
sprung from matter was styled Ahriman:t:. But the chief worshippers
of the fire of Baku come from Hindostan, to which the Parsees 
·retreated when Abas expelled them from his empire; and they still 
abound near Bombay, where their singular mode., of sepulture excites 
attention, as they expose their dead in inclosed.lu·eas to be 'devoured by 
birds of prey, a custom which has been propagated to some other 
oriental nations. Mr. Hanway says thal; there '\Vei:e still ·some wor
shippers of li.re at a place thence styled Guebt;rahad, near Ispahan. 

'I:he priests of the Mahometan religion, or lyiulla.s, are in Persia 
often styled .llkond8, which signifies readers ; ~~ they not on,Jy preach 

~ Tome vii. Edit. 1711, '12mo, 10 voL This edition is inconvenient in size, 
as the plates are more fit for a foiio ; and it is besides not so complete·as the 
last quarto edition in four volumes, Arnst,, 17:15. . .. 

t Gmelin in the Decouvertes Russes. Berne 1779, six vols, 8vo, ton:uil,ii, 
19. 

t Travels, i. 262. 
VOL. n. t. l 
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in the mosks, but are often schoolmasters*. The Pechnamas are supe
rior Mullas, or Vicars ofthe Imamst. The Fakirs and Calendars are 
wandering monks, or rather sturdy beggars, who, under the pretext 
of religion, compel the people to maintain them in idleness. But 
they do not appear in such crowds as the Goseins and Fakirs of Hin
dostan, upon their solemn pilgrimages to the chief temples, and other 
~acred places. 

GovERNMENT. The Government of Persia, like that of all 
other oriental states, appears to have been .always despotic ; and national 
councils seem only to have been known among the barbarous nations 
of central Asia, and abandoned when their sovereigns had conquered the 

. !!outhem and civilized nations; as,-finding:no such:fmms established, 
they did not perceive-any advantage in their introduction. The go
vernment of eastern Persia, or the kingdom of Candahar, is represent
ed as mild ; and it is to be hoped that of western Persia, when firmly 
established, will assume the same character. The state of the people 
seems to be deplorable, being subject to the arbitrary power and·extor
tions of the numerous Khans or chiefs, an a:ppellation-intrbduced by the 
Tatars, the Persian being it is believed Mirza, which is now addressed 
to every gentleman. These Khans are sometimes go'i·erliors ofpro
vinces, sometimes only possessors of small districts, and pretend to he
reditary succession, though liable to be forfeited.m"p~1tto death by the 
arbitrary mandate of the sovereign. The great'Khans are sometimes 
styled Beglerbegs, or lords of lords; and In time of war Serdars, or 

-generals. Those who command Cities are commonly styled Dqrogm; 
or governors:j: 

PoPULATION. TI1e present·state of the population of Persia 
cannot be justly estimated, but it perhaps little exc~eds that of Asiatic 
Tur~ey, which has been computed at ten millions. Of these perhaps 
six millions may belong to western Persia; while the other four con-

-tribute towards the population of the kingdom of Candahar . 
.ARli1Y. Though Mr. Franklin have supposed that the rival 

kings in western Persia could not muster mote than thenty thousahd 
·men t;ach, yet:the account of Pallas implies that Aga Mamet raised an 
• army bf seventy thousand. But supposiJlgwestetn Persia united, and 
. somewhat reinstated in prosperity, it is not rirobablethat the army could 
exceed 100,000 effectiYe .rneti, which may_jJrObabJy be the amount uf 
that of Candahar. · ' · · · · · -1 · · -

NAvY. :· .From·imirie particular precepts in tl1c laws of Zoroa
ster, which l.t )vas -iir\possrble'to observe ·at sea, the ancient Pei·sian? 
·never were a maritime' people; though they commanded an ample gulf 
with the hJ,.ortths of the E1J]jhrates and the Tigris. Th~ king-of kings 
Ol'clercd Phxnicic.n iessels to be used on ri1aritime expedjtions ~ and 
thl:mgli' ·the·Arabia1}Chalifs of Bagdad opened an exten~iYe tbmmerce 
'at ·Tiussora, yet the Penians themselves seem in all ages to have been 
little .addicted to traffic ... ,The _commerce on th~ Indian ocean, a,s well 
·: : ; I I J ' r ;. : . " , '' • , ~ ' r • , 

J•cChar.djn,·X.•79 .. c ·!..' '' '' -· 
t The chief prelate is stvled Sheik 2! Sellaum, or head.·of the faith: also 

Sade1; Cassa,. or High Prie'st; and sometimoos Navab, or Vicar. (of the Pte· 
phet). Sanson, ~0. 

t Chardin, vi. 41. 
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as on th~ ·Cap-pian seaJ has been always chiefly conducted by the Ar
menians, a mo_st industrious and respectable people. Chardin, himself 
an opulent :merchant, affects to believe that commerce is highly ho
oourable in the east; yet he confesses that the Mahometan religion is 
averse to trade, from the interdiction of usury, and several precepts of 
more minute observance.* Hence in Turkey the Christians and Jews 
are the chief merchants; and in Persia the Armenian Christians, and 
the Hindoos. Hence the commerce of this country, so advantageously 
situat€d, has ah•.-·<~.·s been in the hands of strangers ; while the natives, 
with .f~uda1 pri:de, attend to their horses and the chace, and lead what is 
called the life of a gentleman, neither improving their own property 
nor the country in geneml. Scarcely one Persian vessel therefore has 
in any Uf;e naYigated any sea; and the very name of a warlike navy 
seems unknown: in which respect they are far inferior even to the 
Turks, whose establishment in Europe has insensibly introduced m:~
ny practices of the unbelievers.t 

REvENUES. The actual re\'enues of Persia it is impossible to 
estimate; but the ruinous state of the country must render it unpro
ductive. The Turkish revenue has been computed at seven millions 
sterling; and it may perhaps be conjectured with some shew of pro
bability that the monarch of Candahar may draw from his various and 
extensive provinces about three millions sterling; while western Persia 
scarcely supplies two millions. Chardin:j: says that the ancient revenue 
consisted partly in contributions in kind; Kurdistan, for instance, fur
nishing butter, \fhile Georg-ia supplied female slaves; partly from the 
royal domains, with a third of metals, precious stones, and pearls ; ami 
a few duties and taxe~. The whole revenue was by some estimated at 
700,000 to mans, II or about thirty-two millions of French lines. 

PoLITICAL IMPORTANCE AND RELATIONs. The political im-
portance and relations of Persia are now greatly restricted. \Verc the 
western part united under one sovel'eign, it might lend effectual assist
ance to the Russians in any design against the Turks, and might pro
bably be rewardecl·with the countries as far as the Euphrates. But in 
its recent distracted state, Persia has been little formidable even to the 
declining power of Turkey ; and the Russians seem to entertain no 
desire of extending their conqnests ovel' the mountainous Caspian pm
vinces, which Peter the Great once held and abandoned, as they would 
require more garrisons than the revenue could pay. So that Persia 
seems secure on the siuc of Russia, as well as on that of Tmke¥ aud 
Arabia ; this unhappy security being in fact one gt·and cause of the 
civil anarchy. 

Eastern Persia, m· the king·clom of Candahar, appears to h::rrc little 
to apprehend ft·om the Seiks on the other side of the Indus; and tile 

~ iv. 265. 
1" The missionny Sanson, Voyage de Peru, Pariq 160:), p:1.ge 108, tells us 

that the Persians so much abhor navigation that they term all seamen Naco.!o.t, 
that is to say, Atheists. 

f vi. 1:33. 
II The tuman i.; computed at about 31. Is. being r::tthcr· more tkm eqrnl to 

two gold mohut·s, a gold coin of Hincl.o ''"'n, worth ~bout thirt) -tw ~ shdlin;.s. 
Cha:·,lin compute£ tlte toman at f:Jrtr-fiv·.: livres cf hi:; time, 
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Uzbek Khans of Balk, Bucharia, and Kharism, are disunited and little 
formidable, though they command a warlike people. Is is therefore 
more probable that these countries may be vanquished by the kings of 
Candahar, than that any danger should arise from the Uzbeks. A 
contest may probably happen between eastern and western Persia; 
but even if united under one sovereign, it would be long before this 
couutry could resume her rank among powerful nations. The only 
interfering interests of the king of Candahar, and the British settle
ments in Hindostan, seem to authorise the idea that an alliance would 
be advantageous to both, in respect to any danger from the native pow
ers ; but if Candahar were assailed from the north or west, the British 
assistance would be remote, and of doubtful consequence. '~l ere Can
dahar inimical, the assistance of the Uzbeks might be of more import· 
a!'lce to us than that of 'V estern Persia. 



CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

"?>lANNERS AND CUSTOMS.- LANGUAGE.- LITERATURE,- EDUCA~ 

TION.-CITIES,-li!ANUFACTURES AND CO~IMERCE. 

MANNERs AND CusTo~rs. THE manners and customs of the 
Persians, in the seventeenth century, have been so amply detailed by 
Chardin, Thevenot, Sanson, and other tt·a.vellers, that the theme has be
come trivial, and full of unnecessary repetition. One of the most cu
l'ious pictures is containe(l in a French work called Les Beautea de la 
Perse, in which the private life and debaucheries of the reigning Sefi 
are described.* 

More modern ideas of Persian manners may be derived fi·om the 
travels of Gmelin in Ghilan.t The Persians still pride themselves in 
universal politeness, and are hospitable, not however without the ex
pectation of presents in return. They seem to consider themselves as 
more wise and sagacious than other nations, yet al'e passionate ; and 
the recent commotions have imparted a taint of cruelty to the national 
character.:j: Of a sanguine temperament, both rich and poor ar..e 
generally gay ; and immoderate mirth will succeed the most violent 
quarrels. They are extremely attached to the fair sex, and not averse 
to wine. The general complexion is fair, somewhat tinged with 
olive; but those in the south about Shiraz, of Candahar, and the pro
vinces towards India, are of a dark brown. They are commonly fat, 
with black hair, high forehead, aquiline nose, full cheeks, and a large 
chin, the form of the countenance being frequently oval. According 
to our traveller a Persian beauty is most esteemed when of middle 
statme, with long black hair, black eyes and eye brows, long eye 
lashes, Lir complexion, with very little red, small nose, mouth, and 
chin, white teeth, long neck, breast not full, small feet and hands, 
slender shape, and skin e:~tremely smooth. In the purchase of 

" By Deslandes, Paris 1673, 4to. page 38. 
t Histoire des Decou'l!ertes faites par divers sa'l!anG Voyageurs dans plusieur& 

contreesde la Russie ct de la Perse. Six vols. Svo. Berne 1779-1787. By a singu
lartypogJ.·aphial negligence the running title of tomes iii. iv. oi this interesting 
publication bear Voyage en Perse, while that title should cease at page 93 of 
tome iii: the remainder of that, and the next volume, relating solely to the 
sout&ern parts of Russia, and the north of the Caspian, the Kalmucs, Ba:h
kirs, and Ural ian mountains! This i:; perh;ws o,,c of the ~tra,c:··:csc c:r~rs in 
the whole circle of bibliograrhy. • -

:j: Deconv. l~u.;s. ii. 276. 
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Georgian and Circassian slaves it is probable that these marks are as 
familiar as those of a beautiful hor~e among our jockies. The men a1·e 
generally strong and robust, and inclined to martial exercises, but they 
are particularly subject to disorders of the eyes. They generally shave 
the head, and wear high crimson bonnets ; but the beard is sacred, and 
tended with great care. They often wear three or four light dresses, 
one above the otl,er, fastened w·ith a belt and sash ; and they are fond 
of large cloaks of thick cloth. The women wrap around their heads. 
pieces of silk of' different colours ; and their robes are rather shorter 
than those of the men, but there is an unpleasant similarity in other 
respects. The Persians eat twice or thrice a day, dining about noon, 
but the chief repast is the supper, as with the ancient Greeks and 
Romans. The most usual dish is boiled rice variously prepared ; and 
their manner of eating is disgusting to European delicacy. The meat 
is boiled to excess, and the meal is enlarged with pot herbs, roots, and 
fruits, cakes, hard egg·s, and above all sweatmeats, of which they are 
extremely fond: but they speak little, and the repast never exceeds an 
l1om·. They are remarkable for cleanliness, both in their persons and 
l1abitations ; and the vulgar are given to insult strangers, whom they 
consider as impure. 

Circumcision is performed by a surgeon, sometimes within ten days 
after the- birth, and at others ten years ~ but that of girls is unknow~ 
and confined to the Arabs. Marriages are conducted by female media. 
tion ; and tbe pomp and ceremonies somewhat resemble the Russsian. 
Polygamy is allowed ; but the first married is the chief wife. Burials 
ar~ conducted with little splendor, and the day of death is commonly 
that of sepulture. Yet the tombs of the rich are often grand, as are 
the Cenotaphs of the twelve Imams, or Vicars of the Prophet, regard
ed by the Chias as his only lawful successors. They believe that a par
ticular angel is the sole author of death, by the special command of God~ 
hence suicide is very rare, and duels absolutely unknown. 

LANGUAGE. The language of Persia is perhaps the most cele .. 
brated of all the oriental tongues, for strength, beauty, and melody. 
VVhile the Tmkish is harsh and meagre, being essentially the ·sari1e 
with that of the Turcomans of Zagathay, or Bucharia (a dialect of the 
Tataric min;jled with Scythian or Gothic terms), the Arabic is, on the 
contrary, esteemed one of the most opulent : but the numerous syno
n )rmes ar'e oftt:n mere epithets, as man-destroyer for sv,.ord, &c. in which 
respect the poeticzJ mles of the Edda shew that the Icelandic vied with 
the Arabic. The latter is however a harsh aud guttural speech; 
whence the Persian is prefened in poetry and elegant composition. 
The excellent work of Sir Willi~tm Jones on oriental poetry discloses 
part cf the treasures to be found in this language. 

LITERATURE. In general the Persian literature approaches 
nearer to the Eunpean, in solid good sense, and cleamess of thought 
and expression, than that of any other Asiatic nation ; as the language 
itself has been long known to bear Q strong; afimity to the German, 
thour;h s0Ctenicd by the long usa3·e of a polished people. Yet even in· 
the Persian the metapho;·s are far too frequent and violent; ancl there 
is teo much alloy to bear the clas3:c~.l to"chstone of Gt·eece or ~~-'-'\i!C. 
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The mnre ancient monuments of Persian literature unbappily pe
rished when the Mahometan fanatics conquered the country in the se• 
venth ~ntury, though perhaps Bucharia or Tibet might, if diligently 
explOred,· still supply some relics. · One of the oldest remains is the 
famous Shah Nama, or history of kings, a long heroic poem of Ferdusi. 
Sadi, an excellent and entertaining moralist, writes in pros.e · mingled 
with verse, like SfiVeral of the Icelandic Sagas, not to mention some . 
early Grecian :and Roman models;· and it is to be regretted that more 
of his works are not translated. 

Hafiz is the Anacreon of the east, and his tomb is venerated in the 
vicinity of Shiraz, being itself the chosen shrine of parties of pleasure, 
-who proceed thither. t:O enjoy the delicious situation, and 'offer libations 
of the rich Shirazian wine to the memory of their favourite bard, a 
-splendid copy of whose works is chained to his monument. But the 
sciences in general are little cultivated by the Persians, who .are lost in 
abject superstition, and fond believers in astrology, a proud sophistry 
which connects the little brief destiny of man with the vast rotation of 
innumerable suns and wOTlds. 

EnucATION. The educations of the modern Persians is chiefly 
military: and their gross flatteries, and obliquity of expression, evince 
that they have totally forgotten the noble system of their ancestors, 
who in the first place taught their children to speak truth. This sim
ple precept, when duly considered} will be found to lead to infinite 
t.:onsequences, as there is not only a strict connection between trutb 
of ,expression,. and morality of conduct ; but falsehood virtually lessens 
the mental powers, and necessarily produces misconception, thus 
impairing the judgment, and contaminating the vet·y source of pure 
morality. 

CrnEs. IsP!A.HAN. The capital city of modern Persia is Is-
pahan, of which an ample description has been g·iven by Ohardin, so 
prolix indeed as to fill a complete volume of his travels.* Including 
the suburbs he _oomputes its circuit at about twenty-four miles, and 
the inhabitants, hy the smallest computation, at 600,000, the supposed 
number in modern LondoFJ. It stands on the small river . Zenderud, 
which rises. in the mountains of Yaiabat, three days journey towards 
the north ; but A bas the Great, at a prodigious expense pierced some 
mountains about thirty leagues from Ispahan, and introduced another 
stream, so that the Zenderud was as large during the spring as the 
Seine at Paris in the winter; for in that season the melting of the slilows, 
in the, high range of mountains, greatly swelled the river. Chardin 
~oes not inform us in·what direction_ these mom1tains lie, and his whole 
account is, sufficiently confused ; nor must it be concealed that this ho
nest merchant is singularly deficient in natural geography aqd history. 
He adds, that the walls of Ispahan were of earth, and ill repaired, with 
eigl)t gates which could not be shut, and the streets narrow, devious, 
and badly paved. But t~'le royal square, and its grand market, the pa
lace of the Sefi, and those of the grandees, the mosks, the public baths, 
~mel other edifices, were often splendid. The suburb of Julfa, or 
Yulfu,, was very I~rge, and possessed by the Armenians, whose ceme-

~ Tome viii. 
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tery was near the mountains of Ispahan, calred Kou Sofa, or a moun· 
tain in the form of a terrace, and also Tag Rustan, the hill or throne 
of Rustan. . This capital does not appear to be in the size of any anci
ent city, though D' An ville insinuate that it is the Aspadana of Ptolemy, 
which be places in Persis, and the position somewhat coincides ; but 
the radical fault of D' Anville's ancient geography is his implicit trust 
in the resemblance of names, and his inattention to the revolutions of 
modern history, and the epochs of the foundation of modern cities; 
as for instance, he finds Bergen in Norway, built A. D. 1070, in Pliny's 
natural history. The environs of Ispahan are pleasant, and, like most 
other Persian towns and cities, diversified by the neighbourhood of 
mountains. This capital was greatly reduced, insomuch that a Per
sian merchant asserted to Mr. Hanway that not above five thousand 
houses were inhabited, having been taken and plundered by the Af
gans in 1722, who were afterwards repelled to their eastern mountains 
by Nadir. 

SHIRAZ. The second city, at least in fame, is Shiraz, which 
has been recently visited and described by Mr. Franklin. This capital 
of Farsi,stan, m· Persis, is situated in a fertile valley, about twenty-six 
miles in length, and twelve in breadth, bounded on all sides by lofty 
mountains: the circuit of the city is about four miles, surrounded with 
a wall twenty-five feet high, and ten thick, wi.th round towers.at the dis
tance of. eighty paces. The citadel is built of brick; and before it is a 
great square, with a park of miserable artillery. The mosk of the late 
Kerim is splendid but unfinished ; and the modern Persians seem to 
excel in painting blue and gold in.a bright and durable manner. The 
tomb of Hafiz is on the north-east side, about two miles distant from 
the W<tlls, and at the foot of the mountains, in the same direction, is the 
tomb of Sadi, with a remarkable channel for water hollowed in the rock. 
Many summer houses with gardens, in the vicinity of Shiraz, were 
built by the late regent Kerim, the plantations being avenues of cypress 
and sycamore, leading .to .parterres of flmvers, and refreshed with foun
tains of stone. The police of this city is strictly observed, as it is said 
to be through the towns of Persia. The neighbouring fields are fertile 
in rice, wheat, and barley, the harvest beginning in May, and ending 
in the middle of July. Provisions are cheap, and the mutton excellent. 
The famous horses of Fars now yield greatly to those of Dush Tistan, 
a yrovince to the south-west. At Shiraz there is a glass manufactory; 
but woolen goods and silks are brought from Yezd and Kerman, copper 
from Tauriz, sword blades from Kom. Abu Shehar, or Busheer, sup
plies Indian articles. The climate of this celebrated city is delicious, 
particularly in the spring, when numerous flowers perfume the air; 
and the Boolhul, or oriental nightingale, the goldfinch, linnet, and other 
warblers, delight the ear.* 

Having thus briefly described the two most celebrated cities, the 
others shall be mentioned in a geopraphical progress from the north, 
beginning with those of western. Persia. 

TEFFLIZ. Teffiiz, the capital of Georgia, has been described 
and delineated by Tomnefort, who says that it is a large and populous 

" Franklin, passim. 
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town, but meanly built, !'ising from the river Kur along the side of a 
hill.* There are fine springs of hot vvate1·, a favourite resort of the inha
bitants. The chief trade is in furs, sent to Turkey and the south of. 
Persia. The present circuit is about two English miles, and it is sup
posed to contain 20,000 inhabitants, more than half being Armenians.t 
It must not be forgotten that during the late confusion in Persia, 
Georgia has effected at least a temporary independence, supported by 
Russia ; so that the dominion of prince Heraclius is only nominally 
included within the Persian boundary. 

DERBENT. Derbent wa:s formerly a place of noted strength Oil 

the Caspian sel.t, but was taken by Peter the Great of Russia, and af
tet·wards by Catherine II in 1780. Gmelin visited this city a few years 
before, and describes it as situated Oil the side of a mountain, extending 
almost to the sea, where to the west an ancient wall with towers appears 
to have passed to the Euxine. It was governed by a Persian khan, 
and in his absence by a naip, or lieutenant-governor. The shores are. 
unfit for anchorage, so that there is little commerce, except inland witli 
Ghilan, to which saffron, which was greatly cultivated, was exported. 
The gardens nea1· the town are productive of excellent· grapes,. and 
most kinds of European frUits. In the same region, to the south, is 
the province of Shirvan, with the towns of Shamaki and Baku. Kuva 
is a small town to the south of Derbent, but was the residence of ~t 
khan., 

ERIVAN. vVestward, Oli the Turkisb frontier, stands the city 
of Erivan, of considerable extent, and the capital of Persian Armenia, 
but the houses are meanly built, like most of those in Persia.t The 
castle and other fortifications are mean, and incapable of serious de
fence. Provisions are plentiful, and good wine is prpduced in the 
neighbourhood. After repeated contests with the Turks, the Persians 
have remained masters of Erivan since 1635. Not far to the south
we&t is the celebrated Armenian monastery of the Three Churches : 
and the noted mount Ararat, which may be regarded as a kind offmn
tier between the Tl!l'kif;h and Persian dominions, rises about thirty 
miles to the south of Erivan. 

TEBRIZ. The province of Aderbijan contains few places of 
note except Tebriz, or Tauriz, a considerable city, which was however 
greatly injured by an earthquake towards the beginning of the last cen
tury. The bazars or market places; and other public edifices, are grand 
and spacious ; and it is said that the great square has held. thirty thou
sand men d1·awn up in order of battle. Chardin computes the inhabi
tants at half a million ; but in that age such c:1lculations were generally 
exaggerated. I/ In the neig·hbomhood there are quarries of white mar
ble ; and there was a mine of gold, now abandoned ; but copper is still 
wrought. Being situated on the west side ofthe great Caucasian 111ar,s 
of mountains, on which the snow remains for nine months of the year, 

.. ii. 235. * Tournefort, ii. 255. 
t Ellis Memoir. p. 4·9. 

II Chardin, ii. 317, who considers Tauriz as the second city in Persia i,1 po
puhtion, and all other respects. Till the sixteenth century it was the capital 
«.nd residence of the kings, afterwards transferred to CaS'bin. • 

VOL. II. 111 m r 
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the climate is extremely cold, but dry and healthy. Ardebil and Ur
mia, in the same province, are little memorable, except tha~ the latter 
gives name to a considerable lake. 

RAsHT. The Caspian provinces of Ghilan and ,Mazendran 
present their capitals, Rasht and Sari. The former, by Mr. Gmelin's 
account, though the residence of an independent khan, has neither walls 
nor gates, but is the seat of considerable commerce, and the number 
of houses may amount to two thousand. The palace of the khan was 
composed of several large pavilions, arranged in the form of a square, 
and communicating with each other by handsome galleries. ln the 
midst was a garden with fountains, and behind was the haram with 
another garden ; the apartments being richly furnished with tapestry, 
mirrors, and other elegant articles. Rasht is the staple of the silk which 
is produced in great abundance in this province. Sari, the residence 
of the khans of Mazendran, is of small account, when compared with 
Aschraff, a favourite residence of Abas the Great, described in glow
ing colours by Gmelin, who, however, adds that it had recently fallen 
into great decay ; the splendid palaces and gardens having almost he
come ruinous, since the commotions that followed the death of Nadir. 
Astrabad, at the south-east extremity of the Caspian sea, has for a long 
time affected independence, though the people have suffered greatly in 
the attempts to reduce them. The situation is picturesque, near a 
considerable bay, with a chain of mountains behind.* The cities of 
Corasan may more connectedly be mentioned with those in the eastern 
division of Persia. 

On returning towards the south-west, there appear Bistam, a small 
city on the north of the great salt de5ert, rarely visited by travellers; 
and to the west, Chover or Khavar, with a pass of the same name, 
through a branch of the Caucasian mountains of Mazendran, which is 
preferred to the passage through the desert. 

Still proceeding westward, three considerable cities successively 
occur, Tahiran, Cashin, and Sultania. 

CASBIN. Chardin describesCasbin asa very considerablecity; 
but in Hanway's time it had greatly declined, and ,twelve thousand hou
ses were reduced to eleven hundred. lt is situated in a fair plain, about 
three leagues from the noted mountains of Aluvend, or Elwend. In 
the sixteenth century Shah Tahmas, unable to defend Tauriz against 
the Turks, retired to Cashin, which he constituted the capital city of his 
empire ; a dignity transfened by Abas the Great to Ispahan. 

Ramadan is another considerable city in this quarter, situated, ac
cording to Hanway's account, on the north-west of the mountain El
wend, while D'Anville places it south-east.t 

KoM. Kom or Khums was visited by Chardin, who in travell-
ing from Sava passed a wide plain, with a hill in the middle called the 
mountain of the Talisman, from some singular appearance which it 
assumes. He ~;epresents Kom as a considerable city, at the foot of high 
mountains, anll"near a considerable river, which is lost in the great salt 
uesert. The houses were computed at fifteen thousand ; and the chief 

.. Hanwav, ii. 4·22. Dec. Russ. iii. 33. 
t Theven'ot, ii. 72. Hanway, i. 163. 
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manuractures were white earthen ware, soap, and sword blades. Here 
are the superb tombs of Sefi I and Abas II. Cashan is another consi
derable city on this route to Ispahan. 

Towards the Turkish frontier, ,tine of the largest rivers of Persia, the 
Ahwaz, or ancient Choaspes, flows into the Tigris ; but though the an
cient Susa decorated its banks, the modern towns of Kiab and Ahwaz 
are of small account; not· is Tostar, or more properly Shuster, of much 
£onsequence, though the capital of a province. 

In the preximity of the Persian gulf, kazcrun, Firuzabad, and Jarun, 
or in the oriental pronunciation Yarun, barely deserve mention. 

LAR. Lar is the capital of a province, for.merly a kingdom, 
conquered by Abas in 1612, and described by Chardin in his journey 
from Ispahan to Bander-Abassi.* The situation is sandy, amidst barrtn 
mountains ; but the gardens abounded with dates, an excellent fruit, 
which particularly prospers in this part of Persia. The houses were 
only about two hundred ; and the independence of this petty kingdom 
is a striking proof, among many others, of the complete inattention of 
the Persians to their coasts, as well as to maritime affairs. Were a Pe
ter the Great ever to arise among them, he would first direct his efforts 
to remove their singular prejudices against the sea; an i1nportant step 
towards rendering Persia a great and united empire. 

The celebrated Persian gulf has been always more remark.1ble for 
the factories of foreigners, than for native establishments. Bandcr
Abassi was a port opposite to the isle of Ormus, or rather on the coast· 
between Ormus and Kishmish, or Kishma, and is now more commonly 
known by the name of Gombroon. The trade, once considerable, is 
now greatly declined ; and even the Dutch kft it, and settled in the isle 
of Karek or Garak. The French Indian commerce has failed ; and 
the English staple is Bussora. But Busheer, and Rik, or Bundarik, 
are also sometimes frequented. 

0RliiUS. In the small isle of Ormus, at the entrance of the 
Persian gulf, was £xmerly a celebrated mart of Portuguese trade, 
established there by consent of the petty king of the country, who 
also possessed some districts on the opposite coast.t But the Fort~
gnese were expelled by A bas the Great, with the assistan.:e of the Eng
lish, A. D. 1622. 

The extensive coast of Mekran only presents two semblances of 
ports, at Tiz and Guadal, but of no moment in themselves, and placed 
in disadvantageous positions, the wide deserts obstructing the inland 
intercourse. Nor are the towns in that province of sufficient importance 
for the consideration of general geography. 

YEzn. The province of Kerman contains a city of the same 
name ; but some late authors represent Yezd as the capital, though 
generally supposed to belong to the province of Fars. This city is 
ce~ebrated for the manufacture of carpets, and stuffs made of camel 
harr: but the chief manufactures of carpets arc in the fertile vale of 

" ix. 214. 
t The curious reader may consult Teisheira's histon of Persia for that of 

Ormus, written by Torun Shah, king of the country. The kings were Arabs, 
as were probably those of Lar, and entertained consta;,t interccurs~ with the 
~pposite coast of Arabia. 
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Segistan, in eastern Persia. To the north of Yezd stand Hirabad, a 
considerable town, near the mountain of Elburz, and not far from the 
$Outhern limits of the great salt desert; which if not the desert of Mar
giana, placed by Ptolemy on the north-west of the Aria-Palus or sea of 
Zurra, seems to have been unknown to the ancients. The other cities 
of western Persia scarcely deserve commemora1 ion. 

, EAsTERN CITIEs. In passing to the eastern division, or king-
dbm of Candahar, it may be proper to observe that Calm!, the metropo
lis, is situated within the limits of Hindostan ; but Candahar* is by 
D'Anville and others ascribed to Persia, being however a city of small 
size, and chiefly memorable as the grand rassagc between these exten
sive empires. The province of Seg-istan is in general little known in 
modern travels; and it is to be regretted that Mr. Forster passed with 
such rapidity, and did not visit the vale fertilized by the river Hinmend, 
nor the interesting environs of the sea of Zurra. Zarang is supposed 
to equal any city in Segistan, retaining· the ancient name of the Sarangre: 
it is now chiefly remarkable for beautiful porcelain.t The other chief 
towns on the Hinmend are Dargasp, Bost, and Rokhage or Arokhage. 
Near anothn stream which flows into the sea of Zurra, or rather Ze
rab, is Farra, another place little known. In general D' An ville and 
other writei'S have been obliged to haYe recomse to Arabian geogra
phers ; whence maps often present places which may no longer be in 
existence. 

The dominion of Zemaun Shah com prizes a considerable portion of 
Corasan. 

HERAT. The city of Herat stands on a spacious plain, inter· 
sected with many rivulets, which, with the bridges, villages, and plan
tations, delight the traveller, fatigued in passing the eastern deserts of 
Afganistan, or the country of the Afgans.:j: It is a smaller city than 
Candahar, but maintains a respectable trade, and provisions are cheaJl 
and abundant. Some European goods pass hither from the gulf of 
Persia ; but coarse strong woolens are manufactured in the adjacent 
districts. This city was the capital of Corasan, till the first Sefi of Persia 
transferred this rank to the northern city of Meshid, which contained 
the tom.b of Muza, his supposed ancestor, and one of the twelve great 
Imams of Persia.JI vVhen Mr. Forster visited this country, 1784, 
Meshid, with a small territory, was held by Shah Rok, a grandson of 
Nadir. The districts of Dochabad then formed the western boundary 

"' Mr. Forster, ii. 102. informs us that Candahar is of a square form, about 
three miles in circumference, situated in an extensive plain, the supposed 
mount.ains being merely interspersed hills. But to the west there is a con
siderable desert, extending nearly to Herat, which constitutes the real diffi
culty in passing from Persia to Hindostan. 

t Chardin, iv. 243. who calls it Zorend, and erroneously pb.ces it in Ker
man. 

:j: Forster, ii. 115. 
1/ Mr. Forster informs us, i 32, that the road from Hera~ to Ghilan lies 

through the lesser Iro.k, which he distinguishes from lrakajemi; but, among 
many inaccuricies in his book, he confounds this last with Irakarabi ! Mes. 
hid is supposed to bet the same with Tuz, the birth-place of the celebratedl 
Ferdwi. 
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of the empire of Candahar, being about thirty or forty miles to the east 
of Turshiz. · 

It is probable, as already mentioned, that the southern province of 
Mekran naturally coincides in allegiance, with Segistan and Sindi, to 
the empire of Candahar; but the northern limits have not been defined, 
though Majqr Rennell inform u~ that they include Gaur, a considerable 
city and province. Bamian belong· to the same portion of Bucharia, 
and is remarkable for a variety of singular antiquities, observable in the 
adjacent mountains. But for the sake of greater coherency, these pla
ces shall be considered in the account of Independent Tatary, or the 
countries between Persia and the Chinese and Russian empires, which 
follows this imperfect description of Persia. 

EDIFICES. In the recent desolation of the country many of 
the most splendid edificfs are become ruinous, and among others the 
palace of Ashref in Mazendran. The late Kerim has however deco
rated Shiraz with many beautiful buildings. He also i111provecl the 
roads in the vicinity; but in Persia, which may, as Chardin obs<:;rves, 
be called a country of mountains, the roads are not only diflicult, but 
kept in bad repaii'."' The singular aversion of the natives to 8.nr kind 
of navigation, has preYented even the idea of improving the country 
by canals. 

:VIANUFACTURES AND CoMliiERCE. The manufactures and 
commerce of thi-s great country may be said to be annihilated, though 
a few carpets still reach Europe at extravagant prices. Evet!. the trade 
with the Russians on the Caspian is of small account, consisting of salt 
and naphtha fmm Baku, and some silk from Shirvan, called by the Russi
ans Shamakia, but chiefly from Ghilan, where thei'e is a Russian con
sul at Enseli or Sinsili. The Persian merchants also bring goods to 
Baifrush, the largest town in Mazendran, where they trade with those 
of Russia. Concerning the modern state and decline of Persian com
merce, the travels of the late worthy Mr. Hanway, who was wholly 
occupied with that subject, will give satisfaction to the most inquisitive 
readcr.t 

That intelligent hut prolix traveller, Chardin, has given an ample 
view of the Persian manufactures and c.ommerce in the seventeenth 
century. Embroidery was carried to the greatest perfection, on cloth, 
silk and leather. Earthen ware was made throughout Persia; but the 
best at Shiraz, Meshid, Y ezcl, and particularly beautiful at Zm·ang, 
which equalled the Chinese porcelain in fineness and transparency : 
some sorts resisted fire, and the fabric was so hard as to produce lasting 
mortars for grinding vorious substances.:j: That of Yezcl, which Char
din pl1.ces in Kerman, was noted for its lightness. It is remarkable 
that Pliny says, that the famous Murrhine wssels of the ancients were 
brou;>;ht from this identic province of Carm<enia ;II and were probably 
porcelain, if some singular mineral be not yet concealed in that country. 

~ .Tht' ~ausy of A bas the Great is a noble monument, extending abot1t 300 
BntJsh mlles on the south of the Ca~pian. Hanway, i. 198. 
~ t The b~st edition is that of 1154, two wls. 4to. In the pretended one, 

lt62, the tJtle page only is new. 
:j: iy. ~;M3. 
II Lib. 37. cap. ~. 
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The manufactures of leather, and shagreen, were also excellent ;w. and 
they exceiled in braziery, using the tin of Sumatra to line the vessels. 
The bows of Persia were the most esteemed of all in the east, and the 
sabr:c:s finely damasked, in a manner which Chardin thinks inimitable 
in Europe ; for, not content with their own mines of steel, or carbonated 
iron ore, they imported it from India, and wrought in it a particular 
manner described by our author. Their razors, and other works in 
steel, were also laudable ; and they exceUed in cutting precious stones, 
and dying bright and lasting colours; the glass manufactures were of 
an inferior description. Their cotton and woolen cloths, and those made 
of goats' and camels' hair, with their silks, brocades, and velvets, were 
superior manufactures, The carpets, as already mentioned, were 
chiefly· from the province of Segistan ; and Chardin adds, that in hi~ 
time they were called Turkey carpets, because they were brought to 
El!lrope through that country ; and were valued by the numbe1; of threads 
in the inch, being sometimes fourteen or fifteen. The stuffs made of 
camels' hair were chiefly from Kerman, and those of goats' hair from 
the mountains of Mazendran; but the cotton cloths principally from 
Hindo~tan : and the fabric of broad cloth was unknown, and supplied 
by a kind of felt. 

The king himself was engaged in merchandize of silk, brocades, car
pets, ami j~wels; probably with as little advantage to the country as the 
royal monopolies in Spain. The standard native merchandize was silk 
of various qualities. To Hindostan were sent tobacco;preserved fruits, 
especially dates, wines, horses, porcelain, and leather of different co
lours. To Turkey, tobacco, kitchen utensils; to Russia, manufactured 
silks. Such were formerly the manufactures and commerce of this 
extensive country. 

"' The proper term is &agrin, from the Persian word &agri. Chard. iv. 246. 



CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

tLIMATE.-J'ACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND AGRICULTURE.
!I.IVERS.- LAKES.-JIIOUNT AINS.-DESE R T s.-FORESTS .-BOTA• 
NY.-ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY.-MINERAL W ATERS.-NATURAL 
CURIOSITIES.-ISLE S. 

CLIMATE. PERSIA has been said to be a country of three 
climates ; but even in the south the high mountains contribute to allay 
the extreme heat. The northern provinces, on the Caspian, are com
paratively cold and moist; the exhalations from that sea being arrested 
by the mountains to the south of Mazendran. In the centre of the 
kingdom Chardin observes that the winter begins in November, and 
continues till March, commonly severe, with ice and snow; though 
the latter chiefly falls on the mountains, and remains on those three 
days journey to the west of Ispahan for eight months of the year.* 
From March to May high winds are frequent; but thence to Septem
ber the air is serene, refreshed by breezes in the night. From Sep
tember to November the winds again prevail. In the centre and south 
the air is generally dry, whence thunder or lightning are uncommon, 
and a rainbow is seldom seen. Earthquakes are almost unknown; but 
)lail is often destructive in tbe spt·ing. Near the Persian gulf the hot 
wind called Samiel sometimes suffocates the unwary traveller. 

FAcE oF THE CouNTRY. According to Chardin, Persia may 
be called a country of mountains ; and where great plains occur they 
are generally desert. Th~ most remarkable feature of the country is 
the want of rivers; in which respect it yields to all the Asiatic regions, 
~ave Arabia. Except in the north, and some parts of the western 
mountains, even trees are uncommon ; and the respect paid by the 
Persian monarchs to planes, and other trees of diffuse shade, is no mat
ter of surprise. Considered in a general scale, one of the most sin
gular features of the country is its division into two parts by deserts and 
mountains; a circumstance which in all ages, as already explained, 
has greatly influenced its history and destinies. 

SotL AND AGRICULTURE. The soil may be regarded as un-
fertile, and Chardin supposes that not above one tenth part was cultivated 
even in his time. To his lax observation, that Persia is the most 
mountainous country in the world, he adds that the mountains are 

~ iv.19. 
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extremely arid, being mostly rocks, without wood m· plants. They 
are, however, interspersed with vallies, sometimes sandy and stony, 
sometimes of a hard dry clay; both unproductive, if not well wattred. 
Hence the chief industry of the Persian fanner is· employed in water
ing his lands. These retnarks howcYer must be restricted to the central 
and southern provinces ; for those in the north are sufficiently rich and 
fertile, and it is said that the province of Segistan is enriched by the 
inundations of the river Hinmend : but o( this part of Persia our know-
ledge remains imperfect. 

The most common grain of Persia is wheat, which is excellent ; but 
rice is a more universal aliment, and regarded by the Persians as the 
most delicious of food.* It is generally produced in the northern, or 
.best watered provinces. Barley and millet are also sown, but oats little, 
if at all, cultivated. The Armenians sow some rye. The ploi.tgh is 
small, a,nd the ground merely scratched : it is drawn by lean oxen,for 
there are llO -pastUl'eS to 'fatten cattle, and the barnes~ is attached fo the 
breast, while the chief strength of the animal is in the head. After the 
plough and harrow, the spade is also used to form the ground into 
squares, with ledges of little banks to retain the water. The dung is 
chiefly human, and that of pigeons mingled with earth, and preserved 
for two years to abate its heat. In the north-west countries the vines 
are interred during the winter ; and when insects attack the tree, they 
lay fresh earth to the roots. 

RIVERs. The noble streams of the Euphrates and the Tigris 
can searcely at any period be considered as strictly Persian, though 
Ctesiphon, the capital of the Parthian monarchy, and Seleucia, stood on 
the latter rive1•. The river of Ahwaz rises in the mountains of El
wend, and pursqes a southern course till one branch enter the Tigris 
above its junction '\\-ith the Euphrates, while the main st1·eam flows into 
the estuary of these conjunct rivers. This seems to be the Gyndes 
()f Herodotus, now, according to D'A.nville, called the Zeindeh, and by 
the Turks Kara Sou, m· the black river.t The course of this stream, 
one of the most considerable in Persia, little exceeds 400 British 
miles. 

From the rang·e of mountains on the north-east, seYeral rivers of 
short course fall into the Persian g-ulf, one of the most considerabler 
being the Rud or Divrud, which joins the mouth of that gulf. The 
rivers of Mekran are of more considerable course, as the Krenk and 
Mekshid, which, conjoined, from the river of Mend, so called from a 
town by which it passes. The Ham and the Araba are of small con
sequence, except that the latter serves as a nominal boundary towards 
Hindostan. 

A~w. In the north-::ast the large river of Gihon, better styled 
Amu, to avom the confused similarity with another large river, the 
Sihon, rather belongs to Independent Tatary, with its numerous tri-

• Chardin, iv, 222. 
t See his map of the Euphrates and the Tigris, 1779, in which the Choas

pes is supposed to nm by Deurak into the Persian gulf on the east of the Sha.t 
d Arab ; bm Major Rennell, in his map of the Satrapies, considers the Gyn
des of D 'An ville as the Choaspes, and the Gyndes, as the river of Men deli. 
The geography of Persb remains very imperf~ct. 
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butary streams ; except the Margus or Margab, ta.lled also the Moure 
gab, which, however, in the opinion of D' An ville and La Rochette, is 
rather lost in the sands. To the west, the river of Tedjen or Teyden*, 
the ancient Ochus, flows into the Caspian : which also receives many 
small streams from ~lie mountains of Mazendran. D'Anville assigns 
a very considerable course to the river of Kizil Ozen, or Sefid Rud~ 
which he ,derives from the mdUntain of Elwend, not far tothe north 
of Hamadan : so that, by a very winding course to the Caspian, its 
lengtluloubles what is assigned in more recet1t maps. This river is 
the Mardus of antiquity, and must be the Swidura of Gmelin, rising 
on the confines of Turkey, and falling into the sea below Langorod·t, 
It woduces numerous pike, carp, and other kinds ·of fish, esteemed 
by the Persians: Gmelin says that it abounds in sturgeons. 

ARAS.o Further to the north the large river Aras, the ancient 
Araxes, falls into the Kur or Cyrus, both rising in the Caucasian 
mountains, and pursuing a course of extreme rapidity. The Kur 
abopnds with sturgeon and other large fish: and at it~ mouth are 
several isles liable to be overflowed in the spring:t. 

The central rivers of Persia remain to be mentioned, most of which 
are soon lost in sandy deserts, but deserve attention from their histori"' 
cal celebrity. 

ZEN:OERUD. The Zenderud rises in the westerh chain of 
Eh"end, and passes by Ispahan, beyond which capital its course is 
soon l<;>st in the sand; this river seems to have been the second 
Gyndes of the ancientr;~. Charoin says that Abas the Great, by 
piercing some mountains thirty leagues from Ispahan, drew another 
stream into the Zenderud, called Mahmoud Ker, from a deep subter· 
ranean lake. The!le two sources of this river are not indicated in tl'fe 
maps. He adds that there are two rivers in the vicinity called Cor• 
reng, which pass through Chaldea (he means Susiana), probably t:l1e 
Koh Asp qf D' A.nvillell which passes by Shuster, which the Persian 
monarchs in vain attempted to introduce into this favdurite stream. 

BuNDAMIR. But the most important river in this quarter i!l 
that which passes between Shiraz and Istakar, or the celebrated ruins 
of Persepolis, called the Bundamir, and supposed to be ah ancient 
Araxes. This celebrated river flows into a salt lake called Baktegan, 
and which also receives a considerable stream from the north-east 
called the Kuren"'*. Between these two rivers a branch Gf the moun· 
tain.s of Ehvend ex!ends south.-east, on the western side of 1.vhich 

" In the east, a.s in ma:ny European cmmtries, the :J is an open I, or a r. 
t Descouvertes Russes, ii. 373. See also Hanway, i .. 119, and 275, where 

~his rivet is called Sefietrood. There is a bar at the entrance, but a consi• 
uerable depth within. It is pf' a reddish tiJ.?ge. Ibid. 17~. 

f Gmelin, ib. 236. 
1J See his ancient geography, ii. 485, English translation, where he adds 

1hat it springs from ~he Koh Zerde, or Yellow Mountain, from whose oppo• 
site sid:s issues the river <Of Ispahan; and p. 487, he supposes the Kuren to 
he- the nver which the Penian kings wished to turn into the Zenderud. All 
thP inland rivers are unknown to Ptolemy. 

u This river La Rochette, in his eleg:mt m'}p of the marches of Alex~u· 
l~r, supposes was the Med~r5, and perhaps a Man\us of th~ ancients. 

' t> ~o. H. x n · 
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stand the ruins or Persepolis. These mountains, called Rehtmint. 
being considerable, and the plain of. Merdasht extensive, it would seem 
that geographers have too much contracted the space between the 
rivers of Kuren and Bundamir. 

HrNMEND. The largest and most remarkable inland river is 
the Hinmend of the province of Segista:n, which rises from two 
widely separated sources, one in the mountains of Gaur, a part of the 
Hindoo Koh, and the other far to the south from: the mountains. of 
Gebelabad. These streams join not far to the east of Bost, whence 
the river pursues a westerly course, and according to the account of 
Otter'* very soon divides into many branches, which are lost in the 
central deserts of· Persia. Our geographers on the contrary, suppose 
that the Hinmend passes by Zarang into the sea of Zereh. It needs 
not be repeated that the geography of this part of Persia is still la
mentably defective. 

LAKES. Among the lakes of Persia, the most considetable 
beyond all comparison is the Aria Palus of m1tiquity. This large lake 
is in the western part of the province of Segistan, and is called in the 
French maps the lake of Zen~, from a village of that name near its 
western extremity, but in the English, the sea of Durra, from another 
village situated on a river at the distance of twenty miles from the 
Iaket. These appellations, derived from trifling sources, might as 
welt be supplanted by that of the sea of Segistan. According to- Ott<::· 
the length is thirty leagues, by a day's journey in breadth ; and the 
water is fresh and full of fish. By his account it only receives the 
river of Ferah, or Parra, which comes from the north-east; but per
haps that traveller decides upon a brief and hasty information, as not 
unusual. Ptolemy, who is here better informed than concerning west
ern Persia, still errs wieldy in the position of this celebrated lake. 

BAKTEGAN. The salt lake of Baktegan, about fifty miles east 
of Shiraz, receives, as already mentioned, the rivers of Kuren and 
Bnndamir. It is represented in the maps as about forty British miles 
in length, and the breadth about ten ; but the imperfection of Persian 
geography affords no further informationt. 

URliiiA. Far to the north-west appears the large lake of 
Urmia, so called from a town near its southern extremity. This lake 
is represented as about fifty British miles in length, by about b:llf the 
breadth; and while D'Anville supposes that the lake Van, at no great 
distance, is the Arsissa of antiquity, he con-dudes ·that this is the 
Spauta of Strabo, and the Marcianes of Ptolemy, being the Capoton 
of Armenian geography. However this be, the lake of Urmiais :·"id 
to be considerably i~nprcg-nated with salt, and the neighboming moun
tains were remarkable as the seats of the .\.~sassins. 

• Voyage' en Turkie et en Perse. Paris 17'43, 2 yo]s. 12mo. tome i. 217. 
t The name Zurra seems to be from the village of Corra, or Cuna, at the 

·west end of the lake. 
t By Ebu !hukal, in the tenth century, it is called the lake of Baktegan. 

Ouseley's transhtion, p. 84. The same author, p. :206, says that the Hin
mcnd rises in Gaur and proceeds to Host, thence to the lake Zareh: not l)o/ 
Zaran£:1 as a)':'cars i"ror.1 P· 203, but b.y ~chijan. 
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ERIVAN. The lake of Erivan, about 120 Bt·itish miles to 
the north, is about twenty-five leagues in circumference, with a small 
isle in the middle : it abounds in carp ar,~d trout, and is the Lych- · 
nites .of Ptolemy.*" 

MouNT AlNS. The precise and exact knowledge of mountains, 
particularly of the direction and extent of the chief ranges, which, 
with. their side ~)ranches, often resemble the leadiug ,bone of a fish, hav~ 
ing been on€ ot the most recent improvements eYel) in European geo· 
gnt.ph.y, it cannot be expected that the Oriental should aspire to much 
eKactness on this topic. Travellers hav:e rarely attended to the great 
geographical featiu~s, but have chiefly confined their attention to build
ings, anu"other exerti01~s of human industry, or to botany and zoQlqgy. 
Hence the difficl!llty which attends many branches of geograp,b.ical de
scription ; and in the present instance eflr1y trav:ellers are unanimou~ 
in representing Persia as a plain country, so blind were they to the 
most str.iking objects around them. t 

The first object, even in a short account of the Persian mo];intains, 
~ust be to trace the l:lirection of the chief chains. It js cJear, ;fi·om 
the. accurate description of Gmelin, that the Caucasian ridge extends 
to the west of Ghi:lan and south of Mazendran, till it expires in Cora
~atl, on the south~east of the Caspian sea. As this ridg-e was the 'j['au
m~ of the ancients, which they supposed to exteml th.rouf:Yhout the 
whole length of Asia, it is evident that their idea was erroneous and 
hypothetical. If it had been connected, as they supposed, with Bin
doo Koh and the mountains of Tibet, the theory might have been in 
some measure just ; but the Hindoo Koh is an exten~ion of the Bel~lll 
Tag towards the west, and is separated even from the low mountains 
9f :Corasan by wide deset,ts and plains. 

The northern. ridge, described by Gmelin, is su~iently clear ;:J: as 
is the most southern chain of great height -described by rvir. ):"rank
lin1 running parallel ·with the Persian gulf north-west and sol,lth
east, at about 1the distance of 50 British miles. 

A third ratige of mountain.$, of vet'Y great height, seems to conti
nue in tl!e same direction with this last, to tne south of the lake of 
Urmia, w~1ere it is wnnected with the Caucasian ridg·e. This is the 
grandest chain of mountains in Persia, and may, after the example 
of D' An ville, be styled th~t of Elwend, derived from a p<!!rticulat' moun
tain in the neighbourhood of Hamadan ; bQt the Elwend of that gTeat 
geGgrapher is, like his other mountains, delineated in a most confus
ed manner, and he intercepts its com·ile by a wide desert which really 
lies to the west of the range. I/ 

" Chardin, ii. 222. Tournef. ii. 256. 
t See the Persia among the Elzevir Republics, 1633, 12mo. 
t Dec. Russ. ii. 388. The Fr61!1ch translator justly observes that Gmelin's 

account of their construction shtlws little skill in mineralogv. Kear Derbent 
and Baku they are calcareous, but the central chain seems granitic. It fonns 
a 9emicircle on the south of the Caspian; and Hanway has observed, i. 110, 
that even at Astrabad, the summits are so high as to hide the sun {rom a 
S;hip in the bay, for more than an hour after it has risen. 

II Otter, i. 267; informs ns that Looristan, a country between Tu~ter and 
Ispahan, is properly one mountain, six days journey in ie11gth. It uelongs to 
the main ridge of Elwepd. 
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A parallel ridge on the west, called by the Turks, Aiagl1a Tag, is 
supposed to be the Z::t.gros of the ancients,· which separated Assyria 
from Media.* This western chain seems to ex-tend to the lake of 
Van, for mount Ararat is represented as standing solitary in the 
midst of a wide plain, and ft·om proximity might rather be <;lassed 
with the range of Caucasus.t The mountain of Sawalan, mentioned 

· ~by Le Brun, to the south of Arde~il, also belongs to the Caucasian 
nmss. 

Hetzardara, or the thousand mountains, form a branch on the north 
of Fars, and one part of it, which gives rise to the river of Ispahan, 
is called Koh .Zerdeh, or the yellow mountain. Chardin + cdnsiders 
the noted Damavend of the Persians as a range dividing Hyrcania 
from Parthia; that is, in other words~ the mountains of Mazendran: 
and he adds, that of the mountains betwixt Fat·s and Kerman the 
most remarkable is called Jat·on ; but the mountains of Kurdistan 
alone present forests. The ancient geographer Ebn Hauka!, whose 
curious work is chiefly occupied with a des~ription of Persia, ac
cording-to its divisions in the tenth century, informs us, that from 
the vicinity of Kurdistan towards Ispahan, the country is wholly 
m9untainous ; and he classes among the chief heights the Damavend, 
from whi~h he says a prospect is beheld of fifty farsangs, or 200 
miles; while that of Bisetoun, in the same tegion, was celebrated 
for remarkable sculptures. I/ From his geography it appears that ma
ny of the Persians, even in F~·s, st111 t'"etained the temples and wor
ship of their at1C€Stors in the tenth ceBtury' ; SO that the violence of 
the Mahomet!:\11!? after the conquest appears to have been greatly ex-
aggerated. - · 

The great western range is also called in some parts the mountains 
of L(")oristan ; and more to the south the Adervan, and Dinar, with 
Ajuduk north of Lar. It detaches some remarkable branches to the 
south-east, as that on the west of Kom, Cashan, Nathan, &c. which, from 
a palticular mountain, may be called the range of Elburz. Another 
branch spreads to the south of Ispahan, which D' Anviile considers as 
what the Persians style the Thousand Mountains.** Still more to the 
south a large and extensive branch (of which the whole, or one moun
tain is styled Rehumut) extends between the rivers Kuren and Bunda
mir; and presents on the western side of its furthest extremity the 
»oted·tuins of Persepolis. 

On passing towards the east of Persia, the just delineation of the 
l'anges is attended with ~imilar difficulties. The pass of Khavar is 
:pear the southern~ost extent of the Caucasian heights of Mazendran ; 

" D'Anville An.c ... Geog. ii. 4;6J. · 
t Among the mountains of Kurdistan the Kiave ls the highest, the sum

mit being covered with thick fog and perrtetual snow (Otter, ii. 269). The 
r.ame at1thor says that the ridge of Hamrin begins in Arabia, and Epread~ 
through the desert of Bagdad, being pierced by the Euphrate1> and Tigris, 
and ending at the l'ersiait gulf: it is a low range of a reddish colour. lb. 43. 

:t: iv. 10. · 
lr p. 172. D' A nville marks Damavend due west of lspahan. His Ka

rag:J.n is soqth of Sulrania. , 
'*~ On~ o£ thebe, near Is:p;~h;w, is called Tag Rustallo 
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·and there is no room to believe th::tt any ridge extends into the great 
saline desert. IL\.nville has drawn a range on the east of that desert, 
extendino· on the south of Turshiz as far as the lake of Zere, called 
in some ~aps the Sandy Mountains, and supposed to be the Mascio~ 
ran us of the aJJcients: but this seems an arbitrary idea, as it is impro~ 
bable tid ancient writers should have obse1·verl this low ridge of sandy 
llills, while the great desert itself totally escuped their knowledge. Mr. 
Forster crossed these pretended lflonntains without discovering them ;"'' 
a~1cl found only small rocky hills sc<~tlered in all directions. This sandy 
ridge may therefore be dismissed ti·om the maps, along with that sup~ 
posed to pervade the saline desert ; and the Mons M,tsdoranus is pro~ 
bably that wbi.ch now passes near Metziroun, and seerrl.s to be an elon~ 
gation of the Caucasian chain already ll)entioned. 

In describing this country of m.otmL:,ins, to use the emphatical term 
of Chardin, some degree of prolixity is unavoidable. The province 
of Fars is represented by some writers as separated from Kerman by·· 
mountains ; but the real harrier is a desert of sand, extending from 
the south of the lake of Baktegan to the proximity of Zarang, and 
connected with the great des.ert which divides Persia into two parts. 
The city of Y ezd being on the western side of this desert, more pro
perly belongs to Fars than to Kerman ; and was arranged in the 
former division, even in the tenth century.t Nor are there any. moun
tains of consequence in the east of Fars. A low range called Me
der by D'Anville, passes north~east through the heart of Kerman; 
while that country is divided from Mekrau by a range in the same 
direction, called by D'Anville Kofez. S,ome other nameless ranges 
cross Me).>.ran in the same direction, that nearest Hindostan being call~ 
eel by Rochette the Lakhee mountains. On the north of Mekran a 
considerable range runs east and west which has not been named by 
D'Anville,t though it seem the Becius of Ptolemy. But of this part, 
as before explained, modern knowledge is very defective. 

Fmther to the north the mountains of W ulli extend from the neigh~ 
bourhood of Shatzan across to the lake of Vaihind, and may thus be 
considered as forming one range with that on the· north of Mekran, 
called Gebelabad by Ia Rochette. This range however expires· in the 
great desert to the south of Zarang. 

In the east of Segistan is a ridge north and south called Soliman 
Koh, or the mountains of Soliman. It is probable that there are moun
tains of considerable height on the north and west of the sea of Zurra; 
one of whicll is caiied Bershek, and another Ouk, the former being 
noted for a Fire temple, th$! resort of the Guc:cers. 

" Mr. Forc.ter observed no ridge~ from Candahar to Corasa11, (Rennell, 
153; see also 191,) whence it appears that he found only dispersed hills, 
where the maps had represented chains of mountains. Herat stands on a 
spacious plain; Forster ii. 115: but to the north.of Dochabad and Turshiz, 
there is a rang-·o of mountains covered with snow. lb. 154. The other quar~ 
ters pre·;ented mcky hills dispersed in the clesert. About three miles east of 
Khanahoody, a. chain of mountain;; of some height extends north and south. 
lb. 176. " 

+ Ebn H::"' kal, 86. 
:f Ro.chette calls ii Geh~labad. 
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The Hind?o Koh, a~;d .the mountains of Gaur, tl~e last, probably 
the Paropam1sus of ant1qmty, need not be again mentwned, except to 
,Qbserve that they have no connection with the chain of Caucasus, as 
th~ ancients supposed ; or they were rather misled by similar names 
.bemg bestowed on very distant mountains, in the wide extent of the 
Scythian language. They might as well have inferred that mount 
Jmaus was a continuation of Remus. As vast sandy deserts intercept 
any continuity of ridges in the centre, or south of Persia, so in the 
north-east, the mountains of Corasan are widely separated from those 
of Gaur; being, as already mentioned, a mere elongation of the moun
tains of Mazendran passing to the north-.east and tenninating not far 
from Meshid, being well delineated by D' Anville under the names of 
Sahar Turok, Lassi-Topan, and Miam Koh, none of which pass the 
;riverTredjen, or Ochus. The river Morgah springs from the mountains 
of Gaur, which, on the east of Herat bend towards the nortl), forming 
the range c.alled Lokman by D'Anville, which te1·minates to the south 
of the greater Meru ; and the desert of Karakum prevents the exten
sion of mountainous ranges in this quarter. 

This disoussion sufficiently evinces the mistake of the ancient. geo
graphers who extended their supposed range of Taurus throughout 
.Asia, instead of Asia Minor: and if we must violently include the 
Caucasus, whose grand summits are on the north of the Euxinc, unde1· 
that appellation, it still terminates in Corasan. Jf on the other hand, 
the Taurus be continued by a supposed chain to that of Elwend, it 
would terminate in the great central desert, or at the mouth of the 
.Persian gulf. As the geographers of antiquity paid particular attention 
to the ranges -of mountains, without which indeed the science itself 
becomes an empty name, and history, natural or ciYil, can never be 
properly explained .or Wldcrstood, .an investigation of this curious 
topic will not it is hoped, be deemed unnecessary. The marches of 
Alexander, and other classical topics, have also recommended the 
mountains of Persia to particular consideration; while some degree of 
prolixity unavoidably arises from the obscurity of the subject, and the 
imperfection of the materials. 

DE sEll. Ts. Nor must the deserts be passed in complete silence 
though few words may suffice. On the east of the Tigris, latitude 
thirty-three degrees, a considerable desert commences, w·hich is per
vaded by the river Ahwaz, and extends to the north of Shuster, buf 
D' Anville has spread it too far to the east. This desert may be about 
140 British miles in length east to west, and the breadth about eighty. 
In his map of ancient geography D' Anville has omitted this desert, 
which seems indeed unknown to classical authority. It is now chiefl;
possessecl by the wandering tribe of Arabs called Beni Kiab} a people 
who, like the desert are not a little obscure". 

The Great Saline Desert extends from the neighbourhood -of Kom 
to that of the sea of Zurra, in a line from east to west, of about 400 
British miles: the breadth from north to south may be 250: but in 
the latter quarter it may be said to join with the gTeat desert of 
Kerman by the Nij.uben Dejian, which extends about 350 miles. 

• See Nie]Jhur, but this tribe ser;;ms rathe.r to the south of the desert. 
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These two extensiYe deserts may be thus considered as stretching north· 
west and south~ast for the space of about 700 miles1 by a medial 
breadth of about 200, (even not including in the lengta other 200 
miles of the desert of Mekran,) thus intersecting this wide empire into 
t1vo nearly equal portions, as before explained. This vast extent is 
impregnated with nitre, and other salts, which taint the neighbonriti~ 
lakes and riYets : but its natural history has not been investigated with 
the precisiDn of :modern knowledge. In the south of Mektan and 
towards the Indus are other deserts of great extent. 

A third great desert, that of Karakum, or the Black Sand, forms 
the northern boundary of Corasan and modern Persia ; but the 
description more properly belongs to Tatary. The desert of Mar• 
giana is placed by Ptolemy on the nmth-west of Aria; but it is not 
easy to explain his positions or reconcile them with modern geography. 
D'Anville supposes, with probability, that Margiana derived its name 
from the river Ma:rgus or Morgab; in which case this desert may be 
;n the neighbourhood of Badkis. 

FoREsTs. The Persian forests are unhappily rastricted to a 
few spots in Corasp.n, the mountains of Mazendran and Ghilan, and 
those towards Kurdistat1. But timber is chiefly supplied by Mazen
dran, which thence receives a name signifying the land of axes. 

BoTANY. An accurate account of the indigenous vegetables of 
Persia yet remains a desideratum in the sdellce of botany; the pro
ductions of the eastern and south-eastern provinces are almost wholly 
unknown to us, and the slight acquaintance that we have with those 
on the shores of the Caspian, and the frontie1·s of Russia, is almost 
entirely d:::rived from the short and imperfect notices that occur in the 
travels of Palla<; and Gmelin, in the neighbourhood of the Caspian. 

A considerable portion of the Persian territory especially on the side 
of great Tatary, appears to be occupied by salt deserts ; these are for 
the most part destitute of trees, and support hardly any plants, except 
b'Uch of the saline succulent kind as are also found on the sea shore ; 
of these the chief are known among botanists by the names of salsola 
pro&trata, atriplex portulacoides, plantago salsa, and statice Tatarica. 

Of the high mountains, as far as they have been examined, we are 
only informed in general, that their Yegetable inhabitants are for the 
most part the same as those obseJ:vcd on the Alps of Sw1sserland and 
Italy: and that a lal'ge proportion of these are the of the cruciform, or 
tct; '''lynamious order. 

The plants of the hills and cultivated parts adjoining the Cnspian sea 
are better known to us, and from the few whose names we are ::>tlready 
in possession of, it is easy and reasonable to infer the presence of many 
mm·e that are usually observed to accompany them. On the moun
tainm;s ridges are found the cypress, the cedar, and several other kinds 
of pines, while the lower hills and scars of rock are shaded and adorned 
with lime trees, oak, acacias, and chesnuts: the sumach, whose 
astringent wood is so essential to the arts of dying and tanning, gt"Ows. 
l1e1'e in vast abundance, and the fraxinus ornus, or l\llanna ash tree, is 
scarcdy less common. The most estee-med of the culti•,-<il:ed fmits of 
Eui·ope are truly indigenous in Persia, and have probably hence been 
ditfu-;ed over the whole •xest. These are the fig, tLe pQffiegranate, the: 
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mulberry, the almond, peach,. and apricot. O~·ange trees also, of ftn 
enormous size, and apparently ·wild, are met with in the sheltered 
recesses of the mountains ; and the deep warm sand on the shor~ of the 
Caspian is peculiai:'ly favourable to the culture of the citron, and the 
liquorice. The vine. grows here in great luxuriance, and further tG 
the south both cotton and sugar are articles of common cultivation. 
Poplars of unusual size and beauty, and the weeping willow, border the 
course of the streams, and the marshy tracts abO\;md, with a peculiar 
kind of rush that fQrms the material of the fine Persian matting. The 
.ornamental shrubs and herbaceous plants of this cquntry are but littlt:: 
known,. four of the-m however, from their abundance and beauty, give 
an ait• of.t::!egance to the country, especially in the ·eyes of an European, 
superior to that of any other region ; these are the jasmine .and the 
blue and scarlet anenume in the thickets, and the tulip, and ranunculus 
in the pastur~s. 

ZooLOGY. According to Chardin the Persian horses are the 
most beautiful even in the east: but in speed they yield to the Arabian, 
)Vhich are less distinguished by elegance of form. The Persian steeds 
~r~ r11ther taller than the -saddle horses in England ; the head small, the 
.legs delicate, .and the body well proportioned ; of a mild disposition, 
very laborious, lively and swift. Tatarian horses are also used, of 
lo,wer stature, and not so well formed as the Persian, but more capable 
of fatigue*. Mules are 'also in considerable request; and the ass 
l'esembl<is the European, but a breed of this animal is brought from 
Arabia; which is excellent, the hair being smooth, the head high, 
~while they 1nave with spirit and agility. This valuable. race might 
probably thrive in Europe as well as the other. The dung of horses, 
instead of being used for manure,. is dried and employed as litter. 
The camel is also common, but not admitted into the province of 
Mazenclran, where they eagerly eat the leaves of box, though to them 
a rank poison. Camels are exported from Persia to Turkey, having 
according to Chm·din, only one hunch, while those of India and 
Arabia have two. The swiftest must be the dromedary of the ancients, 
as the name imports. The Persian cattle resemble the European, 
except towards Hindostan, where they are marked by the hunch on 
the shoulders. Swine are scarce, saYe in the north-west provinces. 
Of the large tailed sheep that appendage sometimes weighs more than 
thirty pounds, enlarging at the bottom in the form of a heart. The 
flocks are most numerous in the northem provinces of Erivan, or the 
Persian part of Armenia and Balk. The few forests contain abundance 

·of deer and antelopes; whUe the mountains present wild goats, and 
probably the ibex, or rock ,goat. Hares are common in the numerous 
wastes. The ferocious animals are chieRy concealed in the forests, as 
the bear and boar, the lion in the western pa1ts, with the leopard, and, 
according to some accounts, the small, or common tiger. Seals occm· 
on the rocks of the Caspian. Zimmerman mentions the ounc<! as 
known in Mazendmn, alld the wild ass in the cenh'al deserts. The 
hyena and chackal belong to the southern provinces. The seas abound 
with fish of \'.l;·ious Glescript.ions: the Caspian displays sturgeon, and 
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some kindred species, with a fat and delicious kind of carp. The 
most common river fish seems the barbel, trouts are only found in 
Erivan. Chardin observes that pigeons are particularly numerous; 
and the partridges are the largest and most excellent he ever beheld. .. 
The boolbul, or oriental nightingale; enlivens the spring with his 
varied song. 

The Persians have been long accustomed to tame beasts of prey, so 
as even to hunt with lions, tigers, leopards, .panthers, and ounces*. 
The hunter seems to run ,a risk of becoming the prey. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of this extensive country 
seems neither various nor important, though the numerous mountains 
probably abound with unexplored treasures. Chardin assures us that 
there are no mines of gold nor silver, but one of th(>l latter metal was 
attempted in a mountain called Shah-Koh, four leagues from Ispahan, 
and abandoned for want of fuel. The lead mines of Kerman and Y ezd 
pro~uce the usual mixture of silver, fmm which circumstance the 
"Silver mountains of D' Anville. In the northern provinces there are 
many mines of iron, but the metal is harsh and brittle. Mines of steel 
ore, or carbonated iron, are also wrought in the same regions, so im
pregnated vrith sulphur, that the filings, when thrown on the fire flash 
like gunpowder. Copper is chiefly found in the mountains of Mazen
dran, and near Cashin, but is brittle, and commonly mingled by the 
melters with a twentieth part of the Japanese, or Swedish. Those 
defects in the metals, probably arise from want of skill. 

The only precious stone yet discovered seems to be the turkoise 
which has indeed almost ceased to be regarded as such, being only bone 
or ivory tinged with copper. There are two mines of this substance, 
one at Nishapour in Corasan, and another about four day's journey to 
the south of the Caspian, in the mountain called Feruzkoh. Pearls 
abound, as is well known in the Persian gulf, especially near the isles of 
Bahrin on the Arabian side. Some will weigh fifty grains; but those are 
esteemed large which weigh from ten to twelve grains. This valued 
product is by the Turks and Tatars called J.Vfargion, signifying a 
globe oflight; from which, or the Persian name jVJervarid, "the offspring 
of light," was derived lvfarguerite, the appellation in southern Europe. 
The Persian merchants prefer the emeralds of Egypt, which they 
call Zmerud Asvani, from the town of As van, to those of Peru: but 
Chardin, a jeweller, suspects that those emeralds were only imported 
into Egypt, as well as the carbuncle, which he supposes to have been 
a high coloured ruby: while the yacut, latinized jacinth, is a brown 
ruby from Ceylon. But he errs widely when he imagines that the ruby 
~ailed balai8 came from the Balacchan, a name which he ascribes to Pegu i 
while in fact it is the product of the mountain"> of Bala8chia, or Balk, as 
lV{arco Polo has long ago informed us. A late intelligent traveller in 
Pesia says that among the articles sold in the bazars of Ispahan are 
diamonds of Golconda: rubies, topazes, and sapphires of Pegu; 
emeralds of Said, which is the upper part of Egypt, or the Thebais: 
and Ballay rubiesJrom Beclakshan, a country between the rivers Gihon 
and Murgab, which also produces lapis lazuli, amianthus, and rock 

VOL. II. 

• Chardin, iv. 94. 
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crystal*. Thus the high mountains of Belur Tag, and perhaps 
Hindoo Koh, are the peculiar seats of the Ballay ruby; a circumstance 
which identifies the Balaschia of Polo ; while his Belur is the whole 
Alpine tract of the mountains so called. 

Chardin adds that sulphur and nitre are found in the mountain of 
Damavend, which he places on the south of Hyrcania or Mazendran. 
Sometimes whole deserts are covered with sulphur, and others with salt, 
which near Cashan is remarkably pure. Rock salt is found near I spa
han; and in the dry climate of Kerman, if our author be credited, it is 
even employed in building. Free-stone, marble, and slate, are chiefly 
from Hamadan. Near Tauriz is found what he calls a marble, transpa
rent, like rock crystal, through tables of an inch in thickness, of a white 
colour ~ingled with pale green, probably a kind of jad: in the same 
region is also found lapis lazuli, but not so fine as that of Tatary. 
Towards the Tigris there are pools of bitumen, or rock tar, while 
naphtha abounds near Baku. In Erivan and ~ars are mines of talc; 
and of a pure white marl used like soap. What is called mummia is 
found in Corasan, and in the desert~ of Kerman, deriving its name 
from the Persian' word nzoum, signifying wax, gum, ointment. It was 
supposed to proceed from the human body, but according to Chardin, 
is a singular -gum which distils from rocks; and the mines of this 
precious mastic, as he calls it, are carefully sealed for the royal use. 
It is pl'Obably a kind of asphaltum ; but seems a n:-iety which has 
escaped modern mineralogistp. 

MINERAL vVATERs. Mineral waters of various descriptions 
abound in this mountainous country ; but they are generally alike ne
glected by the physicians and the people. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIEs. Among the chief natural curiosities 
1nust be named , the fountains of naphtha, or pure rock oil, in the 
neighhoUl'hood of Ba,ku, on the western coast of the Caspian, parti
cularly in the adjoining promontory of Absheron. The adjoining 
land is dry and rocky, and there are syl-eral small ancient temples, in 
one of which, near the altar, a large hollow cane is fixed in the ground, 
and from the end issues a blue flame, seemingly more pure and gentle, 
than. that produced by ardent spiritst. From a horizontal gap in an 
adjoining rock, about six feet long_by three broad, there alscrl.ssues a 
similar flame. 

" The earth round this place for above two miles, has this surprising 
property, that, by taking pp two or three inches of the surface and 
applying a live coal, the part which is so uncovered immediately takes 
fire, almost before the coal touches the earth; ~the flame makes the 
ground hot but does not consume it, nor affect what is near it with any 
degree of heat. Any quantity of this earth carried to another place does 
not produce this effect. Not long since eight horses were consumed by 
this fire, being under a roof where the surface of the ground was 
turned up, and by some accident took flame. 

" If a cane or tube, even qf paper, be set about two inches in the 
ground, confined and close with the earth below, and the top of it 
touched wit!1 a live coal, and blo·wn upon, immediately a flame issues, 

* Otter1 i. 208. t Hanway, i. 263. 
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without hurting either the cane or paper, provided the edges be covered 
with clay, and this' method they use for light in their houses, which 
have only the earth lor the floor: three or four of these lighted cane!> 
will boil water in a pot, and thus they dress their victuals. The flame 
may be extinguished in the same manner as that of spirits of wine. 
The ground is dry and stony, and the more stony any particular part is, 
the stronger}and clearer is the flame: it smells sulphurous like naphtha, 
but not very offensive. 

" Lime is burnt to great perfection by means of this phenomenon; 
the flame communicating itself to any distance where the earth is unco
covered to receive it. The stones must be laid on one another, and in 
three days the lime is completed. Near this place brimstone is dug, 
and naphtha springs are found. 

" The chief place for the black or dark grey naphtha is the small island 
vVetoy, now uninhabited, except at such times as they take naphtha from 
thence. The Persians load it in bulk in their wretched vessels, so that 
sometimes the sea is covered with it for leagues together. vVhen the 
weather is thick and hazy the springs boil up the higher; and the naph
tha often takes fire on the surface of the earth, and runs in a flame into 
the sea in great quantities, to a distance almost incredible. In clear 
weather the springs do not boil up above two or three feet: in boiling 
over, this oily substance makes so strong a consistency as by degrees 
almost to close the mouth of the spring; sometimes it is quite closed, 
and forms hillocks that look as black as pitch; but the spring which is 
resisted in one place breaks out in another. Some of the springs which 
have not been long opened form a mouth of eight or ten feet diameter. 

"The people carry the naphtha by troughs into pits or reservoirs, dmw
ing it off from one to another, leaving in the first reservoir the water, 
or the heavier part with which it is mixed when it issues from the spring. 
It is unpleasant to the smell, and used mostly amongst the poorer sort of 
the Persians, and other neighbouring people, as \Ve use oil in lamps, or 
to boil their victuals, but it communicates a disagreeable taste. They 
find it burn best with a small mixture of ashes: as they find it in great 
abundance, every family is well supplied. They keep it at a small dis
tance from their houses, in earthen vessels under ground, to prevent 
any accident by fire, of which it is extremely susceptible. 

(' There is also a white naphtha on the peninsula of Apcheron, of a 
much thinner consistency; but this is found only in small quantities. 
The Russians drink it both as a cordial and a medicine, but it does not 
intoxicate: if taken internally it is said to be good for the stone, as also 
for disorders of th~ breast, and in venereal cases and sore heads; to both 
the last the Persians are very subject. Externally applied it is of grer,t 
use in scorbutic pains, gouts, cramps, &c. but it mu'>t be put to the 
part affected only; it penetrates instantaneously into the blood, and is 
apt fm· a short time to create great pain. It has also the property of 
spirits of wine to take out greasy spots in silks or vvoolens ; but the 
remedy is worse than the disease, for it leaves an abominable odour. 
They say it is carried into India as a great rarity, and being prepared 
as a japan, is the most beautiful and lasting of any that hl<s been yet 
found. Not far from hence at·e also springs of hot water, which boil 
up in the same manner as the ~aphtha, and very thick, bein~ impreg-
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nated with a blue clay; but it soon clarifies. Bathing in this warm 
water is found to strengthen and procure a good appetite, especially if 
a small quantity is also drunk*." 

The justly celebrated K::empfer had visited these remarkable springs 
in the end of the seventeenth centuryt; and Gmelin, in the eighteenth 
century, 1773, has added little to the account of Hanway, except that 
the soil ilil a coarse marl, mixed with sand, and effervescing with acids. 
There are many other wells in an ad joining peninsula; and the revenue 
arising from this uncommon product of the khan of Baku was computed 
at forty thousand rubles:j:. 

IsLEs. The few Persian isles in the southern gulf, among 
which the most remarkable are Ormuz, once famous, now abandoned, 
Kishma, and towards the other extremity Karek, from which the Dutch 
were expelled in 1765, do not merit a particular description in a work 
of tl:J.is nature ; and far less those in the Caspian sea, the chief of which 
are on the coast of the Uzbeks. 

~" Hanw;~.y, i. 263, &c. t See his Amocn. Exot. j DeG. dei Russes, ii. 213 
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INDEPENDENT TAT ARY. 

CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 

NAME,-CHIEF DIVISIONS,-PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY.-CONNEC~ 
TION WITH LITTLE BUCHARIA, AND REVIEW OF THE ANCIENT 
AND l\IODERN GEOGRAPHY OF THAT COUNTRY. 

THE description already given in this volume of Asiatic Russia and 
the Chinese empire, comprises the fat· greatet· part of what geogra
phers denominated Tartary, by a vague term applied to a country 
exceeding all Europe in extent, and possessed by various and distinct 
nations and races of men. 

By repeated victories over the Eluts and Kalmuks of Mongolia, or, 
to use the German term, Mongoley, the Chinese dominion has been 
extended to the mountains of Belur, thus including little .Bucharia: 
while in the east Mandshuria remained subject to its sovereigns, who 
had become emperors of China. But so absurd is the common appel~ 
lation of Chinese Tatary, that not one tribe of Tatars can be strictly 
said to be subject to the Chinese sceptre ; for the ruling people o( 
Little Bucharia were the Kalmuks, a Mongolian race. 

N AlliE.\ Yet the title here given of Independent Tatary 
becomes unexceptionable, when confined to the bounds of the present 
description, for the Uzbeks and Kirguses are of undoubted Tatar 
origin; and their country must still be regarded as independent of the 
great neighbouring powers, China, Russia, and Persia. · 

The extensive region now under view is highly celebrated, and 
extremely interesting on many accounts. The probable seat of the most 
ancient Persian kingdom, the possession of the Greek monarchs of 
Bactriana, after many revolutions it was distinguished by the wide 
empire of Zingis and Timur, Samarcand being the favourite residence 
and capital of the latter conqueror. This distinguished portion of Asia 
has also given birth to many eminent men of letters, whose fame is 
diffused as wide as oriental literature. The most ancient Persian phi
losopher, Zoroaster, is said to have been a native of Bactriana; and, 
not to mention numerous intervening names, the work of Abulo·azi, 
the sovereign of Kharizm, or the history 0f the Tatars, clispla\~ no 
mean industt·y and information. • 
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ExTENT. The extent of Independent Tatary may be 
measured from the Caspian sea to the mountains; of Belur, a space 
of not less than 870 British miles. From the mountains of Gaur 
in the south, to the Russian boundaries on the north of the desert 
of Issim, may be near 1500 British miles ; but of this length a 
great part is desert. 

DiviSIONs. The chief divisions are the lwide stepps or bar~ 
ren plains in the north, held by three hordes of Kirguses, the 
Great, the Middle, and Lesser ; with some small Tataric tribes near 
the sea of Aral. This portion was anciently called Western Tir
kistan: the capital being Taraz, on a stream which flows into the 
Sirr, or Sihon, not far above Otrar, and which was also sometimes 
denominated Turkistan, fi·om the name of the country. Before pro
ceeding further, it must be observed in general, that the names in 
the best and most recent maps, are often derived from Persian and 
native geographers, so that a modern traveller might perhaps find 
it difficult to trace them. 

To the south. of the mountains of Argun, the land begins to fer: 
tilize, along the course of the Sirr, Sirt, or Sihon, the Iaxartes of 
the ancients, also called the river of Shash, from the chief territory; 
and on the banks of its tributary streams, which devolve from the 
Argun on the north, and the Ak Tau, or white mountain on the 
south, while the river itself springs from the mountains of Belur. 

!LAK, &c. Ilak and Sbash, the most northern provinces on 
the Sihon, are followed by Fergana, and a district called Ozrushna, 
round a town of the same name. Divided from these provinces by 
deserts and mountains, the kingdom of Charizm, fonnerly so power
ful as to oppose the great Zingis, has gTadually yielded to the en
croaching desert, and now presents poor remains of Urghenz, its 
capital, the residence of Abulgazi; and Khiva, a small town, but the 
residence of a Khan. 

SoGD. To the south of the range of the Ak Tau, appears 
the fertile region of Sogcl, the ancient Sogdiana, with its capital 
Samarcand ; which, with V ash and Kotlan, seems to have constituted 
the Mawerulnar of oriental geography, implying th~ countr;y beyond 
the river Gihon or Oxus. On the south the provinces of Balk, Ki
lan, Tokarestan, and Gaur, terminate the bounds of Independent 
Tatary, here separated by deserts on the west from the Persian 
province of Corasan. In general Kharizm on the west is not con
sidered as a part of Great Bucharia, but this last appellation 11\USt 
be regarded as embra~ing the whole extent, from the mountains of 
Argun 'fmd som·cts of the river Ilak, to the confines of Hinclostan. 

PRoGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY. In ancient periods Western Tur-
kistan, and the north of the Caspi?,n, were the seats of the Massaget~ ; 
to lhe south of whom were the Scythi:.ms on this side of the Imaus, 
or llelur Tag. 

ScYTHIANs. ·r:1e Scythians beyond the Imaus are described 
by Ptolemy as restricted to a confined strip of territory on the eastern 
side of the Imaus, and divided by an. imaginary line from the Seres, 
who were undoubtedly the people of Little Bucharia. But as ancient 
knowlcclg·c hc:n: terminated, it is lJmbable that the Scythians beyond 
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the Imaus not only held the eastern ridges of these mountains, as a 
barbarous race continues to do, without molesting the industry of the 
distant plains, but that they were diffu.sed along the ridge of Al~k and 
the wide region called Gete, extendmg as far as the mountams of 
Bogdo, till they were expelled or subdued by more numerous or power
ful nations fi·om the east. 

As it is now granted by all geographers that the range called Belur 
Tag, represents the Imaus, and that this range ru~s rro~ north to 
south, forming the eastern boundary of Great Buchana, 1t Will be clear 
from Ptolemy's description and maps, that Serica can be no other 
countl'Y but Little Bucharia, always possessed by an industrious and 
intelligent race of men. Not only the ridge of Imaus, but the re
markable course of two considerable rivers towards the north-east, while 
all his other Asiatic streams have very different directions, sufficiently 
indicate Little Bucharia, in which t_he rivers correspond with Ptolemy's 
delineation, the Oechardes being probably the Orankash of modern 
maps, or perhaps the river of Y arcand : while his Bautisus may be the 
river of Koten, or that of Karia. 

PRoGRESsivE GEOGRAPHY. D' Anvine has transferred the 
capital of this country as far east as Kantcheou, which belongs to the 
Chinese province of Shensi, standing on the river Etzine, which he 
thinks resembles the Bautisus of Ptolemy ; and he adds, that the lati
tude corresponds with that of Ptolemy's Sera: a cogent argument, no 
doubt, while all that author's longitudes and latitudes in eastern Asia 
are completely erroneous ! It is truly surprising that this able geogra
pher should thus infer that the,ancients had passed the great desert of 
Cobi, or had discovered China by land, without the smallest acquaint
ance with Tibet. The plan of the learned Gossellin restricted him to 
pursue only the sea coasts, but he expresses his opinion that Sera must 
not be placed at so great a distance to the east.* It has already been 
sho'VIrn, that the numerous, and almost inaccessible mountains of 
\Vestern Tibet have prevented even the moderns from acquiring a just 
knowledge of that country, which, from the same unavoidable cause, 
was totally unknown to the ancients: and there is no region but Little 
Bucharia which can correspond to Ptolemy's Serica. 

The connection between the two Bucharias has occasioned the in
troduction of this disquisition here, where it seemed that the subject 
would appear more clear and connected than if a part only had been 
considered in the account of Chinese Tatary. It is to be lamented that 
the details concerning Little Bucharia are so imperfect, that few com
parisons can be instituted between the modern names and situations, 
and those of Ptolemy, whose knowledge does not appear to have ex
tended further than 80° from Greenwich. D'Anville supposes that 
the mountains of Annabi are those of Altai; but they are clearly those 
of Alak (called by some Musart) on the north of Little Bucharia. His 
towns of Auzacia, Issedon &c. &c. it might perhaps be in vain to trace 
in the speedy decii::zs anJ changes of Asiatic towns, even if we pos
sessed ample and accurate maps Df Little Bucharia. The mountains 
on the south correspond with the chain of Mus Tag, or the mountain~ 
of ice on the north of Tibet ; and his metropolis of Serica is perhaps 
Kereja or Karia, not far from these mountains. 

~ Geo£'. des Grecs. Anal. p. 132. 
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It i5 probable that small branches spreading from the Mus 
Tag towards the north are the Casius, (perhaps in the neigh
bourhood of the town and lake of Kas,) the Thagurus and As
mirei, of Ptolemy. But a more full illustration of this )oint, 
would be better adapted to ancient geography. Suffice it here to ob
serve, that till the learned labours of D' An ville illustrated the actual 
geography of these regions, a similar obscurity prevailed even in that 
of Greater Bucharia ; not a century having yet expired sine<! the real 
form of the Caspian sea, and even the existence of that of Aral, became 
known in Europe. Nay, it is deeply to be regretted that even now the 
geography of these regions is chiefly conjectural, and founded on the 
dubious longitudes and latitudes of oriental geog-raphers, unaccustomed 
to the precision required in modern observation-s. 

MoDERN GEoGRAPHY. As few materials will arise for a de-
scription of the present state of Independent Tatary, a country exceed
ing the German empire in extent, it may not be uninteresting to offer 
some observations on the modern geography of this country, which, to 
the disgrace of science, remains in a wretched state of imperfection.* 
The natural and unavoidable connection between the ancient Scythias 
on both sides of the Imaus, and ..in later times between western and. 
eastern 1~urkistan, Great and Little Bucharia, will authorize and demand 
some previous acquaintance with the latter country, though recently 
subjugated by the Chinese, and briefly included in the description of 
that empire. 

LITTLE BucHARIA. The north-western province of China, 
called Shen-si, presents a remarkable district, narrow, but of consider
able length, extending like a promontory between the great desert on 
the north-east, and the Eluts of Koko Nor on the south-west. The 
great wall is here low, and rudely constructed of turf or hardened clay. 
At the furthest extremity, and just within the wall, stands the town of 
~n-teush, followed by the city of Kant-cheou, which has been chosen 
Ly D'Anvil!e for the capital ofSerica. These parts formerly belonged 
to the kingdom of Tan gut, being a modern addition to China. 

Beyond these parts, which are the first approached by the Caravans, 
several rivers, lakes, towns, and stations, are laid down in maps by 
the Jesuits, of >vhich there is no account in the voluminous work of 
Du Halcle; as the riv<:r Etzine, with the towns of Ouey-yuen and 
Chao-maing; and the lakes Sopou and Souhouc. To the west runs 
another considerable river, the Polonkir, near which is the citv of Sha
cheou, where the river nms into a lake called Hara Nor, or rather Ka
ra Nor, the black lake. 

It is sufficiently singular, that while a particular account is given of 
the region of Hami or Chamil,t yet there is no description of these in
tervening countries ; and though the geography and maps of China 
itsell~ be excellent, still the most skilful entertain great doubts concern
ing those of ).lon[iolia, as \rell as of Tibet. In the table of longitudes 

"' That of eastern Tatarv, or the country east of Hami, mav be considered 
a<; sufficiently authenticate-d, not only by the Chi11ese atlas and' Russian maps, 
hut hY numerous travels of the Jesuit~, published by Du Haldc. 

t Du lhlue, iv. 31. 
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and latitude!!, at the end of Du Ha1de, Hami is placed in 4!" 53', long. 
22° 23' west of Pekin; but none appears of the other names abo~e 
mentioned, and it is probable they are only laid clown from doubtful 
itineraries. Major Rennell has expressed a suspicion that the_ maps 
are erroneous concerning the countries between Great Bnchana and 
China, which he supposes to recede in them too much from Great Bu
charia rowards China;* but when he infers, in the preceding page, that 
the city of Cashgar should be r-emoved several degrees to the north
west, near Shash, he forgets the difficulties that will arise in arrang-ing 
several itineraries, and the doubts whether Cashgar itself be not merely 
another name of Yarcand, derived from the kingdom, as the city of 
Cashmir is only another name for Sirinagur.t I-Iowevcr this be, it is 
probable that there is some confusion in ihe jesuitic maps, in "hich 
Hami is put at ninety leagues fl'om the Chinese wall, while Goez says 
that he travelled the space ia nine days, which on this calculation em 
scarcely equal that length, as thirty miles a day seems too much for a 
c<:.ravan, especially when we consider that twenty days m·e occupied in 
travelling fl'om Chalish, also called Olug Yulduz, or GreJ.t Yulcluz, to 
Puchan, not far from Turfan, a space which in our maps, does not oc
cupy above half the extent between Hami and the Chinese wall.:j: 
If the numbers be not corrupted in the account of Goez, our maps are 
here strangely erroneous. Is it not probable that similar errors may 
prevail towards the south, where the river Polonkit·, &c. may be toG 
much approximated to China ? May not Shacheou be the same with 
the Siartiem of Polo, or Sertem, while the black lake corresponds with, 

" Memoir, 198. 
t Petis de Ia Croix, intimately acquainted with oriental geography, informs. 

us, in his notes to the H-istory of Timur, that Cashgar is only another name 
for Y arcand, which last alone is mentioned in recent accounts as the capital 
of Little Bucharia. Abulfeda says that the town of Cashgar is also called 
Ardukand, which implies that it is the same with Yarcand. 

But this idea seems completely overturned by the letter of the Chinese gene
ral, who conquered Little Bucharia in 1759, to the Emperor, "" translation of 
·which is published by the abbe Grosier, ia l1is General Description of China, 
i. 183, where he refers to the Historic Generale de Ia China, tome xi, for an 
account of this remarkable war. From this letter it is evident, that Hashar or 
Cashgar, is"' distinct city from Jerkim, or Yarkand. Two Portuguese jesuit& 
were employed to take a map of these countries ; and if a copy were remitted 
to Europe, it might prove a valuable accession to geography. 

The Chinese general says there are about 60,000 families in the district of 
Hashar, by which he seems to imply Little Bucharia, with 17 cities and 1600 
villages and hamlets. The city of Hashar is distant from Su-cheou, the most 
north-west town of China, about 600 leagues, (this exceeds the space in our 
:naps by about 300 miles, and seems to ccmfirm the Russian geography,) and 
1s about a league in circumference; but the families were onlv 2500. To the 
east of Hashar are Ouchei (the Ukz of IsleniefF, the Utschferment of Stra
lemberg) and Aksou; and to the west of Hashar is Antchien, the Adshian of 
_Islenieff, on a river which joins the s.irr not far from its source; but the ci
ties between them are unknown to our maps. " Hashar is to the north of 
Jerkim; between them lie two cities and two villages, which, together, con
tain almost 4400 families.'' The soil is represented so poor as only to yield 
five for one. The whole letter is extremely curious and interestincr, and 5uch 
as an intelligent English or French general mio-ht have written. " 

:j: See the Collection of Astley, vol. iv. " 
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Cas Nor? but the itinerary given in the jesuitic map of Tibet, militates 
against this opinion, which must remain dubious till a more precise 
investigatiou. 

Equal doubts prevail concerning the south of Little Rucharia, where 
the sandy desert of Cobi has been extended to the west, even to the 
northern snowy mountains of Tibet ; which, by a singularity unknown 
to any range of that nature, are supposed to emit no rivers from their 
northern sides. It has on the contrary been shewn, in the account of 
Tibet, that this country extends for more than a month's journey to 
the north-east of Cashmir ; so that its northern mountains are the Mus 
Tag, or Mountains of Ice, in the Russian maps, which send forth nu
merous streams into southern Bucharia*. In his learned map of Asia, 
D' Anville has placed between Tibet and Little Bucharia, the country 
of Turk-hencl, or perhaps Turk-Hind, being that country of the Tur
comans which bordered upon Hind or Hinclostan, in which last Tibet 
may have been laxly included. The southern part of Little Buchavia 
contains several large provinces, as Katen and Kereja or Karia, so call
ed from their capital cities ; and the intelligent Stralenberg has deno
minated Koten a kingdom, and inserted several names of rivers and 
towns. 

The western and northern parts of Little Bucharia are known with 
fat' more accuracy from various accounts, and from the mapsofD'An
ville and Islenieff. To avoid the difficulties of sanely deserts, rendered 
almost impassable by broken rocks, the caravans proceed to Rami by 
a circuit to the north; where, at the bottom of the mountains of Alak, 
which afford some protection from the piercing cold, stand the cities 
and towns of Little Bucharia, in all its features one of the most singu-' 
lar regions in the world. In some instances Islenieff appears to have 
copied D' Am·ille; but in general his map is new, and more authentic; 
fol' example, in the shape of Lok Nor, and the rivers flowing into it, 
with that of Bulanghir on the eastern side.t The largest river, that of 
Yarcancl, is represented as passing through the deserts, nearly in a 
straig·ht line, of not less than 7 fiO versts, ot• about 500 English miles, 
but this unifol'm course through a rocky desert is one of the prob
lems of Bucharian geography. 

"' Islenieff says, in the short memoir of his map, ( 4 pages 4to.) " Les 
montagnes indiquces au bas de Ia carte par le nom de Moustagh, sont celles 
qui forment Ia frontiere septentrionale de l'Inde, et produisent les sources du 
Gange et de l'Inde." From this memoir we learn that the country of the 
Kalmul;:s is laid down from plans by Russian engineers; but some other parts 
t1·om the Chinese maps, that is, Du Halde's atlas. 

t There is vehement reason to suspect that this Bulangbir is the Polonkir of 
the jesuitic maps, which would confirm the suspicions before expressed; but 
in this case Hara Nor must be the same with Lok Nor. Major Rennell's idea 
would be confirmed, as to this part being placed too near to China; and the 
country between Koko Nor a:·d Hami must be filled by the desert of Cobi, 
which certainly passes between Hami and China. Du Halde, iv. 31. Ren
ne!l says that the Russian maps extend their longitude four or five degrees too 
far to the east; but if HaraN or be Lok, the jesuit,s have erred by ahout three 
and an half degrees of longitude, which in lat. 42° is about 157 miles, a tri
fle indeed in the wide expanse of Asia. By D' An ville's map from the jesu •. 
its Hara Nor is 111° 30' from Ferro, whil:e he coincides with lslenietf" ia 
placint; Lok abo11t 108"-
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TowNs. The chief towns, by all accounts, are Casbgar and 
Yarcand, followed towards the north-east by Axu or Aksu; Chialisb, 
also called Yulduz, and by the Turks Karasher or the black city;* and 
Turfan. Hami or Camil, with its surrounding villages, is rather con
sidered as a detached province, for some ages under the protection of 
China. The names of n~ny other towns may be found in the Tra
vels of Goez, who proceeded north from Cabul to Balk ; and after a 
long journey in that direction passed the mountains of Im;ms, and ar
rived by Tanheterand Yakonith at Yarcand. 

HISTORY. Little Bucharia was subject to the Kalmuks, who 
were recently conquered by the Chinese. In more ancient times, as 
already explained, it was the country of the Seres; but ljttle known till 
the time of Zingis, after whose death it became the portion of his son 
Zagathai, and appears, with Great Bucha1·ia, to have been called by his 
name; which was, however, chiefly restricted to Great Bucharia, while 
the other was styled Cashgar. It was considered as a part of Mogul
istan, or Mongolia ; and the northern provinces belonged to the coun
try of Gete, in which, to the north-east of Turfap, were the ancient 
habitations of the Eygurs or Ugurs, a Finnish race who spread dis
may throughout Europe in the tenth century, and afterwards settled in 
Hunga<'f. The state of this country in the time of Timur may be 
seen in the history of that prince, a descendant of Zagathai; and this race 
appears to have continued till 1683, when the Eluts or Kalmuks con
quered Little Bucharia. t The late wise and benevolent emperor of 
China, Kiang Long, or Chen Lung, had imitated his predecessor in 
repeated visits to Mongolia, i:1 order to overawe the Kalmuks, the 
most dangerous neighbours of the empire, by the display of superior 
power. In 17 59 he completely vanquished these people, whose 
Contaish, or Great Khan, used to reside at Harcas, upon the river 
IIi; and thus annexed a vast territory to his dominions, while he 
is doubtfully said to have advanced as far as Badaksh~m in the south 
of g:-eat Bucharia. But he did not choose to pro.-oke the jealousy of 
Persia, or Ru<;sia, by extending the limits of the empire beyond the 
mountains of Belur. It is however a>s~Jtecl that the great horde of 
Kirguses has paid homage to China. Independently of the regions to 
the north, the extent of Little Bucharia, as it is absurdly named, 
from the confines of Hami to the mountains of Belur, is more than 

" Stralenberg tells us that Chialish is the same with Y ulduz, and fo de Ia 
Croix, ii. 56, and no travels nor description will permit the latter city to cor· 
respond with Oramshi, an opinion which D'Anville seems to have adopted 
in his Asia, 1751, ,but abandoned in his ancient geography, 1769. Aksu, in 
the time of Tinn1r, had three strong castles, and was full of Chines~ mer
chants. Cheref. iii. 216, where the reader will fincl a curious campaign in Lit
tle Bucharia. The mountain Carangoutac seems to be the Mus Tag, not the 
Belur, 

t To the Dutch edition of Du Halcle 's atlas, 1737, there is prefixed an ac
count of Little Bucharia, chiefly occupied by a detail of that revolution. An 
account of this country had appeared at Cologne, 172J (perhaps the same). 
By the industrious compiler of Astley's voyages it is said to have been writ· 
ten hy Bentink, who wrote the curious notes on Abulgazi; but by far the 
most complete account of this country is given in the fourth volume of Ast
ley's collection, the best of that kind ever published, and which gave rise t@ 
thy french Hict.'J~-e generalle des Voyages. 
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1000 British miles ; and the breadth, from the mountain!'! of Tibet to 
those of Alek, more than 500. 

RELIGION. The prevailing religion is the Mahometan, forth~ 
Kalmuk conquerors, though they retained their idolatry, were tolerant. 
The goYcmment was administered by a Khan, and afterwards by the 
Contaish of the Kalmuks, who appointed offiters acting as magistrates. 
The population cannot be extensive,* and is supposed chiefly to con
sist of original Bucharians, who are described as of a swarthy complec
tion, though some be very fait· and of elegant forms. They are said to 
be polite and benevolent, and their language is probably that called the 
Zagathaian, )Vhich is the same with the Turkish, that speech having 
supplanted tl',...ir native tongue ; which, if they be descended from the 
Seres, would be a curious topic of investigation. For that the chief 
population is original seems to be allowed, though there be a great 
mixture of Tatars, or Turcomans, and a few Kalmuks.t 

l''iiANNEH.s. The dress of the men does not reach below the 
calf of the leg;, with girdles like the Polish. The female raiment is 
similar, with long ear-rings, like those of Tibet : the hair is also worn 
in Yc:ry long· tresses, decorated with ribbons. They tinge their nails 
with henna. Both sext:s wear trowsers with light boots of Russia lea
ther. The head dress resembles the Turkish. The houses are gene
rh!ly of stone, decorated with some Chinese articles. They follow the 
custom of the times of chivalry, in. thro-wing off all clothing when they 
go to sleep ; are cleanly in their food, which often consists of minced 
meat ; and like the Russians they preserve their victuals frozen fot· a 
considerable time. Tea is the general drink. The wives are pur
chased ; and the ceremonies of marriage, &c. differ little from those of 
other Mahometans, the Mullahs, or priests having great influence. 
They have small copper coins; but weigh gold and silver like the 

_ • The account ip Du Halde's atlas bears that the Contaish could raise 
20,000 men from this province, taking only one man from ten families. Hence: 
200,GOO families, which may yield a pop\1lation of one million. 

'f The learned Jcnisck gives a specimen of Turkish and Zagathay, which 
prcves them to be the same; and he finds very little difference between the 
mcdern Turkish and the dialect of Crim Tatary. In pure Turkish all infi
nities end in mak or mek; the construction of the language is sufficiently sim
ple ; ablatives ;::rc formed by adding den, plurals by adding ler, whether the 
nominative be a word originally Turkish, or borrowed from the Arabic or 
Persian. (from a Letter of that great orientalist, Sir \Villiam Ouseley, to the 
Author.) 

~llr. \Vilford tells us (As. Res. vi.) from the report of Mogul lleg, proba
blay a Mahometan merchant, thac the traders who travel regularly from 
Cashr.1i1·, Nurpoor, &c. to Yarcand, assert that the inhabitants cf the coun
tril's l:et;c·cen Ladac and Yarcand use the Turcoman language, till within a few 
days of Yarcand, where the Kalmu]~ prevails. In the Turcoman Ac si6nif:es 
white, and Gu·a black. 

They meet at Ladac, ,.;hence they travel the greatest part of the ,,·ar 
alcng the Indus, which rises in the mountains to the north-west of Yarcat:ci, 
(query scu>h-\\esc,) then running south it comes within two days of Ladac, 
·where, suddenly turning to the wesc, it takes an immc:1se sweep towanls Sa
ighur, pn.bahly the ::>heker of the maps, where i~ changes its course ww;uds 
the cottfines of India. 

It is to be re;;rettcd that ::vrr. Wilford did not give ns more information rf 
this hind, insle<\d of antiquarian ren:ries. 
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Chine!le, with whom they maintained a consderable commet·ce befo1·e 
the Kalmuk invasion, and which is now probably more productive 
than ever by their union under the same 50vereign. They are not 
warlike; but use the lance, sabre, and bow, while the rich have coats 
of mail.* The country is very productive of many kinds of fruits, 
and particularly wine. They are said to have many mines of gold 
and silver, but neither the natives nor Kalmuks had sufficient skill to 
work them: on the melting of the snows abundance of gold is fouml 
in the torrents, which they carry to China, and even to Tobolsk in Si
beria. Precious stones, and even diamonds, are also found ; and one of 
the products is musk, probably from the southerlY mountains near Ti
bet, in which last country the animal abounds. In contradiction to the 
usual course of nature, the southern part bordering on the vast Alps of 
·Tibet is colder than the northern, which is protected by the inferior· 
ridge of Alak. As the dress is chiefly cotton it is prob:tble that the 
plant abounds in the country, though fmm their proximity to Ch1not 
the Seres may easily have handed silk to ancient Europe.t 

Such are the chief particularities concerning this interesting country 
to be collected from the accounts above quoted. Di·. P8.llas, in his t<'"
vels in Russia, gives some idea of Bucharian commerce, in describing 
the city of Orenburg.:\: But as he joins the Bucharians "·ith the pc:o
plc of Khiva, he probably implies Greater Bucharia. He seems to 
mention raw silk as a product of the country, as well as lamb skins of 
a remarkably fine kind, and the hair of camels.JI 

" M. Bentink, the learned author of the notes on Abulgazi's work, informs 
us, p. 810 and 811, that the natives of Great and Little Bucharia are a pecu
liar race, by the Tatars called Tadfiks, or Citizens ; and are an elegant peo
ple with black eyes, aqualine noses, snd pleasing countenances, totally differ
ent from the Tataric; the women being tall, well made, and beautiful. They 
subsist by handicrafts and commerce, in which they are unmolested by the 
Uzbeks and Kalmuks, the Bucharian merchants crowding to China, Hin
dostan, Persia, and Siberia. They never handle arms, whence they are des
pised by the Tatars, to whom each town and village pays ;.. regular tribute; 
nor are they divided into tribes, like the wandering natioRs of the east. 

t Marco Polo specially informs us that the province of Peim produced silk 
in abunda:1ce, "abundant bombyce." Lib. i. Cap. xlii. 

:j: Dec. Russ. iii. 123. 
II He observes that, before the Chinese conquest, the Kalmuks could mus

ter an army of 50,000, their territories extending from the lake of Ralca,h, 
or Palkati to the mountains of Bogdo, which unite those of Altai and Alak, 
and served as a frontier against the Monguls, peculiarly so callecl. On the 
south their power reached over the towns of Bucharia as far as Chochar; but 
their chief habitations were near the Palkati and riv<"r IIi, and to,Yards the 
_~aurces of the Irtish, in the angle formed by the mountains of Ahtk ancl Al
tai.. This country is by the Russian writers general!? termed Soongaria. ln 
another p:tssagc (v. 422.) he informs us that the hest rhubarb w3.s brought 
to Kiachta, 011e of the Russian staples with the Chine;e, ily a Bucha;·ian mer
chant called Abdusalem of the citv of Selin, situatecl sauth-west of Koko 
Nor, towards Tibet, (perh3.ps Sinin, east of E::oko Nor,) and he aJds, that 
this and other towns of Little Bucharia, such :>.s Cash7ar, Yare and, and Otrar 
arc under the Chinese domination. It is truly- SHrjlri~i:w th:tt so intclli·rent .: . . () b ,~. 

wnter should have been so 1gnorant of g-eography. J:ut as it thus appears that 
the people of Buchari:t snpply the best rh11harh, it is to be infen·ed with >)ro-
bability that it grows in the south-east part of that country. ' 
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CHAPTER II . 

. DEsCRIPTION OF INDEPENDENT TATART. 

lURGUSES.-STEPP OF ISSil\1.-HORDS.--NUMBER.--MANNERS.-· 
DRESS.-TRADE.--HISTOR Y--KHARIZl\1,--N AME.-- KHIV A.-
TRADE.---GREAT BUCHARIA.---~NEPHTHALITES.-·EXTENT 
AND BOUNDARIEs.-HISTOllY.-RELIGION.-MANNERS AND CUS· 
TOMS,-PR OVINCES. "-CITIES.-MANUF AC TURES.-CLIMA TE.-
RIVERS.-LAKES.--MOUNTAINS.--MINERALOGY.--CHARACTER 
OF THE PEOPLE. 

KrnGusEs. ABOUT one half of Independent Tatary is oc-
cupied by the Kirguses in the north, a people also called Kaizaks, and 
of undoubted Tataric origin, whence they seem to live in perfect ami
ty with their southern brethren, the Uzbeks. 

STEPP oF Isslllr. The great :;;tepp, or desert of Issim, divides 
these Kirguses from Siberia. This stepp is intersected by a river of 
the same name ; and there are other streams which join that river, 

-lost in the sands, or fall into extensive lakes, for the most part ei
ther saline or bitter.* Even the soil is impregnated with salt or nitre, 
which Pallas supposes to proceed from the ranges of secondary moun
tains, which extend along the river till it joins the Irtish. A more con
siderable chain stretches from the river Yaik, or Ural, towards the AI
taian range, called the mountains of Algedym Zano. The mountains 
of Ural, otherwise called those of Aral, or eagles, though they chiefly 
bend south-west, detach some branches towards the Sf!a of Aral.t On 
the east the gTeat chain of Altai may be considered as beginning with 
Uluk Tag, or the Great Mountain, towards which a route of General 
Bentam is delineated in AtTowsmith's map of Asia, while the Kisik 
Tag, or Little Mountain, runs south towards the Palkati lake, which 
is also called. that of Tengis, and Balcash. When Pallas visited this 
stepp, in 177 I, the Russians were improving the fortified line on the 
north of this desert, which is remarkable for proceeding through a se
ries of small saline lakes. This extensive plain must not however be 
regarded as a mere desert, destitute of all vegetation ; and it is said that 
many ancient tombs occur in its wide expanse, as well as in the llarra
binian stepp, between the Irtish and the Ob, which last consists of a 
tolerable soil, and presents several forests of birch, with the appearance 
of having been formerly a prodigious saline marsh. 

On the west of the Kirguses there still remain some tribes of Kal· 
muks, though 1 the greater part migrated from the Volga in 1770, 

" Dec. Russ. iv. 456. Pallas valls it the stepp of Isett. 
t Pallas, ib. p. 74•, says that the Uralian chain terminates, in the south, in 

~ccondary hills, some stretching west, others aouth to the sea. of AraJ, and 
so~e east towards the Altaian chain. 
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when they sought the protection of the Chinese. The Kirguses are 
supposed to be so called from the founder of their hord ; and have from 
time immemorial been here classed under three divisons of Great, 
Middle, and Lesser, though qu1te unknown to Europe till the Russian 
conquest of Siberia,_ some tribes becoming subject to th;<t empire in 
1606.* They are c6n~idered as faithless, pusillanimous, yet restless; 
but the Great Hord, defended by mountains on the south and east, as
serted their independence in repeated contests with the Kalmuks of 
Soongaria. The Middle and Little Hords have acknowledged the 
Russian sovereignty since 1731 ; but this subjection is merely nominal, 
for the Russians are obliged to fortify themselves against these allies. 
These two hords are each estimated at thirty thousand families ; and 
suppooing the Great Hord to wntain sixty thousand, and each family 
six persons, the population of this wide region might amount to 
72o,ooo ; but it probably does not exceed half a million. 

MANNERs. The Kirguses have gradually moved from the east 
towards the west. Their manners, common to the Tatars, have been 
described at considerabl_e length by Pallas.t Their tents are a kind of 
felt; their drink kumiss, made of acidulated mare's milk, for that of 
cows is unpleasant. The Great Hord is considered as the source of 
the two others. Being settled near the mountains of Alak, also call
ed Ala Tau, (and considered by the Russians as forming one chain with 
Belur, which joins tl1e mountains of India) this hord has been called 
the Alatanian Kirguses.:f They lead a wandering life, from the bor· 
ders of the upper Sirr, or Syrt, near Tashkund, to the stepp of Issim. 
Each hord has its particular Khan ; but the Middle Hord, when Pallas 
approached this country, was contented with a Saltan, or prince, who 
seemed to acknowledge the Khan of the Lesser Hord : and in 1777 this 
Khan of the Lesc;er Hord, whose election had been confirmed by Russia, 
was called Nur Hall, a sensible and equitable prince. Their features 
are Tataric, with a flat nose and small eyes ; but not oblique like those 
of the Monguls and Chinese. They have horses, camels, cattle, sheep, 
and goats. It was asserted that some individuals in the Middle Hord 
had 10,000 horses, 300 camels, 3-or 4000 cattle, 20,000 sheep, and 
more than 2000 goats: while in the Lesser Hord were proprietors of 
5000 horses, and a proportional number of other animals. Their drom
edaries furnished a considerable quantity of wooly hair, which was sold 
to the Russians and Bucharians, being annually clipped like that of 
sheep. Their chief food is mutton, of the large tailed sort; and so 
exquisite is the lamb that it is sent from Orenburg to Petersburg for 
the tables of the palace. The Iamb skins are the most celebrated 
after those of Bucharia, being damasked as it were by clothing the 
little animal in coarse linen. But the wool of the sheep is coarse, and 
only used in domestic consumption for felts and thick cloths. The 
stepps supply them with objects of the chace, wolves, foxes, badgers, 
antelopes, ermines, weazels, marmots, &c. In the southern and east
ern mountains are found wild sheep, ovis musimon, the ox of Tibet, 
bo& grunniem, which seems to delight in snowy alps ; with chamoys, 
chacalls, tigers, and wild asses.JJ This variety of animals, enumerated 

" Tooke, ii. 78. t Dec. R11ss. iii. 375. t lb. iii. 3(9. 11 lb. iii. 396. 
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by a go(')d judge of natural history, not only shews the continuity oftt1e 
range of mountains from Tibet towards the north, but affords a speci .. 
men of the treasures of natural history, which might be found in the 
mountr.ins of Bucharia. 

DREss. A:; the Kirgusians regard each other as brethren, 
they arc obliged to employ slaves, being captives whom they take in their 
incursions. Their dress is the common Tataric, with large trowser& 
:mel pointeu boots. A thin vest supplies the place of a shirt, and they 
commonly wear two short robes. The head is shaved anu covered with 
a conic bonnet. Their clothes are numerous anclligbt, so that if they 
fall fwm horseback they are seldom hurt: their saddle horses are richly 
ornamented; but their riders are short in stature, and their trowsers 
ascend to the arm pits, so that they resemble a pair of pantaloons on 

··horseback. The ladies ornament their heads with the necks of herons, 
c:isposed like horns. They appear to be Mahometans, though rather 
of a relaxed creed. 

TRADE. The Kirg·usians carry on some trade 'rith Russia. 
The chief traffie, which is wholly by exchange, is at Orenburg, but the 
Midclle Hord proceed to Omsk. Sheep, to the amount of 150,000, are 
annuaily brought to Orenburg; with horses, cattle, lambs, skins, ca
mel'~-wool, and camblets; sometimes they offer slaves, Persians or 
Turco:mms. In return they take manufactured articles, chiefly cloths 
and furnitu:·e. From Bucharia, Khiva, and Tashkund, they receive 
arms and coats of mail, which Russia refuses, in return for camels and 
cattle. They are ex~remely fond of the Kalmuk women, who long re
t~n their form and charms; and often marry them if they will adopt 
the ='.Iabometan religion. There is an annual festival in honoU1' of the 
dead. About the beginning of the seventeenth century this people, 
y;ho were formerly Shamanians, became children of circumcision, by 
the exertions of the rwiests of Turkistan; but Pallas, in 1769, found 
t:1em addicted to sorceries and other icllc superstitions.* 

HISTOTIY. ~ven this barren region, now inhabited by the 
Eirgtncs, k::> !:een the scene of collsil;<:rablc events ; and it is not im
proj,cble tb~t its numern·s cleserls ancl phins m~y formerly have been 
mo:\; krtiie, at k,tc,t in plt~Lmage. The gradual desiccation, observed 
in Llle so~;t 1 1ern stepps of Siberia, may warrant the conclusion that the 
hills and pLins, on the north of the Caspian and Aral, anciently pre
s~ntecl more numerous streams and richer verdure. However this be, 

. 
' Compare Hanway's Tran·ls in Persia, i. 239, who mentions Tashkund 

as the south-east boundary of the Kirguses, thus excluding Fergana. He con
fmos the account of their Mahometanism ; and his description of their man
Tiers may be compared with that of Pallas. The east siue of the Aral, which 
is high and. rocky, inhabited by the Karakulpacks, and other Tatars having 
.t general resemblance of the Kirguses. He comvutes the circumference of 
the llral at 1000 .British miles, or thirty-i1ve days journey. His Jolbart seems 
to approach the royal tiger, if not a Tataric li.ction. The narrator gives an 
ac~:~Ht1t of the c•lu channel of the Oxus, through a valley full of brushwood, 
;: ;,d knee deep in stagnated water: and from p. 90 it appears that the Oxus, 
<'rat least a branch of it, f"rmerly ran into the bay of Balkan, vchile another 
Fcssetl north by U:-.:~henz. But it is probable that this large ri':er always ex
tended one cr tv, o br;-.ncll<i's to the sea of AraL 

In Astley·, Voycc·i·cs, iv. SSG, t!ois counn-1- is ca\;c:J Tur!;i:>can, being bound
ed ..,:n 1hr~ '.~Juth b:· l~ll:tri..:rn :t~;d GreJ.t Du· ... h:Lria. 
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. th0se regions have been held by successive nations of high repute, from 
the Massaget::e of early times to -the T)Irks. These l~st imparted the 
name of Tur}dstan, having migrated, from their hab,itations l)ear the 
mount.a~ns of Bogdo, adjoining to•tlwse of Altai, or the. movntains of 

. gold. In the sixth century these Turks, a grand branch Qf tHe Tatars, 
or Huns, had already spread to the Caspian ; while the Eygur.s seem 
to have succeeded in their original seats. They soon ·after s~Jbdued 
the people of Sogdiana, and the Nephthalites of Great Bucharia, called 
in that ignorant age ~hite Hun!?. As the Turks founded their first 
western settlements in the regions now held by the Kirguses, they 
thence received the name of Turkistan ; the capital city being Otrar1 

and sometimes Taraz, also called Turkistan. From this centre of their 
power issued those Turkish armies, which have changed the destinies 
of so many nations. Little Bucharia was called Eastern Turkistan from 
a similar ~ause ; but appears to have been first subdued qy the Turks 
of Cathay on-the north-west of China. The Turks and Huns may be 
considered as one and the same Ta~aric.race, totally unknown to Euro
peans till the appearance of the latter, who first passed the stepps, de
serts, and mountains which had concealed them from classical observa
tions till the fourth century. The Huns, 'vho appeared about A. D. 
·37 5, by their peculiar features impressed the write'ts of the time as a 
new and unknown race, having seeming1y passed in one. course of oe
predation from Asia. to Europe ) while the Gothic.· and Sclavonic na
tions had left many of their. settlements vacant, in their progress into the 
Roman empire. But the Turks, though originally the same people, 
perhaps warned by the fate of their bretl)ren, made a slow and gradual 
progress ; and appear to have been mingled by marriages and . con
quests ,,l,ith the Sclavonic and 9othic tribes, on the north and east of 
the Caspian. Such was the origin of the name of Turkistan ; from 
which the Turks spread desolation over the most beautiful countries of 
the east, and even threatened the Jibei:'tie~ of Europe. 

KHARIZllf. Before proceeding to Great Bucharia, it may be 
proper briefly to describe the· country of Kharizm, which extends from 
the Gihon or Amu to the Caspian seu, bounded on the north and south 
by wide deserts, the chief town being now Khiva, but anciently Urg
_henz. This country is about 350 British miles in length and breadth, 
and in the time of Zingis was a powerful kingdom, but at that time in
cluded Corasan7 and a part of Great Bucharia. As Ptolemy has con
founded the course of the rivers, and the appearance of the Caspian, 
it is difficult here to trace the real positions, but D'Anville supposes 
that this country was the Chorasmia of antiquity, and he supposes Co. 
rasah to have been the seat of the Parthians. In the tenth century Ebn 
Haukal calls this country Khuarezm, and says that the river Gihon 
flows into the lake of Khuarezm, while he terms the Caspian the sea 
?f Khozr.* As that geographer had travelled in Great Bucharia, there 
~s reason to conclude that the river Oxus or Gihon had, in all ages, 
Its chief effiux into the sea of Aral; and only sent off inferior branches, 

" He also specially names Corasan, (Khorasan, p. ~40.) and w;~,rns hi !I 
re<\der not to confound it with Khuarezm. 

VOl., II. 
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in th~ manner of a delta, into the 'Caspian ; for it is thus deal· that the 
accounts concerning the recent chalige of its course by the Uzbeks are 
erroneous; not to mention the improbability that a river, which runs 
about 850 British miles, and is feel by such numerous streams, issu· 
ing from the mountains of perpetual snow, should become thus incon· 
sidcrab!e. 

The Russian travellers employed by the late empress unhappily did 
not visit the--eastern shore of the Caspian, Great and Little Bucharia, 
and the country of the Kalmuks of Soongaria. But as frequent cara· 
vans pervade most of these regions, it is matter of surprise, as well as 
of regret, that rio European traveller has explored their recesses, and 
that their geography remains in so imperfect a condition. It seems 
indubitable that in Kharizm, as perhaps in many parts of Persia, the 
deserts Mve greatly increased; and if they proceed from the decompo
sition of hills of sand stone, this consequence must uriavoidably.follow. 
We may conclude that the Greeks and Romans were almost entirely 
·ignorant of the eastern shores of the Caspian, and of the lake of Aral; 
though from the west they had some faint accounts of the Volga, and 
uther rivers which flow into the north of that sea. Hence the encroach
ments of the dehert on the kingdom of Kharizm cannot be computed 
from their accounts, but may be estimated from the historians of Zin· 
-gis and Timur. 

KHIV A. At present this stale is almost restricted to the dis-
trict of Khiva, the circuit of which may be performed on horseback in 
three days; but there are fin: walled cities, or rather towns, withi:U 
half a day's joumey of each other.* " The khan is absolute, and en
tirely independent of any other power, except the Muiia I3ashi, or high 
priest, by whom he is controled. The Kievinski Tartars differ ~ery 
little from the Kirgeese; but surpass them in cunning and treachery. 
Their manners arc the same, only that the Kirgeese live in tents, whilst 
the others inhabit cities and villages: Theit· only trade is with Bokbara 
and Persia, whither fhey caJ·I'Y cattle, furs, and hides, all which they 
have from the Kirgeese and Turkoman Tartars, who often prove very 
troublesome neighbours to them. The place itself produces little more 
than cotton, lamb-furs of a very mean quality, and a small quantity of 
raw silk, some of which they manufacture."t The same author in
forms us that the town of Khiva stands on a rising ground, with three 
gates., and a strong wall of earth, very thick, and much highet· than 
the houses: there <tre turrets at small distances, and a broad deep d"tch 
full of water. It ~cupies a considerable space, and commands a plea
sant prospect of the adjacent plains, which the industry of the inh,<bi· 
tants (he probably means the natives, not the Tatars) has rendered ve
ry fertile ; but the houses are low, mostly built with mud, the roofs fiat, 
ar.d covered with earth. 

URGH.b:NZ. The city of Urghenz was in ruins, only a mosk re· 
maining-. The most southe1·n town iu the dominions of Khiva is Aza
rist, or Huzarasp, which actjoins to the great desert called Kata kum, 

· .. Hanway i. 241 The inhabitants are T11rcomans and Uzbcks, besides the 
Smtq, perhaps anoth« nama {or the Tatijil.s. l3entink, p. 515. 

t Ibid. 
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or the Black Sands, for the deserts of central Asia are commonly of !!
black sand, with which the river Indus above Attock is impregnated, 
while those of Africa are rlcl; both colours probably proceeding from 
a mixture of that universal metal, iron, in the particles of quartz, 
which constitute sand. 

Khiva is said to stand at the distance of seventeen days from th~ 
Caspian sea, and from Orenburg thirty-three, computing the day':; 
journey furty wrests*. In 1739 the khan of Khiva. assembled aq 
army of2o,ooo, to oppose Nadir, but the city surrendered at discretion. 

:Pallas informs us that the people of Khiva bring to Orenburg con
siderable quantities of raw cotlont. But the coasts of the Caspian :J.I'e 
held by some remains of Turkomans in the north, and by U zbeks in 
the south. The bay of Balkan is visited by Russian vessels; the isles 
yield rice and cotton, l!.nd one of them, N apthonia, a considerable 
quantity of naphtl;la, the bed seeming thuc; to pass the sea from Baku iq 
a south-east direction ; but they are inhabited by Turkoman pirates. 

TRADE. A more considerable trade is m4intained with Man-
gushlak, which our maps represent aR standing at the egress of the 
river Tedjen; but according to the learned \Vahl, that river, an<! 
another which flows by Meshid, are received by an inland lake, the 
Kamysh Teshen, on the E>outh of the bay of Balkan; a circumstance 
which s€ems to be confirmed by the chart of the Caspian published by 
Hanway, in which the mouth of the Tedjen does not cyppear:j:. To 
the north of the large bay of Balkan are the lake of Karaboga~ 
and another inlet, which is followed by the port of Alexander Ol' 

lskander. 
As the merchants of K.hiva bl"Ought gold and gems to Astrakan, pro

bably from the two Bucharias, an idea was suggested to Peter the Great 
that these precious products were found in Kharizm, and he in conse
quence attempted a settlement. But the Russians to the number of 
:;ooo, advancing under the command of a Circassian prince called 
Beckawitz, towards Khiva, were all cut off by the UzbeksJ!. It hal,\ 
been said, that upon this occasion these Ta<:.ars changed the course of the 
Khesel, which formerly fe\.i into the Caspian"'*; but as this river is on 
the east of the Gihon, it is clear th~:~t it could not pass that river to joi.n 
the Caspian ; and we have already s.een that the Gihon in the tenth 

" Equal, by Hanway's account, to twenty-seven British miles: hence the 
distance of Khiva from the Caspian, would be 459 British miles, while our 
maps scarcely allow 300. That of Wahl seems more agreeable to Hanway's 
account. 

t Dec. Russ. iii. 123. 
t \Vahl, probably after D'Anville, places Mangtt~hlak far to tl1e nort)l, 

near the Dead Gulf, in the country Qf the Mankats, called Karakalpaks by 
the Russians. The map of Russia, 1787, gives the gulf of Mang-ushlak on 
the north of cape Kalagan. Col. Bruce can deserve no credit in oppositiol\ 
~o all the Russian accounts. 

1/ Hanway, Col. Bn1ce, and Bell, all vary in their account of the circum
li~ances, and evi:gce how idle it would be to alter maps on the reports of any 
single traveller. 

n Astley, iv. 477: but that work, an amazing labnur -for one man, is not 
free from mistakes. See E.bn Haukal, p. 240-244, for a curious account of 
Kharizr.1, in the tenth century, from which it appears that streams or branclu~. 11 
r;m from the Gihon near Hallarasp, which probably ended in the suppo 
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century flowed into the Aral. It is not improbable thaf before the 
deserts encroached on Kharizm, one or two rivers may ha"Ve run 'to the 
Caspian from the east; or perhaps these fables may arise from one or 
two small branches of the Amu having joined that sea. A~ the larger 
rivers chiefly belong to Great Bucharia, they al'e rese1·ved for the de-
scription of that country. · · 

The history of Kharizm bas been ably illustrated by its king, or 
khan, Abulgazi, in his general history of the Tatars written about 1660. 
He was born in 1605, and elected khan 164·3, after a long imprison
ment in Persia. He died in 1663, revered as an excellent prince, and 
a man endowed with the rarest qualities. 

GREAT BucHARIA. By far the most important part of Inde-
pendent Tatary is comprised under the name of GREAT BucHARIA, 
generally supposed to have originated from the city of Bokhara, the 
first which the Persian merchants entered on visiting the country. It 
is part of the Touran of the ancient Persians, and was chiefly known 
to the Greeks and Romans by the names of Sogdiana and Bactrian a; 
the former being the Maweralnahar, or country beyond the river, of 
oriental geography; while Bactriana corresponds with Balk, and thus 
belongs to Iran not to Touran. ~From the second son of Zingis it receiv
ed the name of Zagathai. 

NEPHTHALITES, By the Byzantine historians the people are· called 
Ephthalites, or corruptly Nepthalites, a name derived hom the Oxus or 
Amu, by the Persians styled Abtelah, or the river of gold. Those Byzan
tine writers; who affect to imitate classical language, call the Ephthalites 
White Huns; as with them all the eastem barbarians were Scythians or 
Huns: whence their accounts require constant elucidation from the 
Chinese and other oriental memorials, and particularly from the exact 
account of the nations in northern Asia, which has been given by Pallas, 
and other recent travellers. 

ExTENT AND BouNDARIEs. Great Bucharia extends more 
than 700 British miles in length ft·om north to south, by a medial 
breadth, if Fergana be included, of about 350, thus rather exc~eding 
Great Britain in size, but much infet·im· to the country called Little 
Bucharia. The northern boundary appears to be the mountains of 
Argun; but Islenieff seems to restrict it to the l'i\·er Syr or Sibon, 
ascending, however, with that river on the north-east, where ~t borders 
with Kharizm. On the western side a desert, the ri\'er Arnu, and 
other dest;rts, div-ide Bucharia from Kharizm and Corasan ; while on 
the south and east the moun tail'S of Gaur, or Parupamisus, the Hindoo 
Koh, and the chain of Belur, are perpetnal barriers"'; 

Th:: original population of this country was Scythian, like that of 
Persia; and the natives are still denominated by the same Tataric term 
of Tadjiks; which the barbarous victors assigned to the Persians. 

mr.uths of that river in the Caspian. He says the sea of Kharizm is 400 
mile.s i11 circuit, .and besides the Gihon receives the Chaje, that is the river 
<'F Sh<tsh or the Sihon; p 265. 

" The nm·thern part of this chain is also named Terck; and 1\-ahl restricts 
the na.,,e of Ldtu· to the miclele, while he calls the southern part which joins 
ti'<: i[],,dn t\.oh, Alak, or Divlaran, or Si;ch HllmencL Pallas, Dec. Russ. 
ill. :;; ~~. c..lb this tn;: Ab.tanian chaill, running north frcm India. 
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HISTORY. [ The history of .this celebrated country might be 
traced from the earlie'3t .Periods, at the seat and source of the most 
ancient Persian 'ni.onarchy,the king being engaged in repeated wars with 
those of Touran, or the Scythians on this side and beyond the Imaus, 
whose queen Thomyris is said to have slain Cyrus in battle*. But this 
region became better known, after the progress of Alexander as far as 
Cojend on the Sirr, inferred with great probability to be the Alexandria 
ultima, and the furt:1est limit of his course towards the north. The 
history of the Greek monarchy il'l Bactriana, and of the Grecian · 
colonies in Hindostan, may be traced in the learned wo!·k of Bayer.' 
After the Mahometan conquest of Persia in the seventh century, the 
history of this country b~comes sufficiently clear, and the historians of 
Zingis and Timur throw a steady light, which is continued by Abul
gazi. In 1494 Sultan Baber, a descendant of Timur, was, with his 
Monguls expelled from Great Bucharia, and proceeding into Hindos
tan, there founded the Mogul powet·. The Tatarian victors, called 
Uzbeks, established a powerful monarchy in Bucharia; andsuccessive 
khans held the sceptre from 1494 to·l658, soon after which period this· ' 
great and fertile country appears to have been divided into several 
dominations, under numerous khans. In 17 41 the city ·of Bokhara, 
with a small territory around it, constituted all the monarchy of one of 
these khanst. Nadir first distinguished himself in Corasan, in combats 
with the Uzbeks. The province of Gaur, as already mentioned, is 
subject to the kings of Candahar, but Balk and Samarcand appear to 
remain subject to their own U zbek khans. In the deficiency of recent 
accounts, it can only be conjectured that the chief powers of this 
countrv are the khan of Balk in the south, and of Samarcand in the 
north.· 

RELIGION. The religion of the Uzbeks and Bucharians is the 
Mahometan of the Sunni sect, and the government of the khans 
despotic. There is no precise evidence of the state of the population, 
which consists of the Tatars and of the Bucharians. It is probable that 
upon an emergency an army might be mustered of I 00,000; but though 
Nadir reduced Bokhara and Khiva, he seems to have respected Balk 
and Samarcand, considering them as allied states, which furnished 
l1im with the best troops in his army: and he even regarded himself as 
a Tatar, not as a Persian. There is' no statement of the revenue of 
these fertile provinces. From an account published by Hanway of the 
revenues of Nadir, it appeat·s that Corasan yielded half a million 
~terling annually, being equal to that of Erivan, and superior to any 
other Persian province. It is probable that the. revenue of Great 
Bucharia, is . at least equal to that of Corasan. W' ere the kings of 
Candahar to form any enterprize against om.-possessions in Hindostan, 
an alliance with the khans of Bucharia might prove more useful than 
with western Persia. 

J.\IIANNERS AND CusTons. The manners and customs of the 
Uzbeks are similar to those of the other Tat~n·s: but they are supposed 

• The Massaget<e were a difreren t people, in the phdns on the north of thb 
Caspian. 

t Hanway, i. 242. 
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to be the most ,spirited and industrio~s of these barbarians. Though 
many reside in tents in the summer, yet in winter they inhabit the 
towns and villages. They are however, a,ddtiyted to make sudden 
inroads into the Persian provinces. Those of Balk are the most civil· 
ized, and carry on a considerable trade with Persia and Hindostan. 
The native Bucharians, or Tadjiks, are comparatively fair: and cor
r.espond, in elegance of form and features, with those of Little Bu
charia, whom they also resemble in the mode of dress*. The Bucha
rians, as before mentioned, never bear arms. The Uzbeks, on the 
contrary, are no strangers to the use of the musket; and it is said, 
that even theit• women, who surpass those of the other Tatars in beauty, 
are not averse to warfure, but will sometimes attend their husbands to 
the field. The language is Zagathaian, that is Turkish or Turko
manic ; but that of the .Bucharians, a curious topic, has never been 
investigated, though it be probably Persian, like their physiognomy, 
but intermingled with Turkish, Mongolian, and even Hindoo terms. 
The literature of Great Bucharia would furnish an ample theme, 
Samarcand having been a celebrated school of oriental science, culti
vated even by monarchs, as Ulug Beg and others: it was still, in the 
beginning of last century, the m0st celebrated of Mahometan univer-
sitiest. , 

PRoviNCES. The cities in Great Bucharia generally give 
name to the provinces, or receive their appellations from them. In 
the north, the province of Eergana appears, from the map of Islenieff, 
to be subject to the Kirguses of the Greater Hot·d: and of And egan, 
its capital,. there is no recent account. The other chief provinces are 
the western part of Shash, and a district called by D' Anville, Osrushna, 
from a town of the same name:j:. The most fertile and celebrated pro
vince is that of Sogd, so called from the river which pervades it. 
Next are Vash, Kotlan, and Kilan. Belur is the general name for the 
Alpine region which divides this country from Little Bucharia; and it 
seems very dubious if there be any town of that name, though· Strah
lenberg have introduced it into his map. Tokarestan and Gaur are the 
most southern pl'Ovinces. Marco Polo mentions some others, which 
would require. a special dissertation to ascertain ; and perhaps the best 
mode of illustrating that author would be, without any attention to his 
progress or anangement, first to Epecify those parts of his chorogra
phy which are certain, and then proceed to discuss the other proYinces 
and cities; for either the copies are sometimes corrupt, or his memory 
ha!i) deceived him in the positions, as he happened to visit them on his. 
route or his returnJI. 

' See the prints in Astley, iv. 4-83, and the Persia of Elzevir. 
t Bentink on Abulgazi, p. 279. 
:j: The Setrushteh of Elm Haakal, p. 261, if the name be right. 
1/ His Balacia is doubtless the southern part of Balk, from the mountains 

of Belur to the river Morgab, the region which, as he mentions produces 
Balay rubies. The chief city is now Bedakshan. See Otter, and As Res. v. 
43. Bnt Baschia, if Vash, is to the north; and Chesimur, undoubtedlr 
Cashmir, must be computed from Balacia, not Bascia. Vocham was fol'r 
day's journey north-east from Balacia, or about 100 miles towards the moun
tains of Belur, and is perhaps Kotlan. Chasgar is clearly Cashgar, after 
pAssing the Bclur Alps. The chapter coucernin.li S.a.marcand should be placet 
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CrTIE~. The chief city of Great Bucharia is Samarcand, on 
the southern bank of the river Sogd, which at the distance of above a 
hundred miles, after washing the' walls of Bokhara, passes through a 
considerable lake and is suppossd to join the Oxus or Amu. Milton 
·has used a poetic licence when he says 

" From Samarchand by Oxus, Temir's throne." 

Of this celebrated capital there is no recent account, but it seems greatly 
to have declined since the time of Timm, the festivities of whose court, 
at his palace here, and villas in the vicinity, have been so well described 
by his Persian historian. Towards the beginning of the last century, 
Bentink says that Samarcand was fortified with ramparts of turf, the 
houses being mostly of hardened clay, though some were of stone, from 
quarries in the neighbourhood. The khan of Great Bucharia com
monly encamped in the adjacent meadows, the castle being almost 
ruinous. The excellence of the paper made of silk recommended it to all 
the countries of the east: and it is supposed that we derive this inven
tion from Samarcand*. The rich vale of Sodg produced such abun
dance of exquisite grapes, melons, pears, and apples, that they were 
sent to Persia and even to Hindostan. 

BoKHARA. Bokhara, on the same river, has repeatedly contested 
th_e metropolitan dignity with Samarcand. When visited by the English 
agents in 17 41, it was a large and populous city, subject to its khan; 
5tanding on a rising ground, with a slender wall of earth: the houses 
of clay, but the numerous mosks of brickt. The citizens manufac
tured soap and calico ; and the chief products were cotton, rice, cal:le. 
From the Kalmuks they received rhubarb and musk; and from Badak
shan, the capital of a country so called, they used to receive lapis 
lazuli, and other precious stones; that city being computed at sixteen 
day's journey from Bokhara. There was gold and copper coin: and 
after Nadir took t~1is city, the Persian and Indian silver became 
common. The inhabitants were civilized, but perfidious. In the tenth 
century it was distinguished by the manufacture of fine linen ; and 
Ebn Haukal adds that there was in the vicinity a mount<un called 
Zarcah, which passed between s~marcand and Kesh, and thence by 
the border of Fargana to the confines of Cheen; meaning the Ak Tau, 
ar white mountz.in. 

:2.\LK. B~clk is a distinguished city on the river Deha'lh, which 
flows into t:1e Ar;.1u from the southern mountains of Gaur or Paropa-

after Bascia. Karchan seems Yarcaml, or some other citv on the •vest of 
Katen (Cotam). l'eim or Peyn, and Ciartiam, may, if a former conjecture 
be allowed, be Payan ;>.nd Shacheou in the jcsuistic maps. His town of Lop 
atands immediately on the west cf the great desert t!ve days hackwm d, or to 
the weat of Ciarriam. Here all is confusion except Cara Lop be implied. 
The desert was of thirty days. Sachiou seems to be Soutcheou, the first 
tvwn in China. Dr. Fors',er, in his voyages to the north, seems cften erronean.u; 
but his ideas will be found useful by any future investigator. 

~ This manufacture is said to have been known A. D. 650. Ouseley's Ebs 
Haukal, p. 300. The same work may be consulted for the state of this-great 
city i.n the tenth century. 

t Haaway, i. 24;3-. 
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misus, probably, as in the beginning of :the last century, still; subject to 
its par icular khan of the. U zbeks; being then the most considerable of 
aU theit· ·cities, large and popplous, with· houses of brick ;OT .. ~tone; 
whileth~_castJe or Pi:llace consisted ~lmost ent~rely of marbje frow ~he 
neighbouring ~mmtai1!s. Thjs bea~tif~J city was an object ·of ~mb{
tion to the ne1ghbourmg powers of Persia and Hinclostfm; but was 
secure, not o11ly from ·their. mu~ual jealousy, but from the difficult 
access through high mountains on one side, and deserts on the other. 
The people -vvere the most civilized. uf aH the Tatars, and beautiful 
. silks were prepared from tl:t prod)lct of the countlly:,,, which seems 
to have included the whole of Great Bu,charia to the south .of the .i}.mu, 
which in this pa~·t of its course is also called the Harrat. It is , ti1e 
chief seat' of the trade between Buchai~ia and Hindostan. -

OTHER CrhEs. · Zouf, which is also called Gaur, from the 
.province 'o( whl.cl} it is the capital, is said to be now subject 'to t~1~ 
kingdGm of Candahar ; and Bamian, in the same province, must ha'ife 
shared the same fate. The latter city w~s remarkable for numP.rous 
images, and other. lllonument·s, c,arvecf in the adjacent mountains . 
.Anderab is the chief city of Tokarestan*; ne<1r a pass th~·ough_ the 
,n;wuntains ~fHindoo Koh~ strictly guarded by the khan of Balk. In 
the neighbourhood 'of this city ;were rich quarries of lapis lazu!il. a 
substance with which Gre.at Bucharia seems chiefly to have supplied 
the ancient and modern world. . 

. ' . • ..,', J 

BAD{'KSHAN. Not far to the north stands Badakshan, on the 
,river An.m: ()r Harrat. In the last century this city belonged to the 
khan of Gre,1t Bucharia, 9r rathee of Samarcand; and being seclud~d 
in a branch of the Belur Alps, was used as a state pri~.on for rivals,or 
insurgents .. Badakshan was small, but .well built and populous; and 
its inhabitants were enriched by the gold, silver, aud rubies found in 
the neighbourhood ; the grains of gold and silver abounding in the 
torrents which descend from the mountains, when the snow melts in 
the beginning of suml1).ed. Several caravans fmm Little Bucharia 
and China pass by· this city, but others prefur the route by Little Tibet, 
on the eastern side of the mountains:j:. Ebn Haukal mentions that 
there were not only mines-of rubies and lazulite near Badakshan, but 
that there was abundance of musk. · · · 
. Kotlan or Khotlan is the capital of a province so called, but otherwise 
seems little memorc.ble. Termed, situated on the Amu, is scarcely 
known in modern accm.wts: and in general the northern cities seem 
greatly to have declined umler the domination of the Uzbeks. . 

MANUFACTUREs. The chid' manufactures have been already 
mentiOi:ecl in tile ::tccount of the cities. Besides the caravans to Persia, 
Hindostan, and China, some ti'ade is can:ied on with the Russians, the 
Bucharian merchants not only furnishing their own products, but others 
from the eastern countries to which they trade. 

" In Elm Haukal's time it wa.s Taikan, the Taican of Polo, p. 224. 
t flentink on Ablllga;i, p. 55. 
t See the joumey. of Goez, As•ley, iv. 644. To pass to I:ittle Bucharia. 

is thirty-three day's journey to the nonh, perhaps about the latitude of Ande
gand or Kojt:nd; but the province of Sarc!Jil is a desideratum in geography. 
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CLIMATE. The climate in general appears to be excellent, 
the heat even of the southern provinces being tempered by the high 
mountains capped with perpetual snow ; and though situated in the pa
rallel of Spain, Greece, and Asiatic Turkey, the proximity of the Si
berian deserts, and the lofty alps, render the summer more temperate. 
The face of the country presents a great variety ; but though there are 
num<ei'OUS rivers, hills, and mountains, there seems to be a deficiency 
of wood.* Near the rivers the soil is very productive, so that the grass 
sometimes exceeds the height of a man ; and in some parts considera
ble industry is shewn in the cultivation of rice and other grain. In any 
other hands but those of the Tatars, this country might rival any Eu
ropean region. 

RrvERs. The chief rivers of Independent Tatary are the Amu 
and the Sirr. The former is the ancient Oxus, and near its source is 
called the Hanat: oriental geographers also term it the Gihoon, as 
they call the Sirr the Sihoon ; but as the proximity of the appellations 
must frequently occasion confusion and mista!(es, they had bettet· be 
dismissed from geography, being probably extraneous and Ambic, 
while the native words arc the Harrat or Amu, and the Sirr, Sirt, or 
river of Shash. 

A0ru. Oxus. The Amu rises in the mountains of Belur, 
mm·e than 200 British miles north-east from Badakshan, according to 
the map of Islenieff; and before.it reach that city has already received 
the Ortong from the east. From Badal(:>;han it passes west to Termed, 
after receiving numerous streams from the Ak Tau on the north 
(among which the most considerable is the Vash,) and from the Hin
doo Koh on the south. After being joined from the same quarter by 
the Dehash, or river of Balk, with collected streams from the moun
tains of Gaur, the Amu follows a north-west direction, and falls into 
the sea of Aral, which appears, as before mentioned, to have been in 
all ages its chief receptacle, though a branch formerly passed by Ur
ghenz towards the Caspian, and another seems to have been detached 
near Hazarasp;. nay, in a country full of deserts, and only partially vi
sited, even the mouth of the Ochus or Tedjen has by some been con
founded with the Amu. The whole course of this noble river surpasses 
that of the Tigris, being probably not less than 900 British miles. It 
abounds with fish of various sorts. 

Besides the numerous tributary streams already mentioned, three, 
remarkable rivers join the Amu ; the Sogd or river of Samarcand, al
ready mentioned ; the Morgab, which, however, according to some, 
is lost in a lake without any outlet to the Amu ; and at its estuary the 
Kizil Daria, or Red River, the longest and most considerable stream, 
and of which a branch seems to flow apart into the Aral. 

SIRR. lAzARTES. The Sirr, or river of Shash, also rises in 
the mountains of Belm, and falls into the eastern side of the sea Qf 
Aral, after a course of about 550 British miles. Ebn Haukal, who 
gives a curious account of these regions in the tenth century, calls this 

• It is probable there may be large forests on the western side of the Be 
.!ur, as Bentink, p. 258, says that timber abounds. 

VOl.. II. Ri" 
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river the Chaje. According to Islenieff the furthest soutce ofthe Sirr 
is the river Narin, which rises to the south of the lake Tuzkul in the 
chain of Alak, near its junction with the Belur alps ; and by the ac
count of Pallas the source is near that of the river Talas. The Narin 
itself consists of numerous streams collected from the ridges of Alak 
and Argun, bending to the south, while the other rivers in this quar
ter flow in a north direction ; but the Sirr, peculiarly so called in the 
map of Islenieff, rises in the mountains of Terek Daban, or northerN. 
part of the Belur chain, where it joins that of Alak. After passing 
Andegan and Cojend, the Sirr or Iaxartes runs north-west by Tash ... 
kund and Tuncat, where it is joined by a considerable river from the 
east. At Otrar it receives the river Taraz, which by some is supposed 
to be the same with the Talas above mentioned ; but by others a far 
more inconsiderable stream. The remaining course of the Sirr is 
chiefly through the desert ofBurzuk; and it is doubtful if it be joined 
by the Sarasu, a large river from the north, so imperfect is the geo
graphy of these regions, which it is to be regretted that the Russian~ 
or some enterprizing travellers, do not investigate. 

In the country possessed by the Three Horcls of Kirguses are also 
othet· considerable streams, as the Dzui, which rises on the north of 
the lake THzkul; and the lrg}.izand Turgai, which flow into a lake on 
the north of the Aral ; not to mention the Issim, pervading tbe stepp 
of the same name. Several of these lakes and rivers, now obscure, are 
remaekable in the history of Zing-is and his succcssot·s, when directing 
their conquests to the north of the Caspian, they subdued the greater 
part of European Russia. 

LAKES. The most considerable lake is the sea of Aral, or of 
eagles, already mentioned in the general view of Asia. If this lake 
ever joined the Caspian it was probably only by a strait, as between 
them are plains of great elevation, and according to some even moun• 
tains ; but there may have been a stt·ait in the direction of a salt lake to 
the nmth-east of port Iscander. To infer that the Iaxartes once passed 
in this direction seems an idle theory ; for as it appears from Pallas that 
the Caspian was anciently far more extensive, it is more probable that 
the Aral should have formed part of the Caspian, than that it should be 
a lake of recent formation. It is sufiiciently clear, from other circum• 
stances, that the Greeks and Romans knew nothing with precision 
~oncerning the eastern shores of the Caspian, and Pliny has acknow
ledged the defect : and it is a vain attempt to reconcile modern know• 
ledge with ancient ignorance. 

BALCASH. The lake Tengis, Balcash, or Palkati, is near 140 
British miles in length, by half that breadth, being the largest lake in 
Asia, after the seas of Aral and Baikal ; but this, with two other very 
considerable lakes to the east, properly belong to the Kalmuks subject 
to China. The lakes in the country of the Kirguses are of less moment. 
In the southern regions of Great Buchat·ia the river Sogd springs from 
the lake of Tharan, and according to some is lost in that of Karagol. 
A lake at the foot of the Belue is represented by some as the source of 
the Ortong which flows into the Amu. The Morgab and Tedjen, ri
vers of Corasan, are, according to some, lost in lakes. When tra
vellers explore the mow1tainous region between Great and Little Bu· 
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charia, it is probable that many lakes may be discovered, as not unu. 
sual in alpine countries, / 

MouNTAINS. The principal range of mountains is that of Re2. 
lui'~ which, ·according to all accounts, is a great alpine chain, covered 
witb pe1·petual snow.* It is to btt hoped that the eye of science will 
soon explot·e its recesses, which, as we have seen, will prove very pro
ductive in objects of natural history. The chief branches proceed to
,wards the west, for on the east is the high central plain of Asia,. full 
of deserts, as if nature had here performed her earliest operations, 
whw this first and greatest continent emerged from the primeval wa
ters, and its g·reatest height had afterwards dt•awn its fertility into the 
plains of China and Hindostan. Of this extensive table-land the Be
}ur may be regarded as the western buttress, continued by the moun
tains of Jimbal and Kisik Tag to the Altaian chain, which forms the 
northern buttress on the south of the sea of Baikal. On the east this 
plain gradually declines from the sources of the Onon and Kerion, 
amd the south limit of the dese1·t of Shamo, while the numerous alp~ 
of Tibet, to which country there is a gradual ascent from China, frotn 
the southern and excresent buttress. Except in some few placef>, -.hel
tered from the north and east, this extensive elevation is exposed to 
extreme cold; the reverse of the deserts of Africa. It is intersected 
\Vith great ranges of .mountains, whoae height must be enormou~ su
peradded to that. of the bases ; the western parts in particular, between 
Siberia and Tibet, abound with irregular ridges ()f naked rocks, pl·e
senting as it :were the ruins of mountains. 

OTHER MouNTAINS. The chain of Belur, th.e ancient Ima. 
us, proceeds nearly north and south, and is continued by the moun· 
tains of Alak or Alak Oola on the north of Little Bucharia,t. which 
join the great Bogdo, the highest mountain in central Asia, stccording 
to the reports of-the MongUls and Tatars. On the south the Belu~· 
seems more intimately connected with the Hincloo Koh than ''"ith thl') 
northern ridges of Tibet .. The Hindoo Koh, and mountains of Gaqv 
must not he forgotten among those of ~Great Bucharia, being secrning
ly an extension of the chain of Belur, without any interruption,. el-i cent 
a narrow pass to the south of Anderab. Tht;! mountains of Argjun Ol' 

.:11\rgun seem to-fonn one chain with the 1\.(tra Tau, though brok<;:n, 
as not ~unusu~ 'by the transition of a river; and like the Ak Tau, in 
the south appear a branch detached from the Belur. In the country of 

• The. Mus Tag. of Gener<!l Stra)enberg's map is a chain running paralleJ 
to thll Bdur, (also, ~she says, called Bolut) en the e:tst. BtJt that map; 
thoug\1 ,surprizin~ far t)lc time, ~warms with er~'ors; and ·even here he say's 
that this part of"the' Mus Tag is the same with Paropan\isus, which i~ well 
known to be the mountains of ·Gaur, ruiming east ancl west. His other Mu9 
Tag is therefore right, .as appears from the maps of \Vahl and lslcni£ff, b.e+ 
ing in fact the Tataric name for the northern ridge of Tibet. .·~ 

t The Alak Oola is the {)Ia Gola of Strahlenberg, which he confcmnc\s wi;h 
the Ungan Daga; and his Musart i,s part of the Alak 0f Islenidf. ·wahl a"d 
others have taken m;my names at nndom from his m;,;p, which is V:l;luablc, as 
it gave us th~ fir_st idea of central Asia; a~d, a col':parisori"bet';~en 'it and the 
modern maps mtght afford matter for an mterntmg ge.ogrq.pmcal cotrmen
~arv. S:J.rikol; and oth~rn;tmes in Little Bucharia, h;we f?e~n rather r:~ohly 
~tl~rJted from Stra11lenber,:;. into our E11glish l'nf"P~· 
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the Kirguses the Kisik Tag is probably an expiring branch of the 
great Altaian chain, like the Bugli Tag in the north. To the south 
of the desert range called Algidym Zano, a solitary mountain, the Ulu 
Tau, is delineated by Islenidf, pmbably that mentioned by Pallas, as a 
si!1g-ular hill, in the midst of the Tatarian deserts, like that of the lit
tle Bogdo in the stepp in the east of the Volga.* 

Neither the botany nor zoology of this country have been explored 
by ,,ny intelligent naturalist. \Ve have seen that the alpine regions 
present many of the animals of Tibet. 

1\hNEliALOGY. The mineralogy is not so obscure, though the 
lVIonguis and Tatars, who may be said to have possessed this country 
for a thousand years, have not industry for the proper pursuit of me
talurgy. The alpine heights in the south-east contain gold, silver, 
arid a peculiar production, the balay, or pale rostt-coloured ruby; not 
to mention lazulite, or lapis lazuli. In the tenth century, before the na· 
tive industry had expired under long oppression, Fergana produced sal 
ammoniac, vitriol, iron, copper, t gold, and turkoises : and quicksilver 
is added, a rare and valuable product. In the mountain of Zarka 
there were springs of naphtha and bitumen, and " a stone that takes 
fit·e and bums," which must imply coal. In the country of Setrush
teh, D' Am·il!e's Osrushna, there was a cavern, whence a vapour arose, 
wl,id~-in the night seemed fiery, and from which sal ammoniac was 
procured. On digg·ing the ground a similar vapour would arise, as 
we are told, of the fires near Baku. In the mountains of Ailak or 
Ilak, the most northern province around Otrar, there were mines of 
gold and silver. This venerable father of Arabian geography has com
pensated for the penmy of his information respecting natural history, 
by an animated char"cler of this country and its people, which may be 
here introduced, as a relief from the dryness of some of the details, un
avoidable in describing a country highly celebrated, but the geography 
of which unrcccountably remains the most defective of any in Asia, 
with the single exception of iilt(rior Arabia. 

CHARACTER. " Such are the generoisty and liberality of the 
inhabitants, that no one turns aside from the rites of hospitality ; so 
that a person contemplating them in this light, would imagine that all 
the families of the land were but one house. VVhen a traveller arrives 
there every person endeavours to attract him to himself, that he may 
have opportunities of ptrforming kind offices for the stranger: and 
the best proof of their hospitable and generous disposition is, that every 
peasant, though possessing but a bare sufficiency, allots a portion of 
his cottage for the reception of a guest. On the arrival of a stranger 
they contend one with another for the pleasure of taking him to their 
home, and entertaining_ him. Thus, in acts of hospitality, they ex· 
pend their incomes. _ This author of the work says, ' I happened once 
to be in Sogd, and there I saw a ct::l t.tin palace, or great building, the 
doors of which were f<tstened back with nails against the walls. I asked 

" From this mountain Timur beheld the vast stepps, wavingjike a sea of 
grass. Cherefeddin, ii. 81. edit. 172::.'. 

t Ebn Haukal. He adds, p. 272, lead; and say~ that the chief mines of 
Fergana were in the mountains of AsLehreh, perhaps the Chechalith of Goez. 
two days from the province of SarchiL 
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the reason of this, and they infm·med me that it was an hundred years 
and more since those doors had been shut, all that time they had con
tinued open day and night, strangers might arrive there at t11e most 
unseasonable hours, or in any numbers, for the master of the house 
had provided every thing necessary both fm· the men and for their 
beasts; and he appeared with a delir,;hted and joyful countenance when 
the guests tarried awhile. Never have I heard of such things in any 
other country. The rich and great lords of most other places expend 
thei1· treasures on particular favourites, in t11e indulgeNce of gross ap
petites, and sensual gratifications. The people of Maweralnahr em
ploy themselves in a useful and rational manner: they lay out their 
money in erecting caravanseras, or inns, building bridges, and such 
works. You cannot see any town, or stage, or even desert, in Ma
weralnahr, without a convenient inn or stage-house, for the accommo
dation of traveilers, wiili every thing necessary. I have heard that 
there are above two thousand rebats, or inns, in Maweralnahr, where 
as many persons as may arrive shall find sufficient forage for their 
beasts, and meat for themselves.' 

" The author of the book further says, ' I have heard from a res
pectable person who was with Nasser Ahmed, in the war of Samar
cand, that of all his immense army the greater part were men of Ma
weralnahr; and I 1.1.~ve ~(:ard that Motasem ,wrq~e a letter to Abdallah 
ben Taher. The answ~of Abdallah was, t11at m Maweralnahr there 
are three hundred \,~.ousand Kuiabs: ·each Kulab furnishes one horse
man and one foot-soldier ; and the absence of these men, when tiieV 
go forth, is not felt, or is not perceptible in the country. I have heard 
that the inhabitants of Chaje and Ferghaneh are so numerous, and so 
well disciplined, and furnished with implements of war, that they are 
not to be equalled in any region of Islam. And mnong the lower 
classt:s there are farmers who possess from one hundred to five hun
dred head of cattle. Notwithstanding all this, there are not any peo.
ple more obedient to their kings ; and at all times the Turk soldiers 
had the precedence of every other race, and the Khalifs always chose 
them on account of their excellent services, their obedient disposition, 
their bravery, and their fidelity.' 

" l\!Iaweralnahr has produced so many great princes and genarals, 
that no region can surpass it. The bravery of its inhabitants cannot 
be exceeded in any quarter of the Mussulman wor!d. Their numbers 
and their discipline give them an advantage over other nations, which, 
if an army be defeated, or a body of troops lost at sea, cannot furnish 
another army for a considerable time ; but in all Maweralnal1r, should 
such accidents happen, one tribe is ready to supply the losses of ano
th:::r without any delay. 

" In aU the regions of the earth there is not a more flourishing or 
a more delightful country than this, especially the district of Bokhara. 
If a person. stand on the Kohendiz (or ancient castle) of Bokbara, and 
cast his eyes around, he shall not see any thing but beautiful and lux
nrient verilure on every side of the country : so that he would imagine 
the green of the earth and the azure of the heavens were united : and 
as there are green fields in every quarter, so there are Yi!las interspers
ed among the green fields. And in all Khorasan m;d Maweralnahr 
"there are n?t any people more long-lived than those of Bokhar". 
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_.' It is said that in all the world there is not any place more deligbt
fl!'l (or salubrious) than those three: one, the Soghd of Samarcand; 
another, the Rud Aileh; and the third, the Ghutah of Dama&cus.' 
But the Ghutah of Damascus is within one farsang of barren and dt·y 
hills, without trees; and it contains many places which are desolate, 
and produce no verdure. ' A fine prospect ought to be such as com· 
pletely fills the eye, and nothing should be visible but sky and green.' 
The river Aileh* affords, for one farsang only, .this kind of pt·ospect; 
.and there is not in the vicinity of it any eminence from which one can 
.see beyond a farsang ; and the verdant spot is either surrounded by, 
<lr opposite to a dreary desert. But the walls, and buildings, and cul
tivated plains of Bokhara, extend above thirteen farsang, by twelve 
farsang; and the Soghd, for eight days journey, is all delightful coun
tl'Y' affording fine prospects, and full of gardens, and orchard:s, and 
villages,. com fields~ and villas, and running streams, reservoit·s, and 
fountains; both on the nght hand and on the left. You pass from corn 
fields into rich meadows and pasture lands ; and the Soghd is far more 
healthy than the Rud Aileh, or the Ghutah of Dameshk {or Damas· 
cus) ; and the fruits of Soghd are the finest in the world. Among the 
hills and palaces flow running streams, gliding between the trees."t 

" From the editor's preface, p. xv, it appears .that this is the Ablab, or 
Ubbulah, near Bafra or Ba~saro, abcut sixteen ·1i1iles to the east of that city. 

t Ebn Haukal, by Sir Wm. Ous,eley, p. 234, 
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ARABIA. 

CHAPTER I. 

JIOUNDARIES.-POPULATION.-PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPRY.-liiSTO-: 
RICAL F:POCHS.-·RELIGION.--GOVERNMENT.-·MANNERS AND 
CUSTOMs·.--i>RE SS.-·LANGU AGE .--EDUCA TION.-·CITIES ./I.ND 
TOWNS.-EDIFICES,---1'1./I.NUF./I.CTUR.ES.-·PROD.UCTS.-~COIII• 

MERCE,-

~ 

THE last remaimn~rn-tln~·of the wide As~atic continent is Arabia~ 
a region also more highly celebrated than precisely known. r By th~ 
ancients it was divided into three unequal portions: Petrrea, ot· the 
Stoney, a small province on the north of the Red Sea, between Egypt 
and Palestine, so called.from the number of granitic rocks and moun
tains, the most remarkable of which is Sinai : Arabia Deserta was the 
eastern part, so far as known to the ancients ; while Arabia the Happy 
comprised the south-west on the shores of the Red Sea. 

BouNDARIES. The boundaries on the west and south are 
marked by the red sea, or Arabian gulf, and the Indian ocean; while 
the Persian gulf extends a considerable way on the east, and this boun• 
dary is considered as continued by the Euphrates, or rather by the 
deserts towards the west, for the ancient Chaldea, a part of Babylonia, 
comprised the western shores of that river. The northern limits are 
less strongly marked, but both in ancient and modern times rise to an 
angle about a hundred miles to the east of Palmyra, which is not 
included in Arabia. Thence the line proceeds south-west to the 
south-east angle of the Mediterranean, a northern boundary of Arabia 
.Petr<£a. 

From the cape ofBabelmandeb to the extreme angle on the Euphrates, 
the length may be notless than 1800 British miles; while the medial 
breadth may be about 800. 

The central part of Arabia is filled with the vast province, or rather 
desert, called Neged; occupying almost the whole country, except a 
few small portions towards the shores, as Hejaz on the Red Sea, which 
contains Mecca and Medina, Yemen on the south towards the straits of 
.Babclmandeb; Hadramaut on the shores of the Indian ocean, . and 
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O.mon on the south of the entrance of the Persian gulf; with Lahsa, 
<C Hajar, the Hejer of D' An ville, on the western shores of the same 
gUlf*. 

PoPULATION. The population is original and indigenous, the 
Arabians being the same race with the Assyrians of remote antiquity, 
the probable fathers of the Syrians, Egyptians, and Abyssinians, whose 
languages are intimately allied, as is that of the Hebrews; being 
totaily different in form and structure, from that of the Persians, their 
powerful neighbours in the east. By all accounts, sacred and profanet 
the Assyrians AVere the most ancient civilized and commercial people; 
and when modern philosophy is divested of its prejudices, there will 
be no reason to infer superior pretensions from China, and far less 
from Hindostan. Nor will good sense readily admit that a nation more 
anciently civilized existed in the centre, or north of Asia, the .aelics of 
civilization being numerous and almost indelible. Situated in a country 
nearly central between A,sia, Africa, and Europe; and in the wide 
intercourse of the Mediterranean, and the Arabian and Persian gulfs; 
it was natural that the variety of productions and wants should occa
sion the first rise of commerce in Syria; and. the merchants of Tyre 
:had explored -the shores of Britain, when the Chinese seem not to have 
discovered those of Japan, a· circumstance which of itself declares a 
vast superiority in navigation, whence the·li~e may be inferred of the 
other arts and sciences. The pretensions .,..o~indoos ·have been 
already 'Yeighed and confuted, that feeble and irlf"ent race, passive in 
kQowledge as in war, appeating to haver' received their .confused ideas 
of the· sciences from the east and ft'om the west: while~ according to the 
common rules of history, till China can produce one book as ancient as 
the scripture, her claim must full to the ground. This early civilization 
'viii excite the less surprise, when it is considered that even the modem 
Arabians, are a most sagacious and intellig·ent race of men, remark
able also for spirit and valour, whose country alone has never been 
subdued by any invader,- and who alone of all Asiatic nations,. have 
preserved the sacred flame of freedom, which their progenitors kindled 
in their inaccessible mountains. In comparatively modern times they 
have vindicated the fame of their ancient pre--eminence by giving reli
gion and laws to half -of Asia and Africa, and a great part of Europe. 
The Arabian chalifs in Spain, Africa, and E.gypt, as >Yell as at Bagdad, 
cultinted the arts and sciences, and shewed a great superiority to the 
barbarous powers of Europe at that period. From Samal'cand to the 
centre of Africa the Arabian language and manners are, held in vene
Tation. 

PROGRESsivE GEOGRAPHY. This distinguished country is 
known in the earliest records of history and geography; and being 
celebrated for products which could only be procured by navigation, 
must have been no stranger to mercantile enterprise on its furthest 
shores towards the Indian oceant, Strabo and even Eratosthenes, 

" The curious reader may compare the interesting description of Arabia. 
lly Abulfeda, of which the best translation is in the Voyage dans la Palestint: 
of D'Arvieux, Paris 1717. Svo. with Niebuhr's recent accounts. 

t Hindoos, or Banhins, are still numerous. in Aubia as appears from 
Niebuhr. 



b.ppear to have known those southern coasts, though not so distinctly as 
those on the east of the Arabian gulf. Ptolemy's description ot 
Arabia eYinces a considerable portion of accurate knowledge ; and of 
the interior parts, as \veil as those of Africa, he probably, from hi'i 
residence and opportunities in Egypt, had acquired a knowledge far 
.superior to any possessed at the present' moment. He has, howeYer, 
greatly diminished the length of the Arabian gulf; and by increasing 
the size of the Persian, has considerably injured the just form of tho 
country, as delineated by the accuracy of modern obset'Vations. In the 
tenth century, Ebn Haukal, though an Arab, gives no account o£ 
Ambia; whence it may perhaps be inferred that his work is mutilated 
and only the part relative to Persia, and the countries beyond the Oxus, 
preserved by his P€rsian translator. But later Arabian geographers, 
particularly Abulfeda, in some degree compensate for this deficiency, 
Yet even thtt just geography of the shores is recent, and has been
improved since the time of D'Anville, a name for extensive science; 
and exact industry, to be held in perpetual veneration, Niebhur, to 
whom we are indebted for the best account of this country, penetrated 
but a little way into the interior; and many discoveries here remain 
for the enterprising traveller: but the passage is extremely difficult, the 
country being· divided among a surprising number of ltnams and' 
Shieks, who often carry o,n petty wars, or rob the tl'aveller from pure 
regard, that he may,.not be robbed as he proceeds. 

HisTORICAL EPocHs. The historical epochs of this people-
may be traced from the Assyrian empire, the most ancient on record; 
the Assyrians being only a northern branch of the Arabs. But the 
l1istory of interior Arabia is deeply obscure, till the time of Mahomet;. 
and their traditional songs chiefly celebrate Antar, a hero renowned 
like the Rustan of the Persians*, Arabia never aptJears to have beeri. 
united, either in a republic, or under one monarch, except in the time'· 
of Mahomet and his successors, and the tl'aditions of the petty state& 
cannot be interesting. The kingdom of Yemen, or the south·west 
extremity, has been repeatedly subdued by the Abyssinians, the 
Persians, the Sultans of Egypt, and the Turkst; being separated 
from the interior by deserts, as well as mountains: but the wide inland 
countries of Neged have defied all invasion, and, far from being ton .. 
querecl, are almost unknown; being supposed to have beeh from the 
earliest times, divided among many Shieks, or little princes, whose. 
minute transactions have escaped historical record. Yet Niebuhr' 
informs us that Arabian traditions faintly indicate that the whole country
was subject, in the earliest times, to a race of monarchs called Tobba, 
like the Pharoahs of Egypt, worshippers of fire from the country of 
Samarcand, who vanquished Arabia and introduced civilization. 
Niebuhr adds that an inscription was found in the interior, which 
corresponded with the characters of Persepolis, whose founder is also 
liiaid by the Pe1-sians to have come from Samarcand. But whatever' 

• Tradition also celebrates Saad-el Kammel, said to have been king of a!J. 
Arabia more than ei;:;hteen centuries ago. For old Arabian Q.i$tory, ll«ei 
l'ocoke's Specimen, 1650, 4to. · 

t Gibbon, ix. ~~9. 
V~L.. II. 8 s 
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credit be lent to the Tobba kings, it is sufficiently .clear that the civil
ization of the Arabs arose on the contrary from themselves; the 
Assyrians and Egyptians having a more just and ancient claim to that 
distinction, than the countries on the east of the Caspian. Nor is it 

, improbable that this tale was invented by the Arabs, after the con
. quests of Zingis and Timur, with whom they might thus seek a con
nection. 

The Hamiar kings are also said to have ruled over great part of 
Arabia; but probably they only reigned in Hadramaut, which includes 
the land of I-Iamiar, or of the Homorites. The history ofNeged would 
be the most interesting, but as the Arabians, peculiarly so called, were 
destitute ofletters, till the age of Mahomet, it cannot be supposed to 
aspire to much antiquity. Arabia in general presents few ancient mo
numents* 
. RELIGION, The ancient idolatry of Arabia has been explained 
,by the writers on the life of Mahomet ; and human sacrifices appear 
to have been qffered by the natives of this country, as well as by their 
brethren the Syrians and Carthaginians. Sabianism afterwards spread 
from Chaldea. Nor was the Christian religion unknown before the 
appearance of Mahomet, whose system .was soon diffused throughout 
Arabia. Besides the Sunnis there is here a considerable sect called 
the Zeidites, who in most points agree wiW;he former, but seem ra
ther more lax in their faith and practice. · About the middle of last 
century .a Sheik of Yemen, called Mekkrami, established a kind of new 
,sect of Mahometanism: and about the same period what may be can~ 
cd a new relizion was commenced in the province El Ared, in the 
central division of Neged, by a learned traveller of that country called 
Abd ul vVahheb ;t which by the latest accounts begins to make consi
derable progress under his successors. He is said to have taught that 
God alone should be adored, and invocated: while the mention of 
Mahomet, or any other prop he~ he considered as approaching· to 
idolatry. However this be, it is certain that the Sunnis are perse
cuted by this new sect ; which is not mr.tter of wonder when it is 
~onsidcred that the Sunnese system, followed by the Turks, is the most 
intolerant of the Mahometan sects, and seems to have no claim to su
periority except that c;>f the Turks over Mecca and Medina. 

GovERNliiENT. This country is divided among numerous 
Imams and Sheiks, an idea of whose government may be drawn from 
that of Yemen which is described by Niebuhr. The title of Imam 
implying Vicar, that is, of Mahomet, is ecclesiatic; and among the 
Jurks implies a common priest, while the Mulla presides in a court of 
justice. But among the Persians and Al~abs the title of Imam is of 
~uperim· dignity, all the twelve Imams, or genuine successors of the 
prophet in Persia; while in Arabia the word is considered as synoni-

. "'. Ot~ a journey !n 1782 frort;~ Aleppo to Enssora, some grand ruins we.re 
discovered abou·t half ·way between Palmyra and the Euphrates, six days jour
lll'V south-cast from Aleppo, comisting of walls of brick and freestone, with 
ptlhrs and arches richly ornamented, and an iuscription in Arabic, As. Res. 
J~·. 3~9. . .·. . 

i' Niebuhr Descrip. de 1' Arabic. Copcnhag. 1773, 4to. p. 298. 
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Ifious with Clzalif, and Emir El Mumenin, er Prince of t11e faithful.*" 
The antiquity of this title has not been explained, but the history of 
the Imams of Yemen is very modern ; and thour;h these Imams 
sometimes celebrate divine service, the style of Emir, which they 
themselves assume on their coins, seems more proper and precise. 
The inferior governments are conducted by Sheiks, a term merely 
implying old meJJ, and seems rarely mingled with the ecclesiastic 
character. 
. The throne of Yemen is hereditary : and the Imam, or Emir, an 
mdependent power, acknowledging no superiorin spiritual or temporal 
affairs.t He possesses the prerogative of peace and war; but cannot be 
called despotic, as he cannot deprive even a Jew, or a Pagan of life, 
but the cause must be tried before the supreme tribunal of Sana, con
sisting of several cadis, while he is only president. vVhen an Emir 
shews a despotic disposition he is commonly dethroned. The next in 
rank are the Fakis, a title so lax as seemingly only to employ gentle
men. The governors of districts are called Dolas ; or, if superior in 
birth, W alis. The Dola in some degree corresponds with the Turkish 
Pasha. The chief magistrate of a small town without a garrison is 
called Sheik; .as a superior governor is sometimes called Emir, and 
in little villages Hakim. The Baskateb, or comptroller, is an officer 
who depends on the pr~e, and inspects the conduct of the Dola, and 
the management of the )'evenues. In each district there is also a 
Cadi ; who, like those in Turkey, are judges of ecclesiastic and civil 
affairs ; and perhaps depend on the chief Cadis at Sana, as those of 
Turkey on the Mufti ; but in Arabia the prince himself is the high 
priest. His army, in peace, was computed at 4000 infantry, ancf 
1000 cavalry; the soldiers being, as usual in the east, without uni
forms. There is no navy, and the vessels in general are very rudely 
constructed, those of Yemen having sails made of matting. 

vV ere Arabia united under one sovereign, as happened in the tim~ 
of Mahomet and his immediate successors, its political i~portance 
may be inferred from the events of that period. Yet even then little 
is known, except with regard to the nations and tribes on the western 
shores, and on the northern frontiers towards Syria and Persia. There 
is, however, reason to infel' that the internal province of Neged pre
sents extensive deserts like those of Persia and Africa, in which case 
the former provinces, in fact, include the whole powel' of Arabia. But 
as an accurate idea of this subject, so far as the impeefect materials 
will admit, is indispensable in forming a just estimate of this extensive 
country, Niebuhr's short account of Neged may be here inserted.t 

NEe>ED. " This large country extends from Lahsa, or Hajar, 
and Irak Arabi, on the east to Hejaz ; and from Yemen on the south 
to the deserts of Syria on the north. The greatest part of this pro
vince is inhabited by Beduins, or wandering Ambs. The part which, 
is patticularly known under the name of Neged is mountainous, yet 
full of towns and villages, as well as of little !oi'dships, so that almost 
every little town is govemecl by an independent Sheik. Nevertheless, 

" Niebuhr, 162. t lb. 179. 
t Il>. p. 296, the names ar(0)\·cn in th;;_orthc::;r:;.phf of CiLb:m, i,:. 2:!2. 
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at the time when the Sherefs were more powerful, several of these
little Sheiks have been sometimes obliged to pay tribute to Mecca. The 
mountainous parts of Neged are very fertile in all sorts of fruits, par~ 
ticularly dates. There are few rivers, and even that which is marked 
in tl1e map of D'Ami.lle (the Astan) is only a wadi, or a torrent which 
runs after heavy rains. For this cause the Arabs of tills country are 
obliged to 9.ig very deep wells ; and the want of water renders agricul~ 
ture very laborious. 

"There are in tl1e province of Neged, properly so called, two 
principal districts, namely, Ared and Kerjt:. The former borders on 
Hajar, or Lal113a, to the east; and presents a district called Hanifa, 
anciently celebrated, !llld still known by the same name. The depen
dencies are Aijana, a town which produced W alilleb the new prophet, 
and Munfoha." Niebuhr mentions ather towns of Ared, among which 
~s-Jebrin, on the confines of Lahsa, 

·~ The province of Kerje is in the south~west part of Neged, and of 
tourse on the frontiers of Yemen : it extends along the east of Hejaz, 
11- considerable way to the nortl1. Here is the town of Imama, which 
in the time of Mal10met w~s renowned for the prophet Moseilama, in 
the district called Surza. Th~s province also comprises other towns, 
;~.mong which is Salemia on the confines of Yemen. Mount Schamer, 
ten days journ_ey from Bagdad, is in th~ nory:)..em part of Neged [and 
lts precmcts d1splay several towns mentioned· by Ntebulu·*]. In Neged 
there is also a hilly country called Jof a! Siran, between mount Scha .. 
met, an{J. Sham, or Syria : it contains two towns, Skake and Duma, 

"·The Arabs of Neged are not more inhuman towards strangers 
than the rest of their nation, nor less hospitable ; but as thls country 
contains so many little in~ependent states, each governed by a Sheik, 
it may be easily conceived that travellers here find little security. Each 
prince endeavours to get from them all he can; and as they are com~ 
manly at war with each other, strangers are despoiled by the first, that 
his neighbours may not be the richer. Hence ·opulent foreign mer~ 
chants cannot hazard their caravans in these regions ; and those that 
come fro~n Omon and Lahsa to :Mecca are generally composed of 
beggars, or people 'vho wish to pass for such: and the car~van which 
every year leaves Bagdad for Mecca, accompanied with wany rich 
Persians, is in proportion to its number, charged with similar expenseq 
and extortions a'i those of Turkey, Egypt, and Magreb, which p'ass by 
Hejaz. Yet there is room t9 believe tlmt the towns of N egeP, cany 
on a considerable trade among themselves, and with the neighbouripg 
places in Hcjaz, Yemen, and Lahsa, whence it may be possible for ~ 
European traveller tq inspect thi& internal part of Arabia. I was told 
at Bazra, that in l'\eged a young Arab cannot marry till he hav~ 
proved his valour by the d~ath of one of his enemies ; but this ap
pears to me extravagant, except wild beasts may be reckoned among 
~nemics; and eve!) in this case the law must not be of rigorous ac-. 
~eptation, as the Arabs of Neg~d are not less eager than tl1e other 
prieJtds to marry tlleir children very young.'' 

• This province, unknown to our maps, might be nc.med from the moun~ 
tain till further inquiry; it must be ahout 200 miles from Ba~d;od, pro~o.bl.1· 
~OLith-west. I;>'Anvi!le has JoubJcd the dil;t;J.t>C~. 
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Niebuhr then proceeds' to mention the new prophet \Yahhcb, of 
the province of Hanifa, also now called Daraia. Of the wandering 
Beduins of Neged, one of the chief tribes is the Beni Kaleel, who havo 
conquered Lahsa, the reigning Sheik mostly living in tents: the tribe 
of Kiab dwells in towns and villages ; while that of Montefic occupies 
both shores of the Euphrates, from its confluence with the Tigris to 
Arasje. Other tribes in that quarter need not be indicated. In the great 
desert of the province of Neged the tribe of Anasi is the principal; 
and there is another called Schamer, from the mountain : but it is to 
be regretted that Niebuhr's information concerning the inland re~ons 
is not more extensive; and that his maps ar<! chorographic; while, 
fi:om his general knowledge, he might have !;iven a map of Arabia, su~ 
perior to that of D'Anville. 

MANNERS AND CusTo~rs. From this general idea oi the 
greater part of Arabia, it will be perceived that the manners and 
customs of the inhabitants must principally be common with those of 
the other Beduins, so ft·equently described by numerous travellers. 
Those of the country of Yemen have been accurately delineated by 
Niebuhr; and this province will probably, ufter the utmost discovery, 
eontinue to be regarded as the most interesting portion; representing, 
as Gibbon has observed, the Arabia Felix of antiquity.* In Yemen 
1nurder is punished with death, but more often left to priyaJ:e revenge, 
which occa'lions family feuds, that pestilence of society. The other 
customs are chiefly common with the Mahometan nations; but in 
politeness the Arabs vie with the Persians, and there are stil!1·emains 
of their ancient hospitality. The common salutation is the Salam .1I!c~ 
A·um, or Peace be with you; in pronouncin-g which words they raise 
the right hand to the heart, but this form is seldom addressed to Chris~ 
tians. On meeting in their wide deserts the salutations are multiplied; 
and the hand of a superior is kissed in tcken of respect ; a ceremony 
which sometimes passes among equals, whence it would seem is de
rived the Spanish expression of kissing the hands, probably adopted 
from their Moorish victors. The houses, though of stone, are meanly 
constructed ; the apartments of the men being in front, those of the 
women behind ; and the fair sex in general seem remarkably sub~ 
nuss1ve. Of a middle statme, thin, and dried as it were by the sun. 
the Arab is moderate in his food, the common people seldom exceed
ing a repast of bad bread made from dun·a, a kind of millet, mixed with 
camels' milk, oil, butter, or grease, the only drink being water. This 
bread of duLTa custom has taught them to prefer to that of barley, 
which, though pleasant, they think unsubstantial. ill cat is little used, 
even by the rich, who deem it unhealthy in a hot climate: it is always 
stewed under a cover, which renders it succulent. The small tables, 
about a foot in height, are placed on a large cloth, or mat, upon which 
the guests sit. The orientals in general being water drinkel's they are 
very fond of pastry. The most noted drink i:s cofi'ee, which they pre
pare, like the Turks, by burning it in an open pan) and then bruisint; 

~ Ptolemy has extended this name over the witle deserts which reach from 
Clnon to Mecca; but it is prol•able that he, as mual, filled up the C<tntral 
int~rvals with n•ti9n~ and too;·rns \rhich kl.>n;f::l ~o the shores. 
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in a' stone, or wooden mortar, which mode, according to our autlim·, 
preserves a superior flavour to the common mode of grinding in a mill. 
In Yemen it is rarely used, as in their opinion it heats the blood ; but 
of the shells, or husks of the coffee they prepare a liquor in the man
ner of tea. The most distinguished Arabs use porcelain from China. 
while the common people have recourse to earthen ware. Spirituous 
liquors, though forbidden, are not absolutely unknown: and they some~ 
times smoke a plant resembling hemp, which produces intoxication; 
not· is tobacco neglected, which is smoked either in the Turkish or 
Persian manner. · 

ilREss. The dress, like that of the Turks and Hindoos, is 
long, often with large trowsers, a girdle of embroidered leather, and 
a knife, or dagger. Over the shoulder is worn a large piece of fine 
linen, originally designed to keep off the sun, or the rai9. · The head
dress seems oppressive, consiting of several bonnets, from ten to fif
teen, some of linen, others of cotton and woolen, the outmost being 
often richly embroidered with gold ; and around this multitude of 
bonnets is wrapt what they call a sasch, being a large piece of muslin, 
with fringes of silk or gold, which hang down behind. This thick 
covering for the head, which seems at first glance incongruous, may 
be necessary to secure them from what are called strokes of the sun: 
and the like form is Yisible in the ancient monuments of Egypt, where 
a labourer will often strip himself naked, and place his clothes upon 
his head. The chief dress is often a large shil't, either whrte, m· 
striped with blue ; while the common Arabs have only a piece of 
linen girt about their loins, with the belt and dagger; and another 
piece of linen over the shoulder ; and two or t11l'ee bonnets. The feet 
are often naked, and the soles become excessively hard; but in the 
mountains they are protected with sheep skin. Some shave the head, 
while others wear their hair. The common ;vomen are dressed in the 
large shift and trowsers : in Hejaz, as in Egypt, the eyes are exposed 
between coverings of linen, but in Yemen large veils are worn, with 
rings, bracelets, and necklaces of false pear1s : sometimes in addition 
to ear-rings there is a nose-ring, as in I-Iindostan. The nails are stained 
red, and the feet rmd hands of a yellowish brown, with henna: the 
eye lashes at·e darkened "·ith antimony, as in many other oriental 
countries ; antl every art is exerted to render the eyebrows large and 
black. Polygamy is confined to the rich; and throughout the whole 
Mahometan regions is f:n· less general than is commonly supposed in 
Europe. 

LANGUAGE. The language of the Arabs was, even in anci-
ent times, divided into several dialects, as may be suspected frem its 
wide diffusion; and Niebuhr says that the modern Arabic contai.ns per
haps more dialect~ tban any othel' tongue. Even in Yemen there are 
sn:Jcli\·i~ions; and polite people use a different enunciation from the 
nllLC<'l'. The lammage of the Koran is so differ\::nt from the modern 
sp:::,~ch of ::.Iccca;that it is taught in the colleges there, as the Latin iH 
at Home. That of the ft·ontier mountains of Yemen and .Hejaz is 
thought to approach nearest to the ancient standard. Our learned au-
thm· is iiducccl to think that 1.mder the Tobba kings, the characters 
cv.Ilecl Pe:·sepolit<m were used in Arabia; lmt tl1e:se letters arc more 
probv.bly cf A:,syri,on rxtra<.t, :~ml hcnce be!on~ to the Arab:; them-
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S€lves. These characters were succeeded by the Hamiaric, so called 
.from a race of kings ; and these were followed by the Cufic. The At·a
bian authors seem to have magnified the ignorance of their country 
before the time of Mahomet, in order to enhance the illumination dif
fused by their prophet; for it is probable that the idolatrous literature 
then known was abolished by the fanaticism of the new sect. The chief 
poets are now found among the wandering Arabs in the country of 
Jof or Mareb, adjoining to Yemen on the east.* Some also appear 
in the towns, where they amuse the company in coffee houses; in 
this, as in other respects, resembling the Turkish. The day is di
vided into twenty-four hours, extending from sunset to sunset. Nie
buhr gives curious illustrations of their astronomy and secret sciences, 
as they are called, or rather fanciful delusions. Physicians are rare, 
and ill recompensed, the chief medicine being uni.versal temperance : 
:md their skill scarcely exceeds the common terms of art to be found in 
the writings of Avicenna. The ancient treasures of Arabian litera· 
ture are well known to the learned world ; but few of these noble mo
numents were composed in Arabia, being mostly produced in the con
quered countries from Samarcand to Cordova. 

EDUCATION. Education is not wholly neglected, and many of 
the common people can read and write; while those of rank entertain 
preceptors to teach their children and young slaves. Near every mosk 
there is commonly a school, the masters, as well as the children of the 
poor, being supported by legacies. In the large towns there are ma
ny other schools, to which people of the middle class send their sons, 
who are taught to read, write, and accompt. The girls are instructed 
apart by women. In the chief cities are colleges for astronomy, 
astrology, philosophy, medicine, &c. and in the little kingdom of 
Yemen there are two universities, or celebrated academies ; one at 
Zebid for the Sunnis; and the other at Damar for the Zeidites. The 
interpretation of the Koran, with the history of Mahomet and the first 
chalifs, form an extensive study, the re::ords being in a dead language. 

Arabia has been compared to a cloke of frize, laced with gold, the 
skirts alone presenting cities and oth.::r marks of civilization, while the 
great mass of the country Is possessed by wandering tribes. 

CITIES AND TowNs. The most celebrated cities are Mecca 
and Medina ; but being sacred ground, the infidels are not perm1tted 
to approach ; n:nd we are obliged to trust to the inaccuracy and exag 1 
geration of oriental writers. 

MECCA. Mecca, to use the emphatic langualge of Gibbon,t 
" was known to the Greeks under the name of Macoraba; and the 
termination of the word is expressive of its greatness, which has not 
indeed, in the most flourishing period, exceeded the size and popu
lousness of Marseilles. Some latent motive, perhaps of superstition, 
must have impelled the founders, in the choice of a most unpromising 
situation. They erected their habitations of mud or stone, in a plain 
about two miles long and one mile broad, at the .foot of three barren 
mountains: the soil is a rock; the water even of the holy well of' 
Zemzem is bitter or brakish ; the pastures are remote from the city ; 

" Niebuh,r, 93. t ix. 227. 
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and grapes are transported above seventy miles, irom the gardens ol 
Tayef. The fame and spil'it of the Koreishites, who reigned in Mecca, 
\Ve!'e conspicuous among the Arabian tl'ibes; but their ungrateful soil 
refused the laboul'S of agriculture, and their position was favourable to 
the enterprises of trade. By the sea-port of Gedda, at the distance 
only of forty miles, they maintained an easy correspondence with 
Abyssinia ; and that Christian kingdom afforded the first refuge to the 
disciples of Mahomet. The treasures of Africa were conveyed over 
the peninsula to GerrhaJor Katif in the province of Bahrein, a city, 
built, as it is said, of rock salt, by the Chaldean exiles : and from 
thence, with the native pearls of the Persian gulf, they were floated 
on rafts, to the mouth of the Euphrates. Mecca is placed almost at 
an equal distance, a month's journey, between Yemen on the right and 
Syria on the left hand. The former was the winter, the lattel' the 
summer station of her caravans; and theie seasonable arrival relieved 
the ships of India fmm the tedious and troublesome navigation of the 
Reel Sea. In the markets of Saana and Mcrab, in the harbours of 
Oman and Aden, the camels of the Koreishites were laden with a 
precious cargo of aromatics; a supply of corn and manufactures was 
purchased in the fairs of Bostra and Damascus; the lucrative exchange 
diffused plenty and riches in the streets of Mecca ; and the noblest of 
her sons united the love of arms with the profession of merchandize." 

Other descriptions of this celebrated city are chiefly extended by an 
account of the Kaba or House of God, which is here reserved for the 
article of edifices. This city i~ said to be well built of stone; but o£ 
the population and other interesting circumstances there are no details. 
The veneration paid to Mecca seems to have preceded the age of Ma· 
homet, for Diodorus Siculus mentions a temple in this quarter which 
was respected by all the Arabs. . The government of this holy city i!i 
vested in a Sheref, who is a temporal prince ; and his revenue is in· 
creased by the donations of Mahometan sovereigns. 

IHEniNA. l'dcdina stands about 200 British miles north of 
Mecca, being, as well as the latter, about a day's journey fmm the 
:~hores of the Red Sea. It is, according to Niebuhr, a small town, 
surrounded with a paltry wall, little remarkable except for the tomb 
of Mahomet. 

By the account of Pliny, an ancient city of Arabia, six miles in cil'· 
cumference, called Mariaba, was destroyed by the legions of Augus
tus:* but in modern times Sana, or Saana, in Yemen, is reputed the 
chief city of Arabia. It is ~ituated at the bottom of a mountain call
ed Nikkum, near which is a spaciou~ garden. Niebuhr informs us 
that this city is not very extensive, as one may walk round it in the 

• Lib. vi. cap. xxviii. It 'I.Vas a town of the BarJ.malaces; and according 
to D' Anville, of the Homorites, and now Mareb in the uorth of H:idramaut. 
But Ptolemy places it more to the north, and it is improbable that the legions 
should have penetrated so far, though the City may have been destroyed 'by a. 
fleet with troops from the H.ed Sea. D' Anvilie's ancient Arabia is not suffi· 
ciently laboured. It is chiefly founded on Abnlfeda's curious description,. of 
which the be>t e;\iti·>n is at the end of La Roqu~'s (or D'Arvieux ) Voyage 
dmzsla Pa!e,·t;lie, Paris, 1717, Svo. The sJ.me author·s Vn)'agr del' Arabie 
He;mmx, 1716, is ak:<J intcres;i;.g-. 
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space of an hour, so that the circuit cannot exceed four miles; and 
even of this small space a part is occupied by gardens.* The \Tails 
are of brick, with seven gates ; and there are several palaces of bumt 
brick, or of stone ; but the common houses are of bl;'icks dried in the 
sun. There are several simseras, or caravanseras,, for merchants and 
travellers. Fuel is extremely rare, though there be some pit-coal and 
peat ; but wood is scarce, even in the Happy Arabia. There are ex
cellent ft·uits, particularly grapes of many varieties. About six miles 
to. the north there is a pleasant dale, enlivened with several rivulets: 
and to the west is a considerable stt·eam. 

OTHER CITIES. When such is the chief city of Arabia,_ the 
description of the others cannot be very interesting. Judda, or Jedda, 
is the sea port of Mecca. The town of Mocha &tands in the Tehama, 
or plain country of Yemen, and was built about four centuriei':i ago: it is 
now chiefly frequented by English vessels from Hindostan. Aden is of 
still less consequence. Kesem belongs to the country called Mahrah : to 
the sheik of this town, also called Keschin, the noted isle of Socotra 
belong·s, which is celebrated for aloes ;t and we are told by the author 
of the Peripius, that in his time it belonged to the country which pro
duced frankincense. The province of Omon is divided among many 
sheiks, but Rostak is esteemed the capital. 

MAsKA T. Maskat is however the most considerable town, and 
the best known to Europeans, having an excellent harbour, and being 
from early times a staple of trade between Arabia, Persia, and the 
Indies. It was taken by the Portuguese in 1508, and they retained it 
for a century and a half. It is visited by English ships from Hindostan ; 
and such, is its consequence, that the Imam or prince of Om on, is often 
styled Imam of Maskat. 

Lahsa, the capital of the province so called, is a large and well built 
town, standing on a torrent which falls into a considerable bay opposite 
to the isle of Bahrin, celebrated for the pearl fishery.:j: Our maps here 
insert a considerable river called Astan ; but this is probably the stream 
in Neged represented by D'Anville, and which, according to Niebuhr,
is only a wa!i or brook, which runs after rains. Upon this rivet· D' An
ville, following Stine preceding m:tp, and uncertain accounts, places a 
country and city called Jemama or Yemama.ll This is the most singu
lar feature in our maps, and is not reconcileable to the accounts of Nie
buhr. D' Anville, in his map of Asia, says that Jemat~a is in AI Kardje, 
which is evidently the great province of Kerje of Niebuhr, on the east 
of Hej:tz and Yemen; and in this province, the Danish traveller informs 
us, is the city of Amame or Imame. renowned for the prophet Mosei
lama, whom Gibbon ascribes to Yemama; and which town is in the 

" Nieb. Desc. 201. t Niebuhr, :;148. 
:j: lb. 294. He with D' Anville, regards Lahsa as inland, and this city does 

not appear in his map of the Persian gulf. The isle Bahrain should rather be 
styled Aual. lb. 234. . 

II The maps of the beginning oflast century here insert Ayamau, anciently, 
:as they say, called Arabia Felixc, thus removing Yemen into the centre of 
Arabia Deserta ! Can this be the real source of Y emama ? Gibbon, ix .. '356, 
refers to Abulfeda for an a~count of 1" amanah, which was in ruins in the 
thirteenth century. 

VOL. rr. T t 
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district of Sursa. llut this cannot correspond with the Jemama of 
D' An ville, which is clearly in the province of Ared, which is bounded 
only by that of Lahsa on the east. Niebuhr also informs us that Aijana, 
a town of A red, is remarkable for the new prophet W ahheb, '* and our 
illustrious historian seems to have erred when he supposed it the same 
with Yemama; while the latter is probably a town of Kerje, not far to 
the east of Hejaz. However this be, the province and city of Jemama 
are perhaps mere fictions, which should be dismissed from the maps, 
with the river of Astan, which, if it existed, would certainly be followed 
by the caravans from Lahsa to Mecca, while they seem to prefer a 
sandy desert.t . 

EDIFICEs. Among the chief edifices of Arabia must be nam-
ed the Kaba, or temple of Mecca; which, according to the represen
tation of Niebuhr, rather resembles the old Asiatic temples of Hindostan 
and Siam than a mosk, being an open square, encompassed with a · 
colonnade, and ornamented with minarets, as the others are with pyl'a
mids or obelisks. In this open space, which, as well as that of Medina, 
it seems improper to call a mosk, there are five or six houses of prayer, 
or chapels ; while in the centre is a small square edifice, peculiarly 
styled the Kaba, in which is fixed a black stone, in all appearance an 
~arly object of Arabian adoration, being either a Phallus, or one of those 
:stones venerated by the ancient orientals, who supposed them to have 
fallen from heaven, ~mch stones not being wholly unknown even in 
mode1;n natural history. For as there was a temple h.ere prior to Maho
met, it would seem that he grafted his system on the prejudices of his 
cot}ntrymen. Possessed of no architectural pretensions, it is evident 
that the temple of Mecca owes its entire fame to Mahometan venera
tion. 

MANUFACTURES. The manufactures of Arabia are of little 
consequence, though the people be most ingenious and indust6out>, 
when encouraged by government and oppOl'tunities. Even in Yemen 
the works in gold and silver, and the coin itself, are produced by Jewish 
manufactories. In all Arabia there are neither windmills nor water
mills. Some muskets are made in the country, but they are mere 
mat<; blocks of mean execution. At i Mocha there is one glass-house: 
:and there are in Yemen some linen manufactures, chiefly coarse. 
Woolens are here too warm, eYen for the mountaineers. 

PRODUCTS. The ancients vainly assigned to Arabia the Happy 
many products, which her sons imported from the East Indies, but 

" See Niebuhr, 299, for the contests between Ared and Lahsa. 
t As Niebuhr, p. 297, informs ns that Salemia, a town of Kerje, is on the 

frontiers of Yemen, while D'Anville places it to the north of his Yemama; it 
:~eems evident that the whole of this province is in a false position, and in
,;tead of lat. 25° should probably be in lat. 18°, the error being- seven de
grees, or not much less than 500 English miles! None of the towns of A red 
me •tioned by Niebuhr can be found in D' Anville's map, except Jabrin, ·which 
is right. But these remarks proceed merely on the supposition that Niebuhr 
is e.>..act. There is perhaps some confusion of Aijana and Imama, and the 
fcTmer seems the Yamamah of Abulfeda. 

Salemia must approach to ]of, a province east of Yemen, full of sands ana 
deserts, and bounded east by the desert of Oman·. Nieb. 239. 
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aloes, myrrh, ft·ankincense, though of inferior kind,* constitute with 
coffee the ~ief products ?f Arabia. Thel'e are besides cocoa trees, 
pomegranates, dates, apricots, peaches, almonds, filberts, pears, figs, 
tamarinds;. Such, from the account of Niebuhr, seem to be the chief 
,·egetable products of Arabia; while the best frankincense, with spike
nard, cinnamon, cassia, cardamoms, and pepper, are imported from 
Hindostan; but being brought from Arabia to Eg-ypt and Europe, it 
was rashly concluded, in ancient and modern times, that they were pro;; 
ducts of Arabia1 thence called the Happy, while this fortunate country 
is in truth far inferior to most European regions. The orange trees 
seem to be from Portugal, and the lemon from Italy; while the man
gosten and the cocoa appear, with others, to be imported from Hindos
tan. The balsam of Mecca is produced by an indigenous tree, called 
amyriB, by Forskal. Senna is here common as in Egypt: but the cotton 
plants are inferior to the Indian. 

Cooili!ERCE. The Arabian intercourse with Hindostan has 
greatly declined since the discoveries of the Portuguese, whose supe
rior skill and maritime force eclipsed the small vessels of the Arabs. 
From Yemen are exported coffee, aloes, myrrh (the best of w·hich is 
from Abyssinia), oliban, or an mferior kind of frankincense, senna, ivory, 
and gold from Abyssinia. The European imports were iron, steel, can
nons, lead, tin, cochineal, mirrors, knives, sabres, cut glass, and false 
pearls. Niebuhr regards aloes and frankincense, (the latter chiefly from 
Hadraumaut, which borders eastward on Oman, and must also be 
included in Arabia Felix,) as the only native articles of commerce be
fore coffee cam.e into use.t 

~ Niebuhr, 126; even this substance wa~ chiefly fl'om Abyssinia and the 
East Indies. 

t p, 245. 
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CHAPTER II. 

G.LIMATE AND SEASONS,-FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND ACRI
CULTURE.---RIVERS,---MOUNT AINS.-DESER T S.--BOT ANY,-
ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY,-NATURAL CURIOSITIES,-ISLES. 

CLIMA 'rE AND SEAsoNs. IN the mountains of Yemen there is·a 
regular r:;J.iny season, from the middle of June to the end of September ; 
but even then the sky is rarely covered with clouds for twenty-four hours 
at a time ; and during the remainder of the year a cloud is scarcely to 
be seen. At Maskat~ and in the eastern mountains, the rainy season 
extends from the middle of November to the middle. of February; and 
In Oman there is rain from the middle of February to the middle of 
April. In the plains of Yemen rain is sometimes unknown for a whole 
year: and in July and August the thermometer will be 98°, while at 
Sana in the mountains it is 85°. It sometimes, though rarely, freezes 
at Sana, while at Loheia the thermometer is 86°.* Hence the inhabi
tants of Yemen live as if they belonged to different climates: and even 
at a small distance are found fruits and animals which mig;ht indicate 
remote countries. Those meteors called falling stars are common, as in 
Persia : but the aurora borealis is unknown in the southern countries 
of Asia. In general the wind from the sea is moist, that from the inte
rior deserts dry : and in the northern deserts are chiefly perceived the 
disastrous effects of the burning wind called Samiel. 

FAcE OF THE CouNTRY. The general aspect of Arabia pre-
sents a central desert of great extent, with a few fertile oases or isles, as 
in Africa ; while the flourishing· provinces are those situated on the 
shores of the sea, which supplies rain sufficient to maintain the vegeta
tion. In Yemen there are mountains of considerable height, but chiefly 
barren and unwooded; while the temperature and plants, as has been 
seen form a striking contrast with those of the plains: yet the want of 
rivers, lakes, and perenniul streams, must diffuse Ideas of sterility 
through the Arabian landscape. 

SoiL AND AGRICULTURE. The nature of the soil has not been 
indicated; but agt·iculture is occupied in the production of a beautiful 
wheat, maize, dun·a a kind of millet, burley, beans, lentils, rape; 
with the sugar cane, tobacco, and cotton. Rice seems unknown in 
Yemen, and oats throughout Arabia, the horses being feel with barley, 
and the asses y;ith beans. There are also cultivated uars, a plc.nt which 
dyes yellow, and is exported in great quantities from Mocha to Oman ; 
and fua, used in dyl:1g reel; Ekewise indigo. The grain in gel1eral 
yields little more than ten for one ; but the, durra sometimes great1y 

~ Niebuhr p. 4. 
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exceeds that standard. The plough is si~ple, and the pick is used 
instead of the spade. The chief exertion of agricultural industry is 
to water the lands from the rivulets and weils, or by conducting the 
rains. The harvest is torn up by the roots, and forage cut with the 
sickle. Barley is reaped neat• Sana in the middle of July, but the 
season depends on the situation. At Maskat, wheat and barley are 
sown in December, and reaped in March. 

RrvERS. In the defect of rivers strictly belonging to Arabia, 
the Euphrates and Tigris, which pass through Irak Arabi, have been 
claimed by some geographers, and the Euphrates may be aptly consi
dered as an Arabian river. But in Arabia proper, what are called rivers 
are mere torrents, which descend from the mountains during the rains, 
and for a short period afterwards. It has been seen that the .Astan of 
Neged, which in the map seems a considerable river, is only a brook 
of this description. The most important river is probably that which 
rises near Sana, and joins the Indian sea below. Harjiah. The smaller 
streams of Yemen may be traced in Kiebuhr's map of that country. 
The little river of Krim flows from Mahrah into the same sea: and is 
followed by two or three brooks in Omon. One or two small saline 
lake<> occur in situations encircled with hills, which prevent the water 
from passing. 

MouNTAINS. The chief range of mountains seems to proceea 
in the direction of the Red Sea, towards the north not more than ti1irty 
miles:distant, but sometimes in the south, about one hundred and fifty, 
a circumstanc.e which imparts extent and fertility to Yemen. The hills 
of Om on seem a continuation of those on the other side of the Persian 
gulf; and the isles in the mouth of that gulf may be regarded as 
summits of that range. In the country of Seger, commonly ascribed 
to Hadramaut, there is a range of hills remarkable for the product of 
frankincense. 

The direction of the other ranges cannot be ascertained in the imper
fect geography of the country. D'Anville has laid down a ridge passing 
through the centre, south-west to north-east, but as he has erred so 
grossly as to place Ared in the south-west, and Kerje in the north
east of this ridge, while the reverse is the truth, as appears from 

'Niebuhr, who is completely silent concerning this chain, it cannot 
claim any authenticity. That great geographe1· has also placed the 
mountains of Shemer, the Schamar of Niebuhr, too far to the south
west, they being within ten days, or 200 miles of Bagdad*, while by 
D'Anville's Illj,P' they are more than seven degrees, or 420 geogra
phical mileS'; imcl,it is prob<lble that they really belong to the Ramleah~ 
or mountains of sand in D'Anvi!le's map, which is open to most 
essential improvements in the whole interior parts of this country. 
In the division calicd Arabia Petrea the celebrated mom~tain of Sinai 
must not be omitted, whic!1 presents two suuiime summits of reel 
grani~e. 

DEsERTs. The sanely deserts of Arabia arc more sti·iking 
objects than the mountains, and might be bid down ;n the maps with 
considerable accuracy. From Omon to Mecca the greater part of 

~ Niebuhr, ~97. 
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Nejed is one prodigious desert, interrupted towards the frontiers of 
Hejaz and Yemen by Kerje, containing the district of Sursa, arid some 
fertile sp<;>ts and towns, indicated by Niebuhr. The north-west part of 
Neged presents almost a continued desert, a prolongation as appears 
of the other, with an oasis, Ared on the west of Lahsa, including 
Jabrin, and some other places mentioned by tlle same author. In 
this desert there is also the . oasis of mount Schamer, and perhaps 
several others, which may remain for a long time unknown to 
geography. 

BoTANY. The greater part of Arabia being composed of dry 
barren deserts of sand, wholly destitute of rivers, and containing but 
here and there a few scanty springs of brackish water, offers no ade
quate recompence to botanical investigations. The vegetables of these 
districts are of rare occurrence, and consist chiefly of saline succulent 
species able to endure the full force of a vertical sun, with no other 
refreshment than what is affm·cled by the nightly dews. The g-reater 
part ·of them belong to the genera of aloe, mcsembryanthemum, 
euphorbia, stapelia, and salsola: they have little external beauty, and 
when found in mor.e propitious climates obtain notice only from their 
singularity: here, however, they serve to mitigate the thirst of the 
parched camel, and to keep up the spirits of the toiling caravan, by 
br)::aking in ·occasionally on the melancholy uniformity of the desert. 
A more inteeesting scene however is presented to the botanist on the 
western side of the Arabian desert : here numerous rivulets descend 
fl'Om the mountains into the Red Sea, and scatter with a lavish hand, 
fragrance and 'verdure wherever they flow:· the mountains themselves 
too, whence these streams originate, abound in vegetation, so that the 
plants in this part of Arabia may be conveniently distributed into three 
classes, namely, those that inhabit th(;! sea shore, the plains, and the 
mountains. Tl1e first of these divisions bears a near affinity to the 
sc:mty flora of the desert: a sandy soil impregnated with salt, and an 
open exposme to the influence of the sun, produce similar effects in 
both situations. The champaign country between the shore and the 
mountains, though traversed by streams, is yet too cleficiei1t in water, 
to support the luxmiant vegetation that disLinguishes the plains of 
India: the lower parts are chiefly occupied by grasses and other 
humble plants) which a£'ord a most grateful sustenance to the flocks and 
herds of the pastoral tribes that wander over them. The sides of the 
rivers, the vallies among the mountains, and the plains at their feet,'are 
fm· superior to the rest of the country. Here cultivafiipn and nature 
seem to contend with each other in the richness of their iJroductions, 
nm· is it easy to assign exactly the limits of each: many of the Indian 
and Pe1:sian plants, distinguished for their ber.uty or use, have been 
trm~sportecl hither in former ages, and· are now found in a truly indige
nous stl\te; this is pmbably the case with the tamarind, the cotton tree, 
the pomegranate, the banyan tree or Indian fig, the sugar cane, and a 
multitdcle of valuable specie's and varieties of melons <mel gourds. Two 
valu:.tblc trees hovvever are the peculiar boast of Arabia Felix, namely 
the' coffee (col-J"::ca 1\rabica), found both cultivated and wild, and ·the 
amyris opoh<,bamum, from which is procured the balm of Mecca, the 
most ii·:c;;raut and co~tly of all the gum resir.:o. There are no proper 
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forests in Arabia, although groves and scattered trees are by no means 
unft·equent among the mountains. Of the palms, it possesses the 
date, the cocoa nut, and the great fan palm. The sycamore fig, the 
plantain, the almond, and apricot, the papaw, the bead tree, the 
mimosa nilotica and sensitiva, and the orange, nearly complete the cata
logue of its native and cultivated trees. The list of shrubs and herba
ceous plants does not contain many that would be interesting; to the 
general reader: among these however may be particularized the rici
nus, the liquorice, and the senna, all used in medicine ; and the balsam, 
the globe amaranth, the white lily, and the greater pancratium, distii).
guished for their beauty and fragrance. 

ZooLOGY. The horse is the glory of Arabian zoology. Ac-
cording to Zimmerman this animal is found wild in the extensive 
deserts on the north of Hadramaut*; at least such may have been the 
case in ancient times, if it be not rather probable that the wild horse of 
Tatary has passed through Persia, and only been perfected in Arabia. 
They are here divided into two great dasses, the Kadislzi, or common 
kind, whose genealogy has not been preserved ; and the Koclzlani, or 
noble horses, whose breed has been ascertained for two thousand years, 
!ll'Oceeding, as they fable, from the stalls of Solomon. These will 
bear the greatest fatigues, and pass whole clays without food, living on 
air, to use the Arabian metaphor. They are said , to rush on a foe 
with impetuosity; and it is asserted that some of this noble race, when 
wounded in battle, will withdraw to a spot where their master may be 
secure, and if he fall they will neigh for assistance. The Kochlani 
are neither large nor beautiful, nor is their figure at all regatded; theie 
race, and hereditary qualities being the sole objects of estimation. 
They are chiefly reared by the Beduins, in the n~rthern deserts 
between Persia and Syria. The preservation of the breed-is oarefully 
and authentically witnessed; and the offspring of a' Kochlani stallion 
with an ignoble mare is reputed Kadislzi. The Arabian steeds are 
sometimes bought at excessive rates by the English at Mocha. There 
is also in this country a superior breed of asses, approaching in form 
and qualities to the mule, and sold at high prices. 

This region of Africa, seems also the natiYe country of the camel, 
emphatically styled by the orientals the ship of the desert; being, by 
the expansion of its feet, the faculty of bearing thirst and hunger, and 
other qualities, peculiarly adapted by the author of nature to peram
bulate the sandy wastes, which would otherwise remain unpassable. 
Niebuhr observed camels of different kinds, and seems to decide the 
question concerning the dromedary, by saying that this animal in 
Arabia and Egypt has always one hunch only, and can otherwise 
scarcely be distinguished from the camel, but in being more light and 
speedy. " As to dromedaries with two hunches I never saw any, 
except three in a town of Natalia, and they: had been brought from the 
Crimea: they were so big and heavy that they might rather be ranged 
under a particular species of camels, than of dmmedariest." 

The buffalo seems unknown, being an animal_which delights in mud 
1tnd water, but the cattle have generally a hunch on the s~10ulder. 

• Zoologia Geographica, .1777, 4to. p. 143 from Leo Afric. 
"' Niebnhr, 145. 
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The breed of sheep has not been particularly illustrated; but it would 
appear that both the wool and mutton are coarse. The rock goat is said 
to be found in the mountains of Arabia Petl·ea. The other animaha 
are the jakkal, or chacal; the hyena towards the Persian gulf; nu
merous monkies in the woods of Y etnen; the jerboa, or rat of Pharoah 
in Neged: there are also antelopes, and wild oxen, with wolves, foxes, 
and wild boars, and the large panther, called in Arabic nemer and the 

fat!z, a small panther. The tiger seems utterly unknown, and the 
lion only appears beyond the Euphrates. Among the birds may be 
named the pheasant, common in the woods of Yemen, as the grey 
partridge is in the plains; while the ostrich is no stranger in the 
deserts. The birds of prey are eagles, vultures, falcons, and sparrow
hawks. A bird of the thrush kind, venerated because it destroys the 
locusts, is thought to come annually from Corasan. Land tortoises 
abound; and are eaten by the Christians in Lent. A little slender 
serpent, called baetan, spcitted with black and white, is of a nature 
remarkably poisonous, the bite being instant death. The locust is too 
numerous; and the natives esteem the red as a fat and juicy food, 
and view it with no xpore aversion than shrimps, or prawns are beheld 
by us. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of Arabia is of small im-
portance. Having no native gold, the people are still addicted to the 
infatuation of alchymy. Nor is silver found, except mingled as usua)J 
in the lead mines of Omon. There are some mines of iron in the 
district of Saade, in the north of Yemen; but the metal is brittle. 
As most of the noted vegetable productions of Arabia the Happy are 
now known to have been imported from Hindostan, so the best pre
cious stones are from the same ·quarter. Those agates containing 
extraneous substances, which from the town are called :Mocha-stones, 
are brought from Surat, which also sends great quantities to China*. 
The best carnelians also come from the gulf of Cambay. But Arabia 
produces onyxes in the province of Yemen; and the bl'own stone found 
near Damar seems a sardonyx. Rock salt appears near Loheia. 
Niebuhr also observed in Ajemen pentagonal pillars of basalt; with 
bluish alabastet·, selenite, and various spars. Not one of the gems 
appears to be produced in Arabia. Near Hamada, in the district of 
Yemen, called Kaukeban, there is a· warm spring of mineral water. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIES. Several of those uncommon appear-
ances which geographers style natural curiosities, may, no doubt, be 
found in this extensive country, when more thoroughly explored. 
Niebuhr mentions that several springs, which in other countries would 
become rivulets, here flow for a short space, and then sink into an 
unknown subterranean course. Amidst the deficiency of water, it is 
not surprising that the grand reservoir near the ancient city of Mareb, 
though in a small part a~work of art, was regarded as a singular exer
tion of naturct, Mareb is still the chief town of the proYince of Jof, 
about seventy-five British miles north-east from Sana, containing about 
three hundred mean houses, with a wall and three gates. In an adja-

* Niebuhr, 125. He here remarks that the Turks have miBes in the 
eounty of Diarbekr and of Sivas. 

t Niebuhr, 2.W. 
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c;.ent vale, about twenty British miles in length, were united six or 
seven rivulets, running from the west and from the south, partly from 
'Yemen; and some said to be perennial streams full of fish. The two 
chains of mountains, inclosing this vale, approach so near at the east 
end that the 'space might be walked over in five or six minutes; or 
was about a· quarter 'Of a mile. This opening being shut by a thick 
wall the watet· was retained, and imparted particular advantages to 
agriculture. But the wall, constructed of large masses of hewn stone, 
to the height of forty or fifty feet, was neglected after the fall of the 
Sabean kingdom; and burst in the middle, leaving only the ruins 
on both sides, so that the water is now lost in the desert on the north 
of Hadramaut. -

IsLES. Besides several isles of little consequence in the Arabian 
~ulf, there are two isles which deserve particular notice. 

SocoTRA. Socotra, about 240 British miles from the southern 
coast of Arabia, appears in all ages to have belonged to that country, 
and to have been celebrated for the production of aloes, still esteemed 
superior to any other. · Niebuhr says that it belongs to the Sheik of 
Keschin, a town of Hadramaut, as it did when the Portuguese made 
discoveries in this quarter; and the author of the Peri plus observes 
that it was subject to the country which produced incense, that is Had
ramaut. _ T!1e inhftbitants are clearly of Arabian extract. There are 
two bays, and some secure h,arbours; and the iale is also said to l:iroduce 
frankincense, while ambergris and coral are found in the neighbouring 
seas. The isle of Bahrin is in the Persian gulf, near the Arabian 
coast, and remarkabk for the great pearl fishery in its neighbourhood, 
but the revenue thence arising to the Sheik of Busheer, was diminished 
by the pretensions of the Hauls, a strong A,rabian tribe between Gom
beroon and cape Bard is tan, who refused to pay for the permission. The 
name Bahrin signifies t'luo 8eas, being seemingly an absurd modern 
appellation; for Abulfcda, as well as the Arabs of Lahsa, call the large 
isle Aual, a name transferred by D' Anville, who in Arabia seems 
rather unfortunate, to the peninsula of Ser, about 360 Bt•itish miles to 
the east. The inhabitants of Aual, and the smaller isles, are Arabs of 
the Chia persuasion. In the large isle there is a fortified town; and in 
~e whole group there may be forty or fifty mean villages. 

VOL U:. 



ASIA TIC ISLANDS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

GENERAL ARll.ANGEliiENT Qt.• THE ASIATIC ISLANDS, INCLUDI'(;-
AusTRALASIA AND PoLYNESIA. ' 

HAVING thus completed the description of the wide continent 
-of Asia, so far as the limits assigned to this work would admit, a diffi· 
cult field of investigation opens in the innumerable Asiatic Islands, 
and those situated in the Pacific, or more properly Great Oriental 
Ocean. The topics about to be treated will become more clear from 
the inspection of Arrowsmith's chart of that ocean, or the Planisphere 
on Mercator's projection, with that prodigious expanse of water towards 
the middle. Hence it will appear that, though modern enterprize have 
failed in the discovery of a supposed Austr,,l continent, (a hope and idea 
now dismissed from geography) yet the discoveries may be said to con
stitute a fifth part of the world ; which accordingly Fabri, and other 
foreign writers of skill in the science, have admitted, under the name of 
Austral Land~, Southern Indies, and other denominations, including 
New Holland, New Guinea, New Britain, New Ireland, New Cale· 
dania, New Zealand, the Friendly Isles, Society Islands, the Marquesas, 
aud even the Sandwich Islands in the north. 

These :·~gions are, however, of so wide and distinct a nature, consist
ing of almost a new continent in the south of Asia, and scattered groups 
of isles in the Pacific, many of the~ nearer to South America than to 
Asia, while they are chiefly not above twenty degrees to the south of the 
equator, that the name of Austral Lands seems very objectionable, and 
that of Southern Indies ridiculous. Nor indeed can they well be blend· 
ed under one denomination, as was long since obserred by the learned 
president De Brasses, who, neal'ly half a century ago, proposed that the 
countries to the south of Asia, namely New Holland, New Guinea, and 
New Zealand, &c. should be styled .!lu:;tralasia, and the numerous isles 
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in the Paeific Polynesia, from a Greek term implying many islands.* 
Th: denominations proposed by this learned author have appeared 
unexceptionable to most men of science ; but the absurd names impos
ed by the ignorant seamen and map-makers of all countries have, as 
usual, prevailed, whence we have new countries which bear not the 
most distant resemblance of the old, and New South vVales has become 
a p .. rt of New Holland! It is deeply to be regretted that scientific works 
ml:St continue to be disgraced by names imposed by whim and caprice, 
and that a Board of Nomenclature was not added to the Board of Lon
g;itude, to fix with due deliberation the appellations proper to be con
ferred. If there be a n,,tive name it ought, in every instance, to deserve 
the preference, as length may be abbreviated, and roughness smoothed; 
but where a general appellation is unknown to the small savage tribes, 
the names of monarchs, and other great encouragers of discovery, and 
those of eminent na·.-igators, may be imposed, with a Latin termination, 
so as to p:.tss into all European languages, with as little change as possi
ble. It is to be wished that even now a boJrd of this kind were inlititut
ed, to be held in Loncion, but attended by learned deputies from Portu
gal, Spain, Holland, and France, that the claims of prior discovery may 
be fairly investigated, and the name of the first princely protectors Ol' 

navigators imposed, to the lasting preservation of their memory. Amidst 
the choice of denominations, that of Jle'w should be dismissed, as of all 
others the most absurd and impmpet·, and calculated to infet· resem
blances where none exist. 

A; the name of Australasia has !Jeen adopted by many men of sci
ence:, in various ext::nts and applications, it may be proper first to listen 
to th~original invc:ntor.t 

.. But in this immense extent of regions, which are to form the ob
ject of the researches about to be detailed, how numerous are the differ
ent countries, climates, manners, and races of mankind! The sight 
would be dazzled and confounded if care we1·e not exerted to relieve it, 
and fix its attention, by divisions marked from distance to distance. 
These ought to be distinguished with res-arc! lo the progress of our 
knowledge, and at the same time with regard to the natural disposition 
of the objects. Our globe is composed of three large extents of land, 
AsiJ., Africa, and America ;t and of three large extents of water, the 
Ethiopian, or Indian ocean, the Atlantic, and the Pacific. In like man
ner the Austral world may be divided into three purtions, each to the 
south of the three above-mentioned. The first in the Indian ocean to 
the south of Asia, which may in consequence be named .liu8tralasia: 
the second in the Atlantic, which I shall call Magcl!ancia, from the 
name of the discoverer, begins at the southern point of the American 
continent, and comprehends all that may thence extend under the 
south.ern point of Africa, where a long undiscovered coast is supposed 
to ex1st. 1 shall comprise in the third all that is contained in the va~t 
l~acific ocean, and shall give to this division the nam<e of Polynesia, o:1 
account of the great multitude of islands." 

• Histoire des Navigations aux Terres Australes. Paris, 1756, 2 vnls. 4to. 
"t De Brosses, ib. i. 79. 
:f Europe seems here cousidered bv the lcameu Pre£idcnt as a mere elonga-

tlon cf the continem of Asia. · 
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Such were the ideas of that eminent writer, alike- distinguished fott 
the extent of his erudition, the elegance and precision of his taste, and 
the comprehension and clearness of his judgment. But it must. be 
reflected that at the time of his interesting compilation, the discoveries 
of our immol'tal Cook had not taken place, and the existence of a 
Terra Australis, or undiscovered continent in the south,. was generally 
credited. The Magellancia of De Brosses may therefore pass into obli~ 
vion, as no continent, nor perhaps even isles, exist to the south of 
America, where indeed of all positions they were the least to be expect~ 
ed. But the two other appellations begin more and more to be admitted 
among scientific men, from whom they will gradually pass to the peo
ple, as ought to be the progress. 

'Vhile the term AuBtralasia may be justly applied to what is called 
New Holland, and the circumjacent lands, the name of that large 
island itself, so ab5urc1ly joined with New South vVales, might perhaps 
be aptly exchanged for that of JVotasia, of the same sense with the for
mer, but used in a more limited accceptation.* A description of this 
country naturally follows that of Asia, and the Asiatic islands in tpe 
Indian ocean; and will be properly succeeded by that of Polynesia, or 
the islands in the Pacific; which are far remote from the American 
coast, but are connected by brief passages with Australasia, the Sand
wich islands alone excepted, which may however be followed by 
groups to be discovered to the south-west, so as to- be connected with 
Polynesitt. The reader needs scarcely be reminded that in this quarter 
alone of the world this remarkable exception occurs ; for the islands 
qelonging to both Amel'icas, to Africa, and to Europe, are sufficiently 
distinct and appropriated, while the name of Asiatic isles, enormous as 
Asia i~self, might be diffused to such an extent, as to embroil the ut
most powers of g_cographical description, and present only vague confu
£ion, instead of scientific precision. 

In the eye of some geologists the isles of Sunda, the Moluccas, and 
others in the Indian ocean, arc gradually enlarging; and may in time, 
with Australasia and Polynesia, form a vast new continent; while one 
or other of the ancient continents will be submerged under the ocean ; 
and if the most exhausted and useless must fall, Africa would perish. 
But such imaginary Yiews are foreign to the present design, which only 
nttempts a precise descrip1·ion of what r;:ally exists ; and the due con
nection and relation of the part!! to each other; au object attended with 
m:my clifticulties in this particular region of the globe. Before a proper 
arr.ang·ement can be followetht will be proper to fix 50 me limits between 
the Indian and Pacific oceans, · 

As the co;1tioent of America divides the Atlantic, or Great \Vestern 
ocean, from the Pucific, or Great EasteJ'n ocean, (both so termed in 
relation to the <mcient and civilized world,) and as Africa divides the 
},tilntic from the Indian ocean, so, by pardlel usage and deduction, 
wh<~t• is calkd New Holland may be considered us the fixed division 
b:::Lwc:en the Indian and 1-'acific, thus claiming wiLh justice the au tho! ily 
nf a contine11t, wa~hed by the Indian ocean on the west, and the PaciEc 
on t:1e east; while a line drawn from the most promiuent central capes~ 

' fr::>m the Greek word 1wtos, the soutil; as arutcl" is in the L;lt;n. 
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in the north and south, may be regarded as a boundary of these two 
oceans. The southern extension of this imaginary line is of little 
moment; but in the north it must be considered as a division of great 

, importance to precise discussion, as the isles on the west must be con
sidered as strictly Asiatic, and intimately connected with the description 
of Asia ; while those on the right belong to Australasia, and Polynesia. 
This division must naturally and unavoidably depend on the observation 
of the widest channel between the Molucca islands,* and Papua, or 
New Guinea: and the degree of longitude, 130" from London, seems 
nearly to amount to a boundary. Hence Amboyna belongs ,to thl! 
Asiatic isles, while Tirnor-laut belongs to Australasia. The meridian 
of boundary passes through Ceram ; but the proximity of that isle to 
Amboyna may properly connect it with the Asiatic isles, with which 
l\1ysol may also be classed. From the north-west extremity of Papua, 
or rather some small islands lying at that extremity, a clear line may 
be drawn, following the same meridian, and leaving Gilolo am.ong the 
Asiatic isles on the west and those of Pelew among the Polynesian in 
the Pacific. This line then bending north-west would include the Phi
lippine islands and the Bashees, passing to the south of Formosa; the 
other limits and appellations being sufficiently clear. 

Such may therefore be the assumed bouncla!'y between the Indian 
ocean, and Chinese, &c. sea on the west and the Pacific on the east and 
between the Asiatic isles, and Australa5ia and Polynesia. The boundary 
between the two latter great divisions may be traced in consonance, as 
would seem, with the ideas of M. De Brasses, by regarding what is 
called New Holland as a continent, or great)eading island, with which 
those most adjacent must be regarded as connected. Hence Papua 
belongs to Australasia: and a line drawn in the latitude of three or four 
degrees to the north of the equator, and then passing south in the meri
dian of 170° east from Greenwich, so as to include the New Hebucles, 
thence in the parallel of 30 south, gradually stretching to 175° west 
from Greenwich, including New Zealand, and the isle called Cha,tham, 
will present ~he natural and precise boundary of Australasia. 

That division called Polynesia, by far the most extensive, adjoins 
{)n the west to the line above drawn around the Asiatic i'lles; thence it 
ascends about latitude 18 ° longitude 128 ° east in a north-east direction, 
so as to include the isle called Rica de Plata, longitude 16.1 °, and thence 
curving south-east and encompassing the northern Sandwich islands, 
where our great navigator fell,t and the Marquesas, and extending to 
120° west from London. Any isles to the north-east or east of this 
line of demarcation may be regarded as belonging to North or South 
America. 

The southern boundary of the Asiatic isles may be considered as 
sufficiently ascertained by the wide channel between them and New 
Holland; while the north-west extremity of Sumatra may present a 

" This name originally confined to five small islands, has been extended 
by the French geographers to a large group hefween Borneo and New Guinea. 

Mr. Forest, p. 31, regards Gilolo as the boundary between the Indian ocean 
and Pacific. 

t There are other Sandwich islands, latitude 50° south, or beneath the 
paralld of Cap~ Horn. Such i~ the perplexity of the received nomenclaturec 
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meridian of separation on the west between the Asiatic isles, eminently 
so styled, and those in the Indian ocean. The same western boundary 
may be assigned to Australasia. 

The southern limits of the last, and of Polynesia, alone remain; but 
as few or no islands have been discovered to the south of New Zealand, 
the parallel of 50° south lat. may be laxly assumed as the boundary of 
both. 

Polynesia will thus extend from 50° south latitude to about 35'" 
north latitude that is 858, or 5100 geographical miles :* while the 
breadth taken from lo~Jgitude 170° east from Greenwich, to 130° we:;t 
npon the equator itself, will yield sixty degrees, or 3600 geographical 
miles. 

The length of Australasia may be computed from 95° of the same 
longitude to 185°, that is 90° in latitude 30°,or w:arly 5000 geographi
cal miles; while the breadth, latitude .3° north to latitude 50° south, 
will be 3180 geographical miles. 

Even the smallest division., that of the Asiatic isles, in what has been 
called the Oriental Archi~obgo, is of great extent from 13 ° south lati
tude to 22 ° north latitude, that is 34 o, or 2 1.00 geographical miles; while 
the length from 95° eu~t longitude to 132°, yields 37 degn:es not far 
from the equator, nearly corresponding with the breadth.t 

The several groups of islands which compose each of these grand 
divisions, will more properly be considered under eae-h, in the separate 
descriptions, so far as the most recent discoveries will allow, after pre
mising that they are submitted, with the preceding remarks, to the 
public candour, as mere opinions and topics of inquiry, which may 
instigate judicious men to further discussion, so as gradually to pro· 
duce a scientific arrangement of universal acceptation, which is greatly 
wanted in this large portion of the globe. 

"' This length is increased by more than J. third, as it extends from the 
north-west to the south-east ; but position is a more important consider.atiotl 
than extent, when measured on the ocean. 

t If however Australasia and Polynesia be not admitted as grand divisio11i, 
ihey must fall under the AsiA TIC lsLAJODS. 
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1:; -
ARRANGEMENT OF THOSE IN THE ORIENTAL ARCHIPELAG0.-1. 

ISLES OF SUNDA, OR SUMATRAN CHAIN.-2. BORNE0,-3, li!A• 

NILLAS,--4. CELEllEZIAN ISLEs.-5. SPICE ISLANDS. 

THIS division, as already explained, comprehends what are called 
the Isles of Sunda, the Moluccas, and the Philippines. The isles of 
Sunda are so called from the Sound, or Strait, between Sumatra and 
Java ; and consist of these two islands, with Borneo ; and some include 
Celebez, which others ascribe to the Moluccas. Some geogrophers 
consider the line of islands, forming as it were an elongation of Java, 
as belonging to those of Sunda, while D'Anville rather regards these 
as pa1t of the Great Moluccas. 

An able naturalist, impressed with this confusion, has attempted a 
new nomenclature."' Under the name of Malayan isles, he arranges 
Sumatra, Java, Borneo, by an appellation sufficiently vague and inap
plicable, as the Malays extend to innumerable other islands. Another 
great division, that of the Philippine islands, he terms the Manillas, in
cluding Mindanao, whence he passes to the Sooloo islands, those of 
Sangir, and to Celebez, here seeming to lose sight of arrangement. 
From Balli, on the east of Java, what he calls the Timorian chain includes 
Sumbava, (the Cumbava of D' Anville,) Florez, Timor, &c. but when. 
he adds Timorlaut, he again forgets precision ; and his whole chain is 
~o intimately connected with Java, that the separation cannot be applaud
eel. Our ingenious author next describes New-Holl{)nd; and returns. 
to what he calls. the Sjlicey Islands, beginning with Arroo, an appendage 
Qf New Guinea, and which, by his own account, produces sago, not 
spice. The isles of Banda follow, with Amboyna, Ceram, Bouro, &c. 
Mr. Pennant next describes the Molucca islands, including Gilolo.
HJs Pajwan islands are on the north-west part of Pajzua, or ,Yew Gui· 
nea, which foliows, with sc:T!e other isles ; and after describing .iVc·w 
Britain and New Ireland, he again returns to Pajzua. If the ingenious. 
author had sedulously end.eavoured to render confusion more confused, 
he could not ha>e followed a better plan : but what precision can there 
be in the geography of these regions, in which a most aqle and iotelli
~ent writer has been recently so muc:1 bewildered? 

'~' Penn,.nt,O~:~tlinu ~fto~ <;OJo),e, yql. iv. 
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An insp·.:ction of the maps and charts of this part of the globe, win 
show that a great chain of islands, connected with much proximity, 
extends from Sumatra north-west to Lackal or Lachal south-east. This 
chain includes Sumatra, Java, Balli, Sumbava; Florez, and Timor, as 
the chief isles; with Sumba in the South, and- in the north Madura, 
Billiton, Banca, &c. This chain, dividBd and distinguished by the hand 
of nature, might either be termed the Sumatran islands, from the chief, 
or the received name of Isles of Sunda may be extended and restricted 
to this group, which, besides the strait so called, presents many other 
sounds or passages, from the Inlllian o~eap. towards the Pacific and the 
Chinese sea. 

Bomeo, an island of vast extent, should not be considered as belong
ing to any group; but the small isles around it may be termed the 
Bornean islands, as the Sooloos, Pulo Laut, Anamba, Natuna. 

The Philippine. Islands may alr~ady. be. J'egarded as .the most re
gula!' and precise group 'in these seas, including 'the. Bashees, and 
other little grqups in the north, and Mindanao· and; Palawan in the 
south. 

There rema~ns the large island ~;>f Celebez, w.hich may be considered 
a!l gl'Ouped witl) Shulla, Boutan, Salayar, s~c. and the whole may be 
termed the Celebezian isles. 
· The Molw;ca isllJllds, an anci~nt and venerable name, are properly 
only five of small size, on the west of Gilolo; b\lt it seems proper to 
~xteud this appellation to Gilolo, M ysol, Ceram, Amboyna, awl.Banda.* 
:n~e remaining isles in the south-eastbelong to Papua-in Australasia. 

These five divisions, 1. the Sumatran isles, or those of Sunda : 2. 
Borneo, and the Bornean isles : ~·. the Philippines : 4, the Celebezian 
isles: and 5. the. Moluccas, or Spice Islands, are not only indicated by 
the hand of nature, but seem sufficient for a description of this vast 
arch-tpelagq. 

1 THE ISLES OF SUNDA, OR THE SL"MATRAN CHAIN. 

This division, as already explained, comprises Sumatra, Java, Balli, 
Lombok, Sumbava, Florez, and Timor; witl1 several isles of less note 
in the viCinity ofthese. 

SuMATRA. Sumatra is an island of great extent, being not less 
than· 950 British miles in length, by about 200 in breadth ; for on so 
vast a scale are the reg-ions connected with Asia, that Great Britain, if 
situated in the oriental archipelago, would only in size rival Sumatra 
and Borneo. The English settlement of Bencoolen in the south-east 
part ofthis island, has occasioned particular attention to its nature and, 
productions, especially since Mr. Marsden published an ample and intel
ligent account of this interesting island, from which this brief descrip
tion shall be abstracted.t It was certainly unknown to the ancients, the 
information of Ptolomy terminating, as before mentioned, considerably 

.. Even Maglndano, or Mindanao, is by the natives called Molucca Bazar; 
or the great Molucca; Forest, p. 305: so there can be no aolid reason for re· 
~tricting the term to the little Moluccas. 

t History of Snmatra, 17134, 4to. 2d edit. 
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to the north, and the mountain of Ophir, whence some have supposed 
this country known to Solomon, is a modern European denomination. 

-The conquests and discoveries of the Mahometans, in Asia and Africa, 
remain a most important object of geographical investigation: and it is 
certain, that the Arabs in the ninth century, had discovered regions little 
known in Europe till the sixteenth. Among these was Sumatra, 
which seems also, by an unaccountable depravation, to be the Lesser 
Java of Marco Polo;* but his Greater Java may probably be Borneo, 
for he descr-ibes it as being 3000 miles in circuit, while the lesser is 
2000. A chain of mountains runs through the whole isle, the ranges 
being in many parts double and treble, generally nearer to the western 
coast, where they approach within twenty miles of the sea; but the 
height is not so considerable as to retai,n snow. Mount Ophir, imme
diately under the equinoctial line, is 13,842 feet above the sea, only 
yielding about 2000 feet to mount lllanc. This seems almost the only 
Asiatic mountain which has been accurately measured ; and it is not 
improbable that the northern mountains of Tibet, and even those of 
Caucasus, would be found greatly to exceed the highest Alps, the 
mountains being probably on as grand a scale as the rivers, and other 
features of that immense continent. Between the ridges of mountains 
are elevated plains, with lakes and water-falls, one of which is from the 
summit of a conic mountain. There are many rivers on the western 
coast, but commonly impeded by sand banks, so as to present few 
means of navigation. In the midst of what is called the torrid zone, 
the thermometer seldom rises above 85", while in Bengal it attains 
101•; and the inland inhabitants of the mountains, (which alone form 
zones,) use fires to dispel the morning cold ; yet fmst, snow, and hail, 
are unknown. Thunder and lightning are frequent, particularly durin~ 
the north-west monsoon. The year has two divisions, called the rainy 
and dry monsoons; the south-east or dry, beginning about May, aml 
ending with September; the north-west, or wet, beginning in Novern. 
her, and ending about March ; the intermediate months, April and May, 
October and November, being variable: on the west coast, the sea 
breeze begins about ten in the forenoon, and continues till six in the 
evening ; being succeeded by the land breeze during the night. The 
soil is generally a stiff reddish clay, covered with a layer of black mould, 
the source of perpetual verdure; but three quarters of the isle, espe
cially towards the south, present an impen:ious forest. On the west, 
between the mountains and the sea, there are large swamps ; but even 
here, the face of the country is remarkably broken and uneven. There 
seem to be many mines of gold,t though mostly neglected ; and the 
copper is mingled with that metal. There are excellent ores of iron 
and steel: and that rare mineral, tin, is one of the chief exports, being 
principally found near Palimbang on the eastern shore, a continuation 
probably of the rich beds of Banca. Gold is found near Bencoolen, 

" Marsden, p. 2 and 280. This ingenious writer says, that the Arab tra
vellers, 1173, call this isle Ramni, for which he quotes Herbelot. In this 
he mistakes the date of the manuscript for the date of the journey, which 
was A. D. 851. 
t Chiefly near Padan, ib.l33 What he styles white rock m· marble, i~ quartz. 

VOL, II. Z )1: 
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and in other places, but of inferior quality. The little island of Pooib 
Pisang, close to the foot of mount Poogong, is mostly a bed of rock cry
stal. The najzpal seems a kind of soap rock : and petroleum also ap
pears. There are several volcanic mountains in Sumatra, as in mo~;~t 
of the othe1· islands of the oriental archipelago, but eruptions are un
frequent. Aftet· an earthquake, a rent was observed in the ground for 
a quarter of a mile, from which a bituminous matter is said to have 
swelled. On the shores are many ledges of coral rocks, a circumstance 
frequ<mt in this quarter of the world. The effects of the surf are sin
gular, and have been minutely detailed by Mr. Marsden, who ascribes 
them to the trade, or perpetual winds, between the parallels of 30" north 
and south. 

The inhabitants are vaguely divided into the Mabometans of the 
coast and the inland Pagans:. but our author has considered the various 
races with more exact detail. The Malays, now so called, seem to be 
recent settlers, and their language a dialect of a speech most widely ex
tended from Malacca, and perhaps the south of Hindost.o.m, nearly as 
far as the western coasts of America, through the innumerable islands of 
the Pacific. By the acconnt of Mr. Marsden there are inland races, of 
whom the Googoo are covered with long hair, and liUle superior to the 
Ourang Outangs of Borneo. The chief native sovereignty is that of 
Menang Cabow, but the Rejangs seem to retain thcdpurest race and 
manners. They are rathe1· short and slender : the noses of infants are 
flattened, and their ears extended ; but the eyes are dark and clear, and 
among the southern women often resemble the Chinese. The com
plexion is properly yellow, being without the red tinge, which consti
tutes a tawney or copper colour : but the superior class of women fair, 
and commonly of not unpleasing countenances, and the nails are often 
tinged red as in Mahometan countries. In the mountainous parts large 
wens or goitres are frequent, as in the mountains of Hindostan and 
Tibet, proceeding perhaps from the dense mists, which affect the glands 
of the throat and occasion tumours, that, from the constant repetition of 
the cause become irremoveable. The chief c[istinction between the na
tives and the Malays of the coast seems to b~, that the former are fairer 
and stronger. The original clothing is made of the inner bark of trees, 
as in Otaheite; but the dress of the Malays consists of a vest, a robe, 
and a kind of mantle, with a girdle, in which is the creea, 0r dagger. 
They wear short drawers, and there is no covering for the legs. or feet: 
a fine cloth is wrapt round the head, which on journies is covered with 
a wide hat. Both sexes file their teeth, and stain them black. The 
villages are commonly on hills, and surrounded with fruit trees, the 
balli, or common hall, being in the centre. The houses at·e of wood 
and bamboos, covered with leaves of palm, standing on pillars, and 
scaled by a rude ladder. The furniture is of comse simple, and the 
common food rice ; sago, though common, bcin;:s less used than in the 
islands further to the east. For the agricultme, and other interesting 
circumstances, our ,,uthor may be consulted, who observes that the Ma
lay countries, though beautiful in appearance, are generally of an un
fertile soil, when applied to purposes of useful cultivation : and the facts 
which he mentions s~em to leave no doubt of this unexpected truth. 
The horses are small, but well made, and hardy' the cows and sheep 
o.tlso diminutive, the lattet· probably from Bengal. Here are also found 
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the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, tiger, bear, ·otter. porcupine, 
deer, wild hog, civet cat, with many varieties of the monkey. The 
buffalo' is employed in domestic labour. Among birds, the Sumatran 
or Argus pheasant is of distinguished beauty. The jungle fowl, or wild 
poultry, also appear: and there is a breed in the south -of remat·kable 
height, likewise found in Bantam on the west of Java, which gives 
name to the well known small bl'eed. The house lizard ·will run on 
the ceiling of a room, being the ·larg·est animal that can walk in an in
verted position ; and insects swarm, particularly the destructive ter
mites. The most abundant article is pe1)per, the object of our settle· 
rnent; being ·produced by a creeping plant resembling a vine. The 
white pepper is pl'ocured by stripping the outer husk from the ripe 
grains. ·Camphor is another remarkable product, being fuund in the tree 
in a concrete crystallization : camphor oil is the product of another kind 
ef tree. Benzoin is the gum or resin of another tree ; and cassia, a 
coarse kind of cinnamon, found in the central parts of the country. 
Rattans are exported to Europe as walking canes. There are three 
kinds -of ootton, the annual, and the perennial or shrub. " The silk 
cotton (bombax ceiba) is also to be met with in every village. This is 
to appearance, one of the most beautiful raw materials the hand of na
ture has presented. Its fineness, gloss, and delicate softness, render it, 
to the sight and touch, much superior to the labour of the silkworm ; 
but owing to the shortness and bl'ittleness of the staple, it is esteemed 
unfit for the reel and loom, and is only applied to the unwm·thy pUI'pose 
of stuffing pillows and mattresses. Possibly it has not undergone a fait· 
trial in the hands of our ingenious artists, and we may yet see it con· 
verted into a valuable manufacture. It grows in pods from four ,to six 
inches long, which burst open when ripe. The seeds entirely resemble 
the black pepper, but are without taste. The tree is remarkable, from 
the branches g.rowing out perfectly straight and horizontal, and being 
always three, forming equal angles at the same height: the diminutive 
shoots likewise grow flat ; and the seYeral gradations of branches cb
serve the same regularity to the top. Some tra\Tellers have called it the 
umbrella tree, but the piece of furniture called a dumb waiter exhibits a 
more strikit1g picture of it.* Coffee trees are universally planted, but 
the fruit is nut excellent. The ebony tree abounds in the forests, and 
the banian tree spreads as usual to a vast extent, as it drops roots and 
fibres from certain parts of the boughs. The commerce Is chiefly with 
Hindostan and China. The Malays excel in gold and silver fillagree, 
and in weaving silk and cotton ; but other manufactures are imperfect, 
and the sciences little cultivated. Besides the Malay, several languages 
are spoken, which seem however to have a manifest affinity among 
themselves, and with that widely diffu~ed '>peech which may be called 
tbe Polynesian, as it is difli.1sed through innumerable i~lands in the Pa
cific. The Rejang and Batta are the chief internal languages, written 
in characters totally distinct, a singular circumstance, and which seems 
to overturn the ideas concerning the supposed difficulty in the inventiGn 
of alphabets. \Videly removed from the savage tribes of Africa and 
America, even the rudest tribes of Sumatra and the othet• Asiatic iles, 

" Marsden, 127. 
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as far as the utmost bounds of Polynesia, display a certain degree of 
civilzation. The paujeran m· prince pt·esides over many magistrates ; 
but his government is limited, his power being confined by his p6verty. 
Laws are unknown, the chiefs rendering judgment according to cus
toms ; but the English residents have drawn u]:> a little code of laws, 
regulated by the usages. Most crimes are compensated by money, 
murder itself not excepted. The difficulties attending marriage form 
an exception to the general customs of uncivilized countries, and the 
general chastity seems remarkable. The celebration is commonly in 
the balli or village hall, and is accompanied wit11 dances and songs. 
Polygamy is practised, seeming to be connected, as Mr. Marsden has 
observed, with the idea of purchasing a wife, instead of receiving a 
dower with her. Combats of cocks and quails are among the most fa· 
vourite amusements, with pyrrhic dances, dice, and other games. The 
use of opium is extensive, but J.·arely leads to other excesses. What is 
called a muck, by the natives mongamo, rather proceeds from revenge, 
or a sense of oppression, than from intoxication ; and the native ferocity 
requires no stimulant. Parturition is here brief and easy; and the 
mother in a few hours walks to the bath. The dead are bUI'ied, and the 
graves never disturbed. The Rejangs, according to our author, have 
no religion: but they believe in angels or spiritual beings, and seem to 
have some idea of the transmigration of souls. The sea is an object of 
particular veneration, as natural among islanders. The Christian reli· 
gion is unknown in Sumatra, the missionaries having unaccountably 
neglected this large island, while St. Francis Xavier (Shavier), called the 
apostle of the Indies, converted many thousands in the more eastern 
islands, where however the light vanished with the apostle. The man• 
ners of the Lam pons, in the southern part of the isle, are more licen
tious than in the other provinces. For an account of Menang Cabul, 
the principal Malay state, though the sultan be scarcely superior to a 
raja, the ingenious author so often quoted may be consulted.* The 
people seem the same with those of Malacca ; but the author has 
strangely embroiled the question, by supposing that the Malays'never 
planted any colony before they became Mahometans. The English 
possess two settlements in the country of Batta, where human flesh is 
still eaten, but restricted to that of prisoners taken in war and capital 
offenders, an observation which perhaps extends universally wherever 
this practice is known to exist. The kingdom of Acheen in the-north· 
west extremity of the island carries on a considerable trade with the 
coast of Coromandel. The natives are more stout and tall, and of a 
darker complexion than the other Sumatrans. After Gama had passed 
the Cape of Good Hope in 1497, the importance of the city of Malacca 
became known, and it was soon after seized by these invaders, whose 
proximity led to several discussions and contests with the northern 
powers of Sumatra, in consequence of which the kingdom of Acheen 
became remarkable in the history of these regions ; and in 1615 the 
monarch attacked Malacca with five hundred small ships, but was de
feated: nor is this petty sovereignty unnoticed in the subsequent trans
actions of the Dutch and English. 

' Marsden, 281. 
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Several small isles encompass Sumatra. BANCA is particularly ce
lebrated for its tin.* Of BILUToN little is known; nor of the isles 
that lie between Sumatra and Malacca called Pitti, and other names, 
witl1 the common addition of Pula, which in these seas appeat•s to im
ply an island, being probably a Malay term.t On the west the N As
sAu or Poggy isles have been lately noted for ilieir inhabitants, dissi
milar from their neighbours, and approaching the Otaheitans in the, 
amiable simplicity of their manners, as well as in their personal ap
pearance; while their colour, like that of the Malays, is light brown 
or copper.t 

JAvA. The large and interesting work of Mr. Marsden has 
led tg those details concerning Sumatra ; but the account of the other' 
islands must be more restricted. Java is not only an extensive island, 
about 650 British mjles in length by about 100 of medial breadth, but 
is remarkable for the city of Batavia, the celebrated capital of the 
Dutch possessions. This island, like the former, abounds with fo
rests, and presents an enchanting verdure. It seems also ·intersected· 
by a ridge of mountains, like a spine pervading its length./1 Batavia 
is strongly fortified with walls, and a citidel towards the sea. There 
are many canals about four feet in depth, and the town is large, and 
well built of stone. 

BATAVIA. This metropolis of the oriental archipelago pre-
sents many nations and languages ; and the Chinese constitute the 
greater part of tile inhabitants, being contented for the sake of gain 
to forget the tombs of their ancestors, and tl1e laws of their country 
against emigration.** The MaLy language, the French of the east, 
is here universally understood. The streets are planted with large 
t:."ees, which practice, with the Dutch canals probably contributes to 
the unhealthiness of this spot. The heat is not so intense considered 
in itself, being between 80" and B €i 0 , as from the low situation of the 
tovv-n, and the murky exhalations from the bogs, canals, and a muddy 
sea, whence, from nine o'clock till four, it is impossible to walk out, 
and it is usual to change linen twice a day. The sun being nearly 
vertical, rises and sets about six throughout the year ; but the noctur- · 
nal repose is infested by mosldtos. In the evening, from six to nine, 
parties are formed, and intemperance assists the poison of the climate.· 
The water is also of a bad quality ; and it appears absoh.ttely unac
countable that a people possessed of common judgment should hav~
selected this among ten thousand preferable situations in the various 
isles. The Javanese are of a yellow complexion, and not unpleasing 
lineaments: they are generally Mahometans. Their coin is of lead, 

• The industrious translator of Stavorinus, vol. i. p. 357, says that these 
mines were only discovered in 1710 or 1711, and though the Dutch receive 
about three millions of pounds wei~ht, the veins seem inexhaustible. 

t This is confirmed by Thunberg's vocabulary of the Malay, so that Pulo 
is a ridiculous addition in maps . 

.f As. H.es. vi. 77. 
/1 Thunberg, ii. 213. For a tolerable map of Java see the voyage of Sta

vorinus, 1798, v. i. p. 313, where there is also a long and minute descrip
tion of the island. 

u The Dutch Governor General displ:l.ys a pomp approaching to royalty. 
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as in Sumatra and Borneo. The Chinese are the most industrious 
class, both in trade and agriculture. The air is unwholesome, from 
fetid fogs and other {:auses, that dysenteries and putrid fevers destroy 
prodigious numbers ; and of three settlers it is rare that one outlives 
the year. The rainy season begins with December, and lasts till 
March. CrQ.-:odiles abound in the rivers, as in most of the oriental 
isles. Java is divided into three or four principalities, the chiefbeing 
the emperor of Surikarta. Near Cheribon are a splendid tomb and 
mask, ranked among the most magnificent antiquities of the east. 
Thunberg mentions several volcanos, one of which had overwhelmed 
with ashes. a great number of coffee plantations. His journey to the 
interior mountains is interesting to the botanist; but the thickness of 
the forests appears to have preventeu him f-rom any general views of 
the islaqd which might be serviceable to geography. The products 
resemble those of Sumatra; and the eristence of the poisonous tree, 
which has supplied Dr. Darwin with a highly poetical description, 
appears to .be completely confuted. 

The small isle of Madma, on the north of Java, had its inde
pendent prince, whose sufferings under the tyranny. of the Dutch have 
been repeated by Mr. Pennant.* The Dutch phlegm seems to have 
led them to greater cruelties than the fanaticism of the Portuguese or 
Spaniards ; and our ingenious naturalist has observed, that " phleg
matic constitutions never feel for the sufferings of others, their cal
losity is incorrigible; warm tempers may do wrong, but they soon re
turn to their native milkiness." It is to be regretted that the English 
had not retained for some years the possession of the Dutch settle
ments, to convince the Batavians, by example, that conquests may 
be better maintained by lenity than by sordid cruelty. The isle o[ 
BALLI seems only remarkable for furnishing slaves, cotton yarn, and 
pickled pork.t Of LoMBOK, SuilnAv A, and FLoREz, little is known. 
TnroR was discovered in 152::! by the companions of :.\1agalhaens, 
who found in it alone the white sandal wood. :j: The Pmtuguese, af
ter a long struggle, effected a settlement ; but were expelled by the 
Dutch in 16 i 3, who regard this isle as a kind of barrier of the spice 
trade. Timor is near 200 miles in length by 60 in breadth; and. the 
inhabitants are esteemed the bravest in the oriental archipelago. 

II. BORNEO. 

BDRNEO. This island is reputed the largest in the world; and 
even after recent discoveries seems only to yield to Nota~ia, ot· New 
Holland, which, as it rivals Emope in size, may more properly be re
garded as a contin~nt. Bol'!1eo seem~ cler:rly to be the Greater Java 
of Marco Polo, which he says is 3000 miles i~ circuit, as it is about 
900 miles in length, by 600 at its greatest breadth. That fatbet· of 

* Outlines, iv. 31. See ib. 28, the massacre of 12,000 Chinese in 1740. 
t See Forest 170. 
:j: Premier Voyage autour du Monde par Pigafetta. Paris, an 9.' p. 213, 

214. 
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oriental geography tells us that the Greater Java is. 1500 miles to the 
south of Ciamba,- probably Siampa, on 1he south of Cochin China. 
From the Greater Java wet·e 700 miles to the isle of Condur, pro
bably Pulo Condor ; !!hence to the south-west lay the jzrovince of 
Boiach, or Loiach, which seems to be Malacca. From that province 
he passes south to the isle Petan, probably Bentam, or some other 
small woody isle in that direction : fronl. Petan there were 100 miles 
to the Lesser Java, or Sumatra, 2000 miles in circuit, which Polo 
visited, and describes six of its kingdoms. From the Lesser Java, 
were 150 miles to the island of Necura, probably the most southerly 
of the Nicobar islands ; but his nutmegs and cloves here found seem 
fabulous. From Necur;1 he passes to Angania, in all appearance the 
Andamans, and thence south-west to the great island of Seilam, or 
Ceylon. From- this account it seems clear that the isle now called 
Java was unknown to Marco Polo, and the name which probably im
plies orily a large island, a-s Pulo a small one, was indifferently ap
plied by the Malays to many countries ; and happened to be retaine(l 
by the Portuguese for a third Java, or large land, unknown to· the 
great European traveller, whose writings deserve illustration, as not 
only interesting in themselves, but as they led. t-o the discovery of 
America, and other grand events in modern history.* 

The interior parts of the great island of Borneo a1'e little known, 
though a considerable river flow from' the centre of the country almost 
due south, forming' the harbour of Bender Mas<>in ; and the names of 
several villages on the banks are laid down by D' An ville. " The far 
greater part of Borneo next to the sea, especially the nprthern, consists 
of swamps, covered with forests of trees ofnumberless species and gre(;!.t 
sizes, which penetrate for scores of miles towards the centre of the 
island. These unstable muddy fiats are divided by rivers, which branch! 
into multitudes of canals, and are the only road!> into the interior parts._ 
Lofty mountains are said to rise in the middle of the island; many are 
volcanic, and often occasion tremendous· earthquakes.t The houses 
are often built on posts fixed on rafts, which are moored to the shore,· 
and on the Ban jar river experience the rise and fall of the tide, a dif
ference of twelve feet. These singular villages are moved from place 
t:o place according; to the convenience of. the inhabitants .. The coasts 
are held by Malays, Moors, Macassars from Celebez, and even Japan
ese. The natives in the interior are blacks,. with long hair, of a mid
<lle stature, feeble and inactive ; but their features are superior to those 
of negroes. Theit· religi-on, a kind of Mahometanism, and there are 
several kingdoms, the chief being at Tatas in the south on the great 
river, which for many miles is twice as broad as the Thames at Graves-

"' The numerals are very corrupt, but in the account of the globe of Be-· 
uaim, at the end of :Pigafetta's voyage the isle of Petan is caUed Pentan,. 
which seems to resemble Bent:J.m. l'igafetta, p. 216, mistakes modern Java, 
which the natives, as he savs, called Jaoa, for the Grea•er Java of Marco· 
Polo; just as :he finds Japat; south of the Philippines and the Taprohana of 
the ancients in Sumatra. He adds that the Lesser Java is the ~sle of· Balli! 
This gross ignorance of the Portuguese mariners at first led to grellit confu~ 
~ion, which is nnt even nr,w completely expelled. ' , 

t Penna11t's Outlines, iv. 52. 
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end, and bordered by trees of most stupendous height. This river iii 
greatly frequented by the Chinese junks; but European settlements 
have been unsuccessful, the adventurers having been massacred. The 
best accounts of Borneo seem still to be derived from the voyage of 
Beekman, published in 1718. Pepper abounds in the interior country, 
with the gum called dragon's blood, camphor, and sandal wood. A 
superstitious value is attached to the bezoar, a kind of concretion found 
in the monkies. Edible birds' nests are abundant. Gold is found in 
the interior country, where there are also said to be diamonds, but 
inferior to those of Golconda. The ourang outang abounds, and is 
said to light a fire by blowing with its mouth to broil fish, and boil rice, 
so that man is not the only cooki<Jg animal. The natives are called 
Baijos, but their language has not been explained : they are said to 
offer sacrifices of sweet scented wood to one supreme beneficent deity, 
and the sentiments of piety, or in other words, of delightful gratitude, 
are accompanied by laudable morals. The Biajos come down the 
great river of Ban jar to the port of Masseen* in rude boats, with gold 
dust, and othet· articles, among which diamonds are mentioned, the 
Moors called Banjareens being the factors. These Biajos are tatooed 
blue, with a small wrapper .about the loins. The chief extract one or 
two of the fore teeth, substituting others of gold, and strings of the 
teeth of tigers, a real badge of knighthood, or courage, are worn round 
the neck. These animals abound in the island, and probably alligators; 
a deplorable consequence of the metemptsychosis preserving their 
numbers in the east, where in many regions these creatures are vene
rated, as being animated with the souls of heroes. The town called 
]Jm·neo on the north-west consists of about SOOO houses, floating as 
above described: it was greatly frequented by the Chinese, who pro
pably continue to be the chief traders to Borneo. 

BoRNEAN IsLEs. This large island, a:> ah'eady mentioned, 
Qught not to be arranged with the group, or chain of :lunda, with 
which it has no connection ; and with equal justice might Crt<te be 
arranged with the Cyclades, or Rhodes with the Sporades: but it is 
surrounded with many small isles which, from their relation to this 
comparative continent, may be termed BoRNEAN ISLANDS, 

SooLoo. Such is the group of the Sooloo in the north-e!lst, 
of which Mr. Dalrymple, who visited them, has given a good account. 
They are rich in pearls, for which they were noted in the time of 
Magalhaens, Pigafetta, his companion, reporting that a Bornean 
monarch possessed two pearls found here, as large as pullet's eggst. 
The chief isle is thirty miles by twelve : the natives rather polished, 
the government being vested in a sultan, for the Mahometan religion 
extends thus tart. The isle of TAwEE lies between the Sooloos and 
Borneo. At the northem extremity is BANGU.E:Y, not far from Bala
bec, the most south-west of the Philippines: and BALAMBANGAN, 
1·emarkable for a settlement attempted by the English in 177 3, but 

• D' Anville calls the river Biajos, and the town Bender Massin, from a 
eonfusion of names and circumstances. 

t Ut supra, p. 150. 
t See also the Voyages of Sonnerat and Forest. 
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evacqated either on account of the unhealthy climate, or of a Dutch 
invasion*. To the west of Borneo are the groups of Natuna and 
Anamba little visited or known; an observation applicable also to several 
isles 'in the south of Borneo; but Pulo Laut, which by _D' An ville is 
1·epresented as an isle, is by later discoveries attached to the continent 
'Of Borneo. 

III. THE MANILLAs, oR PHILIPPINE IsLANDs. 

THIS large group was discovered by Magalhaens in 1521, who 
1:alled them the acchipeiago of SL Lazarus; but they were afte1·wanls 
styled the Philippines, in honour of that infamous tyrant Philip II of 
Spain. The popular name of Manillas seems preferable, as native and 
ancient, but the appellation seems unknown to Pigafetta, who calls the 
isle of Luzon .Lozon, and docs not indicate any othet' titlet, while 
others term it the isle of Mani!ra. 

LuzoN. Luzon is the greatest and most important of these 
isles, being more than SC\'en degrees, or near 500 British miles in 
length, by about 100 of medial breadth. The jealousy of the Spani
ards has preYented the acquisition of precise knowledge concerning 
this important island, which is pervaded in its length by a chain of 
high mountains towards the east. Gold, copper, and iron are amon>r 
tlte certain products; and the soil is reported to be uncom;rnonly fruitfuL 
The natives, who are of a mild character, are called Tagals, like aU 
those of the Philippines, and seem of Malay origin:f. They are tall 
and well made, wearing only a kind of shirts with loose drawers, but 
the dress of the women is chiefly aJarge mantle, and their black and 
beai.Jtiful hair sometimes reaches the ground, the complexion being a 
deep tawny. The houses are of bamboo covered with palm leaves, 
Taised on pillars to the height of eight or ten feet. The chief food is 
rice, often eaten with salted fish. There are many lakes in the isle of 
Luzon, the most considerable being that which gives source to the 
river Manillo. Several volcanos occur, and earthquakes are not 
uncommon. The cotton is of peculiar beauty, and the sugar cane and 
cocoa-tree are objects of particular culture. The city of Manilla i~ 
well built and fortified, but a third part is occupied by convents ; the 
number of Christian inhabitants is computed at 12,000. Between this 
city and Acapulco, nearly in the same parallel on the west of Mexico, 
was conducted a celebrated commerce through a space of 140° or 
8400 geographical miles, more than one third of tile circumferenc~ of 
the globe. The Manilla ships or galleons were formerly of g·rcat size, 
:a.s appears from the well-known narrative of Anson's voyage, but 

" This affair is explained by Forest, p. 336, but rather in a timid manner. 
'Ve were expelled by an insurrection of the Sooloos, but were they not insti-
gated by the Dutch? . 

t The Spanish c; with cedilla is often mistaken for the com man c, whence 
D'Anville's Cumbava for Zumbava, and the Lucan of P~nnant instead of 
Luzon. !11 like manner the' Spani,;h x, pronounced sh, has occasioned our 
:Xutlas in these seas, instead of Shultas. 

t Sonnerat, ii. 108. 
VOL. II. Y y 
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latterly smaller vessels have been used. The city of Manilla was taken 
by the English in 17 62, and the ransom remained unpaid. The Chinese 
were here numerous till the beginning of the seventeenth century, 
when the Spaniards committed a terrible massacre of that industrious 
people. In 16.69 it is said that they were again expelled from all these 
1sles, by the bigotry of the Governor: since which time there has been 
a great decline in industry and produce. 

MINDANO. Next in size is Mindano, a beautiful and fertile 
island, tht> chief Spanish settlement being at Sambuang in the south
west*. This island is in general mountainous, but the vast vales 'consist 
of a rich black mould, watered with the purest rivulets. The beauty 
of the scenery is unspeakable, and some idea of it may be formed 
from the pr.ints of Mr. Forest's voyage. The Lano is a large inland 
lake, about sixty miles in circumference. Horses and buffaloes have 
here multiplied to a surprising degree. In the south there is a vol
cano of constant eruption, which serves as a sea mark. 

;The other chief Philippines are PALAw AN, MINDORo, PANI, 
BuGLAs, or isle of negroes, YEcu, LEYT, or Leita, and SAMAR. 
On the east of Zebu is the small isle of MAcTAN, where the cele
brated navigator Magilhaens was slain. The other little islands might 
be counted tby hundreds. In general this grand and extensive group 
presents many volcanic appearances, and most of the isles abound with 
lava, and volcanic glass, sulphur, and hot springs. Such at least are 
the representations of the French writers, who seem fond of volcanos, 
natural and moral. These isles present wild boars, deer, and useful 
animals of various kinds ; and among vegetables the bread fruit must 
not be forgotten, which first appears on the eastern coasts of Sumatra~ 
and thence extends its benefits through innumerable islands in the 
Indian and Pacific oceans,. 

IV. T:a:E CELEB:EZIAN IsLES. 

THESE islands are by D'Anville classed with the Great Moluccas, 
but an inspection of his map, or of Arrowsmith's chart of the Pacific, 
will satisfy the reader t!mt this is a violent arrangement, as not only a 
wide expanse of sea intervenes between Celebez and the Moluccas, but 
an extreme island, of a vast extent, is thus attached to a comparatively 
r:rnall and distant group. If Celebez must be classed with any other 
island, it ought to be with Borneo, from which it is only separated by the 
strait of Macassar, being as it were the Ireland of the Bornean Britain. 
But as these two islands have never been subject like those of Japan, to 
one government, there is no common appellation extended to both. It 
s,eems therefore preferable to consider Celebez, and the small adjacent 
isles, as a distinct portion bf this vast archipelago. 

CELEnEz. Celebez is an isle of great and it·regular length; 
more than 600 British miles, but divided into various portions by 

* Sonncrat, ii. 116. For an ample and curious account of this island, the 
reader may consult Forest's Vo; age to New Guinea. The Harafora.s1 or 
black natives, are ~old with the laM1. 
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immense bays, so that the breadth is commonly not above sixty British 
miles ; but if taken at the centre, wheJ·e the various limbs unite, may 
be 140 British miles to Tolo bay in the east. This island is lofty and 
mountainous, especially towards the centre, and there are several active 
volcanos. Though the Asiatic isles abound in sublime and beautiful 
scenery, this is 'depicted as exceeding them all"'. Rivers abound, rising 
in the high mountains, and precipitating down vast rocks, amidst a 
sylvan scene of lofty and singular trees. Though this isle seem to have 
been known to lYiagalhaens and Pigafetta, under the name of Celebi, 
as Borneo was under that c.f Burni, yet it is said to have been. first 
explored in 1525, not as belonging to the Moluccas as Mr. Pennant 
conceives, for Pigafetta restricts his name to the five small isles on the 
west of Gilolo. The Portuguese obtained a settlement near Macassar 
in the south-west, being favoured by the king of that region: but 
were expelled by the Dutch in 1660, who continue to controul the 
island, the Chinese alone being permitted to trade. The natives com~ 
monly called Macassarst, · often degrade their courage in the quality of 
free-botters, attacking vessels with surprising desperation, and often 
with lances and arrows·poisoned with the juic€ of the notorious tree, 
or shrub called U pas. Their houses are raised on pillars, as usual, on 
account of the rainy season, or west Monsoon, from November till 
March:f. They were formerly regarded as .cannibals, and the kings of 
the Moluccas were accustomed to send criminals to Celebez to be 
d~voured. In 17 68 the Dutch of the city of Macassar refused to admit 
Captain Cateret~ though employed.on a voyage of discovery, and·his 
ship and crew w.ere in the utmost distress!/. The Celebezian group 
might aptly be termed the isles of poison, being full of poisonous trees 
and plants; though the noted Upas be exaggerated and ascdbe~l to 
Java, where it seems less 'known**. Nature has thus contrasted the 
salutary productions of the Spice islands, with the most pernicious 
proofs of her power. This large island having been, like Bornes, 
little explored, there is a great deficiency in its natural history. .The 
inhabitants are 10aid to cultivate great quantities of rice. 

OTHER IsLES. Al'Ound Celebez are many small isles, as 
SANGUY in the north, the SHULLAs, and PELING in the east, with 
BouT AN and SALA in the south, and some of smaller note in the west. 
Even the smallest isles a're mostly inhabited and governed by chiefs. 
In Sanguy, and some others there are small Dutch garrisons, as 
advanced guards, to protect the Spice islands. Boutan is probably still 
ruled by a Mahometan Sultan. 

~ Pennant, iv. 86. 
t The most powerful people are the .Bonians, on the ba-y of Boni, called 

Buggarses, by English seamen, and by other nations Bouginese. Stavorinu$, 
ii. 181. * Mandelslo, i. 403. 

II See his own a.ccoount in Hawkesworth's Voyages. 
"* The fabulous Foersch plants his Upas twenty-seven leagues from Soura. 

Sharta. D'Anville does not indicate this Soura in his map of Java. His 
accotut is confuted in the Chi.nese Embassy, vol. i. p. 309. 1'ne re.,l Up\> ia 
tile climate ef Batavi;1.. ' 
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V. THE SPICE IsLANDS INCLUDING THE MoLuccAs. 

THE Moluccas, originally and strictly so termed, are only five 
small islands on the West of Gi!olo, namely TERN AT, TIDOR T, MoTIR, 
lVIAKIAN, and BAKIAN, or BATCHIAN*: but as the kings of the Mo
luccas have possessed territory in Gilolo, and other adjacent isles, and 
as the term Moluccas is considered as synonymous with the f:>'jzice 
Islands, the appellation has been extended. The French geographers 
distinguish them into Grande'S et Petites Motuques; and the Moluccas 
of D' AnviUe, as tinged in his map of Asia, include all the islands in 
the orienta:! archipelago, except those of Sunda, aud the Philippines ~ 
but this extension is objectionable, as leading to vague ideas, and con .. 
fused description, and it seems preferable, as above ·mentioned, to 
include under the name of Spice Islands, those from Mortay in the 
north, to Banta in the south, and from Mysol in the east, to Bouro and 
Oubi in the west. Thus the chief Spi:ce islands will be GrLoLO, CERAM, 
and BouRot, that of All'lBOYNA, and the group of BANDA, with such 
sman isles as approximate neater to these, than to the Oelebezian 
group, or Sumatran chain. In this description are especially included 
the five celebrated isles, originally and peculiarly rermed the Moluccas. 

GILoLO. Gilolo is of considerable extent; but in the irregu-
larity of form similar to Celebez. The leng'th is.· about 230 British. 
miles, the breadth of each limb, seldom above forty, The shores are 
low, the interior tises to high peaks, perhaps of granite, and it seems 
doubtful whether banks of coral can, as conceived, ever constitute a 
lasting isle, though lhey may rorm low and perishable ones, or enlarge 
those alreadv fixed '01~ tlfe usual basis. Gilolo is said to have been 
once ·gm'ern~d .by one sovereign, a she ref from Mecca ; but the sultans. 
'Of -'fernet and Tidot;e seem now to share this large isle betwixt them: 
the former possessiflg the nmthern part with Mmtay, Bakian, Motir~ 
and son'le Celebezian isles, and part of Papua, while the Sultan of 
Tidore holds the southern pZ~?1·t, with Mysol :md some other i:slesf: 
This circums~a1~ce adds to the propriety of ibdudi.ng Gilolo in the 
same description with the Molnccas. One of the chief towns is !rata
nay, situated on a point or small promontory of the eastern timb, faced!. 
with.pPecipices so as to be only accessible by ladders. This isle abm:mds 
w·ith oxen, buffaloes, goats, deer, and wild hogs ; but the sheep are 
few. The bread fruit is frequent in Gi!olo, with the Sago tree: and 
there are probably cloves and nutmegs, in spite of the Dutch eradica
tion, which is defeated bythe very birds of the air, while nature loudly 
exclaims againstthe infamous attempts 'of avarice to restrain her boun~ 
ties!/. The natives are industrious, particularly in weaYil'g'' but their 
exertions are suppressed by Batavian jealousy. 

~ Pie-afetta, 167. 
t in the interior forests o£ all theae islands tne spice trees abound. See

Stavorinus, ii. 4ll. 
t Pcnn::nt, iv. 193. 
1/ Mandel.slo, i. 104, cb.sse:o cloves among the products of Gilolo . 

• 
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Cu.AM. Cemm i:s another island of considel<ahle size, being; 
about 190 Briti*h miles in length~ by forty in breadth ; 1ow towards the 
shore, but ·with inland mountains. Mr. F<wrest specially mentions 
that Ceratn pr6duees clove tl:'ees ; and there are lat'ge ftwests of the 
sago tree, which fdrms a considerable article of export, yet this large 
island has 'been 1i-tt\e e:~<plored, and is almost unknown. · 

BouRo. ., A-s hi georjt'aphkal description the size of an island 
is a leading feature,· _the next mentioned must be Bouro, about ninety 
miles in let~gth, by fifty in bteadth. 'fl\e isle was nominally subject 
to the king of Ternlrt ; but in 1 1360 the Dutch built a fort~ and though 
they burned the exterior woods,- seem t-o have improved the industry 
of the inhabitants~o>. The civet weasel is found here, and the curious 
hog caUed the brtbirous.:a. The isle of Bouro suddenly rises from a 
deep sea, 'being encompassed as with -a wall. The interior mountains 
are so· lofty that they may sometimes be descried at the fdqstance of 
twenty-eight leagues .. A green ebony, and a kind of iron wood, are 
mentioned among the tr·ees ; ·-and it ~s pt'elbable that the clove, and 
perhaps the nutmeg, defy, in the mountain recesses, the wild avarice 
of man. . 

Of the other large islands, Bakian, or Batchian, will be described 
1vith the ·Moluccas strictly so calleel. Of MoRT AY, MYs.oL, (Mixoal,
or 1\iichOal,)-and. DuB! little is known. M-ortay is a beautiful isle but 
thinly inhabited, -though full of -saga trees, which m·e cut by the 
people of G1lo!o; and !s subjedt to the king of Ternat; it being a 
singt1larity in--the ·01·iental archtf)elag<Hfiat small isles have been some~ 
t1mes selected' ~the seats of monarchy, being generally more civil
ized by the concenttation of society, ·-'than the large, over which rude 
tribes are thinly di-spersed. MlfsoL, the most eastel'll of this .group, 
is of a t:rfangular shape, with a bold soore. ·!The villages are built in 
the water upon posts~;· and there at•e pie-turesque forests visited by the 
hirds of -para-dise, -;;i11ich seem tn migr<ite from Papua, and are caught 
in consi:c'lerable ni.nnbets. These romantic and beautiful birds strictly 
belong to Pa-ptla,·ttr ·New Guinea, but -'their '.flight extends over most 
of tne ,Spice islands, ,where<; they always descend as fr<'>m heaven, and 
as the )latives b'eJi'eve,"'flcat in aromati{; air. ,-'i()u Ill abound·s in cloves, 
and the Dutch -have a smnll fort on the west side ; but the inhabitants 
are mo~il y fngiti i'e slaves fml'n TePnat, · 
,' MoLUCCAS PIWP'EIL Butthe most celebrated and important 
islands of fhis -gtppp still remain to be described. The MoLtrccAs 
strictly so called- in ihe vrestern extremity; and AMBOYN A and BANDA 
in the sout11'.' ,,,{l'lre little, oe1woper Molti_ccas, as already mentioned, 
are :TERXA'I', TI'D{)~E, l\10'RTIR, MAKIAN, and BATCHIAN. It would 
nppeat fmm Pigafdtta's account of the e~pedition of Mag·alhaen's, that 
the Mahometan ·settlemer-1ts in tbes~ islands, :only took place about half 
a century before hiS time. In 15 !0 they were visited by Portuguese 
navigators ,from the ·.vest: and the fame of the discovery was one of 
the chief in~!LH;~ments to the first circumnavi-gation of the Spaniards, 
conducted by Mttg<!lhaens, a Portuguese commodore. These two 
{ire~lt maritime nations afterwards contested this pl!ecious property; 

" Pennant; i:y. 174. 
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but the Molucca5 were finally resigned to the Portuguese, who werl! 
supplanted by the Dutck. about the year 1607. The English also 
claiming this opulent commerce a treaty was signed in 1619, declaring 
the Moluccas, Amboyna, aud Banda common to both ; the English to 
have one thit·d of the produce, and the Dutch two ; , each contributing a 
similar propottion to defend the islands from invaders.* But in the 
short course of three years "the Dutch, actuatc::d by their insatia
ble avarice, determined, by the most diabolical means, to free them
selves from all competitors. They foi·ged a plot of the English against 
their lives and liberties; but such a plot that none but ideots could have 
been supposed to have . p.rojected. The charge was, that ten factors, 
and eleven foreign soldiers were to se~ze on the castle garrisoned by two 
hundred men. A foolish question asked by an Indian soldier, as to the 
strength of the place, was the foundation of the tragedy. He was seized 
and put to the most exquisite tortures that hell itself could invent; and 
in his agonies answered the artful interrogatories in the. manner the 
Fiscal could wish. Our C()).mtrymen and the ekven foreign soldiers un
derwent .the _same horrid torments, which were continued at intervals 
during eight days. The means are too dreadful for the humane pen to 
recite, or the humane ear to bear. The constancy of the poor si..lfferers 
was often over~me ; they made such answers a;s they thought would 
soonest free them from the rack,, ,and which they recanted as soon as 
l.t!e torture ceased. They were then recalled to their torments. At 
length the record of examination was r~ad, and the. greater part were 
relieved by a speedy execution: those who wt;re. reprieved could drag 
but a miserable life wi.th mangled bodies or di~l()y~te,d· limbs. The 
sufferers, before death, .. were, _confronted with each1other, English 
with Indians: both bewailed their infirmity for accusi:t;~g the other under 
the pressure of torture, and mutually exchanged fOrgiveness. A full 
account is given of this horrid transaction by th~ innenious Campbelt 
in his collection of travels,:. we would excuse his speaking to our eyes 
by a most horrible print. The foreign soldiers} from good authority, 
he supposes to have been Koreans, an adventrousnavalpeople even i~ 
that early timet." , . , 

The clove is said to have_. abounded particularly in Makian, but the 
growth wa~> afterwards cqnfined by the Dutch to A111boyna. The nut
meg specially flourished in the group of Banda:. and the Romans 
appear to Have known the ;clqxe, but not the nutmeg, which seems to 
have. been brought to EurpRt; by the Mahometans. The lat·gest of the 
little Moluccas is the B4,T~HrAN, caJied by D'Anville Baisian, being 
governed by a sultan, who is likewise sovereign of Oubi and Ceram, 
with Coram, a little isle, s_quth-east of Ceram, reputed the most eastern 
bound~try of the Mahom~tan fillth:j:. This monarch has a pension from 
the Dutch, either for the destruction, or s~1pply of nutmegs, but is 
otherwise little subservient-. Batch ian rises into woody hills; and on the 
shores, as in most isles qf tl1is archipelago, there are prodigious rocks 
of coral, of infinite variety. · 

MA>~I:UL Ma~ian is a small isle at a gt·eatcr interval, to the 
north of Batchian, than appears between the othyr Moluccas, . and 

• Rvmer's FoeJer~, ::vii. 170. t Pennant's Outlinei, iv. 168. 
t Tlte little iole of vuram has thirteen motl'ks. For. ~S. 
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rises like a high conic mountain from the sea. This was regarded as 
the chief Dutch settlement before Amboyna~became the metropolis of 
the Moluccas*. Next is MoRTIR, formerly, as an old Eng·lish writer 
says, the seat of Venus and voluptuousness. The most distinguished 
of the proper Moluccas are TmoRE and TERNAT. While Portugal 
was united to.Spain the Dutch were defeated near Tidore in 1610, by 
the Spanish admiral Sylva; but by the assistance of the king of Ternat 
the Batavians seized the fort. In Tidore there were twenty-five moskst 
and the sultan, as already mentioned, possesses also the south of Gilolo, 
and claims tribute from Mysol. 

TERN AT. Ternat is the most northern and most important of 
the Moluccas, though it scarcely exceed twenty four miles in circum
ference. The Sultan controuls Makian, and Motir, with the north of 
Gilolo, 1\1ortay, and even some Celebezian isles, and part of Papua, 
whence he derived a tribute of gold, amber and birds of Paradise. 
Mr. Forrest has published a list of the militia, furnished by the respec
tive territories of the sultan of Ternat, amounting to 90,700, nor was 
the naval force inconsiderable, and the Ternatians and Tidoreans have 
not shunned maritime conflicts even with Europeans. In 16:18, the 
Batavians formed an alliance with the king of Ternat, and the lesser 
princes, which had been repeatedly renewed ; but garrisons are 
established to enforce the observance, and the sultans of Ternat and 
Tidore watched with great attention. The largest of the jwoas, or 
small ships, may be about the burden. of ten tons: on each side 
are singular frames, like wings, on which the rowers are placed, yet 
these vessels move with great swiftness through a smooth sea. Ternat 
consists chiefly of high land, abounding with streams, which burst 
from the cloudy peaks·; and there is a volcano which displayed great 
force in Hi93, The chief quadrupeds are goats, deer and hogs, and 
the birds are of distinguished beauty, particularly the king fisher, 
clothed in scarlet and mazareen blue, called by the natives the Goddess. 
In Ternat the Boa-serpent is sometimes found of the length of thirty 
feet ; and by its power of suction and constriction is reported somep 
times to swallow even ·small deer. 

AMBOYNA. Equally distinguished are the most southern Spice 
Islands- of .<\li1BOYNA, and BANDA, doves being now restricted, so far as 
Dutch avarice could effect, to Amboyna, and nutmegs to Banda. The 
Governor of Amboyna makes an annual progress throughout the Spice 
Islands, to see that treaties are observed, and suppress any new object 
of jealousy. Amboyna was discovered by the Portuguese about 1515, 
but was not seized till 1504·; and was conquered by the Dutch about 
1607. This celebrated isle is about 60 British miles in l~1gth, north 
to south, and on the west side there is a large bay, which divides it into 
two limbs, or peninsulas. On the eastern side is another bay, with a 
bad harbour, where the Portuguese erected their chief fortress, Victoria. 
The town of Amboyna, the capital of the isle, stands near the south
west extremity, and is neatly built ; the houses, on account of the fre
quent earthquakes, seldom exceed one floor; but the State House is 

" See in Mande1slo a View of Amboyna, in which it is called Capitate dea 
Is!e.s Moluques. ' 
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an edifice of two stories.. The face of this island is beautiful, woody 
mountains, and verdant vales, being interspersed with hamlets, and en
riched by cultivation"'. The clove tree grows to the height of about 
forty or fifty feet, with spreading branches and long pointed leaves. In 
deep sheltered vales, some trees will produce thirty pounds weight an
nually, the chief crop being from November to February. The soil is 
mostly a reddish clay, but in the vales blackish and sandy. vVhen 
Amboyna was recently seized by the Englisht, it was found, with its 
dependencies, to contain 45,2 52 souls, of which 17,81 :l were Protest
ants, the rest Mahometans, except a few Chinese and savages. The 
Dutch are tolerably polished, this being the next settlement to Batavia 
in wcaith and consequence. The natives cannot be praised, but differ 
little from other Malays; and when intoxicated with opium will com· 
mit any crime. The dress is a loose shirt, or frock, of cotton cloth ; 
~nd the chiefs are called Rajas. Cattle, grain, &:c. are imported from 
Java. The Dutch discouraged the growth of indigo, lest the natives 
should become rich and rebellious ; but the augar and coffee are excel· 
lent, and among many delicious fruits, is the mangusteen of Hindostan. 
About eleven years ago, nutmegs were allowed to be cultivated in Am
boyna, Banda not furnishing a sufficient supply.t The chief animals 
are dee1· and wild hogs, and among the birds is the Cassowary. The 
most curious woods are brought from Ceram. The abominable des. 
potism of the Dutch government and laws, is exposed, in the above ac
count, as only tending to impoverish and emascu}ate the country. An 
ample description of the plants of Amboyna has been publh;hed by the 
industrious Rumphius. 

BANDA. Banda is the chief isle of a group which comprises 
six or seven ethers, Rossigen, Mra, Gonong, or Ganaflez, (in which 
there is a remarkable volcano,) TVay, and Rolm. Banda, or Lantor, 
does not exceed eig·ht British miles in length, 'Vest to East, and the 
greatest breadth at its eastern extremity may be five. The nutmeg tree 
is chiefly cultivated in Nera, Ganong, Ay, or Way, and Lantor, or 
Lontor, which last is a particular name for the largest isle, as all the 
others are indifferently styled Dandas; and flourishes, not only in the 
rich black mould, but even amidst the lavas of Gbnong, which is the 
highest isle, the summit being 1940 feet above the sea. • 'Vhen the 
English seized these isles in 1796, the annual produce was about 163,000 
pounds ':of nutmegs, and 46,000 pounds of mace. II The nutmeg tree 

~ An account of the Spice Islands, since they have been in the possession. 
of Great Britain. Asiatic Register, 1800, p. 200. There was a most violent 
earthquake in 1755. . . . 

t The islands of Amboyna and Banda were taken wtthout reststance 1n 
February and March, 1796, by the English Admiral Raililier. 

The oblong nutmeg is not esteemed, being of a l11ss spicey nature than tho>c 
cultivated at Banda. Stavorinus, i. 342. Cloves have been introduced into 
the West Indies, and in 1798 about 3000lb. were exported. 

f See the above account, where the author has confounded the clove with 
the nutmeg. . . 

II The hurricane and earthquake, 1778, almost anmlulated the nutmeg trees 
in Ba11da, so that the Dutch have become the dupes of their own avarice. 
From 1796, to 1798 the English East India Companr impor<ed $17,312_lh. 
clo~es, 93,732 lb. nutmegs, 46,730 lb: mace, besides pn\·z,te trade, a.mountw; 
to about a third part of the above. Stayorinus, ii. 4·18. 
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grows to the size of a pear tree, the lem·es resembling those of the lau
rel, and bears fruit ft·om the age of ten to one hundred years. " The 
nutmeg, when ripe on the tree, has both a Yery cm·ious and beautiful 
appearance : it is about the size of an apricot, and nearly of a similar 
colour, with the same kind of hollow mark all round it ; in shape it is 
somewhat like a pear: when perfectly ripe, the rind o\·er the mark 
opens, and discovers the mace, of a deep red, growing over, and cover
ing in part, the thin shell of the nutmeg, which is black*." 

The ground being ·chiefly occupied with these precious plantations, 
cattle and grain, &c. are imported from Batavia; and the Chinese mer
chants carry European articles even to Papua or New Guinea. The 
inhabitants of the Banda isles were found to be 5763. The Dutch still 
pay a courteous tribute to the sultan of Temat,t once sovereign of Am
boyna and Banda; but from the :\Ioiuccas, strictly so styled, little is 
obtained, except gold dust. The English were expelled from Lantor, 
and Rohn, or Pulo Rohn, prior to the massacre of Amboyna ; but seized 
the whole Spice Islands in 1796, and restored them to their Batavian 
masters by the tt·eaty with France, 180 1. 

" Asiatic Register, 1800, p. 216. 
t Tenat only surrendered to the English on the 21st June, 1801, as appears 

from the Gazette of Jan. 2d, 1802. 

VC1.. n. 
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IN the introduction to the description of the Asiatic Islands, the-rea 
smns for this new division of the earth have been already ill~astrated. It 
has also been observed that this appellation cannot be justly extended' 
to the numerous isles in the Pacific Ocean, which may either be admit
ted as a sixth division of the globe, or considered as a distinct appen
dage to Australasia. llut such is the prodigious extent of the Pacific, 
that it seems more proper to regard these innumerable islands as a 
separate grand division, the more es.pecially as to connect them with 
Australasia would infer that they all lay at least to the south of the equa
tor, while nearly one half is situated to the north of that line. Yet a 
respect for ancient usag·e may occasion some delay in the general 
admission of these new divisions of the earth, and even in this work 
they are not formally admitted, nor intituled, as such; but are arranged 
as divisiolls of the Asiatic quarter; with which they have a greater con
nection than with any other of the admitted portions, not only from their 
relative position, but because the language and manners indicate, even 
in the remote isles of Polynesia, a connection with the Malays in 
southern Asia; the passage from the Asiatic isles being, as it were, 
step by step; while towards America there is a wide expanse, seem
ingly destitute of islands, or of consequent communication.* 

" Some recent German geographers have considered Australasia and Poly
nesia as synonimous terms, in contradiction, as already explained, to the first 
inventor of these appellations. It is true that this fifth part of the world, as 
the Germans call it, would not even then exceed the wide extents of Asia or 
America; but it seems preferable, upon several accounts, to consider Austral
asia and Polynesia as two great and distinct MARITDfE divisions of the 
glohe. The first denomination cannot justly b~ applied to islands whi~h extend 
thirty degrees to the north of the equator, bemg on the contrarY stnctly con
nected with " position at least to the south of the line. Polynesia w<'uld be 
therefore far more proper as a general term, but cannot with equal justice be 
applied to New Holland, supposed to be a continent, and to the circumjacent 
inlands, the characteristic feature of which is not their number, but their size; 
while in Polynesia, as here accepted, the characteristic feature consists in in
tnmlerable small islands. The name of Australasia becomes also the more 
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It will occur to the learned reader that the division even of the 
:other quarters of the world is, in many instances, modet-n and arbitrary. 
General Strahl en berg first suggested that the U ralian mount.Uns formed 
a natuml barrier between Asia and Europe, an idea which has been 
universally foilowed. Many of the ancients consider Egypt as a part 
of Asia; but the moderns have fixed a more precise and accurate boun
dary. It is perhaps to be wished that North and South America had 
received distinct continental appellations, a defect which cannot now 
be remedied. But where no general name has yet been imposed, and 
the novelty would contribute greatly to clearness ~md precision, there 
seems no rational objection to its acceptation. The boundaries between 
Europe and Asia, and between Asia and Africa, may be called arbitrary 
lines ; and even that between Asia and America is only a strait of _thir
teen leagues. Such being the case there can be no objection from usage 
to the divisions assumed between Australasia and the islands in the 
oriental archipelago ; or, in like manner, for the western boundaries of 
Polynesia."' 

These considerations being; premised, it will be proper briefly to rc 
"l'iew the boundaries of Australasia; for in a work of science, and still 
more in one of general instruction, it is more proper to incur the charge 
{if repetition than that of obscurity, especially where the subject is 
new and has never been properly illustrated. The western boundary, 
as already mentioned, may be taken in the meridian from the south of 
Sumatra, or extended to 100°, or even 90°, east from Greenwich; but 
as few or no isles of consequence have yet been discovered in that 
direction, the strict demarcation may be discovered by future ·cir
cumstances. 

A like observation may be applied to the south em boundary of Aus
tralasia, which, as including New Zealand, and some isles not fat· distant, 
mnst be extended to the southGorn latitude of50°,or even of 60°, where 
the islands of ice begin to appear. 

The most difficult bOtindaries are those Qn the north and east. A wide 
and vacant channel seems to divide the north-west part of Notasia, or 
New Holland, from the isles of Sunda, or Sumatran chain. From the 
north cape of Vatt Diem en, longitude 131° east from Greenwich, a line 
ascends to the north between the Indian and Pacific oceans, leaving in 
the former the isles of Banda, Cet·am, Myfol, and Gilolo; while in th~ 
Pacific, <1nd belonging to Australasia, are Timorlaut, \Vaijoo, and other 
isles immediately connected with Papua. This line being extended in 
the same direction about two degrees to the north of the equator, tnrns 

proper, because it not only implies a continent but the reminiscence that this 
region supplies the place of the ideal Terra Australis, after ·which geogra
phers and navigators so long inquired in vain. The admission of both these 
divisions seems also the more desireable, as some geographers have regretted 
that North and South America had t'ot received distinct appellations; for too 
great extent in any division only leads to bxity and confusion of. ideas, and 
ei~her a vagu~ brevity, or a needless diffusion of E'xpression. ·Mr. Dalrymj.·le, 
an excellent judge, a_r;provcs of these two divisions assigneci by De Brosses. 
(!'ref. to Collect. of Voyages.) 

• If rejected as division, of the globe, they must of course be arral'getl 
among the A~iatic hb.nds, in which case the appellJ.tions may l.~t: ~till 
l'etained. · 
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east into a wide channel of separation between the Carolines, &c. and 
New Ireland, and other isles belonging to Australasia. Bending south
east, Sir ~seph Bank's Isles and the New Hebudes are left in Austral
asia, while a considerable interval leaves the Feejee islands in Polynesia. 
Thence a wide and open sea gives the line of demarcation an ample 
sweep, about six or seven degrees to the east of New Zealand, when 
bending south-west it joins the southern boundary. 

From these indications it will be perceived that Australasia contains 
the following countries. 

l. The central and chief land of Notasia, or New Holland, with any 
isles which may be discovered in the adjacent Indian ocean, twenty 
degrees to the west, and between twenty and thirty degrees to the east, 

' including particularly all the large islands that follow: 
2. Papua, or New Guinea. 
3. New Britain and New Ireland, with the Solomon isles. 
4. New Caledonia, and the New Hebudes. 
5. New Zealand. 
6. The large island called Van Diemen's land, recently discovered 

to be separated from New Holland by a strait, or rather channel, called 
Bass' strait. 

In the subsequent brief description of these extensive countries, the 
popular names must be accepted, however capricious or objectionable 
they may appear. 

I. NEw HoLLAND. 

Some suppose that this extentive reg·ion, when more thoroughly in
vestigated, will be found to consist of two, three, or more vast islanas, 
intersected by narrow seas, an idea which probably arises from the dis
·covery that New Zealand consists of two islands, and that other new 
straits have been found to diYide lands in this quarter, formerly supposed 
to be continuous. But on the other hand Papua or New Guinea has 
been recently ascertained to be continuou11; whatwere formerly thought 
to be disjunctive straits having been found to be mere inlets and bays. 
However this be, the most recent and authentic charts indicate New 
Holland as a country fully entitled to the appellation of a continent. 

ExTENT. The length from east to west is about 43 degrees of 
longitude, in the medial latitude of 25 °, that is about 2340 geographical 
miles, or 2730 British. The breadth from north to south extends from 
11 ° to 39 °, being 28 degrees, I 680 geographical miles, or 1960 British. 
Europe, the smallest of the ancient continents, is supposed to be about 
3300 British miles in its utmost length, and its greatest breadth 2350, 
so th<Jt Mr. Pennant rather exagg·erates when he assimilates the size of 
Europe and Notasin, the latter·. being a quarter less than the fomer. 
But the proximity of so many large islands recompenses this defect: 
and the whole of Australasia will probably be found greatly to exceed 
the European continent. It must at the same time be remembered that 
New Holland may be discovered to consist of two or more immense 
islands, so that Australasia is not admitted as a new continent, but 
merely as a new division of the globe; in which view this and Poly-
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nesia may be termed maritime divisions, while the fout· ancient quar
ters are strictly terrene. 

It is probable that the northern parts of Papua were not unknown to 
the Chinese; but Marco Polo does not seem to indicate even Java, far 
less any lands to the south or east of that island.* As there is no 
shadow of evidence that the Chinese had discovered New Holland, there 
is room to believe that the first civilized people to whom it was dis
closed were the Spaniards or Portuguese, the earliest European naviga
tors in this portion of the globe. As in the year 1580 Portugal became 
subject to Spain, and was incorporated with that kingdom till 1640, the 
discoveries whi::h happended during these sixty years are indifferently 
ascribed to the Spaniards or Portuguese. An ancient map now lodg-ed 
in the British Museum has been thought to evince that a considerable 
portion of the coast now called New South \Vales was known to the 
::ipaniards or Portuguese, but the precise epoc11 of the map or discovery 
seems uncertain.t It would indeed be a tedious and fruitless inquiry 

'" His mention of Arabia, and of the Afric:m islands of Zanzibar and 
1\tladagascar, seems derived from the Arabian merchants, whom he met with 
in the east, a11d affords no argument for his knowledge in this quarter. 

, t An excellent geographer, M. la Rochette, informs me that the names are 
from the Portuguese, and to this people he imputes the earliest discoveries in 
this quarter, their settlements in the Moluccas, &c. being to the south of the 
Spanish. But he does not believe that the name supposed to indicate Botany 
Bay refers to that position. 

The author has recently inspected this remarkable map, which formerly 
belonged to the Earl of Oxford, or in other words, was in the Harleian library, 
to which it was restored by Sir Joseph Banks in 1790. It is a large vellum 
rt>ll, on the plan of a Mercator's chart of the world, but without longitudes or 
latitud~s, and is numbered in the MS. Catalogue at the British Museum 5413. 
Instead of being Spanish or Portuguese, as has been reported, it is entirely 
French, and the. chief names very large and distinct, as in South America 
T'erre du Bresil, &c. &c. It is so constructed that the south point is at the top 
of the map instead of the bottom, as now usual. 

To the south of Asia is a large island, corresponding in position with our 
New Holland. On the south of :Ja•va, which is here placed south of Sumatra 
(Sumatra.), is a. narrow strait between Java and this large island; and Timor 
appears to the north-east. The large island is called :Ja'l!e la Grande; and 
several names are marked on the; west and east coasts, among the latter being 
Coste des Herbaiges, or the Coast of Plants (rather herbage or pasture), which 
has been thought to correspond with Botany Bay, but it is too far to the 
north, even supposing that this large island represents New Holland. To the 

· south of the Coste des Herbaiges are thre~ other names, at considerable distan
ces; first, Coste de Gracal; then an extensive and very projecting promontory, 
called the cape de I<i-emose, ·which is followed at a considersble distance to the 
south by Gozifre, that is a gulf, or rather large bay. The termi.Jating line of 
the map intez-sects this large island, and leaves its extent uncertain. At a con
siderable distance to the north-east appears the Zipangri, or J:cpan of Marco 
Polo, which is drawn with an arbitrary outline, and without any names of 
places. 

As it has been ~.!ready shewn that the Great Java of Marco Polo is in the 
island of Borneo, there is vehement reason to suspect that this supposed New 
Holland is mere!_;• the island.of Borneo, laid down in a wrong posi•ion, which 
to a person versed in ancient maps will not appeaz· wonderfuL Perhaps the 
draughtsman, who by the writing of the names must have intended the south 
to be Utlpermost, h.td before him a map <>f the Greater and Lesser J J.Va, in 
which the north '\;·as uppcrmoH, :.>.nd tlw error migt. t have happened e1·en if 
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. .to investigate the claims of various navig·ators to the mere site of a new 
region, or even a brief casual visit ; and the claim is only admissible in 
most imp01tant instances, such as the landing of Colon or Columbus in 
America, after he had discovered the West Indies. For it would be 
invidious to rob that great man of this impottant and immediate conse
quence of his prior discoveries. 

The Portuguese being supplanted by the Du~ch, the latter are regard
ed by the learned pl'esident De Brosses as tl:.e chief discoverel'sof Aus
tralasia, between the year i616 and 1644.* The first discovery he dates 
in the month of October 1616, when the western extremity was ex
plored by Hartog. The northern part, called Diemen's Land, was dis-

.he had already given Borneo its prtllper situation. In the globe by MartiJI 
Behaim, 1492, Java Major is in a corresponding position, as appears from 
the print in the Vcryage de Pigqfetta, Paris, an 9. 8vo. This map indeed shews 
a far superior knowledge in other respects, and seems to have been construct
ed ahont 1540·: but the appellations of :Ja'Va la Grande and Zipangri suffi
ciently indicate that, in this part, the author laboured under imperfect accounts, 
-and erroneous positions; and the narr,ow strait between the large island and 
Java, with the absence of New Guine\J., and other circumstances, appear to 
shew that this supposed New Holland is perhaps the offspring of ignorance 
and error, being merely a repeated and wrong positson of Borneo, the real 
Greater Java. 

Since this note was written Mr. Planta, chief librarian of the British Mu
seum, menti'>ned to the author a curious manuscript there, Bib. Reg. lW. E. 
ix. being a set of charts, or rather maps, intituled a Hydrographie• hy John 
Rotz, who calls himself servant to Henry VIII; and it is dated at the cmd 
1542, in the thirty-fourth year of that king's reign. This most curious and 
important MS. is written on vellum in English. but the dedication is in French; 
-and Rotz was perhaps a Fleming, who came over with Ann of Cleves 1540. 
Besides a calender, and some instructions for navigation, there are several maps 
executed with great care and elegance, particularly u planisphere at the end, 
which well deserves to be published. In this, and in the second map, New 
Holland is laid down as it appeared in modern maps after the supposed dis
covery by Tasman. Other parts are also striking, as the cost if Labrador, 
with four Portuguese n01mes; Ne-w Jande Lande, ~uhere men go fishing; and 
Cape Bretons, with several names betwixt it and Florida. There is also La 
Bermuda, with some isles to the north-east ~ow unknown. 

The author collated these ma-ps with the large map above mentioned, but 
inclines to think that Rotz is the original, as he retains many Portuguese 
words, which in the other are translated into French. In both the west coast 
of Borneo appears in its pror•er place, with Porto de Borneo and :Baxos de 
Borne, (in the large map Port de Borne, Basses de Borne;) and in the sxme 
isle mont de St. P. and Yslets de St. Paul. North of Borneo is r. de Polmean 
(Palawan); and on the east the Moluccas. In the latge map Borneo is an 
oblong square, much too small in size; and the strait between Lit::le and Great 
Java, resembling a large river, seems to be called Rio Grande, while on the we~~ 
is Ysola de Lame. Rotz calls the ~upposed New Holland the land~~ .'Javlf ~ 
and to the north are Florez and 'ljmwr. His Taprobana is Sumatra; and his 
I"ittle Java, moclern Java; while in Pigafetta's voyage, 1522, Balli is Li:tle 
Java; and Greater Java is the island now so called. Upon the whole the 
author inclines to retract his opinion that the Greater Java of these maps may 
be Borneo; and rather to infer that, in the enthusiasm of enterprize, after 
:the voyage of Magalhaens, the Spaniards and Portuguese had discovered the 
northern parts of New Holland, more than a century before the pretended 
Dutch discoveries. But neither interftre witn the discovery of the south-east 
part by our immortal Cook. 

" De Btv!S€S~ i. 426. 
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dosed by another Dutch navigator, named Zeachen, who bestowed the 
appellation in honour of Anthony Vau Diemen, governor general in 
the East Indies, who returned to Europe with incredible treasures in 
}631. It is to be concluded that this governor encouraged such dis
coveries, for his name was imposed on various regions in this part of 
the world. In like manner Carpente1·ia was named from General Car
penter, being· discovered in 1628. 

In 1642 that celebrated navigator Tasman leaving Batavia with two 
ships, performed almost a circuit of Australasia, and discovered the 
southern land of Van Diemen, with New Zealand, and some isles of less 
consequence. It would be foreign to the present purpose to detail the 
other discoveries which precedc.d the voyages of Cook in 1768, 1772, 
and 1776, which, from the superior amplitude and accuracy of the details, 
l;Il.ay be said to amount to a new discovery. 

The eastern coast having; been carefully examined by Cook, and 
justly appearing of great importance, was fol'mally taken possession of 
in the name of the king of Great Brita!n 1770. On the close of the 
American war it being difficult to select a proper place of tnmsporta
tion for criminals sentenced to that punishment by the laws of theit• 
country, thill new territory< was at length preferred in 1786, and the first 
ship sailed from Spithead on the 30th January 1787, and arrived on the 
20th of the same month in the following year.* Botany Bay being 
found to be a station of inferior advantages to w]w.t were expected, and 
no spot appearing proper for the colony, it was immecliatdy resolved by 
Governor Phillip to transfer it to another excellent inlet, about twelve 
miles further to the north, called Port Jackson, on the south side· of 
which, at a spot called Sidney Cove, this settlement is now fixed. Port 
Jackson is one of the noblest harbours in the world, extenditw about 
fourteen miles in length, with numerous creeks 01: co·,·es.t This new 
colony met with considerable difficulties in regard to subsistence, and 
the expense was considered as too great for the object. But men of 
more extensive and philosophical views beheld with complacence the 
design of transferring the English race and name to such a distant· and· 
important region of the globe, which might supply new objects to
commerce and science, and in the course of a few centuries present as 
it were another America, a country of rising knowledge and civilization 
in the midst of a benighted and savage region of the globe. Nor v..-et·e 
views of ambition and glory undelighted with this new diffusion of the 
great and surprising people of a remote European isle, in the most 
distant extremities of the navigable oceRD. 

The general eye, however, little accustomed to such telescopic 
views, only beheld the present difliculties and expenditure, and from 
the degraded character of the mass of the colooists expected nothing 
but confusion, intestine broils, and consequent dereliction. It is how
ever to be hoped that, as situation is fi·equently the sole cause of 
crime, a change in this respect may gradually lead to moral conduct. 
In all events those periods have elapsed in which children were held 

" Collins, p. ii. 
t Broken Bay is another most capacious inlet, being an estuary of the 

Hawksbury, and probably of other rivers, while Port Jackson onLy receives. 
two or three ~rna.llstreams. 
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cot_:taminated by the faults of their fathers; and in the course of a gene
ratiOn or two the stream may run pure, while the mud of the foun
tain has subsided. And to the eye of a candid philosopher, who can
not, with the fanatic Rosseau, prefer the crimes of saYages to th~ 
faults of civilized society, and it may perhaps appear thl\t even now 
the new territol'Y has gained an accession of virtue. For where the 
murder of innocent children, in reveng€ for the faults of their pa
rents, is not only permitted, but practised with attendant circum
stances of deliberate and infernal cruelty, an English criminal may 
comparatively be reputed a virtuous citizen.* It is indeed to be la
mented that the puni<>hment of death so frequent in England, and so 
useless in every point of ...-iew, is not almost universally changed into 
transportation ; and in the few instances in which it is unavoidable it 
ought to be accompanied with long and lugubrious solemnity, as in 
some parts of Germany. In one case, in particular, life is sported 
with, when it might be of the utmost consequence to a rising colony. 
A young woman convicted of child-murder is impelled by motives of 
shame and honour, which despise every human Jaw; but removed 
from this situation, she may become a fruitful and excellent mother. 

Some unexpected misfortunes attended the new colony, the sheep 
being stolen while the cattle wandered into the woods. Meanwhile 
turtle and birds were procured from' Howe island, and a small settle
ment was made in Norfolk island, as a more fertile spot, but· especially 
with a view to the cultivation of the flax plant of the New Zealand 
kind, from which g-reat expectations were entertained. For a minute 
account of the progress of this interesting colony till I 797, the readet' 
may consult the work of lVli'. Collins, who held an eminent situation 
in the establishment; and which, from the details of savage life and 
manners, and the sing-ular character of the colony itself, cannot fail to 
present most new and important views of human nature and society. 
A space of about fifty miles around the colony had then been explored, 
and two rivers called Nepean and Hawksbury, and some mountains, 
had been discovered. The cattle 'vere found grazing in a remote 
meadow, in I 795, after they had been lost for seven years, and had in
creased to a surprisin"g degree. The most recent accounts seem to 
authenticate the flourishing state of the colony. The mode of culti
vation has been improved, coal and rock salt discovered; and there is 
room to expect that this wide territory will not be found deficient in 
the usual riches of nature. 

INHABITANTs. These historical outlines being premised, it 
will be pmper to offer a brief and indeed necessarily defective des· 
cription of this new continent, as it is conceived to bet in its original 
state. From the acco_vnts of various navigators, there is room to in
fer that this extensive tract is peopled by three or four races of men, 
those obscrYed in the south-west being described as different from 
those in the north,t and both from those i1~ the east, with whom alone 
we are intimately acquainted. These are perhaps in the most early 

* Collins, p, 587. 
t Yet the description of our great navigator Dampier, who visited this 

part in 1688, presents a great simibrity with that of the Jiatives in onr own 
colony near Port Jackson. (Vol. i, p. 452.) 
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stage of society which has yet been discovered in any part of the 
g-lobe. They are merely divided into families, the senior being· styled 
Be-ana; or Father, which highest of their titles they also applied to 
Governor Phillips. Each family or tribe has a particular place of re" 
sidence, and is distinguished by adding gal to the name of the place ; 
thus the southern shore of Botany Bay is called Gwea, and the tribe 
there Gwea-gal. Another tribe, numerous and muscular, has the sin
gular prerogative of exacting a tooth from young men of other fami
lies, the sole token of government or subordination. No religion what" 
ever is known, though they have a faint idea of a future existence, and 
think their people return to the clouds, whence they originally fell. 
They may be said to be exactly one degree above the brute creation; 
and, like monkies, are great mimics. They are of a low stature, and 
ill made; the arms, legs, and thighs, being remarkably thin, perhaps 
owing to their poor living on fish, the only food of those on the coast, 
while a few in the woods subsist on such animals as they can catch, 
and climb trees for honey, flying squirrels, and oppossums.* The fea• 
tmes of the women are not unpleasant, though approaching to the 
negro. The black bushy beards of the men, and the bone or reed 
which they thrust through the cartilage of'the nose, gives them a dis
gusting appearance; which is not improved by the practice of rubbing 
fish oil into their skins, as a protection ft·om the air and mosquetos, so 
that in hot weather the stench is intolerable. They colour their faces 
with white or red clay. The women are marked by the loss of the two 
first joints of the little finger of the left hand, as they were supposed to 
be in the way when they coiled thei1· fishing lines. It is however not 
improbable that this practice, and the extraction of a tooth from the 
boys, may be mere initiations, rude lessons that they may learn to bear 
pain with apathy. The children are seldom disfigured except by acci~ 
dents from fire ; and their sight is suprisingly acute. Some are nearly 
as black as African negroes, while others exhibit a copper or Malay 
colour, but the hair is long, not wholly like the African. Their noses 
are flat, nostrils wide, sunk eyes, thick brows and lips, with a mouth of 
prodigious width, but the teeth white and even. "Many had very pro
miment jaws; and there was one man who, but for the gift of speech, 
might very well have p~ssed for an omang-outang. He was remarkably 
hairy; his arms appeared of an unccommon length; in his gait he was 
not perfectly upright; and in his whole manner seemed to have more 
of the brute, and less of the human species, about him, than any of his 
countrymen. Those who have been in that country will, from this out.; 
line of him, recollect old \Ve-rahng.t 

The huts are most rudely constructed of the bark of trees, in the forni 
of an oven, the fire being at the entrance, while within are smoke and 
nastiness. Here they sleep promiscuously, if not inter1;upted by their. 
frequent enmities and assassinations. Fish are killed with a kind of 
prong, or taken, by the women, 'r!th lines of bark and hooks of the 
mother of pearl oystee, rubbed on a stone till the proper fonm be ob• 
tained: the fish are often broiled on a fire laid on sand in the canoe; 
Jkast3 are taken in a kind of toils, Caterpillars and worms are like= 

" Collins, 550. t lb. 554; 
VOL. II. 
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wise articles of food. The canoes are made of bark extended on a 
timber frame. 

MANNERs AND CusTOllfs. The gallantry of these savages 
towards the fair sex, Rousseau would doubtless have greatly admired. 
The courtship consists in watching the lady's retirement, and then 
knocking her down with repeated blows of a club or wooden sword; 
after which the truly matrimonial victim is led streaming with blood to 
her future husband's party, when a scene ensues too shocking to relate. 
The woman thus r:wished is called a wife; and polygamy is common. 
Both sexes are naked; and the girls first learned from the Europeans 
that there was such a thing as shame. Parturition is easy, and a few 
hours after the mother walks about her usual business. The infant is 
for a few days placed on a piece of soft bark, but is soon removed to the 
mother's shoulders, where it sits with its little legs across her neck, 
securing itself by catching hold of her hair. The name is transferred 
fmm some bird, beast, or fish. The boys throw reeds and balls, and 
amuse themselves with stealing little girls, whom they beat and abuse 
in imitation of the marriage ceremonies. The solemnity of paying the 
tribute of teeth seems to be performed every four years, and is repre
sented in many plates published by Mr. Collins, being a truly singular 
delineation of savage life. In some parts of this ceremony the form and 
character of man seem despised, and the superiority of brutes acknow
ledg-ed, by walking like quadrupeds, and the ambitious imitation of a 
tail. Power is however supposed to be conferred over the clog; and the 
kangooroo, and the other parts seem an initiation in war and pain : but 
the whole is strangely degrading to the dignity of human nature.* 

These poor savages are also slaves of superstition, believing in magic 
and v.-itchcraft and ghosts, the latter being the nightmare: they have 
also spells against thunder and lightning, and prdencl to foretell events 
by the meteors called falling stars. They are subject to a disease re
sembling· a ,-iolent itch ; but for their venereal complaints they seem 
indebted to Emopeans. They have not only personal pi·operty in their 
weapons and fishing tackle, but some are supposed hereditary proprie
tors of certain SJ)Ots, perhaps assigned as rewards for puLiic services, or 
acts of g-reat bravery. They hav-e names for the sun and moon, some 
~w stars, the Magellanic clouds, and the milky way. Young people 
are buried, but those who have passed the middle age are burnt ; a rude 
tumulus being erected by way of tomb. 

LANGUAGE. Of the language Mr. Collins has given an ample 
vocabulary, and it is reported to be grateful to the ear, expressive and 
sonorous, having no analogy with any other known langnage; but the 
dialects of the various regions seem entirely different. \Yhether thef;C 
people be remains of aboriginal tribes from the most sou them extrem
ities of Asia, or have passed from Madagascar ann the C~\stnn shores 
of Africa, are mattet'S of future discovery and investit;<•tion. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONS. From its situation on the scuthern side of 
the equator, the seasons arc like those of the southern part of Aii·ica and 

• " Is man no more tbm this ? Consider him welL-Thou art the thing 
it~elf; un<~ccommodatecl man i> no more but such a poor, llare, forked animal 
a:. \hou art." Shabpeare 's Lear; act iii. scene iv. 
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America, the reverse of those in Europe; the summer corresponding 
with our winter, and the spring with autumn. Mr. Collins found the 
weather in December very hot, but the climate was allowed to be fine 
and salubrious. The rains were heavy, appearing to fall chiefly about 
the full and change of the moon ; and at interv8.ls there were storms of 
thundet· and lightning. In Norfolk island there is what may be called a 
rainy season, from February to August. As the south is in this hemis
phe!'e the region of cold, there must be great difference in the tempera
ture of this wide continent; which may also be affected as usual by 
chains of mountains, and othet· circumstances yet undiscovered. 

FAcE oF THE CouNTRY. It wouid be idle to ;;.~tempt any de
lineation of the general aspect of thi~ countt·y, of which we only know 
the mere skirts and extremilies; so that a traveller who had landed at 
Brest, and inspected a small portion of Bretagne, might as well aspire 
to give an account of Europe, while in fact he knows but little of Ft·ancc. 
The small particle known seems hilly, but not mountainous, partly 
covered with tall trees clear from underwood; which last however 
covers extensive tracts towards the shores, in which large swamps also 
occnr. * The soil around Botany Bay, is black and fat, and fertile of 
plants, whence the name amse ; but thes~ f~lVourable appearances were 
counteracted by great disadvantages. Considerable quantities of maiz 
and wheat have since been raised, particularly on Norfolk island; and 
it is to be hoped tl1at when experience has indicated the propet· means, 
this may be rendered a productive country. 

RrvEll.s, LAKEs, AND MouNTAINs. Concerning the rivers, 
lakes, and mountains of New Holland there is little information, but 
they may probably be discovered to be on a very large and extens~ve 
scale. A chain of mountains is said to run north and south, between 
50 and 60 miles inland, but not easily accessible on account of numer
ous deep ravines. Basaltic columns often appear; and in Howe island 
they rise to such a height as to be visible at the distance of twelve 
leagues. Mr. Pennant represents the timber of the forests as brittle 
and entirely useless; but this defect may be remedied by plantations. 
European fruit trees having already prospered greatly; and it is proba
ble that the interior regions may present a vegetation very diti'crent 
from that of the coast. It is reasonably inferred that the vine might be 
planted with great succesli!. 

ZooLOGY. This wide country presents a peculiarity in the 
animals, mostly of the opossum kind, leaping; habitually upon the 
hind legs ; the chief in size is the kangooroo, some kinds of wJ,ich are 
elegant. The nati\·e dogs are of the chacal kind, and never bark; they 
are of two colours, black, or white with tinges of red, and some are very 
handsome.t Among the few other quadrupeds not yet descriiK'd, are 
weazels and ant-eaters, \rith that sing-ular animal, the duck-billed platypus, 
in which nature seems to delight in transgrcssin·r her usual htw, the 
jaws of a quadl'upecl being elongated into' the c~-;np!ete bill of a bird. 
-'\mong the birds are the brown eagle, several falcons, and many elesant 

" Pennant's Outlines, iv. 108; but this excellent naturalist seems prejudic
ed against the country aRd the co.lony. 

t Collins, 567. 
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parrots, ravens, crows, a large king-fisher : there are also bustard's and 
partridges, \rith some pigeons. A new kind of cassowaryZmust not be 
omitted, said to be seven feet in length:* it is not uncommon, and the 
fles!1 tastes like beef. Among the aquatic birds are the heron, a kind of 

_ibis or curlew, and gigantic pelicans. There are also peculiar ducks 
;md geese ; and the black swan is a rare progeny of the new continent. 
" It is in size superior to the white. The bill is of a rich scarlet ; neal' 
the tip is a small yellow spot. The whole plumage of the most intense 
black, except the primaries and secondaries,•which are white, the eyes 
black, the feet dusky : it is found in Hawksbury river, and other fresh 
waters near Broken bay, and has all the graceful actions of the white 
kindt." 

The tortoises, called green turtle, abound in the isles of Norfolk and 
Howe; and likewise appear on the coast of New Holland. There are 
several lizards and serpents. Of the fish may be named dolphins, 
porpoises, and a singular amphibious kind which leaps like a frog, 
by the help of strong breast fins ; so that nature has not only here 
blended the bird with the quadruped, but brought fish upon land. The 
blue crab, of an ultramarine colour, is of exquisite beauty. 

MINERALOGY. As the interior mountains of this immense re-
gion have not been explored, little can be said concerning the miner. 
alogy, which is probably richest in the northern, or hottest parts. In 1797 
a ship from Bengal being wrecked on the southern shore, of seventeen 
men, only three t'eached the settlement, after a journey of eighty days, 
and on their way discovered immenS>e strata of coal, which may prove 
far more valuable than mines of gold*. Perhaps the vessels recently 
sent to explore the southern parts may make other important discove., 
ries, besides completing the geography of the shores !I. 

If this account should seem rather too extensive, let it be considered 
that it describes a ne\'{ continent, a real Tena Australis, now little 
known, but which in the year 1900, or 2000, may be found to pre
~ent such great and singular topics, that a learned and precise pen may 
pedicate a large volume o[ geography to this one portion of the globe. 

II. PAPUA, oR NEw GuiNEA. 

FIRST DiscovERY. T!Jis country iE one of the most interest-
inr>" in Australasia, as partakin.:; of the opulence of the Moluccas, and 
th~ir singular varieties of plants and animals. The land of Papua is 
said to have been first discovered by Saavedra,· a Spanish captain, in 
1528, who had sailed from Mexico by the command of Cortez, to 
e,xpiore the Spice islands from that quarter**. It is asserted that Saa
vedra imposed the name of 1\cw Gui·nea, as believing; that this region 

" Pennant, iv. 127, t ib. 130. l Collins, 617. 
liThe suu·l1an shores are ~;J.id to have been ex~,lorecl by Pe;erV<cn Nuitz, 

jn Ja• n .. n~ 2GC::7. De Br(;:,se~, i. 4_33. They seem to recede in the middle, 
ancl tov~a·,l· tl>e cast by a va:;t boty, v:ith an isle, is :;~cil to have been re
~e 11tl>· c":_isc ')~i~..'r.~·r l. 

H D~ .boocc.~ i. 1J9. 
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was under the same meridian with the African Guinea; but as it is 
scarcely possible that a mariner could be so much deceived, it is more 
likely that this appellation, which some say was only given by Le Maire 
near :;t century after, was merely considered as synonymous with 
another, that of the " Isles of Gold." Other Spanish navigators 
enlarged this discovery, and the strait between this country and New 
Holland was explored by Cook, while the learned President De Brasses, 
and eYen Bouganville, the French circumnavigator, had doubted 
whether such a passage existed*. This extensive island is still far 
from being completely investigated. On the north, what was formerly 
conceived to be a strait, is delineated with the soundings in Mr. Arrow- ' 
smith's chart of the Pacific, under the name of Maclure's inlet: and 
an opposite large bay on the east, was also conceived to insulate 
another portion. In the south-east, Dampier's strait divides Papua 
from New Bdtain; but it is not improbable that in this direction the 
Louisiad of Bougainville may be discovered to be joined, at least in 
part, with Papua, while other parts may consist of detached isles. It 
is thought that the unfortunate La Perouse was completing 'this disco
very, when fate terminated his labours. Amidst this uncertainty, 
Papua is conceived to be a vast island, extending from the Cape, 
absurdly styled of Good Hope, in the mariners' very confined vocabu
lary, but more properly vVhite Point, in the north-west probably to 
Cape Rodney in the south-east, a length of more than 1200 miles, by 
a medial breadth of perhaps 300, and thus far superior in size to Borneo, 
formerly reputed the largest of islands. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. On this extensive t:enitory, in a situ-
ation so highly faYoured by nature, and .probably enriched with the 
choisest productions, there is no European settlement. The inhabit
ants of the northern part z,re called Papous, whence the name of the 
country. The traditions bear, that they are bre,.thren of the Moluccans, 
and the language seems to have no affinity with that of New South 
vVales, but is probably connected with that of Tiorneo, &c. on the west, 
and that of New Britain and the isles on the other side, being part of 
the wide Malay diffusiont. The inhabitants are black, and even 
said to have the woolly hair of negroes; but this last ci1·cumstance will 
probably be discovered, as in New Holland, to proceed from art, and 
in some parts it would seem, that the inhabitants have the true Malay 
complexion and features. In the interior, is a race called Haraforas:j", 
who live in trees, which they ascend by a notched pole, drawing it after 
them to prevent surprise The appearance of the Papuans and their 
habitations is grotesque, the latter being built on stages in the water; 

" Introduction to Cook's las~ Voyage (by Bishop Douglas, p. xvi.) The 
reader who y:ishes fJr more rar.:icular details concerning the progress of 

·• discoveries in the Pacific may be referred to the work of De Brosses, often 
quoted, and to Mr. Dalrymple's collection of Voyages in the Pacific, 1770, 
4to. The learned French publication was translated by John Callender, Edin. 
1776, S vols. 8vo, who seems disposed to pass it as an original under the title 
of Terra Au&tralis·Cognita . . 

t See Vocabuhries in De Brasses, i. 410. 
:j: Forrest, p. 109, says that some of them have long hair, but they are 

·mostly mere l'apuans of a lower class. 
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in which, however they resemble the Borneans and other nations in the 
Asiatic isles. The women seem the most industrious in making mats, 
and pots of clay, which they afterwards burn with dry grass, 01~ brush 
wood, nay, they will even wield the axe, while the men are indolent, 
or prep:lri;-;g for the chace of wild hogs*. 

" The aspect of these people is frightful and hideous; the men are 
stout in body, their skin of a shining black, rough, and often disfigured 
with mc~rts, like those occasioned by the leprosy: their eyes are very 
large, theic noses flat, mouth from ear to ear, their lips amazingly 
thick, especi,,lly the upper lip; their hair woolly, either a shining black, 
or fiery red: M. Sonnerat imagines the last to be owing to some 
powder. It is dressed in a vast bush, so as to resemble a mop, some are 
three feet in circumference, the least two and a half; in this they stick 
their comb, consisting of four or five diverging teeth, with which they 
occasionally dress their frizzled locks to give them a greater bulk; they 
sometimes ornament them with feathers of the birds of Paradise; others 
add to their deformity by boring their noses, and passing through them 
rings, pieces of bone, or sticks; and many, by way of omament, hang 
round their necks, the tusks of boars. The heads of the women are of 
less size than those' of the men, and in their left ear they wear small brass 
rings. The men go naked excepting a small wrapper round their waists, 
made of the fibres of the cocoa. The women use a covering in general 
of the coarse Surat bafla!3, tucked up behind, so as to leave theie 
bodies and thighs exposed to view. The children have no sort of 
clothingt." 

The religious tenets of the Papuans have been little examined. They 
make tombs of the rude coral rock, sometimes with sculptures. The 
chief commerce is with the Chinese, from whom they purchase their 
instruments and utensils. Their returns are ambergreese, sea slugs, 
tortoise shell, small pearls, birds of Paradise, lories, and other birds, 
which the Papuans dry with great skill. Some slaves are also exported, 
probably captives taken in intestine wars. Some were offered to Captain 
Forrest at a low rate, but he had before bought an eminent linguist. 

Our great naYigator Dampier, whose work bespeaks wonderful intel
ligence for that period, made several discoveries on the coast of Papua, 
and the adjacent isles. He was particularly struck with the proas, which 
are picturesque and well-managed. As this country has been little 
explmed, even recent accounts are very imperfect. 

The coasts of Papua are generally lofty, and, inland, mountain rises 
above mountain, richly clothed with woods. The shores abound with 
cocoa trees, and the whole country seems to have impressed every navi
ga'.cr with delight, and well deserves more cultiYated and industrious 
inhabitants. But by a singular fatality many <::xtensive and beautiful 
portions of the globe are thinly inhabited by a few savages, while cold 
;mcl barren provinces are the crowded seats of _civilized nations. Could 
a whole natiOn be transfL rred from the north of Europe to Papua, what 
a change in situation and sentiments, what an accession of private plenty 
and happiness, and what an increase of public power! 

" Forrest's Voyage to New Guinea. Pennant's Outlines, iv. 208. 
t lb. iv. 202. Sonnerat, ii. 122, says that they resemble the people of 

Guinea on the African coast, which led to the name of New GHinea. 
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The natural history of this country is little known, but the zoology 
is striking and romantic. Papua is the chosen residence of the splendid 
and singular birds of paradise, of which ten or twelve sorts are enume
rated by Mr. Pennant. They seem to be chiefly caugr.t in the adjacent 
isles of Arroo, being supposed to breed in Papua, and reside there 
during the wet monsoon ; while during the dry, or we:>tem, they retit·e 
to Armo, migTating· in flocks of thirty or forty. During tlwir flight 
they cry Eke starlings, but when surpl'i·.c:rl with a strong gale, they 
croak like ravens, and ascend to th~ superior regions of the air. They 
alight on the highest trees, seeming· to feed on berries, and according to 
som.e on nutmegs and butterflies; m1d are either shot with blunt arrows, 
or caught with birc·,-lime or nooses. The bowels and breast bone being 
cxtracte:i, they ar<: dried with smoke and sulphur, sold for nails or 
bits of iron, and exported to Bm1da. Papua also boasts of elegant 
parrots and lories; while the crowned, or gigantic, pigeon almost 
equals a turkey in size. 

Captain Fm;rest to whom we are indebted for an interesting voyage 
in these seas, 6nly vi.sited the harbour of Dory in the northern part of 
Papua, so that our knowledge of this large island remains extremely 
imperfect. He observed at a considerable distance, the mountains of 
Arfac of a remarkable height. Near the harbour of Dory he found in 
some little isles abundance of nutmeg trees, and there is room to infer 
that the land of Papua is not destitute of the same productions, and may 
perhaps also boast of cloves. Now that the Spice islands are restored to 
the Dutch, by the treaty of 1801, a settlement in Paj>tla might become 
an object of serious consideration, and by the discoveries of our able 
countryman Dampier we have certainly a claim equal to that of any 
other nation. 

PAPUAN IsLEs. Some of the small islands adjacent to this 
comparative continent, are better known than the main land of Papua. 
At the north-west extremity the chief isles are vV aijoo, and Sal watti ; 
and the smaller isles of W oleket, Famia, Piamis, W agio!, Luib, \Vaig, 
m1d Siang, may be added from Captain Fosrest's chart, for the sake of 
fixing the boundary between Australasia and the islands in the oriental 
archipelago; Gag and Gibbi, from their proximity to Gilolo, belong· 
ing to the latter. 

Further to the south are the Papuan islands of Arroo and Timorbut, 
the boundm·y here passing on the east of Nila, one of the small Asiatic 
isles, among which Serro must also be classed. On the east of Banda 
the boundary may pass on the south of Mamabek, then winding north
west to the east of l\!Iysol will leave Popo in the oriental archipelago; 
while \Volcket, as already mentioned, classed with the Papum1 islands. 
This being the only part of the division between the Asiatic islands and 
Atlstralasia, which is rather intricate, these hints will not be found 
unnecessary for the sake of precision. 

W A IJOO. \Vaijoo, ot· \Vacljoo, is an isle of considerable size, 
and is said to contain I 00,000 inhabitants. The hmcl is high, with 
loftv mountains, and on the north 5ide arc two excellent harbours 
Piapis and Ofii:tk *. 

~ See Forrest's Voya)l;e and the Chart. Mr. Pent ant's OutliPes, iv. 205, 
say• on the sr;utl~ sille, which Forrest did not 'fLJ:. lc is o!Jserved with 
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Salwatti is also a populous island, governed by a Raja. The people 
of these two large islands resemble those of the main land of Papua, 
being a singular race of horrible appearance and great ferocity. They 
live on fish, or turtle, and Sago, that tree abounding in Papua, but the 
substance is chiefly prepared by the people of vVaijoo. 

'timorlaut is :,mother Papuan island of considerable size, but of which 
there is no particular account. 

ARRoo. The Arroo islands appear, in Arrowsmith's chart, 
divided into five intervening straits, and as already mentioned, are the 
remarkable seats of the birds of Paradise. The chief product is sago, 
and the people make expeditions to the main-land, where they ::,ieze 
captives and sell them at Banda, a remarkable feature in the negro 
character, at this gt·eat distance from Africa. In political geography 
the Arroo isle!> have been considered, since 1623, as belonging to the 
Dutch East India CompaFty, and subservient to those of Bandat. 

On the north of the main land of Papua are the isles of Mysory and 
Jobi, with several others of smaller consequence ; nor indeed ~~re the 
discoveries sufficiently complete to trace >vith precision the northern 
shores of Papua, or the isles adjacent. 

It seems probable' that the laud called Louisiad by Bougainville, is 
either an extension of Papua, or islands adjacent to it on the south
~ast. In either case, when it shall have been sufficiently explored, the 
description will probably fall into, this division. 

III. NEw llRITAIN, AND NEw IRELAND, WITH THE 
SoLOMON IsLEs. 

FIRST DrscovERY. New Britain was first explored and n::tmed 
by Dampier, that navigator having passed a strait to ·which his name is 
given, between this country and Papua. In 1767, Captain Cateret 
passed through a channel between New Britain and New Ireland, 
which last is a long slip of land stretching from north-west to south~ 
east, and it is also probuble that New Britain may be found to be divided 
into two or more islands. In these parts the nutmeg tree is found 
abundant, being· perhaps the most remote reg·ion towards the east, of 
that valuable plant. Dampier \'isited a bay in New Britain called Port 
Montague, .A. D. 1700, and found the land mountainous and woody, 
but interspersed with fertile vales and beautiful streams. The countq 
seemed very populous, the natives resembling those of Papua, and 
navigating their canoes with great skilL The chief product seemed 
to be cocoa nuts, but there were yams and other roots, particularly 
ginger; and the sea and rivers swarmed with fish. In the main land, 
and adjacent isles, there are several volcanos. 

INHABITANTS. Captain Cateret found the natives of New 
Ireland very Lostile, having lances headed with flint. Thtir faces were 

regret that such gross inaccur;~.Cies are frequent in the works of that ing:e·· 
nlous lnlt hasty compiler. 

t De Brasses, i. 443. 
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streaked with white, and their . hair dabbed with powder of the same 
colour. They are bla<fk, and said to be woolly headed, but without the 
thick lips or flat nose of the negro. Some of the canoes of New 
Ireland were ninety feet in length, formed out of a single tree. Bou
gainville also visited this country, and observed here the pepper plant, 
and that singular insect the walking leaf; while among the numerous 
birds, was the great crowned pigeon. 

A more ample description is unnecessary, as these countrieiil are far 
from being completely discovered\ The same observation must be 
extended to what arc called the S.olo:rnon I_slands, which appear to have 
been discovered by Mendana, who ~iled from Lima to the westward 
1575. The name was imposed, as usual, by ignorant mariners, who 
suppo!!ed that king Solomon d€rived his gold from these Islands; but 
while it is even doubtful whether the isles now called those of Solomon 
be the same with those of Mendana, the appellation becomes doubly 
absurd, and it would be better to impose some new name*. 

SoLOMON IsLANDS. The Solomon Islands, as laid down in Mr.' 
Arrowsmith's chart of the Pacific, may be considered as a large group 
extending from Lord Anson's isle, or the Bouka ofBougainville, in the 
north-west to the isle called Egmont by Carteret in the south-east. 
Some of the islands, towards the centre, seem of considerable size, par
ticularly in length. If these be the Solomon Isles of the Spaniards, it 
is asserted that they are rich in gold. Some of the natives were of a 
copper colour, others of a deep black, with a wrapper of linen round the 
waist, while the neck was ornamented with little beads of gold. The 
canoes were small, two being commonly fastened together. In baskets 
of palm leaves they carry a kind of bread made of roots*. These 
islands are the land of the Arsacides of Bougainville., 

IV. NEW CALEDONIA, AND THE NEW HEBUDES. 

These regions were discovered by Captain Cook in 177 4 ; but Bou• 
gainville in 1768 had sailed through the New Hebudes; and the 
most northern is supposed to be the land of the Holy Ghost of 
Quiros. 

New Caledonia is a large island, the southem part of which in par
ticular has been little explored. The natives are said to be a muscular 
race, of a deep brown complexion, resembling those of New Zealand. 
Future discovery may add several interesting particulars concerning 
this division. D'Entrecasteaux, who was sent in quest of La Perouse, 
visited the southern coast of New Caledonia. 

The north-western part of this large Island was explored by captain 
Cook, who says that this district was called Balade. The name of Tee, 
which in the Society Isles implies a guardian spit·it, seems here to 
denote a chief. The women are more chaste than in the other isles of 
the Pacific. The houses are neat, some having carved door posts, :.md 

" Dalrymple, i . .<[.7, ::md see De Brosses, i. 173. Mr. Dalrymple thinks, 
p. 46, that the Solomon Isles of Menr.lana are the New Britai11 of Dan1pier, 
See also his Dissertation preiixed to vol. i. 

t De Brosses, i. 259, 
VOL. II. 3 i 
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they rise in the form of a bee hive, warm, but full of smoke. The 
?ress is a slight :wrapper; and the hair, which is frizzled, not wooly, 
~~ornamented wtth a comb, while the beard is worn short. They sub
SISt on roots ~nd fish, the country being very barren and rocky. In 
New Caledonta Dr. Forster found large rocks of quartz, with layers of 
gold coloured mica, blended with serpentine, hornblende, talc, and gar
nets*. The bread fruit and cocoa nut are scarce; but many new 
plants were observed. , 

MALLIC?LLo. Among the New Hebudes Captain Cook has given 
the most particular account of Ma!licollo i:u the north, and Tanna in the 
south: J?r. ~orster thought that t~e people of the former, who are ugly 
and drmmuttve, had a language drfferent from any they met with in the 
voyage. 

TANNA. In Tanna there is a remarkable volcano, with some 
l10t springs. Here are found plantains, sugar canes, yams, and several 
kinds of fruit trees. The natives rather resemble those of New 
Holland than the Friendly Islanders, and are particularly dexterous ia 
the use of the spear. 

V. NEW ZEALAND. 

FrRsT DrscovERY. This country was first discovered by Tas-
man in 1642, but he did not land. The natives however came on 
board, and some intercourse took place, during which seven of the 
Dutch, who had gone ashore unarmed, were cruelly slaughtered. The 
people were described to be of a colour between brown and yellow, with 
long black hair resembling the J apanesc. 

Our great navigator Cook explored these regions in 1770, and dis
covered a strait which divides the country into two large islands. The 
southern was supposed to be called by the natives Tavia Poenamoo, 
and the northern Eaheianomawe, names which equal the Russian in 
length, and which might well be contracted. The first is not less than 
600 British miles in length, by about 150 in medial breadth ; and the 
second is little inferior in size. 

" "\V"hcn Dr. Forster went with Cook, on his second voyage, 1772, mineral •. 
{)gy was in a very imperfect state, Bergman, who published his book in 178~, 
being the father of the improved system now followed. Yet Dr. Forster's 
observations are very feeble and meagre, even for that period ; and his 
tedious quarto volume is filled with declamation, while solid facts are 
neglected. He is, however, mo:re minute than usual ccncerning the strata of 
New Caledonia and the New Hebudes. Reefs of coral rock abom1d in this 
archipelago. In New Caledonia the soil of the plains is a sandy black mould, 
the sides of the hills, yellow day with miQa; the higher parts of quartz and 
mica, tinged red, or on.nge, with iron. Garnets are also found in petrosilex 
and in senora! places white transparent quartz, soap rock, and asbestos. He 
supposes that the mo_unta!ns of New Ca_kdonia a:.d New Zealand ~r~ ~he 
most Iil.ely to contam nch metalhc vems, as bemg composed of p~Imitive 
rock. 

ln M allicollo the soil is of a yellowisl1 sandy clay. h the isle of Amhrrym 
( Ambrira) there is a volcano •. and of that in. Tann::, the asl:es diffuse a fertile 
~oil. Tanna also presents chffs of clay, mJ:\ed with alummous earth, lumps 
of pure chalk, and tripvli. Sulphur abounds, with marks of copper. 
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One of these islands appears to be far more fertile than the other ; 
but both enjoy a temperate climate, similar to thg,t of France. The 
natives were again observed to be of a brown complexion, little deeper 
1:han the Spanish, and some are even fair. They equal the tallest 
Europeans in stature; and their features are commonly regular and 
pleasing. It is singular to observe such a diversity between them and 
the natives of New Holland, when theory would expect to find them 
the same race of men. So far as present discoveries extend, the natives 
of New Holland and Papua seem to display an African origin : while 
most of the other islands in the Pacific appear to have been peopled 
from Asia. 

Mr. Collins, to his interesting account of the English colony in New 
South Wales, has subjoined some information concerning New Zealand, 
chiefly derived from two of the natives, who were carried to Norfolk 
island to teach the management of the flax, one of whom drew a rude 
map of his country published by our author. Their features approadt 
the European, and the nose of one was aquiline. By their report
the northern island is divided into eight districts, governed by their
respective chiefs, and others who are iUbordinate to them. These 
provinces are often in a state of warfare; and the captives taken are 
undoubtedly devoured by the victors. At other times a little traffic is 
carried on in flax, and green jad, of which they make av;-is and orna:
ments. On the west side. of the northern isle there is ·a large river 
but only navigable for canoes. The ranks are, the chiefs, and their 
officers; the priests, whose authority is equal, if not superior; and the 
common people. 

MANNERs AND CusTOMS. "The New Zealanders inter their 
dead; they also believe that the third day after the interment the heart 
separates itself from the corpse, and that this separation is announced 
by a gentle breeze of wind, which gives warning of its approach to an 
inferior Ea-tooa (or divinity) that h0vers over the grave, and who car
ries it to the clouds. In his chart Too-gee has marked an imaginary 
road which goes the lengthways of Eaheinomawe, viz. :fi:om Cook'~t 
strait to the North Cape, which Too-gee calls Terry-inga. \Vhile the 
soul is received by the good Ea-tooa, an evil spirit is also in :ciadiness 
to carry the impure part of the corpse to the above road, along w aich it 
is carried to Terry-inga, whence it is precipitated into the sea. 

"Suicide is very common among the New Zealanders, and this ti·.ey 
often commit by hanging themselves on the slightest occasions ; thus 
a woman who has been beaten by her husband will perhaps hang herself 
immediately. In this mode of putting an end to their existence both 
our visitors seemed to be perfect adepts, having often th!'eatened to 
hang themselves, and sometimes made very seriou:> promises of put
ting it into execution, if they were not sent to their own country. A~ 
these threats however were used in their gloomy moments, they were 
soon laughed out of them. 

" It could not be discovered that they have any other division of 
time than the revolution of the moon, until the number amounted to 
one huudl'ed, which they tet·m "Ta-iee E-tow," that is one Etow, or 
hundred moons; and it is thus they count their ag~~ and calcul.ate all 
o~e.r evt~nts •. 
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"Hoo-doo and Too-gee both agreed that a great quantity of manu
factured flax might be obtained for trifles, such as axes, chissels, &c.; 
and said that in most places the flax grows naturally in great quanti
ties ; in other parts it is cultivated by separating the roots, and planting 
them out, three in one hole, at the distance of a foot from each other. 
They give a decided preference to the flax plant that grows here, both 
for quantity and size. 

LANGUAGEs. "It may be expected (says Governor King) that, 
after a six months acquaintance between us and the two New Zealand
ers, we should not be ignorant of each others' language. Myself and 
some of the officers, (who were so kind as to communicate the observa
tions they obtained from our visitors,) could make our ideas known, and 
tolerably well understood by them. They too, by intermixing what Eng
lish words they knew with what we knew of their language, could make 
then,.,elves sufficiently understood by us. During the time they were 
with us I did not possess any account of Captain Cook's Voyages, but 
since their departure I find trom his first voyage that it has great simi
litude to the general language spoken in those. seas."* 

Captain Cook's last voyage contains considerable information relative 
to the southern isle, from which a few brief hints may be added, as 
this region only yields to Papua in size and consequence. Storms were 
found to be not only frequent but violent, and often changed in their 
direction by the height of the mountains, which at these times are 
always loaded with vapcurs, whence lt may seem that they are calcare
ous. The unhappy natives live in constant apprehensions of mutual 
destruction;. nnd each party earnestly besought Captain Cook to exter
minate their enemies, a true picture of savage life, which is to be traced 
from the genuine practice and experience of human affairs, and not 
from idle theories of poetry, or of phiiosophy. Their revenge is san
guinary, ~mel indulg·ed even to the most brutal cannibalism; the more 
shocking, as they believe that the soul of a man, devoured by his enemy, 
i:s doomed to perpetP.d fire. They have no morai, or place of worship ; 
but the priests alm'le address the gods for prosperity. It appears that 
the jad is found in lakes, to which it is borne down by the mountain 
torrents. This substance is called Poenammoo, and a lake being styled 
1'avi, thence a mistaken appellation has been given to the southern 
island, by our able navigator, as he himself remarl{s.t This candid ob
servation affords an additional proof of the futility of many names 
admitted into our maps; and it must rarely occur that uncivilized nations 
have any general term for a country, or large island, as they cannot 
distinguish where there is no different object, nor standard of com
parison. 

The enormous lizards described by the natives are probably alliga
tors. From the observations of the surgeon it appears that the hases of 
the mountains are sand-stone ; that the soil resembles yellow marl; 
and even the hills are covered with trees of the most lofty luxuriance, 
seeming to retain their foilage till expelled by the succeeding leaves 

"' Collins, p. 5~4. 
t Third Voyage, i. 140. · Yet tllis isle seems to be called Poenammoo, in 

the map drawn by a native, and pulished by Mr. Collins. 
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in spring for in June, which corresponds to our December, the verdure 
was com~lete. The mountainous nature of the country'* seems to be 
an obstacle to fl!l.ture improvement; but this remark may perhaps be 
confined to the northern part near Queen Charlotte's Sound, and a 
great diversity may be naturally expected in such wide regions. The 
flax of New Zealand has excited part:cular attention, being of ,a beauti
ful silky appearance, and the plant remarkably tall. The culture has 
been attempted both in France and England without success ; perhaps 
from some remarkable difl~rence in soil, or the entire reversion of 
seasons. The birds seem to be often peculiar in species and colour; 
and it is not a little remarkable that, in this extensive land, no quadru
ped was observed, except a few rats, and a kind of fox dog;, which is a 
domestic animal with the: natives. Nor was any uncommon mineral 
seen except the green jad, which, accordil\g to other accounts, is found 
in the channel of a large river in small thin layers. 

The general dress is an oblong garment made by knotting the silky 
flax: and the ears are ornamented with bits of jad or beads, the face 
being often besmeared with a red paint, seemingly iron ochre mingled 
with grease. The habitations are f,lr superior to those in New Hol
land; and the boats are well built of planks, raised upon each other, 
and fastened with strong withes. Some are fifty feet long, and so broad 
as to be able to sail without an out-rigger, but the smaller sort commonly 
has one, and they often fasten two together by rafters. The large 
canoes will cany thirty men or more; and have often a head inge
niously carved, with a human face distorted by rage: for in savage life 
images are rarely pleasant, but commonly shew the evil passions which 
are generally felt. They bake their fish in a rude oven ; and the use of 
bread is supplied by a kind of fern, which yieids a gelatinous substance 
like sago. They are ingenious mechanics with their rude tools, which 
are mostly of jad. Their weapons are spears and javelins, with the 
pa-too, a kind of club or rude battle-axe ; anu in combat they distort 
their featmes like demons. The yet warm bodies of their enemies are 
cut in pieces, broiled, and devoured with peculiar satisfaction. t The 
warlike actions of their ancestors are preserved in traditional songs 
which are frequently sung, and accompanied with their rude flute.+ ' 

VI. VAN DIElliEN's LAND. 

FIRST J?rscovERY. This i~ the last great division yet disco-
vered of. the w1de expan~e of Australasra. The name was imposed by 
that emment Dutch navigator Tasman, as already mentioned, in honour 

" According to Dr. Forster, Obs. 31, the highest mountain observed in his 
v~yage was mount Egmont, on the northern isle of New Zealand, covered 
w1th perpetu~l snow:. so that he argues the height to be fourteen thousand 
feet. The chmate, 1b. 116, seems moist, and clouds are sometimes observed 
of a beautiful green. 

t Cook, ib. i. 162. 
:1: Dr. Forster, Obs. 17, says that the southern i;le presents a thin stratum 

of black moul:J, under which seems to be a nephritic rock of pale yellow inter
sected by vems of quartz. Basalt, argillaceous shistus, a11d pumice also 
appear. ' ' 
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of the Dutch governor general in the East Indies.* It has been recently 
discovered to be an island, in the form of an oblong square, about 160 
British miles in length by half that breadth, being divided from New 
Holland by a strait, or rather channel, more than thirty leagues wide, 
Which in recent maps is called Bass's strait, and contains a chain of 
small islands running north and south. During his last voyage Captain 
Cook, in January 1777, visited Diemen's land for supplies of wood and 
the water, and grass for animals on board. They were met by some of tho 
natives, who were entirely naked1

; of a common stature, but rathel' 
slender, the skin being black, and the hair as woolly as that of any 
native of Guinea, but their l~neaments were more pleasing than those 
of African negroes. The hait and beards, and of some of the faces, 
were smeared with red ointment. They seem t? prefer birds to all 
other food, and the kangooroo would appear to be selected among ani
mals, because by walking. on two legs it somewhat resembles a bird. 
The land is chiefly of a good height, diversified with hills and vallies; 
and every where of a greenish hue, being well wooded and watered. 
The Fluted Cape appears to be composed of a very fine white sand
iitone, which in many places bounds the shore, and the soil is either 
sandy or consists of a yellowish mould, and in some places of a reddish 
clay. The forest trees seem to be all of one kind, growing quite straight 
to a great height, and may be well adapted for masts. The only quad
a-upeds discovered were opossums and kangooroos; rend the biHls c,unnot 
differ muc~ from th?se ~f New Holland, to whic~,);b:ere is as it were a 
passage by mtermed1ate 1sles. The hovels resemble those of New Hol
land ; but sometimes large trees are hollowed. out by fire to the height 
of six or seven feet, so as to form a rude habitation. Captain Cook's 
account of the language of New Holland in general must be corrected 
from the more recent and exact information afforded by Mr. Collins.t 

* There is another Van Diemen's land, a northern cape of New Holland. 
Such duplicate names are injurious to the study of geography, and ought to be 
formally abrogated, if a Board of Nomenclature, so much wanted. were. insti
tuted. The southern Van Diernen's land, or one of the isles of New Zeabnd, 
11hould be called Tasmania, in honour of the discoverer. 

t Captain Flinders supplies some additional information in his " Observa
tions on the Coast of Van Diemen's Land," &c. 1801. 4to. He says, p. 3, 
that the capes are mostly basaltic, and he includes the Fluted Cape, the co. 
lumns being sometimes single, somt.times grouped like stacks of chimnie&. 
Upon the island of cape Barren are found kangooroos, and the new animal, 
called womat by the nati>·es near Port Jackson, resembling a little bear. Fur
i!leaux's isles are mostly of a coarse quartz, and likewise Wilson's promontory 
in New South Wales; while the general rocks in the last are softish grit and 
ironstone. In general Van Diemen's land presents a mmlt dreary and inhos
pitable shore, mottled with rocks of white quartz and black basalt. Port 
Dalrymple is the only har)lom UEOU the. north. COiloit, which seems the. most 
fe~tils:, 
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THE boundaries of this extensive division of the globe have already 
.been briefly mentioned in the introduction to the Asiatic Islands. A line 
passing due north, in the meridian of 130° east from Greenwich, will 
leave the Philippine Islands in the oriental archipelago, divided by a 
wide sea from the Pelew Isles, the most western group of Polynesia, 
though a few small detached isles appear to the south-west. About 20" 
north latitude, the line of demarcation bends-north-east, so as to include 
the isle of Todoslos Santos, and that is called Rica de Plata, thence 
proceeding east so as to include the Sandwich Islands, and pass south 
about longitude 122° west, till it reach the southern latitude of soa 
where it turns to the west, and joins the boundary of Australasia. 

It is probable that future navigations may greatly improve and enlarge 
the geography of Polynesia, by the discovery of new groups, and the 
·more accurate arrangement of those already known. At present the 
following appear to be the chief subdivisions: 

1. The Pelew Isles. 
2. The Ladrones, a chain extending in a northerly direction, the 

small islands in the Pacific seeming to be mostly the summits of range& 
or groups of mountains. 

3. The Carolines, a long range from east to west, so as perhaps, irr 
~trictness, to include the Pelews. 

4. The Sandwich Isles. 
5. The Marqul.:sas. 
6. The Society Isles, so named in honour of the Royal Societr. 
7. The Friendly Isles. 
There arc besides many isles scattered in different directions, which· 

would be difficult to connect with any group, and indeed none of them, 
ye.t .dis!=overed, appeal'ii to be of any: con:tequence .. 
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I. THE PELEW IsLES. 

This group recently attracted considerable attention, from an inge· 
nious and pleasing account of them, drawn up by Mr. Keate, from the
papers of Captain Wilson who suffered shipwreck on these islands in 
1783. The narrative is doubtless heightened by Mr. Keate's imagina· 
tion, but the people appear to be a most gentle and amiable race, the 
gay and innocent children of nature. It is a peculiarity, which has been 
remarked in describing the oriental archipelago, that the small isles are 
the chief seats of comparative civilization, by the concentration of so
ciety. To this circumstance may be added, that in large islands the na
tives split into distinct tribes, generally hostile to each other, whence 
the pleasurable passions almost expire in the cm~stant succession of fear 
and rage, while in the small islands, there being no room for secession 
the society becomes as it were one family. Much will doubtless de. 
pend upon the propensities of the native race, and even on the charac. 
ter and manners of the first settlers and their imm~diate descendants, 
but, except on the above principles, it might perhaps be difficult to ac
count for the contrast of manners between the people of the Pelews and 
those of New Zealand, who are probably of one original stem* 

The Pelewans are a stout well made people, rather above the middle 
stature. Their complexions are of a far deeper colour than what is un
derstood by the copper hue, but not black, and their hair is long and flow-' 
ing. The men are entirely naked, while the women only wear two lit
tle apl'ons, or rather fringes, made of the husk of the cocoa nut. Both 
sexes are tattooed, and the teeth are dyed black. Polygamy is allowed, 
and the dead are interred. There seems no appearance of religion of 
any kind, thongh they have an idea that the soul survives the body. 
Mild, affable, and indust_rious, this little tribe, like the inhabitants of Ota
heite, form an exception to the general rule of savage existence. Mr. 
Keate has published a vocabulary of the language, which is probably a 
dialect of the Malay, so widely diffused through these seas. 

The government is in the hands of a king, under ·whom there are ru
paks, or chiefs, who also constitute a kind of nobles. The property of 
all the land is supposed to be vested in the sovereign; while that of the 
people is only personal, as a canoe, weapons, or rude articles of furni
ture. Our domestic poultry are here wild in the woods, and were neg
lected by the natives, till taught by the English that they were proper 
for food. Theirchiefnourishmentappears to be fish; but they made 

" Dr. Forster thinks, Obs. 358. That the original people of Australasia and 
Polvnesia was the negro breed found in Papua, New Holland, &c. for even 
in Otaheite the common people are much darker than the chiefs, and perhaps 
of a mingled race. According to that author the Malays of Malacca gradu
ally spread to Borneo, the Philippines, the Ladrones, and Carolines, thence 
to the Friendly Islands and New Zealand, the Society Islands, the Marque
sas, and as far East as Easter Island. To Papua, New Caledonia, and the 
New Helndes, the Malays did not bend their progress, nor to New Holland, 
so that these last countries remain in the possession of che primitive race. In 
the large islands as ilorneo, Luzon, &c. the negroes retirecl to the interi?r 
mountains, being called .Biajos, Nc·r,rillos, Zembales, Harfuris,&c.; but 11'1. 

the le&ser i&les they were conquered, anJ became 'l'vutvus 
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a kind of sweetmeats from their sugar cane, which seems indigenous. 
The chief drink was the milk of the cocoa nut. They commonly rise at 
day-light, and immediately go to bath in fresh water. Their houses are 
raised on large stones, about three feet from the ground, being con
structed of planks and bamboos, and the fire-place in the middle, secur~d 
with hard rubbish. There are large mansions for public meetings. The 
best knives are of mother of pearl, others of a large muscle shell, or split 
bamboo. They make oval vessels of coarse earthen ware. In general 
their articles resemble those of Otaheite, and other isles in the South Sea. 
The weapons are spears, da.rts, and slings : and the canoes are formed 
of the tl'Unk of a tree, neatly ornamented. 

These isles had scarcely been visited by any European till Captain 
Wilson landed at Oloong. Mr. Keate's account is rather romantic, 
than exact, for it appears that Abba Thulle was king of the isle called 
Polorooraa, and the English called the capital, or residence of the king, 
\Vieew. These islands are in general of a moderate height, well covered 
with wood ; and are circled on the west side by a reef of coral, from 
two to six leagues from the shore, and of great length. The ebony tree; 
as found in the forests, and the bread fruit and cocoa tree seem to 
abnund, witj1 sugar canes and bamboos. No kind of grain was seen 
nor any quadrupeds except some rats in the woods, and three or four 
pigeons seem the mobt numerous: and the wilcl~ poultry have. been 
already mentioned 

II. THE LADRONES, 

FrRsT DrscovERY. This appellation implies the isles of Rob.-
bers, and was given by that distinguished navigator Magalhaens, who 
first discovered these islands in 1522, the natives shewing great disposi
tion to pilfer, and much address in the execution of their designs. Pig
afetta, who accompanied Magalhaens, describes the people as naked 
their hair and beards long·, tall and well proportioned, with an olive 
complexion. They coloured their teeth black like the Pelewant ; and. 
there seems to be an intimate correspondence in their other manners 
and customs. Their canoes had outriggers, and a rude delineation of 
one has been published from Pigafetta's manuscript.* 

According to the jesuit Go bien, who has published a particular his to~ 
ry of the Ladrones, or Marian Islands, t the inhabitant:;, till the arrival of 
the Spaniards, regarded themselves as the only men in the world, being 
assured that the first man was made of a piece of rock taken from Funa,. 
a little Island near Guam ; but, according to others, he was made of 
earth,in the latter island. When they were visited by the Spaniards they 
lost the primitive Guamese language. In colour, speech, manners, and 
government they considerably resemble the Tagals or people of the 
Philippines, before the Spani~h conquest. These isles were then v~ry 
populous, Guam, in forty leagues of circuit, having thirty thousand m
habitants. A favourite occupation of the women was to dye their teeth 

" See also the supplement of De Brosses, ii, 492, for an ample account l.lf 
the I.adrones. 

t Paris, 1700. 12mo. 
YOI. II. 
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black, and their hair white ; but let not Europeans smile, for we_ hav~ 
many similar absurdities. The nobles displayed a singular pride being 
addressed with great r~spect, and it was a crime for a noble to marry 
a common gil'!. Yet the people were not enslave_d, or even subject, but 
revered their nobl~s wi:.hout any consequent idea of obedience. The 
houses "~ere divided into four apartments, by partitions of palm leaves. 
In their absolute independence each man avenged his own quanel ; and 
wa,rs were frequent, but 110t sanguinary, as the loss of one or two men 
decided the battle. Their magicians invoke the Ani tis, or the Dead, 
whose sculls were preserved in the house, and they are anxious Jest an 
aniti or ghost should disturb their fishinv, or nocturnal repose. 

TrNIAN. In the reign of Philip IV of Spain these isles were also 
called the Mairans, in honour of his queen, Mary of Austria. The lar
gest is that of Guam, but Tinian has attracted more attention, fl'Om the 
romantic description in Anson's voyage. There is no doubt that ma
riners who have been long at sea, and sufterecl many diseases and priv• 
ations, will be infinitely delighted with any verdant land, and find beau
ties where none exist. Hence subsequent navigators have been great
ly clisapp?intecl in Tinian. Anson found here abundant of wild cattle, 
of a white colour, except the ears, which are generally black or brown. 
But they had probably been imported by the Spaniards, as a supply for 
the garrison at Guam ... Here were also found oranges, limes, and cocoa
nuts, with that celebrated and remarkable tree which bears the b1·ead 
fruit. 

The Ladranes are computed to be twelve or fourteen in number; 
hut not above three or four are inhabited. Their vessels, <;_alled flying 
proas, have been esteemed singular specimens of naval architecture, and 
at a distant interval impressed Pigafetta and Anson with the ingenuity 
of the contrivance. The natural history of these islands is little known, 
It appears from the voyage of La Parouse that some of them are vol
canic. 

To the North of the Laclrones are many small islands, extending to 
Todos Los Santos, lat. 30°, those further to the North belonging to 
Japan. This group may either be arranged among the Ladrones, or 
might perhaps admit of a distinct apellation. 

The Golden and Silver Isles seem to be so styled from Japanese fa
bles, and with a few other scattered isles on the N of the Carolines 
meritlittle attention. In these seas is the stunendous rock called Lof
'Vife, rising in the form of a pyramid, and thus'"desci·ibed by Mr. Meares 
in his voyage. "The latitude was 29° 50 north, the longitude 142'" 
23 east of Greemvich. The waves broke against its rugged front 
with a fury proportioned to the immense distance they had to roll be
fore they were interrupted by it. It rose almost perpendicular to the 
height of three hundt·ecl and fifty feet. A sm21' black rock ap
peared just above the water, at about forty or fifty yards Lorn the west
ern edge. There was a cavern on its south-eastern ~ide, into which the 
wsta rolled with an awful and tremendous noise. In regarding this, 
!'>tupendous rock, which stood alone in an immense ocean, we could not 
bu~ consider it as an object which had been, able to resist one of those 
great convulciions of nature that change the very form of those parts of 
1he g-lobe which they are permitted to de:5olate." 
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III. THE CAROLINES, 

Ftl'tST DrscovERY. This is the largest group or rather the most 
....,_xtensive range ofislands in the Pacific Ocean.'* This chain appears 
to have been first discovered by the Spaniards iu 1686, and was named 
from the Spanish monarch Charles II. Thc:y are about thirty in number, 
z.nd very populous, except three which were uninhabited. The native;s 
l'esemble those of the Philippines, and chiefly live upon fish and co
coa-nuts: and it is probable that their languag·e only differs in a few 
shades. According to the letters of the jesuits each isle was subject to 
its chief, but all respected a monarch, who r~sickd at Lamurec. 

They believe in certain celestial spirits, and think they descend tG 
bathe in a sacred lake in Fallalo, but there are neither temples nor idols, 
nor any appearance of worship. The dead are sometimes thrown into 
the sea, and at others interred, the grave being smrouncled with a stone 
wall. It is said that those of Yap worship a kind of crocodile, and have 
their magicians. Polygamy is allowed, and tl·e Tamul or chief of 
the large isle of Hogoleu had nine wives. Criminals are banished from, 
one isle to another.t 

They do not appear to have any instruments of music, but their dan,., 
ces are accompanied with songs. Their only weapons are lances, 
armed with bone. Evenln thisdistantquarterofthe globe negro slaves 
are not unknown : and in one or two of the islanc1s the breed is s~id to 
be mingled, twenty, nine Spaniards having. been left on one of these 
islands who are supposed to have married and settled. The pe.ople of 
l,Jlea are reported to be more civilized than the rest, and appear much 
to resemble those of the Pelews. In 17 33 Cp.ntova, a jesuit missionary, . 
was massacred with eig-ht Spaniards in the isle of Mogmog. 

The most considerable of the Carolines is Hogoleu, about ninety 
British miles in length by forty in breadth. Next is Yap, in the 
western extremity of this chain, but not above a third part of that 
size. The Caroline islands have been little visited by recent navigators, 
but a few small groups have been discovered in their eastern extren).i.., 
ties, which may properly be classed in the ·same range. 

IV. THE SANDWICH IsLEs. , "' 

FIRST DiscovERY. These islands appear to have been tht< 
first G.isco..-erecl by our great navigator Cook. being perhaps t!•.e only 
detached object in which he was not forestalled by precedin.£5 naviga· 
tors; but the precision and truth of his narratives concerning other 
regions, before only faintly described, and the discoveries of particular 
features and positions, justly entitle Cook to the v :ncratiun which hi'i 
memory has received ii·om all European nations. The people of the 
SanclY.-ich ishnds are of a deep olive complexion, muscul:lr, ancl well 
proporLioned; and the productions clifTer little fmm those of Otaheit~ 
beiDt; li-ttle further to the north of the equator than the Society 

" De Brosscs slightly mentions, vol. ii. p. 58, the New Pilippines,_ a vague 
and imprope,· name of the Carolines. Jo ut see his Suj;plcJ;oem, ii. 443, &e. 
for a description c.> the Carolines :tnd Pch;w loLqcb, :tccompa,lkd wit,h ,ll, 
~urious map by Vaugondy. 

T l}.: Bro:..ses, ib. '186, 
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Islands are to the south. There is one considerable island about 280 
British miles in circumference, called Owhyhee, where Captain Cook 
was most unfortunately slain by the natives, February 1779. The best 
eulogy of this great man will be found dispersed throu!;h this and 
other systems of modern geography, which from him derive a great 
accession of knowledge. 

NAME Ir.rPOSED. These islands were so named by Cook in 
gratitude to the earl of Sandwich, a minister who had warmly pro~ 
mated his labours 

INHABITANTS. The natives are rather of a darker complexion 
than those of Otaheite, but the features are pleasing; and the death 
of Cook was not owing to ferocity, but a sudden impulse of unde
sen:ed resentment. The hair is sometimes long, sometimes curled, 
as among Europeans: but the nose is always spread at the point, 
perhaps owing to the mode of salutation, in which _they press their 
noses together. Captain King represents them as a mild and affec
tionate people, fl'ee from the Otaheitan levity, and the proud gravity 
of those of the Friendly isles. 

:MANNERs AND CusTollts. This ingenious people have even 
made some progress in agriculture and manufactures, yet they still 
sacrifice human victims, but do not eat them like the ptople of New 
Zealand, at least so far as information could be obtained. The beard is 
generally worn; and among the ornaments of both sexes is a kind of 
fan to drive away flies, made of the fibres of the cccor.-nut, or of long 
feathe1·s. Like the other nations of Polynesia, they tatoo their bodies; 
and among females, even the tip of the tongue, because they can thus 
shew an ornament without elocution. The dress consists of a narrow 
piece of coarse cloth called the maro, prepared in the same manner as 
at Otahcite, which passes between the legs and is fastened round the 
loins. In battle the men throw a kind of mats over their shoulders, 
and this armour is neatlv manufactured. On solemn occasions the 
chiefs wear dresses, artfuily and beautifully formed of feathers. The 
-\vomen have only a slight wrapper, and the hair is cut short behind, 
but turned up from the forehead. The food consists chiefly of fish, 
to which are added yams, plantains, and sugar canes, while people of 
rank feast on the wiid boar, and sometimes the flesh of dogs. 

FoR III oF GovERNlvrENT. The government is in a· supreme 
chief called Eree Taboo, whose funeral is accompanied by the 
sacrifice of two or mm·c servants. The inferior chiefs are styled 
Erees; and there is a second class, of proprietors, and a third of 
labourer~, all these ranks seeming to be hereditary. Though human 
sacr!fices be here more frequent, the other rites appear to correspond 
·with those of the Society Islands, which shall be described in the 
account of Otaheite. 

CLUIA TE. The c:imate appears to be more temperate than 
that of the \Vest Indies; and in Owhyhee the mountains arrest the 
clo~1d:;, and produce rain inland, while there is sunshine on the shore. 
The winds seem gene,ral:y easterly, and there is a regular land and 
sea breeze. 

ZooLoGY. The qtladrupcds, as usual in Polynesia, arc fe\r; 
. ()nly bot;s, clr,gs, and ra:ts, beint) discovered. The kinrls of birds ar~ 
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not numerous, being, among others, large white pigeons, plovers, 
owls, and a kind of raven. These islands produce abundance of the 
bread fruit, and sugar-canes of amazing size. Upon the whole this 
discovery was important; and Ow hyhee is the largest island yet found 
in the wide extent of Polynesia. 

After leaving Easter island, the unfortunate La Perouse visited the 
Sandwich islands, which he seems to suppose are the same with the 
Mesa of Spanish chnrts; though, from an error, in not observing the 
currents, they be placed sixteen or seYenteen degrees more to the east, 
an usual fault in the Spanish charts, which thus bring many Polynesian 
islands far too near the American shores: but the French navigator 
subjoins an honourabie testimony in favour of Cook. " Full of respect 
and admiration for the memory of that great man, he will ah~ ays appear 
to me the greatest of navigators." Still New Caledonia, and what is 
called Sandwich Land in the antarctic ocean, seem acknowledged new 
discoveries of our great navigator. 

La Perouse visited the isle of Mowee, to the north of Owhyhee, and 
observed the mountains, the woods, the cascades; and the habitations 
of the natives so numerous, that the space of three or four leagues 
might be supposed a single village. They brought hogs and fruits; 
and their canoes had outriggers. La Perouse confirms the account 
of their mild and beneficent manners ; and in general refers to the 
English narratives, the exactness of which he greatly applauds. 

v. TiiE MARQPES.AS. 

FIRST DrscovERY. These islands were discovered by Mendana, 
who imposed the name in honour of Don Garcia de Mendoza, marquis 
of Caniente, viceroy of Peru, whence they are sometimes styled the 
Isles of Mendoza. From the account of Mendana's discovery it appears 
that the people of the Marquesas were an elegant race, the women 
being remarkably beautiful, with tolerably fair complexions, so as to. 
exceed in personal appearance the finest women of Lima*. They 
were clothed, from the breast downwards, with a fine piece of bark 
cloth. They had idols of wood: and their canoes sometimes held 
from thirty to forty mariners. The temperature of the air is so dry 
as not in-the least to moisten linen left on the ground during the night. 
The blanc-mange of Mendana is probably the bread fruit. The names 
given to the several islands, by the first discoverer, have since 
yielded to the native appellations. One of the best known to Euro
Peans, is the isle of Ohittahoo, to the south of the larg~ isle Ohevalwas. 

SuBSE~ENT DrscovERIEs. In 177 4 the Marquesas were 
visited by Captain Cook, and in 1789 by the French circumnavigator 
Marchand, whose idle voyage has been recently published at Paris with 
so much pomp and compilation. Marchand however observed some 
isles to the northwest of this group, afterw:;~rds descried in 1798 by an 
American Captain called Ingraham, which are inhabited, but are not 
laid down in Arrowsmith's chart of the Pacific, nor probably in any 
{Jther which has yet appeared. If the longitudes and latitudes publishe<\ 

~ De Bro:oses, i. 251. 
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hy Ingraham be tolerably correct, these islands may be regarded as
belonging to the group of Marquesas". The best recent account of 
the latter is that given in the :Missionary Voyage, Captain Wilson 
having visited the Marquesas in 1797. 

The natives are said to surpass all other nations in symmetry of 
!:hape, ancl regularity of features ; and were it not for the practice of 
~atooing, whid1 blackens the body by numerous punctures, the com
plexion would be only ta''my, while the hair is of many colours, but 
none red. Some of the women are nearly as fJ.ir as Europeans, and 
among them tatooing is not so universalt. The sister of the chieftain 
had some parallel lines on her arms; while others had only slight 
punctures on the inside of their lips, and even upon their eyelids. A 
long narrow piece of cloth was wrapped round the waist, the ends 
being tucked up between the thighs, while a broad piece of their cloth 
was thrown over the shoulder, reaching half way down the leg. But 
this ch·ess seems ceremonious, as may appear ft·om an incident in the 
same amusing journ;1l. 

" Our first Yisitors from the shore came early; they were seven 
beautiful young women, swimming quite naked, except a few green 
leaves tied round their middle: they kept playing round the ship foe 
three hours, calling vVaheind (that is women,) until several of the 
native men had got on board; one of whom, being the chief of the 
island, requested that his sister might be taken on board, which was 
complied with : she \Vas of a fair complexion, inclining to a healthy 
yellow, with a tint of red in her cheek; was rather stout, but possessing 
such symmetry of features, as did all her companions, that as models· 
for the statuary and painter, their equals can seldom be found. Our 
Otaheitan girl, who was tolerably fair, and had a comely person, was 
notwithstanding greatly eclipsed by these women, and I believe felt her 
inferiority in no small degree; however she was superior in the amia-_ 
bleness of her manners, and possessed more of the softness and tender 
feeling of the sex: she was ashamed to see a woman upon the deck 
quite naked, and supplied h€r with a complete dress of new Otaheitan 
cloth, which set her off to great advantage, and encouraged those in 
the water, whose numbers now greatly increased, to importune for 
admission ; and out of pity to them, as we saw they would not return, 
we took them on bom·d: but they were in a great measure disappointed, 
for they could not all succeed so well as the first in getting· c'othed; 
nor did our mischievous. goats even suffer them to keep their green 
leaves, but as they turned to avoid them, they were attacked on each_ 
side alternately, and completely stripped naked." 

Th-~ religious cet·emonie3 resemble those of Otaheite; and they have 
a I'VIorai in each district, where the dead are buried under a pavetmmt 
of larp;e stones. Their deities are numerous, and the chiefs seem to 
have Jitck power, custom alone being fullowed instead of taws. Like 

~ Mr- Arr:w.-smith supposes theh1 ;he 1\'farquesas. The central south lat. 
of nin" d:·grc:os and long 141° from Loi1don woultl place them to the west o~ 
t~ 1 e l\LW]tWs:,s, whence the distance is said to be thirty-five Jleagues, and the 
]ar:est ide about :en. leagues in circuit. Other discoverie~ may probably takl' 
vht~e 1war the eq11atsr, from long. 160° to 175°. 
" t ~\1:1.:si.onary Yup~;c, Ltmdon, 1799, 4tv. p. 145. 
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most uncivilized nations they have no regular meals, but eat five or 
six times a day, or oftene1·. The women seem more subjected to the 
men, than at Otaheite. Polygamy is chiefly prar:tised by the chiefs. 
The fore-skin is slit before the age of puberty. The canoes are made 
of wood, and the bark of a soft tree, being· commonly from sixteen to 
twenty feet in length, the prow c:u··:cd in the rude reqemblance of a 
human face. 

No quadrupeds were discovered except hogs, but there are tame 
poultry, and the woods are filled with many beautiful birds. In one 
of these isles an English missionary was left, in the benevolent intention 
of discouraging mutual slaughter, and human sacrifices. But if the 
christian doctrine of monyg·amy be strictly enforced, it is improbable 
that the other doctrines will be received: and we are taught by many 
examples, that mahometanism is more successful in the oriental 
regions. 

The I11rgest isle of the Marqucsas, N oabeva, is not above half the 
· size of Otaheite: and in general the multitude of small islands in these 

seas presents a wonderful variety in the works of nature, the largest 
island yet discovered in Polynesia being Owhyhee, which is about 100 
British miles in length. 

VI. THE SociETY IsLEs. 

This g·roup has attracted more attention than any other in Polynesia, 
.and our admiration of Otaheite has excited some degree of ridicule on 
the continent. The unfortunate La Perouse observes, in one of hi~ 
letters "I flatter myself you '~ill see with pleasurej that, in the course 
of so long a voyage, I shall have no occasion to put in at those everlast
ing Society Islands, about which more h~.:s been written than concern
ing several kingdoms of Europe ; and I confess to you that I congratu
late myself on having nothing to say either about Otaheite, or Queen 
Oberea."* But it may be said, in perfect candour, that this accomplish
ed seaman shews some little jealousy of the English discoverers ; and 
is led to prefer the Fren::h group called the islands of Navigators, which 
perhaps, in size and population exceed the Society Islands. 
, In such a wide expanse of ocean it seems preferable to impart tlie 
same appellation to very extensive groups, of which there is a sufficient; 
and allowed instance in the Carolines. All the islands therefore from 
long. 160° west from Greenwich, to the eastern extremity of Polyne
sia, may be included under the general name of Society Islands. Some 
may probably include in Polynesia the detached and remarkable spot call-, 
ed Easter Island, which seems to be peopled by the ~arne race, if inter
vening isles do not rather connect it with South America. But this isle 
shall be briefly described at the end of the present article. 

0TAHEITE. The range of Society islands may thus even. 
exceed the Carolines in number, amounting to sixty Ol' seventy. Of 
these Otaheite is still by far the most considerable in size, being about 
l20 1nil11s in circumference. It consists of two penins~l~~' joined by 
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a neck of land, about three miles in breadth, the smallest peninsula to 
the south-east, being about fifteen miles in length, by ten in breadth, 
while the large peninsula to the north-west is almost circHlar, and 
about twenty-five miles in diameter: the whole length being thus about 
forty geog-raphical miles, or forty-six British. From the map drawn 
by Captain Cook, and republished with some improvements in the 
l\1issionary Voyage, this island appears to consist of two mountains, a 
larger and smaller; joined by the naarow ridge above mentioned ; and 
the inhabitants are entirely cogfined to the level coasts. This circum
stance seems universal in Polynesia, as the natives crowd to the shores 
for fish, their chief aliment; and it is probable that the original colonies 
having settled on the coast, indolence has prevented them from visiting 
the inland heights. Nor is probable that even in the large countries of 
Australasia* a similar singularity may be observed, the scarcity of 
animal food probably compelling the natives chiefly to reside on the 
shores. 

Near the central snmmit of the large mountain of Otaheite, which 
in circumference, though not in height, resembles Etna, there is a 
curious lake of some extent: but no riYer appears, there being only 
rivulets, which spring from the skirts, and pursue a brief course of 
two or three miles to the ocean. 

INHABIT ANTS. The natural colour of the inhabitants is olive, 
inclining to copper. Men exposed to the sun become very dark, but 
the women are only a shade or two deeper than an European brunette. 
They have fine black eyes, with white even teeth, soft skin, and elegant 
limbs ; while their hair is of a jetty black, perfumed and ornamented 
with fiowerst. But with all these advantag·es they yield infinitely in 
beauty to the women of the Marquesas, the face being widened from 
continual pressure from infancy, which by distending the mouth, and 
flattening the nose and fot·ehead, gives a broad masculine appearance. 
Hence it is evident that the Grecian and academical forms, given by 
al'tists void of real taste or precision, to the people of the South sea~, 
in the prints that accompany the English and French voyages, are 
totally false and imag·inary. Nor can there be a greater injury to books 
of genuine character, and solid information, than this practice, which 
renders the modern prints far inferior in every respect to some ancient 
representations of De Bry. 

But while the women thus sedulously endeavour to destroy their 
natural beauty, they are of the most affable and engaging manners; 
and seem entire strangers to those unaccountable caprices, sudden 
frowns, and violences of tempet·, which form the chief domestic pesti
lence of civilized society. Always generous and good humoured, they 
arc slow to take offence, and easily pacified, never entertaining senti-

• In the chart which accompanies the :Missionary Voyage l'olynesia i' 
absurdly called Lesser Australasia, as if it were wholly to the south of the 
equator, or even approached the Terra Aurtralis of exploded maps. Austral
asia is named Greater Australasia, while the latter word only means Southern 
tbings, and cannot with any degree of grammar be applied to a region. Cicero 
in bis dream of Scipio, uses Australis regia merely for a southern country: but 
the plural neuter of the adjective cannot be l.ISed. ii.S an appellation. 

t Miss. Voyage, 327. 
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mel'lts of long and slow revenge, of which the sex !leems, in many 
countries, far more capable than the men. As usual in warm climates 
their~beauty not only ripens, but decays, sooner than in m01·e northern 
regions. The chiefs are taller than the people, few being under six 
feet ; and as personal size and strength are the chief distinctions in ear
ly society, it is probable that their ancestors were selected for these 
advantages, which have been continued by superior food and ease. The 
dress of both sexes is nearly the same, except that the men wear the 
Maro, a nnrrow piece of cloth wrapped round the waist, and passing be
tween the thighs. An oblong piece, cut in the middle to admit the 
head, hangs down before and behind; and another piece is wrapt round 
the middle. and a square mantle is thrown over all. Both sexes wear 
garlands of flowers and feathers; and the women use a kind of bonnet 
;made of cocoa leaves. Parturition is easy; and the infant can swim 
as soon as it can walk. 

Their voice and speech are soft and harmonious ; and their dialect is 
the Italian of the Pacific ocean. Their rude manufactures are truly . 
wonderful, and nince the greatest ingenuity. Their dwellings are 
about eighteen feet in length, with a few articles of furniture, such as 
trays, baskets, mats, and a large chest. Acc<Jrding to the missionary 
accounts there is no public appearance of immodesty; and they impute 
their noted exhibitions to the bribes of their English visitors. 

RELIGION. Their deitie!3 are numerous; dch family having· its 
Tee, or guardian spirit, whom they worship at the Morai ; but they 
have a great god, or gods of a superior order, styled Fwhanow Po, or 
thepoogeny of night. The divinities in general are styled the Eatooa, 
The cnief seems to be Tane, who has a wife Taroa: from them spring 
Po the night, Mahanha the sun, &c. Man also proceeds from a divine 
origin, as in the Japanese mythology, their sole idea of creation being 
procreation. These benevolent people cannot conceive a future punish
ment ; and regard the idea as only the utmost effort of human malig
nity. But they admit the immortality of the soul, and degrees of future 
eminence and happiness, proportioned to its virtue and piety. They 
have a high idea of the power of spirits, and believe that the beautiful 
peak near the harbour of T2.Ioo in Eimeo, was dropped by them jl1 its 
romantic situation. The Tahouras or priests, are numerous, and 
have great power; but all the chiefs officiate on certain occasions. The 
human victims are commonly criminals, and are killed during sleep; a 
curious instance of ferocious superstition, mingled with mildness of 
character. The women are not admitted to the Morais, far less sacrific
ed as at the Friendly Isles. For a more ample account of their man
ners arid customs the reader is referred to the Voyage of the Missiona
ries;* which, from longer opportunities of observation, afTords the most 
ample and authentic intelligence. From the general view of their 
manners, it will not appear wonderful that this enchanted region excited 
great attention, not only in England, but throughout Europe ; as every 
bosom felt that here were freedom, and ease, and happiness, which the 

• Some were left in Otaheite, but their endeavours do not appear to have 
been crowned with success, and most of them have since retuned t11 the 2et
tlement at Port Jackson. 

VOl .. Il. 3 It 
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artifices of some, and the superstition of others, have so much contribut
ed to banish from civilized society, where life itself has become a cere
mony. Yet the numerous intestine wars, of one little isle against ano
ther render even this state of uncivi•lized life little desirable. 

zooLOGY. The chief animals are hogs, as usual in all the isles of Po
lynesia, and they have also dogs and poultry. The bread fruit tree 
abounds ; and large plantations are made of cocoa trees and plaintains. The 
seas swarm with fish and in catching them great ingenuity is displayed, 
the canoes having outriggers, or being doubled, by lashing two together. 

Though the people of the Friendly Islands be superior in improve
ments and government ; and the women of the Marquesas far superior 
in beauty ; yet the people of Otaheite are so polite and affable, and 
their manners s6 engaging, that joined with the romantic beauty of 
the country, the numerous streams, and the superabundance of spon
taneous productions, this island is still preferred to all others in Polyne
sia, and those of the Navigators must be further explored before any 
comparison can be inStituted. 

It has already been mentioned that this island consists as it were of 
two mountains. These are encircled by a border of low land, from the 
beach to the rising of the hills, in some places near a mile in breadth, 
while in others the rocks impend over the sea. The soil of the low 
lands, and of the vales which intersect the ridge towards the ocean, is 
remarkably fertile, consisting of a rich blackish mould. When the trade 
wind gets far to the south it rains on that sidt> of the island ; but on the 
north the showers are less frequent and violent. In the latter the har
vest of bread fruit begins about November, and continues till the end 
of January: while in the southern part it often begins in January and 
continues till Novtmber: but there are variations from the nature of the 
tree, the number of species being about thirty. On ascending the hills, 
the soil changes fmm a rich loom into veins of clay, or marl, of various 
colours. Beneath is a soft sandstone, of a brownish colout·; and basalt 
also abounds of a fine grain, of which they used to make ·their tools. 
The singular cliff called Peeha appears to be basaltic.* The black vol
canic glass, called obsidian, is said to be found in the riYers, and also 
pumices, sure indications that a volcano once existed; but that any 
country, or island, is of a volcanic origin may perhaps be safely doubt
ed, as only little rude rocks, or isles of a most diminutive size,- have been 
thus erected within human record. The large fresh water lake above
mentioned may perhaps have been the crater of the volcano. This lake 
is said to be fathomless; but its shores are well peopled by an· indus
trious race. The chief harbour of Otaheite appears to be Matavia, on 
the north side of the island; b •.. there is another of similar note in the 
South-East called Langaras. 

The next island in regard to ;ize is Ulitea: and the others of this 
group, en:n taken in its utmost utent, are of far inferior dimensions to 

" Forster, Obs. 21, says that the Sodety isles are encircled with reefs of co· 
ral, the lower h;!ls are of red .ochrous earth, the higher of a kind of argilla
ceous rock, wit b. coarse granite, or the saxum of Linmeus. Blackand grey ba
salt is also found, and it is said crystals of native sulphur. Several of the 
rocks are full of schorl, and there is lamella ted iron stone of a rlddish brown. 
The Friel!dly isles are similar. 
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Otaheite; nor has any striking singularity yet been observed which 
might claim attention iri a general description. In Ulitea some differ
ence was remarked in the mode of constructing the Morias, here com
posed of four walls built of coral rock. The natives of the numerous 
islets to the East are said to be more ferocious than those of the isles 
visited by Cook. · 

As an appendage to this article some account may be added ofEaster 
Island, a detached and remote region, which however, so far as the 
discoveries yet extend, seems rather to belong to Polynesia, than to 
South America. This isle appears to have been first seen by Davis in· 
1686; and was afterwards visited by Cook and La Perouse. It is of a 
triangulad{>rm, the long·est side being about twenty-five miles in length, 
;md at one extremity there appears to have been a volcano. The build
ings and rude colossal images, here found, impressed Dr. Fm•ster with 
the idea that Easter Island had once been held by a people more 
advanced in society than the present inhabitants ; but this opinion 
appears to be overtur~ed by the observations and prints in the voyage 
of La Perouse. The abundance of loose stones seems to have led the 
natives to use them in constructing their cottages ; and the door is so 
low that it will only admit a person creeping on hands and knees. The 
Imt is often connected with a cave or cellar, in which these islanders 
deposite their food, tools, aJ;Jd little property, the height being little more 
than five feet. The wall of that side of the cottage, which is most ex
posed to the wind, is considerably higher than the rest, to protect the 
roof, which serves as a terrace. There are also long edifices constructed 
of wood. The Morais, or burial places, are. of a more remarkable struc
ture ; being a kind of platform, in which are fixed shapeless and un
couth masses, rudely carved in imitation of busts, sometimes about 
fifteen feet in height, and the face five feet. In these a red lava, very 
porous and light,* is chiefly employed; and the French engineer ob
serves that any difficulty in the erection is easily solved, for " by the 
assistance of arms, cords, two levers, and three wooden rollers, it is easy 
to transport and raise the most enormous masses." In fact there ap
pears no more art than is exerted in the rude carvings found throughout 
the isles of Polynesia. There is scarcely a tall tree in Easter Isle, nor 
any brook, the water being retained in cavities made in the rocks ; but 
the natives are very industrious, and plant paper-mulberries, and bananas 
with regular fields of potatoes ,and yams. They have the same language, 
and features with the other natives of Polynesia; but as, upon a scien
tific comparison, it may perhaps be discovered that the extinct empire 
of Peru was in great part peopled by a similai' race, this argument will 
not of itself include Easter Isle in that division.t · 

" Perhaps coral rock, for with the. French eve1·y tl1ing is lava. Yet ac~.-ord
ing tn Dr. Forster, Obs. 19, there are many volcanic appearances in Easter 
Island, particularly Obsidian. 

t The isles of Galapagos, or Tortoises, seem to be quite uninhabited, and 
unquestionably belong to South America. What are called Low Islands hP!ong 
to the Soci€ty group, and are commonly little level patches which only produce 
cocoa nuts. 

The idea that the P~ru,·ians or MexicaYJs might also have been Malays 
&eems sufficien·ly exploded by the table of languages given by Dr. Forster, p. 
284. See also the Peruvian vocabulary in the de~cription of America. · 
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VII. THE FRIENDLY IsLEs. 

This group extends chiefly from South-West to North-Eastincluding 
the F ejee isles, tho<>e called the isles of Navigators, and several detached 
isles in a more northerly:position the name was imposed by Captain Cook, 
in testimony of the dispdsition of the people; but they had been dis
covered by Tasman in 1643, ,,-ho called the chief isle, now styled bythe 
native term Tongataboo, by the name of Amsterdam." His account of 
the manners of the people corresponds with the more rectOnt and pre
cise infOI'mation given by Captain Cook, and other late navigators. They 
are contrasted with those of Otaheite, as being of a more grave and 
regular behaviour; and the power of the chiefs is more despotic. A 
greater security of property has also superinduced more ingenuity and 
industry: but in general the manners and customs approach so nearly 
that a further account might appear repetition ; and the persons of th~ 
natives are likewise similar, though the chiefs seem inferior in sta
ture. 

ToNGAT A Boo. In the 1\1issionary Voyage, 1797, there is an in-
teresting map of Tongataboo, which thence appears to be a P'"in 
country, in an universal and surprising state of cultivation, the whole 
island consisting of inclosures, with' reed fences about six feet high, 
intersected with innumerable roads. The whole is such a pi9ture of 
industry as to form a reproach to nations who call themselves civilized. 
The length of Tongataboo is only about sixteen miles, by about eight 
as its greatest breadth. On the n01th side there is a lagoon, with 
several isles, constituting a tolerable harbour. The commodities an;, 
as usual, hogs, bread fruit, cocoa nuts, and yams. 

Though the people of the Friendly Isles be more free from wars 
than those of the group befOI'e described, yet Tongataboo is often 
stained with human victims ; nor do their ideas of property prevent 
their stealing fmm strangers. Some missionaries were here left, who 
imparted some useful arts to the natives, but the rats were very des
tructive to the European plants. These, with hogs, dogs, and guanoso 
constituted the only quadrupeds, till cats were left in the voyage of 
17!17. The morais seem to be here called fiatookas; and are con
stTucted in the form of terraces with high steps, the material being 
coral stone. 

FEJEE ISLES. To the North-West are the Fejee isles, which the 
E11glish missionaries discovered to be now subject to Tongataboo. It 
would seem, from Mr. Arrowsmith's elaborate chart of the Pacific, 
that the principal Fejee isle, and perhaps some of those discoYered 
by Captain Bligh, are much supt;rior in size to Tongataboo. To the 
North of the latter is an isle, about the same size, discovered by Maur
dle in 1781, and by him called Mayorga. 

IsLANDS oF NAVIGATORS. Fmm the accounts of La Pero~e 
it would appear that the Isles discovered by Bougam ille in I 7t;i8 

"'See his de!icription and prints in Dalrymple'• CoUection, vol. ii. p. 75, 

l 
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and by him absurdly enough called the IsLANDS_ OF NAviGATORs,* 
are by far the most important in this large group. At Maouna, one of 
these islands, Captain De Langle, Lamanan the naturalist, and nine 
seamen wet·e massacred by the inhabitants, the Captain havin-g unad
visedly given beads to a few of the chiefs, while he lileglected the others. 
Fl'Om the chart of La Perouse it appears that the largest of these islands, 
which he calls Pola, is about thirty-seven geographical miles in length, 
by abouthalf that breadth, being thus inferior to Otaheite, though far sur
passing Tongataboo. Next in gradual diminution of size, and in position 
fromWestto Eastare Oyolava,Maouna,andOpoun.t Ifthe accountsof 
La Perouse be not greatly exaggerated, the IslandsofNavigators consti
sute the most important group yet discovered in southern Polynesia, 
in regard to fertility·and population. At Maotma the frigates were 
surl'Ounded with two hundred canoes, full of different kinds of provi
sion, fowls, hogs, pigeons, or fruit. The women were vet·y pretty and 
licentious; and the men of remfrkable stature, strength, and ferocity : 
so that they despised the comparatively diminutive size of the French. 
The villages are delightfully situated in the midst of spontaneous orch
ards, and the huts neatly erected with rude collonadfS, and covered with 
leaves of the cocoa palm. Hogs, dogs, and fowls abounded; with the 
bread fruit tree, the cocoa nut, the banana, the guava and the orange. 
Iron and cloth were despised, and beads alone acceptable. But La Per
ouse, wbo had left France an ardent disciple of Rousseau, here found 
that 5avages are very different in practice from what they are i11 theory, 
and is forced to exclaim, "I am however a thousand times tnore angry 
with the philosophers who extol the savages than with the savage!l 
themselves. The unfortunate Lamanon, whom they massacred, told 
me, the very evening before his death, that the Indians wet·e worthier 
people than us.":j: But La Perouse did not know that this fanaticism 
of Philosophy was to occasion such sanguinary scenes in his native 
country where an attempt was made to extinguish knowledge and civil
ization by men who alledged the happiness of savages as a sufficient 
apology forl:heir conduct. 

According to La Perouse the island of Oynlava is at least equal to 
Otaheite, in beauty, extent, fertility, and population; and he supposes 
that this isle, with the larger isle of Polajj, and that of Mamma, contain 
400,000 inhabitants§. Such is the abundance of provisions, that at 

" This· name was given because the people had many canoes, and shewed 
great skill in navigating them-circumstances common throughout Polynesia, 
and not to be admitted in " distinctive arpellation. 

t In :-.rrowsmith's chart Pola is called Oteewhy; Oyolava is Oahtooah; 
Maouna is Tootooillah, and Opoun is Toomahlooah. There is no reason for
preferring these unpronounceable names to those of the French, who have a 
priur right of discovery. 

t iii 413. 
II In L<. Perouse's narrative, iii. 106, it is said that Pola is somewhat 

smaller than O_;olava, but his chart ieems to demand che preference. 
§ lb. 414. So Cook over-rated the people of 0:aheit<", now ascertained ta 

be only 16,050. Miss. Voy. Forster, Obs. 219, sagely ar;;ues that Otaneite 
contains at least 160,000. In like manner La Perouse's 4lJ,J,000 may proba
bl) be 40,000. It is probable that there art: not "'bove 300,000 soul• in all 
ANstralilsi"' ami Pt.Jlyuesiil. 
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Maouna, 500 hogs, and an immense quantity of f'mit, were procured 
in twenty-four hours. The natives of Oyolava are also of great stature, 
and. here was obset·ved the largest village in all Polynesia, smoking like 
a city, while the bea was covered with canoes. Though the people be 
remarkable for a ferocity of character, scarcely to be observed in any 
other part of Polynesia, they are stiil industrious and ingenious, 
polishipg their wooden works very highly, with tools made of basalt. 
They have not only the bark cloth, but a kind composed of real thread, 
probably from flax, resembling that of New ~aland. J.'heir speech 
was understood by the natives of the Philippines, being derived from the 
Malay, a language far more widely spread than that of the Greeks or 
Romans, and diffused through all the scattered isles of Polynesia. La 
Perouse proceeds to observe that ,the original inhabitants of the Philip
pines, New Guinea, &c. were that race of wooly-headed men, still 
found in the interior of the larger islands; and in some of the smaller 
the breed seems mingled with that of the l\1alays. In general the latter 
are remarkable for treachery and ferocity: but human chat'acter depends 
so much on situation, that, when free from oppression and intestine 
wars, the Malays appear to be an honest and beneficent people; and it 
is to be regretted that inquiries more scientific have not been instituted, 
in order to illustrate their origin. 

The islands of Navigators are covered with fruit trees of various 
descriptions, in which wood pigeons and turtle doves sw~arm, and to 
tame them is a favourite amusement of the natives. Among the coral 
rocks of the shores are found many pebbles of basalt, whence La 
Perouse idly concludes that they aPe of volcanic origin, but this new 
theory of islands is Yery rarely to be admitted. 

In Polyn<;sia, as in Australasia, many important discoveries and 
obserYations remain to be made, which will gradually enlarge the bounds 
of geography, so that in time they may, like America, aspire to be' 
distinct portions of the globe, and admit a corresponding extent of 
description. But in the present imperfect state of our knowledge it 
was deemed sufficient to indicate their proper arrangement in a descrip
tion of the earth : for their connections with Asia are so intimate, that 
if." by the voice of posterity, they be rejected as grand and separate 
divisions, they must ever, while scientific geography exists, be consi
dered as appendag·es to that quatter of the world. Yet amidst this 
uncertainty, the account of these extensive dh·isions has been restricted 
to as narrow limits as were compatible with any just ideas c-oncerning 
their situation, inhabitants, and productions. 

BoTANY oF THE AsiATIC IsLEs, AusTRALASIA, AND 
PoLYNESIA. 

BoTANY. The plants which have already been mentioned as 
characterizing; the peninsula of Hinclostan and India beyond the Ga11ges, 
form a very essential feature in the botany of those crowded g;roups, 
that geognphers have distinguished by the names of the Philippines, 
the Moluccas, and the isles of Sunda, and which, Gn this account, 
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may be 1·egarded as forming a large and important appendix to the 
Indian continent. Situated as they are directly under the equator, and 
extending to the di~tance .of about ten degree~ north an~ south on each 
side of it, every thmg that cal} be produced 111 vegetatiOn by the com
bined influence of heat and moisture, is here exhibited in complete 
perfection.. Being inhabited by a vigilant a~d :warlike people, and 
unhealtby m the extreme to an European constitUtiOn, only a few com
mercial settlements have been established on the sea coasts, so that we 
rem!lin almost entirely ignorant of their interior vegetable productions, 
many of which are probably peculiar to these countriec;, and require 
even a more intense heat than is to be found in the plains of Hin
dostan. 

All the East Indian plants, such as the cocoa nut, the areca, the sago, 
the palmetto, and the g·reat i:o'ln-palm, abound in these islands, and 
furnish food and wine to the natives at the least possible expense of 
labour: nor are they destitute tf any of those fruit-bearing trees that 
adorn and enrich the neighboming continent: the luscious mango, the 
scented eugenia, the sitodium and cynometra, remarkable for the bags 
of oily farinaceous kernels, resembling· the almond and chesnut, that 
the.y produce from their trunks, the fever-cooling tamarind, the pome
granate, and the orange, with all its kindred species and varieties, 
nurtured by the free unstinted bounty of nature, offer themselves on 
every side to the choice of the inhabitants. The plantain tree, the 
ginger, the sugar cane, the turme1·ic, the pine apple, the yam, the 
sweet potato, rice, and an infinite variety of kidney beans, cucumbers, 
melons, and gourds, are found, both cultivated and wild, in incon
ceivable luxuriance; the larger grasses also, such z,s the bamboo, the 
canna, and the na1·dus, which have been already noted, as inha
bitants of India, acquire a still more stately growth in the ~wamps of 
Java and Sumatra, than on the banks of the Gang·es. The sandal 
wood, and the pt·ecious calambac or aloes wood, the melaleuca leuca
dendron, which affords the cajeput oil, and the canaria, from whose 
bark flows tpe gum elemi, the annotta, the cassia, and the ebonr, 
together witl1 many other valuable woods and gums, whose uses and 
even names are unknown to Europe, are produced in these islands in 
higher perfection than elsewhere. Of the plants distinguished chiefly 
for their brilliancy of colouring, their grace, and singulat·ity of form, 
it would be in vain, without the help of painting, to attempt a dcsnip
tion; the greatet· part have never been introduced into om· hot-houses, 
and those alone who are familiar with exotic botany can call up at men
tion of the names of hibiscus, erythrina, a:schynom"nc, aralia, i:;o:·a, 
bauhinia, and euphorbia, those images of splendor and singularity, 
with which they are associated in the Linnaoan system. 

The excessive heat and abundance of moisture tkt distinguish the 
Indian islands, constitute a climate peculiarly f<.:Yourabk for the growth 
of those plants whose active qualities and higi1 o:romatic flavour place 
them at the head of the vegetable world; this, therefore, is the native 
country of the most valued spices. Pepper, both the long and the 
round, is found wild, and is largely cultivated in all these islands: the 
lamus cinnamomum, the inner bark of which constitutes the pungently 
ft·agrant spice of the same name, is produced chiefly in Snmah·a and 
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the neighbouring isles: caryophyllus aromaticu!l, the receptacle of 
whose blossom is known in the European markets by the name of cloves 
abounds for the most part in the Moluccas; and the myristi<;a, whose 
fruit is the nutmeg, and its inner covering the mace, by t~e mean jea
lou::.y of the Dutch East India company has been almost entirely 
restricted to the little islands of Banda adjoh1ing to Amboyaa. But if 
elis part ofthe glohe be enriched by the most precious aromatics, it i:t 
also armed with the most active and deadly poisons: the same burning 
sun that exalts the former matures the latter. In the island of Celebez 
is produced the dreadful Macassar poison, a gum resin which exudes 
from the leaves and bark a kind of rhus, probably the toxicodendron; 
this species, together with other poisonous trees of the same island, 
is called by the natives ipo or upas, a name now imm9rtalized by the 
genius of Dr. Darwin. Such indeed is the deleterious activity of this 
tree, that, when deprived of all poetic exaggeration, it still remains 
unrivalled in its powers of destructitiin: from the sober narrative of 
Rumphius, we learn that no other vegetable can live within a nearer 
distance of it than a stone's throw; that I:>it·ds accidentally lighting on 
its branches are immediately killed by the poisonous atmosphere which 
surrounds it, and that in order to procure this juice with safety, it is 
necessary to cover the whole body with thic;k cotton cloth: if a person 
approaches it bare-headed, it cau.ses the hair to fall off, and a drop_ of 
the fresh juice applied on the skin, if it should fail to produce imme
diate death, will cause an ulcer very difficult to be healed. 

All that we know of the indigenious vegetables of Australasia is con
fined to the immediate neghbourhood of the British settlement at Port 
Jackson. The forests here are fm·the most part composed of lofty trees, 
with little or no interruption of underwood, so that they are readily 
penetrable in any direction, the principal shelter afforded to the few wild 
animals being in the long matted grass several feet in length, which 
overspreads the open country. In no discovered region has nature been 
less lavish of her vegetable treasures than in this part of the great 
southern eontinent, the only fmit-bearing plant is a climbing shrub, 
whose Linnrean name is billardiera scandens, the seeds of which are 
inveloped in a yellow cylindrical pulp tasting like a roasted apple. The 
loftiest of the trees, and which sometimes rises to the height of one 
hundred .feet, is the eucalyptus robusta; it yields the brown gum, and 
its compact hard red wood has been imported into England by the 
name of New Holland mahogany. T11e red g·um is procured from 
the ceratopetalum gummiferum, almost the only one of the native 
woods, that will float in water. A considerable proportion of the vege· 
tables belong to tile natural class of the papilionaceous, yet few even of 
these are referable to any of the old genera, two elegant species, the 
platylobium formosum and pultnrea stipularis, have been introduced 
into our hot-houses. The other indigenous plants are but little 
remarkable for their beauty or use, and the notice that they obtain in 
our gardens is chiefly owing to their being foreigners, two of them 
however deserve an honourable distinction, the embothryum formo
sissimum, a shrub whose large full crimson blossoms resemble the 
p;:eony, and the styphelia tubiflora, remarkable for its fringed scarlet 
flowers, nearly anala~ou:o in shaoe to the CC!ilmon bucl~ bean. 
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As we advance further in the Great Pacific ocean towards America, 
and examine the botany of those numerous clusters of islands discovered 
for the most part by the illustrious Cook and his associates, which 
extend in breadth from the Ladrones to Easter Island, and it1 length 
from the Sandwich islands under the northern tropic, to New Zealand, 
twenty degrees beyond the southern one, we snail find many features 
of general resemblance, modified how.ever in such a manner as may 
Daturally be expected by the different proportions which each receives 
of warmth and moisture, the two great supports of vegetation. The 
four following esculent plants, are found either wild or cultivated, in 
all the islands of this ocean, that have yet been visited, namely, the 
sweet potato, arranged in the Linn:ean system as a species of con• 
volvulus; the yam, whose tuberous root in the gardens of Otaheite, some· 
times attains the weight of thirty pounds; and two species of arum, 
the macrorhizon and esculcntum, plants of considerable natural acri· 
mony, but which, by culture and roasting, become a mild farinaceous 
food. Of the plants peculiar to the tropical islands, the chief is the 
artocarpus incisa, or bread fruit: this valuable tree rises to the height 
of more than forty feet, with a trunk about the thickness of a man's 
~ody; its fruit, which is nearly as large as a young child's head, being 
gathered while y.et unripe, and roasted in the: as.hes, _is a most whole
some nourishment, and in taste resembles new wheaten bread: for 
eight succ~;:ssive months every year, does this tree «ontinue to furnish 
fruit in such abundance, that three of them are amply sufficient for the~ 
support of one man, nor is this the whole of its value, the inner bark is 
manufactured into cloth, the wood is excellent for the construction o( 
huts and canoes, the leaves serve instead of napkins, and of its milky 
glutinous juice a tenacious cement and birdlime is prepared. Of almost 
equal importance with the breadfruit, and even more generally diffused 
through the islands, are the plantain and cocoa nut trees. The prin
cipal of the sweet juicy fruits are the ~pondias and eugenia already 
noticed as natives of India, the citrus decumanum, or shaddok of the 
West Indies, and the pandanus odoratissimus. The sweet orange is 
found sparingly in the New Hebudes, and the fan palm is met with on 
the mountains of the Friendly Isles. The inocarpus, whose fruit 
resembles the chestnut, the sugar cane, the paper mulberry, together 
with several species of mimosa and figs, are inhabitants of all the 
larger and rocky isles; and the piper methysticum, from which is pre
pared the highly intoxicating ava or kava, is unhappily but too frequent. 
Three plants are esteemed sacred, viz. the crateva or purataruru, the 
terminalia glabra or tara-iri, and. the dracena terminalis, on which 
account they are chiefly employed in shading the morais. 

VOL. Ill' 
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:JtxTENT.-ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF THE DISCOVEIUES AND' SET.;. 
TLEMENTS.-POPULATION OF TillS CONTINENT, 

MANY modem geographers have passed from the description. 
of Asia to that of Africa; while others, after having described these 
two continents and America, have concluded with Europe. In the 
arrangement of this work the political importance of the several clivi~ 
sions has been uniformly admitted, as a consideration of great and 
decisive influence, it being proper that those regions which are most 
eminent in the course of human affairs should have a preference in. 
rank and delineation. In th~ point of view no quarter of the world is 
more insignificant than Aftita: and that a considerable part of this 
last continent was known to the ancients, while on the north were the 
<;;elebrated nations of the Egyptians and Carthaginians, is an argument 
merely historical, and which cannot be allowed to preponderate in a 
system of modern geography. In all future ages America must con
tinue to be regarded as far more important than Africa, in every 
respect, political or natural : and when to this consideration it is added 
that though a part of Africa was well known to the ancients yet that 
continent is, upon the whole, far less known than any other, tl1ere is an 
additional most cogent geographical argument for postpo11ing its. 
description to the last, as bas usually been clone with regard to coun
tries imperfectly discovered. 

These reflections being premised, the next description shall be that 
of America. 

The division of this wide continent into two parts, called North and 
South America, has not only been in Ion~; and gchel'al acceptation, but 
is strongly marked by the hand of nature, in an isthmus more narrow 
than that which separates Asia from Africa ; and by a great diversity 
fu the languages and manners of the orig·inal mhabitants. The gcne
t!ll ~on:-Jideration of this extensive continent will therefore receive f<t~' 
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ruore clearness and precision when divided into two parts, each form-
in.g a separate introduction .to the regions about to be dese:ribed. . 

According to the a!'l'angement observed in this work, o~1ly two to~Ics 
may be regarded as inseparable from a general view of all Amenca, 
namely, the extent and population of the whole contine~t, and. the 
progressive geography, or rather the epochs of the var..1ous dtsco
veries. 

The southern limit of the American continent is clearly estimated 
from the strait of Maga'lhaens, or, according to the French depravation 
of a Portuguese name; Magellan. But the northern extent is not 
ascertained with equal precision. If Baffin's uay really exist, the north
ern limit may extend to eighty degrees, or perhaps to the pole. Bet 
amidst the remaining uncertainty, it will be sufficient to estimate the 
leng:th of America from the seventy-second degree of north latitude to the 
strait of Magalhaeqs, or the fifty -fourth degree of south latitude; a space 
of 1~6 degrees, or 7560 geographical miles. In South. America the 
_greatest breadth is fmm cape Blanco in the west to that of St. Roque 
in the east ; which, according to the best maps, is forty -eight degrees, 
or 2380 geographical miles. But in the north the breadth may be com• 
puted from the promontory of Akaska to the most eastern point of La
brador, or even of Greenland, which would add more than a third part 
•to the estimate. In British miles the length of America may be esti
mated at 8800, and supposing the breadth of North America 3840 
.geographical miles, it will, in British miles, be about 4400. 

The first discovet·y of Ame1·ica is generally ascribed to Christoval 
Colon, or as he is commonly called, from the first Latin writings on the 
jllJ.bject, Christopher Columbus. But as it is now universally admitted 
tbat Greenland forms a part of America, the discovery must of course 
be traced to the first visitation of Greenland by the Norwegians, in the 
year 982; which was followed in the year 1003 by the discovery of 
Vinland, which see~s to ~ave_ been a~of Labrador, or of New~und
land. The c!)lony m V mland was soon destroyed by intestine divi
sions; but that in Greenland continued to flourish till maritime inter
course was impeded by the encroaching shoals of arctic ice. Thouo·h 
the fit·st European colony in Amerjca were thus lost, the Danes assert~d 
their right by settlements on the western coast, called New Greenland, 
to distinguish it from the original colony on the eastern shores, m· 
what is called Old Greenland*. 

Greenland continued to be well known ; and as manv' English ve,.,.. 
.sels sailed to Iceland in the fourteenth and. fifteenth '.centL~ries, it is 

~in 1773 there w.as p:1hlished .at BGston in N'e•.v Enghnd, a curious 
-pamphlet by Mr. Mather, entitled " America known to the Ancients.'' Th« 
author mefltions the Welch tale of Madoc 1170, and the voyage of the Zeni 
in the fourteenth century. To the not>eJ prpphecy of SeHcc:~. l1e adds a pas
sage of Mela relative to some Indians driven on the cou.st of G.;rmany, who 
were probably Laplandt"rs. The Atlantis of Plato forms another equally 
oogent argument; and the remainder of the pamphlet is occupied with ex
traneous matter. 

~r. Mather might have added the Spanish fable, that A. D. 734, aftell 
Spatn had been conquer•~d by the Moors, the archbishop of Porto, six bishops, 
·and a number of christians, fled to the isle of Antillia, alw called Se'Jti Ritarli. 
See. Mr. Murr•s Dio><;;rtatiQn on the globe. of llehaim. 

1 
• 
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probable that this part of America was not wholly unvisited by them. 
If the voyage of Nicola Zeno, 1380, be not imaginary, he would also 
appear to have visited Vinland, but can have added nothing to the 
Norwegian discoveries. · 

A work not long since published at Venice, pretends to shew that the 
'Vest Indies were known before the first voyage of Colon*. This po
sition the author attempts to prove from some ancient maps preserved 
in the library of St. Mark, which appear from repeated inscriptions to 
have been drawn by Anurea Biancho of Venice, in the year 1436. In 
these maps many Islands are inserted to the west of Europe and Africa, 
as the Azores (which seem properly to belong to Europe, the nearest con
tinent,) the Made,i.ra island:;;, the Canaries, &c. ; while at a greater dis
tance, but at no great interval, is placed Ysola de Antillia, of considera
ble extent, but by a comparative scale, not above 150 miles in length 
by fifty in breadth. Further to the north-west is another fabulous 
island called Delaman Satanaxio, or Satan's-own-hand, an appellation 
which rivals any since confe1Ted by navigators. This island of Antil
lia by its coincidence with the French name Antilles, given to part of 
the \Vest Indies, has completely embarras3ecl and misled Formaleoni, 
who confesses that he cannot conceiJt whence the term was derived. 

A short explanation may serve entirely to obliterate this wonderful 
discovery. .As human follies are generally similar, a recollection of 
what happened forty years ago, whe·n many philosophers asserted the 
jndispensable exi~tence of a great southern continent, in order to balance 
Europe and Asia, will serve to. illustrate the present subject. The 
mathematicians and philosophers of the middle ages, in like _manner, 
imagined that some lands were necessary on the opposite part of~e 
globe, to balance the known c;:ontinents. As these lands were to th~ 
wholly imagina:·y, they were laid down at random ; and the very map 
of Biancho, which gives a kind of oblong square form, of a regularity 
unknown to nature, is a proof that the whole is ideal. These imaginary 
lands \Yere in the middle ages, called Ante-Insula:, or Antinsul11:, whence 
the French Antillest simply implying islands oftjzosite to the known 
continents; the extent of which latte1· \vas, at that period, considered as 
about a third part of thei1· real size. Hence the reader will immedi
ately perceive that Formaleoni, and many other writers, have, in their 
inscience of the literature and ideas of the middle ages, asserted as 
proofs of knowledge what arc, on the contl'ary, proofs of complete 
ignomnce. 

The globe ofMartin Behaim, 1492, is an interesting monument, as 
it she>v.o: the precise extent of g·cographical knowledge prior to the first 
Yoyage of Colon. l\!k lVIurr has observed that this great navigator 

* s~gg-io sulla nautica antica dei Venezia11i ; di Vincenzio Formalem1i. 
Ven. 11.8:3, 8vo. 

t The l~rci1ch alone have retained the old imaginary nime, and applied it 
to the Cariblee Islancls ; but the Spaniards appear to have led the Yv ay in 
tlus absurd appellation. 

The na,,.c of Antinw!l(' was rerhaps originally substituted for that of Anti
po:its, wl:ich had been. branded by a spccial]~apal anat~el!'a·, From the life 
or Cdcp, t y his soil, 1t \\'Ould seem that "·L'itdla was ongn1a1ly a Portuguese 
iclcv .. 
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could not possibly have derived any intelligence from that globe. From 
\ the print which he has published it appears that, beyond the Azores 

and islands of Cape Verd, Behaim inserted the fabulous Spanish isle 
of .!lntillia ;, and beyond this, near the equator, the island of St. Bran
dan, also called Ima, a sort of ideal paradise, described in a work of the 
middle ages, styled the voyage of St. Brandau, and which is palpably 
founded upon the belief of the pagan Irish, that, after death, their souls 
returned to their fathers in a delightful island to the west. After pas
sing· the island of St. Brandan occurs the Zijwngu, or Japan, of Marco 
Polo, at nearly an equal distance from St. Brandan a~7 the latter bears 
from the isles of Cape Vercl ; fol' Ptolemy had extended bis oriental 
long·itudes to such a surprising degree, that there was little vacancy left 
on the globe, after laying down at random the discoveries of Marco 
Polo. Hence when Colon arrived at the West Indies he conceived 
that he was in the neighbourhood of Japan ; and the nar.1e oflndia was 
imposed in a new and improper sense. 

From this brief investigation it will sufficiently appear that there is 
no room to deprive Colon of one atom of his glory, as Behaim, who was 
the most complete geographer of his time, evinces that there was no 
prior discovery, upon the route folowed by that great naYigator. The 
discovery of Vinl::md could scarcely have been known to him : and that 
of Greenland was so remote, that there was no room for a suggestion 
that this region formed a part of a prodigious continent*. It will now 
be proper to state the chief epochs of American discovery. 

A. D. 982. Greenland discovered @y the Norwegians, who planted 
a colony. 
~;1~03. Vinlaud, that is a part of Labrador or Newfoundland, visited 
b~,the Norwegians, and a small colony left, which, however, soon 
perished. 1 

After this there seems a long pause, for no further discovery in Ame
rica has hitherto been tmced, by the utn1ost exertion of learned research, 
till the time of Colon. But the Portu'!'uese discoveries in the fifteenth 
century had gradually enlarged knowledge and encouraged enterprise. 
The Canary Islands appear to have been faintly known to the Spani:<rds 
about the middle of the fourteenth century: and the Normans of 
l"rance, in the usual enterprising spirit of their progenitors, had made 
piratical excursions as far as these isles, which were at length com
pletely conquered by a Norman gentlemen, Jean de Bethencourt, in 
1402, who, by the consent of the Spanish court, assumed the title of 
king of the Canaries.t Madeira is said to have been discovered by the 

" In the curious life of Colon by his son Fernando, cap. vi. vii. the reasons 
are explained which led Colon to suspect the existence of land to the west; 
that the world was spherical, and might be circumnavig~.ted ; the disc<>very 
of the Azores, &c. between which and the extreme longitude of PtuleMy 
there could only be the third part of a sphere ; the great size of India as de
scribed by the aHcients, which i;1duced him to think of reaching that country 
from the west, as Colon imagined that the Hcsperides of the an~ients must 
he islands of the Ea&t Indies, &c,. &c. The discove1·~es of :Marco Polo, and 
the j,Ja;,ds of Antilla and St. Dramlan, had also gr<!at weight. 

t See the very curious history of this conquest, written by his domestic 
,chaplains, and published at l'::n:• 1630, 8vo. 

I 
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Ecglish in I 344 ;* but the islands of-Cape de V crd seem not to have 
been known till 1446, nor the AzDres till 14.49t. These last isles, 
from their position, properly belong to Europe ; and the king of Port
ugal, in 1446, gave them to his sister the dutchess of Burgundy. \Var 
and famine then prevailing in Flanders, maRy people passed from 
that country to the Azores, among whom was Job de I-Il\erter, lord of 
Moirkirchen in Flanders, who afterwards resided in Fayal, and appears 
to have had a grant of the Azores from the dutchess of Burgundy. The 
celebrated geographer Bchaim married the daughter of Hueter: by hi& 
account, as inscribed on his globe, the Azores were discovered in 14.31, 
and were so named from the numerous goshawks there found. The 
discovery of these isles, so far to the west, proved an important motive 
to the furthet• researches of Colon; who was also instigated by the 
numerous Portuguese discoveries in Africa, where the Cape· of Good. 
Hope had been seen by Diaz in 1486. · 

14 92. Colon sails from Palos, in Spain, in quest of the new world, 
()ll Friday the 3d day of August. On the fst of October he was, by his 
reckoning, 770 leagues west of the Canaries. His men began to mutiny 
and he was forced to promise to return in three days, if land did not 
appear. Fortunate presages soon <arose, such as land birds, a cane 
newly cut. a carved piece of wood, and the branch of a tree with fresh 
red berriest. These and other symptoms indace:d Colon to order the 
ships to lye to in the evening of the 11th of October, in the certainty of 
seeing Jand on the 'approach of day-light. The night was passed in 
gazing expectation ; and a light having been observed in motion, the 
cry of land! land! resounded from the heaclmost ship I/. "\Vith the 
dawn of Friday October 12th a beautiful isle appeared, two leagues to 
north. Te Deum was sung with shouts of exultation, and evet·y mark 
~f gratitude anq veneration to the admiral. Colon was the £rst who 
landed, to the gt~cat astonishment -Of the natives, who reg3.rded their 
visitors as children of the sun, the astonishment on uoth sides being 
.indescribable. 

· The first discovet·y of Colon he called San Salvador, but it is now 
better known by the native name of Guanahani, (the Cat Island of the 
English mariners,) being one of the group called the Bahama isles. 
Colon soon afterwards discovered Cuba and St. Dqmingo. Aftt:r visit
ing the Azores on his return, he arrived :.<t Palos on the 15th of 
March, 1493. 

1493. The second voyage of Colon, ~5th September. Steering 
·more southerly, he dbcovered several of the Caribbee islands founded 

'" Bergeron, p. S6. Robert~on, America, i. 57. says in 14.19 by the Portu. 
_t'Jlese, by whom it was colonized in 14.20. 

t But Mnrr says .that the Azores were exploreq successively 1432-1449. 
The chronology of these discoveries would require a dis;ertation, and an in

·.:;pection of the Portuguese archives. 

l Roberts"n's America, i. 114. 

IJ This was the Pint..ll,_ comman~ed hy Martin Alonso Pinzon. Rodrigo o.f 
Tnalla. w~ s the name of the marmer who was so fo~tunate as •o a.nnounce 
this important int.e.l!:,-;e;1ce to his country~:1cn. It would be ·well to terpet u. 

>•te tla~ !:arne Qf 'lrtffM.I 1n ~me tow1~ o.r <;ount;r of the United Stlltes.. H. 
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n·town in St. Domingo, being the first E1,1ropean settlem~nt in the ne\V 
world, and did not return till 1496. 
· 1498. Third yoyage of Colon towards the south-west, where he ex
pected to find the Spice Islands of India*. On the first of August he 
discovered an island, which he called Trinidad, not far from the mouth · 
of the river Orinoco. It seems surprising that he did not bend yell 
further to the south, where he must have fallen in with the main land 
of America. Yet he judged from the estuary of the 01inoco that this 
great river must flow through a country of immense extent ; and he 
lan~ed in several places on the coast of the continent now called Paria. 
He then returned to Hispaniola or St. Domingo: and in O<:tober, 1500, 
\vas sent back to Spain in chains ! ;; 

1499. Alonso Ojeda, an officer who had accompanied Colon in· his 
second voyage, sails to America with four ships, but discovered little 
more than Colon had done. John Cosa acted as pilot. One of the 
-adventurers was Amerigo V espucci, a Flc:~rentine man of science, emi
nently skilled in navigationt. On his: return, Amerigo published tha 
first description that had yet a1J}Jeared of any part of the new conti
nent : and mankind have assigned to hiYI1 an honour far above the 
renown of the greatest conquerors, that of indelibly impressing his 
name upon this vast portion of the earth. It is wrong to accuse him of 
-.anity, for it was not he 11·ho gave the name: it was, on the contrary, 
the full gratitude of others, which alone could have imposed the appel
lation, from regard to the first m:;n of letters who had disclosed this dis
covery to the general eye, as it seems before to have been concealed by 
jealousy and intrig11e ; and the name is, at any rate, better than that of 
New Holland or New South \Vales, assigned in our own mostenlight ... 
encd times: nor do we esteem it any want of gratitude to Cook that 
110 land haS yet received its denomination from his namet. · 

1500. On his voyage to the East Indies, Pedro Alvarez Cabral, the 
Portuguese Admiral, discovers Brazil. This undesigned discover}~ 
evinces that, independently of the sagacity of Colon, America could 
no longer haYe remained in obscurity!!. 

" Galvan us hai.f:illen into a mistake in phl.dng the third voyage of Col<)~t-< 
in1497. B. 

t Ver,pucci had 11ndoubtedly madl'! a vop,ge to America. in 1497, while 
Colon was in Spain. In this voyage he discovered the continent of Soutll. 
America, as is sufficiently evident from the concise but interesting account of 
his voyage, written by himself. B. 

f fn the original work, Mr. Pinkerton ~ays, "as the titles of the· three othel' 
CjUarters of the world spread, by mere a~:cident from small districts, so when, 
the name of America was imposed there was not the most distant idea of the 
prodigious extent ·of the terri_tory ; and it was only understood that this ap
pellation was given to a large island." This is not correct. The name of 
America was not conferred U)J"l1 the new world until after the di,;coHry o( 
the continent by Ve>pucci, and it i.s very evident fr0m his own account of his 
voyage~. that he conc_eiveJ the ne,vly di»covered countries to he of gre:J.t ex
tent. He had proposed to give tq them \he name of lle1nispherium. Yes•. 
p11cci died in February 1512. B .. 

1/ Ip September, 1499, Vasco d<i! Gan'a 1·etumeJ to Lisbon, aft~r having
vi.sited India by lhe Cape v~ Goe.t Hope ! 0)1 wloir,;h ro)age lle {aik<l JmH~ 
~Qth, 1497. 
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I 502. Fourtlz voyage of Colon, in which he discovers a great part 
of the continent, and particularly the harbour of Porto-bello*. 

I 513. Vas co N ugnez de Balboa descried, from the mountains of 
the isthmus, the grand Pacific Ocean; and he afterwards waded ir'l.t(} 
the waves, and took possession of it in the name of the Spanish monarch. 
This discovery seems to have terminated the vain expectation that 
America formed a part of Asia. 

It seems unnecessary to trace with minuteness the other' epochs of 
discovery in this quarter. In 15 I 5 the continent was explored as far 
as Rio de Plata ; but even in 1518 little was known concerning its 
western parts: and twenty-six years had elapsed since the first voyage 
of Colon, before the existence was, rumoured of the empires, or king
doms, of Mexico and Pem. Hispaniola and Cuba still continued to be 
the chief seats of the Spanish power. In 1519 Cortez, with eleven 
small vessels, containing 617 men, proceeds to the ,conquest of Mexico, 
which was accomplished in 1521. Ferdinand de Magalhaens, at the 
same time, having explored the Pacific Ocean, the discovery of the 
western coast of America became a necessary consequence. After 
many reports concerning the riches of Peru, that country was at length 
visited in 15 2 6 by Pizarro, in a vessel from Panama. In 15 30 the con
quest of Peru was begun by Pizarro, at the head of thirty-six cavalry 
and I44 infantry: and in ten years that empire was divided among his 
fOllowers. In 1543 the first Spanish viceroy appeared in Peru. 

In NoRTH AMERICA the epochs of discovery were more slow. 
1497. Giovanni Gaboto, a Venetian, called by the English, John 

Cabot, who had received a commission from Henry VII in I 49 5, in 
the view· of tracing a nearer passage to India, discovered Newfoundland, 
so called by his sailors ; and inspected the American shore as far as 
Virginia: but this land forming merely an obstacle to his wishes he 
returned to England. The Sebastian Cabot, who visited Brazil in 
1516, was probably the son, and not the brother of this adventurer. 

1500. Gaspar Corte de Real, or Corterial, a Portuguese captain, 
in search of a northwest passage, discovered Labrador, which he ap
pears to have so called from the seeming industry of the natives. 

1513. Florida discovered by John Ponce, a Spanish captain. 
1524. The powerful kingdom of France had hitherto taken no 

~th:>.re in these discoveries: but in this year Francis I, sent John V e
razzani, a Florentine, who examined a considerable part of the coast 
of North America. It is remarkable that he found ornaments made of 

, • This illustrious man was afterwards created duke cfVeragua 1 but died 
Gfthe gqut on the 20th of May, 1506, at the age of 59, and W;l.S burie(]. a't, 
Seville ·with this most honourable inscription : ~ 

.A Castilla y a Leon 
Nuevo Mundo dio Colon, 

To Castile and to Leon 
Colon has bequeathed a new world. 

Some writers assert that the body of Columbus was carried to the W dt 
lhui.:s, and burieu· in the cathedral of St. pomiugo, in Hispaniola-
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~opper among the Indians in the higher latitudes of th_e continent: 
These, it is probable, may have been presented to the natives by some 
preceding visitors of the country.* It is certain, however, that copper 
instruments of different kinds were in me, not only among the ~xi cans; 
but also among the Floridians, before the discovery of the continent by 
the Europeans. 

1534. Francis I, sending· a fleet from St. Maloes, to establish a 
settlement inN orth America, James Cartier the commander, on the day 
of St. Lawr~~ce, discovered the great gulf and river to which he gave 
the name of that saint. In the following year he sailed about 300 leagues 
up this noble stream to a great cataract, btiilt a fort, and called thei 
country New France. 

1539. The Spanish captain Soto proceeded from Cuba to complete 
the conquest of Florida. He travelled northward to about latitude 35 9 ; 

but died in 1542, and was buried in the river Missisippi, near the 
mouth of the Red river. 

1540. Jean de la Roque, lord of Roberual, a gentleman ofPitard:r 
was appointed lieutenant general of the new lands of Canada, Roche• 
laga, and Saguenay, who soon returned ~ithout success. Roberua 
again went in 1543. In 1555 the French also attempted a settlement 
in Brazil.t 

1549. Sebastian Cabot was appointed by Edward VI grand pilot of 
England, with a considerable pensiQU, for his services in the discovery 
of America, This Sebastian was probably the son of John Cabot: and 
respectable descendants of the family still exist in the state of Massa~ 
thusettsf , 

1562. Ribeaut arrived in Florida from France, and returned in. 
1564: but the colony was destroyed by the Spaniards. Another French. 
commander, Gourgues, revenged the insult, but returned to France ill.: 
i568. The industrious and venerable :B:akluyt has published the ac~ 
counts of those French voyages ; and though merely a private clergy-' 
man, perhaps did more than any potentate to promote a simliar spirit 
in Englm~d. The other French voyages during this century were of 
littlemtlment. In 1591 they discovered some isles near Canada; and 
in 1598 a lieutenant general was appointed for Canada, Labrador, &c, 
without effect. II In 1605 Mons visited Cana.<la: Escarbot went thithd 
in 1606. The latter has drawn up a curious history of the French 
!1ttempts. The Irroqi10is or Irrokis, many of the lakes. &c. &c. were 
discovered by the French between 1609 and 1620. In 1627 the jesuits 
1;epaired to Canada, which afterwards became a firm and flourishing 
colony. 

It will now be proper to consider the progress of the chief settle• 
ments. 

17 57. Frobisher, in search of a north-west passage, discovered the 
straits which retain his name -

~ Bergeron says that in 1504 the Normans and Britons hud already visitec! 
tlle great fishing hanks near Cape Breton. · 

·t Bergeron, p. 106. f Bergeron, 122. U Morse. 

'VOir, II', 3 .F 
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I578. Sir Humphrey Gilbert obtained a patent for settling lands in 
America. In I5 8 3 he discovered and took possession of the harbour of 
St. John, and the country to the south, but was lost on his return.* 

The voyage of Drake round the world served to kindle the enthusi
asm of the English; and Ralegh obtained a patent similar to that of 
Gilbert. 

I. 5 84. Two small vessels dispatched by Ralegh unfortunately bent 
their course to that country now called North Carolina, instead ofreach
~ng the noble bays of Chesapeak or Delaware. They touched at an 
Island called W okocon, probably Ocakoki, situated on the inlet into 
Pamlico sound; and afterwards at Roanoke near the mouth of Albe
marle Sound.t These vessels returned to England, with two of the na
tives ; and Elizabeth aesigned to this region the name of Virginia, an 
appellation which became laxly applied to the British settlements in 
North America, till it was confined to a different country from the ori
ginal Virginia. 

I585. Ralegh sent a small colony, under the command of Sir 
Richard Grenville, who settled ig the isle of Roanoke, a most incom
modious and useless station, whence they returned in I586. The ac
count of this settlement, illustrated by curious prints, was published 
under the auspices of Ralegh ;l who made other unsuccessful attempts 
to colonize the country, and afterwards resigned his patent to some 
merchants, who were contented with a petty traffic. At the death 
of Elizabeth, I603, there was not, so far as is now known, one 
Englishman settled in America : and the Spaniards and Portuguese 
alone had formed any establishment on that vast continent. 

The venerable Hakluyt, anxious that his countrymen should partake 
of the benefit of colonies, procured an association of men of rank and 
tal~nts for this purpose: and a patent was granted by James I, April 
the I Oth, 1606, that monarch being wholly unconscious that he was 
about to establish an independent and mighty empire. The bay of 
Chesapeak was discovered in I607; and the first lasting settlement 
was founded at James town, in modern Virginia. Captain John Smith, 
who afterwards published an interesting account of his voyages, dis
played remarkable spirit and enterprize : yet the colony was about to 
return to Eng·land, when LQrd Delawar arrived in I610, and though 
he remained only a short time yet his prudent conduct firmly established 
the settlement. The subsequent events would be tedious to detail, but 
the following table, extracted from Mr. Morse's work, will supply the 
chief epochs. 

"Hakluyt. 
t Robertson's Americ:t, iv. 39. "!3ut compare the map by John White in the 

curious account of Grenville's expedition, published in English at Franckfort 
1590, fnlio. 

f Plate 2tl represents the spot of the settlement on the isle Roano~e, with 
parts of the adjacent continent called Secotan and VI eapemeoc, wh1ch now 
seem to belong to the Dismal Swamp; so in judicious was this first settleme_nt. 
But the book is deeply interesting, as the earliest monument of the Engh~h I 
power in America: and it seems to have s;iven ri:;e to the noted Latin Collec • 
tiJn ef Voyages published by De Bry. 
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Names of Places. 'When settled. By whom. 

Quebec, •••••.••••••••..••..•• 1608. By the French. 
Virginia, •.• ; ••••••••. June 10, 1610. By Lord Delawar. 
Newfoundland, .••..•• June, 1610. By Governor John' Guy. 

N
N ew Jy ork, 1 .......... about 1614. By the Dutch. 
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ew ersey,5 
Plymouth, .•.••••..•....•••••. 1620. By part of Mr. Robinson's congrega

tion. 
New Hampshire, .............. 1623. By a small English colony near the 

mouth of Piscataqua river. 

~elawa1re, . 1 .............. 1627. By the Swedes and Finlanders. 
:c ennsy vama, 5 
Massachusetts Bay, ............ 1628. By Captain John Endicot and com-

pany. 
Maryland, ..•••...••••.••••••. 1633. By Lord Baltimore, with a colony of 

Roman Catholics. 
Connecticut, ••••••••.•..••••• . 1635. By Mr. Fenwick, at Saybrook near the 

mouth of Connecticut river. 
Rhode Island, ................. 1635. By Mr. Roger Williams, and his per-

secuted brethren. 
New Jersey, .................. 1664. Granted to the Duke of York by 

• · Charles II, and made a distinct go
vernment, and settled sometime 

, before this by the English. 
South Carolina, ••.••.•..•.••.. 1669. By Governor Sayle. 
Pennsylvania, •.•••.•••..•.•••. 1682. By William Penn, with a colony of 

Quakers. 
North Carolina, .••••••••. about 1728. Erected into a separate government; 

.settled before by the·English. 
Georgia, •••.•••.•.•.•.••••••. 1732. By General Oglethorp. ' 
Kentucky, •...•...••••••.••... 1773. By Col. Daniel Boon. 
Vermont, ••.•••.••••.••• about 1764. By emigrants from Connecticut, and 

other parts of New England. 
Territory north-west 1 1 0 · d · 

of Ohio river, 5 · • • • · · · · 787. By the h10 an other compames. 
Tennessee on the south 

of Kentucky. 

Having thus mentioned the progress of the English settlements as 
intimately connected with the discovery of the country, it may be 
necessary briefly to state the epochs of a few other remarkable disco
veries, rather unconnected with these settlements. In 1585 John Davis 
an experienced navigator, visited the western coast of Greenland, and 
explored the narrow sea, absurdly enough called Davis's strait, while it 
is as wide as the Baltic. On another voyage he proceeded as far north 
as the island of Disco, and the opposite shores of Greenland, which he 
named London coast. He also discovered Cumberland strait; and 
upon the whole, the three voyages of this navigator are of great con
sequence. His furthest point of discovery appears to have been San
der,;on's Hope, latitude 72°, whence turning to the w~st he was im~ 
peded by fields of ice*. 

In 1607, Hudson made his first voyage; and is said to have pro~ 
ceeded along the eastern coast of Greenland as fccr as latitude 82° but 
pt·obably not above latitude 80°, or the furthest extremities of Spitz-

" See Forster's Voyages and Discoveries in the north, p. 298, &c. 
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bergen. In fl voyage which he made to America in the year 1609, bo 
discovered the noble river which still bears his name, in the state of 
New York. On his voyage of 1610, he discovered the straits of 
Jli.I-udson, and that vast inland sea, approaching in size to the Baltic, 
which however is best known by the name of Hudson's Bay. 

In 1616 some public spirited gentlemen sent Captain Robert Bylot,, 
(m• as Purchas calls him, Bylett) to attempt a north-west passage. 
vVilliam Baffin sailed with him as pilot. This voyage, it has been 
justly observed, is one of the most singular in the whole circle of geogra
phy. Far cxceedinglthe utmost stretch of Davis, they discovered Horn 
'Sound, Cape Dudley Diggs, Hakluyt Island, Sir Thomas Smith's 
Sound, Cary's hlands, Alderman Jones's Sound, and Sir James Lan
caster's Sound; all of them totally unknown to any preceding or suc
(.:eeding navigator. Baffin thus pretended that he had, in an inland 
and' narrow sea, (which to increase the absurdity, is laid down 
in our maps with all its shores, a matter never before attempted 
from a first and imperfect visit;) proceeded to the latitude of more than 
78 °, while Captaih Cook, one of the most skilful of modern n:rvigators, 
col.lld I10t ex,ceed 72" in the open arctic ocean, and Davis himself was 
s.topped at 72°, in this very sea, supposed to be inland, while it is 
vrobably only part of that ocean. It is fmther remarkable that this 
yoyage is very imperfectly known from Baffin's relation, published by 
Furchas; and all the <;harts and maps of this pretended bay, have been 
merely laid down from the observations contained in his journal; for if 
Baffin made any chart it was not published by Purchas. It is perhaps 
equally remarkable, that no doubt seems yet to have been entertained 
concerning the existence of Baffin's Bay: while it is not improbable 
tnat he is merely a bold impostor, who wished to recommend himself 
to his employers, by the pretence of having imposed their names on 
grand and impmtant features of nature, and by his numerous Sounds, 
to haYe laid a scheme for drawing more money from his protectors, for 
~he investigation of a north-west passage. Yet it would seem that 
strong doubts prevailed even at the time, for these supposed discoveries 
were entirely neglected. 

Supposing that Bd'!m's Bay were dismissed from our maps, it is pro
hable that Greenland is a continuation of the continent, and spreads to 
the west about btitude 75°: or it may be detached land, like New 
Holland, extending towards the pole. The general line of the arctic 
sea in this quarter, as seen by Mr. Hearne 1772, and by Mr. ·Mac~ 
kenzie 1789, is about latitude 70°; and it is not improbable that at a 
little hig:1er latitude it coalesces with what is called Baffin's Bay; in 
which case Greenland is a detached land, and the country on the north 
of Hudson's Bay consists of several large islands in the arctic ocean. 

The discoveries of th~ Hussians, and of Cook, and Vancouver, seem 
to have completed those of the western coasts of America; and the 
iournics of He:trn~ and Mackenzie haYe imparted some idea of its 
confines Oil the arctic ocean. 
· PoPULATION. The genet·al popubtion of this immense con
tinent bas been a subject cf considerable discussion, some having sup

\Ju;;ed that it umonnted to one hundred and fif,y millions, while others 
tJq· t!;,;!. tlJer;;: an: o:;Jy flfteen or twenty millions. The ridiculo~~ 
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exaggerations of some of the old Spanish authors, who rival Mendez 
de Pinto, have swelled villages to cities, and thousands to millions. 
The savages in North America are t.h!nly scat~ered, as _in the e~tre
mities of Asia, where a thousand fam11Ies constitute a nation. A wnter, 
who has examjned the subject with some attention, observes that the 
population of British,America does not exceed 200,000; and suppo:aing 
the savages an eqm•.l number, and the inhabitants of the Spanish part 
of North America IOo,ooo, these togetEer will amount to half a million. 
Su1)posing the United States to have five millions; there will be five 
millions and a h:1lf. The empire of Mexico, (which he ought to have 
included in North America,) from the enumerations made in some 
provinces, probably <;ontains four millions of the native race, and 
about three millions of foreign extract. Hence there are in Mexico 
seven millions. Peru and Chili can scarcely contain more, and he 
estimates the other Spanish possessions in South America at two mil
lions, with four millions for Brazil and Paraguay. The other parts artr 
mostly wide deserts; so that he concludes that the inhabitants of South 
America do not exceed twenty millions; nor those of North America 
five millions and a half. 

As Mexico beloHgs to NoRTH America, seven millions, added to 
five and a half, Will yield TWELVE MILLIONS AND A HALF' for that 
division; while SouTH America, by the same calculation, will contain 
THIRTEEN MILLIONs. In the opinion of the late learned Dr. Stiles 
th~ aboriginal population " never exceeded two or three million 
souls, in all North and South America since the days of Columbus."* 
Some even infer that fifteen millions is too large an estimate for the 
whole population of the new continent. But there are good reasons to 
believe that the population considerably exceeds this calculation; and 
the monuments of the Mexicans and Peruvians, the actual state of 
some parts of Florida, when that country was visited by 5ioto, leave 
little room to doubt that the Indian population of America was much 
more considerable than many writers have imagined.t 

*' The United States elevated to glory and honour. A sermon, &c. p. 20. 
This is a singular but very interesting work. B. 

t Mr. Pinkerton (in the original work) thinks it probable that the popula
tion of Africa has also beell. exag-g:erMed by geographers., and " does not 
s:xceed 301000,000." B. 
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DOUNDARIES.-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-LANGUAGES.-·CLIMATE, 
INLAND SEAS.-LAKES.-RIVERS,-MOUNT AINS, 

BouNDARIES. THIS division of the new continent is bounded 
on the east by the Atlantic ; and on the west by the G1<t:at Pacific 
ocean. On the s01ath it is understood to extend to the vicinity of 
Panama, the province of V eragua being universally considered as part 
of North America*. The northern limits have not yet been clearly 
ascertained; but as it is improbable that a slip of land, on the north
west of Hudson's Bay, should extend far to the north, the limit may 
probably be discovered about 74° or 75°. In the meantime 72° may 
be safely assumed; whence to the southern boundary, 'about north 
latitude 7° 30\ as marked in the map ofLacruz, there will be 64i o, or 
3870 geographical miles; more than 4500 British. The breadth from 
the promontot-y of Alaska to the extreme point of Labrador, or 
the Cape of St. Charles, will, by somewhat of a solecism, exceed the 
length of the general continent. If it should be discovered that Gr~en
land is united to arctic lands of America, as Kamtchatka is, for 
instance, to Asia, both the length and breadth will be greatly ill
increased. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. In pursuing the arrangement of 
topics, here adopted in the general description of a continent, the first 
which occurs is the ancient population; but our kn::-wledge of the 
American languages is still so imperfect that the subject is involved in 
great doubts. There seems, however, to be good reason for believing, 
that the greater number, if not the whole, of the nations of America 
are of Asiatic origin. Physical affinities would almost impel a candid 

"' Irt the large map of South America, published at Madrid in 1775, by 
Don Juan de la Cruz, Cano, y Olmedilla, Geogr:tpher to his C:ttholic Majesty, 
the province of Panama extends to the bay del Almir-.nte, in the north, and 
includes the bay of Panama, in the sourh, Sant Yago, in Veragua, being the 
first town in North America, According to the maps of Lopez there is a 
chain of mountains running- north and south, called Sienas de Canatagua, 
and ending in the point Higuera: which dividing the provinces of Panama 
and Veragua, forms a natural boundary between North and South America. 
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inquirer to adopt this theory, which is rendered more probable by an at
tention to the religions and other institutions, and to the languages of the 
Americans. Ingenious men, who have visited China and other more 
northern parts of Asia, have been forcibly struck, upon their arrival 
in An~erica, at the great similarity of the Indian inhabitants of this conti
nent, to the Chinese, Tatars, and other Asiatics. Thus Smibert the 
painter remarked the great resemblance between the Indians of Nara
ganset in New-&ngland and the Siberian Tatars. It must not, however, 
be concealed, that Pallas, Lesseps, Tooke, and other observers, have 
pronounced that Ihe Techuks and Koriacks proceeded from America.* 

LANGUAGE. It is greatly to be regretted that, neither in North nor 
South America, have the languages been compared, analysed and classed, 
with as much attention as the subject merits. But this interesting point 
has not been neglected. Specimens of many of the languages both of 
North and of South America, have been collected into one view, and 
published. These specimens sufficiently establish, the fact, that the 
radical languages of America are not so numerous, as has been asserted 
by some learned and ingenious men ; and that there is no good reason 
to believe, that the nations of Korth and of South America were de
rived from two different originals. They also serve to shew, the great 
affinity of many of the American languages to those of the old world.t 
Founding the inquiry on the affinities of theit· languages, it may with 
great certainty, be inferred that many of the nations of North and South 
America are the descendants of existing nations of Asia, particularly of 
the Semoyads, Tatars, Japanese, Monguls, Chinese, and even some of the 
nrrtions of Mount Caucasus.:j: It is highly probable that America re
ceived a portion of its population from the countries of Asia south of 
China. V cry unequivocal vestiges of the languages of the Malays and 
of the people of Hindostan have been discovered in North America, 
notwithstanding the assertions of certain writers to the contrary.jj 

I 

" None of the native natiom of America display the smallest trace of the 
oblique eyes, and other remarkable features by which the inhabitants of east
ern Asia are distinguished." Pinkerton. All the eastern Asiatics are not 
furnished with oblique eyes ; and it is difficult to say in what the physical 
diCere nee between many Asiatics and Americans does consiit. B. 

t See New Views of the origin of the tribes and nations of America. 
The second edition. Philadelphia: 17S8. A second part of this work is 
nearly ready for the press. B. 

:j: It is rremarkable that so learned a writer as Mr. Pinkerton should 
assert (in the o~ig;inal work,) that the American languages "certainly bear 
no resemblance" to those of Europe, or Asia; and that" the curious question 
concel'lling the population of America can only be duly examined after the 
various dialects have been compared to those of Africa." It has already been 
observed that between the American and Asiatic dialects there is a very 
striking affinity ; infinitely greacer than is found to exist between the former 
of these dialects and those of Africa, many of which have been carefully 
examined by the writer of this note. B. 

II Mr, Pinkerton (In the original work) says "the language of the Malays, 
who extencled themselves so fa1· to the east of Asia, has no connection with 
that of the Americans." This bold assertion is founded upon the imperfect 
tables of Dr. Forster. But some resemblances b,f'tween the American lan
gua;cs and that of the Malays have been pointed out, and many more might 
be poimed out. See New Views, &c. p. 3J, 34, &c. B. 
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PROGRESSIVE GEOG~AE:PY. The progressive geography has al"' 
ready been treated under the general head of America. The northern and 
central parts of this division are still imperfectly known. The number ot 
mmense lakes, a singular feature of North America, began gradually 

to be disclosed by the French, in the 17th century; and the curious 
reader may trace the progress of their knowledge in the travels of Hen
nepin and Lahontan. Those of Carver, Hearne, and Makenzie, have 
added greatly to former discoveries ; but of the western regions little 
is known, except the s bores. 

RELIGION. The ruling religion of North America is the 
christian, under various fom1s in the United States ; and Roman Ca
tholic in the Spanish dominions, and among the French of Canada, 
That of the native nations shall be briefly considered in the account of 
the chief tribes. -

CL!l\'IATE. The climate of North America is extremely various, 
as may be conceived in a region extending from the vicinity of the equa
tor to the arctic circle. It may be asserted, with entire safety, that the 
heat of summer and the cold of winter are more intense than in any parts 
ofEmope in the same lat. But the climate of North America and that of 
northern Asia appear to be very similar, and ~he vegetable productions of 
the two continents :;~re, in many instances, the same.* Near Hudson's Bay 
the mercury in Farenheit's thermometer, has risen in July to 85, and sunk 
in January to 45 below zero : but the mercury begins to congeale at 
40.t The predominant winds are here from the west ; and the severest 
cold is fmm the north-west. Almost every part of the known conti
nent is remarkable for the unsteadiness of the weather, particularly the 
1mddeh transitions from heat to cold, and the reverse. This observation 
certainly applies to every part of the United States. Snow frequently falls· 
in Pennsylvania, and even south of this, after the middle of April, when 
great numbers of the native and foreign vegetables are in bloom. Snow: 

-has fallen and ice has formed, after the beginning of May, although the 
thermometer in the immediately preceding days has been as high as 
76. These remarkable alterations, which cannot be favourable to the 
health of the inhabitants, seem to proceed from the sudden change of 
the wind to the north-west. North and South Carolina, Georgia and 
]:;'lorida are subject to extreme heat, the mercury in the thermometer 
often rising to I 06 degrees in the shade. The greatest heat of Penn~ 
sylvania and other middle parts of the United States is about 95 m· 96, 
though the mercury has been known to rise higher than tl1is. Every 
part of the country is subject to much thunder and lightning. Furious 
whirlwinds and hurricanes are principally confined to the southern parts 
of the union. A violent tuffoon happened near Charlestown in 1761, 
appearing like a column of smoke -.,vith a noise like thunder, ploughing 
the very beds of the rivers, and diffusing universal destruction through" 
out it~ progress . 

.. Japan, Kamtchatka, and China possess many of the native plants of 
North America, and not a few of the vegetables of this continent are found i1~ 
Cochin China. See the Flora Cochin chine11sis of Loureiro. ~-

1 l?epnOLnt, A. z. sc;xx;ov 
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Few opportunities have yet arisen fot· accurate accounts of the climate;, 
1n the western parts of North America. That of California seems to he 
1n general moderate and pleasai;t; though somewhat incommoded by 
the heat of summer. In lat. 59° the land has a most barren and win
tery appearance, even i.n June: the gloom is increased by frequent fogs, 
and the glaciers seem perpetual.* 

INLAND sEAs. Among the inland seas of North America 
inay be mentioned the gulfs of Mexico, California, and St. Lawrence; 
with Hudson's Bay, m· rather HtlC!son's Sea,t and what is called, the 
straits of Davis, which is probably a sea of communication between. the 
Atlantic and the ~rctic oceans. The existenct! of Baffin's Ilay is doubt
ful1 as already shewn ; but there are several lakes of so gre;.tt a size 
that thq deserve to be distinguished by the nl)me of seas,, 'particulal'ly 
Lakes Superior, Michigan, and Huron, which constitute1one vast piece 
of water, of immense extent; and the great Slave Lake in the north is 
laid down as about 220 British miles in length. In Asia no hesitation 
has been shewn by geographers, in applying the name of ~ea to the 
lake of Aral, which is about 200 miles ill length; and the sea of Baikal 
;about 350. But the latter is not above thirty-five miles in breadth, while 
the lake Superior is more than 100. 

GuLF oF MExrco. Of all these seas the gulf of Mexico is 
the most celebrated, as lying in a most favourable climate, ~nd present
ing at its entrance that grand archipelago of North American Islands 
called the \Vest Indies. From this gulf a singular current sets toward!> 
the north-east, this current called the gulf streaql passes to the banks 
of Newfoundland, and is supposed to proceed from the accumulation 
of waters by the trade wind. It is distinguished from other parts of 
the ocean by abounding more in wha(is called the guif \Yeed (difterent 
species of fucus ;) is eight or ten degrees warmer nevet· sparkles in 
the night : and when it ar:ivcs in cool latitudes produce a thick fog. 
The trade wind, or diurnal sea breeze, is frQm the east, and its collateral 
points, with little intermission, for nine months of the year. To the 
south of the gulf of Mexico is the Bay of Honduras, well known in the 
annals of English commerce. The Caribbean sea may perhaps more 
properly be considered as belonging to South America. 

The opposite shore presents the gulf of California, which seems an 
estuary of two large rivers. The silence of the Spaniards concerning 
their American possessim1s ·affords but few materials for a proper illust
ration of their geography. The gulf of St. Lawrc:nceis the well known 
estuary of a river of the same name, generally frozen from December 
to April. This noble gulf is closed by the Island of Newfoundland,' 
and by numerous sand banks, pm·ticularly what is called the Great 
Bank. This celebrated fishing station is more than ,100 miles in length, 
by about 140 in bt'eadth; the water being from twenly·two to fifty 
fathoms with a great swell, and fr;:quently a thick fog. The chief 
fishery begins on the tenth of May, and continues till the end of Sep-

"' La Peronse, ii. 67. 
t The bay of Biscay and that of Bengal may perJ:!aps authorise the receiv 

ed appellation ; but these bays should rather be called seas or glllfs;if th 
were any unifc rcnity i.n geozraphic terms. 

VOL, II. 3 i: 
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te"r_nber, the gr1;mtest number of cod-fish, taken by a single fisherman, 
bemg twelve thousand, _but the average is seven thousand : the largest 
fish was four feet three mches in length, and weighed forty-six pounds." 
More than 500 English vessels commonly fish on the bank ; and the 
.number used sometimes to be equalled by that of the French, who had 
formerly a settlement in the neighbouring isle of Cape Breton. The 
United States also employ a considerable number of small vessels in 
this fishery. 

There are also great fisheries on the banks which lye off the coasts 
of Nova Scotia, particularly on that called Saddle Island Bank, or rather 
from the French Sable, the Isle of Sand, which is in the shape of a bow 
.about eight leagues in length, with a narrow pond of sea-water in the' 
middle, filled every tide by a narrow inlet. 

HuDSON SKA. Hudson Sea may be considered as extending 
fmm the entr·ance of Hudson strait, to its western extremity, that is 
from long. 65° west to long. 95°, or thirty degrees of longitude, which 
in lat. 60° will be 900 geographical miles or about l 050 British, exceed
ing the Baltic in length as well as breadth. The shores are generally 
rocky and precipitous, and the climate almost the perpetual abode of 
winter, the hot weather in June being brief though violent. This 
sea is far from abundant in fish, but the common whale is found; and 
the Beluga, or white whale, is taken in considerable numbers in June, 
when the ri,·ers in the south haYe discharged their ice. Large stur
geons a_re also caught near Albany. Shell fish are extremely rare, com
mon muscles alone being fi·equent. The larg·e track of territory on 
the south of this sea is the property of the Hudson's Bay Company, 
whose chief profits :;tre derived from furs. This sea hns been repeatedly 
explored for a north-west passage, perhaps as little to be expected as 
a passage from the Baltic into the Arctic ocean, or the Euxine. Chest
erfield inlet is a singular strait stretching far to the west butt erminates 
in a magnificent Jake of fresh water, communicating with this sea, by 
what may be called a broad river; the adjacent land being level, rich 
in pasture, and abounding with deer.t But it is probable that in the 
north-east Hudson Sea opens into the Arctic ocean, where the perpe
tual ice presents a complete barrier to commerci::~l views. 

D A vx s. The Gulf or Sea of Davis may be considered as part 
of the Sea of Hudson, and probably joins the Arctic ocean. vVhat is 
called Baffin's Bay is laid down as extending from 46° west long. to 
94 °, which, supposing the degree only sixteen geog-raphical miles, 
would yield a length of 768 geographical miles; and the breadth on 
the west-side is rep1·esented as little inf~rior. As this sea is perhaps 
wholly imagin«ry, it is unnecessary to enlar~e on the subject: and 
it shall only be o:,Jscrved that the west coast of Greenland has not been 
.cxplo1·ed beyond L1t. 7:2 9

, or Sanderson's Hope, and an old Danish 
5 ettlement called Opernevig. In the midst of Baffin's Bay many maps 
present a l«rp;e t1·act called James Island, which pcrlwps is a promon
tory passins fi'Dm Greenland.t 

~ J'~nnant, A. Z. ccc;;;. 
t Peunant, A. Z. ccxn•. 
t lr i' r:nher a larse isle in the north of Hudson Sea, laid down from errgn· 

eous obstJ')'a.-ion~. 
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As in the general description of Asia not only the Caspian Sea, but 
those of Aral and·Baikal have been commemorated, so the vast lakes, 
above-mentioned, may here be considered as detached inland seas. 

LAKES. The Jakes Superior, Michigan, and Huron, in this point of 
view, form one large inland sea, which might be called the sea of Canada, 
or that of Huron. This expansion of water, as already mentioned, is of 
great extent : for according to the French charts, that part of this 
sea which is called Lake Superior, is not less than 1500 miles in cir~ 
cumference.* The greater part of the coast seems to consist of rocks 
and uneven ground, like those of the sea .of Baikal. The wa~er is very 
pure and transpat·cnt; and the bottom generally compo!<ed of large 
rocks, which are probably calcareous, as are the rocks which form the 
pavement of Erie, and some of the other lakes. There are several 
islands, one of which called Minong is about sixty miles in length : 
the savages suppose that these islands are residences of the Great 
Spirit, or Manitou. More than thirty rivers fall into this lake, some of 
them of considerable size, but the geography is far from being perfect.t 
The banks of a river on the north•west abound with native copper. 
The chief fish are stur~eon and trout; the latter being caug·ht at all 
seasons, and said to weigh from twelve to fifty pounds. But we are not 
able to refer the animal to its proper species. This part of the Sea of 
Canada opens into the lake Huron, by the straits of St. Mary, or rather 
St. Marie. About forty miles in length, and in some places only one 
or two miles in breadth ; with a rapide towards the north ·western 
extremity, which may however be descended by canoes, and the pros
pects are here delightful. The storms on this large expanse o£ water 
are as dangerous as those on the ocean, the waves breaking more quick, 
and running nearly as high. The circumference of that part called 
Lake Huron is said to be about 1000 miles ; and on the northern side 
are some islands called Manatulan, implying the place of spirits. Another 
short £trait leads into the third lake called Michigan, also navigable 
for ships of any burden. \Vhen the population of North America 
shall have diffused itself towards the west, these lakes may become the 
seats of flourishing cities, and of arts and sciences now unknown in En· 
rope. Their latitude corresponds with that of the Black Sea, and the 
gulf of Venice. From the descriptions it does not appear that these 
lakes are e\·er impeded with ice.+ 

The lake ofWinipeg or Wiuipicl/ may well aspire to the name of an 
inland sea :§but it yields consider~.bly to the great Slave lake, or rather 
sea, a recent discovery, from which Mackenzie's river extends its course 
to the arctic ocean. The Slave sea, according to Mr Arrowsmith's map, 
is <J.bout two hundred miles in length, by one hundred at its greatest 

• "1 believe (says Carver) that if it was coasted rouncl, and the utmost ex· 
tent of every bay taken, it would exceed sixteen hundred" B. 

t Nipegon and Michipicooton are the names of two of the rivers. B. 
:j: Mr. Morse says that these hkeo never freeze, but it is certain that the 

communications between them are frozen for a considerable time. The cli
mate on the Northand east p:trts of lake Superior is intensely cold in winter. 

II Carver calls it \Vinnepcck ; the French Lac Ouinipique. B. 
§ Accordmg to Mr. Mc.c:..enzie, p. lxii. this la.ke clischarges itself into 

Hudson's Bay, by the river Nelson, an elongation of 1hc Saii1.a~hawin. S~.! 
Arrowlimith's l'llalJ of North 1\.merir;:a, ellition lo02. 
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breadth"'- The geography of this lake is rather imperfect; and it 
is not improbable that other large lakes may be found in the western 
regions ofNorth America, which remain unexplored. 

The smaller lakes shall be briefly described in the divisions of terri
tory to which they belong. It may here suffice to observe that there 
are probably above two hundred lakes of considerable size in North 
America ; a singularity which distinguishes it from any other portion 
of the globe. A theorist might perhaps consider this an additional argu
ment for the novelty of this continent ; but the recent creation of Ame
rica is one of the dreams of indolent philosophers. 

In the ancient continent the rivers and mountains are usually confined 
within the limits of some great state, to which of course the description 
becomes appropriated. But in America these features are on so great 
a scale, that they pervade immense territories, ?ivided among distinct 
nations, whence it would be difficult to assign a JUSt arrangement. The 
river of Amazons, for example, pursues a long course in Spanish Ame
rica, and an equal extent through the Portuguese territory. The river 
Missisippi, or tather Missouri, belongs in part to the United States, 
and in part to Spain or France. Amidst this tmce1·tainty, it seems 
preferable to desct·ibe the chief rivers and mountains under the general 
Beads of North and South _\merica.. 

Length of course seems universally ahd justly considered as the 
chief distinction of a river, which becomes noble as it were by the 
extent of its genealogy, while the g·reat breadth and depth of a shol't 
stream issuing from a lake would deserve little attention. 

MissoURI. In this point of Yiew the Missisippi is the 
most distinguished among the rivers of North America; its source 
lmving already been traced to three small lakes above latitude 
47°, and it enters the sea in latitude 29°, after a comparative course 
of about 1400 British miles. 

The following account of this noble river is principally transcribed 
from Mr. Morse's system of Americav geography, and fl'om the 
writings of Carver and Hutchins. 

" The Missisippi receives the waters of the Ohio and Illinois, and 
their numerous branches from the east, and the Missouri and other 
ri·.;ers from the westt. These mighty streams united arc borne clown 
with incre<J.sin;; majesty, through vast forests and meadows, and dis
charged into the gulf of Mexico. The great length and uncommon 
depth of this river, sl:'.ys Mr. Hutchins, and the excef>~ive muddiness and 
galubrious quality of its waters after its junction with the Missomi, are 
Ycry singular. The direction of the channel is so crooked, that ft·om 
New Orleans to the mouth of the Ohio, a distance which does not 
exceed 460 miles in a strait line, is about 856 by water. It mav be 
shortened at least 250 miles, by cutting across eight or ten ned~s of 
land, some of which are hot thirty ,yards wide. Charlevoix relates 

"- Carver san Winnipic is about 200 miles in leng·th, north and south, and 
that its •breadth which has never been properly a;;~.;rtained, "i~ suppost!d to be 
about 100 miles in its widest part." n. 

t It is now koown that the Missouri receive£ the :1\!issisippi. In other 
w.ofus, tit.:: Missouri is the priacipal stream. 
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that in the year 172:2) at l>oii1t Coupee, or Cut Point, the river made a 
great tum; anti some Canadians by deepening the channel of a small 
brook, diverted the waters of the river into it. The impetuosity of the 
stream was sb violent, and the soil 0f so rich and loose a quality, that 
in a short time the point was entirely cut through, and travellers saved 
foul·teen leag\.tes of their voyage. The old bed has no water in it, the 
times of the periodical overflowi~s only excepted. The new chann·el 
ha's been since sounded with a ,line M thirty fathoms, without finding
bottom. SeVel1al other points of great- extent, have, in like manner, 
been since cut off, and the river diverted into uew channels. 

" In the spt'ing floods the Missisippi is very high, and the current 
so strong, that it is with difficulty it can be ascended, but this disad
vantage is remedied in some measure uy eddies, or cetmter ci.Irrents, 
which are generally found in the bends close to the banks of the river~ 
and assist the ascending boat1s. The ctu't·ent at this season descends at the 
rate of about five miles an hour. In autumn, Wl1en the waters are low, 
it does not run faste'l' than two miles: but it is rapid in such parts of the 
t·ivt!r as have clusters of islantls, shoals, and sand banks. 'the circum-. 
ference of..many of these sl~eals being several i:nrles, the voyage is 
longet·, and in some parts more dangerous; than in the spring. The 
merchandize necessat'y for the commerce of the upper settlements, on 
()r near the Missisppi, is conveyed in 'the spi'ing and autumn il1 bcj.t..;. 
teaux, rowed by eighteen or twenty men, iuld carrying about forty tons. 
:From New Orleans to the IHinois the voyage is commonly performed 
in eight or ten weeks. A prodigious number ef islaHds, some of which 
~re of great extent, intersperse that mighty river. Its waters aftel.'" 
overflm\'ing its banks below the river Ibberville on the east, and the 
river Rouge on the west, nevet· return within them again, there being 
many outlets or streams by which they are conducted into the bay of 
Mexico, more especially on the ~est side of the Missisppi, diviclingthe 
country into numerous isiands. These singularities distinguish it from 
every other known river in the world. Below the Ibberville the land 
begins to be very low on both sides of the river, across the country, 
and gradually declines as it appt'oaches nearer t'O the sea. The island of 
New Orleans, and the lands opposite, al''e til all appearance of no lOng 
date, frn· in digging ever so little below the surface you find water, 
and great quantities of trees. The.many beeches and breakers; as well 
as inlets,· which have arisen out of the channel, within the last half 
century,, at the several mouths of the river, are convincing proofs 
that this peninsula was wholly fmmed in the same manner. And 
·it is certain, that when La Salle Slililed down the Missisippi to the 
sea, the opening of that dvcr .was ·very different from what it is at 
present. 

" The nearer you approach the sea this truth becomes more striking. 
The hm·s that. cross most of these small channels, opened by the current, 
have been multiplied by means of the trees carried down by the streams, 
on~ of which, stopped by its roots or branche~ in a shallow part, is suf
fictent to obstruct the passage of thousands more, and to fix them at the 
!lame place. Astonishing collections of trees are daily seen in passing 
between the Balize and the Missouri. No human force is sufficient to 
rem.oye them, and the inud carried down by the river serves to bind 
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-and cement them together. They are gradually covered, and every 
inundation not only extends their length and breadth, but adds another 
layer to their height. In less than ten years time, canes, shrubs, and 
aquatic timber grow on them, and form points and islands which forci· 
bly shift the bed of the river. 

" Nothing can be asserted with certainty respecting the length of thi!> 
river.- Its source is not known, but supposed to be upwards of 3000 
miles from the sea as the river runs. We only know that f1·om St. 
Anthony's falls in latitude 45 °, it glides with a pleasant clear current, 
and receives many large and very extensive tributary streams, before 
its junctimi with the Missouri, without greatly increasing the breadth 
of the Missisippi, though they do its depth and rapidity. The muddy 
waters of the Mis:!ouri discolour the !ower part of the river, till it 
empties into the bay of Mexico. The Missomi is a longer, broader 
and deeper river than the Miss~sippi, and affords a more extensive 
navigation; it is, in fact, the principal river, contributing more to the 
common ,stream than does the Missisippi. It has been ascended by 
French tmd'trs about twelve or thilteen hundred miles, and from the 
depth of the water, and breadth ofthe river at that distance, it appeared 
to be navigable many miles further*. 

" From the Missouri river to nearly opposite the Ohio, the western 
bank of the Missisippi is, some few places excepted, higher than the 
eastern. From Mine au Fer to the Ibberville the eastern bank is higher 
than the western, on which there is not a single discernible rising or 
eminence for the distance of 7 50 miles .. From the Ibberville to the sea 
t!1ere are no eminences on either side, though the eastern bank appear 
r,lther the hight st of the two, as far as the English turn. Thence 
the banks gradually diminish in height to the mouth of the rivers 
where they are but a few feet higher than the common surface of the 
water. 

" The slime which the annual floods of the river Missisippi leave on 
the surface of the adjacent shores, may be compared with that of the 
Nile, which deposites a similar manure, and for many centuries past has 
i.1sured the fertility of Egypt. 'Vhen its banks shall haYe been culti
''ated, as the excellency of the soil and temperature of its climate 
deserve, its population will equal that of any other part of the wodcl. 
The trade, wealth, and power of America may at some future period 
depend, ~mel perhaps center upon the Missisippi. This also resembles 
the Nile in the number of its mouths, all issuing into a sealhat may be 
compared to the Mediterranean, which is bounded on the north and 
south by the two continents of Europe and Africa, as the Mexican bay 
is by North and South America. The smaller mouths of this river 
might be easily stopped up by means of those floating trees, with which 
t:Je 1·iver, during the floods, is always covered. The whole force of the 
cllannd being united, the only ope11ing then left would probably grow 
deep, and the bar be removed. 

" The actual course of the Missouri, "before its junction with the Missisippi, 
is very diiferentlj stat<:!d by difl'erent perS)/IlS. l11formation received from re
>.peccable soLJrces leads me to bl'l;eve, that the principal ditec:iDu of the rin!r1 
iu tl:re vdwk oJ tiS ~:omse, i~ n~;nly west and ealit. B.· 
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" WhoeYer for a moment will cast his eye over a map of the town 
of New Orleans, and the immense country amund it, and view its 
advantageous situation, must be convinced, that it, or some place 
near it, must in process of time, become one of the g·reatest marts in 
the world. 

"The falls of St. Anthony, in about latitude 45°, received their 
name from Father Lewis Hennepin, a French missionary, who tra
velled in these parts about the year 1680, and was the first European 
ever seen br the natives. The whole river, which is more than 250 
yards wide, falls perpendicularly about thirty feet"', and forms a most 
pleasing cataract. The rapids below, in the space of 300 yards, render 
the descent considerably greater, so that when viewed at a distance they 
appear to be' much higher than they really a1·e. In the middle of the 
falls is a small island about forty feet broad, and somewhat longer, on 
which grow a few scragg·ed hemlock and spruce trees, and about half 
way between this island and the eastern shore is a rock lying at the very 
edge of the fall in an oblique position, five or six feet broad, and thirty 
or forty long. These falls are peculiarly situated, as they are approach
able without the least obstruction from any intervening hill or precipice, 
which cannot be said of any other considerable fall perhaps in the 
world. The country around is exceedingly beautiful. It is not an 
uninterrupted plain where the eye finds no relief, but composed of 
many gentle ascents, which in the spring and summer arc covered with 
Yerdure, and interspersed with little groves, that giYe a pleasing variety 
to the prospect. 

" A little distance below the falls is a small island of about an acre 
and a half, on which grow a great number of oak trees, almost all the 
branches of which able to bear the weight are, in the proper season of 
the year, loaded with eagles' nests. The instinctive sagacity of these 
birds has taught them to choose this place, as it is liecure, on account 
of the rapids above, from the attacks of either man or beast. 

From the best accounts that can be obtained from the Indians, we 
learn that the four most capital rivers on the continent of North Ame
rica, Yiz. the St. Lawrence, the Missisippi, the river Bourbon, and the 
Oregon, or the river of the west, have their sources in the same neigh~ 
bourhood. The waters of the three former are said to be within thirty 
miles of each other, the latter is rather further west. 

" This shews that these parts are the hig·hest lands in North Ame
rica, and it is an instance not to be paralleled in the three other quarters 
of the globe, that .four rivers of such magnitude should take their riiile 
together, and each, after running separate courses, discharge their 
waters into different oceans, at the distance of more than two thousand 
miles from their sources. For in their passage from this spot to the 

"' This :account of the falls of St. Anthony, is taken from Carver. Father 
Hennepin concluded the height to be about sixty feet. More dependence, 
however, is to be placed upon Carver's calculation, because we know that 
Hennepin has monstrously rristaJed the height of the great Falls of Niagara. 
I mu~~ not omit to observe, that Hennepin, notwithstanding the errors into 
which he has occasionally fallen, .appears to have been a man of strict vera. 
city; and his tr:nels may L>u rc .... J, not only with pleasure but iHstruction. B. 
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bay of St. Lawrence, east; te the bay of Mexico, squth; to Hudson;s 
bay, north; and to the bay at the straits of Ann ian, west, where the ri,'er 
Oregon is supposed to erupty, each of them traverses up\vards of two 
thousand miles*. 

OHio. " The Ohio is a most beautiful river. Its cUrrent 
~entle, waters dear, and l~osom smooth aw:l un.broken by rocks and 
rapids, a single instance only excepted. It is one quarter of a mile 
wide at Fort Pitt; 500 yards at the mouth of the Great Kanhaway; 
1200 yards at Louisville; and the rapids half a mile in some few 
places below Louisville, but its general breadth does not exceed 600 
yards. In some places its width is not 400, and in one place particu
larly, far below the rapids, it is less than 300. Its breadth in no one 
pl<1ce exceeds 1200 yards, and at its junction with the Missisippi 
:qeither river is more than 900 yards wide." 

Mr. Morse proceeds to state the precise measurement of the length 
<>f the Ohio, with all its windings, from :F{)rt Pitt to its junction with the 
Missisippi, amounting to 1188 miles. The inundations commonly 
~gin with April, and subside in July. A vessel drawing twelve feet 
water might safely navigate fl·om Pittsburg to the sea. Two consiclee
ahle rivers unite to form the Ohio, namely the Monongahela, and the 
.A.llegheney, both of them subservient to navigation. The last of 
these rivers rises in the states of New York and Pennsylvania, the first 
jn Pennsylvania and Virginia. 

From the preceding ample description, which the great importance 
{)[ these rivers to the prosperity of North America authorizes, it ap
pears.that, setting aside the capricious distinctions of the savage tribes, 
the Missouri must be regarded as the .chief river which constitutes 
what is called the Missisippi. Measured on the same merely com
parative scale which has been adopted to give a general idea of the 
length of the rivers in Eut'Ope and Asia, the Missouri: or Missisippi 
will be about 2000 miles in length. The great rin:r of St. Lawrence 
is far inferior, being chiefly remarkable fori~ breadth. In South Ame
rica the J\!Iaranon, or river of Amazons, measured on the same compa
rative scale, will be found to be al;lout 2300, c..nd the Rio de Ia Plata 
~bout 1900. In the same comparative way, measured on the accurate 
planisphere of Mr. Anowsmith, the Kian Kn exceeds the Missouri 
and rivals the Maranon, which last is probably also rivalled by the Ob. 
Some deceptions bave arisen on this curiotts subject, as the large rivers 
in America have been computed by actual navigation of the whole, or 
a pqrt, in which every winding is taken into the account; while the 
length of those in Asia has been merely assumed from the general 
appea1-ance in maps, without due attention to the innumerable devia
tions. A favourable climate, and other cit·cumstances, render the 

• These observations respecting the sources, &c. of the four above -men
tioned rivers, are taken, nearly in his own words, from Captain Carver's 
·travels. This writer says that he learned the circumstances which he has 
stated, from Indian nations, and from his "own observations." It is now 
-supposed, however, that little. dependence is to be placed upon the informa
tion. Even the existence of the Bourbon is doubted, but as it was sa:d to 
.flow into Hudson's bay, it may be the riyer Sashashawin; of which tire 
Hillson may be regarded a! a continuation. 
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.American rivers mol'e navigable ; the Ob being impede'cl by ice, and' 
the Kian Ku by the al1~irie rocks of. Tibet*. 

ST. :tAWRENtE'. The noble riverof St. Lmtrence is universaily 
regard\:d as the se·cond hi North Attlerica, being t10t less than ninety 
:miles wide at its mouth, and navigable for ships of. the line as fur as 
Quebec, a distat1ce of 400 miles from the sea. Near Quebec it is five 
miles in breadth; and at Mont~eal' fl'Om two to .Jhart. Though there 
be some .rapids; yet this g't'and river may be coi1side1•ed ali n~tvigable 
to Kingston, and the lake Ontario, 7 43, miles from the sea. It is dif· 
ficitlt to' define the precise source of the S~. Lawrence,· eh6ugh that 
name be generally confined ~o t1le t'iver isshing< fi·om lake Ontario;' 
while the Niagara, which .flows fi:om the lake £t'ie, is regarded as a 
distinct stt•eam:j;. As i'rr Asiatic geography the Anga1•a is- traced from 

" From Mr. Arrowsmith's la·st map of the United StateS', with corrections 
and addition& to 1802, and his interesting map of North America of th'e 
same date, it appears that the Missisip'pi rises from the Turtle Lake, lat .. 47" 
40\ riot far to the south of the ]{ed Lake. llut from t}le last map, and the 
most autheiiti~ -'travellers, it is cleaY thax tlie Mis&isipjii should properly be 
termed the MrssouRr, the last being the most considerable river, and risin:g 
fi•om sources in the western chain about' 600 British miles· more remote than 
the furthest source of the Missisippi, so that the con1parativ'e course oftho;r 
Missouri may be abouk 2000 British miles. The Missouri, like the St. Law
rence and river of Amazons, is a white muddy stream, while the Missisippi , 
is clear like the E1ack River, which falls into that of Am:i'ions'. Cnarlevoix;, 
ii. 218, has· desc'l"ihwd· the cdnfluence as the g:t'andest in the world. Each ri
ver is about half a Teague in breadth; btrt the Missouri is the broadest and: 
tr~ost rapid. Le Page du Pr·atz, in his history of Louisiana, (i. 202, of the 
English abridgment) says that the French word Migsisippi is a contraction 
of the savage term Meact Chassipi, which literally denotes the ancient Father 
cif Rivers. Mr. Hutchins observes that the natives still call it Meschasipi· 
The precise import of the word does not seem to be completely as·certalned. 
ft is believed, however, that the word signifies the great river: or, according 
to some, Fish river. The terminating word, sipj1i, or sipi, has a very exten· 
sive range in North America., and unqt~estionably signifies a river. (see Ne'"'' 
Views, &c. p. 80), When the army of Soto visited, Florida, in 1539, they 
found different names appliecl to the river, in different places : but nothing 
like Missisippi occurs in the relation of that celebrated expedition, or rather 
rnmb']e. Imlay (p. 405) obse'rves, that the Missouri "affords a more exten~ 
ll'ive navigation, and is a longer, broader, and deeper river, than the Missi
sippi." The journey of a great savage traveller to the sources of the Missouri 
and to the great western river, Du Pratz, ii, 125, seems to correspond with 
1·ecent discoveries, and the other nation probably still exists. The free navi
gation of the Missisippi was secured to the United States by the treaty with. 
Spain, 1795, It is not probable. that the lAte treaty between Spain and 
France, will preclude' the Americans from any of the great advantages which 
they enjoy_ed by the Spanish treaty.-The inundations of the river begin in 
Mar~h and s~bsidein July. It appear9 from Mr. Mackenzie's Voyages, 18j}Z, 
4to. p. xxxvi. that some rivers of North America have sunk more than ten 
feet beneath their ancient level. 

t Weld, ii. 56. Svo. 
· Not always: for this stream is sometimes denominated the St. Lawrence, 

though it is more generally called the outlet of Jake Erie, or Niagara river. 
Th~ first of these names is so <•pvropriated that it ought to he rct::lined in 
l>refereuce to any other. Volney, whose attachnl.ent to saints has never 
heen suspected, exceedingly di£1iked the name St. Lawrence, as apr!ied to 
oa1;y portion of that majestic river. He expressed to me a wish, thii.t the riV0l" 
~lllJht be named IZ,rJf:kie/at;u1 it~ anci~nt'Intlian -..ppe!J,:~.ti<ltl, :a . 

.. vor.. li. ;J t.L-
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the sea of Baikal, without assuming the Selinga as a further sourte, soc 
by analogy the St. Lawrence cannot be traced beyond the lake Ontario7 
nor can geographical usage permit it to be traced to the lake Superior ; 
and far less, with certain writers, to the lake Winipic, which, according. 
to the best maps, has no communication whatever with what has been 
above called the sea of Canada, consisting of the joint lakes Superior, 
Michigan, and Huron. The length of the St. Lawrance may there~ 
fore be about 700 British mile::>, the breadth being the grand charac
teristic. 

The other chief rivers in North America are the Saskashawin, the 
Athabasca, the Unjiga or Mackenzie's river*, the Rio Bravo, which 
flows into the gulf of Mexico; that of Albany, which joins Hudson's 
Bay: Nelson river wd Churchill river are also considerable streams 
which flow into-that sea; but their geography is far from being perfect. 
The same observation must be extended to the Oregan, or great river 
of :the west, which, confined by a chain of mountains, runs south, till 
by a western bend it joins the Pacific. But the discovery of the 
western regions of America will doubtless disclose some considerable 
streams in that quarter. 

MouNTAINS, The mountains of North America at•e far from 
rivalling the Andes in the south. Some irregular ranges pervade the' 
Isthmus, but it seems mere theory to consider .them as connected with· 
the Andes, as they have neither the same character nor direction. 11}; 
the Isthmus there are also several volcanoes ; but the natural history of 
Spanish America is extremely imperfect. 

The centre of North America seems to present a vast fertile plain, 
watered by the Missouri and its auxiliary streams. On the west, so• 
far as discovered-, a range of mountains proceeds from New Mexico in 
a northern dit·ection, and joins the ridge called the Stoney Mountains, 
which extended to the vicinity of the Arctic ocean. The Stoney 
Mountains are s<iid to be about 3500 feet above their base, which may 
perhaps be 3000 feet above the sea. In general, from the accounts of 
navigators who have visited this coast, it seems to resemble that of 
Norway, being a wide alpine country of great extent; while the shore, 
like that of Norway, presents innumerable creeks and islands. This. 
alpine tract, from the Stoney M01mtains and Mackenzie's river west~ 
wards to the source· of the Oregan at~d Beering's strait, may perhaps 
contain the highest mountains in North America, when completely 
~xplored by the eyeofscicnce. On the north-east, Greenland, Labra
dort, and the conntrie3 around Hudson Sea, present irregular 1i1asses 
coT"ered \vith eternal sHow, with black naT{ed peaks, resembling in form 
the spices of the Alps, but of far inferiol' elevati011,- :mountains generally 
dec[easing in height towards the pole. 

* See the artcle native tribes for further details. 
t A high ridge passes south~ west from the coast of Labrador· to the source 

•f tht~ Uta was, dividing the rivers that fall into St. Lawrence and H mlson's 
:Bay. The Stt'ney monntains run parrallel with the PaciEc from Cook's en
try to the river Columbia, where they are more distant from tlre coast and 
l~ss elevated. The rock. west of Winnipic are soft limestone, on the cast a 
~!.ark gre) granite: und all the 'great lakes are be:ween the limesLone ;tJII:l 
gr;u,itc rang0s. Ma<:kcn:de,. 40U,·401, 4.03. 
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AP:ALACHIAN MouNTAINS. The most celebrated mountains 
{n· North America are those called the Apalachian, or Allegheny, 
tPassing through the territory of the United States from the south-west 
to the north-east*. According to the be:;t maps they comme~ce on the 
.north of Georgia, where they give source to many rivers runnmg south 
to the gulph of :Mexico ; and to the Tennessee and others runnin!? north. 
There are several collateral ridges, as the Iron or Bald Mountams, the 
"Vhite Oak Mountains, and others ; · the exterior skirt on the north
west being the Cumberland Mountains. The Apalachian chain thence 
extends through the western territory·of Virginia, accompanietl with 
its collateral ridges, thebreadth of the whole being often seventy miles 
and proceeds through Pennsylvania, then passes Hudson river; and 
afterwards rises to more elevation, but seems to expire in the country 
of New Brunswickt. · 

The Apalachian· chain may thus extend about 900 geographical 
miles, a length unrivalled by any European mountains, except the 
Norwegian alps. In no chain perhaps are the collateral r.idges more 
distinct; and a naturalist would at once pronounce that the central, or 
highest, must be granitic, the next shistose, and the exterior bdts.cal
careous. The granite ·seems commonly to consist of white feltspar, 
bluish or rather pellucid quartz, and black mica. The schistose band, 
generally metallifenms in other regions, here. presents copper ore; and 
in Canada lead and silver are said to have been di,;covered The 
lime stone contains, as usual, many petrifactions, particularly the cornu 
ammonis, a small scallop shell, and several sorts of cor;1ls:j:. The 
height of the chief summits does not appear to be precisely ascertained, 
but probably does not exceed 4000 feet above the sea; and they are 
often clothed with forests. Mr. vV eld conjectures that the Peaks of 
Otter, the highest of what are called the Blue Mountains, are little 
more than 2000 feet in height; and at any rate much inferior to that of 
Snowdon, in W alesiJ. 

" Some of the North American tri.bes call the Allegheny ·mountains 
Pamotinck. B. 

t The chief summits appear to be in the state of New Hampshire; where 
the White mountains are, by some writers, reported to be 9000 feet abov~ 
the sea. For an interesting account of these mot\ntains, see the late 
Dr. Belknap's paper in the second volume of the transactions of the Ameri· 
can Philosophical Society. See also Morse's Amel'iCan Geography. The 
Duke de Rochefoucault says, that no mountains in North America exceecl 
the Vosges, or Wasgau, in height .. Kalm, ii . . 352, observes that the snow, 

·even on the highest mountains, always melts during the summer. This 
with respect to the mountains east of the Mbsisippi, is s:rict(y true. It is 
probable that the White mountains do not much exceed 4000 feet ; and the 
glaeiers of the Pyrenees at 9000 feet must shew that the \Vhite nwuntain~ 
are much less elevated than has been imagined. 

t Pennant, A. Z, ccx:xix. 
II. Mr. Jefferson, however, says, ''from data, which may. fotmd" tolerable 

con_Jec~ure, we suppose the highest peak to be about ~"000 feet perpendicular, 
wh1ch IS not a fifth part of the height of the mountains of South America." 
I can hardly.doubt that the peaks of Otter are at !.~ast 4000 feet in height 
above the t1de water of James's river. But the height of the North Ame
rican mountains, in different parts of the continent, remains to 1.\P. ascertained 
JJ_y ~orne fut<1re naturalists." B. · 

/ 
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The late travels of the Duke de Rochefoucault in Notth America, 
present some valuable infurmation ,concerning the orology*. The pri~ 
mitive calcareous rock is mingled, in veins or banks, with the granitic, 
and is evidently contempgrary. Near Philadelphia large pieces of talc 
.appear iostead of mica. There ar.e also veins of horneblende, quartz, 
and marble, in the position of metallic veins. It is a remarkable 
feature in the mineralogy that the granitic mountains approach nearest 
to the sea, while at a greater distance the rocks are calcareous ; and the 
red primitive limestone is sometimes covered with breccia, and argilla
ceous schistus. The lakes of Upper Canada are surrounded with cal
careous rocks ; while in Lower Canada, from Montreal to the sea, the 
granite predominatest. At the isle of St. Helen this substance is ap· 
parent, and the mountain of Beloeil displays much black schorl. The 
black slate of our travel!er is the black schistose limestone of Kalm. 
The rock of Quebec is said to consist of grey granite, mingled with 
schorls ; and· was called the rock of diamonds, because quartz crystals 
were found. In the vicinity blocks of granite are mingled with lime
stone, and the bank of Newfoundland is supposed· to be a mass of 
granite covered with sand. Towards New York and Boston the rocks 
~re of a soft granite interspersed with limestone and schistus; but 
towards Carolina and Florida the granitic mountains are at a consider
able distance from the sea, which seems gradually to have retired. 
This traveller is of opinion that the highest mountains of North 
America do not exceed the elevation of the Vosges in Fraoce that is 
perhaps four or five thousand feet. 

But fmm the traYels of Kahn a far more skilful naturalist, it would 
appear that the rocks· of North America often consist of a substaFJce 
unknown to modern systems of mineralogy~ and which it has been 
proposed to term calcareous granite, the absence of the felspar being 
supplied by limestone. The Swedish traveller minutely describes this 
substance as consistio1g of grey limestone, purple, or garnet coloured 
quartz, and black mica:j:. The limestone effervesces strongly with aqua 
fortis; and there a1·e some particles of felspar. Artother mountain 
near the riYer St. Lawrence, is composed of red felspar, black mica, 
white limestone, with grains· of the purple or red quartz. Sometimes 
this cdcareous granite is schistose, or assumes the form of gneiss. 
l' art of the hills near the isle of Orleans is composed of grey quartz, 
nxlclish and grey lime-stone, and grains of san_d. Near Fort St. Fre
deric, Ol' Crown Point, Kalm observed fragments of granite mixed 
with ~.chorl, without any calcareous addition; and he found ammonites 
~bout two feet in diams::ter. Towards the lake Champlain he obsenred 
f-j)Jantities of reel sand, which seemed to be decomposed or pounded 
~arn(cbjj. The Apalachian mountains he does not appear to have ex
mn!:wd: but he menticns the calcareous granite as-frequent in Penn~ 
nylvu.u:,t, and often uocd in building at Pl~iladelphia. He describes the 

• See also the Journal des Mines, No 54. Ventose, an. 7. 
t 1'1 the neizhbourhoud of the falls of Niagara, as at the bottom on the 

British sitle, there are large quantities of gypsum, cr plaster of Paris. It is 
,-;Jmetimcs ca~lt:d by the people of the country, "the spray of the falls." I 
have cx:lmi~:ecl many specimens, in different states of hardness, &c. on the 
f l'ot. .B. ~ ii. 34G, 349, 357. lJ Ibid. 196, 199. 
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lapi-s ollm·is of New England, as sometimes spotted v;.ith starry asbes
tos ; while green soap rock and amiantll,Jls at·e common in Pennsyl
vania. The hatchets of the savages were frequently of fine basalt; 
their knives of quartz and petrosilex; their kettles of lapis ollaris, grey 
or green ; ~QQ. tb~r tgll;l~co pip~s of the s.ame sut>~nce; but those 
oft he chiefs, of beautiful red serpentine, from the west of the Missisippi •. 

The mountains in the Isthmus, as well as those in the western part 
ef North America, are certainly of far superior elevation :_and in most 
maritime divisions of the old and new continents the highest mountains 
are towards the west, as their most :precipitous sides generally front the 
west and south. But of the Isthmus, the kingdom of Mexico and 
California, the natural history and geography are far from being clearly 
illustrated. In the province of Darien the Andes, according to the_ 
best maps, seem to expit·e in the ri9ge c_all~d Sierra Tagargona, which 
may be said to be lost in tbe sea on the west of the gulf of Darien. 
This ridge, with the peak of Panama, belong to South America: but 
the inspection of any good map of this part will sufficiently shew that 
the ridges in the province of Panam~J. have not the sm_allest connection 
with the Andes, but are scattered in evet·y dit-eclitlB. On the west of 
that province, as already stated, a considerable chain passes north and 
south, which may be regarded as a natural division between the two 
great portions of A•nerica. This chain is call~d the Sierra de Cana
tagua. The ridges in V eragua also run north and south and on the 
west of that province is the volcano of Varu. Of the nature and 
height of the mounta_ins in Mexico there is no pflrticular account. Not 
far from Vera Cruz, Chappe P' Auteroche ascended a mbuntain of 
great height, which seems to have been volcanic ;t .and he adds that the 
mount:9in of Orisba is said to be the highest in that region, the snowy 
summit being yisible from Mexico at the di.stance of twenty leagues. 

On the western side of North America volcanos have been observed 
by navigators; one is said to exist in the state of New Hampshiret;. 
and there are some reasons to believe, that there was formerly one in 
North Carolina, near the northern boundary of that state I/. 

Accordil1g to the usual arr!J.ngement of this work, the description of 
the new continent begins with North America, because that division 
contains the most important power, that of the Unite~ States. The 
account of their ten·itory shall be followed by that of the Spanish and 
British possessions in N<>lth America. Another division shall be 
reserved for :the native tribes, and unconquered countries ; and this 
part shall close with a brief description of those North American 
islands commonly called the vV est Indies. 

" Of the same description were the celebrated Calumets, or pipes of peace, 
so called by the Frencl1 settlers in Canada, from ti1e Norman word cha!u. 
~'::u, the native term being poagau, and the IroqJJois ganondao. Lahontan, 
J. ~tO. H.:; means the head of the q.!umet, eighl:c inches long, while the 
mouth p~ojected <1-bont thr,ee inches;· t~e pipe or stern, being about four or 
fiv_e feet m length, was probably of wood, and was adorned with feathers. 
Ibl{l. 17. 

t Voyage to California, p. 33. 
:t Pennant, A. Z. ccxxx. Mbrse mentions another mountain in the same 

state of volcanic appe:::.rance, and 3254 feet high, if the measurement be 
exact. . 

II See Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, vol. iii. B. 
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' 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

l)JVISIONS.-BOUNDARIES.-HISTORICAL EPOCHS. 

DiviSIONs. 'fHE territories of the United States have been 
,c}as;sed under three grand divisions, the northern, the middle, and the 
southern. But to this division there are many objections. 

The northern states are Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
·Connecticut, and the small state of Rhode Island. The district of 
Maine in this quarter belongs to the state of Massachusetts, and its 
eastern boundary extends to a river called St. Croix, longitude sixty
seven degrees west from London, while on the north, what is called 
Albany ridge, divides it from the British possessions. These northern 
states have been known since the year 1614, by the special appellation 
of NEw ENGLAND, and are remarkable for the comparative smallness 
of the subdivisions, the five provinces being only of similar extent 
with New York, Pennsylvania, or Virginia. 

The middle states are New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dela
ware, and the territory on the north-west ef the Ohio. 

The southern states are, Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, and the Missisippi 
territory. The great country of Louisiana, now ceded to the United 
States, will doubtless, at no very distant period, be divided into several 
distinct states, and in giving names to these, the Americans will have 
an opportunity of manifesting their veneration for, and their gratitude 
to some of the illustrious men who first discovered the countries of the 
new world, or have contributed to its freedom and happiness. 

DrvrsroNs. These various states are subdivided into counties, 
an enumeration of which rather belongs to topography. 
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BotJNDARI:Es. The eastern boundary is the Atlantic Ocean, 
and the western the great river Missisippi, which is considered as tt 

limit of Spanish America. On the north an ideal line, pervading the 
great lakes of Canada, is continued along the river St. Lawrence to· 
latitude forty-five degrees, not far to the south of Montreal ; when it 
passes due east, and follows a c~ain of mou~tains ~orth-ea~t and after
wards diverges south-east to the rtver St. Crorx, whtch falls mto the bay 
of Fundi. On the south a line, merely arbitrary, about latitude thirty
one degrees, divides the ,United States from the Spanish dominions of 
West and East Florida. · 

The greatest extent of the united territory is from east to west, in 
the northern part, where it exceeds 1300 British miles; and the line 
along the shores of the Atlantic nearly corresponds : but the breadth, 
from the Canadian lakes to the southern limit, is about 10QO British 
miles. ,The square acres have been computed at 640 millions ; and 
those covered with water being supposed fifty-one millions, there will 
remain 589 millions ofacres. 

ORIGINAL' PoPULATION, The original population ofthis ex-
tensive and flourishing country consisted of numerous wild and rude
tribes, whose denominat\ons and memory have, in many instances, 
almost perished, but some idea of their manners shall' be given in 
describing the native nations. The progress of the Engli:sh colonies 
has been already detailed; and there are numerous descendants of the· 
Germans, Dutch, and Swedes, who fOrmed considerable settlements ia 
this region. Af~er the first ineffectual colony planted by Ralegh, the 
most important events in the progressive geography were the discove
ries of the noble bays. of Chesapeak and Delaware*, while the northern 
L1.kes, ami many other grand features of nature) were disclosed by the 
Fre~ch settlers in Canada; · 

HrsTORICAL EPocHs. Among the chief historical epochs of 
the United States must first be classed their respective origins, as 
above explained. The introduction of tobacco in Virginia, 1616 : the 
iutended massacre of the English by a native Wirowanee, or thiet~ 
1618, aljld the subsequent war : the abolition of the first charter, 1624: 
the struggles against the arbitrary disposition of Charles I ; the privi
leges granted by that monarch, and the loyalty of the Virginians, who 
did not acknowledge the commonwealth till 1651 : the insunection of 
Bacon against the authority of Charles II ; are epochs of Virginian 
st~ry. _ The colony in the northern provinces called New England was 
~>lnefly founded by the Puritans, and was strengthened by the into
lerant spirit of archbishop Laud. Sectarian subdivisions occas-ioned 
new colonies; anc! the Pcquods, a native tribe, were extirpated. The 
colonies in the south are of more recent foundation, afld present still 
fewer materials for history. 

" Delaware. By Mr. Pinkerton and other writers. the word is written 
~vithout :he final ~· This, though the more proper spelling, is rarely adopted. 
loll Amenca. Th1s noble river was for a long time known bv the name o£ 
SPuth river, to distinguish it from the Hudson, which was call~d North river 
(See the N o;is orb is of De Laet, published at Leyden in 1633.) In some of 
the first pnnted accounts of Pennsyhania, 'lf as it was the1~ called New· 
Sweden, the Del;tware was I}amed Charles nver. This river is called bv the 
.l~l;v,•.-,..re.lndh\ni L~nm.p<:l.lr Hittllk, wh~ch,signifies the lnd\an rive•·· 'B. 
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ln· sevetal systems of geography the original chnrter5 and minute 
events of each state are detailed :ipaTt, a plan more rcconcileable with 
topography. The several streams which con'Stitute alar;e river can· 
not be delineated in g.eneml geography ; and far Jess those provincial 
epochs which rather !belong to a prolix history. It will therefore be soffi. 
cient for the present design to commemorate the chief epochs· of that 
contest which terminated in the independence of the United tates. 
The peace of 1763, after a war of immense expense, was crowned by 
fhe cession of Canada, and the consequent annihilation of the Ft•ench 
power in North America. Canada was acquired at the price of about 
fifty times its real value: and the acquisition of Canada was the loss of 
America: so incapable is h11man prudence of presaging events, and so 
often does Providence effect objects by the very means which men 
employ to avert them ! For the colonies were not only thus delivered 
fro.m constant fear and jealousy of the French, which bound them to 
the protection of the parent country, but the vast expenditure of that 
splendid and absurd war occasioned such an increase of taxation, that 
t11e country g;e'ntlemen of England ·were easily induced to wish that a 
part of it might be borne by the colonies. 

I. The Stamp Act, passed in 1765, is considered as the first at~ 
tempt to raise a: supply of British revenue from North America; but 
by the firm opposit:ion of the colonies it was repealed in 1766. Simi
lar attempts of a more oblique nature were alike unsuccessful : and in 
1. 770 the duties were taken "off except three pence a pound on tea' 
which·, within the space· of half a century, had become a necessary 
of life. 

2. In 1773 an armed schooner stationed off Rhode Island was burnt 
by the Americans, the first act of open opposition to the parent 
country. 

3. The tea sent by the East India company to the port of Boston in 
New England was thrown into the sea by seventeen persons in the dis-
guise of American savages. This led to what is called the Boston 
Port Bill, March 177 4, and the act for altering the government of 
Massachusetts Bay. 

4. Deputies met at Philadelphia, 26th October, 17H, constituting 
rhe first Congres:., but independence was not yet asserted. Some 
rnilitary manreuvres of the British General Gage increased the ferment, 
and a Provincial Congress, presided by Mr. Hancock, assembled at 
Concord, nineteen miL::s fi'Om Boston. ' 

5. Other acts of the Bt·itish Parliament, 177 5, inflamed the discon~ 
tents, and the civil war commenced with a skirmish between the British 
troops and American militia at Lexington. The battle of Bunker's. 
hill, or rather Breed's hill, near Charlestown, was fought on the 17th 
June 17'/5. T\".o days before, the American Congress had appointed 
{ ~eorge \Vashington, a native of Virginia, commander of their armies, 
who in March 1776 entei·ed Boston in triumph. 

6. On the 4th of July 1776 the American Congress pul1lishcd their 
solemn declaration of lndepehdence. ~,- , 

7. On the .'lOth January 1778 the king of France concluded a treaty 
with the United States. The surrender of General Burgoyne's army, 
at Saratoga 17th October 1177, is supposed to haYe greatly influenced, 
tl1is alliance, so important to th~ iuterests of the American~>. 
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~. The surrender of Lord Cornwallis, at York Town, in Virginia, 
en the 12th October 1781. 

9. The treaty of peace, 30th November, 1782, by which the inde
pendence of the United States was solemnly acknowledged after a 
struggle of seven years, while that between Spain and the United 
Provinces continued, v;ith some intermissions, for about sixty years : 
but the profuse expense of modern warfare counterbalances its 
brevity. 

10. The constitution of the United States having been found impel'· 
feet, a new plan was submitted to the several states, and finally receiv
ed their approbation, On the 30th of April 1789, General George 
"Tashington was inaugurated President of the United States, during 
the session of Congress at New--York. This great man, after set-ving 
his country, as its first magistrate, tm• eigiit years, retired from public 
life, and died after a short illness, at the age of sixty-eight years, on 
the 14th of December, 1799. Mt·, John Adams, a native of Massa
chusetts, who had early distinguished himself in the cause of his 
country, was inaugurated President on Ythe • 4th of March I 797; an<! 
Mr. Thomas Jefferson (the present President) on the 4th of March 
180 I.* . 

"' Mr. Jefferson is a native of Virginia, where he was born about the year1741. 
Previously to his election to the important station which he now holds, he had 
filled several dietingui.shed places, both in the individual government of his 
native state, and in that of the United States. He had been governor of 
Virginia, embassador from the United States to the court of France, and 
Secretary of State to the United States. His Notes on the state of Virginia. 
exhibit Mr. Jefferson in a very favourable point of view as a man of varioulil 
and correct knowledge. In science, his favourite pursuit• are,nil.tural phil4l• 
i!ophy (ineluding- mathematic•) and natural hi~tory. B. 

YOT..\If. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

RELIGION ···GOVERNMENTo··LA WS.-POPULA TION.-ARMY·-N AVYr 
-REVENUE.-POLI"L'ICAL IMPQR TANCE, 

. RELIGION, THE religion of the United States of America is 
tbe reformed system of Christianity: but every sect is liberally treated 
with ·universal toleration, or rather equal independence. In Maryland 
as the first settlers were Roman Catholics, so that system is still very 
numerous and respectable*; and in Connecticut, the reformed episco
pal scheme is admitted. It would be a difficult tas~.to enumerate the 
\'arious denominations, tenets, and new doctrines, w'hich prevail in.the 
different states ; but from the following account' of those in Massa
chusetts and Pennsylvania some judgment may be formed .of the 
\Vhole. Mr. Morse enumerat-es the sects in Massachusetts in the fol
lowing order: 

Denominations. 

Congregationalistst, 
Baptists, 
Episcopalians, 
Friends or Quakers, 
Presbyterians, 
Universalists, 
Rornan Catholics,· 

Number of 
Congrega.tions. 

400 
84 
16 
10· 
4 
2 
1 

517 

Supposed number of 
ea~h denomination. 

277,900 
58,266 
11,10~ 

6,94Q 
2,716 
1,388 

694 

fn Philadelphia, the pJaces.ofpublic worship are thus numbered: 

The Friends, or Quakers, 5 The Swedish Lutherans, 1 
The Presbyterians and Seceders, 6 The Moravians, 
The Episcopalians, 3 The Baptists, 
The German Lutherans, 2 The Universal Daptists, 1 
'!'he German Calvinists, The Methodists, 1 
The Catholics, 4 Tfue 'Jews, 1 

" Mr. l 1 inkerton says the Roman Catholic system " continues to prepon 
derate" in Maryland. This is unquestionably au error. B. 

t These are moderate independents, who suppose that e;;.ch congregation 
possesses comp!ete e~:cfesi&Stic power,. but prokn. :>t,rict amity with otheJ' J;.Oll•· 

ire~tfOllS: 
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GovERNMENT. The government of the United States is 
'Vested, by the constitution of 1789, in a President and two councils, 
under the denomination of Congress. The President is chosen for 
the term of four years. The Senate or superior council consists of 
two senators from each state, chosen by the state legislatures, every ,six 
years. The House of Representatives is elected by the people, every 
second year, and is not to contain more tlnn two hundred members, 
each representing, according to the progrc ss of the population, from 
33,000 to so,ooo inhabitants. The legislative power is vested in the 
two councils, with a qualified negatiYe upon all laws vested in the Pre
sident; while the executi·:c is lod;;ed with the President; and a Vice
President is also chosen to supply his place on any emergency, and is 
the constitutional President of the Senate to regulate the proceedings; 
but he cannot debate, nor can he vote, unless the members are equally 
divided. The President commands the army and navy, and may 
pardon offences, except in case of impeachment; he makes trea~es, 
with the consent of two-thirds of the Senators, who are also to advise 
:in the appointment of ambassadors, and all other public officers. Par
ticular regulations are formed to prevent any distinct state from assum
ing offices which belong to the community, such as forming treaties, 
issuing letters of marque, and the like acts of independent soverei!inty, 
which might endanger the union of the whole. The judicial power is 
lodged in one supreme court; and in such inferior courts as the Con~ 
gress may ordain·, the judges holding their offices during their good 
hehaviour. Each state has also its peculiar government, consisting 
commonly of a Goverrior, a Senate, and House of Repres.entati'ves, 
annually chosen. 

LAws. The law of the United States is of a complex cha-
racter, relating,.first, to objects of State jurisdiction, and, secondly, to 
objects of Federal jurisdiction. 

I. The objects of State jurisdiction comprehend every case, which 
is not exclusively of Federal jurisdiction, or not expressly prohibited by 
the Federal Constitution. The law affecting these oJ?jects, is dther 
written or unwritten. The written law of every State is composed, 1 lilt, 
of the constitution of the United States, acts of congress, and treaties : 
and 2nd, of the constitution of the State, and the acts of the State Le
gislature. The umvritten law of every State is composed, l st, of so 
much of the common law of England, in criminal and civil cases, as 
was applicable to the circumstances of the State, when it was first 
settled : and 2nd, of the customs and usages of the people, sane~ 
tioned by time, or recognized by the courts of law. The statute law of 
England, prior to the American revolution, has force in t)1e respective 
states only under particular circumstances: lst, Where the statute was 
enacted previously to t.~e settlement of the colony, and was suitable to 
the colonial sitw:ticn and pursuits of the settlers. 2nd, Where the pro
visions of the statute were extended, by its own words, to the colonies. 3rd, 
Where the colonial legislature has adopted in general terms, or re
enacted in detail, the English statute. 4th, \Vhere the courts of lavf 
have recognized and enforced a convenient practice, originating in the 
presumption, that a statute had been extended, and was in operation, in 
the colony. The evidence of the law, prior to the .A.~nerican revolqe 
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tion, was the same as in England; but subsequent to that epoch, the 
.reports, and elementary work's of English jurists, are cited in· the 
American courts, not by way of authority, but by way of analogy 
and illustration. It will readily occur to the reader, that on the same 
principle, which recognizes the law of nations, the law of merchants, 
the civil law, and the canon law, as a part of the common law of Eng
land, those codes are also recognized, in the system of American 
junspru<lence, as affording the rules of decision, upon the subjects to 
which they respectively apply. 

The law of the several states is administered, as in England, through 
the medium of judicial and ministerial officers, acting collectively 
as courts, or individually as magistrates. The judicial officers are 
judges, justices of the peace, registers of wills, or other similar 
officers, exercising a jurisdiction of an ecclesiastical nature, for the. 
probate of wills, and issuing letters of administratX>n. The minis
terial officers are sheriffs, coroners, &:c. &c. In each state, generally 
speaking, there are a court of errors and appeals, a supreme court, 
county courts of common pleas, and quarter sessions, an orphan's, 
£ourt, and a register's court. In each state, generally speaking, the 
justices of the peace have individually a limited cogniz:o.nce of civil suits, 
~esides the authority common to all judicial officers, in criminal matters. 

II. The objects of Federal jurisdiction are confined to the cases 
€xpressly delegated or contemplated, by the constitution of tqe United 
States ; and all these objects both as to civil and criminal matters, 
are of a national character. It follows from this view of the
subject, thlit the law of the United States consists entirely of writ
ten law; to wit, of the constitution of the United States, the acts 
of Congress, and treaties. It is true, that in criminal, as well as in 
civil cases, Congress, in order to effectuate the powers expressly dele• 
gated to the Federal g;overnment, may adopt the unwritten law of any 
individual state of the union, of England, of France, or of any other 
nation; but "still it is only by force of the written law of the United 
States, that the adoption can be accomplished. In the specified civil 
ca8es, the constitution gives to the Federal courts, sometimes original, 
and sometimes appellate jurisdiction : sometimes concurrent with the 
state comts, and sometimes exclusive ; and by an act of Congress, 
made to effectuate the judicial powers of the union, it is expressly 
provided, that " the laws of the several states, shall he regarded as 
rules of decision in trials at common law, in the courts of the United 
States . ., As the laws of the several states consist of the unwritten 
law, as well as of the written law, this provision gives, of course, a 
common law jurisdiction, in civil cases, to the Federal courts. But, 

, in criminal cases, no such general provision exists. The penal code of 
the United States rests, therefore, upon the constitution, and the several 
acts of Congress, for defining and punishing crimes and offences : and 
if the jurisdiction of the Federal com"ts, in criminal matters, is confined 
to the penal code of the United States, it has been anxiously asked, 
how it can embrace crimes and offences at common Jaw? The question 
l1as generated a diversity of opinion, and cwn the judges of the 
!rolJI"cme court of the United States, have pronmmced contrary decisions 
upon it. The federal courts having jurisdiction of the subject, al'e 
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governed, according to its nature, by the laws of the United States, or 
of the individual states, by the law of nations, the law of merchants, 
and by the ciYil and canon law. 

The law of the l'nited States is administered, through the medium 
of Federal courts and officers, similar to those of the individual states, 
admitting, in some instances, the auxiliary aid of the state courts and 
magistrates. The supreme court ofthe United States consists of a chief 
justice, and five associate judges, and sits at the seat of the national 
government. The United States are divided into five circuits, each, 
circuit composed of a specified nnmbcr of districts, or states; and a 
circuit court, held by a judge of the supreme court, and the district 
judge of the proper state, sits t11ice a year in each district. Each 
state is erected into a feder:ll district, in which a court :is held four 
times a year by the district judge. Besides an attorney-general for 
the union, the United States appoint an attorney, and a marshaU (who 
has all the powers of a sheriff) for each district. 

PoPULA noN. The population of these extensive territories 
was formally estimated, by order of Congress, in 1790, and found to 
be 31930,000, exclusive of the inhabitants north-west...of the Ohio, 
supposed to be 20,000. It is inferred that the population is doubled 
every twenty years, in which case the population may now amount to 
at least 6,ooo,ooo,* if we include the newly acquired country:of Louisi
ana. The number of slaves in 1790 was 697,697, and has probably 
been little increased, as many emancipations have taken place, and the 
~lave trade is discountenanced, in most of the states. It is much to 
be regretted that it is not prohibited in all the states. 

ARMY. A small military force is maintained for the sake of 
supporting public order, and upwards of 5000 were raised for three 
years, for the ilefence of the frontiers. But a standing army is deemed 
incompatible \Yith the republican government; and the strength of the 
states is computed from the militia, which is stated by Mr. Morse at 
700,000. Yet his mode of reasoning is vague and inconclusive : and 
it would seem more agreeable to the usual rules, to estimate the utmost 
effective force at Iso,ooo, a number sufficiently formidable to subdue 
the whole continent, and to set foreign inYasion at defiance. 

NAvY. The navy of the United States is still of little conse-
quence, though a few ships were equipped during the recent short 
dispute with France, and are still employed in the Mediterranean 
against the Bey of Tripoli. In the course of a centm·y, it is probable 
that the maritime spirit of their progenitors will be displayed, and that 
the American fleet will rival any in Europe. 

REvENUE. The revenue of the United States is derived from 
the duties on imports and tonnage. Mr. Morse states the revenue at 
little more than 2,000,000 of dollarst, and the expenses at only 7 40,000. 
But the national debt is supposed to amount to so,ooo,ooo of doliars. 

~ Connecticut, th~ most populous state, is supposed to contain sixty-fiye 
for each square mile. 

t The dollar is equal to 4.s. 6d. sterling, Imlay, 189, estimates the Amer:cal\ 
debt at 16,000,000 sterlin~, aud the fund~ bore- an inte'!'est of 2,bout si:~: 
per cent. 
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This however is reducing very fast. The war with the Indian!!, 
which terminated in 1795, is said to have cost the states one million of 
dollars yearly 2 

PoLITICAL IMPORTANCE. The political importance of the United 
States will depend in a great measure, upon the individual conduct of the 
states; as the general prosperity can only be insured while they cherish the 
principles of union. So far as the nation has developed its character and 
its tmergy, the effect has been honourable and instructive; but we must 
wait sometime longer, before it would either be wise or just, to attempt 
to fix the standard of the physical, moral, or political attributes, of a 
country, so suddenly, aad so rapidly, extending the sphere of human 
action. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY • 

.11IANNERS AND CUSTOMS.-LANGUAGE.-LITERATUR:S:.-UNIYJ;;R~ 
SITIES.-CITIES.-EDIFICES.-INLAND NAVIGATION.-ROADS,_ 
li!ANUFACTURES AND (;Ollil\IERC:Eo 

MANNERS AND CusToMs. THE manners and customs of the 
inhabitants of the Un'ited States may be conceived to differ little fl'Om 
those of their British ancestors, except in a few local particularities, 
to be learned from the common books of travels, which sometimes 
explain even the little defects visible in p,trticular stat~s. Travellera 
pretend to have observed, even in Philadelphia, a wahtof urbanity~ 
and a spirit of coldness and reserve, which renders society melancholy. 
The inhabitants of Philadelphia are not, it must be confessed, distin~ 
guished for their urbanity. But the society in this great city is by no 
n1eans melancholy. It is marked, indeed, by a distant reserve, which 
seems, in part at least, to spring out of an attachment to wealth, 
which singularly designates the character of Americans, in almost 
every part of the union. Musical concerts are more frequented than 
the theatre; and in general there is too little taste for those amuie· 
ments which are connected with the arts and sciences. In some of the 
states gaming is much too prevalent; but the deepest game consists 
in selling unsettled lands at advance!i prices; a species of stock
jobbing, which, like a Missisippi scheme, stimulates the avarice of 
many*. 

LANGUAGE. The English is the prevailing language that is spoken 
in every part of the United States. Since the conclusion of the American 
war in 1783, the German and other languages. are much less attended. 
to; and it requires not the gift of prophecy to discover, that in the 
term of fifty years, or even less, the English will be the exclusive 
language of this great tract of country. It is by no means true, that 
~e English " within these ten years has become more and more 
corrupt, so that a B1·itish read~r sometimes cannot divine the meaning 
of an American phrase." On the contrary, it is a fact, that the 
English tongue is spoken in uncommon purity in many parts of the 
t,mion; unquestionably with more purity than it is spoken in several 
Qf the counties of Engl;md. Already there have appeared a number 

• Mr. l'inkerton observes that the " cruel operation known in the southern . 
.states by the name of gouging, is a disgrace to human nature, and ought t()· 
he punished with death." It is pleasing to observe, that this vii-;: practice (o£ 
~vhich however the Americans were not the inventon;) is m~~k lei.i c9mmoa 
a~ preaen~ t:1~n it wai before the;: revolutionary war. B. 
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of native- American authors, whose writings may fairly lay ~ claim 
to correctness, elegance, and even eloquence of style. 

LITERATURE. The books published in British America were 
chiefly of a religious or political kind ; and those of Cotton Mather 
printed in the end of the seventeenth century, at Boston, concerning 
some supposed witches in that city, are remembered on aecount of their 
fanatic cruelty. But before the emancipation, Franklin had become a 
distinguished name in letters; and many authors of considerable merit 
have since arisen in the United States. Literary academies publish 
their transactions; while magazines, reviews, and newspapers contri
bute to the popular diffusion of useful knowledge. Education seems 
also to attract more and more attention, and to be conducted in 
immerous seminaries with the most laudable care. In the northern 
states, called New England, scliools are established in almost every 
township. 

U.NTVERSITIES. In New York a college was founded, by an 
act of the British Parliament 17 54., which is now called Columbia 
College, and is said to be frequented by more than one hundred students. 
Nassau Hall was founded at Prince town, in New-Jersey, the students 
being estimal at eighty. f}n 178'2 an~ther foundation, calle~ Wash
ington coli~, arose at Chestertown 111 Maryland. Even m Ten
nessee there is a society for promoting useful knowledge, which is far 
more laudable than those established in some countries for promot
ing useless knowledge; a:nd !here is als? an: academy with_ many gram
mar schools. Yale college, m Connecticut, was founded 111 1717, and 
t•ebuilt in 1750; maintaining about 1~0 students*. In Pennsylvania 
there are several literary societies, particularly the American Philoso
phical Society, formed in 1 'tt59; and which has already published five 
volumes of its transactions. These volumes contain many curious 
and important papers, on a great variety of subjects. The American 
Linn:.ean society, for the promotion of natural history, was established 
at Philadelphia in 1803. Much important information may be expected 
from the zeal and labours of this infant institution. The science of 
medicine is in a very flourishing state, in many parts of the United 
State!3, particularly in Philadelphia, where lectures upon all the 
branches uf this science are delivered by professors under the direction 
of a board of trustees, in the university of Pennsylvania. This 
university was founded at Phiadelphia during the w.cr, and being 
since united with the college, has become a respectable seat of learn
i'ng. In this state there are also Dickinson college, and 
Franklin college. Harward university, in the state of Massachusetta 
wss founded in 1638, and is generally regarded as the chief found
ation in North America. The university of Georgia is at Louis
nile, and some other provinces boast of other colleges, or rather con
siderable academies. These detached institutions seem better calcu
lated for the promotion of knowledge, than one or two great univer
s-ities. In New Hampshire Dartmouth college was founded in 1769, 
for the instruction of the savages, but has since be,ome an q.mple en
do~ment fot• the youth of the northern states. 
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CITIEs. \Vith regard to size and consequence the cities of the 
·united States must be thus arranged: Philadelphia, New York, Boston, 
Baltimore, Charleston; but in relation to commerce, Ne\\· York pre
cedes Philadelphia, and Charleston ranks above Baltimore. Before 
proceeding to a brief account of these cities, it will be proper to de
scribe that ofW ashington, the intended metmpolis of the Uriited States. 

'VASHINGToN. "The city of Washington, in the territory of 
·columbia, was ceded by the states of Virginia and Maryland to the 
United States, and by them established as the seat of thei1· goYern
ment, after the year 1800. This city, which is now building, stands 
at the junction of the rivers Potomac and the eastern branches, lat . 
.38° 53; north, extending nearly four miles up each, and including a 
tract of territory exceeded in point of convenience, salubrity and beauty; 
by none in America, for although the land in general appears level, yet 
by gentle and gradual swellings a variety of elegant prospects is pro
duced, and a sufficient descent formed for com·eying off the water occa
sioned by rain. V!ithin the limits of the city are a great number of 
excellent springs'; and by digging wells water of the best quality may 
readily b.e had. Besides the never failing streams that n?'V::,ii>~,n through 
.that terntory may also he collected for the use of the c1ty. · 1 he waters 
'Of Reedy bt·anch, and of Tiber creek, may be conveyed to the Presi
dent's house. The source of Tiber creek is elevated about ~36 feet 
above the level of the tide. The perpendicular height of the ground 
<Jn which the capitol is .to stand, is seventy-eight feet above the level of 
the tide in Tiber creek; the water of Tiber creek may therefore be 
~onveyed to the capitol, and after watering that part of the city may 
be destined to other useful purposes. 

" The easte;·n branch is one of the safest and most commodious har
bom·s in America, being sufficir:ntly deep fur the largest ships* for about 
four miles above its mouth, while the channelliesdose along· the bank 
adjoining the city, and affords a larg·e and convenient harbour. The 
Potomac, although only navigable for small craft, for a considerable 
distance from its banks next to the city, (excepting about half a mile 
above the junction of the rivers,) will nevertheless afford a capaciou~ 
s:nnmer harbour, as an immense number of ships may ride in the 
great channel oppos·ite to, and below the city. 

" The situation of this metropolis is upon the great post road, equi
distant fi·om the northem and southern extremities of the union, and 
in the midst <Jf a comm<:rcial territory probably the richest, and 
nearly so from the Atlantic and Pittsburg, np(•" the best navigation 
commanding the most extensive internal resources of any in America. 
Jt has therefore many advantages to recommend it, as an eligible place 
for the permanent seat of the general govermne11t; and as it is likely 
to be speedily built, and otherwis:; improved by the public spirited 
enterprize of the people of the United St;:ttes, and even by foreigners, 
it may be expected to grow up with a degree of rapidity hitherto 
unparalleled in the annals of cities. 

" The plan of this city appears to contaii1 some important improv~
ments upon that of the best planned cities in the world, combining in 

.. There is but about eighteen feet water on the bar, and at the time of 
ebb-tides, the frigates .sink one or two feet into the mud. B. 
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.a remarkable degree comenience, regularity, elegance of prospect, and 
a free circulation of air. The positions for the different public edifices, 
and for the several squares, and areas of different shapes, as they are 
laid clown, were first determined on the most advantageous ground, 
commanding the most extensive prospects, and from their situation sus
ceptible of such improvements as eithe1· use or ornament may hereafter 
require. The Capitol will be situated on a most beautiful eminence, 
commanding a complete view ofevery part ofthe city, and ofa consi
derable part of the country around. The President's house will stand 
on a rising g1·ound, posseessing a delightful water prospect, together 
'with a commanding view ofthe Capitol, and of the mol>t material parts 
of the city. Lines m· avenues of direct communic2.tion have been 
devised, to connect .the most distant and important objects. These trans. 
verse avenues or diagonal streets are laid out on the most advantageous 
ground for prospect and convenience ; and are calculated not only to 
produce a variety of charming prospects, but greatly to facilitate the 
communication throughout the city. North and soutl1lines intersected 
by others nmning due east and west, make the distribution of the city 
into streets, squares, &c. and those lines have been so combined as to 
meet at certain given points with the divergent avenues, so as to form 
on the spaces first determined the different squares or area'3. The 
grand avenues, and such streets as lead immediately to public places, 
are from 130 to 160 feet wide, and may be conveniently divided into 
footways, a walk planted with trees on each side, and a paved way for 
carriag·es. The other stl·eets are from 90 to 110 feet wide. 

" In order to execute this plan, Mr. Elli<;ott drew a meridional 
line, by celestial observation, which passes through the area intend
eel for the Capitol. This lin~ -he crossed by another, running due 
east and west, which passes through the same area. These lines 
were accuratelv measmed, and made the bases on which the whole 
plan was exen{ted. He ran all the lines by a transit instrument and 
determined the acute angles by actual measmement leaving nothing to 
the uncertainty of the compass.* 

1'-lir. \Veld observes a great defect in the plan, the want of •a 
~(rand and extensive quay, the sho1·es being crowded with small wood~ 
l'.n wha:f.'l and warehouses; but these are only temporary, and nq 
Lt~ting edifice i~ to be permitted except in brick or stone.t In the 
Capitol the llational councils are to assemble ; and so grand is the 
plan, that the expense is estimated at a million of dollars, or 225,000 
pounds sterling. The banks of the Potomac present inexhaustible 
t;uarries of excdlent free-stone, as hard as that of Portland ; and at 
t:o great distance are found slate, paving-stone, and lime-<stone, and 
t :-::cell<;ntcoa). 

PHILADELPHIA. The city of Philadelphia is supposed to con
t~in about 80,000 inhabitants, am! was designed by \Villiam Penn, 
tl1e first J'mprictor and founder of the colony called Pennsylvania, 
in l6H3. The form i-; an oblong; square, extending abont two miles 
CilSt tmcl west between the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill, or r~tther 
fJ;l th\.! western bank of the former ri1·er. This city is neatly con 

t This regul.ttion has since been nscindeq. 
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. structetl, the chief streets being one hundred feet in brt$adth_, pav:d 
with pebbles, and the foot paths with brick. They are clue!ly m 
a strait line, a form not approved by lovers of the picturesque ; but 
in a city the chief objects are convenience, and a short access from 
one p:2rt to another. The charter of incorporation, granted by Penn 
in 1701, was singularly aristocratic, being copied from that of Bristol 
in England; but the general assembly of the province, in 1789, 
formed a liberal plan ; and the government of the city, the prisons, 
&c. may now be regal'ded as suqxlssing· any in the world. There. 
are many humane institutions, and a public library, which contains 
above ten thousand volumes, among which are many rare and valua~ 
ble books, in various languages. The tolerant character of the Qua~ 
kers differed widely from that of the fanatic settlers in New England: 
at present they do not exceed one fourth part of the inhabitants: 
and their aversion to the elegancies and luxuries of life is overcome 
by the wishes of the majority. Gay equipagd are not rare in the 
streets of Philadelphia, and the theatre is much frequented. The 
expense of labour and domestic economy was, about six or .seYen year'> 
ago, considered as higher in Phila_delphia, and in most parts of the· 
United States, than in England ; but at present it is probably fat• 
lower.* 

NEw YoRK. The capital of the state of the same name !01 
situated on a promontory at the mouth of Hudson river, a noble and 
pictm·esqu~ stream. The number of inhabitants in 1790 was 33,131, 
this city &ing about two miles in length and four in circumference, 
It was greatly injured during the war, but has since been enlarged and 
improved. The chief edifice is the Federal Hall, a neat building ot' 
Grecian architecture, in which Washington was installed president of' 
the United States. In commerce New York is considered as the chief 
city in North America, the harbour admitting ships of any burden. It 
is also the gayest city, and i:;:. thought to exceed Charleston in South 
Carolina, which last is however a rival in hospitality and sociai 
pleasures. In public institutions for the promotion of education, the 
arts, sciences, &c. it is certainly inferior to Philadelphia. 

BosToN. Boston the capital of the state of Massachusetts, Wtis 
regarded by Mr. Burke as the chief city in North America ; and 
he says that from Christmas 17 4 7 to Christmas 17 48, five hundred 
vessels cleared from this port only, for foreign triu:le, and 430 were 
entered inwards ; not to mention coasting and fishing vessels, suppos-· 
ed to equal the others in number. t Ht consider~ the people of 
New England as the Dutch of America, being carriers for all th'e 
colonies of North America and the vV est indies. The trade of Boston 
has however since declined ; though still far from inconsiderable, 

• Mr. :t'inkerton says, "the general use of salted provision (hi Phiiadel
phia) must be injurious to health : and it is inconceivable (he adds) why this 
custom should have continued so long." There seems to be little foundation 
for these observations. The inhabitants of JJhiladelphia ar.; not remarh.able 
for the consumpt;on of salced provisinns, a~<<l it appears pretty certain that 
the use of a portion of well salt~d meat, during the hot sLtmrner II1'Jl!tbs, i& 
'ery conducive to health. i3. 

l Account of th E'lrOlJean sctth:ment in Amer;c;~, 4t'n er~:t. JiGS. vz,l. ii. p. 
T12. -
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' This city is supposed to contain abotit 20,000 inhabitants. The har
bour on a large bay is excellent, and capacious enough to receive five 
hundred ships at anchor ; with a narrow entrance, commanded by a 
castle. There is a pier about 600 yards in length ; and the harbour is 
intersperseu vv·ith about forty islands, which afford excellent grain and 
pastmage. Thi;o; city also suffered considerably by the war, but has 
been improved, and the public buildings are, in that part of the world, 
deemed elegant. Boston does not exceed two miles in length, being 
of a circular form ; and on the west is the mall or public walk, planted 
with rows of trees. On the same side is Beacon-hill, on which a mo
nument has been erected, commemorating some of the most important 
events of the war. The fanatiCal spirit of this city has entirely disap
peared; and Mr. Burke observes, after narrating the witchcraft delu
sion, 1692, in which so many innocent people suffered by the bigotry 
of two clerg-ymen, "that the people there are now grown somewhat 
like the l'est of mankind in their manners, and have much abated of 
their persecuting spirit." This city is eYen already r::mked by fiome 
amongst the most pleasing and sociable in the United States, and is 
t11e residence of many enlightened and worthy men. 

BALTilliORE. Baltimore in Maryland stands on the north side 
ofthe river Patapsco, which may rather be regarded as a creek of 
the great bay of Chesapeak, and has rapidly risen to Its present con
sequence. The situation is rather low, but it has been rendered by 
art tolerably salubrious. In 1790 the number of inhabitants was 
13,503. ~ 

CHARLESTON. Charleston in South Carolina is situated on a 
point of land at the confluence of Ashley and Cooper rivers, which al'e 
large and navigable, and open into a capacious estuary. The situation. 
is esteemed tolerably healthy, though low, being reft·eshed by the sea 
brc:ezes. In 1791 there were 16,359 inhabitants, of whom 7684 were 
slaves. This city is celebrated for easy and social manners~ 

Such are the principal cities of the United States; and to enumerate 
the others would be alike tedious and temporary ; as, amidst new 
foundations and improvements, g-reat changes often happen in thei1· 
relative consequence. 

EDIFICES. The chief edifices are commonly the halls in which 
the legislatures of each state a::lscmble. The Capitol, :end the house 
of the President, in the new metropolis, designed, as wdl as the pla!l 
of the city, by L'EnCmt are considered as edifices of the most splendid 
promise. l\1-;.ny of the dmrches in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, 
and other cities and towns, are laq~e and commodious, :md even elegant 
edifices. 

INLAND NAviGATION. Considerable progress has already be<:n 
made in opcninr;· canals for inland navigation, though the numerous 
great rin~rs have been found suHicicnt for the purposes of general and 
cxtensi\·e inttrcm:rse. Indeed no country in the world can boast of 
:;uperiot• means of inland commerce by the great ri,·er Missisippi, 
and many other navigable streams, J•o' to mention the lakes of pmdi
gious extent. In Pennsylrania, seYer~cl canals ha\'e been projected, 
but most of them have been Ltid aside. A Yerr useful one, howe,·cr, 
has been completed in this state. Tl1is is the Conncwaga-canal, by 
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which the inconveniences of the falls of that name, in the Susque
hanna, are avoided. An important canal upon the Potomac river has 
also been completed. The Santee canal in South Carolina is thought 
to be equal to any work of this kind, within the United States. It was 
begun in 1792, and completed in 1800, at the expense of not less than 
150,000l. sterling. It is thirty-five feet wide at the top, sloping down 
to a width of twenty feet at. the bottom, and is calculated to contain a 
depth of four feet water, capable of passing boats of twenty-two tons\4'-. 
Many other canals are contempiated in different parts of the union, 
particularly one between the great bays of Chesapeak and Dela
ware. '\Vithin a few years, considerable improvements have been 
made in the roads, particularly in Pennsylvania, where excellent tum
pikes, little inierior to many of those in Britain, have been completed. 
Many bridg·es have also been erected, some of them, particularly in 
the New England states, of gTeat extent. A fine bl'idge is nowt erecting 
over the riYer Schuylkill, near Philadelphia. In short, improvemenl~ 
of every kind are rapidly advancing in almost every part of the Cnited 
States. 

CollrMERCE. The commerce of the United States is annuany 
)1lore and more divided among foreign nations, as America becomes 
able, by increased capital, to import raw materials, to manufacture at 
home, to embark in the cash business of India. and China, and to pur·· 
chase for money on the continent of Europe, where her credits hav.e 
not been established by acquaintance and habit. Hence we find, that 
instead of the ancient British monopoly, the scale of Eurojwall demand 
ti·om the United States was in 1802, nearly as follows: 

Great Britain and Ireland received of our exports abont. •.••.•..• 16,000,001)· 
France •...•...•....•...••......•••••••.•.•......••....•..... 7, 600,000 
The Baltic powers ...•...•.•....••••••••••.••....•..•••••....•. 87.:3,60(! 
Hamburg, Bremen, &c .••••••••.••.•••••.•.••..•..•.•.••••.•.. 6,200,W~ 
The Dutch European dominions •••.•••••••.•..•••••••••••••.•. 5,000,000 
Spain .•.•..•...•.....•..••.•.••..••••.•••....•••.••...•...•. 2,920.,000 
:Portugal and her \·cine islands •.••..•••.••.•••.•..••.••.••••..• 2,100,000 
The countries beyond the Cape of1 ·, 

G d H 1 dd d •••••..•..•.••••••••.•.••. 1,000,000 oo ope may Je a e at 
'i'he British, Spanish, and French~ 

\Vest India trades, were each 
b 6 "00 000 d 1· ·' · • • .. • • • • • • • • • •• • • ••••••••• 1,950,00l a out ,.., , o lars, equ'" lll . 

the the , ... hole to 

Much of the imports into Great Britain consisted of articles destined 
to g;o from her ports to other markets, for which that country was only a. 
stepping-stom~, and much of the excess v:us O\ving to our t;n:at im
portations ft·om thence. 

From this statement it will be perceived, that the export trade of 
America is not centered in the ports of any nation. It amountt"d in 
1789 to abont 18,000,000, and in 1799, 1800, 1801, 18021 fluctu~!e~ 
ii·om 6spoo,ooo to 93,oo,oooo. 

"' Draytou's \'iew of South C:,n,!in;>., &:c. p. 154, 1.55, &c, B, 
t March 1804. B. · 
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The American importation of manufactures, from the British do· 
minions in Europe and Asia, were little less than 27,000,000 of dollars 
in the year 1802, and the imported manufactures, from all other coun
tries, were probably about 1o,ooo,ooo of dollars. The wines, teas, 
salt, distilled spirits and other unmanufactured produce, from places 
not British, amounted probably to so,ooo,ooo of dollars, and the like 
unmanufactured articles from the British dominions were probably 
worth 3,ooo,ooo of dollars. The coarse and fine manufactures of the 
United States (exclusively of all kinds of meal and of boards, staves, and 
similar articles of wood) may be safely computed at more than 
40,ooo,ooo of dollars. The China trade is considerable, and if cotton 
wool should be used as an export to Canton, must be greatly increased. 
The surplus of our cotton in 1803, beyond domestic consumption, i11 
computed at 30,000,000 pounds weight. The t•eturns of exports, im~ 
ports, tonnage, fisheries, and coasters, display, in authentic form, the 
progress and actual condition of the American trade in all its branches. 
They are however rather evidences of the capacities of the country 
than of the courses, which its trade will in future take ; for the revo
lutions in the colonies, commerce, and laws of European nations 
occasion the United States to seek new channels of vent and other 
sources of sup;ly. The improvements of American manufactures 
too, are constantly diminishing our exportation of raw materials, in
creasing the importations of such articles and restraining exporta
tions of provisions and drinks, while they prevent an increase of the 
importations of foreign manufactures proportionate to the increasing 
population. 

In America the balance of commerce appears to be against the 
country, as the imports are greater than the exports. But this evidence, 
though it may be deemed positive in othEr countries is not so in the 
United States. The great number of their ships, and the distance 
between their ports and those of foreign nations, occasion them tO' 
receive abroad a vast sum infreight. This does not appear in theit• 
exports, but is returned in useful goods. The emigrants from the 
foreign world to America, bring hither much property, which i~ never 
to be remitted or returned, because the importers make theit· home in 
some one of the states. It is highly important to add, that importations of 
1000 dollars Yalue each, in mill stones, bolting cloths, stills and worms, 
mill saws, wire, nails, hinges, locks, bolts and glass, (for example) 
enable the Americans to bring into active use, and into a productive 
!;tate, tracts of five hundred acres of land, with seats for saw mills, 
flour mills, snuff mills, distilleries and with good soils, which land in 
the year 1802 produced nothing, but in 1804 may yield a quadruple 
interest (lot· its whole value as impmved) in mill tolls, rents, timberr 
.fo:,si!s, and crops. The profit of this course of things is proved by 
this fact, that although in the year 16~0, America did export a surplus 
of one hundred dollars, yet before 1801, in one year, they exported 
93,000,000 of dollars, which at the high American interest of six pc1· 
cent. is the interest of I ,soo,ooo,ooo of dollars; and they, at the same 
time, maintain~d with as much a\·eragc comfott as any cot<ntry on 
.earth, a popuhnion of five millions and one qt~mter. 
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MANUFACTURES. Some of the manufactures of the Unitecl 
States may be considered. as having advanced to a m~tt~re ~tate, £ttld in 
rea·ard to these, the anc1ent monopoly of Great Br1tam IS at an end. 
N ~r does the rivalship of her fabrics, uor those of other foreign nations, 
prevent a constant, , great, and increasing supply from American 
industry and skill. Foreign manufac.turers, settled in _the United 
States daily enlarge that supply. Passmg by every s;:>ecJes of me!lT, 
boards, staves, shingles, and other simple productions of labour and 
mechanism, it may be fairly stated, that the United States can supply 
themselves with all or much of the following manufactures and fabrics: 
Every quality of refined sugar, pot and p:ad ashes, malt liquors, dis
tilled spirits, from fruit, grain and molasses, starch, wafers, glue, soap, 
candles, shoes, boots, many gloves, fine, common and coarse hats, 
wrought silve1·, and gold, including much plated ware, carriages for 
pleasure and for draught, ships and boats, coopers' wares of every kind, 
saddlery, harness, and trunks, every kind of cabinet ware; lead, brass, 
pewter, and copper v:ares, and those of tin, and tin plated; many 
printed books, blank books, book bindings, much paper hanging and 
sheathing, printing and writing paper, cables, cordage, twine, and 
packthread, gunpowder, snuff, and manufactured tobacco, bricks, 
tiles, pottery, some slate, wrought marble and ston€' for buildings, 
coarse manufactures of linen, cotton and wool, and some middling 
and a few of fine qualities, some hosiery, household manufactures of 
various qualities and descriptions, a considerable quantity and variety of 
engravings, carved and gilt works, bolts, spikes, and many nails; 
chemical and galenical preparations, cannon, musquets, rifles, pistols, 
bayonets, swords, clocks, a.nd many watches, &c. &c. After repeated 
estimates in various forms and on different principles, it is held by 
persons of information and experience, that the value of all the com
modities manufactured ·in the United States (t!:ose from meal and 
wood not included) is considerably more than that of all the exported 
American products and manufactures. The progress of this impor
tant branch of the national industry is equal to every reasonable expec
tation. "\Vith respect to the finer manufactures many of them are in 
their infancy, and many of them are not yet commenced. Not a few 
will probably be long delayed. Those branches however, which 
depend on labour-saving machinery, have lately attracted the utmost 
regat"d, and •will doubtless advance with rapidity within a few years. 
No country values more than America all the interesting branches of 
household manufactures, and as the femaks weave in several of the 
states (and not the men) ft:w countl"ies pursue family manufactures to 
so great an extent. The preparation of t11e manufactures of the 
dairy, which may be indudt:cl under this head, has wonderfully increased 
\Yithin a few years. The butter fo1· example, exported in the year 
!792, was only 11,761 firkins, weighing Jess than 700,000 pounds, 
and the cheese in the same yeal", 125,925 pounds. In 1802 the butter 
was 2,361,576 pounds, and the cheese was 1,332,224 pounds, although 
the consnmptiun of the latter is annually increasing. It is upon the 
wholt: manifest, that the acquisition of foreign artists, the ingenuity of 
native AmericlU)s, the discovery of chemical secrets, the introduction 
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oflabom-suving machinery, and above all, the vast abundance and 
pet·haps the redundancy of cotton wool, must annually increase the 
importance of American manufactures. The exportation within seven 
years has increased from a few hundred thousand pounds weight, to 
so,ooo,ooo in a single year. Cotton wool everywhere in America, 
presents the strongest temptations to the thrifty housewife, and to the 
regular manufacturer. 



CHAPTER IV. 

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY. 

,I:LIMATE AND SEASONS.-1'"AEE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND AGRI
CULTURE.-RIVERS.-LAKES,-MOUNT AINS.-SW AMPS.-BOT AN r • 
--ZOOLOGY.--MINERALOGY.--MINERAL WATERS,--NATURAL 

CURIOSITIES. 

CLIMATE. THE dimate<>f the United territories, as already 
mentioned, is chiefly remarkable for sudden transitions from heat to 
cold, and thecontrary. The wind from the north-west is violently cold, 
as it passes a wide expanse of the frozen continent. In the plains on the 
east of the Apalachian chain, the summer heats are often immoderate. 
Towards the mountains the climate is salutary even in the southern 
states, as is evinced by the bloom of the damsels in the back settle
ments of Virginia, Carolina, &c. In the northern states the winter is 
longer and more severe than in England, but the summer heat more 
intense. A north-east wind commonly attends rain, while on the west 
side of the Apalachian mountains, a south-west has that effect. In 
the maritime part of Georgia, the winter is very mild, snow being 
seldom seen, and the east wind is there the warmest. 

This excessive heat of the plains may, perhaps, be regarded as one 
principal cause* of that fatal malady, called the yellow fever, which ap
peared at Philadelphia in 1793, and has since too frequently repeated its 
ravages in that and other cities of the union. Several medical men have 
treated this subject with considerable care and ability, but do not seem to 
have examined, with all the requisite attention, whetherany similar disease 
was before known on the continent. Alzate, in his fugitive remarks 
on the natural history of Mexico, has mentioned an epidemical dis
temper, called in the 1\iexican language matlazaitualt, but at Vera Cruz, 
Carthagena, and other places, known by the name of the black vomit, 
which is the chief scourge of the kil-j!Sclom of Mexicot. In 1736 and 
1737 it swept away above one third of the inh:.:bitants of the c:.tpital; 
and in 1761 and 1762 (in which latter year it visited Philadelphia), it 
almost depopulated the kingdom. Alz'lte, on no very solid theory, 
thinks that this disorder proceeds from ihe bile:; mi;"ing w-ith the blood, 

• It is still a very controverted point, whetliier the yellow fever be a nati'Ve 
disease of the United States. But it ilj. on all hands allowed, that the air of 
our large commercial towns, during the-hotter part of the summer and autumn, 
is extremely favourable to the spread o.f the disease. B. 

t D'Autroche, Voyage to California, p, 79. Ulloa, liv. iv, c. vi. says that 
the black vomit was not known till1740, and ls thought to have been i,mport
£d by the galleons from Manilla. 

vor.. 1;1. 3 L 
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the patient often bleeding at the nose and mouth ; and a relapse i~ 
extremely dangerous. He dissuades purg·atives and bleeding, a:;; when 
used for other disorders they superindtlce the matlazalmalt, which in 
Mexico always begun among the Indians, and was chiefly confined to 
them.* 

SEAsoNs. The seasons in the United States generally cm·res
pond with those in Europe, but not with the equality to be expect
ed on a continent-; as, even during the summer heats, single days 
will occur which require the warmth of a fire. The latitude of Lab
rador corresponds with that of Stockholm, and that of Canada with 
France, but what a wide difference in the temperature ! Even the 
estuary of the Delaware is generally frozen for six weeks every winter. 
It is believed, however, that the western coast ofNorthAmerica is war
merthantheeastern. The numerous forests,and wideexpanses offresh 
water, pet· haps contribute to this comparative coldness of the climat~, 
·which may gradually yield to the progress of population and industry. 

FACE oF THE CouNTRY. The face of these extensive territo
t•ies is not so minutely diversified as might have been expected, the 
features of nature being here on a larger and more uniform scale than 
in Europe. Nor are there any scenes of cla~sical or historical re
miniscence, which transport the mind to remote centuries, and imparl 
a crowd of relative ideas. The abundance of timber, and the diversity 
of the foliage, contribute greatly to enrich the landscape; which how
ever is less ennobled by lofty mountains thari by rivers of great mag
nitude ; and is frequently in jured by the barren aspect oflarge fields, 
which have been exhausted by the culture of tobacco. The northern 
states called New England are generally hiliy, as they approach the 
skirts of the Apalachian chain, which has by no unfit similitude been 
called the spine of the united territory. The vales in these northern_ 
regions are thickly clothed with wood, and often pervaded by con
-siderable rivers; and many romantic cascades are formed by rivulets 
falling from the rocks, while toward~ the shore the land is level and. 
~andy. In Virginia, a central state, the Blue Mountains, and other 
ridges, add great charms and variety to the prospect, which is further 
~livened by many beautiful plants 'and birds, particularly the humming 
bird , (twchilus colubris) sucking the honey of various flowers, and 
:rapidly glancing in the sun its indescribable hues of green, purple, 
and gold Here a plain from 150 to 200 miles in breadth, reaching 
from the mountains to the sea, is studded with the villas ofrich pro
prietor!!, the ancient hospitable country gentlemen of the Vnited States. 
~imilar levds appcat· in the Carolinas and Georgia. Beyond the 
Apalachian ridges extends another rich plain of amazing size, pervaded 

" "May' not this disorder ( says Mr. Pinkerton ) "be as much allied witlit 
the yellow fever as the black and yellow jaundice 1" The Spanish physicians 
.( he continues ) "might at any rate be consulted, as they. have long been 
accustomed to the American maladies." Tht>re is little room to doubt, that 
t,he yellow fever, a~ it has appeared in Philadelphia, &c. is the same disease 
t"Jf which Alrtte has giv~n an account. It is to be feared, that a reference 
to the Spanish physicians, would not be of much importance in a practical 
point of view. The Bri :ish physicians and those of the United States have 
cevoted much more attention to the subject. B. 
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by the muddy waves of the Missisippi. In Kentucky the surface is 
agreeably waved with gentle swells, reposing on a vast bed of lime· 
stone ; and a track along the Ohio is broken into small hills and narrow 
vales. 

SoiL. The soil, though of various descriptions, is generaiiy 
fe1tile, often, on the east of the Blue Mountains, a rich brown loamy 
earth, sometimes a yellowish clay, which becomes more and more 
sandy towa!'ds the sea. Sometimes there are considerable marshes, 
and what are calletl salt meadows, and spots called barrens, which, 
even in the orig·inal forests, are found to be bare of tree'> for a consider
able space.* On the west of the Apalachian chain the soil is also 
generally excellent ; and in Kentucky some spots are deemed too 
rich for wheat, but the. product may amount to sixty bushels an acre: 
and about six feet below the surface there is commonly a bed of lime
stone. · The vales in the northern states are al:oo very productive. 

AGRICULTURE. In agricultme the Americans arc wen skilled, 
and are eagP.r to adopt the advantages of Eng·lish experience. The 
great Washington was himself an excellent prac~!cal farmer; and it ii 
computed that at k".St three parts in fom of the inhabitants of the 
United States are employed in a~_;ric:ulture. This free and vigorous 
yeomanry may well be regarded as the chief glory of any state; and 
commerce will itr,port sdncient opulence to enable them to promote 
every possible improvement. Aio·;·ic'Jlture particuhrly flourishes in 
Kew England, New York, and Pennsylvania. But it is making rapid 
advances in all the other states ; and even in some of the poorer coun~ 
ties of those states. The more general use of gypsum, as a condiment 
or manure, has been of the utmost importance to the country. It is 
to be wished, however that more attention were paid to the use of the 
cat·bonates oflime, sqch as the common limestone, which is so abundant 
in many parts of the United States. The practice ofland~obbing, and 
other tendencies to monopoly, ought carefully to be repressed: such 
however is the progress of agricultlll'e, that the states are enabled almost 
yearly, to increase the exportation of grain and flour. In 1786 Penn
sylvania exported 150,000 barrels of flour; in 1789 no less than 3 69,618 
barrels. Among the numerous products are wheat, rye, barley, buck 
wheat, oats, beans, pease, and maize, the last a native grain". In Vir· 
ginia some t·ice is cultivated, and is found to succeed well on the banks 
of the Ohio. The German spelt (triticum spelta) a valuable product is 
also sown in Pennsylvania; and in several states hemp and flax are 
considerable objects of agriculture. The culture, of turnips, and some 
other vegetables common on English farms, seems as yet to draw too 
little attention ; but many cultivated grasses are sown, and in different 
parts of the union there are lucem, burnet, red, white, and yellow clover, 
&c. In Pennsylvania great attention is paid to the cultivation of clover.t 
. • ~ine barrens prodt1ce principally different species of pines and other cone
•eanng trees. These barren' abound in the guletheria procumbens, 01• 

mo.untain-tea, and other small vegetables. B. 
t Particularly the red dover ( tri.folium pratense ). This is not -9nly sown 

for the purpose of a pasture grass and for hay, but also as a manure for 
hnd. With this latter view, it is much attended to in Pennsylvania. Iu 
the maritime parts of Virginia, they sow with the s<~.me intention, a nativ.;: 
species of ca~ia, called t:liw ma~otty bay-be:J.n, pau-id~e-pea, l.c. .aA. 
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That invaluable plant the potato is a native of America. Several kmdj· 
of melon and cucumber are cultivated. Hops (a native plant) are also' 
cultivated : and it is almost unnecessary to add tobacco, a well known 
product of Virginia, which opulent state bears a considerable resem~ 
blance in culture and manners to some of the West Indian settlements. 
Orchards are favourite objects ; and cycler is a common beverage in the 
northern and middle states. The excellent Newtown apple grows near 
New York, and the crab-apple (pyrus coronaria) is a native of the coun
try. Peaches are greatly cultivated in Virginia, where the peach 
brandy is noted;* and there are also excellent apricots aad nectarines. 
Strawberries, of a very superior quality, grow wild in many parts of the 
union, where they purple extensive fi~Slds. 

RivERS. The chief rivers of the United States have already been 
described in the brief general view of North America; but a few may 
be here mentioned of a more confined course, and more particularly 
belonging to the United territory. The Missisippi, besides the cele
brated Ohio, pervading the centre of the United territory from east to 
west, 1·eceives many other considerable streams, among which is the 
Illinois, which waters extensive and fertile meadows. More northern 
streams, flowing into the Missisippi are the Uisconsin, the Chipawy, 
and the river St. Croix. The noble stream of the Ohio receives from, 
the north the Muskingum, the Sioto, Great and Little Miami, and the 
Wabash: from the south the Great Kennaway, the Kentucky, the 
Green River, and above all the Cumberland and the Tennessee ; while 
the country on the west of Georgia is watered by several streams which 
join the gulf of Mexico. · 

Among the numerous rivers which flow, on the east, into the Atlantic,.. 
may be mentioned the limitary stream of St. Croix, the Penabscot, 
the Kennebec, the Saco, the Merimac, the Connecticut, a long and dis
tinguished stream, which gives name to the state, but which yields in 
length, and grandeur to the Hudson river, which rising from several 
lakes in the northern parts of New York, flows into the ocean near the 
flourishing city of that name. The river Delaware, which washes 
Philadelphia, being joined by numerous streams, is more remarkable 
for its width than for the length of its course. The Susquehanna is 
distinguished by both these attributes, and after a long and circuitous 
progress forms the chief contributary stream to the bay ofChesapeak; 
which also receives the Potomac, the Rappahannoc, York river, and 
James Ri.-er. The Potomac is 11ot only distinguished as the seat of 
the new capital, but for its irruption through the Blue Ridge of the 
Apalachian Mountains, being first joined by the Shenandoa, a consi
derable river from the south. The range however consists of broken 
rocks, and the scene is thought to yield greatly in sublimity to the 
passa~e of the Lat:ricocha o1· false Maranon, thr~ugh the Andes, 
worn into perpendicular walls of stupendous he1c;llt and length .. 
Fmth~r to the south the chief rivers flow west into the Ohio and. 

" In many parts of the United States, the peach-trees are greatly in j urecl 
by the lai"Va of a peculiar insect. But peaches, not inferior tg the finest fruit; 
of this kind· in Europe, abound in :oome parts of New York, Pennsyh·ania, 
&c, }3, 
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.Missisippi. But the Black water and Staunton join the Roanok inlet: 
and Pamlico sound receives a river of the same name. That of cape 
Fear, the Pedee, the Santee, the Savannah, and the Altamahaof Georgia; 
dose the list of thft chief rivers of the United States. 

LAKEs. Besides the great lakes which form the northern boun-
dary, and which have been already mentioned in the general descrip
tion of North America, there are some considerable lakes in the north
ern part~ of the United territory. Those vn the west have been littl~ 
explored. The small lakes called Cedar, Little Winnipeg, and Leech, 
supply some of the principal sources of the Missisippi. 

CHAMPLAIN. On the east the most important lake is that of 
Champlain, rather resembling a wide river, which flows into that of St. 
Lawrence, and supplies an easy communication with Canada. The 
Champlain is the bmandary between the states of New York and Ver
mont, being in length about seventy-five geographical miles, while the 
breadth seldom exceeds four or five; and it terminates in the broad river 
called Chambly or Richlieu, which falls within the limits of Canada, 
Lake Gem:ge, at the southern extremity of Champlain, approaches 
within a few miles of the Hudson river, so that a canal might be opened 
at no- gr.eat expense. Besides many small lakes south-west of the 
Champlain, there are se•-eral other lakes in the same direction, and 
also in the state of New-York, as the Oneida, the Cayuga, the Sen
neka, the Cannendagua, &c. These, though not very considerable in 
magnitude, are of great importance in facilitating the conveyance of 
produce through an immense extent of territory. 

MouNTAINS. The chief mountains have been likewise de-
scribed in the ge.neral view of North America. The White and Green 
mountains in the northern states, and the Land's Height, which bounds 
the district of Maine, may be regarded as elongations of the Apalachian 
chain, to which also belong the Savage and Bald mountains, and the 
Allegheny, so called. from another name of the river Ohio,* (sometimes 
extended to the whole Apalachian,) with many other local denomina
tions, the Blue Mountains being the most general term for the exterior 
~onsiderable ridge towards the ocean.t 

FoRESTS. Aboriginal forests are so numerous throughout the 
United territory, that none seem to be particularly distinguished. There 
do not appear to exist, on the whole continent of America, any of 
those sandy deserts which are so remarkable in Asia and Africa. 

" It is believed that the name Allegheny lias never been extended to anT 
part of the Ohlo below the scite of Pittsburg, or Fort Pitt, where the great 
stream well known in the United States by the name of Allegheny, meets with 
the Monongahela, from the south. The name Ohio (perhaps more properly 
Hohio) is bestowed upon the river immediately after their junction. B. 

t The component parts of the White Mountains seem to be slate, petrosilex~ 
and grey quartz, or perhaps granite See Morse, p. 293. The Blue Moun
tains are sometimes called the South mountains, while the Apalachian chain 
is called the North mol\ntains, and, from an Indian term, the Endless moun
tains. lt appears from repeated passages of Kalm that they chiefly consist of 
what may be called calcaleous granite, or mingled limestone, quartz, and mica. 
l'he river Htid.son cu~s d:itectly aero~:.; the high rid~e of mountaim;. Ka!m,. 
p.77. 
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There is, on the contrary, an exuberance of water even in some of the 
most torrid regions. Even the volcanos in South America often pour 
down torrents of water and mud, and nowhere occur the sanely ruins 
of plains, after the fertile soil has been totally lost, or the rocky skeletons 
of ancient mountains. 

DISMAL Sw Ali1P. The large tract in the eastern part of 
Virginia and North Carolina, called the Dismal Swamp, occupies about 
150,000 acres; but it is entirely covered with trees, juniper, and cypress 
on the more moist parts, and on the drier white and red oaks, and a. 
variety* of pines. These trees attain a prodi~;ious size ; and among 
them there is often thkk brushwood, so as to render the swamp imper
vious, while other forests in North America are frequently free from 
under-wood. Cane reeds (different species of arundo) and tall rich 
grass, soon fatten the cattle of the vicinity, which are taught to return 
to the farms of their own accord., In this swampy forest, bears, wolves, 
deer, and other wild animals abound; and stories (for which, perhaps, 
there is no foundation) are told of children having been lost, who have 
been seen, after many years, in a wild state of nature. Some parts are 
so dry as to bear a horse, while some are overflowed, and others s~ 
miry that a man would sink up to the neck. A canal has been led 
through it; and even in the dry parts w~ter of the colour of brandy, as 
is supposed from the roots of the junipers, gushed in the depth of 
three feet. In the northern part the timber supplies an article of trade, 
while in the southern rice is fdund to prosper; and in the neighbourhood 
none of these diseases are known which haunt other marshy situations.t 

SwAMPS. Georgia presents a singular marsh, or in the wet 
season a lake, called Ekansanoko, by others Ouaquafenoga,f in the 
south-east extremity of the state. This marshy lake is about 300 miles 
in circumference, and contains several large and fertile isles, one of 
which is represented by the Creek Indians as a kind of paradise, inha
bited by a peculiar race, whose women are incomparably beautiful, and 
are called by them daughters of the sun. These islanders are said to 
be a remnant of an ancient tribe, nearly exterminated by the Creeks. 

BoT ANY. A country that expenences on one frontier the severity 
ef the Canadian winters, and on the other basks in the full radiance of 

• Weld, 179. 
t On the north-east of the Cbesapeak is another of great extent callec;l 

Cedar Swamp; and many other large swamps occur in the southern states. 
t Mr. Pinkerton objects to " such long and barbarous appellatives, derived 

from savages who have a word of fourteen syllables to express the number 
tbree." He says, " they ought ·to be abbreviated, and reduced to a fixed 
orthography, by some learned society." It will not be denied, that some of 
the Indian appellatives of the rivers, mountains, &c. of their country, are very 
long, and sometimes difficult of pronunciation. 1\'Iany others, however, are 
r;ufficiently short; many of them are soft-sounding, or beautiful, and all of 
them, it is believed, extremely appropriate and significant. We could not 
wish for shorter appellatives than the following, VIZ. Ohio, Missouri, and, 
Potomac. Wherever we have become acquainted v. ith the precise import of 
the Indian names, we readily acknowledge the peculiar propriety of them. 
Much attention bas been paid to this subject, in the United States; and a gen
tleman, who has, for many years, been engaged in inquiries concerning the 
history, manners, languages, &c. of the Indians, is preparing for the publi~ 
~·~memoir ~n the ln~i;m geography of the Unit~d States." :B. 
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the \Vest-Indian summers, may naturally be e:xpect€d to contain no 
small variety of native plants. So numerous and important indeed are 
the~, a~ to render it impossible in a work not devoted particularly to the 
subJect to notice them as they deserve ; we must therefore be con-
1ented with the selection of such alone as, from their utility and heauty 
have the strongest claim to our attention,. 

The botany of these states, including the Floridas, or, in other 
words, of the whole region extending eastward fmm the Missisippi to 
the ocean, and southward from the river St. Law1·ence with its lakes 
to the gulf of Me.l.ico, may be divided into those Yegetables which are 
common to the whole country, and those th'lt occupy only particular 
parts. -

Some of the most generally diffused species among the timbe1· trees 
are the willow leaved oak (quercus phellos) growing in the swamps: 
the chestnut oak (q. prinos), which in the southern states attains an 
enormous size, and is almost as valuable tor its sweet farinaceous acorns 
as for its wood; the white oak ; the red and the black. Next to these 
in rank are two kinds of walnut, the black, and the white or the hickory, 
esteemed for its oily nuts. The chestnut and beech of America appear 
to be specifically distinct from those of the old worlct. The tulip tree 
and sassafras laurel, more impatient of cold than the preceding, appear 
as shrubs on the Canadian borders, rise into trees in the midland states, 
and on the warm banks of the Altahama attain the full perfection of 
stateliness and beauty. The sugar maple, on the contrary, is seen only 
<ln the northern sides of the hills in the southern states, and increases 
both in size and frequency in the more northern clime2. of New York 
and New England. The sweet gum tree (liquidambar sty1-aciflua), 
the iron wood (carpinus ostrya), the nettle tree (cehis oc-:identalis), the 
American elm, the black poplar, and the taccamahaccr,, appear in almost 
every stat~;: of the union wherever the soil is suitable, without being 
much affected by variety of climate. The light sandy tr«cts, both wet 
and dry, are principally inhabited by the impmtant and useful family 
of pines; of these the chief species are the Pennsylvania fir, the com
mon and the hemlock spruce fir; the black, the white, and the W ey
mouth pine ; and the larch; nearly allied to which are the arbor vitre, 
and the juniperusvirginiana, the red cedar of America. The smaller· 
trees and shrubs that are dispersed through different parts of the United 
States, among a multitude of othe!':o, consist of the following: different 
species of kalmia, rhododendron, andromeda, vaccinium, laurus, the 
horse-sugar (hopea tinctoria), the beautiful franklinia, the fringe tree 
(chionanthus), the halesia, dirca, and various species of sumach.* 

Such of the common herbaceous plants and low shrubs as are best 
known to the generality of readers from their inti·ocluction into the gar
dens of Great Britain are the collinsonia, used by the Indians against 
the bite of the rattlesnake, the dodecatheon meaclia, several gay species 

"' Mr. Pinkerton mentions the following as some of the " smaller trees and 
shrubs," of the United States, viz. the red maple ( acer rubrum), the red mul
berry (morus rubra. ), the persimmon plumb ( dws!"Jyros Vir0inia.na ), the white
flowering locust (robinia pseud-acacia), and the honey.](cus: (gleditsia tria
•antha ). All these, );tow ever, are trees of consicierahlc;; magnitude. B. 
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of phlox, the Pennsylvania lily and the golden mart:igon, the biennial 
oenothera, with many species of aster, solidago, monarda, and rud
beckia. 

The mountainous ridges are not sufficiently high to be rich in the 
most elevated alpine plants; their climate however is sensibly cooler 
than that of the plains, on which account those of the south are inhabited 
by the vegetables of Pennsylvania and the northern states, while the 
highlands of these abound in the plants of Canada. Some of the higher 
ridges of mountains abound in various species of filices, or ferns ; one 
of the most common and beautiful of which is the American maiden
hair (adiantum pedatum). The sweet fern (comptonia asplenifolia), 
the mountain-tea . (gaultheria procumben'l), the partridge berry, 
(mitchella repens), the <>il nut or elk nut (pyrularia pubera of Michaux) 
are also mountain vegetables. 

But the glories of the American flora are principally confined to 
Virginia and the southern states ; it is here that the unfading verdure 
of the wide savannas, the solemn magnificence of the primeval forests, 
and the wild exuberance of the steaming swamps, offer to the astonished 
admiration of the botanist every thing that by colour, by fragrance, and 
by form, can delight the senses and fix the attention. 

Among the vegetables that inhabit the low shares of the Floridas, 
Georgia, and South Carolina, may be distinguished the mangrove tree, 
the only shrubby plant that can flourish in saltwater, the fragrant and 
snowy-flowered pancratium of CaroUna, and the splendid lobelia cardina
lis. This last is a cummon plant in many parts of North America. 

The low ridges of calcareous soil running parallel \~ith the rivers, and 
rising from the level savannas into extensive lawns and swelling hills, 
are generally covered with open or entangled woods, except where they 
have been converted into tillage by the industry of the inhabitants. In 
these ri<:h tracts grow the lofty palmetto, the evergreen oak, the sweet 
bay (laurus borbonia), the spice wood (laurus benzoin), the wide shading 
broom pine, and the red cedar. The strait silvery columns of the papaw 
fig, rising to the height of twenty feet, and crowned by a canopy of 
broad sinuated leaves, form a striking feature in this delicious scenery ; 
while the golden fruit and fragrant blossoms of the orange,* here realise 
the ancient traditions of the groves of the Hesperides. Superior how
ever to all these is the towering magnifi<:ence of the great magnolia : 
in this rich mady soil it rises above a hundred feet, with a perfectly 
erect trunk, supporting a shady conical head of dark green foliage : 
from the centre of the coronets of leaves that terminate the branches 
expands a large rose-shaped blossom of pure white, which is succeeded 
by a crimson cone, containing tbe seeds of a beautiful coral red colour, 
and these falling from their cells remain for several days suspended 
from the seed-vessel by a silky thread, six inches or more in length, so 
that whether in this state or in blossom it is second to none for grandeur 
and beauty. 

The level plains by the sides of rivers, and therefore generally in 
;;t flooded state during the whole rainy season, are called savannas. The 
trees that grow upon them are of the aquatic kind) such as magnolia 

• The orange, however, is not a native of any part of America.. B. 
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glauca, or beaver tree, American olive, and gordonia lasianthus, silvered 
over with fragrant blossoms : these are generally either single, or 
grouped together into small open groves, while the larger part of the 
fneadow is overgrown with long succulent herbage, intermixed with 
:shrubs and plants ; the candleberry myrtle, with numerous species of 
azaleas, kalmias, andromedas, and rhododendrons, arranged by the hand 
.of nature into thickets and shrubberies, entwined and over-arched by the 
crimson granadilla, or the fantastic clitoria, here display their inimitable 
~eauties in full luxuriance. The sides of the pools and the shallow 
plashes are adorned by the bright crerulean flowers of the axia, the 
golden blossoms of the canna lutea, and the rosy tufts of the hydrangia, 
while the edges of the groves, and the dubious boundaries of the sa van: 
nas, rising imperceptibly towards the forests, are fi.inged by innumera
ble. gay varieties of the phlox, by the shrinking sensitive plant, the 
irritable diona:a, the glowing amaryllis atamasco, and the impenetrable 
t·anks of the royal palmetto (yucca gloriosa). 

The swamps are at all times, even in the height -of summer, for 
the.most part under water, and are distinguished ft'Om the rest of the 
country· by the crowded stems of the cane (arundo gigantea), the -light 
foliage of the tupelo tree (nyssa aquatica) the taccamahacea, the fringe 
tree, and the white cedar (cupressus disticha); this last is perhaps the 
-most picturesque tree in aU America: four or five enormous buttresses 
'Or rude pillars rise from the ground, and unite in_ a kind of arch at the 
height of about seven feet, and from this centre there springs a strait 
column eighty or ninety feet high,' without a branch: it then divide& 
into a flatblmbrella-shaped t0p, covered with finely divided leaves of the 
most delicate green. This platform is the secure abode of the c::agle 
and the crane; and the oily seeds contained in its cones are the favour~ 
ite repas(of the parroquets that are constantly fluttering around. 

Hundreds more of interesting plants yet remain, and we might go 
()n to desCJ;ibe with unabated pleasure the profusion of various coloured 
.Jupines and dwarf palme~s that relieve the dusky hue of the pine 
forests in which they live; the wild vines, the gourds, the bignonias, and 
()ther climbers that display to the sun their fruits and glowing blossoms 
.above the summits of the tallest trees; we might describe the tent-like 
-shade of the platanus, the regal splendour of the crimson-flowered horse
chestnut, and the humbler, less obtrusive, yet not less exquisite beauties 
of the media, the spigelia {Indian pink), inany species of asclepias, and 
gam-a, but these om· limits Ylill not admit; it is enough for the presen.: 
purpose to haYe sketched some of the characteristic features in the 
botany of a country, the most accessible of all the warmer climates to 
the investigations of European science. 

ZooLOGY. The domestic zoology Qf the United States nearly 
conesponds with that of the parent country, with some few shades of 
difference in size and colour. Among the kn·gcr wild animals may be 
mentioned the biwn, large herds of which used to be seen near the 
Missisippi, and they were once very 11tjmerous in the western parts of 
Virginia and Pennsylvania. The musk bull and cow only appear in the 
more western regions, beyond the Missisippi. Among the animal~ 
now, in all probability, lost, the mawmoth deserves pal'ticular attention. 
The bones of this species of elephant h.ps;;: been di$cpver~d in m;mr 

VOL. II. 3 ~! 
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parts of North-America; particularly in the western country, at the 
salines of the Ohio, on the waters of the Cumberland river, and in the 
state of New York. The teeth and bones of other large animals have 
also been foutld, some of the most singular of :which are deposited in the 
museum of the American Philosophical Society, at Philadelphia. These 
were found in a nitrous cave, ·in the western parts of Virginia. They 
are the remains of an animal of_ considerable size, and, perhaps, not 
specifically distinct from that whose skeleton was found in the year 
1796, near the banks of the river Plata, in South America. An inge
nious French naturalist, Mr. Cuvier, of Paris, has rendered it highly 
J'>robable, that these bones are the remains of animals, long since extinct. 
The mC~ose deer are become extremely rare, and will probably in no 
long time be utterly extirpated, as the wolf and boar have been in 
Britain. The black moose deer are said to have been sometimes twelve 
feet in hdg·ht, while the species called the grey seldom exceed the 
heig-ht of a horse. Both have large palmated horns; weighing thiJ;ty 
or forty pounds. Mr. Pennant mentions a pair that weighed fifty~six 
pounds, the length being thirty-two inches.* The moose deeris only 
a _large species of the elk, and is .found in the northern parts of the 
United States ; while the reign deer inhabits the northern regions of 
British America. The American stag, better known by the name of 
elk, rather.exceeds the European in size, and is seen_ in great num~. 

· bers feeding in the tich savan.nas of the Missouri and Missisippi,t 
where there are _also herds of that kind called the Virginian deer, or 
cervus virginianus, 

In the northei·n states are two kinds of bears, both black; but that 
carniYorous animal qt!Je.d the mnging bear is found in all the states, as 
is t~te wolf. Sc,·eral kinds of foxes are also seen: and the wolverine 
(ursus luscus) is a spcceis of bear. The animal mostdt·eaded is the cata~ 
:rnount, 01' cat of .the mountains, found in the northern ·and middle 
states, and is probably the same with the ftuma of Penn aut, which is 
sometimes in North America called the palither .. ·One killed in New~ 
hampshire wag six feet in length, and the tail three ; but the le~th of 
the leg did not exceed twelYe inches. The couger is about fiye feet in 
length, a,nd in the southem stutes is called the tiger: but it is well 
known that the ferocious animals of the new continent are totally differ" 
ent from those of the old, there being neither lions, tigers, leopards, 
nor panthers, in the whole extent of America. A Genna[\ missionc;~.ry,:j: 
who resided twenty-two years in Paraguay, describes the tiger of that 
country us marked with black spots, sometimes on a whitish, sometimes 
pn a yellowish ground; and says that as the lions of Africa far exceed 
those of Paraguay, so the African tigers gt·eatly yield in size to the 
American; which may be just, as the royal tiger seems peculiar to 
Asi;•. But he adds that he has seen the skin of a tiger three ells and 
t\\ o mches in length, or equal to that of a large ox. This anim::tl easiiy 
f:arri(;S ofi tt horse or Jill o:s.: n,..'1d se~ms to exceed ip size al)y _\me-

~ A. Z. i. 18. 
t This fine animal has peen de~crihell by the name of cerv~1s, wapiti, 1l'apit: 

being one of its Indian n<lmes. B. 
1 Dobrizhofl'er de Abironibus,. vol. il. 283. Vienna, 1784. 8yo. 
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rican beast of prey admitted in the system of Buffon, whose fondness 
for theories is often .to be lamented; and his jaguar, or American tiger, 
seems only a diminutive species.* 

The lynx, the ocelot, and the margay, are smaller beasts of prey, 
of the ca~ kind. These and tnany· 'other animals supply furs. The 
beaver is well known from the fur, and the singular formation of his 
cabin, built in ponds for the sake of security ; but he seems to feed on 
the twigs of· trees, and not on fish, as commonly supposed. This 
industrious animal is found in all the states, and is somewhat imitated 
by the musk rat, who likewise builds his hut in shallow streams.t The 
morse or sea cow, and the seal, used to frequent the northern shores; 
and the manati, common in South America, sometimes appears on the 
southern coasts ; this animal, which has fore feet like hands, and a tail 
like a fish, ;while the breasts of the female resemble those of a woman, 
seems to be the mermaid of fable. 

Among the, birds there are many species of eagles, hawks, vultures, 
owls; and numerous sorts called by European names, though generally 
different in the eye of the naturalist. The bird called a turkey 
(me!eagris gallapavo), is peculiar to America, and abounds through a 
great tract of country. They were brought from Mexico to Spain, 
and from Spain to Eng·land about 1524; the African poultry, or rnelea
grides, of more ancient authors, being Guinea fowls.:j: There at·e also 
birds which considerably resemble the partt·idge, ptarmigan, and quail, 
of Europe. The United States abound with beautiful birds, amo;1g which 
is the hrimming bird, as already mentioned, and the Virginia nightingale, 
(loxia cardinalis), whil~ the wakon is said to resemble the bird of para
dise :II and it may be conceived that vast varieties of aquatic birds crowd 
the numerous lakes and rivers, the largest being the wild swan, which 
sometimes weighs thirty-six pounds. Some species of pelican are also 
common."* Some of the frogs (rana ocellata, &c.) are of remarkable 
size; and the tortoise, or turtle, supplies a delicious foocl,tt while the 
alligator is extremely common in the southern rivers. Of serpents 
Mr. Morse enumerates near forty kinds found in the United territories. 
The black snake is the largest, being· from six to ten or twelve feet ir:t 
length, but is quite innocent. There are different species of rattlesnakes: 
all of them are characterised by a peculiar tail-apparatus, the crejtita
..culum, or rattle, from which they receive their name. They are all 
venemous. These animals seldom attain the length of seven feet. The 

• Perhaps from Cayena: but such exp.orted animals are always small, and. 
:z.oo1qgy is not much assisted by a menagery. 

t No species of monkey, whatever may have been asserted to the contrary, 
is a native within the limits of the United States, unless under this appellatio!l 
we include the country of Louisiana, in which, it is probable, some species of 
this genus '":17 he natives. B. 

:j: Penr ant, A. Z. i. 349. 
II I ta!ce this bird to beth<: musdcapa tyrannus. Carver says, the Nau. 

dowessie Indi:..ns seem to treat it as if it was "of a superior ramk to any 
(olther of the feathered race." B. 

•• For some account of the birds of the United States., see Fragments of thcr, 
N:~,tural History of Pennsylvania. Part I. Philadelphia: 1799. B. 

tt The soft-shell turtle (testndo ferox) ill peculiar to America. It is com
m<tn in th, s .. utflern paru of the United Stac.:s. lil. 
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mocasin is als-o a poisonous species. The fish of the United States are 
very numerous, but have not been sufficiently examined. Not a few of 
them are common to the old and to the new world. Such are the sal
mon, cod, shad, herring, &c. But the rivers, and especially the lakes 
of this great tmct of country, seem to possess many species that are 
pecular to America. Perhaps no portion of the world is more abun
dant in insects than the United States. M<!>ny of these are extremely 
iiljurious to the ·.-arious wild and cultivated vegetables. The Hessian
fk, the pea-bug (bruchus pisi), the insects so destructive to the peach 
tree, not to mention· many others, appear to be indigenous animals. 
Beside these, not a few of the pernicious insects of Europe have been 
:mported. Some of the native insects of the United States have, how
ever, been applied to useful purposes. Thus the potato-fly (lytta. 
''ittata of Fabricius) ill used as a substitute for cantharides, to which 
it is by no means inferior in strength. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of the United States has been 
much less attended to than the botany and zoology of this great tract of 
country. This is a circumstance much to be regretted, as it is pre
sumed that few countries of the world will be found more interesting in 
a mineralogical point of view, than th~ countries of the union, even 
exclusin:ly of the new acquired territory of Louisiana.* In the district 
of l\Jaine, the foundries ~1re supplied with bog iron ore; and there is 
s;tid LObe a kind of stone which yields copperas or vitrol, and sulphur. 
Aluminous earths are common in many of the states. Iron ore is found 
in great abundance in Massachusetts, where there are considerable 
manufactmes. It is believed that every state in the union is more or 
less abundantly supplied with this met?.llic body, in different forms. 
But it is particularly almn(lant in some of the states, as in Pennsylvania, 
where the beds of ore appear to be inexhaustible. Copper ore is also 
common in Massachusetts, with black lead and aluminous slate; and 
asbestos is s~id to be found in a quary of limestone. In Rhode Island 
there are mines of iron and copper ; and at Diamond Hill a variety ()~· 
curious stones.t On the banks of the Connecticut is a lead mine, but too 
expensive to work; and zinc is also found, with talcs and crystals of 
y;•rious colours. At Philipsbmt',' in New York is a silver mine; and 
lead, zinc, and manganese, with copper and coal. Gypsum, talc, asbes4 

tos, a1so occur in that extensive state. In New Jersey a rich copper 
mine was long wrought, pretended to have been discovered by a flame 
visible in the night, like one of the gold mines in Hungary. Copper 
ure is found in Pennsylnnia. A lump of gold ore was found near the 
Ltlls of Rappahannock, probably rolled down from its source, or that 
of some tributary rivulet. Gold is said to have been found in North 
Carolina. In Virginia there are led mines which yield from fifty to eighty 

• Mr. Pinkerton asserts, that " the miner~logy of the United States will 
not supply an extensive theme, as few substances are found, except thuo<, 
which are indeed the most precious to industry, iron and coal." An attention 
to the prc~ent article, as it is corrected in this new edition, will serve to shew 
the erroneousness of the a5sertion. But i~ w~ts not thought necessary to enter 
extensively into the consideration of this subject. B. 

t Native cr.pper is found on the rinr Tonnagan, wliich I'Uns into Lake Su
perior. Ma~kem:ic, :'l:!i. 
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pounds from.one hundred of ore: coppet·, manganese, and black lead are 
also found ; and there 'is abundance of excellent coal on both sides of 
James river. Coal also abounds towards the Missisippi and Ohio; and at 
Pittsburg, in Pennsylvania, is of a superior q\1ality: but this valuable 
mineral is chiefly worked in Virginia, where the beds seem very exten
sive. Limestone is rare in Virginia, on the east of the Blue ridg·e ; 
but there is a vain of marble which crosses James river. On the west 
side of this ridge limestone abounds : indeed it constitutes the founda
tion of the great vallies that are comprehended between the Blue ridge 
and North mountain, and other extensive chains of hills. In Pennsyl
vania, and in Maryland, the eastern veins of limestone are more abun
dant. Amethyst;,, or violet-coloured crystals, are also found in Virgi
nia; and an emerald is mentioned by Mr. Jefferson. Emeralds have 
also been discovered in the vicinity of Philadelphia. North Carolina 
is crossed by a long ridge of limestone, in a south-westerly direction, 
and some useful minerals have been discovered. In the territory south 
of the Ohio, what is called stone-coal is found in the Cumberland moun
tains, or great Laurel ridge, and there are salt springs near the uppet· 
branches of the Tennessee. In South Carolina there are appeamnces 
of gold, silver, lead, and copper, with abundance of iron ore, and quar
l·ies of free stone.;, Georgia, the most soutpern state, is of a rich soil; 
bu't besides a bank of oyster shells, ninety miles from the sea, w'e are 
not prepared to say much on its mineralogy.t 

MINERAL VYATERS. There are many mineral waters, of 
various virtues, in different pa,rts of the United States, and some of them 
not inferior to those of Bath, or Aix-la,-Chapelle. In the state of Ver
mont, there Is a remarkable sulphureous spring, which dries up in two 
or three years, and bursts out in another place. Tl1erc are several 
mineral springs in Massachusetts, but little fr_equented, and there is 
another at Stafford in Connecticut. Those of Saratoga, in the state of 
New York, are remarkably copious, and surrounded with singular petri
factions. They are oonsiderably ft•equented, as "·ell of·those of New 
Lebanon in the same country. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and 
several other states abound in excellent chalybeate waters, some of which 
;tre much frequented: and near Oil creek, in Pennsylvania, on the river 
Allegheny, there is a spring which yields petroleum, said to be useful 
in rheumatic complaints. Several warm springs occur in Virginia, 
one of them !Ofi' degrees. These are in the county of Bath, and al'e 
much resorted to ; but others, more freqtJented, are near the rivet· 
Potomac, in the county of Berkeley. A butuminous spring was d.iscc
vcred on the estate of gene1·al vV ASHINGTON, which easily takes fire, 

" Native qlJicksilver is said to have been found in the neighbourhood of 
Reading, in Pennsylvania. A bed of cinnabat has been discovered in Virgi
nia. Immense quantities of sulphur, in a pretty pure state, are found in New 
York, and many vther parts of the union. Black lead, arsenick, and antimony 
have been found in South Carolina. Mr. Chenevix has furnished us with;~, 
valuable analysis of a peculiar mineral (from 1'lassac1Ulsetts), which he b.::
licves to contain a new semi-metal. B.· 

t O)'Ste.rs are however found in the rivers at a considerable distance from 
the sea, a~ appears from Mr. v,>eld and other authors. According to lmla.y, 
13.5~ t1J.ere is~ very rich vein of copper on the river w·<tbash. · 
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and continues burning for some time. The salt springs in Kentucky 
also deserve mention ; and there are others in the state of Tennessee. 
Those at Onondaga, in the state of New York, are.extremely valuable, 
supplying a great tract of country with this necessary article. Immense 
mines of rock-salt, have been discovered in one of the southern branches 
of the Missouri, in-Louisiana. In Georgia, near the town of '•Vash
ington, there is a remarkable spring rising from a hollow tree, which is 
incrusted with matter most probably calcareous. There are several 
mineral springs, of different properties, in South Carolina. The Eutaw 
spring which is purgative, will long be remembered, by reason of the 
engagement which took place near this water, in the year 1781, between 
the American army and that of Great Britain." 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIES. The natural curiosities of the United 
States are numerous; and many of them have been examined with atten
t!on. Besides the irruption of . the river Pqtomac- through the Blue 
ridge, and other objects already mentioned, the principal uncommon 
features of nature shall be briefly indicated from Mr. Morse's American 
Ge.ography, and from other sources. In Vermont there is a remark
able impendent ledge of rocks, about two.hundred feet high, on the 
west bank of the river Connecticut; and in the same state is a curious 
stalactitic cave, in which, after ~ descent of 104 feet, there opens a spa
cious room about 20 feet in breadth, and I 00 in length, with a circular 
hall at the further end, at the bottom of which boils up a deep spring of 
clear wat~r. Hattlesnake hill in New Hampshire presents a stalactitic 
cave; and near Durha\n is a rock so poised on another, as to move with 
one finger; a natural remain of a ruined bill, though in England it would, 
pel'lmps, be called Druidical. The rivulet in Massachusetts, called 
Hudson's Brook, has excavated in a fantastic manner a large rock of 
white marble.t The falls of the river Powow, in the same state, are 
not only curious in therrijch·es, but present ~nany grotesque mills, and 
other monuments of industry ; and a simila:· appearance occurs on the 
river Pantnkit in Hhode Island. In Connecticut is a cave which was 
for some time the retl'eat of 'Vhaley and GotTe, two of the judges oi 
Charles I. and in the town of Pomfret is another, rendered remarkable 
by a humourous adventme of general Putnam. 

In the state of New York a rivulet runs under a hill about seventy 
yards in diameter, forming a beautiful arch in the rock; and there is a 
stalactitic cave in which was found the petrified skeleton of a large 
snake. The falls of the Mohawk river, called Cohoes, are more remark~ 
able for the width of the stream, than from the height of the descent. 
The height of the fall, however, is about seventy-five feet, and its width 
nine hundred. There are some very considerable falls on the Jenisseia 
river, which rising in Pennsylvania, passes through the state of New 
York, and empties itself into lake Ontario. The falls of Pasaek, in 
New Jersey, are an interesting object, as are those called Ohiopyle, on 
the Yochiogeny, in Pennsylvania. The Catawba falls, in South Cam-

" See Dravton's view of South Carolina, &c. for some interesting informa
tion respecting the natural history of this ~tate. B. 

t The small sandy desert, about five miles i1i lcngth,.near Race Point, whick 
hJ:S overwhelmed a forest of tr€es, also deserves mention. Morse, p. Sl6. 
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Jina, are about ninety feet in height. There is a beautiful cascaue in 
J?ayett~ county, in Pennsylvania, over a semicircular rock elf mar~le; 
In Pennsylvania there ar~ also some remarkable caY~s'. one of whrch 
resembles a church with pillars and monuments. Thts Is on the Swa
tara a branch ofthe Sunquehanna, in the county of Dauphin. In ~he 
territory on the.north-west of the Ohio, the savannas, ot' rich plains, 
extend for thirty or forty miles without any tree ; they are crowded 
with deer, wild cattle, and turkies, and often visited by bears and wolves. 
This' district is re~arkable for a number of old forts, chiefly of an 
oblong .form, With an adjoining tumulus or tomb. Many of these 
ancient. works have--already been examined, and engravings of some 
of them. liave been published, both in England and !n America. 
\:V'hoev.er·inay.iliavd . .been the. constructors of them, there can be little 
doubt that they are the remains of nations who were numerous, and 
much further advanced. in the arts, than the greater· number of the 
American tribes that are now known to us. The periods of their con
struction are unknown to us, but there are very good reasons for believ
ing, th.:'1t in-an)i 'of them have been in ruins for more than a century be
fore the_ disco"lei-y of America by Colon. As the Mexicans have a 
tradition, that they:. originally migrated from the north, it has been con
jectured tlwt:these works '~may perhaps be remains of their first resi
dence, or of some nation. which' they subdued." The Mexican tracli
tion is perhaps as worthy of credit, as the similar traditions of other 
nations. : But it is highly improbable that the Mexicans, in the 
conrse of tb.eir migration, ever visited the shores of lake Erie, or the 
banks of the Muskingurn, Miami, and Scioto, where these works are 
extremely_numerous.* In the -western part of Maryland there are 
some remarkahle caves ; and many others occur in Virginia, particu. 
larly. that called Madison's cave, on the north-west side of the Blue 
ridge, extending about 300 feet in solid limestone: The blowing cave 
emits a strong current of air, particularly in frosty weather. The 
natural bt'idge is a sublime ancl striking curiosity, being a rock covered 
with soil and trees, across a chasm, appearing to have been opened in 
the course of ages by a brook, which now runs between two aFld three 
hundred feet beneath. t The breadth of this bridge is about sixty ftet; 
and the thickness of the mass about for'ty.:j: The rock is limestone, 
which easily wastes by the attrition of water, whence the nu-mber of 
caverns in that kind of rork, while in the granitic1 or argillaceous they 
rarely occm. In Kentucky the banks of the river so called, and of 
Dick:s river, are wmetimes four hundred feet in height of limestone, 
or white n:)arble ; and there are said- to be caverns of some miles in 
length, thus rivalling the celebrated cave in Carinthia. The territory 
on the south of Ohio (Tennessee) presents a remarkable Ied~e of rocks 
in the Cumberland mountains, about thirty miles in length, and two 

~-See Transactions. of the American Philosophical Society, VoL iv. No. 
xxn. Also, ObservatiOns on some parts of Natural History, &c. &c. part first, 
London: 1787. B . 

. l--T~is brook often dries up entirely. In this state I found it in the begin
mng of September, 1802. B. 

tIn Mr. Weld's travel's there is a print of this ~ingulv.r bridge, which ili not 
only curious lmt of great uti!it.y. 
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hundred feet thick, with a perpendicular face to the sot'lth-east. The 
whirl is more grand than the irruption of the Potomac through the 
Blue ridge ' the Tennessee, which a few miles above is half a mile wide, 
contracts to one hundred yards, and forces ·its way through the outer 
ridge of the Apalachian, forming a whirlpool by striking against a large 
rock. North Carolina furnishes us with one of the greatest curiosities 
in the United States. This is commonly called a "wall," and is sup
posed by some to be the work of the ancient inhabitants of the country. 
More careful inquiries, however, render it probable, that it is entirely 
a natural assell'l.blage of regularly crystallized stones, ·of different sizes. 
In Georgia the chief curiosity is a large bank of oyster shells, ninety 
mile~ from the sea, to which it runs nearly parallel: ifthe river Savan-
11ah never passed in that direction, it iF> probi:tble that the land has 
gained so far on the ocean.* . ' :. :. 

IsLANDs, The chief islands belonging to the United States are 
the following, viz. Martha's Vineyard, which is part of the state ofMas.
sachusetts: it is about twenty-one miles lohg and six broad. Nantucket) 
belonging to the same state:. this lies to the eastward of lVlartha's Vine• 
ya1·d ; and is fifteen miles long, and its general brealilth three and an 
half miles. Rhode Island, from which the state receiv~ its name, is about 
15 miles hmg from north-east to south-west, and about three !l;nd an haff 
broad. The town of Newport is situated in the island;:. 'Long Island 
belongs to the state of New York. It extends from Hudson's river, 
oppo~ite to Staten Island; almost to the western bounds of the coast of 
Hhode Island, and terminates with Montauk Point : it ·is . about 140 
miles long, and its average breadth not above ten: it is separa'ted from 
Connecticut by Long Island Sound: tf.lisislaml was called by the Indians 
of the country, Manhattan, and afterwa:nds Nassau Island. Staten 
Jsland, ah·eady mentioned, is also a part of New York: it is a:bout 
eighteen miles in length, and at a medium six or seven miles in breath. 
Many other islands, of more oe less consequence, are scattered along 
the coast, and in the various bays and lakes· of the United States; but 
~bey are too inconsiderable to be particularly noticed in a work such as 
the present. 

" So late :J.S the year 1771, t11cre was an excelle1it harbour, which might re. 
ceive one ht:ndred ships in a g;ood depth of w2.ter, at Cape Lookout, North 
Carolina. It is \lOW eutirely filled up, and is solid ground; Morse, 1.)9: but 
it is to be wished that he had. more enlll.rged upon so incredible a. circum-
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HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

BOUNDARIES.-ORIGINAL POPU'LATION.-H!STORICAL EPOCHS.
ANTIQ.!JITIES, 

CONCERNING the Spanish possessions in South America, consi~ 
derable information may be derived from the travels and essays of Don 
Antonio de Ulloa, the writings of Bouguer and Condamine the French 
mathematicians, and more recently from two Germans, Dobrizhoffer 
and Helmes. But whether from a greater jealousy of possessions ad
joining to those of the English, their most dreadful enecmies, or from a 
combination of this or other causes, any recent and precise intelligence 
rej>pecting their dominions in North America rarely appears. The 
visionary ideas of the abbe Clavigero, who has pretended to build a 
Mexican history upon paintings and symbols of most doubtful inter
pretation,* have enfeebled the credit to be lent to other parts of his 
tedious production; and even recent writers concerning Mexicot have 

• I am far from thinking, that the Mexican paintings and symbols are, in 
every instance, of such " doubtful interpretation," as Mr. Pinkerton ima
gines they are. Recent discoveries in Mexico have unequivocally shown, that 
much dependence may be placed upon these symbols, 8•c. and it is not yet too 
late, from the monuments that are still prcgerved, to elucidate many impo~~1.nt 
parts of the old Mexican history. The abbe Clavigero has undoubtedly fallen 
into some very essential errors; but his work is, neve:rtheless, a very importan: 
one. B. 

t The true pronunciation il; Mechiko, from the peculiar £otmd of the SO.pa~ 
ni'h x. 

VOL. U. 3 N • 
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been forced to borrow from Gage, and other authors of the seventeenth 
century. Amidst such a deplorable penury of materials, recourse must 
unavoidably be had to authoriti~s which might in any other case be 
estertm~td imperfect, dubious, or antiquated. Yet the Spanish domi" 
b.ions in North America are more important, in every respect, than 
those which they hold in the southern half of the new continent. 

BouNDARIES. In estimating the extent of these large and 
flourishing possessions it will be necessary, in the first place, to consi
der the boundaries. That towards the South East is decidedly the 
eastern boundary of V eragua, the last province of North America; 
consi~ting, according to Lopez, of a ridge, as already mentioned, 
called: Sierras de Canatagua. Towards the north the Spaniards do 
not readily ass~nt to a boundary :* but even acoording to the English 
;maps it ascends to the Turtle lake, one &f the sources of the Missisippi, 
since Louis~na was surrendered by France to Spain on the peace of 
1763.t On ''the west the English specially claim the port of Sir Francis 
Dra_ke; and mark the Spanish boundary at Fort St. Francisco, to· the 
not'th of the town of Monterey. Upon the whole the scources of the 
Rio Bravo may be assmljl.ep as a medial boumlary, as there are several 
sm ·tll Spanish settlements to the north of Sante Fe, that is about latitude 
~9 ° 301 while the southern boundary is about latitude 7° 30' hence a length 
of thilty-two degrees, or i 920 geographical miles. But the breadth 
little corresponds to this prodigious length of territory; though in one 
place from the Atlap.tic shore of East Florida to those of California on 
the Pacific, it amounts to about three quarters of that length ; but the 
narrowest p<1rt of the isthmus in V eragua is not above twenty-fiv:e 
British miles : in general the medial breadth can scarcely be comput
ed at more than 400 geographical miles . 
. Of this wide cmpit·e the chief part is distinguished by the name of 

lVIExrco, or NEw SP:HN; the provinces, in ascending from the south 
to the north, being Verilgua, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, (with 
the Mosqt:tito' shore claimed by the English) Cuatimala and Verapaz, 
Chiap·:i, Tabasco, and tf1e Peninsnla of Yucatan, Guaxaca, Mexico 
JWopel', including subdivisions: with New Gallicia, Biscay, and Leon. 
\Vhat is called the empire of Mexico was in truth only a modera<te 
kingdom, al)out 500 miles in length, by f4.o· in breadth. Nay the 
republic of Tlascala was within sixty mi·Jes of the capital. 

llouNDAI\fi<:s. The provinces further to the north are Cinuloa 
and others on the gulf 6f Califomia, with that large Chersonese itself : 
New Mexico includes the most northern central settlements on the 
Hio lktvo; while, towards the east, Louisiana, and the two Floridas; 
compkte the chiefdenOJninations. But the great divisions v.re properly 
only iour: l. LoursrANA.t 2. The two Fr.oRinAs. 3. NEw MExrco: 

'* They in fact claim the· whole north west of America, pretending a 
pri01· rig-ht of discovery to the English, or any other nation; and appoint a. 
Governor of New Cahfornia, by which name they imply all the north west 
co~-st of America. See La. Perouse, vot. ii, chap. xi. xii. 

t But D' Anville's map rf-Loisiana, 1752, certainly held complete, extends 
only to lttitude 32° 11)' so that there seems. :~c gratuitous addicion of nearly 
OllC half the !.:ngt.h of that country. 

-t Sec appendix to the •~rticle America. B. 
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.which contains Coaguilla, New Estremadura, Sonora, Texas.* .New 
Navane. 4 MExico or NEw SPAIN, which includes the other provmces 
and seems to extend to the river of Hiaqui, but the boundaries between 
Old and New Mexico do not seem to be indicated with any precision. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The original population of t~ese 
extensive regions was various, consisting of Mexicans, and other tribes, 
considerably civilized in the centre, while to the north and south were 
savage races. The origin of the Mexicans is still involved in obscu
rity, notwithstanding the researches of many ingemous, learned, and 
laborious men. Their language appears to bear but little affminity to 
that of the Peruvians: but it must be confessed that the Mexican 
vocabularies have not been examined with sufficient attention.t Some 
progress has been made in the difficult task of comparing these two 
languages with those of northern Asia. Very striking affinities have 
already been discovered ; sufficient to authorise the conclusion that the 
Mexicans and Peruvians are of Asiatic origin. The learned Camper 
proceeded upon a very feeble foo.ndation in supposing, that the Mexi
cans were derived from Europe. Upon a foundation still more feeble 
has it been supposed, that these Americans were emigrants from 
.Af1·ica. The traditional history or paintings of the Mexicans, their 
physical appearance, as well as their language, and even their shocking 
system of religion, are all favourable to the idea that they sprang from 
Asia. It is not yet too late to determine with much more certainty 
to whiiJ1 of the Asiatic nations they are most intimately allied. This 
may b~ done by an extensive examination ofthe Mexican languages. 
In the meanwhile it is certain that not a few of the Mexican words are 

* The Spanish x is pronounced h or sh as XalJ Tamas is Shah Tamas. 
The j is also ,pronounced as h. 

In the travels of M. de Pages round the world, it is as;serted that New 
Mexico is further to the south than our maps bear; which is indeed far more 
probable than the credit of that author. Clavigero, p. x. regrets the defc.cts 
of the maps of Mexico. Two maps of the coasts of Spanish North America 
were published at Madrid, 1797. 

t Mr. Pinkerton says "the Mexican vocabularies are very imperfect. They 
are much less imperfect however than ha& been supposed. It appears from 
Clavigero that there have been published many vocahularies and grammars of 
the Mexican language. The writer of this note is in possession of an exten
sive work on the subject, under the title of Vocabulario en Lengua Castellana 
y Mexicana, &e. &c printed in Mexico, in 1571. B. 

t For this opinion, however, there does not ar;pear to· be any very solid 
foundation. llr. Forster, in his history of voyages in theN orth, p. 43, sup
poses that the Mexican and Peruvian empires were founded in the thirteenth 
century ~y the troops contained in some of the ships sent by Kulbai Khan 
from Chma to subdue Japan; that great fleet having been scattered, and 
~uppo~ed to have been l?st _in a ~evere tempest. It is highly probable that 
Amer1ca owes some of 1ts mhab1tants to the event just mentioned: but it 
is not likely that either the Mexicans or Peruvians were throl\·n into America 
at this late period. The tradition of some of the Mexican nations ascends 
to a period much more remote than that at which the fleet of Kublai is said, 
to have been dispersed. That some of the Carolina tribes came into America 
several hundred years qfter the commencemettt of the Christian era, I have, 
rendered somew~at pro~ able in the fir~t part of my Collections for an essay 
towards a matena me_dlCa. of ~he Umted States. p . . 56-58. l'hil~delph1a 
HlOl. B. 
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to be found among the Tatar, and other Asiatic nations.* It is much to be 
:regretted that the Mexican and Peruvian empires were destroyed ; as, 
not to mention the cause of humanity, they wouJd have aflbrded curious 
objects for philosophic observers of human nature. The general 
pinion seems to be that th~ Mexicans and Peruvians were a distinct 
race from the other Americanst; and amidst a variety of conjectures 
it might be inquired if they did not proceed from Japan, or be haply 
of the same race with the people of the large island of Tchoka, or 
Sagalian, whose features, as described and delineated by La Perouse, 
and the literary men who accompanied him, bear no resemblance to 
the Tataric. In this case we may conceive that they are remains of 
a people in eastern Asia, who were expelled by the Mandshurs on their 
pros;ress from more western settlements.:j: 

HISTORICAL EPocas. The historical epochs of Mexico have 
been of little moment since it was conquered by the Spaniards in 1521, 
when the last monarch Guatimozin perished, Montezuma having 
died in the preceding year. According to the Mexican traditions their 
ancestor!! consisted of several savage tnbes, who about the tenth or 
eleventh century of the Christian era moved in successive migtoations 
from unknown regioas towards the north and north-west, and settled 
in Anahuac. II About the beginning of the thirteenth cer.tury a tribe 
more polished than the rest, advanced from the borders- of the Califor
nian gulf, and took possession of the plains adjacent to the great lake 
near the centre of the country.** They were for a time governed by 

""The animals of America (says Mr. Pinkerton) are mostly distinct from 
those of the old continent ; and could in no case have descended from them. 
If it cannot be allowed that the great Creator, in like manner, ordained " 
distinct race of men for this continent, it will be necessary before this curious 
question be determined to collect vocabularies of the African languages, as 
there are in that continent several nations of "' copper colour, resem
bling the Americans." Many of the animals of America are specifically the 
$arne as those of the old world. This observation applies to the quadrupeds 
and other mamalia, the birds, the amphibia, the fishes, the insects, &c. It 
is certainly easy to conceive in what manner these animals, common to both 
continents, may have passed from the old to the new ·world, or from the latter 
to the former. It is not attempted to be denied, that America possesses many 
apecies of anim:J.!s, as well as of vegetables, which appear to he exclusively 
confined to this portion of the globe. See New Views, &c. preliminary dis
course. ci-civ. '1\Tith respect to the human inhabitants, it has already 
been observed, that they are of Asiatic origin. B. 

t The honest missionary Dobrizh6fi"er, after residing twenty-two years in 
America, and a formal examination of this question, declares that he cannot 
trace any resembbnce of the Americans, or their language, in any other part of 
the globe; and that he should incline to believe, were it not from the appre
hensions of ridicde, that they have dropped from another planet. There 
seems a shadow of rese1q1 blance between some of the Mexican words published 
1'Y Dr. Forster and the Tchoka published by La Perouse, as tche, three, is in 
J11:exican Jei, &c. This ori1:in will singularly coincide with the Mexican 
traditions. 

:f: Careri has pt!blished a curious Mexican drawing of the progress of the 
c:olony, 

!I H.obertson's America, v. iii. p. 156. 
~ • For sr,me account of these monarchs, and those of the neighbouring 

t<Ubes, the readrr may consult Clavigero. 
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cbiefs or judges, tlll the territories becoming more e'J).tensive; the 
supreme authority centred at last in a single person. Even from th~ 
most extensive accounts the monarchial government had not lasted 
aboVe 187 years; that is, it commenced abo11t A.} D. 1324~ the first 
monarch being Acamapitzin.U Wat's and rebellions, famines and 
inundations, constitute the chief features of Mexicanhistory; and th~ 
Spanish govel'llment presents few events of moment, the natives being' 
contined between the two seas, and' lllOre easily, checked than in ~~q.t,h 
America where there is a wide exteilt of territory for retreat an<f 
conspiracy. -

The extensive peninsula of California was discovered by Cortez in 
1536, but was so com,pletely neglected, that in mostcha!1:S it was repre: 
~en ted a!- an island~ "The jesuits afterwards explored tl· is province_, and 
acquired a dominion there as complete as in Parc,s·uay. On ··.their 
expulsion in 17 66 it was found to be a not unLrtile reg· ion, with some 
mines of gold and a valuable peaH fishery. The countries of Cinaloa 
and Sonora, on the east side of the Vermillion sea or gulf of California; 
as well as the immense provinces. ol New Navarre, ~nd others of Nevi 
Mexico, never were subject to the: Mexican sceptte, but now acknow~ 
ledge the power of Spain though the settlers be few*. In 1165 a war 
broke out with the savages, which ended in their submissipn. J 771. 
During their marches the Spaniards discovered at Cineguilla, it1 tlil! 
'Province 'of Sonora, ·a plain of fomteen leagues in exten,t, il:i' Which 
vast quantities of gold were found in large lumps, at the depth of onlf 
sixteen inches. Before the end of the year 1771 ,above two thousand 
persons were settled _a,t Cipeguilla; ,and other .mines, I1ot inferior in 
wealth, have been discovered in other pfi.rts of Sonora and Cinalo'a., It 
is probable that these, discoveries have· instigated other settlements in 
the northern parts of New Spain, and in .New Mexico. These colo
nizations, and the settlement of Santa Fe, an:d Others in that viGjni-tv; 
are important events in the history o(tl:)e Spanish territorie~. : U is 
however to be lamented that the _progress' o,f these settlemep:ts has.''not 
been explained with more care and accuracy, .fur no small obscurity 
attends their chronology. , 

The wide territory on the north-east called Louisiana, was first 
explored by Soto, hut afterwards neglected till 1682, when from some 
intelligence conveyed to the French settlers in Canada, M. de la Sal!~ 
was induced to sail down the Missisippi, which was afterwards to give 
name to the noted scheme of Law. New Orleans was afterwards 
founded in 1717, on the Missisippi, and when the wide navigation of 
that river is considered, this city must become of great consequence. 
By the treaty of peace, 1763, that part of Louisiana which lies to the 

" New Mexico was disclosed in 1553 by_ Antonio d'Epcjo. Gage, p. 55, 
menti0ns a city of tha.t name as lately built. 

t The ancient monuments of the Mexicans were not mer~ly symbolical 
paintit~gs, but also extensive carvings in stone, some of which have htely 
been dtscovered. The Mexican century has been found under ground, and 
affords a striking proof of the •.;eracity of some of the early historians of 
America. E. 

t Robertson's America, iii. 228. 
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east of the.Missisippi was surt·ende.red to El'lgland; ~ th~ Fren~ 
afterwards yielded the other part to Spain. 
· The history of the Floridas is sufficnietly known After ha,vingbee:ri 
~ontested between the f,r~nch and Spaniards, they were yielded to the 
~nglish by the peace Of l,763; but being regained by the Spaniardi!l 
~uring the American war, they ,were finally assigned to that nation by 
the treaty of 1783. , , , · · · 
'. ANTIQ.PITIES. Th~ ancient monuments of the Mexicans seem 
chiefly to consist of a few symbolical paintings, the colours of which 
are remarkably b1•ight, but the'designs rudet. Som'e of their utensils 
and ornaments have also been preserved, but are coarse and uncouth. 
Their edifices appear to !;lave been little superior,. being meanly built 
with turf and stone, and .thatched with reeds, The great temple of 
Mexico was a square mound of earth, only ninety feet wide, partly 
faced with stone; with a quadrangle of thirty feet 'at the top, on which 
was a shrine of the deity, probably of wood. The most remarkable 
monument still remaining 1s thought to be the · aqueduct of Chem
poallan .... but the architect was a Franciscan missionary"". Our fanci
ful author proceeds to prove, from tribute rolls, that the Mexicans used 
lime ; but the best proof would hiwe been a few solid walls. As the 
first Spanish conquerors, in the true spirit of Mendez de Pinto, 
described every trifling object in the wildest colours of hyperbole, so 
the warm imagination of Clavigero creates wonders for its own 
admirationt . 

. '"' Clavigero, i. 420. . 
; · « t Careri, vi. 204, briefly deseribes the cous, or pyramids, near Teoti 
Guacan, called those of the sun and moon; but his aceount is brief and 
unsatisfactory, and drawings are wanted." Pinkerton. The learned author 
asserts, that " the MexicanJ> appear to have little exceeded the inhabitants of 
Easter island in any of the ,al:"ts." Surely this observation is the result of a. 
'vi,ry limited attention to the. a,uthentic condition of the Mexicans. See Cla. 
~igero, ii. p. 371, 372, where it appears very evident, that the Mexicans 
were actually acquainted' with the use of lime, and knew how to construct 
durab\e Wii.lls1 arches, &c .. }3 •. 



CHAPTER II. 

POLITICAL GEOGRAHPY. 

RELIGION.-·GOVERNntENT.-.POPULATION.-ARMY.-NAVY.-REV£• 
NUE.-POLITICAL HIPORTANCE. 

RELIGION. The religion of the Spanish settlers in. t:bese·pro-
vinces is well known to be the Roman Catholic, and of such a sort as 
greatly to impede industry or prosperity, for it is computed that one 
fifth part of the Spaniards cqnsists of ecclesiastics, monks, and nuns ; and 
that country must be miserably defective in which the jesuits were of 
distinguished industry. The establishment of the inquisition, and the 
strange fanaticism of the Spaniards, have not ~nly crushed all spirit oi 
exertion, but have prevented the admixture of other Europeans, whose 
industry might improve their settlements, and whose courage might 
defend them. 

The religion of the ancient Mexicans appears to have been chiefly 
founded on fear, the temples being decorated with the figures of destruc
tive animals : the fasts, penances, voluntary wounds, and tortures, 
formed the essence of tbeit· rites. Human sact·ifice~ were deemed the 
most acceptable; and every captive taken in w~r was (;ruelly tortqred 
and sacrificed. The heart and head were the portion of the gods; 
while the body w'as resigned to the captor, who, with his friends, 
feasted upon it. The extinction of such a ferocious people may not 
perhaps be worthy of much regret; but modern philosophy is apt to 
decide upon a slight and imperfect view. 
. Thus, instead of a benevolent deity, the worship of the Mexicans may 
be said to have been directed to the evil principle of some oriental 
nations, whom all their efforts were stretched to appease. In the 
Me:>fican language Teotl was a general name for any divinity, and in 
obscure theory they believed in a Cl'eatol' whom they styled Ipalne
moani, that is, '' he by whom we live:" but their supt'eme deity was· 
tather that evil spirit called [(!acatecolototl, or the rational owl, whose 
delight was t9 infure and terrify, They believed in the immortality of 
the ~ul, and a kind of transmigration; the good being transformed 
into birds, and the bad into creeping animals. The principal deitie~ 
were thirteen in number, among whom were the sHn and moon; and 
Tlaloc, the gael of water, was the master of paradise; but Mcxitli, 
the 1:;od of war, received the chief adoration. There were other g-ods 
of the mountains, of commerce, &c. ancl tl1e idols, rudely form~~\ of 
4:lay, wood, or stone, wmetfrnes d'ecor~\t,;d wi.Lli g-ems and ~old, wert: 
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numerous. One was composed of certain seeds, pasted together with 
human blood. The priests wore a black cotton mantle, like a Yeil; 
and there seem to have been orders of monks, as among the eastern 
nations of Asia. The austerities and voluntary wounds of the priests, 
thei1· poisonous ointments, and other abominable rites, even as related 
by Clavigc:ro*, evince that the entire system was the most execrable 
that has ever appeared on the face of the earth, alike blasphemous to 
God and pernicious to mant. Certainly the Spaniards never sacrificed 
more victims than the Mexicans themselves devoted:j:, and the clamours 
of pretended philosophy will often be found in oppm;ition to the real cause 
of humanity, which it aspires to defend. Could a change of manners 
have been effected without the use of the sword, it would have been 
highly desirable; but the design might have been as fruitless as a 
.set"mon to a tiger or a l'qttlesnake. The cruelties of the Spaniard~ 
must by candom, be partly imputed to the profusion of torture,and 
human blood which everywhere met their eye.s in this unhappy 
count1·y; as such scenes change the very nature of man, and inflame 
him like the carnage of a battle. 

Numerous bishopricks and archbishopricks have been instituted by 
the Spaniards throughout their American possessions ; but the eccle
·siastic geography if even accurately arranged from the latest information, 
would little interest the generalr~ader. The prelates are nominated 
by the king, and the decorations of the churches are excessive. 

GovERNMENT. The ancient government of Mexico was an 
hereditary monarchy, tempered however by a kind of election not 
unknown in the ba1·barous ages of Europe, by which a brother or 
nephew of the late king was preferred to his sons. Despotism seems 

• See, i. 125, a. father invited to the sacrifice of his daughter' and, 232, 
the human victims sacrificed at the consecration of two temples were twelve 
thousand two hundred and ten! 

t Mr. Pinkerton says the whole system of Mexican religion " is so totally 
unlike any system ever practised in any part of Asia, that there is additional 
~ause to believe that the people were either indigenal, or have proceeded 
from Africa, in which alone (as among the Giagas) such cruelties may be 
traced. The Asiatic religions (he continues) seem universally mild, and even. 
gay, as natural in the worship of a being who is be11evolence itself; while in 
Africa the preponderance of the evil spirit seems to have been acknowledged 
by many nations." 

t Very different is the opinion of Clavigero. " Thus (says the historian of 
Mexico, ii p. 193, 194.) it has been said, in conducting the Spanianls, a po
lished nation of Europe, to overturn the rude monarchy of the Mexicans, in 
America, did Proviclence punish the latter for the injustice, cruelty, and su
perstition of their ancestors. But there the victors, in one year of merciless 
massacre, sacrificed more human v.ictims to avarice and ambition, than the 
Indians during the existence of their empire devoted in chaste worship to 
their m.tive gods: there the legislative art of Europe corrected the bloody 
policy of American tribes, ~nd in~rot~uced the _ministry of j_ustice, by desp::oil
ing Indian cazigues of theJr terntones and tnbutes, tortunng them for gold, 
.,_ntl emlaving their posterity; and there the mild parental voice of the Chris
tian rel!gion was suborned to terrify confot1nded savages with the malice of a 
strange, and by them unprovoked God; and here gentle arm in violence lifted 
up, to raze their temples and hospitable habit;::.tions, to r~in ew•y fond relict 
and revered monument of their ancestry and ori~in, anJ. divorce them in. 
:a.n.,ui,;h from the booom of their country." B. 
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to have begun with the celebrated Montezuma. There were several 
royal councils, and classes of nobility, mostly hereditary. The noqles 
were styled flilli or tlatoani, but the Spaniards introduced the general 
term of cazik, which Clavigero says, signifies a prince in the language 
of Hispaniola; but is by some asserted to imply a priest1 among the 

· Mahometan Malays. Land was not supposed to belong to the monarch, 
but was alienable by the proprietors. As writing was unknown there 
was no code of Jaws, but Clavigero has preserved some traditions on 
the subject. Their armour and tactics appear to have been extremely 
rude. 

The Spanish goYernment is vested in the viceroy .of Mexico, whose 
·rank and power are far superior to those of Peru, and the new king
dom of Granada*. The legal salary of the viceroys of Mexico and 
Peru is now forty thousrmd ducats; but the disposal of lucrative offices', 
monopolies, connivances, presents, &c. sometimes swell them to an 
enormow; amount. The court of the Yiceroy is formed on the regal 
model, with horse and foot guards, r, grand household, and numerous 
attendants. In the provinces there -:tre tribunals called at1diences, of 
which there are eleven for Spanish America ; and the cvuncil of the 
Indies, resident in Spain, controuls even the viceroys. Some of the 
provinces seem to be merely geographic, or et:clesiastic denomina
tions of sees, without any municipal or peculiar jurisdiction: but some 
have governors appointed by the viceroy. Besides the laws of Spain 
there are particular codes and statutes, which are consulted in legal 
decisions. 

PoPULATION. The population of all the Spanish provinces in 
North America has been estimated at little more than 7,000,000; of 
whom the natives, called Indians, are supposed to amount to 4,0oo,ooo; 
and the Spaniards and inhabitants of mixed races are computed at 
3,ooo,ooo, of which the Spaniards may constitute one third. This 
calculation is however considered as liberal, while it is probable that 
the whole population of Spanish North America does not exceecl 
6,ooo,ooot. The small pox is remarkably fatal, and the black vomit, 
already mentioned, acts at intervals, with the ravages of a pestilence. 
The number of priests, monks, and nuns, is also injurious to popula
tion; which, however, appears upon the whole to have gt•eatly in
creased. In 1612 the inhabitants of Mexico were computed at ts·,ooo, 
they are now lSO,OOO.j:. 

The population of America, before the European conquest, appears 
to have been greatly exaggerated, as usual in en:ry case of the like 
nature ; and from rough calculations, offered even by classical authors, 
perhaps four fifths may be always deducted. That this is the case at 
least with the discoverers of new countries, may be judged from -our 
own enlightened times, in which the English voyagers to Otaheite sup-

~ About 1776 the north-west provinces of Sonora, Cinaloa, California, and 
New Navarre, were erected into an independent government, but without 
the title of viceroy. Robertson, iii. 337. A governor, or lieutenant, of the 
two Californias, resides at Monterey. La l'erouse, ii. 196. 

t From the recent travels of Helms, it appears that the population qf 
Mexico is far superior to that of Peru . 

.:j: Careri in 1697 computed them at 100,000. 
VOL. II. ~ 0 
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posed the inhabitants t,~ exceed IOo,ooo, when upon actual enumera· 
tion, there were found little more than 16,000. It is probable that 
when America was discovered, the whole population, including the 
West Indies, did npt exceed 4,ooo,ooo. Besides the usual mistakes, 
there was an additiopal source of exaggeration, as the Spanish con
querors, like knights-errant, counted hundreds by thousands; and the 
.oriental vein of hyperbole, introduced by the Moors, has tainted the 
.e4rly Spanish authors. 

ARMY. The Spanish armies in America, must d~pend, in a 
great measure, upon the supplies sent from Spain; and jealousy seems 
to have prevented any just ideas concerning the militai'Y force con
stantly maintained in garrisons and other stations, to check the natives, 
and prevent foreign invasion. Spanish troops have however greatly 
declined in reputation ; nor does the climate of their possessions in 
America seem favourable to courage or enterprize. · 

NAvy. The navy is also that of the parent country ; but there 
are many guard ships and commercial vessels solely appropriated to the 
American colonies*. 

REVENUE. The revenue which Mexico yields to the Spanish crown 
has been shewn by Dr. ;Robertson to amount to above l,ooo,ooo sterling., 
but there are great expenses. By the most recel')taccount the total re· 
venue derived by Spain from America and the Philippines is '2,7oo,oool.; 
of which one half must be deducted for the extravagant charges of admi· 
nistration. It has been asserted that the king's fifth of the mines of New 
Spain only was 2,000,000 sterling, which would swell the anntiaJ produce 
of the Mexican mines to IO,ooo,ooo. Dr. Robertson shews, from Cam· 
pomanes, that the whqle produce c;>f the Ame1·ican mines is 7,4.25,000l. 
of which the king's fifth if regt1larly paid would be 1,485,000: and it 
i;; probable that the mines of New Spain or Mexko, priqr to the opulent 
<fi'scoveries in the north-west provinces, did not yield above one half of 
the whole amount.· 
. . PoLITICAL bcPORT;\NcE. The political importance of colonies 

i~ of course inerged in that of the parent country. If the spirit of 
bigotry could be suppre!lsed, which neglects every worldly concern, and 
if the Spanish colon\es were thrown open to. the indu~try and enter
prize of foreigners, they might recover fl'Om their enfeebled state, and 
oppose a bold front to q.ny invaders. In the present situation of affairs 
perhaps sound policy would even dictate their emancipation, on condi
t~on of paying an annual tribute, which might even be more consider
able than the present revenue, from the suppression of useless offices 
and emoluments, and the extortion of powerful individuals, which yields 
nothing to the revenues of Spain. Dr. Robertson has observed that 
the Mexican gazettes are filled with descriptions of religious proces
sions, and edifying acco11nts of the consecrations of churches, festi
vals, and beatifications of saints, and other superstitious baubles, while 

"' Four corvettes of twelve guns and one goletta, are stationed at Monterey, 
to supply the presidencies of North California with necessaries. These vessels 
performed the Spanish expeditions to the north-west coast of America. La 
Perouse, ii. 207. · 
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civil and commercial affairs occupy little attention*. The advertise
ments of new books shew that two thirds are treatises of scholastic 
theology and monkish devotion. Even this state of affairs is better 
than the sanguinary idolatry of the natives: but few exertions of abi
lity or industry can be expected from such fanatics; and it may_ easily 
be predicted that a continuance of this spirit would render the people as 
unfit for war as for pacific enterprizes. 

" Some of the Spanish American gazettes which I have seen (particu
larly the Gazeta de Guatemala) are more respectable productions, than they 
are here represented to be. They contain some interesting memoirs on the 
antiquities, natural history, &c. of the country, and plainly evince, that the 
inhabitants are actually making some progress in those liberal a11d dignified 
pursuits, which add glory to the character of a people. Sevnal ''aluable 
books on the lapguages, &c. of the ancient Mexica.ns have b@en published: in 
the city of Mexico; and it is hardly necei\sary tg add, that the botany of 
Mexico and Pert!, and the adjoining countries have, within the last twenty 
yefl,rS; been ,great!¥. .attended to. B .. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CIVIL GEOGRAPHY. 

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.-LANGUAGE.-EDUCATION.-CITIESAND 
TOWNS.-EDIFICES.-MANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE. 

MANNERS ANn CusToMs. THE manners and customs of the 
Spaniards in their Nort)l American settlements have not been particu
larly illustrated; but if they differ from those of the parent country it is 
chiefly in an increast: of religious fanaticism. Those of the ancient 
Mexicans have been described by many authors, but. a few singulari
ties may be here mentioned. A peculiar feature of the Mexican lan
guage was, that a termination indicating respect might be added to 
every word. Thus, in speaking to an equal, the word father was tat!, 
but to a superior tatzin. They had also reverential verbs, as appears 
from Aldama's Mexican grammar. Thus, as cowards are always 
cruel, the most ferocious people in the world were at the same time 
also the most servile and obsequious. Their wars were constant, and 
sanguinary, and their manners in general corresponded with this bar
barous disposition : the principal warriors covering themselves with 
the skins of the sacrificed victims, and dancing through the streets*. 
The year was divided into eighteen months, each of twenty days, and 
five days were added, which were dedicated to festivity. They culti
vated maize and some roots, but theit agriculture was rude, and they 
were strangers to the use of metallic moneyt. On the death of a 
chief, a great number of his attendants were sacrificed. 

LANGUAGE. Of the Mexican language gram~ars and diction-
aries have been published in the conntryt ; and from the few specimens 
contained in European publications it appears to differ radiG;Ily from 
the PerJ..Ivian. The words frequently end in tl ; and are besides of a 
surprising and unpronounceable length, resembling in this respect 

• The dress was a loose cloak, and a sash girt round the naked waist. From 
the anci1mt paintings it appears that the unde1· lip was pierced to receive an 
ornament of gold. This custom La Perouse and others have observed Pn the 
north west coast of America. 

t They however made use of the cacao as money. " The cacao ( say~ 
Clavigero, ii. p. 366) had its fixecl value, and was reckoned by numbers ; but, 
to sa,;e the trouble of counting it, when the merchandize was of great value 
and worth many thousands of the nuts, they knew that every bag of a cer
tain size contained three Xiquipilli, or 24,000 nuts. B. 

t Sec p. 4·59. 
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the language of the savages in North America.'"' According to 
Clavigerothe Mexican tongue wants the consonants b, d,f, gj r, and s; 
in which respect only, though unobserved by that author, it strictly 
coincides with the Peruvian ; except that the latter, instead of the s, 
is said to want the z, a met·e difference of enunciation. It abounds 
with l, x, t, z, tl, tz. But the Peruvian is a far superior and more 
pleasing language, though some modifications of the verbs be of ex
treme length. Some of the Mexican words are of sixteen syllables. 
Their poetry consisted of hymns, and of heroic and amatory ballads. 
They had also a kind of dramas , but from the specimen produced 
they do not seem to have been superior to those of Otaheite. 

EoucATION. There are several laudable institutions in the 
Spanish settlements for the education of the Natives, and some colleges 
or universities ; but the fanatical spirit of the instructors renders such 
foundations of little value. 

CITIES. MExico. The chief city of New Spain, and all Spanish_ 
America is Mexico, celebrated for the singularity of it~ situation. In 
a beautiful vale surrounded with mountains the lake of Tezcuco is 
joined on the south to that of Chalco by a strait, on the west side of a 
tongue of land, the"whole cit·cuit. of these lakes being about ninety 
miles. In a small isle to the north of this junction, and upon the 
west side of the lake of Tezcuco,-rose the old city of Mexico, accessible· 
by several causies raised in the shaiiow waters, but on the east side 
there was no communication except by canoes. It is said by H.obertson, 
from recent Spanish documents to contain 150,000 inhabitants; of 
which probably a third part is Spanish. The most recent account of 
this remarkable city seems to be that given by ChappeD' Auteroche,t 
who visit~d it in 1769, and informs us that it is built upon a fen, near 
the banks of a lake, and crossed by numerous canals, the houses beiHg 
all founded on piles. Hence it would seem that the waters of the lak!! 
have diminished, so as to leave a fenny access on the west.:j: The 
ground still yields in many places; and some buildings, as the cathed
ral, have sunk six feet. The streets at·e wide and straight, but very 
dirty; and the houses, resembling those in Spain, are tolerably built. 

"Many of the Mexican words are.sufficiently short, and easy of pronunci
ation: such are the following, ta.ta (father), nantli (mother), calli .,. 
(house), atl (water,) ca (wherefcre.) The termination in tl is common to 
the Mexicans and some of the tribes w·ithin the limits of the United 
States. H. ' 

t Voyage to California, 1778, Bvo. This short but curious work seems to 
have escaped Dr. Robertson. A pLm of Mexico is inserted but injudicinusly 
not extended to the lake. The account of ::.vlexico by Pages seems only to 
evince that his work is a .fabrication. 

f This probably happened after 1629, when there was a remarkable inun
dation, and a wide canal was !t:d through a mountain to drain the lakes. 
'rhe large lake is saline, die bottom being nitrcms; but that of Chalco rather 
sweet. Certain it :;s that the site of the· city is the same with the ancient, 
the viceroy residing on the spot of :Montezuma's palace, in a large mansion 
built by Cortez, and Still rented at four thousand ducats from the Marquises 
del Valle his descendants. L .. Croix, ii . .381. But comr;are Careri, who 
has given from the original papers a curious detail concerl{ing the pruced!ire 
in draining- the Ll.kes. 
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The chief edifice' is the viceroy's palace, which stands near the cathed
ral in a central square, but is rather solid than elegant. Behind the 
palace is the mint, in which more than a hundred workmen are em
ployed, as the owners of the mines here exchange their bullion for 
coin. The other chiefbuildings are the churches, chapels, and convents 
which are very numerous, and richly ornamented. The outside of 
the cathedral is unfinished, as they doubt the foundations ; but the 
rail round the high altar is of solid silver, -and there is a silver lamp so 

_capacious that three men get in to dean it ; while it is also enriched, 
with lion's heads, and other ornaments, in pure gold. The images 
of the virgin, and other saints, are either solid silyer, or covered with 
gold and precious stones. Besid~s the great central square there are 
two others each with a fountain in the middle. " To the north of the 
town, near the suburbs, is. the public walk, or Alameda. A rivulet 
runs all round it, and forms a pretty large square, with a bason and 
j:et d'eau in the Iniddle. Eight ;valks, with each t;;·o rows of trees, 
terminate at this bason, like a star; but as the 5oil of Mexieo is unfit 
for trees they are not in a very thriv:ing condition.· This is the only 
walk in or near to Mexico; all the country about it is swampy ground, 
and full of canals. A few paces off, and. facing the Alameda, ois the 
Quemadero ; t:1is is the place where they burn the Jews, and other 
unhappy victims of the awful tribunal of inquisition. This Quemadera 
is an enclosure between four walls, and 11lled with ovens, into which 
are thrown over the walls the poor wretches who are condemned to be 
burnt alive; condemned by judges professing a religion whose first 
precept is charity.""' The Spanish inhabitants are commonly clothed 
in silk, their hats being adorned with belts of gold and roses of diamonds ; 
for t<ven the slaves have bracelets and necklaces of gold, silver, pearls, 
and gems. The ladies are distingui$hed for beauty and gallantry. 
Mexico, though inland, is the seat of vast commerce between Vera 
Cruz on the east, and Acapulco on the west; and the shops display 
a profusion of gold, silver, and jewel~. In magnificent regularity 
it yields to few cities even on the ancient continent. Cage whose 
authority is used by the most recent writers of all countries in the 
defect of other materials, says that in his time, 1640, there were sup
posed to be fifteen thousand coaches some of the1h adorned with gold 
and gems ; the people being so rich that it was supposed that one 
half of the families kept equipages.t 

Historical connection requires a brief notice of Tlascala, 
the republic which assisted Cortez, and which, in consequence, 
enjoyed great privileges, but in the time of Gemelli Careri, ·vrho· 
visited it in the end of the seventeenth centmy, it had become a village. 
The see has been moved to Angelos, thirty miles to the south. The 
laq;·e province of Tlascala is howevee very flourishing and populous ; 
as the natives enjoy some privileges granted to the republic. 

TowNs. The chief towns in the Spanish domi11ions in North 
America are St. Yago, Carthago, San Salvador, Guatimala, Chiapa, 
Guaxsaca, Vera Cruz, Acapulco, Mechoacan, Guadalaxara, Panuco, 
St. Ander, Durango, Cinaloa, whence a line drawn across to the mouth 

"'D'Auteroche, p. 44·, t Survey of the West Indies, 1655, fol, p. 56. 
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ef the RIO Bravo, may be said to bound the long isthmus on the north. 
Whe,.e the territory widens from Florida to California, are St ~ugus
tin, Pensacola, New Orleans, Texas, St. Antonio, St. Paul, and Sante 
Fe. Towards the west~ and in ;California, the settlements are small 
and unimportant. Monterey, though the residence of a governor, is 
a mere hamlet, the harbour dangerous, and infested with f{Jgs. The 
harbour was discovered m 1602, but Monterey now the capital of 
the two Califomias, was not founded till 1770."' 

Concerning many of these towns there is little recent intelligence; 
and an earthquake might deface a laboured description. Guatimala 
was totally destroyed by an earthquake, June rth 1773, when- eight 
thousand families -perished; but New Guati:mala is well inhabited. 
AcapulCo was a celebrated port of the south of Mexico, engrossing 
the chief Indian trade over the Pacific ; while Carthagena, in Soroth. 
America, on the Caribbean sea, was a centre of Em"Opean traffic. Both 
were in unhealthy situations, as Mexico itself; for by a fatal error the 
Spaniards, Dutch, and other Emopeans, have in Asia and America 
founded cities on plains, in imitation of those in their own countries, 
while high situations ought to have been selected. Mechoacan is a 
fair commercial town; and Merida, the capital of the Peninsula of 
Yucatan, is a bishpprick, and the residence of the governor of the prov
ince. Old Vera Cruz was burnt by the Buccaneers, and a more ad
vantageous position selected for the new city. It contains one church, 
and three monasteries, and is en<;losed with ruinous fortifications : 
lying to the south east of Mexico, and the common port for European 
goods, where a spanish fleet used to· arrive e¥ery two years; taking in 
return silver and other treasures.t On the north are barren sands, and 
on the west bogs, that have been drained. Guaxaca exports excellent 
wool and perfumes. St. Leon and Granada are both situated on the 
large lake of Nicaragua, where the chain of the Andes is supposed 
to terminate, even by those who carry it~ extension to the utmost 
limit. 

SANTA FE. Santa Fe is remarkable as the most northern town 
of any note ; but little is known concerning it except as the seat of a 
bishop, and the residence of a provincial governor. Even the inferior 
cities contain, as Robertson observes, a superior population to those of 
any other European nations in America, that of Angelos being com
puted at 60,000; and of Guadalaxara 3o,ooo, exclusive ~f Indians"'. 

EDIFicEs. The chief edifices are the cathedrals, churches, 
and convents, as may be expected where the clergy are so preclom~
nant, that civil architecture, and civil aff.tirs, are almost entirely 
neglected. Part of what may be called the high European road, from 
Vera Cruz to Mexico, is tolerably smooth and pleasant; but the others 
are probably neglected, and in so mountainous a country, tl1ey are 
rough and precipitous. Inland navigations seem unknown, and are 
perhaps unnecessary. 

" La Perouse, ii. 200, where curious details may be fortnd concerning the 
missions, or parishes, established amonlr the &;wages. 

t D' Auteroche California, 21· 
+ America, iii. 39. 
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. . M~NUFACTUREs AND CoMMERCE. New Spain is singularly 
distmgmshed by the multitude and variety of its productions, in all the 
three great reigns of nature, animal, vegetable, and mineral. This 
abundance of natural productions perhaps contributes to .the neglect of 
manufactures. Even metallurgy is but poorly conducted. Cochineal 
and cocoa*, with a little silk and cotton, form articles of export; but 
the chief are gold, silver and precious stones. There was a celebrated 
fair at Acapulco, on the annual arrival of the ships from Peru and 
Chili, after which the noted galleon, laden with the wealth of Ame
rica, pursued her course to Manilla. Other arrangements are now 
followed, and smaller vessels employed. The galleons were laid aside 
in 17 48; and the late Spanish monarch instituted commercial regula
tions on a more liberal plan. In 1764 monthly packets were established 
between Corugna and Havanna, whence smaller vessels pass to Vera 
Cruz, and to Porto-bello in South America; and an interchange of 
productions by these vessels is also permitted. In the following year 
the trade to Cuba was laid open to all Spain; and the privilege was 
afterwards extended to Louisiana and the provinces of Yucatan and 
,Campechy. In 177 4 free intercourse was permitted between the three 
viceroyalties of Mexico, Peru, and New Granada;; The courts of 
justice were also reformed, and a fourth viceroyalpy was established, 
17761 on Rib de la Plata. By a singular policy a ft·ee trade is permit
ted between New Spain and the Philippines, which adds considerably 
to the wealth of the former country. The Engli!:.h trade in the bay of 
Honduras may now be considered as terminated, the Iogwood on the 
opposite side of Yucatan being found to be of superior quality. 

• Chocolate is said to have been a Mexican liquor, and tqe best nuts are 
those of Guatimala. 



CHAPTER IV. 

NATURALGEOGRAPH~-

"'CLIMATE AND 5EASONS.-FACE OF THE' COUNTRY,-RJVERS.
LAKES.-MOUNTAINS.-FORESTS.-BOTANY.-ZOOLOGY.-l\UNE
llALOCY.-MINERAL WATERS.-NATURAL CURIOSITIES. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONS. IN Florida, chiefly consisting of 
low grounds, the climate is insalubrious in the sun:lmer, when there is 
a kind of mal aria as in Italy; but the winters are mild and healthy. 
The climate of Louisiana is cold in the northern parts. In California 
epidemical distempers seem to be frequent ; but the country has, not 
been sufficiently enmined by scientific observers. Moisture seems to 
predominate in the isthmus ; but not to such a degree as in the South 
American province of Darien, where it may be said to rain for nine 
months of the year. The rains, however, temper the extreme heat, 
which would otherwise predominate in this climate. , Violent storms 
are not unfrequent, and sometimes the lightning seems to rise from 
the ground'*. The maritime districts of Mexico are, however, hot 
.and unhealthy, so as to occasion much perspiration even in Januaryt. 
The inland mountains, on the contrary, will sometimes present white 
frost and ice in the dog days. In other inland provinces the climate is 
mild and benign, with some momentary snow in winter, but no arti
ficial warmth is found necessary, and animals sleep all the year under 
the open sky. Thet·e are plentiful rains, generally after mid-day, 
from April till September, and hail-storms are not unknown. Thunder 
is frequent ; and earthquakes and :volcanos are additional circumstances 
of terrorf. 

FAcE oF THE CoUN'TR:Y. The face of th~ country is rather 
mountainQus than plain, except towards the shores, but the mountains 
are interspersed with delightful vales, and the soil is generally fertile. 
In the northern provinces of Louisiana and Flo&la, the soil corres
ponds with that of Georgia, and the western settlements of the United 
States. Concerning New Mexico and Califomia there is little minute 

" D' Auterm:h;. , 
t Cla.vigero, 1. 11. He was himself a native of Vera Cruz. 
t The climate of California is mild but foggy, and the soil remarkably 

fertile. La Perouse, ii. 203. Even northern California, as far as Monterey, 
is by his account singularly productive of maize, barley, and pease. C::treri, 
vi. 35. Fr. tr. says there are three harvests in Mexico, in June, October, ami' 
,the aventurera, or accidental one, upon the mo1.1ntains. 

'\"OL, II. 3 I' 
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and authenticinformation; but the testimony of La Perouse is greatly 
n favour of the latter. 

RivERS. The streams in tfl.e isthmus are of a short course, 
and little remarkable in any respect. 

' Rio BRAvo. The principal river of Spanish Korth America 
is, beyond all comparison, the Rio Bravo, called also Del Norte, or 
of the northern star. The course of this important river, so far as its 
sources can yet be conjectured, may be about 1000 British miles ; but 
its whole circuit probably exceeds that of the Danube. The nature of 
the shores and the various appearances, and qualities of the waters, 
have not been illustrated. 

Next in consequence would seem to be the Rio Colorado, on the east 
of the Bravo, whose comparative course may be about 700 British 
miles. Towards the west is a large river which flows into the Vet'ffiilr 
lion sea, or gulf of California, also called by D' Anvil!e Colorado, with the 
addition de los Martyres, but the main stream seems rather to be the 
Rio Grande de los .llftostolos, barbarous appellations imposed by the 
Jesuits who had settlements in California. The course of this river 
may be computed at 600 British miles. Among the rivers of the 
isthmus may be mentioned those of Palmas, of Panuco, Taba~co, 
Sumasinta, St. Juan, all flowing into the gulf of Mexico. Those 
which join the Pacific ocean seem mere rivulets, till, in the vicinity 
of Mexico, the mountains rather tend to the east, -and the streams of 
Y opez, and Zacatula, join the Pacific ocean. That of Guadalaxara 
rises to the west of Mexico, and being considered as pa~asing through 
the lake of Chapala, will thus join the Pacific after a comparative course 
of 350 British miles*. 

LAKES. The chief lake in Spanish N9rth America, so far as 
yet explor·_d, is that of Nicaragua, which is about 170 British miles in 
length, north-west to south-east, anci about half that breadth. This grand 
Jake is situated in the province of the same name, towards the south 
of the isthmus, and has a great outlet, the river of St. Juan, to the gulf 
pf Mexico, while a smaller stream is by some supposed to flow into 
the Pacifid. In the hands of an enterprising people this lake would 
supply the long wished for passage, from the Atlantic into the Pacific, 
and in the most direct course that could be desired: Nature has already 
supplied half the means, and it is probable that a complete passag·e 
might have been opened, at half the expense wasted in fruitless e:xpe· 
ditions to discover such a passage by the north-west or north-east. This 
speculation must depend on circumstances, but if a passage were once 
opened, the force of the ocean would probably enlarge it ; and a 
tribute at this new sound would be a considerable source of revenue. 
Among the more northern lakes that of Mexico is not only celebrated, 
l;>ut of considel'able extent, being, according to the best maps, more 
~han thirty British miles in length, north to south, if the part called 
Chalco be included. To>Yards the west in this part, where the isthmus 

t; D' An viii e calls it the Barania. 
t This last seems doubtful, or perhaps only exists during the inundations. 

Mr. Ed"·ards, Hist. \'f. Ind. i. 18. quotes Dr. Dancer's History of the Expe• 
\lition from Jamaic(l. to Fort Juan on the lake of Nicarag11a, 1780. 
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begins to enlarge, there are several lakes, the principal being that of 
Chapala, which is about sixty British milesJin length by t'Yenty in 
breadth. The north-western parts have been little explored, but pr0<' 
bably contain some lakes of considerable exteut. In vVest Florida are 
the lagoons of Ponchatrain and Maurepas ; and in East Florida the 
lakes of Mayaco and George, with others of smaller note. , 

MouNTAINS. The whole of the Spanish territories in North 
America may be regarded as mountainous. The grand chain of the 
Andes seems to terminate, as already mentioned, on the west of the 
gulf of Darien in South America, but by others is supposed to extend 
to the lake of Nicaragua. Even this extension would totally differ in 
its direction from the Andean range, as bending north-west, then south• 
west, then again north-west, so that the main range seems here lost, 
or passes through the Cat·ribean sea in the isles of Mosquitos and 
~thers towards Jamaica; while the mountains in the south of the 
isthmus, as far as the lake of Nicaragua, must be regarded as only a 
branch, declining much in height, till it finally expire at that lake. In 
this point of Yiew the ranges p: ssing from north to south mnst bo: 
regarded as spurs of tlH~ main ch:•in; but as on the one hand orolog·y 
is confounded by minute and various appellations given to portions of 
the same range, so it may h:.: equ.tiiy perplexed by too extensive etppel~ 
lations; which, as ih the CiS'~ of the Taurus of the ancients, can only 
impa·rt confused and erroneous ideas. The Mexican mountains seem 
to consist of gneiss, granite, &c. while the grand chain of the Andes 
has a must pcculiat· character, being composed of argillaceous schist us. 
~t has already been observed, th:..t the ridge of Canatagua passes north 
and south between the provinces of Veragua and Panama. It is fol• 
lowed in the former province by the range called Urraca, and the voi· 
cano of Varu; and iJy seY~rcl ridges in Costa Rica. 

To the north of the lake of Nicaragua t:1e main ridges often pass 
east ~mel west; and the Sierra of Yucatan north-e .. st. The chief sum· 
tnit of Nicaragua, s~ems to be the JVlamatombo. The volcano of Gua
tima!a, rc:g-ed furiously during the earthqmkes which minc:d that s;rcat 
city in 177:3. In the ancient kingdom of Me)~ico, which extended 
from near the lake of Chapala in the north, to C,.i'"pa, on the river 
Tabasco in the south, the summits rise to great height, <:S being the 
central part'l of a range w.,ul!y unconnected with the Andes. Their 
dir.:ction has not btTll laid aown with care or intelligence, more atten
tion having been paid to the numerous volcanos, than to the other gr~tnd 
f~::atures. 

0HISABA, OR 0RISAVA. D'Auteroche observes that the moun~ 
tain of Orisdba is said to be the higt1est in Mexico, and its snowy 
summit is ,-isiiJle from the capital, a clisbnce of sixty mil<.:s. This 
celebrated mountain is to the south-east of .Mexico, not from the road 
to VeraCruz; it becamevolctwic in 1545, and continued fortwenty 
years; since which time there has been no appearance of iuflam
mation. Though the summit be clothed with perpetual ;;now, the sides 
are adorned with beautiful fm<cob of cedars, pines, and other trees*. 

• D' Au:eroche Calif9rnia, p. 37. Clavigero, i. 13, who adds that it is the 
highest iand of the l;inbdom, and its conic form obsen·cd at sea, at the distance 
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The detached mountains called by the Mexicans, Popacatepec, and 
Iztaccihuatl, are also to the south east of the capital, at about thirty 
miles distance, both being volcanic. The, crater of the former is said 
to be half a mile wide, and celebrated for ancient eruptions. Both are 
cpvered with perpetual snow.* There are many other volcanoes in 
this singular province ; while others are only remarkable for height, a~ 
the mountain of Tlascala, the Tentzon, Toloccam and others; the range 
now extending in a north west direction towards Cinaloa, and being 
called the Sierra Mada, or Moteer range, and the shining Mountains,. t 
It is afterwaJds according to the best maps, joined by a ridge running 
north west from Louis~ana ; and after this junction passes through the 
north~west to the proximity of the arctic ocean, while the centre of 
North America consists of extensive and fertile plains. 

The construction of the Mexican mountains has not been examined 
by any geologist. Among the substances basalt seems clearly indicat~ 
ed ; and some others will be mentioned in the mineralogy. There 
are numerous forests on the sides of the mountains ; and the penin· 
sula ofYucatan is particularly abundant in Iogwood trees. 

BoT ANY. One of the numerous l!esiderata of topographical 
botany is a scientific account of the native plants that grow in the 
Spanish North American territorywestofthe Missisippi. We know 
in general that it is extremely rich in its vegetable productions, but are 
obliged to infer the particulars from the articles of commercial export 
ii·om the Mexican harbours, and the short list given hy Cavanilles of 
the Mexican plants cultivated in Spain. 

Many of the trees and plants of Louisiana are inhabitants also of 
t11e United States, and have been already noticed. The similarity 
therefore of these, and the deficiency of information concerning the 
rest, prevent us from giving any thing more than a very few fragments 
of the botany of a countl'y which, by its extent and climate, is well 
worthy of minute investigation. 

The plants that chahcterise the North American possessions of 
the Spanish crown are cactus cochenilifer, a species of the Indian fig, 
upon which the cochineal insect more particularly delights to feed: 
convolvulus jalapa, the true jalap, a native of the province of Xalappa, 
in the viceroyalty of Mexico ;. copaifera officinalis and toluifera balsa
mum, two trees that yield the fragrant gum resins known in commerce 

of fifty leagues. Some think it higher than the peak of Teneriffe. Gage 
p. G9, gives an account of l'opacatepec, and says the volcanoes ext~nd as far 
so 11th as Leon in Nicaragua. His account of the wilderness. three leagues 
Iicrth west from MeJcico, p. 70, is curious, and his whole work very intesesting. 

~ Clavigero, i. 14·, mentions that in 1460 a small hill near the village of 
Guacana burst with furious volcanic shocks, and emitted fire and bumin.,. rocks 
till in 1766 the circumference was si:;: miles. The ashes were borne" to the 
distance of 150 miles, and in Vallidolid, or Mechoacan, sixty miles distance, 
the inhabitants were obliged to sweep their yards two or three times in the dav. 

t A letter from Cinaloa (Hay de rebus Japonicis Antv. 1605, p, 945) sa}·s. 
that province i~ bounded on the east by the 'I'epesuan mountains. Pinkerton.
In. the Mexican language, tepee and tepetl signify a hill: hence, no doubt, 
the name 'lepesuan. It may here be observed, that tcjcec is, une'luivocally, a, 
worcl of Tc;ct;.a.r original. B. 
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by the names ofbaJ,sam of Capivi and of Tolu. The s\wre.s of the 
bays of Hondur~ and Campeachy have been celebrated from their 
very first discovery for their immense forests of mahogany and logwood: 
and the neighbourhood of Guatimala is distinguished for its indigo • 
. ~he guajacurn, the sassafras and . ta111arind, the cocoa nut palm, the 
chocolate nut tree, and a variety of others, which are better known as 
natives of the \Vest Indian islands, enrich and adorn these fertile 
proYinces. The pine apple grows wild in the woods~ and the shallow 
rocky soils are inhabited by various spec~es of aloe and etiphorbia. A 
few Mexican plants have been introduced into European gardens, 
among which may be noticed the salvia fulgens, glowil)g with its 
crimson blossoms, the spiendid dahli<\, the elegant straited sisyrin
chium, the g~gantic helianthus, and. the delicate mentzelia. * 

ZooLOGY. The z~ogy has been illustrated by Hernandez, 
styled the Pliny of New Spain, who flourished in the middle of the 
sixteenth century. The variety of animals is very great, Among 
the most singurar animals is the Mexican or haunch back dog, called 
itzcuintejwtzotli; the tlacuatzin, or opossum ; different species of 
al·madillo ; the teclzichi or alco, the tozan or tusa ; a kind of porcupine, 
and many others described by several naturalists. vVhat is. called; 
the tiger seems a species of panther, and sometimes grows to a great 
size, though Buffon, ever fond of theory, assert that American animq.ls 
are generally small. In South America it attains the length of a large 
ox, as appears from the testimony of Dobrizhoffer; but Clavigero says 
that the largest quadruped is the Danta, Anta, or Tapir, about the size 
of a middling mule, being amphibious. . This animal seems to be 
different from the Lanta or · Danta of Africa, described by Leo. The 
bison is found in New Mexico; and the musk cattle may perhaps 
extend as far. In California there are said to be wild sheep, and a 
species of antelope. The birds of New Spain are particularly numer
.ow; and curious.t Many of them are common to this country and to 
the United States. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of the Spanish empire in 
North America is equal, if not superior to that of Peru, and the other 
southern provinces. Evep in the northern parts nature has disclosed 
iler treasures : the abundance of gold found in the province of Sonora 
has been already mentioned; and California is supposed to contain 
rich minerals.j The siivcr mines in New Spain, though they do not 
contend with Potosi, have long maintained great celebrity. Those of 
Sacotecas, or Zocatccas, are particularly distinguished. The produce 
of the Mexican mines, as alrcady;mentioned, has by some been comput-

" It is highly probabk, that many of the Mexican plants have been intro
d nceu into the gardens of Spain ; for the Spaniards have devoted great atten. 
tion to the s~udy of the botany of their American possessions. !:\. 

t Pennant, A. Z i 3. from Fernandez, Nov !-lisp. ".,;.. L· :00. Lockman's 
travels of the Jesuits, i. 400. Dtl l'ratz, ii. SS, giyes :c go-:>d account of the 
humming birds of Louisiana. 

t The chief gold mines were formerly in the provinces of Tierra Firma and 
the new kingdom of Granada. Robertso:1, iii. 297. There were also several. 
in Veragua, and many silver mines on the south of the province of Honduras. 
~he pearl L!i\ery in the Y .:rrnillion sea ir; ue~lected, bccau>e tht:re are no good, 
aJVcrs. . 
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ed at ten. millions yearly ; but the whole amount of the AmericaJt 
probably does not exceed seven millions and a half; of which it cannot 
be supposed that North America produces more than two thirds. The 
ancient Mexicans found gold in many of their rivers ; and silver was 
dug up, but little esteemed. The chief silver mines are now to the 
north-west of the capital, where there is a town called Luis de Potosi, 
more than 200 British miles from Mexico. These mines are said to 
have been discovered soon after those of Potosi, 1545: they are m a 
considerable range of mountair~s, which give source to the river of 
Panuco. Concerning the nature of these mines, and the manner of 
working them, the Spanish writers seem to be silent. 

Copper is said to abound in some districts to the west of the capital; 
and tin is also mentioned amoPg the Mexican minerals*. Mercury is 
likewise reported to have been found in Mt::xico, and there was a ode
braed mine in Peru , but both seem to be now exhausted, as the chief 
supply is from Spain. Ambar and asphalt likewise occur in New 
Spain : and among the precious stones a few diamonds, with amethysts 
and turquoises, but the list is imperfect, and perhaps erroneous. The 
mountains also produce jasper, marble, alabaster, magnet, steatite, 
jad, talc. The stone called tetzontli, red and porous, was used in build· 
ing, being perhaps a kind of tufa. The itzli is semi-transparent, of 
a glassy substance, and generally black, but also found white and blue: 
it wa:: used in mirron ; and also for sharp instruments, being the s~me 
called jli!'dm d1 Ga1linazzo in South America, the obsidian or volcanic 
glass of modern mineralogy.t 

MrNEUAL WATERs. There are several mineral waters of 
various qualities, suJpiwreous, vitriolic, and aluminous; and some springs 
of great heat, but none seem particularly distinguished. Besides the 
lvolcanos there are m:.my natural curiosities, one of the most remarka
ble being the Ponte de Dios, or bridge of God, resembling, it is thought, 
the natural bridge in the state of Virginia. It is about one hundred 
miles south east from Mexico, near the village of Molcaxac, over a 
deep river called the Aquetoyaque, and is constantly passed as a high
way; but it seems uncertain whether the river have worn the passage 
through a ro::ky mountain, or the fragment be part of a fallen hill 
detached by an earthquake. There are many romantic ·cataracts, among' 
which must be mentioned those of the river Guadalaxara, between the 
city of the same name and the lake of Cbapala. The floating g·ardens 
in the Jake of Mexico were artificial curiosities, the bottom being formed 
of intertwisted willows. 

*' Clavigero, i. 387, says that the Mexicans ~sed thin pieces of tin, and bits 
of copper in the shape of a hammer as money. 

t At the end of D' A uteroche's voyage to California there is a curious lettter 
from Alzate a Mexican gentleman, to the Royal academy of Sciences at Paris. 
on the natural history of New Spain He mentions some trees of surprising 
size, one of them fifty feet in circumference: and perhaps credulously report&. 
that in digging a mine in the province of Roucra, petrified human bodie&. 
were found, which yidded a considerable quantity of silver. The large teeth 
:~.nd bones seem to be the same with those of the mammoth; and he obfcurelr 
describes absaltic columns. The bell stone is probably the sonorous marble ~f 
China The cedil.r silver ore of Huaj:mato' lieem.s only dend1·itic, min~led 
with ~par. 
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BRITISH POSSESSIONS 

lN NORTH AMERICA. 

~"NA»A·-DlVISIONS,--EXTENT.-RELIGTON.-GOVEl'l.NM)~NT.

POPULA TION .---R EVENUES.----MANNcRS AND CUSTOM 5.---- LAN
GU AGE.-C I TIES AND TOWN<i,---1\IANUFACTUR ES AND COMMERCE.-

£LIMATE AND SEASONS,-FACE OF THE COUNTRY.-SOIL AND 

AGRICi,)LTUI'!.~:.-RIVERS.--LAKES,-·1\lOUNTAINS.-ZOOLOGY.

MINERALOGY.-NATURAL CURIOSITIES.--N~:W BRUNSWICK.-

l!.JOVASCOTJA.-CAPE BR.I!.TON,---NEW:FOUNDLAND.-THE BERMU

DAS.-

Those parts of North America which still belong to Great Britain are 
-extensive and of considerable importance, though so thinly peopled, and 
and in such a disadvantageous climate, t}-at they sunk into insignifi
cance, when compared with the great and flourishing colony belonging 
to Spain, or with the territories of the United States. The inhabitants 
of the former have been estimated at seven millions, and those of the 
States at five; while those of the British posseessions scarcely exceed 
two hundred thousand souls, and the far greater part are French and 
indigenes. 

DrvzszoNS· The chief of these possessions is Canada, now 
divided into two provinces, called Upper and Lower Canada, the 
former being the western division, on the north of the great lake or sea 
of Canada ; while the lower division is on she river St Lawrence 
towards the east, and contains Quebec the capital, and the chief city of 
our remaining settlements. 

On the east of Canada, to the south of the river St. Lawrence is Nova
Scotia; which in i 784 was .divided into two provinces that of Nova
Scotia in the south, and New Brunswick in the north. 

\Vhat is called New Britain comprehends the most northern 
parts towards Hudson's Bay, and the coast of Labrador. The large 
island of Newfoundland ; that called Cape Breton ; and the neigh
bouring isle St. John ; complete the chief denominations of British. 
territory. But in the English maps, while Greenland is aasigned to 
Denma1'k, all the other most northern parts of America, on the east and 
on the-west, as far south as the port of Sir Francis Drake, are impress
ed with the colour of British territory. By the right of prior or at least 
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of more complete and precise, discovery the western coast might be 
considered as belonging to England, according to the established usage 
of all Europeatl· nations ; and· which of course must be admitted as 
valid in a cause between any two of·them. This right may indeed 
be carried to a ridiculous excess ; and we have seen navigators in our 
own time giving new names to places in Cochin China, a country 
perhaps as civilized as their own ; which is the same as if a Chinese 
junk should sail up the Thames, arid the captain bestow new names 
upon every object. .But in a country thinly inhabited by savages, and 
adapted for European settlements, the case is totally different ; and any 
usage, however ridiculous must be admitted which tends to prevent 
disputes and contests. The first settlement seems however to be the 
most rational claim ; and no such ev~nt having yet happened, the 
western coast of North America shall be arranged among the uncon
quered countries, which seems to be the most proper method, when 
the settle~ents are only .a few detached factories, to which th~ natives 
profess no subjection. Hence the regions around Hudson's Bay, with 
Labrador and Greenland, are from the intense severity of the climate, 
declared free by nature, and shall also be classed among the unconquer
ed countries. The present short description shall therefore only com
prise Canada, and the other British provinces in the sou.th, which form 
actual possessioos or colonies. 

CANADJ.L\.. 
ExTENT. This comitry is computed to !extend ft•om the 

gulf of St. Lawrence, and isle of Anticosti in the east to the lake of 
\'Vinnipeg in the west, or from longitude 64° to 97° west from London, 
thirty-three degrees, which in that latitude may be about 1200 geo
graphical miles. The breadth from the lake of Erie, in the. south, or 
latitude 43° may extend to latitude 49", or 360 geographical miles; 
but the medial ~readth is not above 200. The original population con
sisted of several savage tribes, whose names and manners may be traced 
in the early French accounts, which may also be consulted for the 
progressive discovery, the first settlement being at Quebec in 160e. 
During a century and a half that the French possessed Canada they 
made many discoveries towards the west ; and Lahontan in· the end 
~fthe seventeenth century, has given a tolerable account of some lakes 
beyond that called Superior, and of the river Migsouri. Quebec being 
conquered by Wolfe 1759, Canada was ceded to Great Britain by the 
treaty of Paris 1763 . 

• RELIGION. The religion is the Roman Catholic, but the British 
settlers follow their own modes of worship. There are only twelve 
clergymen of the church of England, including the bishop of Quebec ; 
·while the Catholic cle1·gy are 126. By an act passed in 1791 a legisla
tive council, and an assembly, are appointed for each of the provinces 
of Upper and Lower Canada having power to make laws with the 
consent of the governor but the king may declare his dissent at any time 
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within two years after receiving any bill. The legislative council is to 
consist of seven members for Upper Canada, and fifteen for the lower 
province summoned by the governor under the king's authority, and 
nominated during their lives, except forfeited by an absence of four years, 
{)r by paying allegiance to a foreign power. The house of assembly is 
to consist of fifty members from Lower Canada, and sixteen from 
Upper Canada, chosen by the freeholders m the towns and districts. 
These councils are to assemble at least once every year; and the 
house of assembly continues four years, except in case of prior dissolu
tion. " The governor, together with such of the executive council 
as shall be appointed by the king for the affairs of each province, are to 
be a court of civil jurisdiction for hearing and determining appeals ; 
subject however to such appeals from their sentence as heretofore 
existed. All lands in Upper Canada are to be granted hereafter in 
free and common soccage; and also in Lower Canada, when the gran
tee shall desire it, subject nevertheless to alterations by an act of the 
legisl<.lture. British America is superintended by an officer styled 
Governor General of the four British provinces inN orth America, who 
besides other powers, is commander in chief of all the British troops in 
the four provinces, and the governments attached to them and New
foundland. Each of the provinces has a lieutenant-governor, who, in 
the absence of the governor general, has all the powers requisite to a 
chief magistrate."* < 

PoPULATION. The population of the two Canadas according 
to an actual enumeration ordered by general Haldimand in 1784, 
amounted to 113,012 French and English, exclusive of 10,000 loyalists 
in the upper partst. It is probable that the population has increased 
since. that period ; and certainly would greatly increase if the favourable 
representations of Mr. Weld were credited. The only revenue arising 
to Great Britain fl'Om this colony seems to proceed from an advantage
ous commerce, which is said to employ about seven thousand tons of 
of shipping. The expenses of the civil list are supposed to be 25,0001. 
of which half is paid by Great Britain and the other by the provinces, 
from duties on the importation of spirits, wine, and a few other arti
cles. The military establishment, with repairs of forts, &c. is stated 
at lOO,OOOl. ; and the like sum for presents to the savages, and salaries 
to officers employed among them for trade, &c. in Upper Canada. But 
the advantages of the commerce are thought to counterbalance these 
expenses. 

MANNERS AND Cus'To;us. The manners and customs of the 
settlers in Canada are considerably tinctured with the French gaiety 
and urbanity blended with the usual portion of vanity, which is how
ever a far more laudable quality than avarice, which is destructive of 
every generous motive and noble exertion. The French women in 
Canada can generally read and write, and are thus superior to the men; 

"' Morse, 114. 
t ''The savages (says Mr. Pinkerton) may perhaps amount to 50,000." 

It may, I think, be doubted whether the whole sav~ge population of the tw11 
.Canadas exceed 22,000. B. 

VOL, U. 3 q_ 
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:but both are sunk in ignorance and superstition, and blindly devoted to 
their priests. 

LANGUAGE. They universally use the French language, Eng~ 
lish l;>eing restricted to the few British settlers. 
l QuEBEc. The chief town is Quebec, built on a lofty point of 
t4nd on the north-west side of the great river St. Lawrence: which in 
he neighbourhood is sufficiently deep and spacious to float more than 
.one hundred sail of the line. The upper town, on a rock of lime· 
J>tone, is of considerable natur~l strength, and well fortified ; but the 
lower town towards the river is open to every attack. Montcalm's vain 
confj,dence, in man::hing out of the city, led to his destruction, while a 
·Siege must hav<:.> been dissolved by the appmach of winter, when it 
was impracticable to form any works: yet Quebec might, in the new 
procedures of war, yield, like Holland to a frozen campaign. A large 
.garrison is maintained, but 5000 soldiers would be necessary to man 
the works. The inhabitants are supposed to be IO,O~O, about two thirds 
being French, and the presence of the govern01·1 courts, and garrison, 
conspire to render it gay and lively. The lower town is mostly inha
bited by traders and mariners. The houses are commonly of stone, 
small, ugly, and inconvenient; but the new part of the governor's 
house, for there is no citadel, is upon an improved plan. The monas~ 
teries are almost extinct; yet there are three nunneries. The market 
is well supplied ; and the little carts are ofteQ dt·awn by dogs. The 

· \·icinity presents most sublime and beautiful sct:nery; and the falls of 
the river Montmorenci are particularly celeb1·ated. 

MoNTREAL. l\Iontreal is a neat town, on the east side of a 
.considerable island, formed by the river St. Lawrence at its junction 
with the rivet· Utawas, which is the boundary between Lower and 
Upper Canada, about ISO miles above Quebec. This is the utmost 
.point to which ships can ascend from the sea; but several of the bur~ 
i()en of 400 tons reach Montt·eal by a tedious and difficult navigation. 
This town contains about twelve hundred hous~s, and probably six 
·;thousaud souls ; with six churches, four 'of which are Roman Catholic, 
;me! fow· conYents. The chief trade is in furs, which are thence sent 
rto Canada for England. The North. West Company consists of mer. 
-ch:mts of Montreal. The canoes are chiefly employed on the Utawas, 
·whence the fur traders proceed across to lake 'Vinnipr;g. Mr. Mac
·Jr:.en;lie was a partner i11 the N01th-'Vest Company, which has consi.
,derably lessened the trade of tha,t of I-Iudson•s llay. La Prair.ie is a 
village on the opposite side of the river to Montreal. 

At .the grand egress of the river St. Lawrence, on the lake Ontario, 
,near what is called the lake of a thousand islands, stands the town of 
.Kingston, more remarkable from its position than any other circum
:stance. The forts of Niagara and Detroit belong to the southern side of 
the boundary*. The little town of Trois Rivieres, or Three Rivers 
-.tt;mds b~tween Q\Jebec and Montreal, and is chiefly remarkable for the' 

• Se.e ''~ eld, vel. ii. pJ {H, 11\:c. }{ingston contains about a hundred hou~es, 
~~~~1a~>ited by cm;r;r"-nts fn'm the United States, and there is a stone fort, 
,uected in 1672. The trade in furs is considerab[e. Tlie hamlet of Newark 
,;;9;u.b on_the Bri,_ish side of the -river Niagara, being the capital of Upper 
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.resort of :the savages ; but though it t;ontain little m,ore than two hun ... 
dredand fifty hou5les, it is considered as the third town in British 
America*• Sorelle was founded in 1787 for the American loyalists 
but contains only one hundred scattered houses, it is at the distance of 
.fifteen leagues from Montreal towards Quebec, and the chief business 
is ship•building. 

MANUFAci'ual!:s AND CoMMERCE. The principal exports are 
furs and peltries, with some fish, potash, and American ginsengt~ 
The imports, at·e spirits, wines, tobacco, sugar, salt, and proYisionijl 
for the troops. , Except some linen, and cO'arse woolen clQths, manus 
factured articles are chiefly imported fi'Om En~land. 

CLiliiATE AND SEAsoNs. Mr. Weld, who is a great admirer 
of ice, depicts the Canadian climate in the most favourable colours, 
and would persuade us, that though considerably further to the north, it 
is at least equal to t)1at of New England. But even by his account the 
extremes of heat and cold are amazing; the thermometer in July and 
August rising to ninety•six, while in winter the mercury fteezest, 
The snow begins· in November, and in January, the frost is so intense1_ 
that it is impossible to be out of doors for any time, without the risk or 
:what is called a frost-bite, which endangers the limb; ~nd the warnt 
intervals only increase the sensations and the jeopardy. But wintel't 
as at Petersburg, is the season of amusement, and the sledges, drawn 
by one or two horses, afford a pleasant and speedy conveyance. Several 
stoves are placed in the hall, whence flues pas<; to the apartments; and 
there are double \tindows and doors. On going abroad the whol.e body 
is covered with furs, except the eyes and nose. In May the thaw 
generally comes suddenly, the ice on the river bursting with the noise 
of cannon, and its passageto the sea is terrific, especially when the pile 
of ice crashes against a rock. Spring is summer: and vegetation 
instantaneous. The month of September is one of the most pleasant I/. 

Canada; and though Detroit town and fort be assigned to the Americans,. 
there is a British settlement at no great distance, on the opposite ·side of the> 
river. lb. 170. 

• Weld, ii 11. ~. 

t Mr. Mackenzie has given an interesting hi5tory of the fur trade, which: 
led to the inland discoveries in North Ameriea. In 1766, Curry penetrated 
as far as Fort Bourbon on the Saskashawin, or river BourlYon of the French, 
Peter Pond is said to have discovered the Slave lake ab;ur 1780. The North· 
'Vest Company was formed in 1784 In 1/9/:l the beaver skins expQrted wer~ 
106,000, and other furs· in pr•1p 11tion. The French terms are generally re-' 
tained. Mr. M. proposes, p. 4'.19, .that the Hudson's Bay Company should 
resign their monopoly, as beir.g conducted on a narrow scale, and with little 
benefit to the public. The slmv progress of disc.~.~,~r.· seems to evince the· 
justice of his observatirm, and 1he map nf North -\merica privately engraved 
for their use 1740, woulJ disgrace the knowledge of 1S<,.Q, being perhaps the 
most remarkable mofiumem r,f ge,graphical ignorance that ever appeared. 
Mr. Burke, in his history cf the 1\merican set dements, ii. 288, has expressed 
strong opposition to the monopoly of rhiE company. 

:j: This must not be credited with respect to an;-~ p2~>t of Canad;a;. B. 
II An earthquake, 16ll3, is said to have overwheJ:m:d a chain of free-stone' 

mountains more than 300 miles long. Morse, p. 62, from the American Mu_. 
.seum, iii. 292. It is to be wished that this fact were better substantiated~ 
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FACE oF THE CoUNTRY. The face of the country is gene'-
rally mountainous and woody ; but there are savannas, and plains of 
great beauty, chiefly towards Upper Canada. 

SoiL AND AGRICULTURE. In the lower province the soil 
mostly consists of a loose blackish earth of ten or twdve inches, in· 
cumbent on cold clay. This thin mould is however very fertile, and 
manure was seldom or never used by the French settlers, but of late 
marl has been employed, and is found in considerable quantities on the 
shores of the river St. Lawrence. A little tobacco i:s cultivated for 
private use, with many culinary vegetables, and considerable crops of 
~rain, wheat being reckoned among the exports: a kind of vine is 
mdigenous, but the grapes are sour, and little larger than currants*. 
Raspberries are also indigenous ; and there are good currants and 
gooseberries. A great variety of trees are found in the forests; beech, 
oak, elm, ash, pine, sycamoreJ chesnut, walnut, &c. The sugar maple 
tree also abounds, and the sugar is generally used in the country. Mr. 
Weld points out some difficulties in the tenures of land, which ought 
to be removed, as in such a climate there is no occasion for a barrier 
against colonization. 

RivERs. The great river St. Lawrence has been already de· 
scribed in the general view North America. 

UTA wAs. The Utawas is the most important of aU its tribu-
tary streams, issuing from various lakes, towards the centre of Canada; 
its waters are of a bright greenish colour, while the St. Lawrence is 
muddy. Many rivers of smaller consequence flow into the river St. 
Lawrence from the north. 

LAKEs. The large Jakes have been also already mentioned; 
there are many others, of which the enumeration would be tedious; 
and some difficulty arises from the want of any precise boundary in the. 
north of Canada. 

and such a scene could hardly have escaped the notice of recent travellers~ 
Pinkerton ..... Of this earthquake many memorials have been transmitted to 
us by the contemporary writers, Morton, Frezier, and others. Canada 
seems to ha.ve been the chief seat of its concussions, which were propagated 
from some poii1t between the west and north, towards the south-east. - In 
Canada many fountains and small rivers were dried up; the water of 
other streams became sulphurous, " and in some, the channel in which they 
ran before, was so altered, that it could not be distinguished." Two moun· 
tains, about half way bewecn Tadousac and Q!,1ebec, were shaken down. 
and the earth thus thrown d·own·gave orig·in to a point of land, which ex
tended into the river St. Lawrence, to the distance of half a quarter of a. 
league. The island Aux Coudres became larger than it was before, and the 
channel in the river was much altered. Frezier's Voyage, p. 210,211, Jour-
1Jal des Sea vans, mai, 1678. New England and New York, were also violently 
shaken by this earthquake, the effects of which were experienced, "through
out an extent of three hundred leagues from east to west, and more than one 
liundred and fifty from north to south," the earth, the rivers, and the banks 
of the sea, being· shaken with violence. B. 

• \V cld, i. 301. This kind of vine probably gave name to the Norwegian 
Vinlami. Pinkerton. I take it to ·be the species which Linnzeus denomi
Jlo.tes vi tis vulpina. It has been proposed to name it vitis serotina, because it 
ripem its fruit very late in the-season. Other species of vine, which produce ex-
cdl~;:nt fruit, an: lo.rnmon to many p~rts of Canada. il.ml the United States. B. 
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MouNTAINs. Nor have the mountains been sufficiently exa· 
mined by any geologist, who could indicate their ranges, or illustrate 
their structure. The chief ridge seems to be in the northern part of 
the province, in a direction south-west and north-east, giving source to 
the many s~reams which flow south-east, while a few pass -to Hudson's 
Bay. But there are many mountains between Quebec and the sea, 
while towards the Utawas only a few are scattered, and towards the 
south-west the1·e are ample plains. The botany does not seem to diffe1• 
very essentially from that of the United States, though it is highly 
probable that Canada contains many of the boreal plants of Europe and 
Asia, that are either unknown or less common within the limits of the 
union. vVe are not yet prepared to determine what are the peculiari
ties in the zoology of Canada. Neither the moose nor the beaver are 
exclusively restricted to this part of the continent, being both natives 
of the United States. That particular variety of the rein-deer, which 
is called the carabou or carabao, is more properly an animal of Canada, 
than of the United States. The same remark applies to the American 
bad;er (ursus Labradorius), and to some other animals, for which 
the reader may consult with advantage Mr. Pennant's Arctic Zoology. 
B-Jth the Canadas are infested with rattlesnakes, but these reptiles dis
appear in the higher latitudes, and are, in every part of the continent, 
less formidable than European writers imagine. The beautiful hum-:
ming bird (trochilus colubris) is not uncommon at Quebec*, this and 
many other species of southern birds performing annual-migrations to 
the northern parts of the country. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy is of little consequence; and 
even iron seems to be raret. There are said to be lead· mines which 
produce ~orne silvert; and it is probable that copper may be found, as 
it appears, in the south-west of lake Superior. Coal abounds in the 
isand of Cape Breton, but this valuable mineral has not been disco
vered in Canada. · If so wide a territory were properly examined by · 
skilful naturalists, which ought always to be a primary care with every 
government for the most advantageous positions of settlements, ii.nd 
that every advantage may be secured, it is highly probable that im
portant discoveries might be made. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIEs. Little is said of warm springs, or 
mineral waters ; and the chief natural curiosities seem to be grand 
lakes, rivers, and cataracts. Among the lattet·, the celebrated falls of 
Niagara are chiefly on the side of Upper Canada, the river being there 
600 yards wide, and the fall 14·2 feet. A small island lies between the 
falls; and that on the side of the United States is 350 yards. wide, 
while the height is 163 feet: from the._ great fall a constant cloud 
ascends, which may sometimes be seen at the distance of thirty miles; 
and the whole scene is one of the most sublime in nature!:. 

~ Kalm, ii. 253. 
t See Lalm, ii. 34-9, for an account of these veins near the b:l.y of St. 

Paul, north-east of ~Jebac. There are only some grains of galen•~ in a kind 
of spar. 

t A fine magnetic sand is found in great abundance, alon<" the shores of 
Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, &c. both in Canada and the United 

0

States. B. 
1/ It is the opiuion of many persons, that the fall:; were formerly at ~l~ens. 

town, or the landing, near nine r.nilc:o below thdr present sitl.iJ.tion; ;u,J that, 
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NEW BRUNSWICK. 

THE ancient province of Nova Scotia was granted by James 1. 
to his secretary Sir William Alexander, afterwards earl of Stirling; 
and the ori~in of the title of baronets of Novascotia is well known. It 
was afterwards seized by the French, who seem indeel;l to have been 
the first possessors, and by whom it was called Acadie*; but it was 
surrendered to England by the treaty of Utrecht 1713. In 1784, as 
already stated, it was divided into.two provinces, New Brunswick, and 
Novascotia. In the former there are two considerable bays, and a 
river of some length, called St. John's; while that of St. Croix divides 
New Brunswick from the District of Maine, belonging to the United 
States. The river of St. John is navigable for vessels of fifty tons, 
about sixty miles; and fm· boats about two hundred; the tide flowing 
about eighty. The fish are salmon, bass, and sturgeon; and the 
banks, enriched by the annual freshets, are often fertile, level, and 
covered with large trees. This river affords a common and near route 
to Quebec. There are many lakes, among which the Grand Lake i:-; 
thirty miles long, and about nine broad. T}:l.e great chain of Apala
chian mountains passes on the north-west of this province, probably 
expiring at the gulf of St. Lawrence. The capital is Fredericktown 
on the river St. John, about ninety miles from its estuary. St. Ann's 
is almost opposite, and there are some other settlements near the bay 
of Fundi, . with-a fort called Howe. There is a tribe of savages called 
the Marechites, estimated at 140 fighting men. The chief products 
are timber and fish. 

by gra.clually wearing away the rocks over which the water is precipitated, 
they are still advancing further up the outlet of Lake Erie. After an atten
tive examination of the falls, and of the country about Queenstown, I do not 
think tkere is any solid foundation for the hypothesis which I have mentioned, 
though it cannot be denied, that some change in the aspect of the cataract 
has taken place, since the first arrival of the Europeans in this part of the 
continent. B. 

• See Lahontan, ii. 2.4. 
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NovAscoTIA. THIS province i~ about 300 miles in length, 
by about eighty of medial breadth, being inferior in size to New Bruns
wick. There are several considerable rivers, among which that of 
Annapolis is navigable fifteen miles, fm• ships of 100 tons. The bay 
of Fundi, between New Brunswick and Novascotia, extends fifty 
leagues inland, the ebb and flowing of the tide being from forty-five to 
sixty feet. 

HALIFAx. The capital is Halifax, on the bay of Chebucto, 
well situated for the fishery, with communications, by land and water, 
With other parts of this province, and New Bnmswick*. There is a 
good h;.1rbour, where a small squadron of ships of war, employed in 
protecting the fishing vessels, is laid up in th~ winter. The town is 
entrenched, with forts of timber, and is said to contain fifteen or six
teen thousand inhabitants, a superior population to that of Quebec. 
Shelburn, towards the south-west, once contained 600 families: Guis
berry about 250. The harbour of Annapolis is excellent; but it is an 
inconsiderable hamlet. During a great part of the year the air is foggy 
and unhealthy ; and for four or five months irttensely cold. There ai'e 
many forests, and the soil is generally thin and barren, though fertile 
on the banks of the rivers, in grass, hemp and flax; but supplies of 
grain are sent from England. The Micmacs, an Indian tribe of about 
300 fighters, dwell to the east of Halifax. Britain sends to these pro
vinces linen and woolen cloths, and other articles to the amount of about 
30,000l.; and receives timber and fish worth abottt so,oool. The chief 
fishery is that of cod on the Cape Sable coast. Near Cape Canco there 
are remarkable cliffs of white gypsum, or plaster of Paris. About 
twenty-three leagues from that cape, is the Isle de Sable, or of Sand, 
.consisting wholly of that valuable substance, mixed with white trans
parent stones, the hills being milk-white cones, and some 146 feet 
above the sea. This strange i5le has ponds of fresh water; with juni
pers, blueberries, and cranberries, and some grass and vetches, which 
serve to support a few horses, cows, and hogs. The bay of Fundi 
presents an infinite variety of picturesque and sublime scenery ; and 
the Bore rises to the height of seventy feett. 

"' Morse, l:;lO. t Pennant, A. Z. cccxi. 



ISLAND OF CAPE BRETON. 

CAPE BRETON. THIS. island is attached to the province of 
Lower Canada, though divided from Novascotia, only by a strait of 
one IY(ile in breadth. It is about a hundred miles .in length; and ac
cording to the French authors was discovered at ~ very early period, 
about A. D. 1500, by the Normans and Bretons, who navigated these 
seas; and being supposed a part of the continent was called Cape Bre
ton, a name absurdly retained. They did not however take possession 
of it till 1713, when they erected Fort Dauphin: the harbour being 
found difficult, Louisburg was built in 1720, the settlers being chiefly 
from Emope, as the Acadians, or French of Novascotia, did not 
choose to leave that country. In 1735 Cape Breton was taken by some 
troops from New England, and has since remained subject to the British 
Cl'own. The climate is cold and foggy, not only from the proximity of 
Newfoundland, but from numerous lakes and forests. The soil is chiefly 
mere moss, and has been found unfit for agriculture. The chief towns 
are Sidney and Louisburg, the whole inhabitants of the isle do not 
exceed one thousand. The fur trade is inconsiderable, but the fishery 
very important, this island being esteemed the chief seat; and the 
value Df this trade, \vhile in the French possession, was computed at 
a million sterling. There is a very extensive bed of coal in this island, 
in a hm·izontal direction'", not more than six or eight feet below the 
surface; but it has been chiefly used as ballast: in one of the pits a. 
fire was kindled by accident, and remains unextinguished. 

ST. JoHN. The island of St. John is at no great distance to 
the west of Cape Breton, being about sixty miles in length by thirty in 
breadth, and is attached to the province of Novascotia. The French 
inhabitants, about 4,000 surrendered with Cape Breton, in 17 45. It is 
said to be. fertile, with several streams. A lieutenant-governor resides 
at Charlotte town; and the inhabitants of the island are computed at 
five thousand. 

" In the western parts of Pennsylvani!t, Virginia, &c. almo~tt all the coal. 
.kitherto discovered, is disposed in a. horizontal direction. B. 
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NEWFOUNDLAND. 

NEwFouNDLAND. THIS island was discovered by Sebastian 
!Cabot in 1-1-96*~ who also founded the prior claim of England to the 
North American shores as far south as Florida. This discovery, like 
'that of Columbus and others, was unintentional, the design being 
merely to penetrate to the East Indies. Those authors who wonder 
.that no colonies were sent, only shew their ignorance of the intentions 
of the first navigators ; and at that period there was not one man in 
Europe, who could have ·formed the smallest idea of the benefits of a 
colony. It was the success of the Spanish colonies, allured by gold 
_alone, that, towards the end of the sixteenth century, enlarged the 
ideas of mankind; but even then, Raleigh's transcendent mind held 
out gold to alll1is followers, as the sole inducement. The island of Ne_w
foundland is about 320 miles in length and breadth, the shape appmach
,ing to a triangle. It seems·to be rather hilly than mountainous, with 
woods of bit·ch, small pine, and fir, yet on the south-west side there 
are lofty head-lands. The country has scarcely been penetrated above 
thir~:· miles ; but there are numerous ponds .and morasses, with some 
.dry b.c;·1·ens. 

FisHERY. The great fishery·on-the banks-of Newfoundland 
begins about the 10th of May, a:xl continues till the end of September. 
The cod is either dried for the Mediterranean: or what are called mud
fish, barrelled up in a pickle of salt, for the English market. These 
-banks and the ishnd are environed with constant fog, or sno',V and sleet, 
tbe former supposed by some to be OC{;asioned by the superior warmth 
-of the gulf stream from the West Indies. The fishery is computed 
to yieid about 300,000!. a year, from the cod sold-in the catholic coun
tries. The island of Newfoundland, after many disputes with the French, 
was ceded to England 171:::, the French having permission to dry 
their nets on the northern shores; and in 1763 it was stipulated tbat 
they might fish in the gulf of St. Laurence ; and the small isles of 
St. Pierre and Miquelon were ceded to them. The French, by -the 
·l.reaty 1783, were to enjoy theit· fisheries on the northern and western 

" I think this is an error. The map under Cabot's picture, ·in the Privy 
gallery, places this voyage in 1497; and Smith <;oncurs in this date. Stow 
places it i.1 1498. The chronology of these times, so far as respects the dis· 
covery of the countries of America, is very contradictory, .and seems well 
woi·thy of the attention of ~ome learned man. B. 

VOL, II. 3 R 
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coasts, the inhabitants of the United States having the same privileges 
as before their independence ; and the preliminaries of October 180 l, 
confirm the privileges granted to the French. 

The chief towns are St. John on the south-east with Placentia in the 
south, and Bona vista in the east; but not above a thou.sand families 
remain during the winter. In the spring a small squadron is sent to 
protect the fisheries and settlements, the admiral being also governor 
of the island, its sole consequence depending on the fishery; and 
there are two lieutenant governors, one at St. John's, another at 
Placentia.~ 

These dreary shores are strongly contrasted by the Bermudas or 
Sommer islands, lying almost at an equal distance between Nova Scotia 
and the \IV est Indies : but as they are nearer to the coast of Carolina 
than to any other land, it seems more proper to arrange them here 
than under any other division, 

THE BERMUDAS, OR SOMMER ISLANDS. 

THEY are four in number, and were discovered by the Spaniards 
under John Bermudast, in 1527, but being afterwards neglected by 
them, they were again disclosed by the !!hipwreck of Sir George 
Sommer in 1609, which event seems to have induced Shakspt:are to 
-describe them as ever vexed with storms. Another poet, \IV aller, who 
resided there some time, on his being condemned for a plot against 
the parliament in 164-:3, describes them in very different colours, as 
enjoying a perpetu:1l spring-. In 1725 the benevolent and eccentt'ic 
bishop Berkeley prcposed to erect a colleg-e in these islands for the 
conversion of the savage Americans! Of these little islands the chief 
is that called St, George, with a capital town of the same name, con
taining about fiye hundred houses, built of a soft free.-stone, probably 
like that of Bath; the inhotbitants being about three thousand, at1d 
those of all the islands about nine thousand. There is a GoYernor, 
Council, and General Assembly, the religion being that of tht: 
.church of England. The people ar.:: chieHy occupied in building 
tight ship.:; of their cedars, in which they trade to North America 

10 The isk of Anticosti, at the month of the St Lawrence, i~ full of rocks, 
~nd has no harl.>our, l>ut b covered with wood; and excellent cod is found oa 
tJ1e ~hort'~. 

t .More properly Berme>ckz. fl. 
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and the West Indies. It would appear that these remote isles were 
uninhabited when settled by the English, but a good history and de~ 
scription of the Bermudas might afford a pleasing addition to the 
geographical library*. Mr. Morse says that the blacks are here twice 
a~ numerous as the .whites; and that a great part of their trade consist~ 
in carrying salt to America. The women are said to be handsome, and 
both sexes fond of dress, which is perhaps more laudable than the 
opposite extremet. 

" In the Novus Orbis of De Laet (p. 27 ..... 30.) there is some interesting 
information concerning these islands. B. 

t From the chart by Lempriere, 1797, it appears that the 1arges.t ighnd 
called Bermuda resembles a hook, the g,-reat sound fronting the north. The 
lengrh is about thirty-live geographical miles, the breadth seldom two. Thlf 
Cilther isles are St. George's, St. David's, and Somerset; with several is!et&1 
and numerou11 rockii. They are al&o frequented by whalo-fishers. 



NATIVE TRIBES:, 

AND 

UNC.ONQUERED COUNTRIES~ 

THE arrangement of this division shall chiefly pursue the order of. 
the discoveries from the east t.owards the west. On this plan, Green-· 
land shall be followed by Labrador, and the territory belonging to the 
Hudson's Bay company. Some account may be then given of the 
central parts and tribes, which shall be followed by the discoveries of 
the western coast and islands by the Russians, Cook, Vancouver, La 
Perouse, and other navigators, and by the late enterprisin~ travellec 
Mackenzie. 

G REE.NLA'ND. 

THE discovery of this extensive region, which, whether conti
nental or insular, must ever continue to be regarded as beloning to 
North America, has been already mentioned as having been effected 
by the people of Iceland in the tenth century, the distance, according 
to the Lest maps,·~being about 8 ° of longitude in latitud~ 66 o, or nearly 
200 l!eograpical miles; but some maps reduce it to 5°, or not more 
than I30 geographical miles*. The intercourse between this colony 

" The industrious Torfaeus, in his Groenlandia Antigua, has collected e ;·cry 
memol'ial thAt could be found concerning ancient Gree1.li\nd1 and ha3 illus-
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and Denmark was maintained till the beginning of the fifteenth centuty, 
the last of seventeen bishops being named in 1406 ; and in that century 
by the gradual increase of the arctic ice, the colony appears to have 
been completely imprisoned by the frozen ocean, while on the west a 
range of impassable mountains and plains, covered with perpetual ice, 
precluded all access. The ancient settlement contained several churches 
and monasteries, the names and positions of which may be traced in 
the mapofTorfaeus,from which it wouia seem that thecoJonyexteP-ded 
over about 200 miles in the south-east extremity. On the west some 
ruins of churches have also been discovered. In more recent times, 
the western coast was chiefly explored by Davis, and othet· English 
navigators, but there was no attempt to settle any colony. A pious 
Norwegian clergyman, named Egcde, having probably read the book 
ef Torfreus, published in 1715 was deeply impressed with the melan
choly situation of this colony, if it should be found to exist; and in. 
1721 proceeded to the western shore, where he continued till 1735, 
preaching the gospel to the patives, his benevoknt example having 
been since followed by several missionaries. The sect called Mora-' 
vians oegan their settlements about thirty years aft~r, being chiefly 
those of New Hernhuth, and Lichtenfels. It is said that the country 
is inhabited as far as 76°, but the Danish and Moravian settlements are 
chiefly in the south-west, though at one time there appear to have been 
a factory as far north as 73°. The natives have no conception of what 
we call Baffin's Bay, but say that in the north of their country there is 
a narrow strait which divides it from the continent of America*. 

This dreary country may be said to consist of rocks, ice, and snow; 
but in the southern parts there are some small junipers, willows, and 
birch. There are rein-deer, and some dogs resembling wolves, with 
arctic foxes, and polar bears. Hares. are common, and the walrus, 
and five kinds of seals frequent the shores. The· birds, particularly 
sea and water fowl, are tolerably numerous, as are the fish, and the 
insects exceed ninety. 

"\Vhat is called the ice blink is an amazing congeries of ice, at the 
mouth of an inlet, the splendour of which is discerned at the distance 
of many league,. It is said to extend in magnificent arches for about 

' twenty-four miles. The short summer is very warm, but foggy; and 
the northern lights diversify the gloom of winter. What is called the 
frost smoke bursts from cracks in the frozen ocean, The natives are 
short, with long black hair, small eyes, and flat faces, being a branch 
of the Iskimos, or American Samoieds: it is supposed that they do not 

trated the Danish settlements wi~h a map in which the nearest co<~.st i'l sup
posed to be at least 200 geographical miles from Iceland, and di;tinguished 
by the lofty mountains called Hvitserk and Blaserk. It was reported in the 
old accounts that the mountain Snoefell in l<;"land, and Hvitserk in Green
land, could be seen fmm the middle of this channel; k>ut this is a doubtful 
tra<fi-tion. See th~ valuable voyages by order of the French king in 1771 and 
1772, for the illustration of various provinces in navigation and geography;. 
Paris, 1778, 4to. i. 264. ii. 244·. Some mountains of Greenland mav, how
ever be seen at the distance of forty or sixty leagues. Crantz, vol. i. p. 8. 
ilf ~Mr. Pennant, A. Z. ccxcii, observes that the Yarmouth whale fishers, who· 
proceed as far as Disco bay, give no intelligence concerning Baffin's bay. 
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now exceed ten thousand, the number having been greatly reduced by 
the amall pox. Their cones, in which one man proceeds to kill seals, 
are of a singular construction, and have sometimes been wafted as far 
as the Orkneys. The highest mountains are on the west side ; and the 
three pinnacles of what is called the Stag's Horn are visible from sea at 
the distance of forty or ~i:lfty leagues. Crantz observes that the rocks 
are very full of clefts, commonly perpendicular, and seldom wider than 
Imlf a yard, filled with spar, <iuartz, talc, and garnets. The rocks are 
generally rather vertical or little inclined, consisting of granite, with 
some sand stone, and lapis olaris. Our author's imperfect mineralogy 
also indicates micaceous schistus, coarse marble,. and serpentine, with 
asbestes and amianthus, crystals, and black schorl. It is said that fluate 
of argill, a new substance, has been recently found in Greenland ; 
perhaps this is the soft transparent stone of Crantz. The lapis olaris 
is of singular utility in Greenland, and the north of America, being: 
used for lamps and culinary utensils. The soil consists of tmfertile 
clay or sand. The winter is very severe; and the rocks often burst by 
the intensity of the fl'Ost. Above 66 ° ·the sun does not set in the 
l<mgest days, and at 64° it is not fGur hours beneath the horizon. 

LABRADOR .. 

TI-IIS large extent of coast was so named by the Portuguese navi~ 
gator who made the first discovery. In the inland parts there were 
American savages, and on the coasts Iskimos : but the former have 
mostly retired to the south, and even the latter seem gradually to 
withdraw: neither people had the ingenuity of the Laplanders. There 
were ho,e only a few factories, till the Moravian clergy formed little set
tlements, particularly at Nain, about 1764. To these missionaries we 
are indebted for the disco\'ery of that elegant iridescent felspar, called 
the Labrador stone. It is ~aiel to have been first discovered in sailing 
through some lakes*, where its bright hues were reflected from the 
water. The most rare colour is the scarlet. Mr. Cartwright, who 
resided at intel'vals nearly sixteen years in this desolate country, has 
published a minute and prolix journal, which however gives a curious 
picture of its state, and appearances along the coast, for the inland 

" A large inland sea, or lake, is laid down by D' An ville, which has re· 
cent],, b~en copied under the appellation of a New Sea. 
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parts have never been explored*. His Indians seem to be Iskimos, 
and their manners are very filthy. He remarks that the grouse not 
only change their colour in the winter, but that t~y then gain a Iar9e 

· addition of white feathers. The porcupines resemble the beaver m 
size and shape; and he observed wolvereenst. He who wishes to study 
the manners of bears may here find ample satisfaction. At a cataract, 
surrounded with elders, spruces, firs, larches, birch, and aspin, many 
salmon ascend, and the bears assemble in numbers to catch theit• 
favourite prey. Some dive after the fish, and do not appear till at the 
-distance of seventy ot"eighty yards. Others seem to be Ioungers, who 
only come to see what is going fm·wards, and to enjoy the promenade 
and the spectacle. Our author counted thirty-two white bears, and 
tht'ee black ones:f. Rein deer also abound, and their venison is excel"" 
lent. l\It'. Cartwright contradicts the received accounts of the beaver, 
asserting that he never eats fish nor any animal food, but lives on the 
leaves and bark of such trees and shrubs, as have not a resinous juice, 
and the roots of the water lily I/. Their sagacity is not so great as is 
generally supposed, but Lherc is something so singular in their erect 
movements, that an illiterate observer pronounced them to be" enchant
ed Christians**." Even the peaceable Iskimos are liable to savage con
tests, and about 1736, in a quarrel concerning a young woman,_a furious 
slaughter arose, in which neither sex nor age were spared: At the 
close of his third volume, Mr. Cartwright gives a general idea of the 
country, and a thermometrical journal. So far as discovered, Labradot• 
is generally hilly, and even.mountainous; but the southern parts might 
be improved, though it would be difficult to guard against the white 
bears and wolves; and cattle must be housed for nine months in the 
year. The eastern coast exhibits a most barren. and i1·on bound appear
ance, the rocky mountains rising suddenly from the• sea, with spots of 
black ·peat earth, producing stunted plants. Rivers, brooks, lakes, 
pools, and ponds, are abundant, rich in fish, and frequented by innu
merable birds. Thou~h springs be rare, the waters being mostly dis
solved snow, yet swelled throats are unknown, though frequent in the 
alpine countries of Europe and Asir.tt. The eastern coast also pre
sents thousands of islands, covered with flocks of sea fowl, particularly 
eider ducks ; and in the larger isles there are deer, foxes, and hares. 
The fish are, salmon, trout, pile, barbel, eels, and others. Inland, the 
air is milder; there are many trees, and some symptoms of fertility. 
The plants are, wild celery, scurvy-grass, redc!ocks, and Indian sallad. 
Tl1ere are some appearances of iron, and the Iskimos now collect the 
Labrador spar on the shores of the sea ·and lakes, for the rocks have 
not been discovered. Perhaps this spar w:ts the shining stone brought 

" Newark, 1792, 3 vols. 4to. t lb. i. 278. ii. 58. 
t Ib. 346. 11 iii. 24. 
u It is now well known in the United States, that the beaver lives almost 

e,;clusively upon vegetable matters, but it is believed to be a fact, that heals() 
eats certain animal matters, such as small crabs and muscles. B. 

tt The swelled throat, or goitre, is not an uncommon occurrence in .some 
par~s of the two Canadas, and in various part• of tJ1e United States. What
ever may be the cause of this singuhlr disease, it is certain that it does not 
.r>we it.s origin to snow-water. B. 
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from Labrador by one of our early navigators, as a specimen of gold 
ore. The birds are common to arctic regions, and the animals are 
mostly of the fur kind, in which trade our author was engaged. The 
11atives are mountaineers and lskim.os, the former resembling gypsies,. 
with somewhat of French features from a mixture of Canadian blood. 
•rhey live chiefly on rein deer, and also kill fuxes, martins, and beavers. 
They live in wigwams, a kind of tents, covered with deer skin and birch 
rind, and are a sort of Roman Catholics, being anxious to visit the priests 
at Quebec. The lskimos are the same people with the Greenlanders, 
whose manners are minutely described by Craptz. They use ;,ledges 
drawn by dogs, as in Asia. Remains of seals and oily substances have 
a remarkable effect on the ground, so as to produce rich crops of gra~&) 
<m spots formerly only sprinkled with heath. 

HUDSON'S BAY. 

HunsoN's BAY. The inland sea commonly called Hudson's 
'B11ty was explored iR I 610 ; and a charter for planting and improving . 
.the country, and carrying on trade, was granted to a company in 1670. 
The Hudson's Bay Company has since retained a claim to most ex
tensive territories, on the west, south, and east, of that inland sea, 
.supposed to extend from 70° to 115°, and allowing the degree only 
1hirty miles, the length will be 1350 geographical miles, and the medi
al breadth about 350. This vast extent of ice and snow is however of 
little consequence considered in itself; and it is not understood that the 
.company gain great wealth. An able writer has also defended them 
against the invidious charge of obstructing geographical knowledge for 
the sake of commercial monopoly.* The journey of :MI'. Hearne is 
mdeed a manifest th-ough tardy proof of the contrary. The annual 
exports are about 16,0001. ; and the returns, which yield a considerable 
revenue to government, perhaps amount to 30,0001. The north-west 
Company lately established at Montreal, has also considerably reduced 
the profits; but an enquiry into the state of this company, and of tl1eir 
territories, might be an object of some importance, and might perhaps 
lead to great improvements in the mode .of conducting the commerce, 
and deriving every possible advantage from these extensiYc territories 
and &eas. The establishment of factories, here called forts, and which. 

"' Introduction to Cook's las'; Voyage. 
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'sometimes contain sm3Jl garrisons, and other peculiar circumstances, 
seem more adapted to the powers of a commercial company, than of 

,pt·ivate traders; and even the example and success of the North-We5t 
Company seem to authorize that of Hudson's Bay. But they ought 
stl'ictly to attend to the character of their servants, who, as Mr. Cart
wright observes, will sometimes kill an Indian in preference to a deer. 

The regions around Hudson's Bay, and that of Labrador, have by a 
miserable compliment to the parent country, been sometimes called 
New Britain, a name not admitted-in French or English maps. The 
parts on the west of Hudson's Bay have aiso been called New North 
and South \Vales; while that on the east is styled East Main. In the 

·south, James~s Bay stretches inland about .300 miles by abotlt !50 in 
breadth; and the most valuable settlements are in that Yicinity, as 
Albany fo1t, Moose' fort, and East Main factory. Further to the south, 
and on the c,onfines of Upper Canada, are Brunswick house, Frederick 
lwuse ; ancl some others, which, perhaps, belong to the North-west 

. company. In the north, Severn house is at the mouth-of a large river, 
·which seems to flow from the lake of \Vinnipic. York fort stands on 
Nelson river; and still further to the north is Churchill fort, which 
seems the furthest settlement in that direction.* To the west the 
Hudson's Bay company had extended little further ·than 'Hudson's 
house ; while the superior spirit of the North-west company has neal'!r 
approached the Pacific.t The most impmtant rivers are theN elson or 
Saskashawin, and the Sevem ; the comparative course of the lattel' 
scarcely exceeding 400 British miles, but of great breadth and depth. 
In the south the Albany, Moose, Abitib, and Hanicana, are the most 
considerable; but all the rivers are impeded with falls and shoals. 
Near that singular inlet called Chesterfield there are many lakes, but 
.the barbarous names would neither ed1fy nor entertain the reader; nor 
is it likely that they should ever become memorable in natural or civil 
history. The sea of Hudson commonly presents bold rocky shores; 
but at intervals there are marshes and large beaches. There are sever
al high islands, the largest of which in the north has been little 
explored ; and in what is called Baffin's Bay ( if such a sea exist,) 
some maps and charts admit a very large cent1al island called James 
Island, which others entirely reject. 

Even in latitude 57"' the winters are extremely severe; the ice on 
the rivers is eight feet thick, and brandy coagulates. The rocks bun,t 
with a horrible noise, equal to that of heavy artillery, and the splinters 
are thrown to an amazing distance.t :Mock suns, and haloes, are not 
unfrequent; and the sun rises and sets with a large eone of ydlowish 
light. The Aurora borealis diffuses a variegnted splendom·, which 
equals that of the full moon ; and the -stars sparkle with fiery redness . 
.The fish in Hudson sea are far from numerous; and the v:hak hhery 

• Churchill fort was built in 1715. ·It is also called Fort Prince of ''/ales. 
t The boundary between the Hudson's Bay Company and Canada is under

stood to follow the ridge that gives .source to the. rivers flowing north and 
:,0uth; as far as Lake Annipeg; whence latitude 1±9 degrees is said to .fvrJ)l 
the limit. 

l Pennant, A. z. cqcvi. 
VOL. II. J S 
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bas been attempted without success. There are few shell fish; and the 
quadrupeds and birds correspond with those of Labrador and Canada. 
The northem indigenes are Iskimos ; but there are other savages ia 
the south: and the factories are visited by several tribes.* 

CENTRAL PARTS. 

Till the jotll'ney of :VIr. Heame, an officer o[ the Hudson's Bay Com
pany, in 1771, and the more difficult and laborious enterprizes of Mr. 
Mackenzie in 1789 and 1793 ; little was known concerning the interior 
parts of North America. In 17 4G D'Anville Jays down, with consider
able accuracy, the Sea of Canada, or the three great conjunct Jakes. 
He closes with the Lake of the vVoods; and a rh·e1· (now called \Yini
pic) runs to the north, while from the same Jake a larg·e river proceeds 
to the west, "discovered by a savage called Ochagac,'' but which does 
not exist. Not far to the south of the Lake of the Woods he places the 
Missisippi, but says that the sources are unknown; they are now marked 
on that very spot. After a few other positions in that vicinity, he declares 
l1is ignorance of the country further to the west. Thus the great Jakes 
of Winnipic, of the Hills, and. the Slave lake, with the immense rang·es 
of mountains, and other important features, were unknown to this able 
geographer, who vvas master of all the knowledge of his time. The 
lake of \Vinni:pic appears to have been disclosed to Europern notice 
about 1760, by furriers from Canada; and much was said of an imagin
ary large river called the Bourbon ; which may however have been the 
Saskasbawin. 

HEARNE'~ JouRNEY. Mr. Hearne performed his journies in 
the yea1·s I 'i 69-1772 ; but his book did not appear till I 79 5. He 
proceeded from fort Prince of \Vales, or Churchill, and explored a 
group of lakes, called Doobant and other names, near Chesterfield 

"The tenth chapter of Mr. Hearne's journey may be consulted for an account 
cf the animals and vegetables. A dwarf b.rch is here called the juniper. 
The wislu-capucca is called American tea, being drank in infusion. :Mr. 
Hearne observes, p. 51, that the 'American savag-es always enjoy, and even 
hugh at, the sight of distress or pain. Ulloa marks it as characteristic of 
1:hose in South America, that they inflict the greatest cruelties with perfect 
iindihc1·ence. On any dangerous illness, p 203. the patient is left to peri'h 
~1lone. I,. is a f;;.yourite pastime of the women to kill a captive woman or 
~hilll, }l· 2tS6. 
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inlet ; and, fmther to the west, a lake of great extent, which he call~ 
Athapuscow, the centre being in longitude 125°, latitude 62°; being 
evidentlY, the Slave lake of Mr. Mackenzie, in the same latitude but 
longitude 1 , 5°. The Copper Mine river, which Mr. Hearne lays
down in longitude 120°, is by l\.{r. Arrowsmith assigned to longitude 
ll:\ 0 This river flowing into the Arctic ocean was the most curious
discovei-y of Mr. Hearne, whose journeys seemed sufficiently to de• 
monstrate that no north-west passage was to be expected. In his pre
face he expresses his opinion that the Copper River probably flows into 
an inland sea like that of Hudson;* which may also be the case with 
Mackenzie's river. Mr. Hearne's adrentures on his new route are 
amusing and interesting. He met with many herds of musk cattle, 
a curious species described and engraved by Mr. Pennant in his Arctic 
Zoology. On the 14th of July 1771 he at length arrived at the Cop• 
per river, whn·e the savages who attended him murdered, in a shocking 
mmmer, s::Jme Iskimo families ; and on the 17th he was within sight 
of the sea. " I therefore instantly set about commencing my survey, 
~mel pursued it to the mouth ofthe river; which I found all the way 
so full of shoals and falls, that it was not navigable even for a boat, and 
that it emptied itself into the sea over a ridge or bar. The tide was 
then out ; but I jHdgecl from the marks which I saw on the edge of 
the ice, that it flowed about twelve or fourteen feet, which will onlt 
reach a little way within the river's mouth. The tide being out, the 
water in the ri\'·er was perfectly fresh; but I am certain of its being the 
sea, or some branch of it, by the quantity of whale bone and seal-skins 
which the iskimos had at their tents, and also by the number of seals 
which I saw on the ice. At the mouth of the river the sea is full of 
islands and shoals, as far as I could see with the assistance of a good 
pocket telescope. The ice was not then broke up, but was melted 
away for about three quarters of a mile from the main shore, and to a 
little distance round the islands and shoalst ." He found the Iskimos 
here of a dirty copper co!olll', and rather shorter in stature than those 
to the south. Even here the kettles are made of lapis ollaris, of a 
mixed brown and white ; and their hatchets and knives are of copper. 
The dogs have sharp erect ears, sharp noses, and bushy tails, being a 
fine breed of that sort. Many kinds of sea-fowl were observed; and 
in the ponds and m:Jrshes swans, geese, curlews, and plovers. The 
quadrupeds are musk cattle, rein-deer, bears, wolves, wolvereens, foxes, 
ltlpine hares, s·1uirrels, ermines, mice. l\1r. Hearne afterwards visited 
one of the copper mines, about thirty miles south east ft·om the mouth 
of the river, being merely a hill which seems to have been rent by an 
earthquake, or perhaps by subte!'l'anean water. The copper is found 
in lumps, and is beaten out by the help of fire and two stones. Upon 
L;s t·eturn Mr. Hearne passed fmther to the west, and on the 24-th of' 
December 1771 he an'ived at the north side of the great lake of Atha
puscow:j:, where our tr.1vdler observed a rustling noise to proceed li·om 

' P.1ge vii. 
't lb. 162. \Vhy not taste the water? It mig·ht have been a large fresh 

water lake. Seals a:e common in the sea of Baikal, and the whalebone may 
h~vc been procured m barter. The supp":>d tide is not unknown in hi~'t 
"\Yl~1ds upon t1":(' scuthenJ b.ke·.;, f l{;.;~~hcr .1~.~~zl)!>f·~·ctc 
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the northern lights, and he confutes several popular tales concerning 
the beaver. The l~ke of Athapuscow is very full of islands, filled with 
tall trees like masts, as appears from his curious view of a part of it. 
The natives reported it to be 120 leagues in length, from cast to west ; 
anu twenty wide. It is stored with qurmtities of fish,. pike, trout, perch, 
barbel, and two sorts called by the natives tittameg and methy. The 
northern shore consists of confused rocks and hills, but the southern is 
level and beautiful ; and there are m<tny wild cattle and moose deer, 
the former, particularly the bulls, being larger than the English black 
eattle. The hunch on the back is an elongation of the wither bones, 
according to Mr. Hearne. Proceeding southward he arrived at the 
great Athapuscow river, which he found about two miles in breadth, 
being evidently the Slave river of Mr. Mackenzie. Our traveller then. 
passed eastward without any remarkable discovery, and arrived at Fort. 
Prince of Wales 30th June 1772. 

CENTRAL PARTS. Mr. Mackenzie's journies were of yet more 
consequence. In June 1789 he embarked in a canoe at fort Chepiwian, 
on the south of thelak.e of the hills, and proceeded along the Slave 
river, to the Slave lake, whence he entered a river now called after his 
own name, till he reached the Arctic ocean. The slave river he des-· 
cribe5 as very considerable, and says it. received its name from an Indian· 
tribe, called Slaves merely from their extreme ferocity*'. The Slave 
lake he found covered with ice in the month of June, and the chief fish 
were carp, white fish, trout, and pike. He justly remarked it as extra
ordinary that land, covered with spruce, pine, and white birch, when 
wasted by fire produces nothing but poplars, where none before appeared .. 
The river called after his name is sometimes fifty fathoms in depth, 
though not above three hundred yards in breadth .. On tl;)e 11th of July the 
sun remained all night considerably above the horizon ; and soon after he. 
~-eems to have reached the sea; but our traveller's account is here not a little 
perplexed. It appears however that his river has a wide estuary, with 
many islands, one of which Mr. Mackenzie called \Vhale hland, as he 
htre saw some whales as large as his canoe, and larger than the largesr 
porpoisct. Sue h fish are howevet· never observed in lakes; and there. 
seems to be sufficient indications that he had reached the sea. Though 
so far to the north, there seem to be other savages besides Iskimos ; 
and it would appear from their report that there is another large riret· 
on the w·estern side of the Rocky Mountains, which also joins the Arctic 
Oceant. On his retu111, l\1r. Mackenzie observed petroleum, or rather 
maltha, and a large bed of coal on fire; and on the 12th September 1789 
our author finished his first voyage, which had occupied one hundred 
and two dars. A complete confirmation thence arises that there is no 
!lorthern c~rnmunication between the Atlantic and the Pacific, except· 
at so high a latitude that it ~1Hst be .impeded by perpetUal ic~., 

Equally importmt and mterestm~ was l\1r. Mackenzte s second 
, 0 yage, for) though il'land, the term IS propel', as bot.h_ were conducted 
un large rivers, lJy means of canoes. Our ente!'prtsmg traveller left 

" The appelbtion and its source are alike ridiculous; and a new nomen
chture is \v;,ntctl. 

t MacLen.oic's Voyages, London, 1801, 4to. p. 64. 
:j: Page 83. 
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fort Chepiwian on the I Oth October 1792, and proceeded np the Peace 
river, or Unjiga, in a south-west direction, till he reached a high land 
beyond the Stoney or Rocky Mountains, the height of which he com
putes at B 17 yards. After transpmting the it· canoe, with some diffi
culty, they embarked on a small river on the other side, which soon 
brought them into the river Oregan, Columbia, or the Great River of 
the vVest, the origin and course of which were before totally misun
derstood. It is to be regretted that be did not pursue this ri\'er to its 
mouth: but after proceeding a considct·able "vay he returned against 
the stream, and afterwards travelled to the Pacific ocean by lund; and 
reached one of the numerous inlets lat. 52° 20', by Mr. Arrowsmith's 
1:nap of the expedition. His adventures and difficulties on this ne\v. 
route, are striking and singular, and will amply reward the reader's 
curiosity. On the west of the Unjiga beautiful scenery was observed, 
interspersed with hill and lawn, with groves of poplars, and enlivened 
with vast herds of elks on the uplands, and of buffaloes on the plains. 
The last so much abound, that in some places the country resembles a 
stall yard. That fierce species called the grizzly bear was also seen. 
The Unjiga is sometimes from four to eight hundred yards wide, and 
the cold was often extreme, rather from the height of the general level 
than of the mountains, which does not exceed 1500 feet. Among the 
birds observed were blue jays, yellow birds, and beautiful humming 
birds. Beavers are common, and tracks of moose deer were remarked. 
\Vhere they reached the Oregan, it was about 200 yards wide. Towatrls. 
the Pacific the natives are fairer than in the other parts of North 
America, and one man was at !eat six feet four inches in height. Their 
eyes are not dark like those of the other Indi~ms, but grey "~ith a tinge 
of red. The men wear only a robe made of the bark of the'ceda!> 
tree, rendered as fine as hemp, sometimes with borders of red and 
yellow threads; and the women add a sh<Xt apron. Some of tl1ei1: 
canoes are forty-five feet in length, the gun-wale being inlaid with the 
teeth of the sea otter, not with human teeth, as Captain Cook sup
posed. On the 20th of July 1793, Mr. MacLenzie reached an arm of 
the sea "lrhere the tide was abated, and had left a large space covered 
with sea-weed*. In September 1793 he returned to fort Chepiwian, 
after an absence of eleven months. 

REIIIARKS. These voyages having considerably improved the 
geography of North America, it ;\·as thought proper to narrate tl:Jem 
at some length. It is. to be regTetted that some obscurity arises from 
the w<mt of a distinct nomenclature, and the equi\·oc:\l use or abuse of 
some of the appellations. Thus the Athapusco lake of Hearne is un
doubtedly the Slave Lake of Pond, who is s.tid to h:.tve been the first 
di..~co ;crer, and of :\1ackenzie; wbile the last seems to avoid that name, 
\rhich is inclz:ed bani<;lled from his maps, or confined to a small pool 
~,t the west end of the Lake of the Hill:;, '!Yhich last some suppose to 
Le the genuine Athapusco. In like manner there are three lakes, 
ealled by the same name of \'Yinnipeg;. Does this strunge confusion, un
known to the geo:?,Taphy of any other countr~-, arise from the natives, 
fi·wn the inatkntioa vf the relators, or from comn~ercial je.<lousy,.. 
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which would obscure or restrict the discoveries of other traders*? How~ 
eyer this be, from these and other discove1·ie~ communicated by officers 
of the Hudson's Bay Company, the geography of North Amt'rica 
begins to open with more clearness, as may be judged fmm Mr. Ar
rowsmith's last map, 1802. The large northern lakes are now laid 
down with superior accuracy 

RivER UNJIGA, The great river Unjiga, after penetrating 
the western range of mountains, flows north-east towards the Lake of 
the Hills, whence it receives a short but large stream; and being 
afterwards absurdly enough styled the Slave River, it bends north
west to the great Slave Lake, whence it issues by the name of 
Mackenzie's river. Such at least is Mr. Mackenzie's ideat; anc', 
if accepted, the name of Unjiga should be retained to its egress 
into the arctic ocean, after a comparative comse of about 1700 British 
miles. 

SAsKASHA wiN. Next in consequence is the Saskashawin, 
ri!>ing on the eastern side of the great range, and passing e::~st to the 
g-reat lake of \Vinnipic, \Yhence it again issues under the name of 
Nelson river, and falls into Hudson's Bay, after a comparative course 
vf more than 1000 Britisl1 milest. 

OREGAN. A third great 1·iver now tolerably ascertained i'> the 
01·egan, or Columbia, also called by the natives, Tacoutche Tesse, 
whose comse is now described as being to the south, instead of the \\·est, 
and about 700 British m:Ies in length. There are doubtless other im
portant rivers towards the west: and a considerable one, as before 
mentioned, s~ems to join the ,wctic ocean. 

MrssouRr. The genuine sources of the Missomi, errone-
ouslyl/ by the savages called the Missisippi, from the least important 

.. According to JV!:r. Mackenzie, p. 1~2, the word athabasca, in the lan
r;u:tge of the Knistincaux, implies a fiat, low, swampy country, subject to in
undations; but he has not explained the original n:tme of the Slave Lake. 
"1'he native words are however of such a prodigious length, that i-t is of•en 
proper to drop them, but they onght to be shortened or exchanged for names 
that are proper an,d expressive, while the new appellations are often mean or 
ridiculous, and such as never occur in Africa or Spanish America. Such are 
those of the Indian tribes Fall, B!ac!Joot, Blood., Liland, Eea'Ver, Copper, 
Strong-bmu, _Mountain, .Hare, Dog-ribbe:!, &c. &.c. other unmeaning denomi
nations are, Rocky or Stoney Jlfowztains, c.s if there "·ere any mountains ·with
out rocks or s:ones, S!m•e Lake, Lake of the Hills, &c. These peautifd 
t··rms pa ~s from the French furriers of Canada into the p:tge of geography! 
\Vhat ""''uld ;:rilton say, \Yho has often melodized his poetry with sonorous 
r;c0graphical appellations l Can any poet, or chssic:oal author, use the poor 
:,nd distorted nomenclature of t!.e Pacific, or of North America? I'L,l,;er~on. 
::ic·e the note to p. 476. E. 

t P. 216, 387. 
f The river Severn also seems to flow f1·om the lar;_;e lake of \\' innipic·, 

lJul the Saska,hawin, in the course above-mention<'d, would appear to h:tYe 
heen the river Dottrbon of the French, and it is ~,,,_id that the Sc,·-:rn flo"·s 
it to the lake of 'Vinnipic, from a small lake which al~o sends a stream to the 
~t'a. 

1/ \Vhy erroneou,ly? So far a~ I can learn, the name ::vfissisippi (or something 
like this) was only applied to the riverabc..-c and below the Junctiol'l of t~e gre~.-t: 
'"'·estern branch, l(mg known by the m.mc of Missouri. lam not c~r:ai;1 tlu,. 
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stream, seem also to be clearly evidenced, from a journey of Mr. Fidler 
in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company; a discovery which, as al
ready explained, adds greatly to the length of that grand and interest
ing river. The real direction and uniform extent of the great westem 
range of mountains, seem also to be clearly delineated. 

These observations were demanded by the present progressive state 
-of the geogmphy of North America. In a more immediate view of 
the central parts of this division of the new continent, it must not be 
forgotten, that they are the seats of many native and unconquered 
t1·ibes, whose manners have been so frequently described by a host of 
tmvellers, that little needs be said in a work of this limited nature. 
Their modes of hunting and warfare, theit· extreme cruelty towards 
their prisoners, the singularities of scalping, and the use of the calumet 
are sufficiently known*. A more difficult topic would be an enume
ration of the various tribes; and a clas':lification according to their lan
guages. 

By a strange abuse of terms we speak familiarly of the savage nations 
of North America, while few of these pretended nations can aspire to 
the name of a tribe, and the teem clan, or even family, would be more 
appropriatet. The enumeration of these clans would be tedious; 
and a list of four hundred barbarous names would little interest the 
reader, except they could be cla\lsed according to languages. But a 
few remarks on the most noted tribes must not be omitted. 

FrvE NATIONs. The five·nations of the English writers,are 
the Iroquis of the French, being the Mohawks, Oneydoes, Onondagas, 
Cayugas, and Sennekas; five clans jciiaed in an old confederacy of 
offence and clefence:f:. The Mohawks were on the south of the river 
so called, in the province of New York; while the others extended 
towards the lake Ontario. The Hurons were on the east of the lake 
of that name//. 

NATCHES. But, after the Mexicans, the chief tribe in North 
America was that of the Natches, near the mouth of the Missisippi, 
whose worship of the sun and other peculiarities, have been illustrated 

any advantage is gained by Mr. Pinkerton's innovation ; and I think it more 
probable, that the two rivers will retain the names by which they have long 
been known. B. 

" The feast of the dead has been described by Charlevoix and Lafitau. At 
.this shocking solemnity the putrifying bodies are uncovered and exposed The 
same practice prevails in Patagonia; and seems (in the opinion of Mr. Pin
kerton) peculiar to Africa and America 

/ t Mr. Adair's history of rhe American Indians, London, 1775, 4to. is 
composed on the system, that the Indians descended from the Israelites; and 
a few curious facts are rendered doubtful by the author's propensity to hypv
thesis. 

:j: Colden, p. i. Pinkerton .... The Tuscaroras, who now form a sixth tribe. 
joined the league early in the eighteenth century. B. 

1/ The pretended Doegg Indians, at first said to have been discovered ill 
Carolina, were afterwards removed towards the western coast, where they 
were inser,ed, v:ith a suppositions Ia!,e, from an imaginary journey of ;;. Mr. 
Lawrence in 1790. It is now admitted that thev do not exist; and the fable 
seems to have arisen fr0m some of the Bret~ns, who settled iu Acadia, 
havin~ taught theii· lang-uag(: to some sayages. 
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by Pl'atz, Charlevoix, and other writers*. In a work of more extent 
it might be proper to describe the manners of this people, of the Five 
Nations, of the Central tribes, of the Iskimos, and of the vVestern 
Races on the Pacific. In a brief view of the native languages, it is 
unnecessary to repeat, that the Iskimos and Greenlanders are the same 
people· with the Samoieds of Asia.t The Algonkin was the most 
celebrated of the native languages, beginning at the gulf of St. Law
rence, and including a circuit of about 3000 miles. The Huron 
language, which was also that of the Five Nations, was of smaller 
extent, on the west of the Algonkin. Yet further to the west was the 
language of the Sioux, which was also that of the Knistineaux, cor
ruptly called Chr:istinaux, but properly Killistinons, originally seated 
on the north of Lake Superior.t But, according to Mr. Mackenzie, 
the Killistinons were originally the same people with the Algonkins, or 
inhabitantll of the Atlantic coast; while the Chepiwians, or Chcpawas, 
and the/numerous tribes who speak their language,!/ occupy the whole 
·spa¢e between the country .of the Killistinons, and that of the Iskimos, 
-ext¢nding to the rivet· Columbia, lat. 52°. By their own traditions 
they came from Siberia; while intelligent travellers, on the contrary, 
consider the Techuks as proceeding from America: but such inter
<:hanges of nations are not unfrequent in barbarous periods. The 
·tribes near the source of the Missouri are said to be from the south, 
and their progress north-west, probably retiring from the Spanish 
power.** The language of the Natchez, and other mttions in the 
Spanish territory, has not been sufficiently illustrated; and in the 
isthmus the dialects are said to be various, and radically distinct, yet 
probably, on a nearer and more sldl!ul examination, would be found 
-to approach the Mexican.tt 

"'fire Natchez are now a1most entirely extinct. 
t The word lskimo is said to imply an eater of raw flesh, Charlevoix ·I. 

273. The Sioux is a French corruption of Naduessis, lb. 280. 
t Charlevoix, I. 283. 276. 406. 
1/ Here is great confusion. The language of the Chepawas is, unquestion

.ably, Algonkin, which is l>y no means confined to the Atlantic coast, but 
-£xtends far west and north-west, in the continent. B. 

n Mr. Mackenzie, p. cvii. has published a vocabulary of the Killistinon 
:.and Algonkin, which :mfficiently shews their identity. The Killistinons ex
tend to the lake of the Hills and north to the Iskimos. Their manners are 
~escribed by Mackenzie, p. xcii. For the Chepawas, see p. cxvi. where 
their chief r,esidence is said to be between lat. 60° and 65°, and long. 100° 
'and 110°, but they reach to lat. 52° and long. 12.3°, where they join a distinct 
Jleople on the shore:> of the Pacific. From the traditions, p. cxviii. it does 
not O+ppear that the Chepawas came from Siberia; for how could they land 
at the Copper Mine river? The vocabulary of their language, p. cxxix, might 
be easily compared with that of the Asiatic tribes. Pinkerton.-It has bertn 
compared, and is found to contain many Asiatic ·words, particularly words in 
the dialects of differeNt Tartar and Samoied tribes. B. 

tt "But no Pallas (says Mr. Pinkerton) has arisen to class or arrange the 
languages of America." True: nor does the world produce many such men 
as professor Pallas. ~any of the American languages have, hov:ever, been 
classed or arranged, and we begin to approach a systematic view of them. 
Some affinities between the Mexican language an~ the dialects of the Creeks, 
&.c. have been pointed out. Mat;y more will be pointeJ. out. ll. 
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WESTERN COAST. 

THE Russians may be regarded as the first discoverers of the 
north-western shores of America. To the isles between Asia and this 
continent they assign different names, as Andrenovian,· &c. but in their 

·own most recent maps one general appellation is substituted, that of the 
Aleutian Isles. The furthest .\leutian Isles, which form a chain from 
the Ameti::an promontory of Alaska, are also caiied the Fox isles ; 
while the nearest Aleutian isles of the Russians are those which ·we 
term Beering•s: But in the best English maps the name of Aleutian 
is restricted to the former*; and it is to the English navigators that 
we are indebted for the precise geography ·of these regions~ which 
have been strangeiy embroiled by the erroneous astronomical observa
tions of the Russian captains. The excellent Cook, in particular, 
gt·eatly extended our k:1owledge; and be was followed by Meares, 
Dixon, Vancouver, La Perouse, and other able, navigators; and 
recently by M;:.ckenzie, who has the singular merit of having first 
visited the Pacific by an inland progress ii·om the east. 
- Thi5 coast, as already mentioned, seems to be chiefly alpine; in 
which respect, and in its numerous creeks and isles, it bears no small 
resembLnce to Ko<way. The most remarkable mountain seems to 
be th:tt cc..lled St. Eli?,s by the Russian navigators : and which, it is 
affmned, has been visit.le at sea at no less a distance than about sixty 
leagues. At Port des Fran<;ois, lat. 58°, 37', La Perouse observes 
that the primitive mountains of granite or slate rise from the sea, yet 
the summits are covered with perpetual snow, and immense glaciers 
wind through the caYities.t 'The natives he has minutely described; 
and says th,~t he has always found savages "barbarous, deceitful, and 
wicked." Their most singular practice is the slitting· and distending 
of the under lip, so as to beautjfy the females with two mouths.:j: The 
lofty mountains, which La Perouse computes at more than ten thousand 
feet in height, terminate at Cross ~ound; but the alpine ridges continue, 
though of smaller elevation, and probably extend with few interruptionS> .. 

't • In the Russian form Aleoutskoie. The Russian skoie is a possessive adjec
tive, as an in the Latin, &c. thus Harley, Harleian library, &c. which i:n 
Ruosian would be Harleyskoie. 

t II p. 1::!9. 
:j: The Mexican monarchs appear in paintings with ornaments fixed to thw 

under lip. 
VOL. II. 3 T 
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as far as California. Me. Mackenzie in lat. 53°, and Vancouvet' in~ 
moee southern latitude, found the same mountainous appearances, 
Whl:lt is called the coast of New Albion has been faintly explored. 

The inhabjtants of the more nOl'thern regions of this coast appear to 
be Iskirnos. Jn the part through which Mr. Mackenzie passed, he 
found some of the tribes of a low statuee, with round faces, high 
tchc:ek-bones, black eyes and hail'; the complexion of a swarthy yellow, 
Neaeer the Pacific the people, as already mentioned, had grey eyes 
tinged with red; and their manner~:! are minutely illustrated in his 
narrative, . 

BOTANY OF CANADA AND THE NORTH. 

The indigenous plants of the regions north of the river St. Lawrence 
form a &ingular mixture of the Floras of the most northern parts of 
Europe and Asia and the United States. From the intensely cold 
winters and hot summers of this extensive appendage to the British' 
~mpire, it might, indeed, be l priori expected that the annual plants, 
and such as are capable of being sheltered in winter u11cler the snow, 
should be, for the most part, the sa111e as those qf more southern 
~ountries ; while the trees and shrubs, havipg to br<~ve the utmost 
rigour of the clililate unprqtectef}, shonld be characteeistic of the 
Arcti,: regions. A regfl.rd to tpis circumstance will enable us to explain 
the seetJling cantt·adictions in the ageiculture of Canada, which are 
r;caecely cr~dible bylthe mere uninformed English farmer; such as that 
pomds and water melons should be a common field crop, while the 
pardiest winter corn is almost always destroyed by the cold. 

The forests are numerous, but the trees rarely attain that bulk and 
]uxuri~nce of gl'owth which distinguishes them in the southern states. 
The family of firs and evergreens compose perhaps the larg-est pro
portion ; and of these the principal are, the Silver leaved fir, the 
'VV eymouth pine, the Canadian pine, the hemlock spruce fir, and the 
white cedar of Canada (thuva occidenta]is*), which must not be con~ 
founded with the white cedar ofth<:: United States (cupressus thyoides). 
~ext tQ these in importance are the sugar maple, the red maple, the 
biq:h, the American l'i~e and elm, the iron wood and cercis Canadensis. 
The mp:r~erous spedes of oaks are either wholly unknown, or are con~ 
tractecl into despicable shrubs, all the ship timber of Canada being 
pronght from the New-England states. The sassafras, laurel and red 
:jnu]berry, are 11lso met with in the islands of the St. L<!wrence, but in a 
9imilar state of depression, the whole of the su1;m1er's growth being: 
generf\IIY destroyed by the next winter. The ash, the yew, and moun., 
fain ash are iound in the nqrthern tracts Loth of the old and new world i 

'"The thuya is a common tree in the stq.te of New-York, and even extends 
to a low latitude in Virginia, where the cercis Canadensis also abounds. 
~ndeed, m·any of the veget~bles of Northern Can:1da are found in pretty 
south em latifudes of the Umted States; for many of the veg<"tables of N ortf\ 
America have a very extensive range through the continent. Thus the 
~assafras eJ\.tends frcm la.k~ Ontario to the West-Jndia islands. B. 
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but the light festoons of wild vine, with its pendant clusters, and th6 
fragrant blossoms of the Syrian asclepias, form a characteristic featur«i 
of the forest scenery of Canada.• -· _ , 

The !ilium Canadense, similar to the Sari:ane lily' of Katnschatkai 
and the ginseng (panax quinquefolium), common to America and 
Tatary, point out a similarity between the northern Floras of Asia. 
and America. This similarity is shewn by many other vegetables 
which are common to North America, Japan, Siberia, &c. _ 
. The juniper. the cranberry, the bearberry (arbutus uva ursi), the 
black and red currant, tlie raspberry, and wild cherry, which have, 
already been mt:ntioned as natives of Lapland and the whole North of 
Eumpe, are found in great plenty in &imilar situations on the opposite 
shores of the Atlantic, 

Of the other Canadian piru~ts little is known, and a meagt'l't cata1ogue 
of Linnrean names would contribute equally little to the amusement as 
to the instruction of the general reader. One, however, the zizania. 
aquatica, deserves to be mentioned :t this culmiferous vegetable is 
nearly allied to the rice ; it grows abundantly in all the shallow streams,_ 
and its mild farinaceous seeds contribute essentiallv W the support of 
the wandering tribes of Indians, and to the immense flights of swans;. 
geese, and other aquatic fowls, which resort hither fCJr the purpose of 
breeding. Productive as it is, and habituated to the clitnate, inhabiting 
also situations which refuse all other culture, it is surprising that th~ 
European settlers have as yet taken no pains to improve a plant; whicli 
seems intended Ly nature to become at some future period the breMi 
corn of the North. 

" Neither the ash, the yew, nor the niounta~n ash of Cantda: appear to b~ 
preaisely the same species as the vegetables of the sam~ denomination in thllit. 
lid world. B. 

t St~e Frag-ment& of the N atur~ Hiit~IIY of Peumylvani.,. part i, t<tgie•• D.: 
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THE AMERICAN ISLANDS, 

OR 

WEST INDIES .. 

THESE islands, so~mportant to commerce, are Cuba, St. Do~ 
mingo, Jamaica, and Porto-Rico, all of considerable extent; and 
followed by the distinguished group called the Antilles, Caribhee, o:· 
Leeward Islands, but more properly by the French, vVin<.lwar.d Ishtnds, 
as being towards the east, the point of the trade wind."' To the south 
of this group is Trinidad, a recent English acquisition; to the we;,~ of 
which stretch the Leeward Islands of the Spaniards. In the nortt-.. ~•si: 
of this grand assemblage are the Bahama or Lucayos Ishmds, narrow 
and barren strips of land, formerly frequented by pirates, till subjected 
to the legal power of England ; but chiefly remarkable, as havin::, been 
the first discovery of Colon. 1 he restricted nature of this ;;. or;, will 
not admit of a description adequate to the importance of these i::lands, 
which is the less to be regretted, as the subject is already i<cL iliz·.r to· 
most readers. The best geographical order appears to be tlmt sug
gested by their natural extent and importance, independent of the 
partial and fleeting distinction of European possession .. 

CUBA. 

THIS noble island is not less than seven hundred British :miles in 
length; but the medial breadth does not exceed seventy. On Lis first 

" The British mariners apply both terms to the Caribhee Islands; the 
Windward ending" ith Martinico, the Leewa1·d reachi11g from Dominica t3 
Porto Rico, Edwards, i. 5. 
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voyQge, after explm:ing· · the Bahama isles, Colon &:covered Cuba;* 
but though delighted with the beauty of the scenery, and amazed at 
the luxut;Iant fertility of the soil, he soon abandoned it to proceed to 
Hayti, afterwards called Hispaniola or St. Domingo, where he expected 
to find a greater 'abundance of gold; whkh, with gems and spices, 
formed the only objects of the early navigators. While Hispaniola 
was selected.as a factory to secure the acquisition of gold, it was not 
certainly known whether Cuba was an island, or part of the continent; 
till 1508, when it was circumnavigated by· ()campo ;t and in 1511 it 
was conquered by three hundred Spaniards under Vela5quez.* The 
number of the irihabitants was no doubt ·exaggerated, as even in our 
enlightened times happened with reg·ard to 0Laheite, and other new 
discoveries. The Spaniards certainly did not achie\'e miracles in their 

·American conquests; nor was the awkward use of unwieldy cannon 
and fit·e-arms, at that time, so fatal and pn:ponderai'1t a circumstance 
as may be imagined. The Malays with their creeses ddy fire-arms. 
The natives were not only timid, but few ; and nine tenths may be safely 
subtracted both from Spanish valour and Spanish cruelty .jj ~fhese 
reflections have been excited by the chargee of extermination brought 
against the Spaniards of Cuba; while the natives equu.lly ranish around 
all European colonies, the real destroying angels being the small-pox, 
and spiritous liquors. The British Buccaneers have taug!Jt us to 
regard the Spaniards as bee!:>, who must be destroyed to get at the 
honey ; but if ever the cause of truth must be sacrificed, it should be 
offer~d at a nobler shrine than that of vulgar prejudicci:l, or interested 
enmity. 

The industry of the Spaniards is far from being proverbial ; yet such 
is the fertility of Cuba, that it may be regarded as a most important 
and flourishin~ possession. The quantity of sugar is considerable; 
and the tobacco is esteemed of a more exqttisite flavor than that of any 
other part of America. This, with the other large islands, were also 
called the Great Antilles, the origin of which terni has been before ex
plained; and they we1·e also known by the name Sotavt:nto, or the 
Leeward I;:danda, in contradistinction to the exterior group called Bar
lovento, or lVinc£1.vard I:slands. Havanna, the capital, was built in 1519; 
and was taken in 1669 by Morgan, a celebrated buccrcneer. It again 
smrendered to the English in 1761, and treasures were found of no 

" Robertson's America, i. 122. 
t Colon, on his return to l<;urope, from his first voy;1ge, described Cuba as 

an island, largP-r than England and Scotland together B. 
t Robertson's Amer:ca, i. 249. 
II Mendez de Pinto .was :& Porru.;uese; but the ancient Spanish writers, 

tainteu •,,·ith the imagination of <he;r inmates the Moors, were little less 
hyperbdica!. It is however ludicrous that their own exaggerations should 
have l~dxo the charges of cruel.y and destruction The noted Las Casas, the 
Dominican friar, 'was a man of heated imagination; and his credit may be 
judged of by his assertion that a district of eighteen leagues in St. Dol\lingo 
is \\·ate red by tweilty-jive thousand rivers! Charlevoix, ii. 373. Even the eyes 
of such a witness cannot be believed. Pinkerton.-The charge of timidity as 
a part of the character of the inhabitants of tLe vVest-lndia islands, is a. 
charge founded in an utter ignorance of the American history. See the 
voya;;es of Amerigo Vespncci, &c. where the reader will easilv meet with 
most impressive examples of the bravery df the islanders. B. · ' 
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small amount. This extensive island is divided by a chain of moun~ 
tains passing east and west. The rivers are of short course, bnt there 
are several excellent harbours. Among the products must also be reck· 
oned ginger, long pepper, mastic, cocoa, manioc, and aloes. There 
are mines of excellent copper, which supply the other Spanish colo• 
nies with domestic utensils; and gold is not unknown in the rivers. 
The forests abound with wild cattle and swine ; and among the tree& 
are ebony and mahogany. There is a governor-general; and eighteen 
jurisdictions are governed by distinct magistrates. The natural histo-o 
ry of this large island is very defective, as is the case with toQ many 
of the Spanish possessions. 

SAINT D01\1INGO. 

THIS island, the second in the American archipel~go, is about 
four hundred British miles in length by one hundred in breadth. Un
der the r.ame of Hispaniola* it was the first Spanish settlement in the 
new world. The French colony derived its origin from a party of 
buccaneers, mostly natives of Normandy, towards the middle of the 
seventeenth century; and the western part was formally ceded to France 
by the peace of R yswick. So industrious and flourishing was this 
French colony, that it was termed the paradise of t:1e West-Indies: 
and according to Mr. Edwardst in 1790 the population amounted to 
30,8.31 whites, and about 480,000 negro slaves, the mulattoes, or free 
people of colour, being supposed to be 24,000; while the average ex• 
ports before the revolution stood thus : 

Clayed sugar, 
Muscovado, 
Coffee, 
Cotton, 
Indigo, 
Molasses, 
An inferior sort of rum called taffia, 
Raw hides, 
Tanned ditto, 

lhs. 58,642,214 
lbs. 86,549,829 
lbs. 71,663,187 
lbs. 6,692,858 

hhds. Y51,607 
hhds. 23,061 
hhds. 2,ti00 

No. 6,500 
No. 7,900 

The total value at the ports of shipping in 

Livres. 
41,049,549 
34,619,931 
71,663,187 
12,397,716 

8,564,463 
2,767,320 

312,000 
52,000 

118,500 

livres of St. Domingo, was 171,544,66i 
being equal to 4,765,1291. sterling money of Great-Britain. 

" More properly, Espanola. B. 
t History of St. Domingo, 1797, 4to. p. 134. Reprinted i1t the third vo·

lume of hit~ West-Indies, 18011 4to. 
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The national assembly of France passed some contradictot•y decrees 
concerning the rights of the mulattoes, or, as they are affectedly styled, 
people of colour, to vote for representatives. The smallest ray of po
litical prudellce might have informed them, that the government of dis
tant colonies ought not to have suffered the least alteration, till years 
after that of the parent country was established on a solid and lasting 
basis. After many absurd struggles between the whites and mulattoes, 
on the 21st June, 1793, three thousand negro slaves, supported by the 
mulattoes, entered the capital city of Cape-Fra•,<;ois, and perpetrated 
an universal massacre of the white men, women and children. The 
abolition of &lavery by the iqfatuated commissioners, in order to defend 
the island against the English, has had the effect that might have been 
f~r~~ee~, tbe colony havin~ been lost, at least for a seas~n, to European 
CIVIhzatu:m and culture. · The very nature and existence of the 
negroes, and other savages, being akin to that of other ferocious animals, 
and their chief pleasure to destroy, it would be in vain to expect any 
thing short of desolation from a negro colony; and the example being 
dangerous to the British possessions, a powerful fleet has sailed from 
France, with the concurrence of the English government, in order to 
repeat the subjugation of this island, which will probably be found far 
more difficult than the first conquest.'* Amidst the effervescence of 
zeal without knowledge, this may be a la'lting beacon to legislators to 
study the real practical business of life, and the irr:.,clicable difference 
of character and dispositions in the various rr.ces of men, to which 
infinite wisdom has allotted distinct portions of the earth; lest a negro 
should repay the philosopher's benefits by planting a dagger in his 
breast, with the favourite phrase of'' am I not a man and a brother ?"t 

"' The subsequent events in this unhappy island are well known in every 
part of the United States. B. 

t See vol iii. of Ed wards's History of the vV est-Indies, in which, from 
this shocking example, he justly declares against the " monstrous folly" of 
:sudden emancipation. " The Caribs of St. Vincent, and the Maroon negroes 
of Jamaica, were originally enslaved Africans, and •<JJhat they now are, the 
freed negroes of St. Dominge will here<ifier be-savages in the midst of soci
~ty; without peace, security, agriculture, or property; ignorant of the duties 
of life, and un:tcquainted with all the soft and endearing rela:ions which ren
der it desirable; averse to labour, though frequently perishi1og of want; sus
picious of each other, and towards the rest of mankind revengeful and faith
less, remorseless and bloody-minded; pretending to be free, while groaning 
beneath the capricious despotism of their chiefs, and feeling all the miseries 
of servitude, without the benefits of subordinati~-n 1" In our ill-advised ex
p€dition against Sr Domingo, Hompesch's regiment of hussars was reduced, 
in little more than two months, from one thousand to three hundred, and the 
96th regiment perished to a man. About the end of 1797, of fifteen thousand 
British and foreign troops, not more than three thousand were left alive, and 
fit for sen·ice; the loss of selJ.men being computed at five thousand; and the 
expenditure was five or six millions. ib. 385, 386 This is recorded as a ge
neral lesson to European nations against any warfare in the West-Indies, 
while a~ half the expen~e any one of them might be in possession of the 
~outhern half of Africa. The negro troops in St. Domingo offered to join 
the English, on condition of utterly cutting off all the mulattoes, ib. 389. 
Such are the virtues of savages! The negro chief of St. Domingo is a slave 
~ailed Toussaint; and his army in l'i'!:J7 was computed at 18,000 infantry and 
lQOO cavalry. He wa~ ollposed by the mulattoes, under Rigaud, to the 
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JAMAICA. 

THIS island was discovered by Colon, 1494, during his second 
'Voyage, but was little explored till his fourth and last vpyage, when he 
was unfortunately confined for many months on the north side of this 

.,isle, by the Joss of his ships. The history of Jamaica under the Spa· 
nish power may be traced in the ample account of Mr. Edwards. In 
1655 it fell into the hands of th~ English, by whose industry it has 
become one of the most flourishing of the West-Indian settlements. 
In size it is the third island in this archipela,go, being about one hun· 
dred and, seventy British miles in length, by sixty in breadth. It is 
divided into three counties, Cornwall in the west, Middlesex in the 
centre, and Surry in the east. St. Jago or Spanish Town is regarded 
as the capital; while Kingston is the chief sea-port. The number of 
negroes is- computed at 250,000, and the whites are probably 20,000, 
the free negroes and mulattoes 10,000. The chief exports are to Great 
Britain; Ireland, and North America, in -sugar, rum, coffee, indigo, 

\ginger, and pimento, valued in 1787, at 2,ooo,oooJ. The intercourse 
with Honduras, and. the Mosquito shore, may now be regarded as 
abandoned; but some little trade is carried on with Spanish America 
by small vessels, which elude the vigilance of the guarda costas. The 
imports were computed at a million and a half, and slaves from Africa 
formed a considerable article."' There is a poll tax, with duties on 
negroes and rum, yielding more than 100,0001. annually; and the 
ordinary expenses of government in 1788 were computed at 7 s,oooi. 
The legislature consists of the captain-general or governor ; a council 

amount of about 12,000. In October 1798, St. Domingo was abandoned by 
the Britis):l, who had been misled by designing foreigners; a distinguished 
feature, as Mr. Edwards remarks, in the conduct of the late ·war. Pinker
ton -Toussaint, who is now no more, having died in France, whither he 
was carried a prisoner, was born in St. Domingo, in November 1744. He 
was certainly one of the most extraordinary men of his time. His memory, 
in particular, was vast and correct. His judgment would have done honour 
to many a white general. His bravery and perseverance are universally 
acknowledged. But modern times have not presented us with any illustrious 
.Black general, untainted by vices of the most monstrous kind. B. 

*The maroon or runagate negroes have been sent to Nova-Scotia. The 
term maroon seems to be from the Spanish Si1naran, said to signify an ape ; 
Edwards, iii. 304: but more probably from sima, a mountain or .dale, to 
which they retreat. 
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of twelve, nominated by the crown; and a house of assembly, centain
ing forty-three members, elected by the f1·eeholders :* the three chief 
towns; St. Jago, Kingston, and Po1·t Royal, returning three members, 
the other parishes two. The principal towns are within a short distance 
of each other, Spanish town be.ing inland; while Kingston is on the 
north side, and Port Royal on the west, of a considerable bay; the 
last being grPatly reduced by earthquakes and other cabmities. The 
climate, though tempet·ed by the sea breezes, is extremely hot; and 
the days and night> nearly of equal duration. A ridge of mountains, 
from east to west, divides the island into two parts; and the landscape 
often boasts of peculiar beauties. In the north the soil is generally a 
chalky marl, producing a close and clean turf, like an English lawn of 
the brightest verdure.t Towa!'ds the interior are forests, crowned by 
the blue summits of the central ridge. vVhat is called the Blue 
Mountain Peak rises 7,431 feet above the level of the sea: . and the 
precipices are interspersed with beautiful savannas. There are about· 
one hundred rivulets, of which the Black Rive1·, running to the south,· 
is the most considerable. Some sulphureous and chalybeate springs· 
likewise occur. It is said that the Spaniards worked mines of copper; 
if not silver; and one of lead has been recently discovered. One of 
the mast remarkable natural curiosities seems to be what is called the· 
vegetable fly, a singular fungus, also found in one of the French \Vest-. 
India islands. It is said to abound mi- the summit of a high rock, in. 
the shape of a hay-cock, but-called the Dolphin's Head, neat· the town 
of Lucea, ·in that north-west -extremity of the isle .called the _parish of: 
Hanover.:j: This rock rises suddenly from a flat country; an.d the 
negroes hesitate to climb the lofty precipice. A more important object 
is the b!'ead-fruit tt·ee, which, with other useful plants, has been intro
duced by the exertions of Sir Joseph Banks, than which none can be 
more beneficial, or more worthy of applause.IJ 

" Edwards, i. 214. 
t What is called the brick mould contains such a mixture of clay and sand 

as might be adapted to the kiln; but the name has no connexion with the 
colour. which is hazel. Edwards, ii. 205. This is the best soil for sugar 
cane.s next to the ashy loam of St. Christopher's; and is followed by the deep 
black mould of Barbadoes. 

:j: From the information of a Jamaica planter. 
li See Mr. Edwards' History of the \Vest-Indies, 2d edit. v. i. p. xxv_. 

YO,I.. II. 3 Y 
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PORTO RICO. 

~"'i!'" ~ _ .. , 

THIS isle, which belongs to Spain, is about one hundred and 
twenty British miles in length, by forty in breadth. Its size and conse
quence are well known to the possessors, being a fertile, beautiful, and 
well watered country. The chief trade is in sugar, ginger, cotton, 
hides ; with some drugs, fruits, and sweetmeats: and the northern 
part is said to contain mines of gold and silver. Porto Rico was dis
covered by Colon in 1493; and was subjugated by Ponce de Leon, the 
first explorer of Florida, about 1509. The Spanish voyagers and 
authors, whose imagination magnified every feature of the new world, 
n:ported the native population at 600,000; while perhapg a real enume
ration might have reduced them to 60,000, if not to 20,000. 

THE CARIBBEE ISLANDS. 

THIS range extends from Tobago, in the south, to tbe Yirgin 
islands in the north ; and includes llarbadoes, which stands rather 
detached towards the east, being about thirty-five degrees from the 
African islands of Cape V erd. The Caribbee islands are of noted 
fertility and commercial advantage, the chief possessors being the 
English "'nd h·ench. Barbadoes, Antigua, St. Ch1·istopher's, St. 
Vincent, Dominica, Grenada, .Montst.rat, Nevis, and tht Virgin isles, 
4.1re British; and Earbadoes by far the most important, as it is supposed 
to contain 17,000 white inhabitants, 'rhile the others rarely exceed 
:2000. The: Frcpch C·.1.ribbee islands are Martinique, Guaddoupe, St. 
Lucie, To'Jago, ~md some islets. The Danes possess St. Croix, St 
Thomas, and St. John, which bdo;1g to the Yirt;in group: while the 
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Swedes hold St. Bartholomew, and the Dutch St. Eustatius. Of the 
whole gronp, BJ.rbadoes and Guadeloupe appear to be the most impord 
tant; and the last, including Grand Terre and Basse Terre, is the most 
consiclet·able in size, being· about sixty British miles in length, by 
twenty-five in bt·eadth. The Cm'ibbee i~ands in general were disco
vered by Colon, on his second voyage, when he visited Dominica, 
Guadeloupe, and Antigua: but they were neglected by the Spaniards, 
eager in quest of the gold of the larger islands. 

BARBADOEs. Barbacloes is said to have been discovered by the 
Portuguese, who having made ·no settlement, it was seized by the 
English in the reign of James I; and the foundation of James Town 
Wa'> laid in 1624. Though the isle be only about twenty miles in 
length, and thirteen in breadth, yet this early English settlement has 
prospered to a surprising degree, exporting about I o,ooo hogsheads of 
sugar, and 6,000 puncheons of rum, besides cotton, ginger, &c.,. 
Grenada, and most of the others, were originally settled by the French, 
towards the middle of the seventeenth century. St. Christopher's was 
however a ,·cry early British settlement. Antigua is also said to have 
been planted by the English in 1632; while the French began to send 
colonies to Guadeloupe about 1630. The subsequent struggles between 
the two powers, concerning these valuable islands, would form too 
complex a narrative for the present design. They are generally plain 
and fertile ; being remarkably contrasted with the barrenness of the 
Bahama group. In some there are small ranges of hills; and in 
Guadeloupe there appear to have been many volcanoes, the noted 
Souffriere being a kind of sol fa terra, or vast mass of sulphur, emitting 
continual smoke. Dominica also contains several volcanoes. The 
products and exports of all these isles at·e similar, being sugar, rum, 
coffee, cocoa, indigo, cotton, &c.t 

Under this head may also be arranged the small group running 
parallel with the shore of South America, of which Curazao and 
Buenayre belong to the Dutch, who import African slaves, whom they 
sell to the Spaniards on the continent. 

T11 INIDAD. Under this division may also be classed the island 
of Trinidad, recently ceded by Spain to Great Britain. This island is 
about ninety British miles in length, while the medial breadth may be 
about thirty. Colon landed here in 1498, when he discovered the 
mouth of the Orinoco; but the possession was neglected till 1535. 
The climate is said to be excellent, and remarkably free from huni-

.. In a hurricane, lOth October, 1780, the blacks and whites who perished 
were computed at 4,326, aml the damage at 1,320,5641. 15s. sterling. Edwards, 
i, 347. . . 

t St. Vincent's may be said to be divided between the b~ack <;ari_b~, or 
descendants of revolted negroes, and the British, \Vhose terntory IS divided 
into five parishes, the chief town being Kingston; Edwards, i. 40.3. The 
cocao or chocolate nut grows on a tree resembling a cherry. The pous, when 
""reen are like cucumbers, and contain from twenty to thirty nuts, or rather 
i:erneis, not unlike almonds. The c~kes seem mixed with flour and Castile 
soap. Edwards, ii. 008. There is a confusion of cacao and cocoa in some 
authors. Pinkerton.-The cacao belongs to the gen(l~ theobroma; the cocc·>a 
t<.> the gen1.1s cocos. B. 
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canes, which at•e. dreadful scourges of the other American isles.'* 
Heavy rains prevail from the middle of May till the end of October 7 
and there are so many i'ivers, that the dryness of the other half of the 
_year is little regretted. Sometimes slight earthquakes are felt, but 
little dangerous. In the interior are four groups of mountains, which, 
with some othet· ridges towards the shores, are computed at a tbird part 
of the territory ; the other two thirds are said to consist of a most 
fertile soil. The southern coast is well adapted to the c. ulturt- of coflee; 
and on the west is a large harbour, reputed very secure in all ~;t;;.~;ons. 
Here are the Spanish st:ttlements, the largest coJ.Caining oHty about 
eighty huts. The cocoa trees perished in 1727, by t:1e force,,~; is said 
of the northern winds ; and any new plantations ought of course to be 
protected on that quarter by thick fences of forest trees. t 

TI-IE BAHAMA OR LUCAYOS ISLANDSv 

THESE isles, though very numerous, and some of tl1em of 
considerable size, are little known. They are said to have been totally 
deserted when, in I 672, a few Englishmen took possession of the 
island which they calied Providence.+ But becoming a n~<?st of pirates,. 
a force was sent from Eng·land to subdue them ; and a small· regulat· 
colony establi5hed about 1720. The Euglish in the Bahama Islands 
a:re computed at three or four thousand; half being settled in Provi
dence, where there is a fort called Nassau, and a small harbour. The 
few exports are cotton, dyi'ng woods, live turtle, and salt. The soit 
seems to be naturally barren ; and the narrow length of these isles, 
much exposed to the heat m\d the winds, accounts fm their comparative 
insignificance in this t,Tand commercial archipelago. 

BoTANY. The \Vest-Indian islands, from their tmpical situa-
ti'DI1.; and the great height of their mountaiios, command a large extent 
of temperature, and contain a proportional variety of native vegetables. 
\ V e at'e far however from possessing a complete flora of these coun-

~ RaynaJ., iv. 165. 
t In the map of La Cruz the island of Trinidad appears in a very different 

f<lrm from that assigned by D' An ville, and commonly received. The length· 
is'hom north to south, instead of east and v;est, and the chief settlement, S. 
Josef de Oruna, is it1 the north-west, not far from the port de Espana, the 
be-st 'hnhoim 'I he lcngch of the island is given at about eighty British miles,. 
bv half the breadth . 
. t lb. v. (j.J,, 
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tries : activity in scientific research is not very congenial either with 
.the manners or the commercial engagements of the inhabitants~; and 
the pestilential exhalations from the swamps, and the pathless intri
cacies of the forests, "strangled with waste fertility," that on all sides 
gird the mountains, may well dispirit the most adventurous naturalist~ 

Several of those giant sons of the forest that were noticed in the 
botany of India, grow wild in these islands, and equal in stateliness 
their oriental brethren. Such are the Indian fig or banyan tree, at first 
a feeble stem, twining for s·upport round some neighboring plant, but 
in the course of years becoming a grove by itself; the bombox ceiba, 
or wild cotton tree, from a single hollowed trunk of which has formed 
a canoe able to contain a hundred men ; the Iogwood ; and the locust 
tree, most grateful in these torrid regions by its night of shade. 
Scarcely inferior to these are the wide-spreading mahogany, the bra
siletto, the cabbage palm, the tallest of all vegetables, rising sometimes 
in a strait majestic column to the height of nearly two hundred feet, 
and the great fan palm, one of whose capacious leaves will shelter eight 
persons from the rain or sun. The cecropia deserves mention, not 
only as a large timber tree, but for the excellence of its fruit, and its 
tough fibrous bark that is used for cordage ; the tamarind tree for its 
airy elegance, and its acid pods, of no mean estimation in this sultry 
climate. The laurus chloroxylum, m· cog wood, is of high value in 
mill work; and the Iron wood, the Barbadoes cedar, and a species of 
cordia, known in the English islands by the name of Spanish elm, are 
in great request for durable substantial timber. 

The fruits of the West-Indies are deservedly celebrated for their 
variety and flavour ; the plantations in the mountainous districts yield 
the apple, the peach, the fig, the grape, the pomegranate, the orange, 
and all the other European fn1its, while the more sultry parts abound 
in native products that may well vie with, if they do not surpass, these 
adopted strangers: the pine-apple, the sapota or sapadilla, the avocato 
pear, the cashew nut, the cocoa nut, the psidium or guava, the custard 
apple, the papaw, the shaddock, and the granadilla, form the prin
cipal. 

The commercial products of these islands are for the most part 
procured from cultivated and naturalized vegetables, which therefore 
can scarcely be admitted in an account of their indigenous plants. The 
vanilla however is found truly wild in the woods of Jamaica and St. 
Domingo; the aloe, though cultivated oply at Barbadocs, grows spon
taneously on the dry rocky soils of Cuba, the Bahamas, and many 
other of the islands: the bixa orellana, from which is procured the 
annotta, is common to the \Vest-Indies, and all the hot parts of America; 
and the fragrant pimento or all-spice is not only a genuine native, but 
even refuses to be propagated by human care. Of all the beautiful 
:opecies of myrtle, the myrtus pimenta is perhaps the most beautiful, 
and from the eloquent pen of Bryan Edwards it has received its merited 
pr.:tise ; it rises in natural groves on the side of the mountains that look 
towanl the sea, to the height of twenty or thirty feet, and as no other 
shrub will grow beneath its shade, it always aflords a cool open walk, 
perfumed with the exqnrsite fragrance of its snowy blossoms, floating; 
in loose clusters on its deep green foliag·e. 

' 
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But few of the other indigenous vegetables of the vVest-Indies are 
likely to interest the general reader; of these the aborescent ferns are 
perhaps the most striking: while the British ferns never exceed the 
height of three or four feet, and die to the ground at the approach of 
winter; those species that enjoy the perpetual summer of these islands 
are perennial plants, and the polypodium arboreum in particular throw~ 
up a trunk above twenty feet high, terminated by broad pinnated leaves, 
which gives it exactly the habit and general appearance of a palm tree. 

Three plants remain to be mentioned, namely, the guiacum ot' 
lignum vita:, of vrhich both the resin and the wood are useful, the 
former in medicine, the latter as a material for pullies and turnery 
ware ; winterana canella, whose bark is introduced into the pharma
coprea; and cinchona Caribbrea, a species of the Peruvian bark.* 

"' For much information concerning the vegetables of the vVest-India. 
islands, the botanical reader may consult, with great advantage, the writings 
of Sloane, Browne, Jacquin, Hughes, Swartz, and many other botanists or 
travellers. To Swartz, in particular, we are indebted for a most important 
w9rk, the Flora India: Occidentalis. B. 
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SOUTH AMERICA. 

ExTENT.-0RIGINAL lNHABITANTs.-CLIMATE AND SEASONS.--
LAKES.---RrvERs.---MouNT AINS, 

ExTENT. THIS division of the new continent extends, as 
already explained, from the mountainous boundary between the pro
vinces of V et'agua and Panama, the latter province belonging to South 
America. But the land afterwards ascending consider<1bly further to 
the north, the length must be computed from about 12° of north lat. 
to 54° south lat. and yet further, if the Terra del Fuego be comprised. 
The length is at least sixty-six degrees, or 3960 geographical miles; 
while the breadth, as already mentioned, is about 2880 geographical 
miles. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. The original population of this large 
portion of the earth remains obscure, but has, in all probability, been 
fcom Asia: for it has already been observed, that the sources of popu
lation of the two continents seem to have been the same. Indeed, 
many striking affinities between the languages of the Peruvians, 
Chilese, Brazilians, and other nations of South America, and the 
languages of the Asiatics, have been pointed out.* 

" Mr. Pinkerton thinks it more probable, that the South Americans are 
derived from Africa. " The discovery of Brazil (he says), by a Portuguese 
fleet destined to pass the Cape of Good Hope, shews that America might 
have been disclosed by mere accident; and that the winds might waft vessels 
across the Atlantic The constant trade winds, blowing from east to west, 
could scarcely fail to impel some rash African mariners to the American 
shores. This conjecture (he adds) may perhaps admit more probability, 
when further discoveries and investigations shall have been made in the 
African dialects.-The Natchez of Florida seem to strengthen this theory. 
by their tradition that they came from the rising sun, or the east, that the 
v-oyage was long, and their ancestors on the point of perishing when they 
disc-:>vered America. Du l'ratz, ii 113. The natives of the Canaries are 
~aid to have been extremely tall, and may perhap~ have been the ancestors of 
the Tehuels, called by Europeans, Patagonians, who always bury their dead 
on the eastern shores, as looking towirds the country of their ancestors. See 
the French i\stronomtcal voyage, 1778, 4to. tome i and Falkner's Patagonia." 
Our specimens of the language of the Natchez is small and imperfect, but it 
is sufhcient to shew, that it is closely allied to the Creek 'language; and this 
hst' is, unquestionably, Asiatic. It contains many Japanese and Tatar 
words; and it is curious to observe, that many Japanese customs are the 
.customs of the Creeks. B. 
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PROGRESSivE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography is 
here synonymous with the various discoveries which have !been indi
cated in the general view of America. Many parts of the interior are 
still obscnre; wide regions on the great river of Amazons being covered 
with impenetrable forests, and others flooded by the inundations, so that 
much precision can rarely be attained. In the south there are vast 
saline plains, and small sandy deserts, equally adverse to geographical 
certainty. The Spanish maps are likewise of noted inaccuracy. But 
great light has been diffused over South America by the recent lat·ge 
map of Don Juan de Ia Cruz, Cano y Olmedilla, geographer to the 
king 177 s, republished by Mr. Faden 1799. So recent is any exact 
delineation of this grand division of the new world!;> 

The t·eligion of South America is in general the Roman Catholic, 
with the exception of the small Dutch territory, and a few savage 
tribes. 

CLIMATE AND SEASONS. The southern extremity, extending 
far beyond that of Africa, is exposed to all the horrors of the antarctic 
fl'osts; and Terra del Fuego in the south lat. of 55° seems exposed to 
the almost perpetual winter of Greenland in north lat. 70°. Tehuclia, 
or Patagonia, consisting mostly of open deserts and savannas, with a 
few willow trees on the rivers, seems to enjoy a temperate but rather 
cool climate. On proceeding towards the north the great chain of the 
Andes constitutes real zones and climates, which strangely contradict 
the theories of ancient geographers; the chief inconveniencies of the 
torrid zone being extreme cold on the mountains; and extreme mois
ture in the plains.t Near Callao the months of October and Novem
ber form the spring. In Peru what is called summer is the dry season, 
often extremely cold; and the rainy se:ason is called winter. The 
former begins in May, which is nearly the beginning of winter in the 
lower parts, and continues till November, when the slight fogs, called 
winter in the vales, begin to disperse. On the mountains winter begins 
in December, which in the plains is the first month of summer; and 
a journey of four hours conducts the traveller from one season to 
another. At Quito, situated between two chains of the Andes, on a 
plain of remarkable elevation, the months fmm September to May or 
June constitute the winter; and the other months the summer; the 
former being exposed to almost constant rains, which are also frequent, 
but at longer intervals, during the summer season.:j: At Carthagena 
the winter, or rainy season, extends, on the contrary, from May to 

" Even the large map by Kitchen, 1774, of the southern half, inserted in 
Falkner's Patagonia, though pretended to be built upon authentic materials, 
will be found to be almost wholly imaginary, when compared with that of La 
Cruz. 

t Ulloa Memoires Philosophiques, Paris, 1787, two vol 8vo. i. 89. 
:j: Ulloa's Vo:>:age, i. 278, but see the ~s~rvations at .the end of :vol. ii. oft he 

Fr=ch translatiOn, two vol. 4to. wh1ch IS far supenor. At Rwbamba the 
winter lasts from December to June, being far colder than at Quito: and 
further to the south Cbili (Tchili) receives its name from snow. From the 
gulf of Guayquil to the deserts of Atacama, a space of 400 leagues in length 
'by 20 or 30 in breadth, it never rains; and thunder storms are unknown. 
B:mguer, xxiiii. 
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~ovember, lmd the summer, or dry season, from December to April. 
At Pamtma the summer begins rather later, and ends sooner; ~>.t Lima, 
in a southern latitude nearly corresponding· with the northern of Car
thagena, the heat is far more moderate ; and spring begins with De
cember, winter with July: the summer is in February, the autumh in 
May. 

In general the confined regions on the west of the Andes are dry, the 
clouds being arrested by their summits; while the wide countries on 
the, east of that chain are exposed to torrents of rain, from the eastern 
or trade winds blowing over the Atlantic. In Brazil the rainy season 
begins in March or April, and ends in August, when the spring begin~ 
or rather the summer, the distinction being only between wet and dry 
seasons.* 

LAKEs. ' South America can scarcely boast of any inland sea; 
but the great rivet· of Amazons; and that of La Plata, may be said tG 
supply this deficiency; and if numerously peopled by industrious in" 
habitants, there would' be no room to complain of the want of inland 
:pavi~ation throughout the greater part of this ample portion of the 
earth. The gulfs on the south-west extremity containing the isles of 
Chiloe, St. Martin, &c. are of small consequence, -and in a remote and 
dis'advantageous position. No part of the globe displays so great a 
number of lakes as North America; and the southern part of the new 
continent is perhaps equally remarkable by their rarity. Many sup• 
posed lakes, as that of Zarayos or Sharayos, in the course of the river 
Paragt~ay, only exist during the annual inundations, which are on a far 
grander scale than those of the Ganges, and may be said to deluge 
whole provinces. In the most northern part the Lagoon of Maraycabo 
is remarkable, being a circular bason about 100 British miles in diam
eter, receiving numerous rivers and rivulets, and communicating with 
the sea by a considerable creek. The celebrated lake Parima, call"' 
ed also Paraqapitinca or the vVhite Sea, is represented by La Cruz as 
more than 100 British miles in length by fifty in breadth. This size, 
and even its existence, have been doubted, as it was the noted seat of 
the city El Dorado, the streets of which were paved with gold; 
a fable which seems to have arisen from a rock of talc reflecting like n 
mirror, the golden rays of the sun. According to La Cruz this lake 
receives the Orinoco on the north-west which afterwards emerges, and 
pursues a westerly course, till it finally bends north (l.I1d east. The 
Parima also gives source to the great river of the same name, likewise 
called the Rio Blance, which joins the river Negro, and great river of 
Amamns. In this part of South America, there is, as it were, a con
test betwixt land and water; and so lt.vel and mutable is the soil, that 
the rivers seem dubious what course to pursue, as they flow in every 
direction, and branches of the Orinoco communicate with the tributary 
rivers of the immense Maran on. The natural history of the celebra
ted lake of Parima ·would not be a little interesting, but a deep obsau-
rity pervades those regions. · 

In Amazonia and Brazil there do not appear to be any lakes of con
sequence : but the Portuguese are inferior even to the Spaniares in 

VOL.ll. 
" Piso, lib. i. 
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geography and natural history, and many discoveries remain to be madt 
in their ample possessions. The lake of Zarayos or Xarayes is a mere 
inundation ofthe river Paraguay, and is justly exploded*. 

TITICAcA. But that of Titicaca, nearly in the same parallel 
and in the kingdom of Peru, is regarded as the most important in 
South America. Ulloa says that it is of an oval figure, the circumfer
ence about 240 miles; and the depth 70 or g<) fathoms. It receives 
ten or twelve rivers and several rivulets; but the water, though not 
saline, is nauseous, being probably tainted with sulphur or bitumen. It 
contains two kinds of fish, and is frequented by geese and wild fowl. In 
an isle of this lake Mango Capac, the founder of the Peruvian mo
narchy, reported that thet sun, his father, had placed him, with hii 
sister and consort, Oello ; and here a temple was dedicated to the sun) 
the most splendia in the kingdom, and profusely decorated with plates 
of gold and silver. On the Spanish invasion these treasures are said t~J 
have been thrown into the lakej. 

A few small lakes are found near the cource of the river Parana; and. 
there are two large lagoons on the eastern coast, lat. 31° 331• Towards 
the south of Chili there are some lakes of considerable size, commu
nicating· with the river of Sauzes, or Willows, one of them being 
called the lake of the Tehuels; and a few small lakes further to the 
south are saline, a wide extent of territory being impregnated with 
nitre. 

RIVERS. The river of Amazons, so called from a female tribe 
inured to arms, discovered on its banks by the first navigators, but more 
properly by a native term the Maranon, is celebrated as the most dis
tinguished river, not only in South America, but in the whole world: 
aml this reputation is no doubt just when its magnitude is considered, as 
well as its length. For in the latter attribute it seems to be rivalled by 
the Kian Ku of China, and perhaps by the Ob of Siberia, as already ex
plained in discussing the course of the Missouri ; when it was observed 
that, on the comparative scale of merely tracing the course by an accu
rate map, and allowing for the great changes of direction, the length 
might be estimated at about 2300 miles ; and that of the Riode Ia Plata 
aoout 1900 : but the estuary of the Ob is frozen, and that of the Kian 
Ku cannot exceed a mile or two in breadth, while the two grand Ame
rican rivers are of surprising magnitude. The Chinese annals say, 
that their great rivers have been confined by art, while in ancient times 
they inundated whole provinces, like the Maranon. 

The voyage of Condarnine contains the most accurate description 
which has yet appeared of this grand riverl/. The source is not yet 
absolutely ascertained. The celebrated mathematician just quoted, 
savs, that the Ucaial is the chief stream, as its sources are more remote 
th~m those of the supposed Ma·ranon: and it is a considerable river in 

"' Dobritzhoffer, i. 200. 
t The Muuses, the Miamis, and other North American tribes assert, that 

they sprang out of the Jakes of the country. B. 
j Ulloa, ii. 163, or Tome i. 534, of the French translation. 
11 Relation abregree d'un Voyage fait dans l'interie\11" de !'Amerique Meri

aionalc, Paris, 1745, 8vg. 
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ihe same parallel, when the other is only a''torrent*. On the other 
hand the Maranon makes a greater circuit, and is of extraordinary 
depth. According to Ulloa, the Maranon issues from the lake of Lau
ricocha, near the city of Guanuco, south lat. II 0 , whence it directs iti 
course south for about sixty miles, then bends east through !he country 
of Juaxa, where after falling from the east side of the Andes, it passes 
north to the city of Jaent. Thence it proceeds in its long progress 
towards the east; and joins the Atlantic after a course, including all the 
windings, of IIOO leagues, or 3300 miles. Ulloa also doubts whether 
the Ucaial must not be regarded as the p1·incipal stream. In the valu
able map of La Cruz, what he calls the ancient Maranon, or Pari, cor
responds with the description of Ulloa; but receives the Apurimac, a 
river of far longer course, rising near the town of Arequipa, on the west 
of the great lake of Titicaca, south lat. I6° 301

• If this representation 
be just, there is no doubt that the Apurimac is the original and proper 
river of Amazons; and both of these sources belong to the UcAIAL. 
The new Maranon, according to La Cruz, rises indeed from the lake of 
Lauricocha, near the source of the Pari; but runs north-west instead of 
passing south, as Ulloa supposes, by confounding the old and new Ma
ranon, and the lake of Lauricocha with that of Chine hay, a few miles to 
the south, which last gives' source to the Pari. These improvements 
in the geography seem to establish beyond all doubt, that the Ucaial, 
from its remotest branch the Apurimac, must be regarded as the 
genuine Maranon; while the river called the New Maranon (for the 
name towards its source is omitted), is of far shorter course, and was 
only styled the Maranon from a mistake in its fountain. In the map of 
La Cruz, though the course of the Ucaial be more direct, it amounts to 
~bout seventeen degrees at its junction with the supposed Maranon, 
which may be called the river of Lauricochat, while the latter does not 
exceed fourteen degrees and a half. 

UcArAL. The Ucaial, thus consisting of two main soHrces, 
the old Maranon or Pari, and the Apurimac, after passing· the great 
chain of the Andes, bends sometimes north-west sometimes north
east, till it receives the new Maranon. But the course of the Ucaial 
being thnmgh a more remote country, and more unexplored forests than 
that of the Lauricocha, its chief features, and natural history, are 
less known; and the savages on its banks unfortunately massacred 
their missionary in I695, so that Condamine and Ulloa are alike igno
rant concerning this noble river, which probably presents objects more 
~rand and interesting than those on the Lauricocha. The Apurimac, 
struggling through the Andes, must also afford many striking scenes, 
still lost to scientific observation. 

LAuRrcocHA, On the contrary, the Lauricocha or new Mara-
non has been repeatedly described, and was navigated by Condamine 
from near the town of Jaen, where it begins to be nayigable; thence 
passi·ng north-east it arrives at the exterior ridge of the Andes, which 
it cleaves at a pass called the Pongo, a word in the Peruvian language 

" Paze69. 
t Ulloa; i. 365. or 307, French translation. 

Ulloa expressly Uies this name, i, 3ii6, in contradietion ,to the Uo.ia,L 
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i~plying a gate. This ~ublime scenB displays the Laul'iaeeha cenfino<l 
between two parallel wall!! of almost perpendicular rock. from a 
breadth of ~0 fathom&, the river is here contracted to twenty-five; 
l}ut the rapidity is not e~tre~e, and a raft passes the two. leagues in 
llbout a~1 hour. 

After the jqnction of these two great rivers, the Maranon, beside& 
\imaller streams, receives from the north the Napo, the Parana, Yupuro, 
~he Great Negro which has received the Parima; and from the south 
the Cuchivara or Al·aza, and the prodigious stream called Madera, con· 
$istin5 of the Bene, the Mamore, and the Ytenas, the chief sources of 
-which are from the eastern ;,ide of the And-es, watering a vast extent of 
this wide contin~nt. The Madera may indeed be regarded as anothel' 
grand source of the river of Amazons ; which is also joined from the~ 
~outh by the Topaisa and Shingu, while its estuary is connected with 
~he great Bra~ilian river called Tocantinas. Like the Missouri and St. 
:Y:.,&wrence the Maranon is discoloured with mud. The breadth at the. 
:Portuguese boundary is said to be a league, but it is generally about two 
:~;niles, and no bottom is found at 103 fathoms. The effect of the;: tides 
Is perceivable to the distance of 600 miles, but Condamine thil'lks that 
the swell is occa,sioned by the progress of the tide, of the preceding day. 
The banks are generally crowned with vast f{)rests oflofty trees, among 
which are many of a rare and medicinal nature. Serpents of pr€>di~ 
gions size are found in the marshes, and alligators are also common. 
It seems certain, fro~;n the d~squisition of Condamine, that some fema,le 
warriors* still exist towan:l.s the north of this great river. After it bas 
received the Shingu, the breadth from shore to shore cannot be disco .. 
vered by the eye. Near its mouth the Bore rises from twelve to fifteeQ 
feet in height, and the noise of this eruption is heard at the distance of 
fiwo·Ieaguest. 

2. LA PLATA oR PARANA. The Rio de la Plata, or river of 
Silver, is the conjunct flood of the ParagU;ay, the Pilcomayo, the Pa
rana, and the Urucuay. The main streams are the Paraguay and the 
:Parana, and it would seem that the latter is the longest and most con, 
siderable, rising in the great mine mountains of Brazil, latitude nine., 
teen degrees, and bending south, then west till it receive the I~a Para. 
na, after which it bends south-west till it is joined by the Paraguay, 
while the conjunct rivers are still called the Parana by the natives, and 
the Rio de la Plata by the Spaniards. Yet the length of the Paraguay, 
according to the Jillap of La Cruz, does not yield above half a degree 
to that 0f Parana; and the f)traightness of its course gives it the appear~ 
ance of the principal river. The grand cataract of the Parana is in 
latitude twenty-fom· degrees, not far from the city of Cuayra; but is 
rather a series of rapids, for a space of twelve leagues, amidst rocks 
of tremendous and singular formst. This noble river is also studded 

" The whole is probably a; fable. B. 
t This elfect called pororoca is chiefly observable toward~ the Cape del 

Norte on the mouth Qf the Arowary. Condamine, p. 193. The letter of M. 
Godin to this author contains an interesting narrative of Madame Godin'& 
navigation down the Maran on in 1769. She was perhaps as bold an Amazon 
as ever appeared on its banks. . 

l Dobrizholfer, i. 206. This author, p. US, seems rightly to assert'that 
the l'arana is the chief stream, which receives the Paraguay and Urucuay. 
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\vitli num.ereus i$lands, and Spanish vessels navigate to the town 
q£ Assumption, about 400 leagues fi'Om the sea. On the shores ara 
often found geods inclosing crystals ; but the natural history of the 
Parana is nearly as obscure as that ill the C caial. The breadth of the 
estuary is such, that the land cannot be discovered from a ship in the 
middle of the stream. 

3. ORINOco. The third great river in South America is the 
Orinoco, of a most singular and perplexed course. According to La 
Cruz it rises in the small lake of Ipava, north latitude five degrees five 
PJ.inutes; and thence winds almost in a spiral form, first passing 
to the south-east it enters the lake of Parima, and issues by two outlets 
6Il the north and south of that lake towards the west, but after receiving 
the Guaviari, it bends north, then north-east, till it enters the Atlantie 
ccean by an extended delta opposite to the isle of Trinidad; but the 
chief estuary is considembly to the south-east of that island. Many 
rivers of g·reat size flow into the Orinoco; and in addition to its sin~ 
gular form there are other remarkable peculiariti€s. From the south
east of the lake of Parima, which seems to be a kind of inundation 
formed by the Orinoco, the White river, called also that of Parima; 
joins the Black river, and thence the great flood of the Maranon. 
Another stream, the Siaba, flows from the south-west of the lake into 
the Black river, and joins another stream, which directly connects the 
Maranon with the Orinoco. The1·e is also a communication between 
the Black river and the Maranon, by the Joa Parana. Hence there are 
three communications between these great· rivers ; a circumstance so 
uncommon, that when one only was asserted by Spanish authors, it 
was rejected by geographical theorists as contrary to the usual course 
of nature, and Condamine was obliged to enter into a formal disJ.ui
t>ition in order to re-establish it. A route laid down by La Cruz, that 
of Solano, Gov:ernor of Caracas, seems to confirm the authenticity of 
his intelligence concerning the environs of the lake of Parima; and 
little doubt can remain concerning these wonderful inland navigations, 
thus prepared by the hand of nature, and which in the possession of 
an industrious people would render Guiana, or new Andalusia, one 
of the most flourishing countries in the world. 

The other rivers of South America are comparatively of small ac
count, the chief being the Magdalena, running north to the Carribean 
sea, and that of St. Francis which waters a great part of Brazil. TG 
the south of the great Parana there is the river Mendoza, and the Rio 
de los Sauzes m· river of vVillows; followed in the furthest south by , 
the Chulclau and the Gallegos, the last entering the Pacific opposite tQ 
the Malouin or Falkland islan-ds. 

MouNTAINS. The mountains of South America constitute 
some of the "grandest objects in natural geography, being not only the 
most lofty on the face of the globe, but intermixed with volcanoes of 
the most sublime and terrible description. The extent is also prodi
gious, the Andes stretching in one line from the capes of Isidro and 

'I'he inundations are chiefly in December and January, rising: about five or 
:oix yardJ abfln; e isleta. Falkner, p, SQ. 
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Pilares, in the southern extremity of the continent, to the west side of 
of •the gulf of Darien, a space of not less than 4,600 miles, as they 
generally follow the windings of the coast, at the medial distance of 
about one hundred miles. The chief summits are near the equator, 
not far from the city of Quito. The best account of these celebrated 
mountains seems to be that given by Bouguer, one of the French 
mathematicians, who, 17 3 5---17 43, measured a degree near the 
equator, and who has published two views of their appearance near 
Quito.* 

CHIMBORAzo. Chimbor01zo, the highest of these mountains, 
about one hundred British miles to the south of Quito, and about ten 
miles to the north of Riobamba, was computed by these mathematicians 
to be 3217 French toises above the level of the sea, or 20,280 feet: 
about 5000 feet, or one quarter, higher than Mont Blanc. That part 
of Chimboraz0 which is covered with perpetual snow, is about 2,400 
feet from the summit. But these mountains are elevated on the high 
plain of Quito, which constitutes more than one third of the computed 
height ; so that considered as mere excrescences from the land they 
still yield to Mont Blanc. 

The next in height is supposed to be the volcano called Cotopashi, 
estimated at about 18,600 feet, and situated about twenty-five miles to 
the south-east of Quito. Other grand summits are Pachincha, a few 
miles to the north-east of Quito; the Altar, and Sanga to the south
east of Chimborazo. In general the Andes here proceed in a double 
chain, the interval being the plain of Quito: to the western ridge belong 
Pichincha, llinissa, Chimborazo, &c. while the eastern is crowned by 
Cotopashi, the Altar, Sanga, &c. and this form [continues at least for 
about 500 miles from the south of Cuenza to the north of Popayan. t 
Mineralogy was at that time an unknown science; and Bouguer only 
informs us that the bottom is clay, and the summit a mass of stones! 
The American Alps clothed with perpetual snow extend a great distance 
further to the north, towards the junction of the rivers Cauca and 
Magdalena: but about two degrees to the north of the equator they are 
not above one quarter the height. Further to the south they also 
greatly decrease in elevation.:j: 

* Figure de la Terre, Paris 1749, 4to. t Bouguer, xxxii. 
:j: See Ulloa, i. ~06. for an account of the desert of Chimborazo. It is 

surprising that in his Noticias Americanas, Madrid 1772, 4to. he ~ives n() 
account of these gra11d features of nature. In Lentin's scale of the heights 
of mountains the Chimborazo is almost rivalled by the Descabesado, which 
seems unknown to Bouguer: the Antisana, a mo~t lofty volcano, is delineated 
by that mathematician; but the Cavambe is also not mentioned by him, 
th0ugh all stated by Lentin as superior in height to Cotopashi. The moun
tain of Sanguay is a pararno or vast desert mountain, the summit always 
covered with snow: it is a constant volcano, and the explosions are heard at 
the distance of forty leagues. Ulloa, liv. vi. c. vii. According to Bouguer, 
p. I. the height of the freezing point is here 2440 toises above the level of the 
sea; a!ld it would end at the height of 4300 toistJs, not from the cessation of 
cold, which on the contrary increases with the distance from the earth, but 
because no clouds nor vapors can ascend to a greater height. He considers, 
I'· lv. the main chain of the Andes as te1minating near the junction of the 
rivers Cauca. and Magdalena, between which it proceeds from Popafan. 
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According to the account of Humboldt, a German naturalist, who 
has latelyvisited a considerable part of South .America,* there ar~t 
three other remarkable chains of mountains which proceed from west 
to east parallel to the equator; and which by their height deserve the 
attention of naturalists, as much as the Carpathian mountains, or the 
Pyrenees, though it have been supposed that, on the east of the Andes, 
immense plains extend to the shores of Guiana and Brazil, and even to 
Buenos Ayres and Patagonia. 

I. That of the Northern Coast, between nine and ten degrees of 
north latitude. 

2. That of Parima, or the chain of the cataracts of Orinoco, from 
three to seven degrees north latitude.t 

3. The chain of Chiquitos, between 15"' and 20° of south latitude. 
NoRTHERN. The most northern, or that ofthecoastofVene-

zuela, is the most lofty, but the narrowest. From the high plain of 
Quito the great chain of the Andes extends, by Popayan and Choco, 
on the west of the river Atrato, towards the Isthmus, where on the 
banks of the Chagre, it only forms mountainous land about 1200 feet 
high. From the same Andes proceed sev~ral branches, one called the 
Sierra de Abibe towards the province of St. Marta. :j: This ckain of 
the coast is restricted, as it approaches the gulf of Mexico, and cape 
of Vela, and afterwards nms due east towards the mountain of Paria, 
or even to the isle of Trinidad. The greatest height is in the two 
Sierras Nevadas of St. Marta, and of Merida.J/ The first being near 
5000 varas or Spanish yards, and the second 5400 varas, about 2350 
toises, or 14,000 English feet, above the sea. Several mountains of 
this chain are perhaps equal in height to Mont Blanc; perpetually co
vered with snow, and often pouring from their sides streams of boiling 
5>Ulphureous water: and the highest peaks are solitary amidst mountains 
of little height, that of Merida is near the plain of Caracas, which is 
enly 260 feet above the sea. The vallies in the branch on the west of 

The same author, p. lxvi. observed stones of eight or nine feet diameter 
ejected from Cotopashi to the distance of more than nine miles. On the 
north-east of tb.e Andes the r6cks are perfectly horizontal, and often in gro
tesque forms resembling churches or castles. Similar appearances are re
marked in Abyssinia. The desert summits called paramos in Quito are in 
Peru styled pun as. Ulloa Memoires, i. 121. In Chili the Andeg are not abo>·e 
a seventh part the height of those of Peru. lb. 363. See Molina. 

"Journal de Physique, Me>sidor an ix. July, 1801. 
t These cataracts are at Maypura and Atures, north lat. 60 in the map of 

La Cruz; the Spanish term for a cataract being raudal, which rather implie11 
arapide. 

:j: The mountains of St. Marta are covered with snow and visible from the 
~rea. Ulloa liv i. c. 1. r 

1/ Our author's latitudes do not correspond with the map of La Cruz, who 
gives the N eveda of Merida between lat. so and go. Humboldt is an advo
cate for perpetual ranges. He should have said that a branch, the Sierra de 
Piriho, stretches towards Vela; while another chain extends north-east, giv
ing source to many rivers, which flow into the Orinoco from the north; and 
perhaps winds along to Paria. 

Condamine, in sailing down the Maranon, .did not observe one hill for the 
space of two months after leaving the Pongo, tiU he saw the mountairui of 
Gui~na giviD:; :;;ource to riverli that run north and 50uth.. 
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the LagMn of Maracaybo at·e narrow, and run foom notth to south 
Tl}.at part which extends from Mel-ida to the east has vales running 
east and west, formed by parallel ridges, one of which passes to Capt: 
Codera, while the second is three or four leagues further to the south. 
Om author supposes that the wide plains were formerly lakes ; but is 
too fond of bending nature to his theories, while he ought to have been 
content with the observation of facts. 

The general height of the chain of the coast is from six to eight 
lmndred toises, the Nevada of Merida, as already mention~d, 2350, 
and the Silla de Caracas 1316: lowering towards the east, cape Codera 
is only 176 toises. But this depression is only of the primitive rock, 
for there are secondary calcareous mountains from Cape Unara, which 
are higher than the ~neiss, or foliated gran1te, and the micaceous schis
tus. These calcareous mountains, covered with calcareous freestone, 
follow this chain on its southern side, and increase in height toward 
the eastern point of the continent. The chain of the coast is more 
steep towards the north than the south ; and there is a dreadful per
pendicular precipice of 1300 toises in the Silla de Caracas, above 
Caravelleclo, the northern part of this chain being perhaps broken by 
the gulf of Mexico. 

OF PARIMA. The second chain, that of Parl:ma, or of the 
cataracts of Orinoco, is little known: and was scarcely esteemed passabl~ 
till withm these thirty years, since the expedition of Ituriaga and Solano. 
The volcano of Duida is in latitude three degrees, thirteen minutes. 
This chain leaves the Andes near Popayan, and stretching west to east, 
from the source of the Guaviari, appears to extend to the north-east oi 
that river, forming the cataracts of Maypura and A tures in the Orinoco, 
latitude five degt·ees, which are truly dreadful, but present the only 
passage yet opened towards the vale of Amazons. Thence, so far as 
can be judged fmm our author's confused description, this chain conti
nued its course north-east to the river Caron is, the breadth being some~ 
times not less than 120 leagues: Humboldt must mean that branches 
occur of that length. Further to the east* the continuation is little 
known. The ferocity of the Guaicas and Guajaribos forbad any ap ... 
proach beyond the little cataract on the east of Chiguera, but Don 
Antonio Santos, disguised a~ an Indian, passed from the mouth of the 
river Caronis to the little lake of Parima, and disclosed the·continuation 
of this range between four and five degrees north latitude, where it i~;. 
about sixty leagues in breadth, dividing the waters which fall into the 
Orinoco and Esquibo from those that fall into the river of Amazons. 
Further to the east this range becomes still wider, descending south 
along the Mao, where the Dutch style a part of it Dorado, or the ruoun· 
tain of gold ; being composed of bright micaceous schistus, which has 
given a like reputation to a small isle in the lake of Parima. To the 
east of Esquibo this range takes a south-east direction, and joins the 
granitic mountains of Guiana, which give source to the river of Suri
~am, and others. This last group of mounta~s is of great extent, the 
same gneiss being found at eight de~rees, twenty minutes, and two 
degrees, fourteen minutes. This wide range is inhabited by a number 

• He says 'lie tween 68 ~nd ~0 West 1on~rltude from P;~.ris. 
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of savage tribes, little or not at all known in Europe.* No where 
does it seem to ris.e to an equal height with the northern range of the 
coast, the mountain of Duida, not far from Esmeralda, being reputed 
the highest,.and, measured by Humboldt, was found 1323 toises above 
the sea ; but it is a picturesque and majestic mountain, ejecting flames 
towards the end of the rainy sea::::on, and situated near a beautiful plain, 
.covered with palm trees and ananas. Towards the east it seems to 
expire in broken rocks ; but there is no appearance throughout of any 
secondary strata, the rocks being granite, gnei:os, micaceous shcistus, 
and hornblende slate. 

OF CHit<,YITos. The third chain of primitive mountains, or 
that of Chiquitos, is only known to our author by the accounts of those 
who have passed the Pampas. It unites the Andes of Peru and Chili 
with the mountains of Brazil and Paraguay, stl·etching from La Paz 
and Potosi and Tucuman through the provinces of Moxos, Chiquitos, 
and Chaco, towards the government of the mines, and of St. Paul in 
Brazil. The highest summits appear to be between fifteen and twenty 
.degrees~ the rivers there passing to that of Amazons, or that of La 
Plata. 

Between these three great ridges are, according to our author, three 
immense vallies, that of Orinoco, that of the river of Amazons, and that 
of the Pampas of Buenos Ayres, from nineteen to fifty-two degrees 
south latitude, all opening to the east, but shut on the west of the A,ndes. 
The middle valley, or that of the Amazons, is covered with forests so 
thick, that the rivers alone form roads ; while those of Orinoco and 
Pampas are savannas, or grassy plains, with a few scattered· palms ; 
and so level, that sometimes for 800 square leagues there is no inequa
lity above eight m· ten inches in height. In the northertl plain the 
primitive rock is covered with limestone, gypsum, and freestone; while 
in that of Amazons the granite everywher~ rises to day. The general 
inclination is to the north-west, which, according to our author, is the 
usual arrangement of primitive rocks. Petrifactions are uncommon 
even in the Andes, where there are sometimes patches of gypsum, and 
.secondary limestone ; while the range of Parima consists entirely of 
granite afld other primitive rocks. But in a calcareous freestone of the 
northern ridg·es of the coast, Humboldt found vast numbers of shells, 
!leemingly of recent petrifaction, as they are those of the sea, now nine 
leagues distant. The belemnite and ammonite seem unknown, though. 
so common it:l Eurepe. In the plain of Orinoco petrified trees are 
found, in a course breccia. 

CoNsTRUCTION. Among the primitive rocks Humboldt men-
tions granite, which forms the chain of Parima; while in that of the 
coast it is covered, or mingled with gneiss and micaceous schistus. It 
is sometimes stratified in beds, from two to three feet thick ; and some
times contains large cl'ystals of felspar. The micaceous schistus some
times pr~:sents red garnets, and sappare ; and in the gneiss of the 
mountain of Avila green garnets appear. Sometimes nodules of 

• Our author's subsequent remarks shew that he is a stranger to the great 
map of La Cruz; and nothing can be more confused than his whole account, 
in which branches of mountains are confounded with the tnll.in chain. 

VOL, II. 3 ¥ 
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granite are found in the same substance, or, in gneiss consisting o-f' 
iinel' grains gathered by some local attraction. Ih the range of Parima 
there occur large masses of most brilliant talc, fonnerly imparting such 
reputation to the Dorado, situated between the rivers Esquibo and Mao, 
and other mountains, which, like burnished gold, reflect the light of 
the sun. If Sir Waiter Ralegh had reflected that all that glitters is 
not gold, he might have saved his fatal voyage to ElDorado. Smectite 
or soft jad is formed into idols ; an.d Condamine discovered that variety 
of hard jad called Amazon stone, a name idly applied, to the blue 
felspar of Siberia. Schistose chlorite also occurs ; and beautiful horn
blende slate rises through the streets of G'uaiana, or S. Thome. Other 
substances are, decompesed felspar or kaolin, primitive limestone, 
plumbat--o; and there are Yeins of quartz which contain auriferous 
pyrites, and antimony, native gold, grey copper, and malachite. The 
copper mines of Aroa are alm~e •mrked, producing about 1500 quintals 
yearly. Slate is rare, but sometimes covers the micaceous schistus; 
and in the northern chain there are rocks of serpentine, veined with 
bluish statite. The gr:unstein of Werner sometimes occurs in that 
ridge. 

Among the rocks called transitive by vV erner, as connecting the 
primitive with the secondary, are trap, green slate; amygdaloid, and 
the schistose porphyry of that author, green with crystals of felspar. 
The secondary rocks are limestone, gypsum, argillaceous schistus, and 
freestone ot· calcareous sandstone, with coarse breccia.* 

A pl'actical German mineralog·ist, employed for some years in the 
mines of Pern,t informs us that the eastern spurs of the Andes some
times present red and green granite, and gneiss, as towards Cordova 
and Tucuman ; but the grand chain chiefly consists of argillaceous 
schistus, of various kinds of thick slate, bluish, dark red, flesh colour, 
grey, and yeilow; on which, in many places, are incumbent strata of 
limestone, and large masses of ferruginous sand stone. Neither in 
Hunga,·y, Saxony, nor the Pyrenees, had our author beheld mountains 
so irregular as the Andes, or broken into such alternate substances, 
revealing some prodigious !'evolution of nature. Amid the argillaceous 
schistus the metals sometimes occur in veins of quartz, sometimes in 
a!luviallayet·s of sand-stone and iron, sand. Near Potosi are irregular 
beds of large bullets of granite ; and the celebrated mountain, so rich in 

• At the end of Humbol.lt's paper is. a sketch of a primitive and secondary 
rock, of the chain of the coast, and that 0f Parima. Both rest on massive 
granite ofte.n mingled with jad and plumbago. This is foliqwed, :n the Primary, 
by foliated granite, micaceous schistus with garnets, primitive slate v'ith beds 
of native alum, slate mixed with hornblende, grunstein (which he calls primi
tive trap), amygdaloid, while the summit is schistose porphyry. In the Secon
dary, the mass of granite is surmounted by gneiss, with beds of primitive 
limestone; the micaceous schistus wiih schistose pluntltago, and limestone ; 
the same with beds of Lydian stone and petrosilex, gypsum, calcareous free
stone. His plumbago seems to be hornblende. 

t Tagebuch einer Reise, &c. A Journal of a Journey through Peru, from 
Duenas Ayres on the great river La Plata, by Potosi to Lima, the capital of 
the kingdom of Peru. By Anthony Zacharias Helms, Royal Spanish Director 
~f Tl'li-tles. 8 vo. pp.' 300, Dresden, 1798. 
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silver ore, is chiefly composed of a firm yellow argillaceous slate, full 
of veins of ferruginous quartz, in. which some of the best ores are found. 
In passing the highest ridge of the Andes, between fotosi and Lima, 
Helms still found argillaceous schistus the predominant substance ; 
sometimes with strata of sand-stone, sometimes with long extents of 
gTanite. Near the lake ofTiticaca the Andes are of prodigious height, 
(this being the centre of the chain, and perhaps equalling the summits 
near Quito) ; an·d Helms observed in some places the basis of argilla
ceous schistus covered with alluvial layers of marl, gypsum, limestone, 
sand, fragments of porphyry, and even rock salt, yet rich silver occurs 
in abundance. Near Guancavelica the mountains are chiefly sand
stone, or limestone ; but still equally high, and equally opulent. To 
the north of this place the ridge for a hundred miles, is sairlt to be 
calcareous, yet fertile in metallic ores. According to our author the 
summits near Ia Paz are the highest of the Andes ; but he 'did not 
travel so far as Quito. 

In several European countries the metals chiefly occur in argillace
ous schistus ; but it is surprising to find this substance predominate in 
so lofty and extensive a range as the Andes, where upon the common 
theQl'ies granite might have been expected. It may be conjectured 
that this is the work of that prodigious subterranean fire issuing from so 
many volcanoes, and here, as would seem from the eruptions of mud 
combined with subterranean waters; for this mud is the very matter~f 

_argillaceous schistus, and thus ejected during thousands of years had 
become superincumbent on the granite which will probably be found 
on sinking deep shafts, ,and is perhaps the principal substance in such 
parts as are not volcanic. But on the contrary the eruptions of mnd, 
may proceed from a dissolution of the primitive schistus ; and in the 
formation of this globe nature seems to have studiously concealed her 
process: while fi·om the attempts which have been made, we can only 
conclude that the reverse of the best theories may perhaps approach 
the truth. . .. 

In the subsequent description of South America, which must be 
restricted to narrow limits, the Spanish dominions will of course occupy 
the first pl<J.ce; and are followed b~he fortuguese,-French, and Dntch. 
A fugitiYe idea of the native nations shall be succeeded by an account 
of the islands belonging to this part of the continent. 
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~XTENT,...,.GOVERNMJl:NT,-FOPULATION,-MA:NNE!tS.-LANCUAGE 

-CITIES.-COMMERE:E.-BOTANY-ZOOLOGY.-MINER.I\LOG~ •. -
NATURAL CURIOSITIES. 

!.x1'ENT A~m BouN:DAiii:Es. THE possessions of Spai:n in the 
southern part of America, are of prodigious extent, from the Carri .. 
bean sea to the most southern promontory, according to the Spanish 
geographers ; but the English maps seem justly to regard the regions 
to the south-east, inhabited by the Tehuels, and other tl'ibes confe~sedly 
indepc!ndent, as excluded from the Spanish domain. In this point of 
view, the eastern shore, from the south of the great river Parana, is 
open to the settlements of any foreign nation, and on the west the 
Spanish boundary ends at the gulf of Chonos, south lat. 44". The 
remaining length may be 3360 geographical miles ; but the medial 
breadth is not above 900. The whole length of the Spanish posses-, 
sions in America may be thus computed at more than 5000 geographical 
:tniles ; though not equal in extent, yet far superior in every other 
respect, to the Asiatic empire of ltussia. On the east the boundary 
between the Spanish possessions and those of Dutch and Portuguese, 
is sometimes ascertained by ridges of mountains and rivers; but often 
consists of an ideal line, observed upon a map at one glance, while a 
verbal description would be unnecessarily prolix. In general the Por
tuguese territory in South America, is perhaps equal in extent to the 
Spanish, compensating by its breadth, which includes the f•tr greater 
part of the Maranon, for the deficiency in length. 

GovERNMENT. The Spanish territories are minutely divided 
into vice-royalties, audiences, provinces, governments, partidos, m· 
departments, and missions, or parishes established among· the savages, 
The enumeration would not only be complex and tedious, but ummtrs
factory, as frequent changes occue. The grand divisions ar~ the vice
royalty of Buenos Ayres, that of Peru which includes Chili, and that 
of New Granada in the north: the capital of the first being Buenos 
Ayres, of the second Lima,~an<l of the third Bogota, or Santa Fe de Bo
gota north _lat. 4 °. The vice-royalty of New Granada was established in 
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l71~, and tha:t of Buenos Ayres 1778: but the governments are too 
extensive, and ought to be subdivided, as the vigilauce of one man 
cannot prevent the grossest malversations and oppressions ; and, in 
the opulence of the income, duty is· sacrificed to Juxm•r. 

PoPULATION. The general population of South America,· 
being as already mentioned, about 13,60o,ooo, it is probable that the 
Spanish possessions contain about 9,ooo,ooo. The use of spiritous 
liquors, and the small pox, with another endemial disease, which acts 
at intervals like a pestilence, obstruct the increase of the natives. The 
Spaniards and Creols are far more numerous in New Spain, than in 
South America, where it is probable that they do not exceed 2,ooo,oOO; 
The product of the mines of South America is supposed to be about 
4,ooo,oool. sterling yearly ; and the royal revenue pct,haps amounts to 
800,000l. But in Spain according to Mr. Townsend, the colonies are 
:>carcely considered. as affording any free income to the crown; when 
all the expenses incurred on their account are duly estimated. 

MANNERS AND CusTOMS. The manners of the Spaniards in 
Sollth America have been illustrated in many' popular books of voya:ges. 
Among the native nations, the Peruvians are by far the most interest
ing, having in some instances advanced nearer to civilization than 
the Mexicans. The Llama, which may he called a small camel, had beeR 
rendered subservient to their industry; and their buildings, erected of 
stone still remain*, The history of the Peruvian monarchs is indeed vague 
and unsatisfactory, the noted Quipos somewhat resembling the W am
pum of the North Americans, being brief and transitory records. The 
government of the Incas was a kind of theocracy, and the inhabitants 
revered a divine descent, not claimed by· the Mexican monarchs. The 
religion of the Peruvians was that of love and benef.i.cence; while the 
Mexicans seem, in their cruel rites, to have been wHolly influenced by 
the fear of malignant deities. Some sacrifices of the smaller animals, 
and offerings of fruits and flowers, formed the chiefrites of Peruvian 
superstition. The Mexican monarchy was founded by the sword, the 
Peruvian by superiority of wisdom ; and the captives taken in war 
were not immolated, but instructed in the arts of civilization. An ex
cellent writer justly pronounces, that the Peruvians' had advanced far 
beyond the Mexicans, both in the necessary arts of life, and in such 
as have some title to the name of elegantt .. Manures and irrigation 
were not unknown, though a kind of mattock fol"med the chief instru
ment of agriculture. Their edifices were sometir(nes of bricks hard
ened in the sun; but others were constructed of large stones, the walis 
however never exceeding twelve feet in height. The gre<lt roads 
6etween Cuzco and Quito are indeed slight and perishable, when corn
pared with European exertions, yet become wonderful, when estimated 
with the other parts of savage America. Their weapons and orna
ments also displayed no small degree of skill, particularly in cutting 

!II " While (says Mr, Pinkerton) of the earthen edifices of the Mexicans, 
even the ruins have perished." This is not correct. vVe have cilready seen., 
tha.t many of the buildings of the Mexicans were of stone; and of these the 
~uins are still visible in various parts of America. B. 

t Robertson, iii. 209. 
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and piercing emeralds, a gem of great hardness. Amidst all thes~ 
laudable qualities, it is to be regretted, that superstition led them to 
sacrifice numerous Yictims on the death of a chief, ·and a favourite 
monarch was sometimes followed to the tomb by a thousand slaughtered 
servants*. Had the conquest of America been effected by the Spaniards 
at a period like the present, when European warfare has lost half of 
its ferocity, the Peruvian monarchy might have been respected and 
preserved, for in the other parts of South America thne is a super
abundance of the precious metals to satiate the utmost wish of avarice. 
lNhether the ruling people be chiefly cut off, or from the mere depre~
sion of slaYery, it is impossible to discover in the manners of the Pe
ruviim natives any marks of their ancient advancement. 

LANGUAGE. The language of the ruling people in Peru was 
called the Quichua, and it is still cultivated by the Spanish clergy, as in
dispensable in the conversion of the natives. The sounds b, d,f, g, r, 
are wanting; but when the Spanish grammarians add the x and z, they 
forget that their own x is an h, or sh, and their z is equally expressed 
by c;. The grammar of this language, and it is said even that of the 
Tehuels, is nearly as variegated and artificial as the Greek, whence 
our wonder at the refinement of the Sanscrit may perhaps suffer con
siderable abatement. As specimens of this celebrated .dialect of the 
Incas are very rare, a few shall here be selectedt. 

1 Hue The eart Rinri 
2 Yscay. To eat Micuni 
3 Q_uim<;a. The eye Naui 
4 Tahua A .fish Challhua 
5 Chumpi picheca Afoot Chaqui 
6 <;OCta . Afriend, Cacho 
7 Can chis Great Hatun 
8 Pupc A hatchet Avri, champi 
9 YS(iOn Hair Caspa 
10 Chunca The ·bead Uina 
100 Pachac A hog Cue hi 
1000 Huaranca A bouse Huaci 
The ann Riera Land Al!pa 
Beard <;ttnca Little Hucltuy 
Belly Vic<; a A ?nan Runa: 
Canoe Huampu Tbe ?iwon Q!.tilla 
'l'o die Huanny, Pitini Mouth Simi 
A dog Allco Nose Cenca 
'l"o drink Upiani Sea Atun cocha, mama 

cocha:j: 

" A" system somewhat similar to-this prevailed among the Natchez of North 
America. B. 
· t From the Arte y Vocabulario en Ia lengua general del Peru, Ilamada 

Q!_tichua. Loy Reyes (Lima) 1614·, 12mo. pen. aut. The~ Q_uichua is said to 
}1ave been a new language established by the Incas. The total abolition of any 
·words held omililous by the savages of South America is a singular circum
stance in the history oflanguage. See Dobrizhoffer, ii. It is also singulanhatthe 
sound mb as Mbao seems only known in Africa and America. Humboldt 
observes that the language of the Caribs is general in latitude ten degrees, 
that of the Marisitans towards the equator. Pinkerton .... The- sound mb is 
not peculiar to Africa and America. Instances of it occur in some Asiatic 
languages. B. 

:j: Cucha sigmfi€s a lake, aRd mama is mother. 
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Sun 
Water 
Woman 

Inti 
Unu, yacu 
Huarmi 

These are chosen to correspond with 
Dr. Forster's list, which is alphabeti
ca.l., and far from being well selected. 
Some others follow. 
Ri<ver Mayu 
Mountain Puno, acha 
Lake Cacha 
Father Yaya 
Mother Mama 
Husband Coc:;a 
Son Churi 
Brother Huauquey 
Sister Panay 
Sand Aco 
Good Alii 
Bad Mana alli 
The Andes Anti 
..f sacrifice 
Flesh 

;\ rpay 
Aycha 

A family 
The tongue 
King 
~ueen 
A lance 
A ship 
People or Town 
The hand 
Iron 
Gold 
Gold dust 
Silver 
Fire 
.Llfanyfire.r 
Snow 
Stone 
An emerald 
The top cif a ~ 

mountain 5 
2es 
No 
Beauty 
Love 

Ayllu 
Callu 
Capac 
Coya 
Chuqui 
Huampu 
Llacta. 
Maqui 
Quellay 
Cori 
Chichicori 
Collqui 
Nina 
Nina nina. 
Riti 
Rumi 
Umina. 

Uma. 
y 
Mana. 
s:umay 

5:15 

Caya.y! ma:nay'*. 

CITIES. The chief cities in Spanish South America are Lima 
the metropolis, Buenos. Ayres, and Bogota. Lima was founded by 
Pizarro who. called it the Ciudad de los Reyes, probably because the 
foundation was laid on the 6th January, the fe&tival of the three kings. 
It is supposed to co'itain 54,000 inhabitants, little above a third part 
of the population of M~xico. The situation is in a pleasant ami spacious 
vale, near a small river. The great squa!'e contains the viceroy's pa
lace, and the cathedral. The streets are generally paved, and enlivened 
with little canals led from the river; but the houses ar'e low on account 
of the freqn:::nt earthquakes. The churches and convents are rich and 
numerous, and ther()..is an university of some reputation. Rain is 
seldmn or never seen, the clouds being attracted by the summits of the 
Andes. The most dreadful earthquake seems to have been that of 
174 7, when the port of Callao was totally submerged, and of 4000 
inkLitants only 200 escapedt. 
· . Buenos Ayres was founded in 1535, receiving its name from the salu
brity of the air. The population is supposed to be about 33,000. It 
i<> the great resort of passengers from Spain, who thence cross the 
country by Cordova and Tucuman to Potosi, there being an uninter
rupted post-road, with post-houses, and relays of horses and carriages, 
across the country to Peru:j:. Bogota is rarely visited by travellers, 

" They ·want B, D, F, G, R, X, Z, yet the R is here, but it is to be softly 
pronounced. It is declined by altering the terminations, as Runa .. man, 
Runap of a man, Runapac to a man, &c. The verbs have also moods and 
conjugations, the terminations sometimes extending to great length. 

t Cuzco is nearly eqLial in size to Lima, and most of the ho11ses are neatly 
built of stone. It was the ancient capital of the Peruvian monarchy. See 
Ulloa, liv. vii. c. xii. 

:j: Montevideo is the only good port on the·Parana, and is more strongly 
fortilied than Buenos Ayres. Falkner, p. ii4. An acco1.1nt of Buenos Ayre~ 
may be found ill the Monthly Ma£azine, l\brcll 1802, from the ViagerB 
l.l11i«Jer.sal. 
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and little is known; except its position on a stream which joins the 
river Magdalena. 

Of the other chief towns Carthagena contains 25,000 souls; and 
Potosi abo~lt the same number*; Popayan above 20,000; Quito 56>,00Q; 
niobamba and Guayaquil about 18,000 each; Cuenza about 26,000. 
Other places of note are St. Jago, Conception, and Mendoza, in Chili~ 
Santa Fe on the Parana, Oruro, La Paz, Arequipa, Truxillo and Pasto 
in Peru; Panama, Maracaybo, Caracas, and St. Thome or Guayana in 
the north. The manufactures of Spanish South America are inconsi.o 
derable, being ciliefly coarse woolen cloths for the Indians and negroes, 
some cottons, hats, drinking glasses, &c. 

Col.I1MERCE. Among the exports are sttgar, cotton, cocoa, 
Peruvian bark and Vicuna woolt. But the chief e~orts are from the 
mines, of which the following statements are given by Helms. From 
the official registers it appears that the coinage in Spanish America, 
from the first day of January to the last day of December 1790 was 
as follows. 

In Gold. In Silver. TotaL 

,At Mexico •••.. 628,044 P!as ••....•. 17,435,644 Pi as .•••••. 18,063,688 Pi as. 
At Lima .....•. 821,168 .••••.•••••• .4,341,071. ........... 5,162,239 
At Potosi ...... 299,846 .•••••••...•. 3,983,176 .••.••..•••• 4,283,022 
At St. Jago •.•• 721,754 .............. 146,132 .............. 667,886 

Total •••••.•. 2,4·70,812 .•••••.••••. 25,906,023 ••••••••.••. 28,376,835* 

"' So Robertson; but Helms, p. 121, computes the inhabitants of Potosi at 
100,000 including the slave10. Hence this city would seem to be the most popu
lous and flourishirtg in all the Spanish territory of South America. La Paz, ac
cording to Helms, has more than four thousand he:~.rths; or twenty thousand 
inhabitants, being an elegant and clean town, chiefly trading in the noted 
tea of Paraguay. The population of Cuzco, the andent capital, is also con-
siderable, p. 145. . 

t Mercurio Peruane. Lima 1791. 
t The piastre, not now coined, is generally valued at three shillings and 

sixpence, being at Madrid computed at eight rials, while the dollar of ten 
rials is etimated at four shillings and sixpence. The following is the state of 
the mines in the new vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres, as reported by Helms. 

Names of Provincei. 

Tucnman .................................. . 
Mendoz:~. ,. Chile ...•.•...........••.•.•..•.• 
Atacam;t ........•..•....•..•..•..••.•...•••• 

~~~~1· .................................. . 
Caranges •.•.• , .......•.•...•...••..••••.•. ·. 
Pacages or Berengueln ••..•....••••.•.•••....• 
Chucuyto ..........•.•.•••..•••••..•••.....•. 
Paucarcolla, Town Puno •••..•••••••..•.•••• 

:i 
0 

(.!) 

2 

2 

2 
1 

I ..: 1 ~ I I . 

I~ ill~ 13 
Minel. 

1 2 z 
1 
2 1 1 

1 1 l 

~ 1 
2 1 
1 
2 
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'ro account foJ.> the great difference of produce from the mines at 
Mexico, and from those of Peru, Chili; and Buenos Ayres, Mr. Helms 
alleges the following reasons: 1. Because the kingdom of Mexico is 
much more populous than any other of the American provinces: 2. it 
is scarcely half the distance from the mother country, whence it is ena
bled the better to enforce obedience to the laws and regulations, habits 
of industry, good police, and economy: 3. the want of royal and pri'" 
vate banks in Peru, where every thing is still in its primitive chaotic 
~tate: and lastly, on account of the great encourag·ement which the 
mdustrious minet· readily obtains in every commercial house of Mexico. 
If, concludes Helms, the provinces of Pet'U, Chili, and Buenos Ayres, 
were in a similar favourable situation as that of Mexico, there is no 
doubt that in Peru alone, on account of its incomparably richer and 
more numei'olls gold and silver mines, four times the quantity of these 
noble metals might be obtained, and perhaps a still greater proportion> 
than what l\ifexico affords at present". . 

Since the discontinuance of the galleons, and of the great fairs at 
Panama and Potto Bello, the commerce of Peru has been augmented 
by the arrival of merchant vessels from Spain by the way of Cape Hora. 
Yet, according to Helms, the freedom of the trade has overstocked thta 
market with Spanish goods. As the Spaniards have no settlements in 
Africa, the numerous ne2'roes in their American-colonies were chiefly 
supplied by the Dutch, ~~ud by the English, under what is called the 
Assiento or Contract, settled in the reign of Anne; the consequences 
of which have been delineated by a masterly writer, to whose work the 
reader is referred, for more ample commercial detailst. 
· The chief topics of natural geography have already been discussed 

in the general view of South America. 
·ZooLoGY. A singular circumstance in the zoology is the 

great abundance of horses and cattle, though origi11ally unknown to 
the new continentt; these surprising herds having been multiplied from 

·Lampa ...................................... . 
Montevideo ...•• , ............ , .•.• , . , .•.• , • . • 1 
Chic as or Tar1fa. ••.•• , ••..•••••.•..• , , •••. , • • • 4 
Cochaba.mba. ..•.••.•..•.•..••••.•• , ••• , .•. , • , . 1 
Zicazica .............. ,....................... 2 
La.vicaja •••.. , •.••.••• , .••••..••.•• , ..•. ,.... 4 
Omasuijos ...•....••••..•.•••••••• ,........... 4 
Avangaro .•..•••••...•••.•.•••• , •••.. ,....... 3 
Carabaya •••..•.••••.•••.•••••••• ,............ 2 
Potosi ••••..•••.•..••..••••••.•.•••.••••..••• , 
Chayanza ••••..•..• , • , •. , .•• , ..•.••...•••..• , 2 
J.VJ;izque·' •••••••••••.••••••••.• , ••••••••••••••• 
Paria ................................... .... . 

2 

5 

1 
1 
3 
1 
1 

1 1 

l 

1 

1 

1 

Total •••...••••. 3ol27_7_2_7 
" P. 257, 258. t Robertson's history of America, vol. iii. 
t According to Molina, Chili possesses a new amd peculiar species of horse, 

w'hich the natins of the country call Huemel. It is the _equuJ; bisulcus of 
Gmelin, and differs from every other known species of the genus in the cir
cumstance of its hoofs, which are cloven, somewhat like thOJOe of the ox. A 
more correc~ history of this animal is a desileratum in the naturul history of 
South Amenca; bu~ the existence of th<" spec1es ~ecms to be well voucheQ for. ll, 

VOL. II, 3 :<; • . 
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a few that were turned loose by the first settlers. The cattle are so· 
numerous that they are hunted merely on account of the hides. An 
author who resided twenty-two years in Paraguay, informs us t~at 
they equal the Hungarian in size, the standard length of the h1de 
being three ells?* The great numbers have lately been thi1med by 
the thoughtless avarice of the hunters. Horses are also very numer
ous : and mules being indispensable in the alpine countries, where 
they cannot be reared, about eighty thousand are annually sent from 
the plains of Paraguay to Peru.t To procme this mixed breed young 
asses are clothed in the fresh skins of foals, and introduced to the 
mares as their own offspring. Flocks of European sheep also abound : 
hut ofthis animal some species are peculiar to South America. Such 
is the llama, or more properly runa, for llama merely implies a beast 
or quadruped which resembles a small camel, and will carry any load 
under a hundred weight. The vicuna is somewhat smaller, with 
shorter and .finer wool; and of a brown colour, while the other$J!re va
ri.ous.:j: The guanaca, on the contrary, is a larger and coarser animal 
than the runa, and chiefly employed in the mining countries, where 
other anim&ls could not pass the precipitous paths. Among the fe-· 
rocious animals are distinguished those called by Buffon the jaguar, 
by other writers the tiger ; and the cougar, by some called the Arne
IIi can lion. The latter is of a reddish brown colour, while the former 
is marked with black spots upon a yetlowi:;h ground. But from 
Buffon's account of the jaguar it is evident that he only judged from a 
small animal, probably sent ft·om French Guiana; for Dobrizhoffer 
informs us, that as the lions of Africa fal' exceed those of Paraguay 
(the cougars) itT size and ferocity, so the Aft'ican tygers yield in mag
nitude to those of Paragnay. He saw the skin of one killed the day 
before, which was three ells and two inches in length, or equal to that 
of a large ox ; but he adds, the body is. niore slender than that of an 
ox.jj According to the same author they kill and carry off oxen and 
horses ; and he gives such singular instances of the!r strength aJ to 
evince the ert·or of Buffon"s theory.~[ Other animals are, the wild cat, 
the elk, the huanaco,. or guanaca, already mentioned, the antbear, &c. 
In the great river Mm1anon there appears to be a species of hippopo~ 
tam us.** In the alps toward Tucuman the condor is. not unfrequent: 
tt ts a kind of vulture, with a red cre~t, the body being black, spotted 
with white. A species of ostrich is also found in the wide plains o£ 
Paraguay. 

w Dobrizhoff'er, i. 246. t Ib. 270. 
:j: Ulloa, i. 440, in the F1·. i. 366. The pacos or alpaca seems to be a kind. 

o.f vicuna. 1/ I. 283. . 
~[ Bouguer, p. xviii. says that the tygers are as large and fierce as those 

of Africa: they are happily few in number, one or two being sufficient to 
clesoi:J.te a province. These with the tiger of Guiana marked with black 
IQngitudinal stripes, (Bat1crcft, p. 137.) seem unknown to Bufl'on, 'and other 
zoologists. Pernety, in big account of llougainville's voyage, p. 141, ob~ 
Eerves that the tigers near Montevideo are larger and more fierce thaTI those 
cf Africa; a tame whelp four months old was two feet three inches in hei&.ht. 

H, Probably nothing but the tai?ir. B. 
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BoTANY. The botany of the Spanish territories east of the 
.Andes is as yet wholly unknown to European science, it is only there
:fore from analogy that we imagine the vegetables of these extensive 
.cmmtt·ies to resemble those which are natives of Guiana and Brazil. 
For the indigenous plants of Pem and Chili our principal authority* 
is the Flora Peruviana and Chilensis of Ruis and Pavon, and of tliis 
work not more than a fourth part is as yet published. We know from 
the reports of navigators and occasional travellers that the vicinity of 
:the coast produces many of the Tropical fruits and vegetables, sucleas 
the cabbage palm, the cocoa nut, the chocolate nut, the cotton shrub, 
·the pine apple, the canna, amomum, turmeric, plantain, and sugar
cane. But in the more temperate climate of the high plain of Quito, 
and upon the sides -of the Andes, it is natural to expect plants of a 
hardier constitution. Perhaps the best known and most generally in
teresting of the trees are the several species of cinchona, from two of 
which at least that valuable medicine the Peruvian or Jesuits' bark is 
procured. The cardana alliodora is a large timber tree, remarkable 
for the strong smell of garlic emitted from the leaves and fresh wood. 
A kind of coffee, H1e coffa:a raccmosa, is met with in the mountainous 
groves of the interior, whose berries are applied to the same use as 
the cultivated species. The large flowered jasmine and datura arborea 
diffuse their evening fragrance round the neighbourhood of Lima, and 
'braided in the hair of the women give and receive a reciprocal charm. 
No less than twenty-four species of pepper, and five or six of capsi
cum, are reckoned among the Peruvian natives, besides several escu
lent kinds of solanum, of which the S. lycopersicon or love-apple and 
S. tuberosum or potatoe, are the best known and most esteemed. The 
tobacco and jalap abound in the groves at the feet of the Andes, and 
many of the ornamental flowers of the English gardens and green
houses, such as the singular and beautiful calceolaria, the resplendent 
salvia longiflora, the graceful tropceolum or nasturtium, and the simple 
nolana prostrata, are indebted to these countries for their origin. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of these extensive regions is 
universally celebrated as the most important in the wodd. In most 
accounts the mines of silver have been described at great length, while 
Brazil is considered as the chief country of American gold. 

GoLD. The noblest metal also abounds in the Spanish pos-
-sessions here, as well as in Mexico: and Gmelin has specially enu
tneratecl the following places in Peru and Chili: Copiapo, Quasco, 
'Coquimbo, Petorca, Ligua, Tiltil, Putaendo, Caret1, Alhue, Chibato, 
and Huilli-Patagua.t Ulloa informs us that the department of Po
payan abounds in mines of native gold; the richest being those of 

~ Mr. Pinkerton says, our " only" authority is the works of Ruis and 
Pe.von. But some valuable notices concerning the vegetables of Chili a:re 
contained in the abbe ~olina's compendio de Ia historia geografica, natural 
y civil del reyno de Ch1le, the Spanish translation of which appeared at Ma
drid, in the years 1788 and 1795. This work may also be advamageously 
consulted for much useful information concerning the zoology, minera\.Jg·y, 
&c, of Chili. B. 

t Linna::i systema, iii. :;79. 
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Cali, Buga, Almaguar, and Barbacoas;* and there are also several 
mines in the noted district of Choco, some of which Wt;re abandoned 
on account of the abundance of platina, a more rare and singular 
metal than gold, but at fit·st, as appears from our author and Bouguet·, 
mistaken for an obdurate pyrites. Other gold mines were near Za· 
ruma, within the jurisdiction of Loxa ; and some in the government 
of Jaen Bracamoros. Near the village of Angamarca, in the jurisdic
tion of Latacunga, was a mine of prodigious value.t Gold is also 
fo~md in the sand of maO¥ rivers that flow into the Maranon. But 
the state of the mines of Buenos Ayres above given, as published by 
Helms will convey a complete idea of this subject, and it thence ap
pears that the silver mines are there far more productive than those 
of gold, except the produce returned to St. Jago de Catagoita, about 
thirty miles to the south of Potosi. Those of silver being more nu
met'ous, and more ea:sily worked, have excited the attention of the in
dolent colonists •. 

SILVER. The celebrated mountain of Potosi has presented, for 
two centuries and a half, inexhaustible treasures of silver; while the 
gold seems thinly scattered by nature, and has no where been dis
covered in such enormous masses. Hence, if the noted plain of·Cine
guilla in North America be excepted, there is hitherto no example of 
any gold mine eminen~:-ly rich, far less rivctlling the proud reputation 
of Potosi. This mountain, of a conic form, is about twenty British 
miles in circumference, and perforated by more than three hundred 
rude shafts, through a firm yellow argillaceous schistus. There are 
veins of ferruginous qua11:z, interspersed with what are called the horn 
and vitreous ores. Of a peculiar dark reddish colour, this mountain 
rises void of all vegetation, blasted by the numerous furnaces, which 
in the night form a grand spectacle.+ This surprising mine was dis
COI'erecl, 1545, by Hualpa, a Peruvian, who in pursuing some chamoys 
pulled a bush, and beheld under the root that amazing vein of silver 
afterwards called !a rica or the rich. He :,hared this discovery with 
his friend Huanca, who revealed it to a Spaniard his master; and the 
lnine was formally reg;istet·ed 21st April, 1545.11 

MERCURY. Another cdebrated mine is that of mercury, in-
rlispensabie in amalgamating the precious metals. \Vhile Mexico is 
supplied from Spain, Pe1·u has the native product of Guan cm-elica, a 
district and town not £_tr to the :>Outhwest of Lima, near the great bend 
of the old M;u·anon. The cinuabar had been used by the Peruvians as 
a 1'et1 paint; and the quicbilvet· was first detected about 1567. . The 

"' I. 450. Engl. trans. or i. 374. Fr. trans. 
t Darien produced the finest go! .. l., hut the mines were lost by a revolt of 

the na1ives, as has happened in several other p1·ovinces. Ulloa, liv iii. c. v. 
In <;:hili the most celebrated gold mine is that of Petorca, to the east of !San
tyago. Others ara in Y o.pcl, Liguia, and other parts of Chili mentioned by 
Ulloa, liv. viii. c. ix. In Coqnimbo and Guast;o the whole earth seems com
pnsed of minerals : and there are mines of excellent copper. Ib, Humboldt 
s~ 1 s all the rivers of the Car.tca.s roll dow 11 gold. 

·T .Notes to Ulloa, Memoir~s Phi!osophiques; ii 269. . 
Ji In th.e province of Caranga,, about /0 leagues west from Ia Plata ar~ 

found in di:;ging- in the sand&, detached lump o! silver called papas (potatoes) 
being fnrmetl like that root. Ulloa, liv. v;i. c. ll.iii. Near Puno '"as a ce
Lbrated silver mine, from \\·hrch th<: pn·e metal was cut with a chi~d lb. c. xiv. 
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mine is now so large that there are said to be streets, and chapels where 
mass is ce1ebrated. Thi-s mineral seems also to be in argillaceous schis
tus of a pale red.* 

PLATINA, &c. Platina is chiefly found in the mines ofChoco 
and Barbacoas, in the vice-royalty of new Granada. Tin according to 
Helms is found at Chayanza and Paria; and there are also several 
mines of copper and lead. The chief copper mine was at Aroa; but 
the colonies are mostly supplied from the mines at Cuba. Among 
the other minerals may be mentioned the gallinazo stone, so called 
from its black colour, being a volcanic glass or obsidian, sometimes 
confounded with the Inca stone or mirror of the Incas, b@th being used 
as looking-glasses. According to Ulloa the Inca stone is of a leaden 
colour and soft, being probably a marcasite or pyritical mixture, not 
vet analysed. In the time of the Incas emeralds were also common, 
~hiefly on the coast of Manta, and in the government of Atacames, 
where it is said there are mines which the Indians will not reveal, as 
they must encounter the labour of working them.t The river of Eme
ralds flows from the Andes to the north of Quito: and others of in
ferior quality are found near Bogota, where are the chief modern 
mines of Peruvian emeralds, justly preferred to all others, since those 
of Egypt have been neglected. Thosefound in the tombs are worked 
into spheres, cylinders, cones, and other fig·ures, and pierced with great 
precision; but in what manner this was accomplished remains un
known. According to Ulloo rubies have also been observed in the 
jurisdiction of Cuenza. It is unnecessa,ry to mention the abundance of 
sulphur, bitumen, and vitriol, or sulphate of iron, commercially called 
copperas.t 

NATURAL CURIOSITIES. The natural cmiosities of all des-
criptions are numerous and grand. The volcanos, the Andes, the 
intersectioD of the chain by the Lauricocha or tltlse Maranon, !lave 
already been described. Among the numerous cataracts, Bouguer 
mentions that of the river Bogota, which passes the city of the same 
name, also called Santa Fe, about eight leagues before it joins the 
Magdalena, said to be a vertical f:.tll of mot·e than twelve hund1·ed 
feet.!/ However this be, the various scenes among the Andes must 
be variegated with every feature of sublimity. 

~lb. 32S. See als~ Vlha's Voyage, llv. vii. c. xii. 
t According to Bouguer, Figure de Ia Terre, p. xiii. the monntain which 

contained the emerald mines is still known, being about five leagues from 
the sea, on the south side of the river of Emeralds in the midst of thick fo
rests. In his opinion, p. xiv. the kingdom of Peru never can have b~en 
very popi1lous, even the old villages being at the distance of ten or twelve 
leagnes. 

:j: In the district of Macas. on the east of the Andes, are min<!'s of P<'I<Vos 
azu!es, translated ultrmnarine, but of dangerous access on account of the 
savages. Ulloa, liv vi. c. iv. Near 11·he town of Conception in Chili are 
found quarries of shell on the tops of mountains tift,· tnises above the sea. 
lb.liv. viii. c. vi. What is called Amazonian St<'ne, wcrn bv tt.e femdes 011 

the lVT aranon, is a hard green j'ld which resists the file; and it is difficult to 
CO>JCe,ve how they carved i.t C<·ndamine, p. 141. 

II F•gure d~ Ia Teq·e, xc1. Humboldt says that some ovems thrniV out 
~a lle': and near the coast of I>aria there is a noisy vdcan<;> of air. Some-
11m ·s large phil'S are h!'ll '"'; and in 176~, after earthanakes f,r ek,·eR 
mon.tl:.i, a phil' o e1.ed on all ~ides, ejecting sulphurous w~ter and bitumen. 
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PORTUGUESE. 

THE dominions in South America, held by the small kingdom of 
·Portugal, extend from the frontier of Dutch Guiana, latitude three de
grees north, to Port St. Pedro, south latitude thirty-two degrees, being 
thtrty-five degrees, or two thousand one hundred geographical miles: 
and the breadth, from Cape 5t. Roque to the furthest Portuguese set
tlement on the river of Amazons, called St. Paul de Omaguas, equals, if 
it do not exceed, that extent. This vast territory, rivalling the empires 
of antiquity, is still more unknown than the Spanish possessions, partly 
from the want of science and curiosity, partly on account of the thick 
forests which co':er the expansive plains of the Maranon, and its auxili
¥ll'Y streams. Though long in strict alliance with Portugal, we have 
little precise knowledge of Brazil; and still less of the interior country 
~o absurdly called Amazonia, but more justly by the Spaniards the Land 
of the Missions. The chief city of Brazil was formerly Bahia or San 
Salvador, which has since yielded to Rio Janeiro. The others are Para 
and Cayta near the estuary of the Maranon, with a few small settle
ments on that river ; Parnamboco, Sergippe, Paraiba, Villa Grande, 
&c. the chief settlements of the Portuguese being only thinly scattered 
along the shores. The fanaticism of the Spaniards and Pm;tuguese is 
an invincible obstacle to the population of some of the finest regions of 
the globe; while by the free admission of all sects, as in the territory 
of the United States, industry and population would increase with sur
prising rapidity. 

Bmzil, as is well known, derived its name from the wood so called, 
which is mentioned by Chaucer, and was known for centuries before. 
It is now divided into eight independent governments, besides that 
of Rio de Janeiro, of which alone the governor retains the style of Vice
my of the Brazils :* the discovery and improvement of the gold and 
<liamond mines, about one hundred leagues to the north-west having 
secured to Janeiro a decided preponderance. " But all the provinces 
a.re growing fast into opulence and importance They manufactured 
of late sevet·al of the most necessary a\ticles for their own consump
tion ; and their produce was so considerable that the balance of trade 
beg<Ul to be all·eady in their favour; and remittances of bullion we1oe 

"' Staunton's Embassy to CJ1ii.na, i. 204. 
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made to them from Europe, in return for the overplus of their exports' 
beyond their imports*." From the same account it appears that the 
Portuguese settlers have shewn repeated symptoms of revolt fmm ~he 
parent country. The population of this large portion of South Amenca. 
has not been acs;;urately detailed; but it would seem that the Portuguese 
and their descendants cannot amount to half a million, while the natives 
may be three or four millionst. The diamond mines belong exclu
sively to the crown : and one-fifth of the gold is exacted. There are 
also numerous taxes and impositions, which instead of enlarging; the 
revenue are the grand causes of its diminution ; and the expenses of 
government consume about one-tb,jrd of the million sterling, which 
Brazil is supposed to yield to Porf!Ugalt. 

MANNERs. The European settlers are in general gay and 
fonq of pleasure ; yet, as at Lisbon, extremely observant of the ce
remonies of religion, or rather of the etiquette of the Virgin Mary~. 
who ill stuck up in a glass case at every corner. Cloaks and 
swords are generally worn by the men. The ladies have fine 
dark eyes, with animated countenances, and their heads are only 
adorned with their tresses, tied with ribbons and flowers. The con
vents and monasteries are numerous, and the manufactories rare. 
Labour is chiefly performed by slaves, about 20,000 negroes being an
nually imported; the price about twenty-eight pounds, while in the 
vV est Indies it is seventy ; and even the monks and clergy keep black 
slaves. The indigenes are said to be irreclaimable savages, under t)le 
middle size, muscular, but active; of a light brown complexion, 
straight black hair, and long dark eyes They chiefly subsist apart, 
on the coast between Janeiro and San Salvador. Their language ha'S 
not been investigated by the incurious Portuguese!!, who seem destined 
by nature to cover the faults of the Spanish colonists, and to evince, 
that even European nations may be found destitute of knowledge and 
intelligence**. 

TowN oF JANEIRO. Th@ harbour of Rio Janeiro is capacious. 
and excellent; and surrounded by a fertile country. It is protected by 
the castle of Santa Cruz, erected on a huge rock of granite. On the 
west is the city of St. Sebastian, commonly called Rio de Janeiro, 
built on a tongue of land, the hills and rocks behind being crowned with 
woods, convents, houses, and churchestt. pn a small isle are a dock
yard, magazines, and naval store houses; and there are several other 
isles in the harbour behind the town. The streets are generally straight 

" Staunton's Embassy to Chin;J,, i. 204. 
t According to Staunton, i. 195, all the whites in the Brazils were com• 

puted at 200,000, the negroes 600,000. :Probably the natives do not eJ;:ceed 
one millior!. * lb. 208. . 

II The dialects of different llrazilian tribes or'nationli have been examined 
with some care. Some striking affinities between them and various North. 
American, a.s well as Asiatic languages, have been detected. B. 

u The ruling people in Brazil were the Tupinambas. See d' Acunha and 
Condamine. For the Mamaluks of St. Pall!, a kind of Buccaneers, see Do
brizholl:'er, i. 179. The language mo~t widely diffused is the Q}~arantic. or 
Guaranis. lb. ii. 210. ' 

tt Staunton, i. 17 5. 
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and welJ paved. Water is supplied by an aqueduct, on the Roman 
plah; for, notwithstanding- the name, there is no river of any note. 
The slwps were full of Manchester goods, and English prints. Yet 
the sitm,tion of this beautiful city is said to be unhealthy, owing tb 
the exhalations from the primitive inland forests. There are manu
factures of sug·ar, rum, and cochineal; ami several districts produce 
cotton, indigo, coffee, cacoa or chocolate, rice, pewer, and the noted 
:BraziliWl tobacco. The red, or Brazil wood is the property of the 
crown. The natural history has been little explored: the circumja
cent rocks are granitic, white, red, or Jeep blue, the last being of ·a 
clo~e a11d hard texture. "6 

MINES. Concerning the celebrated mines of Brazil there is • 
little information. They \ll'e situated in the mountains which give 
source to many streams that flow north and south into the river To
cantin, on one side, and the Parana on the other, but there are mines 
of gold as far inland as the river Cuyaba, which flows into the Paraguay, 
and even neat' the river Ytenas.* The diamond mines are near the 
little river of Milhoverde, not far from Villa Nova do. Principe, in the 
province of Serm de Frio, south lat. according to la Cruz 17° about 
long. 4,~o west from London. This singular sube;tance is not certainly 
known to be produced in any other part of the world, except Hindostan, 
·and chieOy about the same notth latitude 17°; but the diamonds of 
:Brazil are not of so fiae a water, being of a bmwnish obscure hue. lR. 
the northern provinces of Brazil there are numerous herds of wild cat
lie, which are slaug·htered for the sake of the hides. The river of St. 
Francisco is remarkable for passing a considerable way under ground, 
after it has attained a great size.t 

BoTANY. The jealousy and inertness of the Portug-uese go· 
-vernment have effectually prevented any reg-ular and scientific account 
of the nat mal productions of theit· va~t and opulent dominions in South 
America; and the few scattered fragments of Brazilian botany are 
chiefly to be collected from the jomnals of those navig·ators who have 
touched at Rio Janeiro, and from the flora Lt,:;itanica of Vandelli, 
which com,,ins a few planls of Brazilian origin. The est.:ulent piants 
are such as aee common to all the ti'Opical regions of America, mnon~ 
which may be distioguished the plantain, the banana, the cocoa nut, 
the chocolate nut, the yam, potatoe, casava, together with numerous 
species of mdons and gourds. Oi'li·uits the nun1ber is scarcely t.o be 
reckoned; the principal of them however, such as the pine apple, the 
mango, and the tamarind have already been l'epeatedly mentioned in 
the account of the botany of the East and \Vest Indies. The warm 
aromatic plants that are found here in a truly indigenous state, and are 
much used l>y the inhabitants as condiments to their food, or the bttsi.i 
of various clt·inks, are the ginge1·, the t uemecic, several species of pep
pel', Amet·ican coffee, c::tpsicum 01' Gumea pepper, and the wild cinna
mon (Laurus canella). Several medical plants of high e<;timation, 
though not peculiar to Bt·azil, yet grow here spontaneously and in 
abundance; these are the important ip~ca.cuanha ( c~llicocca ipecacuan-

.. Others are near the river l'eixe and Saguitinhonha, the Riacho-F~mdo# 
and Guarapara in St. Paul's. M. S. Ini. 

t Adams in Ulloa, l:.n,:;;hsh transl.ttion, ii. 3.29. 
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ha), the contrayerva, the Indian pink, (spigelia anthelmia) the mecho~ 
acan, the jalap, tl1e amyris yielding the gum elemi, and the guayacum. 
\V oods for ornamental cabinet work, or for the use of the dyers, which 
are at present furnished by the more enterprising activity of the Dutch, 
French, and English colonists of Guiana and the West Indies, might 
be pl'Ocured in equal pel'fection and variety from Brazil ; such are 
the Iogwood, fustic, mahogany, ebony, Brazil wood, rose wood, sattin 
wood, and a multitude of others. The merely ornamental plants are 
almost wholly unknown, but the Bc~1.zilian myrtle, the scarlet fuschia, 
and the incomparably splendid amaryllis formosissima, compose a 
most promising sample of the hidden treasures of this delightfu1 
country. 

FRENCH. 

CAYENNE. THE French settlements in Guiana were first 
fOrmed about the year 1635, and extend from the mouth of a small 
river called Amano, west, to another called Aracara east, though re~ 
cently the limit was attempted to be extended, at the expense of the 
Portuguese, to the estuary of the Maranon. On the south the line 
seems arbitrary; but the whole extent does not exceed 350 British 
miles in length, by 240 in breadth. The chief town is on a small isle 
called Cayano, whence the whole territory is commonly styled Cay
enne. The soil and climate in general seem unexceptionable ; but the 
situation of the town being ''\11 chosen, in a swampy isle, its disadvan~ 
tages have been laxly ascribed to the whole possession. In the town are 
about 1200 white inhabitants, exclusive of the garrison. This colony 
~eems to have been always neglected by the parent country; and the in.: 
land parts remain obstructed by thick forests and underwood ; and 
dming the rains many parts are inundated. The dry season is from 
June till October, and the heaviest rains in our winter months. The 
Cayenne pepper is a noted product of this count1·y, and the inhabitants 
using it to excess, a considerable quantity is always imported £rom 
Peru. Other products are sugar, cocoa, v~nil!a, and indigo. 

' 

YOL. n. 4A 
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DUTCH. 

THE Dutch possessions in Guiana commenced in 1663; but 
four years afterwards they were expelled by the English, whose des·· 
cendants form a part of the colony, resumed by the Dutch in 1676. 
Dutch Guiana is to the north-west of the French s'ettlement, and is 
often called Surinam from a river of that name on which the capital is 
situated. The length south-east to north-west is about 350 British 
miles, along the shores of the Atlantic ; but the breadth only 160. 
The chief towns are Paramaribo, on the west bank of the Sminam, 
also called the Zeeland river, and New Middleburg near the north
west extremity of the colony: Demerara is a settlement on a river 
of that name. The white inhabitants of the capital are computed at 
1800. The largest river is the Esquivo north-west which receives the 
short stream of the Demarara. The Berbiz and Coren tin are also con
siderable ri-vers. An American medical gentleman, who resided here 
for some years, has published an account of the natural history of 
Guiana; and captain Stedman, who was employed in reducing the 
revolted negroes in 177 4, has added yet more largely to our know-

'·Jedg€. * But the restricted natme of this. work will only admit a few 
l)rief hints. The wet ahd dry seasons alternate, each for three months. 

·No mines have been discovered by the Dutch, who always prefer cer
-t£.in returns ; and are far from being in s-ufl1cient force to conkst the 
inland parts with the savages, and Spaniards. Yet .from the river 
'Esquivb there is no difli.cult access to the lake of Parima, the ; ,_,I 
·object of the wishes of Sir \Valter Ralegh.t Bancroft confesse·. ·"hat 

"''lhncrof't's Natural History of, Guiana 1769, 8vo, Stedman's Surinam, 4to. 
:t l:le·.atte111pted to penetrate by the river Caroni, w hi~h ~ses north of the 

:.lal'\'e .andflpws into the Orinoco. The sands of this lake wPre svpposecl to be 
, 0~ gold, and in the. vicinity was tlte fabulous· golden city Manolt del Dorado, 
- 'Suc;hfable.s display the imagination of the early Spanish write'L~. the natives 
of Gui'aba 'being mere .savages wlw never saw a village, and aven. the scite of 

'the s-uppo!!ed city is totally unknown to La Cruz. Near-the'\ake of Parima. 
are the high mountains of MeL Bo11guer men.tions that· th,e rocks in this 
part of Sout11 America often wear the aspect of to viers ·anctl tcwns { and some 
such rocks of talc or micaceous schistns occasioned this romance, at which 
the fate of Ralegh's expedition, and of that learned commander, fvrbids ,;;; 
1iu smile. 
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they never penetrate even the lower forests. The silk cotton tree is 
'Often twelve feet in circumference, and hollowed into canoes of consi
derable burden. The Lauba is a peculiar amphibious animal, but of 
small size, and what is called the tiger is of a greyish brown, variegat
ed with black longitudinal stripes from head to tail: our author adds 
that they are somevrhat less than those of Africa; but the course of the 
stripes indicates a different species. One snake is described thirty
three feet in length, and three feet in circumference. The natives are 
of a reddish btuwn or copper colour, like the other American tribes. 
Those towards the coast are Caribbees, who being called in as auxi
liaries to suppress a negro revolt, devoured the bodies of the slain.* 
Our benevolent philosophers, who argue ag·ainst the existence of can
nibals, might as well deny the existence of savages ; hut nothing is 
more absurd than a wise theory of human affairs, which are neither 
wise nor theoretical. The \Vorros a1·e another maritime ti·ibe; but 
the Arrowaks are the most c1istinguishecl by elegance of form, and 
mildness of disposition. They believe in a supreme deity, and in il'• 
ferior malign spiritst, called Yawahoos. The priests or mag·icians are 
styled Peiis, the distinction being heredit:t:T· 

BoT ANY. There are more materials for the botany of Guiana 
collected by the French, Dutch, and Eng·lish settlers, than for any other 
part of South America; and in consequence of the swampy soil and 
moist atmosphere of this region, it presents a vigiour and wild exu
berance of vegetation, perhaps without parallel. All the usual tropical 
productions. except those that delight in dry and sandy tracts, are 
fmmd here in full perfection; the names and qualities of these however 
we shall not again repeat. but proceed to the notice of those which are 
more properly characteristic. 

Besides the common species of palms, there are two which are 
reckoned almost peculiar to this part of America, but which, together 
with many other of the native plants of Guiana, have not yet found their 
'l-ay into the Linna':an system. One of these, called the cokarito palm, 
is remarkable for its hard splintery wood, of which the small poison 
arrows are constructed. The other, the manicole palm, grows only 
in the deepest and most fertile soil, where it attains the height of fifty 
feet, while its stem in the thickest pm·t is scarcely nine inches in dia
meter. The annotta (bixa orellana) seems to he here in its favourite 
climate, as appears from its magnitude of growth and brilliancy of co
l om. The quassia, whose intense bitterness is become of late but 
too familial' to English palates, and the quassia simarouha, a medicinal 
drug of great efficacy, at·e also natives of Terra Firma; nor among; tbe 
materials which the healing art derives from this country ought we 
to omit the mention of the ricinus or castor oil nnt, the cassia fi~Lub, 
the palm oil, the cowhage ( dolichos prlll'iens ), the bais::un of upivi, and 
ipecacuanha. An herbaceous plant called troolies grows here, whose 
leaves arc the lm·gest of any yet known; they lie on the ground, and 
have been known to attain the almost increc.Jiblc length of thirty feet, 
by three feet in width: so aclmimb!e a materi-tl for covering has not 

" Bancroft, ~60. 
t As d.v the Indians in every part of tne two Americas. B. 
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been bestowed on this country in vain; most of the houses are thatched 
with it, and it will last some years without requiring repair. The sin
gularly elastic gum called caoutchouc is produced from a large tree 
inhabiting French Guiana, and here it is used for vessels of various 
kinds and for torches. A small tree called caruna yields a farinaceous 
nut,- from which the slow poison of the Accawau Indians is prepared, 
the certain though protracted instrument of jealousy or revenge. Still 
ll\Ore certain, because more rapid, is the Ticuna poison, the dread
ful equal of that from Macassar: it is prepared from the roots of 
certain climbers called nibbees, which inhabit the entangled forests 
of these immeasurable swamps, and are a worthy shelter to the pan
thers, the !;erpents, and all those monstrous and abominable reptiles 
that ~en.erate and batten in this pestilential atmosphere. 

NATIVE TRIBES, 
AND 

UNCONQUERED COUNTRIES. 

SOiviE account ofthe Peruvians has already been given, and the 
names of the savage tribes of South America are so numerous, that 
they might be counted by hundreds. Nor has any classification yet 
taken place according to languages ; when probably these numerous 
finnilies might be reduced to five or six denominations, as has been re
cently effected in arranging the tribes of Siberia. It was believed that 
Guiana contained a considerable nation, with cities atJ.d towns; but on 
the contrary, it is divided among numerous tribes, among which are 
many of the Caribs or Carib bees, the most ferocious of savages. The 
nation~> so marked in the map of La Cruz, are distinguished from the 
&trolling families, but are merely tribes from two to five thousand 
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~ouls.* Of the indigenes of Darien a minute account has been given by 
Wafer, and of the Caribs by Edwards, of the Teheuls or Patagonians 
by Falkner. A German missionary, who resided twenty-two years in 
Paraguay has published cm'ious details concerning the Abipons, whom 
he calls a warlike nation, but who only constitute a tribe of about five 
thousand, on the Rio Grande, which joins the Paraguay near its union 
with the Parana. 

ABIPONs. The Abipons being less known to the English 
reader, some account of them may be selected. They are rather a 
warlike race, and by a novelty in American manners chiefly cavalry, 
securing and taming the wild horses introduced by the Spaniards; and 
in the same quarter the Mocobs, Tobas, and Aucas are also warlike 
and independent tribes. In this part of America greater fairness of 
complexion seems to prevail, than in the exterior provinces; and the 
women approach the tint of Europeans. The Abipons were anciently 
namt:d Callegaes by the Spaniards, on account of their singular practice 
of eradicating the hair over their foreheads, so as to produce the ap
pearance of baldness; .but their features resemble the European, and 
the nose is commonly of an aquiline form.t They carefully nadicate 
the beard, originally small; and mark their foreheads and temples with 
particular scars, by way o[ ornament. The males are accustomed 
from childhood to the use of the bow. Hunger alone dictates the 
time to eat ; and they consume vast quantities of animal food. Per
sonal cieanliness is preserved by frequent bathing in the lakes and 
rivers. They have no idea of a supreme deity, but acknowledge an 
evil demon whom the commonly attempt to flatter by calling him their 
uncle. Their magicians are called Keevet, and they have great power 
as usual among savage tribes, a tribute of ferocity to knowledge.t Po
lygamy is allowed but not frequently practised; and the babe being 
suckled to the age of th1;ee years, the mothers frequently destroy their 
offspring, that they may devote their attention to their husbands. 
Our author, an unprejudiced German, ridicules the idea of Spanish 
cruelty, and imputes the thinness of the population to this, among 
ot!1er causes. They have no idea of a monarch, but are ruled by 
many caziks, whom they call cajzitas, from a Spanish term: and are 
not advanced to the Agricultural state ; but they are not cannibals, 
like some of the surrounding nations. In discussing the language of 
the Abipons, our author has observed that the number of tongues in 
Paraguay exceed credibility, not merely dialects, but radically and 
totally distinct. The same ideas were entertained concerning those of 
Siberia and Tatary, till they were more completely studied. The 

• The nations are marked N. the families r. for Yndios or Indians. Hum
boldt in a letter to Fourcroy, says that the Otomacs on the Orinoco subsist, 
for months on a kind of fat earth! On the river Caskiara, under the equator, 
no human being is to be seen for the space of 130 leagues. He mentions a 
nation who live 011 ants, and a colony would be useful in .~frica or the 'Nest 
lndies. His map would be valuable, if he have made astronomical observa
tions, as he says, in fifty-four places. See Monthly Magizine; August, 1801. 

t Doorizhoffer, ii. l.f, 21, &c. 
:j: The Teheuls style the chief demon Elel or Balichu, the infe1·ior demons 

Quezubu; the Brazilians and Q!taranians style the demon Ananga. Ib.100, 101. 
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Quaranian Ianguag·e seems one of the widest; and that of the Abipons 
resembles that of the Mocobs and Tobas. The most peculiar sound 
is a guttmal, composed of r and g, which seems to resemble tae claftft· 
of the Hottentots; and the words are often very long, as among the 
savages of North America. They use the niasculine and feminine 
gender, and decline the nouns by prefixes. The additional informa
tion subjoined by our author, concerning some c;>ther American dia
-lects might be useful in a general survey of that obscure subject. The 
Abipons seldom marry till the husband and the bride have exceeded 
their twentieth year; and the lady is purchased from her relations at 
the price of fom horses, and woolen cloths of various colours, some
what resembling Turkey carpets. They pretend to expecite the birth 
by a mixture of cabbage juice and wine; and on the birth of a cazik's 
eldest son many ceremonies ore observed. From the thickness of the 
skin, or.some other cause, the small pox is pestilential to the indigenes 
of America. The Abipons chiefly bury their dead under the shade of 
trees; and the horses of a chief or warrior are always sacrificed 
on the occasion. The bones are afterwards pisinterred, as among the 
Tehuels, and carried to a considerable distance*. They have rendered 
themselves formidable to the inland colonists by their warlike spirit; 
and are armed with spears five or six ells in length, and with arrows 
·sometimes pointed with iron. 

The extremities of South America, towards the strait of Magal
Imens, may, as already mentioned, be regarded as independent. To
wards the east are yast saline plains, called by the Spaniards Comarca 
Desierta, or the desert territory, whence the desert of Comarca in our 
maps. The native!> of this region arc described by Falkner, who says 
that a cazik of the Puelches or Patagonians, with whom he was ac
quainted was seven feet and some inches in height. 

ARAUCANos. The Moluches form another nation or tribe 
called by the Spaniards Araucanos·r. The Puelches, by his account, 
are divided into three or four tribes, the mo~t southern being the Te
huels, extending· on the east to the strait; as the Huilliches, a tribe 
of the Moluches, do on the west. The Tehuels are the proper Pata
gonians, and may be called the Tatars of South America; being wan
dering warriors, but courteous and humane. The dead among· the 
Moluches are buried in square pits, in a sitting posture, with theit• 
weapons and drinking utengils; and an old matron annually opens the 
grave to cleanse and clotl1e the skeletons. Around are those of the 
slain horses, supported with pmps. The Tehuels, after having dried 
the bones of their deotd, t!'ansport them to the desert on the sea coast, 
where they are placed in huts or tents, surrounded by the skeletons of 
their horses;. but the latter practice must be of comparatively modern 
date. Thes:; tribes have het·editary caziks called Elmens or Yas : and 

• A similar custom prevails among some African tribes: and the worship, 
of the Pleiades, known in some parts of .A.merica, as also practised in Africa 
where thev are understood to indicate the app-oach of the rainy ~cason. 

t The ;lrJucanos, that is insurgent•·, extend from the river Biobio, lat. 37, 
to the river Callacalla, !at. 40. ::-eo: the map in Molina, S~o;·ia C.i<vi!e del Chili, 
l3ologna, 1787, 8vo. 
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they sometimes choose an Apo1 or commander in chief, whence they 
are more formidable to the Spaniards than th~: northern tribes. 

PATAGONIA. The wives are sometimes bought very young·, 
at the price of beads, cascabels, (ot· little hawks' bells,) garments, or 
horses: and polygamy is common. According to our author, the 
language of the Moluches is more copious and elegant than could 
have been expected, the verbs havin.g three numbers, and as many 
tenses as the Greek- The maps published by our author are certainly 
erroneous, and bear little resemblance to that of La Cruz, except in 
the position of the tribes; but it appears from Dobrizhoffer that the 
author, Thomas Falconer or Falkner, was a well known missionary 
in South America. The singular aspect of Patagonia, delineated with 
innumerable streams ending in little lakes~ may well appear, (without 
the assistance of La Cruz, who has only represented four of that kind,) 
as foreign to the course of nature. Yet this country has many singu
larities. There i'3 an immense tract of territory impregnated with 
nit1·e, about 600 miles in length and 150 wide, on the south and west 
of the river Parana, and even to the junction of the Paraguay, all the 
springs and rivulets being more or less saline. No productive mines 
have yet been discovered, except some of silver, near Mendoza, at 
the bottom of the· Andes. " The rivers that wash this- country all 
come from the high mountains of Yacanto, or Sacanto, Champachin, 
and Achala on the- west of Cordova, which are little inferior in h('ight 
to the Andes of Chili, and are kind of branches of those of Peru:" That 
part of the Andes which lies west of Mendoza is of a vast height, and 
always covered with snow; and there are numerous volcanos ~n the 
southern part of the Andes, as that of St Clement, latitude forty~six 
degrees, and others in a continued progress to latitude thirty-one 
degrees. The Casuhati is a high chain of mountains, part of a tri
angle, one side extending; to the Andes, another to the strait of 
Magalhaens. · 

• 
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ISLANDS BELONGING TO SOUTH AMERICA; 

JuAN FERNANDEZ. THESE shall be traced from the west 
towards the east. The desert isles of Galapagos have already beeri 
mentioned in the account of Polynesia, or the islands in the Pa
cific ; and that of St. Felix is of no consequence. The isle of Juan 
Fernandez, so called from the first discoverer, is only about four 
leagues in length, with an anchoring place on the northern coast, 
which is diversified with many beautiful kinds of trees. The southern 
part is precipitous and barren; but there are some hills of a red earth 
approaching to vermillion. Many antiscorbutic plants are found on 
Juan Fernandez, which is celebrated in the voyage of Anson. 

There are' two remarkable archipelagos towards the southern 
extremity of this continent. That styled the gulf of Chonos, or the 
archipelago of Guaytecas; and that called the gulf of the Holy Trinity, 
Qr the archipelago of Toledo. 

CHILOE. The most remarkable isle in the former is that of 
Chiloe, about 140 British miles in length by thirty in breadth, but al• 
most divided in the middle by bays or c1·eeks. The chief harbour 
is Chacao on the north, and at Calbuco there is a corrigidor, nomi..; 
nated by the president of Chili : there are also two monasteries and a 
church.* The isle of Chiloe is said to be well peopled with Spaniards, 
mulattoes, and converted savages. In the second archipelago, which 
approaches the antarctic frosts, is the island of St. Martin, in which 
there seem to be some Spanish settlements or factories : and not far 
to the south begins that broken series of wintery islands, called the 
Terra del Fuego, from two or more volcanoes, which vomit flames 
amidst the dreary wastes of ice. 

TERRA DEL FuEGO. In the map of La Cruz the Terra del 
Fuego is divided by narrow straits into eleven islands of considerable 
size. In their zeal for natural history, Sir· Joseph Banks and Doctor 
So!ander had nearly perished amidst the snows of this horrible land ; 
but they found a considerable variety of plants. The natiYes at~ 

" Ullo:~, ii. 264. 
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,-or a middle stature, with broad flat faces, high cheeks, and flat 
-noses, anll they are clothed in the skins of seals. The villages 
,consist of miserable huts in the form of a sugar loaf: and the only 
food seems to be shell fish. This dreary region is not hovyever so 
completely oppressed by winter, as has by some been imaginecl, the 
vales being often verdant, and enlivened with bro()ks, while a few 
trees adorn the sides of the hills. The isle called Statenland is divided 
from the Terea del Fuego by the strait o'f Le Maiee. Here also 
Captain Cook obsened wood a11d verdure. So much more severe 
is the cold in the antarctic region, that these countries only in lat. ss·", 
or that of the north of England, are more fmzen than Lapland, in 
lat. 70". 

FALKLAND ISLE, oR 1\fALOUINs. To the north-east are the 
islands called Falkland by the English, but by the French Malouins, 
from the people of St. Maloes whom they esteem the first discoverers.* 
In 1763 the French having lost Canada, turned their attention to
wards the~e islands, as an American settlement in another quarter; 
and the account of Bougainville's voyage for that purpose, published 
by Pernety, contains ample details concerning these islands. There 
are two of considerable size, each about forty miles square. The 
-soil and climate do not appear to be laudable, but there is a consider
able variety of fowls and fish; and the plants seem somewhat to re
semble those of Canada. The walruss, and other animals of the seal 
kind, frequent the shores. In 1764 Commodore Byron was sent to 
take possession of these islands, which were undoubtedly first dis
covered by the English; and a little establishment was made at a place 
called Port Egmont, but being found of little or no value they were in 
a few years ceded to Spain. The soil is marshy, and even in summer 
there are perpetual storms: and the Spaniards seem only to retain a 
small factory on the north. 

GEoRGIA. In this department may also be arranged, an island 
·of considerable size to the south-east of the Falkland islands, discover
ed by La Roche in 16 7 & , and afterwards named Georgia by Captain 
Cook, who explored it with some attention in 1775. It may be called 
a land of ice, presenting rocks and mountains of that substance, while 
the vales, destitute of trees or shrubs, are dothed with eternal snow; 
the only vegetables being a coarse species of grass, burBets, and lichens. 
The rocks are of blackish horizontal slate, perhaps approaching to 
hornblende. The lark, a ha1;cly and universal bird, appears here as 
well as at Hudsmi's Bay, and there are numbers of large penguins 
and seals. Still further to the south-east are, if possible, more dreary 
lands, more properly styled the southern Thule, than the Sandwich 
jslands, a name already bestowed on a very different country. These 

II! The name of Falkland is said to have been given by Captain Str:than 
in 1639, probably in honour of Viscount Falkland. From Pernety's account 
p. 226, there is little herbage except on the north-east and east, the southern 
antarctic winds being extremely cold. The rocks are of quartz, With some 
pyri,tes and marks of copper. Grey and reddish sl.1-te io common, with red 
and yellow ochres. 

VOL. II, 4 ll 
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islands may be styled the southern throne of winter, being a mass of 
black rocks covered with ice and snow. 

Among the few islands to the east of South America, may be 
mentioned that of Ascension or Trinidada, and that of Ferdinanda 
Noronha; that of Saremburg may also be regarded as an American 
£sle, while Tristan da Cunha rather belong·s to Africa. 
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AFRICA. 

:E:1CTENT,-0RlGINAL INH.Al!ITANTS.-PROGRESSIVE GEOG:t!:.ll.i'lif~ 
R ELIGION.-CLIMATE.-RIVERS.-MOUNT AIN So-DESERTS, 

Ex'l'ENT. THIS continent is, after Asia and America, thet 
third in siz.:'!; but in political and ethical estimation is the last and 
meanest 'of the four great divisions of the earth. From the southern 
extremity to the Mediterranean are about seventy degrees of latitnde or 
4200 geographical miles. The breadth, from 18" west to 51° east, may 
be assumed on the equator at 414C geographical miles. The name is 
supposed to have spread by degrees from a small province, in the 
north, over the rest of the continent. 

ORIGINAL PoPuLATION. In the central parts on the south 
the population appears to be indigenous and peculiar, these being the 
native regions of the negroes, whose colour, features, and hair, distin~ 
guish them from all the other races of mankind. In the northetri 
parts there have been many successions of inhabitants, the Egyptians 
and Abyssinians being of Arabian extract; while further to the west 
the Carthaginians passed from Syria: and according to Sallust, who 
refers to Punic manuscripts, other maritime parts wet'e peopled by the 
Medes, Persians, and Armenians. Yet his derivations seem rather' 
fanciful; and there is little certainty except with regard to the Cat·' 
thaginians. The original inhabitants of the northern parts appear to 
have been, in all ages, radically distinct from the negroe race, from 
whom they were divided by the great desert of Zaara; and in the 
eastern parts the latter were yet further repelled, by the Arabian CO"' 
lony which settled in Abyssinia.* These northern inhabitants sent 

• Other ancient t\r;..l:,i·:cn colonie's seem to have penetrated far to the south1 
and are traced in Madagasgar and the opposite shores- The name Kaffeni 
l;lr ltlnbelie'Vers, is vague, and ought to be discontinued. 

The actual population 11f Africa; (;annot exceed thiFty miliions; 01 pethapSi 
.even twenty. 
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considerable colonies into Spain ; and from the Roman historians it 
appears that they had made some little progress in the arts of life. 
Even Herodotus is no stranger to these two distinct races of mankind. 

The Romans appear to have explored the north of Africa as far: 
as the river Nigir ; and they established flourishing colonies in many 
parts. Upon the fall of their empire the Vandals of Spain passed into
Africa, A. D. 429, and established a kingdom which lasted till A. D. 
535. In the following century the Mahometan Arabs subdued the 
north of Africa ; and under the name of Moors c<=mstitute a great part 
of the present population. There have been recently discovered in the 
interior some nations or tribes of a copper colour, with lank hair; but 
the geography of this country is too imperfect to -admit of precise illus· 
tration of these topics. 

PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
this continent might supply topics for a long and interesting disser· 
tation. Herodotus, whose African geography has been amply illus
trated by Rennell, was no stranger to the northern parts, from Mount 
Atlas in the west to the Ethiopians above Egypt; and specially men
.tions the great central river or Nigir, m; running towards the east. 
Concerning the voyage of Hanno the Carthaginian, the learned have 
not agret:d; and far less concerning the voyage said t.o have been per
formed by the orders of'Necho king of Egypt. Suffice it here to ob
serve, that Rennell !>'Upposes the ancient knowledge of the African. 
shores to have extended to Sherboro Sound, to the seuth of Sierra 
Leone; while M. Gossellin restricts that knowledge to the cape and 
river of Nun, which he supposes to be the Nia of Ptolemy."' Of tl1e 
two opinions that of Rennell has certainly a i';reater claim to proba-
bility; but perhaps the truth may be in the middle, and the knowledge 
of Ptolemy may expire at Cape Bianco, or perhaps be extended to 
Cape V erd. D' An ville supposes that the mountains caiJed the Chariot 
of the Gods were those of Sierra Leone; thus coin~iding with Rennell.t 

" Recherches stlr la Geographie des Anciens. Paris, 1798, 4to. TheSC' 
two volumes only relate to the geography of' Africa. 

t From Gosselin's Recherches, i. 129, it may be inferred that in Ptolemy's 
maps the rivers Subos, Salathos, and Chusarios, are repetitions of Subm·, 
Sa.la, and Ci:tsa, and the town Salathos of Sala. This seems incontrovertible·; 
but there do not appear to be any other repetitions. The prejection of Al·
sinarium, and its position with respect to the Canaries, indicate Cape Bc.ja. 
dor. The three rivers that follow seem to be those of del Ouro, St. Cyprian,. 
and some smaller stream; and it is probable that the vVhite (by some called· 
Black) mountains are the Chariot of the Gods, while the ancients did not 
pass the bold promontory of Cape Blanco, within whi~h the sea m:1;J-es a. 
recess, as expressed by Ptolemy. Supposinr: Atlas MaJor to be ne:J.r Cape 
Geer, where that great range really terminates, it will embrace about one 
third of the ancient know ledge (Ptolemy's map) which could not thus extend 
beyond Cape Blanco. 

The ancient nautical observations of'" mountains, &c. were not restricted, 
as in modern times, to the mere coasts, but embraced !ofty inland mot<ntains, 
and other striking objects within view. The Sailing Directions for the coast 
of Africa, 1799, mention, p. 15, a remarLable peak to the south of Cape Bo
jador; and the prodigious roaring of the sea, produced by the shooting of the 
streams against each nther, and whic_l} begins (ib. p. 16.) not far to the north-
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On the eastern shores the knowledge of the ancients does not appear 
to have extended beyond the isle of Pemba, south lat. 5°, or the vicinity. 
But of the interior parts Ptolemy, who resided in Egypt, appears to have 
had more precise knowledge in the second century, than has since been 
attained in any age. One of the most striking defects in the map adapt~ 
ed to his work by Agathademon is, that suffiCient spaces are not left for 
the wide forests and deserts. Hence in Germany, Persia, Arabia, and other 
instances it has already been shewn that distant positions are often 
crowded together. In the map of Africa the same deficiency is appa
rent, the proper 'space not being left for the great desert of Zaara. 
Hence the source of the Nigir, lat. 11 °, is elevated to lat. 18 ", and its 
course approaches the land of Dates. On the other hand the south
em parts of Ptolemy's map are too much expanded, and filled with 
numerous names of small tribes, like La Cruz's map of South Ame
l•ica. The most remarkable feature, in the description of the Egypti
an geographer, is the ri\'er Gir, which he delineates as equal in length 
to the Nigir; but running from east to west, till it be lost in the same 
lake, marsh, or desert, as the Nigir. This name of Gir or Ghir is 
certainly just and native, as there is another river of the same name 
in the country of Tafilet or Sijilmessa: and it is not a little surpri,sing 
thatRennell, in his theory ofthese regions, should have totally omitted 
this striking feature. The Arabian geographer Edi'isi, who wrote n 
the twefth century, seems to indicate the Ghir only, when he speaks 
of the Nile of ~he Negroes, as running to the west, and lost in an in
land sea, in which was the isle Ulil. The river Bahr Kulla of Browne 
appears to be the Gir of Ptolemy. A fovther consideration of this 
curious subject is reserved for the last section of this brief description, 
in which the discoveries and conjectures concerning the central 
parts are recapitulatad. Suffice it here to observe, that as the ancient 
rliscovery of the river Nigit· was made from, the north, and not from 
the west, it cannot :be considered as affecting the question concerning 
their knowledge of the western shores. 

It is rem~rkable that Ptolemy's description of these shores ex
tends little beyond the Fortunate or Canary islands, though it may 
have been expected, that as one of these islands was assumed as the 
first meridian, their position should have been pretty accurately de
termined. The ancient knowledge of the opposite shores might be 
best illustrated by views of the ht<•U lands and mountains, visible from 
the sea, so as to judge of the appearances which g·ive name to the Cha
l'iot of the Gods, probably a mountain between two smaller like wheels, 
er some other fancied resemblance. Meanwhile it seems most likely 
that cape Bojador is th€ Arsinarium of Ptolemy; and that the \Vhite 
Mountains, or perhaps the Seven Hills, or Angel Hills, are the noted 
Chariot of the Gods. If the ancients had discovered Cape V erd, it i::~ 

t>f Cape Bia,1co, may well have terrified the ancients from any further pro
gress. Nay the doubling of Cape Bojador itself was long an object of ter
ror to the Portuguese. Upon the whole there seems reason to conclude, 
with some certainty, that Cape Blanco was the utmost limit of ancient know
ledge in this quarter; but the face of the coast has been greatly changed, 
even in modern times~ by the force of the currents, and the accumulation of 
sands. 
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probable that the islands called by the same name could not have es" 
caped their knowledge ; yet no geographical inquirer has b~en led to 
infer that their geography extended so far; nor do the Arabs appear 
to have made any discoveries in this quarter. On the contrary, even 
the memory of the Fortunate Islands appears to have been lost, when 
the Normans of Franc~, a people who inherited fi·om their ancestors 
the Norwegians, a singular disposition for maritime enterprise, again 
discovered them in the fourteellth century; and in 1402 they were 
conquered by Bethencourt.* Thi.s achievement appears to have acted 
as the first impulse towards any efforts in that quarter. In 1412 John 
I, king of Portugal, resolving to retaliate the attacks of the Moors, fitted 
out a fleet to assail the coasts of Barbary : and a few vessels were dis• 
patched to explore the southern part of that country, as· an attack 
from behind, or in an unguarded ql•artet·, might reasonably promise 
more decisive success. Cape Nun had before been the utmost limit 
of Portuguese adventure, which was now extended to Cape· Bojador. 
Prince Henry, the fourth son of king John, being fortunately a lover 
of science, fitted out ships to prosecute the discovery; and in 1419 
Madeira was disclosed,t and its fertility and exquisite climate soon 
invited a small colony. 

Yet so slow was the progress of discovery in Africa, that Cape 
Bojador+ was first passed in 1433 :II but the impulse having become 
vigorous, the discoveries were now more rapid ; and in the space of 
a few years all the coast from Cape Blanco to Cape V erd, with the 
river of Senegal, was unveiled by the Portuguese, assisted by Italian 
navigators. So important did these discoveries now appear, that pope 
Eugene IV, gTanted u bull of possession to the Portug·uese, of all the 
countries which they should discover, from Cape Nun to India. The 
islands of Cape V erd were discovered in 1446 ;**and the Azores, which 
from their relative position strictly belong to Europe, were all known 
before 1449. Yet in 1462, when prince Henry died, not above 1500 
miles of the coast of Africa had been visited: and the equator was 
not passed till 14 71. But the discovery of the gulf of Guinea, which 
in the ancient ideas might have been expected to terminate the con· 
tinent ; and of the still further southern protraction of the African shore; 
were far from being inconsiderable achievements. 

"' Histoire de la premiere descouverte et G:onqueste des Canaries. Paris; 
1630, Svo. 

-t Bergeron, p. 36, says that Madeira had been already discovered by the· 
English, 13•14.·. • 

.j: This word in the Portuguese signi£es a doubling sbore: in the Spanish bojar 
is to compass or go around. Currents rc:1der this whole coast excremdy dan• 
gerous; and the safest nu.vigation is on The west of l],e Can:1.ries. The an• 
.;:ients displa::ecl110 small courage in p::cssing C.t~J-' Be>j?,dor, long an object 
of terror to the Portuguese. 

1/ltoberlson's America, •· 59. The rommander w:1s Gilianez. B,arros, 
Dec. 1, fol. 10. Italian translation b; 1Jiloa, V e1iice, 1562, 4to. 

"* Robertson, ib. Barros is not preciec in d:ttes; but says, fc,J. 32, that the 
isles of Cape Verd 1.verc uiscoverecl iJy 1'..ntc>nie> di Nolle of Genoa. He is 
the Autoniettus Ligur of Cauamosla, who '"as n,·esent; and whose first VOY· 

age was thus 144,5, the seconcll446; 1nt H.J:i ":1.<.1 ll . .:G, as ccrrup:ly J:..' . .:d in, 
the Italian eC:l,iLll, v:,c.l.:"', 1507, :~o. 
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The protection of John II, king of Portugal, led to still further disco~ 
veries. Congo arose to notice in 1484; and the stars of another he
misphere began for the first time to appear to astonished Europeans. 
Hopes were soon entertained of a maritime passage to India ; and an 
embassy was dispatched to Abyssinia to secure the friendship of the mo~ 
:narch, in case the circumnavigation should be complelied. At length, 
in 1486, the conduct of a'voyage for this purpose, the most arduous at 
that time attempted in modern history, was committed to Bartholomew 
Diaz, who discovered near a thousand miles of new countt-y ; and at 
length descried ~hat grand promontory, the utmost southern limit of 
Africa. But such was the violence of the tempests, that Diaz found 
his fleet unfit to navigate unknown seas, where the chance ofrefitment 
was uncertain ; and, after a voyage of sixteen months, this great navi
gator was constrained to return, having named the ntmost promontory 
Cabo Tormentoso, or the Cape of Tempests ; but king John, as a better 
omen, assigned the received appellation of the <;ape of Good Hope. 

Intelligence from Abyssinia having confirmed the possibility of a 
passa,ge, and trade with India, another expeditwn' was instituted, 
which was further stimulated by the grand discoveries of Co\on in 
1492;. and the success ofVascode Gama, who, on the 20th of Novem
ber 1497, passed the Cape of Goo<! Hope, and explored the eastern 
e:oasts of Africa as far as Melinda in Zanguebar, whence he passed to 
India and arrived at Calicut 22d. May 1498, is recorded as the most 
distinguished period in Aft'ican geography. 

But that of the interior was destined to remain in obscurity, though 
early in the sixteenth century, Leo gave an ample description of the 
northern parts; and Alvarez who visited Abyssynia in 1520, published 
aminute account of that country;* which was further illustrated by 
those of Lobo and Tellez. The Portuguese established several fac;:to~ 
ries and settlements in the west, in order to secure the trade in gold 
and ivory : and the additional title of king of Guinea had been assumed 
by the Portuguese. The accounts of the missionaries gradually en
larged the knowledge of African geography. Yet from peculiar cir
cumstances, that knowledge continues extremely limited : the vast 
sandy deserts; high mountains ; impenetrable forests ; the uninter
mitting wars of the petty tribes, more spirited and ferocious than those 
of America, and una wed by European troops or conquests ; and par~ 
ticularly the antipathy of the African Mahometans, many of them ex~ 
pelled from Spain, and retaining hereditary rancour against the Franks ; 

• One of the best translations of Leo, is that in English by Pory, at the 
request of Hakluyt, with a m:1p and additions prefixed, containing all the 
knowledge acquired at that time: London, 1600, folio. The work of Alva• 
res was translated from Portuguese into Spanish. Antwerp, 1557, 12mo. 
pp. 414. 

In.1588 Livio Sanuto published a geography of Africa in folio at Venice; 
and m 1670 Dapper gave another at Amsterdam, which was copied in Ogil
by's folio, London, 1671. Marmol's noted work was written in Spanish, 
and the first volume appeared at Granada 1573, folio. But Leo remained the 
chief original authority. The Congo of Lopez was published at Rome 1591, 
4to: and a Latin trauslation 1598. The Decads of Barros began to ap• 
pear 1560. 
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have presented obstacles almost unconquerable. Recently Browne has 
disclosed the small kingdom of Fur or Darfur, and some drcumjacent 
territories ; and particularly the river of Bahr Kulla, which seems, as 
;:!;}ready mentioned, to be the Gir of Ptolemy. The travels of Park 
establish with certainty that the Nigir Bows to the east, as long before 
tlelineated in the maps of D'.Anville, Gendron, and others; and shew 
that its westem sources are nearer the shore than had been imagined. 
The endeavours of the African Society at London, to promote the Geo
tsraphy of this continent deserves the higher;t applause, and their pub
lications are valuable records 0£ the science. It is to be hoped that Mr. 
Bornemann, who has the advantage of profiting by the advice and even 
disappointments of his predecessors, and seems to have in consequence 
adopted the necessary concealment and precautions, will at least suc
ceed in detecting the termination of the Gir and Nigir, and in visiting 
the neighbouring cities, particularly Tombuctoo ; for those mentioned 
by Edrisi may be long ago in ruins. 

RELIGION. The ruling religion of this continent is the Maho-
metan, which has unfortunately penetrated further in the interior than 
was at first conceived; and, as already mentioned, has presented a great 
<>bstacle to such tl'avellers as, \Jeing unaware ofthiscircumstance, have 
neglected the disguise and simulation indispensable amidst such a 
fanatic and intolerant race. 

CLIMATE. Thedimate which in the nmth is intensely hot, 
is rather more moderate in the southern extremity, the antarctic cold 
being more powerful than thatoftheotherpole. In the centre it would 
appear that there is a prodigious ridge of mountains, extending from 
those of Kong in the west to those of Kumri or of the moon, and those 
of Abyssinia in the east ;'the whole range h11ing about north latitude I 0 e. 

And from this another chain seems to extend, about lougitude so•. east 
{!'om Greenwich, in a southern direction. These ranges of mountains 
may probably be found to present a climate not expected in the torrid 
zone, and as adverse to the ancient belief, as that of South America, in 
which the chief features are the Maranon, and excess of rnoisture : and 
mountains clothed with perpetual snow. 

INLAND SEAS. In Africa the want of inland seas is not sup-
plied, as in South America, by large navigable rivers; and the singu
lar deficiency ofboth may be regarded as a radical cause of the striking 
want of civilization, and slow progress of Afric«tn geography. For in
land seas, or navigable rivers, would have naturally invited commercial 
intercourse, and foreign settlements, on a far larger scale than the 
small factories near the coast; and the more southern parts might thus 
have riv~.lled the ancient fame of those on the Mediterranean and the 
l~ed Sea. But these grand inlets are rather boundaries of Africa ; and 
there are no navigable waters which can diffuse commerce and industry 
froni the shore to the centre. 

LAKES. It is probable that considerable lakes may be disco-
vered near the interior ranges of mountains; at present that of Mora
vi, south latitucle 10°, is alone of such magnitude as to require notice in 
a general description; and even of this there is no certain nor precise 
knowledge. · 
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RIVERS. The chief river hitherto discovered is the Nile, which 
l'i~es in the Gebel el Kumr, ot' mountains of the moon, in a district 
called Donga, north latitude S 0 • It was first known by the name of Bahr 
el Abiad, or the White River; and about latitude 16° is joined by the 
Bahr el Azrek, or the Blue River; the former tinged, the latter 
clear; circumstances which occur in the :1\<Iaranon, and the Missou
ri, in which the chief stream is muddy. The Bahr el Azrck, or 
lllue River, was mistaken for the real Nile by the Portuguese wri
ters, Alvarez, Tellez, &c. probably misled, by the vain glory of 
the Abyssinians ; though it was well known to the ancients as 
quite a distinct river, the Astapus flowing· into the Nile from 
the Coloe Palus, now the lake of Dembea.* The comparative 
course of the Nile may be estimated at about two thousand British 
miles, thus nearly ri\·alling· the long·est Asiatic rive1·s: and it is at any 
rate only supposed to be exceeded by the Ob, Kian Ku, and Hoan Ho; 
as it is by the Maranon, and probably by the Missomi. The Nile 
forms some considerable cataracts, the chief being that 0f Geanadil in 
Nubia, before it gain the level of Eg-ypt, after passing some rapids to 
the south of Syene. Its other features are intimately connected with 
the account of Egypt. 'Ihe other chief ri,·ers are the Nigir, and 
the Gir, already mentioned, the course of each being probably about 
1000 British miles. That of Senegal is also considerable. In the 
southern parts the Zahiror Barbela of Congo, and the Zambezi of 
Mocaranga, are the most considerable yet known. It is not however 
wholly improbable that there may be some great rivers, descending 
from the central ridges of mow1tains, though their estuaries be so im
peded by s:md-banks, or divided by deltas, as to have escaped the no
tice of mariners. 

MouNT A INs. The mountain!> of Atlas attracted the particu-
lar observation of the ancients, who fabled that they supported the fir
mament, and derived from them the celebrated appellations of the 
Atlantic ocean and the Atlantic islands. When D' Anville supposes 
that the g1·eater Atlas of Ptolemy is Cape Bojador, he evinces that he 
himself erred by extending the ancient knowledge too far to the south. 
Views of the head lands and mountains visible fmm the sea would 

* Mr. Bruce's vanity led him to adopt the same mistake; and it i~ said that af
ter conversing with D' An ville at Paris, who shewed him the gross ignorance o£ 
his pretensions, our traveller, who has great merit in other respects, wisely 
resolved to strike out the White river from his map, though he acknowledges 
in his work, that it is the largest stream! Gosselin, Recherches, ii, 120. pro
.1ounces Bruce the most credulous and enthusiastic of mankind; but, with 
greater justice, adds, that he ha3 only repeated the discoveries which the" 
Jesuits had made a century and a half before. Yet Gosselin's Ophir; which 
he finds in the obscure village of Doffir in Yemen, is a most ridiculous posi
tion. He forget"S that the Phenicians, who directed the fleets of Solomon, 
had probably explored Britain before that period. It seems highly pro
bable that Ophir was on the eastern coast of Africa; and perhap~ Ophir wa$ 
the original Pheniciau term for that co.ntinent. Equally ridiculous is Go8se
lin's ;dea, ii. 67, that Sera, the capital of the Seres,, was Serinarrar on the 
Ganges! 
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ag-ain be requisite for this discussion ; hut in no .map is the Atlas repre
sented as extending so far to the south ; and the :,-reater Atlas woul'd 
ratiler seem to be Cape G~er, whc'l"e the chain probably terminates, or 
thence extends in the same direction, as not u: IU'imtl, till it constitute 
the isles called the Canaries. Ptolemy':; delineation of the At:,ts is 
singuhrly broken and indi~tinct. In some mode•.·n accounts this ridge 
is considered :ts dividing th~ l;in;;clom of Algier from Zeb and ~~ili
clulg·ericl, that is, th2 direction is sout11-west and north-,·<:st, wi1ich 
also seems confit·med by Dr. Shaw, though he acknowlt:dge consid~r
able difficulties." So far as the materi~lls w:l\ adnli~., the Atb': ;11ay 
be considered as extending E·om Cape G eer in a north-e2,st eli; ection, 
and giving somce to many J'ivers flowing· north and south, till it ex
pire in the kingdom of Tunis. This main ridge may per!.<Jrs, in 
some places, present a double chain, and in others diverge in hranches. 
From the accounts of some French mineralogists, who have visited 
the western extremity, the Htl'Ucture is grr:nitic and jJI'imitive. 

OTHERs. Further to the east the rm~ges of mountains or 
rather hills, in what is called the country of Dates, cannot be consi
dered as portions of the Atlantic range. Along the western shores of 
the At'abian Gulf extends a celebrated ridge-of red granite, which sHp
plied the famous obelrsks of Egypt; and of which one mountain was 
styled that of Emeralds, from the quarries Df that gem: in the same 
vicinity were the quanies of the celebrated marble called Verde Antico, 
recently observed by Bruce and Browne. The high mountains of Abys
sinia seem to branch from the great central chain already mentioned, 
or rather from its junction with that on the west cf the Red Sea; but 
the natural hist'tll'f remains unknovm. Tht: conjectural ridg-e pro
ceeding south is supposed to terminate about latitude ~5°, as the high 
mountains on the north of the European colony of the Cape pass east 

• Travels, 1738, fofio, p. lS, &c. 
Strabo, lib. 17. mcnrions the Atlas as cailed Dyris hy the natives, and 

only describes it as being beyond the pillars of Hercules, on turning to the 
left or south, the ancients indeed seeming to regard it as one high mountain, 
not as J. ridge. Mela, lib. i. cap. 4, mentions the Atlantae as the furthest peo
ple on the west. l'liny, as usual, is the most learned, lib. v. cap. I. He also 
describes Atlas as a detached 1nountain, rising from the sands to a great 
he'ght, on the shores of the ocean to which it gave its name, yet towards 
the end of the chapter he describes it as a range passed by Suetonius Pauli
nus on his progress to the Ni3·:r. It is to be regretted that Pliny's geography, 
perhaps the most interesting of all antiquity, has not been· translated and il
lustrated, as it has been in a singular manner negleeted by D' An ville, and 
most other inquirers into a11cient geography, who seem only to recur to geo
graphers strictly so called. 

From Mr. Lempriere's journey in Morocco the range of the Atlas seems 
clearly ascertained, the town of Santa Cruz standing near its furthest ex~re· 
mity, while Taruuant, to which he passed through an open plain, is, by his 
account, on the south of the Atlas. Thence Cape Geer is the clear tennin
ation cr great Atlas of Ptolemy, while the srYJaller Atlas is a branch extend
iflg tO\·:an\s. Sar:i, Lempricre, P· 75, or Cape Cantin: and anothei" br;J..nch. 
now called the Lesser Atlas reaches to Tangier.,' 1 he A~:tbian ~;<>ographers 
extend the Atlas (Daran) thnn1;;1t Tr!pdi, but th:s c.piniol1 is; con~ratlicted by ,, 
modern obsnvation, and even by the maps uf l'tolenly. 
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and west, and the Orallg'e riverrising from their northem base is sup
posed to follow a nor--w~st and west direction. The mountains of 
the Cape seem chiefly of blue schistus, siliceous sandstone, and gra
nular quartz, interspei·sed with brg·e masses of granite, which are 
often found hollow, as if they had contained some softer substance. 

D<:sERTS. But the most striking feature of Africa con-
sists in the immense deserts, which pervack many parts of that 
continwt, and may perh<lps be found to comprise one half of its whole 
extent. 

ZAARA. Of these the chief is tl1at called Zaara, or tlze Desert, by 
eminence, !>tretching from the shores of the Atlantic, with few interrup
tions, to tl1e confine~ of Egypt, a space of more than forty-five degrees, 
m· about 2500 geograp:1ical miles, by a breadth of twelve degrees, or 
720 geographical miles. This prodigious expanse of red sand, and 
sandstone rock. presents, as it were, the ruins of a continent; and 
perhaps gave rise to the fable of Atlantis, a region at first conceived 
to be -seated in the sands on the west of Eg-ypt; and afterwards, like 
other fables, passing gradually further before the light of discovery. This 
empire of sand defies every exertion of human power or industi'Y; 
but it is interspersed with various islands of different sizes, of which 
Fezzan is the chief which has yet been explored. A recent tmveller 
in Morocco s::tys, that c.wavans frequently pass from Tafilet to Tombut 
or Tombuctoo, by the country of the Mohafres and Thouat*. "The 
city of Thouat is in the interior parts of the country, about thirty 
days jaurney from Talilet. From Thouat the caravans proceed di
rectly to Tombut. There is much greater dang·er in passing the two 
desert'> between Tafilet and Thouat, than between the latter place and 
Tombut." Thouat seems to be the Toudeny of some recent maps; 
and the vast desert instead of being more justly considered in the ag
gregate, is divide<j into pmtions of distinct appellations, as the travel
lers happen to meet with islands, saline pools, ot· other circum
stances. 

In the southern parts of Africa, towards the European settlements, 
there are also deserts of great extent ; but it seems probable that the 
central ridges of mountains, already indical!d, p1·eserve vegetatio_n 
where they extend; and it is understood that the Portuguese have 
been prevented from passing from Congo to Zanguebar by ranges of 
mountains full of the most ferocious animals, and impeded by that 
thick thorny underwood which is peculiar to African forests. Y ct 
there is probably, as in .1\.sia, a wide desert table-land between the e::tst 
and west rang-es, pervaded by the Giagas or Jagas; who seem to be the 
Tatars of southern Africa; and who are said sometimes to have roam
ed from I·Iozambic to the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope. 

ARRANGJ£oiENT. In arranging the following brief description 
of Africa, L:•c fil'st account shall be that of Abyssinia, the chief nati1·e 
power, so far as hitherto discovered. Thence by Egypt, in a geogra
phical progression, the route shall embrace the :v1abometan states oh 
the north, the westem co:~st, and the Cape of Good Hope. The pro
gress shall then be continued along the eastern shores ; nor must the 

" Lempriere, 343, 344. 

• 
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noble island of Madagascar be forgotten. The smaller islands which 
must be arranged with Africa are, Bourbon,6'lauritius, &c. nor can 
Kerguelen's Land be properly allotted to any other division of the globe. 
The geographical voyage then. bends to the north-west by St. Helena, 
the islands of Cape V erd, the Canaries and Madeira. The whole de
scription shall be closed with a summary of the discoveries, and con
jectures, concerning the central parts of this great continent. 
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EXTENT,-ORIGINAL POPULATION.-PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY.
RELIGHJN ,-GOVERNMENT.-POPULA TION.-ARJ\1Y .-REVENUES. 
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.--LANGUAGE.--CITIJLS.--MANUFAC
TURES AND COMMERCE.--CLlllfATE AND SEASONS.--RIVERS.
LAKES.-MOUNT AINS.--BOT ANY.--ZOOLOGY.--MINERALOGY.
N ATURAL CURIOSITIES. 

ExTENT. THIS kingdom, which exceeds in antiquity and 
stability, any of the African states, extends about eleven degrees in 
length, from north to south, that is, about 660 geographic or 770 
British miles. The medial breadth is about eight degrees of longi
tuck, in latitude ten degrees, or 572 geographic miles, about 550 Bri
tish. On the east, the chief boundary is the Red Sea; and it is divi
ded from the kingdom of Adel by an ideal line : on the south, moun
tains and deserts seem to part it from Gingiro and Alaba, while on the 
west and north, mountains and forests constitute the barriers towards 
Kordofan and Sennaar. It is divided into provinces, of which Tigri is 
remarkable for the transit of commerce to the Arabian gulf; Gojam 
for the sources of the Astapus or fabled Nile of the Abyssinians ; and 
Dembea for a noted lake, and Gondar, the capital of the monarchy. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. It seems sufficiently established, 
that Abyssinia was peopled at a very early period, by a colony from the 
opposite shores of Arabia, and the people still retain Arabian features, 
though their complexions be darker than those of their progenitors: 
but they have neither the singular construction of the negro scull, nor 
other peculiarities of that race.* In the year 333 the Abyssinians were 
converted to Christianity, their general tenets being those of the Greek 

" Volney has with sufficient precipitation pronounced, that the ancient 
Egyptians were negroes, though he had only to look at their descendants the 
Copts, at any of their ancient gems, or other representations, or even at the 
mummies themselves, to perceive his error. But Volney was labouring for 
the emancipation of the negroes ; and that sp~cies of reasoning ignorance, 
which is too often calledphilosophy, is itself over-run with the most singular 
prejudices. ' 
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church, received from the patriarch of Alexandria; but they still re
tain the African circumcision, a native and aboriginal rite wholly un
connected with religion. As the Arabs impute every thing marvel
lous to Solomon, so these their descendants, and in frequent habits of 
intercourse, haYe adopted the same ideas, which are strengthened by 
religious fable and tradition. Hence the Abyssinian kings claim a 
descent from that monarch, in the same mode of reasoning as the 
Arabs deduce the noble genealogy of their steeds from the stalls of 
Solomon. The queen of Sheba, or Saba, in Arabia Felix, has also 
been transferred to the other side of the gulf; Some credulous tra
vellers have fondly adopted these idle tales; though they allow that the 
Abyssinian annals are dubious, broken and obscure; and the natives 
had not even the use of letters till they were converted to christianity. 
From more certain sources it may be traced that the Axumites or 
Abyssinians were considerably civilized in the sixth century, and car
ried on some trade with Ceylon*. In the same century the Neguz, or 
king of Abyssinia c<;mquered the Arabian moriarchy of the Homorites 
in Yemen ; and a Roman ambassador appeared in the royal city of 
Axume, which existed-in the time of AlYarez; but the territory could 
not be very extensive, as there were only seven bishops subject to the 
patriarch of A lex:{nclria. 

PROGRESSIVE GEoGRAPHY. The progressive geography of 
this countt·y may be traced with tolerable accuracy, from the time o£ 
Ptolemy, who describes its chief features, the two large rivers called 
Astrapus and Asteaboras, now the Ba:hr <:'! Azrel\! and the Tacuzzi or 
Atbara, and the lake Coloe ot· Dembea, with the royal city of Axume, 
now a village called Axum. The Arabian geographers supply the 
interval between ancient and modern knowledge. 

RELIGION. The religion, as ah·eady me'"ntioned, is the chris-
tian, with some peculiar forms and practices, too minute to be here 
detailed. 

GovERNMENT. The government is absolute and hereditary, 
but with a kind of election in the royal family: and the king is saluted 
with prostration. A striking· and romantic singularity, was, that the 
princes were educated on a lofty and solitary mountain, a practice long 
since abandoned. 

PoPULATION. Concerning the population of this country there 
seems no authentic evidence. Alvarez pronounces it one of the most 
populous regions in the world; but this seems one of the usual Spanish 
and Portuguese exaggerations. 

ARliiY. By Bmce's account it is extremely difficult to raise 
the royal army above thirty thousand; yet in so barbarous a state it 
it might be concluded that every tenth person joins the army. But 
so thin a population is incredible, and it seems probable it may amount 
to two m· three millions. · 

R~-VI!NUES. The royal revenues consist of the rude products 
of the various provinces, the .use of money being unknown, though 
gold be fonnd in the sand of the rive1·s. One of the chief articles is 
cattle, which are numerous, and sold at a low price. 

" Gibbon, vii. 342 
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MANNERS AND CusTOMs. The natives are of a dark olive 
complexion; and the dress a light robe, bound with a sash, the head 
being covered with a kind of tmban*. The houses are of a conic 
form, meanly built of clay, and covered with thatch; and even the 
churches are of a round form, encircled with a portico. Christianity 
seems to hold but a slight influence over the manners and morals, and 
the priests are little respected. Engaged in the constant suppression of 
insurrections, or in petty warfare with the surrounding states, particu
larly the Galas, who seem a tribe of the Jagas, the government of 
Abyssinia pays little attention to the progress of industry anp. civiliza
tion. After fifteen centuries of christianity, this country recals the 
image of the barbarous states of Europe in the seventh or eighth cen
turies. To some nations, particularly the negroes and savages of 
Ameri10a, cruelty seems so familiar, and sympathy or compassion 
so utterly unknown, that the sufferings of another are not only unfelt, 
but viewed with an unaccountable kind of delight. Were it not fm· this 
unpleasant truth, the reports of some travellers would scarcely be cre· 
dible, when they assure us that, at an Abyssinian bi~nquet,_ the flesh is 
cut from the live oxen. Others however only affirm that the natives 
are fond of raw flesh, a taste not unknown to the people of Tibet, and 
other countries. Even religion sometimes bends before the influence 
of climate, and polygamy is not unknown among these christianli; 
the kings in particular having frequently many wives and concubines. 
By a singular custom the wife is punished if the husband prove false. 
The only meal is commonly in the eYening, and the abstinence of Lent 
is carefully pt·eserved; nay, according to Alvarez, the clergy and 
monks only eat three times a week. The common beverages are mead 
and a kind of beert. The negus, or king, for the title of emperor is 
ridiculous, is considered as the sole proprietor of the land, while pri
vate property is restricted to moveable goods. 

LANGUAGE, The language is regarded as an ancient offspring 
of the Arabic, and is divided into various dialects, among which the 
chief are the Tigrin or that of the province of Tigri, and the Amharic. 
The Galanic is also widely diffused, the Galas being a numerous adja
cent people, who frequently disturb the public tranquillity. The Abys
sinian language is illustt·ated by the labours of Ludolf, and several mis
sionaries; and is probably nearly allied to the Coptic, the Egyptians 
passing from the north of ancient Arabia, and the Abyssinians from 
the south. 

CITIES. The chief city in modern times is Gondar, situated 
upon a hill. According to Bruce it contains I 0,000 families, that is 
about so,ooo souls; but in the time of Alvarez none of the cities were 
supposed to exceed fifteen hundred houses. The palace, or rather 
house of the negus, is at the west end, flanked with square towers, 
fmm the summit of which was a view of the southern country, as far 
as the lake of Tzana or Dembea. Axum, the ancient capital, is 

" Poncet in Lockman, i. 2.'3(), &G. From a just enmity against the sangui
nary and fanatical Portuguese missionaries, they detest the resemblance of a. 
wh1te complexion, and even shew an aversion to white grapes. Ib.-241. 
· t Alv~re~, foL 200. Lobo, p. 54. 
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stili known hy extensive ruins, among which are many obelisks of 
granite, but without hieroglyphics. The other towns are few and un· 
important. On the rock of Geshen, in the province of Amhara, were 
formerly confined the Abyssinian princes: and Abys<>inia in general is 
remarkable for detached precipitous rocks, appearing at a distance like 
castles and towns, a feature also usual in New Granada, aild othet• 
north-.;astern parts of South America. The rock of Ambazel, in the 
same province. has also been dedicated to the same political purpose, 
both being near a small river, which flows into the Bahr el Azrek. 

:MANUFACTURES AND CoMMERCE. The manufactures and 
commerce are of small consequence, tbe latter being chiefly confined 
to Masua on the Red Sea. The earthen ware is decent; but though 
Cosmo de Medici, among other artisans, sent man"G.factures of glass 
to the neguz, tbe Abyssinians still seem strangers to this, and many 
other common fabrics. 

CLI!11ATE AND SEAsoNs. The climate is attempered by the 
mountainous nature of the country. From April to September there 
are heavy rains; and in the dry season of the six succeeding months, 
the nights are cold. Alvarez has long ago remarked that the rise of 
the Nile in Egypt is occasioned by the violent rains, which, during the 
summer, deluge the southern reg·ions ; and he might perhaps have 
added the melting of the snows in the African alps, which give source 
to the real Nile the Bahr el Abiad; for as the Atlas is covered with 
perpetual snow, which also crowns the Andes under the equator, it is 
probable that the central ri~ge of Africa presrmts the same features, and 
that an ancient geogmpher might have been frozen to death in his 
torrid zone. Abyssinia is one of the most mountainous and precipi
tous countries in the world ; but in a few vales the soil is black· and 
fertile. 

RIVERS. The chief river is the Bahr el Azrek, or Abyssi· 
nian Nile, which has a spiral origin like the Orinoco. The som·ces 
were, in the seventeenth century, accurately described by Payz, a 
Portuguese missionary, whose acceunt was published by Kircher and 
Isaac Vossius, and has in our times been very minutely copied by 
Bt•uce, as Hartman has explained by printing the two accounts in pa
rallel columns. The chief sprit1g of the Bahr el Azt·ek is in a small 
hillock, situated in a mat·sh. The sources of the real Nile or Bahr el 
Abiad, in the alps of Kumri, remain to be explored. Heceiving no 
auxiliary streams on its long progt'ess through Egypt, the Nile is sin
gularly narrow and shallow, when compared with other 1·ivers of far 
11horter course. The Bahr d Azrek is styled by the Abyssinians 
Abawi, a name of uncertain origin; and is followed by the Tacuz or 
Tacuzzi the Ast1.b01·as of the ancients, a~ the Abawi ia the Astapus11'. 

Another considerable strcan\ is the .Malcg, which joins the Abawi after 
a parallel course on the west: this river Brnce has vainly endeavoured 
to confou:xl wilh the Bahr el Abiad, or White Rivet·, which, as he 
might have leal'l1ecl from the map of D' An ville 17 49, is 300 miles to 

" The Ahawi presents a remarkable cataract at a place called Alata, 
not r~r from its egress out of' the lake of Tzana. The grand cataract of the 
Nik is in Nubia, latitude twenty-two de,;ree.s. 
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the west of Maleg; and receives the Abawi at about the same distance 
from its junction with the former river. Several tributary streams join 
the Abawi and the Tacuz Two other rivers, the Hanazo and the 
Hawash, flow in an opposite direction, t_pwards the entrance of the Red 
Sea, but the first is said .to be lost in the sands of Adel. 

LAKEs. The chief lake is that of Tzana, also called Dembea,· 
from a circumjacent province. This lake is pervaded by the Nile in 
its circular progress, as the lake of Parima by the Orinoco, being about 
sixty British miles in ·length by half that breadth, but the extent differs 
greatly in the dry and wet seasons. Among other islands there is one 
in the midst Galled Tzana, which is said to have given name to the 
lake. In the southern extremity of the kingdom is the l9-ke of Zawaja, 
a chief source of the Hawash ; and among many smaller expanses of 
water may be named the lake of Haik, near the royal rocks of Geshen 
and Ambazel. 

MouNTAINs. The mountains of Abyssinia seem irregularly 
·grouped, being· at the junction of that chain which borders the western 
shores of the Red Sea, and of that far superior ridge which pervades 
central Africa from east to west in a North-west to south-east direction, 
giving source to the Nigh· and the river of Senegal at one extremity, 
and at the other to the Gir and Nile. Hence on the east side of Abys
sinia the ridges probably pass north and south, and in the southern 
part west and east. As in other high ranges of mountains there are 
three ranks, the chief elevations being in the middle. On the east of 
the kingdom are the heights of Taranta, and towards the centre the 
Lamalmon, while in the south is the Ganza. Tellez idly asserts that 
the Abyssinian mountains are higher than the Alps or Pyrenees ; he 
adds that the loftiest are thos€ of Amhara and Samena, that is towards 
the centre of the kingdom, whence rivers flow in all direGtions. The 
precipices are tremendous and truly alpine. Abyssinia presents a rich 
field of natura,} history. • 

BoTANY. The few scanty fragments of Abyssinian botany 
contained in the works of Ludolph, Lobo, and Bruce, are unfortu
nately our only materials for the flora of eastern Africa; nor can these 
be wholly depended upon, as two of the above authors wrote before 
the existence of sciei3tific botany, and the third, besides his ignorance 
on this subje,ct, seems too much disposed to aggrandise his brief cata· 
logue by representing· common plants as rare and even new species. 

The sycamore fig, tlw erythryna corallodeJ:}clron, the tamarind, the 
date, the coffee, a large tree used in boat-building, called by Bruce 
rack, and two species of mimosa or acacia, though probably not the 
principal trees, are almost the only ones that have hitherto been de
scribed. The arborescent euphorbi:e are- found on some of the dry 
mountains. A shrub called, in the language of the country~ wooginoos, 
(the brucea antidysenterica of Bruce and Gmelin,) is celebrated by the 
British traveller for its medicinal virtues in the disease of which it bears 
the name, and the cusso or banksia of Bruce, which seems to he a 
species of rhus, is mentioned by the same author as a powerful an· 
thelmintic. A large esculent herbaceous plant analogous to the banana, 
called by Bruce ensete, is largely cultivated by the natives as a substi· 
tute for bread. The cyperus papyrus is found here in shcJlow plashes 

VOL. II. 4 D 
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as in Egypt; and the trees that yield the balsam of Gilead, and the 
myiTh, are represented by the above-mentioned traveller as natives of 
Abyssinia. 

ZooLOGY, The horses are small but spirited, as usual in al-
pine countries. Cattle and buffaloes are numerous. Among wild ani
mals are the elephant, rhinoceros, lion, panther; and it is said the 
giraff or camdopardalis. The hyena is also frequent, and siHgularly 
bold anlf ferocious, so as even to haunt the streets of the capital in the 
night. The extirpation of these animals may be impossible in so 
mountainous a country, but the circumstance indicatr:"s a miserable 
defect of policy. There are also wild boars, gazels or antelopes, and 
numerous tribes of monkies, among which is t:1e guereza delineated 
by Ludolf. The hippopotamu~ and crocodile swarm in the hckes and 
rivers. Equally numerous are the kinds of birds, among which is the 
golden eagle of great size, but water fowl are rare. The most re
markable insect is a large fly, from whose sting even the lion flies with 
trepidation. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of this alpine country must 
be interesting, but it is neglected by the ignorant natives. Gold is 
found in the sand of the rivers, and in one or two provinces is observed 
on digging up trees. There are some slight mines in the provinces of 
N'area and Damut. Fossil salt is found on the confines of Tigri. It is 
said that there are no gems, and that even the royal diadem is deco
rated with imitations: some assert that the Abyssinians neglect to 
search for gold or gems, lest the Turks should be instigated by the 
reported wealth to invade the country. 

NATURAL CuRIOSITIEs. The chief natural curiosities are 
the alpine scenes, the precipitous detached rocks, the cataract of Alata, 
and the river Mareb in the north·east, which i~ said completely to sink 
under ground. 
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EGYPT. 

EXTENT.-oRIGIN AL POPULATION ·-Pl'lOGRESSIVE GEOGR APHY•
RELIGION.-GOVERNl\IENT.-P@PULATIO:r>.--REVENUES.-MAN
NERS AND CUSTOMS.-LANGU AGE.-CITIES.-CLIMATE.-FACE 
OF THE COUNTRY .~RIVERS.-LAKES.-MOUNTAIN S.-BOT ANY.

ZOOLOGY.-MINERALOGY. 

ExTENT. THIS country celebrated from the earliest ages of 
antiquity, and recently a distinguished scene of British valour, both by 
sea and land, is about 500 miles in length from north to south, and, 
including· the greater and lesser Oasis, about half that breadth. But 
this appearance is merely nominal; Egypt being in fact a narrow vale 
on both sides of the river Nile, bounded by parallel ridges of moun
tains or hills. 

ORIGINAL PoPULATION. It seems to have beeu originally 
peopled from the northern parts of Arabia, or from Syria : the Egyp
tians and Abyssinians having been in all ages wholly distinct from the 
native nations of Africa. A late intelligent traveller remarks* that the 
Copts, or original inhabitants have no resemblance of the negro fea
tures or form. The eyes are dark, and the hair often curled, but not 
in a grei!7er degree than is occasionally seen among Europeans. "The 
nose is often aquiline, and though the lips be sometimes thick, by no 
means generally so, and on the whole a strong resemblance may be 
traced between the form of visage in the modern Copts, and that 
presented in the [.Jlcient mummies, paintings and statues. Their com
plexion, like that of the Arabs, is of a dusky brown ; it is represented 
of the same colom in the paintings which I have s€en in the tombs of 
Thebes." Volney had only to inspect a mummy, or a Copt, in order 
to confute his hypothesis that the Egyptians were negroes; but preju
dice is worse than blindness ; and the prejudices of ignorant philosophy 
are equal to those of any other fanaticism. 

PROGRESSIVE GEoGRAPHY. The progressive geography and 
hio:tory of Eg·ypt are familiar to most readers i and the chief antiqui-

• Browne, p. 71. 
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ties have been so repeatedly described, tfiat when no new light can be 
thrown, the repetition would be alike tedious and unnccess~ry. The 
chief scenes of antiquity are the pyramids, and the tombs ne<tr Thebes, 
once obstructed and recently disclosed; with many ruins of temples, 
and other remains of ancient cities. At Achmunein there are curious 
ancient paintings, the colours being remarkably fresh*. 

RELIGION. The ruling religion in Egy:pt is the Mahometan; 
but there are many Christian Copts who have their priests and monas
teries. 

GovERNMENT. The government is at present unsettled, but 
will probably be abandoned. to a Turkish Pasha; the aristocracy of the 
Beys and )'iamluks being, in every appearance, eradicated by the 
French invasion. 

PoPULATION. Mr. Browne estimates the population of Egypt 
at two millions and a half; of whom the city of Cairo may contain 
30o,ooot. ·· 

REvENuEs. The revenue under the Beys might perhaps be 
about J,ooo,ooo sterling. 

MANNERs AND CusToMs. A gener~l similarity pei·vades the 
manners of Mahometan countries, as the Korah regulates most springs 
of human life ; the fanaticism against the Franks or Emopeans was 
extreme, but may perhaps be somewhat moderated by the recent ter
ror of their arms. The Copts are an ingenious people, and have great 
skill in business; whence they are generally employed by the Maho
metans as writers and accomptants. The Mamluks being extinct, 
the other chief class consists of Arabs or Mahornetan descendants of 
these. ancient conquerors. The heat of the climate enforces an abste
mious diet; and the houses, even at Cairo, are mostly miserable dirty 
hovels. The common people are also disgustingly filthy in their per
sons: and the care which the women employ to cover their faces is 
truly ludicrous, as in general to disclose them would be the most ef
fectual bar to temptation. But in the classes somewhat more at ease 
the Coptic women have interesting features, large black eyes; and 
though of short stature, have often elegant shapes. 

LANGUAGE. The Coptic language is now only known in ma-
nuscripts, the Arabic being universally used. 

CITIES. The chief city is Cairo, or in the oriental enuncia-
tion Kahira, which may indeed be regarded as the metropolis of Afl·ica, 
as no city throughout this wide continent can perhaps boa!>t a sixth 
part of its population. This celebrated metropolis is on the east side of 
the Nile, at some distance; but two suburbs connect it with the river. 
On the ea:st is a )·idge of that extensive chain, embanking the Nile as 
far as Upper Egypt. On the north a plain extends to the delta which 
it resembles in soil and productions. The population as already men
tioned, is estimated at 300,000 ; but the streets are narrow in order to 
guard against the sun; and there is an interior wide canal styled the 

" Dr. \Vhite in his Egyptiaca, 1801, 4to, inclines to think that the noted 
column as,cribed to Pompey, ornamented a space opposite to the Serapium 
or temple Gf Serapis, in which was the great public library ; and escaped 
ancient notice by its connection with that grand edifice. 

Page 71. 
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Chalige, the stench of ~hich is oc~asion~IIY: intolerabl.e, though the 
chief street pass along 1ts shore: 1 he prmc1pal mos~ rs ornamented 
with pillars of marble, an? Pers1an carpets, and has a .hbrar~ of manu
scripts, great property bemg attacheu to the foundatiOn. · fhere are 
many reservoirs for water, public baths, and ba:prs or markets, where 
each trade has its allotted quarter. The houses are mostly of sand
stone from the mountain behind, and are sometimes three stories high 
with flat roofs. The harams, or apartments of the women, are ex
pensively furnished, but those of the men neat and plain. Before the 
discovery of the Cape of Good Hope the commerce was immense; 
and Cairo is still the centre of that of eastern Africa, as Tripoli is of 
the western. From Yemen are imported coffee, drugs, odours, and 
some gem<:.; muslin, cotton, spices from Hindostan: and the caravans 
frotn Sennare.nd Fur bring slaves, gold dust, ivory, horns of the 
rhinoceros, ostrich feathers, wns and drugs. From T.41nis and 
'i'ripoli are brought oil, red caps, and fine flannel : from Syria, 
cotton, silk, sugar; tobacco : from Constantinople, white slaves, 
Circassians or Georgians, the males being the noted Mamluks, 
with all kinds of brass, copper, and iron manufactures. Numerous 
11egro slaves pass from Cairo to the more northern Mahometan coun
tries. Among the manufactures are sugar, sal amm0niac, glass lamps, 
salt-petre, gunpowder, red and yellow leather, and particulady linen 
made of the fine Egyptian flax. To the north-east of the city are gar
dens and villas of the great; but the mountain is of white calcareous 
sand-stone, and destitute of verdure. On Friday, a mosk without the 
walls is frequented by the ladies as a pilgrintage of pleasure. There 
are light boats, like Venetian gondolas, used on the increase of the 
Nile ; and among the amusements are dancing girls, and rope dancers~ 
the chief games being chess, and Polish draughts. On solemn occa
sions fire works are exhibited. 

Next in consequence are Alexandria, Rosetta or Raschid, and Da
miata. Upper Egypt no longer boasts of a Thebes; and even Girgi, 
formerly the capital of this part begins to decline. 

CoMli!ERCE. Egypt is no longer the centre of oriental trade, 
nor the granary of Rome, yet the delta still exports great quantities 
of rice; and Upper Egypt supplies some cargoes of wheat. Flax is 
sent to Syria, and, coffee and black slaves to Constantinople. Other 
ar~icles of commerce aPe already enumerated in the description of 
Cairo. Alexandria was the chief seat of European trade, which thence 
passed by Raschid to Cairo. Particular exports were saffranon and 
senna: and about eight hundred bales of European broad cloth were 
imported. The trade of Damiata is of small consequence. 

CLilllATE. The climate of Egypt is well known to be pecu-
liar, rain being a most uncommon phenomenon. The heat is also 
extreme, particularly from March to November; while the cool season 
or a kind of spring extends through the other months*. Yet the chief 
malady seems to be a weakness of the eyes, and blindness is very com
mon in Egypt. Some· suppose that this proceeds from the extreme 
heat and want of rain, so that the air is continually impregnated with 

* Y olney, i. 67 
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very fine dust; and the soil abounding in nitre, the effect is the more 
acrimonious. The habit of sleeping in the open air, upon the terraces, 
exposed to the noctm·n"l dews, may however be regarded as the chief 
cause; and when the disease appears it is increased by the splendor of the 
sun, reflected from the white houses, and the pale sand of the deserts. 
The plantation of trees and shrubs, wherever it can be effected; and the 
u;J;versal introduction of green paint, would in some measure obviate 
this calamity, which appears to have been unknown to the ancient inhabi
tants: but the chief pi·ecaution would seem to be an edict against sleep
ing in the open air ; and the use of such covers as the Laplanders wear 
ag·ainst tl:e glare of the snow might also be salutary. The pestilence has 
been erroneously supposed to originate from Ethiopia, where it is quite 
unknown; and in Egypt it is supposed to be always imported from Con
stantinople. The extreme heat stops it here, as effectually as the cold 
in other countries. 

FACE OF THE couNTin. The general face of the country va-
ries in particular regions, but is otherwise rather flat and uniform. 
Alex;mdria is iasu!ated in the desert, while the Delta presents a luxuriant 
vegetation, and inundated meadows. The constant repetition of the 
palm and th-: elate tree becomes tedious ; but around Raschid the orange 
groves present an agreeable val'iety. Of far the greater part of Egypt 
the aspect i'> that of a naiTow fertile vale, pervaded by the Nile, and 
bounded on either side by barren rocks and mountains. The towns, 
and cultivation, are c:;idly on the eastern bank; behind which are vast 
ran;;-es of mountains extending to the Arabian gulf, abounding with 
marble and porphyry, but almost destitute of water, and only inhabited 
by lkclouins. Across these mountains Is a solitary road to Cosseir on the 
Reel sea. On the west, the hills lead to a vast sandy desert, where are 
the two Oases, a name applied to islands situated in sand. The appear
ance of Egypt, under the inundation of the Nile, has been described 
rather poetically than historically, the pictme only applying to parts 
of the Delta; while in other districts there are some canals, but the lands 
are generally watered by machines. According to a late traveller " the 
soil in general is so rich as to require no manure. It is a pure black 
mould, free from stones, and of a very tenacious and unctuous nature. 
When left uncultivated I have observed fissures, arising fmm the 
extrtme heat, of which a spear of six feet could notreach the bottom"'." 
Fmm Cairo to Assuan, or Syene, a distance of about 360 miles, the 
banks, except where rocks appear, present no native plant, but rise as it 
were in steps, as the Nile has in different ages worn its way, and are 
~>own with various esculent vegetables. The agriculture is of the simplest 
kind, the chief article being wheat with barley for the horses; oats 
being scarcely known in Asia or Africa. In the Delta rice is the chief 
grain, \\'ith maiz~ and lentils; nor are some kinds of clover nnknown. 
The lands chiefly belong to the government or to the mosks. The 
tenant~ ;:re not resti'icted to the soil ; but ~re at liberty to move on the 
expiration of a kind of lease. 

RrvERs. The only ri\'er of Egypt is the Nile, already described 
in the general view of Africa. Its greatest breadth, evt:n here, is 

"' Browne, P· 64. 
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absut one-third of a mile; and the depth about twelve feet; for receiv· 
ing no streams in Egypt or the Nubian deserts, it be::trs little of the 
usual character of rivers that pervade so extensive a course. The watet• 
is muddy, when it overflows of a dirty red; and cloudy even in April 
and May. The river begins to rise about the 19th of June, the Abys
sinian rains having begun in April; and it ceases in October. It 
abounds with fish, particularly kinds of salmon and eels. The hip
popotamus is unknown in Egypt; and even the crocodile restricted to 
the south of Assiut. 

LAKES. There are several extensive lakes in the northern parts 
of Egypt, the largest being that of Menzala which communicates with 
the sea by one or two outlets. Nnt is that of Berelos, followed by 
that of Elko. These stagnant waters at the mouths of the Nile seem 
unknown to Ptolemy, and to have been prodnced, or enlarg·ed, by the 
sandy depositions of the river having raised the bed oi:'the sea, so that t;1e 
Delta is diminishing, instead of being increased as some recent theories 
affirm. The Jake of Mareotis, on the south of Alexandria, has how
ever become almost dry; though occasionally as would seem, moist~ ned 
by inlets from the sea*. The lake called Kerun, in a curious chstrict 
of Egypt forming an excrescence to the west, seems to be about thirty 
miles in length and six miles in breadth, and has no appearance of 
being artificial as some suppose, the Mreris of antiquity being probably 
the Bathen, a long deep canal to the south-east. The Natron Ja:;.es 
must not be forgotten, being so called from their production of that 
kali, which supplies the use of badla. They are situated in the desert 
near a remarkable channel, supposed to have been anciently a Lrctnch 
of the Nile, and still called the Bahr Belame, or riv-er without water: 
but it ·was probably an outlet of the lake of Kerun, ia remote ages, 
before the desert<; had become so extensive; for there seems little doubt 
that they increase, and it is probable that when Egypt boasted 'her early 
power, the mountains we1·e clothed with vegetation, and the Nile a far 
superior stream. 

Mout-:TAINS. The mountains have been already described as 
ranging along the banks of the Nile, but chiefly between that river and 
the Reel Sea. In Lower Egypt, and on the westem side of the :,;;le, 
they seem to be chiefly of calcareous sand-stone, or what is called free
st. ~ ; some perhaps are of argillaceous and siliceous sand-stone. '!"he 
pyramids are generally constructed of a soft calcareous free-stone. full 
of shells, like that used at Bath ; and the rock on which they stand is 
of the same substancet. In Upper Egypt the mountains towards the 
Red Sea a!'e porphyreous and granitic. On passing towards Cosseir 
the rugged and lofty rocks have a grand and terrific appearance, con
sisting chiefly of red granite, and porphyry red and green, the latter 
being the ophite o1· snake-stone of the ancients, by a far more propee 
appell~tion, as the word jzorjzhy1-y impLes red bl' pmple. Here is also 
found the celebrated verde antico, or green marble >Yith white and clark 

"'Mr. Baldwin, Recollections, 1801, 12mo. p. 185. mentions the haze and 
vapour alway~ floating over this exh:dir'g lake: 19m p. 203 he says the lake of 
Mareotis is dry. 

t 1;lrown~, 17'3. 
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spots : it arises in. the neighbourhood of serpentine, under a blue s~his
tus. There are also red and other marbles. Near Syene, Pococke 
observ-ed the quarries of red granite, whence the ancient obelisks were 
dug ; their great length being hollowed out from the rock, in the 
form of steps, for the convenience of working, and easy carriage to 
the Nile. 

BoTANY. The rich valley of the Kile has been for so many 
ages under the dominion of man, and can boast the proud succession 
?f so ll_lany hundred harvests, that it_ is by no means easy to c1istinguish 
Its native vegetables, from those wh1ch have been introduced at various 
}>e.riods for profit or pleasure, and have gradually naturalized them
selves in the soil of Egypt. vVherever the annual inundations extend, 
a number of seeds, broug-ht down by the tonent from Ethiopia and 
Abyssinia, must be deposited togethee with the fertilizing mud, whi<:h, 
vegetating regularly every year, are probably mistahn fm· truly in
digenous plants. \Ve shall therefore mention such of the Egyptian 
vegetables as are of most importance, either by thei1· presept use OJ' 

ancient fame, without being very solicitous to examine whether they 
are real natives or natm·alized strangers. 

The Lotus and Papyrus have always been the apflropriate decorations 
of the God of the Nile: the former of these is a species of nympha:a 
or water lily, which at the retreat of the inundation covers all the 
canals and shallow pools with its broad round leaves, among which 
are its cup-shaped blossoms of pure white, m· crerulean blue, reposing 
with inimitable grace on the surface of the water. The papyrus; 
sacred to literature, after having long vanished from the borders of 
the Nile, has at length been recognised in the cyperus papyrus of 
the Linna:an system. The arum colocasia of ancient fame is still 
cultivated in Egypt for its large esculent roots. The Egyptian syca
more (ficus sycomorus), pl'obably introduced fmm the opposite shore 
of'Arabia, is of peculiar value from its fruit, its depth of shade, and 
the vigour with· which it grows, even on the sandy frontiers of the 
desert. The date palm, the ph,tachia, the oriental plane, and the bead 
tl·ee, adorn the shor.e, and are cultivated in the vicinity of most of the 
towns. The cypress overshadows the burial grounds, and the caper
bush roots itself in the ruins of Egyptian, Greek, and Roman civili
zation. The senna, the mimosa nilotica, and the benne (lawsonia 
inermis), are also characteristic of Egypt; from the latter of these, 
the women prepare that yellow dye with which they tinge the nails 
of their fing·ers. i\ ll the most exquisite of the Eurotlean fruits, such 
as the almond, the orange, pomegranate, fig, peach, and apricot, are 
cultivated he1·e with great assiduity and success; the various kinds of 
melons and gourds grow to full perfection, and compo<;e no unimportant 
portion of the food of the inhabitants, and mingled with these productions 
of the temperate regions are found the plantain, the sugar-cane, the 
cotton, and a few others, that haYe formerly been imported hithet· 
from the tropical climates. 

ZooLOGY. The animals of Egypt have been repeatedly de-
scribed. A French naturuli~t s;;~e:>1S recently to have demonstrated 
from the size of the bones, and other cilTH!llstances, that tLe noted 
ibis of the aucicnts·wus not a kind of stork, a<> commonly conceived~ 
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but a curlew. The bird has not been seen by modern travellers, havin:_.; 
deserted the country, from the failure of some particular food, or otht-r 
cause. 

MINERALOGY. The mineralogy of Egypt is notopulent, nor 
does it seem ever to have produced any of the metals. A mountai11 
towards the Red Sea is styled that of ei:neralds; and even now th.e 
best emeralds are by the Persians called those of Said, or Upper Egypt: 
but the mines are no longer worked, and even the spot seems unknown*. 
Wad l1as published an account of Egyptian fossils, from ancient ft·ag· 
ments in the museum of Cardinal Borgia at Veletri. They are of 
red granite; white granite w·ith hornblende; grey fe!spnr,· and b1ack 
hornblendet. The porphyry seems petrosilex \Yith spots of felspar. 
There is also a little fragment, with hieroglyphics, of micaceous scnis· 
tus, consisting of brownish black mica: other remains are of sancl.stone, 
and sand·stone brescia, fe!spar, serpentine, lapis ollaris, white marble 
with veins of silver mica, swine-stone, what is called green basalt by 
tbe Italians, and jasper of various kinds ; with topaz, or the chrysolite 
of the ancients,_ amethyst, rock crystal, Cl!cedony, onyx, carudian, 
heliotrope, obsidian, lazulite; but there seem to be nont; of emerald. 
Many are of basalt, or the Ethiopic stone of Herodotus and Strabo; 
Pliny adding that the native word means iron: the Egyptian is some
times a grunsten, being black hornblende with veins of felspat' ; and 
particles of homblende are visible in !ill these basalts. These notices 
become interesting, as the Egyptians were the :first inventors of sculp· 
ture and architecture, and the original ml).terials may justly excite 
curiosity. Besides the natron lakes, there are some mine1·al springs, 
and one of salt water near Cairo, which is supposed to have medical 
virtues. The whol(;! country may be regarded as one natural cu
riosity. 

" In the travels of Mr. Bruce there are several valuable articles of new and 
authentic information, which might have been presented to the public in a 
small volume or two. But, in a spirit of universal compilation, he has dis
graced his work with innumerable gross errors. Dr. Vincent has observed, 
that he has even confounded the gulf of Persia with the Red Sea ; and Gos
se!l~n has added, that he has confounded the Isle of Topazes (those of the 
apc1ents were yellow green, Pliny 37. 8.) with the mountain of emeralds, 
Hence his ideas concerning the emeralds of the ancients are beneath notice, 
The ancient emeralds were confessedlv harder than those of Peru, but those 
from Ceylon are thought to be green sapphires, the hardness being 16, while 
the Peruvian emerald is 12 (diamond 20.) Pliny 37. 5. classes the emerald 
next to the pearl and diamond; and says they were seldom or never engr:n·ed, 
to avoid injuring their beauty: but the hardness of the Scythian above Bac
tria, as he explains, that is from the Imaus, and of the Egyptian, was such 
t~at they could not be_ cut. S'<.!!apropter decreta bominum iis parcitur, scalpi veti. 
tzs. S'<.!!anquam Scytbzcormn Ai.gyptiorumque duritia tanta est, ut nequeant vul
nerari. lib. 37. cap. 5. It further appears from his description that the ide., 
concerning the superiority of the emeralds of Peru is wholly erroneous. 

t This he says is the syenites of Werner, an absurd appellation, for Pliny 
tells us that the syenites was a red stone. It is in fact onlv an ancient name 
f~r red _granite: but mineralogists are rarely versed in en{dj,·ion. Ogilby in 
his Afr1ca, 1671.' fol. P: 97. gravely informs us, that the red (felspar) denote:; 
fir~; the _crystalme (quartz, air; the bluish opake (quartz) water; and the 
bl~ck (nuca) earth: so that in their obelisks of granite th~ Egyptian~ co;n~ 
pnsed symbols of the fotJJ: elemeJ<ts. 
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NUBIA. 

BETWEEN Egypt and Abyssinia is an extensive tract, about 
600 miles in length, and 500 in breadth, by the ancients styled Ethio
pia, but more precisely by the Arabian geographers called Nubia. The 
isle of Meroe was formed by the junction of the Astaboras with the 
Nile; and it is not irnprobable that a southern channel, described by 
Ptolemy, may since have been dried up by the encroaching desert. 
The greatest part of Nubia is occupied by wide deserts on the east 
and west; but on the Nile are two states of some little consequence, 
Dongola on the north, and Sennaar on the south. Sennaar was in a 
state of servile war, the slaves having usurped the government, when 
Mr. Browne visited Darfur. Bruce describes his interview with the 
king, or rather Jhief, and his distinguished haram. In August and 
September the country around the city presents a pleasant verdure : 
but the people are deceitful and ferocious. TN.e general dress is a long 
blue shirt ; and the food mostly millet, though there be no want of 
cattle. Don5ola does not merit a description: and the whole of Nubia 
is a miserable country, inhabited by a miserable people.* 

·• See the Travels of Poncet, a French physician, 1698, in Lockman's 
Travels of the Jesuits, 1. 192. Near Sennaar were forests of acacia, full of 
paroquets. The trees, p. 203, seem to be the cotton trees of America. 
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MAHOMETAN STATES IN THE NORTH. 

TRIPOLJ,-TUNIS.-ALGIER,-MOROCCOo 

CITY OF TRIPOLI. These are Tripoli, Tunis, Algier, and 
Morocco. Of these Tripoli is the most extensive, and the least known. 
The territories reach from the gulf of Cabes, the lesser Syrtis of anti
quity, to the confines of Egypt, being chiefly the Africa proper, and 
Lybia of the ancients; but a great part is desert. Tripoli does not 
appear to be ancient, the nearest situations being the Sabatra and Oea 
of antiquity, while perhaps Tripoli is the port of Pisidon of Ptolemy.* 
The metropolis of Arabian Africa was Cairoan, about fifty miles to 
the south of Tunis, where resided the gov-ernors appointet.l by the 
califs of Damascm; : and about the year 800 they assumed royal au
thority, and the dynasty of the Fatimites passed from Africa to Egypt. 
The Zeirites afterwards reigned at Cairoan. Tripoli was besieged 
by the Egyptians, A. D. 877, and A. D. 1050. In 1146 it was seized 
by the Normans ft'Om Sicily, who held this coast till 115Y. The 
power of the Turks is recent, only dating from 1514, when Barbarossa 
seized Algier; but it has continued more peculiarly at Tripoli,t where 
the Bey was considered as immediately subject to the Porte, a Turkish 
pasha superintending his conduct; and the combined taxations have 
effectually ruined the country. Famine is also no unusual circum
stance; and the depredations of the Arabs form an additional calamity. 
The town of Tripoli is in a low situation, but to the south are planta
tions of date trees and verdant hills, which relieve the sameness of the 
scene.:j: It is in a state of rapid decay, scarcely four miles in circum-

" It was built after the age of that geographer, but is mentioned as the 
birth-place of the emperor Severus. The name according to D' An ville was 
originally that of the province, as containing three cities. "\<Vhen the Arabs 
entered Africa in the seventh century they encountered considerable resistance 
at Tripoli. See Gibbon, ix. 4..50. 

t The emperor Charles V. took Tripoli, and resigned it to the knights of 
Malta, who soon lost this possession, but their proximity has stifled the piracy 
of the Tripolitans. In 1686 this city was humbled by the bombardment of a 
French fleet, and sent an embassy of submission to Louis XIV. 

:j: Lucas in the Proceedings of the African Society, 1790, 4to. p. 48. 
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ference, and thinly peopled; the ancient castle, though still the resi~ 
dence of the reigning family, being in a ruinous condition. At present 
the Bey seems to be honoured or disgraced with the title and functions 
of Pasha: while the prince's eldest son has the title of Bey. Even the 
tributary Arabs are often in a state of insurrection ; and the month of 
December, when the grass begins to present sufficient forage, is a 
common season of warfare. There are olive and date trees, white 
thorn, and Spanish broom; but the fields of grain are few and scanty. 
Towards Mesurata the vegetation is more luxuriant; but of the ancient 
Cyrene, an interesting spot, there is no recent account. 

TuNis. Next on the west is Tunis, the central region of 
northern Africa, the western part of the proper Africa of antiquity, and 
formerly the chief seat of Carthaginian power. In the middle' ages 
Tripoli was subject to Tunis, which was seized by Barbarossa in 15 33. 
Of this kingdom, as it is called, Dr. Shaw has given a good descrip
tion, having travelled through the greater part of it ; and it is to be 
regretted that he did not visit Tripoli, still an obscure region in geog
raphy. In the summer the Bey of Tunis resides in the northern part, 
and in winter retires to the south, whe1•e there is a lake of considerable 
dtent, the Palus Tritonis of antiquity. The chief river is the Mejerda, 
t:;e Bagrada of classical repute. The chain of Atlas seems here to 
terminate, in cape Bon, being called the mountains of Megala, Uze
Jett, &c. but our author's chief pursuit being antiquities, the natural 
objects are tre;:,ted with Jess care. Among the mineral productions 
he has observed alabaster, crystal, boles, plumbago, iron, lead. The 
cattle are small and slendet·, and the horses have degenerated. The 
sheep of Zaat·a are as tall as fallow deer. There are lions, panthers, hye
nas, jaccals, and other ferocious animals. The manufactures are velvets, 
silks, linen, and red caps worn by the common pt-ople. In general 
the Tunisians are renowned as the most polite and civilized among 
the Mahometans of [\frica, a character for which tbey are probably indebt
ed to t)le situation of their country, for many ages the seat of the chief 
Afi·ican powers. The ruins of Carthage, not far to the north-east of 
Tunis, have been accurately illustra:ed by Dr. Shaw.* The town of 
'funis is about three miles in circumference, containing about ten 
thousand houses, or perhaps 50,000 souls. The chief exports seem 
to be woolen stuffs, reel caps, gold-dust, leetd, oil, Morocco leather: 
:.mel the commerce with France was considerable. 

ALGIE.R. Algier may be regarded as the last Mahometan state 
on the Mediterranean, for Morocco is chiefly extended along the At
lantic. In the thirteenth century Africa was first divided into those 
petty royalties, which still subsist with few variations. In 1514 Bar
barossa seized Algier, which afterwards became a noted seat of pirates; 
and one of the Deys candiclly declared that the country 1ms a nest of 
robbers, and he was their chief. This city is supposed by Shaw to 
bl:! the ancient Iconium, and is not above a mile and a half in circuit, 
while the inhabit;mts are exaggerated to more than a hundred thou-

'-'This citv was founded about 1250 or 1300 years before the birth of Christ, 
~ • app~<ars from Herodotus and the Pari an Chronicle. 

,' 
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lland :* but probably half that number would ·be nearer the truth. It 
is ludicrous to behold this power exacting tribute from the maritime 
-states of christendom, while two ships of war maintained at the gene
ral expense, might block up the port, and extinguish the claims and 
the piracy. The antiquities of this kingdom have been accurately ex
amined by Dr. Shaw, whose work is however more full of erudition, than 
of solid and interesting knowledge. The chief river is the Shellif, rising 
from the northern side of the Atlas, as the W al Jedi from the southern, 
and afterwards bending to the west, being the Chinala of antiquity, 
while the latter is the Zabus. The kingdom of Algier chiefly com
prises the Numidia and part of the Mauretania of the ancients, being 
bounded on the south by Getulta, and the chains of the Atlas, called 
Lowat and Ammer; which are however by Shaw's account of small 
elevation, and the grand ridges of the Atlas are towards the west, in 
the kingdom of Morocco.t The mountain of Jurjura is the highest 
in Barbary, being about eight leagues in length, in a north-east and 
south-wt:st direction, full of rocks and precipices, but only covered 
with snow during the winter. This mountain is about sixty British 
miles to the south-east of Algier, and perhaps forms a part of the real 
Atlantic chain, which in this direction will terminate more to the ~t 
than above supposed; but it at any rate expires in gentle elevations, 
though the sea coast from the river Booberik to near Bona be mountain
ems and rocky. The productions are in general the same with those of 
Tunis. There are many salt rivers and springs, and there is a mountain 
of salt near the lake, called Marks :t there are likewise several mineral 
springs; and earthquakes are not unknown. 

MoRocco. Of the empire, or rather kingdom, of Morocco, 
an interesting account has lately been published by an English traveller, 
.who from his medical character, had access even to the harams of 
the king, and one of the princes. This nominal empire consists indeed 
of several small kingdoms, as the old English monarchy was composed 
of the seven kingdoms of the heptarchy; but the style of emperor seems 
to have arisen in the fourteenth century, when the sultan of Morocco 
was for a short time sovereign of all the northern states of Africa. The 
proper style is that of sharif, or sherif, derived from a supposed de
scendent of Mahomet, who seized the sceptre about the year 1500. 
The kingdom of Fez has been united to Morocco, since it first became 
an independent sovereignty in the thirteenth century; while that of 
Tremesin was joined to the deydom of Algier. The sovereigns of 
Morocco being of the house of Merini, they were styled AI Merinis, 
and corruptly by the Spanish, and other authors, kings of Balmerin, 

" Shaw, p. 68. 
t Between cape Spartel and Arzilla, the inland mountains are observed from 

the sea, covered with snow even in May. Sail. Dir. p. 1. 
l What the Moor' call Shott or Shatt is a sandy plain, but sometimes over

flowed, and which receives five small rivers. Shaw, 114. It is to be regretted 
that this author was so zealous an antiquary, whence his work is'chiefly valu
able for the illustration of ancient geography. The petrifying spring, ib. 232. 
led thr fabling Arab• to imaj;ine ~:ities and their inhabitants turned iute 
stone. 
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being latterly the most powerful of the African princes. In the hand~ 
of an industrious people the kingdom of Morocco, or ancient Mauri
tania, mig·ht still be of considerable importance ; but fl·om ignorance 
and want of policy, the western harbours are, by Mr. Lempli.ere's 
report, blocked up with sand, so that Morocco may be effaced from. 
the list of maritime powers or pirates. There are heaths of great ex
tent; and the ridge of Atlas here di-;plays its lofty summits and most 
extensive wildness ; but many districts are fertile, particulctrly that of 
Tafilet on the south-east side of the Atlantic ridge.* In the summer 
months the heat is tempered by breezes from the Atlas, always clothed 
with snow. The Moors of the towns are somewhat civilized, parti
cularly the mercantile class, and the wandering Arabs hospitable, but 
the Brebes or Brebers, who gave name to Barbary, are a fierce and 
obstinate race of .the ancient natives; and, secure in· the mountainous 
recesses, defy the government, being chiefly ruled by elective sheiks. 
The universal food is coscosu, consisting; of bits of paste about the size 
of rice crumbled into an earthen colander, and cooked by the steam 
of boiled meat and vegetables, which are all served up together in an 
earthen dish, with butter and spices. Tbi:s stew in which nothing is 
lost, even the steam being received by the paste, is the favourite meal 
of the peasant and the monarch. The domestic animals are much the 
same as those of Europe, except the camel; and dromedaries of great 
swiftness are procured from Guinea. The oxen and sheep are small 
but well flavoured: fowls and pigeons plentiful, but ducks rare, and geese 
and turkies unknown. There is plenty of game; and stork-s are common, 
being free fmm molestation. In the ridge of Atlas there are mines 
of iron, neglected by the unskilful Moors; but copper is wrought near 
Tarudant. The Portuguese formerly held several places on the coast, 
as Santa Crm: in the south, and Tangier in the north, while the Spa
niards still retain Ceuta. The chief Mahometan port is Tetuan, which 
is rather an open road; but the town is in a picturesque situation, and 
the people particularly friendly to the English. The city of Morocco 
is situated in a fertile plain, variegated with clumps of palm trees and 
shrubs, and watered by several lucid streams from the Atlas :t the 
extent is considerable, surrounded by very strong walls of tabby, a 
mixture of stone and mortar which becomes as hard as rock. The 
chief buildings are the royal palace and the masks; and there is a 
considerable jewry or quarter inhabited by Jews. The palace consists 
of detached pavilions, as common in the east; and even the masks are 
squares with porticoes, like that of Mecca, the climate not requiring a 
covered edifice like our churches, or the Turkish masks, often origin-

" It terminates at Santa Cruz, by the Arabs called Aguadir. Chenier, i. 46. 
Lempriere, 1l'J. and by the French St. Croix de Barbarie. Mogador is by the 
Arabs called Souera. Saugnier, p.53. "When the sherifs about A.D. 1.500 seized 
the sceptre, many fugitive Portuguese retreated to the great desert where their 
descendents still exist, ib. p. 69, &c. The character of the Moors by Brisson, 
ib. 474, &c. is truly horrible. 

t The great range passes on the south and e01.st at the distance of about 
twenty miles; and on the north is a chain of mountains, probably the lesser 
Atlas of Ptolemy. St:e Lempriere 183. 
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ally Christian edifices. The dress of the Moors is rathrr singular; 
and the ladies not only paint their cheeks and chins with deep red, 
but make a long black mark on the forehead, another on the tip of 
the nose, and several on the cheeks. The \\omen of the haram are 
ignorant and childish, their employments being cln;tting in circles, ;;ud 
eating coscosu. Sidi l\1ohamed, the Lte monarch, hct(! attained a gn.:d 
age, and his most remarkable characteristic was avarice; he wa5 ~uc
ceeded by one of his sons called Y azed. 

BOTANY OF THE l.JORTH OF AF:~IC1\. 

BoT ANY. The territory now occupied by the Barbary or pira-
tical stJ.tes. extending from the frontiers of Egypt to the Atlantic ocean 
in one direction, and from the JVIediterranean sea to the Great Desert 
i:. the othe1·, includes a tract of country proverbial in better times for 
its never failing fertility. The f,Oil partaking of the general character 
of Africa is light and sandy with intervening rocks, thoug·h the vales 
of mount Atlas, and of the small streams that descend into the Medi
terranean are overspread with a deep rich well-watered mould. Hence 
it is that the most characteristic of the indigenous vegetables are such 
as flourish on the open shore, or root themselves in the dri rin;;· sand; 
while the plants of rarest occurrence are the natives of marshes and 
forests. Many of the saline succulent species, a:; the salsolre and sa
licornire, a few of the bulbous rooted, as the Pancratium 1;1aritimum 
and scilla maritima, together with various kinds of tough long rooted 
grasses, among which the lygeum spartum, panicum Kumidianum, 
saccharum cylindricum, and agrostis pungens are the chief, intermixed 
here and there with the heliotropium, solclanella and eryngo, overspread 
the flat arid shore, and prevent it from drifting with every wind. The 
dry and rocky intervals between the valleys of the interior b::ar a near 
resemblance to the heaths of Spain; like these they abound in scattered, 
groves of cork trees and evergreen oaks, beneath whose shade, the sage, 
the lavender, and other aromatic plants are found abundantly, a:1d in 
high perfection. The arborescent broom, tbe variou:;; species of cistus, 
the mignonette (reseda odorata), the sumach, tLe tl·ee heath, together 
with the aloe, agave, ancj several kinds of Euphorbia and cactus, <1!l 
of them patient of heat and drought, adorn the interrupted rocks, and 
aflord both food and shelter to the goats by which they are inh<tbitcll. 
The valleys a:1cl cool recesses of the mountains are profuse uf beauty 
and fra;,;T.mce; besides the bay, the myrtle, the pomegranate, the 
olive, the jasJ..nine and oleander, ·which are common both to A;·:·ica and 
the south of Europe, we find here in a truly wild state, the Akppo 
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pine,- the red juniper, the date palm, the pistachia, the orange, and 
superior even to the orange blossom in odour, the white musk rose. 

To the south of these chief Mahometan states are several countries 
little explored, as Drah, Sijeln1is<>a, or Segulmessa, and the Land of 
Dates,* so called because that fruit constitutes the chief food of the 
inhabitants, Fezzan is a large and ~emarkable Oasis in the north of 
the great desert. The more central parts will be briefly illustrated 
towards the conclusion of this short description of Africa. Suffice it 
here to observe that, with a few exceptions of the more barbarous dis~ 
tricts, the Mahometan faith extends to the great central ridge of moun~ 
tains, or within ten degrees of the equator: and wretched must those 
regions have been, into which Mahometans could introduce industry 
and civilization, while in Europe and A6ia they are the fathers of 
destruction and barbarism. 

" According to some Biledulgerid implies the Land of Dates: but Dr. 
Shaw, p. 5. says it should be Blaid al J'erid, or Dry Country. In Arabic it 
would seem the Land of Dates is Guaten Tamar. 
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THE WESTERN COAST. 

J ALOFS, FOULAKs, AND OTHER. TRlBES-BENIN-LOANGO-CONGO. 

ON this side of Africa, so far as hitherto explored, are innume~ 
rable tribes, as little meriting particular desct·iption as those of America. 
The Jalofs or Yolofs and Foulahs are the chief races on the rivers Se
negal and Gambia; while Guinea, divided into the Grain, or more pro~ 
perly Windward coast, Ivory coast, and Gold coast, chiefly supplies 
slaves, a trade which commenced in 1517 by a patent from the em~ 
peror Charles V, obtained at the instance of Las Casas, the noted pro
tector of the American savages. Haw kim,, the great navigator, was the 
first Englishman engaged in this commerce. The settlements in Guinea 
are chiefly Portuguese; and the slaves from the river Senegal are called 
Mandingos, from an inland country of that name ; while those from 
the Gold coast are called Koromantees ; and those towards Benin 
Eboes.* For these slaves British goods have been exported to the 
annual value of 800,000/. 

The countries of Benin and Calabar, which seem to afford the easiest 
access towards the interior, are followed by other savage tribes. The 
kingdoms of Congo and Angola are celebrated in Portuguese narra
tions, and present the most interesting objects in this wide extent of 
territory. To the south of these there is deep obscurity t till we arrive 
at the nations or tribes called Great and Little Nemakas, and Kaffers 
or Koussis, on the north of the European colony of the Cape of Good 
Hope. 

* Edwards's West Indies, ii. 50. The forts and factories belonging to 
Europeans are about forty; fifteen Dutch, fourteen English, four Portuguese 
four Danish, three French. ib. 53. With the Koromantyns, Accompong is the 
supreme Deity far above all worship. Assarci is the god of the earth, and 
lphoa of the sea, while Ohboney is the author of evil. ib. 72. Among the more 
curious animals are the chimpanzees, in the face resemblmg negroes, but with 
straight hair. See Matthew's Voyage, p. 41. 

t From Cape Negro to the Bay of Frio the coast can scarcely be said to be 
inhabited, but it belongs to the Cimbeb.as,.,. black nation wh9u king ia called 
Sa.il. Dir. p. 94. . 

4 F 
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VARIOus TRIBEs. The repeated description ofthe manners 
of negro tribes wou:d little interest the reader, and only a few peculia
rities shall be remarked. The Yalofs are an active "''d warlil.e race, 
and esteemed the most handsome of the negroes. The Mandingos are 
widely diffnsed, and of a mild and sociable disposition. They wear 
cotton frocks of their own manufacture ; but thtir huts and fumiture 
are of the simplest kind. The Foulahs, near the river Gambia, are 
chiefly of a tawney complexion, v,ith silky hair and pleasing features, 
being probably tribes that fled from Mauretania. The Foulal,s of Guinea 
are of a very different description, and the identity of name might have 
been avoided. Teembo, the capital of the latter, contains about 7000 
inhabitants ; ant! there are iron mines worked by women, besides some 
manufactures in silver, wood, and leather. These Foulahs, it is said, 
can bring into the field not less than 16,000 cavalry ; and being sur
rounded by twenty-four Pagan nat:ons or tribes, these Mahometans 
never hesitate to make war fm· the sake ofprocming slaves. To the west 
of these Foulahs is the English settlement of Sierra Leone, formed in 
1787, for the benevolent purpose of promoting African civilization.* 

At the other extremity of this coast are the Nemakas, whose man
ners have been illustrated by that romantic enthusiast Le Vaillant, who 
also pretends to have observed other tribes called Korakas and Houzou
anas ; the latter being, by his account, an active and hardy race, rather 
of a leaden colour, but with noses still flatter than those of the Hotten
tots.t They often sleep upon the bare ground; and their only arms 
are bows and arrows. Further particulars need not be added ; ail, if 
the author's accounts be veracious, he has still the unhappy art of ma
king them wear every appeat·ance of fiction. 

BENIN. The kingdom of Benin is asserted to be very considerable ; 
and it is said that the monarch could raise an army of. one hundred thou
sand. The capital of the same name is said t9 contain thirty streets of low 
houses, while the inhabitants are remarkable for cleanliness and pro
priety of behaviour. They are said to acknowledge a supreme bene
volent deity, whose worship they deera superfluous, as he can neither 
be influenced, em·aged, nor appeased ; but they offer sacrifices to infe
rior and malignant spirits, in order to soothe their enmity.t 

"This benign colony has been recently attacked by the savages, a proof that 
conquest alone can civilize Africa. By the treaty of 1783 the river of Sene~ 
gal and its dependencies were left in the possession of the French, who had 
extended their factories about 500 miles from the shore. In despite of D' An
ville, recent French writers in general call the Senegal the Nigir. Adamon 
observes, p. 90, that the rainy season, or what is called the winter, is the 
hottest. 1 be village Mbao, p. 200, corresponds with the American names in 
Dobrizhoffer ; and the burial of the dead in huts covered with sand, p. 203, 
is that of the Patagonians described by Falkner. 

t Stcond Journey, iii. 166, but see Dapper's Africa for the Housaquas. 
l The river of Benin appears to be considerable from Bosman's account, 

1'· 399, but is divided into many branches, and the climate most perniciOlJS. 
The government seems a singular aristocracy of three chiefs, who control 
even the king. Strings of coral are worn as badges of honour; but this coral, 
p. -108, is a pale reel earth or stone like speckled red marble, and there is also, 
p. 102, a blne sort. Was the coral of Tibet of this kind ? Here, as in almost 
rvery part of Africa, the commonest event~ are imputed to witchcraft. Be
nin is only a village of r;;lay hous~;;;, there ~em~ no stones in the country larger 
lhan a man's fist. 
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LOAN GO. Loan go is a country of no small extent on the north of Con· 
go, and of which an account has been published by Pigafetta a11d others, 
transcribed at considerable length in Dr. Dapper's Africa, from which that 
of Ogilby is chiefly translated. The people are rather industrious, as 
they are wtavers, smiths, potters, carpenters, and makers of canoes, 
caps and beads. The exports are elephants' teeth, copper, tin, lead, 
iron. The common people are held in a kind of slavery, but may mi· 
grate. The superstition of magic prevails, as usual among the African 
tribes; and the supposed enchantment or superior power is called mokisi, 
while a magician is styledganga.* But the best and most recent ac
count of Loan go is that drawn up by Proyart, from the memoirs of Bel
gard and other French missionaries, who settled in this country in l766.t 
The capital, Bouali, is by the French called Loan go. The dry season 
begins with April, and ends with October ; but the greatest heat is in 
the rainy season, or the other six months.:j: Our author asserts that 
even the mountains are of mere clay, without rock or stone; and the 
rivers do not increase in the rainy season. The soil seems to be whol
ly a compact clay, which sometimes splits into vast abysses. Vegeta· 
tion however flourishes ; and among the trees are the cocoa, banana, 
orange, lemon, pimento, with the cotton shrub, and sugar cane. The 
palm wine, a favorite African beverage, is procured by piercing the tree 
where the fruit begins to swell from the trunk. 

CoNGO. The latest account of Congo seems to be that by John 
Anthony Cavazzi de Monte Cuculo, a capuchin missionary, which appears 
however to be somewhat tainted with false miracles and fanaticism. II In 
October begins what may be called the spring, but heavy rains continue 
for two ot' three months. About the end of January i~ one harvest; 
and in March more gentle rains commence and continue till May. when 
there is a second dry season or harvest; their nominal winter begin
ning in Ju}v. The Zahir or Zair is a grand ar.d rapid river, and the 
mouth said to be five leagues in width, freshening the sea to a great dis
tance. It has vast cataracts, near one of which is a mine of bright 

• In Anzico, a kingdom to the north-west, (the royal title is Micoco) Dap
per asserts that the markets were supplied with human flesh; nay, it is even 
affirmed that all the dead are devoured. Univ. Hist. xiii. 266. Angola is 
said to produce the orang ou•ang, there called quoas morrou ; and Tulpius has 
described one sent to the l'rince of Orange, while Dapper and Ogilby have 
published a print. From Angola many slaves are exportPd. The proper 
name of the country seems Dongo, while N. Gala is the royal style, but the 
N is scarcely pronounced. Proyart, 175. 

t Paris, 1776, 12mo. with a curious map of the mouth of the Zahir. 
t P. 11. The climate is most pernicious to strangers, but the use of flan

nel and the bark is recommended by Mr. Maxwell. See his chart of the ri
ver of Congo, or the Sailing Directions of the African Pilot, p. 88. But the 
natives are so healthy that the king of Kacongo was 128 years of age. Proy-
art, 103 and 388. · 

lilt was printed at Bologna, 1687, folio; and translated by Labat m his 
Ethiopie Occidentale, 5 vol. which must not be confounded with the .dfriqu_e 
Q~ddentale of that mo't voluminous editor and compiler. 
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yellow copper.* The Dante is an animal like a small ox, with bright 
black horns, resembling those of a goat. The houses are round thatch
ed hovels, even in the chief city, called St Salvador by the Portuguese. 
The Congoese have the negro colour without the features, which ra
ther resemble the European; hair sometimes of a deep reddish brown, 
and eyes of a dark green or sea colour. Once a year the graves are 
opened, and the bodies or bones decorated. This custom seems pecu
liar to Africa and America.t Congo produces millet, maize, and ex
cellent fruits ; with the sugar cane, and varieties of the palm. There 
are said to be mines of iron and copper : and among the animals is 
named the cojas morrou, which seems the orang outang of Borneo. 
'fhe accounts of the Portuguese writers, the chief authorities concern
ing Congo, and the neighbouring states, often border so much on the 
fabulous, that amidst doubtful circumstances brevity becomes the safest 
choice. If they be credited, the aliconcb, a tree of this country, is of 
so great bulk, that ten men cannot fathom it, while the fruit resembles 
a gourd, and the bark yields a coarse thread, of which ropes are form
ed : a description which would seem to indicate a species of the co
coa palm.f 

BOT ANY OF THE \VESTERN COAST. 

This C@ast appears in general to be sufficiently well watered, and ac
tordingly bears a striking resemblance in its vegetable productions to 
the opposite shore of the American continent. }'he usual plants of the 

" The Zalj,ir, or river ot Congo, is very rapid, and brings down numbers 
of floating islands, like the river Benin, some a hundred yards in length. Afri
can Pilot, S. D.p. 88. But the mouth is only somewhat more than two leagues 
in breadth. lb. 86. The English yearly export from Yomba many cargoes 
of a red dyeing wood. Proyart, 159; who adds, p. 167, that 200 regular 
troops would conquer all the south of Africa. 

t From Proy:ht's History of Loango, p. 62, it appear~ that the Portuguese 
have been completely expelled from this kingdom. When the Dutch under 
Prince Maurice subdued a part of Brazil, they found it necessary to attack An
gola, 1640, for a supply of slaves, without which the other conquest would 
have been of no value. Their transactions in this country are related by Bar
l;eus in his account of the expedition to Brazil, Cleves ·1660, 12mo. Of-Con
go, &c. there is a good account in the modern Universal History, wlotich is 
carefully compiled from original authors. See vols. xv. xvi. edit. 1760, or xii. 
and xiii edit. 1781. Slavery is not a foreign import, but indiginal in Africa; 
and in Benguela, a kingdom or province to the south of Angola, the natives 
will sell their re!ations or children from mere wantonness. lb. xiii. 7. The 
chief worship of the Giagas consists in frequent sacrifices of human victims, 
particularly children. In such a country slavery is a deliverance. The Galas 
~eem to be a tribe of the Giagas: who are said on the south to have.once pe
netrated as far as the Cape of Good Hope. Univ. Hist. xiii. 251. 

{ See Dapper's Africa. 
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tropical climates are found here in perfection and in great abundance, 
but we yet want a scientific catalogue of indigenous vegetables to ascer~ 
tain what are the peculiar and characteristic features of its flora. The 
low shores of the rivers, as far as the tide reaches, are bordered with 
mangroves and bamboos : The luxuriant Guinea grass, the sugar-cane, 
ginger, turmeric, and cocoa-nut, with various other species of palms, 
root themselves in the moist deep soils. Numerous ki~ds of dyeing 
woods, and of timber fit for ornamental or useful purposes, abound in 
the forests. Indigo and cotton of a superior. quality .are met with; 
both wild and cultivated. The sweet cassava, differing from the Arne~ 
rican manioc in being perfectly innoxious and wholesome even without 
cooking, the Guinea pepper or capsicum, the yam, sweet potatoe, 
rice, maize, gourds and melons of all kinds, are the principal food of 
the inhabitants, and probably are indigenous. The copal tree, the 
sandal wood, ebony, and mimosa Senegal, from which exudes the 
mucilaginous gum of the same name, are plentiful in the drier ami 
sandy parts of the country. 

COLONY OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. 

THIS territory, upon the recent English conquest, was found to 
be of more considerable extent than had been supposed, being 550 
English miles in length, and 233 in breadth, comprehending an area 
of 128,150 square miles.* The white inhabitants, exclusive of Cape 
Town, do not exceed 15,000; and the whole may be about 20,000. 
The Dutch settlement was formed in 1660. To the south-east of 
Cape Town are some small vineyards, which yield the noted wine 
called Constantia; and even in remote districts there are plantations of 
various kinds: but large tracts are irrecoverably barren, consisting 
of ranges of mountains, and level plains of hard clay sprinkled with 
sand, commonly called karroo.Y. The mountainous chains run from 
east to west, being probably terminating branches of a spine passing 
north and south like those of the U ralian ridge. The first ridge is 
from twenty to sixty miles from the sea: the second, called the Zwart 
Berg, or black mountain, is more lofty and rugged, and about the 
same distance from the first : the third is the Nieuveld, which with 
the second incloses a great karroo or desert, rising like a terrace about 
300 miles in length east and west, and eighty in breadth. The coun
try is more fertile towards the Indian ocean than towards the A tlantic1 

8 Barrow's. Travels, 1801, 4to. p. 9. 
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a character which seems to pervade Africa; as on the east is Abys
sinia while on the west is the Zaara. The chief resotts of trading 
vessels are False Bay on the south and Table Bay on the north, which 
opens to Cape Town. The mountains in the vicinity of the Cape are 
of blue schistus, and indurated clay, mingled with balls of granite, 
blocks of which substance are common on the hills of southern Africa, 
strangely hollowed out inlo cavities, the resorts of runaway slaves. On 
the granite and clay is siliceous sand-stone, surrounded by granular 
quartz ; this description m,ay extend to most of the inland mountains; 
but those called the Copper mountains, south latitude 29° 40', supply 
a prodigious quantity of that metal in the form of vitreous ore, which 
is smelted by the Damaras, a Kaffer or Koussi nation in the vicinity. 
The rocks called the Pearl and the Diamond are vast fragments of 
granite ; and Mr. Barrow discovered far to the north what he called 
the Nemaka Pearls, consisting of large rounded masses of that stone. 
There are some wolves and hyenas, and various kinds of antelopes; and 
among the birds, eagles, vultures, kites, crows, turtle doves, &c. more 
inland are all the wild and ferocious animals of Africa, and hippopo
tami abound in the rivers. Mr. Barrow wounded a condor, the spread 
of whose wings was ten feet and one inch. 

BoT ANY. There are few places whose natural history has 
been so ably explored as the territory of the Dutch colony at the Cape 
of Good Hope and the countries adjacent : nor does any seem to have 
better repaid the labour of researcl-1. The botany of southere. Africa 
is more rich and peculiar than that of any other country, and most 
of the singular and beautiful inhabitants or om sto1'es and green-houses 
have been hence procured. Numbers however equally remarkable 
remain behind, which from theie size, or from accident, Ol' from the 
necessity of selection among a multitude, are as yet strangers to Eu
rope,,n cultivation. The class of bulbous-rooted plants alone might be 
selected as peculiady characteristic of the Cape, for no where else are 
they fonnd so abundant, so various, OJ' so splendid; what pen can des
cribe the innumerable gay varieties of the ixia inoculata, or the exqui
site frag-rance of the nocturnal ixia. cinnamomrea; who can reckon up 
the beautiful species of iris, mm·rea, gladiolus, amaryllis1 hremanthus 
and pancratium. which at the conclusion of the autumnal rains adorn 
the meadows at the foot of the mountains with every brilli .. mt hue that 
can be imagined? Nor is it only at one season of the yeae that this 
splendid scene is exhibited, evet·y month has its peculiar beauties; 
to the bulbous pl<tnls succeed the species more patient of heat and 
dmught: the bright gnaphaliums, the xeranthemum fulgidum, and 
speciosissimum, remarkable fat' their flower of red, yellow and silky 
white, the scented geraniums and pelargoniums glowing on the sides 
of the hills intermixed with the hundred species of shmbby and ar
borescent heaths, compose a scene of unrivalled magnificence, where 
the eye wanders with delight f!'Om beauty to beauty, till fatigued with 
splendour it repose on the light silvery foliage of the porlea arg·entea, 
on the vigorous green of the spreading oak, or the still deeper hue of 
the aspiring stone pine. The hard and stony wastes are scattered over 
with succulent phlnls of the stapelia, mesembryanthemum, euphorbia, 
crassula cotyledon, and aloe ; while such of them as assume the height 
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and character of trees, mixed with the weeping willow and mimosa: 
of various kinds, overspread the banks of the temporary torrents. The 
forests are principally on the eastern border of the settlement, and 
have been but little explored; they furnish the iron wood, the African 
oak, the Hassagai wood, the texu.s elongatus or yellow wood, a few 
species of Zamia or Sago palm, the scarlet flowered guaiacum, and the 
incomparably splendid strelitsia regime. 

For a more minute account of this interesting colony, the only 
European settlement in Africa that deserves the name, the reader is 
referred to the excellent work already quoted, which forms a striking 
contrast with the gasconades of Le Vaillant. Mr. Barrow visited the 
Koussis in the east: and conceives that a belt of that race spreads 
across to the Atlantic. The Nemakas are of the same race with the 
Hottentots;* but the Damaras on the Copper Mountains, and north 
to the Orange river and tropic of Capricorn, are Koussis, a race whom 
our author suspects to be of Arabian extract, as they widely differ from 
the Hottentots and the negroes, and are acquainted with the smelting 
of copper, and some other rude arts. The country of the Damaras is 
so barren and sanely that they cannot keep cattle. The orange river, 
also called the Groot or Great river, seems to rise about south latitude 
30°, longitude 28° east from Greenwich, and passes west by north till 
it joins the sea between the Great and Little Nemakas. There are 
high cataracts ; and it has inundations like the Nile. On the shores 
are carnelians, calcedonies, agates aud variolites. " The rains in the 
great mountains beyond the Caffers and the Tam bookies, along the feet 
of which the Orange river runs, collecting their tributary streams in its 
passage, commence in November, and cause the inundations to take 
place towards theN emaka country in December."t Mr. Barrow's account 
termin~tes with part of the country of the little N emakes, included in 
the colony: beyond which are the Copper Mountains and sandy de
serts; and he ridicules Vaillant's supposed excursions in this quarter, 
while he never passed the Orange river. Yet Mr. Barrow seems a 
stranger to the camelopardalis, which the French traveller appears cer
tainly to have hunted and brought to Europe. The preposterous vanity 
of Vaillant greatly injures the credibility of his narrative, and his ma_p 

• Sparrrnan, i. 183, observed the natural complexion of the Hottentots t1o 
be an umber yellow. By his :~.ccount, :~.s well as that of Barrow, the lion is an 
insidious and cowardly animal. This ingenious traveller, ii. 119, &c. consi
ders the hippopotamus as a larger animal than the rhinoceros, and next i11; 
iize to the elephant. 

t Barrow, p. 298. The Tambookies are to the north-east of the Koussis; 
thus according to our author's idea there is a great range passing north-west 
and south-east, about 32 or .33 degrees. This great range, Paterson, p. 125, 
says, runs east and west, at the distance of about four days' journey from 
the mouth of the Orange ri,~er, being called the mountains of Brenas; pro
bably the inmost terrace of the Table land of southern Africa, wll.ich seems. 
to be pervaded· by the Jagas, a wandering nation like the Tatars. Near the 
Orange river Paterson obse.rvecJ. th:.t the native~ cut olf the first joint of their~ 
!ittle tin~er. 
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of the colonial possessions cannot be compared with the actual survey 
by Mr. Barrow. To the north of the Green river the map of the 
French author seems imaginary, as he is a stranger to the Damaras, 
though he insert the Copper Mountains.* 

• His Orange River flows from north-east to south-west, the reverse of the 
truth: and beyond the Great Nemakas he places a stream called the River 
of Fish, with the tribes of Kabobikas and Housouanas under the Tropic. l he 
camelopardalis he found in latitude 27°, the rhinoceros in 25. Perhaps there 
may be jealousy on one side, as well as exaggeration on the other. 

The Nemakas are mentioned by Dapper and Ogilby who add the Hous• 
a.l<as, certainly the Housouanas of Vailant; but as some modern philosophers 
never read, they of course make many discoveries. The same learned author, 
First journey, ii. 145, quotes Pliny and Herodotus, for some account of the 
Hottentots! There is no danger from learning; but that from reasoning ig
norance is very great. The ancient philosophers were men of learning; the 
modern too often men of consummate ignorance ; and we all know and feel 
the evil effects of the ignorance of Rousseau, to instance a solitary example. 
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N ATAL.-DELAG0Ao-MOCARANGA.-MOZAMBIC1 &c.-A DEL. 

ON leaving the colonial possessions, in this direction, first ap· 
pear the Kaffers, or properly Koussis, and the Tambookies, beyond 
whom ti'·;r•..: is deep obscurity. Vvhat is called the coast of Natal i!f 
followed by tl;e bay of Det,,goa. Further to the north, and opposite 
to the large isle of Madagascar, are Sabia, Sofala, and Mocaranga, 
regions better knO\vn from Portuguese narratives. The coasts of Mo
zambico and Zanguebar, on the last of which is the city of Melinda 
visited by Vasco de Gama, are succeeded by the desert and obscure 
coasts of Ajan and Adel ; the last bordering on Abyssinia, and com~ 
pleting the circuit of Africa. · ' , 

D:!!.LAGOA. Of the bay of Dela_go~ and the adjacent country, 
an account has recently been given; a'fld it is frequently visited by 
vessds employed in the southern whale fishery.* One of tl1e chief 
rivers which enters the bay is the Mafumo: and the natives on the 
northern and southern banks follow distinct customs, the men on the 
former wearing singular helmets of straw. On the southern side are 
fourteen chiefs, subject to a king called Capelleh, whose dominions 
extend about 200 miles inland, and about 100 on the sea shore, com
puted by the natives in days' journies of twenty miles each. Cattle 
and poultry are abundant, and may be purchased for a trifle ; the fa
vourite articles being blue linens, old cloths, brass rings, copper wire, 
large glass beads, tobacco, pipes, &c. The fish are numerous and ex
cellent ; and turtle is taken on Deer Island. The soil a rich black 
mould, sown with rice or maize in December or January ; the dry 
season lasting from April till October. There are many fruit trees 
and useful 'Plants, partictilarly th~- sugar cane; but no horses, asses, 
nor buffaloes. The wild animals are the tyger, rhinoceros, antelope, 
hare, rabbit, wild hog, with Guinea hens, partridges, quails, wild geese, 
ducks, and some small singing birds. The natives are Kaffers, that is 
pagans, of a bright black colour, tall and stout, go nearly naked, and 
are tatooed. They are a good humoured and harmless people, and 
fond of excursions on the river, there being what is called a king of 
the water, only yielding in power to Capelleh. Like the rest of Africa, 
the country is not populous ; and Mr. vVhite supposes that the inha
bitants around this large bay may be from six to ten thousand . 

.. White's Journal of a Voyage from Madras, &.c. 1800, 4tc. 
VOL. II, 4 G 
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M ocARANGA. The most civilized and pml'errui kingdoJll 
seems to be that of Mocaranga, absurdly called Monomotapa,* which 
has been styled an extensive empire, wbile the whole of Africa would 
not form an empire, equal to the Russian, and would certainly be 
found inferior in population. The soil of this countt'y is said to be 
fertile, though the plains be exposed to great heat ; while the moun
tains called Lupata, or the Spine of the \Vorld, form a great chain 
stretching from north to south covered with perpetual snow. The 
people are almost naked: and, like those of the western coast, super
stitiously afraid of magical ·charms. According to the doubtful ac
counts of this country, the king, on days of ceremony, wears a little 
spade hanging by his side, as an emblem of cultivation. The children 
of the great are retained at court as hosta:.:;es : and the king sends an
nually an officer to the provinces, when the people testify their fidslity 
by extinguis~1ing their fires, and kindling· others from the officer's 
torch. There are several queens, one of whom was protectress of 
the Portuguese, and another of the Moors, The emperor's guard is 
said to consist of women lightly armed. The P01tuguese have here 
two fortresses, and anothet· station near the mountains of Fura, which 

.. This is the appellation of the monarchs, not of the. kingdom. The Cuama. 
or Zambezi, "' latge river, encircles the kingdom on the west and north, the 
larger or western part is styled Mocaranga, the eastern Botonga. SeeD' An. 
ville's map of Africa, 1749. Sofala and Sabia are considered as parts of this 
monarchy. The king's residence was at Zimbao, about 240 miles inland. 
The accounts of Mocaranga are very imperfect when compared even with 
those of Congo, being derived' from the general Portuguese historians, Barros 
and Faria, with Marmo!, Linsdioten and Osorio. Vincent Le Blanc is not 
"' credible traveller, but his story of Alfoncli is well told. See Modern Uni
versal Historv, vol. xv. edit. 1760. The remarkable history of Zinga, queen 
of Angola, is from Cavazzi. 

M. le Grand, in his dissertations annexed to Lobo's voyage to Abyssinia, 
has extracted an account of Mocaranga, &c. hom the Ethiopia Oriental of 
John dos Santos, a Dominican, printed at Evon, 1609. The great river 
Zambezi is said by the narivrs to rise in a vast lake, and to receive its name 
from a villag·e not far from its source. It is very rapid, and in some places a. 
leag·ue in breadth : at thircy leagues distance from the sea it divides into two 
branches called Luabo (the Suabo is 3. river which falls into the Zam
bezi), and the Guiiimane, or river of vVelcome Tokens, because Vasco de 
Gama there erected a stor.e pillar. The Delta consists of five mouths ; but 
the Lnabo is the chief stream, and is n~vigated as far as the kingdom of Si
cambe, above Tete, where there is a cataract of sttlpt?ndous I:. eight; and rocky 
rapids for twenty leagues to the kingdom of Chicoua, and the silver mines. 
The Zambezi inundates the country like the Nile: but in the month of April. 
From Massapa in Mocaranga, which is the chief kingdom of the Monomotaps 
or Emperor, ~'reat quantities of gold are brought, being found in the neigh
b~'llrhood of the vast mountain Fura or Afnra; where it is said, that there 
are ruins of edifices built with stone and lime, while even the modern palaces 
are only constn1c•ed of wood and clay, covered with briars. Fura is 200 
leagues from the sea. The forest of Thebe, on a river of the same name, af
forJs >:rees of wcmderful beauty and magnitude. Amber is said to abound on 
the coast (amber;;is ?) and there is l!l fibhery for pearls near the islands of Bo
cicas. Dos Santos argu~s that this was the Ophir of the ancients. As to Tar
sh;sh, the word in Scripture sometimes merely implies the ocean, Atlantic or 
Indian; but in other passages setms ••s dearly to denote Tartessus near Cadiz 
in Spain. 
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are said to abound in !?;Old. It is to be regretted~ that they do not 
publish accounts of their African settlements, which would be ex
tremely interesting in the obscure geography of that continent; but 
they are of all nations the most illiterate, and the most determined 
enemies of their own cc·lchrity. 

The Moors or Ar:-~IL are established in considerable numbers on 
the coasts of A jan and Zanguebar, and seem to have invented the 
term of Kafraria, for in the Arabic Kafre signifies an unbeliever; 
whence the appellation, as being wholly vague and uncertain, should 
be dismissed from geography.* 

MozA.MBIC. The kingdom of Mozambic or Mozambico is 
~onsidered as subject to the Portuguese, who had a considerable town 
of the same name, situated in an isle, the governor being; dependent 
on the viceroy of Goa·r Zanguebar is said to be a marshy and unheal
thy country, but abundant in elephants: it is chiefly inhabited by the 
Mocuas, partly pagans partly mahometans. The little kingdom of Qui
loa is also dependent on the Portuguese, with that of Mombaza, from 
which they were expelled in 1631, but re;o·ctin::d their possessions in 
1729. Melinda, a mahometan state, is also partly .dependent em the 
Portuguese, who have a fortress in th.:. city, and several churches. 
The coast of A jan is chiefly Mahometan; and carries on a consider
able trade in ivory, ambergris, and gold. Brava, a little aristocracy, pays 
tribute to the Portuguese, who have not been able to encroach on Ma
gadasho, or on the kingdom of Adel, which last was dependent -on 
Abyssinia, and is said to be a fertile country. This state was founded 
by a mahometan prince, at the beginning of the sixteenth century ; 
the capital being Azagurel, sti.mding on an eminence near the river 
Hawash, which comes from Abyssinia ; and Zeila, on the Arabian 
gulf, is a considerable port. 

• It is probable there may be recent Arabian descriptions of Africa, which. 
«>ught to b~ seJulously inquired after, as the Moors are intimately acquainted 
with the greater part of that continent. The Kaffers, so called in the south, 
ought to be distinguished by their native name Koussi, Barlow, 219; and they 
cannot even pronounce the word Kaffar. 

t Dapper says that this town was even supplied with rice, wheat, and gther 
provisio~;~s from Goa. 

, 
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THE ISLE 

OF 

MADAGASCAR. 

THIS noble island is about 840 geographical miles in length, 
by ahout 220 of medial breadth, being esteemed one of the largest in 
the world, though seemingly exceeded by Papua, and still more by 
New Holland, if the latter must be classed among. islands. It seems 
to have been unknown to the ancients, for Ptolemy's geography of 
eastem Africa appears to terminate with the is!~ of Pemba, probably 
his Menuthia'l, he being a stranger to the islands of Zanzibar and 
Monfia, with the islands of Comoro. His Cape Prasum is probably 
some head-land, a litttle fi1rther to the south, discovered at a distance 
by some ship navigating these seas. However this be, the first certain 
mention of Madagascar is by Marco Polo, in the thirteenth century, 
who describes it by its present name, having received his knowledge 
from the Arabs.* Among other singularities, he mentions that large 
bird which is called rue by the Arabs, and by the moderns the condor. 
It would seem that the Mahometan religion had made some progress: 
but the discoveries of the Arabs in Asia and Africa form an important 
object in geography, which deserves to be investigated by some writer 
eminently versed in oriental lore. 

·This island appears to have escaped the notice of Gama, who 
coasted along the African shore; and is said to have been discovered 
in 1506, by Lorenzo Almida, whence perhaps it is called the isle of 
St. Lawrence. The French navigators in the reign o1Henry IV, called 
it Isle Dauphin; and the latter ingenious people having repeatedly set
tled here, it becomes perspicuous from the accounts of their writers, 
while the Portuguese settlements remain in comparative darkness. 
Rochont informs us that this island may contain about two hundred 
millions of acres of excellent land, watered by rivers and rivulets, from 
a long chain of mountains passing in the direction of the island, and 
separating the eastern from the western coast, but approaching nearer 
to the Lrmer. The two highest mountains are Vigagora in the north 
and Botlstmeni in the south. Th(! scenery is Stl'ikingly grand and 
picturesque, diversified with precipices, cataracts, and immense forests. 

• Lib. iii. cap. 39. t Voya~e to Madagascar, 1792, 8vo. 
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The flax, from the description, seems to approach that of New Zea• 
land ; other products are, sugar canes, cocoa nuts, bananas, tobacco, 
indigo, pepper, gum lacca, benzoin, amber, ambergris, &c. and the va· 
riety of valuable plants is prodigious. Cattle, buffaloes, and sheep 
abound. There are no lions, tygers, elephants, nor horses. :Lv~a1:y of 
the most valuable minerals occur, among which are beds of pure rock 
crystal, often used for optical purposes, and erroneously styled Bl'azil 
pebbk * and it is said three kinds of gold ore, with topazes, sapphires, 
emeralds, and spotted JUS>pers, commonly called blood stones. The 
natives are rather above th ~ middle stature, and are of various origins; 
some being negroes, others tawny or copper coloured; but the com
plexion of the greater part is olive ; and it would seem that the Arabs, 
in very early times, penetrated very far into Africa, especially if the 
Koussis or Kaflers above the Cape of Good Hope be of Arabian Extract, 
as Mr. Barrow insinuates; a topic of curious inquiry, which might 
lead to new views of African population and mam;}ers. Rochon shews 
that propensity for savages which has recently disgraced French 
writers, and of which it is to he presumed the nation is radically 
cured, the bleeding having been proportioned to the fever. His ar
guments prove that savages are happy, because they have no care, 
nor forethought, which is vt>ry true, and so is every brute animal. The 
French settlement of Fort Dauphin is in the south-east extremity of 
the island, and the French are chiefly acquainted with the southern 
part. Almost all the villages are built upon eminences, and surround
ed by two rows of strong palisades, within which there is a parapet 
of earth, four feet in height; and sometimes there is a ditch, ten feet 
in breadth and six in depth. Their chiefs are only known by their 
r~d caps, worn by the common Moors ; and of which there is a noted 
manufacture at Tunis. Their authority is inconsiderable, yet they are 
sometimes regarded as proprietors of the land, and receive a small 
quit-rent. \Vriting is not unknown, and there are some historical 
books in the native tongues ; but their learned men whom they call 
ombzases use only the Arabic characters. In the province of Matatan 
are many magicians, greatly dreaded by the ignorant natives. The 
paper is made of papyrus, which the Madagasses call sangasanga ; 
and the ink is the decoction of a certain bark. The whole island is 
said to have been conquered by the Arabs about three hundred years 
ago : but their first settlements here and in southern Africa, may be 
nearly as ancient as those in Abyssinia, and of Mahomctanism there 
are oulv faint traces. From the account of Rochon the traditions of 
m.:tny tribes pomt to a very early Arabian origin. The nobles are styled 
Ro~_,H.lcians: and the Anacanclri are descended from those and black 
women. The native blacks are classed as descendants of the ancient 
chiefs,· and preserve their right of killillg animals, usurped' in other 
cases by the Roandrians, who regard the p.·o;·ession of a butcher as the 
most honourable. The next class cnmot k;r! animals. but have some 
privik s·es unknown to the Ontzoa or third cast. The Onclt:Y(;s, or lost 
men, arc slaves by extraction. They suppose that seven women ori-

• It is quarried in huge blocL s near the bay of Anton'gil, and also in the 
mountll.im;. of Amboti,meues i:1 the northern part of the isle. Rochon, p. 347. 
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ginally created, were the mothers of the different casts ; •md therl' is 
a faint but singular resemblance of Hindoo tradtions. Are the tawny 
tribes from Hindostan, or have these notions arisen fi'Om commerce or 
intercourse? Ideas of equality are unknown; and the lower casts 
nder aspire to be butchers. Polygamy seems confined to the chiefs; 
the women are lively and cheerful, and form the cLief delight of their 
husbands. The achievements of the French in Madagascar have been 
detailed by many of their writers, from Flac6)urt to Rochon. The 
mo:;;t singular perhaps is that of the Polish adventurer Benyowsky, 
who .. pretending to establish an independent power among the natives, 
was attacked by a detachment sent from the IsTe'-Of France, and slain 
on the 23d of May, I 786.* Few countries in the wol'ld are more de· 
serving to he the seats of a powerful independent monarchy. 

The knowledge that we have of the plants of Madagascar is 
chiefly derived from a few French authors; of these Flacourt is the 
principal, having given a listofthree or four hundred. Unfortunately 
however he mentions only their native names, and describes them by 
fancied resemblances in their forms or medical prope1ties to those of 
Europe. Hence the greater pal t are wholly unintelligible, nor is it 
without some hesitation that we give the few following Linna:an 
species, as probably included in the catalogue of the abovementioned 
author. 

BoT A NY. Of esculent plants there are the rice, banana, yam, 
nympha:a lotos, several kinds of dolichos or kidney bean, gourds or 
water-melons, and cocoa nuts. The fruits are pine apples, tamarinds 
oranges, and pomegranates. Tht spices and other condiments are 
common and betel pepper, ginger, turmeric, cinnamon, and sugar. 
The Indian fig grows here, as also does the ebony, the bamboo, the 
cotton and indigo. 

A few Madagascar plants have been obtained of late years, of 
which the only species interesting to the general reader are the Mau
ritanian mulberry with green fruit, and the gummiphora Madagasca
riensis, whose juice concretes into an elastic gum exactly similar t(} 
the caoutchouc of Cayenne. 

" See his Memoirs, London, 1790, two vols. 4to, v. ii. p. 93, S:c. and Ro
ehon's Madagascar, p. 253. The last author, p. 164, gives a curious account 
of the Kimos, a nation of dw:~.rfs, living amidst inaGcessible rocks. 
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l'EMIA,-COMOl!.O.-MAURITltTS AND BOURI!ON,-KEl'tGUELEN'S 

L>\ND.-ST. HELENA.-ASCENSION.-CAPE VERD lSLANDS,

CANARlE~.-MADEIRA. 

THESE shall be traced from the eastern coast towards the west. 
Those io the Red Sea are too minute for general geography ; and the 

.. isle of Socotra has already been described under Arabia, to which it 
belongs. 

PnrnA, &c. The islands of Pemba, Zanzibar, and J.Vlonfia, 
are opposite to the coast of Zanguebar. Pemba is said to be about 
100 miies in circumference, governed by a king, who pays tribute to 
Portu.:::,·al , to whici1 power the two others are also said to be subser
vient. At a considerable distance to the east are the isles of Mahe 
and Almiranti, interspersed with many rocks, and of small account. 

CoM oRo. Ti1e islands of Cornaro are four in number, of con-
siderable size, particubrly Angaziza, or the g·reater Cornaro. That of 
Anzoan * has a convenient harbour, sometimes visited by ships passing 
to India. These isL:s ,.re governed by Pagan or Mahomctan chief
tains, tributary to the Portuguese ; and are reported to be very fertile 
in rice, oranges, lemons, sugar, cocoa, and ginger, the natives carry
ing on some trade with the Portuguese of Mozambico. The domestic 
animals resemble the European. 

MAURITIUS AND BouRBON. To the east of Madagascar are 
the Islanch of :Wauritius or France and Bourbon, French settiements 
well known in the commercial world.t The Isle of France has a to
lerable port, the centre of the oriental force and commerce of tLe 
:French. The hk of Bourbon, colonized in 1654, is about dty Jea;,~ues 
in circumference, of a circular form, rising to high mountains in ti.e 
centre; and there is a noted volcano, difficult of access, at the summit 
of a mountain a league from the sea: the eruptions are irvjuent and 
continual. Mauritius, ot' the Isle of l',rance was first possessec by the 

" This isle, also called Henzuan, Juhanna, is elegantly described by Sir 
William Jones in a paper inserted in the Asiatic Researches. It is peopled 
by Arabs 

t A prolix history of Mauritius was publish'ed in 1801, by Charles Grant 
Viscotmt de Vaux. The Isle of Eourllon has been lately called Reunion. 
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Dutch, who abandoned it in 1712, and the French settlement began to 
acquire some stabi:ity under Bourdonnais in 17 34. There are two 
crops every year of wheat and Indian corn, but manioc was the food 
of the negroes. The Isle of Bourbon produces sugar-canes ; and in 
both the C<<ttle are numerous. In 1766, M. Poivre, author of the 
Voyage of a Phiiosopher, '~as governor of these isles, and tbe advan
tages of appointing men of science to such stations was evident 
from his introduction of the bread fruit-tree, and also of the nutmeg 
and cinnamon.* 

KERGUELEN's LAND. Far to the south lies Kerguelen's 
Land, so called from a recent Ft·ench nav_igator ; but by Captain Cook 
the Isle of Desolation. This region must be classed among tlle Afri
can islands, as it approacht:s nea1·er to that continent than to Am:tra
lasia, which may however claim the small islands of Amsterdam and 
St. Paul, only frequented on account of the seal fishe1-y. Kerguelen's 
Land is described and delineated in the last voyage of Cook, to which 
the curwus reader is referred. In wildness, and iron-bound sterility, 
it rivals ~..;-ew Geol'gia, and the southern Thule. Proceeding towards 
the west are several other desert islands surrounded with the floating 
ice of the antarctic ocean, and cbi,:fly discovered by Marion in 177~.· 
That of Tristan da Cunha is unknown to recent accounts. 

ST. HELENA. The south is here the region of cold and de• 
solation, and on proceeding towards the north rhe scene improves. St. 
Helena is a b~autiful island, possessed by about three hundred Eugl:sh 
fami1i..:s, the govemor residing in a fort with a small garrison. There is a 
village, with a church, in Chapel valley. The planters are occupied with 
their cattle, hogs, and poultry; but when East India ships arriYe each 
house becomes a little tavern. This interesting isle was discovered by 
the Portuguese, who stocked il with anim.als and fruit trees: but there 
was no settlement when the English took possession about the year 
1600. There is only one harbour, which is difficult of access. The 
isle.of Ascension, between Africa and Brazil, was discovered in 1508; 
and has an excellent harbour, frequented by homeward bound ships, 
who here find turtle and sea-fowl. This island is of considerable size, 
but mountainous, and the soil a barren sand. 

ST. THO~IAS. On approaching the African shore. to the north 
of Congo, and passing the neglected isle of St. Matthew, where the 
Ponuguese have a small settleme11t, first appears the isle of Annabon, 
followed by St. Thomas, Prince's Isle, and that of Femando Po. The 
Isle of St. Thomas was discovered by the Portuguese about 1460, and 
settled by them in despite of the climate, which is foggy and singularly 
unhealthy. But the soil is remarkably strong and fertile, domestic 
animals abound, and the produce of sugar is pl'Odigious. There is a 

"' See Rochon's Introduction to his Voyage to Madagascar, in which he 
pretend_s to point out some mistakes of M. d' Apn!s, t~e celebrated hydrogra
pher of the !.'.astern shores. To the north of these 1sles are several shoals. 
The isle of t>eychelle, one of the Almirantes, is well wooded, but only inhabit
ed by tortoises and alligators: the French formed there a small establishment 
for the cultiva:ion of nutmegs and cloves. The remote isle of Diego Garcia. 
is, by our author's account, in the form of a horse shoe; and there is a good 
haven. lb. l!ii. -
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bishop, who is a suffragan of Lisbon. The town Pavoacan is on the 
eastern side of the island. Prince's Island is also fertile, with a good 
harbour, and a town of about two hundred houses on the northern 
shore : it is inhabited by about forty Portu!2;uese and 3·000 negro slaves. 
Fernando Po seems destitute of any good harbour, and abandoned to the 
goats and seals: but the Spaniards retain the nominal possession. 

Several other small isles arise on the African shore* ; and it is 
probable that in ancient periods these were still more numerous, but 
the sand which has blocked up many of the rivers, must have united 
the islands, particularly at their mouths, with the continent. The first 
distinguished group in this quarter is that opposite to Cape Verd1 
whence it has received its name. 

CAPE VERD IsLANDS. These isles were dilllcovered by the 
Portuguese in 1446. They are ten in number, the two largest being 
that of St. Jago in the south-east and St. Anthony in the north-west. 
The air is hot and unhealthy; and most of the isles stony and bar
ren; the chief trade being in salt and goat skins. Some produce rice, 
m.aiz, bananas,·Jemons, oranges, citrons, with cotton, and sugar-canes; 
and there is abundance of poultry, Rib ira, the chief town and bishop
ric, is in St. Jago. 

CANARY IsLAND's. Far to the north the Canary Islands, or 
Fortunate Islands· of the ancients, form an interesting range from 
we~t to east. They were conquered by the French in 1402 under the 
celebrated Jean de Bethencourt, afterwards s~yled king of the Ca
nariest. The isle strictly called Canary is smaller tha.n Fuerta Ven
tura, and Tenerif. The latter is the most remarkable, deriving its 
name, according to Glas, from tllener, a mountain, and if, white. 

PEAK oF TENERIF. In the recent astronomical voyage of 
Verdun de la Crenne there is an accurate account of the Peak of Te
nerif, which was found 17 42 toises above the level of. the sea-, or about 
5000 feet lower than Mont Blanc. It is said to be visible at the distance 
of eighty leagues*. This celebrated mountain cannot be ascended, on 
account of the snows, except from the middle of July to the end of 
August. First occur pumices, interspersed with obsidian of beautiful 
and various colours, followed by broken lava. The summit resembles. 
a cone placed on a table, or rather small base ; and can only be ascend a 

ed by a zig·zag path on the south. The cold is extreme ; the nails 
become black, and the hands and feet swell. In the middle of the 
summit is a deep reversed cone, called the cauldron, about fifty fathoms 
in diameter, and bordered with hideous cabned rocks, mostly ·red m· 
white, the perpendicular depth being about 150 feet: at the bottom 

" Among these may he mentioned the Bissagos, and the little isle of Goree, 
a settlement sheltered by the bold prominence of Cape Verd. 

t Histoire de !a premiere decouverte et conqueste des Canaries: faite des 
l'an 1402 par Messire jean de Bethencourt, Chambellan du Roy Charles VI
Escrite du temps mesme par F. Pierre Bontier Religieux deS. Francois, et 
JeanIe Verrier, Prestre, domestiques dudit Sieur de Bethencou:t't. Paris 1630, 
8vo. See also Glas's History of the Canary Islands; Lomlon, 1764, 4to. 

t Tomei. p. 121; supposing the heig"\It to be 1742 toises, the summit mig;ht 
lie visible at sea at.the dista<lCe of thirty-five lea~ues. 

VOL. II. 4 U 
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are perceiveable reddish spots, upon a kind of white earth like plaste:l",• 
and mingled with sulphur, which is sometimes so volatile as to eva
porate from paper, and if folded up will escape after burning the papel' 
and the pocket. Around are many little mouths, from one to four 
inches in diameter, which at short intervals respire as it were a 
thick hot fetid smoke. The largest hole, about eight inches, in dia
meter, is within the crater, exhaling with a sound like the bellowing 
of a bull ; and the smoke is so hot as instantly to burn the hair of the 
hand. Yet the rocks immediately adjoining are covered with wet 
moss, like those by the side of a cascade. On descending about mid
way is visited a cave in the midst of the lava, which seems t0 pierce a 
considerable depth, and to be paved with ice, above which are z,bout 
two feet and a half of the purest water, but extremely cold : and there 
S€ems an opening of great depth, at one side of the cave, through which 
it is said some animals ascend to drink the water. In winter this 
cave is blocked up ; and the summit is covered with a thick snow 
resembling polished silver. 

The ancient inhabitants of the Canaries were called Guanches by 
the Spaniards, and were strangers to the use of iron, their weapons 
and instruments being of what they called tabona, or black obsidian. 
The chief trees are wild olives, cyvresses, laurels, and pines of two 
kinds. It was reported by Spanish writers that there was a tree in the 
isle of Ferro which gathered the vapours, so that, dropping from the 
leaves, the inhabitants were thus supplied with water. The product of 
these islands is wheat, barley, and oats; and the excellent Canary wine 
is chiefly fmm Tenerif and Palma, which. also yield considerable quan
tities of sugar; while Gomera is noted for silk; and the tree yieldmg 
the gum called dragon's blood is not uncommon.*, They have most 
European domestic anitpals. The capital of the seven inhabited 
islancls is the town of Palma, in the isle of Canary: but Tenerif is the 
most populous. The inhabitants are computed at 1,10,000; of whom 
64,000 belong to Tenerif, in which isle the governor usually resides, 
though the royal audience, of which he is president, be established at 
the capital of Canary. There is considerable internal trade with Te
neri£; and the wine is chiefly exported by the EngEsh. Filtering 
stones, from the isle of Canary, and from Fuerta Ventura, also form an 
article of traffic. 

MADEIRA. The island of Madeira is chiefly remarkable for 
excellent wines, being about eighteen leagues in length by seven in 
breadth.t The capital, Funchal, the residence of the governor and 
bishop, is. iri a fertile vale, on the south side of the isle, a handsome 
town, with about eleven thousand inhabitants, there being about 64,000 
in the whole island. The chief trade is with the English, who export 
about ten or twelve thousand pipes of wine annually ; the remainder, 
ubout seven thousand, being consumed in the country. The r!chest: 
merchants are English or Irish Catholics. The interior consists of 
high mountains, visible at the distance of twenty leagues. To the. 

~ Ibid. 103. ·f Voyage de Verdun, i. 58. 
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north east is the smaU isle of Porto Santo, only remarkable in the 
history of Portuguese discovery. It is however a fertile little isk, with 
a good harbour, sometimes visited by East India ships.* 

" At the distance of about nine degrees, or 540 geographical miles, to the 
north-west are the Islands of AzoRES, a brief description of which should have 
accompanied that of Portugal, as they properly belong to Europe, being about 
thirteen degrees from Cape St. Vincent in Portugal, while the African shore 
is more distant ·by at least one degree ; and their latitude rather connects them 
with Europe than with Africa: not to mention that they were first peopled 
by Europeans, and that this portion of the globe is too small to abandon any 
appendage. ' 

The chief isles of the Azores are St. Michel, Tercera, Pico or the Peak, 
and Fayal, with two smaller, far ip. the west, falled Florez and Corvo. These 
isles were all discovered by the Portuguese before 1449, who gave them the 
name from the number of goshawks, which they observed here remarkably 
tame, there being neither man nor quadruped. In 1466 the Portuguese king 
gave them to his sillter the Duchess of Burgundy. They were colonized by 
Flemings and Germans, among whom was Job de Buerter, father-in-law of 
the celebrated geographer Martin Behaim, who resided in Fayal. The sub
sequent history is rather obscure; but the Flemish inhabitailts seem to have 
always acknowledged the king of Portugal. . A furious earthquake is said to 
have been felt here on the 9th of July, 1757. The Peak has a mountain of 
remarkable height, by some reported to equal that of Tenerif, and which 
might well be assumed as the first meridian of longitude, instead 0f the various 
and confused distinctions recently adopted. These isles are generally moun
tainous, and exposed to earthquakes, and violent winds; yet they produce 
wheat, wine, fruits, and abundance of woad. The chief is Tercera (whence 
they are sometimes styled Terceras) being fifteen leagues in circumference. 
The capital town is Angra, on the south-east side of Tercera, with a harbour 
defended by a fortress, in which resides the governor of the Azores. Angra 
is a bishopric with some handsome churches, particularly that of the Corde
liers; and there are two other monasteries and four nunneries. • 

One of the latest accounts of the Azores is that given by M. A dan son, who 
visited them on his return from Senegal, 1753. He says that the Peak is about 
half a league in perpendicular height; and that the isle produces excellent 
wine. The harbour of Fayal presents a beautiful amphitheatre clothed with 
trees : the town has 5000 inhabitants, but may be said to consist of convents; 
the governor is £tyled Capitan mor. The climate and soil are excellent, there 
being no occasion for fire in the wintQr. Th.e trees are walnuts, chesnuts, 
white poplars and particula1·ly the at·butus or strawberrf tree, whence the 
name, for Fayal in the Portuguese implieS a strawberry. Cattle, &c. abound: 
yet almost the only birds are a kind of blackbirds speckled with white. Fayal is 
rather mountainous, and there is a volcano near the c~ntre, but the last eruption 
was 1672. It is to be regretted that these intere&ting ioles, like all other Portu. 
_guese settlements, are almost unknown-



DISCOVERIES, AND CONJECTUR~S, 

CONCERNING 

THE CENTRAL PARTS Of AFRICA, 

HAVING completed this arduous circumnavigation of the globe, 
and arrived on the confines of Europe, v!hence the description first 
proceeded, one topic yet remains, which has considerably interested 
public rnriosity. The interior parts of Africa present many geogra
phical deficiencies, both in the northern and southern parts of that 
wide continent. The patronage of the African Society bas already 
contributed greatly to the increase of our knowledge, not only by col,., 
lecting recent oriental intelligence, hilt by exciting various travellers, 
particularly Mr. Park, to the accomplishment of this grand design; 
,and thoug·h thes_e laudable efforts have not been attended with all the 
effect that might have been wished, yet the precision of modern 
;knowledge begins to dawn ; and it is to be hoped that the travels of 
Mr. Bornemann will importantly tend to remove the remaining defects. 
The materials hitherto presented have been used with care by that 
celebrated geographer Major Rennell, whose succession of maps of 
the northern part of Africa, from 1790 to 180®, form of themselves 
.curious specimens of the uncertainty of the subject, of the variations in 
the author's ideas, and of the progress of African Geography. Suffice 
it to observe, that in his map of 1790 Rennell marks the Nigir as pas,. 
sing by Tombuctoo to the west; while in D' A m-ille's map, 17 49, and 
1n his ancient g·eography, 1769, the Nig·h· is specially mentioned as 
running from the we~>t to the east, and he dwells on the passage of 
Herodotus t() that effect, which was afterwards illustrated by RennelL 
But geography is often retrograde; and D' Anville's rpap, 17 49, the
;~tspect of which is chiefly derived fmm Ptolemy, was certainly a bette~· 
~lelineation of central Africa than Rennell's in 1790, or even 1800. 
:Sevet·al theories have been recently started by vat·ious writers, but the 
French geograp"-er was a decided enemy to theory, which in g·eo
gt~aphy is worse than ignorance itself; as it not only neglects the 
practical knowledge alreMly acquired, but impedes the progress of 
,discovery by a false semblance of science, not to mention the inconve
nience, and sometimes fatal risk, that travellers may encounter in pur
NJit of this wild-tire. Such theories are often raised on mathematical 
,evidence, built upon the sandy foundation of erroneou~ reports, hasty 
routes, and oriental inaccuracies. On such occasions mathematical 
l!:l::tlculations bccomo-as heterogeneous as .in bishop Hut:l's Demonstra~ 
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1ion ; and the best arguments are those from plain deduction, arising 
from striking features, and probable circumstances. Hence it .follows 
that the best and most exact geographers (where the materials are 
astronomical and precise) will, if they attempt to build theories, wander 
farthest from the truth. 

The travels of Mr. Browne, merely to satisfy his own curiosity, 
and his fondness for oriental manners, have also contributed most es
sentially to our knowledge of northern Africa, not only by the geo
graphy of Darfur and Kordofan, but by ascertaining the origin and 
progress of the Bahr el Abiad, or real Nile ; and by disclosing several 
circumstances towards the west, particularly a large river rising in the 
:mountains of Kumri, and proceeding north-west, which seems to be 
the Gir of Ptolemy, and the Nile of the Negroes of Edrisi. It needs 
=:;car~ely be added that as the source of the Nile, and the river running 
north-west are striking features of Ptolemy's map, there is reason 
to infer that his intelligence deserves in other respects great credit. 

It is unnecessary to remind the reader that all the recent in
formation assisted by that of Ptoleniy, will only throw a faint light 
on the northern half of this wide continent, as far as the central 
ridg·e of Kong, continued in a north-west and south-east direction 
across to the mountains of Kumri, and those on the south of Abyssi
nia, perhaps extending to Ajan on the eastern shore. The inte
rior of the southern half of this great continent will remain a theme 

_ equally interesting, and still more unknown. In proceeding first 
to give some idea of the discoveries and conjectures concerning the 
northern half, it will be proper to begin with ascertaining where 
the light of discovery terminates. 

From the travels of Mr. Park, and the map constructed by 
Rennell, it appears that three great rivers, the Gambia, Senegal, 
_and Joliba or Nigir, rise from a chain of lofty mountains, t1orth 
latitude 11 ° ; and as Browne lays down the mountains of Kumri, 
which give source to the Nile and Bahr Kulla, in north latitude 7°, 
it seems sufficiently evident that this grand chain proceeds across 
the continent, es)?ec,ially as J.t was observed by Mr. Park as far as 
he penetrated. 

PARK's ROUTE .... SEGO, This enterprizing and ingenious tra· 
-veiier* pursued the course Df the Joliba from longitude 5° 30' west 
.of Greenwich to Silla, longitude 1° 301 the utmost extent of his ex
pedition. Not to mention curious and interesing information con. 
cerning the manners, and present state, of the countries through 
:which he passed, we are indebted to Mr. Park fur the Moorish 
kingdom of Ludamar, where he was detained at Benowm, and for 
another called Beeroo, the capital of which is Walet, while to the 
east is the celebrated kingdom of Tombuctoo. To the south of 
these are the negro kingdoms of Kaarta and Bambara, the capital of 
the last being .Sego; bey(Jnd which, about seventy geographical 
miles to the nortlHast is Silla. The chief geographical objects in 
1VIr. Park's route are the river Joliba, and the town of Sego. The 

. "' T?e. narrative ~f his jou~ney was written by the late Bryan Edwards. See 
S1r \V,lltam Youngs Advertisement to the third volume of, that ingenious au• 
thdr's .Hi:otory of the "\Vest Indies, 1S01, 4to. 
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word Joliba signifies the Great 'iV ater: and when this river was 
iirst described by our traveller, it was flowing slowly to the east
ward, and glittering to the morning sun, with an expanse as broad 
as the Thames at vVestminster.* He soon after anived at Sego, 
the capital of Bambarra, which consists of four divisions, surround
ed with high mud walls ; two on the north side of the river, and 
two on the southern. The houses are in a square form, with 
flat roofs: they are of clay, some have two stories, many are white
washed. Several masks also appear; yet the streets are narrow, 
wheel carriages being unknown. The inhabitants are computed at 
30,000, but such calculations are usually exaggerated. The king 
resides on the southern shore ; and people are ferried in canoes, 
consisting of two large hollowed trees joined at the ends. Around 
is a slemlee cultivation: and these mud walls and canoes are cal
led African magnificence. 

In Ludamar Mr. Park learned, from a sheref who arrived with 
salt and some other articles from W alet, the capital of Beeroo, that 
Houssa was the largest town he had seen, W alet being larger than 
Tombuctoo. t At Silla Mr. Park collected intelligence from the Moor
ish and Negro traders, who informed hirn that two days' journey to 
the east is the town of Jenne, situated on an islet in the river; beyond 
which, at the distance of two days, rs the Dibbi m· Dark lake, in cros
sing which .from west to east the canoes are said to lose sight of lancl 
for an entire day.+ From this lake the river issues in several streams, 
terminating in two large branches, which join at Kabra, one day's 
journey south of Tombuctoo, and the port of that city or town. At 
the distance of eleven days from Kabra, the river passes to the 
southward of Houssa, which is two clays' journey distant from the Jo
liba. " Of the further progTess of this great river and its final exit, all 
the natives with whom I convet·sed seem to be entirely ignorant\\." 
To the eastward of Houssa is the kingdom of Kassina. · The present 
king of Tombuctoo is named Abu Abrahima, and is said to be rich, his 
wives and concubines clothed in silk. The kingdom of Houssa is of 
superiot·consequence. To the south ofthe Nigir were mentioned the 
kingdoms, or rather districts of Gotto ; to the west of which arc Bae
doo and Maniana, the inhabitants of the last being reported cannibals, 
So far Mr. Park's intelligence in the west, which terminates with 
Houssa about east longitude from Greenwich 4°. 

ERowN~;'s JOURNI':Y. ·On the eastern side l\1r. Bl'Owne's intelli
gence extends to longitude 17 o ; so that there is a deficiency of thir
teen degrees Ol' 780 geog1·a'phic miles; but this space unfortunately 
comprises the most interesting portion of northern Africa, and es
pecially the termination of the Nigir: and to the north-west of Darfur 
the deficiency becomes more extensive. To the sot!th of Cobbe, at 
the distance of twenty-three days, are noted copper mines; beyond 
which, at the distance of se•ren days and a lu~lf, is the Bahr el Abiad. 
Mr. Browne's map is unfintunatcly laid down with liltle care, and the 
river is placed too ncar the mines. To the west is the ri,·er of Kulla, 
the banks of which according to 1\Ir. Browne's information abound 

~ P. 291, 8vo. t P. 210. f 317. n P. 319. 
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with pimento trees, and the ferry boats are partly managed by poles, 
partly by a double oar.* The trees are so rigorous, from the quantity 
of water and deep clay, that canoes are hollowed so large as to con
tain ten persons. The natives of Kulla are partly negroes, and partly 
of a red or c..opper colour; and the country is chiefly frequented by 
Jelaps or trader:s from Bergoo and Fur, in order to procure slaves, the 
most trivial offence being here punished by selling the person to fo
reign merchants. On the west ofBornou Mr. Browne heard of Afi1ou., 
which is a negro word for Soudan or Nigritia in general, but is particu
larized as a c6untry abundant in silver: and there is a remote part of 
the pagan country, called Gnum-gnum, where the people eat their 
captives taken in war : but this can scarcely be the Maniana of Park, 
and it is probable that the mountaineers in the south retain, as usual, 
the most ancient and ferocious manners. Mr. Browne did not hear of 
W angara; but Zamphara, not far fmm Bornou, was mentioned by his 
informers, commonly Jelabs ot· travelling merchants. 

Thus far the rays of modern intelligence throw a faint light upon 
northern Africa; and beyond all is theory and conjecture. But amidst 
this uncertainty there are two source~ of information which deserve 
preference, till more precise knowledge can be obtained. These are 
Ptolemy, who wrote in Egypt, before the negroes were envenomed 
with Mahometan fanaticism, and after the Roman arms had penetrated 
to the Nigir : and the Arabian authors, who by the progress of Maho
-fi:!etanisrn, had the best intelli?;en,ce concerning this continent. Yet 
'upon the wl:wle Ptolemy's information and exactness will obtain a de
cided preference over the fabulous turn and gross inaccuracies of the 
Arabian geographers; and it has already been remarked that the re
cent discoveries, both in the east and west, tend to confirm Ptolemy's 
description ; m· rathe1· the general aspect of the map constructed upoa 
it by Agathademon. 

PToU~l\1Y. The most remarkable error, or inaccurary, in 
Ptolemy's map is that he ,certainly conceives the 1\igir to rise in the 
mountain of Thala: m·, what amounts to the same, J1e supposes that 
the river terminated in a lake in the west, which he calls Nigritis 
Pal us ; whence it was dearly the opinion of this great greographer 
that the Nigir ran from east to west, in which he seems to have been 
misled by confounding it with the Gir.t The last river he clearly de
duces from mountains in the south-east so as to correspond with the 
Bahr Kulla, though he be a stranger to its remote source. This river 
is another grand feature of Ptolemy's description, which has escaped 
modern geographers, though D' Anville, 17 49, had inserted it with hi:o 
usual knowledge and industry. This river is represented by Ptolemy 
as receiving two tributary streams from two lakes: and among othe1· 
ulies on its banks is a metmpolis called Git'a; as upon the N'igir there 

"' Browne, p. 308. · , . , 
t In his description of the Nigir he considers it as joining Mount ::\1andras, 

(at tht> bottom of which is the Nigritis) with mount Thala in the centre of 
Afric~,, and says nothing of its origin. By a striking singularity Le de,,crrbes 
al! the rivero that join it aS being c:~;:c~lions, Cl' ,l_i;r~S~iv.e Streams, (SY.'I'fO?rll) 
fws;u tlle ::-1 i~ ir. 
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is another styled the Nigira. The termination of the Gir is not a little' 
obscure, but it seems to be delineated as passing under a chain of 
hills, on the north of the Lybia Pal!ls, or central lake of Africa, and 
afterwards joining the Nigir in its cqurse to the west.* Other circum~· 
stances of Ptolemy's map will remain obscure till further discoveries. 
His Panagra, between the Gir and the Nigir, may be the Wangara of 
the Arabs ; and his mountains of Caphas, Thala, and Aranga, seem to 
belong to the central ridge. To the south he inserts the names of 
numerous petty tribes, probably dispersed in the central mountains, for 
such little divisions are common in the mountains of Barbary, as ap
pears from Shaw, and other travellers. To the south of these is the 
wide region of Agisymba, with the mountains of Xiphe and Berditas, 
and that of Meschi giving source to a river which runs south out of 
the bounds of Ptolemy's geography, but probably one of those that flow 
from the mountains of Kong into the gulf Guinea. 

It has already been observed that this geographer has omitted the 
Zaara or Great Desert, and that the interior part of his map is laid 
down from land routs, while the western coast is from maritime ex
peditions. On the south his latitudes are equally erroneous, as he 
places the sources of the Nile, and the mountains of the moon, in south 
latitude 13°, instead of north latitude 6°, or 7°; an error of about 
tw·enty degrees or 1200 geographic miles! It seems evident that even 
his most southern mountains belong to the central ridge of Kumri; 
but tbat he had heard of Agisymba, which, according to D'Anville, 
in the Abyssinian language only signifies Southern Country: while, 
from the natives on the south of the Nigir, the Romans may have 
learned that some rivers ran from the mountains of Kong towards a 
southern sea. 

THE _\RABS. Having thus briefly examined the leading points 
of Ptolemy's African geography, that of the Arabs will not be found 
deserving of equal attention The most celebrated is that of Edrisi, 
who wrote in Sicily in the twelfth century, but from his,minute atteQ
tion to eastern Africa, he was formerly styled the Nubian geographer. 
By some strange inadvertence the towns mentioned by this author,. 
who wrote six centuries and a half ago, have been inserted in modern 
maps, while perhaps there is not one of them in existence. Setting 
this aside it will appear, from an accurate ex.amination of Edrisi, that 
while his Nile of the Negroes, which he says runs to the west, has been 
mistaken for the Kigir, he really knew nothing of that river; and his 
Nile of the Negroes is the Gir of Ptolemy, terminating in an inland 
lake, in which was the island of Ulil, one day's sail from the mouth of 
th6 river; and in which isiand another Arabian geographer places the 
capital city of all Soudan. Beyond Lhis lake and island Edrisi appears 
to have had no knowledge of centml Africa ; all the regions and 
towns he mentions seem to belong to the Gir, his Nile of the Ne· 
grocs, running to the north W€st, and from his account it would 

" Claudian, a native of Egypt, thus mentions the Gir: 
Hesperidum Triton; et Gir notissill1Us amni;; 
lEthiop11m, simili mentitus gurgite Nilum. 

De land. Stil. i. 251. 
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Appear that W angara is the delta of the Gir. It is however to be 
hoped that Mr. Hornemann will soon adjust these uncertainties. Some 
have conceived that the river of Kulla, after proceeding some t.inw 
to the north-west, flows south-west and joins the sea at Calabar.: 
hut this is improbable, for Mr. Browne repeatedly expressed ht9 
idea to the author that this river continued it<> course in its origi-' 
nal dit·ection ; and it is not likely that it should pass the grand 
mountainous ridge, in its centre and highest part, not· that so 
great a stream, which would afford such a grand inland navigation, 
should have escaped travellers in Benin and Calabar; nor accord-' 
ing to the best maps is there any estuary in these countries that 
can at all correspond to such a river. The most curious and im.o 
portant discoveries which remain are probably the river Gir and 
the lakes, marshes, or deserts, which receive that river and the 
Nigir; the latter being an object of great singularity, equally UIF 

known in the time of Ptolemy and at the present day. Perhaps 
in a level plain these large rivers send off various branches, gra~ 
dually lost in the sands; but Ptolemy and the Arabs indicate a 
great central lake, which could scarcely so long have escaped more pre-' 
cise notice, except we conceive that the northenn part is surrounded 
with deserts, and the southern with lofty and inaccessible mountains, 
covered with forests and full of fer0cious animals, so that the traders 
only passing the n0rthem part, and isle of Ulil, are complete strangers 
to its southern extremity. But whether these conjectures shall be 
classed with the travels of Gaudentio di Lucca,* or be found consider~ 
ably to approach the truth, must be left to future discovery. 

As in Asia the chief obstacles to discovery have not been the 
sandy deserts of Cobi or Shamo, but the inaccessib~e mountains of' 
Tibet, so in Africa if would appear that the impediments must arise 
from high mountains, and not from sandy dese1·ts, such as are fami· 
liarly passed by caravans in every direction : it is also probable that 
these mountains are covered with thick forests, and the thorny under'" 
wood frequent in Africa, sometimes inhabited by aboriginal tribes of' 
the greatest cruelty and ferocity, and at others swarming with lions, 
tigers, and panthers. It would have been most beneficial to the na .. 
tives if, as in Asia and Europe, victorious armies had established wide 
empires ; and, at the expense of temporary destruction, had secured 
lasting intercourse and general advantages. 

SouTHERN AFRICA. The continual wars between petty tribes-
seem also to conspire with a ridge of impassable mountains, called 
Lupata, or the Spine of the vV orld, to prevent discoveries in the in .. 
terior of southern Africa, where the map of D; An ville, half a century 
ago, presents every thing that is known with any degree of certainty 
at the present day.t By a singular fatality Africa, the least known ot 
all the continents, has become the portion of the Portuguese, the most 
ignorant of all the European nations. In the hands even of the Rus~ 

" This singular work was published by Dishop Berkley, and pretends to dis• 
colose a~ intericr _country in AfriCa. The Bishop and his friends seemed t411 
regard 1t as genume, but the public has never concurred in that opinion. 

t On the east of Congo are 'the mountains of Crystal, and those of the Sun, 
tl}e latter being naked 01lpine pr~cipices. See Pigafetta'a Congo, &c, · · 

VOL, II. - 4 :t 
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sians considerable light would have been diffused, while the Portuguese 
darkness renders all surrounding objects as vague and obscure, as if 
they belonged to the twelfth century. Besides the chain of mountains 
pervading this part of Africa from North to South, or perhaps two 
chains at a considerable distance, supporting an upland terrace in the 
centre, whence there are no rivers of prodigious size as in South 
America, the chief feature yet known seems to be a lake of great ex
tent, called Mara vi, laid clown by D' Anville as more than 350 British 
miles in length, but of inadequate breadth. This lake may perhaps, 
like that of Baikal, lie at the foot of the table-land on one side, as that 
of Aquilunda of far smaller extent does on the other. The rivers of 
Barbela in Congo, and Zambezi in Mocaranga, are also grand features ; 
which seem to be delineated by D' Anville in his general map of Afri
ca, and his particular maps of Congo, Angola, and Mocaranga, 1731, 
with as much care and pt·ecision as his Portuguese materials would 
admit. The navigation of the Zambezi is interrupted for about twenty 
leagues, by cataracts or vielent rapids, about the distance of 140 leagues 
from the sea. To the north are, or were, the Mumbos, a race of cannibals, 
who with the Zimbas and Jagas, savages of equal cruelty, have desolated a. 
great part of southern Africa.* Should the Portuguese retain their poses
s ions, it is likely that the darkness may be the same in the year 2002, 
as it is in 18C2, when it is little better that it was in 1602, some ac
counts having been then published by Lopez and Philip Pigafetta. It 
is to be regretted that in our strict alliance with Portugal we do not in
stigate that government to use some means to improve the geography 
of southern Africa ; and La Cruz's map of South America should ope
rate as a stimulus and example. It is probable that the country is as 
fertile in the precious metals as the other continent, and it is wholly 
unaccountable, and a truly singular destiny, that America should be 
filled with European colonies, while Africa is neglected. If the natives 
of the western continent were not spared, humanity would have little 
cause to regret the extit·pation of the Mumbos and Jag«.s, and the con
sequent deliverance of the more gentle and civilized tribes from the un
ceasing destruction inflicted by these cannibals. Small colonies on the 
shores will effect nothing in such a country, and the wrongs of Africa 
can only be terminated by a powerful European colony, an enterprize 
worthy of any great Emopean nation, a scene of new and vast ambi
tiGn, and among the few warfares which would essentially contribute to 
the eventual interests of humanity, and raise a degraded continent to its 
due rank in the civilized world. 

Meanwhile it is more consonant with the tenor and purpose of 
the present work to express an humbler wish, that spirited travellers 
would explore these regions, as the fame of science is superior to that 
of arms: and· if we cannot diffuse civilization, and the blessings of sta
ble and subordinate society,_ we may at lct:st, by comparison, learn duly 
to prize their advantages. 

" From Cavaz,zi's Account of Congo, Bologna, 1687, foL it would seem that 
the Jagas are the Tatars of central Afric~,. chiefly consisting of wandering, 
tnbes who range from the south of Abyssuua to the confines of Congo wesrw 
'Oll\jl of Mocara11ga east. It would also appear that between the ranges o£ 
moMtains the.e ale Vii.St ~1;ndy de&ens. 
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NOTE_, 

CONCERNING THE ARTICLE AMERICA., 

THE article America, in Mr. Pinkerton's excellent system of 
MoDERN GEoGRAPHY, having been found, in many respects, extreymely 
defective and erroneous, it was deemed proper by the editors' of the 
Philadelphia edition, to endeavour to render that article more worthy 
of the public notice. I was induced to undertake the task, not 
sufficiently aware, at the time, of the difficulties with which it was 
attended. · 

In accomplishing this task, I have had different objects in view; to 
c.orrect some of the errors into which the learned author has fallen ; to 
supply some of his desidemta; and sometimes to temper the severity 
of his strictures. 

I hope it will be found, that not a few of the errors in the original 
article have been corrected. In many instances, these errors relate to 
subjects of great moment in the view of America, and especially of the 
United States and other parts of North America: in others they are 
of minor consequence. 

Not a few of the desiderata haYe been supplied, and some of them, I 
flatter myself, have been supplied in a very able manner: those I mean 
which have been communicated to me, viz. the articles, LAw, ;u.ANu
FACTUR.I':s, and coMr-IERCE. For these articles I am indebted to the 
kindness of two gentlemen, whose talents aml intimate acquaintance 
with the subjects which they treat, will readily be acknowledg·ed. The 
~rticle law was drawn up by Alexander J. Dallas, Esq. those relative to 
manufactures and commerce, by Tench Coxe, Esq. 

For all the othe1· additions, alterations, and corrections, I am myself 
responsible. Many of these additions, &c. h[tVe been introduced into 
the body of the page, whilst others are thrown into the form of notes. 
These last are marked with the initial of my name. 

It may p::rhaps seem decorous to apologize to Mr. Pinkerton for the 
liberty which I. have, in many instances, tal'>.en wiLh his statements of 
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facts, and "·ith his speculative opinions upon a variety of subjects: my 
apology is briefly this; it was intended to render the work more cor~ 
rect and just; the task was confided in me, and, as an American, I had 
it more in my power than the learned author could have had, to procure 
authentic documents, or a more extensi,,e.body of facts. It was ori· 
ginally my intention to have introduced in the shape of notes, alt the 
l)Oints of difference between Mr. Pinkerton and myself, but I found it 
11ecessary to relinquish this design, as the work would have Leen too 
much swelled ·with an expensive body of notes. 

To tL.:: puMic it certainly becomes me to apologize for the errors 
into which I r~1ysdf may have fallen, or for those in the original work 
which I have h:f1 uucorrected. The subjects on which I have treated 
are ext~·emely numerous, and the difficulties attending their right dis
cussion, by no means few. EYery editor of such a work will fall into 
t:rrors; all that perhaps on be expected is, that the new work will be 
more perfect th:u; t:1e original. I haYe not intentionally wounded the 
£c~elings of any portion of my countrymen, but I have been obliged to 
d<mce at some of the peculiarities of their character. This I have done 
~~ith much kss severity than Mr. Pinkerton has done. 

BE~JAl\IIN S~IITH BARTON. 

?hibc!elphia, April 7th, 1804. 
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APPENDIX 

TO 

VOLUME SECOND. 

EXTRACTS CONCERNING THE CHINESE WAR IN 

LITTLE BUCHARIA, 1755 to 1759. 

From the Histoire Generale de la Chine, tome xi. Paris 1780, 4·to. p. 550, 
&c. This work being rare and expensive, the following brief summary of 
that remarkable war, which so much enlarged the Chinese empire, maybe 
acceptable; especially as it presents every circumstance which can illustrate 
the obscure geography of an interesting country. (Seep. 288, 289.) 

SINCE the accession of the present, 
or Man.dshur dynasty, the chief wars 
of the (;hinese have been with those 
Monguls called Kalkas, who dwell 
towards the rivers Kerion and Tula. 
These tri 'es being at length subdued, 
and the family of the Kaldan or so
vereign, e:,riloguished or forgotten, a 
new vicinity, produced as usual, " 
new enmitv, and the Chinese arms 
weo'C lirected mere to the west. The 
throne of the f.luts was contested by 
Debatchi, (cailed• by the Chinese 
Taoua-tsi,) and by another chief nam
ed Amoursana. The latter was forc
ed to withdraw, and seek refuge in 
the Chinese court at Geho. The kings 
of the Eluts used to reside on the ri
ver lli, •:·here a city has since been 
buil·. by the Chinese; and though 
chosen as a place of exile, was greatly 
increasing in population. 

Kien-Lont~• the Chinese emperor, 
wished to avoid a dis:ant and e.,pen
sive war against the Kalmuks of 
Soongaria, also called Elnts by the 
Chinese, but being irritated by the 
~l:r,rcslJectfl,l comlllc~ c.f Deb;;~tchi, he 

undertook this war in opposition to 
the advice of all his councils. In the 
beginning of 1755 Amoursana pro
ceeded at the head of a Chinese army 
against Debatchi, who was takeu 
prisoner, and sent to the court of Pe
kin, where he soon after died. Amour
sana was named king of the Eluts or 
Kalmuks m'lder the protection'of Chi
na; but, speedily revolting, he at
tacked the Chinese stations on the IIi, 
destroyed the forts and redoubts, am!. 
haYing slain the two Chinese gene
rals Panti and Aiongan, he pitched 
his camp before Palikoun, one of the 
chief towns of the Eluts, which was 
strongly garrisoned by the Chinese. 
This town is probably the Bulugan of 
the Russian maps, about sixty mile:. 
north-west from the lake Barko!. 

Other Chinese generals were equa1-
ly unfortunate; but the garrison of 
Barkol was reinforced, and checked 
the progress of the enemy. This 
seems clear! y to be the town of Bar
ko!, or Ortic, on the east of the lake 
of Barko!. At length, in 1757, the 
.empero.r was fortunate in appointin,, 
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a general of real skill, named Tchao
hoei, and the dissentions cf the Ka.l
muks contributed to their destruction. 
The Chinese lieutenant-general, Foute 
was also a man of distinguished cou
rage and enterprize: and Amoursana 
was soon forced to retire into Siberia, 
where he died. Numbers of'the Kal
muks took rcf;1ge among the l'ou
l'Outs or Bnruts, a part of the Kir
l?;uses ; others among the Tang-uts 
towards Tibet, and among the Tor. 
guts or more western Kalmuks. Kien
J .ong divided the country of the Eluts 
among several chieftains, who were 
bound tothecourtbyhomage and titles. 

The country of Little Bucharia, 
:styled by the Chinese Hoa-mcn, or 
Hoei-pou, that is, the hard if Maho
metam, had been subject to the Kal
muks of Soongaria. During the 
course of the w.ar, the Mah01neta111 
chiefs of Y erquen, or Y arcand, and 
Hashar, or Cashgar, (princes called 
by the Chinese the Gre<~oter and the 
1.esser Ho-tchom,) ungrateful for fa
vours received from Kien-Long, had 
:~lain a Chinese officer and one hun
tired cavalry. The Chinese general, 
Tchao-hoei, advanced against the 
Ho-tchoms, who being defeated re
tired to Yerquen, which surrendered; 
and was speedily followed by I-Iaslial'. 
"Besides Hashar and Yerquen, they 
likewise became masters of seventeen 
other towns large and small, and of 
liixteen thousand villages or hamlets. 
In the district of Hashar were rec
koned;about six tv thousand families; 
without compriS'ing those who had 
fcllowed the rebels, and about twelve 
thousand five hundred people exiles 
in the country on the Ili. Hashar 
'!Yas little mor~ than ten li (probably 
cf two hundred and fifty to the de
gree) in circuit, and or{!y contained 
two thousand five hundred families. 
'J'o the east of Hashar were situated 
Ouchei and Aksou. Betwee11 this 
last town and Hashar were thre'e 
towns, Po'isonpat-hotchil, Poi'-m!d, 
Entorche; and two large villages, 
Peserguen and Arvouat, inhabited by 
about six thousand families. To the 
west of Hashar were the JJUl'uts of 
Ertchi-yen, (probably Adjian ;) and 
between the two, the towns of Paha-

ertouche, Opil, Tajamelik; and the 
villages of Sairam and Tokousak. 
which, however, were only compnted 
at two thousand two hundred fami
lies. To the south of Haslnr, before 
arriving at Yerquen, are simatcd two 
towns, Inkatsar-han, Kalik; and two 
hamlets, Tosohoun and Kavalkar: 
the four containing about four thou• 
sand four hundred families. Finally 
to the north of Hashar, are the Du
ruts, properly so called, to whose 
country one passes by the town of 
Arkoui, and the village of Horhan, 
which may contain nearly eight hun
dred families. On a -general compu
tation, the Mahometans depending 
on Hashar, were about sixteen thou
sand families, estimated at one hun
dred thousand heads, as is provo.d by 
the public registers." 

There were fifteen degrees of rna. 
gist racy, among which the chief was 
that of Akim or governor of the city, 
his lieutenant the Hichehan; the Hat
see, or judge of criminal affairs; and 
the Marab, or collector of the taxes. 
The letter of Tchao-hoei to the em
peror, 13th September 1759, presents 
further particulars. Chinese garri
sons were established even in small 
posts, as Opil, Tajamelik, Tchik, 
Entorche, and Pa'i-soupath. 

Meanwhile· Fonte pursued the fu
gitive Ho-t~homs, or Mahometa!'r. 
chieftains, vrhom he defeate(l at At
chour, whence they fled towards Ba
dakshan, and arrived at Poulok-kol. 
Foute continued the pursuit to the 
great range of mountains (Belnr
Tag ; ) and learnt from a, native that 
the enemy had passed, and arrived 
near Badakshan, but had still a very
high mountain to ascend, situated 
between two lakes, that on the side 
being called Poloun-kol, and that on 
the other side ltil-kol. Beyond the 
former is a high n10untain, whence 
1Jadakshan may be descried. Foute 
pursued the Mahometans again, de
feated them amidst the mountains, 
and summoned the governor of Ba
dakshan to SUITcnder the Mahometan 
princes. One had died in battle, but 
the head of the other was sent to 
Pekin; and the Chinese general re
tired satisfied with his success•. 

"The reign ofKicn-Long is here continued ~ill1780, but there is no hint of 
J.U havj.ng visited Badakjhan, a rrpJrted b!lt most improlnble ci.rcumstanc:e, 
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.POSITION OF THE CHIEF PLACES SUBJECT TO TilE ELUTS OR. 

KALMUKS; THE LONGITUDE COJIIPUTED FROM THE MERIDIAN 

OF PEKIN 

(lb. xi. 575.) 
Latitudes. Longitudes. 

Deg. Min. Deg. Min. 

Kou-tche, .••...• , •••••• , ••. , ••••• , •••••.•.••.• 41 37 
Pou-kou-eulh, .•... , ••...•..••..•. ,,, •••.•..••• 41 4·4 
Cha'iar,. , .•• , •••••••.••.•.••.••.•.•.•.••••... 41 5 
Cou-ko-pou-yn, •.•...•.••.••.•••. , ••..•.•••..• .4l 20 
Akson, ....................................... 40 9 
Sali1n,, ••.•. , ••... , • . ..•••••••••.••• , ...•.•.. 41 41 
Pai·, •••.••.••••.•.••.•.••••••••••••••••••••.• 41 41 
Ouchei, .. , •.•.•.••. , ..••....••.•••.•••••.••.• .4-9 6 
Gaoche, .•.•.••...••.•.....••.•••.••••••.••••. 40 19 
Pesch-karam, or Poche-kolmou, ...••••.•••••••.. S9 20 
Hashar, ..•..••.• , •••.••... , •. , •..•.••••.••••. 39 :45 
Ingazar (Inkesal), ..••••••.•.••.••••.••.•• : •••. 33 47 
Tajamelik, .................... , ............... 32 6 
Yerquen, .................... .' ................. 33 19 
Oulelek, ..••••..•.••.•.••.•••..•.•••..•..••••• 37 41 
Chatou, ••.•••••••...••••••.•••••••••••••.•••• 37 4-3 
I-Iarhalik, .••••• , .•..•••••••.•••••...•••.••••. . 37 41 
Selekouculh, •.•...•..••••..•.••..•.•.••••••••. 37 48 
Koukiar, ••••....•.......•.•..••.••..•.•.••••. 37 7 
Santchou, •.•..•....•..••.••••..••........•••• 36 58 
Tououa, .••••••.•..•.•....•••••••••.••••.•.••. 36 52 
Pa~tc~o~k, ••.••.•••••.••••..•••••.•..••••••.. -~9 15 
Perchemya, ••••••••••.•••••.••...••.••••••••• ,_,6 26 
Ilitchi, ....................................... 37 
Halahache, •.•••••••...••••••••••••.••••.••..• 37 10 
Yulongache, ................................... 36 52 
Tchila,...... • •••••••••••••••.•••••••..•••••. 36 47 
Take, .••••••.••••.••...•••••••••••••..••.••.• 36 13 
Kelia, ••••••••.•.•••.•.••••••••.•••••••••••••• 37 
Antchiyen, ••.•••.••••.••...•••••••••••.•••••• 41 28 
Isitalchan, .................................... 41 43 
1\larhalan, ••.••••.•••. • •• • •.• • •••••••••••••••. 41 24 
Namkan, ..................................... 41 38 
Haohan, •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .41 ::n 
Altoube'i, •.•..•...••..•..•..•••••••••••.•••.•. 41 33 
Tachekan, •.•••••.•••...•.•••••••••••••.•••..• 43 3 
Badakc!1a11, . .. o •••• ~ •••••• ., •••••••••••••••••• • 36 ~3 
Chekonan, ................................... .46 47 
Caolochan, .•..••.••••.••..•••••.•.••••••••.. , .36 49 
(){la11arl,. G ........................ o .................. • 38 
Poloeulh, ..•...•..••..••.••.•.••.•.•.•••.••.•. 37 
l':!.t:cl:.u::~'" ••••••.••••.•••...•.•..••• , •...••••. -'37 11 
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7 
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27 
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50 
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CATALOGUE OF MAPS, 

AXD 

OF BOOKS OF VOYAGES AND TRAVELS. 

!n the maps the letter L denotes the large, M the middle, S the srnali 
as explained in the preface. A complete catalogue of books of Voy~ 
ages and Travels might fill two octavo volumes; but here only a few 
of the most useful and interesting are enumerated; especially the more 
modern*. 

GLOBES. 

BY Adams, Cary, Bardin. The 
last, from drawings by Mr. Ar
rowsmith, with the newest disco•· 
veries, are deservedly esteemed; 
and the celestial globes are also ex
ecuted with great care and preci
sion. In Cary's celestial globe, 
1793, the constellations are only 
marked by bounding tints, and the 
eye is not distracted with the ridi
culous figures of animals, &c. Some 
astronomers, however, and they 
are the best judges, p1,efer the an• 

cient figures, on acco'nnt of speed)~ 
and accurate referencet. 

PLANISPHERJ!. 

By Arrowsmith, 4· Sheets, 1794, 
&c. excellent. His pamphlet calle~ 
" A Companion to a Map of the 
World," explains the projection, 
and contains some valuable infor~ 
mation. There are planispheres 
published at Vienna, &c. stereo
graphically projected for the hori
zon of the place of publication+• 

Smaller Planispheres by Faden, 
Harrison, &c. Northern and South-

" The most commodious form of arranging maps in a library seems to be 
that lately adopted, of pasting them on canvas, and putting them into "' 
case which &tands erect li:'" a quarto volume, there being six folds in the 
sheet of large atlas paper. The volumes being titled on the back, and each 
map or part labellrcl, it may be consulced "ith ease, without the trouble of a. 
Ltrge bound CLtlas, or tlH:: confu_sion of detached sheets. 

t In gencr::d geography Varenius may still be consulted; with the first and 
<'lnly volLll11e n[ Macfait, Edin 1730, 8vo. There is a. Catalogue Raisonnce 
dt, Cartes by Julien, 177'~. 2 tomes 8vo. 110'/i rather antiquated: he was also, 
it is believed, the vender of Homann's maps. 

t Boullanger's map of th,e world, 1760, is on the horizon of a point of 
t·.a·ty-five degrees of the ht:i;;ht o,f the po~e towanls the north In 1774 Fa
ther de Gy published one similar, projected OH the horizon of Paris. Theoe 
11taps present, under one point of view, the foLn· parts of the world, W~1icil, 
as Fleurieu s:~ys, J<at\ll'C hi\o ~:o•embled c;nd~r the ~IU0.\0 hemisph1.1re. 

YQL, II. 4 K. 
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ern hemispheres, Faden, 1 sh. each, 
1802. 

ON MERCATOR'S 
PROJECTION. 

Of this Mercator was not how
ever the author, as it was used long 
before his timer The best on this 
projection is that by Arrowsmith, 
&e. 8 sh. That of Faden 1 sh. 

EUROPE. 

Maft8. L. By De Boug·e, Vienna, 
1799, .50 half sh. middling. By 
Sotzmann, in 16 sh. 

M. Bv D' Anville, 6 sh. 1754. 
Arrowsrn.ith, 4 sh. 1798. 

S. Faden, &c. 1 sh. 1791. 

Books. The Geography of Bus
ching in German, or the French 
translation, 1785, 14 vols. 8vo. a 
prolix work, but containing exceL. 
lent materials. Supplemental to. 
Busching's Europe are the Arne
rica of Ebeling, 1797, and the Af
rica of Bruns, 179Y ; the forme1• 
tedious, the last good. Asia was 
begun by Borheck 1793, but seems 
incomplete. In the French ab
stract of Busching by Berenger, 
Lausanne, 1776, &c. 12 vols. Svo. 
tolerable accounts of the other re
gions are added, but the want of 
l'eferences 1·enders them unsatis
factory.* 

ENGLAND •. 

L. The surveys of the several 
counties, particularly Surry and 

Sussex, by Lindley and Gardner, 
which are trigonometrical. Some 
of the best surveys are published 
by Faden. 

The grand t1·igonornetrical sur
vey of En~lani wiU speedily ap
pear befure the public, in part of 
Esr>ex; (the nEtp of Kent being a 
a specimen of the lJlP.tes, but not of 
the plan.) It is reported to excel 
in accuracy, abundance of positions, 
cle:J.rness and beauty. The whole 
sheets are f. ~e::l to the edges ; and 
when fillished, will cu>I.pose one 
unifnv.m map, like Cassini's map 
of Ft·auee. 

M. Sn·ith's Atlas. Carv's Atlas 
of the c Jtmties. Cary's· "England 
and VV<ti·.:s, 81 4to. sh. La Ro
chett',, n:w.p, 12 s:1. Andrew's 6 sh. 

S: Kitchin's map, 4 sh. Faden, 
&c. 1 sh. 1800. 

The maps in S2xton's Atlas, and 
Speed's Theatre, may be consulted
for the sake of curiosity. 

Camden's Britannia. Aikin'' 
England Delineated. ·Pennant'&
Tours. Campbell's Political Sur
vey, a tedious, but useful work~ 
Arthur Young's Tours. Voyag~ 
de St. Fond, &c. 

'\tV ALES. 

The maps by Evans, 9 sh. Re
duced 1 sh. (North Wales). Of 
South Wales there is an old bad 
map by Bowen, 6 sh. Pennant's 
Tours, Evans's Cambrian Itine
rary, Aikin's Journey, &c.;. 

"" Exclusive of the old sy~tems of geography by Mdl, &c. there are in 
English Bowen's 1747,2 vols. fol. maps; Middleton's 1777, 2 vols. fo!. maps: 
but the best of the kind is that hy Fenning, or rather Cdtl;. er, who informs 
us that Fenning only wrote the astronomical introduction. The fourth edi
~wn is 1773, 2 vols. fol. ~-,·ith mJJJS by Kirchin. It is, li.'.;e the others, a de
<:ent compilation of the morP- arl1llsing parts of geography, hn it is totally 
deficient in discussion or information strictly geographicaL Vol. I. contains· 
Asi:t and Africa. Vol. II. Europe and America. lt is unnecessary to men
cion the successive grmnmar8, as they are absurdly called, of Gordon, Sal
mon, and Guthrie- Many mistakes of the latier may be traced in ~dl; er, 
:Aeitll.:r of them being versed in geogr~phy a:> a science. 
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ScoTLAND. 

L. The surveys of various coun
ties. 

M. Ainslie's map, 9 sh. Dar
ret's map, 1750, 4 sh. several mis
takes. 

S. General Roy's ,map, Yery 
scarce. Pennant's, &c. Ainslie's 
reduced~ Alll sh. 

Statistical Account, 21 vols. 8vo. 
Camden's Britannia, by Gr·ugh. 
Pennant's Tours. Scotland Deli
neated. Voyage de St. Fond, &c. 
Volkmann's Travels in Scotland 
and Ireland, Leipsick, 11"84, Bvo. 

IRELAND, 

L. Surveys of some counties. 
M. 
S. By Dr. Beaufort, 1792, 2d 

edit. 1797, 2 sh. Dr. Beaufort's 
map reduced, 1 sh. Faden. Tay
lor's, 1793, 1 sh. Faden. 

Young's Tour, 2 vols. 8vo. ex
cellent. Camden's Bi·itannia, &c. 

FRANCE, 

L. Cassini's 183 sh. begun in 
1744, seventy sheets were executed 
before 1767; and the whole was 
not completed till very lately (about 
1794.) Atlas National, 85 sh. neat, 
the mountains being etched, so that 
the shade does not injure the let
tering. 

M. The smaller Atlas National. 
Several sheets reduced from Cassi
ni, Faden, &c. 

S. On the scale of D'Anville's 
Ancient Gaul, 1786, 1 sh. Faden's 
&c. 1792, 1 sh. Index sheet to the 
large map of Cassini. In depart
ments by J'elleyme, 4· sh • .France 
Physique, or a map of France, 
shewing the mountains, rivers, E{c. 
by Buache, 1 sh. 

Voyage dans les Departments, a 
declamatory work, full of the new 
philosophy and sentimental hypo
crisy. Description General, Paris, 
1781, fol. Voyage Pittoresque, Pa
ri,, 1-784, fol. Arthur Young's 
Tour, solid and excellent, Moore's 
View of Society in France. La. 
Croix Geographic. 

NE THF.R LANDS, 

L. By Ferraris, 25large sh. 
M. Atlas des Departments Bel

giques. By Schremhl, ft·om Fer
raris, 4 sh. Frontiers of Holland 
frcm Ferraris, Faden, 1 sh. 

S. By Crome, 1 sh. Reduced 
from Ferraris, by Faden, 1 sh. 
1789. 

Marshall's Journey, &c. 

RussiA IN EuROPE. 

L. Maps of the several govern
ments, but these are in the Rus
sian character, and unfit for gene
ral use. The same, recent, 9 sh. 
Some governments by Tresscott, 
&c. in Latin. 

Dezanchi's map of the Krimea. 
The Krim, by Kinsbergen, 4 sh. 
Van Kulen's Chart of Spitzbergen, 
2 sh. &c. 

M. 
S. Russian Empire, 3 sh. Pe

tersburg, 1789. By Tresscott and 
Smidt, 1776, 3 sh. Post map to 
Tobolsk, 2 sh. Reduced map, 1 
sh. London, Kyrelof's map, 1734, 
2 sh. curious. 

Tooke's View· of the Russian 
Empire, 1799, 3 vols. 8vo. Tooke's 
Russia, 178i, 4 vols. 8vo. Voyage 
de Pallas,,~aris, 8 vols. 8vo. His
toire des Decouvertes, &c. Lau
sanne, 1784, 6 vols. Svo. Giorgi's 
(pr. Ghiorghi,) Description of all 
the nations in the Rmsian Empire, 
Petersburg, 1776 to 17BO, 4 voli. 
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4to. in Get·man or in French. 
Coxe's Travels, &c. 

AUSTRIAN DOMINIONS. 

L. There are large provincial 
maps ef most of the Austrian do
minions, and the most modern are 
generally the best; among the others 
may be mentiol'led, Atlas of Tyrol 
21 sh. Atlas of Bohemia, by Mul~ 
Icr, 25 sh. Military Atlas, 20 sh. 
J.VIora via, by Yenuto, 2 sh. Gallitz 
and Lodomer, by Lieskany, 42 
small sh. Hang;ary, by Artaria 
and Company, 4 sh. by Schrembl, 
4 sh. better. Transylvania, by 
Hchrembl, 2 sh. Sclavonia, &c. by 
t~e same, 2 sh. Venetian territory 
(m Dalbe ). Atlas of Gallitz and 
Lodomer, with the Bukovin, by 
Maire, 12 sh. 

M. Au~tria by the Artarian 
Compnny, Vienna, HIOO, 1 large 
~h. Bohemia, by Schmettau, 4 sh. 
Venice, &c. by Santini, Chauchard's 
Germnny. (~b1ong Atlas, by Kem
pen, too rnmute and crowded. 
Western Gallitz, by Lichtcnstern, 
J. sh, 

S. A1:strian dominions, 1 sh. by 
)3aron Lirhtensteru, 1795; this map 
embraces the Netherhmds. Hun
gary, by \iVindisch, 1 sh,; the s11me 
jn Townsend's .Tourney, 1 sh. Mul
ler';; Et hemia., reduced, 1 sh. Ban
nm.t, 1 sh. Old m,1psof the Vene
tian tc~Titory, by Nolin, 2 sh. by 
Pe \V1tt, Homann, Sanson, Jaillot 
;1 ~h. antiquated; th\': last mention: 
ed is the be&t. 

_ .Tnwnsrn's Travels in Hungary. 
R.1e~beck's Travels. \Vraxall's 
Memoirs, Born'& Travels in Hnn
Wll'Y and Transylvania, and those 
~n the Bannat. Rc~mmont's Rhc
t:ian Alps. Dalmatia, by Fortis, 

PIH1 SS1AN STATES. 

L. Poland and Prus~ia, by Zan
~nni ~'5 11h. .~ tlas by Sotzm~nn, 

21 sh. All the provinces published 
separately. Atlas of Silesia, by 
Meyer, 20 sh. 

M. Sotzmann's 16 4to sh. 
S. Prussian dominions, a French 

map reduced from Sotzmann, 2 sh. 
Reduced by Sotzmann, 1 sh. 1800. 

Marshall's Travels. Coxe. Ries. 
beck. Wraxall, &c. 

SPAIN. 

L. The geography of this coun
try is imperfect; the best Atlas is 
!hat of Lopez, but it is poorly and 
Inaccurately executed. The coasts 
have been drawn by Tofino, the 
royal astronomer, with great care 
and published at Madrid 1798. A~ 
Lopez remains the chief authority 
for the interior, a brief view of hii; 
work may be proper. 

Atlas Geograjico de E.Yjlana, 
comj1Ue/lto jzor Don Tomas Lojze:; 
y Vargas, G~ografo jlor S, M de 
Sus Reale.y Dominos, de !a real 
Academia de S. Fernando de la 
real !Jociedad Bascongadd, &c. 
Madn~, 1 (92 .. Imperial 4to. Map 
1: Ancient Spain. 2. Mod_ern Spain, 
smgle sla. 17!!8; longitude from the 
Peak of Teneri£. He accuses the 
foreign maps of errors in the diYi
sion of the governments, and the 
eourse of mountains and rivers. 3. 
The Pyrenees, from Sanson. 4. 
Mo~ern Spai~, 4 sh. by Lopez, 
1792. 5. Provmce of Madrid. 6. 
Ditto of Toledo. 7. Archbishopric 
of Toledq, 4 sh. Then about 36 
pr?vincial maps, with Majorca 
Mmorca, lvic;a, or Iviza. State~ 
of Barbary. The harbours of Tri
l'oli and Tunis. The bav of Algiers 
with the attacks of 17S3 and 1784: 
P}ans of other African harbours. 
'I h~ Islands A~ ores. The Canary 
!~lands. Particular maps of the 
Canary Islands. Chart of the guif 
of Mexi~o, an.d of th~ West Indies. 
Cuba. I-hsJ?amola. Porto Hico. 'l1J:e 
L~sser Antilles, or Caribbee IslandS 

' 
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;rhe Islands Lucayos. The envi
rons of Mexico. Tierra Ferme. 
Province of Carthagena. Other 
American provinces. Plan of Quito. 
Marianne Islands, by Lopez, 1784. 
In Spanish maps the north is mark
ed by a castle, the badge of Cas
tille.-Minorca, 2 sh. by de la Ro
chette, 1780. 

M. Spain by Mentelle and Chan
Jaire, Paris 1799, 9 sh. well en
gra,-ed. 

S. By Lopez, 4 sh. By the same, 
1 sh. Faden, 1 sh. 

Townsend's Travels. Bom·go
ing. Baretti. Link, &c. Those 
of Dillon are chiefly tl·anslated 
from Bowles's Spanish work on the 
natural history of the country. Ponz, 
Viar;e de Espana, 8 vols. 8vo. Ma
drid, 1716*. Swinburn's Travels, 
4to. Fischer's Travels, 1801, 2 
vols. 8vo. Fr. tr. 

TuRKEY JN EuROPE. 

L. Geography Yery imperfect. 
"I\foldavia, by Bawr, 6 sh. Molda
via, &c. 1788, 2 sh. Danube, by 
Mansfeld, 7 small sh. The same, 
by Marsigli. Bulgaria, by Schenk. 
Bessarbia, &c. by Gussefeld. Greece 
by D' An ville; and the Atlas to the 
Travels of Anacharsis. The Pro
pentis, by Zemenic; by Chevalier, 
2 sh. and the two straits published 
by Faden, 1786, (by La Rochette.) 

M. Wallachia, by Ruhedorf, 
1788, 1 sh. curious. 

S. Turkey in Europe, by Arrow
smith, 2 sh. Faden's Map, 1 sh. 
Greece, by La Rochette, 1 sh. 

The Trayels in Greese and the 
Levant are innumerable. Among 
the best are Wheeler, Chandler, 
and Tournefort, with the Voyage 

Pittoresque, and Stewart's Anti
quities of Athens. D'Ohsson Ta
bleau de !'Empire Otoman, 2 tomes 
fol. The last by Olivier, 1802, ia 
only another Voyage to the Levant. 
Yet the northern and western parts 
of Turkey in Europe have been 
rarely Yisited. Boscovich Viaggio~ 
de Costantinopoli in Poionia, con 
una sua relazione della roYine di 
Troja, Bassano, 1784, 8vo. 

HoLLAND. 

L. There are provincial maps of 
all the provinces, but the new sur
vey will be preferable. vViebeking'11 
Holland and Utrecht, 1796, 8 sh. 
North Holland, 16 sh. Reduced 
4 sh. 

M. The United Provinces, by 
Zepp, a good clear map. 

S. The Seven United Provinces, 
with the land of Drent, and Gene
rality lands, 1794, by Faden, 1 sh. 
Mr. Faden's maps are, in general, 
highly to be praised for accuracy 
and neatness, 

Ray's Travels. Those of Mar
shall and Mrs. Radcliffe, &c. Fe
bure Itineraire, 1784, 2 tomes, 12mo. 
Pilati, 1780, 2 tomes, 12mo. 

DENMARK. 

L. Most of the provinces ar~ 
completed under the direction oi 
Bygge the astronomer, and somE 
good maps of the shores, &c. hav~ 
been published by Lowenorn. · 

M. The isle of Zealand, &c. br 
Wessel, 1777, 1 sh. · 

S. Denmark Proper, (by E. I.) 
Copenhagen, 1763, 1 sh. misera~ly 
engraved. Norway, by C. J. Pm
toppidan, ] 785, 3 sh. good, and ce
cently engraved. The same in 
Baron Hermelin's reduced map. 
Icelan¢1, by Erichsen and Olav!us, 

* There are many other large descriptions of Spain, as the Atlante E:pa
noi, 14 vols. 8vo. There are also Universal Geographical dictionaries by 
.Alzedo and by Pere; the last ;> vols. 4.-to. 
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1780, 1 sh. but the projection is eJ·
:roneom, the length being one third. 
too gre~.t: See the Voyage of La 
Crenne, Paris, 1778, and the Jour
:nai 0f Zach, vol d. The Ferroe 
Isles f"Jf I~owcnorn. Norway and 
Sv;edcn, 1 sh. Faden. The same, 
Pontoppirlan, 1 sh. There are se
veral maps of Dcnm'lrk, Sweden, 
Norway, and.Lei:cnd, all comprised 
in 1 sh. 

Marshn11's traYels. Cnxc, &c. 
Von Troil'!< }cclar::d. 'r;,e map is 
careless1r rlr ,, wn, and among other 
fl:missions are tJ:e names of the ri
vers: In p. 5, tlw;·e must be some 
gTo:!; error in r:ist·m::e. Vo-;a~:;e 
to r·;rn·vr~"y, by Fabricius, 1779, in 
German. 

SWEDEN. 

L. Baron Hermelin's Atlas of 
the Provinces, Stockholm, 1797, is 
e:x'cellent, and adorned with inter
esting prospects in Lapland, &c. 

1'vl. 
S. Hermelin's reduced map. Fa

den's by La Rochette, 1794. 

TI"a;·(h of Maupertius, Coxe, 
i\iu.rsll'all, Wraxall, 8zc. 

P0RTUGAL. 

L. The geography is perh:1p-,, 
worse than that of Spain; and Link 
·tas pointed out many g1·oss errors 
i:1 the maps of Lop~z, &c. A new 
strvey is in progress. 

M. By Lopez, in 8 sh. bad. By 
}efreys, improYed by Gen. Rains~ 
fo·d, 6 sh. new edit. 1790. 

S. The chorographic:1l map, by 
de la Rochette, published by Faden, 
1797, 1 sh. perhaps the best yet 
executed. Comnare it with that 
by Lodge after 'zannoni. For a 
gross error of Lopez, see Link, p. 
257. 

Link's travels, 1801, Bvo. th~ 
best acc'lunt yet given of thecoun
tn·. Murphy, Southey, &c. Lima's 
Geograpl>y of Portugal, 1736. De
scri~Jtion ofP,;rtugal, Lisbon, 1785, 
with an account of Portuguesa 
saints*. 

SWISS ERLAND. 

L. The Atlas, by Weiss, gen. 
graphical engineer, Strasburg, an 
8, 1goo, &c. excellent. 

M. The old map by Scheuchzer, 
4 sh. 

S. The reduced map by W eis'!, 
1 sh. excellent. By Mechel, 1799, 
1 sh. good. That in Coxe's tra
vels is of little value, from the 
great superiosity of these two. 

Coxe's travels, the best of all 
the modern series. Bcurrit, De
scription des Glaciers. The cele
brated travels of &aussure to the 
Alps chiefly relate to the French 
and Italian chains. 

GERli!ANSTATES. 

L. There are large maps of most 
of the electorates. Saxony, The 
military Atlas, &c. and the maps 
of the district<;, I!runs'wick-Lu
nenburg, or lianover: many maps 
of the districts. Mecklenburg 

• The Azo,·es p1·cpcrly bel<'ng to Europe, and should be included in maps 
of that qn:tr:cr. The descr·ption should have followed that of Portugal, the. 
neare&t land and to which they bel~n~. The most recent account is that of 
Admson, in his Voyage to :;:.e:Jcg·c,l, 1759, 8vo. There is a detached map 
by Lopez; aml another by Simpson,_ published by Laurie antl \VhitJe. On* 
h; Tot:no, 1 sh. excdlent. B)' Bellm, 1 sh. 1155. 
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Schwerin, 16 sh. Strelitz, 9 sh. 
Duchy of Berg, 4 sh. On the South 
qf the 11-fayn, there is an Atlas of 
Bavaria bv Riedl; and au Atlas of 
Suabiar (including of course the 
Duchy of \Vurtemburg) in 30 sh. 
The Duchy of "'urtemburg by 
Vischer, 1 sh. Of all the other 
states there are also topographical 
maps*. 

M. Chauchard's map of Ger
many (9 sh. the supplement may 
well be omitted,) has a deserved 
reputation; but it is to be regretted 
that he has not specified the moun
tains and hills. Maps of Germany, 
north and south of the lVhyn, are 
wanted on a large scale. The elec
torates, &c. may be had in single 
sheets. \Viebeking's Lower Rhine, 
or frontier between France and 
Germany, 10 sht. 

S. A map of Germany in 4· sh. 
by Covens, bad. By Zannoni, mid
dling. By Klein, in some estima
tion. Germany, 4 sh. by de la 
Rochette. Dominions of the king 
of Great BJ'itain in Germany, 1 sh. 
Faden, 1789. Germany, from the 
map by the royal academy at Ber
lin, Faden, 1788, 1 sh. The Ger
man rivers, 4 sh. The same 1 sh. 

Riesbeck's travels, the best ge
neral journey through Germany. 
Nugent's in Mecklenburg, dull. 
The travels on the Rhine, by Mrs. 
Radcliffe, Cpgan, Gardnm·, &c. 
Travels in Germany are eiti1er too 
local, or embrace Fl'ance and Italy, 
as Keysler, &c. In German are 
those of Nicolai, 8 vols. Leske in 
Lusatia. The Hartz by La~ius; or 
the iter of Ritter, 174·0, 4to. On 

the south of the Mayn, Bianconi's 
Bavaria, ~nd the German v.o1·ks 
of Bacquet and GerLeu. 

ITALY. 

L. The maps of the variou' 
st.,tes didded into provinces; &c. 
SLi.es of the king of t>arliiBia by 
Borg;ognio, 25 sh. copied by Faden, 
1765, 12 sh. :tigurian republic, $ 
sh. Republic of Genoa by Chaf
frion, copied by Faden, 1783, 8 sh. 
Au excellent h,rge new map of 
Naples, by Zannoni, is in progress. 

M. Each of the states on one 
sheet. Naples, by Zannoni, 1769, 
4 sh. Sicily, by Schmettau, 4 sh. 
good and scarce. Dominions of 
the church, by Maire and Bosco
vich, 3 sh. Lombardy, &c, by 
Zannoni, 4· sh. very rare. Cisa1~ 
pir1e Republic, by Delamarche, 2 
sh. Malta and Gozo by Palmeus; 
copied by Faden, 1799. 2 sh. &c. 
Kiug of Sardinia's dominions, by 
Caroly, 4 sh. (Fot· Venice, &c.
see Austria.) 

S. Italy by D'Anville, 2 sh. ex
cellent. The same improved by 
de la Rochette, and published by 
Faden, 1800, 4 sh. 

The travels in Italy are ver~r 
numerous. Among the best may 
be mentioned Cochin, 3 vols. 8vo, 
Paris, 1773, useful for artists. La
lande, 9 vols, Svo. with an Atlas, 
Paris, 1786, a good general com
pilation:j:. Martyn, London, 1791, 
8\·o. the best short guide. Moore's 
View of Society and Manners in 
Italy. Dr. Smith's t1·avels, 1793, 3 
vols. Young's tra •·els in :Fr:.mce, 

" The maps of Homann are now of no use except for German provinces. 
Homann of Nurl!!mburg di.ed in 1724; but his heirs and successurs CORtiuu~d 

·to publish maps under that name for forty or fi.fty years, and among the lat
ter there are some of German provinces executed by able hands. ~:ec a me
moir concerning Homann in the Geograph. Ephem. Nov. 1801, p. 464. There 
are some good recent m;J.ps of German provinces by lVIannert <A' Nurenburg. 
Jaeger's Germany, 81 ~h. coarse. Hanover l>ost map, 4· sh. 

t vViebeLing's maps of the Rhine, 1706, are very complete. 
l The De~cr:~;tion Historique of Rid::.lrd, 6 vo::.. 8vo. ~s preferred to 

La~nd~. · 
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for the north of Italy. To which 
maybe added the travels of Ferber, 
Spallanzani, and Tozetti, &c. and 
the Diarium Italicum of Montfau
con. Swinburn's travels in the Two 
Sicilies. 

AsiA. 

By IYAnville, 6 sh. still a valua
li>le map for consultation and com
parison. By Arrowsmith, 1801, 4 
sh. the best extant. 

TuRKEY IN AsiA. 

By Hazius, Vaugondy, &c. 1 sh. 
The Euphrates and Tigris, by 
D' An ville. Palestine, by the same."' 

The travels of Sandys, Wheeler, 
Chandler, Chevalier, &c. Maun
drell's Journev to Jerusalem. Rus
sel's Aleppo, &c. Mariti's Cyprus. 

AsiATIC RussiA. 

The maps of the governments 
are of little use, being in the Rus
sian character. Those of the Rus
sian empire have been already men
tioned. There are Latin maps of 
some of the governments by Tres
$Cott and others. The two Latm 
maps of the river Irtish, by Islenieft~ 
are ooriou~ and important; as is 
Mr. Ellis's map and memoir of the 
country, between the Caspian and 
the Euxine, 1788. 

Voyage de Pallas, Giorgi, &c. 
These interesting travels are 
abridged in the His to ire des Decou
"tlertes Russes, Beme, 6 vols. Hvo. 
Patrin Voyage au l\lontAitai, 1781, 
12mo. Muller, Histoire du fiem e 
Amur, 176G, 12mo. Bell's travels, 
&c . 

CHINESE EMPillE• 

Atlas by D' An ville, which ought 
to accompany the work of Du 
Halde. There are 42 maps of va• 
rious sizes, of which 16 contailt 
China Proper and its provinces, 
actually surveyed, in the course of 
many years, by the Jesuits, and 
probably with as much accuracy 
as the methods and instrument'> 
then used would admit. Eastern 
Tatary, or more properly the coun
try of the Mandshurs and Mon~ 
guls, has also some claims to ac<ru· 
racy, as the Jesuits attended the 
emperor on frequent journies into 
these provinces; but to the west 
of the river Etzine little de· 
pendance can be placed ; and the 
delineations of Little Bucharia and 
Tibet, are certainly grossly inac
curate. 

Tatary by Witsen, 1687, 6 -sh. 
curious, must not be. confounded 
with that by De Witt, 1 sh. By 
Strahl~nberg, 1737, curious. 

The best small map of China is 
that of D' An ville, 1 sh. This coun
try is also well delineated in his 
Asia, and in that of Arrowsmith. 
Part of the empire is illustrated in 
the maps of Islenieff, and the Rus
sian maps of the boundaries. See 
also the maps in Crosier's account 
of China, but particularly those 1n 
the Histoire Generale de la Chine. 

Nieuhoff's Voyage, excellent. 
Du Halde's China. Ozbeck's Vov
age. Gaubil's Genghiz Khan, Pa
ris, 1739, 4to. for the Chinese geo
graphy of Mongolia. The Me
moires Chinoises by Amyot, Paris, 
15 vols. 4to chiefly relate to the 
manners, sciences, and history of 
the country: but the Histoire Ge
nerale de la Chine, 12 vols. 4to. is 
an interesting work, and a singular 

.. In general the best maps cf Asb., America, and Africa, may be con· 
suited for each country. 
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monument of French science. Add 
the excellent trayels of Bell, 2 vols. 
4to. or 8vo. and particularly Sir 
George St . .mnton's account of the 
embassy to China, and Van Braam 's 
travels. 

"!JAPAN. 

Thereisnogood large map, those 
vf Krempfer only displaying part 
of the coa~ts along which he tra
velled, while h1s g·eneral map is 
small. D' .·\nviile h :s made some 
improvem~nts, :.md there is a map 
in 1 sh. by Robert*. 

Krempfer's Japan, and Thun
berg's travels, both excellent. 

BrRMAK EMPIRE, &c. 

The maps in l\1r. Syme's Jour
ney. The geo~!;raphy of Exterior 
India is very imperfect, but ex
pected to be improyed by the re
~;earches of Mr. Dalrymple. For 
Siam D' An ville's map of Asia may 
be c:::nsulted; and for the outline 
of the coasts the charts of D' A pres, 
which are deservedly esteemed. 

Loubere's Siam.. Turpin, His
to ire de Siam, Paris, 1771, 2 vols. 
Richard, Histoire de Tonquin, Pa
ris, 1778, 2 vols. 8vo. 

HINDOSTAN. 

RenneU's map, 4 sh. De Ia Ro
chette's, 1 sh. good, 3d edit. 1300. 

Rennell's Atlas of Bengal. His 
map of the southern part, dated 
5th April 1800. D' Anville's Hi!1-
dostan is antiquated and full of tms
takes. Peninsula of India, Faden, 
1795, 2 sh. 

Hamilton's New Account of the 
East Indies. Voyage de Bernier, 
excellent, though old. Bartholo
meo (\Vesdin's) Voyage, excellent 
for the southern parts, Hodge's 
travels. Voyage de Sonnerat, ~ 
vols. 4-to. The account by Tieffen
thaler, in Bernoulli's collection, is 
a dull and tedious chorography. 
Knox's Ceylon, &c. 

PERSIA. 

There is no large map of this 
interesting countlT· That of de 
Lblet, in 1 sh. may be compared 
with the Asia of D'Anville or Ar
rowsmith. The materials are vague 
and imperfect; and there can be 
little dependence on the longitudes 
or latitudes even of the best ori
ental geographers. The recent 
map by vVahl is illegible ; but de
serves to be re-engra ved in a supel·i
or manner, a'nd on a larger scale. 
That of Ia Rochette, to illustrate 
the marches of Alexander, is very 
beautiful, and drawn up with con
siderable care. Georgia and Ar
menia, 4 sh. 1780. 

Voyage de Chardin, 4 vols. 4to. 
Thevenot's travels, bad. Tavernier, 
good. Le Brun, bad, and the plates 
seem to be frequently fabrications, 
as usual in the Dutch books of tra
velst. Hanway's travels are good, 

~ 1\iessrs. Roberts, the father and son, were geographers of considerable 
reputation, particularly Hobert, styled de Vaugondy. . . . 

t There is one by Homann of Nuremburg,but that manufacture Ism ht1!P. 
esteem. In the Voyage of Niebuhr there: is an interesting map of t:1e vicinity 
of P"rsepolis. 

l These pubEshed hy Vander Aar are particularly obnoxious; the prints, as 
well in Mandelslo 1719 or 1727, being often transferred from old books; nay, 
sometimes the same view will serve for a great number of places, wheth~r 
they stand on rocks or plains. 

VOL, II, .1, L 
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though prolix. The journey of 
Franklin instructive and amusing 
for the southern part, while the 
northern is well illustrated by 
Gmelin. After Olivier's first vo
lume, little can be expected from 
his second. Otter's journey, 1742, 
ranks among the best, but he is 
too full of qu0tations from the ori
ental geographers. Della Valle 
esteemed. The journey of Olea
tins, or of the Envoys from Hol
stein. 

ARABIA. 

Maps of several provinces occur 
in Niebuhr'~ description; and it is 
to be regretted that he did not pub
lish an entire new map. There is 
an old map by Vander Aar; but the 
best are those in the Asia of D'An
ville and Arrowsmith, the former 
is published apart by Laurie and 
Whittle, as are likewise Persia, and 
Turkey in Asia. 

volumes, with upwards of a thou
sand copper plates, and is extreme
ly rare, even in Holland. Sonne
rat Voyage de la Nouvelle Guinee, 
4to. 

AusTRALASIA. 
' 

New Holland, &c. in Arrow
smith's chart of the Pacific. 9 sh. 
The same reduced, 1 sh. 

De Brosses Histoire des Navi
gations aux TerTes Australes, Pa
ris, 1756, 2 vols. 4to. excellent. 
Dalrymple's collection of Voyages 
in the Pacific, 2 thin vols. 4to. and -
Supplement, curious and interest
ing. La Borde Hist. de la Mer de 
Sud, Paris, 1791, 3 vols. 8vo. 
Cook's Voyages. Governor Phil
lips. Collin's History of the co
lcny, 4to. &c. 

PoLYNESIA. 

Niebuht·, Voyage en Arabie, 2 Arrowsmith's chart of the Paci-
tomes, 4to. and his Description de , fie. Maps in De Brasses ; and of 
l' Arabie, 1 tome, 4to. To which Otaheite and Tonga taboo in the 
may be added, la Roque Voyage en l\1issionary Voyage. Islands of 
Arabie Heureuse, and the Voyage Navigators, in that of La Perouse, 
dans la Palestine, Paris, 1717, 8\·o. &c. 
which contains Abulfeda's Descrip-
tion of Arabia. 

AsiATIC IsLANDS, 

Chart by Arrowsmith, 4 sh. ex
~ellent. D'}ulVille's Asia. Map 
of Sumatra, in Marsden. Of Ja1·a, 
in Stavorinus. The Philippines, 
D'Am·ille or Arrowsmith's Asia. 
Of the interior of Borneo, Celebez, 
&c. is little known. 

Marsden's account of Sumatra 
Forest's Voyag-e to Papua. Voy
ag-es of Stavorinus, &c. Valenb·n's 
acl'onnt of the Dutch possessiori~in 
tlte East Indies, published about 
1728, consists of five large folio 

Cook's voyages. Captain Bligh's. 
Those of La Perouse. The Mis
sionary voyage·. Gohein's account 
of the Ladrones. Description of 
the Caroline islands in the supple
ment to Des Brosses, &c. 

AMERICA. 

North and South by D' Anville 5 
sh. 1746, 174S, or by Green, 17S3, 
for the progress of the geogr>tohy. 
But there is no recent general rnap 
of this continent, which can be re
commended. That of Delisle, 1739 
1 sh. curious, and exact fer th~ 
time. By La Rochette, 1797, 1 sh. 
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Morse's American Geography, 
-4rto. or•Svo. 

NoRTH AMERICA. 

Arrowsmith's map with im
provements and additions to 1802, 
about 5 feet by 4, excellent. It is 
to be regretted that the Spanish 
dominions in North America are 
not included. For these recourse 
must be had to D' An ville, or to the 
map of the West Indies by Jeffreys, 
16 sh. 

UNITED STATES. 

L. There are maps of most of 
the provinces, and a general Atlas 
published at Philadelphia, but in 
little esteem. 

i\1. .Arrowsmith's map, with 
corrections to 1802, 4- sh. 
, S. Single sheet, common. The 
provinces in Mr. Morse'lii work. 

Morse's Geography. The tra
vels of Kalm, Burnaby, Weld, 
Rochefoucault, Brisson, &c. 

SPANisH DoliHNioNs IN NoRTH 
AMERICA. 

A great deficiency in the geo
;;raphy, as the Spaniards are pe
culiarly jealous of these rich set
tlements, their chief tenure on the 
new continent. The Mexican do
minions in general seem delineated 
wl.th considerable accurary in the 
map of the West Indies by Jeffreys, 
16 sh. corrected and improved to 
1792 ; and the same reduced, 2 sh. 
or Bolton's map in Postlethwayte's 
Dictionary of Commerce. There 
are maps of some provinces by 
Lopez. Others by Sanson of Old 
and New Mexico, &c. California, 
by Costanzo, 2 sh. 1771. New 
Spain, by Alzate, in Spanish, 1 sh. 
The environs of Mexico may be 
found in Careri, from a drawing 
by Boi:it, an engineer employed to 
drain the lake. Another in Cla
vigero. The bay of Honduras ;.tnd 

environs are published apart by 
Faden. A new map of the Spanish 
dominions in North America, ex
cluding theW est Indies, is greatly 
wanted. 

Recourse must be had to old 
writers, the best being Gage, 2d 
edit. 1655, fol. or the French trans
lation, Arnst. 1721, 2 vols. 12mo. 
The 6th or last vol. of Gemelli Ca
reri contain5 New Spain. This 
work is now acknowledged by the 
best judges to be genuine, and a 
voyage round the world has ceased 
to attract much observation, as 
there would be little difficulty in 
passing to China, and thence to 
America and Europe. Thgre 
seems no doubt that Careri per
formed this circuit: the fault is 
that the book is rather a diary of 
trifles, than· a work of solid infor
mation. There is a Spanish his
tarry of Cinaloa by Perez de Rox
as. For Louisiana, said to be ceded 
by Spain to France, the works of 
Dn Pratz, Charlevoix, &c. may be 
consulted. The voyages of Pages 
round the world, and to the north 
and south pole, seem very doubt
ful, as may be judged, among other 
circumstances, from his descrip
tion of Mexico. The best recent 
account of Mexico, but unfortu
nately short, is given by f:happe 
D'Auteroche in his voyage to Ca
lifornia, London, 1778, 8vo. Me
moirs of the Jesuits concerning 
California, 3 vols. 4to. Madrid, 
1757. Notici?s Americanas, Mad. 
1801, 8vo. Cardenas, Historia de 
la Florida. Alzedo's Dictionary. 

BRITISH PossESSIONS. 

Arrowsmith's map of North 
America. Smith's Upper Canada, 
1 sh. 1800 

The Travels of Hearne and 
Mackenzie, Lahontan, Charlevoix, 
Weld, &c. 
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NATIVE TRIBES. 

Colden's Five Nations. Lafitau's 
manners of the savages, but the 
figures do not represent the people, 
and the descriptions are not of un
impeached accuracy. Charlevoix, 
Du Pratz. Greenland by Egede, 
or Crantz. Travels bY Carver, 
Hearne, and Mackenzie, &c. 
Adair's historv of the American 
Indian's contains a few curious 
facts, distorted by an absurd sys
tem. 

NoRTH AMERICAN IsLANDs oR 

WEST INDIES. 

Large maps may be had of most 
of the islands. The YVest Indies 
by Jeffreys, 16 sh. Reduced 1 sh. 
Bolton's maps in Pmtlcthwayte's 
dictionary, and those in the history 
of the \Nest Indies, by Mr. Ed
wards. 

Labat's voyages to the West In
dies, 6 tomes 8vo. There are de
tached French voyages to several 
of their islands; but the accounts 
of the Spanish arr·, as usual, anti
quated. Among the English ::ere 
Ligan's Barbadocs. Sloane's Ja
m<lica. Jeffrey's has published an 
account of the Spanish Islands, 
with thirty-two maps and phcns, 
London, 1762, 4to. The best ac
count of the British is that by Ed
wards. Raynal's work is sunk into 
disesteem, and is sJ.id by Mr. Eel
wards to have nn more truth than 
Robinson Crusoe. He was one of 
the new French philosophers, who 
affect to be learned by special in
:,pil·ation. 

SouTH Al\iERICA. 

The map of La Cruz, engraved 
nt Madrid for royal presents, 1775, 
and published at London, by Mr. 
Faden, 1799, 6 sh. the best _l·ct 
~h-en. Maps of someof the j)l'O

~ ince~ are among the worh of Lo-

pez, but as usual of little accuracy. 
The environs of Q'Jito, where the 
degree was measured, may be found 
in Bouguer, or in the French edi
tion of Ulloa. In 1750, D' An ville 
published the prm·ince of Quito, 4 
sh. But Lt Cruz must be prefer
red, though b\ a ridiculous failure, 
he has omitted to denr:te in a pro
per manner the great chain of the 
Andes, and the other ridges, there 
are also some political disguisEs. 
In 1774, Falkner, who had been a 
missionary, published a mRp of Pa
tilgonia in 2 sh. but it will be fOl;nd 
Yery erroneous, when compared 
with La Cruz. The Rio de la 
Plata, and some other portions, are 
also published ap8rt; and our as
sieuto <'nd contraband trade has 
contributed to improve the geogra
phy. 

SPANISH PossEsSIGNs. 

The maps above mentioned. Peru 
from the astronomical calculationli 
of Condamine, &c. Paris, 1 sh. 
l\l[alespina's Survey of the coast, 
from the Rio de la Plata to Panama, 
south and west, 5 sh. excellent. 

The Y0)'8ge of Ulloa. The best 
translation is the French, 2 vols, 
4to. for in the English, 2 vols. 8vo. 
many important tables, &c. are 
omitted, and the prints so misera
bly reduced that they are. alike 
useless lend unpleasant. Voyage 
de Condc:.mine. Lettre de Men~ 
sieur Godin. Bouguer, Figure de 
la Terre, for an excellent account 
of Peru. Dobrizhofi'cr, &c. Wa
fer's description of the Isthmus of 
Darien, 1699, Voyage de Fre
zier, 1717, 2 tomes, 12mo. Gily 
Storia de Terra Firma, 4 vols. 
Rome, 1780. Vidaurre CGmpendiG 
del Chili, Bologna, 1776, 8vo. 
Viage al estrecho de Magellanes 
cle orclen de S. M. 4to. Molina 
Storia Naturale del Chili, Bologna, 
1782, 8vo. Storia Civile del Chili, 
Bologna, 1787, 8vo. both good. 
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PORTUGUESE. 

The Portuguese are the most il. 
literate of European nations, and 
the accounts of their settlements in 
America and Africa obsolete and 
imperfect. Even the ge"graphy 
of their own country is a mass of 
errors, and if they have any maps 
of Brazil, they are without the 
smallest claim to common accuracy 
or reputation. Blauw published a 
map of Brazil, when a great part 
was possessed by the Dutch. The 
Spanish map of La Cruz is the b.est 
modern authority, though here 
D' An ville seem copied. In Bou
gainville'-s voyage to the Falkland 
islands, there are some local maps 
and plans. 

The voyage of Bougainvillc, Sir 
George Staunton's account of the 
embassy to China, with the works 
of Faria translated b\· Stevens, 
Osorio, Bartos the Portuguese 
Livy, &c."' 

FRENCH. 

The French maps of Cayenne 
may be compared with La Cruz; 
but the wide debated lands are now 
resigned to the French, with a yet 
further extension of territory to
wards the river Maranon. 

The voyage of Des Marchais 
published by Labat, 4 vols. with a 
map by D' An ville, and many re
cent voyages, &c. 

DuTCH. 

There is a detached and rare, 
but coarse, chart of the shores and 
rh·ers, printed at Amsterdam:· 
with ~everal En2:lish chm·ts of the 
river Surinam by Walker, 4 sh. 
&c. Guiana by Captain Thomson, 
1783, 1 sh. 

Bancroft's Natural History of 
Guiana. Stedman's Surinam, &c. 

NATIVE TRJBES. 

The map of La Cruz. History 
Gf Paraguay by Charlevoix. Do
brizhoffer de Abiponibus, Vienna, 
17<34. Molina's Chili, &c. 

ISLANDS CONNECTED WITH 

SOUTH Al\1ERICA. 

Ulloa's Voyage. Bougainville's 
voyage to the Falkland islands. 
Cook's voyage, &c. 

AFRICA. 

The map of D' An ville, 1749, 3 
sh. is still the best, excepting the 
parts explored by Par kand Browne, 
and may be compared with that of 
Delisle. That published by Wil
kinson, 1800, 4.· sh. is decent, but 
there are several errors, and some 
mistaken applications of ancient 
geo~raphy. The detached maps 
by Rcnnell may be consulted. In 
Saugnier's voyage, 1791, there is 
a French map which may afford 
some hints, but there are many 
mistakes. The maps in Shaw's 

" Lafitau's History of the discoveries and conquests of the Porti\guese in 
tl1e New World, Paris, 1733, 2 vols. 4•cO. or 4 12mo. ends with 1580, when 
Portugal became subject to Spain. It would have been valuable, as Robert
son, in his History of America, has wholly omitted the Portuguese settle
ments, but the tirle is grossly erroneous, as th('! work is restricted to the Por
tuguese establishments i:1 Hindostan., and is arranged according to the serie~ 
of Governors of Goa, with some dight references to African affairs, nor is 
Brazil perhaps once mentioned in th1s history of Portuguese tnnsactions, dan~ 
le nou"Veau ?nonde, to use the wordf in the title, by a portentous error, which 
~eemli to evince that a man rnay be a J ~~nit and yet want common sense. 
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work are singularly confused, from 
the mixture of Latin and Arabian 
names, but deserve to be re-en
graved with improvements. That 
in Lempriere's Morocco seems to
lerably exact, and from it some 
important positions, as the city of 
Morocco, the chief ridge of Atlas, 
&c. may be collected. · 

Africa by Hasius, 1737, 1 sh. By 
Robert, 1760, 4 sh. By Gendron, 
Madrid, 1754, 1 sh. 

ABYSSINIA. 

Lempriere, by Canzler, 1797. Me
diterranean, 4 sh. 1785, Faden. 

Shaw's travelS in Barbary, or ra• 
ther in · Algiers and Tunis ; the 
best edition is the 4to. The travel~ 
of Poiret are trifling, and· Che
nier's book a feeble compilation. 
Lcmpriere, good. Hoest, 1779, in 
Danish or German, good. Agrell 
in Swedish, 1800. For Tripoli, 
Bruce, and the publications of the 
African Society may be consulted. 

The map in Bruce's travels may The curious reader may look into 
be compared with lhose of Tellez, .Addison's West Barbary, 1671, or 
that of Ludolf, and the Africa of Ockley's, 1713. In general, Dr. 
D'Anville. Dapper's account of Africa, or 

The travels of Alvarez, 1520. 
Those of Lobo, 1625, translated 
by Dr. Jok1son. The account of 
Abys~inia by Tellez, Lisbon, 1660, 
fol. Lndolf's Ethiopia, 2 vols. fol. 
Poncet's journey, 12mo. or Lock
man's travels of the Jesuits, 2 vols. 
llvo. Bruce's travels, 5 vols. 4to. 

EGYPT. 

The map of :q'Anville and me
moir. The Delta, by Niebuhr, &c. 
Lower Egypt, &c. by La Rochette, 
1802, 1 sh. 

Travels of Poco eke, Norden"', 
N icbuhr, Browne. The late French 
Q.ccounts. Volney, Sa vary. 

MAHOME'IAN STATES. 

··Ill'"' The maps of Shaw, for Algiers 
and Tnnis. The f~eneral maps and 
Lempriere for the others. Fez and 
Morocco, after Tofino, Hoest, and 

Ogilby's translation, may still be 
used with advantage, as there are 
few more recent accounts of several 
countries, whence their labours in 
this portion alone of the globe arc 
not wholly superannuJ.tedt. San
son published at Paris. a descrip
tion of Africa, 1656, 1660, 4to. 
with several maps. 

WESTERN CoAsT. 

There are old maps of Congo, 
&c. in the account of Lopez or 
Pigafetta, Mandelslo, Dapper, Ca
vazzi, &c. and small detached maps 
by D' An ville, 1731. Of the river 
of Congo there is a chart by Max.
well, 2 sh. 

A description of Congo, by Lo
pez, or rather by Philip Pigafetta 
from the papers of Lopez, was ori
ginally published in Italian, Rome, 
1591, 4to. whence it was translated 
into English by Hartwell, 1597, 4to. 
in Latin it forms the fi;·~t part of 
the Smdler Voyages of De Bry, 
1598, fol. and there is"an appendix: 
by Bruno, 1625, fol. 

" There is a French edition, 1800, 4to. 
i' Dapper's African islamls were ptlblished 1668, and his Africa, 1670 in 

Dutch. The plates are· used by Ogilby, 1671, and are much worn in tho 
b-,mch t1·amlation, 1686. Sanuto's Africa has some curious mar•· 
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Descrizirme Istorica delli tre 
Regni, Congo, Matamba C!1' Ango
la, comftilata dat P. Gio. Ant. Ca
vazzi. Bologna, 1687, fol. pp. 933, 
large print, with plates; or Milan, 
1690, 4to. This curious work was 
translated by Labat in his Ethiopie 
Occidentale, Paris, 5 tomes, 12mo. 
which must not be confounded with 
the Afrique Occidentale of that YO

luminous_compiler. In 1776 Pray
art published at Paris hi~ history of 
Loango, from papers of French 
missionaries 1766, with a new but 
imperfect map, a curious and in
teresting work*. 

Labat's Collection. Bosman's 
Guinea. Norris's Account of Da
homey. Park's travels. Adanson's 
Senegal. 

THE CAPE. 

The survey by Barrow. The tra
vels of De la Caille, Pater5on, 
Sparman, Barrow, &c. As re
peated falshoods have been detect
ed in Vaillant's books, especially 
the last Journey, they are chiefly to 
be read for amusement. 

THE EAsTERN CoAsT. 

There is a small map by D' An
ville, called Ethiopie Occidentale, 
which comprises Mocaranga, and 
other dominions of the Monomo
tapa or emperor, 1732; but of 
these singular and interesting 
countries the geography and de
scriptions are alike imperfect, nor 
is there even a missionary modern 
account of Mocaranga, Sofala, Sa
bia, &c.t The letters of the Jesuits 

\ probably present some materials; 
but Lockman's is an injudicious 
compilation, often containing the 
most trivial matters. The German 
voyages of Bucquoy 1771, and Tho
man 1788 may be consulted. 

MADAGASCAR. 

Flacourt has published a map: 
and Rochon has been contented 
with one of 1727. Bellin has given 
a large map. There are several 
Fren~h accounts, Rochon's being 
one of the latest. 

AFRICAN IsLANDs. 

General map. There are de
tached maps of the isles of Bour
bon and Mauritius, &c. 

;Rochon's Madagascar. Grant's 
Mauritius, &c. For Kerguelen's 
Land. Cook's last voyage. Glas's 
Canary islands, &c. Fort: le Azores, 
see Portugal, as they stricely be
long to Europe. 

HYDROGRAPHY. 

Though charts be not considered 
as essential in the study of geogra
phy, yet as. a few of islands, &c. 
are admitted into collections of 
maps, it may not be improper to 
offer some hints on the subject. In 
a large or public library indeed the 
best charts should appear, as well 
as the best maps. But in general, 
the chief purchasers of charts are 
merchants for their counting houses, 
and captains and other marine offi~ 
cers, who procure the most recent 
and authentic adapted to the Yovage. 
Such are often bound up together, 
in the form of a narrow oblong 
folio, and are styled Neptunes, Pi
lots, &c. Thus the East India Pi
lot contains more than a hundred 
charts for a voyage to the East In-

• See also Zucchelli's Account of the mission in Congo, published about 
1712. Angelo's Voyage to Congo, 1666, is in Labat, tome v. 

t Le Grand, in his Dissertations annexed to Lobo's Abyssinia, (p. 269, 
Johnson's tr.) quotes Dos Santos Etiopia Orientale, Ev0ra, 1609, of which 
there is a French traJtslation, Paris, 1681·, 12111o. 
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dies, or even to China; including 
detached charts of the isles, coasts, 
and harbours, which may be visit
ed from choice or necessity. In 
like manner the African Pilot pre
sents charts necessary for a voyage 
to the Cape: and there are Pilots 
for the British coasts, the Baltic, 
Mediterranean, V./ est Indies, &c. 
Each chart may also commonlv be 
had apart, and is often accompa
nied with sailing directions, as well 
as the N eptunes and Pilots, in a 
detached octavo form. The Dutch 
are careless navigators, and the 
best charts are the English and 
French. Yet the Dutch, in the six
teenth centm·y, seem to haYe been 
the first inverttnrs of the collections 
called Neptunes, Flambeaux, Co
lonnes de Ia Mer, &c."' 

The mo't celebrated French 
name is tlnt of M. D' A pres d~ 
Mannevilette, whose ,1\'ejltune Ori
ental, orSur\·eyofthe fndi.m <'cean, 
&c. is highly and deservedly es
teemed by all seamen. The charts 
of Beliin, Eng,ineer of the French 
Marine, 1737 .... 1767, chief!\· relate 
to the A tbutic, and their estirf\<>.tion 
is princir <lly confined to France. 
His Jl/"ej~tur. e General fills two or 
th;·ee thick folio volumes. Bellin 
als') pulllished a small maritime at
las, 111 5 vols. and a separate de
scription of Guiana and its shoreco. 
His. hfitune Franoai8 presents the 
cnas_ts 0f France, Spain, England, 
Holi:'JH~, &c. t 

In Engl<,nd the Neptunes and Pi
lots are ahnys composed of de
tac11ed charts, by various authors 
and obseners. Mr. Dalrymple, in 
his zeal to prnmote geography and 
navigati' n, hccS published a prodi
gious nmn:,er, r-ei·h::rs a thous<~nd, 
detached c;.harts of isles, harbom·s, 
cna~.ts, straits, shoals, ~tc. chiefly 
in the Oriental world. Among 
other works may be mentioned the 

American coast~, or Atlantic Nep~ 
tu~e, by Des Burres, 1776, (too· 
full of neology;) the various Pilots 
published by Mount and Davidson, 
Murdock's Atlantic ocean, publish~ 
ed by FrJClen, Mackenzie's charts 
of the shores of Scotland and Ire
land, Hudd wt's chart of the West
ern isles, Captdn Ross Donnelly's 
of Fence, the Orkney'~>, Shetland, 
&c. 1797, which may be compared 
with Lowenorn's chart of the Shet
land isles, 1767. Ofthe English 
coasts there are various charts, 
and it might be rash to indicate a 
preference. For the present pur
pose it will be sufficient to comme
morate a few others. 

Arrowsmith's chart of the Pacifie 
9 sh. And of the A~iatic Islands, 4 
sh. The Indian ocean, 4 oh. The 
South sea Pilot, 28 sh. 

Mr. Faden has also published se
veral charts of great rerutation, as: 

Parts of the Hahk, 180'2, from 
Ncrdenanker and Wybe. Gulf of 
Finland, by Cr.pt8in Goff; 1785, 4 
fh. Gulf of Florid'l.; \Vindward 
passage; MHlespina'sco~stofSouth 
America, 1802; Gulf of St. Law
rence, 4 sh. Cor.sts of LabradrT 
and Newfound! md, by Lane; Bay 
of Bre~t, &c. 1802: with several 
by La Rochette, drawn from the 
best materials. 

Some valuable charts have been 
published by Laurie and \Vhittle, 
successors to Mr. Sayer; and by 
othe1 s, such as Steel, Moore, Mount 
and Davidson, Gilbert, He~ther, 
&c. whose reputation C8n only be 
justlv estimated by seafaring me;'. 
Even in a small collection the 
charts of seYeral islands, as the 
.Azores, the Bermudas, the Cana
ries, &c. will be found interesting. 

The coasts of Spain, published 
at Madrid, 1798, by Tofino, may 
be con~idered as an accessir·n to 
European geography; and the same 

" Th~ hydro~;raphic work of Dudley Duke of Northumberland, Florence, 
1647, 4 vols. f, I. is no• only cm!ous but cf S01';1e value. 

t There is also a ~drographie Francaiu lately compiled by Dezauche, on~ 
of the chief venders of charts at Paris, u,d ·,~ hich eor.tains recent French. 
charts of most parts of the worltl. · 
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astronomet• has given charts of 
some patts of Barbary. 

These hints may suffice for the 
geographical student, but it may 
be added·, under this department, 
that there . are several voyages, 
ehiefly p1:1blisned in France, pro. 
r~·ssedly undertaken for the purpose 
of improving astronomy and geo
graphy: such are the voyages of 
Bouguer, 1749; Chabart, 1753; 
Courtanvaux, 1768; Cassini, 1770;* 
but particularly the Vo~m;e par 
ordre du Roi, by De la Crenne, 
Borda, and Pingrc, Paris, 1778, 2 
vols. 4to. abounding with important 
observations, which have radically 
improved the geography of several 
countries. 'l'he voyage of Kergue
len to Iceland, Greenland, Shet
land, Norway, &c. Parb, 1771, or 
Arnst. 1772, 4to. may also be men
tioned in this class. 

It is to be wished that travellers, 
instead of overwhelming us with 
ridiculous voyages to the Levant, 
would examine the geography of 
such countries as are little known, 
in which case they would contri
bute infinitely more to the stores of 
modern knowledge. 

These few observations on hy
drography may be considered as 
introductory to a brief list of the 
circumnavigations, and more ge
neral voyages, which cannot well 
be arranged und,er particular coun
tries. 

The voyage of Magalhaens round 
the world was the first, for it would 
be ungenerous to deny the title, be
cause that great navigator was slain 
in the Philippines. Pigafetta, who 
accompanied Magalhaens, drew 

up ari account of this memorable' 
voyage in ftalian, which has re· 
cently been published in a splendid 
manner. But for generfll use the 
French translation, Pal!is, an. 9, 
Bvo. will be found h1teresting. . 

The voyages of Sir FranCis 
Drake, London, 1653, 4-to. 

Dampier's voyages rotiiid the 
world, London, 1729, 4 vols. 8vo. 
including Wager's voyage. 

Gemeli Carreri's voyage round 
the worhl, Naples, 1699, 6 vols. 
He was a lawyer, and· left his coun
trv from some domestic uneasiness. 
That he really performed this voy
age seems naw admitted; but the 
book is trifling, and a voyage round 
the world is no longer a matter of 
wonder. 

Anson's voyage round the world. 
Cook's voyages, with those of 

Dixon, Portlock, Vancouver, Bou
gain\'ille, La Perouse, &c. 

To enumerate the collections of 
voyages would be infinite. The 
French I-Iistoire General des Vall
ages is more amusing than accu
rate, and cannot admit of quota
tion or reference, as the originals 
must be consulted:!:. The .N'mnts 
Orbis of Grynreus is the oldest col
lection; which was followed by 
those of Ramusio, Hakluyt, and 
Purchas. Bergeron's curious col
lection appeared 1630, &c. Bvo. 
reprinted at Leyden, 1742, 2 vols. 
4to. In 1663 Thevenot published 
his first volume, which was follow
ed by two others. Ray's collection, 
169:3. 8vo.:t: Harris's collection ap
peared in 1705, 2 vols. fol. being a 
good general history .of voyages: 
it was afterwards improved by Dr. 

" There is also a journey to Germany by the same author, to examine the 
geography of the Palatinate, &c. Paris, 1776, 4to. 

t In Spanish there is el Viagero Uni'llersal by Estala, Madrid, 1796, &c. 
which will occupy about 40 vols. 8vo. The description of the United States 
and Mexico appeared in 1799. Unfortunately Spanish and Pormguese books 
can scarcely be procured in London. 

:j: Dufresnoy mentions a collection, London, 1674, 4 vols. fol. and one, 1704 
(Churchill's) 8 vols. fol. v;ith a pref:tce by Lock~. 

YOL, TI. t, 1I 
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Campbell, ~ vols. fol. 1744. 1748. 
Stevens's collection of translations, 
2 vols. 4to. 1711. Voya~es from 
the Harleian Library, 2 vols. fol. 
17 45. Churchill's collection, 6 vols. 
fol. 1752, new edit. Astley's col
lection, 4 thick vols. in 4to. rare 
and valuable, 1745; the editor is 
called Green in some catalogues, 
certainly a man of great leitrning 
and industry. De Brosses Naviga
tions aux Terres Australes, Paris, 
1756. 2 vols. 4to. translated by Cal
lander, Edin. 1766, 3 vols. 8vo. 

Tkere are several modern English 
collections; by Salmon, 2 vols. fol. 
1755. Guthrie, 7 .vols. 8vo. 1767, 
&c. Those by Hawkesworth and 
Dalrymple are in superior estima
tion. To which may he added the 
recent collections by Dr. Mavor. 
In German is the Sammlung, &c. 
a collection of the best and newest 
travels, Berlin, 1765 ..... 1782, 23 
vols. large 8vo. In Spanish the 
Viagero Uni7JerBal, already men
tioned ; but this last is rather :j. 

history of voyages. 
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AgricultureofCochin China ii. 178 
---- of Denmark i. 390 
---of Egypt ii. 57 4 
---- of England i. 7'J 
---- introduced into 

Albany fort 
---river 

ii. 

Albion, origin of the term i. 
---New ii. 
Alchymy still pursu~d by the 

Arabians England from the Belgic 
colonies 18 Ald~rney isle i: 

-----of France 203 Ale the various sorts brewed 

461 
419-

13 
505 

328 
106 

---- of Hanover 469 in England 47 
----of Hindostan u. 202 

370 
128 
173 

Aleppo ii. 17 
----of Holland i. Alessandria i. 1 500 
---- of Japan ll. Aleutian isles ii. 505, 62 
---- of Ireland i. Alexandria 57 3 
----ofMilan 500 Aig·edym Zano mountain 99 
----of the Netherlands 224 Algier 580 
---- of Parma and Pla- Alhambra palace I· 309 

centia 502 Alicuda island 488 
----of Persia ii. 271 Alidek mountains u. 207 

.. . _ of Portugal 1o 432 Allahabad 221 
---- of Prussia 30 l Alleg-any mountains . 445 
--·--of Russia 241 Aller 1iver i. 469 
____:;_____.of the Russian em- Alligators worshipped in many 

pire in, Asia ii. 48 pa1·ts of the east ii, 344 
of Saxony 1. 467 Almiranti island 509 

..____of Scotland 130 Alps of Italy i. 485 
----- of Siam ii. I 7-2 ·· -- Suabian 459 
----of Sicily i; 491 --of SwisEerland 445 
----· of Spain 32·5, 326 Alstei' river 472 
---··- of Sumatra ii. ·339 · Altaian chain of mountains ii. 99, 
__:__;_ __ of Swisserland 443 98, 51, 9 · 
---'---of Tfi.tary · 97· Altamaha river 445 
---- of Turkey in Eu- Altan Nor, or Golden Lake 50 

rope i. ·349 Altar mountain 525 
.,;.._ __ of Turkey in Asia ii; 21 Altona 1o 387 
---- ofWurtembti.rg i. ·4·76 Alum in the TyroleseAJps 279 
Ahwas rive!' ii. 267, 272 --native in the isle ofWight lOs 
Aiagha mountain 276 Amalfi 492 
A jan 593, 595 Amazon riYer ii. 521, 528, 529 
Aijana 316 Ambazel Rock a place for 
Aire river i. 82 confinement of the Abys~ 
Aix la Chape.Jle 368 sinian princes ii. 568 
Ak Tau mount2in ll• 207 Amber of the Birman empire 152 
Alata,-cataract 570 -of Japan 132 
Ala Tau mountain 98 - of Prussia 1. :wo, 304 
,Alabaste\ of England i. 101 · --- 200 tons produced 
Alak chain of moun- annually in Prussia 

tains 11• 99, 98, 9 of Spain 
--· Oll'.i mountain 307 · -of Spurn head 
Aland Jslands i. 422 Amhara mountain 
i\!9, or Alps Suabian 478 Amedabad 

300 
301 

78 
569 
232 
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of 3~7, 405 Andegan 302 

- population of i. 3 Andes mountains 4 7 51 5251 529 
-war with, terminated Andrenovian isles 62 

in gentleness and moderation 20 Andrew's St. university I. I 21 
-division into North Andro island 356 

and South u. 395 Angara river ii. 49, 417 
AMERicA NoR'l'H 406 Angaziza island 509 

from 
chiefimports Angelos 471 

I· 75 Angles,originofthattermi.13, 14 
central ports ii. 500 - East ., 14 

------British posses- - and Saxons 18 
sions 479 Anglesea isles 106 

------ native tribes 
and unconquered countt·ies 
of 11. 

five savage 
nations of 

-----~Spanish do· 

Angola ii. 585 
Angora 18 

492 Angra 604 
Angrais, famous pirates 235 

503 ANHAL'l' I. 472 
Ann St. town of 486 

minions of 
A,lfERICA SOU'l'H 

473,480 
~19 

Annabon island ii. 600 
Annan river 1o 131 

native tribes 
and unconquer.ed countries 
of 

Anoupec mountains ii. 149 
ANSPACH I. 477 

548 Antelopes of Bindostan ii. 2.13 
·----Dutch set- Anthonv's St. island 60l 

• falls of 415 tlements 546 
------ French set- Anticosta island 490 

tlements 545 Antigua 514 
--- Portuguese Antilles isles 396 

settlements 542 -Great 429 
Spanishdomi- Antimony mines of Sicily 1. 492 

nions of 532 Antiparos isle 353 
AMERicA UNI'l'ED S'l'A'l'Es 422 ----grotto 353 
-- their contest with Antisana mountain ii. 527 

England 425 Antwerp 1. 222 
speculation on the Anzigo ii. 364 

future condition of 425 Anzoan island 599 
Amiens 1. 198 Arnos fort 223 
Amsterdam 357 Apalachian mount,\tnS 419 
Amu river 11. 272, 305 Apennines 1. 4-86 
Amur river 1. 91 97, 99 Apurimac river 11. 523 
Anabaptists of England 1. 25 Aqueduct of Chempoallan" 462 
1\lJa.c;,nL!ri !J. 7Gl At·aba ril'er 272 
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306 
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Arallake 
--sea of 
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Aras river 
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J, 

ii. 24, 275 
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550 
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--of Prussia :294 
-- of Russia 234 
-- of Siam ii. 164 
-of ~rain 1· 313 
- of Sweden 408 
--of Swisserland 439 
- of Tatary ii. 93 
-of Independent Tatary 399 
- of Turkey in Europe i. 343 
Amo river 484 
Arrabeda mountains 433 
Arracan river ii. 149 
Arragon canal 1. 3::!2 Archbishops' privileges and 

jurisdiction in England 
Archdeacons, authority of, 

25 Arran island 146 

in England 27 
Arches, court of 28 
Architecture of England 54, 47, 23 
Arcot ii. 2S7 
Arctic ocean 1. I 0 
Ardebil ii. 266 
Ardennes forest i. 225, 209 
Ared ii. 310 
Arequipa 536 
Arescutan mountain i. 31J3 
Argjun, or Argun moun-

tain ii. 207, 307 
Argus pheasant of Sumatra 339 
Aria, or Durra Pal us 27 4 
Armagh 1. 170 
Armenia religion of 11· 15 
Army of "\byssinia 572 
--of Spanish North Ame-

rica 466 
-- of the United States of 

Amer·ica 423 
-- of Austria i. 263 
--of the Birman empire ii. 141 
-- of the B1·itish posses-

sions of Gangetic Hindostan 218 
-- of China Proper 72 
--of Denmark 1o 380 
-- of England 41 
-- of France 192 
--of Germany 4·56 
-- of Holland 363 
-- of Japan ii. 122 
--of Pet·sia 258 
-of Portugal 1. 4·27 

Arrin islands I 83 
Anoo island ii. 335, 367 
Arrowaks of Surinam 547 
Arthur's oven in Scotland 111 
-scat, Edinburgh 122 
Arts, present state of in England 54 
-of Hindostan 200 
Asam 204 
A~cardia 115 
Ascension island 600 
----or Trinidada island 554 
Aschraff 266 
Ashref palace ii. 269 
v1siA ii. 1 
-. -divided from America 

by Beering's strait 
- Linmean table of the 

2 

nations and languages 2 
-- the population of n. 3 
-plain of 97 
-islands of 330, 335 
Asiatic society founded by 

Sir William Jones 220 
Askariver 129 
Asses of Ambia 286, 32T 
-- of Spain i. 332 
Assiento contract n. 537 
Astrabad 266 
Astracan 1. 238, 144 
---harbour ii. 46 
Astronomy of the Hindoos 199 
Athabasca river 41 7 
Athapuscow lake 500 
Athens remains of ancient i. 340 
Athos mount 851, 3-53 
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Axpailli rocks 1. 206 
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Azof ii. 45 
--sea of i. 8 
Azores islands ii. 397 
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B. 
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Bacher chain of mountains i. 
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Badakshan ii. 
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252 

19 
243 
277 
349 

3Zt 
304 
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Baffin's bay 
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Balabac 344 
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Banjaluka 1. 348 
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the United States ii. 436 
Bankok 169 
Banna river 17 4 
Banyan tree of the Birman 

empire ii. 150 
--- of Hindostan 2 1 1 
- of Sumatra 338 
Baptisms in Scotland i. 117 
Bara island 149 
Barabin Step ii. 54 
BARBADQES 514 
Earbela river 610 
Barcelona i. 320 
Bards and rithmers oflreland 16 5 
Bardsey isle I 06 
Bareuth 477 
Bari 492 
Barilla of Spain 322, ~30 
Bark, Peruvian or Jesuits ii 539 
Barren isle 59 
Barrow river 1. 17 4 
Barrows 20 
Bartholetn.Ew St. island 1. 514 
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Batacola 242 
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Batavia ii. 341 
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Benin river 
Benlomond mouhtain 
Bennewish mountain 
Ben-y-bourd mountain 
Berblz river 
Berelos lake 
Berg, duchy of 
Bergen 
Bergrass mountain 
Berklam temple 
Berlin 
BER!IIJUDAS ,or Summer 

islands 
Bern 
Bernicia, kingdom of 

ii. 
i. 

ii. 

1. 

ii. 
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n. 
i. 

Bershek mountain ii. 
Berwick 
Beverio lake 

i. 

5sr 
86 
85 
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546 
575 
474 
3'87 
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170 
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441. 
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436 

Biajos of Borneo ii. 343$ 
Bible a noble specimen of 

dignified English prose i. 52 
Bienne lake · 446 
Billiton island ii. 35, 36, 340 
Bintam 155 
Birds, the manner of fishing 

with mi the lakes of China ii. 8 ~ 
Birds' n~sts edible on the 

Adaman and Nic.obar 
islands 159 

. Belg<e, a namegiven to the 
Scythians, or Goths, who 
settled in Gaul 

---chief ancestors of the 
English 

Belgic colonies of English 
16 ----- in Borneo 342 

-------...-.- in Cochin 
history 15, 17, 28 

------antiquitiesof2o, 24 
Belgrade 
BELLISLE island 
Belur ii. 

348 
218 
3u2 

- mountain 9, 306 
Belur Tag mountain 275, 99,98 
Ben Nevis, the highest moun-

tain in Great Britain i. I ~5 
Benaees ii. 22 1 
--- university 
Benbecula island 
Bencoolen 
Bender 

i. 
11. 

1. 

Bender Massin harbor n. 

200 
151 
336 
34·7 
343 

China 178 
Birds of Paradise 349, 366 
BIRlllAN empire, c6mprising 

Ava and Pegu 
-----danger from 

to Btngal 
Birmingham 
Biscay bay 

1. 

Bishopricks, the first fruits 
given to increase small 
livings in England 

valuation in 
the king's books 

Bison of the United States 

134 

142 
61 
lQ 

2!) 

Bengal bay 
Bengore cape in Ireland i. 
Benin ii. 

of America it. 439, 450 
7 --of New Mexico 417 

190 Bissag-os island 60 1 
587 Bisst:nprag. 365 
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-- wells in England 103 Boston 433,435 
Black forest 461 Botany of Abyssinia 569 

mountains 459 ---'of the north of Africa 583 
Black lead of America ii. 452 -- of the western coast 
Black river of Jamaica 513 of Africa 588 
Black sea i. 9 ---of Spanish North 
Black vomit of Spanish North America 476 

America allied to the._yel- --- of Spanish South 
low fen:r 11. 465 America 539 

Black water river 174 ---ofthe United States 
-:Blackenburg cavern ], 467 of America 446 
Blanquey 11. 344 ---of Arabia 326 
Blaskets islands I. 183 -of the Asiatic isles, 
Blindness prevalent in Australa5ia, and Polyn~sia 390 

Egypt II. 573 --- of Austria I. 279 
Blue mountain 445,"513 - of the Birman em-
Boa serpe-nt in Ternat, 30 • pire II. 149. 

feet long 35I --- of Brazil 544 
Boar, \vild, with tusks of - of Canada and the 

600lb. weight 58 north of America ii. 484, 506 
Bock kogo mountain I. 276 ---of the Cape of Good 
Boden sea 459 Hope 590 
Bogdo mountain ll. 9, 98 ---of China Proper 84,85 
-great mountain 307 --- ofDenmark i. 295 
- Tola or Alim mountain 51 ---of Egypt 11. 576 
--salt lake 50 --- ofEngland I. 87 
Bogota 5S5, 536 --- of France 209 
-cataract 541 --- of Germany 46.2 
Bogs of Ireland I. 177 --- of Hindostan n. 21 I 

BOHE111IA 256 --- of Holland l. 371 
---of Japan n. 130 

Bokhara II. 303 --- of the West Indies 516 
Bolca mountain I. 277 -ofireland I. 177 
Bologna 496 -ofltaly 488, 489 
Bolsena lake 384 ---of Madagascar ii. 598 
BOMBAT II. 233 ---ofthe Netherlands i. 2-25 
Bon cape 580 ..._ofPersia l!. 279 
Bonavista, Newfoundland 490 --- of Portugal 1. 433 
Bones in the rock of Gibral- -of Prussia 304 

tar I. .133 --- of Russia 2 1k6 
Boodh images of n. 242 ---of the Russian em-
Boo tan 107, I I 1, 224 pire in Asia ii. 54, 56 
Bore river 487 --- of Scotland I. !39 
Borneo island 335, 336, 342, 344 -of Spain i. 329,332 
Eornholm island I. 422 -of Surinam ii. 54'T 
Boromean isles 485 --- of Sweden 417 
Borough English explained 36 --- of Swisserland I. 449 
Bofin island 183 --ofTatary !1. I09 
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Botany of Tmkey i. 351, 352 
'---of Turkey in Asia ii. 25,27 
Botany Bay, felons sent to in 

1786, removed to Port Jack-
son and Sidney Cove 3 59 

.Bothnia gulf . i. 8 
Botismeni mountain ii. 596 
Bovali 587 
Bourbon island 599 
-----river 415 
Bourdeaux i. 197 
Bouro island ii. 335, 348, 346 
Eoutan island 335, 336, 34·7 
Bowness, or Borrostowness i. 124 
Eoysersteig mountain 459 
Eradfield 65 
Eraga 430 
Erahmans characterised ii. 190 
----ancient and mo-

dern 193, 194 
---- abolition of re-

commended 217 
Brandenburg i. 299 
Brass of Spain 332 

\ Brava ii. 595 
-Rio 417,473 
Erasil 421, 542 
Ereacl made with a mixture 

of the inner bark of trees I. 382 
Bread fruit tree in Gilolo 

island ii. 
----- successfully 

planted in Jamaica 
-of Mamma 

348 

513 

Bremen 
VOL. PAGE• 

472 
Brenas mountains 
Brenner mountains 
Erenta river 
Brescia 

ii. 591 
i. 276 

484 

Breslaw 
Brest 
Briarre canal 
Bribery an universal vice in 

China ii. 
Bridge, remarkable in the 

United States of America 
Eridges in England 1. 

Bridgewater, duke, the found
er of inland navigation in 
England 

Brientlz lake 
Bristol 
--- Hot wells 
---Channel 
Britain, origin of the name 
Britain, table of the annual 

502 
-298 

198 
199 

71 

455 
69 

70 
446 

59 
58 

!') 

14 

income 45, 7 4 
--- value of the capital 

of 1,2oo,ooo,ooo 74 
national debt 45, 7 4 

----"- political importance 45 
---progress of the power 

of in Hindostan u. 
---possessions of in Gan

getic Hindostan 
-- possessions in South-

191 

217 

ern Hindostan 237 
---New 368 

island 288 --- island 335 
Broken bay 359 ----- planted in 

the island of Mauritius 
of the Min-

599 Brommel island 1o 400 

danao islands 346 
ofNicobar 158, 159 
of Otaheite 386 

------ of the Pelew 

Bnia river 40 I 
Bruges 222 
Brunn 270 
BRUNSWICK 471 
-----New u. 486 

377 Brunswick house Hudson's bay 497 
of the Sand- Brussels i. 222 

islands 

wich islands 379 Buccorcst 347 
·---~ of Tinian 378 Bucharia, Great II. 300 

-----of the Tro- ---- Little 288, 291 
pica! islands 392,393 Buda, or Often i. :.270 

l3rcbes or Brebcrs 360 --university 268,352 
:Brechin i. 125 Budrianaut temple ii. 225 

• 
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Budsdo sect ii. 119 
Buenayre island 515 
Buenos Ayres 535 
Buffalo of Italy 1. 439 
Buglas island ii. 350 
Bull feasts of Spain 1. 317 
- fig·hts of Portugal 428 
Bundamir river ii. 273 
Bundet mountain 209 
Buonaparte accepts the go-

vernment of the Cisalpine 
republic i. 503, 504 

Burrampoot river ii. 204 
Busheer 267 
Bussora 248, 267 
Butcher the most esteemed 

profession in Madagascar 598 
Bute island i. 146 
Butusaber n. 154 

c. 
Cables made of the fibreus 

covering of the cocoa nut ii. 211 
Cabul 230,253,268 
Cacao or chocolate nut 5 I 5 
Cadaon river 1. 432 
Cadiz 319 
Caerdyke 69 
Caermarthen 67 
Caernarvon 67 
Caffa 238 
Cairngorm mountain 136 
Cairo ii. 572 
Caithness, paps of ], 136 
Calabar ll· 585 
Calberga 235 
CR!buco 552 
Calcutta ~IS, 220 
-university 220 
Calder river l. 82 
Caldey isle 106 
Caledonia applied to Scot-

land by Tacitus 108 
----New ii. 369 
Cal en burg I. 468 
Caiicut n. 237 
California 461 

gulf of 409 
Cal!agaes 549 

VOL, PAGE. 

Callao, port submerged by 
an earthquake ii. 535 

Calvin, his cruelty i. 29 
Cambay ii. 232 
Cambeltown i. 125 
Cambodia ii. 172, 173, 176 
Cambridge, list of colleges 

and the founders i. 55 
Camel of Arabia ii. 327 
-of the Kirgus Tatars 295 
--- of Morocco 582 
-of Persia 280 
-- of Turkey i. 35.:! 
Camelopardalis brought to 

Europe by Vaillant ii. 591 
Camphor, how produced 339 
Canada 479,480 
-seaof 411 
Canary islands 398, 60 1 
Canatagua mountains 475 
Candahar 230, 253, 268 
Candiburam, Bramin school 200 
Canigou mountain 1o 207 
Canna island 15Q 
Cannibalism of the western 

coast of Africa ii. 58T 
---of Batta 340 
-----of Surinam 547 
-----of New Zealand 372 

373 
Cano river i. 415 
Canoes, Greenland 384 
Canoge ii. 22 1 
Canterbury 1. 63 
---- province of 28 
Canton ii. 7 5 
Canute, coins of, struck at 

Dublin i. 158, 159 
Caoutchouc, or elastic gum 

of French Guiana ii. 548 
Cape Breton island 448 
--East 8 
-- of Good Hope 398 
--de Verd islands 398 
Capri 493 
Cara J, 243 
Caracas ii. 536 
- Silla de 528 
Cards used by the Monguls 42 
Caribbee islands 5 14 
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Caribs, or Caribbees 
Carimon 
Carinthia lake il'l 
Carlisle 
Carls krona 
Carnatic, or Carnada 
Caroline islands 

VOLe 

ii. 

i. 

ii. 

PAGE. 

549 
155 
275 

66 
412 
236 
379 

Caroni river 
Carpathian chain 1. 

Carpentanos mountains 
Carrara 

546 
::278, 350 

327 
4.:14 

Carron, iron mines of Scot-
land· 

Carrows of Ireland 
C,arthage, ruins of 
Carthagena 

u. 

Caruna nut the slow poison 
of the Accawaw Indians 

Carwar 
Carysbrook castle in the Isle 

of Wight ' i. 
Cashin ii. 
Cas han 

142 
~}64 

580 
536 

548 
237 

105 
266 
267 

Cashel 
Cash gar 
Cashmir 
Caspian sea 

I. 170 
11. 95 

207,228,229,356 

C'issel i. 
7, 8 
4·71 

Cassiterirles, or islands of tin, 

VOL. PAGE. 

Cattle of Arabia n. 327 
- of Austria i. 282 
-- of Deccan, from lO to 

14 feet high ii. 
- of England i. 
-of France 
- of Hindostan ii. 
-- of Holland i. 

-clothed with 

2ll 
!J7 

213 
213 
372 

care even in summer 371 
-- of Italy 489 
--of' Morocco ii. 582 
-- of Persia 280 
-- of Portugal i. 433 
-. -of Russia 248 

in Asia ii. 57 
--of Scotland i. 14· I 
-- of the Kirgus Tatars ii. 295 
--of Tibet 113 
- of Tunis 580 
-of Turkey 1. 353 
- which grunt like 

swine ii. 101 
Caucasus mountain 10, 23, 53,257 
Caveri river 207, 237 
Caverns, remarkable in 

England 
Cayambe mountain 
Cayenne 
Cayta 
Cayugas 

i. 
ii. 

102 
527 
545 
542 supposed to have been an 

ancient name of Britain 
and Ireland 14 Cedar lake 

503 
44..5 

Cassowary of Amboyna ii. 
of New Holland 

Castel Rosso island 
Castille, canal of i. 
Casts of Hindostan 
Casuhati mountains 
-Catacombs at Kiow 
Catanea 

11· 

i. 

Cataracts in Cumberland 
Caterpillars, eaten in New 

Holland ii. 
Cathay 
Catholics, their proportion 

to Protestants in Ireland 1. 

Catmandu 
Cattle of Abyssinia 
--of Spanish South 

America 

352 
363 

30 
322 
197 
551 
229 
492 
103 

361 
66 

161 
224 
57(!) 

537 

Cefalonia island 
Celano lake 
Celebez islands 

350, 351 

i. 354 
484·, 493 

ii. 336, 337, 348 

Celts of Denmark 1. 37 4 
-- of England 14, 18, 2 I 
--of France 184·, 188 
~of Holland 357 
-- ofthe Netherlands 220 
--of Spain 307 
-- ofSwisserland 436 
Ceram island ii. 335, 349, 351 
Cetian chain of Ptolemy now 

Kalenberg i. 
Cevennes mountains 
CEnoNisland 
Chacao harbour 
Chagaing 

ii. 

277 
206 
240 
552 
145 
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Chalige, canal of 573 
Chaliscuteli hills 209 
Cham 169 
Chamois animal i. 450 
Champlain lake ii. 445 
ChaFlcery courtofEngland i. 37,39 
Chang Ti or Tien, the deity 

of China Proper ii. 69 
Changai mountains 9, 51, 98, 99 
Chapala lake 4 7 4 
Charlestown 433, 436 
Charybdis i. 493 
Chastity of the Sumatrans ii. 340 
Chaucer the first 1·ude writer 

of the English language I. 50 
Cheddar cliffs I OJ 
Chelsea hospital for soldiers 69 
Cherwel river 81 
Chess played at Cairo ii. 573 
- a favourite game of the 

VOL. 

Christopher, St. Island 11. 

Chulclac river 1o 

Church of Eng·land, creed 

PAGE. 

514 
525 

of I. 

----,title of su
preme head granted by the 
Pope to Henry VIII. 

Churchill fort, Hudson's 
bay ii. 

----river 
Churibon 
Cicisbei of Spain 
Cinaloa 

I. 

u. 

25 

25 

497 
417 
342 
315 
458 

Cinnamon peculiar 
ion 

to Cey-
243 

----- tree introduced 
into the island of Mauritius 600 

Cini 169 
Cintra mountain I. 429 
Cipoli u. 224 

Mon.guls 42 Circassia, and beauty of the 
Chester I· 

Chesterfield inlet, Hudson's 
64 

Bay u. 497 
Cheviot mountains I. 84 

women 
Circles of judgment in Den

mark and Norway 1. 

in Swe-

18 

378 

Chialish, or Yu!duz u. 291 den 406 
Chichester I. 63 Circumscision practised in 
Chiem See 459 Persia 11. 

Chilka lake u. 207 ----Turkey I. 

Chiloe island 520, 552 ----Abyssinia u. 
Chimborazo mountain 526 Cirknitz lake 1. 

Chimpanzees Animal with a Cisalpine, or Italian republic, 

262 
354 
567 
275 

face resembling negroes 585 recognized by the treaty of 
China, the population of i. 3 Lunevil!e 503 

CHINA, empire of u. 64 - presidency 
--- Proper 65 accepted by Bonaparte i. 

Civet Cat of Malava ii. , ____ difficulties in • 
----of Russia in 

attempting a conquest 72 Asia u. 
Chiquitos, chain of 527, 529 
Choaspes river 271 Civil list of England, its 

f use I. 
Chonos gul 552 - war in the time of 
Chorography definition i. I C 
Chosistan u. 24.8 harles I, a great impedi-
christiana 1. ment to literature and the 

Christians, twenty thousand 
387 arts 

---- productive of mu-
massacred in 1590, thirty- tual forbearance and mode-
se\'en thousand in 1638, at 
Japan u. 

Christiansburg i. 

ration 
12° Clare island 
36° Clear island and cape 

504 
150 

57 

45 

19 

20 
183 
183 
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Clergy of England, their P.ri- Col island 1. 149 
vileges I. 27 Colair lake ii. 207 

Clergy marriage, permitted Collinsona used as a remedy 
in the Greek church 231 for the bite of a rattle-nake 447 

number of, in Cologne electorate I. 473 
Holland 362 Colombo u. 242 

------in Spain 311 Colonies hurtful to the pa~ent 
in Sweden 404 state I. 322 

Clobu mountain 277 --of England 41 
Cloves known to the Ro:. ---of France 191 

mans u. 350 -of Holland 363 
-- growth of, confined by Colonsa island 147 

the Dutch to Amboyna 350 Colorado Rio ii. 474 
-introduced into the vV. de los Martyres ibid. 

Indies in 1798 352 ColumbaS. who converted the 
Clyde river i. 130 Northern Caledonians 119 
Coaches, fifteen thousand in Columbia college 432 

Mexico ii. 470 Columbus, his disco-
Coal mines of Austria I. 283 veries i. 313, 424 

ofCapeBreton ii. 488 -----in America ii. 395 
_. ___ of China 85 discoveries at-
---of England I. 101 tempted by him in Asia 6 
----of France 214 Comara desert 550 
---- of Hanover 469 Commerce and manufactures 
----of Hessia 459 of Abyssinia 568 
----ofNew Hol- ---- of Spanish North-

land ii. 360,478 America 471,472 
----of Japan 132 ---- of Spanish South 

of Ireland I, 179 America 536 
____ of Portugal 434 ----oftheUnitedStates 

of Saxony 467 of America 437 
----of Scotland I 42, 194 ----of Arabia 322, 323 
----of Silesia 304 ---- of Austria 271 
----of Sweden 420 ----of the Birman em-
---of Swisserland 451 pire 146, 147 
----of Virginia 1!. 452 ----of Great Bucharia 304 
---of Wurten- of Calcutta 220 

burg ' . I. 478 of Canada 483 
Coasts ofEngland, descrrbed ----of Canton 75 

by Pennant 78 ----of Ceylon 242 
Cobalt mines of Norway 398 of China Proper 78 
Cobi, or Shamo desert ii. 10 ---of Damascus 18 
CocHIN 237 of Denmark I. 388 
CocHIN-CHINA 177 ----of Egypt l!. 573 
Cock of the forest of of England I. 72 

Sweden I. 419 value of ex-
Coffee of Arabia II. 326 ports and imports 45 
Coimbetot·e lo 237 ----of France 199 
Coimbra 430 ----of Hanover 467 
- university 429 ---of Hessia 470 
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Commerce and manufactures 
of Japan ii. I 27 

----of Hindostan ii. 200 
---- of Holland 1. 368 
---- of Ireland 1. I 7I 
---- of Milan 500 
~-- oftheNetherlancls 223 
---- ofPersia ii.265,269 
---- of Portug-al 1o 430 
---- of Pmssia 300 
---- of Russia 238, 239 
---- of Asiatic Rus-
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Copper mines on the eastem 
side of Africa ii. 606 

---- of Aoasta I. 500 
---- of Spanish North-

America ii. 478 
---- of Spanish South-

America · 541 
---- of Austria I• 28S 
----of Bavaria 475 
---- of the Cape of 

Good Hope ii. 590 
---- of Caston Boul I Y 

s1a 11. 46 ----of China 101 
---- of Saxony I, 

---- of Scotland 
--- of Siam n. 
---- of Spain I. 

---- ofSumatra ii. 
--- of Sweden 1. 

---- of Swisserland 
----of Tatary u. 

466 
128 
170 
3:22 
339 
413 
44·2 

96 
---- ofthe Kirgus Ta-

tars 
---- of Tibet 11. 

---- of Turkey 1. 

---- of Turkey in 
Asia 11. 

--- of Vienna I· 

---- of Wurtenlmrg 

296 
111 
348 

I9,20 
268 
477 

-- between the Manillas 
and Acapulco 11. 345 

Como lake i. 484,50 I 
Cornaro islands ii. 596,599 
Conception isle 536 
Condor of Madagascar 596 
Congo 585, 587 
Conigsburgh castle, York-

shire, of Saxon Danish 

---- of Cuba 510 
---- of England 1. I 00 
---- of Frallce 213 
---- of Gumiscana ii. 19 
---- of Hanover I. 469 
---- ofHessia 470 
---- of Hindostan ii. 225 
----of Japan 132 
---- of Ireland I. 179 
---- of Laos 11. 17 5 
---- of Luzon island 349 
---- of Massachusetts 452 
---- of the Mila-

nese I· 

---- of Morocco 11. 

---- of Norway 1o 

---- of Portugal 
---- of Prussia 
---- of Russia 
---- of Saxony 
----of Siam n. 
---of Sicily • 

of Sirinagur n. 
---- of Sweden I· 

---- of Swisser!and 
antiquity 

Connecticut river 
Constance lak.e 
Constantinople 

1· 97 ---- of Tibet 11. 

501 
582 
397 
433 
304 
249 
467 
173 
492 
225 
4I9 
451 
114 

11· 

1. 

Continents, the formation of 
Convocations in England 
Cookery, English 
Coorooraa island 
Copenhagen 
----- university 

n. 

Copper island ii. 
Copper mines of Afrka 

444 
445 
347 

4 

---- of Turkey in 
Asia 

---- of the Tyrolese 
Alps i. 

28 

284 
28 --- of the Uralian 
47 

377 
386 
386 

62 
591 

mountains 11. 46, 59 
---- ofWurtemburg i. 477 
Copts, original inhabitants of 

Egypt 571 
Corason ii. 249, 25I, 266,268 
Corentin river 546 
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Corfou island i. 355 Cronstadt 1· 251 
Coral, of the Mediterranean, Crossfcll mountail'l 

the work of a marine in- C~·ua island 
8S, 88 

183 
582 sect i. 

Cork, the grand mart for Irish 
provisions i. 

9 Cruz, Santa 
Cuba island 
Cuenza 169 

ii. 
11· 508 

586 
477 Coroner in England his of- Culmbach i. 

fice 
Corriarok mountain 
Corrib lake 

38 Cumberland, omitted in 
Domesday-book 136 

175 
217 

IT 

Corsica island 
Corunna 
Corvo island 
Cos island 
Cosmogony, d12finition 

of 
Cosmography, definition 

of 

11. 

1. 

Cotopashi, volcano moun-
tain ii. 

Cotton of Arabia 
-..,-..- of Egypt 

320 
603 

30 

599 
S23 
576 

--- of Hindostan :202,~ 12 
--- three kinds of in 

Sumatra 
- manufactories of 

Austria 
·~----at 

Glasgow 
Coventry 

339 

1. 271 

123, 128 
63 

----- mountains ii. 41' 
Cunning, esteemed a virtue 

by the Siamese 
Cmazao island 
Curisch Haff Lake i. 
Customs and manners of 

16& 
515 
303 

Abyssinia u. 567 
----of Spanish North 

America 
--~--South Ame-

rica 
of the United 

States of America 
----of Arabia 
---- of the Birman 

468 

53S 

431 
317 

empire 143' 
----of Brazil 543 
---- of Canada 480 
---- ofCeylon 242 
---- ofCochin China 178 
--- of China Proper 7 3 

Coucou, or Couchan 
C01'1gar, a lion of South-

u. 95 ----of Denmark i. 382 

America 
Counties, or shires, the origi

nal division of England in-
to i. 

Coury, shells used as small 
coin at Calcutta II. 

Cracow 1. 

---university 
Crete, or Candia ·island 
Crey Lake 
Crocodile of Abyssinia ii. 

538 

16 

220 
270 
293 
355 
132 
570 
342 ---of Java 

Croix, St. island 1. 

---river 
Cromarty 
Cronberg palace 
Cronstadt canal 
----isle 

330, ii. 514 
ii. 144, 4,86 

1. 12.'5 
388 
252 
:251 

---- ofEgypt ii. 572 
----of England 1. 47,48 
----of France 194 
---- of Hindostan 11• 195 
----of Holland i. 365 
___ _,of New Holland ii. 362 
----of Hungary 1. 265 
----of Japan ii. 124 
---- ofireland i. 164 
----of the Kirguses ;j, 295 
----of Malaya 156, 157 
----of Persia 261, 263 
---- ofPortugal i. 428 
---- of Prussia 2 96 
---ofRussia 235 
----of Asiatic Russia ii. 40 
----of Scotland I· I 17 
---~ of Siam ii. 166 
----of Spain 1. 3 15 
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Customs and manners of 
Sumatra ii. 338, 340 

---- of Sweden i. 41 o 
---- of Swisserfand 440 
---- of Tatary ii. 114 
---- of Independent 

Tatary 292, 295 
----of the Turks i. 345 
---- of Turkey in 

Asia ii. Is, 17 
---of the Usbeks 301 
Cusco 
Cyclades islands 
Cyprus island 

Dacca 
Daghistan 
Dago island 
Dahl river 

D. 

Dalmatian chain 
Damar university 
Damascus 
Damavend mountains 
Dam eras 
Damiata 

i. 
ii. 

535 
353 

31 

220 
248 
251 
515 
277 

ii. 293 
18 

276 
590, 592 

573 
235 Dances of the Russians i. 

Dancing adopted as a mode 
of worship in the United 
States of America ii. 431 

Danes, antiquities of i. 19, 20, 24 
Dante, an animal of Congo 

like a small ox ii. 588 
Dantzick i. 298 
Danube 274, 349, 4·58 
Daourian mountains 
Daraia 
Dargasp 

u. 

Dargle, Glen of in Ireland i. 
Darien colony 
Dartmouth college 
Dates, land of 
Davis, gulf or sea of 
Dauphin fort 
Dear! sea 

ii. 

Debritzin universitv i. 
Deer, the various kinds of 

51 
317 
268 
182 
116 
432 
584 
410 
428 

23 
268 
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Deer, the various kinds of 
in the_ United States of 
America ii. 450 

Delagoa bay 593 
Delaware river 444 
Delft i. 368 
Delhi ii. 221,222 
Delta river 594 
Demerara and river 546 
Demaras 590 
Dembea 565 
-Iakeof 561 
Denmark 1. 373 
---- extent of 373 
----historical epochs of 37 5 
Densey island 183 
Derbent ii. 265 
---haven 8 
Derwent river i. 82 
Descabesado mountain ii. 527 
Desert, great saline of Persia 278 
Deserts of Africa 565 
---the sandy of Arabia 325 
Desolation island of 600 
Despoto-Dag mountain 

Rhodope of the ancients i. 351 
Detroit fort ii. 480 
Deucaledonian, or Sarma-

tian sea i. 10 
·Diamond, a very fine spe-

cies of coal ii. 214 
--- of the Birman 

empire 152 
--of Borneo 342 
Diamond mines of Brazil 59, 544 
---- of Colore 214 
----of Hindostan 591 20 i 

214 
---- of Penna 
--- of Independent 

Tatary 
---- of Visiapou-r 
----mountains of Gol-

conda and Visiapour 
Dibbi or Dark lake 
Dickenson college 
Diego Garcia island 
Diemen's, Van, Land 

221 

219 
239 

in England 98 Diepholtz lake 1· 

209 
606 
4.32 
600 
356 
469 
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117 
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Dindigul ii. 237 
Dingwall 1o 125 
Discoveries, Board of No-

menclature recommend-
ed to affix names to ii. 

Dismal swamp 
Dissenters in England I· 

Divorce permitted in China 
Proper ii. 

Dofrafial mountains I. 

Dochabad ii. 
Dogs, sixteen denomina-

331 
446 

29 

73 
393 
268 

Dramme river 
Drau, or Drave riYer 
Dresden 
Dress of the Arabs 
-- of Cochin-China 
-- or the Japanese 
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-- of the Kirgus Tatars 
-- of the Po landers i. 
-- of the Russians 
-- used in Scotland 
~ofSiam n. 
-- of the Spaniards i. 
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ers 
Drin river 
Drogheda 
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i. 
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Dronslingwald forest i. 
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2.96 
296 
236 
118 
167 
316 

373 
350 
170 

tions of in England i. 96 Dronthiern 

295 
4-62 
387 

--of New Holland u. 
-- of Ireland r. 
-- of Scotland 
-- eaten in the Sandwich 

islands u. 
Doggerbank i. 
Dome! river 
Domingo St. ll· 

exports from 
---- massacre of the 

363 
178 
141 

380 
11 

371 
510 
510 

whites in 510 
states of the blacks in 510 

Dominico, island of 5 14 
Don or Tanais, rise and course 

of I· 243 
Dong·ola n. 578 
Donnerberg mountain 1o 277 
Doobant lake u. 498 
Dorado, El, origin of the fable 

that its streets are paved 
with gold 52 I 

---mountain 528 
Dorchester, famous for ale 1. 62 
Dornock 125 
Dort -{368 
Dover cliffs 78 
DDvrdial mountains 394 
Douro rivet· 326 
Doulata,bad u. 234 
Dt·ash 584 

Druids, remains of the 
---a recent institution 

in the time of C::esar 
,.._.,_ supposed to on

ginate from Phrenician 
factories 

,...___._.__ Stonehenge, not a 
druidical monument 

remains of in France 
------ in Ireland 
--- temples in Scotland 
Druzes, religion of the u. 
Dublin, the Eblana of Pto-

lemy i. 
--- coins of Canute 

struck at 
---society 
--- university of 
Duelling unknown in Per-

sta 
Duke, derivation of 
Duma 
Dum barton 
Dunfermline 
Dumfl'ies 
Dun 1·iver 
Duna rive1· 
Dundalk 
Dundee 
--- manufactt1res of 

11· 

I· 

n. 

20 

20 

21 

21 
189 

85 
112 

15 

168 

168 
167 
167 

262 
32 

316 
124. 
124 
124 

82 
244 
170 
123 
123 
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Dungarvon 
Dunkeld 
Dunloghan island 

1. 170 Education in Austria i. 268 
125 in the Birman em-
183 pire ii. 144 

74 Durham, its situation and ----in China Proper 
65 ----of the Circassian 

females 16, 1 7 
manufactures 

-omitted in Doomes
daybook 17 ----ofDenmark i. 386 

---a county palatine 29 of England 54 
196 
195 
366 
126 

-judges sit there by 
permission of the bishop 29 

Durina river 243 
Dyle 225 
Dynasties of China, coins of ii. 67 
Dzui river 306 

E. 

---- of France 
---in Hindostan ii. 
----in Holland 1. 

---- in Japan ii. 
----much neglected 

in Ireland i. 
---- of the Nether

lands 
----of Persia llo 

167 

Eaheianomave island ii. 
Earl, derivation of i. 
Earn loug·h 

370 ---- ofPortugal 1o 

32 ----in Prussia 

221 
263 
429 
297 

1 7 5 little kuown in 
Earthquakes of Spanish 

North America jj. 

---in the Azores 
islands 

---tremendous in 
Borneo 

---violent in Ca-
nada in 1663 ii. 
--- common in 

471 

663 

343 

483 

Japan 126, 128 
---in Italy i. 483 
Eastmain factory ll· 497 
Easter island 383, 387, 388 
Easterling, people from the 

shores of the Baltic i. 
Ebernsee lake 
Eboes, slaves so called ll· 

Ebro river l• 

Ecclesiastical courts in 

9 
275 
585 
326 

Russia 
---- of Siam ii. 
---- in Scotland 1o 

---- diffusion of in 

237 
168 
120 

Scotland 117, 120 
----in Sweden 411 
---- of Swisserland 4·4 l 
---- in Turkey 345 
---- ofWurtemburg 477 
Egmont mount ii. 373 
-port 553 
Ecrn• · 571 
-- not a Turkish province 14 
Eig island i. 149 
Einbeck 4·66 
Ekansanoko marsh ii. 4.47 
Elba, isle of i. 457 
Elbe 275 
-- rivrr 302, 457, 4·66, 469 

England 
---courts ofPecu-

28 Eiben, or Elven river 391 

liars 
Eddistone and light-house 
Edinburgh 
---OldTown 
---NewTown 
----university 
Education in Spanish North 

28 
106 
121 
122 
1~2 

121 

Ame.rica ii. 467 
---of Arabia 318,319 

Elbing 299 
Elbruz mountains ii. 276 
Elburz mountain 98 
---Step 53 
Elephant of Abyssinia 570 
----of Ceylon 173 
----of Deccan 210 
---- of Hindostan 213 
----of Malaya 155, I 56 

---- of Pegu l.'i I 
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Elephant, white, treat~ with 
a kind of adoration in 
Siam 

---- of Sumatra 
---- of Zanguebar 
Elephanta island 
Elgin 
Elias, St. mountain 
Elk of Norway 
Etko lake 
Ellichpour 
Ebter river 

ii. 

I. 

ii. 
I· 

II. 

173 
339 
595 
233 
125 
505 
396 
575 
233 

Elwend, mountains of ii. 
Emeralds of the Birman 

i. 467 
24, 267 

empire . 
Emerald mountain 
Emodus mountain 
Enara lake 
ENGLAND 

i. 

152 
562 

9,207 
416 

13 
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Erzeron n. 19 
Erzg·eberg mountains i. 278 
----or metallic moun-

tains 460, 467 
Escura pool 432 
Escurial 322 
Esker river 350 
Esquivo river 11. 546 
Estrala mountains 1. 433 
Etna 487 
Euganean hills 277 
Evisa island 335 
Euphrates river ii. 9, 21, 2 72, 32 5 
EuRoPE i. 6 
--- Extent and limits of 6 
- origin of the name 7 
-- progressive geogra-

phy of 
-religion 
-climate 

7 
7 
8 ---and Wales, boun

daries of 14 - the kingdoms and 
--- original popula

tion of 
states of 

14 -order of the arrange
ment of at the beginning 

ll 

--~- first divided into 
~hires by Alfred 

---- its antiquities 
constitution of 

their boast and glory 
--- monarchy of li

mited 

of the nineteenth century I 2 
20 Eustatius, St. island of ii. 
17 

515 
7 Euxine gulf 

30 Exeter, manufactures and 
commerce of 

31 Exports and imports of 
----historical epochs 

of 
France 

18 Eydar 
---- seats of the no

bility, &c. 
-- survey of the 

counties of, advised 
English, their character, 
-- not a sanguinary 

people 
Engraving, progress of in 

England 
---how executed by 

68, 69 

40 
20 

317 

53 

the Hindoos ii. 110 
Ensile haven 8 
Ephthalites, or Nephthalites 300 
Erfurt i. 4· 72 
Erivan ii. 248,265, 275 
Erlau university i. 268 
Ermen street, a Roman 

road in Englana 23 

Eyes green, admit·ed in 
Portugal l. 

F. 

Fremund lake J, 

Fahlun 
Fairhead cape in Ireland 
Fakonie mountains II. 

F'llkland, m· Malouin islands 
Fakouth ], 

False bay ll. 

Famagusta 
Famia island 
Fan, palm leaf, capable of 

covering 10 or 12 men 
Fanoe island l. 

Faragana u. 

61 

~00 

391 

392 
412 
181 
130 
553 

62 
590 

31 
367 

211 
400 
30Z 
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Fayal harbour 11. 604 
- island 602, 603 
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-island 488 
Felix St. Island 11. 552 
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Scotland by the majori
ty, but in England the 
jury must be unani-
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Fishery of Newfoundland ii. 409 
489 

Fishing with birds on the 
lakes of Chi'na 

Fiskeroe isle, m· peninsula 
Flamborough head 
Flavia Cresariensis 
Flax of New Zealand ii. 
Flesh cut from the living 

ox, and eaten in Abys
sinia 

Flies, inconvenience from, 
in France i. 

Fly of Abyssinia from whose 
sting the lion flees with 

83 
I. 40 l 

78 
15 

373 

567 

202 

precipitation ii. 570 
mous i. 37 Florence i. 496 

Ferdinanda Noranha, island 
of ii. 

Fergana 
Feriter islands 1o 

Ferokabad 11· 

Ferroe isles i. 
Fever, yellow of Philadel-

phia ii. 
Fez 
Fezzan 

an Oasis in the 
north of the Great De-
sert of Africa 

Fitchelberg mountain 
Filibe, or Filipopoli 
Finland, gulf of 

I. 

Fins, some account of 
Fins, the original inhabit-

551. 
285 
183 
237 
401 

441 
581 
584 

563 
4.59 
347 

~ 
235 

ants of Sweden 404 
Fire temple ii. 277 
--worshippers of 257 
-------in Arabia 314 
Fire flies of Siam 1 71, 172 
Firuzabad 267 
Fish of Austria i. 282 
- few in the Baltic 9 
......--.of the Caspian sea 11. 8 
-- of England and its 

coasts 1. 

-- of Scotland 
:Fishery the only means of 

establishing in the west 
of Scotland 

99 
141 

150 

Florez island 11. 335, 336 
Floridas, the 458, 462 
Fo, sect of China 69 
Fontainbleau forest i. 200 
Fora island 400 
Forests of Austria 279 
--- of China Proper II· 84 
-- of England 1. 87 
- charter granted by 

Edward III 
--- of France 
-of Italy 
-of the Netherlands 
-of Persia 11. 

-ofH.ussia 1. 

-of Scotland 
Forest submarine remains 

on the waste of Lincoln
shire 

Forfa1· 
Formosa, or Taiwan island ii. 
Forth river I· 

Forts, old in the United 
States of America Ih 

Fosse-way, a Roman road I. 

Fossil bones in Austria 
Foulaus, race of u, 
- of the river Gam-

bia, and Guinea 

87 
209 
488 
225 
279 
246 
139 

103 
125 
87 

130 

455 
23 

287 
585 

58(i.; 
Foxes, black 
Fox isles 
FRANCE 

--names of 

57' 
62, 50S: 

i. 184 
i. 18" 
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192 
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Funeral rite5 in Scotland 
without any service 1. 

--- in Siam ii. 
----- in Tibet 
----- in Turkey 1. 

----- of New Zea-
land Ilo 

Fura, or Afura mountain 
Fusi mountain 

117 
166 
)09 
345 

371 
594 
130 French excel in ships, but 

the English in sailors 
- language introduced 

into England at the Con-

43 Fusigawn river 129 

quest . 
-their sanguinartcha-

racter 
Francis, St. river 
Frankfort 
---- on the Oder 
------university of 
Franklin college ii. 
Frazerburgh 1. 

Frederick house, Hudson's 
bay n. 

----town 
Friendly isles 
Frisch Haff 
Frogs eaten at Vienna 
Fugger, counts 
Fulda bishopric 

1. 

Fullallo island II. 

Fuller's earth of England 1. 

------of Jutland 
------ near Cam-

peltown, Scotland 
Funa island 
Funchal 
Fundi, bay of 

ii. 

Fvnding system, the des
tructive consequences of i. 

Funeral rites of the Caro-
line islands II. 

-----in Ireland 1. 

----- of the Mar-
quese ishmds 11. 

----- of exposing 
the dead to birds of prey 
by the Persees 

,------ of Persia 

19 

317 
525 
472 
299 
298 
432 
125 

4·97 
486 
388 
303 
267 
479 
473 
379 
101 
396 

143 
377 
602 
487 

294 

379 
165 

382 

257 
262 

G. 

Gabretta Sylva forets i. 
Gael, or !Southern Celts, 

called Guydels by the 
vVelsh 

Gaelic inhabitants of Eng
land retired to Ireland 

--- dialect of the Cel
tic language existing in 
the Highlands of Scot-

279 

14 

14 

land and in Ireland 14 
Gagl'a, or Sarjoo river ii. 204, 205 
Galapagos, or tortoise isles 389 
Gallegos river 525 
Gale, or Gallee 243 
Ga!itzia 1. 270 
Galway 169 
Gambia river n. 605 
Gaming prevalent in the 

United States of America 431 
Gandersheim, convent of i. 471 
Gange-; river ii. 9, 98, 203 
GANGE'l'Ic HINDOS'l'AN, OR. 

'l'HE CouN'I'RIEs oN 'I'HE 

GANGES 11. 

(;angoutra, or fall of the 
216 

Gang-es 2 1 5 
Ganza mountain 569 
Garga, Lago de i. 277, 484 
Gardening-, state of in Eng-

land 
Gardens, floating in the lake 

of Mexico 11. 

Garganus mount 
Garigliano river 
Garnets of Bohemia 

i. 

79 

478 
24 

49S 
'283 
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Garonena island 1. 183 
Garonne river 205 
Gavel-kind, its meaning 317 
---- peculiar to Kent 37 
Gaur ii. 256,269, 304 
-- mountains - 278 
Gants, mountains of Hin-

dostan 
Ge&on mountain 
Geneva lake of 
---university 
Genoa 
Geography, definition of 
----general 
----s~cred 
----ecclesiastic 

1. 

9, 209 
276 
445 
462 
502 

1 
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Giagas, or Jagas of Africa ii. 563 
Giant's causeway i. 180 
Gibbi island ii. 387 
Gibraltar i. 321 
Giessen university 470 
Gibon river ii. 8 
--or Aru river 272 
Gilolo island 336, 347, 34·8 
Ginseng of Chinese Tatary 9 6 
Girriver 561 
Giraff, or Camelopardalis 

of Abyssinia 
Girgenti, temple of 
Girgi 
Glaciers of Brenner 
--- of Spitzbergen 
-of Stuben 

j. 

n. 
i. 

570 
491 
57S 
276 

---- physical or geology 
----historical 
---- divisions of 

~ -of Swisserland 
2 ---of Tyrol 

251 
275 
452 
275 
275 ---- ancient or classical 

----of the middle ages 
----modern 
---- ~hief object of 

modern 
---- the order in 

which it is treated 
---- plan of the ar

rangement of the work 
---- one of the eyes 

of history 
----civil 
Geology, or physical geo-

graphy 
George lake 
--- St. Channel 
-island 
-island 
Georgia 

11· 

lo 

ii. 

German, or North Sea 1. 

GeRMAN S'l'A'l'Es 

Germany, historical epochs 
of 

Geshen, rocks of; one of 
the places of confinement 
of the Abyssinian prin-

2 Glander mountain 
2 Glasgow, antiquity, popu-
2 lation, manufactures and 

commerce of i. 122 
2 --port 124 

- universitv 121 
2 Globe, face of ' 3 

Glockner mountain 277 
12 Glogau 299 

Glom, or Glomen river 392 
18 Gloucester 63 
4-7 Glutton, animal .396 

445 
10 

491 
553 
248 

9 
454 

456 

Gnum Gnum ii. 607 
Goa i. 237, 427, ii. 238 
Goands ii. 234 
Goats of Tibet, their hair 

made into shawls 
Godavere river 
G0jam 
Golconda mountains 
Gold mines on the eastern 

coast of Africa ii. 
---of Spanish South 

113 
206 
565 
20~ 

594 

America 536, 539, 540 
---of Asa1n 204 
--- of A us tria i. 283, 286 

ces ii. 568 ---of Borneo 11· 344 
Ghent i. 222 
Ghilan 'l· 24-8, 254 
Gliisni 255 

. Ghizn.i 230 

--- of Brazil 542, 543 
---of Great Eucha-

r1a 
-~ of Califomia 

308 
461 
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---- ofChineseTatary 101 
---- of England I· I 16 
---- of France 249 
---- of the isle of 

Hainan n. 87 
----ofHessia t• 470 
---- of Hindostan ii. 
----of Japan 
----of Laos 
----of Luzon island 
---- of Madagascar 
----of Malaya 

215 
131 
175 
345 
597 
155 

---- of Mexico 
----ofNorway 
---- of Pegu n. 
----of Philippi 

477,478 
I• 396 
151, 152 
I• 35J 

-,....- of Piedmont 
----of Porto Rico ii. 
---- of Portugal l• 

----of Prussia 
----ofRussia 
---- of Salzia 
---- of the lead hill 

499 
514 
433 
304 
249 
502 

mountains in Scotland 134, I 42 
----of Siam ii. I 73 
----of Siberia 58 
---- of Sicily 1o 492 
----of Spain 333 
---- of Sumatra 11· 3137 
----of Sweden 1o 419 
---of Swisserland 436 
---ofTebriz 11o 265 
----of Independent 

Tatary 304, 308 
----of Tibet 114 
----ofvVicklow I• ·1:8 
Golden isles ii. 378 
Gomaun mountains 207 
Gombroon harbour 267 
Gomera island 602 
Gonda1· 565, 567 
Gonde1·anah hills 209 
Good Hope, Cape of 589 
Goodwin sands I· 11 
Googoos, inhabitants of Su-

matra, covered with long 
hair, little' superior to 
the ourang-outang 11· 338 

VOL, 17AGE. 

Gorca, states of 
Goree island 
Gotha riv<>r 
Gothenberg 
Goth land island 

11· 225 

lo 

Goths, the original inha
bitants of Prussia 

Gothic architecture, remains 
of 1o 

Gottingen university 
Gotto ii. 
Government of the United 

States of America ii. 
___ _.of Arabia 
----of Asia 
---- of Austda i. 
---- of the Birman 

601 
415 
412. 
422 

289 

23 
469 
606 

427 
314 

10 
262 

empire u. 141 
----of China Proper 70 
-----of Denmark 1. 379 
---- of England 31 
---- of France 191 
---- of the British 

possessions of Gangetic 
Hinclostan Ih 218 

----ofHindostan 194 
---- of Holland I. 363 
----·of Japan ii. 120 
---- of Ireland i. 162 
----of the Malays ii. 155 
----- of Persia 258 
----of Portugal I. 426 
---- of Prussia 293 
----of Rnssia 231 
---- of the Russian 

empire in Asia u. 38 
----of Scotland J. 115 
---- of Siam ii. 163 
-~ofSpain l• 312 
---- of Sweden 407 
-~~- of Swisserland 1·38 
---- of Tatary ii. 92 
---- of Tibet 108 
_ ___._. __ of Turkey in Asia 10 

~-- of Turkey in 
Europe I· 342 

Goule mountains 394 
Gower, the poet 51 
Gozo island 494 
Grampian hills 135 
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Granada 
Gras an 
Gratz 
--university 
Gl'een mountains 
G!'eenland 
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277 
269 
268 

Currah 
Cwalior fort 

VOL. PAGE. 

ii. 223 
223 

H. 
11. 

a part of North 
America i. 4, 

a part of a colo
ny of Denm:trk 

Greenwich hospital fol' sea-
men 

----- observatory 
----palace 
Grenada island ii. 
Grenier mountains 
Grenock I. 

Grimbauld vaults, Oxford, 
a Saxon remains 

Grimin mountain 
Groningen 
Gronon island 11. 

445 
4!12 Haarlem I. 367 

-- seaof 371 
401 Habichspiz mountain 276 

Hadraniant n. 33 1 
380 !-Lemus mountain 1. 350 

Hafiz, tomb of 11· 263 
67 Hague I· 3.68 
65 Haik lake 11. 569 
65 Hainan island 87 

514 Halberstadt I· 299 
209 Halifax l• 65 ii. 487 
124 Halle on the Saale I. 299 

Ramadan 11. 266 
23 HAMBURGH i. 47'2 

277 Hamelen cave 470 
368 
352 

Hami · ii. % 
--,or Camil 291 

Grossee Kogel mountain 
Grotto, prodigious, near 

I. 462 Hamiar 314 

Adlsberg 
Grotto of the sea-ox 
Grubenhagen 
Guadal 
Guadalaxara 
-----river 
Guadalquiver river 
Guadarama, caRalof 
Guadaloupe island 
Guam island 
Guaxaca 
Guayar.a 
Guayaquil 
Guebers 
Guemmi mountain 
Guemsey island 
Guiana, Dutch 
---French 
Guilimane river 
Guinea 
---New 
----- island 
Guisbury 
Gungertian mountains 
Curief 
--- harbour of 

VOL. II. 

ll. 

ll. 

I. 

II. 

Hampton court i. 67 
286 Hanau 471 
493 Hanazo river ii. 569 
469 Hanifa 316,317 
267 Hanover 1o 467 
4 71 --- historical epochs 
474 of 468 
326 Hanseatic league 298 
322 Hard·mgerfeld mountains 393 
514 Hartfell mountains 135 
377 Harricana river n. 497 
4 71 Hartz forest 1. 4 7 2 
536 --mountains 459, 467 
536 Harward university ii. 432 
257 Hasensteig mountain i. 461 
44 7 Hastings, Mr. character 
105 of 11. 109 
546 Haur ri,•er 272 
545 Hawash river 569,595 
594 Hebudes isles 1. 146 
585 ---new ii. :156, 370 
364 Hebudian channel 1o 10 
335 Heem, resembling the pipe 
487 of Pan ii. 
100 Hejaz 
45 Heidelberg I. 

46 Heckla mount 
4 p 

144 
311 
476 
39S 
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Hel(ma St. island of 11. 600 
Helgeland island 1. 400 
Hell kettles, near Darlington 103 
Helwellyn mountain 83 
Hem mountain ii. 225 
Hemp prepared from the 

nettle in Asiatic Russia 
Hengist's tower near Ley-

den i. 
Henzuan island ii. 
Herat 
Herculaneum 
Hercynia Sylva forest 
Hereford 

1. 

I-Ierna&ba Staer or Great 
Lake 

Herrings take refuge in the 

48 

360 
599 
268 
491 
279 

63 

415 
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Hindostan Small States ii. 18 3 
--- Maratta states 182 

275,278 
Hindmend river 274 
flippopotamus 450 
------of Abyssinia 553 
------ of South 

America 538 
of the Cape 

590 of Good Hope •. 
------ of Sumatra 339 
Hirabad 
Hirmanstadt 
Hirschberg 
Hirta, or St Ki!da, island 

i. 

Hispaniola n. 
I-Iitteren island i. 

268 
270 
~99 

150 
510 
401 

Arctic sea 
----their progress 

10 Hoan Ho, or Yellow river ii. 8 I, 

Hessia 
Hesse Darmstadt 
Hetzardara mountains 11. 

Hielmarlake 1. 

Hieroglyphic inscriptions 
in Portugal 

Highlands of Scotland 

10 
470 
478 
276 
416 

4..'33 
129 

Hilclesheim bishopric!{ 473 
Hills,Lakeofthc u. 49!3 
Himmala, or Snow moun-

tains 113, 207, 209 
Hindoos or Banians of 

Arabia 
HINDOS'l'AN 

----historical epochs 

312 
180 

of 19~ 198 
---- central or the 

middle provinces of 
---- Sindetic, 01' the 

countries on the river 
Sindeh or Indus 

---Southern division 
of 

---British allies in 
posses-

sions in 
----Nizam Ali, Sou

bah of the Deccan 
----Seiks 
I Iindu Koh, mountains of 

232 

230 

236 
182 

182 

183 
18J 
23 

8, L 12 
Hochhorn mountain 
Hog islands 
Hogoleu island 
Hoke Nan mountain 
Hoko Nor lake 
Holi Kian river 

I. 

ii. 
I. 

ii. 

HoLLAND, or the Seven 
United Provinces i. 

----historical epochs 

277 
183 
379 
439 

gg 

179 

357 

of 
----New 

----island 

359, 360 
2, 153,356 

335,356 
descrip

tion of the inhabitants 
------ancient map 

of the British museum 
Holy island 1. 

--sea 
Holyrood house 
Honduras bay 
Hong-si-hou Jake 
Hoogley, or Ugli 

ll· 
1. 

ll· 

Hops of Bohemia 1· 

-- a nati\'e production 
of the Netherlands 

Hornalen mountnin 
Homed cattle of England 
Horl1!'ilf sands 
Horns of dee1·, enormous 

found in Ireland 
Horse boys of Ireland 

1. 

360 

357 
78 
49 

122 
409 

82 
206 
274 

224 
393 

97 
1 1 

178 
164 
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---of Swisserland 450 
---of Chinese Tatary ii. 95 
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---of Turkey I. 

-----in Asia ii. 
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295 
113 
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Hurons 503 
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JAil'IAICA 
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Jamdro or Palte lake 
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585 
512 
513 
112 
497 
497 

Jan, S. island i. 380 
Janeiro Rio 
--harbour 
J.APAN 

Jarun 

ii. 542, 543 
543 
116 
267 

Jassy 
Java island 
Iaxartes river 
Iberia 

j. 347 
ll. 335, 336, 341 

305 
248 

Ibex animal 
--of Italy 

I. 

Ibis, bird, Egypt deserted 

450 
489 

by ii. 576 
Ice·blink 494 
-palace .on the banks of 

the Neva I-

Iceland 
Icolm-kill island 
Ida mount 
Idolatry of the Arabs 
~- of the Hindoos 
,___ of the Mexicans 

ii. 

Idubeda mountai11s J, 

Jebrin ii. 
Jedburgh lo 

Jedo, the capital of Japan 

249 
461 
148 

24· 
314 
241 
463 
433 
316 
124 
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cumference II. 122, 125, 126 

Jedog·ava river 129 
Jemama or Yemama 320 
Jenne 606 
Jersey isle I• I05 
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J esso island I 2 2 
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Jet mines of France 2 I 4 
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i. 244 
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Income tax in England, 

amount of 1. 117 
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--ocean J, 4 
-- East company 45 
-- West u. 508 
Indigo of Hindostan 212 
Indus river 9, 205 
Infants exposed in China 7 3 
Inflammable earth of Persia 282 
Ingleb€lrough mountain i. 83, 102 
Ingolstadt university 476 
Inisnuary island 183 
Inisnure island I 83 
Inn river 225, 275, 4·76 
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the chief resi
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368 
129 
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Joglefield mountains 
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--river 

1. 393 
l!. 488, 514 

486 
-town, Newfoundland 
Joiiba nver 
Jonkseylon island 
Joux lake 1. 

Joycuse entree, m· Magna 
Charta of the Nether· 
lands 

Irac Ajemi 
Irco river, cascade of 
IRELAND 

n. 
1. 

490 
606 
I69 

4·1-5 
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11<>ad 23 -- aftt:r called Erin 

221 
218 
499 
156 
150 
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Proper 81 
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in Persia ii. 161 
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Irtish river 
Irwell river 
Ischea island 
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ii. 50 
I. 82 

Iser river 
Isinglass made of the sounds 

or. air bladder of the stur-

4·93 
484 
476 

geon i. 239 ii. 45 
Iskimos of Labrador ii. 496, 497 
Ispaha:n 248, 263 
Issei river I· 381 
Issim river ii. 306 
-stepof 294 
Istakar 24-g 
Italy, states of i. 481 
Juan Fernandes island ii. 552 

St. river 47 4 
J uanna island 
Judda 
Judicial circle in the isle of 

Leuis 1. 

599 
321 

150 
277 Julian, or Carnic Alps 

Julick, or Juliers Duchy 
Julin city 

474 
228,289 

Jumna river ii. 204 
Junkseylon island 
Junto monte 
Ivora 
Jupiter Ammon 
Jura island 
--mount 

lo 

ii. 
I· 

Jurjura mountain ii. 
Jury, trial by in England i. 
Jutes anival in England 
J utts-riff land 
Iztaccihault mountain u. 

K. 

174 
433 
430 
118 
147 
205 
581 
37 
15 
11 

476 

'-- bridges of Colebrook
dale and Sunderland 

- or bald mountains 
69 Kaba, or temple of Mecca ii. S22 

ii. 4 I 9 . Kabra 606 
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specimen of their Kiel canal I• 338 
poetry 42 --lake 392 

Kamchadals 43 --university 308 
Kanda!, Steig lake i. 453 Kilar ii. 302 
Kandi u. 242 Kilda, or Hirta island I. 151 
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Karacum 91, 95 in Madagascar n. 297 
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Karek island 267,284 corona-
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Karm island Io 4·01 Kingston llo 482 
Kars ll. 19 --- in Jamaica 512 
Kazerun 267 Kinkatoo 96 
Karst mountain ], 277 Kinnekulle mountain I. 394 
Kassin a n. 606 Kinsale 170 
Kathlan 302 Kintching n. 87 
Kaviar, preparation of ], 239 Kio.n Long, or Maykoung 
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dried fish ii. 45 Kiou I. 288 

Keen Duam river 144 Kircagatch ll. 18 
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Kemaoon u. 225 Kishmo island 284 
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Kesho 179 Kom, or Khums 266 
Keshmark peak 1· 278 Konsberg i. 396 
Ketterin 132 Konigsberg 298 
Kew garden 67 ----university 298 
Kharism 11. 285, 296 Kolen mountains 393 
K.hiva 298 Korakas u. SS6 
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Ladrone islands ii. 377 
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Lahore ii. 228 
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the earthquake at Lis-
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Lambey island 1. 183 
Lamurch island n. 379 
Lanark i. 124 
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Land jam, or Lantchang ii. 17 5 
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Land's height mountain ii. 445 
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mal of Surinam 547 Lead, red, of Siberia 11. 60 
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nver 417,484 
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Lecco lake 
Lech river 
Leek river 
Lee river 
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Lausanne J, 442 
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- of the Birman empire 
-- of China Pmper 
-of Denmark I. 

140 Leeward islands 
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-- of Holland lo 

--of Japan ii. 
-- of Portugal lo 
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-of Russia 
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--of Siam ii. 
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24 
483 
475 
371 

81 
445 

65 
509 
473 
469 
467 
224. 
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396 
350 
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--of Spain l· 312 

4·38 
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-- of Turkey in Europe 
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281 
433 
304 
478 
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Leoo K.eoo islands 11o 87, U3 
Leopards used in Hinclostan 

for the chase of antelopes 21 3 
Levant, or Turkey trade 
Lenis island 
Lewes 
Leyden 

lo 

Leyt island ii. 
Leytha river l· 

Library, royal, of the Birman 
empire ii. 

---of MSS. at Cairo 
--- at Constantinople i. 
--- at Philadelphia 11. 

Ligor 
Ligurian republic 
Lima 
Limcbourg 

], 

u. 
lo 
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367 
346 
275 

144 
573 
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435 
169 
503 
535 
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land 

land 
Linga 
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- of Abyssinia 

of Scot-
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- of Africa, an insidi-
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128 
155 
328 
570 

ous and cowardly animal 59! 
- ofPersia 280 
--of Tunis 580 
--of Turkey in Asia 2'7 
Lipari, islands 1. 488,4,93 
--stoves, or warm caves 493 
Lippe 472 
Lisbon, the ancient Ulys-

sippo 
Lisle 
Literature of the United 

States of America u. 
---- of Arabia 
----of Austria r. 
--- of the Birman 

empire u. 
---- of Gt·eat Bucha-
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---of Denmark 1· 
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---- of Russia 
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51 
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195 
456 
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366 
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166 
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221 
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429 
2~7 

2:37 
4615 
119 

---- of Swisserland 
----of the Tatars ii. 
Littlemore island I· 

Liverpool 
Livers of geese esteemed 

a delicacy at Vienna 
Livomo, or Leghorn 
Loadstone mountain in 

Siam 
Loan go 
Lobel mountain 
Locarno lake 
Loch Dolen Jake 
Lock Leven lake 
-- Loil Jake 
--Lomond 
--Ness 

l!. 

i. 

Locust eaters in Arabia 11· 

Lodomiria I• 
Loffodin island 
Loire river 

44,95 
183 

59 

269 
496 

174 
587 
277 
484 
133 
133 
133 
132 
133 
329 
270 
400 
205 

Lombardy 224, 482 
Lombok island 
Lomnitz peak 

ii. .336 

Lon river 
1. 278 

64 
London in the time of the 

East Saxons maintained 
its Roman eminence 

---churches of 
--environs of 
Londonderry 
Long Forty sands 
--island 
Looristan mountains 
Lord's prayer, Dutch 
---Finnish 
---Frisic 

Irish 
---La plan die 

ii. 

i. 

----- Orkney Norse 
-----Saxon 
----Scotland Erse 

or 1rish 
----Low-

lands 
Lorenzin mountain 
Lot's wife rock 

4.· Q. 
ii. 

17 
57 
57 

170 
11 

456 
276 
366 
385 
384 
166 
385 
119 

51 

119 

119 
276 
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Lotus of Egypt ii. 576 Magicians of Madagas-
Lough Neagh i. 174 car ii. 597 
Louisburg llo 489 Magna charta ], 19 
Louisiad 368 Magnesi, or Magnesia ii. 18 
Louisiana 453, 461 Mague river 148 
Louen river j. 392 Mahe island 599 
Louvo ii. 169 Mahomet, his tomb at Me-
Luabo river 594 dina 320 
Lubeck lo 472 Mahometan religion I. 341 
Lucca 495 Majorca island 335 
Lucerne lake 445 Makaung river 11• 112 
Lucie St. island llo 514 Makian island 34·8 
Lucknow 221 MALArA, or M.ALACCA 153 
----hills 209 Malacca city 156 
Lugano Jake i. 445,484 --- peninsula of 156 
Luil island 11· 367 Malaga I. 320 
Luis de Potosi 478 Malayan isles lh 335 
Lumbock island 337 Malays, their progress to 
Lunden university 1. 411 different islands 376 
Lundy isle 106 --- of Sumatra • 338 
Lu•lebPrg 468 Malca mountain 243 
Lupata mountains, or spine Maldives islands 245 

of the world ii. 609 Maleg river 568 
Luxembourg ]o 222 Malgar mountains 99 
Luzon island ii. 346 Malham cove l• 102 
Lymfiord creel~ 391 Mallicollo island ii. 370 
Lyons 197 Ma!ouin isles 553 

Malstrom whirlpool I. 398 I 

M. Malta island 494 
Mamatombo mountain ii. 475 

Macao ]. 4·27 Mameluks of Egypt 17 
Maclures inlet ii. 365 Mammoth 449 
Mactan island 346 Man, isle of 107 
Macwanpur 224 Manati of America, the mer-
Madagascar island of 596 maid of fc~ble II. 151 
Madder of Hindostan 212 --- or mermaid of the 
Mr.ddison's cave 455 straits of Beering 57 
Madeira islands of 402 Manatulan islands 44 
---islands 397 :Manchester 1· 60 
Madras 237 Mandingos negroes ii. 586 
Madrid lo 319 -· --- slaves so called 585 
Maclura island u. 336, 342 Mandshurs 92 
Ma:allder river 22 Mandeville, Sir John, one 
Mc,estricht 1. 368 of.the earlie~t writers of 
Mafumoriver ll· 593 English prose 1· 51 
Magad<1.sho 595 Man galore n. 237 
1\ia:•d:llena river 525 Manzcnares riYer i. 319 
Ma~cl::burg J, 299 Manheim 476 
M·tgellanica II• 331 Maniana u. 606 
M.tg1c of Afr:ca 581 Manma islands 335 
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islands 11- 345 

Manners. See Customs 
Manstricanian mountains I 00 
Mantua 501 
Manufactures. See Commerce 
M.10una island 11· 388 
Maple sugar of the United 

States of America 
"Maps, ancient, in the British 

Museum 
Marbank 1o 

Maraycabo ll• 

----lagoon of 
1VIaranon, or river of the 

447 

357 
II 

536 
521 

Amazons 416, 521 
Maravi lake 560, 610 
Marble, Parian l• 353 
Marbles and free stone in 

England 
Marburg university 
Marcou, St. island of 
Mareb u. 
--·river, said to sink under 

101 
470 
218 
328 

ground 329 
Mareehites, a savage tribe in 

New Brunswick 
Marengo, noted for a victory 

of Buonaparte over the 
Austrians 1. 

Mareotis lake ii. 
Margus or Margab river 
Mariaboo 
Marian islands 
Marino St. 
Mari tz river 
Marmot animal 

1. 

---ofltaly 
Maronites ii. 
Maroons of Jamaica 
Marquesa islands 
Marriages of the Abipons 
---- in China Proper 
---- ceremonies of 

486 

500 
575 
273 
320 
377 
495 
350 
451 
489 

15 
512 
381 
550 

73 

Marriages of Persia 
---- in Russia 
---- in Scotland 
----in Siam 
---- in Sumatra 

OL. 

u. 
i. 

u. 

---- in Independent 

PAGE. 

262 
244 
117 
166 
34·0 

Tatary 295 
---- in Tibet I 09 
----in Turkey i. 34·5 
Marseilles 197 
Marta, S. SierraN evada of ii. 527 
Martaban 146 
Martin, St. island, South 

America 521,552 
Martinique, island of 514 
Masdoranus mountains 277 
Masket 221 
Massacre at Delhi, by Nadir 

Shah 
Massagetes 
Massart mountain 
Matavia harbour 
Mathias Corvinus king of 

222 
286 

51 
386 

Hungary character of i. 258 
Matra mountains 279 
Matura 242 
Matthew, St. island u. 600 
Mauritius island 599 
Maweralnahr 307 
Maxima Cresariensis 1. 14 
Maykaung of Laos, river ii. 9 
Mazendran. 248,276 
----mountains 274 
Mazes of the Minder 28 
Mayne river i. 4.59 
Mayorga island ii. 388 
Mecca 3! I, 31 9 
- temple of 322 
Mechocoan 470 
Mecklenburg Schwerin, and 

Gusto 1· 

Meder mountains u. 
Mediator, the idea of in 

471 
279 

Japan 119 
the Circassians 

--- laws of disre-
16 Medical schools in Scotland i. 120 

garded in France 1. 

----of Hindostan ii. 
---- of New Holland 
---- of the Japanese 

194 
1<JS 
362 
124 

Medina u. 311,320 
Mediterrane:m sea 1. 4, 8 
-------of Asia ii. 7 
Megala, mountains of 580 
Mejerda river :;so 
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Meinam rivet
Meinam Kong river 
Mekran 
--mountains 
Mekshid river 
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176 

249,267 
277 
272 

Melancholy a national cha
racteristic of Great Bri
tain i. 77 

Melerlakc 
Melinda 
Men, wild of Malaya 
Menai strait 
Mena11g· Cabow 
Menang Cabul 
Mendip hills 
Mendoza 
---isles 
---nver 
Menteith, lake of 
Mentz, electorate of 

ii. 

I. 

ii. 

ii. 

1. 

1\Ienzala lake ii. 
Mercia, kingdom of, found-

4·15 
593 
156 
67 

324 
311 
104 
536 
381 
525 
132 
472 
575 

ed by the East. Angles in 
585 i. 89 

Merghi ii. 146, 169 
Merida 471 
-SierraNevadaof 527 
Merimac river 444 
Meroe island 578 
Mersey river 1. 82 
Meshid 11o 268 
Messina I· 

Mesurata n. 
Meteors, or falling stars, 

frequent in Arabia 
Methodists, increase of in 

1.1,93 
580 

324 

VOL, 

Michigan strait ii. 
Micmas an Indian tribe of 

PAGll: 

411 

'Nova Scotia 
Micoco 
Middleburg 
----new 
Milan 
Milessow mountain 

4·86 
587 

I. 368 
ii. 546 

i. 269, 500 
278 

Mills, wind or water, none 
in Arabia u. 322 

Mindanao island 335, 346 
Minder river 22 
Mindore island 346 
Mineralogy of Spanish 

North Ame1·ica 
----of Spanish South 

America 
---- of South America 

annual product 
---- of the United 

States of Ame1·ica 
----of Arabia 
----of Austria 1. 

---- of Bavaria and 
the Palatinate 

---- of the Birman 
empire 

----of Brazil 
---- of Canada 
---- of Ceylon 
---- ofChina 

11· 

---- of Denmark I. 

--- of Egypt ii. 
---- of the isle of 

Elba ], 

----of England 

477 

539 

533 

452 
328 
283 

475 

151 
544 
485 
244 

85 
396 
577 

498 

England i. 
Meuse or Maese river 
-- forms a large lake; 

overwhelming seventy
two villages with one 
hundred thousand inha
bitants 

30 ----of France 
---- of Hanover 371 

99 
213 
469 
214 
364 
131 
178 
597 

Mexico or New Spain n. 
---city 

359 
4·5S 
469 
474 --lake of 

Miaco 
Michael, St. mount 
:Michel, St. island 
1\lichigan lake 

122, 126 
I. 215 

II· 603 
411 

---- of Hindostan ii. 
---- ofNew Holland 
---- of Japan 
---- of Irehmd ). 

---- of Madagascar ii. 
---- of the Nether-

lands 1o 225 
----of Persia 11. 281 
---- of PrJ1tugal i. 433 
---- of Prussia 304 
--- of Russia 249 
----of Russia in Asia ii. 58 
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Mineralogy of Salzia ], 4.78 Minong ii. 411 

---- of Saxony 467 Minorca island 1· 535 

----of Scotland 142 Mioss lake 3~2 

---- of the Scottish Missisippi rive1· ii. 412,417,444 

isles 153 ----scheme 461 

---ofSiam 11. 173 Missouri river 412,417,502 

----of Sicily 1. 492 Mocaranga 593 

~-- of Spain 332 Mocha 3.:.!1 

--- of Sweden 419 Mocobs 549 

---- of Swisserbnd 451 Mocuas 595 

---- of Tatary II. 101 Modena i. 502 

--- of Independent Moffat wells in Scotland 143 

Tatary 308 Magador IJ. .'>81 

---ofTibet 114 Mogmog island 379 

----of Tunis 580 Mohawks 503 

---- of Turkey 1. 353 Mokanturn island 62 

---- of Turkey in Moldavia, a part of ancient 
Asia ]Jo 27 Dacia I. 335 

---- of Tuscany I. 496 Mole river 81 

----of \Vurtemburg 476 Molucca isles ll. 335, 1348 
Minet·al waters of Spanish Moluches 551 

North America ii. 478 Monchaboo 146 
of the Uni- Mondego river 432 

ted States of America 453 Money, the excessive love 
-----of Arabia 325 of in Holland 365 
--.---- of Austria i. 286 Monfia island Jl, 596 
------of China ii. 86 Monguls 41, 91 

---- of Egypt 577 Monocabes of Malaya 158 
-----of England lo 101 Monopolies Royal in Spain I. 185 
------ of Fmnce 215 Mons 222 

of Hindos- Monsoons of Hindostan II• 202 
tan 11. 215 Montugu port 368 

of Japan 132 Montevideo port 536 
~-----oflreland i. 180 Montpcllier I. 198 
-----of Persia ii. 282 Montreal ii. 482 
------ of Po1·tugal i. 4·34 Montrose I. 125 
------ of Prussia 305 ---Pitts 11 

~of Russia 249 Mont d'Or 207 
----~of Russia Iv!ontscrrat 327 

in Asia u. 60 ----island llo 514 
------of Scotland I. 143 Monument of London I. 53 

of Spain 323 Moorish remains in Portu-
of Sweden 419 gal 263 
ofSwisser- Moose cleet• ii. 449 

land 452 ---fort 496 
------of Tibet 11. 115 ---river 496 

of Turkey Moot hills ], 22 
in Asia 28 Morat lake 445 

Minho t·iver I. 326 Morau rivel' 275 
Minish island 183 Mor::wa river 35() 
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VOLo PAGE. 

Morocco 
'Mortay island 
Moscow 
-,---canal 

·ii. 581 

i. 

Mosks of Constantinople 

349 
237 
238 

and Adrianople 348 
--- at Cordova 309 
Mossevola mountain 416 
Motac ii. 169 
Motala river 1. 415 
Motir island i~. 348 
Moultan 230,257 
Mountains, Observations 

VOI.o PAGE, 

Mushroom produ'ced from 
a stone i. 493 

Musk of Indepent Tatary ii. 293 
Musk cattle 56, 449 
- deer 85, 114 
-- wesels 2 13 
Mysol island 336, 348 
-- Mixoal, or Michoal 

island 
Mysory island 
Mythology of Hindostan 

. of the Danish 

423 
368 
193 

Laplanders i. 38~ 
on chains of i. 3 ---- of Pagan Russia ~:!9 

---- theory of chains 
of 

---- of China Proper ii. 
---- of England i. 
--------tables 

153 
83 
83 

Mytilene island 29, 353 

N. 

Nab river i. 475 
of the height of 

--- of Europe 
83 I\'agas:1ki 11· 126 

----of France 
11 

205 
-------cultiva-

tion of 
----of Ireland 

204 
175 

----of the Nethet·-
lands 

----of Russia 
---- of Scotland 
---- of \Vales 

ii. 

225 
245 
134 

85 
381 
24.3 
595 

Mowee island 
Mowil Ganga riYel' 
Mozambaza 
Mozambico 
Mulda 
---river 

59.) 
i. 275, 467 

467 
Mules of Spanish South 

America 11. 537 
--or Portugal 1. 4S3 
- of ~pain S'22 
Mull i~land 147 
Mumbos, canibals of Africa ii. 610 
Mummia, an asphaltum of 

Persia 
Munich 
Munniporah 
Murcia 
Mus Tag mountain u. 
Musart mountains 
Mashedabad 

I. 

II. 

282 
476 
1'1·6 

i. 321 
83, 307 

99 
220 

N agold river 
Nagpour 
Nankin 
Nantes 
Naples bay 
Naples 
---and Sicily 

I. 

II. 

]. 

Naphtha, or fountains of pure 

477 
~33 

75 
198 

7 
482 
4·91 

rock oil ii. 282, 299,308 
---medical qualitits 

of 
--- used as a japan 
Naphthonia island 
Narin rive!' 
Narva ri\'er 
Nassau 

I. 

--- fort in the Baha-
mas 

---hall 
---islands 
Natal 
Natches 

ll. 

National debt of Great Bri-
tain 

Nato!ia mountains 
Natron lakes in Egypt 
Natuna isbnd 
Navarre New 

l. 

u. 

Navig<1.tion inland, of Aus-
tria i. 

283 
283 
299 
299 
244 
472 

516 
432 
441 
593 
503 

45 
9 

575 
336 
461 

271 



VOL. 

Navigation inland of China 
Proper ii. 

-------of Den-
mark 1· 

------of Eng;-
land 1. 

----- of France 
-----of Hin-

dostan n. 
------- of Hol-

land 1o 

-------of Ire
land 

___,__, ____ of the 

Netherlands 
-------neglect

ed in Prussia 
of Rus-

sta 
------- of Scot

land 
·----- of Spain 

----of Swe-

INDEX, 

PAG;E. VOL. PAGE. 

Nelson river 
76 ---rock 

Nemakas 
388 --- tribes 

---Little 

11. 417 
497 
586 
585 
591 
484 70 Nemi lake I. 

199 

200 

368 

171 

223 

300 

238 

127 
322 

Nera island 
Necker river 
Nerbuddo river 

ii. 352 
458, 477 . 

206 
Nershinsk mountains 
NE'l'HERLANns, the ancient 

Belgic Gaul i. 
------ in the hands 

of Austria favourable to 

52 

219 

Great Britain 19 8, 219 
Neva river 24·4 
Nevada Sierra moun~ain 327 
Neufchatel £99 
---- lake 445 
Nevils cro<:>s 
Nevis island u .. 
Keusidler lake 1. 

New River, which supplies 

65 
514 
275 

den 412 London with wate1· 
Newark in Canada 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
Newfoundland fishery 

69 
483 

66 
Navigators' islands 11. 383, 390 
Navy of Spanish North 

America 4·65 
--of the United States 

of America 
-- of Denmark 1. 

--of England 
--of France 
-- of the British posses-

sions in Gangetic Hin
dostan 1!. 

--of J.:tpan 
--of Persia 
-- of P<,rtugal 
--of Prus3ia 
--of Russia 
--of Spain 
--of Siam 
....__ of Sweden 
Neged 
---desert 

I. 

ll • 

11. 

Negro colonies, the desola-
tion to be expected from 

Negropont island i. 
Neiper the ancient Borys

thencs 

429 
380 

41 
192 

218 
122 
258 
427 
294 
238 
3!4 
16<1 
4.08 
SI3 
3!1 

510 
353 

2J.3 

ii. 
I. 

banks 
island 

u. 409 
409, 489 

Newport 
Newry canal 
Niagara falls 
---fort 

II. 

I. 170 
171 
486 
483 
474 Nicaragua lake 

----- may be made 
a means of communica
tion between the Atlan
tic and Pacific oceans 474 

----mountains 575 
Nickel min(:S of England 1. 100 
Nicobar islands 158, 24·5 
Nicosia 
Niemi lake and mountains i. 
Nieper, thirteen cataracts 

of the 
Niester or ancient Tyras 
Nicuport in the Nether

lands 

31 
415 

,249 
243 

223 
Nieuvcld mountain 
Nile rivet' 

II. 592 
5GO, 575 
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Nile ri:ver source of ii. 605 Nutmeg tree introduced 
------- errors of into the island ofMau-

Bruce and others 561 ritius ii. 598 
~--various names 560 of Kew Bri- ., 
---- cataracts of 56L tain 368 
---- inundation only 

partial 574 0. 
real 

causes of 568 Oasis of Mount Shamar ii.· 326 
Nimen river i. 244 Ob river 9, 49· 
Nineveh ii. 251 Obidos lake i. 433 
Nipal 224 Observatory at Greenwich 67 
Niphates mountain 9 Ochill mountains 134 
Nipon island 116 Ochotsk u. 45 
Nisser lake I. 392 _..__ mountains 52 
Nitre of the north of As- Ocler river i. 302 

tracan 11. 45 Oesel island 251 
Noabeva island 383 Offak island ii. 367 
Nogafa river 129 Offa's dyke 1. 18 
Noirmoutier island I. 2!5 Ogingawa river 11· 12g 
Nord kioping 412 Ogmo 169 
Nordstrand island 400 Ohevahoa river 381 

swalJow- Ohio river 349, 364 
edup by an inunclatim~. 400 Ohittahoo island 381 

Norfolk island n. 360 Ojeron lake I· 392 
Norman conquest of En~·- Olitzlake ii. 129 

Janel, monuments of Io 18 Olchon island 8 
North Foreland 79 Oldenburg I. 472 
North-west company of Olemn island 117 
Montreal Ilo 496 Olmutz 270 
Northumbria existed as a Olonitz mountain 245 

separate kingdom from Oloolong island ii. 371 
England i. 18 Olympus mount 24 

----- omitted in Ornbrone river I. 497 
Domesday 18 Omey island 183 

JI."ORWAr 377 Om on u. 312, 321 
--- see Denmark --hills 325 
Nonvegian Alps I. 390 Onega lake I· 244 
-·---chain 391 Oneydoes ii. 503 
Norwich I. 64 Onolsback i. 478 
Notasia ii. 332 Onon river ii. 98 
Nou Kia river 112 Onondagas 503 
Novogorod I. 228 Oomi river 1;;9 
Nubia ii. 578 Opal of the Altaian moun-
Niger river 561, 605 tains 60 
Nuremburg Io 4·78 --of Hungary J. 285 
Nutmeg tree ant! fruit ii. 352 Ophir mount !1. 337 
--restricted by Opium use of in Turkey lo 345 

the Dutch to Banda 351 Oporto 430 
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·Opoun island ii. 394 Ozoushora 
VOL. PAGE. 

ii. 286 
·Orlake i. 392 
'0t·ange river ii. 591 
Oransa island i. 147 
Ordeal, trial by among the 

Birmans ii. 140 
'Ore sands i. ll 

- ·Oregan river n. 415, 502 
Orenburgh 45 
Orinoco river 521 
Orisaba mountain 421, 47 5 
Orkney islands i. 15 1 
Orleans 146, 198 
-canal 199 
-forest 209 
---New ii. 415,461 
Ormus 267 
---isle 284 
Orontes river 22 
Ortel mountain 1. 277 
Oruro ii. 536 
Osacca 1. 127 
Osnaburgh bishopric 473 
Osrushna ii. 30 I 
Ostend i. 214 
Ostorode 469 
Ostiaks of Tatary u. 44 
Otaheite 383 
Otamacs 
Ottorocoras mountains 
Oubi island 
Oviedo 
Oujein 
Ouk mountain 
Ouller or Tall lake 

)o 

11. 

Ourang Outang, said to light 
a fire to cook his victuals 

------ of Angola 
---- of the Sir-

cars 
Ouse river 
Owhyhee island 
Oxarford river 
Oxford colleges 

founders 
Oxm; river 
Oyola island 

ii. 
)o 

and their 

ii. 

Oyster shell banks found 
ninety miles from the 
sea ii. 

VOL. II. 

549 
208 
34·7 
320 
223 
277 
2 07 

343 
587 

213 
5~ 

380 
401 

55 
305 
388 

455 

P· 

Pacific ocean 
Paderborn bishoprick 
Pagahm 
Pagodas 
--ofChina 

I. 3 
473 
14-6 
76 
76 

Painting, progress of in Eng-
land i. 126 

124 Paisley 
Palatinate. See Bavaria 
Palawan island ii. 
Palermo 
Palicaucl 
Palitzer lake 
Pallanger mountain 
Palm wine of Africa 
Palma island 
Palmarole isle 
Palmas river 
Palmyra 

336, 346 
lo 4·92 

ii. 237 
lo 276 

11· 

u. 

276 
5~7 
602 
493 
474 

12 
Pampas mountains.of Bu-

enos Ayres 
Pampelona 
Panama 
Pani island 
Pan jab river 
Paniany 
Panther of Abyssinia 
Panuco river 
Paoynghoulake 

1. 

ii. 

Papua, or New Guinea 

529 
320 
536 
346 
205 
237 
570 
474 

82 

i~:::nd 335, 348, 356, 364 
Papyrus of Egypt 495 
-of Madagascar 597 
--- of Sicily I• 493 
Para ii. 54.2 
Paracels islands 179 
Paraiba 542 
Paramaribo 546 
Parana river 524 
Pardo forest 1. 329 
--palace 322 
Parima mountains u. 527 
--river and lake 529, 544, 569 
P,His 1o 197 
Parliament of England 32 
Parma and Placentia 50:.2 

4 R 
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542 
24..9 
207 

Parnamboeo n. 
Paropamisus 
---- mountain 
Parrys mine of copper in An-

glesey i. 103 
Parsecs or Guebers, worship-

pers of fire ii. 257 
218 
392 

Pas to 
Pasvig lake 
Patagonia 
Patani kingdom 
Patna 
Patomac creek 

-river 

ii. 

Patrick, St. purgator 
Pauda mountain 
Pavia 
Paul, St. London 
Pavoacan 
Paz, Ia 
Peacock of Ceylon 

), 

520, 550 
155 

221, 222 
432 
444 
180 I. 

II• 

2.46 
500 

57 
600 
536 
243 

Peak of Derbyshire, wonders 
of 1. 102 

Pearls of the isle of Bah-
rm 11. 

-\- of the Bornean islands 
3;)9 
344 
461 
242 
279 
467 
14.2 

-- of California 
-of Ceylon 
--of Persia 
--of Saxony 
-· - of Scotland 
Peclasus mount 
Pecka cliff 
Pegu 
--river 
Pejencllake 
Pekin 
Pelew islands 
Peling island 
Pemba island 
Pembroke 
Penabscot river 
Pendataria isl,.mcl 
Pendle hill 
Pennygent mountain 
Penbark hole 

244, 

], 

IJ. 24 
386 

136, 145 

I· 

u. 

14·9 
416 

74 
575 
3·17 

596, 598 
J, "67 

Jlo 

I. 

4,14 
493 

83 

Pepper of Sumatra u. 

82, 83 
104 
338 

-twenty-two species in 
Sp<~nish S. America 530 

VOL, PAGE, 

Perdu mountain Io 208 
Persepolis ii. 

ruins of 
PERSIA 

---gulph of 
---Eastern 

199 2$2, 399 
249 
246 
267 
255 

Perth I• 

Perugia, lake of 
Pestilence, stopped in its pro

gress from Constantinople 

123 
484 

by the heat of Egypt ii. 57 4 
Peter the Great, his design of 

uniting the Don with the 
Volga I. 238 

Peter head 12 5 
----mineral water 143 
Petersburg 237 
Petshore river 245 
Peypus lake 244 
Pfulinger cavern 477 
Pharis river of Ptolemy ii. 243 
Philadelphia 433 
Philippine islands 335, 345 
Piloscphers, anticnt and mo-

dern, contrasted 
Philosophical society of Penn

sylvania 
Phocnicians supposed to have 

been the first discoverers 
of the British isles 1. 

Piamis island 11. 

Piapis harbour 
Piavi river 1. 

Piazinsko Jake ii. 
Picardy, canal of 1. 

Pichischa mountain ii. 
Fico, or the Peak island 
Picti applied by Beda to Scot-

land j, 

Piedmont 
Pigeon, great crowned, of 

593 

432 

13 
367 
368 
484 

50 
199 
526 
602 

109 
499 

New Ireland ii. 368 
---,crowned, or gigantic 

of Papua 
Piombino 
Piombo 

I. 

Pis a 

367 
497 
4.97 
496 

Pitti island II· 341 
P:a~entia in Newfoundland ii. 490 
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Placentia 
Plassey, battle of 
Plata la river 

VOL. 

u. 

Platina of Spanish South-
America 

J>Jatten see 
Piau lake 
Pleisse river 
Pleskin cape in Ireland 
Plomb du Cantal mountain 
Plumbago, or black lead 

mines near the baths of 
Binay 

Po river 
Po Fernando Island 
Poggi islands 

l!. 

PAGE. 

502 
2I7 
4I6 

540 
275 
459 
467 
181 
207 

499 
483 
600 
34I 

Poisonous animals, none in 
Ireland 

Pola island 
PoLAND 

ll. 

I. 

257 
388 
298 
266 

ii. 333, 354, 575 
Polignac rocks 
PoLrNESIA 

Polzevera 
Pomerania, Swedish 
Pompey's pillar 
Pomona 
Pondicherry 
Ponte de Dios 
Ponza island 
Poona 
Poorunda 
Popacatepec mountain 
Popayan 

I. 494 
472 
57:2 
I 5 I 

II. 

. i. 
u. 

I. 

ii. 

238 
478 
493 
233 
238 
475 

Pope, te,rritory of the 1. 

536 
352 
367 Popo island u 

VOL. PAGE. 

Population of Asia 
---- of Austria 

ii. 

---- of the Birmin em-

2 
263 

pire ii. I4l 
----of Canada 481 
----of Ceylon 241 
---- of China I. 3 
---- of China Proper ii. 70 
---- of Denmark I. 380 
--- of St. Domingo ii. 510 

of Egypt 572 
---- of England 1. 39 
---- of the English co-

lonies 
---- of Europe 
---- of France 
---- ofGermany 
---- of Hindostan ii. 
---- of the British pos-

sessions of Gangetic Hin-

39 
3 

185 
155 
194 

dostan 2 I 7 
---- of Holland i. 363 
---- of Jamaica i,i. 5 I 2 
----of Japan I21 
---- of Ireland i. I 62 
--- ofltaly 48~ 
---- of London 39, 56 
--- of Milan 500 
----of Naples 492 
----of the Netherlands 221 
---- of Paris I 97 
----of Persia ii. 258 247 
---- of Porto Rico 5 14 
----of Portugal 1. 426 
---- of Prussia 293 
---- of Russia 232 Population, Gregory Kit:g's 

estimate of 1. 40 ---of the Russian em-
of Abys~inia u. 

---- of Africa i. 2. ii. 
----of America i. I. ii. 
----of the Spanish N. 

America 11. 

---- of the Spanish S. 
America 

---- of S. At.nerica im
peded by the small-pox and 

567 
555 
405 

465 

465 

spirituous liquo1·s 533 
---- of the U. States of 

Amct·ica 
----- of Arabia 

429 
312 

pit·e in Asia u. 333 
----of Saxony t. 

---- of Scotland 
----ofSiam 11. 

---- of Siberia 
----of Spain 1. 

---- of Sweden 
---- of Swisserland 
---- of Tatary II· 

---- of Independent 

605 
116 
164 
38 

312 
407 
439 

90 

Tatary 309 
----of Tibet I08 
---of Turkey in Asia ii. J 2 
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Population of Turkey in Eu-
rope i. 

---- of Vienna 
Porcupine, the crested 
Poro lVIusehir island 
Porselonk 
Port Royah Jamaica 
Porter, English 
Porto Rico island 
Porto Santo island 
Portsoy istand 
Portsmouth 
PoR'l'UGAL 

llo 

I. 

ii. 

I. 

---, historical epochs 
Promima mountains 
Providesce island 
Pi·usa 
-- mineral water of 
PRussiA 

II• 

----, historical epochs 
of 

Ptarmigan bird of Scotland i. 
Pudda river ii. 
Puelches 
Puka Thon pyramid 
Pulicat lake 
Pulo Laut island 
Punch, the method of making 

in England i. 
Puy, rocks of 
Puy de Dome mount'lins 
--- Sansi mountain 
Pyramids of Egypt 11. 

---of the sun and 
moon near Teoti Gau
can 

l>yrenees 
---of Spain 

Q. 

'i. 

Quail fighting at Suma-
tra 11. 

Quakers in England I· 

Quantong n. 
Quas::,ia wood of Surinam 
Quebec 
Quedlingburg 
Quicksilver of Austi·ia 

], 

343 
268 
490 

62 
169 
512 

57 
514 
602 
125 
62 

423 
424 
277 
516 

17 
28 

288 

290 
140 
206 
550 
169 
207 
336 

Quicksilver of Spanish N. 
Arperica ii. 478 

---- of Great Bucha-
ria 308 

---- of Fmnce 1o 2 13; 
----of Idria 271, 2H4 
-------of the Palatinate i. 47 4 
---- of Peru ii. 540 
___ _, of Portugal I. 434 

---- of Spain 332 
---- of the Tyrolese 

Alps 
Quilao 
Quito 

R. 

ii. 
277 
596 
536 

Raab river 1. 27 5 
RachiR island, the Ricina of 

Ptolemy 
Rackama lake 
Ragusa 
Rahumat mountains 
Rand's island 

ii. 
i. 

ii. 

Rangoon ii. 
Rannock moor in Scotland i. 
Raphael, his cartoons at 

Windsor castle 

1S3 
22 

496 
276 
395 
146 
13S 

67 
47 Rasht 

Razaisland 
Re island 

206 
206 
207 

II. 266 
I. • 149 

218 
7 

18 
276 

572 

463 
207 
3::20 

340 
29 

146 
547 
482 
29Y 
283 

Red sea II• 

Reformation ofEngland i. 
Rehumat mountains ii. 
RejatJgs of Sumatra 
Rein deer of Finland and 

338 

Lapland i. 396 
of Russia in Asia ii. 56 

---ofSweden 1. 183 
Religion of Abyssinia II. 566 
--of Africa 560 
-- of North-America 408 
-- of Spanish North-

America 463 
-- of South-America 520 
-- of the United States of 

America 4·26 
-- of Arabia 314 
-of Asia 7 
--of Austria I. 262 
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Religion of Great Bucharia ii. 30 l 
--of the Birman empire 140 
-- of Canada 480 
--of Ceylon 241 
--of China Proper 69, 107 
-- of Denmark 1• 379 
·--of Egypt ii 572 
-- of Engl,1nd i. 25 
-- of Europe 7 
-- of France 191 
-- ofGermany 456 
-- of Hanover 469 
--of Hinclostan ii. 193 
-- ofHolland 1. 362 
--of Japan ii. 119 
-- of Ireland 1. 161 
-- of Italy 492 
--of the Koromantyns ii. 585 
--of Mexico · 533 
--of Naples and Sicily 1. 492 
-- of Olaheite ii. 385 
-- Eastern Persia 
-ofPeru 

257 
533 

Revenues of Egypt 
-- of England 
-of France 

VOL. 

ii. 
I. 

-- of Hindostan n. 

PAGE. 

572 
4t 

192 
195 

-- of tbe British posses-
sions in Gangetic Hindos
tan 

-of Holland 
--of Japan 
-- of Ireland 

i, 
ii. 

-of tlfe Netherlands i. 
-- of Persia ii. 
-- of Portugal 1. 

-- of Prussia 
-of Russia 
--of Siam ii. 
--of Spain 1· 

--of Sweden 
-- of Swisserland 
-- of Tibet n. 
-- of Turkey 1. 

Revolution of England 1688 
Reuss 

217 
363 
122 
162 
221 
259 
427 
294 
234 
164 
314 
408 
439 
103 
343 

20 
472 

--of Portugal 1o 426 ---river 445 
--of Prussia 2<)3 Rh<Etian, or Tyrolese Alps 275 
___.of Russia 231 Rhea mount ii. 24 
-- ofRussia in Asia 11. 37 Rhine i. 358, 371, 444, 453 
-- ofSaxony 1. J!.66 Rhinoceros of Abyssinia $70 

-- of Scotland 1 14 ----- of Hindostan 2 13 
-- of Siam ii. 163 ----- of Sumatra 338 
-- of Spain 1. 311 Rhode island 456 
-- of Sweden 407 Rhodes island 30 
-- ofSwisserland 4.38 Rhone river i. 205, 145 
--of Tatary n. 92 Rhubarb on the banks of the 
--of Independent Tatary 292 Ural ii. 43 
- ofTibet 107 Rhnm island 154 
-- of Turkey in Europe i. 34·1 Ribira 601 
--of vVurtemburg 4-77 Richborough castle, the an-
Revenues of Abyssinia 11. 566 cient Rutupia of the _Ro-

of Spanish North-Arne- mans 1. 22 
nca 466 Richenau isle 

--of Spanish South-Ame
rica 536 

-- of the United States of 
America 429 

-of Austria 1. 263 
-of the Bil·man empire i. 142 
-- of Canada 482 
-- of China Proper 71 
-of DL:nmark i. 380 

Richmond gardens 
Reisengcberg mountain 
Riga 
Rik, or Bunclarik u. 
Ringing of bells, a peculi:J.r 

amusementofEngi•md i. 
Rinteln university 
Riobamba 
Riphean forest 

n. 
I. 

445 
67 

303 
239 
261 

43 
470 
536 
246 
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Rivers on the course of i. 4 
Roads of the Romans in Eng

land 
Roandrians ii. 
Rock singularly poised near 

Durham in North-Ame
nca 

Rod, esteemed a fatherly cor
rection in China Proper 

Roe Deer formerly in Eng-
land i. 

---not unfrequent in 
Scotland 

Roermond 
Roetwick mountain 

23 
598 

454 

8 

87 

141 
222 
416 
352 
268 
400 

VOL.PAG~. 

Ruins between Palmvra and 
the Euphrates di;covered 
!782 li. 

Runberg mountain 
RussiA 

lo 

---, historical epochs 
---, in Asia ii. 

epochs 
Rys lake 

Saal river 
Sabia 
Sable, isle de 

- historical 

1. 

s. 

I. 

ii. 

Sables of Russia in Asia 
Sabres, manufacture of, at 

314 
378 
227 
229 

32 

35 
3g2 

467 
593 
487 

57 
Rohn island ii. 
Rokhage, or Arokhage ii. 
Rom island i. 
Rome 
Romans, their progress in 

England 

4·96 Damascus 
Sacaria river 

18 Saco river 

18 
22 

444 
83 

392 
274 

---coins falsely ascribed 
to Britain 

Saddleback mountain 
16 Srelbo lake 

I. 

--- remains in England 
in France 
in Germany 

-----~ in Holland 
---- in Portu-

20 
191 
456 
360 

gal 268, 425 
---- in Spain 309 
·----in Swisserland 437 
----in Vindobona, 

&c. 
Romsdal-horn mountain 
Rona island 
Roncellin, count, improve .. 

ments by him in Den· 

~60 

393 
149 

mark 388, 39 I 
Rosa mount 
Rose port 
Rosetta 
Rosligen island 
Rostock university 
Rotterdam 
Reuss lake 
Rubicon 

l. 

i. 

Rucl, or Divrud river II· 

Rugen island i. 
Runic antiquities in Denmark 

and Norway 

500 
125 
573 
352 
471 
367 
146 
484 
272 
422 

378 

Saffron of Austria 
---- near mount Can-

casus ii. 48 
Sag·alian or Tchoka, island of 95 
Saikokf island l I 6 
Saima lake i. 416 
Sakai u. 127 
Sala island 347 
Salamanca university I. 318 
Sal::lyas island II. 336 
Sakm 237 
Salemia 316 
Salisbury i. 62 
----- Crags, Edinburg 122 
Salonica i. 348 

Salsett island 11. 233 
Salt mines of Austria i. 283, 286 
----of England 1 0 1 
----of Wurtemburg 476 
-- mountain of, in Algier 58 I 
--rock of A1abia 328 
---- ofNew Holland 360 
---- of Siberia .S9 
---- ofSwisserland i. 451 
----ofTibet ii. 114 
-- springs of Bavaria 1. 4 7 5 
-- works of Salzia 4 77 
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Sal tee island11 11. 183 Sau Ol' Save river I. 350 
Saltpetre mines of Austria 283 Savage mountains llo 445 
-- an imperial traffi~ Savannah river 445 

of Russia I. 238 Savannahs, what 449 
--ofSpain 323 5auzes Rio de Los 525 
Saltzburg archbishoprick 4?18 Saxons in England 15 
Salvador san ii. 542 Saxon chronicle 5~ 

Salwattle island 367 -- heptllrchy of Britain, 
Salz or Salzia i. 477 table of 16 
Salzburg bishoprick 478 --s and Angles, anti qui-
Samar island i . 346 ti~s of 20 
Samarcand 255, 303 -- East in England 14 
Samena mountain 569 --West m England 15 
Samiel, a burning wind of SAxoNr 465 

Arabia 325 --- historical epochs of 465 
-the hot wind of Sayansk 11· 4·5 

Persia 271 - mountains of 519 
Sambuang 346 Scalpa island ], 150 
Samos island 30 Scamander river ii. 13 
Sampoo river 9 ScandinaYian chain lo 394 

or Berhampooter Scarborough 78 
river I12 ----- mineral waters 

Sana 3~0 of 65 
Sancta Sophia church at Schakas 115 

Constantinople I. 340 Schamanism religion 07, 92 
Sand banks in the sea II Scheid I. 225 

a resort for cod ~--river 358 
and other fish I 1 Schlangenberg mountain u. 52 ... Sandepora ii. I75 Schlos mountain I • 276 

Sandwich isles 343 ScnwARZBURG, in Thurin-
Sanga mountain 526 gia 472 
Sanger island ii. 335 Schweidnitz 299 
Sangro river ], 493 Scilly isles of 106 
Sanguay mountain ii. 527 -----the Cassitc-
Sanguy island 347 rides of the ancients 106 
Sans Souci ]. 300 Scio island ii. 29 
Santa Fe ll• 461,471, 536 Scotia Nova 486 
$antee river 445 .Sco'l'LAND lo 108 
Santorine, volcanic explo- names of I08 

sions of ]. 355 ---- names of the 
Sarabat, or Hermus river ii. 22 former inhabitants, ex-
Saragossa 1. .:320 tent and names of their 
Sardinia 491 territories 109 
Sardjoo or Gagra river ii. 112 called Caledonia 
Sari 266 by Tacitus 109 
Sark isle I• 105 ------ Picti by 
Sartar island 400 Be de 109 
Saskashawin river 11· 417,4·97 ------Scotio in 

502 the eleventh century 109 
Satchon riYer 176 ---- amusements of 118 

... 
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Sctoland climate and sea-
sons of I• 

colonies of 
----diet of 
---- historical epochs 

relating to 
errors in Pto

lemy's map of 
extent of 

----ecclesiastical ge
ographyof 

--- progressive ge
ography of 

General Assem
bly of 

---- imports and ex
fJor:ts of 

___:_ __ improvements in 
buildings 

---- monuments of 
antiquity in 

---- noblemen and 
gentlemens' seats 

---- number of pa
rishes in 

---- presbytery of 1. 

---- union of~ a fa-
vourable measure 

Scylla
Scythians llo 

---- the orir,-inal m-
habitants of Turkey in 
Europe ]o 

Sea-dates, a fish found in 
~tone 

Sea-dog-fish of the :Medi
terranean 

Seals formerly tamed m 
Scotland 

Sea-ports in the Nether-
lands 

Sea of Azof 
-- I3a!Lic 
-- Black sea 
-- Germ<.n or North 
-- l\IeclitenJnean 
-- \Vhite, Quen, orGan-

vick 
~ea water of the Baltic 
Seceders in Sco~laml 

129 
116 
117 

111 

110 
109 

115 

109 

115 

128 

118 

111 

125 

114 
114 

Seasons, change of in Ire-
land 173 

Secretaries of State 36 
See Hoo lake 11· 83 
Segistan 249, 268 
Sego 606 
Segulmessa 584 
Seine river 1· 204 . 
ISeliger lake 244 
Selinga river 11. 50 
Selecta island 1. 149 
Sempach lak~ 445 
Senegal river n. 561, 605 
Sennaar 578 
Sennekas 503 
Seraglio at Arlt·ianople 1. 34 7 
---at Constantinople 347 
Sergippe ii. .S42 
Seringapatam 236 
Se1·o isl:md 3 67 
Severn house,'Hudson's bay 497 
---river i. 69, 497 
----- its rise and 

course 
Seville 
Seychdles islands 
Shagreen, how made 

l!. 

81 
321 
600 

45 Shalin1ar royal gardens 
Sbamaki 493 

286 

4·5 
222 
265 
:316 

337 

495 

SIJamar mount 
Shamo ch:sert 
ShannDn 
Shantebon river 
Shash 
Sbatpoorta hills 
Sha-,l]s of Cashmer 

9 Sheep of Spani::;h South 
America 

--of Arabia 

]o 

u. 

--of Austria I· 

--improved bret<d of in 
8 England 
4· -- of France 
R -- of HanDver 
9 -- of Hindostan 11. 

4 --not to be found in Japan 
-- of the Kirgus Tat~trs 

9 --large tailed of Pcr~ia 
9 --of Parma and Placen-

114 tia ], 

<J7 
174 
173 
285 
209 
229 

538 
327 
2~2 • 

97 
212 
469 
213 
131 
295 
280 

S03 
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Sidney town, in Cape Bre-Sheep of Portugal 
--of ilussia 

I. 

--bmad-tailed of Russia 
in Asia ii. 

-of Scotland i. 
-- of the wild in Sibe-

na !l. 

--of Spain I. 

-- walks of Spain 
--of Tibet ii. 
-- of Turkey I. 

--of Zaara, tall as fal-
low deer 

Sheffield 
Shelburn 
Shell if river 

\ .. u. 
I. 

II. 

Sheppey isle 1. 

Sheriff, his office, by whom 
chosen, and in what man
ner 

Shetland, situation, clima-te, 
commerce, and popula-
tion of · 

Shemer, or Schamer moun-

43J 
24·8 ton II. 488 

Siennese mountains I· 497 
57 Sierra de Abibe mountains ii. 527 

-- de Canatagua moun-
tains 

56 --Leone colony of 
-- l\Iada mountain 326 

330 
113 
s::,s 

580 
61 

487 
581 
107 

Morena ], 

Sienas N evadas of St. Marla 
and of Merida ii. 

Sihon riYer 
Sikokf island 
Sijelmissit 
Silchester an amphitheatre 

ofthe Romans i. 
Silk intl'oduced into the By

zantide empire by Persian 
monks II• 

38 -- first known to the Ro
mans under Aurelian 

152 
-- the original orthe early 

classics a vegetable produc
tion 

4'21 
586 
476 
327 

5"27 
272 
116 
5.33 

22 

161 

161 

161 
tains ii. 325 --ofAsam 158 

-- cotton of Sumatra 339 Shining mountains 476 
----- tree of Surinam 546 Shiraz 248, 269, 395 
Silver mines of South Arne-Shires, or counties, England 

first divided into, by the 
great Alfred i. 

------ tJ1eir go-
vernment 

Shirvan 
Shomacloo pyramid 
Shul!a island 
Shullas island 

--city of 

ii. 

-- the Sin:e o~ Ptolemy 
-- historical epochs of 
-- unknown to Europe 

till the Portuguese di:s
coveries 

- an alliance with, an 
object to the Enr;lish 

Siarnpa 
Siang i~l:mcl 
Sibare 
Sicily. See Napl"s 

VOL. ll· 

1. 

rica ii. 530 
17 --- of Spanish 

South America 
----- of Asam 17 

248 
145 

536 
204 
283 

336 
347 
160 
168 
161 
16:;1 

162 

UH 
177 
367 

.'l8 
49-± 

-----of Austria I. 

of Bavaria 
----- of Great Bu-

475 

charia II· 308 
-----of Cavavecchia i. 50() 
-----of Chim 11. 8.S 
-----ofCochin China 173 
-----of Cornwall I. 100 
-----of Eng-land 100 
----- cfFrance 213 
-----of Hanover 469 
----- of Bessia 47.J 
-----of Japan II· IS~ 
-----oflrdand I. 17J 
----- of Laos ii. 17.:; 
----- ne:w Mendoza 55 l 
------of :':orw''.Y 1. 

4 s 
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Silver mines of Pegu ii. 
----- of Per~ia 
----- of Porto Rico 

PAGE. 

151 
281 
514 

----- of Portugal i. 433 
540 
304 
478 
467 
142 
173 

----- of Potosi ii. 
-----of Prussia i. 
---of Salzia 
----- of Saxony 
--of Scotland 
----- of Siam ii. 
----- of Siberia 
-----of Sicily i. 
-----of Spain 
----- ofNew Spain j.i. 
----- of Sweden i. 
-----of Swisserland 
_ _____. of Independent 

Tatary ii. 
-----of Ttlrkey i. 
----- in the Tyrolese 

mountains 
-- of Wurtem

58 
493 
3-32 
478 
420 
451 

304 
353 

283 

477 burg 
-----of New-York ii. 453 
-isles 
Simbi hill 
Simois rive!' 
Sinai mount 
Sindi 

378 
224 

13 
~4, 3~5 

256 
3 

-VOL. PAGE. 

Skomar isle 106 
Skyro island 35 6 
Slave lake ii. 264, 500 
Slave trade commenced in 

1517 
Slavonic tribe of Russia i. 
--Russian, Mr. Tooke 

and Dr. Guthrie's account 
of 

Sligo 
S!uys 
Small-pox, pestilential to the 

indigenes of America ii. 
----remarkably fatal in 

585 
227 

236 
170 
222 

549 

Spanish South America 465 
Smyrna 17 
Snaasen lake 
Snaefial mountains 
Snails, eaten at Vienna 
Snake, remarkably large 

Surinam ii. 

392 
401 
269 

of 
54·6 

Snow, remains all the year on 
the mountains of Scot-
land 1. 

Snowden mountain 
Soan river 
Soana river 
Society isles 
Socotra island 
Sofa Ia 

ii. 

136 
8$ 

205 
24·3 
370 
321 
593 Sines, the country of 

Singan 
Sinking fund, its use 
Sinnaiah Shopka, or the 

i. 
7 5 Sofia, city of 
45 Sogd 

Sogdiana 

I. 

n. 
347 
286 

Blue mountain 
Sinto Sect 
Sircars 
Sirhind 
Sirian 
Sirinagur 

11. 

Sirocco, an enervating wind 

52 
119 
233 
228 
146 
225 

of Italy i. 4&2 
Sit'l' river n. s, 305 
--- or river of Shash 305 
--- or Sihon river 5 1 
Sitang rive1· 148 
Skake 3!7 
Skalfanda river t. 400 
Skelligs islands 183 
Skey island 119 
Skiddaw mountain- 83 

Soigne forest i. 225 
Solano, the S. E. wind from 

Aft·ica, its effects on Spain 325 
Soliman, mountain of ii. 277 
Sollinger \V aiel forest i. 462 
Solomon isles ii. 356, S68 
Somerset house, London i. 58 
S0ngari river u. !l J 
Sonora 458 
Sooloo islands 335, 34.4 
Sorbonne, school of at Parisi. 196 
Sm·elle 11. 4-83 
Soro river 1. 

Soumi, lake of ii. 
SPAIN i. 
- its colenies detrimental 

to 

432 
50 

306 

Sl3 
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'Spain historical epochs of 308 
Spaniards had formerly a set

tlement on the coast of 
Kerry in Ireland 16 6 

Spanish Town, Jamaica ii. 51 S 
Sparta, th eancient sea-port 

of i. 
Spelding. See lake 

253 
302 
460 Spessart forest 

Spice islands ii. 335, 34.8 
seized by the 

English in 1 7 9 6, and re
stored by the treaty of 
1801 353 

Spices, import of by the East 
India Company fmm 1796 
to 1798. 

Spirituous liquors, the exces-
sive use of in England i. 

Spitzbergen island 
Sporades 
Spree river 
Springs, boiling, ofireland 
Stadtholder, his power 
Staffa island 

353 

47 
251 
353 
467 
398 
362 
148 

VOL. PAGE. 

Stone hovels near Trani in 
Sicily 492 

Stoney forest near Trautenau 4·44 
-mountains ii. 418 
Stor lake i. 415 
Stralsund 412 
Strasburg i. 198 
Straw helmets of the eai:ltern 

coast of Africa ii. 593 
Stromboli volcano i. 488 
Stutgard 477 
Suabia 499 
Subanreeka river ii. 206 
Sudetic chain of mountains i. 278 
Svetoie More, or Holy Sea ii. 8 
Sugar-cane, cultivated near 

Granada in Spain i. 226 
----, a native of Sicily 492 
--maple tree of Canada ii. 484 
-------of the United 

States of America 
Suicide, rare in Persia 
---, common in New 

Zealand 
Suir river i. 
Sukhien mountains ii. 

439 
262 

371 
251 
210 Stags, formerly inhabitants of 

the English forests i. 87 Sulphur in the Tyrolese 
Stalactitic caves in North-

America u. 454 
Stanovoi mountain 52 
---ridge of mountains 51 
Stargard i. 299 
State-paper office at Whitehall 36 
Staten land ii. 55 3 
Staunton river 445 
Steel mines of Persia 281 
Stefano, San, isle i. 493 
Stepps, or level plains of 

Alps i. 275 
Sultama ii. 266 
Sumasinta river 4 7 4 
Sumatra island 335 
Sumba island 336 
Sumbava island 335, 342 
Sun, Peruvian temple of the 522 
Sunda isles 335 
--- islands of, or Sumatran 

chain 
Sunderbunds of Hindostan 

Asiatic Russia ii. 53 Superior lake 

336 
215 
411 
232 
34.2 

Stettin 1. 

Stinhuder lake 
Stirling 
Stockholm 
Stonehenge, not a Druidical 

monument 
-----, review of the 

opinions of various writers. 
on 

------, the supreme 
court of the nation 

2!}9 
469 
124 
411 

Surat 
Surikarta 
Surinam 
----river 
Surza 

21 Susquehannah river 
Swamps, what 
SwEDEN j. 

1 5 -, historical epochs of 
---,political importance 

and relations of 21 

545 
546 
S16 
444 
4·49 
403 
405 

409 
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Swedcnbomg, baron, founder 
of a sect 

--------, his tenets 
Swines-flesh, reason why the 

poor of Scotland have an 
antipithy to 

Swiss, their attachment to 
their country 

SwrssERLAND 

~---historical epochs 
of 

Sword-fish of the lVIediter-
ranean 

SwucKu mountain 
Swuckustoet mountain 
Sy!fiallen mountain 
S:recbllake 

T. 

Tahr1sco river 11· 

T'"i·:,r, a mixture of stone· and 
mort~d·, which beco,ncs 
lnrd as rock, used in l.VIo
rocco 

!obJ.c ~ay 
Tacuz river 

30 
30 

118 

440 
435 

436 

9 
416 
393 
393 
392 

582 
590 
569 

Taclmor in the desert 
Tcfilet 

I. 12 

Tagliamento river 
Tahir an 
Ti1i-hoo lake 

llo 563, 581 
i. 48·1 
u. 266 

Tain i. 
82 

125 
432 Tajo river 321, 

Taiwan or Formosa island ii. 
J:akia, s.ect of China Proper 
l ,1k:.tS 11ver 
Tambookics 

i. 

87 
69 
51 

591 
392 Tana river 

Tar.".lserim river 
Tanaserim 
'1\mgier 

u. 173 
146, 169 

582 
Talma island 370 

VOL. PAGE, 

Tartessus isle, the Tarshish 
of the Porenicians 1· 

Tascard island 
Tatanay 
Tatars, account of 

ii. 

306 
183 
348 
40 

TA'l' ARr, historical epochs of 91 
---CHINESE 

--- INDEPENDENT 

Tatta 
-- a saline lake 
Tatas 
Tavia Poenamoo island 
Tavora i. 
Tavoy river ii, 
Taurida mountains 1. 

Taurus mountain u. 
-----.-- m· Taurian chain 
Tawee island 
Tay river 
--frith of 
Tchany lake of 11· 

Tea, quantity of exported an-
nually from China 

- the general use of in 
England 1. 

Teak-tree of the Birman em
pire superior to the Eng-
lish oak ii. 

---- of Hindostan 
--wood of Malaya 
T cbriz or Tauriz 
Techuks, some account of 
Teek, dukedom of i. 
Tedjen or Ted yen river ii. 
Tcembo 
Tees river 1. 

Teeth, tribute of, in New Hol
land 

Teffiiz 
Tehuels 
---or Patagonians 
Tehueblake 
Tel!icherry 
Teme river 

u. 

89 
285 
23! 

23 
31 

371 
430 
173 
245 

9,23 
23 

344 
130 
127 

50 

75 

48 

14·9 
142 
!55 
265 

43 
476 
273 
586 

66 

362 
264 
550 
549 
522 
237 

Tao See, a sect in China Pro· 
per 

Tc..pestry, re:!'narkably old in 
69 Temple of Mexico 

Tende, Col de 

I, 

II• 

I. 

11. 

Si 
46'2 
485 
602 
601 

the cathedral of .B~.;cux i. 
Taptee river ii. 
Taramomon mountain 
Taranta mountains 

190 
206 
173 
569 

T encriffe i5bnd 
peak of 

Tengislake 
Tentzon mountain 

98 
475 
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T ercera island 
Terkiri lake 
Termed 

ii. C02 Tin mines of Spanish South 
112 America • ii. 
304 ----of Austria 1. 

541 

Termites of Sumatra 
Ternat island 

339 ---- of Banca island ii. 
283 
341 
100 

Terra Australis 
--del Fuego 
Tetuan 
Thaluan river 

ii. 
1· 

520, 

Thames, its rise and course i. 
Thanet isle 
Tharan lake u. 
Theatrical exhibitions of 

348 --~-of Cornwall 1. 

2 ----· of England 
552 ---- ofJapan 
582 ofMalaya 
148 ----of Pegu 

11. 

8 1 ----of Portugal ii. 
107 ~-- ofSaxony 
306 of Siam 

---- of Sumatra 
lh 

72 
132 
155 
151 
434 
467 
164 
337 

Siam 
at 

168 Tineal, or crude borax, pro
duced by a lake in Tibet ii. 114 

funerals in Siam 
Thebe forest 
Thomas, St. Island i. 

I 67 Tind lake r. 392 
594 

380,ii. 514 
600 

-----town 
Thouat 
Thule Southern 
Tlmn lake 
Thur river 
Thuringia forest 
Thurso 
Tiber creek 
--rrver 
TIBET 

-- mountains 
--Little 

u. 

I. 

ii. 
1o 

ii. 98, 
113, 

Tibetian Alps, northern 
chain of 

Ticmw. poison, from the 
Nibbee plants of Smri
nam ii. 

Ticl-::os unknown in the Bal-

536 
563 
554 
446 
445 
462 
125 
433 
481 
107 
128 
115 

207 

548 

tic r. 9 
Tic,OI e island u. 344 
Ti~:;ss river r. 27 5 
liver royal of Bengal u. 213 
Ti· :·i 565 
1 i~·,is island 11· 7 
--river 22, 272, 325 
Tille mountain r. 394 
Timber floats in Holland 369 
Timi u. 224 
Timor island 335 
Timorian chain 335 
Timorlaut ishmd :J.S5 

--mountain 
Tinian, island of 
Tipera mountains 
Tiery island 
Tirhut 
Titicaca lake of 
Tiz 
Tlascala 
---mountain 
Tobago island of 
To bas 
Tobolsk 
Tokarestan 
To kat 
Toledo 
---mountains 
Tollocarn mountain 
Tombuctoo 
Tombut 
Tomsk 
Tongataboo, island of 
Tong-tint hou lake of 
Tonhof lake 

ii. 

i. 

11· 

i. 
Topaz, rock in Saxony 
Topography definition of 
Tornea lake 
Tornea rivet• 
Torrisdal river 
Tortoises, land, eaten in 

Lent by the Arabian 

]. 

christians u. 
----- eaten at Vienna 
Tot·y island 
Tostar, or Shuster ii. 

394 
378 
209 
149 
224 
522 
267 
470 
476 
514 
549 

45 
302 

19 
321 
433 
476 
606 
563 
45 

383 
82 

392 
467 

1 
415 
415 
392 

328 
I• 269 

183 
267 
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Toulouse 1a 197 
Tounzemahn lake ii. 14·5 
Tower of London 1o 58 
Tranquebar ii. 238 
Tnmsports, first sent to 

Botany Bay, Port Jack-
son, and Sidney Cove in 
1787 ii. 

Transylvania, historical e-
pochs of 1. 

Traun lake 
Tremesin 
Tremiti isles 
Trent its rise and course 
Tributaan mount01.in 
Triers electorate 
Trieste 
Trincomali 
----harbour 
Trinidad island 
Trinity, gulf of the Holy 
Tripoli 
Trinha, da Cunha island 
Tritonis Palm; 

u. 
1. 

1. 

11· 

T~'ois Rivieres town 
Trolhattam, canal of J. 

Troolies, the largest leaved 
plant known, produced in 
Surinam ii. 

Tropp au 

359 

259 
275 
581 
494 

81 
276 
472 
270 
242 
242 
515 
525 
579 
600 
580 
482 
412 

54.7 
270 

Tunguin 
Tursan 
Turgai river 
Turin 

VOL, PAC~. 

11. 197 
11. 95 

306 
499 

TuRKEr IN AsiA 11· 

his tori-
cal epochs of 

--- IN EUROPE lo 

histori-
cal epochs of 

-----political 
importance and relations 
of 

Turkistan 
Turon harbour 
Tuscany 
Tutenag mines of China 
Tweed river 
Tyne river 
Tyri lake 
Tzana lake 
-.- or Dembea lake 

u. 
Ucaial river 
Valclay mountain 
Valenciennes 
Valentia island 
Van lake 11· 

n. 

11· 

II• 

1. 

22, 

I 1 

12 
336 

338 

343 
286 
178 
495 

86 
131 
131 
392 
569 
569 

Tl'OY 
Tmchsess, house of 
Truxillo 

). 

13 V arana lake 
Vash 479 

1. 

11. 

523 
245 
198 
183 
274 
484 
302 
215 
197 
369 
51S 
496 
269 
~60 

Tschafatfet mountain 
Tsege To lake 

II. 

1. 

Tsherkess, or Circassians 11. 

Tsiamaja 
Tnam J, 

Tubingen 
---- and university 
Tuffoons, or typhons, storms 

in the Chinese sea ll· 

Tula 1. 

Tunis 11. 

--formerly the chief seat 
of Carthaginian power 

Turcomans, ot· hords of 
banditti 1. 

TlitJIJy fish ofthe :Mecliter-
I"..tlie<m 1. 

536 
276 
276 

16 
175 

V auclus~ fountain 
V eel a~ of Hinclostan 
Vegetable fly 
---- of Jamaica 
V eli no river 
Venice account of 
--first Doge of 

1· 

u. 

1· 

170 
.J.77 
477 -- progress of the power 

179 
238 
580 

580 

of 
VeraCmz 
Yercelli 
Y erd, Cape de islands 
\~ erclen 
Verner mountain 
Y errez cascade of 

1 5 Versailles palace 
Vesm·ius 

9 Vigagora mountain 

11. 

i. 
ii. 
lo 

II. 

260 
470 
500 
601 
4.69 
277 
499 
.9:1 
48ti 

5~· 
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VOL. PAGE, 

Ujin river ii. 129 
Vikten, ot· Victor island i. 4UO 
Villa Grande u. 542 
Villages, built on rafts on the 

Banjar river in Borneo 343 
Vincent, St. island 5 14 
Vipers in Ireland I. 178 
Virgin isles 11· 5 14 
Vishnei Voloshok, canal of 233 
Visiapour 238 
---mountains 209 
Vist, north and south islands i. 15 I 
Vistula river 302 
Ulea island u. 379 
--river I. 415 
Ulitea island ii. 387 
Ulm i. 478 
Ulabarllakc u. 23 
Ulug Beg university 302 
Ummerapoora I 44 
Unjiga, or M'Kenzie's river 418 
Universities of Aberdeen I· 121 
--of Abo 411 
-- of Austria 268 
-- of Benares ii. 200 
--of Buda j, 26 
-- ofCalcutta u. 220 
-- ofCoimbra i. 429 
--of Copenhagen 386 
--of Debt·etzin 268 
-of Denmark 389 
- of Dublin 167 
-- of Edinburgh 120 
-- of Eng laud 54 
--of Erlau 268 
-of France 196 
-- of Frankfort on the "' 

Oder 298 
-- of Georgia ii. 43! 
-of Gottingen I. 469 
-- of Gratz 268 
--of Holland I. 367 
-- of Harward in Ameri-

ca 
-- of Ingolstadt 
-- of lnspmck 
--ofKeil 
--ofLima 
--of Lunden 
- of Marlbur~ 

ii. 431 
I. 476 

2613 
386 

ii. 535 
411 
470 

VOL. PAGE. 

University of the Netherlands 221 
-- of Parma and Placentia 502 
-- of Pavia 500 
-- of Pennsylvania ii. 432 
--of Prussia i. 1 298 
--ofRinteln 470 
-of Rostock 471 
--of Russia 237 
-- of Salamanca S 18 
-- of Samarcand ii. 302 
-- of Scotland 1. 12 1 
--of Spain 318 
--of Tubingen 477 
-- of Turin son 
--of Vienna 268 
~ of the United States of 

America ii. 432 
--ofUpsal I. 411 
-- of Wilna 298 
-- of Zebid 11· 3 19 
U nst island 1. 1 ~ 3 
Volcanoes of North Ameri-

ca u. 418 
-- ofS. America 528,531,446 
-- of Spanish S. Ameri-

ca 541 
-- of the Andes 55 I 
-- on Barren isle near the 

Andamans 159 
-- of Borneo 343 
-- of the island of Bour-

bon 599 
--of New Britain 368 
-- of the island of Cele-

bez 346 
--of the Cotopashi moun· 

tain 526 
- of Fayal island 604 
-- of France, and obsel'Ya-

tions on volcanoes in gene-
ral i. 207 

-- ofGonong island u. 35:l 
-- probabilities of, in the 

Hebrides islands 149 
--of Japan u. 130 
-- ofDenmark 1. 308 
--of Italy 486 
-- ofthe West-Indies ii. 515 
--of Kamchatka 53, 61 
--of the Manilla islands 345 
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VOL, PAGE. 

Volcanoes of Mexico ii. 4 7 5 

- of Mindanao islantl 346 
-- of La Salza j, 502 
-of Sicily 4.93 
--of Sumatra ii. 338 
-- of Tanna island 370 
....___ of the peak of Tenerif 602 
--of Terra del Fuego 552 
- ofTernat island 352 
-- of V aru 421 
Volga river i. 543, ii. 9 
V olney'e hypothesis, tl1at the 

Egyptians were negroes, 
unfounded ii. 572 

Volturno river i. 493 
Vomit, black, of Mexico ii. 465 
Vosges or H unsdruck, moun-

tains of France i. 205 
Upas tree, poison of ii. 347 
---- of the island of Ce-

lebes 392 
-- tree, the existence of, in 

Java, confuted 34:3 
Upsal I. 412 
--university of 411 
Ural mountains i. 246, ii. 294 
Uralian chain ii. 9, 51 
Urbanity, a want of, in the 

U. States of America ii. 481 
Urghenz 287, 298 
Urmialake 2S, 275 
Urraca range of mountains 475 
Urus, or Bison of Austria i. 282 
-----of the Caucasian 

mountains 11. 56 
Use, or Ouse river I· 82 
Ushant island 218 
Ustica isle 494 
Utarvas river ii. 484 
Utrecht I. 368 
Vulcano isle 486 
Uzelett, mountains of u. 5 80 

w. 

ViTaal river i. S71 
\Vagiol island ii. 3o7 
\Vaijoo, or vVodjoo ish.md 367 
vVal-;euclcl i. 63 
\1-dJcdirircr 11. 581 

VOL. PAGE. 

~VALDECK I• 472 
TVALEs, towns of 66 
--- a part conquered by 

Henry I. 18 
--- subsequent conquest 

by Edward I. 18 
---f'rince of, Straight ii, 8 
Walet 606 
VValking leaf insect 368 
------ of Jamaica 513 
'\!Vall, great, ofChinaProper 67 
\V allenstadt lake i. 446 
W angara u. 607 
'\IV ardhus island 401 
W arf river 82 
Warsaw 298 
Washington city u. 4.33 
W ashingt@n coilege 432 
\Vaterfalls in Scotland i. 143 
Waterford 170 
Watling Street, a Roman 

road 22 
Wayisland Ilo 352 
'\!Vee Chaung Hoo lake 83 
\Veinsteig mountain i. 461 
'\IV ells ebbing and flowing in 

England I 03 
Wener lake 415 
Wens or Goitres, frequent in 

the mountainous parts of 
Sumutra, Hindostan and 
Tibet ii. 3J.8 

'\IV erra river 
'\IVeter river 
Westminster Abbey 

i. 457 
457, 469 

58 
\V estmol~.::land omitted in 

Domesday 
Weserlake 
\Vexford 
vVharn mountain 
-height of 
Whigs and tories, their con-

l7 
415 
170 
83 
83 

tentions 32 
\Yhite mountains 11· 445 
---- Oak mountains 4 }9 
--- Oven or Ganviik sea i. 9 
\Viag island ii. 367 
\Yick 1. 125 
\Yicklow mountain:; in Ire-

lwd 175 
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VOL• PAGE. 

Widows, burning of, in Hin-
dostan ii. 

"\Vife punished, should the 
husband prove false, m 
Abyssinia 

Wight, isle of i. 
Wildvad, warm baths of 
Wilna university 
Winchester 

195 

567 
105 
478 
295 

62 

Wurtsburg bishoprkk 
Wye river 
W ygeln mountain 

x. 
Xareyes lake 

Y. 

VOL. PAGE, 

4·73 
81 

393 

521 

----- college of 63 Y river I. 371 
----- after the heptar-

chy, the capital of Eng
land 

Windsor castle 
'Vindward islands 

ii. 

Wine, effects of, in warm cli-
mates 1. 

Wines made by French set
tlers from wild grapes on 

67 
510 
510 

315 

the Ohio ii. 439 
Winipic Jake 412, 498 
Winnepeg little lake i. 440, 4·15 
Wismar 412 
Wittenberg 466 
Woad produced in Siberia u. 48 
Woleket island 367 
W omat animal of Van Die-

men's Janel 
vVomen, sale of, in the Bir

man empire 
Wood, want of, in Scotland i. 
Wool, the commerce and ma

nufacture of, in England, 
to the annual value of 

374 

14.4 
130 

1 5 ,ooo,ooo 7 .. 
Woollen manufactory at Lintz 271 
---- royal manufactory at 

Copenhagen 388 
63 Worcester 

World, th~ quarters and di-
visions of i. 

"\Vorms 
--eaten in New Hoi-

land II• 

vV orros of Surrinam 
Wrath, Cape l· 

vV ulli mountains Ih--

1 VuR'J'E,Vl.ERG I. 

·-----mountains 
Duchy 

VOL, IT. 

2 
472 

583 
547 
136 
277 
-4.76 
461 
474 

Y ablonny mountains 
Yaik river 
Yakutsk 
Yakutsk of Tatary 
Yale colleg·e 

ii. 9, 51 
50 
45 
43 

Y a! of negroes 
Yap island 
Yarkand 
---river 
Yarmouth, its fisheries 
Yemen 
Yenisei 
---river 
Yeuisland 
Yezd 
Y ohor, kingdom of 
Yokul mountains 
Yopezriver 

!. 

ii. 

i. 
II. 

432 
586 
379 
95 
98 
64 

309 
44 

25,49 
218 
267 
1$5 
401 
474 

York I. 

-- jurisdiction and extent 
of the province 

59 

29 
19 -- and Lancaster, wars, 

--advantages derived from 
the wars 

-- fort,Hudson'sBay ii. 
--New 
Youghall i. 
Ythan river, formerly famous 

for its pearl-fisheries 
Yukagirs of Tatary ii. 
Yummala, chief god ofthe 

Fins i· 

z. 

Zaara ii. 
--or the' desert 
Zabus river 
z~,cr,tula river 

19 
497 
433 
170 

131 
43 

235 

590 
563 
581 
47,~ 

Z:.ttlu' river 561, 587 
4 T 
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VOL. PAGE• VO.L, PAGE. 

Zanibesi river ii. 561, 594, e 10 Zoology of Denmark i. 395 
Zamphara 607 --of Egypt ii. 57i 
Zanguebar li93, 613 - of England i. 96 
Zanoni isle i. 494 -of France 213 
Zante island 357 -- of Germany 464 
Zanzibar island ii. 5% --of Hindostan ii. 213 
Zarang · 268 -- of Holland I. 372 
Zarayos Jake 521 -- of New Holland ii. 368 
Zawaja Jake 569 --of Japan 131 
Zealand islands .i 386 -- of Ireland 1. 178 

Ne\v ii. 370 --of Italy 489 
Zebid university 319 -ofMalaya ll. 156 
Zebu islana 346 --of the Netherlands i. 225 
Ze:,land river 546 -- of Otaheite ii. 386 
Zebra, palace of I. 310 -- of Papua or New 
Zeita, port of ii. '595 Guinea 366 
Zell 1o 469 -ofPersia 280 
Zembas of Africa ll. 611 -- of Portugal 1. 433 
Zemindars 194 -- of Prussia S04 
Zemlia, Novaye island I. 251 --of Russia 248 
Zemzem, Holy \V ell l!. 320 -- of tl:e Russian empire 
Zenderud river 273 in Asia 11. 56 
Zirchnitzer See I. 286 -- of the Sandwich islands 380 
Zizania Aquatica, nearly -- of Scotland 1. 141 

allied to the rice u. 507 -ofSiam l!. 173 
Zoology of Abyssinia 5.70 -of Spain i. 332 
--of the eastern coast of --of Sumatra ii. 338 

Afl'ica 594 --of Sweden 1. 419 
--of Spanish North Arne- --of Swisserland 450 

rica 477 - ofTatary ii. 101 
--of Spanish South Arne- ___.of Tibet 113 

r;ca 537 -- ofTurkey lo 353 
--of Arabia 327 -- of Turkey in Asia ii. 27 
-- of Austria i. 282 -· -of the UFlited States 
-- of the Birman em· of America 449 

pire ii. 151 Zouf 304 
-ofC:mada 544 Zug; lake I. 446 
-- of the Cape of Good Zurich 442 

Hope 590 --lake 44·5 
--of Ceylon 243 Zuruchaitu 11. 96 
--of China 85 Zwart Berg mountain 589 
-- of Cochin China 178 

THE END. 


